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" There is no doctrine, however· good in itself, that may not
be made bad use of by one who does not know how to apply
it properly."
No hay doctrina par buena que sea de que no pueda uno
usar mal 5i no la sabe aplicar como conviene.
TR. viii., CH. go. /1"'~ ~-IZ
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TRANSLATOR'S PREPACE
i\.LPHO~SUS

RODRIGUEZ (not to be confounded with his

~anoni~~d namesake, a Jesuit laybrother) ~~~~9I!!=c,~

YCillCicl01id i~152~, entered th~Society ?f,jesus in 1546,
~nd di~d;-;>Ir~b~~~~EYl"=!§!9~,,~'B~tfor~C:;~~O'~srt'to Rome,
where he sat in the Fifth General Congregation of the
Society, h~~~P~}2!~hi,§"whol~.lif~!!!
__~P§lj.g,~ tea~Jling Moral
Theology, gov~.rni9-La . ,,,CQUeg~a§.EectQx,,.,~.£!h2g_a~m"
M_e:ts,.!er of Novices atld ~pir!.!t:1a)"father and composing
this work. It came out in three parts, all which appeared
together in 1609. Of its composition he tells us Himself :
"It being the custom in our Society for an Exhortation
to be addressed to the Comnlunity at least every fortnight, and I having been engaged in that office for more
than forty years, addressing as well the novices as their
Seniors in Religion, I have gathered together much
matter which my Superiors thought it would be for the
service of God for me to revise and put in order."
The first cotnplete English translation came out in
1699.
The anonymous translator has recently been
identified as Sir John Warner, S.J., Bart.
Father
Warner, most unhappily, overlooking the original
Spanish, translated the French version of Regnier des
Marais. Des Marais took considerable liberties with th~
text in putting the somewhat rugged Spanish into an
elegant Louis Quatorze garb. His loose renderings, and
more besides, passed into the English translation. Corrections were made in the Kilkenny edition of 1809; but
never to this day has the baleful influence of Des Marais
been wholly eliminated. It has cost the present translator
a world of toil and trouble. In my veneration for the quaint
old seventeenth century version, still read amongst us, I
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endeavoured to base my work upon that, instead of doing
what I was ultimately forced to do, translating straight
from the Spanish. The translation has been revised
throughout by a native Spaniard, who is also a competent
English scholar. To him I return my hearty thanks. I
have borne in mind, and beg my reader to bear in mind,
that I am a Translator only, and not an Editor.
It has been Rodriguez's good fortune in our day, laudari
a laudato viro. Writing to the Heads of Religious Orders
on the training of their young religious, His Holiness
Pius XI. says, 19 March, 1924 : "Most useful to read
through and study will be the writings of St. Bernard,
and 'of the Seraphic Doctor St. Bonaventure, as also of
Alphonsus Rodriguez. So far from the virtue and efficacy
of these works having failed and become exhausted by
lapse of time, it seems to have grown and increased"
(Acta Ap. Sedis, vol. 16, p. 142). The temptation has
been great to correct or explain here and there some of
the forced or even untenable applications of Holy Scrip- ~ ~
ture, and some of the stories which ar,e historically in- ~ ~
accurate. On reflection however we prefer to leave them
as they are; they profess to be but illustrations of the
lesson.s he desires to teach. Some day we', may see an
historico-critical edition of this classic work; for the
Ejercicio de Perfeccion y Virtudes Cristianas is a classic;
and we present it as Rodriguez wrote it, our one object
being to produce an English translation as accurate as
possible.
It is presumed that no one will read Treatise xxiii. on
Manifestation of Conscience, in ignorance of the new
Canon Law, Canon 530.
In references to the Psalms, since they are' generally
so short, only the number of the Psalm, as, found in the
Vulgate, has been given.
JOSEPH RICKABY,

S. J •

LIFE OF ALPHONSUS RODRIGUEZ BY AN
EARLY ED!TOR
THE celebrated father, Alphons!1~"~(?~<:Lt:!g!I§ to whom all
devout Christians, as well as the members of the different
religious orders of the Church, are so deeply indebted for
the rich treasures which he has bequeathed to them in his
ascetic writings, was born at Valladolid, in Spain. He
commenced" his studies at Salamanca; and there, after
having attained his degree in the School of Philosophy,
he was moved by the apostolic preaching of Father John
Ramirez, of the Society of Jesus, and, at th~_~ge of nineteen, embraced the religious state in t~at§g~ietx. During
his noviceship, and in the course of his theological studies,
he acquired so hie-h a reputation for virtue, that scarcely
was he ordained priest, when he "vas intrusted with the
care of the young religious to train them up in the spirit
of their vocation,-anemployment which is considered of
the utmost importance in the Society. Amongst those who
had the happiness of being under 'him as master of novices,
was the c~lebrated Father Francis Suarez, who used frequently to Gongratulate himself on having been the disciple of one so renowned in spiritual life. He was next
appointed Rector of Monterei, where he afterwards remained; and, during the space of twelve years, delivered
lectures in Moral Theo1Qgy with such celebrity that many
were anxious to obtain copies of his writings. To the £~~.!V;,_,jfi~"./i",':;';-,0L,.
important duties of the theological chair, his zeal associated
still greater labours in his endeavours to promote the
spiritual ·welfare of the city in which he dwelt, and of the
neighbouring country, by preaching, catechising, and
absolving sinners. From Monterei he was removed to
Valladolid, to fill the office of domestic casuist in the house
of the professed fathers; thence he was summoned to
Montilla to ,instruct the novices, and continued to perform
this duty for !!}or:~ ..tht!!!~_.!!J.jE.!Y~.Y£<ilrs. He was afterwards
deputed to Rome to attend the Fifth General Congrega0"
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'tion, where he gave illustrious proofs of his sanctity,
prudence, and knowledge of the rules and constitutions
of the Society. From Rome he returned to, Spain, and
became Spiritual Father in the College of Cordova. It
was during his sojourn here, that, having principally in
view to promote the advancement in solid virtue of the
entire boc!Y__Q!-.-!P~_~<2~~~ 4e wrote those admirable
Treatises on Christian Perfection, to which the Holy
Ghost has imparted such unction, that, read' again and
again, they never tire. Having gone to Seville, in the
year 1606, to assist at a provincial congregation, he was
ordered by his superiors to remain there, and waS' placed
once more over the novices. He continued at Seville till
his death, devoting his leisure moments to the revisal of
his writings previous to their publication. Unceasing
labour had by this time greatly impaired his strength; and,
during the last two years of his life, he became so
decrepid, that he was no longer able to support himself
on his limbs to celebrate the holy sacrifice of the mass;
but the saintly old man received daily from the hands of
another the adorable Sacrament of the Eucharist. At last,
loaded with years and merits, he slept in the Lord, at the
advanced a e of ninety, in the 70th year of his religious
life, a1]d 46 years af~e! .~_l_~,~~lemn Pf(~",~,~~~E:- e explred~
.
on the ~Ist of february,- 1616.
.... i ~jJ/J/ \ He was a man who never failed to illustrate in his own
.Vn.-_:,-~~ person, and by his own example, tJ:1ose lessons of virtue

Ii 'l~ U ~i~ ~~f~~~:ifile~<L~i~~§W~~~~l~lL~~t.~_~~:i~~n~i~ ~ea:;:~
~

jn his cell, and .s~J£~~_!~f!jt....EEles.~~J~hecall of charity
or obedience. During the last years of his life, being
released from those obstacles which are inseparable from
offices of authority over others, k..<use(L!2._.9~vote f9l!!.
hours each day to prayer. He took no pleasure in walking about the garden attached to the college; his delight
was to remain alone with God. He was the first at every
public duty, most punctual in the least little observances
of religious life, and a strenuous assertor of evangelical
poverty. Even in the last stage of his long life, he would
admit of no singularity in his diet; and when he happened
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",to <be'helped to something likely to gratify his palate, he
"'\\toulrd contrive to spoil its flavour with water. To the
very last, he never omitted to crawl to the church' to hear
the confessions of the people, and, in his turn, threw himself daily at the feet of his own confessor to obtain absolution himself. It was a most edifying sight to behold this
venerable man, at the age of ninety, with the most profound sentiments of humility, stooping' to kiss the feet

of his religious brethren, as though he was the last and

lowest amongst them, and only fit to be trampled under
foot by all around him.

THE AUTHOR TO THE
RELIGIOUS OF THE SOCIETY OF JESUS_

~

i, _

. ST. GREGORY, being desirous to write some spiritual., in/J~
~
structions for the conduct of certain religious houses, j:v~
excuses, himself in his Sixth Book and Twenty-seventh ~ ~
Epistle, in these terms: "The e,xercises of mortification L , I
'I
and p,r,ayer practised by religious produce such ,a source tr7
(,(.~
or fountain, of wisdom in their hearts that they stand not
t7
in need ofbeing watered with those few drops our aridity
is able to impart to them. For, as the fountain in the
midst of the terrestrial Paradise watered all parts thereof
and kept it continually fresh' and green. without the help
of rain, which it needed not, so those who are in the paradise of religion have tio need of being watered from without, because prayer and mortification produce in thenl
such, a source or fountain of grace as is always sufficient
to maintain. their virtues in their full splendour and
beauty.'"
,
I might, Reverend Fathers, upon this account, with far
more reason' than St. Gregory, excuse myself after' the .
same manner he did to those faithful souls our Lord has
planted' in the garden' of 'the Society of Jesus~souls He
has cultivated and watered by the help of that mental
prayer they. daily make. But though this excuse would
doubtless be 'a very just one if I imagined you expected
anything new from me, yet, lam prevented from making
it, as.1 propose to myself nothing else in this work than
to revive in our memories what ou alread know and
aily'practise.
n olng this,' I shall .pay obedience to
our holy tounoer, who in one of his constitutions ordains
that "once a week,or at least once a fortnight, there
s'hal1be one' appointed to lay before, our eyes the obligationsof a~ spiritual life, lest human frailty, which daily
inclines us to relax in our duties, might cause us to forget,
and to discontinue them."
This constitution, God' be
praised, is exactly observed throughout the whole' Society,
and.produces great fruit therein. Having, therefore,
above these forty years been employed 'in the function
of exhorting the novices or other religious, and having
gathered divers things together for this purpose, my
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superiors and many other persons to whom lowe a deference were of opinion that I might render great service
to God and to religion, and that the advantage drawn
from my labours would be more lasting, if I should take
care to review and put in order what I had already composed.
I considered, also, that in the constitution before cited,
St. Ignatius puts this alternative: "Let there be," says
he, "one appointed to deliver these spiritual exhortations
to the religious, or at least let the religious be obliged
to read them." I was still more encouraged in my undertaking when I reflected that it is a practice established
in the Society and very much recommended by saints, to
read something every day t'hat may promote our spiritual
advancement. This being the principal design of the
following work, I have for this reason laid before you, as
clearly and briefly as I was able, such things as are more
essential and more common to our profession. These, I
trust, will serve as a mirror wherein, if we daily vie\v
ourselves, we, Shall, be enabled to correct our imperfections
and decorate our souls in such manner as will render them
{
most pleasing to the eyes of His Divine Majesty.
Moreover, though my principal intention was to fulfil
the particular obligation I have to serve those whom
religion has constituted my fathers and brethren in Jesus
Christ; yet because we ought to extend as far as we can
the effects of charity, and be,ing particularly obliged to
it by our institute, I have endeavoured to dispose ,t!:is
~ after such a manner as that it may be useful not
only to our Society in particular, but to all other religious,and even to all persons in general who aspire to Christian
perfection. Wherefore, that the title may correspond to
the work, I have entitled it PRACTICE OF PERFEC..;,
TION AND CHRISTIAN VIRTUES. I call it Practice
because things are treated in it after such a manner as
may render the- practice very easy.
I hope by the mercy of our Lord that my labours will
not be unprofitable; and that this grain of seed of the
word of God, being sown in the good soil of souls aspiring
to perfection, will render not only thirty or sixty, but
even a hundred fold.
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FIRST TREATISE

OF THE ESTEEM, DESIRE AND
AFFECTION WE SHOULD HAVE FOR'
WHAT TOUCHES OUR SPIRITUAL
PROGRESS, AND OF SOME MEANS
TO AID US THERETO
CHAPTER I
The great" value we ought to set on Spiritual Things
1 wished, says the Wise Man, and there was given me
sense; J asked it of God, and there came upon me the
,spirit of wisdom; and [preferred her before thrones and
royalsceptres ; and J made no account of riches in comparison therewith,. nor o/precious stones; for all gold in
comparison with her is as a little sand, and silveri shall be
counted as clay before· her (Wisd. vii. 7).. The true wisdom
On which we'ought to set our eyes is perfection, which
consists in union 'withGodby love, according to the saying of the Apostle St. Paul: Above all.,J commend to you
charity, ~hich is the bond of perfection (Col. iii. 14), and
joins and unites us with God.
Now the esteem which
Solomon says here he had of wisdom, we ought to have
of perfecti9n and of 'all that makes thereto.' In comparison with that, all should appear to us as a little sand, a
little ?lay andjg!:<!l1re, as the sa~e ~pos~le sa.id, :.. J c'ou!lt
all thtngs as· Cfff{[lWe and refuse tn vtew of gatntng Chrtst
(Phil. iii. 8). This is a main means for gaining perfection :attherate in which that esteem grows in our hearts,
at· the· same rate will our perfection grow, and the whole
house and the whole Order. The reason is, because such
as is the value that we set u on a thin such is the desire
that we have of obtaining it : for the wIllIS a In· power
and follows what the understanding dictates. and proposes
I
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to it; and according to the esteem and value that the
understanding sets on a thing, so also is the will and
desire to obtain it. And as the will is queen, and commands all the other powers and energies of the soul, as
well interior as exterior, it follows that according to the
will and desire that we have of a thing, wIll be our contriving and taking means thereto, and our efforts.to obtain
.ih....Thus it is very important to have a great esteem and
appreciation of spiritual things and of what appertains to
our spiritual progress, that so the will and desire of them
may be great,. and great also our effort to procure and
gain them, for in all these things like goes with like.
A dealer in precious stones has need to know and form
a right estimate of their value, under pain of being deceived, for in default of such knowledge and such estimate
he will exchange and sell a stone of great value for a thing
of very little worth. Our trade is in precious stones and
pearls. The kingdom of heaven is like unto a merchant
seeking precious stones (Matt. xiii. 45). We are merchants of the kingdom of heaven: we must know and form
a right estimate of the price and value of the merchandise
in which we deal, that we be not deceived, changing gold
for clay, and heaven for earth, which would be a huge
mistake. And so says the prophet Jeremy: Let not the
wise man glory in his wisdom, nor the strong'man in his
strength, nor the rich man in his riches; but let hi1n that
glorieth glory in this, in knowing and understanding me
(J erem. ix. 23).
This is the greatest of all treasures,
knowing and loving and serving God, and this is the
greatest business we can have on hand, or rather, we have
no other business than this, for this we were created,
and for this we entered Religion: this is our end, our
terminus and our glory.
Would that, this esteem and appreciation of perfection.
and of spiritual things appertaining thereto were deeply.
imprinted in the hearts of all, especially in Religious, and
that we helped orie another and roused one another to this,
n'ot in words alone, often treating of this in our ordinary
talks and conversations, but much more by the example
of our deeds; that from thenl the beginner and the proficient and all may come to see that what counts in Religion
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is spivitual things, much humility, much obedience, much
devotion to recollection and prayer;' not much learning,
nor much fine. preaching, :nor, any endowment of natural
and ,human gifts,--so says our blessed Father Ignatius
in his Constitutions (Reg. 16. Sum.). And it is necessar:r
for all to understand this from the 'beginning, and, be
nurtured on· this' milk, to the end that each one forthwith
may set before his eyes ~nd. his heart that the thing to do
is not to turn out a great, scholar, or a great preacher,
but to become very humble and very mortified,. since that
it is which here in Religion is esteemed •and made much
account of. That fac( it is which they come upon and get
to see, who have their eyes open to take a right view of
things. These humble and mortified men are they, who
are sought after and held in high esteem by all. Not that
we mean to saY' that we should give ourselves to virtue
in order" to· be, sought after and esteemed. Butseeing
that this it is which is esteemed- and made' much' of in
Religion, everyone should bethink himself and come to
see : 'doubtless this is' the better thing, this it is that
befits. me, this is the right way:' I mean ,simply to give
myself. to virtue and sincerely aim at my own spiritual
progress, for all the rest without that is vanity.'
Hence it will be understood what harm they may do,
who in their ordinary talk and conversation make it their
whole business to.discuss genius, abilities and talents, and
ratethis man and that man accordingly.Theconsequenc~
is, that the younger members of the community, hearing
this language of their elders, think that this it is that is
current coin here and is valued, and this'is the means they
must take to thrive and grow to importance and be
regarded.
·50 they set their eyes upon this, and
while' the desire and esteem of learning, ability and
genius grows upon them, their. desire and esteem
of virtue, humility and mortification decreases in proportion.
So they come to make little· 'account of
theone, in .comparison with the other,. and choose
to come short of virtue .rather than of learning.
Hereby many come to fall off, and even afterw'ards to lose
their vocation altogether. Better would it have been to
have spoken to them of the importance and riecessity ~f

l
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virtue and humility, and how little learning and ability is
worth, or to say better, how harmful it is, without virtue,
-instead of engendering in .them by such· conversations
the desire of honour and of making a figure in the world,
and being held for men of genius and great talents, which
is apt to be their first step to perdition.
Surius,in his life of St. Fulgentius Abbot, supplies a
very good example to this purpose. He says that when this
holy prelate saw any of his Religious to be great workers,
never ceasing all day long to serve and help the house,
but saw on the other hand some not so diligent in spiritual
things, nor taking such interest in prayer, spiritual reading
and recollection, he had no great liking or esteem of them,
and did not think they deserved it. But when he saw ariyone much attached to spiritual things and very careful
to make progress in them, although unable to do any work
in the house, or be of any service, for his weak and sickly
condition, he had a particular love and esteem for such,
and rightly so, for to what purpose is the possession of
great parts and talents, if the man is not obedient and
submissive, and the Superior cannot do with him what he
will. Especially if he thence takes occasion to resume a
little of his free and easy ways and look for exemptions;
much better in that case he had never had those abilities
and talents at all. If the Superior had to give' an account
to God whether he had in his house people who were good
workers and of great parts, that would stand: but it is
not so : it is not of that that he has to give an account, but
of the care that he takes to get his subjects to advance
in spirit and go on every day growing in virtue; and how,
according to the abilities and talents which our Lord gives
to each one, they busy themselves about their ministries
and offices, not losing for that anything of their spiritual
improvement.
And of that same thing God will ask
account of the subject. Certainly, says a holy man: "In
the day of judgment we shall not be asked what we have
read, but what we have done; nor how well we spoke,
but how virtuously we lived."
Christ our Redeemer had sent His disciples to preach,
and they returned very' satisfied and pleased with themselves, saying: Lord, we have done marvels and miracles:
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even the devils were subject and obeyed us in thy na)ne.
The Redeemer of the world ,answered: Put not your satisfaction and joy in this, that ye do marvels and miracles
and command the devils, and they obey you; but rejoice
and be glad that your names are written in heaven (Luke
x. 20). We should put our satisfaction and joy in acquir-.
ing and, gaining the kingdom of heaven, for without this
all the rest will profit us nothing. What doth it profit. ,a
man if he gain the whole world, and suRer the loss 0/ his
own soul? (Matt. xvi. 26). Now ifwe say this, and Christ.
says the same, of the spiritual occupations and ministries
of gaining" and converting souls, that not on' that account
should we forget ourselves" because in that case it would:
profit it us nothing, though we converted the whole world,
what is to be said of other occupations'? It is not the right
thing for a Religious to be so absorbed and engrossed in:
studies, or let himself be so carried away by external occu-,
pations, as to forget his own spiritual progress, his· medi-.
tation" his •examen, of conscience, his practice, of ,mortification and penance; and to put spiritual things in the last
place and take the worst time for them" and if anything
has' to. be left out, to let them be the things left out;. that is
to live' quite an unspiritual life, and not as a Religious.
St. Dorotheus relates that he had fot: infirmarian and
disciple, Dositheus,who was very diligent in his office;
took great care of the sick, had their beds well made and
their rooms in good order, all very clean and neat. St.,
Dorotheus went to visit' the infirmary, and Dositheus said
to him: " Father, there comes over me a thought of vain...
glory saying to me: ' How well you keep everything! how
pleased your Superior will be with you!' " St. Dorotheus
gave him an answer that quite cleared him of vainglory:
" You have turned Qut a very knacky man, Dositheus, >a
very good,inRrmarian you have turned out, but you have
not turned out' a good Religious."
Let each one then
take care that this may not be said of him: ' You have
turned out a very good infirmarian, ora very good poiter,
but you '. have not turned out a good Religious: you have
turned 011t a very good student, or a very good university
man,. or a very good preacher, but not a good Religious.'
We have not come here for that, but to be good Religious.>
Cll.
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That is what we ought to esteem and secure, and keep
ever before our eyes; and all other things we should take
as accessories and additions to our spiritual progress,
according to those words of Christ: Seek ye first the kingdom of God and his justice, and all these other things shall
be added unto you (Matt. vi. 33).
Of those Fathers of the Desert we read that since they
coul4 not .be always reading, -or meditating and praying,
they spent their spare time in making baskets and in other
manual· works, so as not to be idle, and some of them at
the end of the year set fire to all that they had made, because. they were not in need thereof for their support, but
they worked only to occupy the time and not be idle. So
we ought to fix our eyes principally upon our own spiritual
progress ; and as for other businesses aod occupations,
though they be with our neighbour, we ought to take to
them as those holy Fathers took to making their baskets;
not for that should we forget ourselves or neglect ourselves, or lose· on that account one point of perfection.
So we should always proceed on this foundation, and hold
it for a first principle, ever always to put in the first place
thes iritual exercises which touch our own advancement,
and never leave them off· for anyt lng, ecause t IS It is
that must preserve and carry us forward in virtue: failing
this, we shall soon see the falling off that will result. And
we have abundant experience that, when we are not getting
on as we ought, this always comes from our having grown
slack in our spiritual exercises. My heart hath withered,
because J have forgotten to eat my bread (Ps. 101). If
the upkeep. and su.stenance of our soul fails us, it is clear
that we must become weak and languid. And so our Holy
Father much commends this to us, and warns us of it
many times. One time he says: " The aim of all those
under probation, and of all others, ought to be what makes
for. their self-abnegation and their increase in virtue and
perfection. " Another time he says: " Let all give due
time to spiritual things,. and try to increase their devotion
so far as the grace of. God shall impart it to them. "
Another time: " Let all give the appointed time to prayer,
meditation and reading, with all diligence in the Lord."
And notice the phrase, " with all diligence."
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Hen~e it will be seen that however many occupations of
obedience and official duty one has, it is not the mind. of
SuperiQrs that on that account ·we shouldqmit our spiritual
duties, for there is .no Superior that wishes you to br,eak
your rules,. and r.ules of such leading importance. as these.
SQ ,let no. one, endeavour. to colour and gloss over. his imperfe9tion and neglig.ence. in his spiritual exercises by a
vest. and :cloak of obedience, saying: 'I could not ,make
my meditatioQ,or examen,· or spiritual reading, beca,-!se
obedience tqokme off,.' It is not obedience that stands
in the way ·here, but 'the negligence' of the individual, and
the little affection that he has for spiritual things.
St.
Basil says that we should take care to be very. faithful in
giving to God all the times that we have marked for prayer
and spiritual exercises; and if :atany time by some un~yoidable oC;f.upatiol?- we'tlrenot able to. make meditation
or examen at the due time" we must remain with hunger
and desire to supply and make it up forthwith as soon as
we can. So when we miss our bodily allowance of food,
or of necessary sleep, for having been all night with an
invalid, hearing his confession or helping him to die well,
we take care tnsupply it forthwith; land never fail to find
time for that. This is. the will of Superiors, when they
bccupyone:.of us.in th~ time of his .spiritualexercises,
as' is' sometimes necessary :. they do not :rnean us toonlit
t4em, butte> put them ,off, and m·ake them up 'afterwards
very completely, according to the saying of the, Wise
Man: Be not hindered from praying always (Ecclus.oxviii.
22). He does not say, Do not hinder, but Be not hindered;
let there be no hindrance or distraction to, prevent you from
ever holding fast to yout prayer; and for. the good Reli...
gious there never is such hindrance, because he alw.ays
finds time to make it up and repair it. It is told of St.
Dorotheus that •. .being guest-master, and getting to bed
very .late,'. and somefimesrising in the night to give welCome· to visitors, nevertheless he rose with the rest for
pray.er, and. had ,asked some one to call him, because the
ordinary 'callerdid not do· so, knowing how he had been
busied,--:-and this though he was not yet quite 'recovered
from a fever. This was desiring in good earnest not to
fail in his spiritual duties,not making a,n ·excuseofany
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indisposition, and so coming afterwards to go about out of
sorts all day long. The same history tells also of a holy
old man, who sa,w an angel incensing all those who had
gone with diligence to prayer, and also the vacant places
of those who were not there, for being hindered by obedience, but not of those who were absent through their own
negligence. This is a great consolation for those whom
the occupations of obedience prevent from coming up to
time with the rest for spiritual duties, and a warning not
to fail in them through our own negligence.

CHAPTER II
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Of the affection and desire that we should have for
virtue and perfection
Blessed are they that h1fP..ger and thirst after justice~ for
they shall have their fill (Matt. v. 6). Justice is the particular name of one of the four cardinal virtues, distinct
from the others, but it is also a common name for all virtue
and holiness. We cali a good and virtuous life justic.e
(righteousness), and the holy and virtuous just
(righteous).
The Wise Man says: The justice of the
righteous shall deliver them (Prov. xi. 6): that is to say,
their 'holy life shaJl deliver them; and so the name is used
in many passages of Scripture. Unless your justice be
greater than that of the Scribes and Pharisees ~ ye shall not
enter into the kingdom of heaven (Matt. v. 20). So says
Christ our Redeemer, meaning, " unless your virtue, religion and holiness be greater."
In the same manner is to
be understood what Christ likewise said to S1. Jahn the
Baptist, when the latter made a difficulty of baptizing
Him, Thus it behoves us to fulfil all justice (Matt. iii. IS),
i.e.~ to give an example of obedience, humility and all
perfection. So, too, is the word to be taken in the phrase
before us: ' Blessed are they who have such a desire and
affection for virtue and perfection that they are positively
hungry and athirst after it,for they shall have their fill,'
they shall gain it. And this is one of the eight beatitudes
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which He taught us and preached in that Sovereign· Ser...
monon the Mount. St. Jerome, on these words, says:
"I t is not enough for us to have a mind for justice, unless
we suffer a downright hunger for justice": non nobis
sufficit velle justitiam nisi justitiae patiamur famem. It
is not enough to have some sort of desire of virtue and
perfection; we must needs have a hunger and thirst after
it, so that we can say, with the Prophet: As the hart,
wouruled and ha1'd-j.>1'essed by the hunte1's, tht1'steth afte1'

the fountains of waters, so doth my soul desire thee,· 0
God~...
. '
ThlSl\lS a thing of so great importance that, as we were
saying in the last chapter, on it depends all our spiritual
Rroficienc' and it is the be innin and onl means of
attainin to erfection according to t e' sayIng 0 t e
Wise ManWisd. vi. 18): The first thing necessary to
gainwisdom,-which is the knowledge and love of God;
wherein ourperfectionconsists,-is a true and heartfelt
desireo! it; ·and the reason thereof is because, as philoso»herssay, in all thIngs, and particularly In moral matters,
the love and desire of the end is the first cause that moves
and· sets all the rest to work. Thus the greater the love
and desire of the end, the greater the care and diligence
that is employed to gain it. Thus it is very important that
the desire and affection for virtue and perfection be great,
since the care and diligence in securing and gaining it will
be' great in proportion.
So important and necessary is it that there should· be
in us this desire,-springing from· the heart and drawing
us after it, without there being need of others going to
look after us,-that where the desire of advancement in
perfection is not found, there will be very little hope. Let
us take an example in the case of a Religious, and every
one· will be able to apply the doctrine to himself according
to his state.,d'1The care and vigilance of Superiors over
their subjects is good and necessary in Religion, .and
necessary also is rebuke' and penance; but when a man
doesthin.gs for this motive, there is not much trust to be
put in' him; because this motive at most may secure his
going on well for· some time, while they are looking after
him ; but if this good behaviour does not spring from the
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hea:rt, from a true desire of his spiritual advancement, not
much account is to be taken of' it, for it cannot last.
This is the difference there is between things that move
by a violent motion and things that move by a natural
motion; those ,that 'move by violent .motions,-a motion
proceeding' from' an external force and impression,-the
further they go 011, the weaker and feebler their course,
as when you throw a 'stoneup; but in things that move
by a natural motion,as when a stone falls towards its
centre (the earth), the contrary is the case; the further
they go, the more easily and rapidly they go;. This is
also the difference between those who. do things for fear
of penances and scoldings, or because people are looking
at them, or for ot'her human considerations, and those
who are moved by love of virtue and pure desire of pleasing
God. The good behaviour of the former lasts only while
the scolding continues and an eye is kept upon them; as
soon as that is over, down they go. St. Gregory tells of
his aunt, Gordiana, that when her two sisters, Tharsilla
andlEmiliana, rebuked her for her frivolous conversation,
and for not observing the gravity which became the Religious habit that she wore, she showed a serious countenance while they were rebuking her, and seemed to take
it well; but when the hour of rebuke and scolding was
over, she lost all that seriousness which she had put on,
and wasted her time in the company of the secular
young ladies who lived in the monastery. She was like a
bow, strung with a tight cord: as the cor,d relaxes, so ,also
the bow relaxes and returns to its first position. Her
serious demeanour,hot coming from the heart, but being
a thing put on, could not last.
This business of perfection is not strained, it is not a
thin to be done on compulsIon, It must come fro~,.'~e
~ So ChrIst our Re eemer ~ man
in tlie Gospel,!f thou wilt be perfect (Matt. xix. 21 ). But
if you do not will it, all the contrivances and methods that
Superiors can apply will never suffice to make you perfect.
This is the solution and answer to the question which St.
Bonaventure raises: How is it that in former, times one
Superior sufficed for a thousand monks, and for three
thousand and five thousand (for so SSe Jerome and Augus-
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tine say there used to be under one Superior) ; and now
one Superior is not enoughJortenmonks, and even less?
The reason is, because those monks of ,old had int'heir
hearts, a lively and ardent desire of perfection, and the fire
that' burnt within made them greatly to.'take to heart, their
ownadvancement,and press on their way with great
fervour.
The just shall shine and fly here and there like sparks in
a bed, of reeds1Wisd.iii. 7). By this metaphor the Holy
Spirit aptly declares to us the swiftness and readiness
wherewith the Just travel on the road of virtue, when this
fire has caught on in their hearts. See with' what swift..
ness and readiness the flame runs on in a dry reed-bed when
it takes fire. In this way the: just run on in the way of
virtlie, when they are kindled., and aglow ,with this divine
fire.. , Such were those monks of old, and. therefore they
had no, need of ,a Superior to urge them ,on, but rather to
govern them in their fervour. But in the absence of this
desire, not only will one Superior not suffice for ten monks,
but ten Superiors will not suffice for onemonk,nor be able
to make him perfect, if h.e does not want it. This is clear.
For what is the use of visiting him at meditation? Can
he not do .ashe likes, as soon as the visitor has passed?
And while he is there on his knees, he may be thinking of
his studies, and of ,his business,and of other irrelevant
things. And when' he goes to give an account of conscience, can, he not say what he likes, and .besilent about
what is most to the point, and say he is' getting on well,
when he is not getting on well, but badly? How idle it all
is, if he has no wish and no earnest .desire!
Here comes in well the answer that St. Thomas Aquinas
gave to a sister of his, who once asked him how she might
save her soul. He answered. ",By willing it. " If you
will, you will be saved; if you will, you will improve; if
you will, 'you will be perfect. This is' the whole .koatof
the • difficulty, that you should ,' will and desire in sober
earnest "and your desire should spring, f170m your heart,
si.nce God on His part is quite re"ady to help us. If this
willing, on your part i$ not done, all that Superiors can
do will' be in vain. You are' the person that must take
to heart your own improvement,because that IS yourbusi..
J
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ness, and on you it depends and on no one else, and for
that you have come into ReligIon.
Let each one then
make up his mind that on what day soever he relents on
this point, and forgets himself and what regards his spiritual progress, and takes no further care to ensure his
spiritual duties being well done, and keeps not up any
ardent desire of improving and going forward in virtue
and mortification, on that day he has missed his business.
And so our Father, at the beginning of his Constitutions
and Rules, lays down this foundation: " It is the interior
law of charity and love which the Holy Ghost writes and
imprints on hearts, that must preserve,· guide and advance
us in the way of His divine service that we have entered
upon. " This fire of the love of God, this desire of His
greater honour and glory, it is that must ever be exciting
us to mount and go forward in virtue. When this desire
really ex~sts in the heart, it makes us diligent and careful
to obtain what we desire; since our inclination is very
industrious to seek and find what we desire, and means
are never wanting thereto.
Therefore the Wise Man
says: The first thing for gaining 'wisdom is a true and
hearty desire thereof (Wisd. vLI8).
And further this virtue coming from the heart carries
with it another advantage, which makes it so effectual as
a means: it is, that it renders things easy and sweet,
however difficult they be in themselves. Else tell me,
how came it to! be so easy for you to leave the world and
enter Religion, except that it came from your heart to
do so? The Lord gave you a strong will and affection for
it: that was the grace of your vocation. He rid you of
affection for the things of the world, and set your affection
on the things of Religion, and with that He made it easy
for you. And how comes this to be so difficult to those
who remain there in the world? Because God has not
given them this will and affection which He has given you:
God " has not called them," as they say, nor done them
this favour of the grace of a vocation. N ow as to enter
Religion God made the way easy for you, by giving you
a will and a great desire of it, so that not your parents and
relations nor all the world besides were able to withdraw
you from it; so also to make progress in Religion, and
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make its practices easy to you, .it is necessary to continue
that will and desire wherewith you first came to it. While
,that desire lasts, itspractices will be easy to you; but when
it drops, everything will be difficult and up-hill. That is
'whywe find ourselves· at times so heavy and lumpish; and
at other times so light and sprightly; .let no one throw
the fault· on circumstances, nor on Superiors, but on his
own want of virtue and mortification.
Father Master
Avila says: "Ahealthy and strongman easily lifts a twostone weight ; but a sickly per"son or·a child cries, Dh
dear, how heavy I" That is the cause of our difficulty:
things are the· same as they were:·· at another. time they
were easy to us, and we never boggled about them; the
fault is in ourselves, that whereas we ought to be men
and have grown in perfection, in virum perfectum (Eph.
iV.I3),
are children in virtue ;wehave grown weak
and slack in that desire of progress with which we entered
Religion.

we

CHAPTER III

That an excellent means and a very great preparation
to receive favours from the" Lord is to keep up a great
desire of spiritual improvement
It is" very important to keep up this desire and this
hunger and thirst· after our spiritual improvement, ·since
it is one of the chief means· and best dispositions that we
lcan .have on our part for the Lord to give us the virtue
:and perfection that we desire. So 81. Ambrose says that
when a man has a great desire of his improvement and
growth in virtue and perfection, God is ·80 pleased therewith that He enriches and fills him with bounties and
rewards; and he applies to this effect that which the
Most Holy Virgin said in· her Canticle: He hath filled
the hungry with good things (Luke i. 53) ; and the Prophet
in the Psalm had said the" same: He· hath satisfied the
thirsty s9ul,and the hungry soul he hath sated with good
things (Ps.. I06)~ Those. that have such a strong desire
of virtue and perfection as tohuriger and thirst after the
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same, the Lord enriches with spiritual gifts, because He·
t.akes great pleasure in the good desire of our heart. The
angel Gabriel. appeared to Daniel and told him that his;
prayers' had been heard from the beginning, because thou;
art·a man of desires (Dan. ix. 23). And to King David
God confirmed the promise of the kingdom to go down to.
his descendants for the will and desire he had to build a
house and temple unto the Lord,-although He would not
have him do so, but left. it to his son Solomon. Nevertheless,. He was well pleased with this desire, and rewarded
it as if he had put it in execution. And of Zacheus. the
Holy Gospel says that he desired to see Jesus, and was
seen first by Jesus, and He invited Himself and entered
in by the gates. of his house (Luke xix. 5).
Solomon. in the sixth chapter of Wisdom enlarges ·on
this point further. Speaking of Wisdom, which is God
Himself, he says: I easily let myself be seen by those who
love me, and found by those who seek me. Do you know
how easily? She (Wisdom) herself go~s before and anticipates them that desire her in earnest, to show herself
first to them. You have no sooner begun to desire than
she is with you. He that riseth early in the morning to
seek her shall not have. much labour in finding her, going
here and there, for on opening the door of his house h~
shall find her sitting at his door in expectation of his opening it (Wisd. vi. 13-15). The first object that he shall
come across in opening will be this Divine Wisdom, which
is God Himself. Oh, bounty and infinite mercy of God!
Not content with going to seek us, and knocking at our
door time after time for us to open,-S ee I stand at the
door and knock, He says in the Apocalypse '(iii. 20), and
in the Canticles, Open to me my sister~v. 2),~not content
with that, but as though weary of knocking God sits at
our door, giving us to understand that He would have
come in long ago, had He not found the door locked.
N·evertheless He goes not away, hut sits down there; so
that on opening you may come upon Him at once. Though
you have been slow in opening' your heart to .God and
answering His good inspiration, He, notwithstanding, has
not gone away~ He is much more eager to come in than
that: there He. is,' sitting at the door looking for you to
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open to, lIiJ:llo" The Lora waiteth to 'have mercy on, you
(Tsai. xx:x., 18). Never Does friend desire to enter into the:
house of his friend~ as 'God desires to enter into your heart.
He is., more eager, to'impart, Himself to us' and. do' us
favcHlrs ,than 'we can be to receive them. He is waiting
for usc to desu:e It and have this hunger" and thirst for .' it.
Let himtha't 'thirsteth come to me and drink (John vii. 37).
To'him tnat thirsteth, J will give of the water ,af the foun..
talnof Ufe gratis (Apoc. xxi. 6). 'The Lord' wishes us to
have a great desire of virtue and perfection,
that when
He 'gives us any 'of it, we may know how to esteem and'
preserve. it as something very precious, for what' is but
little desired, is commonly made little account of wnenit
is attained. Oneo! the chief reasons wh 'we thrive so
little in virtue, and la . so far be In In erfectlon, IS
because ",e. ave no -''Unger an t, ·Irst a .ter 11,: 'we·destre It
§o -feebly. and langUidly that the deSires. we, have seem
rather dead' than altve.
'
. ••• '
St. Bonaventure says that there are persons who have,
good purposes and desires, and never succeed in overcoming themselves, or doing any violence to themselves to put
them in execution, according to that word' of the Apostle:
Towill attends upon me, but to fulfil I do not see; my way
(Rom. vii. 18)." These in many cases are not true pur..'
pos'es or desires, but velleities; you fain. 'would will, but
will you do' not.' The'sluggard will'eth and willethnot,
says the W'ise Man:' desires are the death of the slug-gard:his hunds refuse to do any work: all day long he is yearning and desiring: it all goes in desires (Prov. xiii. 4 : xxi.
25)~ Father Master Avila compares such people to those
who fancy in their dreams' that they are doing great ex-,
ploits" and when they awake from sleep find they do just
the opposite, according to Isaiah (xxix. 8): The hungry
man',dreameth and eateth, but when he awaketh his soulis
empty. So these people at prayer fancy' that th~y desire
tn-sidferandbe -despised and m:ade small ac£ount of;' but
when. they ,go out from prayer,and the occasion offers,
their behaviour is all to the contrary~ the fact is, they
were -dreaming all the while, _and those were -no true
desires. Others liken them to figures of soldiers workea
a~einbroidery, that -are always holding thei,r .sword over

'So
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the enemy and never corne to deliver the blow, according
to that saying of the Prophet: Yea, a man passeth away
like a shadow and apparition (Ps. 38) : so some pass all their
life in threatening without ever dealing a blow. The Prophet Isaiah likens them to the woman that is in the pains of
childbirth, and never succeeds in bringing" the babe to
light: The children are come to the point of bringing forth,
and there is no strength to bear them (Isai. xxxvii. 3). St.
Gregory on those words of St. Mattbew:. Woe to them
that are with child and are giving suck in those days
(xxiv. ig) : says, " Woe to them that have not brought to
light the good desires that they have conceived," but have
stifled them within themselves, the children they had conceived, since never to bring our desires to the light of
deeds is to stifle and slay them within the womb. Woe
to them, for they pass all their life in desires, and death
finds them without works; because hereafter not orily shall
the desires they had avail them nought, but they shall be
chastised for not having carried into effect the good inspirations which the Lord gave the"m : their own children
must turn against them, as they would have stood for
them had they brought them to light.
Absalom was hung up by his handsome golden
tresses: so death shall corne to many, and they shall be
left hung up with their golden good purposes.
The
Apostle and Evangelist St. John in his Apocatypse (xii. 2)
says· that he saw a woman that was near her bringing
forth, and hard by a huge dragon ready to devour the
child new-born. That is what the devil aims at to the
utmost of his power, when the soul conceives some good
purpose; and so it is necessary that we should try to the
utmost of our power to make our desires such and" so
effectual that we may corne to put them in practice.' This,
says St. Bernard, is what the Prophet Isaiah meant to
say in these words so pithy and short: If ye seek, seek
(Isai. xxi. 12). He means: Be not slack, since true desires
and purposes ought to be effectual and persevered in, and
such as to make us endeavour with solicitude and care
more arid more to please God, according to that saying
of the Prophet Micheas (vi. 8) : I will show thee, 0 man,
what is good,' and what the Lord requireth of thee: truly
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it is to do judgment and love mercy, and to walk carefully
with thy God. These fervent desires are what the Lord
asks of us, to reward us and fill us with good things.
Blessed are they who have this hunger and thirst after
virtue and. perfection, for they shall have their fill (Matt.
v. 6),God will accomplish their desires. We read of St.
Gertrude that the Lord said to her: " I have given to
everyone of .my faithful a tube and duct of gold, wherewith to suck and draw from my Deified Heart as much as
heshall desire ": the said tube and duct He explained as
being a good will and desire.

CHAPTER IV

Thatithe.more a man gives himself to spiritual things,
the more hunger and. desire he has of them
They that eat me shall yet hunger, and they ·that drink
me shall yet thirst (Ecclus. xxiv. 29) says the Holy Ghost,
speaking of Divine Wisdom; and St. Gregory says that
there . is this difference between the pleasures of the body
and those of the soul, that the former we. desire with great
impatience when we have them not, and when we have got
them, we make but little account of them. There in the
world. a man .desires the Headship ofa College, or a
Professor's Chair: on gaining it, he at once reckons
nothing of it, and sets his eyes on a bigger thing. Give
him ~ .• canonry or an auditorship; no sooner is he installed
than;he is weary of it, and begins to desire something
higher, .a place in the Royal Council, and after. that a
bishopric; nor even with that is he satisfied, but at once
has his. eye on a higher post, and reckons nothing of
what. he has gained, nor finds any satisfaction therein.
BQt with spiritual·. things it is just the. otber way: when
we have. them not, then they disgust and nauseate us:
but when we have them and possess them, then we value
them more, and desire them more, and all the more the
more we taste them. And the Saint gives the reason of
this difference: when we gain and hold temporal goods
and. gratifications, then we better appreciate their insuffi2
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ciency and imperfection: and when we see that they afford
us no full satisfaction, nor the content that we expected,
we make light of what we have attained, and remain
athirst and desirous of something greater, thinking' to
find there the satisfaction that we desired; but we are
much mistaken, because the saIne will be· our' attitude of
mind after the one success as after the other. Nothing in
this world will be able to fulfil our aspirations, as Christ
our Redeemer said to the Samaritan woman: Everyone
who drinketh of this water shall thirst again (John iv. 13).
You may drink again and again of the water that is here,
a little way further on you will thirst again. The water of
the satisfactions and gratifications that the world affords
cannot quench or slake our thirst; but spiritual good
things and delights, when they are attained, are then loved
and desired more, because then their worth and value is
better known; and the more perfectly we possess them, the
more we shall hunger and thirst after them.
When a man has had no experience of spiritual things,
nor has ever begun to taste them, it is no wonder, says
St. Gregory, that he does not desire them; for who can
love and desire what he does not know and has had' no
experience of what it tastes like? So the Apostle St.
Peter says: If. ye have tasted, how sweet the Lord
is (I Peter ii. 3). And the Prophet: Taste and see how
sweet the Lord is (Ps. 33).
When you have begun to
taste God and spiritual things, you will find in them such
sweetness and delight that you will lick your fingers over
them. Thatis what the Wise Man says in these words:
He that eats and drinks of me, the more he eats, the more
shall he hunger after me; and the more he drinks, the
more shall he thirst after me. The more you give yourself to spiritual things and to God, the more hunger and
thirst after them s4all you feel.
But, someone will say,: how does this agree with what
C~rist said to th~ Samaritan woman? Here Christ says:
He'that shall drink, of the water that I will give} shall no
more t'hirst (Joh,n iv. 13). ,In that other place the Holy
Ghos,t s~ys by the mouth of the Wise Man that the more
we drink, the more we shall tpirst. , How does the one
text agree with the other? The Saints' reply that what
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Christ said to the· Samarita.n woman must be .taken to
mean that he who. shall drink. of the living water which
He there promises shall no longer thirst after sensual and
worldly delights,since the sweetness of spiritual things
and of· God shall make them appear· to him insipid. St.
Gregory says: " As to one who has eaten honey all other
things appear insipid, so when a man comes to taste of
God and spiritual things, all the things of the world offend
him and seem to him nauseous and sour." Sicut post
gustum mellis omnia videntur .insipida, ita gustato
spiritu desipit omnis caro.
But what· the Wise
Man says in that other place: They that eat of me
shall still hunger and they that drink of me shall still thirst
(Ecclus. xxiv. 29)·:' is to be understood of those same'
spiritual things, meaning that the more one tastes of God
and spiritual 'things, the· more he· will hunger and thirst
after them, because he will better know their value and
have better ,experience of their· sweetness and delicious-·
ness, and so will have more desire of them.
Thus the
Saints reconcile these two passages.
But how make this agree with what Christ· says in St.
Matthew (v. 6): Blessed are they that hunger and thirst
after justice, for they' shall have their fill. Here He. says
that they who·' hunger and thirst after justice shall have
their ·fill: that other passage from the Wise Man says that
they who· eat and drink thereof shall still hunger and still
thirst: 'how are these two things comparable, togo on
being still hungry and thirsty and to have your fill?, To
this . there· is a very good answer. This is the privilege
and excellence of spiritual good things, that, while filling,
they excite hunger, and while satisfying our heart, they
excite thirst. It is a fulness attended with hunger, and a
hunger attended with fulness. This is the marvel, the
dignity and grandeur of these good things, that they
satisfy and fill the heart, yet in such a manner that we
always remain with hunger and thirst after them; and the
more we go on tasting and eating and drinking of them,
the more that hunger and thirst grows. But this hunger
is not painful,. but satisfying; and this thirst is not fatiguing or exhausting, but rather refreshing and causing in
the heart a great satisfaction and joy.
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In truth, fulness and satisfaction perfect and complete
shall be in heaven, according to that word of the Prophet:
Then, 0 Lord, thou wilt fill me completely, and I shall be
enraptured and satisfied, when I shall see thee clearly in
glory: then shall thy servants be inebriated with the abundance of the good things of thy house (Pss. 16 and 35).
But there in glory, says St. Bernard on these words, the
sight of God will fill our souls in such a manner that we
shall always remain hungry and thirsty: this glorious
vision of God will never pall upon us, we shall feel ever
a new joy in seeing and rejoicing in God, even as though
that were our first day and our first hour in heaven. So
St. John says in the' Apocalypse that he saw the Blessed
standing before the throne of the Lamb with grand music
and rejoicing; and they sang as it were a new c,anticle
(Apoc. xiv. 3). This canticle and this divine manna will
be ever new to us, and will give us new relish, and we shall
ever be in new wonderment, saying, Manhu, what is this?
(Exod. xvi. IS). Such also are spiritual things on earth,
-inasmuch as they are a participation of those in heaven,
-that while they sate and satisfy and fill the heart, they
do so in such a manner that we continue hungering and
thirsting after them, a hunger and thirst that grows upon
us, the more we give ourselves over to them and the more
we taste and enjoy them. But this very hunger is a repletion, and this very thirst is a great n"freshment and satisfaction. All this should help us to have a high esteem and
appreciation of spiritual things, and such an inflamed
desire and affection for them that, forgetting. and despising all the things of the world, we come to say withSL
Peter, Lord, it is good for us to be here (Matt. xvii. 4).
l

CHAPTER V

That a desire of growing and going forward in seIfimprovement is a great sign of one's· being in the grace
of God
There is a consideration, very important and very consoling, that will be of much assistance in animating us to
a great desire of self-improvement, a hunger and -. thirst
after· progress in virtue, and carefulness and solicitude to
please the Lord daily more -and more: it is that this is
one of the greatest and surest signs of God's dwelling
in the soul. So says St. Bernard: "There is no greater
sign, no more certain evidence of the presence of God in
a· soul,· than having a great desire of more virtue and. more
grace and perfection": nullum omninopraesentiae ejus
c~rtius -testimonium est quam desiderium gratiae arrtpHoris.' And he proves it by what God says through the
Wise Man: 'He that eateth me shall have more hunger,
and he that drinkethme shall have more thirst. (Ecc1us.
xxiv. 29). If you feel hunger and thirst for spiritual
things, rejoice, for it is a great sign that God dwells in
yoursouL He it is that puts into you this hunger and
excites·in you this thirst: you have struck the vein of gold
leading up to this divine treasure, since you follow it so
well. And as the huntsman's dog goes feebly and lazily
when he has not caught scent of the game; but when he
has caught it he is excited to great activity, seeking _the
scent on this·, side and that, _and never gives over till he
finds the game, so -he who has truly caught the odour of
this divine sweetneSs runs in the odour of so precious an
ointment. Draw me, and we will·run after thee in the
odour of thine ointments (Cant. i. 3). God who is within
you draws you after Him. But if you do not feel within
yourself this -hunger and thirst, fear lest perhaps GOQ
dwells -not within your heart.
This is the property of
spiritual things and things of God, as St. Gregory says,
that when we have them not we desire them not and have
no care at all-about them.
21
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The glorious St. Bernard says that he trembled and his
hair stood on end, when he considered what the Holy
Ghost says by the Wise Man: Man knoweth not whether
he be worthy of love or hatred' (Eccles. ix. I). But if this
reflection that we do not know whether we are in the grace
of God or out of His grace, made holy men tremble who
were as pillars of the Church, what effect should it have
on us, who have reason for alarm for the many causes that
we have given for it ? We have in ourselves the answer
of death (2 Cor. i. 9).
I know for certain that I have
offended God, and I do not know for certain if I am pardoned : who will not tremble? Oh how much would one
give to get some pledge and security in a matter which
touches me so nearly! Oh if I. knew that the Lord had
pardoned my sins!
Oh if I knew that I was in the
grace of God! But while it is true that in this life we
cannot have infallible certainty of being in the grace and
friendship of God, without a particular revelation from
Him, nevertheless we can form some conjectures which
raise in us a moral probability thereof; and one of them,
and a very chief one, is our being· possessed with this
hunger and thi-rst after spiritual progress and daily growth
in virtue and perfection. And so this alone should suffice
to move us ever to keep up this desire, in order
to have so great a pledge and witness that· we are in the
grace and friendship of God, which is one of the greatest
of consolations and satisfactions, aye, the greatest that
in this life we can possibly have.
This is confirmed by what the Holy Ghost says in
Proverbs iv. 18: The way and path of the just and
their manner of procedure is as the light of the sun that
goeth forth in the morning and the further it goeth,
it goeth growing and perfecting itself the more, until
it arrive at the perfection of mid-day. Thus the just, the
further they go, the further they advance in virtue. St.
Bernard says: " The just never cries' enough'." Nunquam justus arbitratur se comprehendisse, nunquam dicit
( satis est,' sed semper esurit sititque justitiam, ita ut si
semper viveret, semper qltantum in se est justior esse contenderet, semper de bono in bonum totis viribus conaretur.
Of such it is said: They shall go from virtue to virtue
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(.Ps. 83), ever aiming at going fu~ther until they, arrive at
the height ofperfectioll . But. the path of t,he slothful, the
imperfect and evil, is as the light of evening, which. goes
decreasing and. growing darker, till, it comes to the ,dark..
ness ,and gloom of midnight. The way of the wicked. is
darksome, they see not where. they are likely to fall
(Prov. iv. 19). Th~y come to such bJindness thatthey see
not. where they stumble,. nor have, any eye for the faults
and imperfections, which they commit,and, no remorse
of copscience ,for falling into them.

Rather, they often

take that to. be no sin which is a. sin,and that to be a
venial sin which perhaps is mortal :, such is their mental
confusion and blindness.

CHAPTER VI

Showing how not to advance is to go back
It is the common opinion of the Saints that in the way
of God not to advance is to go back : in via Dei non progrediregredi est. This we will explain here, and it will
serve us for a good motive for advancing in perfection; fqr
who '\V0uld wish to go back upon what he has begun?
especially seeing that that would be going against the
sentence Of our Saviour in the Gospel: He that putteth his
hand to the Plough, entering on the way of perfection, and
turneth back, is not fitfor the kingdom of God (Lukei1F. 62).
Words that should make us tremble!
The blessed St.
Augustine says: " We don't go back so far as we make
efforts togo forward: once we begin to stop, back we roll.
Thus, if we wish not to go back, we must ever push on
and .endeavour to go forward."
Ubi coeperimus starl!,
descendimus:,si volumus non redire, currendum, est. The
same,is said"almost in the same words, by St. Gregory,
St.. Chrysostom, Pope St., Leo and many other Saints, and
they. repeat it many times.
St. Bernard pursues this
them.e at considerable length in two of his Letters (254
and 341)~ He there addresses a .lax and lazy Religious,
who is s{ltisfied with a common life, and ooes not care to
go further in his improvement, and argues with him in
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this manner: " You do not want to go forward? No.
Then you want to turn back? Nat that either. What
then do you want? I want to stay as I am, neither better
nor worse. Then you want what is impossible. For in
this world there is nothing that can stay as it is : that is
the attribute of God alone, with whom there is no change,
nor shadow of vicissitude
(James i. 17). 0 monache,
non vis proficere? Non. Vis ergo deficere? Nequaquam.
Hoc ergo vis quod. esse non potest: quid enim stat in hoc
sceculo? All things in this world are in continual change.
The heavens and all things grow old, as a garment grows
old,. and as a vesture thou shalt change them, and they
shall be changed: but thou art ever the self-same, and thy
years shall not fail (Ps. 101). And particularly is it true
of man, as Job says, that he never remains in one frame
of being, nor in one state. He fieeth like a shadow, and
never remaineth in the same state (Job xiv. 2).
" Even 'Christ, " says St. B~rnard, " while he let himself be' seen on earth and conversed with men (Baruch iii.
38), was He ata stand-still? No. St. Luke says of Him
that as he went on growing in age, so he went on also
growing in wisdom and grace before God and men (Luke
ii. 52)": that is, He showed in effect greater signs of
wisdom and holiness. The Prophet says that He prepared
Him~elf to run His way : He exulted as a giant to run his
way (Ps. 18). If then we wish to abide with Christ, we
must go at the pace that He took, says St. John. Whoever
professeth to abide in him, must walk as he walked (I John
ii. 6). "But if when Christ runs, you run not, but stand
still, it is clear that you will get further and further away
from Him, and remain far behind: Si illo. currente tu
gradum sis tis, non Christoappropias, sed te magis
elongas. JJ (St. Bernard.)
Jacob saw a ladder that reached from earth to heaven;
and he saw on it angels, but none of them did he see sitting
or standing still, but they either mounted up or went
down: God alone was seated at the top of the ladder '(Gen.
xxviii.. 12). This is to give us to understand, says St. '
Bernard, that in this life there is no intermediate way of
virtue between mounting up and going down, ~between
going forward and going backward, but by the very fact
J1
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of a Ulan's not going forward he goes backward. ,As
when. we 'work at the winch, the wheel flies back as soon
as we stop it; so from the same moment you desist from
going forward. in virtue, you must of necessity go backward. Abbot Theodore puts the same. thought. in these
terms, recounted byCassia.n.. (( We must apply ourselves
to the study of virtue without remissness, .and seriously
exercise .ourselves· in the practice of it, lest coming once
to cease from growing better, we immediately begin .to:
grow. less' perfect; for. our souls' cannot rest long in the
same state, so as to grow neither better nor worse in
virtue; for we lose what we do· not gain, and whosoever
flags in .the desire of growing better will not be out of
danger of falling away. '.'
Still someone will say: That is well said, and must
be true, and so it will turn out, since Saints say so ; but all
this has the appea.rance of talking in parables, figures and
enigmas: explain to us this .parable. (Matt. xv. IS). That
I will., The. Saints explain it at length. Cassian does so
by an excellent comparison, which is also used by St.
Gregory. As a man in midstream of a rushing river" if he
tries- to stop, and does not labour to mount upstream, will
run great ris~ of.going with the current downstream, so
they say it is with a man in the way of spiritual life. This
way is s01.1pstream, and so difficult to our nature corrupted
by. sin, that if a man does not labour. and force himself
to go on he will be carried away downstream by the current
of his passions. Anyone steering his bark with tide and
current. against· him, if he ceases to use' his arms· and row
to make his way, finds himself thrown a long way back.:
The kingdom. of heaven suffereth violence, and the violent
bear it away (Matt. xi. 12). We need to go on continually, using our· arms and forcing our way against the
current of our passions, otherwise we shall find ourselves
decidedly deteriorated and thrown back.
St.. Jerome and St. Chrysostomfurther declare this,
along with. another common doctrine of Saints and Theologians;and St. Thomas deals with it in speaking of the
Religious Sta.te (2 a -2 ae , q. 184, art. 5).8t. Thomas says
there that Religious are In a state of perfection,: not {hat
that are perfect as soon as they are Religious, . but that
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they at.:'e bound to aspire and yearn after perfection; and
whoever concerns himself. not at all about being perfect,
he says that he is a Religious in pt.:etence only, since he
does not that for which he came into Religion. I do not
here go into the question whether a Religious woul~ sin
mortally, who should say : 'I am satisfied with keeping
the commandments of God and my essential vows; but as
for those other rules that do not bind under sin, I have
no mind to observe them.' On this point doctors speak
differently. Some say that he would sin mortally: others
say that it would not be a mortal sin, unless there ~ntered
into it some sort of contempt. But what is certain,. and
what all agree in, is this, that a Religious with that will
and purpose would be a bad Religious, a scandal and an
ill example, and that, morally speaking, he would be in
great danger of falling into mortal sin: because he that
despiseth and) maketh small account of small things, little
by little wil~ c01!te to fall into great sins (Ecclus. xix. I).
This is quite enough for our purpose, since it is a. clear
~ase of going back.
For the better understanding of this point, St. Chrysostom alleges some homely examples. If you had a slave,
he says, who was neither thief, nor gamester, nor drunkard,. but faithful and temperate and clear of all vice, but
sat all day in the house doing none of the things that
belonged to his duty, who doubts but that he would deserve
to be severely chastised, though there were nothing else
bad about him, because it is bad enough not to do one's
duty. Again, if a labourer were a good man in all other
respects, but simply folded· his arms, and had no mind to
sow or plough, or dress vines, that would be clear matter
of rebuke, though he did no other har~, since. we judge it
bad enough for a man not to do what his duty demands.
Further, in your own body, if you had a hand that did you
no harm, but was idle and useless and served not the other
members of the body, would you. not reckon that. evil
enough?
In the same way in spiritual things, the Re.ligious \vho
here in Religion stands idle with his arms folded,without
going forward, or troubling himself about perfection, or
making any advance in virtue, deserves a severe reprimand
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for· not doing what is proper to his office and condition.
His very not doing good is doing evil. His very not advancing is going back, since he fails in the duty of his
profession. What worse thing could you look for ina
piece of .land than its being. barren and bearing no fruit,
especially if it has been well worked. and cultivated! But
a land like yours, cultivated with so much care, watered
by so many showers of heavenly graces, warmed by such
rays •. of the sun of justice, with ,all this bearing no fruit,
but b~come an arid and sterile waste,-what greater evil
could you look for than such .sterility! J:his is rendering
evil for good to Him to whom you owe so much, and from
whom so many blessings have come to you.
There. is another comparison often employed to the same
purpose, which seems to put the matter well. As at sea
there is a sort of dull weather called 'a calm, 'very
dangerous for navigators, since they consume the provisions they had for the voyage, and then find themselves
without victuals., in the midst of the sea, so ,it happens to
those who are navigating the stormy sea of this, world.
They are becalmed in virtue, not caring to go on any
further therein: they consume and waste what they had
acquIred, run through what virtue they had, and then find
themselves with nothing in the midst of the many wav~s
and tempests .of teIIlptations that arise, and the occasions
that offer, for which they needmore provision and more
store of virtue. Woe to him that gets becalmed in virtue.
You were running well" who has hindered you from obeyingthetruth? (Gal. v. 7). You began to run well when
you, entered Religion, and now you. are stranded and ~e
calmed in virtue. You are now full and in need of nothing
(J Cor. iv.8). . You play the senior and th~ man worn out
with toil. You are rich, and have secured a competence.
Consider that you have .'ttill a long way to go (3 Kings
xix. 7); that many occasions will arise requiring greater
humility,greater patience, greater mortification and detachment; and you may find yourself unprovided and very
behi.ndhand· in the hour of your greatest need.

CHAPTER VII

That it is a great aid to the attainment of perfection
to forget any good done in the past, and fix our eye on
what remains still to be done
Let him that is just aim at becoming more just} and him
that is holy at becoming more holy (Apoc. xxii. II). St.
]e,rome and Bede upon these words: Blessed are they that
hunger and thirst after justice} for they shall have their
fill (Matt. v. 6): say that Christ our Redeemer clearly
teaches us in these words "never to think that· what· we
have attained is sufficient, but every day to aim at becom~
ing better" : nunquam nossatis justos aestimare debere}
sed quotidianum justitiae semper amare profectum. That
is what the glorious Evangelist St. ] ohn says in the words
above quoted. The Apostle, St~ Paul, writing to the Philippians,gives a very suitable means thereto, which he
says he made use of himself.
Brethren, I do not take
myself to be perfect. Who shall take himself to be perfect, if the Apostle says that he does not hold himself for
such? But I try to make haste to gain perfection. And
what do you do for that? Do you know what? I forget
the past} and put before me what has still to be done; and
to this I animate myself and aim at securing it (Phil. iii.
13). All the Saints greatly commend this means, and no
wonder, since it was given and practised by the Apostle.
St. ] erome says: " Whoever wishes to be a saint, let him
forget all the good that he has done in the past, and
rouse himself to secure what is still undone. Blessed is he
who every day advances in virtue and perfection: and who
is he? Do you know who? He who regards not what he
did yesterday, but what it will be well to do to-day in
order to make progress." Felix est qui quotidie proficit}
qui non considerat quid heri fecerit} sed quid hodie faciat
ut proficiat.
St. Gregory and St. Bernard declare this more in detail.
This practice has two principal parts. The first is to
forget the good we have done hitherto, and never set our
28
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eyes on it. It is necessary to give this warning in par-.
ticular, because it is natural to turn our eyes readily on
what pleases. us, and withdraw them from what may give
us tro~ble. Arid because the sight of the progress we have
made, and the good that w.e think we have done, pleases
us, and the sight of our spiritual poverty and
the amount that is still wanting to. us saddens us,
therefore our eyes rather tutn to look at the good that we
have •done than at what remains undone.

St. Gregory

says:. " As the sick man seeks the softest part of his bed,
and the freshest and most. agreeable, to rest there, such is
the infirmity of man and our frailty and imperfection
that we find more joy and delight in looking at and thinking of the good that we have done than. of that which remains for us still to make up." And St. Bernard further
says,:. " Understand that there are dangers here: for if
yousetyourse.lf to look at the. good you have done, the
result will be that you will get proud, thinking that you
are. something; thence you will come at once to compare
yourself with others, and prefer yourself to them, and even
make light of· them a.nd. much of yourself." For proof,
look at that Pharisee in the Gospel, 'what end he came to in
this way. He set his eyes on the good that there was in
him, and applied his mind to reckoning up his virtues. I
thank thee 0 Lord, that I am not as other men, robbers,
unjust, adulterers, nor as tha.t publican there: I fast twice
a week, I pay punctually .my tithes and first-fruits; Am.en,
I say unto you, says Christ· our Redeemer, that. that publican,·· to whom· he 'preferred himself,went away just, .and
he who took himself for just. went out condemned as
wicked and unjust (Luke xviii. II, 14). This is what the
devil aims. at in setting before you the good that you fancy
you have done. His aim is that you should. take. yourself
for somebody and become proud, and should despise others
and make light of them, that so you may come. to be condemned for a proud and bad man.
There is yet another danger, as St. Bernard says, in fix:ing your eyes on the good you have done and the labours
you have undergone: it is,. that it will serve. to make you
careless of further progress, lukewarm'· and slack when
there is question of going on, thinking that you have done
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enough work in Religion and that you may now take your
ease. Travellers, when they begin to grow weary of the'road, turn their eyes back to see how much of it they have
already gone: so when we are weary, and lukewarmness
is stealing ovefl us, we begin to look at the work we have
left behind: this makes us content with that, and apt more
readily to settle down in our sloth.
To avoid these disadvantages and dangers, it is highly
expedient never to look at the good that we have done,
but on the good we have still left undone: the sight of the
former is an invitation to repose, the sight of the latter
an incitement to work. This is the. second part of this
prescription which the Apostle gives us, always to keep
our eyes on what is wanting to our performances, thereby
to animate and compel ourselves to make it up : this the
Saints declare by sundry examples and homely comparisons. St. Gregory says: as the debtor who is a thousand
ducats in another man's debt, does not rest or fold his
arms upon having paid two hundred or four hundred, but
keeps his eye ever fixed upon what still remains to pay;
that it is that troubles him, and he is always in some
solicitude until he has paid the whole debt; so we should
not look at the. good we have done hitherto, whereby we
have paid part of the debt that we owe to God, but at the
amount which remains to us to pay: this it is that should
give us anxiety, this is the thorn that we should ever keep
fixed in our heart. St. Gregory further says: As pilgrims. and good travellers do not consider how far they
have gone, but how far they have yet got to go, and keep
that before their eyes until they have finished their journey;
so we, since we are travellers and wayfarers on the road
to our heavenly country, should not look at the road we
have gone over, but at the road that remains for us to go.
Mark, he says, how for men on a journey, bound for a
certain place,· it avails little to have gone far if they do
not complete the bit still to be gone. Mark again how the
prize in a race, which is destined for the best runner, is
not taken by him who runs a great part of the way nimbly,
and flags at the end. So run that ye may attain~ says the
Apostle (I Cor. ix. 24). Take care to run in such a way
as to attain and compass what you are aiming at. Take
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no account of the run you have·' made up to this, but keep
your eyes steadily' on the goal of your journey, which is
perfection, and se.ehow much you coine short of it, and so
you will get along well.
", He never ceases running, "
says St. Chrysostom, "who reflects that he has' not'
reached the goaL"
St. Bernard says that wccshould be like the merchants
and traders of the world. You will se<1 a merchant, a businessman, taking such care and pains daily to increase
his' property as tO'reckon nothing of what 'he'has gained
and acquired hitherto, nor 'of the labour that it has cost
him; 'all his' care and' solicitude is for fresh gains, and a
daily increase more and more; '. as though hitherto he had"
done nothing and gained nothing; in this 'manner, he
says, we should behave. All our care should be how daily
to increase ourstore,how daily to make profit in humility,
charity"mO'rtificationand all other virtues, taking no
account of how' we have laboured and what we have' acquired "hitherto. So says Christ our Redeemer" that the
kingdom ·ofheaven is like a merchant, and He bids us
do business: traffic till I come (Luke xix. 13)'
And to carryon further' this comparison of a merchant,
since the holy'gospei puts if before' us, 'see how' merchants
and men of business in the world are' so careful and solicitdusas' never· to lose' a point or miss an 'opportunity" of
increasing their' store; and do' you' the like. Never lose
a point, nor,let pass an opportunity 'of making progress
""ithout seizing '. it., " Let us all constantly endeavour ,to
let slip no point of perfection that by God's grace we can
attain," i~the' directi~nof our Father. ,Let slip no occasion of contriving to make some s-piritual gain,----:-from the
biting little wordtha~ Some one has said tv you,
from- the 'command of ,obedience given against 'your
will,' from the occasion' of, hu.mility that offers. All these
are your gains, and you should go to seek' and gather in
these occasions; and on the day ·tha.t the greatest nunlber
comeihyourway you should go to bed happier than usual
",ith the- greatest, satisfaction and, cheerfulness, as does
the merchanton the day that most occasions of gain present themselves, seeing that on that day his business has
gone well. So also on' that day your· business. as a Reli-
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gious has gone well, if you have known how to profit by
your opportunities. And as the merchant does not consider whether another man loses, nor is concerned about
that, but the one thing he takes account of is his own profit,
and in that he rejoices; so you should not look whether
.your neighbour does well or ill in giving you this occasion,
nor whether he is right or not, nor be indignant against
him, but rejoice in your own gain. How far should we
be from worrying ourselves and -losing our peace of mind
when the like occasions offer, if we proceeded in this way!
If what might sadden us and disturb our peace is the very
thing that we desire and go i11l search of, what will be
able to trouble or upset us?
Consider again how the merchant is so absorbed in his
profits that he seems never to think of anything else. In
all cases and happenings that occur, his eyes and his heart
at once turn to see how he can make some profit therefrom. When he is eating, he is thinking of this ; and with
this thought and care he goes to bed; with this he awakes
at night and rises in the morning, -and goes thinking of it
all day long. Now in this way we ought to proceed in the
business of our souls: in all cases and happenings that
occur, our eyes and heart should at once turn to see how
we can make some spiritual profit thereof. This should
be our thought when we sit at table: with this thought
and care we should rise in the morning and go about all
day long, and all our life long.
For this is our business
and our treasure, and there is nothing else for us to seek.
St. Bonaventure adds that as the merchant does not find
all that he desires and needs in one market or fair, but
in several: so the Religious must seek to draw spiritual
profit not only from prayer and spiritual consolation, but
also from temptations, mean and lowly occupations, and
from every occasion that offers.
Oh if we sought and strove after virtue in this fashion:
how soon should we find ourselves rich! If thou seekest,
says the Wise Man, after virtue and perfection, which is
true wisdom, with the care and diligence wherewith men
of the world seek after money and dig for minerals and
treasures, without doubt thou 7.vilt light upon it (Prov. ii.
3-5). And the Lord does not ask much of us in this, says
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St. Bernard, since to gain true wisdom and the true
treasure, . which is God Himself, He does not ask of us
more care and diligence. than men of the world employ in
gaining perishable riches, which· are liable to maggots and
robbers, and to-morrow must come to an end; whereas
the craving and d.esire of spiritual goods,and solicitude to
attain them, ought to be greater. in .proportion as thos"e
goods are greater and more precious than the temporal.
Hence St. Bernard's lamentation:" It isa great confusion
and shame to us to' see how much more diligent and careful~orldlypeopleare about worldly things, and even about
their vices ,and sins, than we are about virtue; and with
how· much more promptitude and alacrity they run to their
death than we to our life."
It is set. do;wn in ecclesiastical history, that the Abbot
Pambo, .gpiqg one day to Alexandria, and meeting with a
worldly woman that was very finely dressed, began to
weep, bitterly, crying Qut several times: " Alas! What. a
miserable·· man am I!" .And his disciples. having asked
him. why he. sighed and wept so bitterly, he answered:
" Would you not have me weep to see this miserable
womaQ taking more care and diligence to. please. men, than
I do to, please ·God;and to see 'her at greater pains to lay
snares for men; to drag them into hell, than I use encleavour.s to gain them for heaven?" Also, that apostolic
man, •.FatherFrancisXavier, was ashamed and extrenlely
troubled to see" that merchants had got before· him into
Japan, and that· they had been. more diligent. to' sail thither
to sell their merchandise, than he had been to carry thither
the treasure of the Gospel, propagate the faith, and increase the kingdom of God.' Let us conceive. the same
thoughts, and be filled with a holy confusion to see that the
children· of this world are wiser and more careful in the
concerns. of this life than we are in our concerns for heaven
(Luke xvi. 8)~ Let this be enough tQdra.w lJ§ out of our
tepidity and sloth.

3

CHAPTER VIII

That it is a great aid to perfection to fix our eyes on
lofty and exalted things
Our advancement in perfection will be greatly helped on
by our fixing our eyes on lofty ideals that require great
perfection to realise. So St. Paul advises, writing to the
Corinthians: Be ye emulous of the better gifts (I Cor. xii.
3 I). Get yourselves ready for great things: meet and
undertake things great and excellent. This is a determination of much importance: for our designs and desires
must needs reach out very far, if our performances are at
least to come up to what is our strict duty. Where a bow
or catapult is slack, then to hit the mark it is necessary
to aim from three to six inches higher: otherwise, the
string being loose, the missile will not go where you want,
but by aiming higher it comes to hit the mark. Weare
like a slack bow or catapult.
We are so poorly strung
that, to hit the mark, it is necessary to aim very high.
Man was left by sin so miserable that, to come to attain
mediocrity in virtue,. it is necessary for his purposes and
desires to travel far beyond. Someone says: ' My only
aim is to avoid mortal sin: I seek no further perfection. ' I
greatly fear that you are not likely to attain even that, for
the catapult is slack. If you aimed higher, you might
reach that: but not aiming higher, I fear you must come
short, and are in great danger of falling into mortal sin.
The Religious who makes it his endeavour to observe not
God's commandments alone, but His counsels also, and to
keep not from mortal sins alone, but from venial sins and
imperfections, takes·a good way to keep clear of mortal
sin, since he aims much higher than that. And when
through frailty he does not reach the height he proposed,
but falls somewhat short, he will fail in a matter of counsel,
in some small rule, and it will be an imperfection, or at
most a venial sin. But the other, whose only aim is not
to commit mortal sin, when he falls short of that through
the looseness of his bow and catapult, will fall into some
34
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mortal sin. And that is why among people of the world,
we see so, many falls' into mortal sin, while good Reli~
gious, by the goodness of God, are so free and far removed
from' it. This is one of 'the 'greatest blessings that we
have in Religion, a blessing for which we owe many thanks
to God, who has brought us thereto. Though there were:
no other blessing in Religion than this, 'that would" be.
enough to make us live in great consolation and contentment, and to' hold it for a, great mercy ,and benefit of the'
Lord that He has drawn lis to such a life, since here I
trust in the Lord that you will pass your whole life without falling into mortal sin; whereas, were you in the
world, I daresay you would not pass a year, or even a
month, or perhaps even one week, without it.
Hence also will be understood' the danger of the tepid
and lax' Religious, who thinks nothing· of breaking the
rules,andwill take no thought for things of perfection,
since such a one is very near a fall in some grave matter.
So then, if you wish to advance, set your eyes on acquiring
a most perfect . humility, going so far as to receive with
cheerfulness slights and affronts; and God grant that,
after all that, you may come to endure them with patience~
Set your eyes on acquiring a most perfect obedience of will
and understanding ; and you may be thankful if you do not
fail sometimes in the execution of the thing commanded
and punctuality in fulfilling the same. Try t'o store up
resignation and' indifference as if to undergo great difficulties and trials that might occur ;,and, please God, you may
so behave afterwards in the ordinary and common accidents" of· daily ·life.
This, says St. Augustine, was the counsel of God, to
put at the head of His commandments the' highest and
most perfect of them' all : ., Thou ,'shalt· love God with thy
wholeheart~ with thy whole will~ with thy whole soul~ and
with thy whole strength: this is the greatest of all the
commandments and the end of them all (Deut. vi. 5 : Matt.
xxii. 37).
So great is the excellence of this command-.
mentthat Theologians and Saints say that its final perfection is,' not a thing of this 'life but of, the next. Not to
he occupied, with· anything else but God, and always to
ke~p all our heart, all our will and understanding and all
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our powers intent on loving Him, is the state of heavenly
bliss: we cannot in this life attain so far as that, because
we are forced to attend to the requirements of the body.
And though this commandment is so high and involves so
great perfection, nevertheless the Lord puts it in the front
first of all, that we may know up to what point we are to
extend our efforts and whither we should endeavour to
arrive. Therefore, says St. Augustine, did God from the
very beginning put before our eyes this so great and high
commandment, that having our eyes fixed on an end so
high and requiring such great perfection, we should try
to bare our arm and put the weight as far as ever we can.
The higher we aim, the less shall we fall short.
On those words of the Prophet: Blessed is the man
whom thou aidest, for he shall plan in his heart increases
and ascensions in virtue (Ps. 83), St. Jerome says: " The
just and holy man ever has before his eyes the thought
of ascending and going further in perfection: that is what
he carries riveted in his mind, according to the saying of
the Wise Man: The thoughts and purposes of the strong
man shall ever be on ,abounding (Prov. xxi. 5)." But the
sinner and the imperfect man has no such thought: he
contents himself with an ordinary life: at most he sets
before his eyes a standard of mediocrity, and thence he
comes to fall away and go down. Gerson says: " This is
the language of many people: ' An ordinary life is enough
for me: I want only to save my soul: as for those high
and excellent heights of perfection, let them be for Apostles
and great Saints: I don't pretend to fly so high, but to
walk along a flat cart-road '." Vox rnultorurn est: sufJicit
mihi vita communis,· si cum imis salvari patera satis est:
nolo merita A postolo1'um, nolo volar'e per sum'rna, inced~ns
per planiora contentus sum. This is the language of the
imperfect, who are many, since the perfect are few. Christ
our Redeemer says in the Gospel: The gate and way that
leadeth to perfection and life is narrow and strait, and there
are few that· enter thereby, but. the common way of sloth
is very wide, and many there are that go therein (Matt. vii.
13, 14). St. Augustine says that these are they whom the
Prophet calls beasts of bhe field (Ps. 8) because they seek
always to walk in the field, a wide, spacious place, and will
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never be 'confined by any rule or, restraint. And Gerson
says thatby'such language as this ~ , enough for me an
ordinary life ; 'so I be but saved, it is sufficient; I aspire
not to any higher perfection,' a man plainly discovers his
imperfection, since he makes no effort to enter in by the
narrow gate. He adds further that these people who,
through their' sloth and tepidity, reckon that it is enough
for them to be saved as second-rates have great reason to
fear lest they may come to he condemned with the foolish
virgins, who slutIlbered and slept, or with the slothful
servant who buried the talent he had received, and was
therefore deprived of the one' talent he had, and, cast into
outer darkness ; and we find not in the Gospel that he was
condemned for anything else but for having neglected to
improve the, talent his Master had endowed him withal
(Matt.' xxv.).
But to make it appear more clearly how shameful and
deplorable a condition those men are in, the same Gerson
uses this example: " Imagine," he says, " a father of a
family, rich and high-born, who has many children" all of
them. quite capable of advancing the family, and winning
by thejr industry and abilities great honour to themselves
and' their lineage. All apply themselves with care to do
their duty .except one, ,who, ,while all the rest are doing
what sons of such a' sire should do, alone, out of sloth and
laziness, chooses'to sit idle at home enjoying himself, and
cares' ,not to do anything worthy of his ability and the
rank, ()f his fat4er to increase the fortune of the family,
though, if he would, he could do as well as any of the
rest. Enough for him, he says, is a moderate competence,
he .has no mind for further honour or further augmentation,nor will he work for that· end. The father calls
upon hiin, begs and coaxes him to entertain higher
thoughts; puts before him his ability, talents and, good
parts,the nobility of his lineage, the example of his ~h"
cestors and of his brothers stil) living: but for aU that he
has no mind to" leave his fireside, 'or endeavour to be
more" of a man.
Such a son. clearly would give great
annoyance to his father." In like manner says Gerson, as
we are sons of God and brothers, of Jesus Chris~, ou~
Heavenly Father keeps exhorting us and animating us to
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perfection. My sons, be not content with an ordinary life.
Be ye perfect as your heavenly Father is perfect (Matt.
v. 48). Look at the nobility and perfection of your
Father, and behave as His sons whose sons you are, to
show that ye are sons of your Father who is in heaven
(Matt. v. 45). Look at the example of your brethren. If
you will fix your eyes on the example of your elder Brother,
Jesus Christ, He it is that has ennobled all our race, and
though it cost Him His blood and His life, He gave it as a
good bargain for that exchange.
And if such an example is too dazzling for your eyes,
fix them on your 9ther brothers, men as weak as you are,
born in sin as you were, full of passions and temptations
and evil inclinations as you.
It is for this that Mother
Church puts before us the examples of the Saints and
celebrates their feasts. And if you wish to take from what
comes nearer home, look at the examples of your brethren,
born of the same womb, of the same Religious Order and
Society. Fix your eyes on a Father Ignatius, on a Francis Xavier and Francis Borgia, on an Edmund Campion,
and on others like them that you know.
Try to inlitate
them, be not you a disgrace to your lineage and your
Order.
And if with all this there is anyone not animated
to do deeds of valour, but content with an ordinary and
common life, is it 'not clear th!it, as far as in him lies, .he
will give displeasure and annoyance to God Himself, who
is our Father, and bad example to his brothers, and deserves that the Heavenly Father should not own him for
a son, nor his brothers know him for their brother?
Now this is what we are saying, that we should cherish
high and generous thoughts, and ever fix our eyes and
heart on great and noble deeds, to the end that supposing
in our weakness we do not attain so high, at least we may
not fall so far short nor be so much behind. Let us do,
in this matter, as men who offer wares for sale: to start
with, they usually ask more than the just price, to the end
that buyers may come to give them what is just; and they
who make bargains are wont at the beginning to demand
further concession than is reasonable to bring the other
party to reason, according to the proverb: 'Ask what
is. unjust, or more than is just, that they may come to
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give you what is just.' J niquum petasut justum teras. So
h. is here. Ido not. tell you to ask for what is unjust,
but for what is most just. Fix your eyes on what is most
just, that you may come at least to what is just. Ask
and desire what· is more precious, that so you may attain
to mediocrity : for if you fix your eyes. merely on mediocrity, and do not reach out to more, even that you will
not attain; but will fall far below.

By this it may be seen how important it is that in our

spiritual conferences and exhortations we should trea~
of things of great perfection, exhorting to a profound
humility, even to the furthest degree thereof; to a perfect
mortification of all our passions and appetites; to an entire
conformity with the will of God, so that it should not
rest with us to will .or not will aught else but what
God. wills or wills not,His. will being our whole content
and delight, and so in other virtues. Someone may say:
'. What is the use of talking and preaching such.· high
doctrine to ·weak folk, aye sometimes to mere beginners?
If you. proposed to us things proportionate to our weakness,plain. and easy things,. possibly we might embrace
them; hut. in speaking of these points' of perfection that
reach .to the third heaven you seem to be· not speaking
to us, but to an Apostle St. Paul and the like of him.'
You are mistaken, they are meant for you, it is to you
we speak when we speak of these points of perfection;
and the very reason that you allege for not speaking of
them is our reason for speaking. You say you are weak,
and that I ought not to propose to you such high things.
I. say that it is just because you are weak that I must
put thes~. points of perfection before you, that setting your
eyes 'on them you may come to mount reasonably high and
not remain so low and limited in virtue.
For this end. it isa great help to read much and hear
read the Lives of .Saints, and consider their excellent and
heroic virtues ;. it. being the intention ofl:Ioly Church in
proposing to us their. heroic deeds, to invite us at least
to get out of our sloth. And there is this other advantage
in such reading, that it confounds and humbles us to
consider the purity of life of these Saints, and how far we
come short of it. St. Gregory, on those words of Job:
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He will look upon men, and say: I have sinned (Job xxxiii.
27), says, that as a poor man is much more sensible of his
own poverty when he considers the vast wealth and treas4res of rich men; so the soul humbles herself more deeply,
and better knows her indigence, when she reflects upon
those great examples the Saints have left us, and the
glorious actions they have done.
St. Antony, having
been to visit St. Paul the first Hermit and seen his great
sanctity, his disciples went out to meet him on his return,
saying, "Wher,e have you been, Father?" "Alas,"
replied the holy man, " miserable sinner that I am, I have
no right to bear the name of a Religious.
I have seen
Elias, I have seen John the Baptist in the desert, since I
have beheld Paul in paradise. ' , We read also of the great
Saint Macarius, that, having seen the sublime perfection of
some monks, whom he had visited, the blessed man wept,
saying to his disciples: " I have seen monks, these are
monks, I am no monk.
Woe is me, I falsely bear the
name of monk."
What the Saints said out of their deep
humility, we may say with greater truth considering their
examples. Thus by humility and shame we should make
up what is wanting to us, and so on all sides aid ourselves
much by this means.
'
CHAPTER IX

How important it is to set store by little things and not
despise them
He that neglecteth small things shall fall by little and
little (Ecc1us. xix. I). The lesson contained in this saying
is of great importance, especially for aspirants to perfection. Great things of their own importance press upon
our attention, but in smaller matters we are apt more easily
to be careless and take little account of them' as if they
were of little value and importance, which is a great mistake, not without serious consequences. So ,the' Holy
Ghost advises us by the Wise Man in these words, that
we should beware of this danger, since he who' despises
small things, and takes no account of them, will come
little by little to fall into great sins. This reason' should,
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be. enough to persuade us and strike us with alarm, since
it is the reason and warning of the Holy Ghost. St. Bernard treats this point very welL "They begin with little
things, who· afterwards fall into very serious· offences.
Let us be under no illusion, for,the c01;11mon saying· is true,
that" asa rule, no one ever comes to be ona sudden either
very good' or very bad, but good and evil grow little by
little.. Little by litt'e.great bodily ~ilrnents are developed,
anJspiritual ailments ~nd gre~t m~ladies of the soul in the

same way. " Thus when you see great falls of servants of
God, think not, says .the Sai'~t, that the evil began when.
if first came to your notice: one who has persevered a long
ti~e le,ading a .good life., .never comes to slip and fall aU of
a sudden:· his, fall comes of his fir~t having become carel~ss· of tiny little things, by which carelessness, little by
little, .virtue was weakened in his soul, and he deserved
thaF God should withdraw His hand a little away from
him,. and so he was open to' being easily overcome, afterwards. bya great temptation falling in his way.
Cassian illustrates this by •a very appropriate comparison,·' a comparison used also by the Holy Ghost. Houses,
he says, do not fall down of a sudden, but >first the thing
begins by some little leakages; then . little by little the
timbers' of the· building rot; the mischief, gets into, the
walls, and softens and imperceptibly ruins them, till it
reaches the foundations, and then the whole structure. collapses in onenitqt. By sloth and want of care, ,says the
Holt Ghost in:E.;clesiastes, the roof will co~e to fall"
and for waf'lt of taking care to repair it, the whole house
will let the . rain in (Eccles. x. 18). . Through neglect
of repairing' the house at the beginning when the damage
was small, through. not tiling it and stopping t.he leakage~, som~ finemorning,it comes. to present yo~ with a
ruin. ' In)ike manner do men come to gre~t fa)ls and yery
evil ends.
First come in our .little affections 'arid our
pas~ions like s,o ,many smal~ leakages) _and they go on' little
by . little p'enetrati~g and, softening and ~eakeninK the
virtue ofqur soul, ahd· so the whole building go~scrash
f~om 'mere neglect' of ~epairsat thel;>eginning 'whe,n the
mischief'· was small. From negligence .in stopping ~hose
little leakages, from taking no account of small things,
'!
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one fine morning a man comes to be tempted, and
another day he is out of Religion. Would to God we
had not so much experience of this! Truly it strikes one
with great fear and dismay to see the first little cracks that
were the beginning of the ruin of some who came to a very
bad end. The devil is a clever fellow. He does not in the
first instance assail God's servants in great matters, he is
much too acute for that; but, little by little, imperceptibly
in small and minute things, he does his work better than
if he tempted his man in great things. If he started with
mortal sins, he would easily be perceived and packed off;
but entering by small and minute things he is neither perceived nor packed off, but admitted.
Therefore does 51. Gregory say that in some ways
there is more danger in small faults than in great ones,
because great ones are more clearly known and the evil
of them accordingly is more in evidence, moving us to
avoid them, and to feel more alarm when we fall into
them; but small faults are less known, less easily avoided,
and made less account of; and as they are made nothing
of, so they are repeated and continued, and men settle
down to them and never make up their minds manfully to
throw them off; and on the heels of small faults there
come great ones. St. Chrysostom quite agrees. He says
a thing which he calls a marvel. "I dare to utter a marvellous saying, which will appear to you new and unheard
of: it is that sometimes we need take more care and pains
.over avoiding small sins than over avoiding great ones;
for great sins of themselves strike us with horror, so that
we abhot and fly from them, but the other sins, by the
very fact that they are small, make us remiss and negligent; and as we make little account of them, so we never
succeed in getting clear of them, and so they come to do
us great harm."
Mirabile quiddam, et inauditum dicere
audeo: solet mihi nonumqua1n non tanto studio magna
videri esse peccata fugienda quanto parva et vilia; illa
enim ut aversemur ipsa peccati natura efficit, haec- autem,
hac ipsa re quia parva sunt desides reddunt, et dum contemnuntur non potest ad expulsionem eorum animus generose insurgere, unde cito ex parvis maxima fiunt negligentia nostra.
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This is the reason why the devil sets so much store by
this means of approaching and assailing Religious men
and servants of God, because he knows right well that
thereby he will gain a footing to succeed in making them
afterwards fall in greater things. So St. Augustine says:
" What matters it whether by a little or a great leak
the water enters into the ship, so that in the end it
founders? I care not for one more than the other, for
it all comes to the- same in the end." So the devil cares
not whether he comes in by small things or by great things,
so that he finally gains his end, which is to destroy and
sink us. Of little drops of water multiplied, says St.
Bonaventure" there come to be formed torrents and floods
so great as to ·,level to' the ground highwallsancl buildings
and strong castles. By a little leak and by a chink and
crack the water silently and 'little by little makes its way
into the ship until it sends it to the bottom. For this reason St. Augustine says that as when a ship springs a leak
it •is necessary to be always at the pump, pumping the
water out that the ship may not founder,soby ,the help
of meditation and examen we must be always ridding ourselves .' of the faults and imperfections that little, by little
are gaining, upon us, that we may not founder and be
drowned.
This must be the exercise of the Religious:
we must be always at the pump, .otherwise we run great
risk. And elsewhere he says: "You have eschewed and
escaped the waves and tempests and great dangers· that
there are in the stormy sea of the world : see that you do
not come here in the harbour of Religion to run aground
ana sandbank: see that you do not come to danger a,nd
destruction by minute and small things; for at that rate it
will profit you little to have eschewed and escaped those
great dangers and tempests and rocks and cliffs, if afterwards in theharbouryou come to stick fast in the sand."

CHAPTER X

A nother weighty reason for setting great store by
little things
Another considerable reason why we should make account of little things is, that if we are careless and negligent in little things, and take small heed thereof, it is to
be feared that God will refuse us His particular and special
aids and graces which we stand in need of, to resist temptations and not fall into sin, and to obtain the virtue and
perfection which we desire; and so we come to great harm.
The better to understand this, we must presuppose a
very sound piece of theology taught us by 51. Paul writing
to the Corinthians,-that God our Lord never refuses to
anyone that supernatural assistance and succour whereby,
if he will, he will not be overcome by temptation, but be
able to resist and come out victorious. God is faithful, who
will not permit you to be tempted abo've your strength, but
will give you, such aid in temptation as that you may be
able to stand it with advantage (I Cor. x. 13). God is
faithful, says the Apostle: you may rest assured that He
will not permit you to be tempted more than you are able
to bear; and if He adds more trials, and there come greater
temptations, He will also add more succour and bounty
that you may be able to come out of them, not only without loss, but with much profit and increase of good. But
there is another aid and succour of God more special and
particular. Man could resist and overcome temptation
without this special aid, if he availed himself as he ought
of the first supernatural assistance, which is more general.
But oftentimes, with that first aid, man will not resist
temptation, unless God give him that other aid more
particular and special. Not that he could not, but that
he will not: for if he willed, he might well resist with that
first aid, since it is sufficient for the purpose, if he would
make the use of it that he ought. In that case, his falling
and being overcome by temptation will be his own fault,
44
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since it will be by his own .will. But if God gave him
then that other special assistance, he would not fall.
But to come to our point: this second aid and special
superabundant and efficacious succour is not given by God
to all, nor on ,all occasions, since it is a liberality and
most particular grace of His own bestowal; and so God
will give it to whom He pleases. He will give it to those
who have been liberal with Him. So the Prophet says:

a

With the holy", Lord, thou wilt be holy; and with the be-

nign, benign; and with the liberal and sincere, thou.wilt
be sincere and liberal;" and with him that will not be such,
thou wilt pay him in the same coin (Ps. '17). This is what
our Father puts in his rules·: "The closer· one shall bind
himself to God our Lord, and the more liberal he shall
show himself to His Divine Majesty, the morelibet:a1 he
will ·find God· to him; and the better shall he be disposed
to receive every day greater graces and spiritual gifts."
This is the doctrine of St. Gregory. N azianzen. and other
Saints.
What it is to be liberal to God may be well understood
fr6mwhat it is to be liberal to men. In this world to be
liberal to another is· to give' him, not his due, and bond~d
right, hut mote than his due . and bonded ,right. That is
liberality; the other not, but justice and obligation. Now
in the same ,manner he who is very careful :and diligent
, to please God, not, only in matters of obligation, but also
in those· of supererogation and perfection, and not only in
greater but also in lesser things,he is liberal to God. Now
to them that are thus liberal, God also is very liberal.
These are'God'sfavourites, to whom He sho\Vs His bounties}. to these', He gives not only those ,general aidswhicll
are' sufficient to resist and overcome. temptations, but (;llso
tl~ose special and .superabundant . and efficacious aids
wherewith they ,wilL nowise fall when ,they are tempted~
But if you are not liberal to God, how,can you ,expect G0el
to be liberal to you? If you are niggardly with God, you
deserve "that God, should be niggardly with you. If you
'are so mean and close as to' go sounding"and ,measuring as
with rule and compass,-' Am I bound or not bound?A tn
I bound under sin or not bound. under sin?
Does it
amount to a mortal sin or to no more than a venial ?'-all
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this is being niggardly with God, since you want to give
Him no more than you are obliged, and even in that possibly you fail. God then will be niggardly with you, and
give you no more than He is obliged by His word: He will
give you those general and necessary aids whicR He gives
to all, which are enough and sufficient to enable you to
resist temptations and not fall in them; but you will have
much reason to fear that He will not give you that special
superabundant and efficacious aid which He is wont to give
to such as are liberal to Him; and so you will come to be
vanquished by temptation and fall into sin.
This is what Theologians and Saints commonly mean
by saying that one sin is apt to be the punishment of
another sin, which is to be understood thus.
By the
first sin, in punishment thereof, a man has lost all claim
to that special and particular aid of God, and made himself unworthy of it : so he comes to fall into a second sin.
They say the same of venial sins, and even further of the
faults and negligences and carelessness in which a man
lives. On that account also they say that a man may lose
all claim to, and render himself unworthy of, that special
and efficacious aid of God, whereby he would have persevered and effectually overcome the temptation, and without which he will be overcome and fall into sin.
So some Saints explain the words of the Wise Man : He
that despiseth small things, shall fall little by little (Ecclus.
xix. I). By despising small things and making little
account of them, one comes to render oneself unworthy
of that special assistance of God, and so comes to
fall into great faults. In like manner the saying of the
Apocalypse (iii. 16): Because thou art tepid, I will begin
to vomit thee out of my tnouth. God has not yet vomited
and thrown up entirely the tepid man, but He has begun
to vomit and throw him up, because by this negligence in
which he lives, and these faults which lie commits with
advertence and of set purpose, he goes the way to make
himself undeserving of that special and efficacious aid
without which he will fall, and God will end by vomiting
and throwing him up.
Let us consider how much reason we have to fear lest
we should lose all claim and render ourselves unworthy of
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this special aid of God, through our tepidity and sloth.
How often do we see ourselves assailed with temptations
and in great danger,andmany times we find ourselves in
doubt~--'-' did. I· dwell on it ·ornot? did I consentar not?
did it amount to a sin or not?' Oh how well worth our
while would it he for those critical moments to have been
liberal to God and sa made ourselves worthy of that special
and liberal aid of grace, whereby we·should be·quite secure
of always keeping our footing , and without which we shall

be· in great danger and possibly be overcome !
St. Chrysostom assigns this means as one af the chief
that we have· for overcoming temptations. Speaking of
the devil·· our·· enemy, and of the. continual war that he
wages againstus,he says: H You know well,· my brethren,
that we have in ·the devil a perpetual enemy, who is always making war upon us, who never sleeps nor relaxes
his efforts : you can have no truce with that cruel monster.
So it is necessary always to be very wide-awake, and very
careful and watchful. not to· be overcome by him."
How
then shall we stand on our guard, and prepare ourselves
well not to be overcome; but always to get the better of
this traitor and keep him under? Do you know how?
St.Chrysostom says: "The only means to overcome him is
to have gained beforehand this special assistance of God
by our good life in the past. In this way we shall be
a.lways victorious, and not other\vise."
Notice the
expression, "not otherwise."
St: Basil makes the
same ··observation in these words: "He who wishes
to he helped by the Lord never . ceases doing .what
lies with him· to do. He who does this is never left destitute of the divine assistance" : wherefore, he concludes,
" we must make it our effort that our conscience shall not
reproach us in anything." A sound conclusion: we must
be very careful in our spiritual. exercises and in all our
works to be worthy of this special aid from Heaven.
Hence it will be seen how important it is to make much
account of small things, if we can call those. things small
which bring us in so much good or so much harm. He
who feareth God, neglecteth nothing (Eccles. vii. 19), because he knows full well that out of small things neglected
one comes little by little to fail in greater; and he fears
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that if he ceases to be liberal with God in these things,
God will cease to be liberal with him.
In conclusion I say that this matter is so important, and
we should make so much account of it, that we may take
it as a general rule, that so long as a man makes much of
little and minute things, all· will go well, and the Lord will
befriend him; and on the contrary, when he ceases to
reckon much of little and minute things, he will incur
great danger, because it is in this way that all evil enters
into a Religious. This Jesus Christ gives us to understand,saying: He that is faithful in whati. is little, will be
faithful also in what is much; and he that is unfaithful and
evil in what is little, will be the like in what is much (Luke
xvi. 10). And therefore when one wishes to see how one
is getting on in spiritual progress,.,-and it is reasonable
that we should often make reflection thereupon,-let him
examine himself by this, and see whether he makes account
of little things or whether he is getting into free and easy
ways by taking small heed of them; and if he sees that now
he does not trouble himself about small matters, nor does
his conscience reproach him thereon, as· it used to do, let
him look for a remedy with all care. The devil, says St..
Basil, when he sees that he cannot drive us out of Religion,
applies all his powers to persuade us not to give ourselves
to perfection,. and not to make account of small matters,
deceiving us by a false assurance that one does ·not lose
God for that. But we on the contrary should make it
our effort that as he cannot drive us out of Religion, so
neither shall he hinder our perfection, but we will apply
ourselves thereto with all our strength, setting much store
by little and minute things.

CHAPTER XI

That the business of our spiritual advancement is not
to betaken in 'general, but in· particular; and of how
great importance it is to put into execution those good
'purposes wherewith God inspires us
It will also he a great help towards our improvement,
----and it is a means .commonly given by the masters of
spiritual life,-that we should not take this. business. of
our improvement in general and on the w~ole, but in particular and little by little. Cassian say~' that the Abbot
Moses .one day· in a ,spidtual. conference asked his monks
what i.t:wa,s that they aimed at by all their labours, abstinences,vigils, prayers and mortifications. ~hey answered,
" the 'kingdom of heaven." '. He said: ."Thq.t is the last
end, but 1 ask now,what is the immediate and particular
end you are aiming at, whereby to arrive at your last end ?"
Take the case of the labourer: his end is to gather much
food; and have wherewithal to spend hjs life in abundance;
but aU ,his care and diligence he expends in working at
and cultivating the earth, and clearing it of weeds, for
that is the ,necessary means to the other end. And the
merchant', though his end is to grow rich, applies all his
thoughts to consider what businesses and what method of
doing- business win be most to the purpose for gaiQing t1;1is
end, alnd there' he applies all his industry and diligence. So
the -Religious' should' act.
It ·is not enough to say in
general : ' I intend to save my soul ' : ' I will be a good
Religious' : 'I desire to be perfect ': hut he must fix his
eyes in particular on the passion or vice that stands most
in his way, and the virtue that,is most wanting to him; and
he must labour to gain that. In this way, advancing
little'by little, and proceeding with care and diligence,
now upon one thing, riow upon another, he ,will come
better to attain to what he aims at.
This is the means that another Father of the desert
proposed to that monk, who after being long very diligent
and fervent grew to be negligent in his spiritual exercises,
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and generally very tepid. Desiring' to recover his former
state, and finding the road closed and apparently very
difficult, he did not know where to begin.
The other
consoled and animated him by this parable or example of
a man who sent his son toc1ear the estate, which was
full, of thorns and weeds. The son, seeing the amount
there was to do, lost heart and fell asleep, and did nothing
that day and the next. The father said to him: ' You
should not, boy, look at or take all the labour before you
in a lump, but every day do a little, just enough to take. in
the body of a man. ' He did so, and in a short time cleared
the whole estate.
Here it should be observed that one of the chief reasons
why we get on slowly, and the Lord does not do us more
favours, is because we do not put in execution the good
purposes and desires which He gives us; and so because
we do not give a good account of what He gives us, He
does not bestow on us further gifts. A schoolmaster will
not let a child go on to a higher style of letters or better
copy until he has formed and copied well what has been
given him: so the Lord is wont to deal with us in raising
us to perfection. He is slower to give us greater things,
the slower we are to put to good use what He has given
us. And the more a man sets to work to realise and put
in execution the desires that the Lord gives him in prayer,
the more is God moved to grant him greater things.
Father Master Avila well says: "Whoever makes a good
use of what he knows, will gain light to see what he does
not know." Any other man cannot have the face to ask
for that: since it may be well replied to him: ' Why do
you seek to know My will and good pleasure, when what
you do know you do not carry out?' If you do not put into.
act the desires which the Lord gives you, how can you
wish that He should give you greater things? With what
face can you ask God in prayer to grant you this or that
which you desire and find needful, if you have no mind 1'0
amend or mortify yourself in point of a fault where you .
have great need of amendment, and God has given you
many desires and inspirations about it? I do not know
how you can raise up your eyes to beg of God other greater
things, you who have no purpose of amendment even in
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the matter of an exterior fault that you have, but let your...
self deliberately' fall into it again and again. If tnenwe
wish to make progress in spirit, and that the Lord should
do us' great favours, let us be diligent· inputting into exe-.
cution the inspirations and desires which the Lord gives
us.
Itis the common doctrine of the Saints, that 'he ,vho
makes a good use of the 'benefits' he has; received renders
himself worthy of fresh benefits; and contrariwise, he who
makes a bad use of them does not deserve to rece,ive~more.
The WiseMan in Wisdom (ch. xvi.) propound,S this'question : What is the reason why the manna melted 'away at
the first ray of the sun that struck it, and was of no further
use; while if they put it in the fire it did not liquefY', nor did
the fire do it any harm, the heat of the fire being stronger
than that of the sun? The same Wise Man answers at the
end of the same chapter, that it might be known. to all that
we must be beforehand with the sun to bless thee (ver. 28),
--that all might understand that it behoves uS to be diligent •in making our profit of the benefits· that' the Lord
gives us, and the blessings that we receive at. His hand·;
and· in punishment of the ingratitude and laziness that
would not' get. up in the· morning before sunrise, to, profit by the. boon that the Lord had vouchsafed, God per..;.
mitted the· sun to spoil the provision fot the day. This
is also what Christ 'ourRedeemer marvellously declares
in the holy Gospel (Luke xix.) in that parable of the n,obleman, "'whodivided his substance an10ng his servants that
they might traffic therewith. When after having taken
possession of his kingdom he asked them for an account,
he made them governors or commandants of so many
cities in proportion to the number of talents which each
one had gained: him who had gained ten talents, he tnade
governor of ten cities, and him who had gained .five, of
five,-giving us to understand that as 'this king rewarded
the industry and fidelity of his servants with such a step
upwards as there is from ten talents to ten cities, so also
if we put into execution the inspirations of God, and are
loyal and faithful in corresponding with them, very great
also will be the abundant liberality wherewith the Lord
will augment His divine gifts; and contrariwise, if we do
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not correspond as we ought, not only will He deprive us of
what He has given us, but we shall be further chastised,
as was that servant who had not profited nor gained anything with the talent that he had received.
It is related of that lllost famous painter Apelles that,
however numerous his occupations, he never passed a day
on which he did not practise his art and paint something;
and stealing the time from other occupations that offered
he would say: " To-day I have not drawn a line: hodie
lineam nulla1n duxi. JJ From that it be.came a proverb for
any work of art, when the day was let slip, without practising or doing anything at it. That is how he came to be
such a perfect and consummate painter. If then you desire
to be. a perfect and consummate Religious, let no day pass
on which you do not draw some line, and make some mark
in virtue.
Go on overcoming and mortifying yourself
every day in something, go on banishing every day some
fault from the actions that you do, for in this way they will
become daily better and more perfect. And when you
come to the mid-day examen, ,see whether you have passed
that half-day without having drawn any line or marked
any point in virtue, and say: ' To-day I have not drawn
a line: oh dear, to-day I have made no step forward in
virtue, nor mortified myself in anything, nor made so
much as one act of humility, when I found occasion for
it. I have spent this day to no purpose. It must not be
so this evening: it must not be so to-morrow morning.'
In this way, little by little, we shall come to advance much.

CHAPTER XII

That it will be a great aid to the attainment of pertee:.
tion not to commit faults on purpose, and never relax
in fervour
It will also aid us much towards growth in virtue and
perfection to try never to commit faults on purpose. There
are two. sorts of. faults and. venial sins: the· one sort is
that into which those who fear God fall through frailty,
ignorance and inadvertence, albeit with some carelessness
and negligence. As to stich faults as these, they who
serve God and walk in .His sight with an upright heart,
know by experience that they cause no bitterness of heart,
but. rather humility ; •. nor do they find that on that account
God turns away His face from· them, but rather. they experience. new favour from. the Lord and a new spirit by
the humble recourse they have to God for them. Other
faults and defects there are which they fall into with
advertence· and on purpose, who are tepid and remiss in
the service of God ; and these faults are an obstacle to
the great blessings we should receive if we did not com";
mit them. For these faults the Lord will often turn away
His face from us in prayer, and withdraw many favours.
Thus if we wish, to thrive and receive many favours of the
Lord,wemust take care not to commit faults on purpose.
Enough the faults that we commit through our ignorance
and inadvertence; let us not add to them more. Enough
the distractions that we have in prayer through the fickleness ··of our imaginations; let us not· distract ourselves
Enough· the faults that we
voluntarily and· on purpose.
commit against the Rules through our weakness; letus not
break them of set purpose.
St. Basil lays down another means for gaining perfection,and says itisanexcellent way to advance much in
a short time: it is, not to call halts on the road of virtue.
There- are those who make temporary efforts, and. then
stop. Goon as· you have· begun, and do not call these
halts. On this road of spiritual life you .will find yourself
53
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more wearied by making these halts than by not making
them.
In this there is a great difference from bodily
exercises: the more the body works and labours, the more
it is worn out; but the more the spirit works, the more
strength it 'gathers: caro operando deficit, spiritus operando proficit" (St. Basil). And says the proverb: " The
bo"v that is kept strung breaks, but the soul unstrung
decays," arcum frangit intensio, animam remissio. St.
Ambrose says that as it is easier not to fall into sin, but
preserve innocence, than after a fall to do true penance,
so also it is easier to keep up the fervour of prayer and
devotion than to return to it after being distracted for
several days. The blacksmith, who draws the iron redhot from the furnace, in order that it may be soft and ready
for him to n1ake of it what he wishes with his hammer,
does not let it go altogether cold, but before it goes cold
he puts it. back' in the furnace, so that he may readily
deal with it as' before. So we should never allow the
heat 'of our devotion to die down: for once our heart has
grown cold and callous, it will be hard to go back to our
first fervour. Thus we see by experience that, however
much a man may have advanced in virtue, yet if he grows
careless for a season, in the little time that he surrenders
to distractions and ceases to continue his pious exercises,
he loses all that he had gained in a long time, scarce a
trace is left of what he had before, and it is with difficulty
that he returns to it. Contrariwise, they who go on with
fervour and perseve"re in their pious exercises easily hold
their own, and in a shorttime advance much. The reason
is, because they lose no time, and do not undo what they
have done, unlike the tepid and slothful, who with their
frequent halts do and undo,weave and unweave, and never
finish their web But the fervent, far from undoing, get
on with their work, and gather new strength daily by
continual exercise, and new facility to do more and do it
better; so they advance much. So says the Wise Man:
Hands slothful and remiss bring on poverty, but the hands
of the strong gather riches (Prov. x. 4). He who does
not choose to work will grow poor, and he that puts his
strength into his work will grow rich. The soul of them
that work shall grow fat (Prov. xiii. 4).
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A .Father of our Society, comparing tepid and slack
Religious with· the diligent and fervent, used to say that
the· tepid and remiss, who, as· they growirtto seniors
come to play the part of idlers, and make it not their aim
to get on with their perfection, are like old servants in the
houses of our nobility, who render no service in the house,
but ma~e a show, and sit by the gates of their masters'
houses telling stories. They are given their keep as old
servants, but they do not find favour nor advancement with

the Master; indeed he scarcely remembers them. You will
see other young servants, youths so diligent and solidtous
in the service of· their· Master .that they never think of
pausing or sitting down all day long. Hardly has their
Master given them a hint of what he wants than the thing
isdorte.
These are they that find favour and advancemept. Such· are diligent and ferven( Religious.

CHAPTER XIII

Of three other means that will enable us to advance in
virtue
A very good means to advance much is given ·by St.
Basil and by the Saints generally. It is, that we should
fi~ our eyes on the best members of the community, those
whose viftueshines . forth more conspicuously, and set
a.boutdmitating them. The same counsel was given by
the blessed Abbot St. Antony: he said that the Religiou's
should go about like the busy bee, gathering from all
flowerst@ make his honey,-modesty from one,.· silence
from another, patience from a third, from another obedience, from another· indifference and resignation: in each
one •. we should study that in which· he shines most to
imitate him. So we read that he did, and thereby he became such· a great Saint. This is one of the chief blessings
that we enjoy in Religion, and therefore St. Jerome recommended community life rather· than solitude,· to' the end
that from one member you may learn humility, from
another patience: ; this one will teach you to keep silence,
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that other meekness.
A philosopher named Chaerilas,
a leading man of much distinction among the Lacedemonians, being asked what commonwealth he took to be
the best in the world, said: " That wherein the citizens
live together without any quarrels or seditions, and vie
with one another who shall be most virtuous."
This
boon, among others, our Lord has given us in Religion.
May it please His Divine Majesty that it may always be
so !
There in the world, in almost all States, all men's
contentions and rivalries turn on property and points
of honour, scarcely will you find a nlan who has any emulation for virtue; but here, by the bounty and mercy of
God, all the study of Religious is in what touches on the
renun~iation of self, and how to grow more in virtue and
perfection, and all their contentions and rivalries are on
being everyone of them more virtuous, more humble and
obedient, and this without noise, without divisions, with··
out detractions, but with a holy emulation and envy. It is
no small favour and benefit, but a very great one, that the
Lord has drawn us to Religion, where virtue is favoured
and esteemed, where the professor or the preacher is
not made more of for being a great professor, or a great
preacher, but for being more humble and mortified, where
the aim of all is to advance in virtue, and all by their
example animate us to make progress. Let us then profit
by so good an opening for practising this means.
Hence we can derive the second motive, which is the
obligation we are under of giving good example to our
brethren; " that considering one another all may grow in
devotion and praise of God our Lord," as our Holy
Father says. Or rather Christ Himself says so in the Gospel: Let your light so shine before men, that they may see
your good works, and glorify your Father, who is in
heaven (Matt. v. 16). Everyone well knows what force
good ex.ample has to move others. A good Religious in
a house does more by his good example than any number
of conferences and sermons can do, for men are more apt
to believe what they see with their eyes than what they
hear with their ears. They are persuaded that the thing
is practicable which they see another put into act, and
thereby are mightily moved and animated to do the like.
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This. :is that flapping of the wings ·.of those holy living
creatures which Ezechiel beheld (Ezech. iii.. 13) ;. when by
your example you touch the heart of .• your brother,and
move him to compunction and •devotion and desire of perfection.
-St.. Bernard avers that, at his entry into Religion, the
very sight of some spiritual and edifying Religious,-nay,
even the very remembrance.of them when they were. absent
or de3!d,-brought him so great joy and comfort, and filled
his •soul with· such sweetness and devotion that oftentimes tears of joy came into his eyes.
So says Holy
Scripture in praise of King Josiah : The memory of Josiah
is as a box of sweet perfumes (Ecclus. xlix. I), comforting
and: strengthening and raising up the disheartened. Such
we ought to endeavour· to become, according to the words
of the Apostle : Weare the good odour of Christ (2 Cor. Ii.
Is) ..We should be like a box of perfumes that freely communicates its sweetness, and comforts and animates all
that come near. This should be a great motive to us to
give ourselves earnestly to virtue, and avoid giving any
occasion of disedification to our brethren. For as an exemplary Religious is a great help, .and enough to edify
and raise the tone of a whole house, so· a Religious who is
not what he should be does a deal of harm, harm enough
to disedify a whole community and draw them his way,
the more so as example is· more powerful for evil than for
good,owing to our evil inclination to the one rather than
to the other. .
Almighty God commanded in _Deuteronomy· that when
the people of Israel were ·ready·· to join battle with their
enemies,.· the captains should cause· it to be proclai~ed
throughout the whole army: Let the' cowardly and fainthearted return horne. And let the reason assigned be noted,
as it makes for our purpose; lest they make cowards of
t.herest, . and infect them with their fear (Deut.xx. 9).
That, is what a tepid and lax Religious does in Religion
by his bad example: he makes cowards of the rest, where
there is question of rnaking an effort and embracing things
of perfection: .sloth and tepidity .are catching. That is
how St. Eusebius of Emesa comes to say:. " Tho.se who
have made up their mind:s to llvein community are either
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diligent to the great profit of the community, or negligent
to the great injury and peril of the same."
We may add a third means and motive to those we have
already mentioned: it is the obligation we have of giving
good example, not only to our brethren with whom we
daily converse, but also to all the world, lest the whole
Order come to lose its good reputation, by reason of the
scandal given by some particular member: for men of the
world often judge of all Religious by the behaviour of one,
as if his fault were a sort of original sin, a taint of
nature in them all, or were a sample of goods held in
common stock. Thus people at once say: ' Those of the
Society also break rules, or do this or that,' for one only
whom they see breaking the Rule and taking some liberty.
Therefore everyone is bound to have an eye to edification,
that by this means the reputation of the whole Order may
- be preserved and increased.
This obligation is more
urgent upon us, because we are still at our commencements, and all eyes are turned to us. Weare made a
spectacle to the world, to angels and to men (I Cor. iv. 9),
and although they have no reason to impute the fault of
one man to a whole Order, yet, after all, it is certain that
the whole body consists of individuals, and consequently
the growth or decay of that body depends upon the good
or ill conduct of each individual. Let everyone therefore
stand firm in his post like a good soldier. Let him take
care lest a battalion, so strong and well formed, come to
be broken through his fault: let not relaxation enter into
the Order through you.
I t will be a good reflection for everyone to make account
that Religion, his Mother, says to him those words in
which the mother of the Maccabees spoke to her youngest
son, encouraging him to suffer and to die for the observ":
ance of the Law: My son, have pity on me, who bore thee
nine months in my womb, gave thee milk for three years,
reared land bred thee to thy present age (2 Mace. vii. 27).
C My son,
I have borne you, not nine months, but nine
years, and twenty years, and thirty years and more: I
have given you milk for three years of probation, and
reared you in virtue and letters at so mucheost to myself,
till 1 set you in this state in which you now are. What
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I ask you in return.for all this is to .have compassion on,
me: let me not lose my honour in you, nor bring sorrow'
in my old age. Turn not against me, nor against yourself,
the arms wherewith I have armed' you. for yOUl1 own good
and profit and that ofyaur neighbour: let not what should
have .been an occasion and means of. your .being more
thankful and more humble and mortified become anoccasion .of your being more vain, unrestrained and .unmortified. '

CHAPTER XIV

That it will help us much always to behave as we did
the· first day we entered Religion
One of those ancient monks once asked Abbot Agatho,
how he should ,. behave in Religion. He answered: ." See
what. you were the first. day you. left the world and were
receiired into the cloister, and such remain always. " If then
you desire to know how to be a good Religious, and how
to advance llluch in virtue and perfection, this is a good
means. Consider with what fervour and fortitude you
left the world and all that you had in it, kindred, friends
and acquaintance, property, riches,.comfortsandamusements, and persevere in that contempt of the world,and
that forgetfulness of parents and relations, and that casting off of comforts and conveniences; and in that manner
yauwill be a good Religious. Consider also with what
humility you asked to be received into Religion and with
what. entreaty; and how, the day they granted .yourrequ~st, you thought that heaven was opened to you, and
you felt a deep sense of gratitude to God and to your
Order for so .great a boon and benefit ; and go on now with
this gratitude and humble acknowledgment. Feel now
asm'uchobligedand as much indebted' as on the first day
they ..received you; and in this' manner you will advance
in Religion. Consider also, after your reception, with
whatdevotion and modesty you behaved atthecommence~
ment, with what obedience, with what humility, with what
. promptitude, . with what indifference .and ;resignation in
all things, and persevere always therein, :and in this way
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you will go on thriving and growing in virtue and perfection.
This means is much commended by the Saints, as we
shall presently see; but it is necessary to understand it
well. We do not mean to say that you ought not now
to have more virtue than on the first day you entered
Religion. The veteran should never be content with the
virtue of a novice, because it is clear that the veteran
should have more virtue and be more advanced than the
novice who began yesterday; as in study he who has been
at his studies ten years ought to be more advanced and
know more than the beginner, Religion is a school of
virtue and perfection, and so he who has gone further
in the school ought to have learnt and advanced more.
But just as, speaking to one who began to study with
much fervour and great energy, and afterwards has grown
lazy and slack, we tell him to return to his first fervour
and to the care and diligence with which he started at the
beginning, and that in this way he will get on with his
studies, so what we say now is that you should return to
those first fervours with which you started on the way of
virtue the very first day that you entered Religion. See
with what courage and spirit you began then to serve
God, so that no obstacle could stand in your way, and you
made no difficulty about anything, and go on now with
that fervour, and with that same iron determination and
strong resolution, and in this manner you will make great
progress in Religious life. That is what the Saints mean
to say of this method.
The blessed· Saint Antony, when his disciples asked him
to give them some spiritual advice for their improvement,
began his discourse with this, as St. Athanasius relates
in his Life: " Let this be the first thing of all that I charge
you, that none should begin to abate the fervour with
which he undertook the journey, but as if starting afresh
let every. one ceaselessly increase what he has begun."
And besides many other repetitions of the same, when he
was near death, by way of last will and testament, to
impress it more on their hearts, he inculcated it once more
in these moving words, as the last ·words of a father: " I
my sons, in Scripture language, am going the way of our
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fathers, since now the Lord calls. me, and I desire to see
Him in heaven; but you, sons of my heart, I exhort not to
lose in a moment the labour of so many years; consider
that this day you are starting Religious life, and go on
ever increasing in the firmness of this resolution."
If
you desire to progress in virtue and perfection, put this
before your eyes" every day; and make account that every
day you are starting afresh and ever behave as" though
this was the "first· day that you haG begun, and in this way
you will be good Religious. St. Augustine also puts this
means: " Forget entirely everything that you have done
up to this, and make account that every day you are starting anew."
St. Antony'. used to explain this by a household example.
As the servants and domestics of noblemen, however much
they have served their masters, and however much they
have ,worked, fail not to put their hands to any new business that offers, and stand ever as ready and prepared to
do what they are bidden as they were the first day they
entered service, as though they had done no service or
work up to now, so he said we oug ht to serve God our
Creator and Lord. We have. a· good example of this in
the glorious St. Bernard. Surius relates in his Life that
he reckoned others for Saints and perfect men, and
thought that as being advanced and far ahead in
perfection they might be" allowed sundry indulgences and
licenses in sundry things. This is an excellent way not
to make rash judgments of others, when we see them
doing anything of that sort. But for himself, he said
that he ,always held himself for a beginner and novice,
and that these licenses and exemptions did 'not befit him,
and so he missed no point· of the· rigour of Religious life,
nor of the common labours and exercises of humility. He
was the first in all works of obedience, and the first to
put his hand to the broom and the dish-clout. In no point
did. he seek exemption or excuse from doing as others ; but
when others were doing any manual work, and he did not
know how todo it, then, not to lose"the occasion,he managed . to do something. else instead, and busied himself in
some still more humble and lowly occupation. Sometimes
he would take a pick-axe andsethim~elfto turn up the
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ground, or a hatchet, and would cut wood and carry the
pieces on his back to the kitchen; and he greatly rejoiced
to occupy himself in such exercises, and thought that he
had need of all this for his improvement! He was not
like some who, when they do these things, say: ' Just for
example sake': because they think .that they Ido not
need them, nor that this does any good in their case. It
is well that you do it for the sake of example and edification, but it would be better for you to consider that you
also have need of it, since St. Bernard thought that he had
such need.
St. Antony here adds another good point, that further
explains what has gone before. The Saint is not content
with our not going back upon those first fervours with
which we commenced, but wishes us always to be going
on and advancing and growing more and more. As one
beginning anew to serve God m,aking it his care every
day to advance and grow in that service, seeing that
hitherto all has been offences and sins, thereby to make
up for the past and render himself worthy of the reward
and prize; so we ought always to carryon like one \vho
has attained nothing up to this, but has been a spendthrift
and a squanderer.
This means, says St. Gregory, is suitable to all, even
though they be very perfect: for the prophet David was
a perfect man, and yet he said, like a beginner, To-day
I have begun (Ps. 76). He went on with as much fervour
and diligence in the service of the Lord in extreme old
age, as though he would then begin anew to serve Him,
according to the saying of the Wise Man: When a man
shall have finished, then he shall begin (Ecclus. xviii. 6).
The true servants of God, the further they go, and the
nearer they approach to the goal and to perfection, make
their way with greater care and fervour, like men digging
out a treasure, as Job says (iii. 2I). As those who are
seeking a treasure by digging, says St. Gregory, the more
they dig and the deeper they go, give themselves to the
work with greater diligence; because, understanding that
the hidden treasure they seek is getting nearer, and that
they want but a little to strike upon it, they are thereby
animated to labour more vigorously, and dig with "greater
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zest and eagerness;. so those' who are really working at
their' own improvement and perfection,. the further they
goon, and the nearer they come' to the end, throw themselves into' the· work with •greater energy. .'Oh, since the
tJ;'easnre is now near, let tlsanimate ourselves and make an
effort, since now little; is wanting to .reach· it. ' A ndthat
the more} as you see the day' coming nigh} as the Apostle
says (Heb. X.2S}; meaning, asSt. Gregory says, thatwe
should work harder, the nearer the reward, and the prize.

When a stone is moving in a' downward direction, the
nearer it approaches its centre, the greater becomes its
velocity and .speed till it arrives; so when a man goes on
advancing in .virtue and perfection,and is' getting nearer
ahd nearer to God, who is his centre and last end, the more
energy he puts" forth finally to' arrive. These, St. Basil
says, are they whom St. Paul calls in carefulness not slothful} fervent in spirit} .serving the Lord (Rom. xii. 11).
There are some who in their .commencements, when they
enter Religion, start with' fervour, and' on' leaving the
novitiafeat once slacken off and play ·the ancient: these
are not fervent in spirit} but tepid and lazy. The fervent
in'spirit are they· who go on ever as on the first day, with
an .ardent desire and an insatiablehuIlger, never glutted
nor' weary with the service of God, but· ever desirous of
serving Hirrf more and more, according to the word of
the Prophet, In thy commandments h'eshall delight exc~edingZ:y (PS.III).
CHApTEl~ XV

That it will He a great helpfor everyone to ask himself
frequently, t What did you enl.er Religion for?'
A:nother practice, also win. help us very m·uch to grow
in virl-ueandattain perfection: it is that which St. Bernard
used, as Surius relates in his Life. He carried it ever in
his head' and often spoke to .himself saying: 'Bernard,
Bernard; for what hast thou come into Religion?' Ber'narde., ·ad quidvenisti? .' We read '. the same of the holy
Abbot· Arsenius,who often asked himself the samequestion:' Arsenius,:Arsenius, for what hast thou come?'
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He often took account of himself. ' Arsenius, why hast
thou left the world? What was thy end and intention in
leaving it and betaking thyself to Religion? Was it not
that therein thou. mightest succeed in pleasing God entirely, and not trouble thyself about pleasing and satisfying
men, nor ai>out standing high in their esteem?
Take
care of this then, and make no account of the opinion 3:ng .._
esteem of men. That would be going back to the world
which thou hast left. Do not return to it in heart: little
will it avail thee to be here in Religion in body, if in heart
thou art in the world, desiring the applause and esteem of
men. ' With these thoughts those Saints aroused and
animated themselves greatly. We too should ·arouse and
animate ourselves with the same, to go forward and overcome all difficulties that we meet with in Religion. When
you feel difficulty in~_~_ order of obedience, arouse yourself with these words: ' For what purpose have you come
into Religion ? Was it perchance to do your own wiU?
Certainly not, but to follow the will of another. Why
then do you wish to do your own?' When. you feel any
effect of poverty, you should animate yourself with this:
, Did you perchance come here to seek your own conveniences, to have everything completely to your satisfaction,
and to want nothing? Know you not that you have come
to be poor, and to suffer need like a real poor man? What
have you to complain of then?' When you think th~t
people do not make enough of y.<?u, animate and console
yourself with this reflection: ' Did you perchance come
to Religion to be regarded and esteemed? Certainly not,
but to be forgotten of men, and to despise the opinion
and esteem of the world. Why do. you refuse what you
have come for, and seek to return to what you have left?'
This it is to be a Religious,-not to do your own will,_ to
b@ poor, to suffer need, to s~!:k to be forgotten and disregarded. This it is to be dead to the world and live to
God.
For this we come into Religion, and little will it profit
us to be therein, if we do not that for which we came: for
it is not the place that. makes Saints, but a religious and
perfect life. St. Augustine says this very well in a sermon
that he gave to the Religious who dwelt in the desert:
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"You see, brethren, here.we are in solitude, we have left
the world and are in Religion. But it is not the place that
makes. holy the inhabitants, but good works: it.is"areligious life that will make the place holy and us also. Alas,
holy as the place may be, and however strict the enclosure
of Religion, still you may sin there, and there incur damnation. Trust no't in that," says Sf. Augustine," since
the angel sinned in hehven, and Adam in paradise, and
there was •. no place holier than those.

The place does.' 'not

make people Holy: if' the place were sufficient for 'that,
neither the angel would have fallen from heaven, rior man
from p,aradise." So. do not think that you have done your
business and are master
the field, when you can say:
'I ama' Religious, lam a member of the Society!' That
is -not' enough, unless you do that for which you came to

or

R..•.eligiO
.•. •. u.•...••.....• 5.e.e•graduate,
. . . t.haty.o,udid
be. a good
or
a learned
or a.n.otcome.to
good preacher,
but st.ud.eut'J"
to be a,
good· Religious and aim at perfection.
Oh, how very':
little it matters whether you turn 'out more or less of a
scholar, or whether' you turn out a great ora middling
preacher! What. does matter, what makes; aU·the differ-I
ence; is that you turn out a good and perfect Religious.
What are we doing, if we; are not doing that?
And
what have we been doing all this ""hile,. if we have not
done that?
To' what' have we applied our minds;,
if we have not· applied them to that for which we came
hither? My· friend, my brother,whereunto art thou come?
Amice J ad quid venisti? (Matt. xxvi. 50).
Take account of· your'self, and often ask yourself this
question :Ah my God, what art or trade might I not have
learnt all these years .Jhave been in the Society, and come
out well in it by this' time? If I had set myselfto become
a painter, I should, by ·this time, have painted well: if.to
bean embroiderer, I should know ho\vto use my needle so
cleverly as to gain my livelihood thereby. I have set my..
self tobe a good Religious, and have not succeeded at that.
So many years I have been going to the school of virtue,
and r have not yet learnt the A, B, C, of it. I have not
yet aUained the first degree of humility. O~hers become
good' phi1Qsophers and good theologians in seven years t
time ; and I, after so' many years, have not become a good
5
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Religious. Dh, if we sought and aimed at true virtues
with as much care and diligence as we aim at learning!
St. Bernard says: " Many look to science, but few to
conscience. If a good conscience were looked to with as
much zeal and solicitude as vain and secular science is
sought, it would be at once more speedily attained :lnd
more usefully retained. ' , Multi quaerunt scientiam pauci
Si vero tanto studio et solicitudine
vero conscientiam.
quaereretur conscientia quanto quaeritur saecularis et vana
scientia et citius apprehenderetur et utilius retineretu:r.
It were only fair that we should take as much care and
pains over our spiritual progress as we do over our studies.
St. Dorotheus says that he found this consideration a
great help. "When I was a student in the world, I took
my studies so much to heart that I remembered and
thought of nothing else, not even of my dinner, and it
seemed I had no time to think of what I had to eat, so
much so that had it not been for my companion and very
dear friend who took care to provide me with something to
eat, and to call me at dinner time, often I would
have forgotten to eat. The vehement desire that I had to
learn went so far that, when I was at table, I had my book
always open before me, that I might' eat and study at the
same time; and at night, when I came from school, I at
once lit my candle and studied till midnight; and when I
lay down to sleep, I took my book to bed, and after I had
slept awhile, I fell to reading again, and was so wholly
taken up with this passion for study that I could take
no delight in anything else. Since I came to be a Religious, I have often reflected and said to myself: If thou
didst work so hard, so fervently and ardently, to acquire
eloquence and human learning, how much more in all conscience oughtest thou to do here in Rdigionto acquire true
virtues and true wisdoln, seeing that thou art come here
for no other purpose? And from this thought I gathered
no little strength."
Let us then rouse and animate ourselves also with this
consideration, that it is of greater co~~~rn for us to he
good Religious than to be~od students and good men
of letters. All our solicitude and diligence ought to be
how to attain to this divine wisdom: that should be our
J

J
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whole business. The ,Son of. God had no other busin~ss on
earth but to occupy Himself in loving us and seeking'
our advancement and greater good, a.nd that at so much'
cost to Himself. And shall we think it much for us to have)
np other ',business here but to occupy. ourselyes,' in loving
aQd pleasing God, and seeking and procuring His greater
glory? ,Wherefore lift up your hands that hang down as
if tired, and brace up your loose knees (Heb~ Xii.12).
Ab!\ndoning tepidity !\nd sloth, let us put trifles aside and
quicken our pace. Let us make haste to enter into, that
rest (Heb. iV. II). Let us push on and cover the ground
to climb the mountain of perfection and glory even to
the, mountain of God, Horeb (3 Kings xix. 8). And as a
traveller that has slept till late in the morning makes haste
to repair the time he has lost by mending his pace till he
overtake his company, that has gone ahead;' so should;
we make haste, and never stop in our course, till we have
re.covered the time we have lost by, our negligence. Oh,
how my companions and brothers have gone ahead, and
I alone am left behind, notwithstanding that I began my
journey fir~t, and entered into Religion before them. Oh,
th~t we, regretted so much the time we have lost hitherto,
al1<1 felt it so much, that it might, serve. u~ as a spur, to
r9n,henceforth with great ardour ! '
Denis the Carthusian relates an incident taken ,from
the Lives of the Ancient Fathers. There was a youth who
wanted to enter, Religion, but his mother endeavoured to
thwart his good purpose, and brought up many reasons,
to all of which. the young man simply answered : eel want
to save my souL" Salvare vola anim,ammeam. At last,
as shecotdd,do nothing with him, she let him, go, and he
entered Religion. But after a while his fervour cooled
dQwn,and,he began to live very carelessly. Then it came
to pass that his mother died, and he feU dangerously ill. '
In. a trance, "he was carried'before the judgment seat of
God, and saw his mother, ,with many others, expecting
sentence of condemnation. His m9ther, turning her eyes,
saw her Son in the ranks of those who were to be condemned, ,and in amazement cried' out: C C Son, hast thou
come to this? What has become of those words: ( I want
to save my soul '?" He felt so ashamed that he did
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not know what to answer. He came out of the trance,
and it pleased God that he should get better. He took
the vision as a warning from God, and changed so much
that he was wholly given over to bewailing the past and
doing penance.
Many people endeavoured to persuade
him to moderate and abate some part of his austerities,
lest he 'should destroy his health by them, but he rejected
all their advice, saying: " If I could not suffer the reproaches of my mother, how shall I suffer those of Christ
and His holy angels on the day of judgment?"

CHAPTER XVI

Of some othe'r things that will help us to go on in selfimprovement and gain perfection
Be ye perfect as your heavenly Father is perfect (Matt.
v. 48), says Christ our Redeemer in that sovereign Serm'on
on the Mount. St. Cyprian on these words says : " If to
men it is matter of exultation and glory to have sons like
themselves, and then they rejoice more and are more glad
at having become fathers, when they see that in features,
air and demeanour and in all things their children are in
the likeness of their parents, how much more will our
heavenly Father be glad and rejoice when He sees that
His spiritual sons are coming out like Himself! What
a palm of victory, what a reward, what a crown, what aglory, think you, will it be that you should be such that
God may not have to complain of you: I have begotten
sons} and reared thern and exalted thern} and they have
dishonoured me (Isai. i. 2), "-but that you should be such
that your works may redound to the great glory and
honour of your heavenly Father! This is the great glory
of God, to have sons so like Him, that through them He
comes to be known, honoured and glorified.
But how ~hall we be like our heavenly Father?
St.
Augustine tells us : we shall be like God in proportion as
we partake of His justice and holiness: the more just
and perfect we are, the more we shall resemble our
heavenly Father. Therefore does the Lord so much desire
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l;lstol,>e holy and ,perfect, and reminds us ,of it~nd repeats
it frequently,--.-sometiUles by SL Paul, this is the will of
God,'Mour sanctification (I Thess. iv. 3); sometimes by St.
Matthew, beye perfect as y-our heavenly Father is perfect
(M~tt. v. 48); .at other times by the Apo?tle St. Peter, be
ye holy, because I the Lord your God .am holy ,( I Pet., i. ,16 :
Levit. xi.. 44). This is the will of our heave~ly .Father.
It. is .a. great satisfaction to parents to have good, wise
and holy children. A wise son, says Solomon, is the joy
()f his. fath?r; and contrariwise, a foolish t;tnd ,worthless
son is his mother's.sorrow and grief(Prov. x. I). For this
reason; if there were no other, we should e.ndeavour to give
ourselves to virtue and perfe.ction, to give satisfaction to
God. This should ever be the principalll1ot!ve of all our
actions,. the satisfaction of God and Hi,S greater hpnour
and. glory.
Beside,s :this, we 'Yill mention sundry other motives to
aid and animate ,us thereto. St. Augustine says that the
reason why IJoly Scripture calls us so many, times sons
of God,-I will be your .Father, and ye sht;tll be ,my sons;
and the Apostle St. Paul, Be ye imitators of God,
as most dear s,ons (Eph.v. I); and the. Apostle
~nd, Evangelist St. John: •See, .whatgreat Ip7.!e the
father hath for us, granting us lobe called ,and to b.e
~onsofGod (I John iiLJ), apd in ma,nyotherpl~ces,~
the reason ,he says of this frequel1trepetitionis to,induce
us, seeing, and conside~ing o\Jr>dignity .and excellence) to
value ourselves and, watch, over ourselves with gr~ater
~are· and diligence. A rich dress i~. keptwit1imuchso~ici
tuq~,., and,gJ;"eat _,Gft,re, is taken that no stain fall upon, it.
A .prefiQus .st.one:and oth~r rich . articles ?-re. kept with
greater, Gare. We .should keep with, great· care. what we
have receivedl,and call ourselves to great .account for it~
That jswny, asSt. Augustiue says,~oly Scriptu,re., so
qftt;n .,puts b~fore us.,th~ f:;.lct that we are sons of God,
~n<:l that God Bimselfiso;urF'ather, to thee~d t4aJ we
Il1.~Y behave· as ;His sons whose sons we are, and not fall
away or; degenerate from, the high and' generous thoughts
of sons· of God.
Pope St.. Leo agrees, saying : Recognise 'your ,dignity.,.
rellle l11 ber that you are a. son of God,an~ do nothing un..
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worthy of the nobility and high birth of such a son: divinae
consors factus naturae noli in veterem vilitatem degeneri
conversatione redire: memento cujus capitis et cujus corporis sis' melnbrum. St. Paul in the Acts of the Apostles
sets this before the Athenians to animate and raise them
to higher things: for we are of divine lineage, being of
divine lineage, etc. (Acts. xvii. 28).
To apply that to
ourselves, and keep up the example which St. Augustine
gives of the dress: as any stain looks very ugly on a rich
dress; and the richer the stuff, the more unsightly does
it appear: on brocade or gold lace a stain is a great disfigurement, but on sackcloth it is not seen, and no account
is taken of it; so in them who live there in the world
the stain of a venial sin is not noticed, and oftentimes even
of a mortal sin, and no account is taken of it, sad to say;
but in Religious, who are the cherished and petted sons of
God, any stain and any imperfection is conspicuous and
strikes the eye,-a want of modesty, a little tale-bearing,
an impatient and angry word, gives great offence and
disedification here, whereas among men of the world it is
taken no notice of. Dust on the feet is of no consideration,
but on the eyes and in the pupils of the eyes it is a considerable matter, and very much so. Woddly people are as the
feet of this body of the Church; Religious are as the eyes
and pupils of the eyes; thus any fault in a Religious is
very considerable,' because it takes off the gilding and
looks very ugly in him, and therefore he is bound very
carefully to guard against anything of the sort.
Another helpful means of self-improvement we have
touched on above: it is to understand that we have still a
long way to go, and that what we hold and have gained
hitherto is as nothing. This means also is suggested to
us by the text quoted before.
Why, think you, does
Christ our Redeemer say: Be ye perfect as your heavenly
Father is perfect? (Matt. v. 48). Can we possibly attain to
the perfection of our heavenly Father? Can man possibly
appear just in ~omparison with God? (Job iv. 17). No
certainly, not by thousands of miles : however much we
advance, there will always be an infinite distance between
us and Him. Yet He tells us to be perfect as our Heavenly
Father is perfect, to give us to understand that on this
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road of virtue we must ever be .moving on, and never be
content with what we have got, but labour for what is still
wanting. Saints commonly say,and very rightly, that
there is no surer sign of a man being far froni perfection
than his thinking that he has already attained it: for on
this marvellous road, the further a man journeys, the more
ground he sees still before him to cover, and how much is
wanting to him.
CH.

, St. Bonaventure says that as the higher a tnan climbs

a mountain, the more ground he sees, so the nearer a man
approaches the summit of this mountain of perfection, the
more it opens out upon him for furtherexertion. It is a
cO,mmon experience, in looking at a high mountain from
afar, to fancy that it r'eaches the sky, and that from thence
we could. touch the sky with our hand; but as we go on
with our journey and reach the top, we find that the sky is
much higher than that. So on this road of perfection and .
knowledge and love of, God, man shall ascend to a high
heart, and God shall be exalted still higher (Ps. 63). So
St. Cyprian. explains this passage, .that the higher we
mount in the knowledge of God, the higher God remains.
However much you know of God, there is much more to
know; and however much you love Him there is mucl1
more to love. There is always room to mount on this road
of perfection; and if anyone thinks that he has reached
and gained perfection, it is because he is far off, and so
fancies that he could touch the sky with his hand.
This may be also understood from .what. we see in
earthly sciences. The more a man knows, the better he
appreciates the shortcomings of his knowledge. And so
that philosopher ·said:.' 'The only thing that I know is
that I know nothing." And a great musician used to say
sadly that' he knew nothing, because he seemed to himself
to descry such vast fields of knowledge ashe could never
attain or understand.
So is this knowledge of God. The
servants of God, who have studied and made .much progress therein, know well how much is wanting to them
for the attainment of perfection. And this is the reason
why the further a man advances, the humbler he is, partly
beGause as one grows in other virtues, one grows also in
humility and self-knowledge and self-contempt, all these
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things going together; and again, because the more light
and appreciation a man has of the goodness and majesty
of God, the deeper becomes his knowledge of his own
misery and nothingness. Abyss cries to abyss (Ps. 41),
the great abyss of the knowledge of God, and of His goodness and infinite majesty, discovers to us the depths of our
own misery; and by the beams of this divine light we come
to see the specks and motes of our imperfections, and how
much we still want of being perfect. The novice and the
beginner sometimes fancies that he has now got virtue:
that is because he does not know how much he is wanting
in it. A man that has little or no skill in painting, when
he sees a picture, admires it at once, and discovers no
fault: a good painter comes along, looks at it attentively,
and discovers many faults. The same befalls here: you are
not master of the art of self-knowledge, and therefore fail
to see the faults there are in this picture of your soul;
whereas another, who is better skilled in that art, sees
them very well. Let all this serve to inflame us with a
desire of acquiring that virtue we still want, for blessed
are those who hunger and thirst after justice (Matt. v. 6),
that is to say, as St. Jerome explains it, they who, however just they are, are never satisfied, and never think their
present estate enough, but hunger continually after more
virtue and perfection, as did the prophet David, when
he said and begged of God, Lord wash me yet 1nore and
more from my iniquity, and cleans e me from my sin. I am
not content with being cleansed and washed of my sins: I
am not content with being white, but I would fain that
Thou wouldst make me white as snow, and whiter even
than snow. Thou shalt sprinkle 7vith hyssop, and I shall
be cleansed: thou shalt wash me, and I shall be -rnade
whiter than snow (Ps. 50) : do Thou not merely sprinkle
me on the surface, but wash me right well.
Thus we
should cry and raise our voices to God: ' Lord, give me
more humility, more patience, more charity, more mortification, more indifference and resignation.' Wash me yet
more.

CHAPTER XVII

Of the1?erse'Verance we ought to ha'Ve in 'Virtue, and
what will aid us thereto
St. Augustine, on the words of St. Paul: No one is

crowned, but he who lawfully fighteth (2 Tim. H. 5),. says
that to fight lawfully is to fight with perseverance to the
.end, and that he it is who deserves to be crowned who
does this. St. Jerome also says: " Many enter on the
way .of virtue and·. perfection, but few persevere in it· to
the end, coepissemultorum est, ad culmen pervenisse
pancorum.. We see w~at happened to the children of
Israel: there. went. out of Egypt,says Holy . vvrit
(Num. i. 46: xiv. 30), six hundred thousand men, besides
women and children, and of all th3:t number two only entere? the Land of Promise. Thus it is no great thing to
begiIl well,the difficulty is not there, . but in persevering
and ending well. St. Ephrem says that as when you build a
house, the difficulty is not in laying the foundation, but in
raising the. building to its perfect height; and the higher
the building. is raised,. the more the labour and expenses
increase: so in the spiritual building, the. hardest . task is
not to lay the foundation, but to carry your work on to .perfection ;. it will avail us nothing. to have begun w~l1)' unless
we also endwell. " In Christians," says St. Jerome, " we
consider not how they begin, but how' they end. St. Paul
began· ill,. but ended well: Judas began. well, but ended
ill." What didit availhim to have been an Apostle of
Christ, and· to .have worked miracles? What will· your
good beginnings profit you, if you corne to a bad end? It
is to perseverance alonethat the crown is promised. He
who shall. persevere to the end, he shal.l. be saved (Matt..
xxiv. 13). Jac.ob saw Almighty God not at the foot, nor
in the middle, but at the top of the ladder: tolet us know,
says . St. Jerome, that" it is not enough to begin 'Yell, .nor
yet to· go on doing well only for a time, unless· we. hold on
and persevere to the end. "St. Bernard says: "Put the
term of your journey and perseverance where Christ put it,
73
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of whom St. Paul says he was obedient unto death (Phil.
ii. 8) ; because however far you run, if it be not unto death,
you will not gain the crown."
Christ our Redeemer gives us a special warning of this
in the holy Gospel: whosoever setteth his hand to the
plough, and looketh back, is not fit for the kingdorn of
heaven (Luke ix. 62). As also when at another time He
bids us remember Lot's wife (Luke xvii. 32). What was
it she did? God having brought her out of Sodom in
order to save her from the fire that consumed the city, she
stopped upon the way, and turned to look behind her, and
immediately, in the very place where she turned her head,
she was changed into a statue of salt. What· does that
signify?
Do you know what?
St. Augustine says:
" Salt seasons and preserves things; and therefore our
Saviour would have us remember Lot's wife to the end
that, looking upon what happened to her, we may preserve ourselves with that salt, and take warning therefrom
to persevere in the way of goodness that we have entered
upon, and not turn back, for fear lest we also be turned
into statues of salt, from whence others may take salt for
their preservation and perseverance, seeing our fall. How
many do we see nowadays who serve us only for statues of
salt, for our preservation! Let us then be wise at other
men's cost, and do nothing to make other men wise at
ours.
St.. Augustine and St. Jerome further add that to begin
well and end ill is to make monsters: those works and
actions which begin by being good according to reason,
and end in evil and sensuality, are grotesque figures,
as if a painter to the head of a man should add the neck
of a horse: such a thing it is to begin well and end
badly.
With this St. Paul reproaches the people of
Galatia who had gone back: Are ye so senseless that,
having begun in the spirit, ye are ending in the flesh? lVho
hath bewitched you? (Gal. iii. 3).
That we should be able to persevere and obtain this
reward from the Lord, it is necessary to take care to establish ourselves well in virtue and mortification, lest for want
of solid foundation we come to deteriorate and fall. Wormeaten apples quickly fall and never ripen, but the good
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and sound ones remain on the tree until they come to
maturity. In the same manner, if your virtue be not solid,
and your heart be vain, if there be within it some little
worm of presumption, or pride, or impatience, or other
irr~gular passion, that worm will by degrees gnaw away
and. ~onsume all the pith of it, .and weaken. the substance
and vigour of your virtue, and endanger' your perseverance. The Apostle says: It is very important to confirm
CH.

and fortify your heart by grace (Heb.xiii.

9) with true

and solid virtues.
Albertus Magnus well explains how we should he well
grounded in virtues so as to be able to continue and persevere in them. He says that a true servant of God ought
to be. so grounded in virtue, and have it so deep fixed in
his heart, .as to have it always in his power to practise'it,
and notdepend upon what others may do and say. There
are a sort of people that seem to be humble and very peaceable,. so. long as. nothing thwarts them and all things
happen to their liking; but upon the least cross accident
that occurs, this. peace vanishes, and they. come out in
their true colours and show what they are. In this case,
says Albertus, this virtue of peace and humility is .not in
them, but in the people about. them. It is the virtue of
others, and not yours, because they take it away and
make yqu a present of it,when they please. Thi~ is being
good by the virtue of another,aspeople in the world say
when they are praised: " So it shall be by your favour,
sir." And they say true. [Eso sera por virtud de vuesa·
merGed,. i.e., , my m~rits are your kindness,'i.e., , it is
very kind of you to make me out so. '] You ought to be
good:, .not by another's virtue, but by your own virtue, the
virtue that is in yourself and. does not depend on others.
These people are well compared to still cesspools : if. you
let them alone, they emit" no bad smell: but if you stir
them up, they. are unendurable. Thus these' people, so
long as you do not touch them· but let them go on according
to the taste of their own palate,. seem clear water; .but
stir them up a little" and you will see what an odour they
Touch the mountains, and they willsrnoke
send forth.
(Ps~ 143).

CHAPTER XVIII

O/another means to advance in virtue, namely, spiritual exhortations, and conferences, and how to profit
by them
Among other means which a Religious Order and our
Society in particular provides to aid and animate its subjects 'to advance in virtue and perfection, spiritual conferences and exhortations, concerning which we have a rule,
hold a chief place. Accordingly we shall say something of
the way how to profit by' them, which may serve to help
all the world to profit by the sermons which they hear.
In the first place, it will help much to this end not to go
to exhortations by routine and for form's sake, but with
a sincere desire of profiting and getting good by them.
Let us consider with what eager longings those Fathers
of the Desert met for those spiritual collations and conferences which they held, and what good store of provision
they took from thence back to their cells. With the like
eagerness and desire 'should we go to exhortations, and
then they will turn to our profit; as when a man goes to
dinner' with a good appetite, it then appears that what' he
eats is likely to do him good. St. Chrysostom observes
that as hunger i's a sign of the body's being in good health,
so a longing desire of being nourished with' the 'word of
God is a sign of'a good and happy disposition of the soul.
But if you do not hunger after the divine word, nor find
any relish in it, it is a bad sign, and shows that you are
sick, ,since you have lost, your appetite, and your soul
loathes this spiritual food. If 'for no other reason, the
mere, thought' of hearing a little' speech and discourse of
God should be enough to make us go' to these conferences
with great relish and delight, for naturally a man is glad
to hear another speak well of one he loves, as' a father to
hear of his son. 'If you loved God, you 'would delight to
hear Him spoken of. So Christ our Redeemer says : He
who is of God, heareth the word of God, and the reason
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why ye desire not to hear it, is because ye are not of God
(John viii. 47).
-Secondly, if we intend to draw benefit from these discourse.s, we must not listen to them ina spirit of curiosity,
marking- the good' language, .the graceful action and pronunciation, the quaint and new conceits of the preacher. It
is this-that with great reason we blame in secular persons,
and this is why nowadays many profit so 'little by sermons:
We should turn aw~y our eyes from that and fix· them on
the substance of what is said. What should, we say ofa
sick man, whom the 'barber-surgeon comes to. bleed, and
he,. in'stead of'letting himself be bled, takes to admiring
the instruments. 'Ohwhat a neat lancet!' 'Ohwhat
a pretty razor!' 'Oh what an elegant sheath! where was
it made?'
Leave that alone, and let yourself be
bled:' that is your business, the rest is' no affair of yours.
The like do they who neglect the substance of what is
said, which is what they stand in need of, and occupy
themselves with the words, the plan and artifice of the .
discourse. Such people may aptly be compared to a sieve
or baulter, that retains' only the chaff and, bran, .and lets
all the corn and meal pass through. The Second Book of
Esdras says that when Esdras read the Law of God to the
people of Israel, such was their emotion and so loud their
lamentations and groans, comparing their doings and ·life
with the .Law which they heard, that the Levites had to
go about pacifying them and proclaiming silence, to enable
the rea<;ler to continue. It is in this way that exhortations
and sermons should be heard, with confusion and compunction •of heart, considering how .different we are from
the standard they put before us, and how far we are from
the perfection there· proposed.
.
In the third place, and by way of confirmation of what
has gone before, all should understand that these exhortations . arc.. not for the saying 'of new and extraordinary
things, but to bring to mind common and ordinary things,
things that we have daily in hand, and to warm our hearts
to them. We should go to them on this understanding,
and thus casting aside all curiosity we shall profit more
by them. To this end our Father expressly orders that
these. discourses be given in our Society. - "Let there be
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, some one,)) he says, "who every week, or at least every
fortnight, shall deliver these and the like, admonitions,
lest by the weakness of our nature things be forgotten and
their execution dropped.)) By the way, Father Master
Nadal notes here in his Observations on the Constitutions,
that though the Constitution uses the disjunctive," every
week, or at least every fortnight,)' nevertheless it is the
universal custom of the Society that this is not put off
for a fortnight, but is done every week. The Society has
taken the better course, and no one could say this better
(than Nadal), since he had visited almost the whole Society,
and knew well the universal custom of the same. These
discourses are to refresh the memory of what we know,
because we easily forget what is good, and need to have
it told us again and again. And even though we hold it
in memory, yet we must have it cried out to us to quicken
our will and desire, telling us of our obligation and pro~
fession, and what we have come to Religion for. True
is that saying of St. Augustine: "The understanding
flies before, but little or no movement of the heart
follows." Prmvolat intellectus, sequitur'tardus vel nullus
affectus. Therefore it is necessary to say the same thing
many times over, as did St. Paul to the Philippians: For
the rest, brethren, rejoice in the. Lord: to write to you the
same thing is no trouble to me, and is necessary for you
(Phil. iii. I). The Apostle was in no want of things to
say, he who had been raised to the third heaven could
tell them things dainty and new, but he felt himself
obliged to say and repeat the same things that he had
already said, because that was more necessary for them.
And this should be the particular aim of him who gives
these exhortations, and of him who preaches sermons, not
to say what promises to make him appear more learned
and erudite,-for that would be to preach himself,-but
what promises best for the benefit of his hearers; and
this is what the hearers also themselves should look for.
Thus they will not wax weary of hearing common things
that they know, for they will see that they do them not, or
anyhow do them not with such perfection as they ought.
Fourthly, it will be of very great profit that whatever
is said in exhQrtations be received by each one as particu-
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larly addressed to himself,. and not asa thing said for the
benefit of others. Let usnotactherein as worldly persons'
ordinarily do when they hear a sermon. A great preacher
used to say : "All you who hear me are .like carvers : for
all the business of the carver is to cutup for others, and
take . nothing. for .• himself. So you, when you hear. me,
say: ' Oh, what a good point for Dick!. Oh, how that will
Oh, if that neighbour of mine
come home to Harry !
were here, how it would meet his case!' and you keep'
nothing for yourselves. I want guests,not carvers of th~
word of .God. " Every. ·wise. word that .the prudent man
shall hear, says Ecclesiasticus (xxi. 18), he will approve
and take to himself; but the vicious and 7lain is displeased
with it, and, throweth it over his shoulder.
Let us then
be, wise, '. and let. everyone take what is said as said for
him, as if it were said for him alone, and he alone were
being.spoken to· and no other. Possibly, what seems to
come home well to another will come home better to yourself :- .we often see the mote in our neighbour's eye, and
see not the beam in our' own (Matt. vii. 3). This especially, because thpugh at present you feel not that the point
touches you, :you. should store it up for. afterwards, when
you will find the need of it, and that perhaps very .soon.
Thus you should always take what is said as said for you'
alone.
In the fifth place, better to clear up what we have said,
it is Qighly proper that all should understand, and always
take for granted, that when a thing is mentioned or reprehended in these addresses, it is not as implying. that the
mischief'· is already in the house, but simply that it may·
never: come to he there.
Preventive and preservative
medicine ismuchhetterthan what is given for the cure of a
malady alreadyhrokenout. And this is what we do in
tlIese .exhortations, according to the counsel of the Wise
,Man: A pply' the medicine before the illness (Ecclus.
xviii. .20). We apply themedieine· and the remedy before
the sickness comes, exhorting to what is good and censuringwhat. is evil,' that no one may come to fall into. what
he knows already fora thing evil and dangerous. Thus
it would' bea great fault to form such a judgment as,'this
i~ said for our friend John,' and still more to utter it. The
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speaker does not intend to note anyone in particular, for that would not be prudent, nor profitable, but would
rather do harm. So to pass such a judgment would be to
condemn the giver of the exhortation of doing a thing that
would be very ill done.
But although this circumspection and care should be
observed on the part of him who preaches or gives the conference, yet on the part of the listener it will be very well
for everyone to take what is said as said for himself and for
himself alone. N at that he should understand that it was
the speaker's purpose to point to him and mark him out,
for that would be wrong, as we have said, but that every
one in the audience should begin listening with his hand
on his breast, and comparing his actions and life with what
he hears, should say: ' Truly all this is addresseq to me :
I stand in great need of it : God has put it into his mouth
for my benefit ' : for from this, much fruit will be gained.
From the conversation that Christ our Redeemer held
with the Samaritan woman, the Holy Gospel says that she
went away crying out and saying: Come and see a man
who hath told me all that hath befallen me (John iv. 29).
When the preacher speaks to his audience and tells them
what passes in their souls, then the sermon and conference
isa good one, and it is that which satisfies them and does
them good.
Sixthly, it is necessary that we should understand the
word of God to be the food and sustenance of the soul;
and so we should always contrive to gather something
from conferences and sermons to keep and preserve in our heart, to strengthen and sustain us for subsequent action.
On these words of Christ: The good soil on which the
seed falls are they who with a good heart and good disposition hear and receive the word of God, and bear fruit
of good works in patience (Luke viii. IS) : St. Gregory says
that as it is a grave and dangerous infirmity for a man not
to retain in his stomach the bodily food which he eats, but
cast it up at once, so is it not to retain in one's heart the
word of God that one hears, but it comes in at one ear and
goes out at the other. The Prophet says: I have hidden
away, 0 Lord, and guarded thy words in my heart, not to
sin (Ps. 118), to resist temptations, to rouse myself to virtue
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and perfection.
How often does, it "happen that one is
under temptation and in some danger, and one remembers
some. text of Holy Scripture, or some other 'good thing
that one has heard, and thereupon one is' strengthened and
animated,'.and feels much benefit!
With three texts of
Holy Scripture Christ our Redeemer overcame' and routed
the three temptations with which the devil assailed Him
(Matt. iv. 4, 7,,10).
From what has been said it will be seen howreprehensible they are who go to conferences' and sermons for
form's:sake, or are there sleeping, or distracted and thinking of other things, which comes to the same as sleeping.
The Holy Gospel, says: The devil corneth and taketh the
wordout,of their heart) that they may not be saved (Luke
viii. 12), ,or profit thereby. These are the ,birdso( prey
that devour the grain that it may not spring up. Possibly
that word which 'you ,lost when' you were asleep or distracted was' a means', to your improvement; and' the, devil,
for the envy that he bears to your good, contrives in all the
ways that he can that it may not take root in your heart.
St. Augustine says that the word of God is like a fish-hook,
that. takes when it is taken. As when the' fish takes the
hook it is. caught and held thereby, so when you take and
receive the', word-of God, you are, taken and held' by it.
That is why the devil labours so much to' draw off your
attention, that you may not apprehend what 'is s,aid, that
you may not be held by it, and that it may not gai1,1 any
hold on your heart. Let us then make it our endeavour
togo to, ·conferences and sermons with.·due dispositi(j)Jils,:
aOel so to hear the word· of God that it may take hold on
our heart and bear fruit. The Apostle' St. James 'says:
Beyenothearerso'nly o{the word of God) but doers. 'Do
not deceive yourselves, by thinking that you fulfil' all you
ought by listening,because he that heareththeword of
God and' doethit not is like a man who looketh at his own
face in a looking~glass) and presently goethaway and
forgetteth his form and figure (James i. 22-3). They alone
shall be justified who put things into execution: for, as
St. Paul says, it is not the hearers of the law that shall be
accounted just before God) but the doers of the law shall
be justified (Rom. ii. 13).
6
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In the Spiritual Meadow, which was composed by John
Eviratus, or according to others, by St. Sophronius,
Patriarch of Jerusalem, and was approved in the Second
Council of Nicaea, (and Theodoret has the story in his
Religious History), it is related that one day a holy man,
named Eusebius, waS' sitting with another, named
Amianus, reading a book of the Gospels. Amianus read
and the other explained as he went on. N ow it happened
that some labourers were working on the land in a
field. Eusebius was distracted by looking at them,
and did not attend to the reading. Then Amianus,
having a doubt about a passage he was reading,
asked Eusebius to explain it. Eusebius, as he had not
been attending, asked him to read it again. Amianus saw
he had been distracted, and reproved him,saying: " No
wonder you did not notice, as you should have done, the
words of the Gospel: you were amusing yourself, watching those labourers." When Eusebius heard this reproof,
he was so ashamed of himself that he gave command to
his eyes that at no time should they find satisfaction in
looking at any sight, not even at the stars of heaven.
Thence he took a narrow path homewards, and shut himself up in a hut, and never went out of it again for all the
rest of his life. In this strait prison he lived for forty
years and more, until he died. And that necessity as well
as reason might compel him to keep quiet, he bound himself by the loins with a girdle of iron, and with another
heavier cincture about his neck. To these cinctures of
iron he fastened a chain, and the chain he fastened to the
ground, so that he was forced to remain bent, and could
not go freely, nor look on any sight, not even on the stars
of heaven. In this way the servant of God punished himself for one inadvertence and distraction, that happened
at the exposition of the word of God,-to out confusion
who make so little account of the many distractions that
we have.
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SECONIJ

TREA TISE

ON THE PERFECTION OF ORDINARY
ACTIONS
CHAPTER I

That our advancement and perfection consists.in.doing
ordinary actions extraordinarily· well
Thou shalt go justly about .what is just, says the Lord
tpI1ispeople (Deut. xvi. 20): what is good and just, do
it well,· justly and handsomely.
The business of our
a,dvancement • and perfection does not. consist in doing
things.; but. in doing them well ; as neither does it consist
ill being a Reli.gious, but in being a good. Religious. Paulinus had made much of St. Jerome's living in the HOly
Places,where Christ. our Lord wrought the mysteries of
our redemption; and St. Jerome wrote back to him: ((. It
is not the living in Je,rusalem that is praiseworthy" but the
living well in Jerusalem." ..Which .saying afterwards became a proverb, to warn Religious not to he content with
b~ing in Religion, because, as the habit does not make
the monk, .soneither· does the place, but a good and. holy
life. The point is not being a Religious, but being a goo~
Religious; not . doing the exercises of Religious Life, but
.doing them well. AU our good consists in what the Evan..
gelist St. Mark relates that the people said of Christ. He
hath done all. things well. (Mark vii. 37).
, It is certain·. that all our good and all our evil depends
po our works according as they are good or evil, for we
oJ1)rselvesshaUbe such as our works. have been. They
tell what each man is made of, for by the fruit tile treeis
known. St.. Augustine says that the man is the tree,. and
the. works the .fruit . that it. bears; and thus. by. the. fruit
()f works it is known what each man i~. And therefore
Qhrist our Redeemer said of those hypocrites and false,
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preachers: By the fruit of their works ye shall know what
they are (Matt. vii. 16). And contrariwise He says of
Himself: The works that I do give, testimony of me j if
ye will not believe me, believe my w01'ks, for they tell who
I a1n (Johnx. 25, 38). And our works tell not only what
each one is in this life, but also what he must be in the
next; for we shall be such for ever in the life to
come as our works have bee'n in this: for God our Lord
will recompense and reward everyone according to
his works, as is often said in Holy Writ, as well in the
Old as in the New Testament: Thou, 0 Lord, wilt render
to everyone according to his works (Ps. 61) ; and St. Paul,
What a man soweth, the same shall he reap (Gal. vi. 8).
But let us descend to particulars, and see what those
J'Torks are, upon which all our good, and all 'our advan<;~
rnent and perfection depends. I say they are no' other than
our common and ordinary actions. such as we go through
every day. In taking care' that the ordinary meditation
whIch we make be well made, in making a good thing of
those exarriens that we make, in hearing Mass and sayingit as we ought, in reciting our Hours and other devotions
with reverence and attention, in exercising ourselves conHnually in penance and mortification, in doing our office
and the duty laid upon us by obedience' so that it be well
If
done, in this rests our advancement and perfection.
we do these actions' perfectly, we shall be perfect; if we
do" them imperfectly, we' shall be irnperfect. And' this is
the difference" between a good and perfect· 'Religious and
an'imperfect and tepid one: the difference lies not in' the
doing of' more'or: different things· in this case and in that,
buft in doing what one does perfectly or imperfectly. For
this, is one man a good' and perfect Religious, because he
gets' these things well done ; and fo~ this, is' another imperfect, because he does them with much t,epidity and
negligence. And the "more a man lays himself out and
goes forward in this particular, the more perfect or imperfect \vill, he he.
""In tna.1 'parable of the Sower who went out to' sow his
seed; the Holy Gospel says that even the good seed, sown
bngooasoil,'yielded here thirty-fold, there sixty-fold and
there a hundred-fold (Matt. xiii. 23). Whereby, as the
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Saints' explain, are denoted the three different degrees of
those that serve God,-begiQuers, proficient, .and perfect.
We aU spw the same. seed,hecause,weall do the same·
actions .and observe the sqm~. ~ule ; all of u$have the same
hours· for meditation and examens, . and from morning till
night. we are ..all occupied by obedience, yet, for all that,
how onell1anexcelscanother, homo, homini qui praestat!
What, a difference,' they say, .betw.~en :Beter and Peter,
between one. Religious andanoth~r! The reason is, b.e-

cause in one the works that he sows yield ,a hundred-fold,
inasmuch as he does them witll:spiritand perfection, and
these (ylre the perfect: inanoth~r .tlley yielq increase,.but
not so .much,only sixty-fold, qnd these are they who go
on improving: in another· they. yieldonly.thirty~fold,
and· these ar~ . .· beginners in .God's .. service. Let every~
one therefore see to which ... of these degrees. he .is
arrived. See if you be not amongst those. whQ yield . o nly
thirty-fold :. and God grant that none of tIs-find ourselves
of the. number ,-of; them of whom the Apostle·.St. Paul says
that on the. foundation of faith they _have built . wood
and straw and chaff to burn in the day of the Lord (leOr.
iii.. 12", 13).

Take care therefore you do nothing out of ostentation,
out of human . re~pect, to. please, men, Or·, to gain. their
esteem,fQr.thi~ were ,to make abuilding of wood, straw
a,.o<ichaff, to burn at least in purgatory; but. endeavour to
do' all. your actions. with the •greatest perfection. you . are
able" and that will be to .erect a structure all a/silver, gold
and precious. stones.

::~;i~~~f.:~:rn~::;F~~~~J;~jlq~;~~~1:l~~itt·~

Be would have us do it: , nothing more cap. be .asked,
nothing' more can be deslred than this. As' to the _first,
the. doing .of ·what. God would .have us do, by>the-mercy
of God we, hav<?alreadysecured, that in .Religiop,.and, this
is one of the greatest adYantages< and greatest comforts
that we enjoy, that we aresuretha.tio,the occupations
givenps by obedience we are dQin~ rwhatGod would have )
us do This stands for a first-principle in~ Religion, .·dr~wn
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from the Gospel and the doctrine of the Saints. He that
heareth you, heareth me (Luke x. 16).
In obeying the
Superior we obey God and do His will, because that is
what God requires us to do there and then. There remains
the .second point, which is, doing things as God would
have us do them, that is, with all possible perfection,'
because so God would have us do them, and that is
what we are speaking of.
I t is recounted in the
Chronicles of the Cistercian Order, that St. Bernard, being
with his Religious at Matins, saw a multitude of angels
who noted and wrote down what the monks did and how
they did it. They noted the doings of some in letters of
gold, of others in silver, of others in ink, of others in
water, according to the attention and fervour with which
each one prayed and sang. But of some, they wrote
nothing at all, who, being present in body, but absent in
spirit, let themselves be carried away- with vain and unprofitable thoughts. He saw also that chiefly at the Te
Deum the angels were much concerned that it should
be sung very devoutly, and that from the mouths of some,
when they intoned it, there came out as it were a flame of
fire. Therefore let everyone see what his prayer is like;
whether it deserves to be written in gold, or in ink, or in
water, or not to be written at all. See whether, when you
are at prayer, there come forth from your heart and
mouth flames of fire, or yawns and expressions of disgust.
See whether you are there in body only, but in spirit at
your studies, or your office or business, or other things not
to the point.
CHAPTER II

Tho} it ought greatly to animate us to perfection, that
God has put it in something that is very easy
Father Master Nadal, a man distinguished in our Society
for his learning and virtue, when he came to visit the
Provinces of Spain, made this one of the chief recommendations that he left behind him, that our advancement and
Qerfection consisted in doing well the particular ordinary
and daily things that we have in hand._ Thus our progress
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and improvement does not lie in a multiplication of various
extraordinary works, nor in filling high and exalted offices,
but in doing perfectly the ordinary duties ·of Religion; and
filling· those .offices ,in which· obedience places us, though
they be the meanest in the world, because that is what God
requires of us. On this we should fix our eyes, if we wish
to please Him and attain perfection. Let us then consider
at what a little cost we may be perfect, since we may be
that by doing what we actually .are doing without adding
further works, which should bea great consolation for
all, and animate us much to perfection. If we demanded
it of you for>your perfection exquisite and extraordinary
things, elevations and lofty contemplations, you might ex..
euse yourself, saying that you could not venture so high. If
we demanded of you daily disciplines to blood, or fasting
on bread and water, or going barefoot with a perpetual
hairshirt, you' might say that you did not feel strong
enough for that. But that is not what we demand of you,
nor in that does your perfection lie, but in doing the very'
thing that you are doing, taking care that it be well done.
With the saIne works that you are doing, if you like, you
can be perfect: the cost is already paid, you need not add
more works. Who will not .be animated hereby to be
perfect, when perfection comes so ready to his hand, and
lies in a thing so familiar and so feasible?
God said to His people,. to animate them to His service
and the observance of His .law : The commandment that I
give thee this day is not a thing very far and very exalted
above. thee} l10ris it. set .there on the horn of the moon}
that thou shouldst be able to say : which of us can mount
uptoheaverito reach it? N or again is it a thing on the
tar side of the sea, that thou shouldst take occasion to say:
who shall be able to cross the sea, and bring it· hither from
such··a, dist.ance? No, it is very near and very ready to thy
hand (Deut. xxx. II). We may say the same of the perfection of which we now speak. So with this considera..
tion the blessed. St:· Antonyexhoited and a'nimatedhis
disciples to perfection. "The Greeks," he said, "··to
attain to· philosophy and the' other sciences, take great
journeys and long voyages,with great labour and risk to
themselves: but we,to attain virtue and perfection,which
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is the true wisdom, have no need to put ourselves to such
labours and perils, not even to stir out of our house; since
within the house we shall find it, and even within ourselves.
The kingdom of God is within you (Luke xvii. 21). Graeci
studia transrnarina sectantur} regnum autem coelorum
intra vos est. In these ordinary and daily things that you
do, your perfection lies.
An ordinary question at spiritual conferences at a time
of devotion, such as Lent, Advent, Whitsuntide, or Renovation of Vows, is what means will help us to dispose
and prepare ourselves for this Renovation, or this Lent, or
to receive the Holy Ghost or the Child Jesus newly born.
You will see given such and such means and such and such
considerations, all good.
But the principal means, .and
that on which we ought to insist, is that of which we
speak now, namely, to perfect ourselves in our ordinary
actions. Go to work ridding yourself of the faults and
impet.:fections, which you commit in these ordinary and
daily things: contrive daily to do them better and with
fewer faults; and that will be a very good, or rather the
best preparation for all that you seek. Fix your eyes on
this principally, and let all other means and considerations
go to help this.

CHAPTER III

In what the goodness and perfection of our actions
consists, and of some means to do them well
Let us now see in what the goodness of our actions
consists. to the end that thereby we may better come to
know the means of doing them well. I say briefly that
it consists in two thin S' of which the first and chiefest
is that we act ure for God.
St. Ambrose asks the
reason w y Go , In the creation of the world, after He
had created corporeal things and the animals, praised
them at once. God created the plants and trees, and Scripture says at once that He saw that it was good (Gen.
i. 10-25). He created the beasts upon the earth, the birds
also and fishes; and He saw that it was good. He created
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the heavens and stars, the sun and moon; and He saw
that it was good. He praised ,.everything He created,as
sOon as He had created it. But man He -seems to leave
alone without praise, because.He.a'dded not presently He
Saw that it was good, as He said of the rest. What mys.. .
tery is this? And what can be the cause of this difference?
The cause, says the Saint, is this: that the beauty and
goodness'. of beasts and corporeal- things consists in their
outward appearance; and' there is /nothing perfect in them

besides what at once strikes the eye ; and .therefore they
may be praised as soon as they.areseen. But the goodness and perfection of man consists, not in the exterior,
but in what lies inwardly hidden. All the glory oftl;te king's
daughter is from within (Ps. 44). Itis this which is pleasing in God's sight. For man .seethwhat outwardly appeareth, but the Lord seeth the heart (1 Kings xvi. 7). He
sees. with· what intention everyone.· does ,each action, and
itis tIpOn this account that He did not praise man, as He
id all. other creatures, as soon as He had created: him~
The intention is the foundattonof the .oodness of all our
actions. Foundations are .·not seen, an. yet-tey sustaIn
the woleedifice.
Our intention also does the same.
The second. thin re uired. for the perfection of all our
actions, is that we do what we can on our part to·.. 0 tern
well. It· is not enou· h that. our intention be ood nor
~.thatoudo this for God ,. but ou must contrive. to
do it in t e est wa ou can the better to ease 1m.
Our lessed' Father Ignatius once asked a brother w 0
was somewhat negligentinhis office :." Brother, for whom
are you doing that?' '. ' ,For. the love. of God, " answered the
Brother. Said aur Father: "Then I .3.ssure you that if
hereafter you do it in that way, I shantakecar~ to give
you a right down good penance; for iryou did it for men,
it were no great fault to do it with so. little ,care; but
doing it for so great a Lord, it is a great fault to .do it in
that style. ' ,
The second means. which· the Saints. se~. fQrth as very
efficacious to this end is to "walk in thepresen~e of God.
Seneca says that a man desirous of virtue and of doing
things well· should imaginetba.t: he is in presence of sOII1e
personage for w·hom. he has. a gre~t respect, and do and
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say all things as he would do and say them if he really
were in that person's presence. Sic vive tanquam sub alicujus boni viri' et semper praesentis oculis. Now if this be
sufficient for doing things well, how much more effectual
will it be to walk in the presence of God, and keep Him
ever before our eyes, considering that He is looking at
us,---especially as this is no imagination, like the other,
but a reality and fact, as Scripture so often repeats. The
eyes of God are clearer than the light of the sun: they see
all the ways and steps of men, and the depths of the abyss,
and the hearts of mortals and the most hidden things therein (Ecc1us. xxiii. 28).
.
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Hereafter we shall treat expressly offtnis practice of walking in the presence of God, and say
how excellent and profitable it is, and how esteemed
and recommended by the Saints.
Just now the
only thing we shall borrow from it, as making for our
present purpose, is the importance of doing ordinary
actions right well. Walking in the pr~sence of God means
not m~~!y.~~~ell1~~that .presence,_J?~_!~~Jng it as. a
IDotive fQ!'_'Wh~!~yer actions we do, to do them well. ~.!!L
attentiQJl_t9_~GQ~~J2Les~Qf~~~ thaJ_ .1}l9:k~~_.__us. neglect our
work an~L~otllmi~Jau.!t~_il}_l!_~0~!9 be no sound devotion,
but an· illusio~. Some writers go further and say that the
presence of God which we ought to practise, and which
Holy Scripture and the Saints so much recommend to us,
consists in contriving to do our actions in such manner
and in such good style that they may stand in the sight of
God, without there being in them any element unworthy
of His eye.s and His presence; in short, behaving as one
who is doing things in presence of God looking on.
This apparently is what the Evangelist St. John would
give us to understand in his Apocalypse (iv. 8) when
rehearsing the prope.rties of those. holy living creatures
that he saw before the throne of God, ready to accomplish His behests, he says that they were full of eyes within and without and all around,- eyes in their feet, eyes
in their hands, eyes in their ears, eyes in their lips, eyes·
in their very eyes,-to signify to us that they who seek
perfectly to praise God, and be worthy of His presence,
ought in all things to be on the look-out not to do any-
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thing unworthy of the presence of God. You should be
full of eyes within and without, looking to see how you
work and .how you walk" and how you .talk and.·howyou
listen, and how you look and how you think, and how you
mean and how you desire, that in' all your actions there
maybe nothing that can offend the eyes of God, in whose
watchful' pre.sence you stand. This is an excellent way
of walking in the presence of God. So .Ecclesiasticus, and
the Apostle' St. Paul, commenting on the passage. in

Genesis where it is said of Enoch that he walked with
God, which is the same thing as in the presence of God,
and was seen no more, .because the Lord took him (Gen.
v. 24), say that Enoch pleased God, and was translated to
paradise (Ecclus. xliv. 16: Heb.'xi. 5), giving us clearly
to understand· that it. is all one· and the same thing to
walk with God and to please God, since they explain the
one phrase by the other.
In this mannerOrigen and St. Augustine explain what
Holy Scripture says in Exodus (xviii. 12), that when Jethro
came to .see his son-in-law' Moses, Aaron and all the elders
of Israel joined him to eat bread before God. It does not
mean ,that they met to e.at before the Tabernacle,. or before
the Ark, which was not yet in' existence, but that they
met to feast,· and eat and drink and make merry with him,
but all with as much piety and holiness, and religious' composure as became people feasting in" the presence' of God,
taking care that there should be nothing that might offend
His divine eyes. In this way' the just and perfect walk
before God in all things, even in things indifferent and
which are necessities of human life. Let the just, says the
Prophet, eat and drink in season,an.d make merry and rejoice a~proper times (Ps. 67),. yet always in God's presence,
in such, sort thateverything they do • may. stand before the
eyes of God, and there be nothing in it unworthy of His
pre~ence.
,
"
In this way also many Saints say that we accomplis]l
;what Christ our Redeemer says in His Gospel, We must
always pray and never desist (Luke .xviii. I), and what
St. Paul' says" to the. Thessalonians, fray wi.tho,ut' ceasing
(I Thess.. v. ,.17). They say that he _prays always who js
always doing good. So St. Augustine on' the verse, all
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day long thy praise (Ps. 34) says: " Would you find a
good means of being all day long praising God? Do well
all that you do, and so you will be ever praising God."
Quidquid egerisbene age" et laudasti Deum. The same
says St. Hilary:' " By this we succeed in. praying with..
out ceasing, when by means of actions pleasing to God, and
done always to His glory, ,all our life· is converted into
prayer.
And in this way, living according to the law
day and night, our very life will come to be a daily ,and
nightly meditation on his law (Ps. I)." AndSt. Jerome on
that verse: Praise ye him, sun and moon, praise ye him
all ye stlarsand light (Ps. 148), asks how can sun and moon
and light and stars praise God, and answers: "Do yO\)
know how they praise Him? In that they never cease
doing their duty well; they are always serving God and
doing that whereunto they were created, and this is to
be ,always praising God."
Thus he who does his duty
well, doing right well the daily and ordinary things of
Religious Life, is always praising God, and always in
prayer. We may confirm this from what the Holy ·Ghost
says by the Wise Man : He who observeth the law
multiplieth prayer,· it is a wholesome sacrifice to keep the
commandments and stand aloof from all sin (Ecc1us. xxxv.
I). Hereby is well seen how much value and perfection
attaches to doing the ordinary things that we do, taking
care that they be well done; and how this is living ever
in prayer and in the presence of God, and is a sacrifice
very wholesome and very pleasing to "God.

CHAPTER IV

Of another

means to do our actions well, which is to
do them as if we had nothing else to do

do

The third means to do our actions well is to
each of
them apart. as though we had nothing else to do ; to make
our meditation, ,to say Mass, to recite our beads and
Divine Office, and to do all the rest of our actions as if
really we had no other business bllt just this that we are
about. What gets in our way? Let us not mix up our
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works; let not one hinder the other; ·let us keep ourselves
always •to that which .we are doing at present. Whilewe
are -at prayer, let us not think-of our studies, nor of: our
office, nor of business :.. 'aU that serves only to hinder
prayer, so that we do neither the one nor·theother well.
Yotihave all the rest of the day left to study in, to do the
duties of your office, 'to fulfil your ministry.
All things
have their time(Eccles~;iii. 'I); let us give to each thing
its proper time: . sufficient for ·the· .day· is ·the evil thereof
(Matt. vi. 34).
This is' a means so just and so confOl'mable to reason,
that even the pagans, who had not the faith, taught it as
the proper way to deal more reverently with thosebeipgs
wh9rtl they took for gods. Hence sprang· that old proverb;' adoraturisedeant: "<Let them who are to deal with
God :settle down to do it," in attention and repose, not
cursorily, and distractedly. ; Plutarch, speaking .' of the
regard and 'reverence with, which' priests in his timeapproached their gods, says that whilst the priest offered
sacrifice, .a herald ceased not· to cry out and say .in. a loud
voice, hoc' age, hoc age,'" mind this, ,. mind' this." Put
your whole self into this business, danot turn aside, look
well to the bUSIness otlwhich you are engaged this hour.
Such' then is the means that we are proposing now, to
endeavour: to be wholly absorbed in what. we are doing,
making that 'our steady purpose 'and, as if were, sitting
down to" it, doing each action as though·we·had.·nothing
else to .do.' . Think what .you are about, . . stand to. that, put
all your care and energy into that which is now present,
nevermind'for the. time being the whole· of .the . . rest' of
creation, and in that way you will do everything well.
,A philosopher set ,about to prove that we should· at~
tend only to what we: are doing at present, and not to the
pa:st nor to the future, and he gave' this reason : the present
alone is that· which is in our power, and not tne past nor
the futtire, 'for what is already past, is no longer in:()ur
power,and',as for the future we do not kno~>whether it
wil1eo111e'~
Oh ifaman'couldsncceedwith .himself and
be so far master of his thoughts and imaginations as· never
to thiokof anything else but what he is at presentdoingx!
But 'such is' the instability· of our heart, and on the other
I
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hand so great the malice and cunning of the devil, that
availing himself thereof he brings before us thoughts and
solicitudes of what we are to do next, to hinder and disturb us from doing what is before us at present. This is
a very common temptation 'of the devil, and a very harmful and ingenious one, his aim being therein that we
should never do anything well. For this purpose the devil
brings in at meditation thoughts of business, study, the
duties of your office, and represents to you how you might
do this or do that well, to the end that you may not make
the meditation well, which is your present concern; and
in return for that he does not hesitate to put before you
a thousand ways and manners of doing that other thing
well in the future, to the end that' you may do nothing
well now; and afterwards, when you come to the doing
of it, he will not fail to find something else to put before
you, that you may not do that well either. And in this
way he goes on playing tricks upon us, that we may never
do anything well. But his intentions are not hidden from us
(2 Cor. ii. I I), we understand them well.
Leave alone
what is to come, and just at present. take no care of it;
for though that be a good suggestion for afterwards. it
lli_Qot .good to think of it now. And when there comes
to you this temptation under pretence that afterwards
you will not remember the suggestion that then occurred,
by that very fact you will see that it is not of God, but a
temptation of the devil, because God is not a friend of
confusion, but of peace and tranquillity, order and agreement. Thus what disturbs your peace and tranquillity and
the order of things, is not from God, but from the devil,
who loves confusion and perturbation. Let it alone, and
trust in God that on your doing what you. ought to do He
will suggest to you in due time all that will make to your
purpose, and with advantages.
And even though the
reason and the good point, and the good argument and
solution, that occur to you at the time of your spiritual
duties, seem the very thing that you wanted, turn
it down, and believe that you will lose nothing thereby,
but rather gain. St. Bonaventure says that the science
which is set aside for virtue's sake is found afterwards
more amply by that same virtue.,
And Father Master
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Avila says :'~When a care comes to you outo£ due time,
say :My Lord gives me no orders about this just now,
and I have no business to think about it. When my Lord
shall command me, then I will deal with it. "

CHAPTER V

Of another -means, which is to do

BVBfY

action a!:

if

it were to be the last of our 'life
The fourth~'which the Saints give·for doing our
actions well, is to do every action as though it were to be
the last of our life. st.. Bernard says, directing a ReHgioushow to do his actions :" Let each one ask himself
over every action : If yduwere to die at once,would you
do t~is? would YO?' do' it in. this manner?" And St.• Basil
says a thing, which another holy man also says, to put it
in plain English, thus : ":You should conduct yourself in
every' action as if you were to die at once. In the morning think that 'you shall not livetiU night;, and when the
night comes, .do . not dare to promise· yourself that you
shalf seethe morning, for many die suddenly" (A Kempis). This. is a very efficacious .• means of doing everything
well. ' And so we .read of the blessed Abbot St. Antony,
- that he often gave this reminder to his disgiples, to animate, them tovirtueand'todoingthings with. perfection.
Another author says: "Think that every day is your last.. "
Omnem crede diem tibi diluxis se supremum. If we did
things·. each, in •. turn as if we were to,' die· at once, and as
though this action were to be our last, we should do them
in another manner and with other perfection. ,Oh w'hat
aMass should I say, if I understood that that was to be
the last action of my life, and that there was now no
time left me to. work or '. gain merit ! Ohwhatameditation should • . I make, if 1 .understood that, that was, my
last, and that:riow I had no more time to beg God 'smercy
and' pardon for my sins! Hence the i provierb:" If you
want.to··know how to ,pray, ,go to sea." 'Prayer 'is ,made
in· :another ·manner with death before. one's eyes.
T·hey .tell 0'£ a,' Religious, a priest and .servant of God,
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that he had the custom of going to confession every day
to prepare for saying Mass. At the end of his course he
fell sick, and the Superior, seeing the sickness to be mortal, said to him: " Father, you are very ill: make your
dying confession." The sick man answered, raising his
hands to heaven: " Blessed and praised be the Lord, that
now for thirty years and more I have made my confession
every day as if I were to die at once; and so there will be
no need now but to get ready for absolution as I would if
I were about to say Mass." That man went on well, and
so we' should go on. Every confession we should make
as though it were our dying confession, and every Communion as though it were our dying Communion, and so
do all our other actions; and thereby at the hour of our
death" it would not be necessary to tell us to confess so
as to be ready to die, but only to dispose ourselves for
absolution as though we were going to Communion. If
we lived always in this way, death would find us
well-prepared, and never come upon us as a surprise. And this is the best prayer and the best devotion
to guard against a sudden death. Happy} .says Christ our
R'edeemer, is that servant whom his master} at his coming}
And so lived
shall find thus watching (Matt. xxiv. 46).
holy Job: All the days of this life} he says, I am looking
for the other life (Job. xiv. 14). Every day I make account
that this is the last for me. Call me, 0 Lord, on the day
that Thou pleasest, since I am disposed and prepared to
answer Thee, and to· meet Thy call at any time and hour
that· Thou wishest to call.
One of the best means to know whether we walk well
and rightly before God, is to consider whether we are in
a state to answer Him at what time soever He calls, and
in what occupation soever we are engaged. I speak not
here of an -infallible certainty, because such is not to be
had in this life without a particular revelation; but I speak
only of probable and moral conjectures, which is all we
can pretend unto.
A great and main test is to
see whether in the condition and present conjuncture
you are in, and in the very action you are about, you would
not take it ill that death should come upon you.' Think
whether you are as ready to answer to God as Job was,
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in case He should, call you at' this moment. Trl: yourself
often in this manner, and ask yourself many tImes this
question: If death were to ,come upon you now, would
yQuhave 'reason to be glad? When I reflect and ask myself whether I find that I should be glad if death were to
come "'upon me at this instant and in the very action I am
doing, methinks I am going on well, and feel somesatisfaction. But when 1 find that I should"not like Death to
come·ju~t a,t present, 'and catch. m.e in this office, occupation .and conjuncture, but had rather he would wait a bit
until 'the schemes I have' on hand, which distract my
thoughts, were brought to an issue, that is not a good
sign, "butrather I take it for a clear indication that lam
neglecting my spiritual welfare and not'living as a Religiousshoulddo. For, as that holy man says: " If you
had a good conscience, you would not much fear death,"
and if you do fear it so much, it is a sign that you have
some remorse of conscience, and your accounts are not in
good order. Better fear, sin than death. The stewa.rd
whos~ accounts are in good order desires that his masters
should Carne and take them; but he who has themin bad
order is afraid of their coming, and sets up all the excuses
and delays in his power.
Father Francis Borgia used to say that agood exercise
for a Religious was four and twenty times a day to put
himself in the, condition of a dying man; and he added
fhat a man might then think himself in a good state when,
often' repeating these words: 'I must die to-day,' he
found, nothing that troubled him.
Let everyone then
ent:er into an account with himself, and examine himself
many times ,on this point. And if it appears that you are
hot to-qay in a state and condition to die, 'take care to
put yourself in good condition for this final crisis. Reckon
that you beg 'of the Lord to grant you a few days of life
for tlUs purpqse,.· and that .He does grant them, and profit
by the time, and endeavour to live as if you were presently
to. die. Blessed is. he who ,lives. in the disposition that he
desires to be found in at the hour of death. This is one
of, the most profitable things that we' can' preach" to our
n~ighbour, that they should'live'in' such a disposition as
they desire to be fpunQ in at the hour of death, and, not
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put off their conversion and repentance to the future,
because to-morrow is uncertain, and who knows if you
shall have to-morrow? "God, who has promised pardon
to the sinner, if he repents," says St. Gregory, " has never
promised him that he shall have to-morrow." Qui poenitentibus veniam spopondit, crastinum diem non promisit.
It is a common saying, that nothing is more certain than
death, nor more uncertain than the hour of death.
But Christ our Redeemer says yet more. Be ye ready,
says He, because the son of man will come at the hour
ye think not (Luke xii. 40). For though He speaks iri this
place of the general Day of Judgment, yet this may be
understood also of the hour of death, because then each
one shall receive his particular judgment; and such a
sentence as, being once pronounced, will never be revoked,
but confirmed at that great and general Day. Christ does
not content Himself with saying the hour is uncertain, and
that you know not when it will come, but He says it will
come just when you least expect it, and perhaps when
you are least of all prepared for it. St. Paul tells the
Thessalonians that the Lord will come like a thief in the
night (I Thess. v. 2); and St. John in the Apocalypse,
speaking in God's name, says, I will come to thee as a
thief, and thou shalt not know at what hour I mean to
come (Apoc. iii. 3). A thief gives no notice, but waits
for the hour when all are least upon their guard, and even
asleep. And along with this same comparison Christ our
Redeemer teaches us how we should behave, to the end
that death may not catch us on a sudden and off our guard.
Know ye that if the father of the family knew at 'what
hour the thief would come, he would surely "watch, and
would not suffer his house to be broken open (Luke
xii. 39).
If. he knew the hour, it would be sufficient to
be awake just then; but because he cannot foresee the
hour, or whether it will be in the beginning, towards the
middle, or at the end of the night, he continually stands
upon his guard to save himself from being robbed. Thus
you must ever be watchful, for death will come at the
hour you think not.
It is a very great mercy of God that the, hour of death
should be uncertain, to the end that we may always be
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prepared for it; for if·. we knew the time, this assurance
would give us occasion of great laxity and many sins. If,
uncertain as we are of the hour of death, we live, notwithstanding, with so great negligence, what should we do if
we were assured we should not die so soon !Fool., says
the Son of God to the rich, cove.tous man, this night they
are requiring thy. soul of thee, and what will· become of
those riches thou hast gathered together? (Luke xii. 20.)
Now what we preach to others,we should take also to
ourselves, as. the Apostle warns us: What thou teachest
to others,thou dost not reach thyself (Rom. ii. 2I). One
of the temptations the devil most commonly makes use of
to deceive men is to hide as much as -he can from them
so clear a truth as this; to divert their eyes and their
thought's from it, and make them believe that there's·
time enough for this world and the next, and that one day
they will grow better, and live after another manner than
they 00 now. But it is not only worldlings that he misleads
after this manner, but he also deceives many Religious
after the same fashion, persuading them to defer their
spiritual advancement from one day to another, till they
have done their studies, till they are out of this office and
got this business off their hands: then I will get to
rights. my spiritual duties, and my penances and mortifications. .Unhappy you, if you die in your studies! What
will then the •learning serve you, for which you have relaxed your efforts after virtue, but as straw and wood,
for you to burn the more in the next life! ( I Cor.
iii. 12). Let us then profit ourselves by what we say. to
others.
Physician, cure thyself (Luke iv. 23).
Apply
this remedy to yourself also, since you have need of it.

CHAPTER VI

Of anothe'r means of doing our actions well, which is
to take no account of anything beyond to-day
The fifth means that will greatly aid and animate us to
do ordinary things well and to perfection, is to take no
account of anything further than the present day. And
though, at first sight, this means seems not at all different
from the last, yet it really does differ, as we shall see in
the sequel. One of the things which is wont to discourage
and enfeeble many in the way of virtue, and on~ of the
temptations by which the devil works to this effect, is to
put such reflections as these into their head: 'Can you
manage to go on for so many years in such recollection,
such punctuality, such exactness, mortifying yourself
continually, checking your pace, denying your appetite, and setting aside your own will in all things?' The
devil represents this as very difficult, and that it is not a
life that can be carried on for such a long time. We read
of our blessed Father Ignatius, that when he retired to
Manresa, to do penance, amongst other temptations
wherewith the devil assailed him this was one: ' Can you
suffer a life so austere as this for the seventy years· of life
that still remain to you?' Against this temptation this
means is directed. 1'here is no question of many years,
nor of ma-ny days, but only of to-day. It is a means very
proportionable to our weakness. For one day, who will
not animate and force himself to live well, and do all that
in him lies that his actions may be well done? This is
the means that our Father sets before us in the particular
examen, where he bids us make our resolution from halfday to half-day. 'From now till dinner-time at least I
propose to be modest in my gait, to keep silence, and
practise patience.' In this way that becomes easy, 'which
possibly might be too hard, if you took it absolutely: ' I
propose never to talk, and always to go about with restraint on myself, in great composure and recollection.'
This was that means the monk made use of, of whom
100
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we read in the. Lives of the Fathers, that being so much
tempted to gluttony, that even. at break of day he found
himself ready to faint for hunger, yet he resolved not to
breakthe holy custom of his Order by ,eating before three
in the ,afternoon; and to this end made use of this artifice.
In the morning, talking to. himself, h~ .said: '. Hungry
as thou art, is it much to wait till nine-o'clock? then thou
mayest eat.' . At. nine o'clock, '.Verily,' said .he, 'I

ought in something to do violence to myself, and not eat
till noon. As I have been able to wait till nine o'clock,
so shall 1 be able till twelve ' ; and so he entertained himself that time. At. twelve, he, put his bread in water, and
said: ~. While the bread soaks, 1 must wait till three
o'clock as 1 have waited till this hour; and I wilL not for
again. of two or three hours break· the monastic custom.'
Three o'clock came, and he ate, after saying. his prayers.
This he did for many days, beguiling himself with these
short terms, till one day, sitting down to eat at three
o 'clock, he saw a smoke rise out •of the basket where he
kept his bread, and gO,Qut by the window of his cell,
which must have been the, wicked spirit that tempted him.
From this time fo~th he never felt those f~lse fits of hunger
and faintness. that he used to have :on the contrary, he
had no trouble in,passing two days without eating. Thus
our Lord rewarded, the victory he· had gained over his
enemy and the conflict that· he had endured.
But it is not without reason we said that this means
was very proportionable to our weakness, for after all it
treats us as men are wont to treat infirm and feeble folk,
helping us on little by little, that the work may not frighten
us. But if we were strong and fervent and had much
love for God, it would not be necessaryJo help, us on in
this way, ,so . little. by little, to . hideJrom us the
labour and difficulty; since the true servant of God
does not put. before him .the length of time or the number
of years, but all time seems to him short to serve God,and
aU labour little, and so it is not .necessary to help hillion
in this .way, little. by little. St. Bernard says this well.
" The truly just man is not like the hireling or daylabourer, whQ binds himself to serve· for one day or One
.month .or for one year, but for ever without limit and
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without term he offers himself to serve God with hearty
good will. For ever and aye I will never forget, 0 Lord,
thy law and thy commandments and counsels (Ps. 118).
And because he offers himself and determines to serve God
absolutely and without 'limit, and does not fix a term, saying, ' for a year, or for three years I will do this,' therefore his reward and recompense shall also be without
limit for ever and aye."
Non. enim ad annum vel ad
tempus instar mercenarii, sed in mternum divino se mancipat famulatui.
Non igitur ad tempus j proinde justitia
ejus rnanet non aliquanto tempore, sed in sceculum sceculi.
Sempiterna igitur justi esuries sempiternarn meretur refectionem. In this way St. Bernard explains the- saying
of the Wise Man: Being made perfect in a short space, he
fulfilled a long time (Wisdom iv. 13). The true just man
in a short time and in a few days of life lives many years,
because he loves God so much and has such a desire to
serve Him, that if he lived a hundred years, or even a
thousand, he would be ever busying himself in serving
Him more and more. And for this desire and determination it is as though he did live all that time in this manner,
because God will reward him according to his desire and
determination.
These are. men of action, strong
men, like Jacob, who for the great love that he bore
Rachel thought it a little thing to serve for seven years
and then for seven years more. All this time seemed to
him short for the grea~ love he bore her (Gen. xxix. 20).

CHAPTER VII

Of another means to do our actions 'Well, which is to
get into a "way of so doing them
That fine old philosopher Pythagoras gave very good
advice to his friends and disciples, how to be virtuous,
and make to themselves the practice of virtue easy and
sweet. Let everyone, said he, choose a good course of
life, and in the beginning not mind its seeming hard or
painful, because custom will afterwards render it quite
easy and agreeable. Behold here a very important means
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whereby to help ourselves, not so much because it comes
from that philosopher, but because the Holy Ghost'Him~
self suggests the same,as we shall see afterwards, and
. because it is most proper to attain our end.
We have
already chosen an excellent way of living, or, to say better,
the Lord has •chosen one for us, because it is not you that
have made choice of me, but it is I that have made choice
of you (John xv. 16) ; blessed and glorified be He Jor ever
for that. Notwithstanding, there may be a more or a less
in this state of life in which God has put us; for according
to the works that you do therein you may become either
a good ora tepid Religious. If then you desire to advance
and gain perfection therein, accustom yourself to do all
your duties wen and perfectly; accustom yourself to make
your meditation well and your other spiritual duties; ac~
custom yourself to .be very exact· in. obedience and the
observance of rules, and to 'make account of little things;
accustom yourself to recollection, to J;l1ortification and
penanbe,to modesty and silence; and do not leave off because at the beginning you find some difficulty therein,
because afterwards by custom it will become to you very
sweet and pleasant, and you will feel that you can never
sufficiently render thanks to God fOf having accustomed
you thereto.
The Holy Ghost teaches us this' doctrine in many passages of Holy Scripture. In Proverbs (iv. II) He says:
I will show thee the way of wisdom: 1 will teach thee to
find a sweet savour in the knowledge of God, because this
is the :meaning of wisdom (sapientia) in Holy Scripture,
says St. Bernard. Wisdom is savoury (sapida sapientia).
Wisdom (sapiduria) is a savoury knowledge of God. I
will teach thee then, he says, the way whereby thou mayest
come to find savour and. a .sweet taste in the knowledge,
love a.ndservice of God. Jmust take thee by the narrow
paths of ·virtue,~he calls them narrow, because at the
beginning-virtue is made difficult to us by our evil iiiCIThatlon, and we think it a narrow path,--but after thou hast
passed these narrow entrances, thou shalt find the 'way
very wide,: roomy and to thy liking, and thou shalt run
without· tripping up .or being. brought: to a standstill anywhere (Prov.iv. '1:2). The Holy Ghost teaches us grace-
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fully by this metaphor that, though at the beginning we
find difficulty in this way of virtue and perfection, we must
not be alarmed at that, for afterwards we shall not only
find no difficulty, but much relish, content and mirth, and
shall come to say: I have laboured a little, and have found
much rest to myself (Ecclus. Ii. 35). The same is repeated
in Ecclus. vi. 20: Thou shalt labour a little and presently
shalt eat and enjoy the fruit of thy labour. The Apostle
St. Paul also teaches us the same: Every training and
every good exercise in the beginning' appeareth difficult
and painful and sad; but afterwards, as one growethused
to it, it not o'nly becometh easy, but very pleasant and
e'njoyable (Heb. xii. II). Thus we see in all the arts and
sciences. How difficult is study when one first enters
upon it! How often is it necessary for one to be brought
to it by force! hence they say: " Letters draw blood' at
first entrance."
But afterwards by practice, as one improves and learns, one develops such a taste as to find all
one's entertainment and recreation in study. So it is in
the way of virtue and perfection. St. Bernard declares
this very well on those words of Job: The things that
formerly my soul could not bear to touch, now of necessity
have become my food (Job vi. 7), " How great is the
effect of exercise and custom, and what power it has! In
the beginning you think' a thing very difficult and insupportable: but if you accustom yourself to it, it will not
appear so difficult nor so burdensome as that: a little after
you will think it light and easy, and feel it almost as
nothing: a little after that you will not feel it at all; and
in a short time you will not only not feel it, but it will give
you' so much delight and contentment that you will be
able to say with Job (vi. 7), as above." Primum tibi importabile videbitur aliquid; processu temporis, si assuescas, judicabis non adeo grave; paulo post et leve senties;
paulo post nee senties; paulo post etiam delectabit.
Thus it all goes according to the way in which one has
got accustomed to act. The additions and instructions for
meditation and examen are difficult for you to observe,
because"You are little accustomed to do so. The reason
why you find 'such difficulty in fixing your imagination, and
hindering it from roaming where it would, upon awaking
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and in time of meditation, is because you never have done
violence to it, nor accustomed it. to re.collection andrestraint, and not go thinking of anything but the matter of
meditation. The reason why silence and recollection make
you sad and melancholy .isbe.cause you practise it little.
Cella continuata dulcescit, et male custodita taedium genera,t. "A quiet corner is sweet when you stay there, and
wearisome when you are little' used to it " (A Kempis) :
get used and accustomed to it, and it will become pleasant
and cheerful..· .Worldly people find prayer and fasting difficult, because they are not accustomed to It.
King Saul clad David in his armour, seeing that he was
to fight with' the Philistine; and as he was not. used ,to
bear such arms he could not walk under their weight, and
gave them· up: he' afterwards got· used to·' armour, and
foug?tgood'baftles in it. And what I say of virtue and
goodness, Ilikewise say of vice, and' evil. lfyou allow a
bad habit td arise, the evil thing will grow,. and . gather
strength, and afterwards' it will, be very difficult·to cure 'it,
and so you win remain with it all your life. Oh; if from
the··, beginning· you.·liad accustomed yourself to .do •things
and do them well,· how well·offwould 'you find. yourself
now, virtue and goodness having become tOyOH so sweet
and easy! See how satisfied he is who has a good
habit of not swearing, and, with what eaSe and comfort
he avoids' so many mprtal sins. Begin then '. to form a
good habit from this hour, ·for·' better late -than. never.
Take to heart th~ <1oingwell of these ordinary.'· actiops
that you do,· since that goes for so muchinyou; and apply
thereto the. . . particular examen, one of' the _' best examens
you eantnake, and in this manner it will become to you
'sweet and easy to do them well.

CHAPTER VIII

Of how great importance it is for a Religious not to
slow down in the way of virtue
By all that we have said, it is easy to comprehend of
how great consequence it is for a Religious to keep up his
devotion, and always .to go on with fervour in the
exercises of Religion, and never let himself. fall into
tepidity and weakness, because afterwards. it. will be
very hard for him to get out of it.
God certainly
can make you return afterwards to a life of fervour and perfection, but it will be a ,miracle and
a prodigy. St. Bernard perfectly well treats this point,
writing to Richard, Abbot of Fountains, and his Religious,
in whom God had wrought this wonder, that whereas
hitherto they had led a tepid and loose kind ·of life, God
had now changed and brought them to great fervour find
perfection; where.at the Saint marvels and rejoices much
and sends hiscongratulations : "The finger of God is here.
Who. will grant me to come over and see this marvel? for a
marvel it is, no less than that which Moses (Exod. iii. 2)
beheld of the bush that burnt and was not consumed. It is
a most rare and very extraordinary thing for anyone to advance and raise himself afterwards beyond t,he level to
which he has. once settled down in Religion. I t will be
easier to find many s~culars converted from a bad to a
good life than to meet even one Religious passing from a
tepid and lax life to a fervent and perfect one." Rarissima
avis in terra est qui de gradu quem forte in Religione semel
attigerit vel parum ascendat. And the reason of this is that
persons in the world have not the remedies that their souls
need, so constantly at hand as Religious have; and so when
they hear a good sermon, or see a neighbour and friend
carried off by a sudden and unhappy death, the novelty of
the thing causes in them alarm and astonishment, and
moves them to amend and change their lives.
But the
Religious, who has these. remedies so constantly at hand,
such frequentation of Sacraments, so many spiritual ex106
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hortations, such exercise in meditating the things of .God
and dealing with death, judgment, hell and heaven, and
for all that is tepid and slack,-what hope can there be • of
his changing his life? His earsareinurerl to it, and so
these considerations cannot aid or move him;. and what
moves others does not move him nor mak.:e any impression
on him.
This is also the reason of that· celebrated pronouncement· of .St. Augustine =" Since· I have begun to serve
God, as I have not known any better men than those 'who
have done well in Religion, so I have not known worse than
those who have fallen from it. "Ex quo Deo servire coepi,
quomodo difficile sum expertus melioresquam q.ui in 'monasterio profecerunt, it'a non sum expertus p·ejoresquarn q'ui
in rnonasteriis ceciderunt. St. Bernard says that very. few
of those who have fallen and· failed.··in Religion return -to
the state and degree that they held before, but rather go
on getting worse. Over such, he says, the prophet Jeremy
weeps: How has the purest gold lost its Ius t.re
how has that colour so brilliant faded, how .has
that former beauty changed? They who were reared in
purpZe and laid on costly couches, they who were regaled
with Divine delights in prayer,and all their discourse and
conversation· was· in heaven, have corne to embrace. dung
and revel in murland filth'(Lam. iv.. I, 5).
Thus, ordinarily .speaking,· there· is little hope of those
who beg:in· togo backward and take· a. turnJor the worse
in ReligIon,-.:...a thIng that ought to strIke great fear into
us..•• And the reason· is that which we .have mentioned,
since they fall· sick· under·· the very medicines and remedies
under which they ought to improve and get well. But if
that which improves and cures others only makes them
sick and worse than they were, what hope can there be of
doing them any· good?
When you find a sick man on
whom medicines have no effect, but rather he feels worse
for them, you may well take him for one undone. That
is why we take so much account of sin and a fall in Religious, and fear it so much, while we do not give so much
thought. to it· in people of the world. When a physician
sees a fainting-fit or a great feebleness of pulse in a sickly
and weak subject, he is not much concerned; but when
J
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he sees it in a robust and right healthy man, he takes it
for a very bad symptom, because such a mischance cannot
happen in that case without the predominance of some lnalignant humour, prognosticating death or serious illness.
So it is here: if a secular falls into sins, they are not mischances very inconsistent with the careless life of one who
goes to confession once or twice a year, and lives in midst
of so many occasions of sin: but in a Religious, sustained
by such frequentation of Sacraments, so much prayer, so
many pious exercises, when he comes to fall, it is a symptom of a great decay of virtue and a deep-seated infirmity,
and there· is reason to fear.
But I do not say this, says St. Bernard, to drive you
into discouragement, especially if you seek to rise immediately; for the more you put it off, the harder it will
become. I say this that ye may not sin} nor fall nor grow
weak, but if anyone hath fallen} we have a good advocate
in Jesus Christ (I John ii. I), who can do what we cannot
do. Therefore let none be discouraged, since if he heartily
returns to God, without doubt he will obtain mercy. If
the Apostle St. Peter, having attended the school of Christ
for so long a time, and been so much favoured by Him,
fell so grievously, and after so grievous a fall as that of
having denied his Master and Lord, returned to so lofty
and eminent an estate, who will be discouraged? ' , You
have sinned in the world," says S1. Bernard, " was it more
than St. Paul? You have sinned here in Religion: was
it more than St. Peter ?"
But they, since they repented
and did pena,nce, not only gained pardon, but very high
sanctity and perfection. Do you the like, and you will be
able to return not only to your former state, but to much
greater perfection.

·CHAPTER IX

H ow. important it is for novices to make progress
during the time of their noviciate,and. accustom
themse.lves .to do the exercises of Religion well
This instruction for novices may also serve allthose< who
are enterin~ on the way of virtue. The first rule of the
Maste!" of Novices in our' Society says the thing well.!n a
few words, which are addressed not tn us only, but tn .all
Religious.. "Let the Master ofNovicesunderstand well
that he has given over to his charge a thing of the highest
impnrtance." And the rule gives two very solid·. reasons
tom~ke the Master ofNovices open his eye~ and understand the weightiness ~nd importance of his charge. The
first is, .that. on this first training and formation of the
novic~s there. usually depends all their future progress.
The. second is, .that all the hope. of the Society pivots on
this,and on this depends the well-being, of the Order.
Coming down to explain these things more in particular,
I say first that on this first tr~ininggiven, and the attitude
taken up. by .each novice in his· noviciate, depends. all
growth or decay for the time to come. Commonly speaking, as we said in. the last. chapter, •. if in the time of
his noviciate an individual is tepid and ca,reless of his spiritual progress, tepid andcareless he willremain.. Itis not
to be supposed that afterwards he will act with greater care
and· fervour: .there is no reason to believe that he ",-ill
effect this change and improvement afterwards,. but very
much reason to believe that he will not.
Tomake this better appear, let us address our discourse
to the. novice· himself, weighing the reasons and convincing him therewith. Now you are in your noviceship,
.you have. a great deal of time' to .apply to your spiritual
:advancement, and different means that may contribute
thereto,your Superiors thinking of nothing else but this,
and making it their chief endeavour.. .Now you have
many exampJes before your eyes of others who are bent
on no other purpose than this. It is a thi-ng that animates
1°9
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and encourages one much, to live with companions who
have in view this object alone and nothing else; and the
sight of others going ahead obliges one, however heavy
and lumpish he be, to get out of his sloth. N ow you have
a heart disengaged and free, and seemingly desirous of
virtue, with nothing to withdraw you from it, but much to
aid you. But if now that you are here for this purpose
alone, and have nothing else to think of, you do not improve nor gain any virtue, how will it be when your heart
is taken up and divided in a thousand different ways? If
now with so much freedom from business, such advantages and aids at hand, so much leisure, such conveniences,
and so many· helps, you make not your meditation and
examen well, nor take pains to observe your Additions,
and do your other spiritual duties properly, what will become of you when the care of your studies shall take up
your thoughts, and in later life, business, confessions and
sermons? If with so many conferences, so many exhortations, so many examples, and so many solicitations, you
do not profit, what will become of you when you shall meet
with impediments and obstacles on all sides? If, in the
beginning of your conversion, when novelty should increase your fervour and zeal, you are, notwithstanding,
slack and listless, what will become of you when your ears
,shall be inured and hardened to all things that may touch
or do you any good? And further, if now while passion
is but beginning to stir, and the evil inclination is not
strong, being only at its commencements, still you have
not the courage to resist it, how will you resist and overcome it afterwards, when it shall have taken deep root,
and gathered strength by habit, so that it will be like a
very death-struggle for you to change it?
St. Dorotheus illustrated this very well by an example
which he recounts of one of the Fathers of the Desert,
who, being one day in a place full of cypresses, of all sorts,
great and small and of medium size, bade one of his disciples pluck up a little one he pointed at, which his disciple
presently did without any difficulty. Then he pointed to
another, somewhat bigger, and said to him, ' Pull up that. '
He did pull it up but with greater difficulty, being forced
to take both hands to it. To pluck another, he had to call
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in the· help of one of his:companions. Another was beyond. the 'strength of all of them together to pull it up.
"Behold," said the. ancient Father, " how it is with our
passions'. In the beginning, when they are not yet rooted,
it is easy to master them, if you take but nev~r so little
pains. But afterwards, when by long .habit they have
taken deeper . root, it win be· very hard; much force will
have to be used,and Ido notknow if you will succeed."
By what' 1 have said, we may perceive that it is a very
rave' abuse, and aver dangerous temptation, to defer
from day to day our amen ment, t. In lng .we s all. be
better able to mortify and overcome ourselves another time,
because at present we have not the courage to do it by reason of the. difficuItywe experience. If, whilst this difficulty
is yet ,small, you cannot bring yourself to surmount it, what
will you be able to do when it shall be.come greater? .And
if at present, whilst your passion is but like alion's whelp,
you have not the .courage to attack it,how will you be
able to do it when it shall be grown a great and furious
beast? Hold it therefore. for a certain truth that if· now
you are tepid and remiss, tepid and remiss you will be in
the time to come. If.now you are not a good novice and
a good apprentice, you wilL never hereafter be a good
senior, nora good workman. If at present you are neglectfulof obedience. and. the observance of rules, you will
If now you are careless over
be more so afterwards.
your spiritual duties and botch them, a botcher you will
remain all your life. The whole point lies in the established attitude which you take up now. They say that the
business of kneading dough lies in the first putting in of
-the yeast.
Stt Bonaventure says: In the attitude which one takes
up'· at the beginning,' in that he remains. It is very difficult for an old man to bend himself to that which he was
not accustomed to in his youth. It is a proverb of the
tHolyGhost:A proverb it is, says Solomon, train a youth
to go one ~way,. and ·when he is·. old he will not dep.art
(rom it (Prov. xxii. 6). Hence St. John Climacus cameto
say that ·it is 'a very dangerous thing and matter of much
apprehension, when one enters on his course with tepidity
and faint-heartedness, because, he says, it isaclear indica-
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tion of a fall to come. For this reason it is of supreme
importance to accustom oneself to virtue from the outset,
and do one's spiritual duties well. The Holy Ghost warns
us of this by the prophet Jeremy: It is a good thing for a
man to accustom, himself to bear the yoke from his youth
(Lam. iii. 27) : because he will hold to it afterwards,and
thereby render to himself the way of virtue and goodness
easy: otherwise he will find it very difficult. What thou
hast not gathered in the time of youth, how thinkest thou
that thou shalt find it afterwards in the time of old age?
(Ecc1us. xxv. 5).
From this first reason follows the second, because if all
the progress of a Religious in future depends on his first
formation, then all the good of the Order depends likewise
thereon: for an Order does not consist of the walls of its
houses and churches, but of the Religious there gathered
together, and they who are in the noviceship are they who
have to be afterwards the whole Order. For this reason the
Society was not satisfied with establishing seminaries and
colleges, where Ours are reared in letters and virtue together, but has established seminaries of virtue alone, where
attention is paid to abnegation and mortification of self, and
to the practice of true and solid virtues, as being more of a
main foundation than letters. For this the houses of probation exist, being, as our Father Francis Borgia says, for t'he
novices a Bethlehem, that is to say, ' the house of bread,'
because there are made the biscuit and provisions for the
voyage, against the great risks that await us. This is
harvest-time, this the season of abundance, these are
the years of fertility, in which your business is to take in
supplies, as Joseph did, against coming years of hunger
and sterility. Oh, if the people of Egypt had understood,
and cast up their account, and carefully considered what
they were doing, they would not have been in such a hurry
to empty their houses of the wheat which Joseph was
gathering and locking up in his barns! Oh, if you would
take account how important it is for you to come out well
provisioned from the house of probation, certainly you
would not be eager to get out of it quickly, but would
grieve at leaving it, considering how ill you are off for
virtue and mortification. And therefore Father Francis
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Borgia says that such as aim or are glad at shortly goingout of the noviciate show signs of warttOf judgment, and
lack of understanding of their need of good preparation:
they make light of the day's work that is before them, since
they so Hghtly take'the risk, of rushing int() it unprovided.
Oh how rich and laden with virtues· does our Father
take, us 'to be", when we are. to leave the house of probation !
So he supposes in the Constitutions.
He appoints two yea.rs of probalion. and experiment, wish..
ing' the novice during that time to think of nothing
else but his spiritual advancement, seeing no other books
and studying· nothing else but what may forward' him in
self-denial and growth in virtue and perfection. He is
supposed to go out at the end of that time so spiritual and.
fervent, such a lover of mortification and recollection, so
devoted, to prayer and spiritual exercises' as to need. even
to be· restrained therein. H.e therefore advises such persons, when they go to the colleges, to abate somewhat of
their fits of fervour during the time of their studies, not to
make such long prayers nor do so many mortifications-.
Our Father supposes one to leave the noviceship with so
much light,so much knowledge of God and contempt of
the world,' so fervent and devout and inwardly c~lrried to
spiritual things, as to need to be checked in his pace by
these cautions. Do you then endeavour togo out 'such.
Make the m9st, of this time, •so precious that perchance
never in your ,life will you have such a time again for
ggthering spiritu~l riches. Let not so good time passin
vatn, nor lose any part of it (Ecclus. ,xiv. 14).
One of the great favours, that the Lord does to those
whom' He draws' to Religion in their tender, age, a- favour
for which they owe Him infinite thanks, 'is that it is then
very easy for them to apply themselves to virtue and Reli..
giol1sdiscipline. A tree, while it is tender at the beginning,
maybe easily shaped so as to grow into a very beautiful
tree. But afterwards, when you have let it grow in its
own way, and become crooked and awkwardly spreading,
you will break sooner than guide it into the shape you
want; and such it will remain as long as. there is life left
in it. So it is easy to shape and direct one "of tender age,
and turn him to what is good; and by accustoming him to
8
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it from the time that he is small it will be rendered very
easy for him afterwards, and so he will go on and ever
persevere in it. It is a great thing for stuff to be dyed
in the wool, because then it never loses its colour. Who
can restore to its whiteness, says St. Jerome, the wool
that ha,s <:irunk in a p'urple dye? And another says: " An
earthern jar long retains the odour of the first liquor poured
into it." The Scripture praises King Josiah for that,
"when yet a b'OYJ he began to seek the God of his father
David (2 Chron. xxxiv. 3).

H umbertus, a person of note, and Master General of the
Order of Preachers, relates that a certain Religious appeared some nights after his death to another Religious,
his companion, all in glory; and, leading him out of his cell,
he showed him a great number of men, clad in white and
encompassed with light, who carried very fair crosses upon
their shoulders, as they went in procession towards heaven.
A little after, he beheld another procession, fairer and
more resplendent than the former, each member of which
carried a far richer and a more beautiful cross in his
hands~ and not on his shoulders as the former did.
After
that, a third procession passed, still more glorious and admirable than the two former, for all their crosses were of
a surprising beauty, and they carried them neither on their
shoulders nor in their hands, but an angel going before
each carried his cross for him, so that they followed with
much alacrity and joy. The Religious, astonished at this
vision, asked an explanation. His companion answered
that the first, who carried their crosses upon their
shoulders were those who had entered Religion at a mature
age; the second, who held their crosses in their hands, were
those that entered in early youth, a.nd the. last, who
m'arched with so much freedom and cheerfulness, were
those who when they were small children had renounced
the world and embraced a Religious life.

THIRD· TREA TISE

OF THE RECTITUDE AND PURITY
OF INTENTION WHICH WE ·OUGHT TO
KEEP IN OUR ACTIONS
CHAPTER I

That in our actions we ought to shun the vice of
vainglory
One . of the things most recommended .and repeated in
our Constitutions and Rules is. to keep a •. right intention. in
~1l our .actions~ seeking in them ever the will "of "God, and
His greater glory. At every step . our Rules repeat to us II /1) () G:
these .words : ' to the greater glory of God,' or 'looking . .. . .
ever tothe gre~ter service of God, ' which is. the same thing.
Our blessed Father hfid so engraven on his heart this
desire of the. greater glory and honour .of God, .and was
so used to the practice of doing aU things for this end,
that thence he came .to bring. it out and utter it so
frequently. From the abundance of the heart the words
come forth (Luke vi. 4S).This was ever as.it were his
coat-of.. arms, and the soul and life of all his actions. With
much reason do they put on his pictures. this lettering,
A.M.D.G., Admajorem Dei gloriam to the greater glory
of God. 'These are his arms, this his motto .and coat:
this is the summary of his life and exploits. Such also
ought to be our arms, our motto and coat, that as good
children we may resemble our Father.
With reason does he inculcate this so forcibly upon us,
since 11 our ro ress and erfection turns on the actions
which. we do, and the better t. eyare an .t e more perfect,
the better and more perfect .shall we. ourselves be.
But
pur actions will be more fraught .with goodness and perfection in proportion as our. intention is more right and
pure, and our end and aim higher and more perfect, for
J
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this it is that gives life and being to our works, according
to the text of the Holy Gospel: The light of thy body is
thine eye: if thine eye be pure and simple, all thy body
will be bright and lightsome; but if it be evil and doubleminded, all thy body will be dark and in the shade (Matt.
vi. 22). By the eye the Saints understand the intention,
which sees and first forestalls what it seeks; and by the
body they understand the action, which follows the intention as the whole body follows the eyes. Christ our Redeemer then says that what gives light and brightness to
our actions is the intention, and so, if the end and intention of the action is good, the action will be good, and if
evil, evil; and if the end be high and perfect, the action
will be so likewise.
It is this also 'which the Apostle St. Paul says: If the
root be holy, so too are the branches (Rom. xi. 16). As
is the root, so will be the tree and the fruit thereof. Of a
tree the root of which is injured what can be expected but
unpleasant and sour and worm-eaten fruit? But if the
root is healthy and good, the tree will be good and bear
good fruit. So in actions the goodness and perfection
thereof lies in the intention, which is the root. And to the
same effect it is said that the purer they are, the better
and more perfect they will be. St. Gregory on that text of
Job; Whereon are its supports firmly fixed? (Job xxxviii. 6),
says that whereas the whole structure of a material building rests on certain pillars, and the pillars on their bases
and pedestals, so the whole spiritual life rests on the virtues, and the virtues are founded on the right and pure
intention of the heart.
But to proceed with this subject in an orderly manner,
we will speak first of the evil end which we have to shun
in our actions, not doing them for vainglory or for other
human considerations, and then we will speak of the right
and pure intention which we ought to have, because the
first thing to do must be to withdraw from evil, and after
that to do good, according to those words of the Prophet:
Depart from evil, and do good (Ps. 33).
All the Saints admonish us to be much on our guard
against vainglory, because, say they, it is a cunning thief
which often steals from us even our best actions, and
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insinuates itself so secretly that it has. even robbed and
despoiled us before we perceive it. St. Gregory says that
vainglory is like a robber in disguise., who joins
the company' of a traveller,pretending to. go the
same .• way that he goes, and afterwards robs. an<l
murders him. when he is least upon his guard. and thinks
himself in. perfect security. "··1 confess, " .says the Saint,
inthelast chapter of his M oralia~ " that when I go about
f:o exa.min.e my own intention.in writing these hooks, methinks mY sole aim is .to please God therein;. but, notwithstanding, when I am off my guard, I find that some desire
of satisfying and pleasing men intermixes. itself, and some
vain self-complacency.
I know not how nor in what
manner, but after some time I come to see that this
process goes not ill' its later course so free from dust and
chaff as it was when I began. I know I began with a good
intention and desire simply of pleasing God, but since then
I see it is not. so. pure as. it was. The same' thing happens
here as in eating : we begin to eat of necessity, arid gluttonous delight steals over US so subtly, that what we began
of necessity to sustain nature and preserve life, we continue
and conclude for the mere pleasure of the palate. " Thus
here in Religion we· often take up the duty of preaching
and the like for the advancement and profit of souls ; and'
then. vanity gains an entrance, and we desire to please and
satisfy men a.nd to. be taken notice of and esteemed; and
when things fall out otherwise, our wings visibly droop,
and' we do the work with. a bad grace.
CHAPTER II

In what the malice ofv.aingloryconsists
The' malice of this vice consists in this; that the vainglorious man endeavours to walk off with the· glory and
honour that belongs to God alone, according to the words
of St. Paul, To God alone be. honour and glory (I. Tim.
L 17), which .He has no mind to give to. another, but reserves to Hi,mself. IwilZ not give my glory to another
(lsaL .xlii.. 8).. So St. Augustine says·: " Lord,· he .who
would be praised for Thy gifts, and seeks not Thy glory
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but his own in the good he does, is a robber, he is like the
devil himself, who endeavoured to rob Thee of Thy glory."
In all the works of God, there are two things; there is the
profit, and there is the honour and glory thence resulting,
which consists in the doer of the work being praised, esteemed and honoured for it. Now God has ordained in this
life, and wishes it to be so ~carried out, that all the profit of
His works should go to man, but all the glory should be for
God Himself. God hath wrought all things for himself
(Prov. xvi. 4) for his praise and glory and honour (Deut.
xxvi. 19). And all things preach to us His wisdom, goodness and providence, and therefore it is said that the heavens and earth are full of his glory (Ps. 18: Isai. vi. 3).
Thus when in your good actions you seek the glory and
honour of men for yourself, you pervert the order which
God has establishe.d in good works, and do an injury
to God, seeking and endeavouring that men, who
should ever be occupied in honouring and praising
God, should be taken up with praising and esteeming you,-seeking that the hearts of men, which
God has made as vessels to be full of His own honour and
glory, should be full of your honour and glory and high
renown, which is tantamount to stealing away those hearts
from God, and, as it were, casting God out of His own
house and home. What greater evil can there be than to
steal away God's honour and glory and the hearts ofmen?
With your mouth you bid them look to God, but at heart
you wish them to turn their eyes away from God and fix
them on you. The truly humble man has no wish to live
in the heart of any creature, but in that of God alone;
he would not have anyone take thought of him, but of God
alone, n'or busy himself about him, buf about God, and
that Him alone all me.n should lodge and keep in their
heart.
.
The malice of this sin may be further gathered from this
example and cQmparison.A married .woman would clearly
be doing her husband wrong, if she were to dress and
adorn herself to please. any other man but him. Good
works being the apparel wherewith we adorn and array
our soul, we do God great wrong, if we put them on to
please anyone but God, who is the Spouse of our soul.
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Or again, •see what a foul shame it would be fot a knight
to pillmehimself much on the scoreof some· slight labour
undertaken for the love and service. of 'his. Prince, when
that Prince had first exposed himself to great affronts' and
labours • on behalf of that same knight! iWhathad 'form
it would be. for that , knight" to boast and brag of ~ome
petty service, .a mere nothing, that he had rendered ,his
Master! What a sorry figure he would cut before all' the
COI1lp~ny tAnc1 iwhatif the Prince had doneandundetgon~ all that hard work without any help from the knight,
while the knight was indebte~ to the Prince'sa.idand
countenance for th~ littlethat he had don~, for which mo~e
over he had been promised and had' received high reward!

~: ~,S,.,.,h,,ifi~,t,Jf~:,~t~,··~~,:,~~{{e,m,,~:~rb~~!~::~l;r,j~~~,'J

since in comparison with what God has done for, us, and
we ought to do for Him, it is miserably little.,
,
The maliceofthis sin further appears in this,that theo..
logi?-ns and Saints reckon it 'among the' seven vices common~y 'Galled deadly, or more properly capital, · because
they are the headsandprineiples of the~est. Som,e enumerate eight capital vi~es, and say that the first 'is p~ide,
and the sec01,1d vainglory, but theto~mon opi~ion o~ the
Saints, and that received in the Church, puts seven capital
vices:;' and St. T1:Ioin~ssays that' the first of these, is vainglory, apd that pride ~s the root. of ·them' all" . a,ccording, to
the Wise M,an : the beginning of all sin is ,pride (Ecclus.
x. 15). ,
'
.
CHAPTE~

III

Of the loss that vainglory entails
Chris.t our Lord ~lear1y w.a~n's us in these' 'words of ~'he
Gospel : Take care not to do your gOCldworks befo!e me.n,
or to be seen a'!ld praised:' by tlJem;, othe~wise,ye 'shall
have no reward 'U!ith your Father who is i1J- heaven. Be
not as, those hypocr~tical Pharisees, \yho·d9 all·~~ei,t w?rks
to be seen by m~n arid hono~red and esteemed by them.
In truth 1 tell you, these have already received their reward
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vi. I, 2). You had a desire to be r~garded and
esteemed: that moved you to do what you dId; but that
'~tIlt:. ~
~"
. also ,shall be your reward and crown; expect none other
.
',in the next life. Unhappy you, you have already received
~
our wages and have nothing further to hope for! The
~ '~, hope of the hypocrite shall perish,. says holy Job (viii. 13),
A .•'
~, the hypocrite being he who does things to be regarded and
~
praised. S1. Gregory shows this very well: human esteem
~
., . and praise was what the man desired, and that shall
"', 1 -At J;::::;;end wi.~~ his life. The fool shall find no pleasur~ in his folly
(Job VUI. 14)'
Oh what a mockery and deceIt shall you
'.
find when your eyes are opened, and you see that with that
wherewith you might have gained the kingdom of heaven,
you have gained only a vain applause of men, a ' Well
said,' or a ' Well done.' He who seeks the esteem and
Rraises of men in payment of his virtuous acts. offers for
sale at a low price a thing of high value: for that whereby
he might have merited the kingdom of heaven, he seeks an
idle praise. What greater delusion and what greater folly
can there be than this, to have worked hard, done many
good works, and find yourself afterwards left with nothing! This is wha~ the prophet Aggeus says: Advert and
see what ye are doing in this matter. Ye have sown much,
and have reaped little; ye have eaten, and not been filled;
ye have drunk and not quenched ~our th~st; ye have
clothed yourselves, and not got warm; all that ye do hath
profited you nothing, because ye put it into a sack full of
holes, so that ye have scarce put it in on one side than it
goes out on the other (Agg. i. 5, 6). Another text says:
He who gathereth riches is as one who pours wine into a
cask or barrel full of chinks and holes, so that to pour it
in and pour it out is one and the same thing. This is the
doing of vainglory: to gain and to lose is one and the same
thing; the loss is conjoined with the gain.
Why do ye
give your silver for what is not bread, and spend your
labouy, on what cannot satisfy your hunger? (Isai. Iv. 2.)
Now that you do things, now that you labour and weary
yourself, do the things in such a way that you may get
some return from them, and not lose them entirely.
St. Basil gathers three losses that this vice of vainglory
entails upon us. The first is that it1tnakes us weary and
~
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afflict our body with labour and good works. The second,
~that .it rops us of these good . works after they are don~,
making us lose all the reward and recompense of them. It
does. not keepus from working, says St. Basil,-thatwere
no. such .great loss, torah us. of a reward we had .not
worked for; but .. it ensure.sQur ;w.earying ourse~ves
in doing good . works,. and then robs. and despoils us of
them.fdepriving us of ~he reward. It is, he says, like a
pirate that lurks in ~mbush, w~tching for a ship to come
out of. harbour' well-laden. with merchandise, and then
delivers his attack. It is notthe way of pirates to chase
a. vessel when .' she comes out of harbour empty to go. for
a cargo of merchandise: they wait till she returns with her
cargo :.. so this robber, called vainglory, .waits till we "are
laden with good works, and then assaults and despoils us
of them.
.
, -.--rr
Further, it not only deprives us of the reward,bufmakes
us deserve' chastisement ,and. torment instead thereof:. it
converts good. into .' evil and virtue into vice. by .the vain
and evil end that it sets before us. And thus.of go()d s~ed
there is reaped an evil crop, and pain and chastisement is
b, that whereb wemi t avemen
m fit
Ana I t IS valng ory oesso sweet y an. p easantly, that
the man.' not only does· not feel his losing, .as he do~s lose,
,all that he does, but actually enjoys it, •so much so that,
however much you tell him, and he. sees it himself, that he
is losing all, nevertheless he seems bewitched by this desire
of heingpraised. and esteemed, inasmuch as it quit~ carries
him away. Therefore St. Ba.sil calls .vainglory " a gentle
desp()iler of our 'spiritual,.,gifts and .a. pleasant .enemy of
our souls, "dulcem spiritualium opumexspoliatricem, jucundum,animarum nostrarum . hostem. .It.is.a .very endear;ing eIlemy, it is.a ·pleasa.nt impoverisher:.Thus it is, says
the Saint, ,that this vice iIlfatuates so many by the sweetness and pleasantness that it ~arries with it. Thishuman
praise, he says, is .a thing very sweet and delicious. to
.simpletons, and thereby it infatuates them.
Dulee q1tid
humana imperitis. gloria est.
And St.Bernard says:
ec Fear thi,s arrow of vainglory, it enters pleasantly and
seems a light thing, but I tell you of a truth it inflicts no
'slight wound on the heart." Time sagittatn, leviter volat~
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leviter penetrat sed dieo tibi non leve infligit vulnus cito
interfieit. Like corrosive sublimate, it is a small powder,
but. deadly poison.
_
Surius relates how when the great Pacomius was staying
in a certain place of the monastery with other grave
Fathers, one of his monks brought out two little mats
that he had made that day, and put them hard by his cell,
in front of where St. Pacomius was, that he might see
them, thinking that he must surely praise him for being so
industrious and careful, inasmuch as while the Rule only
ordered him to make one mat a day, he had made two.
The Saint, understanding that he had done this out of
vanity, heaving a great sigh, said to the Fathers who were
with him: " See how this brother has worked from morning to night, and all his labour he has offered to the devil,
and has loved rather the esteem of men than the glory of
God."
He called the monk, and gave him a good scolding, and enjoined him for penance that, when the monks
should assemble for prayer, he should go there wearing
his two mats, and say in a loud voice:" Fathers and
brothers, for the love of the Lord do you all pray for this
wretched sinner, that He may have mercy on him for having set more store by these two little mats than by the
kingdom of heaven. " And he further enjoined that, when
the monks were at dinner, he should stand in like manner
in the middle of the refectory likewise wearing his mats, all
the time that the meal lasted. And his penance did not
stop there: after that was done, the Abbot ordered that
they should shut him up in, a cell, ,and nobody was to
visit him, but, he was to be, the~e, alone for: the space of
five months, and they were to give him nothing to ea~ but
bread, salt and water, and every day he was to make'two
mats, there by himself, unseen and fasting. Hence we may
learn for. our instruction what severe penances those
ancient Fathers gave for slight faults, and the humility and
,patience wherewith their subjects took them and profited
accordingly.
J

J

CHAPTER IV

That the temptation to vainglo1'Y assails. not only
beginners, but also those who are well-advanced in
virtue
St.· Cyprian, speaking of the second temptation with

which the devil·' assailed Christ our Lord, when he took
Him to the pinnacle of the temple and said to Him : It
thou be the Son of God, cast thyself down (Matt. iv. 6),
exclaims, "0 execrable malice of the devil,' the malignant
fiend thought to overcome by vainglory Him whom he had
not conquered by gluttony!"
He wanted Him to fly
through the air, .to be a spectacle of admiration to all the
people. He thought to succeed with Him ashe had with
others. He knew by experience, and had proved it many
times, that he had· overcome by' the temptation of' vainglory and pride those whom he had not been able to overcome by other temptations, vainglory being a harder thing
to overcome than gluttony. It is hard not to take delightJ
in hearing oneself praised. As there are few who like to
hear them
•. ·.selv.es. .i1.I-SPOken.. of, 5.0. there.. are ve.ry .f.•.e w w. ho .
do not take. satisfaction in others thinking and speaking
well of them~ Hence we see that this temptation' of vainglory •touches not beginners and novices alone, but even
t.he most ancient in Religion, men well versed in perfection.: indeed it is more properly their temptation.
The holy Abbot Nilus , who was a disciple of St. Jo~n
Chrysostom, relates of those old andexp~rienced Fathers
that they brought up and' instnlctednovices differently
from seniors.. On novices they enjoined gre.at attention
~o temperance ,and abstinence,. because. they said that he
whqlets himselfbe carried away an~.overcome by the vice
of gluttony will easily be vanquished by the vice of lust;
for ·how shall he resist the greater eneply, who does not
knowhow t<? stand out against the less PBut the seniors
they, advised; to. ,be very' watchftI1 to d~fend, and' guard
~hem~elves' against· vaingl9ry and pride" as seamen have
to .take precaution against. sunken rocks at the mouth of
123
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the harbour.
It often happens that after a prosperous
voyag~ vessels come to shipwreck in the harbour; in like
manner many, who have voyaged well through the whole
course of their life, overcoming and mastering all the temptations they met with, at the end, when nearing the harbour, confident in their past victories and taking themselves to be secure, have waxed proud and careless, and so
come to a miserable fall; and the vessel that had not sprung
a leak, nor in any way, behaved ill on so long a voyage in
the open sea, has come to mishap and shipwreck in port.
That is the doing of vainglory, and so the Saints call it a
storm in harbour: others compare it to one who goes on
board a ship, well-provisioned and laden with merchandise,
and scuttles and sinks it.
Therefore those ancient Fathers did not instruct beginners and novices to be on their guard against vainglory,
because they thought it was not necessary. Just come in
from the world, running with blood, and with the wounds
of their former sins still unclosed, beginners carry with
them matter enow of humility and confusion; to these
their instructors preached abstinence, penance and mortification. It was the seniors, who had deeply bewailed and
lamented their sins, and done much penance for them,
and had had long exercise in the practice of virtue, that
needed these warnings against vainglory.
But as for
beginners, who were void of virtue, and full of passions
and evil inclinations, and who had not yet done with duly
lamenting their sins and their past forgetfulness of God,
these gave no ground for attacks of vainglory, but much
for sorrow and shame. That treatment was quite right.
Hence they may gather occasion of great confusion, who
having many things to humble themselves for, yet for one
point in which they shine and think they do very well,
vaunt themselves and gives themselves airs. Here we
are much mistaken: one single defect ought to be enough
to confound and humble us; since for a good state of things
it is requisite that nothing be wrong, but one point out of
order makes a bad state of things. But we go the other way
about: all the many faults and defects we have are not
enough to humble us, but one good point that we fancy
we find in ourselves is enough to make us proud, and
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desire to he honoured and esteemed on the strength of that.
Herein well appears the malice and s'ubtlety of vainglory,
since it lets nobody off,but assails people who present
no grounds for it. As· St. Bernard says, " It is the first
sin we fall into, and the last we overcome. "Therefore,
brethren, says St. Augustine, let us aU arm ourselves and
forestall the attacks of this vice, as did the prophet David,
saying: Turn away my eyes that they· behold not vanity

(Ps.· 118).

CHAPTER V

Of the special need that there is to beware of the vice
of vainglory in those who have the . office of helping
their neighbour
Although, as we have said, all need to be watchful
against this temptation· of vainglory, yet· we .whose office
it is by our· Institute to help to the salvation of souls, need
more particularly to be forearmed against it. For our
ministries are very exalted, and open and manifest to the
whole world; and the greater and more spiritual they are,
so much greater on the one hand is our danger, ·and .the
greater our offence on the other, if we seek ourselves therein,·· and·want·to.be regarded ·and·esteemed by men. This
would be exalting ourselves· with that which God most
prizes and esteems, namely 'His graces and spiritua.l gifts.
So St. Bernard says: "Woe be to them to whom it has
been given to conceive and speak well of God and spiritual
things, and understand the Scriptures and preach eloquently, if that gift which has been given them to gain
souls and extend and spread the honour and glory of God,
they turn to the purpose of seeking themselves and being
regarded and esteemed by men!"
Let them fear and
tremble at what God says by the prophet Osee : 1·· have
trusted them. wit1h' my riches, 1- have given them my silver
and gold and the precious jewels that 1 most valued, and
the'yhave made of them an idol of Baal (Osee ii.• 8), an idol
of vanity and worldly honour.. Vae qui bene deDeoet
sentire et loquiacceperunt, si quaestum aestimant piet-
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atem, si convertant ad inanem gloriam quod ad lucrum
Dei acceperunt erogandum, si alta sapientes humilibus
non consentiant.
St. Gregory applies to this purpose what St. Paul says to
the Corinthians: Let us not be as many who adulterate the
word of God (2 Cor. ii. 17). He gives two explanations
of this passage. The first is when one understands and
explains Holy Scripture in another manner than what it
really means, engendering and extracting therefrom by
one's own spirit false and adulterous senses, the lawful
husband and author thereof being the Holy Ghost, and the
true and lawful sense that which He has declared to His
Church through her Saints and Doctors.
The second
explanation of adulterating the word of God is what makes
to our purpose. There is this difference between the true
and lawful husband and the adulterer, that the former
intends to beget and have children, while the latter intends
only his own lust and satisfaction. In the same way, he
who by the word of God and the office of preaching which
he holds does not intend so much to beget spiritual children to God,-which is the end for which preaching
is ,ordained, according to the saying of St. Paul, I have
begotten you by the gospel (I Cor. iv. IS),-as his own
gratification and satisfaction, seeking to be regarded and
esteemed, such a one adulterates the word of God. And
therefore also the Saints' call vainglory a spiritual lust, for
the great delight that is taken in it, greater than. the
other carnal delight and lust as the soul is great~!' than
the body. Let us not then adulterate the word of God,
let us not in our. ministries aim at anything else than the
honour and glory of His Divine Majesty, according to what
Christ our Redeemer says: I seek not my own glory ~ but
the honour and glory of my heavenly Father (John viii. 50).
Holy Scripture relates an action of J oab, CaptainGeneral of the army of David, an action worthy of being
recounted and imitated by us. It says that Joab with his
army was besieging the city of Rabath, the capital city of
the Ammonites, where their king resided with his court.
When he ,was pushing the siege with advantage, and was
on the point of entering and taking the city, he dispatched
couriers to King David letting him know how the matter
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st()od, that he might come and enter and take it. And he
gives this reason :< that the honour or the. victoy;ymay not
be attr.ibuted'tf> me} ,itl enter and take it (2 Kings xii.
28} ; and so it was done. This is' the loyalty that we
shoul~ observe with God in' aU our ministries, never seeking to, have thefrllit andeonversionof. souls, or the good.
success of enterprises, attributed to us, but all to God.
Not to us} .0 Lord} not to us}. but .to thy name 'give glory

(Ps. I 13).

All the. glory should be given to God who is it)

heaven, as. the angels sang: Glory be to·. God on high
(Luke ji. 14)..
Of St. Thomas of Aquin we read in his Life that never
in his .careerhad he any vainglory amounting. to a fault.
He never took any. complacency ,or satisfaction in the great
learning and angelic understanding and other gifts and
gra,ces. that (iod gave him. And. of our bl~ssed. Father
I.gnatips we 're~d that·.for many.ye~rs before he died' he
never had so much as a temptation to vainglory.: So illum~
ioated was his soul by light from heaven, ,and so great
his knowledge and contempt of himself, that he used to
say there ,was .no vice that he feared.less. than vainglory.
There is the model that we should imitate: we should
bl\lsh .and . beashamed when we allow.vanity to arise .io us
eveni~ little things.
How would you be if you saw
YOurself a grea.t Doctor .and Preacher, gaining great. frlIit
of souls,a,nd .' highly .valued •. by . princes and. prelates and
all. the, world? •.' ,. We need. to accustom ourselves. in small
t.h.•. iU.• gs ..to ..m.a.k. e no a..c.co.u lltof th.epra.ises.and... este.e.m of
men, nor .regard human considerations, that so we" may
be competent to do, the, same in greatthin.gs.

J

CHAPTER VI

Of sundry remedies against v~inglory
St. Berl)ardinhisfourteenth sermon.. on the psalm
Quihq,bitaf.}opthatverse, Thou, shalt walk upon serpents
and, basilisl~,s) a;nl1 tramPle underfoot lions and dragons,
declares atlel\gthhow sqmeof. these animals do hurt
with their teeth biting, others with their breath, others

•
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with their claws, others terrify by their roaring, so the
devil invisibly does hurt and make mischief for men in all
these ways; and he applies the properties of these animals
to various temptations and vices whereby the devil makes
war on us. Coming to the basilisk he says :" Of the basilisk there is told a portentous thing, that by his mere look
he infects men so grievously as to kill them." And the
Saint applies this to the vice of vainglory, according to
those words of Christ: Take heed that ye do not your good
works before men to be seen by them (Matt. vi. I),' as
though He would say, ' Take heed of the eyes of the basilisk. ' So the Saint says that there is this· about the vice
of vainglory, that it kills only the blind and the careless,
who display themselves and put themselves forward for the
vice to see them, and do not take care themselves to look
at it first, considering what a vain and useless thing this
vainglory is: for if in this way you first catch sight of
the basilisk of vainglory, it will not kill you nor do you
any harm, rather you will kill it, undoing it and turning
it all to smoke.
Let this be the first remedy against vainglory, to try
to get the first look at this basilisk, by setting ourselves
to consider and examine attentively how the opinion and
esteem of men is all a puff of wind and vanity, giving us
nothing and depriving us of nothing, so that we shall be
neither better for men praising us and setting store by us,
nor worse for their disparaging us and persecuting us. St.
Chrysostom, commenting on the verse of the fifth psalm,
for thou wilt bless the just, treats this subject well. He
says that these words are used by the Prophet to animate
the justman, who is persecuted and hears hard words said
of him by men, not to be alarmed at that or make much
account of it. What harm will the contempt of all mankind do him, if the Lord of angels blesses and praises him?
On the contrary, if the Lord does not bless and praise him,
nothing will avail him aught, not though all the world
praises and publishes his merits. He quotes the example
of holy Job, who, sitting upon a dunghill, covered all 6)ver
with leprosy, ulcers and worms, persecuted and scoffed
at by his friends, by his own wife, and by the whole world, '
yet was, notwithstanding, more blessed than them all, be-
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cause . while men loaded. him with insult and spoke ill of
him, God spoke well of him saying that he was a man
simple, upright, fearing God, and . keeping aloof from
evil, and persevering ininnocence (Job ii. 3)~ Here was
a man truly great, and the unfavourable judgments of men
and the poor opinion that the world entertained of him lost
him nothing. St. Chrysostom further says that all our care
and diligence should be to be regarded and esteemed before
God, beca.use to be so before men ta.kes nothing- a.wa.y from
us and brings us nothing in, and there is no reason why
we should take account of it. The Apostle St. Paul said:
I care nothing for being judged and m.ade light of by men:
I have no mind to satisfy men, it is God that I seek to
satisfy, since He is my judge: H ethat judgeth me· is the
Lord (I Cor. iv. 3,4), St. Bonaventure adds another point.
" .Be not angry ," .says he, " with those that. speak iUof
you .j for what they say is either true or false ;if it be true,
you must not wonder they dare say what you durst do; if
it be false, their detraction can do you no harm. " But if,
notwithstanding, some stirrings of sensitiveness should
arise, suffer, .he says, aU with patience, as one suffers a
cautery if fire is applied to a wound ; fDr as the cautery
cures the wound, so the detraction that. you suffer will
perhaps cure you of .some secret pride lurking in yo-ur
heart.
The second means that. will help' us very. much for the
obtaining of this end, is that which St. Basil, St. Grego'ry,
St. Bernard, and generally all the Saints r.ecommend to
us ; which is to take very great ca.re to let .no expressions ..
,slip out of our mouths .that may turn to our own praise.
"Never say anything of yourself that <may redound to
your praise,' , .says St. Bernard, " though the person you
. speak to should be one of your most familiar friends; but,
.on the ,contrary,ende.avour to hide your virtues with more
-·care. than you take to hide your vices." FatherMaster
.Avila· used so great a circumspection in this matter, that
when it seemed necessary for the instruction of his neighbour ,to say" something of edification that. had happened to
himself, he recounted -it as of a third person, so that the
other might not understand that he was the man~ Concerning our Father Ignatius, we were told qy .a Prelate.of
9
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Spain who had known him at Paris, that when he ~Nas
treating of prayer, and persuading others to it, some asked
him how he himself got on in prayer, to which he
answered: " I shall only tell you what it befits you to
know: that is charity and necessity, the other is vanity. "
We read in like manner of St. Francis, that he was so
reserved in this matter, that he not only never discovered
to others the favours and particular graces God had communicated to him in prayer, but when he went from it, he
endeavoured so to compose himself in his words and comportment, that none should be able to perceive what he
had in his heart.
In the third place, not content with never saying a word
that might redound to our own praise, we should go
further and do all we can to keep secret the good works
that we do, as we are told in the Gospel: When thou
prayest ~ enter into thy private room and shut the door ~
and there pray to thy heavenly Father in secret. And
when thou givest alms, let not thy left hand know what
thy right hand doeth (Matt. vi. 6), as though to say, 'Don't
let even yourself know.' A nd when thou fastest, anoint
thy head and wash thy face, that thou mayest not appear
to men to be fasting (Matt. vi. 17). Show then more
cheerfulness than u&ual ; make .a feast of it, because in that
province of Palestine, St. Jerome says, they used to anoint
their heads on feast-days.
Great is the subtlety of this vice, and therefore the Redeemer of the world recommends us so strongly to be on
our guard and hide away from it, doing our works in
secret that we may not lose them nor be robbed by this
thief. This is the precaution taken by travellers, says St.
Gregory, to conceal the money they carry with them; for
if they· showed and made a display of it, the thief would
catch sight of it and rob them.
He' cites to this effect
what befell King Esechias, who showed the treasures of
his house to the ambassadors of the King of Babylon, and
the Babylonians afterwards. made booty of them and
carried them off to Babylon. They also bring into this
effect the comparison of the hen, who cacJ~Jes when she
lays an egg. and thereupon loses it. The true servant of
God, says St. Gregory, is so far from this, that he is never
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satisfied with doing no more good than what may be knowI)
by men, thinking that he has been already rewarded for
that,. 'but endeavours to heap up •thereupon other good
deeds that cannot possibly be known of men. St. Jerome
tells· of St.. Hilarion that, perceiving the concourse of
people that followed him, and the reputation that his
miracles had occasioned, he was much afflicted, and wept
every day very bitterly; and his disciples asking him what
was the. occasion of his sadness. and tears: " Methinks,','
said he, "seeing the esteeru th~t men have of me, that God
is p~ying me in this life for the service which I endeavour
to render Him. " This is another consideration, and another
very good means to aid us against· this vice. Be on your
guard and do not aspire after the praises of men; for fear ~
lest God should pay you therewith for any ,good that vou
may happen to have done in this life. For so He is wont
to do, as He Himself tells us in saying to the rich glutton:
Remember} son} that thou hast received thy good things in
this life (Luke xvi. 25). It is also for the same reason
that the. Saints do counsel us to avoid all sorts of. singularity in devotion~ because what is unusual attracts especial
notice, ~nd it is a common saying that he who does what
no one else does draws the eyes of all. the world upon him.
These things are wont to foster in your soul vainglory and
pride, whence arises 'contempt for others.
But because we cannot always hide. our good works,
especially when we are 'called upon to contribute by our
example. to the- edification. of our neighbour, let· this stand
for the fifth remedy, to take care to rectify our intention,
r,aising our heart to God, and offering Him all our.
thoughts, words and actions, to the. end that, when vainglory comes to claim a ,part in them, we may say to it,
according to the advice of Father Master Avila: " You
come too late: all is already given to God. " It will also
be very good ,to make use ·of the answer. St. Bernard made
to a thought of vainglory that came to his mind while he ~
was..p.reach.in g : " I did. not be.gin for you, and. I won 't. )
leave off for you.' , For we ought not to'let the fear of \
vainglory make us desist from our good undertakings; we
.-<mustonly stop our ears, and thereby render ourselves deaf
to the praises of men. St. Chrysostom says we ought to
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behave to the world as a father behaves towards his son
whilst he is yet in his infancy, for whether the child fondle
his father, or show himself peevish to him, it is all the
same thing to the father: he laughs as well at the one as
at the other, because he looks upon him as a baby, who
knows not what he says nor what he does. Let us look
upon the world in the same manner, and take it for a baby,
not having sense to know what it is saying.
Father
Francis Xavier, Apostle of the East Indies, used to say
that whoever WOUld. enter into himself, and conSider.. what
he really is before God, would think that men were making
.game of him when they praised him, and would take their

praises for real insults.
Let us conclude hereupon, and make our final remedy
VI against·· vainglory, self..knowledge, which is directly op"
-- posed to it. If we would plunge and sink deep into this,
we should quite understand that we have no ground for
any approach to vainglory, but much for self..abasement
and humiliation; and this, not only looking at our evil
deeds and sins, but even looking at the works which seem
to us very good and right'eous : on examination we should
find therein abundant matter for humiliation and shame.
St. Gregory often repeats: " All human righteousness,
that which we commonly hold and have on our part, is
convicted of being ttnrighteousness, if it is judged strictly:
kind indulgence apart, our work, from which we look for
reward, is often worthy of punishment." And so holy
Job said: I feared for all my work's (Job ix. 28) for the
defects and faults that are usually mingled with them,
when one does not walk cautiously keeping guard over
oneself. When vainglory approaches, let us attentively
examine and take account at night what the day has been
like: we shall find in ourselves a depth of miseries, evils
and faults that we have fallen into in thought, work and
word, and omission; and if in aught by favour of our
Lord there has .been any good done, we shall commonly
find that we have failed by pride and vainglory, or by lazi..
tJ,J.-- t~ ness and negligence, and by many other faults that we
know, and by many others that we do not know, but may
~ ~ well believe that they are there. Let us then enter into
~ /~ourselves,let us take refuge incknowledge of ourselves, let
tllU ~~ ~(,{.'~ctP;f
t:e:7/{~..vC>U:-Ud,/t~; !
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us look at our feet, that i.s at the foulness of our works~'
and· that, will at once put a spoke in· the, wheel of vanity
and'pride rising in our heart.

CHAPTER VII

Of the end and good intention that we ought to have
in our actions
We have considered how vanity and regard for the,
opinion of men are to be avoided in the actions that we
do :' that is, how to keep aloof from evil. Now we will consider the end and intention that we ought to have in them,
which i$ the greater honour and glory of pod. The blessed
St. Ambrose applies to this purpose what natl:lralists tell
of the eagle, that the test that he uses to know, his young
whether they he legitimate or spurious, .is to take them in
his talons and expose them hangi~g' in mid-air to the
rays of the sun; and if they look fixedly at it without winking, he takes the.m for his own, and returns ,them to the
nestand rears them; but if he sees that they cannot look
fixedly at the sun; he takes them for 'no offspring of his,
and lets them fall to. the ground. Now.in this it shall be
known if we are true sons of God, if we look fixedly at
the true Sun of justice, that is Gm.t;-directing to Him all
that we do,so that the end and aim of all our actions. be
,to please-and satisfy God, and do in them His most holy
will. This agrees well with, what. Christ our, Redeemer
says in the Gospel: Whoever shall do the will of
my Father who is in heaven, he, is my brother and my
sister and my mother (Matt. xii. 50).
.
We readef one of those aneientFathers that at every
action which he., wished to set about he, pausec;la little
while; and when asked what he was doing he ~answered:

if~, O~~~:t:~~:\~,~:~,Si~O,t~:t,.~,I:;;::~~:i,~,n,h;, 7:~t!:,
:,

while, looking and taking aim , ·so I, before 1 do any good
work, ordain and direct my intention to God, who ought
to be the end and aim of all our actions, and that is what

'j,', ..
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N ow ~hat, is what
we ought to do. Put me as a seal on thy heart (Cant.
viii. 6). And as the marksman, better to make sure of his
mark, shuts his left eye and looks only with his right, that
his sight may be more collected and not distracted and
err by looking in many directions, so we ought to shut
the left eye of human and earthly considerations, and open
only the right by a good and, right interition, and iri this
manner we shall hit the mark, and come home thereby to
the heart of God.
Thou hast wounded my heart, -my
sister, my spouse, thou hast wounded my heart with one
of thine eyes (Cant. iv. 9).
To speak more clearly and descend more to particulars
in this matter, I 'say that we should endeavour to refer
and direct all our actions to God. And tn thts there is
greater aniflesS:---In "the first place, at rising we should
offer to God all the thoughts, words and actions of that
day, and beg Him that all may be for His glory and
honour, so that afterwards, when vainglory comes, we
may answer with truth, ' You come too'late, that is already given away.' And further, we should not be satisfied with offering and referring actually to God when \ve
rise all that we are to do that day, but we should tUH tQ
accustom ourselves, as far as w'e, can, never. to start anything that is not actually referred to_!~!QXY_QfHGod.
And as the stonecutter or mason at work upon a building is wont to hold the plummet or rule in his hand, and
to apply it to every stone or brick that he lays, so we
ought to regulate and direct every action that we do by
this. rule of the will and greater glory of. God.
And
further, as the workman is not content with applying the
rule or plummet once at the beginning, but applies it
again and again until the stone is well and completely
laid, so we must not be content with referring to God once
for all at the beginning the actions which we do, but also
during the time of doing them we should do them in such
manner as to be always offering them to God, saying:
, Lord. it is for Thee that I do this. because Thou commandest it. because Thou willest it.'

CHAPTER VIII

In which it is explained how we may do our actions
with great rectitude and. purity of intentio~
To explain how we may do our actions with greater
perfection· and purity, the Masters of Spiritual Life· bring
a good comparison. As mathematicians abstract from the
matter, and deal only with the quantities and figures of
bodies, making no account of the matter of which they are
made, be it gold or silver or any other substance, since that
is ·no concern of theirs, so the servant of God in the actions
that he does must fix his eyes chiefly on doing the will of
God, abstracting. from all matter, not looking to. see
whether· it is gold or clay, not minding whether they put
him in this office or that, since our progress and perfection
lies not therein, but in doing the will of God, and seeking
His glory in what we do. The glorious St. Basil says this
very well, and it is founded on the doctrine of the Apostle
St. Paul. All the life and actions of a Christian man have
one end and aim, which is the glory of God, for whether
you eat or drink or do any other thing, says the Apostle,
you should do all to the glory of God (I Cor. x. 31).
~.
The· Apostle St. John relates how Christ our Redeemer
was talking with the Samaritan woman, being very tired
and weary with His journey, arid the disciples had gone
into·· the town to look for something to eat, as the •hour
I
~
was late. When •they came with the food, they saId to
~
Him: Master, eat. But he answered them: 1 have meat
~
to eat ye know not of. A nd when they as ked one another:
.~
Hath any man brought him something to eat? My meat,
""
he answered, is to do the will of him that sent me (John
~
iv. 32). See here what ought to be our meat in all things
\
we do. When you study, when you hear confessions,
when you lecture or preach, your meat must not be the
satisfaction of knowing, or studying, or preaching, since
~
thatwould be to make clay of gold, but all your meat and
~
nourishment and satisfaction should be the fact of your
~
doing the will of God, which requires you there and thentp ;,/113 ~
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~. to be doing those things.

And the same also should 'be
your meat when you serve in the domestic offices of the
house. Thus one and the same is the meat, and one and
the same diet, of porter and infirmarian as of preacher
and lecturer. So you should be as content in your office
as he is in his, since you have the same ground of contentment that he has, which is doing the will of God. Thus
we should ever ~ at having· in our mouth and in our
heart these words: ' For Thee, 0 Lord, I do this, for Thy
glory, because so Thou wilIest ' ; and we must not stop in
this exercise until we come to do things as serving the
Lord and not men (Eph. vi. 7), as St. Paul says, and until
we do them in such a way as to be always in them actually
loving God, and rejoicing in them inasmuch as therein we
are doing the will of God, so that when we are at work
it seems that we are rather loving than working.
F ather Master Avila makes here a good and very
homely comparison: as when a mother is washing the feet
of her son or husband who has come off the road, she is
at once serving and loving, and rejoicing and taking particular pleasure and satisfaction in the comfort she is
giving. Oh if we could succeed in doing our actions in
this· manner! Oh if we could hit on this treasure hidden
in the field, a treasure so manifest and open in one way,
and yet so hidden and concealed in another, what spiritual
and interior and advanced men should we be! This is
true alchemy, most certain to make out of copper and iron
the finest gold, for though the. work·· be in _itselt very

!

humb~i...EerebyJ!J_~_~adey~~~al~!L~~~L2Li!n~~E~~_

'\jalue. Let us then from now onwards aim at turning
whatever we do into the finest gold, since the thing can
be done so easily. In the Holy of Holies in the Temple'
of Solomon, everything was either of gold or covered with
gold (3 Kings vi. 20-2); so everything in us should be
love of God or done for love of God.

CHAPTER lX
That the reason why we find ourselves sometimesdis-:'
tracted and thrown back in our spirituality by exterior
occupations, is because we do them riot as we shou,ld
FrOlTl

what has heen said it will he understood that the

J;eason why we find ourselvesat times distracted and spirituallyenfeebled by exterior occupations, does not lie in the
occupations, but in our own selves, inasmuch as we know
not how to profit by them and do them as we ought. And
so let no one throw, the blame on his occupations, but on
himself, in that he does not know how to profit by them.
Crack the nut; since it is not what is on the outside that
is eaten, but what is in the inside. If you stop on the exterior of the work and this outershell,that will .harass
your body ,and dry up your, spirit.T)le inside, the
kernel, which. is the, will of G2Q,_ ought to be your food.
So' crack .with ,the teeth of consideration. this shell) "and
leave this husk outside, and passon· to the marrow; like
Ezechiel'sgreateagle(Ezech~xvii. 3), that made itsway
inside and drew out the marrow of thece<lar, not ~topping
at the bark. I will. <;>ffer thee holocausts of marrow (Ps. 65).
That it is. on which we ought to rest, and offer it to God,
and in· this manner your soul will thrive and grow.
Martha and Ma.ry are sisters, they do. not disturb nor'
hinder one .another, but aid one 'another. Prayer helps-, to
dQ action well,· and action, done as it ought to be done,
helps ., prayer! like good sisters.
If you', feel yOlJrself
troubled and disturbed in action," it is because Mary, ,that
is, prayer, does not help you. Mqrtha; Martha, thou art
solicitous, and troubled over. many"things (Luke x.: 41).
Martha is troubled, .because her sister Mary does not' help
her. Tellher~ Lord, to help me (lb. ver.40). Endeavour
to procure the aid of Mary, that is, of prayer"and you will
see how the trouble will cease. Ezechiel (1.8) says of
those, holy' living',creatures that :.each held its ,hand under
its wing,' to give us to understand that spiritual men keep
the hand of action under the wing of contemplation, with137
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out removing the one from the other, since in action they
contemplate, and in contemplation they act. Cassian also
says of those monks of Egypt, that while working with
their hands they ceased not on that account to contemplate
God, doing with their hands the office of Martha, and with
their heart that of Mary.
St. Bernard puts this very well. "Those engaged in
spiritual life and prayer take much care so to occupy themselves in exterior works and occupations that the spirit be
not stifled nor devotion quenched. Thus exterior occupations are no hindrance to recollection and interior devotion,
because they do riot occuPY the understanding, but leave
it free to be able to think of God. ' , Hoc maxime curant
spiritualibus exercit.ationibus dediti, taliter se circa
exteriora occupare ut devotionis spiritum non extinguant: unde licet extrinsecus bonorum operum exercitiis fatigentur in corpore, intrinsecus tam'en reficiuntur' in mente.
Thus a very ancient and very spiritual Father,Father
Master Nadal, used to say that there were two sorts of
person,s that he greatly. envi,ed ,here in Reli g,,ion,,-n,ovices,
because they did not mind nor spend their time on anything
, else than their spiritual progress; and laybrothers, bec,ause having their understanding ,unpreo,ccupied and dis\ ~ngaged, they are able to pass the whole day in prayer.
,/ St. John Climacus relates that there was in a monastery
a cook, a very busy man, owing to the great number of
Religious: he says there was two hundred and thirty, besides guests : and in the midst of all his occupations he
kept up a very great interior recollection, and had further
attained to the gift of tears.
St. John Climacus
wondered, and asked him how he had attained
it, in the midst of so great and continual occupation. After
much importunity he answered at last: "I never think that
I am serving men, but God, and always hold myself unworthy of quiet and repose ; and the sight of this material
fire 'makes me always weep, and think of the severity of
the everlasting fire."
It is told of St.' Catherine of Siena in her Life that she
suffered much ~arents,who heaped
ill-treatment upon her to compel her to marry. _The persecution went so far that they ordered that no private room

I

CH.X

A CELL WITHIN YOURSELF

or· celf shou1d'" be allowed her in which to" collect her
thoughts,but occupied her in house-work. Further,they
took out of the kitchen a slave they had, and put herin
the place, so that she should have no time 'to pray nor do
her other spiritual exercises.
But taught by the Holy
Ghost, the history says, she built there within her heart a
very retired spiritual cell, and purposed never to go out of
it, and succeeded in so doing. Thus as for the first cell,
which, she occupied before, sometimes she was within,
sometimes outside; but out of this other holy spiritual cell,
which she had ,built within herself, she never' stirred': they
turned her out of her former cell", but they could never
turn her out of this. She pictured to herself that her father
represented Jesus' Christ, her mother Our'Lady, her
brothers ,and the rest 'of the family the Apostles and Disciples of the Lord, Thus she went about her work with
great alacrity" and diligence, for though she, was in the
kitchen and busy serving, she was ever thinking of her
Spouse Jesus Christ, whom she made account that she was
serving: she ever enjoyed the presence of God, and was
with Him in' the Holy of Holies. And she often told her
confessor, w4en he had any exterior occupations, and ~as
forced to 'go on a journey:" Father, make within yourself a cell, and, never go out of it. ,,' Let u's do the like" and
exterior duties and occupations will ilotdistract us, but
rather aid us to be always in prayer.
CHAPTER X

Of the great benefit and gain to be found, in doing
one's actions in the manner aforesaid
Actions done in the manner aforesaid are called full
acfions, and they who live in this'manner, according to St.
Jerome and St.Gregory, are said in Holy .Writ to live full
days and to be full of days (Job ·xlii. ult. : PS.72); and that,
though they have lived but a short time and died young,
according to the saying of the Wise Man: Being made
perfect in,' a short titne he fulfilled m,any years (Wisd.
iV.I3). How is it possible in a short time to livea long
time and fulfil 'many years? 'Do you know how? By doJ
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ing full works and living full days.
Full days shall be
found in them (Ps. 72). This second passage explains the
. first: from morning till night and from night till morning
live as a good Religious and servant of God: the serva!1t
of God lives a full day of twenty-four hours, since he occupies itall in doing the will of God. His very meals, recreation and sleep, are not empty and useless hours for him,
since he directs. and refers them all to the greater honour
and glory of God, and does them because it is the will of
God that he should do them. He does not eat for appetite
like beasts, nor seek his satisfaction and amusement in
these things: rather he would be glad to do without any
.of them, if such were the Lord's good pleasure. 0 Lord,
that we could go without eating, without sleep and without
these recreations and amusements! O· Lord, that one
could be always loving Thee, and have no need to meet
and supply these miseries of the body! Deliver me from
my necessities (Ps. 24), that I may be eternally taken up
with Thee.
I see that such is not the state and condition of this life:
but the just man bears that with patience, though not without pain, saying to himself with Job and David, I sigh
before I eat (Job iii. 24) : I mingled my drink with my tears
(Ps. 101): Every night I will water my couch with my
tears (Ps. 6). So should we do, shedding tears when we
gO to take our rest, saying: ' Ah Lord, what a. mis.ery that
I have to lie here such a long time without remembering
\ Thee! Woe is me that my sojourning is prolonged! (Ps.
119). When wilt Thou take me, 0 Lord, this poor exile?
Woe is me, how long is this captivity to last? Lead my
soul out of prison (Ps. 141). When wilt Thou draw me,
Lord, out of the prison of this body, that I may be able to
give myself entirely to Thee? Oh when shall that be?
Oh how long is that hour in coming!'
These are full
works and full days. In this manner the just lives long
in a short time, and a few days of his life make many years
of merits. But he who has. not done good work, nor well
employed the days of his life, though he has lived a long
time and attained many years, is said to die void of days,
because he has spent his days and his years in vain, and he
may say that his years are few and evil (Gen. xlvii. 9).
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'. On those. words of Isaiah that King Ezechias spoke on
recovering from his sickness: I said, in 'the midst of my
days I will go down to the gates of the grave (Isai. xxxviii.
10), St. Jerome observes that just and holy men fulfil their
days,as did Abraham, of whom Holy Writ says that he
died full of days and in a good old age (Gen. xxv. 8); but
the wicked always die in the midst of their days, and even
do not get so far, according to the' saying of the Prophet:
Men of blood and cont'Yive'Ys of evil shall nDt live out half
their days (Ps. 54), since they have let their years pass by
to no purpose.
So Holy Writ calls the sinner of a hundred years a child of a hundred years, and says that such
a one shall be accursed. The child ot a hundred years shall
perish, and the sinner of a hundred years shall be accursed
(Isai. lxv. 20), because he has not lived like a man, but like
a child. Hence it is that in the case of the wicked death
always takes them unseasonably, without their being ripe
or ready for it. So, when it comes, they cry: ' Oh that
I could have at least another year of life tado penance !'
In the same way it happens to. tepid and slack Religious,
that though they have been many years wearing the habit,
they can count but few. days in Religion.
We read in th~ Chronicles of St. Francis that one of
these holy Religious was asked how long he had been a
friar, and he answered, " Not for one minute. U The other
did not understand, and was much surprised at the answer;
whereupon the servant of God 'said to him: " I know it
is for seventy-five years' that I have worn the habit of a
Friar Minor; but for how much of that time I have been
a friar with my works, I do not know. " Please God that
'none of us may be able to say with truth what. this holy
man said out of humility. The matter does not lie In many
years of. Religion nor in a Ion life but in a ood life.
" Many count the years of their converSion, ut a ten t ere
is little fruit of amendment," says that holy man.
A
few days of a good life are worth more than many years
of a ·tepid and slack one.
Before God there are not
'counted the years of life, but the years of a good life; nor
the years of Religion, but the years in which one has lived
as a good Religious. In the Book of Kings it is said: A
son of one year old was Saul when he began to reign; and
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he reigned two years over Israel (I.Kings xiii. I). Yet it
is certain that he was king for forty years, as St. Paul
says: GoeL gave them for: king Saul, son of Cis, for forty
years (Acts xiii. 2I). 'iVhy then is it said that he reigned
only two years? Because in the annals and chronicles of
God they count only the years of good life; and it is said
that he reigned for two years, because it was only for that
time that he reigned as a good king. And in the Gospel
(Matt. xx. 8), those who had come last to labour in the
vineyard, though they had laboured only one hour, were
preferred to those who had come in the morning, because
in that hour they had earned as much as or more than the
others all the day long. Do you reckon up at this rate
how long you have lived in Religion.
All this is said very well by St. Eusebius Emesenus:
, , We are wont to reckon up our years, and the periods of
time that we have now lived; be not deceived, whoever you
are, by the number of days that you have spent here since
you bodily left the world; reckon that you have lived~hat
day only on which you denied your own wi1!.L.!:.esisted your
passions and appetites, kept your rules, and ~id your medit~tiotLand your spiritual duties well. "
Ma~le up years of
these days, if you can, and measure thereb yI:.1 he time that
you have been a Religious; and fear lest that be said of
you which is said in the Apocalypse of the Bishop of the
Church of Sardis: I know thy works, that thou hast the
name of being alive, and thou art dead: wake up, for I
find not thy works full before my God (Apoc. iii. I, 2).
I know your works, says God: though men know them
not, I know them well. You have the name of being alive,
and you are dead; you have the name of Christian, and not
the works of a Christian; the name of Religious, and not
the works of a Religious: your works agree not with the
name you bear, since your works are not full, but vain and
empty. They are not full of God, but void of God, and full
of yourself. All that you seek is yourself in them, your
own conveniences, your own honour and esteem. Let us
then watch over ourselves, let us strive to make our actions
full and our days full, that in a short time we may live long
and be very deserving before God.

fh

CHAPTER XI

A further declaration of the rectitude and purity of
intention which we ought to have in our actions
An excellent piece of advice is- commonly given. to those

who deal with their neighbour.

It showS well how pure

our intention .should be in our works, and how sheerly
and simply we ought to seek God in them. This is the
doctrine of those glorious.· Fathers and Doctors of the
Church, Jerome, Gregory and Chrysostom, as we shall
see. \\Then . • you. take in hand any work to the end
that some good,. general or particular, may thence accrue
t() your neighbour, have not chiefly· in view the fruit and
good success of the work, but the doing therein of the will
Qf .God. Thus when we hear confessions, preach, or lecture, we must not have chiefly in view the conversion· or
amendment ~nd profit of those with whom we deal, or
whose confessions we hear, or to whom we preach, but the
doing 9f the will of God in that work, and doing therein the
best we can to please God. '(he success. of such work, the
amendment of our neighbour and his actually drawing
fruit from the sermon,-that is not our affair. but God's.
I planted, A pallo watered, but Godgave~)the increase
(I Cor. iii. 6). To plant and water, says the Apostle, that
is what we c~n do, as the gardener does; but the plants
growing, and the trees bearing fruit, that is not
the .work of the gardener, but of God.
The fruit
of souls, their rising out of sin and being converted
and growing to perfection, is all to be laid to God's
account.
The value and perfection of out work
does not depend on that. This purity of intention then
we must strive to have in our actions, and in this manner
our. intention will be ve.rypure, and w. e. shall enjoy . gre.at
peace.
He who does ·his works in this spirit"js not
troubled, when somehow· the success and fruit that
he aimed at in his good work is hindered or rendered impo.ss..i.ble., si.nce he does not make th.at. hi.s. end no.r.set his
heart on that, but on doing therein the will of God, and
143
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making the best job of it that he can to please God. But
if when you preach, hear confessions, or do business, you
are much wedded to the result and fruit of your good work,
and make that your principal end, and then in some way
your design is thwarted,you are sure to be troubled, and
come to lose sometimes not only peace of. heart, but
patience also, and even suffer further loss still.
Our blessed Father Ignatius used to illustrate this by a
very good example or comparison. Do you know, he
says, how we ought to behave in our ministrations to our
neighbour? As the guardian angels behave to those whom
they receive in charge from the hand of God, to advise,
defend, direct, enlighten, move and help on to: good, so
far as they can; but if their charges make an ill use of their
liberty, and prove rebellious and obstinate, the angels do
not distress themselves on that account, nor are they
pained, nor lose one jot or tittle of the blessedness they
enjoy in God, but rather say with Jeremy : We have treated
Babylon and she is not healed} let us leave her (Jerem. Ii. 9).
So we should take all possible means to draw our neighbours out of sin, and do them good; and after we have
done· our duty diligently, we must remain in much. peace
of soul, and not lose heart because the patientliOldsM
to his malady and has no mInd to be cured.
When the disciples returned from preaching, mightily
pleased with themselves, because they had worked miracles'
and cast devils out of men's bodies, Christ our Redeemer
answered them: Rejoice not in that} but rejoice that your
names are written in heaven (Luke x. 20). Our joy must
not'depend on our success, even though it be as good success as that; but see whether you are doing works such
as to merit thereby that your name be written in the kingdom of heaven, see if you are doing the duties of your
office: it is in that that you should put your joy and satisfaction: as for those other successes and conversions and
marvels, they· stand not to your account,' and the reward
and glory to be given to you will not be in proportion to
them, but in proportion to your labours, whether men be
converted and improved or not.
This' .is ;, seen clearly,
taking the thing the other way about. Supposing great
fruitgained,and all the world converted by your sermons
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and ministrations, and you have ~not gone about them as
you ought, what will it profit you, as Christ our Redeemer
says in the gospel? So in like manner,. if you do . what
you ought. though not a soul be converted. not on that
aCCQunt will your reward be less. In a fine plight certainly
would the Apostle St. James be, if his rewa.rd depended on
that, and he were to set up his rest on that, since theysay
he converted only seven or nine persons in the whole of
Spain; but not for that did he merit less, or plea.se God
less, than the rest of the Apostles.
Furthermore, we find another great consolation in this
fact, that not only will God not ask of us an account
whether we have gained much fruit or not, but He will
npt even demand an account whether you have preached
a fine sermon or given a grand lecture. That is not what
God commands us, nor does in that our reward lie; but,
what .God commands and reguires of me is that I do thatJ
which shall be possible and be in my power accordIng to
the talent that I have received,-if little, litt.le; if much,
much; and with that He rests satisfied. Of him to. whom
they have given muck, much shall be required; and little
of him to whom little has been given (Luke xii. 48).
. St.Chrysostom explains this very well, treating of the
parable of the talents. He. asks what is the reason why the
servant who gained two talents receives the same reward
as he who gained five? When the master came to ask
an account of the talents he had divided· among his. servants, the holy Gospel says that he came who had received
five, and .said: Lord, thou g.avest me five talents, thou
seestthat 1 have gained an increase of other five. And
the master says to him : Well done, good andfaithful servant, because .thou hast been faithful in a little, I will set
thee over much. He comes who had, received two talents,
and says: Lord, thou didst entrust me with two talents.
See here, I have -gained an increase of other two (Matt.
xxv. 20-23). And the master answers in the same words,.
promising the same reward to him as to the other who had
gained five talents. What is the reason of this? Avery
good . reason, answers the. Saint, since the gain of five·
talents in the .one case, and of not more. than two·. in the
second, was not a matter of greater or less diligence, but,.
~q
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because they gave five talents to the one, wherewith he
was' able to double the amount, and gain an increase of
another five, while to the other they gave only two; yet
the one showed as much diligence as the other, and worked
as hard as the other in making the best of what he had
received, and so was able to merit and receive the same
honour and recompense.
This point is very profitable and very consoling, being
applicable to all things and to all offices and duties: if one
man works and takes as much pains as another in the
charge' committed to him, he may merit as much as the
other, although he does not do so much. F or example,
if I labour as much over preaching a sorry' sermon as you
over preaching a good one, it may be that I merit as much
as you and even more.
In the same way in studies:
though your neighbour be but a poor scholar, and you a
good one, though he knows little while you know much,
it may be that he merits more with the little that he knows
than you with the great deal that you know; and the same
in all occupations. Though I do not do my job to such a
nicety as you do yours, and my abilities and talent do not
go so far as that, yet it may be that I merit more with· the
little that I do than you with the great results that you
achieve. This consideration will help much to keep the
one' art from vain lor , the other from discouragement.
This is also the doctrine of St. Jerome' on t e same
parable. " The Master receives with like good grace and
honour him who brought in four talents as him who
brought in ten; for God regards not so much' the amount
gained as the good wilt, diligence and charity with which
the work is done. " "God is more pleased with the affect~1~ tion shown than with the value of our offerings," says
fJA1:. { Salvian. As also says St. Gregory: " God does not re1ft; gJt
.gard what is given, but out of how much love it is given."
·~tt1jv&) Deus non respicit quantum, sed ex quanta.
God regards
,~'~..,v
the heart rather than the gift.
Thus one with fewer
works may please God better than another with more, if
he does them with greater love. Herein clear shines forth
the greatness of God, since no service, however great it be,
is great before Him, if it proceed not from great love, since
God has no need of our goods, and cannot increase in
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riches nor. in any other good thing. If, thou beest just,
what wilt- thou give him thereby" o'r what shall he receive
at thy hand? (J ob xxxv. 7). What He does look for and
value is being loved; and our doing what is in our power.
We see this literally laid down in the matter '. of the. two.
mites, which that widow in the Gospel offered. Christ
our Redeemer was sitting hard by the treasury, orchari,ty..
box of the Temple, where people threw in their alms ; and
there came those Pharisee~ or those rich men) a.nd some

threw in silver coins, others perhaps gold. Then came
a poor widow, and threw in. two mites. Christ turns to
His disciples and says to them: Verily I say to you, this
widow hath offerellmorethan all; be,cause the other$ h.ave
given. out; of their'superfluity,. and even so haveilot given
a.ccording to their condition, but she of her poverty. hath
given aU that she had (Mark xii. 43-4). So, .says St.,
Chrysostonl, in the same wiayGod will regard those who
preach; study, labour, and do other ministries and offices :.
He will not look so much to what they do as to the good
wjll, love and diligence with which they do it.

CHAPTER XII

Of some signs whereby: it will be known when one
goes after things purely for God, and when one goes
after. them for oneself
The blesse9 St. Gregory notes a good sign. whereby to
know whether in our ministrations to. our neighbour we ""'\
are seeking l2urely.the glory of God, or are seeking our- .;.."
selves. Seei! when another preaches very.well. and stirs ~ ~
up the.wholeworld and gathers muc~ fruit in souls, you ~
are as. pleased as when you 'do the lIke. If you are not ~
pleased., but seem rather smitten with-sadness or envy, it
is a clear sign that you are. not seeking:,.gure~the. glory
of god. And he quotes to this effect the Apostle t. J ame~ :
If you have a bi,tter j~alousy, and nourish in your heart
feelings of contention and en7:JY,. your wisdom cometh not
from above, but is earthly, animal, diabolical (J anles
iiL 14,:15). This is not zeal for the glory and honourof.God,
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but zeal for yourself, zeal for your being honoured and
esteemed as that other is. For if you desired the glory of
God, and not your own, you would be glad that there
should be many such men, and that others should do what
you had not the capacity nor knowledge to do. So the
Scripture tells· us of Moses, when Josue would have had
him hinder several persons from prophesying in the camp,
he ans'Yered, showing himself much annoyed: Why are
you zealous on my account? Would to God that all the
people might prophesy, and that God would impart His
Holy Spirit to them all (Num. xi. 29). A servant of God
ought, in like manner, to say: Would to God that all were
great preachers, and that the Lord would give them much
of His spirit, that thus the honour and gloryof God might
be spread wide, and His holy name known and hallowed
all over the world.
We have a very good example of this in Father Master
Avila. It is said of him that when he learnt that God our
Lord had brought into the world the Society of Jesus by
means of our holy Father, and understood the end and
institute thereof, he said that he had aspired for many
years to bring this to pass, but could never compass it;
and that the same thing had happened to him as tnight
happen to a little child, who, being on the slope of a
mountain, should try with all his strength to roll a heavy
burden to the top, and could not· do so by reason of the
smallness of his strength;. and then a giant should come
along, who took up the burden which the child could not
lift, and carried it whither he would with the greatest ease.
By this comparison, in his humility,he made himself out
a little child, and our Father Ignatius a giant. But what
makes to our purpose is that he remained as satisfied and
pleased as if the Society had been instituted by his means,
since he desired therein nothing but the glory of. God and
the salvation of souls. These are God's good and faithful
ministers, who seek not themselves but Jesus Christ.
The true servant of God should have such a pure desire
of the glory and honour of God,. and of the profit and salvation of souls, that when God would have this effected
by means of some other person, he should be as well satisfied as if it had been done by himself. Wherefore it is a
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very laudable practice that $ome servants of God, who
are zealous for the conversion of souls, do observe in
praying after this manner: ' Lord let this man be converted, let this soul be gained to Thee; let. the profit and
the gain be made by means of whomsoever Thou shalt
please; I don't want anything attributing to me.' This
is walking in, truth and purity, desiring notour. honour
and reputation, but the greater honour and glory of God.·
We may say the same concerning our own . n.nd our
brethren's spiritual advancement. Who ever is pained or
disheartened because he sees his brother growing and advancing in virtue, while .he lags behind,. seeks not purely
thegreate~ glory of God.
For though it be true that a
faithful servant of God ought to have his heart pierced
with sorrow to see that he serves not so great a Master
with such diligence ashe ought, yet it does not therefore
follow from thence that he needs must fret himself or
repine, because another makes greater progress than he
does. On the contrary, in the great sorrow he has that
he serves God no better, it should be a comfort and relief
to him to see that though in his weakness he falls below
standard, there are others who come up. to what he would
That
desire, glorifying and greatly serving the Lord.
discouragement and distress, which some feel, is born of
self-love and some pride or secret env ; for If you really
eSlred t e greater ODour an gory of God, it is clear
that you would receive much pleasure and content from
seeing others growing greatly in virtue and perfection,
although on the other hand you. would feel sorrow and
confusion for your not serving Him sowell.
~
Secondly, when a Religious does his duty and the thi!:lgs -commanded him in such sort as not to mind whether they
'command him this or that, whether they. put him in this
office or thl!t, it is avery good sign that he does thIngs
purely for' God, since he maintains this equanimity and
entire indifference by the fact of his seeking e2.nJy to do the
will of God, ,resting not at all on the matter of the actions
he does. But if he does not do what is humble and laborious with the same good grace as what is easy and honourable, it is a sign that he does it not purely for God, but is
seeking himself and his own taste and convenience. And
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so that holy man says vety well: " If God were the motive
of thy desire, thou wouldst rejoice in whatever way He
ordered .the affair."
~
Thirdly, it is a sign that y,Ou are not doing thi~ure1y. _
for God,. but for _!?~.!E~~l}_~~onsiderations when you expect
your Superior to thank you for what youqo and the labour
you undergo,giving you to understand bYliTSwords that
you have. done· the thing well, or at least showing some
sign of satisfaction, and are disheartened when he does
nothing of the sort. If you did things purely for God, you
would not wonder at that, nor take account of it, rather
you would be confounded and ashamed when the Superior
made anything of you, taking . it to come of your imperfection and weakness, and you would bewail yourself
and say: 'Sorry and wretched creature that I am, am I
such a child and so tender in virtue that it is needful to
nourish me and keep me up with these things'! Itis told
in the Spiritual Meadow of the Abbot John the Voun-ger,
a monk of the Thebaid, who was the disciple of Abbot
Amon, that for twelve whole years he served one of the
ancient Fathers, who was infirm; and though this Father
saw that the task was so heavy and so engrossing, he
never spoke to him one· kind or loving word, bot, on the
contrary, treated him rudely. Finally, the old man finding himself near his death, and a great many hermits
coming to visit him and being all . gathered round him,
he called this humble and patient disciple, and, taking him
by the hand, he said to him three times: " Stay with God!
Stay with God! Stay with God!" and commended him to
the .assembledFath~rs, to treat him as a son, saying:
" This is not a man, but an angel; for these twelve long
years that he has served me in my sickness, he has never
had a good word from me, yet, notwi~h~tanding, he·has
never failed to serve me with great diligence a.nd affection."

CHAPTER XIII

·Howwe ought to' go on g1'owing and mounting to
g1'eate1' heights in 1'ectitude and purity of intention
Our blessed F'ather Ignatius explains to us in greater dewe ought to mount in this rectitude and purity of
IntentIon•." Let all strive to have a right intention, not only
about .their state of life) but about all particular details;
ever sincerely looking in -thern to serve and please His
Divine Majesty for His own sake, and for the s~ngular
benefits wherewith He forestalls us, rather than for the
fear of punishment or the hope of reward, though they
should be aided by these motives also; and in all things
let them seek God, stripping themselves, as far: as
possible, of the love of all creatures, to bestow thejr whole
affection .upon the Creator thereof, loving Him in .all
things, and all things in Him, according to 'His most holy
and divine w i l L " .
.'
r
There are several ways of seeking and serving God. To
serve God out of fear of punishment is to seek ,God, and
is a good thing; because that fear, though it be servile,
ceases not to be good and to be a gift of God, and therefore the Royal Prophet begged, it of God' when he said:
Pierce my flesh, 0 Lord, with Thy fear (Ps. 118). But if
we should say to. ourselves and have in our hearts, this . ~
sentiment, : " If t.here were no hell, and I were no, t afra.i,d -."..,
',dJ
of being, punished, I would offend God:' divines hold ~ "7r
that such an act as this would be evil and sinful, and snow ;A, ~
a will very ill disposed.
Notwithstanding, to help our- ~ ~, d'tf
&elves with the fear of punishment, with the .apprehen- tf!.o ~. II
sion of death and judgment, thereby to excite ourselves the better to serve God and to abstain from offendingHim, is good; and it is upon this account, that the
Holy 'Scripture' frequently puts these things before us and
threatens us with them.. .'f(
.
.
. Secondly, to serve Gocf1or the reward which we, hope
for in glory, is also to seek GO<:l, and that in. a better way
than the former, because there is more perfection in doing
~ail h~w
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our actions for the motive of reward in glory than for that
of fear of hell: this is to go increasing in perfection.
And so St. Paul says that Mosesacted : By faith, Moses,
after he came of age, rnade nothing of being the son of
Pharaoh's daughter, 'who had adopted him: he despised
that, and sought rather to be humbled and despised for
God than to enjoy all the treasures and riches of Egypt, because he had his eye on the recompense and reward that he
hoped for (Heb. xi. 24-6). And the RoyalProphet said: I
have disposed my heart, 0 Lord, to observe thy law, looking at the recompense thou hast promised (Ps. 118). This
motive is good also, and we should aid ourselves with it;
but our holy Father will have us go farther, and desires
that we should still elevate our hearts, and entertain higher
thoughts. Aspire to better gifts, and I will show you a
still mor:e excellent way (I Cor. xii. 31). He is not content
that we should seek ~ serve God in any ordinary manner,
but he would have u~ekand serve God for Himself, for
His infinite goodness, and for His being what He is,
which is the highest oLall titles.
The glorious Fathers of the Church, Basil, Chrysostom
and Gregory, treat this point excellently well.
They
liken those who serve God for reward to Simon of Cyrene,
who took up Christ's cross for a price reckoned as the
hire of his day's work; so these people serve. God for the
price and day's wage to be given them. The Saints say that
we should not be solicitous and careful about remuneration, reckoning up at so much the reward and the pay:
that is the part of hirelings and day-labourers who seek
their own interest.
We should not serve God in this
.manner, but as true sons for pure love. There is a great
difference, say they, between the service of a slave, the
service of a servant, and the service of a son. The slave
serves his master for fear of chastisement and the whip.
The servant, or vassal, serves his lord for the pay and
reward that he hopes from him; and if he is diligent in
serving him, it is because in that way he hopes to thrive
and be handsomely rewarded.
But the son serves his
father for love, and is most careful not to offend him, not
for fear of chastisement, which the son fears no more when
he is grown up, nor for hope of getting anything from
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him, but for pure love.
Thus a good son, though his
father be poor and has. nothing to leave him, serves and
honours him on the. ground that he deserves it for being
his father, and takes it for sufficient reward of his service
and labour that· his father is pleased. So other Saints
teU us ·w.e should serve God, not for fear of punishment,
like slaves, nor for hope of pay and remuneration, like
hired servants and day-labourers, but as true sons of God,
s~nceGocl has clone us the favour of making us such. See
what charity the Fafher hath for us, in that we are. called
and be sons of God (I John iii. I) and with truth we call
GodFather, and His Son Brother. Since we are sons of
God, let us love and serve Him as sons, and honour Him
as a Father, and such a Father, for pure love, to give satisfaction to our heavenly Father, as· He deserves for being
what He is, for His infinite goodness, .alone, even though
we had hearts and bodies without end to employ in loving
and serving Him.
St. Chrysostom says very well: " If you. have been
found worthy to do something for God, and then go seeking some other reward besides the mere fact ofyour having
been found worthy to please Him, it shows that you do not
know what a good thing it is to please God ; for· if you
knew it, you would never seek any other reward beyond
that." For what greater good can we desire or propose
to ourselves than to please and. give satisfaction to God? .
Imitate' God as dearly beloved children, and ··love him as
Christ hath loved us, says St. Paul (Eph. v. I). Consider, says St. Bonaventure,· how liberally· and without
any interest of His own God has loved us, and done· us so
many favours, and not only without self-interest but to His
own heavy cost, since we have cost Him His life-blood.
In· this manner then we should love and serve God purely
and without any manner· of self-interest. Our very virtues and supernatural gifts we should desire, not for
our .own advancement and satisfaction, but purely
for God and His greater glory, to have wherewith to thank
God and give Him "greater satisfaction. And the glory
of heaven itself we should also desire after this manner.
When we put before our 'soul the reward of the good that
we do, to animate us to do well, that should not b~ the ulti-
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mate end~ on which our desire should finally rest, but, our
ultimate end should be the' greater 'service and glory of
God, since the more glory we attain, the better shall we be
able to honour and glorify the· Lord. This is true love of
<;harity, and true and perfect love of God.. This is pure
seeking of God and of His greater glory: all else is seeking
ourselves and loving ourselves.
This is the distinction
which theologians and· moral philosophers draw between
perfect love, which they call love of friendship (amor: amicitiae), and love of desire (amor concupiscentiae); in that
the former loves its friend for love of the friend, and the
good of virtue, whereas the love of desire is when I love
another, not so much for his own sake as for the interest
and advancement which I think will accrue to me from
him, as when one serves the rich and the powerful in expectation of favours to be received from them.
It may
well be seen that this is not perfect love, but a love full of
self-love, not so much loving your friend, as loving for
yourself and your Own conveniences and interests. Thus
we say that you love bread and wine with the love of
desire, since you do not love it for itself, but for yourself
and as something to come in to yourself ; that is loving
yourself. In this' way they do love and serve God, who
serve 'Him for fear of punishment or hope of the reward
which He is to give them. This love is largely mingled
with love of self: you do not seek God purely and disinterestedly therein. This Christ our Redeemer gives us to
understand, when after He had worked the famous miracle
.of fceding five thousand men, not to count women and
children, with five loaves and two fishes, much people followed Him, to whom He said: Amen, amen, I say,to you,
ye seek me and corne to me, not because ye take ,me for
God, for having seen the signs and'· wonders I have
wrought, but because ye have eaten of the loaves and had
your fiZZ: it is for your oWn interest that you seek
me. Seek not for the meat that perisheth, but for
that which endur:ethunto life everlasting (John vi. 26-7)
which is Christ and doing purely the will of God.
Dh
what a good answer was that of the servant of God, of
whom Gerson relates that he was greatly given to penance
and prayer, and the devil, envious of so many good works,
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tried to divert him from: them~ and so assailed· him. with a
temptation about predestination" Why weary and fatigue
yourself so much? You are not to.be saved,> you are not
to go" to glory." He answered:" I do not serve God for
.the glory of heaven, but for Hisheing what .He is." There..
at the devil stood abashed.
The glQriousSt.Bernard goes even further still. He
.would have us so forgetful of self-interest in the works
that we do as not to be content with loving and serving, as
sons, hut go beyond that. The love· of sons is all very
well, nevertheless they sometimes have an eye to the estate
and the inheritance,and think of that :sometimes~too
they love and serve their parents that they may not disinherit them, or that they may leave them. an extra portion.
" I' hold in suspicion. that love which is kePt up by hope
of gaining some .other object besides the object .loved ; and
when that other object' drops from view, vanishes. Or falls
off.: .That is. no. pure nor perfect love: •. true and perfect
love is not ,mercenary. Pure love does not borrow strength
from,hope, nor feel the depression of failing hope. '''He
means. to say that the true lover does 110t .need .to put
pressure on himself to serve God, or labour. for what he
expects to have given him, not. would he be discouraged
or cease to labour though' he knew they had nothing to
give him, because,he is not moved thereto by self-interest,
but by pure' love:
But what shall be .the love so high and perfect as to
exceed and supersede the love of sons? Do you know
what? says the Saint, '.' It is the love of the bride for the
bridegroom, •because true and perfect love is content with
itself alon'e. It has a reward, but its reward is that which
it loves: loving the beloved, that is its reward. Now such
is the love of the bride, that seeks not nor aims at anything
else than loving; and the bridegroom seeks nothing but to
be loved: that is all his concern. Now in this way, says St.
Bernard, we should love God, who is the Bridegroom
of our souls, so that we should stop and rest on
this love for His being what He is, and that should be all
our satisfaction and joy. True and perfect love is content
with itself alone: the lover is content and satisfied with
this love. This should be our merit and this should be our
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reward: we should not seek or aim at anything else than
loving. The motive of our loving God should be to love
Him: the fruit of our loving God should be to love Him;
and the end of our loving Him should be to love Him. I
love because I love, and I love to love. " Is per se sufficit,
is per se placet et propter se: tpse mentum, ipse praemium
sibi est amor, praeter se non requirit causam, non fructum: fructus ejus usus ejus, amo quia amo, amo ut amem.
St. Chrysostom takes up this subject and goes on with
it very well. Think not, he says, that because you have
not an eye to any reward or interest, your recompense
and reward shall be less on that account, nay it will be
{ greater. The less you think of gaining, the more you w.ill
gain. It is certain that the more a work is stripped of all
self-interest, the purer and more perfect it will be, inasmuch as there is no admixture of your own in it, and so it
will be more meritorious. The more you turn your eyes
away from all manner of self-interest, and the more purely
you aim at pleasing God, says St. Chrysostom, the greater
shall your reward be. The further you are removed from
the spirit of a day-labourer, the greater shall be your daily
wage, because God will not pay you as a hireling servant,
but as a son, the heir of the treasures of his father. If
sons, also heirs; heirs of God, and joint-heirs with Christ
(Rom. viii. 17). We shall be sons and heirs of God, and
brothers of Christ, inheriting jointly with Him: we shall
enter with Him into our share, inheriting and enjoying
the goods of our Father who is in heaven. The mother of
Moses had hire and salary paid her by Pharaoh's daughter for her to rear her own son (Exod. ii. 9) :' but she did
not do it for hire and salary, but for the love she bore her
child.

CHAPTER XIV

Of three degrees of perfection whereby we may ascend
to great purity of intention and great love of God
These three degrees are gathered from the doctrine of
theSciints, and e~pecially of the glorious St.Bernard.

The

first is when one solely intends and seeks the glory of Go~ Iin such sort that, in the things that he does,. all his contentment is in God, in fulfilling and doing the will'of God,
forgetful of all things in the world. St. Bernard says:
" Do you seek for a good sign to know, so far as can
be known on ,earth, whether you love God much and are
growing in that love.?
See whether there is anything
outside of' God that can afford you .consolation and
satisfaction.
So long as I can reap consolation or
delight from any extrinsic object whatsoever, I dare
not 'say that our Beloved yet occupies the innermost fold
of my,' affections and most ardent love."
And this is
what St. Augustine also says (Confess. x. 29) : " H'e loves
Thee less, who along with, Thee' loves anything that he
loves not for Thy sake." Mifl,uS te amat, qui tecumaliquid
amat quod non propter te amat. A singular and excellent
love was that of theholy queen Esther, who in the midst
of her pomps and royal splendour could say : Lord, thou
knowest that thy handmaid, from the time that she twas
brought here even to this very day, hath never rejoiced, in
anything except in thee, Lord God of A braham (Esther
xiv. 18). That is a .perfect and singular love.
St. Gregory on the text,who build themselves solitudes
(J obiii. 14) says: " This is to build oneself a solitude,
when one is so unseated and detached' from all creatures,'
and has lost love and afIectioq for ,all things of earth in
such sort that, though his position sets 'him in the midst
of a's many recreations and amusements as the' world contains, lor all that, he finds himself alone by himself, because thOse things, yield him no contentment nor consolation. Such a man has built a solitude for himself, since
all his satisfaction is fixed in God, and so he finds no coin157
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pany nor comfort in aught else."
Even here we find experience of this, when we have a friend in whom all our
affection is centred, so that away from him, even in a great
company of other people, we feel ourselves in a solitude
and altogether lonely because it was in him that all our
delight lay. In like manner, he who has placed all his love
and contentment in God, and has cast off from him all
affection for creatures, though he be much in company,
and in the midst of aU the recreations and amusements
in the world, finds himself alone, because he has no taste
or all that, but only for Him whom he loves. They who
ave arrived at this, says St.· Gregory, enjoy great quiet
}j~ . tJJt J and tranquillity of soul; there is nothing to disturb them
..I . J ",(A..I
or give them pain: they are neither troubled with adver,UUi.At j1k~ sity, nor vain and petulant in prosperity, since they have
no love nor affection for anything in the world, nor fret
I themselves, nor change as things about them change, nor
depend on such things, b.ecause they reckon nothing. of
\ them. Do you know, says S1. Gregory, who has reached
this point, or built himself such a solitude? He who said:
One thing have I asked of the Lord, tihis will I seek, that
I may dwell in the house of the Lord all the days of my life
(Ps. '26). And now what is my expectation? Is it not the
Lord? (Ps. 38.) This point also the holy Abbot Silvanus
had reached, of whom we read that, when he came forth
from his prayer, the things of earth seemed to him so
mean and shrunken that he lifted up his hands and covered
his eyes, not to see them, saying to himself: ' Shut yourselves, .my eyes, shut yourselves, and see nbt any things
of the world; for there is nothing in it worth looking at.'
The same we read of our· Blessed Father Ignatius, that
when he raised his heart to God and looked at the sky,
he would say: ' Ah, how mean is earth when I look at
heaven !'
The second degree may be that which the glorious Bernard assigns in his treatise on the Love of God, when a
~ man not only forgets all outward things, b4.tJ}jJllS(~1f.~1~
7' not loving himself for himself, but in God and for God
and in view of God. We must be so forgetful of ourselves, and of all our advancement and interest, and love
God so purely and perfectly, that in the good things which
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we receive at-, His hands, as well of grace as of glory, all
our· contentment arid ,rejoicing should be" not for ouroV\To,
good, and advancement, but because·' therein is, fulfilled
the will and,good pleasure of God. Thus do ,the Blessed
in heaven, where they rejoice more in the .fulfilment of the
will of God than in the greatness of their own •glory. They
love God with a love so intense and pure,and are so transformed and united with :His will, that the glory which
they have, and the happy lot which has befallen them,
they do not cheri·sh so.' much for the henefit and profit
thence ensuing, to them, nor' for the, satisfaction which
they receive, as because God is pleased with it, and such
is His·will. So we should love God, says St. _Bernard,
as he: did who said : Confess to the Lord; becat{se he is
good (Ps. 117). He does not say, because he is good, to
me, but bec~use he is good,
He does not, love as that
other- loved, of whom' it" is said :' He. will confess to thee,
when thous halt have done him good (Ps. 48) ; but he loves
and praises God because H,e is good in Himself.
The third and last degree of perfection. and love of,God,
says St.· Bernard is quando qui~ operatur,non ut ipse Deo
placeat, sed quia placetei Deus, vel quia place,at Deo quod
operatur., ~ 'when a, man acts, ,not that he l:timself may
please. God,-but because he takes pleasure in'God, ,or
because, he would, have"his action please God. "Thus all TIl.
that he takes account of is the approval, contentment alid
good pleasureof9o~ot-iemembertnghImself, nor setting
a.nymore: store,_by himself than iihe did not exist and were
not in thewodd atall.-. ThIS IS the purest and mos-fperfect
love, of Qod. : This' love is truly a mountain, a. mountain
of God, high" fer-tile, plentiful: mons· CDagulatus ,mons
pinguis (Ps. 67) ; a thing of great and exquisite perfection,
for that is the mea,ningof 'mountain of God,', a thing
very grand and excellent.
But,who shall be able to ascend this mountain so high?
(Ps. 23). Who will give me wings. as of a doveto·fly·and
rest upQnit? (Ps. 54). "Woe is me," says that .glorious
Saint, " that in' this exile· I cannot wholly forget myself. ' ,
Unhappy . man that T am, who will deliv~rme from this
captivity! (Rom. vii. 24). Lord, I suffer violence, answer
for. me (Isai. xxxviii. 14). .When shall I die, 0 Lord, to
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myself, and live for Thee alone? Woe is me that my exile
is prolonged!(Ps. 119). When shall I come and appear
before the face of God? (Ps. 41). When shall I be, 0
Lord, united and transformed into Thee by love, wholly
denuded and forgetful of myself, and made one spirit with
Thee, so that henceforth I love nothing in myself, nor for
myself, nor taking it to myself, but all in Thee and for
Thee? So St. Bernard tells us :" To lose yourself in a
manner as though you were not, and not to be conscious
of yourself at all, and to be emptied out of self and as it
were reduced to nothingness, that is having your conversation in heaven, and not the affections of earth."
This perfection is of heaven rather than of earth, as
the. Psalmist says: r will enter into the powers of the
Lord: Lord, I will be mindful of thy righteousness alone
(Ps. 70). When the good and faithful servant shall enter
into· the joy of his Lord, and shall be inebriated with
the abundance of His love, then we shall be so absorbed
and transformed into God as not to remember ourselves.
When he shall appear, we shall be like him, because we
shall see him as he is (I John iii. 2).
Then shall the
creature be in complete accord with its Creator, as the
Scripture says:' The Lord hath created all things for
himself (Prov. xvi. 4). Then we shall love God purely, and
not love ourselves for ourselves, nor any other creature except in God. "Our delight will be not so much in seeing
our desires crowned to the full, or the happiness that is
fallen to our lot, as the seeing God's will fulfilled in us and
about us " (St. Bernard). All our joy will be, not in our
own joy, but in the joy and satisfaction of God. This
it is to enter into the joy of the Lord (Matt. xxv. 21).
" 0 holy and chaste love," cries St. Bernard, "0
sweet and delicious affection, 0 pure and high-refined intention of the will! all the higher-refined and purer, I
say, inasmuch as there is no longer left in it any admixture
of anything of our own; all the more delicious and sweeter,
inasmuch as all that is felt is of God. 'To be thus affected
is to be deified and transformed into God.' , We shall be
like him, as St. John says (I.e.). St. Bernard alleges three
comparisons to explain how this deification and transformation into God shall be.. As a drop of water thrown
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into a great quantity of wine, loses all'its properties and
qualities, and takes the colour and taste of the wine;and as iron, kindled and made red-hot in the forge, appears
no longer iron, but fire ;-and as the air, receiving the
brightness of the sun, is transformed, in a manner into
brightness, so that it seems the brightness is all one; so,
he ~ay~, in our final state of bliss, we shall lose allour own
tastes, and all that we shall love there shall be God arid
for God. " Otherwise, how shall. God be all in all (I Cor.
xv. 28), if in man there, remains still something of man? "
A lioquin quomodo eritD eus omnia in' omnibus, ,.'}iin
homine de homine, quidquam ,super'erit? Our own shall
have no part there; my glory and my satisfaction will be
the satisfaction and glory of God, not my own. Thou
art my glory and the lifter up of my head (Ps. 3). N ow~
though we cannot' here' reach so high, we should make it
OU,., ren,,deavonr to fix our g,aze on thisheightj because ,the
further we advance and approach to it, the greater will
be ,our perfection and union with God.
And so St.
Bernard concludes : ",This, Eternal Father, is the will of
Thy Son' in our regard; this His prayer, for us to Thee,
HisGod and Father :1 will that as I and thou are one, so
also they may be one in us (John xvii. 21); that is to say,
that they may love Thee for Thine own sake, and themselves only ,in Thee. This is the end, this the consummation" this is perfection, this peace" this the joy of the Lord,
this silence in heaven (Apoc. viii. I)." This isthe end and
furthest perfection 'to which we' can attain.

E/OURTH TREA TISE

OF UNION AND FRATERNAL CHARITY
CHAPTER I

Of the merit and excellence of charity and fr.aternal
union
Behold, says the Prophet David, how good and pleasant
a thing it is, for brethren to dwell together in union!
(Ps. 132).
St. Jerome' speaks of this psalm as
applying properly to Religious. "Lo," he says, " what
a good thing, what a subject of great joy it is, that for one
brother we have left there in the world, we find so many
gathered here in ,Religion, " who live and cherish us better
than our brothers in the flesh. "My brother in the flesh,"
the Saint goes on to say, " does not love me so much as
my fortune." That is what our relations are after. It is
all self-interest: for that, they go after us; for that, they
trouble us ; and when that motive does not exist, they care
nothing about us. This is not true love, but self-interest.
But your spiritual brothers, who have already left and
spurned all they had of their own, do not come· here to seek
after other people's property. They love not your fortune,
but your soul. That is true love. So says St. Ambrose:
" The brotherhood of the spirit is greater than that of the
flesh : for the brotherhood of flesh and blood makes us like
one another in body, but the brotherhood of the spirit
makes us all have one heart and one soul, as was said of
the first believers" (Acts iv. 32).
~
St. Basil insists very well on this great union of Religious: "What thing more agreeable, what thing more
happy and blessed, what thing more marvellous and admirable can be imagined? to see men of so many different
nations and countries so conformable and alike in their
ways and mode of procedure that they seem to be but
162
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one soul in many bodies,. and many bodies the instruments
of one. soul, adeo in unum velulicoaluisse, ut in pluribus
corporibus unus modo esse animus videatU'r, vicissimque
pluracorpora .mentisunius instru.menta, cernantur. " That
is. set down in the Life of our blessed Father Ignatius for a
great marvel and almost a miracle that. God has wrought
in the Society, to see a union and conformity so great and
so .well-set .between. men of such different nations, so
different and unequ:ll in natural character, in rank,
in inclination, in individual bent and disposition. Though
our natures differ, yet grace and· virtues and supernatural
gifts make us mutually conformable and one. God it
who maketh conformable in manner of life them. who dwell
in his house (Ps. 67). That is· the sense of the text.
And so great is the-favour that the Lord in His goodness
and mercy does us herein, that. not only we who are here
in . . Religion enjoy. it, but the .odour thereof spreads and
diffuses itself also to those. outside in the world, to. their
great edification and profit, and the great glory of God our
Lord. Thus we see. in the case of many of those who
enter the. Society, that when they are asked what moved
and inclined them thereto, they say it was this union and
brotherly spirit which· they saw in it. This agrees very
well with what St. Augustine says on these same words:
Behold what a good and pleasant thing it is for brethren
to dwell together in .unity: " At this sound so pleasant,
at this voice. so sweet, men have been roused to leave their
parents and properties and band together in Religious Life.
This· is the. t,rumpet that has called them together and
united them'. from various quarters of the wodd, taking
this union and mutual charity to be a heavenly life. This it
is that has brought forth monasteries and peopled Religious Houses: this the lodestone that has attracted hearts."
IsJe dulcis sonus ista. melodia etiam tnonasteriapeperit.
Thus, .of the three things that the. Wise. Man mentions as
very pleasing.to God, the first is.conc01'd.and union among
brethren. (Ecclus. xxv. r, 2).
., We have two precepts of this ch~rity : the oneisthefirst
and principal commandment, to love God. with our whole
heart, with our whole soul, and with all our strength. The
second is to love our neighbour as ourselves. It is of this
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second precept that we have to treat here; since that it is
that makes the union and brotherhood of which we purpose
to treat. This 'union of souls and hearts is the effect and
property of this charity and love,which, as St.Denis says,
has the power to unite and draw things toone another.
So St. Paul calls it the bond of perfection (Col. iii. 14), the
perfect tie and bond which binds together things that were
apart, a.nd makes' of many wills one. It makes me seek
for others what I seek for myself, it makes me seek it as
for myself, it makes my friend a second self, it makes us
be as one being. So St. Augustine approved the saying of
him who called his friend ',' the half of my soul, " dimidi'um
animaetneae J 'one soul divided among two bodies.
That we may see the value and excellence of this charity
and love of bur neighbbur,and what store the Lord sets
by it,let 'Us begin with these last words of Christ. St.
Chrysostom here ',calls attention to the fact that when
C'hrist our Lord has laid down this first and greatest
commandment of loving God, He proceeds at once to
the second commandment of loving our neighbour,and
says that it is next to ,the first. See, says' the Saint,
the goodness and bounty of the Lord, that notwithstanding the infinite distance there is between man and
God, 'he requires us to love our neighbour wit'ha love
so near and so like to the love wherewith we love
God. He fixes in a manner the same measure to the
love of our neighbour as He fixed to the love of God: since
of God He says that we should love Him with our whole
heart and with our whole soul, and of our neighbour He
says that we should love him as we love ourselves. As when
here on earth we wish well to a person, and would fain
commend him to another, we are wont to say: ' If you love
him, you will be loving me,' so, says St. Chrysostom, that
is what Christ our Redeemer wished to tell us in saying the
second is like to the first (Matt. xxii. 39); if you love your
neighbour, you will be loving God. And so He said to St.
Peter, feed my sheep (John xxi. 17), as though He would
say: 'If you love me, take care of them who are mine, and
in that it will be seen that you love mein right down good
earnest. '
But further, the Lord wishes us to love our neighbour
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with the sa,melove"wherewithweloveHim.' This; is the
new commandment that He gives us.' A new commandment I give you,thatye love one another as I have lov,fJd
y.ou (John xiii.;34). As Christ has·-loveduspurely for God
and for God's sake:, so He;wishes also that we should love
our neighbour for God and for God's sake. . He calls it ,a
'new commandment, says' St. Augustine,. not only because
He has newly explained and n'ewly 'commended it to us by
word and example, but bec:\useit .is f-eally s.QtJl.ething' new
that ,Heisaskingofus. Natural love. is a love,very old
and very ancient; founded· as it is on flesh: and.blood:; it is
a· love that- not only the good but the . w ickedalsofeel.;
and not.only ,men; but dumb animals.. Every animal.lo·veth
his own like (Ecclus. xiii. 19).
But the love wherewith
Christ would have-us love our neighbours and brethren is
anew love, because itmust.be a love spiritua,and s. up e·t..
natura,l,loving. our' neighbour' for God with :the same love
of .charity wherewith we, love· God.
And so Theologian.s.
and i Saints observe- that the· love wherewith we love. God '
for'. God, and that wherewith we ·laveou,..-, neighbour for
God', ··is o:neand· the same charity· and virtue.· They ~aUjt
a theological, .' that is .to say,a divine vivtue, a virtue that
has G0d for ,its aim and object, because. the infinite good..
ness 01 God ,is worthy of being lovedforits,o:wnLsakc;and
forit'atthesame time we also love dur i neighbour.
Finally,in:thewhole'of HolyWritweshall.find ·n.d point
more· .' strongly urged, ·dr more. frequently ,recommended
an<l repeated, than this union and·fraternaLeharity. A,nd
0hrist'Our, Redeemer at the time of 'I-{is leavetaking;., 'in that
last discours'e at;theSupper, ·harks ba.€k up0n it ,to CO$miend it to· us once and againI IThisis.:my: commandrrle:nt
that ye love oneanotheriasJ have loved you. Andagain
He says: ';This I command you, tha~.-yeiZ()Ve one' another
(John xv. l'2,I7}.'This·Jcommand,.you asniy last will
and testament. ,He would have us thereby;see howm;uch
He desired that this should be stamped and rooted in our
hearts; .knowing of what importance .it 'was forlls,,~rnd
that thereon depended- the whole law., andthefulfi.lment of
all the. rest of the. commandments taccording ,to. the. ,sayi;ngof the Apostle : He that.loveth his neighb.our .hath fulfilled
the law . '(Rom. xiiL·. B). And .thence His·. be1oveddisoiple
!
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took this doctrine: he seems to treat of nothing else in his
canonical epistles, having sucked it in from the breasts of
his Master. St. Jerome tells of him that when he was
very old, and could scarcely go to church, but it was necessary for his dis<;iples to carry him in their arms, his only
preaching was this: " My sons, love one another." His
disciples, wearied and tired of his always repeating the
same thing, said to him: " Master, why do you always tell
.us that?"
He replied, says St. Jerome, in a sentence
worthy of St. John: " Because it is the Lord's commandment; and if you fulfil it, that alone is sufficient." F or all
the law is fulfilled in one saying: thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself (Gal. v. 14). If you keep this commandment, you keep all.
St. Augustine here reflects on the weight and stress that
the Lord laid on this commandment, wishing it to be the
sign and device by which the world should know us and
take us for His disciples. In this shall all men know that
ye are my disciples, if ye have' love one for another (John
xiii. 35). Christ our Redeemer does not stop here, but in
the prayer which He made to His Eternal Father (John
xvii.), He not only wishes that hereby men should know us
for His disciples, but also that there should be such a
union and brotherhood amongst us as to be enough to
convince the world of the truth of our faith and Religion,
and that Christ is the Son of God. I ask thee, Eternal
Father, not only for these my disciples, but also for all
those who by means of them are to believe in me, that they
may all be one among themselve's, as thou in me and J in
thee, that the world may believe that thou hast· sent me
(John xvii. 20-1). Could He have said more to heighten the
excellence of this union and brotherhood, since it is enough
and should be enough for the world to trust it to be the
work of the coming of the Son of God into the world,
and yield itself up to receive the Christian doctrine and
religion?
The truth and force of this is, well seen in what happened
to Pacomius, who being a soldier in the army 'Of Constantine the Great, and a heathen, had no rations· to give to
his soldiers; and they were dying of hunger.
In this
plight they came to a town where they met with a kind
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reception, and the townsmen banded together to bring
them all things needful in such plenty and with such good
will that Pacomius was amazed, and asked who these
people were that were so inclined .to do good.
They
answered, him that they ~ere Christians" whose institute
it was to. harbour all and help all and .do· them good. He
lifted up his hands to heaven,. and calling God to witness
he pledged himself to the' Christian religion.. That was
his rnotiveforbecorning a .convert' and believing that this

was· the true faith and religion.
The Redeemer of the' world adds .another thing that is
very" consoling :' I ask thee, Eternal . Father, that they
may be one with one another, that ·the wor~d may know
thattho'U I07!est, them as tho'U lovest me (John xvii. 23}.
One of the chief.· signs' whereby •is .seen a love of special
predilection, borne by God to. acongregation,-aprivilegedand singular love on the model and .likeness of the
love that 'He bears to His ownSbn,-is His 'giving them
this grace of union and-brotherhood with one another,' as
we see He ga.ve and imparted it in the primitive Church,
to those people who enjoyed the first fruits of the ,Spirit.
And so says St. John: It w'e love one another, God abideth.
in us, and' his charity is perfect in 'Us (I John iv. 12).
If
we loveon,e another, it is a sign that God dwells in us and
loves '. us •much. If where two o1'three are, gathered together in-my' name, there, am I in the' n~idst of them" as
He says(Matt~ xviiL20), what shallit be where so many
are united and gathered, together in His name and for His
love?
In order then that we may enjoy these so many
good things,' and. hold this so' great assurance of God's
<:lwelling in us and loving us with ,a. special l0v-e, let us
endeavour to maintain' ourselves always in this charity
and union.

CHAPTER II

Of the need we have of this charity and union, and of
some means to preserve us in the same
But above all things have cha'Yity, which is' the bond of
perfection (Col. iii. 14).
The Apostle St. Paul teaches
and recommends to us many. virtues, but above all, he
says, I recommend charity, which is the tie and .security
of the life of all. The same does the Apostle St. Peter
say: Before all things I recomrnend to you charity and
unbroken union one with another (1 Pet. iv. 8).
Hence
we can gather of how much importance this virtue is, since
these holy Apostles and Princes of the Church recommend
it so much as to say that it is to be above all and before aU,
sn .that of this we should always make greater account
than of all other things.
In the first place it is easy to see the general necessity
of this charity, for what Religious Order could exist withQut union and conformity? And to say nothing of a Religious Order, no gathering or community of men could
continue without some sort of union and order.
Take
away from a multitude all vestige of association and
order, and what will be left but a Babylon, a City of Confusion, a Pandemonium? The proverh says : Where there
isa multitude,· there, is confusion. Understand this if the
multitude be without order and union, because, when well.;;
ordered and united, it is nothing short of a hi~rarchy. So
all gatherings, of men and commonwealths, however barbarous they be, always contrive to get some union and
order, depending all on one head, or on a number -who
stand for one government. We see this even in animals,
not only in bees, for in them wonderful is the instinct
which nature has given them in this respect, but even in
wolves and lions and other wild beasts, for by the very
instinct of self-preservation they contrive some union,
since by division they would come to an end and perish.
Even of the devils themselves, though they are spirits of
division and sowers of tares, Christ Himself says that. we
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must not believe thatthey are divided all)ong themselves)'
for this, very reason: If Satan be divided against . himself,
how shall his kingdom stand? (Luke xL 18). And to this
stitme., purpose.He .alleges .there that principle . so certain
and· so proved .by . experience : Every kingdom, ..divided
againstitselfi shalLbelaid~ast:e,andhouse upon: house
shan fall (Luke xL. 17). A. kingdom divided· against itself
needs no enemies to destroy and lay it waste: the, inhabitants themselves will go a.bout destroying and JevelHng
down one another', and. things will: go.· tumbling . over· one
another, So Plato comes to say that there is nothing in
a commonwealth .mote pernicious than discord and ·disunion, nor anything more useful and prnfitable than peace
and mutual union..
St. Jerome,. says this of Religious
Life, and says it m()fe forcibly. It is this unity and ,charity,
hesays,which,rnakes Religious be Religious : without it,
a monastery. isa hell and. its inmates: devils.
For what
greater'hell pan.there be than for .people who must be al\Vays:in bodily conjunc~ion with one another and .deal with
one ,another <}<aily, to ,hold. diffe.rentwills ,and opinions?
But jf there be union and charity~'Religionwillb~::tparadise; on earth, and:. they who live therein will be angels,
beginning. here on earth to enjoy the peace and quiet which
angels enjoy., And St..Basil confirms this statement.
Men living in 'Religion,: he says,are in that peace
and charity : and union which makes :them,like angels,
among whom. there are no'lawsuits, nor contentions, nor
dissensions. 'St.· Lawrence Justinian says .'that there '. is
not here on earth any so lively a presentment ,of the society
of heaven and the heavenly'. Jerusalem as the society
of Religious ,. united in love and .charity. It is a life of
angels,; :alife, of'heaven. TrUly God is in this ,place,"this
isno.ne othe.t than the house 01 Go'd o;nd gateo! ,heaven
(Gen. "xxviii. I 6":7) . '
.
.
,But to leave generalities and come to, theparticulal"
need that we have of:this ;union and; fraternal charity, . our
Father :treating of the means whereby, the' SocietywiJl be
preserved~,and augmented ~inits . spititual· good; says~ that
one of the principal means that will.aid much thereto,\\dll
be,· thistinion •. and mutl:lal charity.
:And 'besides general
reasons, 'which show the necessity of this, union in any
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Order and Community, there are particular reasons making it more necessary for us. The first is, because the
Society is a squadron of soldiers whom God has newly
sent t.o support His Church, aid her in the war that she
wages against the world and the devil, and gain souls for
heaven. It is this that the patent of our Institut.e sets
forth, this is the proclamation made in the Bull of erection
of our Society: " whoever desires to enlist under the standard of the Cross, and give in his name for this service,
etc. " And this it is that is meant by the name of ' Company , which we have taken.
We a.re a company of
soldiers, we beat our drums, we show our colours, we
gather recruits to fight against the enemies of the Cross.
If the squadron be compact and in good order," all acting
with one accord, they will break through rocks, and none
will put them to the rout. A very strong thing that! So the
Holy Ghost likens the Church to an army terrible in battle
array (Cant. vi. 3), a squadron well drawn up in phalanx.
When a squadron is well drawn up, and linked together,
man" with man, it leaves"" no opening for anyone to break
through, since all support one another.
But disunited
and disordered, it is a very weak thing, easily broken up,
readily put to rout. In the Second Book of Kings, David
by way of saying that he has overcome his enemies says:
The Lord hath divided mine enemies before me, even as
waters are divided (2 Kings v. 20).
And the mountain
where this happened was called Baalpharasim, that is, the
place of division, which shows that to divide and to vanquish is one and the same thing, and the place of division
is"taken for the place of victory. Writers on war say that
an army in confusion· and disorder marches to a butchery
rather than to a battle; and there is nothing more inculcated in military discipline than not to break or disorder
the squadron, but make sure that it shall always be well
united and in order, unit in touch with unit, and every man
at his post. Not only the common good, but the particular good of each individual soldier, depends on this ordc·r
being kept, since with the loss of the squadron the individual will be lost also.
So it will be in our company and squa.dron. If we are
united and back one another up and all agree together,
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we shall break through· Our enemies, .and byoone shall we
be overcome or routed.·· Brother holpen by· brother is as. a
strong city (Prov. xviii. 19). A triple-trilled cord is hardly
broken(Eccles. iv. 12). When many strings are joined
together and make one, the result is very strong. In the
cord of the cross-bow, those threads ofvvhich it is com..;
posed have singly little or no strength at al1,but many
together we see that they are strong enough tobend strong
ste'el.

So shall we be, if we are united and all go together.

St~· Basil,animatingReligious

hereto, says: " Consider
with what union and unanimity these Maccabees' fought
the· battles of the Lord." And of· those large armies of
more than three . hundred. thousand men. Holy Scripture
says in the ··Booksof Kings that they marched out as
though they were one man (I King~ xi. 7), sin~e they all
went with one and the same will and mind, and in this
vvaythey struck fear and terror into their enemies and
gained great· victories. In this spirit we must fight the
spiritual wars of the Lord; and so we shalLgather great
fruit of souls by ourrninistries, and amaze'andconfound
our enemies.. The devil himself, says St. Basil, will be
afraid and •not dare to attack us, seeing us so· united
against him,. and will lose all hope of doing· us any harm.
Our· Father puts this. for one of the chief reasons why
this union· is particularly· necessary for· us. "Let union
and mutual conformity," he says," he most diligently
secured,and nothing to the contrary· ·permitted,· to the
end· that·· united to one another by the •bond of fraternal
charity they maybe able better and . more effectually to
employ themselves in the. service of· God and assistance
of their neighbour." And in another place he says that
without· this union the Society cannot be preserved nor
governed nor gain the end for which it was instituted. It
is· certain that nourishing· divisions, parties, or dissensions
within our own body, not only shall we never attain the
end of our Institute, which is to gain souls to God 1 but we
shall not be able to· governor preserve 0ur own· selves.
If soldiers,who ought to be united to· fight against the
enemy, were to turn to fighting one another, it is clear
that.··not only they would·· not win the war'1'but they would
destroy and overthrow themselves. Once· they take to
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fighting amongst themselves, they are lost.,
Their
heart is divided, now they shall perish (Osee x.' 2).
If yebite and devour one another, see that ye be not eaten
up by one another (Gal. v. 15). If discords, jealousies, and
murmurings come in among you, beyond doubt you will
devour and destroy one another. This is what we have
to dread in Religion, not enemies from without, nor persecutions and contradictions that the world may raise
against us,-they will do us no harm. St.' Bernard says
very well, speaking on this point to his Religious -: "What
thing from without can come and supervene upon you,
that can possibly disturb and sadden you, if here within
all goes well, and you enjoy brotherly peace and charity?"
And he quotes that saying of the Apostle Peter: Who shall
be able to harm you, 'if ye are zealous for good? (I Pet.
iii: 13.) So long as we are what we ought to be, very
united and brotherly with one another, no contradiction
or: persecution from without will be able to do us any
harm or prejudice, rather it will help and serve for our
greater good and improvement, as we read in ecclesiastical
history of the persecutions _which the Church suffered
from without, that they nO more did her harm than the
pruner harms the vine; for one twig that they cut off,
there' sprang up others more fruitful. And therefore it
was- a very good· thing that one of those holy martyrs said
to the persecutor, that what he did in shedding the blood
of the Christians was to layout the ground for the wheat
to grow- and increase the more.. In the Book of Maccabees Holy Scripture praises the Romans for their -great
union and conformity among themselves. They entrust
their. magistracy every year to one man, and all obey this
one, and there is no envy nor jealousy among them
(I Mace. viii. 16).
So long as the Romans remained
united in this manner among themselves, they were lords
of the world and brought their enemies under; but when
they started civil wars among themselves, they were destroyed.
Hence, the proverb: "By concord, small
powers grow; by discord, the greatest fall to pieces. n Concordia res parvae crescunt, discordia maximae dilabuntur.
Apart from this, there is a particular reason why we are
in greater need in the Society of aiming at this union, as our
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Father shows forth in the eighth book of his Constitutions.
That is, because in the Society there ate special difficulties
and obstacles in the way of securing this· union, and there...
fore· it is necessary to back it up more and .find remedies
against these obstacles. The difficulties that there are in
the Society in this respect our Father reduces to three.
The first is, from the fact of the Society being so scattered
and dispersed all over the· worl:damong believers and unb~lievers, and its members being so remote and separate
one from another, mutual knowledge and intercourse and
union become more difficult; the more so since, embracing as the Society does, such different nations, among
many of whom there is opposition and contrariety, ·it is
no easy thing to get rid of an aversion with which one is
born, and which grows as one •grows,and regard a
stranger, not as a foreigner, but as a son and brother of
the Society. The second difficulty is, that the· men of the
Society must be for the most part men of letters, and
knowledge puffs up, and creates in a man a high opinion
of himself, and small opinion of "others, and engenders
also hardness of heart. St. Thomas says that learned tnen
are riot usually given to devotion so much as· the simple
and ·unlettered. Hence there··is reason to fear that this
may cause them to be less loving and brotherly with one
another, each one following his own opinion andjudgment,and laying himself out in his own line, and seeking
to procure honour and reputation for himself, which is apt
to be· the root of great disunion and division.
The third
difficulty and impediment,and that nota small one, is
that these same persons will be men of mark, hobnobbing
with princes and lords, with city magnates and cathedral
chapters; and from· these intimacies there are ·aptto follow
various. party attachments, as· also a disposition to seek
singularities and privileges and exemptions, and· not live
like the rest ; a great prejudice to union and brotherhood.
Sinee for greater resistances greater· preventives are
necessary, our Father there lays down 'means .to meet
these difficulties. The first· and most fundamental of all
is, not to admit and incorporate into the Society men who
have made no <effort to get· their vices and. passions well
under, since unmortified folk will not endure discipline,
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order or union. The learned man will be puffed up, will
want privileges beyond the rest, will seek for the first
place and take no account of others, will court the favour
of prince and lord, will want some one to wait upon him;
hence will follow at once coteries and divisions.
The
more learned and capable a member of the Society be, if
he has no great fund of virtue and mortification, the more
is disunion to be feared and his giving trouble in Religion.
They say very well that letters and high talents in an unmortified man are like a good sword in the hands of a madman, to the hurt and harm of himself and others. But
if learned men are mortified and humble, not seeking
themselves but the things of Jesus Christ} as St. Paul says
(Phil. ii. 2I), then much peace and union will ensue, since
their example will be of great benefit to the rest, and will
draw them to follow in their path. This is the chief means
of prevention against this and other evils; and will of
itself suffice, if well observed. Beyond this, our Father
goes on to propose other particular means to meet these
obstacles. To supply the want of mutual intercourse and
knowledge, owing to our people living so remote and distant frorn one another, he proposes frequent communication by edifying letters, such as are usual in the Society.
By such letters people keep up a good acquaintance 'with
one another, and animate one another to a common
method of action, SQ far as the diversity of nations will
allow; and that is a great aid to union.
Another very main means our Father lays down to maintain us in this union; and that is, an exact observance of
obedience, since obedience binds and unites Religious one
with another, making of many wills one, and of many
judgments one judgment. Give up self-will and private
judgment, as it is given up by obedience, and there remains one will and judgment common to the Superior and
to all his subjects. So united with their Superior, subjects are united among themselves, according to the rule:
" Things that are equal to a third thing are equal to one
another." And the more united subjects are with their
Superior, the more they will be among themselves. Obedience and religious discipline and observance of rules is a
levelling-line that smoothes down and levels all, and
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causes great order and union. The ancients, to signify
union, were wont to use the hieroglyphic of a lyre with
many strings, which by reason of their being in tune and
concord with the first make; a most .sweet melody. So ~
community with so many .strings attu~ed to the first,
which is the Superior, makes a most sweet consonance
and harmony. And as on a lyre, if there be a single
string. out of tune or strained, that string' is lost, and undoes the .whole of th~t .~ttunement ~nd .ha.rmony, so ~lso
in Religion, one member out of tune and not in concert
with his Superior win make 'all the consonance and harmonyof that union go for nothing. ,Hence some have
ventured to say that the word concord comes from. chord; .
butthey say better who hold that itcomes from cor (heart),
since all have one heart, according to that te~t in the Acts
of the Apostles: The m'tt,ltitude .of believers had one heart
and one soul (Acts iv. 32).
St. :Bernard says that as the cause of a ship's leaking
is the fact of the timbers not being well joined together, or
well caulked, so also' the ruin. and destruction of a Religious Order comes of the m.embers· not being well-joined
and united one with another by the bond of union and
fraternal charity. And our Father General Claude Aquaviva, in the letter he wrote' on this subject, says that we
should make as .much. account of. this union and charity,
and guard it with as much care, as though the whole good
of the Society depended thereon,as indeed it does. And
Christ our Redeemer, in the farewell prayer that He made
on the night of His Passion,. asked of His Eternal Father
for. us as a thing necessary for our preservation : Holy
Father, guard them in thy name, that they may be one as
I and thou are (John xvii. I I). And, by the way, let us
consider in these words the comparison that He makes;
as the Son is one with the Father by nature, so He would
have us be one by love, and that shall be our guard and
preservation.
.

CHAPTER III

Of some reasons from H oIy Scripture binding us to
keep charity and union with our brethren
Dearly beloved, if God hath so loved us, so we ought to
love one another (I John iv. II). The glorious Evangelist
St. John having declared the great love that God has borne
us and shown us in giving us His Only begotten Son,
infers and concludes from thence, and with good reason,
that we also ought to love one another. Here one might
very naturally raise a doubt, how from the fact of God
having loved us so much the Apostle draws an inference
and conclusion to the love of our neighbour, since it seems
that he ought only to have inferred and concluded that
we should love God for having loved us so much. To
this there are many good answers; the first, that the
Apostle did this to show us the excellence of the love of
our neighbour, and the esteem that God has of it; as also
it is said (Matt. xxii. 36 sq.) that when a doctor of the law
asked Christ our Redeemer, Master,· what is the greatest
commandment of the law? He answered: Thou shalt love
God with thy whole heart and with thy whole soul and 'with
all thy strength: this is the greatest and first of the
commandments; and· He immediately, adds: A nd the
second is like to this, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as
thyself. They were asking Thee, 0 Lord, only about the
first; why dost Thou speak of the second? .All to show
the excellence of the love of our neighbour and the great
regard God has for· it.
The second answer is, because the love of God and the
love of our neighbour are as two rings linked together
and put upon the finger so that it is impossible to leave
off one without drawing off the other; they must go together. So t'he love of God and the love of our neighbour
are always conjoined: the one cannot be without the other,
because it is by one and the same love of charity that we
love God and our neighbour for love of God. Thus we
cannot love God without loving our neighbour, and we
176
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cannot love our neighbour with the love of charity without
loving God at the s'ame time,since God is our reason for
loving our neighbour.' And so to show that:in loving our
neighbour We also love God,' the Apostle immediately goes
on :.11 we love one another God also is in us by love and
his charity is perfect in us (I John iv. 12). And to show
us that in the love of God there is included also the love
of our neighbour, he s'ays : This commandment we hav,e of
God that he who loveth God must also love his brother
(I John lV. 21). The love that God bears to men, and the
desire that He has of our·also loving Him, and the store
that He sets by it, is shown in a strong light by the fact
that 'we cannot love God without loving our neighbour, nor
offend our neighbour without offending God. . Ifaking were to love a courtier of his so much as
always to put. himself in front of him when any. sought to
injure or murder hini, so' that· they could not touch nor
hurt .the courtier, nor attack hhn with musket or sword,
without wounding and hurting the king· first, would not
that be an extraordinary love? Now this is what God does
for men: He puts Himself ever in front of them, so th~t
you cannot 'offend your neighoour without offending Hitn,
to the end' that you may beware of offending your brother
for fear of offending God. He who toucheth you says
the Lord, toucheth the apple of mine eye (Zach. H. 8).
Thus; offending our neighbour,we offend God ;·and
loving 'our neighbour, we love God; and loving God,
we love our neighbour. 'Since then the love of God and
the love of our neighbour always go together, and the
one 'is included in the other, and they never can be divided
or' separated, St. John was able to infer and conclude to
either of these loves, because in asking of us the one he
asked the other also. But the reason why he inferred' and
concludede.xpressly to the love of our neighbour and not
to 'the love of God; was because the debt of loving God is a
_principle per se notum, manifest and known of itself, and
principles are known and not prove.d, only conclusions'.
And. so he drew the conclusion of love of our neighbour,.
and stated it expressly, because one would not be c'ertain
to" draw it.
.
,
'The third reason is, because St. John in his epistle :is not
J
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speaking of a love bare and dry, but of a fruitful' and
profitable love, accompanied with benefits and good
works. So he says: My little children, let us not lO7.Je in
word or tongue only, but in deed and truth (I John iiL 18),
for that is true lo·ve.
And to give us to understand that
God" requires these good works on behalf of our neighbours a.nd brethren, according to that saying of Osee
quoted. in the holy gospel: I would have mercy and not
sacrifice (Osee vi. 6: Matt. xii. 7), for this reason did he
draw expressly the conclusion of loving our neighbour.
Thus an absent creditor writes a letter to his debtor:
, What you owe me, I shall be glad if you will give it to
So and So, who is there with you, because it is' one thing
whether you give it him or me, and I take it as received.'
In this way St. John says in the name of God our creditor,
to whom we are indebted for so much love and so many
benefits: If God hath so much loved us, we also ought to
love one another ( I John iv. II). Since God has loved us'
so much, and we owe Rim so much, let us love our neighbours and brethren, since God has transferred to their
credit the debt that we owe Him.
The charity and good work which you do to your neighbour, 'You do it to God, and He takes it as done to Himself. Verily I say to you, that when ye have done this
thing to one of these my least brethren, ye' havedone\it
to me, says Christ Himself (Matt. xxv. 40). This is another
motive, .and a very powerful one, for loving and doing
good to our brethren, since in this way' it will come about
that, though looking at them we seem toowe nothing to any
of them, yet looking at God and the greatdebtweoweHim,
wherein He has yielded and made over His right to our
neighbour, we shall recognise ourselves as bound to that
neighbour even to being his bond-slaves. And so Father
Master Avila says very well: " \Vhen your flesh uses this
language to you: ' What do lowe to that man to do him
any good,'andhow ever shall I love him, seeing he has
done' evil to me?' answer that perhaps you would listen if
the motive of your love was your neighbour himself; "but
since it is Christ, who takes as done' to Himself the good
or evil done to your neighbour, on what side can there be
anything to bar the course of love and good works, be
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my neighbour whoever he maybe, or do me whatever evil
he will,since I keep no account with him, but with
Christ?"
Hence that is quite a good inference of the'
Apostle, 'putting in the premise the great love that God
has borne us,and thence concluding to our duty of loving
our neighbour.
And to move us and persuade us more
to this love; he puts into the same premise the mystery of
the Incarnation ':BecauseGod hath sent his only Son into
the world (I JOhn iv. 9) : to remind us and make us retlect
that God. has allied Himself with mankind,and so we
should look upon our fellow-men as akin to God and
brothers of Jesus Christ, and love them as such.
CHAPTER IV

Of the manner. and character of the union which" we
,
ought to have with our brethren
The' glorious Saints and Doctors of the Church, Basil
and Augustine,' declare to us very well what should be the
union that we spould keep with our brethren, by the comparison and metaphor which St. Paul draws from the
human 'body and the conformity and union of its members
one with another.
See, they say, the union and conformity that obtains between the members of our body,
and how they help and serve one another, the eye the fbot,
the foot the hand; how the hand. defends the head; 'and
when they tread on your foot, the tongue' says,' see how
you are treading on me'; how they all rush, to the help of
the weaker part,' as may be seen if you have any wound or
any other necessity. Each takes to itself what it needs
for its sustenance, and gives to another what is over. And
what' sympathy,' as the doctors call it, there is, so that if
the stomach is out of order, the head suffers; and when
one member recovers' itsheaIth, the whole body is glad .
and rejoices.,
God hath so tempered the body that the
membirsare solicitous'for,the good estate of one' another,
says St. 'Paul, so that if one member is suffering, all the
rest suffer with it; and if one is whole, a'll the rest rejoice
(I Cor. xii.i4-6). St. Augustine reflects on this very well :
" What is there in the whole body further from the eyeS
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than the foot?
Yet when the foot treads on a thorn,
thrusting it· in, at once the eyes look for the thorn, the
body stoops down, and the tongue asks; 'Where is it?'
At once the hand. applies itself to draw it out; The eyes
are all right, the hand is all right, the body, head, tongue,
and .even the foot is all right everywhere else except in
one little point painful, where the thorn is, and yet aU the
members are full of compassion, and rush to the rescue
with great solicitude; and when it is put right, all rejoice. "
Now in this way we should behave towards our brethren,
one looking after another as after himself, rejoicing at the
good of others, and compassionating the troubles of others
as our own.
In these two things, says St. Basil, there is chiefly seen
the love and charity that we bear to one another,-if we
are distressed and full of compassion at the afflictions and
spiritual and corporal troubles of our neighbour, and rejoice in his good, according to the saying of the Apostle:
Rejoice with them that rejoice, weep with them that weep
(Rom. xii. IS). And so says St. John Climacus : " If any
one wishes to examine the charity and love he has for his
neighbour, .let him· see if he weeps over his faults, and is
glad of his graces and spiritual progress." This is a
very good sign of our love of our neighbour.
A
holy woman used to say: " My soul received more grace
of God when I wept and grieved for the sins of my neighbour .than· when I wept for· my own": not that a man
ought·· not to feel and grieve more for his own sins than for
the sin's of his ·neighbour, but· to give us to understand
by this exagg·eration how grateful to God is this exercise
of charity towards our neighbour. St. Bernard says that
these two exercises .are the two breasts of Christ's spouse
between which He rests (Cant. i. 12) : both the one and the
other has its own milk, sweet and savoury as honey, the
. one 'of congratulation and exhortation, the other of comfott and consolation.
, There is further to be considered in this comparison of
St. Paul, on the one hand,· the diversity of members and
their differences in condition and quality, since some are
ey·es, .some feet, others hands, .each holding his own distinct office; and on the other hand we are to consider the
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union and brotherhood there is among them in so high a
degree,each ~beihg content with the office that he holds,
without envy of any other, though higher. So we must
behave: each one must be content with the office that he
holds, and.not envy those who have higher offices and
ministries.
Further, never did. a superior member despise an inferior, but valued it, aided and defended it all in its power.
So· those who hold higher ministries must not despise
those who hold lower ministries and offices, but value
them,aid them, and have great consideration for them, as
for members whereof we have need. The eye cannot say
to the hand} nor the head to the foot} J have no need of
thee: rather God has in such manner tempered and ordered
the members of the body that those which seem the lo'lt1est
and feeblest are the very ones' of which we stand in
greatest need ( I Cor. xii. 21-2). Just consider the feet,
andwl1at a breakdown we should come to~ if they were
to fail ·us. The Lord has ordained all this, says St. 'Paul,
in His high wisdom and ptovidence, that there be no
schism or division between the members of the. body, ut
non sit schisma in corpore (I Cor. xii. 2S), but great union
and co.nformity. So itis here in this body of Religion,
that some hold the office of head, others of eyes, others
of feet and hands; nor can the head say that it has no
need of the hands, nor the eyes that they have no need
of the feet, rather it seems that they are just the component t1:lat we need most, to be able to .live and do anything in Religion: so we are wont to say of them that they
are our feet and hands, because without them it seems we
can do nothing. And this has been a high providence of
God, that there should be no schism amongst us, but much
union .and conformity.
..
This is the portrait of true. union and charity ; and hence
we· must learn how we are to aid and serve one another,
which is a thing that goes, a long. way to the preservation
and augmentation of union, and so the :Apostle St. Paul
much recommends it to us : by charity of spirit serve one
another (Gal.' v. 13). Thus it is great· praise in Religion
to ,be an obliging person, ready to serve and aid and give
satisfaction to all : it shows charity and humility and mor-
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tification: and not to be, as some are, who for want of
mortification and readiness to take a little trouble and go
a bit out of their way have no idea of giving pleasure and
satisfaction to their brothers.
In that so heroic act of
Christ our Redeemer in washing the feet of His disciples,
no doubt He meant to give us an example of humility, but
of humility conjoined with the exercise of charity and
brotherly love. If I have served you and washed your feet,
I your Lord and Master, it will be only right that you
should do the same for one another (John xiii. 14). I have
given you an example how you are to behave to one
another, and how you are to serve and· aid one another in
,humility and charity.
CHAPTER V

H ere we begin to declare in particular what it is that
union and fraternal charity requires of us, and what
will help us to keep it
Charity is patient and kind, charity envieth none,
worketh no evil, is not puffed up, seeketh not her own
interest (I Cor. xiii. 4). Union and fraternal charity requires the exercise of all the virtues; for what hinders
and makes war on it is envy, ambition, impatience, selflove, want of mortification and the like. Thus, to preserve it in us, there is needed the exercise of the contrary
virtues. That is what St. Paul teaches us, in the?e words,
and so the only thing needed will be to declare them
further.
Charity is patient, charity is kind. These two things,
to suffer and to do good to all, are very important and
necessary to preserve this mutual union and charity. For
as we are men and full of defects and imperfections, we
all give occasion enough for others to suffer at our hands;
and as on the other hand we are so weak and so needy,
we need others to help us and do us good. And so the
Apostle says that in this way charity will be preserved,
and the commandment of Christ accomplished by our
aiding one another and overlooking one another's failings.
Bear ye one another's burdens, a'nd so ye shall fulfil the
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law of Christ (Gal. vi. 2). St. Augustine on these words
makes a good ,comparison to this purpose. Naturalists
write, he says, that stags, ,when they want to swim across
a, river, ()r, an arm- ,of the sea, to go in search of pasture
on some island, dispose' and arrange themselves, in., this
way. Since their heads are so heavy by reason of their
antlers, they all draw up in single file, and each one to
lighten his fatigue rests his head on the haunches of him
before him, and so they help one another. Thus they are
all eased by resting their ,heads on someone -else. Only
the ,first stag has his head in the air, suffering this fatigue
to lighten that of his companions. And that .he may not
be so very much ' fatigued either, when he gets -tired, he
drops from first to last, and the one behind him, takes his
duty for another little while, and so they go on changing
until they reach the shore. In this way we must aid and
succour one another; each, must make it his aim to ease
another's burden and lighten his fatigue so far as is
possible'. This is what charity requires; and to withdraw
one's own person from fatigue, and leave the burden to
another, shows a want of charity. ,The more you do, the
more. you merit: you are doing something for yourself.
,St. Augustine says there that one of, the things in
which charity is proved and becomes most apparent is in
suffering and bearing the ill-humours and imperfections
of our neighbours.
Supporting one another in charity,
solicitous to p'Y'eserve: the unity of the spirit in the bond of
peace (Eph. iv.. 2, 3). Charity suffereth aU, and taketh
all upon herself (I Cor. xiii. 7); and thereby is preserved.'
If you do not know how to suffer and .have.patience with
and support your brethren, be sure that your charity cannot last, for all your multiplied considerations ,and
methods and remedies. If natural love and fleshly love
suffer the importunate demands of a sick man, as, we see
in the case of a mother attending her son ,or husband in
sickness, more reason is there. that the spiritual love .of
charity should be able to suffer and support the importunities and weaknesses of our brethren. And remember, says
St. Augustine" that this office and exercise of charity is
~ot to last for ever, because in the other life there will be
no occasion of suffering or overlooking .the failings of o.ur
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brethren: therefore let us suffer them and overlook their
failings in this life, to deserve to gain the life that is everlasting. Let us not consider the lengthening out of .fime,
because the work after all will last but a short time, and
the reward we shall receive will last for ever. So important are these two things, to suffer and to succour our
brethren, and aid them and do them good, that St.Augustine goes so far as to say that Christian life is summed
up in these two things; and with reason, since Christian
life exists by charity, and in this is included all the law,
as Christ our Redeemer says (Matt. xxii. 40); and so what
sums up charity, sums up Christian life.
Again, the Apostle St. Paul says: Charity is not puffed
up nor proud. Love and friendship knows no such thing
as pride and haughtiness, rather it causes a great equality
among those who love one· another. Hence the saying of
the Wise Man: I will not be ashamed of saluting a friend
(Ecclus. xxii. 3 I). With a friend we keep no ceremonies,
we stand on no points of honour, friend· does not look at
friend to see whether he is the first to show courtesy. No
one is ashamed of doing honour and an act of courtesy
to a friend, and doing it first, because among friends there
is great equality and straightforwardness: love knows
nothing of these precedences. And so Aristotle said that
friendship must be among equals. And another said:
" Majesty and love go not well together."
N on bene conveniunt nec in una sede rnorantur
Majestas et amor.
To sit on a throne and wield great authority, that is not
compatible with friendship. You have to abase yourself,
and humble yourself, and put yourself on an equality ,vith
your friend, if you are to have true friendship, for a friend
is a second self.
Even in God the love that He bore to men had such
power as to make Him abase Himself and put Himself on
an equality with them. Thou hast made him a little less
than the angels (Ps. 8) : Thou hast made Him man as we
are; and so He says to us : 1 will not "now call you servants} but friends (John xv. IS), which implies some manner of equality. See the tenderness of the love of Christ.
Even here we do not say: ' So and So is a friend of the
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King,' though he be a great personage, a marquis or a
duke, but ' So and So is very intimate, with the King,'
since to ~ay 'friend' implies a sort of equality. A God
of infinite majesty has been please'd to make Himself so
thoroughly man amongst men, and has loved us so much,
that He calls us not' servants,' but' friends' in s6 many
words. So here in Religion charity has no idea of anything
like haughtiness, but must· needs cause a great equality
and straightforwar<lness amongst all. This same equality,
which is an effect of-love, helps much to preserve and augment charity and union. One helps the other, and hence
it is that where there is ·humilityand straightforwardness
among all, it is a sign of great union and brotherly
affection. And so we see by the goodness of the Lord in
the Society that as charity shines forth, so also there
shines forth this equality and straightforwardness amongst
all ".everyone desiring and seeking to yield the preference to others, esteeming all ,in his heart as if they were
better men than himself. "(Rule 29.) And he who w,as
somebody in the world feels mo(e honoured and rejoices
more,' as· St.. Augustine says, in the company of his poor
brothers than in' the dignity. and nobility of his~ealthy
parents, for what he values and esteems is. virtue, and all
the rest he counts for nothing.
St. Ambrose, observes very well what a help this is to
the preservation of charity. These are his words :-" It
goes a long way towards strengthening charity, when, according to the Apostle's teaching (Rom. xii. 10), men try
to gain ground one on another, who shall get the· start
at .honouring another· and giving another the advantage;
when every man takes every' other man for his superior;
when' subjects love to serve, and superiors know not
what it is to be haughty; when the poor man makes no
difficulty of the. rich being preferred before him, and· the
rich man delights in putting the poor on a level with himself; when men of rank are not proud of their quality and
lineage, and men of meaner origin do not vaunt them.:.
selves on being men as much as the noble; lastly, when
not more deference is paid to great wealth than to good
character, nor do the power and decorations of the unjust
go for more than theunrequite.d honesty of the upright."

CHAPTER. VI

Of two other conditions of charity and union
Charity, says the Apostle, is not envious (I Cor. xiii. 4) ':
rather he who really loves another desires his good and
his prosperity as much as if it were his own. The glorious
St. Augustine declares this. by the example of Jonathan
and the great love that he bore to David.
Holy Writ
says : The soul of Jonathan was joined and united with
the soul of David: one heart and one soul was made ot
both, because Tonathan loved, David a,s hi's own soul
(I Kings xviii. I). And the consequence thereat was that,
though he was the son of the king, he sought the kingdom rather for David than for himself., Thou shalt be
king of Israel, and after thee I will be second (I Kings
xxiii. 17). Jonathan rejoiced in the good of David .as
though it were his own. The Saints allege another example, which shows more the property and effect of
charity, the example of the Blessed in heaven~ There in
heaven there is no envy of others being greater than oneself; rather, if so it might be, each would wish his neighbour greater glory, and would share his own with him,
and that his inferior should be his equal or greater than
he, because each one rejoices in the glory of another as
though it were his own. And this is not so very difficult
to understand, because if here on earth the natural love of
mothers makes them rejoice as much in the good of their
children as if it were their own, how much more will that
heavenly love do, being so much more excellent and perfeet? Let us then rejoice in the good of another as much
as if it were our own, for that is the proper effect of char~ty.
To invite and animate us thereto, St. Augustine observes that· charity and· love make their own t~e· good of
others, not despoiling anyone of it, but simply by being
glad and rejoicing over it. And there is not much t~ wonderat in what he says; for if by loving another's sin and
rejoicing therein a man makes that sin his own~ because
.God sees the heart (I Kings xvi. 7), what wonder is it t~at
by loving another's goodness and rejoicing therein he also
makes that his, own, especially as God is more ready to
186
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reward. than to punish? Let us then consider and weigh
this truth,-on the one hand what an excellent thing
charity is, and vvhat great gain and profit we make there..
by, since in that way we can make our own all the good
works of our brethren by merely rejoicing and taking com..
placency therein, and that even with greater security than
in the case of our own good works,. since no vainglory
can. arise. from them as from our own; and on the. other
hand let us consider what an evil thing envy is and how
pernicious, since it turns a neighbour's good to our own
evil. Thus we are led to make it our effort to shun the
one and embrace the other.
Hence follows the second particular, which the Apostle
adds at once: Charity is not ambitious, norseeketh he-r
own interests: anyone must be far removed from. that,
who takes his neighbour's good for his own, and rejoices
therein as though it were his own. One of the things that
make the greatest war on charity and rr10sthinderthis union
is self~love, or self-seeking, the looking after one's own
conveniences and interests. For this reason our Father calls
self-love a most grievous· and deadly enemy of all order
and union.
Humbert on the Rule of St. Augustine calls
it the bane of common and Religious life, infecting and
ruining everything. And although it is true that this selflove is. the general enemy of all the virtues, yet it is particularly the enemy of this. Indeed the very name. tells
us this: for if it is the love of self, it is not the love of the
community, which is the love of charity.. Self-love is division, it is something private and particular, it wants everything for itself, it seeks itself in all, which is the direct
contrary of charity and union.
Upon what the Scripture tells us of Abraham andLot~
that the land could not hold them living together (Gen.
xiii. 6),-""':each owning so many head of cattle that the
land was too' narrow to. afford' them pasture, and so th~
shepherds of the one quarrelled with the shepherds of the
other, and it was necessary for peace sake for the two
to go apart,-St. Chrysostom observes: "VVhere there is
mine and thine, at once there are lawsuits and occasions
of contention and discord even' among' kinsmen and
brothers; but where this. is not the case, peace and con-
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cord are safe. " Ubi est meum et tuum, ibi omnium litiunt
genus et contention-is occasio~· ubi autem haec non sunt,
tbi secura versatur pax et concordia. So we see, says the
Saint, that in the primitiv,e Church there was great union
and concord among the faithful; they had all one soul and
one· heart, because there was no mine and thine amongst
them, but all things were in common (Acts iv. 32). 'I'hat
is the reason· why there was among them so much harmony and union.
And therefore all Religious Orders,
inspired by God and founded on Scripture, have laid
down poverty for their first and principal foundation. Of
this we make our first vow, that there being no mine· or
thine, and self-love finding nothing to settle upon, we may
all have one heart and one soul.
No doubt it is a great help to the preservation of charity
and union amongst us, to have divested and despoiled
ourselves of all the goods of the world.
But it is not
enough to have no mine and thine in these temporal
things: it is necessary that we should not have them in
other things either, for if we ,have them, that will make
war on us and be an obstacle to this union and charity. If
you seek honour and reputation for yourself, if you desire
the higher post, if you go about in quest of your own gratifications and conveniences, thereby you will come to disunite yourself from and disagree with your brethren: that
is what commonly makes war on charity.
Thence it
comes that you are smitten with a sort of envy at seeing
your brother display talent, shine and receive praise, be
looked up to and made much of, because you will want
that honour and estimation for yourself, and think that
the other robs you of it.
Hence also arises joy, or at
least an indescribable feeling of satisfaction, when another
does not succeed in some affair, because you fancy that
thereby he is being humbled and marked as inferior to
you. Hence it befalls you at times to seek to throw your
brother into the shade directly or indirectly, sometimes in
an argument, sometimes by sundry little words that slip
out unbidden and spring from the abundance of what you
have in your heart. All this sort of thing is disorderly
self-love, ambition, . pride and envy, which are the maggots apt to destroy union and mutual charity. Charity,.
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says the Apostle,rejoiceth not in evil, but rejoiceth in
truth. Charity takes no delight in· the depreciation of'
others, but wishes them to rise and win arid advance to;
greater things, and the greater the better. You are oUr
brother, may you go on with a' blessing upon you a thou;"
sand and a thousand times : that shall be my joy'and my
contentment (Gen. xxiv. 60). A merchant' trading for a
company is nowise distressed at the gains that his partners make, ·nor at the good industry wherewith they make
them; rather he rejoices greatly thereat, because it all
turns to his own profit and to that of the whole company.
So we should rejoice at any good done, or talent displayed,
or forward step taken by our brothers, since it all comes
to turn and redound to the good and profit of the whole
of that-body' of the Society, a member and part whereof
lam and the good things whereof· I enjoy.•./ Ii . f lo«{<i'- (, '5'7
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O/another' thing that charity requires,'and which will
help much to preserve it, .which is to have and shoilJ a
great ,esteem· for our brothers and always speak·' well
of them

Charity and love of one another must not be only in;"
terior in the heart, but must show '- itself also in works,
according to that text of Scripture:' Whoever seeth his'
brother in need, and nevertheless closeth his heart to shut'
him out, how shall we say that the charity of God is in
him? (I John iii. 17). When we are in heaven, as we shall
have no wants, says St. Augustine, these works will not
be necessary for the preservation of charity. Fire. there
being· in its own sphere has nb .need of fuel and wood to
keep it in; but here below without them it quickly goes
out: so also here in this miserable life charity will readily
<,iieout, in the absence of works to maintain and t~reserve
~ St. BaSIl here applies to this purpose what the Apostle
and Evangelist· St. John' says in his ,first .Canonical
Epistle: In' this, we' know the great love that God has
borne us J in that he has given his life for us j and so ought
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we to give our life/or our brethren ( I John iii. 16), if it
be necessary. St. Basil very well infers from thence:.
" If the love that Christ asks us to bear to our brethren
must go so far as· to give our life for them, with much
more reason should it be extended to other things, which
commonly offer, and are of less difficulty than giving our
life for them."
One of the principal things which this union and charity
requires, and a thing that will help much to preserve it
and carry it on further, is to have a high este~m of our
brethren. Rather, this is the foundation on which this
whole structure of charity is founded and planted. It is
not a love of fancy, which goes blindly, nor a love of
mere tenderness and sentiment, arising from this heart of
flesh which we carry, but a love of reason,a spiritual love
of the higher part of the soul, which. regards higher and
eternal reasons. It is that love which we call appreciative, which springs from the love that we bear to God,
whom we set above all things, and value our neighbour
as a thing belonging to God. From the esteem and good
opinion that we have of our brethren it comes to pass that
we love them and honour them and reverence them, and
do all·· other offices and practices of charity. So far as
this esteem goes, so far also will go our love and all that
follows upon love. So says St. Paul, writing to the Philippians:let us at·· heart esteem all as if they were our
betters (Phil. Ii. 3) : that is the root and foundation of all
this growth. And writing to the Romans he· says: Let
us vie with one another for the first turn in honouring one
another (Rom. xii. 10). The glorious Chrysostom observes
that he does not say simply that we should honour one
another, but that we should get the start of one another in
this office. It is not my policy to wait until the other man
shows courtesy· to me, and takes notice of me first; every
pne should aim at getting the start of his neighbour and
winning thefi,rst turn. This is what our Holy Father
commends to us in his Rule: " in all things endeavouring
arid desiring to yield the better share to others." This is
winning the· first turn in honouring one another.
To come now more to details, Qne of the things by
which we· ought to endeavour to show a hIgh opInIon of
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our brethren is b alwa s s' eakin of them well and respectfully, and in words that witness the appreCIatIon an
regard we have of thero~ Grour blessed Father Ignatlus we
read that every one was convinced that he had a good
GphiiQll of,him'and0l6v~him as a father. The' result was
thqtall also,had for him muchloye and ,respect. ~
thin that so kindles charit}' and, reserves it as the

knowledge th

our brother loves us and. wish s us well

an e s a
s .' k well 0 ,us.
ow many 'goode 'ects
spring t erefrom! ,And'so says Seneca there: ~, ~
wish to· ~be loved, love."
There is no more efficacious
tpeans to be loved,: since love 'cannot repay but· by oth,er
' . , '" ,,',,:.',
love'.',
,St.; ',Chrysostom notes this well" on those words of
Christ f What 'you wish other men to do to you, do it you
to thern(Matt. vii. 12)~ The Saint says: " Would you;
receive' benefits? Do benefits to others. Would you obtain mercy?' Show it to your neighbour. Would you be
p'raisoos? Praise" others. Would you be 'loved?' Love.
Wotildyou that men should yield 'you the preference, and
the better thing and the place of greater honour? Be you
the fir'st to yield it,and contrive to give it to others."
Vis ,beneficia capete?' Confer beneficium, alteti. Vis
misericordiam consequi? Miserere, ptoximi. Vis laudari?
Laudu"alium.
Vis amari? Am'a.
Vis partibus primis
/iotiri?' Cede illaspri'Us alteri.
Besides, this speaking well of "others is a thing that
gives great ' edification; and the reason why it edifies is
be~auselt IS a SIgn of the presence of great love and great
u,nion~. And contrariwise, any little word ,which directly
or indirectly may throw another into the shade and, take
the shine out of him,~the'leasthreathofsuch a thing
felt amongst: us,-wouM be. matter of great disedification,
since people, would at once gather that there was there
some rivalry' and, envy; and consequently anything redo-'
lent of this should be far, from us~ 'Suppose your brother
h~s. his defects, it is hard if he has not some good point
about, him. Take hold ,of this, and leave ,that. Imitate
tbc; bee, whp lights upon' flowers only, not minding the
thorns that surround them, and foHow not the exatnple
~fthe~beetle,whichgoes straight for the dung-hill.
>
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That we ought much to beware of telling another, t So
and So has said this an'd that of you,' where it 1nay
give him any offence
77

/-(p

My intention is not at present to spea~f detraction,
because I shall treat of it in another place: here we shall
only notice one thing of great importance, which serves
our purpose. As one ought to take particular care not to
speak ill of another, so when _~e hear anythi~!i.mQf
another. th~!tm_~g!'y,~J2!I!!.~~gY.~Qi§1?!.~,~§_~!:~_,~q!:
. .!es~ntmen.!'
we ought al:so to.t~~~~~.~!"~_.~,2L.!9_J:!!J him_: ., Such a one
has' spoken thus and thus of you," for this serves only to
exasperate minds and sow discord amongst brethren, a
thing very pernicious and much a.bhorred of God. Six
things the'Lord hateth, and the seventh He abhorreth with
all his heart, and holdeth in abomination, the sower of discord amongst brethren (Prov. vi. 16-19). As we say we ab-'
hor a thing with all our heart, so the Scripture uses the like
human language of God, to signify the height of His dis~
pleasure against such men. But if God detests such as
these, men abhor them also. The talebearer, says the Wise
Man, shall defile his own soul, and shall be hated in all
company,· 'and he that dealeth with him shall also be hated
(Ecc1us. xxi. 3 I). These a're' they that get the name of
talebearers: this it is to go in for talebearing,a thing unworthy of men of probity, much more of Religious. Never
give occa~ion to anyone, says Ecclesiasticus (v. 16), to
be able to say that you are a talebearer. What can be a
more pernicious and prejudici.~lJJ?lEgin ~_.~ommunitY..Jhan
to be a scandalmonge~t._an_~t ~o go' abou!_._~~.~J~~~
brethren fall_ foul Qf'J2!1~_. .~.Q.9ther..?
.That)§ qOIng the
devil's work, for that is_hi:S_~.Qffice.
=.
And be It oDserve91iere-Tnat. to set one person against

an
. it is.nd
~ot
n.e.~
,the. t"hin.",.~
b.e .. rav. e ,:",.),
ve. 0..th.e.r,.al
mIn
tessa...
hI that.
s.
thIn
t . .~_.!.,"?ld
at tImes'
t
amount even to venial sins are enou h fo~-~ 0 it is'
~ that we must rna e account 0 ,not erely whether
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the thing said or related be of itself grave or light, but
'whether it is a thing likely to upset or irritate your brother,
and cause in him some dislike of or alienation from the
m,an who said that. Someone has been thoughtless in
saying a little word that gave others to understand something that was less to the credit of another in point of
learning, or capacity, or virtue, or talent, or something
like "that, and with still greater thoughtlessness off you go
to tell it to the person spoken of : you see now what resentment you may have excited in him: you thought you were
doing nothing, and you stabbed him to the heart. The
words of the talebearer seem simple, and they penetrate to
theinmo~t bowels (Prov. xxvi. 22). There are some things
that some people are wont to make n'othing of, because
they look at them' from I know not what point of view, or
the fact is that they do not look at them at all; but looked
at from the point of view from which they should be
looked at they present such a different appearance that
there is much fear and. d<;:>ubt that they amount to mortal
sin, for the inconveniences and evil effects that follow
from them; and this is one of those things.
Now. if to say these things and sow these discords
amongst. brethren is a thing so prejudicial and pernicious,
.... ,f~ •.
and so much abhorred of God,. what must it be to sow I~ au«I

th._ese•.. .t ares be.t.wee.n. SUb. je.cts. and their Superio.r, a..nd ca. use~
~
disunion between the members and the head, between U I :,.
parents and children! how much more abominable is
,
this in the sight of God! Now this is done also when I!J~ ,;I///I~
similar language is used of the Superior. Greatwas the ~vv
love and obedience that King David's subjects paid him,
.and quite united they were with him; but when they heard
evil spoken of him and his government maligned by a
wicked son of his,Absalom, they refused obedience and
rose up against him (2 Kings xv.). Oh how many times
does it happen that when one is living in right down good
faith, and putting much trust in his Superior, and judging
well of all that he does, and trusting to him his soul,· and
discovering to him his whole heart, by some light word
that another says art this edifice is thrown down, and in its
place there succeed a thousand sleights of malice and
duplicity, rash judgments, fits of reserve, murmurings;

..
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and sometimes this plague spreaas so far that it infects
this one and that one, and that one and another, and
another and another. It is beyond belief what harm is
done by a few light words like these.
But someone will say: it is a. good thing at times for
a person to know what is remarked and said of him, that
he may tread warily and not give occasion. That is true:
then you may tell him the thing, but without letting him
know who has said it, and that though it has been said in
public, that no'ne may excuse him.self by saying that
another would have told him before long. Let everyone
look to himself. Woe to him by 7.vhom the scandal corneth
(Matt. xviii. 7). And though the other importune you
much to let him know who said it, and you know the
information would be a great gratification to his curiosity,
still you must not tell him: it is a mistake sometimes to
give such satisfaction to a friend. That is no good friendship, because you do him harm by telling him, and do
the other harm as well, and still more harm to yourself,
because you are left with a scruple about the harm that
you have done to the one and the other.
The harm and bad consequences of such adisc10sure
may be well understood by this, that when one makes
known anyone's fault to the Superior that by his fatherly
care and providence he may be able to apply a proper
remedy, according to the rule we have on this matter, he
does not want the culprit to understand that it was he who
made it known; and the Superior does his best, and ought
to do his best, to make sure of this secrecy, as his rule
recommends, that this may not be the cause of any bitterness or dislike among the brethren. Now if when this is
done lawfully and according to rule, and with charity and
desire of greater good, there still are these fears, and if
is needful to proceed with caution, with how far greater
reason are these awkward consequences to be apprehended when one discovers to another who it was that
spoke of his fault, doing this not lawfully, nor according
to rule, but carelessly and indiscreetly and stupidly,
and perchance sometimes with some emulation or envy, or
Oft other considerations not good, or at least which the
other might imagine to be not good!
St. Augustine
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highly praises his mother St. Monica upon this account,
that when she heard.often on one side and another complaints and words of resentment and rancour, she never
told anything she had heard of one to the other, but only
what might smooth them down and remove their rancour
and go to unite and reconcile them. So we ought to act,
being ever angels of peace.

CHAPTER IX

That good and fair words help very much to preserve
charity, while their contraries have a contrary effect
Among the things that contribute very much to preserve and augment fraternal charity, are soft and fair
words. A sweet word multiplieth friends and appeaseth
enemies, says the Wise Man ;and,on the contrary, A harsh
word raiseth up fury (Ecc1us. vi.s : Provo xv. I). Hard,
rough and bitter language awakens ill-will and causes disunion: for we are men; and feel such language, and are
put out and stung thereby: henceforth' we look not upon
our brother as we did be.fore, we view his conduct in an evil
light, and perhaps speak ill of him. This being so, it is
of very great importance that our discourse be always so
seasoned with sweetness and affability, that thereby we
may gain the good will of our brethren, acco'rdingto the
saying of Ecclesiasticus: A prudent man maketh hirnself
amiable in his words (Ecclus. XX~ .13). In the first pla~e
we mustohserveas the foundation of all that is to he
, said,' that none should deceive himself herein by saying:
'My brothers are very virtuous men, and will not be
shocked nor tried by one light word, be it a trifle haughty
or ungracious; they will nbt mind that. ' The question is
not what your brothers are or ought· to be, but what you
ought to be, and how you should behave to them. If you·
say, they will not be angry for so small a thing, " the
smaller it is, "answers St. Bernard, " the easier it is for
you to abstain from it." St. Chry'sostom says this'rather
aggravates your fault, that you did. not take means to
overcome yourself in so light a matter. You. should not
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1?e naughty because your brother isgood.· Is thy eye evil,
says our Saviour, because I am good? (Matt. xx. IS).
I
say then that we ought to have a good opinion .of all our
brethren, and not believe they' are so thin-skinned as to
be angry for any small matter; but this does not exempt
us from using as much caution and n10deration in dealing
with them as if they were more brittle than glass, and the
weakest creatures in the world, not giving them on our
part any occasion of annoyance or irritation, however
weak or imperfect they may be.
And this caution we
should keep for two reasons,-one reason touching ourselves: . because however much virtue another has, that
does not make our action cease to be our fault; and again,
for a second reason, touching our neighbour: because not
all people on· all occasions are so well disposed, or so well
in form, as not to be sensible of the offences we commit
against them.
Everyone may know 1?,y himself what
words,or manner of saying them, may please or displease
his brother, following the rule which the Holy Ghost gives
us by the mouth of the Wise Man: Judge of thy neighbour
by thyself (Ecdus. xxxi. 18). Let everyone consult himself, and see whether he be content that they
should speak coldly of him, that they should answer
him sharply, and command him after a haughty
and. imperious manner ; and if he finds this will touch him
to the quick, let him abstain from speaking in that manner,
because his neighbour is a man like himself, and may
have the same feelings as he has.
Humility, also, isa very proper means to make us never
speak but as we ought; for if we be humble, and account
ourselves the least of all, we shall need no other safeguard than. this. This alone is sufficient to teach us how'
tp. behave so that we shall never speak a hasty word, at
which anyone may be offended, but always speak to everyQne with respect and esteem. It is cleat that no one would
say tQ his Superior: ' Your Reverence does not understand
what I say,' because he is speaking as an inJerior to one
whom he respects. If then anyone says these or· the like
words to his brother, it is because he does not take himself
for his inferior, and sosp.eaks to him without respect. Let
us therefore be humble, and, following the counsel of the
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Apostle (Phil. ii. 3), reckon ourselves' the least of alL; and
we shall soon learn the' words that we' oughtto utter:and.
the manner in which we ought to utter them. But .apart
from these general rules and remedies, we will goon: to
mention in particular some sorts of words that are contrary to charity,. that we may avoid them.
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That we ought to be much on our guard against. biting
rzpor,dsthat may offend au/brother, argive him any
di~p leasure
There are little remarks that, bite and wound another.
covertly reflecting on his social condition, or intelligence
not so· keen as it 'might _. be, or any other: defect,
natural Of moral..
Such remarks ,are very_much
against charity ; and the. wittier an<isrnarter they are,
the worse they are, and. the .mor;e harm they,do, fQr;they
strike the he~l.rers more, ,and stay longer in their memories.,
And the worst of it is that he who :speaks them is ~ome~
times very )lluch pleased, with himself, thinking that he
has said a~clever thing and shown dIscernment; .whereas
in reality he very much . d~c~ive~ hi,mself, and instead .of
showing discernment,: he has only" shown a popr under...·
st~nding .and. a worse will; since he·,employs' the under:..
standing, .which God gave him fOf His service, in making;
pointed remarks that wound, and scandalise his brethre~
and disturb peace and .charity.
.
Albertus Magnus says that· as ;when ·one has. bad breath:
it is a sign of something wrong in liver or. ·stomach, 'so,;
when one speaks evil words, J..t is a sign of some illness at
heart. And what would the glorious St. Bernard say of
the Religious who gave vent to biting witticisms? If any
display of wit on the part of a Religious he called a blasphemy and a sacrilege, what name would he give witty
remarks at the expense of our brethren? All these things
are very alien to Religious Life; and accordingly all that
touches thereon should be very far from the mouth of a
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Religious, such as the use of nicknames, and poking-fun ~,e.
at others, and mocking the~and the making or repeating~_
of facetious couplets on he fault or absentminded- ~
ness of another, and the Ii
things. Neither in jest nor
_
in earnest can they reason ly be tolerated, of which let d'/,
each one judge by himself. How would you take it that ~
anyone should give you a nickname, and that all the world
should laugh seeing how well the name fitted? Since,
therefore, you would not like it done to yourself, do you
.not do it to another, for that is the rule of charity. Should
you be pleased, supposing you had made a slip of the
tongue, that people should at once make a point not to
let it fall to the ground, as they say, but make a story o~
it? Certainly you would not. How then do you choose for
another what you would not choose for yourself,-nay
what you would resent and angrily complain of, if it were
done to you?
Even the very mention of mocking and scoffing and
calling nicknames is offensive and ill-sounding in the
mouth of a Religious: how much more the doing of such
things! We should so much abhor them as not even to
take their very names in our mouth, as St. Paul says of
the vice of impurity: As for fornication and all manner of
uncleanness, let it not be so much as named among you,
as becometh saints (Eph. v. 3). And so it should be as
regards this vice, and. St. Paul goes on accordingly joining
it with the other: Nor foul or foolish talking, nor jokes
that are unbecoming.
The very mention of such things
is not in accordance with the holiness that we profess. St.
Bernard says well : " If for idle words we have to give
an account to God at the day of judgment, what shall it
be of' words that are more than idle?" What of words
that wound the feelings of my brother? What of words
that do harm?

rt!

CHAPTER XI

That we ought to beware of wrangling, contradicting
and reprehending
We must also avoid any wrangling with another, or
contradicting him, it being a thing very contrary to, union

and fraternal charity; of whichSt. Paul gives us warning,

when, writing to ,Timothy, he says ~', Do not contend in
words, for it serves for nothing else but the disedifictltio.n
of the 'hearers~ And a little after, he adds: Aservarit of
God must not be contentious, but gentle and peaceful in
his behaviour to all men (2 Tim. ii. 14, 24). TheSaints
much recommend this to. US, and from them our Father
has borrowed it and inserted it in his Rules. St. Dorotheus says that he had rather things should he left undone
than see any disputes or contests arise amongst brethren
in doing them, and adds he would repeat. this a thousand
times. St. Bonaventure also dec1aresthat there is nothing
more unworthy or misbecoming God's servants than to
insist on getting their; own way, and wrangle with one
another as market-women are wont to do. And St. John.
Climacus goes onto say that obstinacy in maintaining
on:e's own opinion, though it be true" is certainly instigated by the devil; and the reason is because' that which
usually ,moves men thereto is fhe excessive desire they
have of humanh()nour. To that end, they aim at getting
theirown way, appearing wise and intelligent, and coming
out conquerors, o.r at least, not to seem inferior' to others;
and thus it is always the devil of pride who is the occasion
of this obstinacy.
Now in this,two so"rts of faults may be 'committed.
The first .and greatest is his who first contradicted the
other, because it is· his obstinacy that began the· dispute
and kindled the fire, and so his fault is greater. And
though, for the most part, the 'subject they dispute about
is in reality· of so smallc'onsequence that it is no matter
whether the thing in debate be the bne way or the other,yet
the loss of peace and charity, which ordinarily are greatly'
impaired by these disputes, is''ofmuch consequence. Your
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friend says this in good faith, and understands the matter
so: let him alone in his good faith, there is nothing at
stake. Dispute not about what does not concern thee} says
the Wise Man (Ecclus. xi. 9). Even though the thing in
hand be of consequence, and you imagine that your brother
may indeed receive some prejudice by adhering to his
opinion; yet it is a good plan, they say, to bear with him
for the present instead of contradicting him, but take him
apart and tell him the truth afterwards; that he may not
remain in error. Hereby the end is gained, and unpleasant
consequences avoided.
The other fault to observe here is, when it happens that
someone contradicts you, you should not insist upon your
point, nor seek to push your opinion and get the better of
his; but as soon as you have laid down once or twice ,vhat
you take to be the truth, if others do not believe you, let
them think what they please. This is done by lapsing
into silence,as though you knew no more,-not however
with the affected air which some take up, as though they
did not yield, but desired their opinion to stand, and the
blame to rest with the other party. He that avoideth contention, gaineth honour, says the Wise Man (Prov. xx. 3).
And with reason does he say so. It is the property of
noble hearts to bate one's right in season, and let oneself
be beaten in such like contentions and wrangles. He who
acts thus, does an act of charity to his neighbour, by
avoiding the bitternesses and irritations that usually follow
upon these disputes. He does an act of humility within
himself, vanquishing the desire of coming out with the
honours of vict-ory.
Likewise an act. of love of God,
cutting off the occasion of many sins that are almost
inseparable from a war of words, as the Wise Man says :
Abstain from contention, and thou wilt diminish sins
(Ecc1us. xxviii. 10). On the other hand, he who maintains
his view obstinately, besides the disedification that he
gives, is the cause of the loss of peace and charity, with
many unpleasantnesses and rancours that follow therefrom. And instead· of gaining honour and esteem, ashe
thought to do, he loses it, because they take him for a
, swollen head,' a man who likes coming out ' top dog,'
and· will never bate an inch to anybody.
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If is said of St. 'Thomas Aquinas thaf in schol-astic disputations he never peremptorily contradicted anyone; but
said what he thought with .incredibl~ .mildness and temperance of language, throwing no scorn on anyone, but
rather p~ying honour to all, as one whose abject was not
to come victorious out of a dispute, but to get the truth
recognised. The instance is also well known·ofthose two
old monks, who dwelt together in one cell, and never had

contention. or wrangle between them, how they wished. to
make trial to see.if they could get up.a dispute about a
brick as to whose it was, and they did not succeed. That
is how we should succeed in our disputations.
You should also bewp.re .of undertaking to reprehend
and "correct your brother, though you fancy.you could do
it withall.charityand· in the handsomest manner. That
is the office. of the Superior. Now men take it with
more, or less of good grace to have one.Superior or two to
admonish and rebuke· them; but they do not take it at.· aU
weUfor one who is not their Superior to usurp that office.
Men commonly have no mind to be corrected arid reproved.
by their equals. We have· also a rule, fO'rbidding anyone
to-command or rebuke another without authority from the
Superior to do so. As one cannot give an order without
authority,fronithe Superior, so neither can one give_·correction. This' is not a ,business •to entrust· to all. Evetl
the Superior himself, when. he has to correct another :and
admdnish him ofbis fatilt, must first look well about him,
and wait for his opportunity, and measutehis'words, what
he. hasta say and how he is to ·say. it, in order that, the
correction and admonitionm'ay be well 'taken, and profit
the delinquent; and all this circumspection is' necessary.
And. here, isa man who- will take upon- h~mself without
further ado to tell his ,brother of his fault on the spot,. and
often in the actitself, under the colour of zeal. This is not
the zeal of. charity, but· often a thing very contrary to
charity, and more likely to do harm than good. N.ay, .even·
though there, be much 'justification 'for. what you do,. the
othevis, readily. tempted to say.withinhi'mself,~anditis·a
mercy 'if he does not say it out loud,-' who has made you
Superior" and why do' you meddle in the office of another?
Who hath made thee prince and judge. over us? (Exod.ii.
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14). ' If you tell the other that what he is doing is against
the rule, he may tell you that your reprehending of him is
also against the· rule.
I t is related of Socrates that one day when he was at
dinner with some friends in the house ·of a leading citizen
who had invited· them, he smartly took to task one of the
company, for some fault that he saw him commit at table.
Whereupon Plato, who was also present, said: "Would
it not have been better to have left this till, afterwards,
and reprehended· him in private?"
Socrates replied:
" And would it not also have been better for you to have
told me this afterwards in private?"
He ·cleverly cast
back his reprehension in his face,observing that he was
doing the very thing that he found fault with in another.
That is what these reprehensions serve for. And not only
is this no zeal of charity, but often it is bad humour' on
the part of him who gives the rebuke: it is his impatience
and lack of. self-control, which makes him so offended at
the fault of his brother, and sometimes with w'hat was no
fault at· all.
Hie cannot· contain himsel£ till he has
come out with it, and therein he thinks to have found:
relief and satisfaction.
He cannot, or he will not,
mortify himself, and he wants to mortify his neigh":
bour. The spirit of mortification and rigour is very
good for each one to maintain with himself, but with 'his
brother he should always·· maintaIn a spirit of love' and
gentleness. This· is' what the Saints teach by word and
example, and it helps much to union and fraternal charity.
Hence it follows that if it is not good to rebuke and
correct your brother even when you think you are doing
it excellently well and with charity a'nd kihdness, much
less will it be good if you point out to him his fault not so
excellently well, nor with such excellent reserve. Thus
we should be much on our guard against the practice,
and generally against all ,words that may mortify our
brethren.
Cassian relates that one day Abbot Moses in dispute
with Abbot Macarius, happened to say a wora'to mortify
him and somewhat discompose him, and at once God chastised him, permitting a devil to enter into him, and such
a foul and filthy devil too as to drive him to put into his
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own mouth ordure and dirt, until by ,the prayer of Macarius he was delivered therefrom. This shows how'much
God abhors this fault, sinceRe so chastised it 'in one who
was such a great servant of His and a man-of such ap;.
proved sanctity as we know the Abbot Moses to have been.
A chastisement something like this we read' of in the
Chronicles of the Order of St. Francis. An aged friar in
presence of a nobleman' of Assisi addressed another friar'
in'soITle rough and harsh words showing -some a.nger. -Rut
in the act of saying' them he entered into himself,; and
seeing his brother troubled by the words, and the secular
disedified, he was kindled to take 'vengeance' 'upon himself.
So taking some dung, -and putting it into hisrhouth, and
chewing it, he said':" Let the tongtiechew dung that has
poured out against his brother poison' passion. ". Arid
it is said then that that nobleman. was greatly edified and
almost out of himself, seing with what zeal andfe'rvour
the Religious atoned for his fault. Inconsequence he was
more devoted than ever to the friars, offering himself and
all his goods to serve the Order.
'
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CHAPTER XII

Of the good grace and kind words w#h which an office
of ,charity should be exercised
The blessed St. Basil, in a sermon exhorting to monastic life, -gives an admonition and instruction very good
for those who are occupied in- outward offices of charity,
how they should behave ,in exercising them. When you
have, he says, to do these offices, you must not be content
with the mere bodily ,exertion, 'but you must take care to
do what you do with a -good grace, and·. show kindness
and gentleness in your words, that the dthers may understand that you do this out of charity, and so your service
may be pleasing to them. And the same says Ecclesiasticus: Son, in thy good deeds give nogrdund of complaint,
nor in thy -gifts cause sadness by evil·words~ Shall nota
fall of dew temper heat? So too is the word 'bett'er than
the gift. S eest thou not that a kind word is worth more
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than the thing given? (Ecc1us. xviii. 15-6). This is the salt
which 81. Paul says must give a relish to all that you do.
The gracious air with which you serve, and the kind terms
in which you answer, are worth more than all that you do.
And contrariwise, know that however much you labour and
fatigue yourself, if you do not do it with a gracious mien,
using kind words and answers, it will not be valued or go
for anything, but will seem all lost. Let your words and
answers, say the Apostle, always be seasoned with the
salt of. graciousness and gentleness (Col. iv. 6), with such
phrases as ' Delighted,' , Most willingly.'
Even if you
are busy and have a great deal to do, and cannot do what
you are asked, do not on that account return your brother
a dry and disagreeable answer ; even then you must see
that your answer be so good that the other may go away
as, contented and happy in' your kindness as if you
had, done, the thing.,
Say such things as this: ' Certainly, I should be much pleased to do it, if I could, but
just now I can't. Will it do afterwards?' And if the
obstacle is. that you have not leave, say: ' I will go and
ask leave for it.' Make up in kind words for what you
cannot do in deed: thus your good will is understood.
This is also what Solomon says: A gracious tongue
aboundeth in a good man (Ecclus.· vi. 5). Words spoken
with graciousness and .breathing tenderness and love,
ought always to abound in a good and virtuous man, that
being a great means to the preservation of charity and
mutual uni6n.
St. Bonaventure says that we ought to be ashamed to
utter a harsh and disagreeable, word, that could possibly
offend or displease our neighbour, even though it. be
spoken off-hand and on the' spur of the moment, and
though the word in itself be very slight. And if at any
time it shall happen that we are off our guard in this particular, we should be careful to confound, and humble
ourselves, and offer satisfaction to our brother by begging
his pardon.
, . It is related of S1. Dositheus that when he was .infirtnarian he took particular care not to' run foul of .any...
one, but to speak to .all very peacefully and charitably.
Still. it did happen sometimes that, having to deal with
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so many persons,~now with the cook, as to whether he
should put that pot, there; at other times with the
dispenser,' because he did not give him, the better portion
for the sick, or because he did not give it him at once; at
other times with the refectorian, because he took away
some things from the refectory,-he raised his voice, and
spoke some rough and offensive word; and when this
happened, he was so ashamed of himself that he went
to his, cell, and prostrate on the ground had his fill of
weeping', 'until St. Dorotheus his master went there, who
understood the situation.
" What's this, Dositheus?
what have you been doing?" Heat once told his fault
with many tears. "Father, I have spoken disrespectfully
to my brother." ,St. Dorotheus scolded him well. "Is
this humility? and still you live?" After scolding him,
he'said: " Rise now, God has forgiven' you, let us start
afresh. " And the story goes that he got up as cheerfully
as if 'he had heard, his pardon from the mouth of God;
and made a new resolution never to speak to anyone disagreeably and harshly.
For the ,common profit of "those who do services of
charity as also of those who receive them,' St. Basil gives
two short and solid pieces of advice. How, he asks, ,shall
we 'render well'this service of charity to our 'brothers?
And he answers : If we reckon that in· serving our brother
we are serving Christ, who said: Verily I 'saY to you, that
what ye have' done to the least of my, brethren yeha7fe~
done it to me (Matt. xxv. 40). Do things as one serving
God and not men,a.nd infhat way you will do them well,
in good style and with a good grace. He,goes on to ask:
And how am I to receive the service that my brother does
me? He answers: As when the servant is served by his
master velut servus ab hero; and as St. Peter behaved'
when the Lord offered to wash his feet; 'Lord dost thou
wash, my fee,t? (John?Ciii. 6). Thus there is preserved on the
orie hand'. humility 'in both: parties' concerned, inasmucpas
the one will not disdain nor be weary of the, service 'he
renders to his brother,regardi'ng him as a sori of G,od and
brother of Christ, and reckoning that 'ill serving' him,'he
serves Christ Himself; and the other 'will not flatter himself
upon seeing all people at his service~~' but 'rather will be
J
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confounded and humble himself more at that, considering
that it is not done for him but for God. And on the other
hand mutual charity will be preserved and much augmented for the same reason.

CHAPTER XIII

Of what we are to do when we have had any passage
of arms or disagreement with our brotheT
But since after all we are men, and not all of us always
so much upon the alert but that one may be taken some
day by surprise to the extent of saying a harsh or dis-agreeable word, or giving some occasion of offence to
his brothers, it will be well to see how we are to behave
after that. When that happens, we are not to answer
in the same harsh and disagreeable tone, but should
have in us virtue and humility enough to take the thing
well and know how to dissemble it.
The fire of our
charity should not burn so low as that a few drops of
water will extinguish it. For this reason it is, says St.
Basil, that St. Paul calls it fraternal charity, to signify
that it must not be a light and accidental love, but wellmarked, and strong. Let fraternal charity endure ever between you (Heb. xiii. I), loving one another as breth-ren
(Rom. xii. 10). It were greatly to be desired that none
should ever give occasion to his brother, either in deed or
word, for the least displeasure in the world: but it is also
to be desired that none should be so brittle as glass, such a
tender babe in virtue, as for a mere nothing to be put out
and talk loud and break the peace. It were better that none
should find fault with anyone, nor meddle in the office of
another; but when it does happen that someone breaks the
law in this, it is not reasonable and proper that the other
party should at once throw this in his face, asking if he has
got leave, or saying that there is a rule that none should
meddle -in the office of another; that only serves to make
something of what was nothing, if you had only kept quiet
and taken no notice. When one hard body strikes another
hard body, it sounds and makes a noise: but if the hard
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body strikes a soft one, it is neither heard nor felt. We see
that a hard ball discharged from a culverin shatters a
tower of very good ,masonry with a great crash, but
striking:on sacks of wool its force is deadened by that soft
~ateri,al. So Solomon says on this subject:.A soft answer
tJA;rneth. away·wrath but hard words awaken. fury (Prov.
~v. I), for that is throwing fuel on the fire, contrary to
what the Wise Man advises: Throw not fuel on the fire
of a man in a violent pqssion (Ecclus. viii. 4). You should
not f~ed his fire with your replies, but have so' much softness a~d virtue" in your composition,. that though. at times
they say a hard and rough word to you, .itmakes no noise,
it is not, felt, it. nowhere appears, but is· deadened and
drowned· where it fell.
St. Dorotheus teaches us avery humble way of answering on. such occasions. He says that when others speak
roughly and reprehend us, and even accuse us of haviQg
done what we have not done, we should'still'answerwith
humility,' asking pardon as if we had really given occasion for the rebuke, though we have given none, and say:
'Pardon me, brother, and pray to God for me.' He got
this from one of those ancient Fathers, who advised him
so. With. this store of supplies on board, on the one side
being very careful not. to offend or give any occasion of
displeasure to our brothers, and on the other being wide
awake for occasions of suffering .and taking in good part
any annoyance that maybe offered .us, we shall live in
great peace and union.
But when someday you fail in this, and it happens that
you have had a passage of arms with your brother, because he has broken out,' and you have not had virtue
and humility enough to bear it and take no notice, but
one hi:ud body has hit another, and there has been a noisy
collision,. so -that you remain offended and full of resentment .against your brother, and he also against you for
the, reply. and retort with which you met him,-then says
St. Bonaventure this feeling-of resentment must not be
s'uffered to endure either on the one side or on the other;
but you must seek to make it up and be reconciled to your
brother: heforedinner; or at least hefore going to bed.
Let not the sun go down upon your anger (Eph~iv. 26),
J
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put an end to it before nightfall. N ow the way to satisfaction and reconciliation, he says, must be by the one
asking pardon of the other. And our Father gives us the
same recommendation in his Constitutions.
He says:
"It must not be allowed, nor must there be place given for
any irritation or disagreement to exist amongst Ours ; but
if anything of the s'ort comes about through our weakness
and the instigation of the enemy, who is ever seeking to fan
and kindle the fire of discord amongst brethren" means
must be taken that they return at once by due satisfaction
to their former brotherhood and kindliness. ' , And among
other spiritual admonitions that are found in the manuscripts of our Father, there is one to this effect, that when
anything of this sort occurs, the parties should at once
ask pardon of'one another, and this is the due satisfaction
that the Constitutions require.
With this humility the
breach of charity will be repaired, as St. Bernard well
observes: Sola humilitas est laesae c,aritatis reparatio.
We should all be very ready to ask pardon and to give
it, according to the word of the Apostle: Bearing with
one another, and pardoning one another, if anyone hath
matter of complaint against another (Col. iii. 13). Nay
each one should try to get the' 'start in this transaction,
and not wait for or allow the other to take away his
crown therein: that none may take thy crown (Apoc.
iii. I I) : for whoever is the first to make advances by humbling himself and going first to beg pardon, that orie gains
a great crown. Thus the senior in Religion, and he who
has or ought to have a better hold on virtue and mortification, should aim at being the first in this transaction, and abate his right, and not stand on points, as to
whether he is the injured party or most in the' right.
When the shepherds of Abraham and Lot his nephew
quarrelled about the feeding-ground of their flocks, at
once Abraham yielded his right and gave Lot the choice.
I pray thee, let there be no disagreement between me and
thee, and between my shepher'ds and thine" since weare
brothers. H ere thou hast all, the land in sight: go apart
froni me, I pray thee. 'If thou takest the left, I will take
the right. If thou choosest the right, I will go to the left
(Gen. xiii. 8).
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In the Chronicles of the Cistercian Order there is a
story ofa monk, who every time he communicated had
this favour done him by the Lord, that it seemed as though
he were :receiving a honeycomb, and this delightful sweetness lasted three days. It happened one day that he rebuked another and went a little beyond bounds in doing
so, .and then he went to Communion without being reconciled to his brother. That day, the story says, he felt in
his mouth a bitterness greater than that of gall, because
he had not complied with what _Christ our Redeemer
commands in His Gospel: If thou art offering thine offering at the altar, and there thou rememberest that thy
brother: hath some complaint against thee, leave -thine
offering at the foot of the altar, and go first to be reconciled to. thy brother,' and, that done, thou canst return and
offer thy gift (Matt. v. 23-4). Hereby we see what store
the Lord sets by one being reconciled with one's brother
at once, since, though he beat the foot of the altar, He
requires him to go back and be reconciled to him before
making his offering. to God.,

CHAPTER XIV

Of three directions to be observed when another has
given us some occasion of annoyance
From what has been said we may gather three directions to be observed when our brother has offended us,
or given us some occasion of annoyance. The first is that
we must be very far from desiring any revenge. We are
all brethren and members of the same body, and no member wounded by another member takes vengeance on it,
nor was ever boy so senseless as, because he had bitten his
tongue, to pull out in his vexation the teeth that did the
mischief: they are of. the same household, now that one
harm· has been done, let not there be done two. Thus we
should say when a brother offends us: 'he is of my
body, let us pardon, him, let us not do or wish him
any evil; now that one harm is done, let there not
14
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be two in this body of Religion.' Rendering no man evil
for evil (Rom. xii. 17). I am not speaking of revenge in
a grave matter, because here in Religion we are very far,
and all should be very far, from that, but I· speak of lighter
things such as one thinks he may desire and do without
sin. One will say,:, ' I do not wish any harm to befall
my brother, but certainly I should like to say to him two
words that he would feel and come to see the mischief he
has done in this matter. ' Another is glad at the rebuke
and penance given to him with whom he has some matter
of animosity.
Another feels a strange satisfaction and
complacency in the man's not succeeding well in some
undertaking, and coming out of it disappointed and
humbled. This is revenge, this is an evil thing, this is
not having forgiven with all your heart. In this state of
mind one may well have some scruple over the words of
the Paternoster: Forgive us our trespasses as we forgive
them that trespass again'st us. In some sort this· would
mean more amongst us in Religion than in those of the
world desiring a grave vengeance on their enemies. Say,
not: As he hath done unto me, so will I do unto him (Prov.
xxiv. 29). Desire not for your brother a return of what
he has done to you: since that would be to desire vengeance.
Secondly, we must not only be far from desiring· any
sort of vengeance upon him who has offended us, but \ve
must also beware of another thing which people in the
world think lawful. Those in the world are wont to say:
, I wish no evil to Jones, but I shall never-be able to
stomach him any more.' These pe.ople keep up in their
heart a dislike and aversion for him who has injured them,
and they cannot swallow any more from that quarter, as
they say. Among these worldly people this is taken to
be wicked, and we sometimes doubt whether they have
fulfilled in rigour the obligation of the precept, since this
sometimes leads to their refusing to speak to the person,
and giving some scandal thereby. But how much greater
a·faultwould it be if here amongst us there were anything'
of the sort, and there remained in your heart any bitterness or dislike against your brother, and you did not look
upon him as yesterday and the day before (Gen. xxxi. 2) 1
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This is a thing very alien to Religious Life. Let qll bitter'ness of heart, all· anger and indignation be removed from
you (Eph. IV. 31). We ought to be very bountiful to one e
another, very merciful, and ready to forget injuries, and
that altogether from the heart. Do. you know how much
, .from the heart' .means? St. Paul tells you, ' as' God
pardons us ' : As the Lord hath condoned to you, so do
ye also (Col.. iii. 13). See how much from the' heart God
pardons us : when we repen.t ~n.d be~ pa.rdon of our sins,'
God keeps us no ill-will nor grudge against us, nor shows
us a sour face, .hut makes us friends as before.
He
cherishes and loves us as if we had never offended Him,
and throws not our past sins in our teeth, nor remembers
them anymore, I will not r'emember anymore their sins and
iniquities (Ezech.xviii. 22). He will cast into the depths
of the sea all our sins (Micah Vii.lg). In this way we
ought to forgive, and in this way to forget injuries. There
should remain in us no aversion or grudge .against our
brother, but it should be as though he had never offended
us and nothing had· passed between us. If you wish God
to forgive you in this way, do you also forgive your
brother: otherwise, dread what Christ our Redeemer says
in the Gospel: So shall my.heavenly Father do to you as
ye have done to your brother, unless youforgive everyone
his brother from his 'heart (Matt. xviii. 35). Forgive and
ye shall be forgiven: with the same measure wherewith ye
have measured out to others, so shall it· be measured unto
you (Luke vi. 37-8).
The third .thing, which better explains what has gone
before, St.. Basil says is, that as we should not keep up
any particular affection for anybody, since' these affections
give rise to many bad consequences, as we shall say her.eafter, so neither should we keep up an aversion for anyone,
since these aversions also give rise to many. bad consequences.
What worse consequence could there be
than this, if (which God forbid) such language were heard
amongst· us: ' Raphael does not get on 'well with Gabriel;
since so and so happened, they have not been on the
same footing as before; they. do not hit it with one,
another, they are at loggerheads.'
Encounters of this
sort· are enough to· bring Religious Life. to the ,ground. If
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Christ"· our . Redeemer willed· us to be known for His disciples by our loving one another (John xiii. 35), he who
shall be none of that sort, ·but quite the contrary, will be
no disciple of Christ, no good Religious.
N ow for a remedy to all this. As when you feel a particular affection for anyone, you should diligently endeavour to cast it off,. that it may riot take root in your heart
nor become dominant there; and the masters of spiritual
life particularly advise us that it is necessary- then to make
great account of· not letting this particular affection and
inclination of the will come to light, nor show itself in
deeds, nor let it be possibly understood or seen by anyone,
because such a thing is apt to give great scandal and
offence; so also- when you· feel an aversion and dislike for
anyone, you must be careful at once with all diligence to
throw it off, that it may take no hold upon your heart nor
any root there. And you must be particularly careful not
to let it be in any manner visible in your actions that
you have this aversion or temptation, because that" might
give great offence and lead to many evil consequences.
And not only must you be careful that others may not
come to see it, but also that the party concerned may not
be able to see it either. This is readily understood by the
very example that we have before us. There are some
people who endeavour that others should not come to see
the particular affection they bear to some individual, wishing to avoid the censure and scandal that that might occasion; but as for the person to whom they bear that affection, they give him to understand it in .many things;
sometimes by declaring it openly, at other times covertly,
which is a great and very pernicious evil.
So there are
those who while" they. are careful that others shall not
come. to see how ill-disposed they are towards their
, brother, for the sake of avoiding the censure and scandal
that might arise therefrom, nevertheless show it to him in
outward appearance and behaviour, cutting him, and· not
treating him as before, looking glum and severe on every
occasion of rneeting him, and purposely letting him· see
that they resent what he has done-. This also is very
wicked, since it isa kind of vengeance taken upon one's
brother. Of all these things we should very much beware.
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For this as for any other temptation the Saints-advise
us, by reason of the danger, to walk with great precaution
and circumspection, that the temptation may not run away
with us, and make uS do' something in accordance, with
it. Therefore when you feel any ave'rsion, or dislike, orrancouragains,t another,youmust be very much on your guard
not to let this a.version or dislike carry you off,and cause
you to say something ordo_. something in evidence of it,
and so give occasion of offence to your brother. Rather
you should then make -an effort to do him good turns,
praying to God for him, and speaking well of him, and
aiding him upon occasion, according to the counsel of
the Gospel (Matt. v. 44), and what St. Paul says: Be not
overcome by evil, but. overco~e evil by good; for, doing
this, thou shalt heap coals of fire upon his head (Rom.

xii.

20,21).

Thomas a Kempis tells ofa priest and servant of God,
a companion of his in the same monastery, that having to
go on business to another convent he met on the way a
layman, with whom he engaged in familiar conversation.
They came to, speak, of the things' of God, and in
the course of this conversation the, layman went
on to tell ,him that he" -wished -to tell him a certain thing. that had happened to 'him at another time,
~hichwas that for a long time when he heard' Mass he
could never see the Blessed Sacrament in the hands of
the priest. Thinking that this was because he was too
far off, and his sight too weak to be able to see it, he went
up to the altar where the priest was celebrating, and for
all that he could see no more in one place than in the other,
and this lasted for more than a year.. In his' perplexity
and confusion, not knowing the cause of it, he bethought
himself and determined to lay open the matter in confession to agood priest. This priest, after discreet examination, foundthat this man was at enmity with a neighbour
for a certain injury that -he had received, which he had
no mind on any account to forgive. The good confessor,
considering. his malice and hardness,' of heart, partly
scol<:Jed him, partlyadmoIiished him, giving him to understand the great danger in which he lay·; and that if he .did
not-from his heart pardon the injuries done him, it was in
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vain for him to ask pardon for his own sins, and that this
was the reason why he could not see the Blessed Sacrament. Hearing this, he was struck with compunction of
heart, and obeying the counsel of his good confessor he
pardoned his enemy. When the confession was over, and
he had received penance and absolution, he entered the
church, heard Mass, and without difficulty saw the Blessed
Sacrament. In thanksgiving he was never wearied with
blessing the Lord for this benefit, and for the others that
He marvellously works among His creatures.
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CHAPTER XV

Of rash judgments, explaining in what their malice
and gravity consists

q

A nd thou, says St. Paul, how darest thou judge thy
brother, and despise him and undervalue him in thy heart?
(Rom. xiv. 10). Among other temptations wherewith the
devil, the enemy of our good, is wont to make war upon
us, one of the chief is by intruding upon us judgments and
suspicions against our brethren, to the end that we may
give up the esteem and good opinion that we have of them,
and along with it our love and charity for them, or at
least that that charity may become lukewarm and cool
down. F or the same reason we should do our very besW",
to resist this temptation, and reckon it a very grave one~~
because it strikes a chord coming so near the heart as (Vb- .
charity. So SJ:. _A~advises us: "If you wish to ~ (I)
maintain yourseITln -love and charity with your brethren, aP4
before all things it is necessary to be greatly on your J¥f.
guard against judgments and suspicions, which are the ~
poison of charity." St. Bonaventure calls it, "a pesti-~ ~
lence hidden and sec~et, but' most deadly, which drives
away God and destroys charity among brethren." The
'malice and gravity of this vice consists in its defaming
your neighbour in your own thoughts, depreciating and
making less of him, giving him an unjustly low place in
your heart, and that on indications slight and insufficient.

CH.XV
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Herein you aggrieve and wrong your brother; and the
fault will be the greater, the more serious the matter 011
which you pronounce judgment, and the more frivolous the
ev.idence. The gravity of this fault will be understood from
another like it: if you were to ruin another in the good
estimation of your brother, defaming him, and depriving'
him of the esteem and good opinion which your brother
had of him, that would be clearly a grave sin. But this

same offence and injury you do him in abandoning without

I

cause and without sufficient evidence the esteem and good
oPinio.n that you. ha.d of him, because. your bro.ther .se.ts the
same value in having a good name with you as with
another man. Hereby one may well see the injury and
offence hereby done to your neighbour. Would not you
take it ill that another should conceive such a mean
opinion of you, without your having given any sufficient
cause for it? Measure it by yourself, which is the measure
of charity with our neighbour, and of justice also.
. . It is to be observed here that it is one thing to have a . .. .
..
temptation to form rash judgments, and another thing to
'.
be overcome by that temptation. So we are wont to say
in other temptations, that it is one thing to have temptationsto impurity, and another thing to be overcome· and
consent to them; and we say that the evil is not in the first,
but in the second of these two things. In this case, likewise, it is not wicked to be troubled with thoughts of
rash judgment,--though it would be better if we were so
full of love and charity. for our brethren, and had such a
high opinion of them, and such a deep knowledge of our
own faults, that it never entered into our heads to look at
or con~ider the faults of other people. But after all, as
St. Bernard says, " the fault is not in the feeling, but in
the consent" and in b~ingovercome by the temptation.
Non nocet sensus, ubi non est consensus. A man is then
overcome· by the temptation to rash judgment, when he
makes up his mind and consents thereto, and thereby loses
the high opinion and good repute that he had of his
brother, and thinks less of him. In sucp a case, when he .
goes to confession, he must not say that there occurred
to him judgments against his brother, but that he consented to them and w·as overcome by that temptation~

t;t;!::;i
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Theologians here warn us that we must be very careful
not to specify to anyone else the judgment and suspicion
that has occurred to us against our neighbour, lest the
person we tell it to come also himself to have thes(';lme
judgment and suspicion, or possibly be confirmed in the
idea that had already occurred to him; for our inclination
is so evil that we are readier to believe evil than good of
another. Even in confession, they observe that we must
not name the person against whom the judgment has occurred, nor the person at whom offence is taken for such
and such a thing that he has done, not thereby to engender
in the mind of the confessor any evil suspicion or disesteem
of him. So great is the caution and care which they
require us to have concerning the honour and good repute
of our neighbour. And are you ready on slight and illfounded conclusions to surrender the esteem and reputation which your neighbour had with you, a reputation to
which he has a natural right with all men, so long as his
deeds do not near dtrect Witness to the contrary?
Besides the injury and offence hereby done to your
neighbour, this vice contains in itself other malice and
rave in'ur to God b
ur ation of the 'urisdiction and
judgment which ro erl belon s to QQQ.. Against this
our aviour says in the Gospel: udge not, and ye shall
not be judged: condemn not, and ye shall not be condemned (Luke vi. 37). St. Augustine says tliatHe here
forbids rash judgments, which consist in judging the intention of the heart, and other things uncertain and
hidden, because God has reserved to Himself the cognisance of this case, and so forbids us to meddle therein.
The Apostle St. Paul declares this more in pa~ticular,
when writing to the Romans: Who art thou that darest
judge another: man's servant? I n view of his master it is
that he keepeth his footing or falleth (Rom. xiv. 4). To
judge is the act of a Superior: this man is not your subject:
he has a Master, namely, our Lord, leave him to Him to
judge, and take not on yourself the jurisdiction of God.
Judge not before the time, until the Lord cometh, who will
light up the hidden things of darkness and manifest the
intentions of hearts,' and then shall every man have his
praise from God (I Cor. iv. 5). This is the reason which
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the Apostle gives why we should not judge, because there
are uncertain and hidden things which belong to the judgment of God, and so he who m'eddies in judging these
things usurps the jurisdiction and judgment of God. In
the Lives of the Fathers there is .astory tord of one of
those monks, who upon sundry indications that he saw
or heard spoken of judged ill .of another monk, and immediately he. heard a voice from heaven that said to him:
" . Men have taken away My judgment,' and meddled in' a

jurisdiction not theirs."
- And if we say this, and the Saints say it, of things that
wear some' appearance of evil, what shall be said of those
who put a bad' construction even on things in themselves
ood, ·ud .in that the' are done with an evil intention and
for uman motIves? , This is most properly to usurp the
jurisdiction and judgment of God, .these people seeking· to
enter even into the hearts of men, and judge of intentions
and hidden' thoughts, a thing peculiarly proper to God.
Ye have made yourselves judges, giving unjust sentences,
says the Apostle St. James (ii. 4). And the Wise l\lan
says that they seek to make themselves diviners, judging
\yhat they know not andcannot know. In the likeness of
a diviner lind conjecturer he judgeth of what he kno'"weth
not (Prov. xxiii. 7).

11Jt~ 'g~e-.) im.
CHAPTER XVI

Of the causes and roots whence rash judgments proceed, and. their remedies
.

The ,first· root whence rash judgments proceed, is that
which is the root of all evils and sins, which is pride.
But •particularly so in this case, St.. Bonayentyre' notes
here.a thing w~rthy of &9nsideration.He says: "People N.13,
who. take themselves to bespiritual men are usually more jJ~ ..r
tempted .than others in this particular of judging and
_
.
marking down others; as if they were' so to fulfil what the ~ ~ ,
Apostle'says in another sense: The spiritual man judgeth
aU things (I Cor. ii. IS). "They fancy they see in themselves gifts of God, and whereas they ought to be more
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humble, they grow vain of them, and take themselves for
somebodies, and in comparison with themselves they make
little of others, seeing them less recollected and more ocHence they
cupied and diverted with exterior things.
turn reformers of other people's lives, forgetting their
own.
The Saints say that simplicity is the daughter of humility, since he who is truly humble keeps his eyes open only
upon his own faults, and closed upon those of his neighbour, and ever finds in himself so much to consider and
deplore as never to raise his eyes or his thoughts to the
study of other people's faults; and thus once a man is
truly humble, he will be far removed from these judgments. To this end the Saints assign this remedy as very
important, as well for this as for other failings, that we
should keep our eyes open solely to see our own faults.l
ut sciam quid desit mihi (Ps. 38), and closed against the
sight of the faults of our neighbours. Thus we shall not
be like the hypocrites whom Christ censures in the holy
Gospel, who see the mote· in the eyes of their neighbour,
and not the beam that they have right across their own
eyes (Matt. vii. 3). The keeping of our eyes ever on our
own failings carries with it great an~ high~nefits. It
carr· ~umility an~elf-abasemen it carrie ear of God
of heart, it
an "ranquillity.
But to go prying into your neighbour's defects ~arries
{\with it great ~ and ill consequences, such as pri4e,
. ~rash judgments,~indignation against ~ brother an<t'ill
opinion of him~troubles of conscience,~fits of indiscreet
zeal, and other things that disturb the heart. Thus, if
ever you do see some defect in your neighbour, the Saints
bid you draw fruit from it. An excellent way of doing
this is laid down for us by_ SJ. _BQn_av~~ who says:
" When you see in your bro~mgthatdispleases
you, before you judge him, turn your gaze within, and
see if there be in you anything worthy of reprehension;
and if there be, turn your sentence against yourself, and
condemn yourself in that in which you were minded to condemn another, saying with the Prophet, It is I who have
sinned, I who have done evil (2 Kings xxiv. 17). I am
the evil and perverse creature, who does not deserve to

an~ecollection

ca'rrie~eace
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kiss the ground on which' my' brother treads, ,and do I
dare to judge him? And what has that which I see
in my brother to do with, what I see in myself?" St:
Bernard teaches another good rule, which we may adapt
-rntIii"S matter. "W4en you see anything in another
that displeases you, turn your eyes at once upon yourself,
and see if you have the same fault ; and if so, give it up.
And· when you see anything' in' your brother that pleases
you, turn your eyes also upon yourse1£, and see i£you

have that good point; and if you have it, take means to
keep it ; and if you have· it not, take me.ans to attain it."
I
In this way we shall profit by everything.
I!J.'(J ~3 St. ,Thomas assigns other reasons of these judgments.
I
...<::: Theycotne sometimes of an evil ,heart.. ,whereby a man
Yjudges of others from what he has done or would do
himself, according to the saying of the Wise Man: The
.
fool' walking in the, road, being himself 'Void of sense,
I
reckons all men to be fools (Eccles. x. 3): which
in plain English is what the proverb says : "The
robber fancies all the world to be thieve.s."
As
I
when you look through a blue glass, all the world seems
blue; and if you look through a pink glass, all seems pink ;,
so to the evil and imperfect man everything seems evil, he
sees all things in a bad light, because he looks through a
glass of the same hue. Because he does things for these
ends and, on these motives, he thinks that everybody else
does the same. To him well applies that saying of St.
Paul: You condemn oursel in these ·ud ments because
you 0 that verthinwhich ou ·ud e (Rom. ii. I). A
goo and vIrtuous' man always takes things on the better
side, even though there be some indications that make
the thing doubtful: to take them on the worse side is' not
a good sign. St. Dorotheus says that as 'a ·man with a
good constitution and a good stomach turns even unwholesome food into good nourishment, and contrariwise,
a man with a bad constitution and a bad stomach turns
good food into peccant humour, so also herein ; a man who
has and aims at virtue turns everything' to good, taking
everything on the better side; whereas he who does not
aim at virtue turns all into peccant humour, taking things
on the worse side.
I
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The Saints go further and· say that even when what
one sees is clearly bad, though it is not sin to judge that
for evil which certainly is so, yet then it LS a mark
of virtue and perfection to try to excuse one's neighbour as far as possible.
"If you cannot excuse the deed,
excuse the intention," says St. Bernard, "think that it
was some piece of inadvertence or ignorance; think that
it must have been absent-mindedness; think that it was
some sudden burst of impulse." Excusa intentionem, si
opus non pates, puta ignorantiam, puta subreptionem,
puta casum. If we loved our neighbour as we love ourselves, if we regarded him as a second self, since a friend
is a second self, there would never be wanting to us modes
and manners of excuse. Dh how a man excuses himself !
how he defends himself! how he diminishes and lightens
his faults! So should we .do to our neighbour, if we
loved him as we love ourselves. And when the fault is
so evident and culpable as to leave no room for excuse,
then, says St. Bernard, think that the occasion and temptation was' very grave and vehement. and say within your
heart: ' What would have become of me, if that temptation had assailed me with as much force as it assailed
him, and the devil, the tempter, had as much power to
tempt me as he had to tempt him?' We read of our
blessed Father Ignatius, that when a deed was so evidently
bad as to leave no room for excuse, and there was no
other way out of it, he suspended his judgment, and laid
hold of a text of Scripture, and said, Judge not before the
time (I Cor. iv. 5); and that saying of the Lord to Samuel,
God alone it is that seeth hearts (I Kings xvi. 7}; and
that of St. Paul, In view of his. master it is that every man
keepeth his tooting or talleth; (Rom. xiv. 4).
/if;fl. /,0 j St. Thomas. mentions another main root of this habit:
7;YJ J he says that rash judgments often arise from some ~r
sion, or envy~ rivalry on the part of him who judges:
this strongly inclines him to think ill of all the doings of
the person judged, and view them in the worst light on .
very slight indications, for everyone readil believes what ~
he desires. This is seen by the contrary: for when one has ~
~for another, he forthwith sees all his doings infb~
a good light,and is so far from putting a bad construction ~s

£
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on, them, or taking them in ill part that he ,rather excuses
and makes light' of them, even when he sees them not
such as he would wish.
Charity thinkethno evil' ( 1 Cor.
xiii. '5). One and the same fault, and one and the 'same
evidence,.;.how different they appear in one whom you love
and one for whom, you have, an aversion! Every day
weexperienc~ this, that one man's goings on shock you,
while ,anoth~rha s oes further"and ,you are 'not
offended n<2r take apr heed of It.

Bot

t e' one an

t e

other, fact is well stated by the Wise Man, H atr'.ed raiseth
up quarrels, but love on the contrary covereth: all up and
pUUeth faults out of sight (Prov. x. 12). Thus th assin of judgment on others· for a 0
OVIn
em.
Hence a so It .IS t at even what IS no fault in our brother
oftentimes offends us, his demeanour, his conversation,
his way of going on, and sometimes even what in hini is
virtue.
Hence it follows that as simplicity is a great
help to the preservation of charity, so also charity is a
great ,help to simplicity : those two virtues go hand in
hand,like"good sisters.
It will also help us much to consider attentively the
cunning and malice of the devil, who seeks to rob us of
the ·esteemand consequently of the love that we should
bear to our brethren, by little trines that, sometimesa,1."e
not faults, or if they' are, are so trivial that men cannot
be frt"# froplfaults of that sort, since in ,this life there is
no man who does not commit faults and venial, sins. The
Apostle a.nd Evangelist St. John says: If we .say we have
no sin, we deceive ourselves and speak not the truth
(I JahnL 8).. And the Wise Man says: Seventitnes
shall the just man fall.(Prov. xxiv. 16): he means to say,
he shall fall many times, .and not cease to be just on that
account. Now'. it is not fair that anyone should lose your
good will, for that for which he ceases not' to be just, nor
forfeits one point of the grace of God.
True love of
charity is not so strait pinned up, not such a house on
sticks, as are the friendships of, this world, which are dis- .
solved by any trumpery-·accident, even by failure to pay a
salute, to your friend. The love of charity ·is founded in
God, who cannot fail. Let us then copy. the tender ways
of God, who ceases not tochedshand love us, full of
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faults and imperfections and venial sins as we are: not
for that does He diminish one point of His love. God
suffers in me so many faults and imperfections, and I
cannot suffer one small fault in my brother without at
once throwing it in his teeth and showing annoyance, and
remaining embittered and in ill-humour against him. You
show therein that your love is not pure love of charity for
God's sake, for if it were, what does not make God angry
would not· make you angry nor raise your displeasure.
What does not make God angry ought not in all reason
to make His servants and creatures angry. This man
you are angry with is a child of God, His much cherished
and well-beloved child: now if God loves and esteems
him, it is reasonable that you also should love and esteem
him. Dearly beloved, if God hath loved us so much, we
ought also to love one another ( I John iv. II).
Add to this a doctrine of St. Gregory, and it is a comDI .. J.~. ~ P mon opinion of the Saints: they say that sometimes God
~ 'f1\.W our Lord denies His lesser gifts to those to whom He
d1J ~.J.(/.I gives great gifts, and by a secret dispensation of His pro/~v-. O~,
vidence leaves them with sundry faults and imperfections.
j)iJ{;1J., ~ This, to the end that, seeing how for all their desires and
u fj k1l1 h efforts to rid themselves of an evil way and an unhappy
<I) ~. propensity that they have about them they never succeed,
~ but with so many good purposes they still fail in this
point, they may walk ever in humility and self-abasement, and understand that as they cannot compass these
lesser things, still less can they achieve those greater
things of themselves. Thus a person may in one way be
very perfect, very virtuous, a saint; 'and yet on the other
hand along with that have sundry faults and imperfections,
which God has left to try him, and to keep him in humility
in the midst of the gifts that he enjoys. Hence we should
draw this conclusion, a2.tJo our purpos...e, that· we ought
not to pass an unfavo_!:!E~~_jE:.dgm~?to!!.__~_12Y..~ne for his
having some of these.f?-ul!~L.nor estee_~<o or prefer ourselves before hirp, because we think vve have not such
fault~ Remember what' St~'-Gregory-says', that thIs man
with this fault may be perfect, and you without it may be
imperfect. In this manner you will preserve humility in
yourself on the one hand, and on the other hand esteem
J
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and love of your brother, and will not judge him nor hold
him in less regard on' that account. ,

pttd' S~e"...- )) 111·
CHAPTER XVII

In which the above is confirmed by sundry examples

Q In the Lives of the Fathers it is told of the Abbot

Isaac

that he came one day from the solitude in which he lived
to ,a company of monks, and judged ill' of one of them,
thinking him worthy of punishment, because he saw in
him' some signs, of small virtue. Afterwards he returned
to his cell,' and found at the door an angel standing, who
barred his entrance; and when the· holy man asked the
reason, the angel answered that the Lord had sent him
to ask for an answer, where he wished or commanded
them to 'cast this monk whom he had judged and condemned.
Then the Abbot recognised his fault, and
begged, pardon' of the Lord. The angel told him that the
Lord forgave him that once" and bade him for the future
greatly beware: of playing the judge, or passing sentence
on anyone, before the Lord, the Judge of all, judged him.
@ St. Gregory relates of Cassius, Bishop of N arnia, ,a
greatser:vant of God, that his nO,sewas naturally very
red and fiery'Totila, King of the Goths, seeing it,
juagedthat it came of his being a great toper. But the
Lord was careful to strike in at once .for the honour of
His servant" by permitting the devil to enter of a sudden
into, one . of Totila's courtiers, his, sword,:;bearer,and torment him in the sight of the King, and of all the army.
They took the possessed person to the Saint, and he praying and making the sign of the Cross, over him delivered
him at once from the devil, whereat the King changed
his judgment, and held him in great honour ever after.
(J)In the Lives of the Fathers it is related that there were
twom'onks, very. holy and, brotherly together, on whom
the Lord had".best()wed this favour, that each saw in the
other: the grace of God that dwelt in him,,' by some visible
sign, ,.' wnat it was the history does not say. One of them
went out one Friday morning from his cell, and saw a
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monk eating; and as soon as he saw him, without further
examination of the necessity or cause he had for eating
so early, said to him: " How comes it that you are eating at this hour, to-day being Friday? ",-taking that to
be a fault in the other. When he returned to his cell,
the monk, his companion,was greatly afflicted, not seeing in him the customary sign of the grace of God, and
said to him: "Brother, what is it that thou hast done since
thou wentest out?" And he answered that he did not
know he had done anything bad.
His' companion
answered: " Perhaps thou hast spoken some idle word. "
At once he remembered what he had said, and the judgment he had passed on the other monk. He told him
what had passed, and they both fasted a fortnight in
penance for. this fault. When that was over, he saw
the sign as us ual.
@In the Chronicles of St. Francis there is related a marvellous vision that the Lord showed to Brother Leo,·one
of the companions of St. Francis. He saw a great number of Friars Minor in procession, very shining and fair,
among whom he saw one more glorious, from whose eyes
flashed rays brighter than those of the sun: so bright and
fair they were that he could not look him in the face.
Holy Brother Leo asked who this friar was whose eyes
shone so bright, and was answered that it was Brother
Bernard· de Quintaval, first companion of St. Francis,
and that the light shone from his eyes so brilliantly
because he always judged on the more favourable side
whatever he saw in others, and took all others.to be better
than himseif.When he saw the poor in their rags, he
used to say: ' These people observe poverty better than
you,' and judged them as if they had voluntarily promised
and chosen that poverty. When he saw the rich and
well-dressed, he used to say with much compunction:
, Maybe these wear haircloth under their clothes, and
secretly chastise their flesh, and outwardly dress in this
manner to shun vainglory, and so it may be that they
are better, than you.' For this simplicity of his eyes the
Lord, gave him that particular glory in them. This is an
example we should copy.@) St. Dorotheus says :" When
you ente'r another's cell and see it all in disorder, say in
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your heart': 0 happy and blessed brother, who art so
absorbed in,' God' as not to see these things ! 'And when
you see ~t well-arranged and tidy, say: That is the, way
he keeps his souL"
@In the same Chronicles it is related how when St.
Francis" was going about Italy preaching, he found on .
the road a poor and very infirm man, on whom he took
pity and compassion, and began to talk to his companion
in words expressive of his compassion for the infirmity
and poverty of this poor man; and his companion said to
him: " Brother it is true that this person looks very poor,
but maybe he is richer in desires than all that there are in
the lalld. ,; St., Francis scolded him at once very severely
for this" speechan~ ,rash jUdgment, and said to him:
" Brother; if youwisht<? stay in my c?mpany ~ou n1ust~ FA~.
d.,,.0, the pe.nance, I sha,ll give you for thiS, Sin ~alnst your ~ ... )(.;.
neighbour. " The brother offering himself with great
~~
humility and acknowledgment to do any penance, St.
.-, . 0
Francis commanded him to cast himself naked at the
poorman's feet, and confess that he had sinned against
him by detraction, and beg his pardon and prayers. His
companion entirely accomplished on the spot the penance
laidnpon him.
' .
(j)We read also, in another place of the same Chronicles
that ·the same Saint, having for a time almost quite lost
his sight. by profuse and continual weeping, went to look
for' Brother Bernard to find comfort in conversing ,vith
him of God, of which he had a special gift, so that they
often spent the whole night together talking, of spiritual
things and heaven. When he came to his cell, which was
in a remote part of the mountain, Brother Bernard was
wrapt in . prayer ; and the holy man Francis called from
Jhardby his cell, saying,'" Brother Bernard, come to talk
to this blind man.' 'But he, all entranced as he was in
rGod, heardnofhing ", and made no answer to the, Saint.
After a little interval, he repeated his call once more:
","Brother dear,' Friar Bernard, 'come to console this poor
blind man." As' Friar Bernard did not answer h~m, St.
Francis turned away, very sad and murmuring within
himself that· Brother, Bernard, though called many times,
ha;~ .pgt. taken the trQuble to answer.
The Saint thus

';"!?
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went his way, lamenting on the road and abashed. Then
he went apart from his companion, and. put himself in
prayer on this doubt, how it was that Brother Bernard
would not answer him, and at once heard God's reply,
who reproved him, and said to him: ." Why art thou
troubled, little man? Can it possibly be reasonable that
a man should leave God for a creature? Brother Bernard, when thou didst call, was with Me and not by himself, and therefore could not come to thee, nor answer
thee a word, because he did not hear thee." The holy
Father at once returned to Brother Bernard in a great
flutter, to accuse himself and receive from him penance
for this thought; and finding that he had. got up from his
prayer, he threw himself at his feet, telling his fault, and
relating the rebuke which the Lord had given him, and
bade Brother Bernard under obedience to inflict on him
the penance which he should command him to inflict.
But Brother Bernard, suspecting that the Saint would
command something extreme in the way of humility, as
he was wont to do in contempt and chastisement of himself, sought means to excuse himself, and said: " I am
ready, Father, to do what you command, provided you
promise me on your part that you will do what I tell you. "
The holy Father was content to agree to this, being
readier to obey than to command. Then the Saint said:
" I command you under holy obedience that, in punish~
ment of my presumption, when I am lying my length
upon the ground, you put your feet one on my breast
and the other on my mouth, and thus step three times
over me, treading on my breast and my mouth, saying
the words that I deserve: 'Lie there on the ground,
caitiff son of Peter Bernardon, whence came upon thee
such pride, seeing thou art so base and vile?'" Brother
Bernard hearing this was in doubt what to do; but for
obedience sake, and not to distress the holy Father, he
did it with as much reverence as he could. That done, St.
Francis said: "Now do you command what you wish me to
do under holy obedience. " Said Brother Bernard: "Under
holy obedience I command you that, whenever the two
of us are together, you chide me very severely for my
faults. " Father St. Francis was much pained at this,
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because he held him in great reverence for his holiness;
and from that time forth the Saint never stayed any long
time with Brother Bernard" not to have occasion to scold
so holy a soul; but when he went to see or hear him
~eak of God, he brought the interview shortly to a close.
C!J Surius relates that one day the priest of the church
came to visit the holy Abbot Arsenius, who was ill. He
found him lying on a carpet, and at the head of the bed
a pillow.
There came with the priest- an aged monk,_
who, finding Arsenius thus, began to take scandal, think..
ing that these were comfortable quarters enough for a
man who they said was so holy, not •. knowing who Arsenius was. Then the priest, who was a sagacious man,
took the aged monk a little apart, and questioned him:
" Pray tell me, Father, what you were before you became
a monk. " He answered that he was very poor, and had
no property nor means of livelihood to speak. of. Then
the priest replied: " But know that Arsenius, before he
was a monk, was a person very well off and in a high
station, a tutor to princes, and tolling in gold in his house;
,and for a man like that to have left all things and come
to this poverty and humility, see whether there is not
something to admire there, and' whether the carpet and
pillow that he has is an excess of comfort for a man reared
in such abundance, and now aged and infirm." The old
man stood abashed and convinced.
Cassian relates of the Abbot Machetes that, discoursing
and teaching on· this subject that we must not judge anyone, he told of himself that he had judged; his monks
particularly on three occasions'. The first was, that some
monks had an abscess formed inside their mouth,which
gave them much pain, and to be rid of it they put themselves under treatment and had it lanced, which he judged
to be a fault and a mark of want of mortification. The
second was, that some others" enfe.ebled somewhat by the
rigours of the rough life that they led, under necessity
made use of a -coverlet of goats' hair to lie upon and cover
themselves withal, and he judged this to be an excess of
comfort and a departure from the austerity that monks
should practise. The third was, that secular persons
came, and were moved by devotion to beg blessed oil of
!
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the monks, and they blessed and gave it them; and he
thought this great presumption on their part, giving themselves out for Saints. He went on to acknowledge that,
in. punishment for these blameworthy judgments, God
had let befall him all three particulars, and that he had
done the same thing which he condemned in others. For
first of all an abscess formed in his mouth; and compelled
by the great pain and torment it gave him, .and the
advice of his elders, he _had put himself under treatment and -got it lanced. And under stress of this
same infirmity he made use of the aforesaid coverlet;
and constrained by the earnest entreaties and importunity
of secular persons, he had given them blessed oil. He
concluded by admonishing all to take 'warning by his
example, dread and carefully shun this vice, saying that
they would come to fall into the same case on which they
pronounced judgment,as had happened to himself.
@Anastasius,Abbot- of the Monastery of Mount Sina,
who flourished at the time of the sixth General Council,
relates that there was in his monastery a monk, who did
not pay so much -attention to the practices of the community, choir, fasts, disciplines, and thelike, and was not
taken to be such a good Religious. The hour of his death
came, and they found him in great joy. Anastasius reproved him: "How now, can a monk who has taken life so
easily be so cheerful at this hour ?" The monk replied:
"Be not astonished, Father, the Lord has sent me an
angel to tell me that I am saved, -because I have accomplished His word: Judge not} and yeshall not be judged:
forgive} and yeshall be forgiven (Luke vi. 37).
And
though it is true that I have not been so faithful to the
exercises of the Community , partly through negligence,
partly through my want of health; yet 1 suffered them to
ill-treat me, and forgave them from my heart, and judged
them not, but rather excused what they did. or said; for
this I am full of joy."

CHAPTER XVIII
Of other manners of union and friendships not good
We have treated of the union and love thatis good and
spiritual ; now we shall proceed to treat of three manners
there are of union and love, not good nor spiritua.l, but
evil and hurtful.

St. Basil in his Monastic Constitutions

says that Religious ought to have great union and, charity
one with another; but in such sort that there be no particular friendships nor affections, whereby two or three
band themselves together to keep up such affections, for
this would not he charity, but division and sedition, even
though such friendship. seemed just ·and holy. And in
his first sermon De Institutionibus Monachorum" going
into this point more .in detail, ·he says :." If there be anyone found to· have more affection for one Religious than
for another, even if it be for his own brother according
to the. flesh, or on any, other consideration, let him be
punished as one wronging common charity." And he
gives the reason there, and more expr,essly in .the following sermon, hoW it is that herein he does an injury to ,the
community; the reason being, that he who loves one more
than another shows: clearly that he does not love the others
perfectly, since he does, not- love them alIas he does this'
one, a.nd thus he offends the others and wrongs the whole
community.. And if to offend one individual is a matter
so grave the Lord says it is to touc'hthe applel of his. eye·
(Zach. ii..8), what'shall it be: to offend a whole community,
and such a community?
And so St. B-asil then strongly
charges Religious in no manner to love some individuals
more, particularly than others, nor have •.• special dealings
with some more than with others, so as not to. aggrieve
anyone nor give offence to anyone (2 Cor. vi 3), but to
have a .common ·and. general love of charity for all, emu,..
lating therein the bounty and charity of God, who -sends
His sunshine and rain upon all equally (Matt. v. 45). The
Saint goes on to say that these particular friendships in
Religion are a great seedplot of envy and suspicion, and
hatreds and enmities; and further cause divisions, private
229
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meetings and cliques, which ar~ the pest of R,eligious
Life, for there one discovers his temptations, another his
rash judgments, another his complaints, and other secret
things that ought to be hushed up. There go on detractions and criticisms of one another, and sometimes of the
Superior. There people infect one another with their
mutual faults in such sort that each catches the fault of
the other in a few days. Finally these friendships are
the cause of much breaking of rules, and of the doing of
many things that· ought not to be done, to suit one's
friend, as they experience too well who form such friendships.
St. Ephrem says: "Familiarities and conversations
of this sort do no little damage to the souL" Thus it is
necessary that we should avoid and stand greatly on our
guard against them, and always hold this for a fundamental principle, that here in Religion we must not have
particular friends, intimacies and exclusive dealings that
may offend the community.
Our friendship should be
spiritual, not founded on flesh and blood, nor on long
acquaintance and familiarity, nor on other human titles
and foundations, .but on God our Lord, who embraces all.
Thus there should be an equality of love with all, as \"ith
sons of God and brothers of Christ. Let us never in any
way consent to our heart being captivated by any creature; let it be the captive of God alone.
In the Chronicles of the Order of St. Francis it is related of a holy man, Brother John of Lucca, that he withdrew from and greatly shunned. familiar conversations;
and one who was fond of and desired to profit by his
conversation complained one day, asking why he was so
shy and dry in treating with those who wished him well.
The servant of God answered: " It is for your good .I
do it; since the more I am united with God, of the more
profit shall I be to those who wish me well; whereas
these your soothing friendships separate me in some
degree from God, and so do harm to you and me."

CHAPTER XIX

Of the second manner of friendships and associations

that are not good
There is a. second manner of particular friendship, different from the first inasmuch as it has a different end,
but not less harmful to the community ~nd to union and
fraternal charity, nay rather more: it is when one desiring advancement and influence and reputation unites and
attaches himself to those whom he thinks likely to forward him thereto. Cassian says that severe bodily ailments develop little by little, and spiritual ailments and
great evils of soul alike develop little by little. Let us
then describe the gradual development of this particular
malady,and along with it we will tell the ordinary way
in which a Religious student comes to deteriorate and go
to ruin.
Such a one comes out of the noviceship having made
good progress there by the grace of God, and entertaining a high esteem of. spiritual things and much affection
for them, as it· is reasonable he should come out. He
goes to the Colleges, and there in the ardour. of his studies
he begins to fall. off in his spiritual exercises, and either
leaves them out in part, or does them by routine or for
form's sake, without drawing fruit from them; which
comes to the same thing. He goes on further, and as now
on the one hand his spiritual aspirations are failing him,
because he does not do his spiritual duties as he ought,
and on the other knowledge puffs him up (1 Cor. viii. I)
and makes him vain, he comes little by little to set great
store by genius and talents, and lose his esteem of virtue
and humility. This is the gate whereby ordinarily all the
undoing and .loss of students enters and commences, and
muchh.eed should be taken to prevent it accordingly.
Steadily there decreases in· them the appreciation and
esteem ofthe quality of virtue, humility,· mortification, and
all that regards their advancement in spiritual things;
while their admiration and esteem of the quality of learning
and ability· steadily· increases, because they fancy that
23 1
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thereby they are destine.d to thrive and come out strong
men, regarded and esteemed. Thus they begin to fix their
gaze upon this, and desire to be taken for men of fine
genius and talent, and to that end they desire to come
out well in disputation and maintaining of theses; they
solicit with much eagerness whatever may lead to that,
and seek occasions to shine and show off, and perchance
to cast others into the shade and upset them, that they
may not get the start of them. Going on further, they
begin to aim at ingratiating themselves with saine Master
and grave Father, and with all who they think can help
and back them up with Superiors, and they strike up a
friendship with such, all in order to mount up and win
consideration and be regarded and esteemed, and that
these influential persons may be favourable to them in their
progress.
This is one of the most harmful and pernicious things
that can be found in Religion, and most contrary to union:
for what greater evil can invade Religion than . the
entrance of ambition and self-seeking?
And what
greater pestilence could enter in here· than to have language of this sort coming in amongst us, that now it is
necessary for a man to look to himself, and get others to
back him; and that if he does not, he will be forgotten and
thrust into a corner, and no account made of him, and
that that is how things go nowadays even here? God
deliver us from such evil language, and much more from
there being any! one found to begin to instil this poison
into the heart now of one guileless man, now of another,
who was ever so far removed from it, and so open his eyes
to his perdition. Very different from this is the truth of
what the Society professes. Our Father in the Tenth Part
of his Constitutions says: "Let all who are of the Society
give themselves to solid and perfect virtues and to spiritual
things, and make more account of them than of learning
and other natural and human gifts."
This is what the
Society esteems and values: therefore let not the old
serpent with his cunning and venom deceive you, persuading you that by breaking the commandments of your
elders, and eating of the forbidden fruit, you shall become
as gods (Gen. iii. 5). Let him not make you believe that
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thereby you will thrive and be honoured and esteemed, for
he lies, liar as he is, the fact being that you will come in
for nothing but loss of character; whereas if you, go by
the. other way of virtue, 'making always "greater account
of spiritual things and of what makes for, your spiritual
progress, in that way you will thrive, and the Lord will
lift you up both in the one respect and in the other: He
will, give you the virtue that you desire, and honour and
esteem :also :' you will he regarded and esteemed •before
God and before ·men.
We have in confirmation of this a history very much to
the purpose in the Third Book of Kings. Holy Scripture
tells how God bade Solomon to ask whatever he would,
and He would give it to him. Solomon set his eyes on
wisdom, and asked it of God, and Scripture says: God
was so pleased that Solornon had set his eyes on wisdom
that he. said to hirn: Since thou hast as ked me for this,
and not, for long life, nor riches, nor victorie's and vengeance on thine enemies, I give thee wisdom, and that in
such sort, that thou shalt be called ' the Wise, eminently
so, since ·there hath not been before thee, nor shall be after
thee, anyone the like (3 Kings iii. 10-12). And further,
and this is what makes to our purpose, so greatly was
God pleased with what Solomonhad.so, happily resolved
upon choosing and asking, that not content with giving
him the wisdom that he asked for, and which was given
him so abundantly, as has been said, He gave him also
what he had not asked for: God gave him both the one
and t,heother. Since thou ,hast askedso fitly, I will give
thee also ~ha,tthou hast not a~ked for, riches and 7,onour,
and that in st!ch abundance as ne'ver had any other king
anything like it (lb. ver. 13.). So also will God deaLwith
you, if you do the right thing in choosing and setting
before your eyes true wisdom, which consists in tr;ue and
solid virtues. He will give you the virtue that you desire,
on ,which you set your eyes, because that is very pleasing
to God; and, He will give you also the honour and esteem,
on which you did not set ,your 'eyes: God will give you
both the one and the other. And, so we ~ee by ex;perience
that these are they who are regarded aQd esteemed both
before God and before men. F or we have God J sword
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for, it, that he who humbleth himself shall be exalted
(Luke xiv. II); and the more you humble yourself and
give yourself to virtue, the more you shall be exalted and
esteemed; and the more you fly from honour and esteem,
the .more win it persist in following you, as the shadow
follows him who flies from it. But as for those other
ambitious people, who go like cham·eleons swallo,ving air
to be swollen out and seem great, .the more will ho~our
fly from them; for where they think to mount up, they
go down; and where they think to be regarded and
esteemed, they lose caste. In fact they come to be taken
for proud people, restless and disturbers of Religion; and
so there is nothing for it but to cut them off from it as.
unsound and rotten members, that they may not infect
others.
But to come back to our point, I say that here in
Religion, as we ought to be very far from ambitions and
pretensions, so also we ought to be far from forming those
friendships which are directed thereto. We ought to b~
tied to nobody, nor should it be the word here: I am of
Paul, I of Apollo, I of Cephas (I Cor. i. 12). I am not
this man's man, nor th~t man's man, but my Superior's
man: with him I aim at being united, an,d with no one else
in particular. We have no need in the Society of patrons,
or supporters, nor of standing upon compliments, nor of
forming a connection with anyone, for we are not placehunters, nor have we come here on the hunt for anything
but our salvation. Be you a good Religious, and attend in
earnest to the business on which you have come into Religion" and you will have no need of anyone but God. This
is he who has peace and comfort in Religion: the others
will never have it, as they themselves experience and confess. A Religious should be ashamed to be taken for one
who goes about looking for patrons, currying favour, and
flattering perhaps others, that they may support him
and shelter him, for this argues great imperfection
and great weakness.
The house that needs props is
weak, it is in the way of falling; the tree that -must be
supported by stays is tender, not strong, not well-rooted.
So you, if you have to go about looking for stays and supports, are tender, ill-rooted in virtue and even in Religion.

CH.XX

NO CLIENTS

This. is the warning that our Father General Aquaviva
gives particularly to students, and says that they must
be in noway allowed to attach themselves to older
Fathers, nor have them for. patrons; and· he warns those
same Fathers to beware of such patronage, and much
more to beware of trying to get· the young ones to make
up·to them and want to.have them for a refuge, and again
of making offers to· young men to help them in all their
needs, and stillmore of any senior taking it for an hqnour
and a badge of authority to have young men. for clients,
and resenting their not applying· to him, taking such reserve on their part for a proof that they undervalue him
and ma~e little account of him, and perhaps going so far
as to tell some young man that he is very stiff and shows
too much gravity. That is not showing too much gravity,
but showing oneself a good Religious, for this is Religious
Life and the other thing is not, but a thing- smacking
much of the world and very worldly.
And if anyone
complains of you on that account, .he will be complaining
of your being virtuous, and like a good Religious keeping
so far apart from this familiarity, so redolent of the world
and so contrary to Religion. May the Lord grant that
no· other complaint may ever be made of us.

CHAPTER XX

Of a· third sort of union and association very har1uful
to Religion
The third sortor associations and particular friendships
is worse and more contrary to union and fraternal charity
than the preceding; it is when sundry individuals band
and ally themselves to alter the institute of a· Religious
Order and the. established rule and holy enactments thereof. 5t.Bernard on the words of Canticles (i.. 5), The
children ·of my mother have fought. against me, writes:
" Not that the Spouse, the Church, forgets what she has
suffered from Gentiles, Jews and persecutors, but this
she more expressly laments, and feels with· peculiar keepness, l mean the war that is waged by enemies within our
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own house, a war far direr and more deadly· than . anything that foreign enemies can do."
We may apply the
same saying. to a Religious Order, as a chief .member of
the Church.
The children of my mother have fought
against me, those whom I have reared, given them their
studies and their degrees at so much cost and labour to
myself: these. arms that I gave them to fight against the
world and convert souls to God, they have turned against
me, and with them make war upon their· mother: see if
this be not a grief to feel. Still, deplorable as it is, we
ought not to be surprised at such a persecution. Blessed
St. Francis experienced it in his days in his Order; and
the Catholic Church, ·even in the lifetime of the Apostles,
suffered this persecution at the hands of her own children,
who rose up against her with the errors and heresies that
they invented. The members· follow in the wake of their
Head, who is Christ, who travelled by this road of labours
and persecutions, because thereby the elect are purified as
gold in the crucible. So says St. Paul: There rnust be
factions and divisions, that those who are truly good
may be made manifest among you (1 Cor. xi. 19); and
Christ. our Lord: It needs must be that scandals come,
nevertheless woe to that man by whom scandal cometh
(Matt. xviii. 7).
Scandals in the Church, scandals in
Religion, because we are men: but that is no excuse;
woe to him that causes the scandals, it were better for him
if he had never been born.
The glorious 51. Basil speaks gravely and severely
against these combinations: "For any of their own initiative to cut themselves off from the rest of the community,
and seek to make a society within the society, that is a
vicious society, and those are evil associations. It is a sedition and a division. " A malicious machination it is in Religion, when people go about to alter and adulterate the
established customs of their first Institute, and all the
worse, the more they colour it with pretence of improvement and reform. St. Basil says that such persons are
first to be admonished and corrected in private, and afterwards before others, according. to the order laid down in
the Gospel; and if they are none the more amended by
that, let him be to thee as the heathen and the publican
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(Matt. xviii. 17). Such a one should he countedexcommunicate and sep'arated from the rest, like the' sick' of, a
contagious malady, that he may not inJect theothers.'And
our Father recommends the same in his Constitutions,
according to the Apostle: Would that they were' cut of!
that trouble you (Gal.v. 12). Cut off the rotten member,
that it may not infect the rest.
It is easy to see how great this evil is, and how harmful to Religious: by the mere exposition of it its
poisonous nature is shown, and so it should not be necessary to take the trouble of opening it· out further. But
the matter of itself is so grave that we will here enlarge
upon'it, and show cause sufficient for us not only to abhor,
but to detest and abominate so great an evil, and remain
rooted in attachment to our Institute. Religious Life is
not an invention of men, but of God ; and .so' the' things
laid down for the preservation and increase of a Religious
Order must not be taken for human inventions, as though
they were the contrivance of some particular individual:
they are the contrivances and inventions of God.
As
God took and, chose the Blessed St. Francis for the
founder of his Order, and, the Blessed St. Dominic for
the founder of his, and our blessed Father Ignatius for
the Founder or the Society, and sO of the rest; so He
gave them and showed" them the' means and the
particular mode of, procedure that was most .suitable for
the weI1;'heing and progress of the Order, beyond what
they could have discovered for themselves, because God's
'works are perfect (Deut. xxxii. 4), and in any other way
this work of God would have remained mutilated and imperfect. So in the Life of our Father, from' an answerhe
gave, meeting something said by Father James Laynez, we
may gather that the more substantial things of ourlnstitute,-what we may call its sinews and foundations,-were
revealed and inspired by God our Lord to' our blessed
Father Ignatius. God Himself being author and source of
this Order, took Ignatius for its Head and His principal
instrument in the work of foundation. This may likewise
be gathered from the method he is said to have observed
in making and writing the Constitutions, and the abundantprayers and tears which every word cost him of those
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words which he has left us in writing. Thus, to determine whether it was fitting or not that the churches of our
Professed Houses should have any revenue for the upkeep
of the fabric,-a point which is not the most substantial
of our Institute,--:he said Mass for forty consecutive days,
and gave himself to prayer with more fervour than usual.
Hence we may see how much communication and consultation he had with God over the Constitutions, and the
light that our Lord gave him to choose and determine that
which would be most agreeable to His Divine Majesty.
And that we may not seem to pitch our voice too high, or
to be crying our own wares,-although the reason already
given is sufficient of itself,-we have other testimony
stronger than this (John v. 36), and it is well that we
should allege it, for it is very important for us to be well
grounded in this principle.
It is recounted in the Chronicles of the Order of St.
Francis that the Saint retired with two companions to
Mount Caynerio, near Reate, to compose and write his
Rule for presentation to the Sovereign Pontiff, so that he
might obtain the Apostolic Bull of its confirmation, since
hitherto it had not been confirmed by Bull, but only by
word of mouth vivae vocis oraculo by Innocent III. There
on that mountain he fasted forty days on bread and water,
persevering day and night in continual prayer: so he
composed his Rule, as the Lord inspired and revealed, as
is said there, and as actually was the case, as will appear
presently. Taking the Rule written on the mountain, he
gave it to keep to Friar Elias, his Vicar General, a prudent man, according to the world, and a learned man.
Elias, seeing it founded on greater self-contempt, humility
and poverty, than seemed to him expedient, lost the Rule
on purpose, that it might not be confirmed, but another
more to his liking.
Father St. Francis, who sought
rather to follow the will of God than that of man, and
made small account of the opinions of the wise men of
this world, returned to the mountain to keep another
forty days fast, and by fasting and prayer to ascertain the
will of God and compose another Rule. Friar Elias knowing this set himself about to thwart what was· going on,
and assembled some Superiors and Doctors among the
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friars, and told them how Father St. Francis" wanted to
make a Rule so strict that it was impossible to keep it.
They required him as Vicar General togo to St. Francis,
and tell him on the part of them all that they had no mind
to be bound by this Rule. Friar Elias did not dare to go
alone with this message, but said that he would go with
them. They all went to the mountain where the holy
Father was praying in a lonely cell, and coming near it
Friar Elias called for St. Francis. The Saint knowing
his voice came out of the cell, and seeing so many friars
with him asked what these friars wanted. Friar Elias
answered: " They are Superiors of 'the Order, who having
heard tell of the new Rule that you are making, and
fearing that you are making it too severe, protest that
they have no mind to be bound by it, that you are making
it for yourself, and not for them. "The Saint hearing these
words feIlon "his knees,andraising his eyes to· heaven
said: " Lord did 1 not tell Thee that these people would
not believe me?" And suddenly there came a voice from
heaven which said: " Francis, there is nothing. of thine
in this· Rule, all that is in it is Mine, and I want the Rule.
kept to the letter, to the letter, to the letter, without gloss,
without "gloss, without gloss. I know how much human
weakness can stand, and how much I intend to aid it; let
them that. have no mind to keep it leave the -Order, and
leave it to the rest to observe." Francis turned to the
Superiors and said:" Have you heard? have you heard?
have you heard? Do you want me to get it said to you
a second time?" But Friar Elias and the Superiors, out
of themselves, trembling and dumbfounded, recognising
their fault, turned on their heels without uttering another
word. The holy patriarch returned to compose his Rule,
neither more nor less than what the Lord· had revealed to
him; and having finished the composition he took it to
the Sovereign Pontiff, who was Honorius III. The Pope
reading the Rule, .alnd remarking on its severity and
poverty, which -seemed very strait and difficult to observe,
St. Francis replied: " I, Holy Father, have not put one
single word into this Rule out of my own opinion and
Judgme'i1t ;cbut our Lord Jesus Christ has compiled and
composed it, who alone knows very well all that _is neces-
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sary and profitable for the salvation of souls, and the good
estate of the friars, and the preservation of this His Order:
to Him all the things to come in the Church and in this
Order are manifest and present ; and· that being so, I
neither ought nor can change anything." And the Pope,
moved by the inspiration of God, gave the Bull and
Apo?tolic confirmation of the Rule, ad perpetuam rei 1nem·ortam.
In this manner God is wont to inspire and give the
Rule to the founders of Religious Orders ; and in this
manner He inspired and gave it to our Holy Father
Ignatius. And of "this we have another account, even
more authentic than the .preceding, since we have· the
Apostolic Bulls with their leaden seals that say so. G'regory XIII., of happy memory, in the Bull and Constitutionwhich commences AscendenteDomino, and in another
which he· gave before, commencing" Quanta fructuasius,
having first set down all the points' of our Institute,' and
in particular those that seemed to· raise some difficulty,
and about which he had been informed that some both
within and without the Society called for investigation,
declares and says expressly these formal words: "Wherefore the said Ignatius by divine inspiration (divino instinctu) so considered that the body of the Society should
be organised in its members, order and grades." What
clearer language could hav~ been used?
This being presupposed, let us come to the point, and
enter into a reckoning with those who seek to form private
associations for the altering of a Religious Institute and
the things established by its founder. Don't you think
it is great pride to have .such a high idea of oneself, and of one's own judgment and opinion,as to dare
to say, the road that Ignatius has left us laid' down in
his Constitutions is nota good one; it would be better for
us to go by the road that pleases me. What greater folly
and wrongheadedness could there be? The greatness of
this infatuation can be seen from another similar to it :
one well exemplifies the other. One of the greatest evils
and sins there are in the Church of God is heresy.
I do
not dispute now whether .there ca.n be any other sin
greater, .since it is clear that a greater sin· would be the
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express hatred of God: but those sins are not commonly
committed here on earth,. therein hell is their place. But
1 say that of the . sins that commonly find place here on
earth, heresy, whereby. one separates oneself from the
Church, is said to be the greatest; and with reason, for
besides its destroying the. foundation of the whole Christion Religion,which is faith, and oth~r reasons that there
are, does it not strike you as an excessive and extreme
pride? To think that anyone should be· so confident" in
himself, and hold so fast to his own judgment, as to come
to, believe .andrather take for true what seems good to
him and suits his fancy, in preference to· what the
Catholic Roman Church has settled to be believed, what
has been approved, in so many Councils, where has been
assembled the cream of all the good there:was in the world
as well in learning as in sanctity, and has been confirmed
by the blood. of so rpany tho,usands of martyrs who have
died for it, and by.innumerable miracles that have been
wrought in confirmation of it !
To think that a man
should come to say : ' But 1 rather believe in my last
night's dream, or in what a Martin Luther tells me, '-a
bad man and a perverse, an apostate, immoral, and living
in. sacrilegious concubinage!
What greater pride and
folly, what greater blindness and ". absurdity could there
be! But this is.the way they go, and this is what in their
own measure they do, those persons we are speaking of,
who ;prefer their oW tl judgment and opinion to his whom
God· our Lord has taken for head and founder of this Religious Order, and think that the way they have dreamt of
and invented is better than that which God our Lord has
inspired and revealed to him whom He ,was pleased to
take for His principal instrument in the foundation of the
Society.•. It is·a pride and presumption like that of Lucifer.
What ?has God hidden from our Father Ignatius, whom
He chose for head and founder, the right way that was
proper for the well-being of the Order, and has revealed
it to you? Is not this enough to make you understand
that it is a deceit and delusion of the devil, who wishes
to take you for his means and instrument to make war on
the Society, which he so much abhors, and trouble the
peace and. union of the Order, as he took that other, the
16
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heretic, to trouble the peace of the Church?
' Oh,' you
say, ' but I am aiming only at the reform of the Order.'
You deceive yourself; the devil, the father of lies, is blinding you with this false and lying phrase, for this is not
to reform the Society, hut to destroy and undo the Society.
And observe that this is no exaggeration, but a plain and
very clear truth. To reform an Order is, when the Order
has fallen and departed from its primitive institute, to
take measures for its return to its first principles, and
keep the rule and arrangement which its first founder bequeathed to it. This is a good and holy work, and many
Religious Orders have gone through it in the desire to
maintain themselves in their first institute and rule. But
to change the institute and primitive way of life that our
first founder has left us, inspired by God, and to seek to
introduce another way different from that, is not to reform
the Order, but to seek to destroy and undo· it, and create
another Order, different from the first, of your own design
and Jashion, and to your own taste, as Friar Elias wanted
to do with the Order of St. Francis; and so this is not
the spirit of God, but of the devil.
The Holy Council of Trent, dealing with the reformation of Religious Orders, and making some very holy
decrees'to that effect, our Father General James Laynez
laid this 'supplication before those Fathers: ", Most holy
Fathers, these decrees of reformation do not seem applicable to our Society of Jesus, seeing that it is at this day
anewOrder,distinctfrom other Orders, and as such has
its own distinct method of procedure, approved by the
Apostolic See; and by the goodness of God we have not
departed 'tram ,our first institute and rule; and so, if these
decrees shall be applied to it, it will not be reformed, but
destroyed. " The Holy Council fell in with this reasoning,
and replied: "Hereby however the Holy Synod does not
intend to make any innovation or prohibition to hinder the
order of Clerks of the Society of· Jesus from being able
to serve the Lord and His Church, according to their pious
institute approved by the Holy Apostolic See" (Trid.
Sess. 25, de reform. cap. 16). The Holy Council of Trent
did not wish nor venture to change the institute and
mode of procedure which the Lord gave to the Society by
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means of our blessed Father Ignatius, as approved by the
Apostolic See, but on the contrary approved and confirmed it, and have . you· the hardihood to seek to alter
and change it, for I know not what human regards and"
reasons that occur to you?
Quite other esteem, and other regard and reverence,
did he pay to our institute and its founder,-that Cardinal
of whom the.re is related in the Life ofour Father a thing
very much to our purpose.

It is related there that the

Cardinal of the Holy Cross, Marcellus Cervini, who came
afterwards to be Pope and took the name of Marcellus II.,
a little before he was raised to the See of the Sovereign
Pontiff, had along argument with Fatlier Doctor Olave,
a distinguished theologian of the Society, upon that constitution which we have, that none of our body can accept
any dignity outside of the Society, unless· compelled thereto by obedience put upon him by one who can command
him under pain of sin, and that even the General cannot
issue such a command except by order and mandate of
the Sovereign Pontiff, and of this all the Professed make
a special vow. The Cardinal said that the Society would
render a greater service to the Church of God by providing
it with good bishops than by giving it good preachers and
confessors and that the fruit would be all the greater in:"
aS1lluchas a good bishop can do more than a poor clerk.
He alleged many reasons to this effect, to which Father
Olave replied, giving him to understand that the greatest
service that the·· Society could render to Holy Church
was .by keeping itself in its proper purity and lowliness,
thereby to serve it for a longer period and in greater
security. And since in the end the Cardinal, thinking his
own reasohs the better, .stuck to his opinion, Doctor Olave
said to him: " If reasons are not enough to convince Y'our
Illustrious Lordship and· make yOll change your mind,
the· authority of our Father Ignatius, who thought so, is
enough to make us believe thht that is the better arrange.;.
ment.}' Thereupon the Cardinal said: "Now I giye
in, and say that· you are right, for supposing I thought
that reason was on my side, nevertheless the authority of
Father Ignatius in this matter would weigh with me more
than all the reasons in the world.
And even Reason
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herself says the same; for since God our Lord ~hose him
to plant in His Church an Order like yours, and to spread
hall over the world with such fruit of souls, and to rule
and govern it with such a spirit of prudence as we see has
been done and is done, it is also to be believed, and it
would seem that it cannot be otherwise, that the same
God has revealed and disclosed the manner in which He
wishes this Order to serve Him and preserve itself for the
future. " With how greater reason should we ourselves,
who are Religious and should be children of obedience,
subject ourselves and submit our judgment, when we see
that a thing is a. rule and constitution of the Society,
ordained by him whom our Lord has given us to be its
head and founder! And this especially seeing that it has
been since so much approved and confirmed by all the
Sovereign Pontiffs who have been from then up to this
tilne, and by the· Holy Council of Trent, and that on this
score the Lord has blessed and made such use of the
Society, producing such fruit by its means for' these sixty
years and more! Trespass not over the ancient boundaries which thy fathers have set, says the Wise l\1an
(Prov. xxii .. 28).
And so to repress such presumption and venturesomeness, His Holiness Gregory XIII. in his Bull and Constitution, Ascendente Domino, after having approved and
confirmed anew the institute and manner of life of the
Society, and in particular the things which some nlight
wish to amend, commands in virtue of holy obedience,
and under pain of excommunication latae sententiae, and
incapacity for any office or benefice ipso facto without
further declaration, that no one whatsoever of any
state, rank and pre-eminence soever, shall presume in any
manner to impugn or contradict any point of the Institute
or Constitutions of the Society, either directly or indirectly, not even under colour of disputation or wish to
know the truth; and if any doubt arises on these points,
he says that it is well that the Apostolic See be consulted
thereupon, or the General of the Society, or other persons
to whom the matter shall be committed, and that none
other shall dare to meddle therewith~ The same, even at
greater length, is enacted by his successor Gregory XIV.
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in another Constitution made' on this head, -which commences Ecclesiae Catholicae, in very grave words, " Con..
sidering," he says, " that it would be to the no small prejudice of religious discipline and spiritual perfection, and
to the great disturbance and detriment of all Religious
Life, if what has been in holy fashion laid down by founders of Orders, and received and- approved many times by
the same Order in-its General Congregations, and what is
more, established and confirmed - by this Holy Apostolic

See, should be, not to say changed, but even modified or
impugned under any pretext whatsoever, We command in
virtue of -holy obedience all persons, of whatsoever state
and condition they be, ecclesiastical, or secular, or reli:..
gious, even though they be of the same Society, under
pain of excommunication latae sententiae, and of being
held disqualified and incapable of any office and dignity,
and of privation of active and passive voice, which penalties are incurred ipso facto without further declaration,
absolution therefrom reserved to the Apostolic See;
and renewing the Constitution of Gregory XIII., our
predecessor, and all the penalties therein contained,
-(We command) that none shall presume to impugn
or contradict any point of the Institute, or Constitutions, or Decrees of the Society, either directly or
indirectly, or under colour of greater good, or zeal, or
any other pretext whatever." And he adds another thing
very special and substantial, that none is to propose or
give-in any memorials on the said subject, for anything
to be added, or struck out, or changed, except to the
Sovereign Pontiff immediately, or intermediately through
his Nuncio or -Apostolic Legate, or to the General of the
Society, or to the General Congregation.
And our
present Holy Father Paul V., in the Bull that he issued
in the year 1606, confirming the Institute and privileges of
the Society,makes special mention of these two Constitutions of Gregory XIII. and Gregory XIV., and approves
and grants them anew. Hence it appears what pitfalls
there are about this matter, since none can transgress
herein without the gravest penalties, and without incurring the greater excommunication ip'so facto, whether
he be of the Society or out of it, religious, cleric, or lay-
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man, of whatsoever state, rank, condition and pre-eminence he be.
Let us then conclude with the conclusion of St. Paul
writing to the Corinthians: For the rest, brethren, rejoice,
be perfect, exhort one another, be of one mind, have
peace (2 Cor. xiii. I I). Let us rejoice, my Fathers and
Brothers, and be glad that the Lord . has drawn us to an
Order so holy and professing such perfection; and let us
speak ever of this perfection, and how to keep ourselves
in great peace and union, exhorting and animating one
another thereto; and in this way the Lord, who is the
author and fountain of peace and love, will ever be with us.

rYFTH TREATISE

OF PRAYER
CHAPTER I

Of the value and excellence of prayer
The. glorious Apostle and Evangelist. St. 10hn, in the
fifth and eighth chapters of the Apocalypse, expresses
admirably well the excellency and merit of prayer. There
came an angel and stood before the altar, having in his
hand a thurible of gold, to whom was given much incense,
to the end he should offer up. of the prayers of the saints
upon the golden altar which was before the throne of God.
A nd the. smoke of the incense of these prayers went up
from the hand of the angel to the presence of God
(Apoc. viii. 3, 4). St. Chrysostom says that one proof
of the merit of prayer is· that in the Holy Scripture, it
alone is compared to thymiama, which was a composition of incense and of many other admirable perfumes; for
as the smell of well composed thymiama is very delicious,
so prayer also, when well made, is very acceptable to
God,. and gives great joy to the angels and all the citizens
of heaven. Thus St. 10hn, speaki~ng in such human
language as we can speak, says that those heavenly beings
hold in their hands pouncet-boxes full of admirable perfumes, which are the prayers of the Saints, and these they
apply again and again to their most pure nostrils to enjoy
that sweet odour (Apoc. v. 8).
St. Augustine speaking of prayer says, " What more
excellent than prayer? What more useful aJ;ld profitable?
What sweeter and more delicious?
What higher and
more. exalted in the whole scheme of our Christian religion ?" The same says St. Gregory of Nyssa :' , Nothing
of the things of this life that are esteemed and valued has
the advantage of prayer. " St. Bernard says that though
247
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it is quite an ordinary thing for the angels to assist God's
servants by their invisible presence, to deliver them from
the deceits and machinations of the enemy, and to raise
their desires to serve God with greater fervour, yet it is
especially when we are occupied in making our prayer
that these angelic spirits assist us. He quotes to this
effect many passages of Holy Scripture, as that of the
Psalmist: In the sight and presence of the angels I will
praise thee (Ps.137): There went forward the princes
along with the singers in the midst of the young maidens
sounding their timbrels (Ps. 67), which he interprets
saying that the angels join with those who make prayer;
and again what the angel said to Toby: When thou didst
pray with tears} I offered thy prayer to God (Tob. xii. 12).
In the instant that prayer goes out from the mouth of
him that prays, at once the angels, who are hard by,
catch it up and present it to God. St. Hilary says the
same: " The angels preside over the prayers of the saints,
and offer them each day to God." Thus when· we are at
prayer, we are surrounded by angels, in the midst of
angels, doing the office of angels, exercising ourselves in
what we are to do for ever in heaven, praising and blessing
the Lord; and for this we are specially favoured and loved
by the angels, as being their companions now and destined
to be their companions hereafter, filling up the seats of
their former companions who fell.
St. John Chrysostom· speaking of the excellences of
prayer, and wishing to say great things of it, says that
one of the greatest of great things that it is possible to
say of it is that whoever is .at prayer is dealing and conversing with God. "Consider the height, dignity and
glory to which the Lord has raised you, in that you can
speak and converse with God, hold conversations and
colloquies with Jesus Christ, desire what you would, and
ask for what you desire." Considera quanta est tibi concessa felicitas} quanta gloria attributa orationibus} fabulari cum Deo} cum Christo miscere colloquia} optare quod
velis} quod desideras postulare. No tongue, he says,
suffices to declare the dignity and height of this intercourse
and conversation with God, or its utility and profit for
ourselves. If in those who here on earth ordinarily con-
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verse with prudent and wise men, in a short time there is
felt a notable improvement, and it is recognised that they
have advanced in prudence and wisdom, and to those who
converse with good men virtue and goodness is communicated,-hence the proverb, ' deal with the good and you
shall be one of them, '-what shall be said of those who
speak and converse again and again with God -? Approach
to the Lord and y-e shall receive light from him (Ps. 33).
What light· and knowledge, what blessings and benefits
shall . they receive from such dealing and conversation!
And so St. John Chrysostom says that there is nothing
that makes us·growso much in virtue as frequent prayer,
and dealing and conversing repeatedly with God, because
thereby there comes to be formed the heart ofa generous
and high-souled man, a heart ready to despise the things
of the world and to soar above them,uniting and transforming itself in a manner into God, and becoming spiritual and holy.
CHAPTER II

Of the need we have of prayer
Of the need in which we stand of prayer we have abundant experience: would to God we had not so much ! For
man being in' such need of the favour of God, by reason
of his being liable to so many falls, surrounded by sonlany
dangerous enemies, and wanting so many things for soul
and body, he has' no other resource but constant recourse
to .God, .begging with his whole heart divine favour and
aid in all his dangers and necessities. So King Josaphat
said,on being surrounded by enemies: -As we are so
weak and so poor and so needy and know not what to do,
we have no other resource but to raise our eyes to God,
and ask in prayer for what we want and stand in need of
(2 Chron. xx. 12). So Pope Celestine in a decretalletter
to teach the importance of prayer says: " I know nothing
hetter to say to you than what my predecessor, Zozimus,
said: -What time is there in which we -have not need of
God ? None.
Then in every time, in all cases,
in all affairs we need to have recourse to Him by prayer
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3:nd crave His favour; great pride it is for a weak and
miserable man to presume anything of himself. " In ornnibus igitur actibus, causis, cogitationibus, motibus, adjutor
et protector orandus est Deus.
St. Thomas treating of prayer gives one very good and
substantial reason for its necessity, and it is the teaching
of Saints Damascene, Augustine,· Basil, Chrysostom and
Gregory, that what· God by His divine providence and
disposition has determined from eternity to give to souls,
that He gives them in time by this means of prayer, and
on this means depends the deliverance, salvation, conversion and cure of many souls, and the progress and perfection of others. Thus just as God has determined and
arranged that by means of matrimony the human race
should be multiplied, and by means of ploughing and
sowing and cultivating the earth there should be abundance of bread and wine and other- fruits, and by means
of craftsmen and building materials there should be houses
and buildings, so He has determined to work many effects
in the world and impart many graces and gifts to souls
by this means of prayer. So Christ our Redeemer says
in the gospel: Ask and it shall be given you, seek and
ye shall find, knock and it shall be opened unto you; for
everyone that asketh receiveth, and he that seeketh
findeth, and the door': shall be opened to him that knocketh
(Matt. vii. 7). Thus this is the means and this the channel whereby the Lord wishes to supply our needs, and
enrich our poverty, and fill us with good things and grac.es.
Hereby is well seen the great need that we have of having
recourse to prayer. And so the Saints make a good comparison in saying that it is a chain of gold, attached to
heaven and reaching right down to earth, whereby all
good things are lowered and let down to us, and whereby
we must mount up to God. Or they say that it is the
ladder of Jacob, that reached from earth to heaven, whereby angels ascended and descended.
The glorious St.
Augustine says that prayer is the key of heaven, that it fits
all the gates of heaven and all the coffers of the trea~ures
of God, and nothing is shut against it. And elsewhere he
says that what bread is to the body, prayer is to the soul.
The same says the holy martyr and Abbot Nilus.
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THE LOOKING-GLASS OF THE SOUL

One of the chief reasons whereby the Saints declare on
the one hand the value and worth of prayer, and on the
other the great need' in which we stand of it,. is because
prayer is a chief and most efficacious means to 'attune and
put in order our whole life, and to overcome and smooth'
downall the difficulties that present themselves in the way
of virtue. And so they say that on itdepends the government of our whole life; and. that when prayer is. well in
order, life is well in order; Q.nd when pta-yer gets out of
order, everything else gets out of order. "He knows
how to live well, who knows how to pray well" : rec!e
novit vivere J qui recte novit orare J says St. Augustine.
And St. John Climacus says that a servant of God once
said a remarkable thing to him, which was this: from
early morning he knew what was to be the order of the
whole day: meaning that if he made his mOJCning prayer
well, all the rest went well;. and contrariwise, when he did
not make his morning prayer well. And it is the same
with all the rest of •life. And so we ourselves very comm()nly experience,· that when we make .our prayer well,
we go on in such good order, so cheerful, so vigorous, so
full of good purposes and desires, that it is something to
praise God for; and contrariwise,whe'nwe are careless at
prayer, everything goes amiss. St. Bonaventure says:
"Where prayer fails, thereupon everything goes forlorn";
thereupon tepidity sets in, thereupon little· by little the
spirit begins to grow feeble and to wither and to lose that.
vigour and heartiness which it once had; thereupon, I .
know not how, all those holy purposes and thoughts of
first fervour disappear, and all our passions begin to
awake and revive; thereupon. the man comes out a lover
of vain' mirth, a lover of talking, laughing arid enjoyment
and such like other vanities; and what is worse, thereupon
there bursts into new life the appetite 'of vainglory, of
anger, of envy, of ambition, and the like, which before
seemed to be dead.
The Abbot Nilus says that prayer should' be the lookingglass of .the Religious.
In it we should look and look
again every day for a long time to see and recognise our
faults, to go on getting rid of anything ugly that we find
in ourselves. In this looking-glass we· .should look and
<
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study the virtues that shine forth in Christ in order with
them to adorn and beautify our soul. The glorious St.
Francis says: " One of the things most desirable in a
Religious is the grace of prayer: without it there is no
hope of fruit or improvement, with it everything may be
hoped· for."
St. Thomas Aquinas, among other grave
utterances related in his Life, said that a Religious without
prayer was a soldier in battle naked and without arms.
That holy Archbishop of Valentia, Friar Thomas of Villanova, said that prayer was like the natural heat of the
stomach, without which it is impossible for the natural
life to be preserved, nor for any food to do good; whereas
with it everything is well digested and assimilated, the
man is nourished, and all the members are supplied with
virtue and strength enough to do their work. So he says,
without prayer, the spiritual life cannot be preserved;
with it, it is preserved ; with it, the man revives and recovers spiritual strength enough for all the works of
obedience that he has to do, and for all the occasions and
afflictions that may offer; with prayer, all those things are
digested and made light, and all converted to the profit
of the soul. Finally, if we use prayer as we ought, we
shall find therein a remedy for all our faults, and a means
of preserving ourselves in virtue and religion.
If perchance you become careless in obedience and observance
of rules, if you begin to grow disorderly on any point,
if passion and evil habit begin to revive, all this will be
at once checked and remedied, by favour of the Lord,
when you betake yourself to prayer.
And if you grovv
remiss in prayer itself and careless therein, you must cure
and recover yourself by that same means. In prayer we
have a universal remedy even for a falling off in prayer
itself. Thus they make an excellent comparison who say
that prayer is as the hand in the body, which is an instrument for all the body and even for itself, since the hand
works· for the sustenance and clothing of the whole body,
and for all other things necessary for body and soul, and
even for itself; for if it is ailing, the hand. waits on the
hand; if it is dirty , the hand washes the hand; if it is cold,
the hand warms the hand; in short, the hands do everything. So it is with prayer.

CHAPTER III

That we· owe much to God for having ,made so easy
for us a thing at· once so excellent and so necessary
It will be reasonable for us to consider and· ponder here
the great and singular favour that the Lord has done us.

Prayer being· in itself a t~ing so high and excellent, arid
on the other hand so necessary for us, God has made it so
easy for all that· it is always in our power to take to· it
in every place and at every time. W Uh me it rests to make
prayer to God who giveth me life, says the prophet David
(Ps. 41). The gates of God's mercy are never closed;
they are wide open to. all at every time and at every hour.
We shall always find Him disengaged and desirous to do
us good, and even soliciting us to ask. There is an excellent reflection that is often. made to this effect: if God
, were to give leave once a month only for all who would to
go in and address Him, promising to give them an audience willingly and to do them favours, it would be a boon
highly valued, as it would be if· a temporal king made
a similar offer. How much more reasonable is it that we
should value the offer and invitation that' God makes us
herein, not merely once a month, but ,every day and many
times a day! A t night and at morning .and at mid~day
andip, the afternoon, says the Prophet, embracing all
times, 1 will tell a-nd put before God. (Ps. 54) my labours
and .miseries, in full confidence that every time and at
whatever hour I approach Him He will. hear me and do
me favours. God is not like. men, annoyed at being
asked, because, unlike them, H·e is none the poorer for
giving. A man has· so much the less, by how much he
bestows on another: he robs himself of that· which he
gives, and is the poorer for his liberality. It is for this
reason then that men are annoyed at being asked; and
if they give once or twice with good will, they are tired of
it the third time, and. give nothing, or give in~uch a way
that they are never asked again. Gud, as St. Paul says,
is rich and liberal to all·who call upon him (Rom. x. "12).
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He is infinitely rich, and as He makes Himself none the
poorer by -giving, so He is not angry nor weary at people
asking of Him, though it be every minute, and He have
the whole world begging at His door. He is rich enough
for all and to enrich all, without ceasing to be as rich as
before; and as the fund of His riches is infinite, so also
the source of His mercy is inexhaustible, to meet the needs
of all ; and He desires that we should beg of Him and have
recourse to Him very frequently. It will be reasonable
then for us to acknowledge and be grateful for so great
a favour and benefit, and to make the best of so large and
advantageous a license, taking care to be very assiduous
in prayer. For, as St. Augustine says upon these words
of the Psalmist: Blessed be our Lord, who hath not deprived rne of my prayer nor of his mercy (Ps. 65), we
must believe for certain that if God withdraw not from
us the spirit of prayer, neither will He withdraw His
mercy. Wherefore, that His mercy may never forsake
us, let us never leave off the exercise of prayer.

CHAPTER IV

Of two sorts of mental praye-r
Leaving apart vocal prayer, a thing so holy, and in such
common use in the Church of God, we will for the present
treat only of mental prayer, of which St. Paul writes: I
will pray, sing, and cry to God in spirit and with my
heart (I Cor. xiv. IS). There are two sorts of mental
prayer; one common and easy, the other very special,
extraordinary and advanced, something received rather
than made, according to the saying of ancient Saints well
versed in prayer. St. Denis the Areopagite says of his
master, Hierotheus, that erat patiens divina, that is to
say, .he rather received what God gave than did things
for himself.
There is a very great difference between
these two sorts of prayer: the former may in some lueasure be taught by words, the second we cannot so teach,
because no words are able to express it. It is a hidden
manna, which no man knoweth but him that receiveth it
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(Apoc. ii. 17). Even the receiver cannot explain how it
is, nor even properly understand how it is, as Cassian
well o~serves,quoting to this effect what he calls a divine
and heavenly saying of the blessed St. Antony Abbot:
" Prayer is not" perfect,sd long as themorik at prayer
is aWare of the very fact that he is praying." Thishigh
and exalted prayer does not leave room for the person
to bethink himself) or reflect on what he is about, 'suffering, , we should say, rather than ' doing~'

It happens,

not unfrequently, that 'a ~manhas 'his mind so taken'up
and absorbed in some ···busin~ss, that he remembers' not
himself, nor where he is, nor reflects upon what he thinks,
nor observes how he thinks. It· is the same in this perfect prayer, wherein man is so ravished' and lost in God,
that he thinks no more of himself, nor understands how
this is,nor what way it goes, nor what way it comes, nor
keeps any account of methods, preambles or points,or
how he must now do this and now that. This is· what
happened·. to St. .Antony himself, of whom Cassian',· re'-lates. that· oftentimes having" set himself' to, prayer overnight, he remained in ittill. the' next day, when, the light
falling upon his eyes, he complained that the sun 'rose
too, soon to deprive him': of those lights which God interiorly communicated unto him. St. Bernard, speaking
of this kind of prayer, says that, we very seldom find it,
ard when we do, its stay is very short: Rar.a hora, parva
mora,,; so that ,how long tiine'soever it lasts, ,if seems ,to
us an to have been done in a moment. St. Augustine,
experiencing in himself the effects,it produces :~:' Lord,"
says he, ' , ,Thou leadest me on to a tenderness, very." un..
usual,anda strange sweetness,such that if it were ,t'o
go on, 1 know not wliere'it would stop.," Even in this most
special prayer and contemplation St. Bernard marks three
degrees: thep.rst he compares to eating, the second to
drinking, which is 'easier 'arid- pleasanter than eating,because there is no labour for the teeth: the third is iriebriation. And he quotes the saying of the Spouse in the
Canticles: Eat,. my· friends, and drink .and bemebriated,
my dearones(Cant~ v. I). All this is a case ,of receiving
rather than of doing. 'Sometimes the gardener draws
water from his well by force~of'his arms ;at others, .stand-
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ing with folded arms, he sees the flood from heaven soaking the earth without his doing anything else but receiving it and guiding it to the roots of the trees to make them
more fruitful. So there are two kinds of prayer : the one
is sought with industry, aided by God; the other is found
ready made. By the first you go toiling, and begging,
and living on what you beg: the second sets before you
a full table, which God has spread for you to satisfy your
hunger, a rich and abundant table, signified by those
words of the Spouse: The king hath led me into his cellar'S
(Cant. i. 3).
And again: I will gladden them in the
house of my prayer (Isai. Jvi. 7).
This prayer is a particular gift of God, a gift which
He bestows upon whom He pleases; sometimes in reward
of services done, and much mortification practised and
suffering borne for His love; at'other times as -a gracious
gift of sheer liberality, irrespective of previous merits, as
it is said in the Gospel: Is it not lawful for me to do what
I please? (Matt. xx. IS). Anyhow, it is nota thing that
we can teach. And so certain authors have been reproved
and prohibited for having undertaken to teach what cannot be learnt nor taught, making a matter of art what -is
above all art, as though in their way one could infallibly
arrive at becoming a contemplative. Gerson severely reprehends this in a book he composed against Ruysbroek,
in these words: "You have torn the flower from the
root. ' , As the flower, cut from the root - and taken in
hand, soon withers and loses its beauty, so these intimate
communications of God to the soul in this high and lofty
prayer are of such a nature that in the- attempt to take
them out of their place, and explain and share them,vith
others, they lose their lustre and splendour. So do they
act who try to explain and teach what cannot be explained
nor understood. These anagogical acts, these transformations of the soul, this silence, this self-annihilation,
this immediate union, this depth of Tauler,-what is the
use of talking of such things? If you understand them, I
unde.rstand them not, nor know what you are talking
about. Nay, some say,and say well, that there is this
difference between this divine science and other sciences,
that in other sciences, before you learn them, you must
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learn their terms ; whereas in this you cannot understand
the terms till you perfectly possess and are master of the
science. In others, the theory, precedes" the practice: in
this" the practice goes before' the theory.
I say still further, that not only we cannot express what
this prayer is, nor teach.jt to 'others, but you must not
seek to, apply your~elf to it, ,nor raise yourself to it, if God
does'not. rai,s:e' you; apply you and lift you up to it. That
WQuld 'Qe',

great p~ide

and pr~surnption, and you" vv:ou1d.

d,eserye' tob,e deprived 'of the ,grace of prayer that you
'\" have,anqbe"left withQut any. He hath led me, says the
Sp()us~, ip}o~is cellar (Cant., ii. 4).
This entry which
\ Gpd gives to the', soul into His privacy, and into H~s winebellar, .to sat¢. and inebriate her with His love, is a most
p~rtictilar gift of the Lord: the Bride did not g9 in by herS'~l~,}lo, Qot until-,herBeloved took her by the hand, and
le,d ,l her in. rhat ,lifting, of yourself up to the kiss of Hi,s
lllqufh.'is nota thing that you can or ought to do, unless
H:c; ", Hims~lfTi£ts you up. It would be, great impertinence,andaudacity.'Eventhe Bride does not dare do that;
__ sh~,is.too, bashful and" humble for that,-but she begs
ofh~r,Beloyed·togive her this kiss : Let him kis.smewith
fl:ie kfss of his rtJouth ;: meaning, as St. Bernard says : ' ~
cannot of'JllY own strength attainfo such love arid such
JHgh uniop and contemplation as this,: unless H~ give it
me." ,It is Hisgoqqness and gracious liberality that must
rafsetls:to thi,s,.kissof the mouth, tothis so high,prayer
andcbtlteI11.plation, ifHebepleas~d that we shouldt:each
it., , )tis not:a'thingtI,at we ~an t~ach, or thatwecan ,or
Qu&nt'to lay"ourselves" out for.
'

CHAPTER V

H ow Holy Writ lays before us these two sorts of
prayer
These two sorts of prayer that we have spoken of are
marvellously set before us by the Holy Ghost in the thirtyninth chapter of Ecclesiasticus. He says there of the \i\lise
Man, by whom the Church understands the Just: He will
set his heart to watch at break of day to the Lord 'who
made him, and will pray in the sight of the Most FJigh.
(Ecclus. xxxix. 6). He puts first the ordinary prayer. Thif~
man must rise in the morning, which is the time suited for
prayer,and is often spoken of in Scripture. In the morning
I will present'myself before thee. Let me anticipate 'the
dawn and cry out. Mine eyes have opened early in .the
morning unto thee, a Lord, to meditate thy words. To
thee I watch from break of day (Pss. 5, 118, 62).
The
text says to watch, because he is 'going to be wide awake,
not to sleep and meditate on a pillow. What more? He
will set his heart, hand it over to prayer. He is not there
in body. only, while' his heart is on business.
That is
what the Saints call' sleepiness of heart. ' Faintness and
sloth of heart is a great obstacle to prayer, because it
hinders the reverence which one should observe in deali~g
with God. And· what is it that causes this reverence 'in
the just?
The consideration that I am in the presence
of God and that I am about to speak to a Majesty so high:
that makes me stand in reverence and at attention. This
is the preparation and disposition wherewith we should
go to prayer.
But let us see what prayer it is that the just man makes.
He will open his mouth in prayer, and begin by begging
pardon for his sins (Ecclus. xxxix. 7), moving himself to
shame and repentance for them. This is the prayer that
we should make on our side, bewailing our sins, and
begging God's mercy and pardon for them. We must not
content ourselves with saying: ' I made my general confession at the beginning of my conversion, and after that
25 8
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I spent some days in bewailing and repenting of my sins..'
It is not right that we should forget our sins upon confessing them, but we should endeavour to keep them ever
before our eyes, according to the saying of the Prophet:
My sin is always before me, that is, before my eyes. On
the words, Our'; bed is strewn with flowers (Cant. i. IS),
St~ Bernard says: "Your bed, that is, your heart, is still
malodorous, becau~e you have not quite got rid' of the
vices a.nd follies that you brought in from the world; and
have you the audacity to invite the lJridegroom toeome to
it? Do you wish now to practiseotherexereises, high
and exalted, of love and union with God, as if you were
. perfect?" Make it your first. care to cleanse and \vash
\lour bed well with tears. Every night J will wash my
lJ(ed, and moisten my couch with my tears (Ps. 6). Then
yo-p have to adorn it with. the flowers of virtues, and so
inv'ite the Bridegroom to come to you as he did to the
Bride. . Busy yourself with the.kiss of the feet,humbling
youxself and grieving much for your sins; and with the
kiss of the hands, which is offering your good works to
God, . and .seeking to reGeive at His hands true. and solid
virtues; and as for that third kiss of the mouth, that high
and exalted union, leave that till. such. time as the Lord
shall please to raise you to it.
It is told of a very ancient and spiritual Father (Fr.
Araoz) that he spent twenty years in these exercises of
the purgative way. Apd are we to get tired of it atonce, and
seek to ascend to the kiss of the mouth and' the exercises
of the love of God? We need a good foundation to raise
so high a 'building. Besides many other good and profitable things that there are in this exercise, of which we
shall speak hereafter, there is this a~out it; that it is a
great remedy and efficient preservative against falling into
sin.
He who is continually abhorring •sin, and making
~cts •of. shame and sorrow for having .offended God, is
very far from committing sin anew. And contrariwise
the Saints observe that the. reason why some have fallen,
who seemed to be very spiritual men and men of prayer,
and possibly were so, is for want of this exercise, because
they gave themselves over in such· manner to other exercises and considerations, sweet and to .their taste, that
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'they forgot the exercise of self-knowledge and consideration of their sins', and so came to an unmea.sured sense of
security, not walking in stich fear and reserve as they
'ought, and' thereby they came to fall into wha.t they ought
not: they tbo quickly forgot their low estate, and fell from
the height' they thought to' have attained.
It is fitting
then that for ,a longtime' our prayer should consist in bewailing our sins, as the Wise Man says, until such time as
the Lord takes us by the hand" and says, Friend, go up
higher (Luke xiv. 10).
Now let, us se'e what this high and very special prayer
is, which the Lord gives when He pleases. The text goes
on : If the great' God and Lord please, he will fill him 'with,
the spirit of understanding (Ecclus. xxxix. 8). If h(1J'
please, because ,this is no hereditary right, but a grace
'and mere effect of His liberality. You are at prayer, find
on a sudden there comes a light from heaven, like a flash
of ,lightning, Whereby you are set think~ng" and see the
point, and get an appreciation and high notion of ~..hat
'you never understood before. That is the gift of prayer.
How many tiines have you travelled over the same ground,
and your attent~on wa.s never arrested on it as n9w! ,He
'calls that the spirit of understanding, b~cause nothing appears in it but a. simple apprehension, upon whi<;h the
man becomes trang'uii and at rest, 'with that light shed
upon him. 'It 'happens in this world sometimes' that a
'man comes across a very perfect, and highly finished picture, and he stands' reg'arding it for a, long time, with his
eyes fixed" without moving about, wrapt in mighty admiration, so that he cannot have enough oflaoking at it :
such is this pr~yer and high and exalted contemplation. Or
to speak: better, this is the way in which the Blessed in
heaven see Goq. Heavenly bliss consist~ in the sight and
contemplation. of God. In it we shall' be' absorbed and
penetrated through and through ,with the vision and love
of God for ever and ever, with one simple vision ,of that
Divine Majesty, rejoicing in His presence and in Ijis
glory, ,without any. wandering ()f the mind, and witl:tout
ever being weary of looking at Him;. or rather, as the
te~t says,an.d ,they sang as it were q ne~ song before tlJ,e
th1'one (Apac. xiv. 3), that song and that divine manna
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will always be sOI1)etbing neW to us~and we-shall be ever
in new ,admiration. .
.... ,
In thi,s way then there is c~rrioo on here on earth this
high and perfect· prayer w:hich is .calledcQntemplation,
when th~ Lord is pleasedto give it, s~o that thepersoriis
never ~ated or .cloyed with se.eingqnd contemplating God,
without play of the .mi9d hither and. thither, without
fatigue, all by one simple Jook:. The, te,xtsays, he. will
fill him, 'because His gra;ce

i~~o

copiou.s aIld. so abundant

that it overflows, and. cannot be contained jns,o narrow a
ve,ssel. And so the text goes on at once· with the follow:.. iug : and he
pour out the 'JR!ords of his 'lYisdom like
\ '"rain, andirt prayer h~ will. praise the. Lord (Ecclus.
~xxix. 9)~ Thence iJ;I1mediateJy follow cQlloquies: this is
. tl-\e prQP~r time. to .conyer~ewith God, ,when the souL is
moved, instructed and lifted up by, thi~ heavenly light and
wis'dom.
.
Ahd.~o our; .Fath~r nvv;ks th.is time fOf making ·colloqui~s ;" wh~na spiritualmQyement comes Qyer US,we
w:ill make coll()q uies~"
}3e ~his saying well taken nOJe of.
After we .• pavehelpeq' ourselves. by the u~e of Our reasoning powersme<1~tating.andcQnsidering,....,-when themedita~
tion nowhasinflam,ed ,Ollr,peqrt and we feel moved thereby,-:-tbenis the time for colloqujes and treating familiarly
with God by petitions •(ipd resoluti<;>J1S, becaus.e the prayer
that ~Qt;nes from tile hep.rt. now touched by God is
the prayer that God, hears, ang that.leads to a happy
settleI1)ent. wi~h.His, Divine Majesty. As St. Augustine
s~ys : when,. God .lllovespne to ask, it is. a· sign that. He
intellds to. give what i$~sked. This is the very special
kind of prqyer thatGQd giv.e~ to·Whom He pleases. For
if the great Lord willeth he '!£Jill fill him with the spirit of
under$ta-nding (EGc1us! x;x~ix~ 8), If He wills, we shall
e~sily .be, able' to reach: thisbigh. and;' singularly excellent
prayer ..
,
.
;aut if the Lord is .no~ pl~ased to Xai$6 llS to -such a high
prayer as this, St.. Bernard. $ayswe>rnustnot he afflicted
n()r discouraged". but he .Collt~nt with the practice of virtues, arid with the fact that the Lord keeps us in;· His
friendship . and' grace, .and does' liot 'let us, fall into· sin.
He says: " Oh that the Lord may b,e'pleased to give me
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peace, goodness and joy in the Holy Ghost, mercy, simplicity and charity to my neighbour: with that I am content. As for those other high contemplations, in Heaven's
name, let them be kept for Apostles and great Saints."
Utinam detur mihi pax, bonitas, gaudium in Spiritu
Sancto, misereri in hilaritate, tribuere in simplicitate,
gaudere cum gaudentibus fiere cum flentibus, et his contentus er'o. Cetera sanctis Apostolis virisque Apostolicis
relinquo. High mountains for stags, the rock the refuge
of urchins (Ps. 103). Those high mountains of contemplation are for such as run to perfection with the nimbleness of stags and deer; but I, who am an urchin, or hedgehog, full of thorns and faults and sins, betake myself to
the holes of that rock, which is Christ (I Cor. x. 4), and
wash away my faults and sins in the Blood that floytrs
from them, and that shall be my prayer.
:
But if the glorious Bernard was content with the practice of the virtues, and grief and contrition for his sins,
and left that other very special prayer to Apostolic men
and great saints, to whom the Lord is pleased to impart
it, it will be right for us also to be content therewith,
and to make this our exercise in prayer, to conceive sorrow
and shame for our sins, and attend to the mortifying of
our passions and the rooting up of our vices, and the overcoming of all the repugnances and difficulties that may
confront us in the way of virtue. As for that other very
special and eminently high prayer, let us leave it till the
time that the Lord shall be pleased to call and raise us
thereto. And even then when we think that we are called
to it, there is need of great caution and of much sober
deliberation, for there are apt to be in this matter many
delusions. Sometimes a man thinks that God calls him to
this prayer, because of 'a certain sweetness and pleasantness and facility which he feels in' the exercise of the love
of God; and God does not call him, but it is he himself
that mounts up and meddles with it, the devil deceiving
and blinding him, that he may leave what· is necessary,
and do nothing and profit nothing either one way or the
other.
A great Master of spirit says very well that as it would
show little sense of propriety for a man unceremoniously
J
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to 'seat himself at the King's table without his command
and license, whereas the King himself had commanded
that man to assist and wait upon him; so he does-very ill
and very rudely, who seeks to deliver himself up entirely to
the sweet repose of contemplation, not' being ,evidently
called thereto by God Himself. St. Bonaventure gives a
good admonition here, that a man should exercise himself in the line that is safer and more profitable, that is,
in the extirpation of vices and evil inclinations, and iIi the

acquisitioQ of true virtues. That is a very plain and safe
'-1
'road,
i'
on which there can be no delusion.
The more a

,

m"e:.~:a~~~~,

~~,me s:~r:~: ~fIr~~~~t~odod~U:~~hl~~f'm~~i~

•ore of Him than by those other exquisite and extrao ' ,inary ways, in which, St. Bonaventure goes on to say,
there are apt to be many deceits and many illusions of the
devil, the man taking that to be God which is not God,
and 'that to be something great which is nothing. Thus
this- ought to be examined 'by that, and not that by this,
which is the common doctrine of the Saints, as we shall
see presently.

CHAPTER VI

Wherein this doctrine is further explained and
confirmed
For the greater confirmation and explanation of this
doctrine, the Saints and Masters of spiritual life here observe that, to arrive at this high prayer and contemplation that we spoke of, there is necessary great mortification of our passions, and a thorough grounding to begin
with in the moral virtues, and much time spent in their
exercise; otherwise they say it will be, vain to pretend, to
enter upon this contemplation or make, profession of it.
It is prope.r, they say, to be Jacob, wrestling, before being
Israel, who sees God face to face (Gen. xxxii. 3'0). Oportet
ut prius sis Jacob'luctans quam Israel Deumviden~ (St.
Bernard). You must first be a strong ~rest1er, and vanquish your, passions and evil inclinations,' before arrivi~g
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~t"this intimate union with, God.' Blosi4S says t4atwho-;
~ver seeks to arriv~ at a very excellen,t degreeo~divine

lpye;without, first applying himself with great piljgence
to the. correction and, mortification of his vices, ~nd the
~asting off from himself of the inordinate love of creatures,
is like a man who, laden with lead and iron, and ,~ound
hand and foot, were to want to climb a very high t:-ee.
Wherefore they advise Masters of spirit that, before treating with their disciples of this conterpplation, they should
!Jrst make them busy themselv~s with thoroughmort~fi,
cation of all their passions ~nd the formation, of habits of
virtues,-patience, humility, obedience,-,-apd IOl1g exercise in the practice thereof.
They call this the ' active/
life,' which should go before the ' cont~mplative.' Failing
to observe that, many who have not proceeded by the~e
steps, but have sought to rise to contemplationwitho,ut
due order, are found' after many years of prayer. very
devoid of virtue, impatient, passionate, proud, so that,
once you touch them on the sore point they burst out into
unmeasured words of impatience, clearly showing how far
they are from perfection and mortification.
Our Father General Everard Mercurian declared this
very well in a letter that he wrote on this matter in these
words. "There are many who, rather from lack of discretion than from desire of improvement, hearing
tell of another and that a higher practice of prayer, of
love of God, of anagogical acts, ,and a certain indescribable silence, have sought to ascend to the practice of the
unitive way before their time. Hearing tell of a more
heroic and more perfect exercise, whereby virtues are
gained and vices overcome with greater ease and pleasantness, they have mounted up there before their time, and
so have lost much time and havecov:ered.very Httl'e
ground; and at the end of many years they find themselves with their passions as lively, with their affections
a,s uncontrolled, as great lovers of their own ease, as if
they had never dealt with nQr had had any Gommunication with God. " They are as wedded to their· own: will,
a,s backw~rd in 'submitting their judgment, when Supe-riors have wished to make some arrangement about. them
that did not please"them, or was not to their mind, as they,
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were on the first day. The reason of this is because they
wanted to fly before they had wings. They skipped and
scampered over the ground, and did not go by the
measured steps that they should have taken: they did not
first ground th~mselves in mortificat,ion and the practice
of the virtues; and so without foundation they could not
~etup a good building: th~y builtoQsand, and Jailed
a,ccordingly in the ;hour ofemergen<;y.
Bence, w~ may. see how t~ue, how commo1.1:~t).d gel1eral
i~ thisdQctrine.:,it is wh~t the; Saints comm.ol1ly ~ay wl}en
th~y ,assign three part~.or tqree, m.anners of prayer, accord.~
ingtQ the thre,e Ways ~aHed respectively plJrg·ative, illumjnative, and .Qnitive, which 1s the doctrine drawn from' St~
Dionysius the Areopagite, and from him St. Gregory
Nazir.tnzen took it,andallthe other authors who treat' of
spirituaL things. They.say and ,all agree. in this, ~that
before, deaJingwith' this so high and lofty praye:rthat
belongs to the" unitive way, ;\Ve must :oCctlPyourselves
with what ,helongs to the purgative,and illuminative. First
it'is ;neces'sary .to exercise' ourselves' in sQrrow and· repent-:
ance Jor our sins" and t() rQot out ·from ours~lves:vicious
::tnd-:evil inclinations, and to acquire trqe virtue$, imhating
Christ 'iRwhom th~y shine forth; ,because if' wes.ought
to gass' on further without that, ",.' it would, be "without
foundation, and so ',we should' alwaysremaiil 'imperfect
and unformed, as, he who should try to pass into the,class
of theseniorswit40ut, being well grounded. in that of the
juni~rs,' !lnd to mount the second st.epof a ladder without
going on the first.

CHAPTER VII

Of ordinary mental prayer
Leaving aside that very special and extraordinary prayer,
since we can neither teach it nor explain what it is, nor how
it is, nor does it depend on our will to have it, nor does
God bid us attain it, nor will He ask us any account pf it,
we will treat now of the mental prayer which is ordinary
and common, and can in some sort be taught and attained
by labours and counsels with the aid of the grace of the
Lord.
Amongst the other favours and benefits that the Lord
has done us in .the Society, this is . a very particular one,
that He has given us a method of prayer to go by, approved by the Apostolic See, in the Book of Spiritual
Exercises of our blessed Father Ignatius, as appears by
the Brief standing at the beginning of them, in which his
Holiness Paul III., after having had them strictly ex~
amined,approved and confirmed them, saying they were
very useful and wholesome, and strongly exhorted all the
faithful to go through the practice of them. Our Lord
imparted to our Father this method of prayer, and he imparted it to us in the same order in which our Lord imparted it to him. And we must have great confidence in
God that by this way and method, which He has given us,
He will help us and do us favours, since with it He gained
our Father and his companions, and after them many
others, and therein He made known to him the method
and plan of the Society, as 'he said. We must not seek
other ways and other extraordinary methods of prayer,
but do our best to mould ourselves upon what we have,
like good and true sons.
In the Exercise of the Powers, which is the first of the
Exercises, our Father teaches us the method to be followed
in prayer in all the rest of the Exercises. It is that in each
point that we take in hand we must go exercising the three
powers of our soul, memory, understanding, and will,first by memory putting before the eyes of the under266
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standing the point or mystery on which we wish to make
meditation; and then the understanding comes "in, reasoning, meditating and considering the things that may
better aid us to move our wills, and thereupon must follow
the affections of the will.
This" third "is the principal
exercise in which we should dwell, since it is the end of
the meditation, and the fruit to be drawn from all the
considerations and reasonings of the understanding. That
"
is all ordained to· move the will to the desire of good and
~"\
abhorrence of evil. On this account he gave this e]{ercise
the name of the Three Po\v,ers, for its being. the first
\ exercise in which he teaches us this method of prayer,
\ although in all the exercises that follow, the three powers
\;nust also be exercised as in the first.
\ This method of prayer which our" Father here teaches
a\t1d the Society practises, is not singular, nor has it any
c6ntrivances apt to issue in illusions, as is the case with
some others. Rather it is a method very" common and
m'uch in use among the ancient Fathers, and very conformable to human nature, ,vhich is argumentative and
rational, governed by reason, and by reason persuaded,
convinced "and brought over, which makes this method
easier, safer and more profitable. Thus we must not be
in prayer after the manner of persons languishing or dazed
with light, without doing anything, which would be
a great delusion and error, but we must cry therein to
God by means of the exercise of our" powers, and cooperate along with Him; for God requires the co-operationof His cr"eatures, and that is what our Father teaches
us in the Book of Exercises. Other methods" there are of
prayer by giving up reasonings, employing negations and
certain silences, taken from Mystical Theology. 'fhese
methdds commonly should not be ta:ught, nor sought
either, as we have said before. Young people, who are
no great hands at the knowledge of their passions and
the· practice of virtues, if they are ·set to these" par,ticular
methods, a.re liable to illusions and deceits; and when they
think they have gained some advantage, they·" find themselves with their ·passions all vigorous and unabated,
passions which were lulled to sleep by this food· and bait
of· prayer, and now wake up and prove" very dangerous.
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¥oreover in, the~e choice and particular methods there is
engendered a hardness of judgment, a disposition that
lends itself to any delusion; and· so our blessed Father
Ignatius dreaded it, saying that such people generally
have something of that about them .
.I say then that the first t4ing we have to do in meditation, in whatever point we take in hand, is to put before
us by memory the point on which we wish to meditate.
The second is to enter on the m~ditation, which is to be
done by reasoning with. the understanding, considering
and reflecting on the particular aspects of that mystery;
and thereupon must follow the affections of the will. Thus
the memory proposes the subject, aJ;1d forthwith the rea..,. "
soning and meditation of the understanding must find/
place, for this is the source from whence must flow all the
acts and exercises which we make in our prayer, and
everything else that is done in the prayer is done in virtue
of this. The reason whereof is clear in sound philosophy;
for our willis a blind power, which cannot take a step 'with~
out the understanding going before: nihil volitum quin
praecognitum. This is a common maxim of ppilosophers :
the will cannot will a thing that has not first passed
through the understanding. The understanding is the link~
boy that goes before, lighting the path of the will and guiding it, and showing it what to go for and what to shun. So
St. Augustine:" A thing may be loveci that is not seen by
the eyes, but not a thing that is not known": invisa diligi
possul1t, incognita neqUfJquam~ And St. Gregory: "None
can love what he is absolutely ignorant of.' ,
We may
vv~l1love t,hings. that we do not see; ])ut what we have no
kn,o'W'ledge of at all, we cannot love: for the object of the
will is' good understood as such. We love and go after a
thing, because we apprehend it as good and worthy of
being loved; and contrariwise, we abhor a thing and shun
it, because we judge and apprehend it to be evil and worthy
of abhorrence. So when we wish anyone to change his
mind and purpose, we try to persuade him with reasons
and convince his utlderstanding that what he is bent on
doing is not fitting or good, and that the other course is
the better and proper for him, so to lead him to abandon
the one ~nd embrace the other. Thus the act and reason-
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:.ing of the understanding is the foundation of all the other
acts and .exercises, that we do in prayer, and that is why
,meditation is ,so, necessary.
,

5

CHAPTER VIII·

Ofthen~cessity of meditation,
.~"

. 'Hugh 'of St. Victor says that no prayer can be perfect,
'WhiCh is not preceded or accompanied 'by meditation. This
is the' doctrine of St. Augustine,who says that 'prayer
without meditation is lukewarm. They prove it very wen,
\ ·pn
ground tha! sin.ce if
nbt exercise himself!n
PfnowIng and ,consIdenng hIS mIsery and weakness, he wIll
f~l1 under delusion, and will not know how to ask in prayer
fdr what befits him, nor'with the. fervour tharis·befitting.
,Many through not knowing and studying their faults become the prey of delusions, and presume upon themselves
in a,way that they would hot presume if they did kno\tv
themselves; and so they treat in prayer of other things than
those that are necessary. But if you want to know how to
pr?-yand ask God for what befits you, exercise yourself in
considering your faults ,and miserie~, and in that way you
'will know what. you 'ought to ask; and ,consideri,ng and
'u'ndetstanding your great need,yo~l will'ask for it with
fervour and as you ought to ask, as,does the poor needy
matI, who knows ~ndunderstands well' his necessity and
poverty. .
'
"
' ,
, ,St. _Bernard, arguing that we' are not' to 'mount to perfection ,by flying but by walking, says that walking and
'mounting to perfection must be ,done with two feet, meditation ~nd prayeJ;"; since ~editation. showswha~ is wan,ti,ng to us, and prayerbbtains1t; meditation shows ,us the
way~and prayer .carri~s US along it ; lastly; by meditation
'~e !knoW tile, dangers that -encompass us, and' by prayer
we, escape and a're delivered from them. Hence St.Augustiqe.comes, to 'say that meditation is the beginning. of ~ll
gopd,,' sin~e whoever well considers· how good' 'Godi~', :in
,H:im$elf"'arid:, how good and merCiful He has been -to' us,
'h6wH€tha~, er!eated.:us, 'how;,muchHe,has'(1one' and:suf-

th~
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fered for us, is at once fired with love for this good Lord;
and whoever knows well his faults and miseries, comes
to humble and make little account of himself; and whoever
considers how badly he has served God, and how much he
has offended Him, feels himself worthy of any penalty and
chastisement; and thus by meditation the soul comes to
be enriched with all virtues.
Therefore it is that Holy Scripture so much recommends to us meditation: Blessed is the man that meditateth day and night on the law of the Lord; he shall be as
a tree planted near stream's of water, that shall yieldm,uch
fruit (Ps. I). Blessed are they who search his comtnandments, and seek him with all their heart (Ps. 118). These
are they who seek Him with all their heart, and ihis is what/
makes them seek Him. And so the Prophet asks God fqr
grace to keep His law. Give rne understanding, and I will
search into thy law, and keep it with all my heart (Ps. 118).
And contrariwise: If it were not for the regular meditation
that I make on thy law, perhaps by this time, I should
have perished in my humility (Ps. 118), that is, in my
difficulties and troubles, as St. Jerome explains. Thus
one of the greatest praises that the Saints bestow on rneditation and consideration, or even the greatest, is that it
is a great helper to all the virtues and to all good works.
Gerson calls it "the sister of reading, the nurse of prayer,
the guide of action, the perfection and withal the consummation of all things."
But because contrary comes to be better known by
contrary, one of the principal causes of all the evils in the
world is want of consideration, according to the saying
of the Prophet Jeremy: With desolation is all the earth
laid desolate, because there is none who considereth in
the heart (Jerem. xii. II), none "'vho stops to think attentively. The principal cause of the spiritual desolation of
the earth, and of the multitude of sins in the world, is
because there is hardly anyone who will enter into himself and stop to think and turn over in his heart the
mysteries of God.
For who would dare to commit a
mortal sin, if he reflected that God died for sin, and that
it is so great an evil that it was necessary for God to
make Himself man to satisfy in all rigour of justice for it?
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Who would dare to sin, if he reflected that for one mortal
sin God chastises in hell for ever and ever? If one set
himself to think over and weigh well that sentence, Depart
from me,ye cursed, into everlasting fire (Matt. xxv. 41),
.......,..that eternity! that for ever, and evert-and how so lQng
as God is God he must burn in hell, who would there be
who, for· the pleasure of ,a moment, would. choose everlasting torments?

II

St. Thomas Aqutnas used to say ~t was a thing he could

I

11~

\

not understand, how a person in mortal sin could laugh
and make merry. And he had much reason to say so, because the man know,s,for c"ertai,n that, if h,e were to die, h,e
would go to hell forever; and he is not sure of one moment
tof life. ,There was., that man (Damocles) in, feastings and
fine music ·and,rejoicings;. and .all because he had over his
h~lad a naked sword,hanging only by one hair, he
trembled every moment lest it should fall, and nothing
gave,him any,pleasure. How,should it be with him who
is threatened not merely with" temporal but with eternal
death, hanging upon one little thread of life,? He 111ay
drop, qown,' dead suddenly where he is; and going to. bed
in good health may open his eyes in hell! A servant of
God, used to, say, to this effect that he' thought, that in a
Christian commonwealth there ought not to he more than
two prisons, nne that of t'he Holy Inquisition" the other
the lunatic asylum : for either the man believes that there
isa hell lasting for ever for the sinner, or he does not : if
he does not, let them take him to the Inquisition for a
heretic; if he does believe it,- ·and nevertheless has ,a tnind
to remain in" mortal sin, let them take him to the lunatic
asylum; for· what greater lunacy can there be than that!
Doubtless,if anyone would attentively consider these
things, it would be 'a ,great check upon' him against sinning. That is why the devil is so diligent in trying, to
keep us' from this meditation and consideration.
The first thing" the Philistines did when they caught
,sampson was ,to put out his eyes; and so it is the ,firs·t
thing that the devil:contrives to do to the sinner.
Now
that he cannot get him to abandon the faith, ,he contrives
that 'he shall, helieve as' though he did not ,believe: he
'contrives, that heshaU not consider what he believes nor
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'dwell upon it, any more, than as if he believed it not: he
shuts his eyes, which ,comes to the same thing for him.
As it is no use, s'ays St. Augustine" to open your eyes if
you, are' in the dark,since you will see nothing; 'so it is
no use' to be in .the light if you'" keep your. eyes' ·shut,
sinc'e you will see nothing that way either. This'is why
meditation and mental prayer' is of such importance,-it
makes you ppen your eyes.

CHAPTER IX

Of one good result and great advantage that we should"
draw from meditation, and of the method to' adopt i1Y
order to profit thereby
/
I t is well to exercise ourselves in meditation in affections 'and desires 'of the will ; of this we shall treat· presently; but it is. necessary that these affections and desires
be, well founded on reason, because man is rational, and
requires, to be swayed by reason and by way of understand~
ing~
Thus onebf the principal objects to which meditation should be ordered and directed is, that we may be
finally disabu,sed. and well infor~ed as regards facts, and
quite convinced and resolved in point of what it is right
for us to do. They are wont to say here" when one is
brought b,ack to a good al1d well-ordered life : ' this tna Il
is disabused.' ,This disabusing should be, one of the
principal fruits that we ought to endeavour to gather froin
meditation. .This fact should be carefully noted, since it
is primary in thi~matter. It is at one's commericements
above all that ,one needs to exercise oneself more particularly i,n this, in 'Order to be well grounded ina;nd thoroughly
convinced of these truths.
.
, That we may, be better able to gather ~l1is result f~om
meditatio~, and that it may be very fruitful, it is needful
tha,.t it be not done superficially, nor at agaHbp, nor 'In a
dead-alive arid ~e~ble manner, but with much attention and
tr"anquil consideration. You 'have to ineditate· an~ copsider in 'a verylei~urely way and g,re~tquie,tof 'm'i~d, the
shortness of life' and the frailty· and vanity ofthe things of
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the world, and' how death is the end of all, that thus you.
may come to despise all things here below and put your
whole heart in what must last for ever.
You have to
co~siderand ponder many times over how vain is the
esteem and opinion of men, that makes such war upon tIS,
since it takes nothing from you and adds nothing to you;
nor can .it make you either better or worse than you are,
that thus you 'maycom·e to despise it and not make any
account of it, and so' of the rest.
In this way a man
gradually rids himself of illusions, .convinceshirnself, and
makes up' his ,mind to do what for him is th~ right· thing,
and all this, goes tom~ke a spiritual 'man of him.
He
shall sit in solitude and be silent, because he hath raised
hir1Jself a~ove himself (Lam. iii. 28)~
He is getting a
courageous heart, a despiser of all the'things of the world,
and is coining to say .with. St. Paul : What I counted gain
before, 1 now count as los's, something absolutely to cast
'out, that 1 may' gain Christ (Phil. iii. 7, 8).
There. is .agreat difference between meditating" and
nteditating, and between knowing' and knowing.
A
learned man knows a thing in one way, a simple and ignor...
a.nt in. another: the . leat:nedman .knows how the thing is
in truth, .but the simple man knows only the. o~tward
appearance. ,Thus if a simple person finds a' precious
stone, he covets it for its lustre and outward. beauty, and
for .nothing 'else, because he does not know its v~lue; but
a skilful jew.elle~, fin<:1ing su~h a ston~, cqvets it ~uch,
not for. its ··lustre and outwa~d 1?eality, but becaus~ he
knows· weil the' value and virtue thereof.
This is the
difference there is between him who knows how to' meditate and' consider divine mysteries and spiritual things,
and him who has no' such knowledge : the iatter takes a
superflcialand outside view of things; and though tl:tey
make a good i,mpression' on hirn byt,he l~st,re and r~~iance
-that he sees in them, he is not much moved to desire them;
'bitt he ~ho knows how to meditate and ponder' these
things,clears his mind of illusions and makes firm resolves.
,Knowing: well the value of "the hidden treasure and 'of the
precious p~arl which' he has found, he despises all elSe
atldl11~kes .little account· of it in comparison.
1iJent
and soldalf he'lidd'and 'boug'ht it (Mait. .xiii. 46j~
18
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This difference is declared to us by Christ our Redeemer
in the gospel, ,in the story of that woman who suffered
from a flux of blood. The holy evangelists relate how t~e
world's R~deemer was on His way to heal and raise up
the daught~r of the ruler of the synagogue, and such a
crowd of people went with Him that they pressed on
Him, when a woman caught sight of Him that, had been
suffering from a flux of blood now for twelve years. She
had spent all her money on doctors, and they had been
u,nable to cure her, rather she found, herself worse than
before. With the desire that she had to. gain her health,
she breaks through the crowd of people with great. faith
and confidence: for she said within herself, If I touch but
the hem and edge of his garment, I shall be healed (Matt.
ix. 2I). She goes up and touches, and at once the running
flow of. btood dries up and stops. Christ our Redeemer
turns. round and says: Who hath touched me? St. Peter
says to him, and the other disciples: Maste1', 'so many
people a1'e pressing on thee, and sayest thou, who hath
touched me? I do not mean that, says Christ, but some
one hath -touched me, not j n the manner of the rest of
people, but in a particular manner, because I feel that
virtue hath gone out from me (Luke viii. 45, 46). Therei,s
the point, that it is to touch Christ, and this it is t'hatHe
asked about; for as for that other indiscrinlinate touching,
as the populace and the rest of the folk touc'hed Him, no
account is to be taken of it.
This then is all the business of meditation, to t0uch
~Christ and His mysteries in such sort as to feel in ourselves the virtue and fruit thereof. To this end it is of
great importance that we go about our meditation with
great attention, ruminating and breaking up things in
very leisurely fashion. That which we do not chew is
neither bitter nor savoury : that is why a sick man swallows his' pill whole, that he may not taste the bitterness.
For the same reason neither does the sinner taste the
bitterness of sin, or death, or judgment, or hell, becau.se
he swallows them whole, taking them at a gulp and, all
in one volley. For the same reason neither do you taste
or relish the mystery of the Incarnation and Passion and
Resurrectio~,and.the C?ther benefits of God, because you
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do not break them up, nor ruminate them" nor ponder
them as you ought. Do you chew and break up the grain
of mustard-seed or pepper, and you will see how it burns
and draws tears from the eyes.

CHAPTER X

Of othef good things and adrvantages ,that there are
in meditation
'Another good thing and great advantage, says St.
Thomas, that there is in, meditation, is that from.· it. there
springs tr'ue devotion, a thing so important in spiritual
life, and so desired by all who journey that way. ,Devotion is nothing elsethan a promptitude and readiness of
will, fo'r all that is good; and thus the truly devout man is
he,who.is prompt and disposed for all good: such is the
common doctrine, of the Saints. Now St. Thomas says
then~ are two causes of this devotion, the one extrinsic and
prineipal,which is God ; the other intrinsic on our part,
which is meditation; for this promptness and readiness
of the. will' for the things of virtue arises from, the consideration and meditation of, the, understanding, the
un,dersta'ndingbeing that which, after the grace of God,
starts and kindles this fire in' our heart. Thus true ,devotion and, fervour of spirit does. not consist in the sensible
sweetness and relish which some experience in prayer,
but in keeping a will prompt and dispose~for all points
of the. service of .God.
This is the -devotion that lasts
,and endures; that other soon comes to an end, consisting as it. does of sensible affections, prompted by
a sudden desire of something attractive and lovable,· and
being., often the result of natural constitution, a soft and
affecHonate character and an impressionable heart. Such
a one is quickly moved to sentiment and tears;. and when
this devotion is run out, .the. good. purposes often. dry up
also. This. is a sentimental love, .founded on tastes 'and
consolations.:' while the taste and consolation lasts, this
person will bevery diligent and punctual, a lover of silence
and recollection; .and: when, the wind . • ceases,. all is. over.
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But take 'those that are founded . on truth by means of
meditation and consideration, convinced and disabused by
reason,-"-these are they that persevere and hold out in
virtue; and even when sweetnesses and consolations fail
them, they are still the same as before, because the cause
endures, that is, the reason that convinced and moved
them. This is a strong and manly love, and in it, not in
sweetnesses and consolations, are seen the true servants
'of God and they who have made'real progress. It is often
said that our passions are like little dogs that go on
barking, and in time of consolation have their mouths
'stopped: G'od throws to each of them his morsel of bread,
which' keeps them quiet, and they ask for nothing; but
when this bread of consolation is gone, this and that and
.theather one starts barking, and there you see what each
'man is good for. They likewise compare these tastes and
'cor~(Hations to. articles of personal propert'y that are soon
,worn, out, and solid virtue to landed property that is lasting
"arid permanent, and therefore' more valuable.
. Hence arises a thing that we often experience, and is
'wotthy of conside'ration.
We see some persons on the
one' hand who have great consolations in prayer, and afterwards in occasions and temptations we see them vveak
and even falling; and on the other hand we see others who
suffer great ar,idities in prayer, and know not what consolation' OJ:" sensible sweetness is,. and yet we see them
'very strong under temptation and far fro11). falling. The
:cause is thatwhich we have been saying, that the former
'Were founded on tastes and fe,elings, while' the latter are
founded on reason, and so remain free from illusions, convinced and firm set in truth, and thereby continue and
.persevere in what once they have been persuaded. of and
'resolved 'upon.
And so one of the methods that are
tIsl,Jally prescribed, .and a very good one, to persevere in
the good resolutions made in prayer and put them in exe,cution, is ". to. try to keep in mind the motive that then
caused in 'us that good resolution and desire, .because what
then moved us to desire it will afterwards help us to keep
and .carry it out. And there is even more in it, and it is
this, that by goingaboutt,o undeceive and ,convince pne.self in this way, even iforie~fterwar,dsforgets the particu-
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lar 'motive and reasdn that then moved one, nev~rtheless in
virtue of. that, reaction against error, and the resolution
then taken under conviction, of truth and of reason, the
man stands firm and strong enough afterwards to resist
temptation and ·persevere in virtue.
Gerson set such store by meditation, that, being asked
what exercise was most useful and profitable for a, Religious recol!ected in his cell, reading or vocal prayer, or
tnanual labour, or appHcat~on to tned~tat~on, he sa~d that,

sflving obedience, the best would he application to meditation. And he gives this reason", that though in vocal prayer
and spiritual reading one may possibly feel for the time
great~r devotion and profit than in ~editation, yet leaving
off the' book you were reading before" or in Ceasing your. vocal exercise, . your. devotion also is apt
to come ~o an end.. ,But· meditation improves a man and
.disposes him ,better for what is to come; and therefore
he says that we must accustom ourselves to' meditation,
so that though, books fail, meditation may be our book,
and thus true devotio'n may not faiL
CHAPTER XI

Of the conduct to be held in meditation, ,an.d the fruit
to be gathered from· it
My heart hath grown' 'Z£jarm 'l!Jithinme,. and in my meditationfire shall be enkindled (PS.'38). In these words the
prophet David, according to the ·explanation ,of, many
doctors and Saints, points out the method we shouldobserve in prayer. They explain this passage of the fire of
charity and love of G<;>d and our neighbour, which the
meditation of heavenly things lit and made to burn in the
bre,ast of the Royal P,rophet. My heart, he says, grew
~ot and glowed there within me.
This is the effect
of prayer. But how did thls heat gather? how came it
to be kindled .there within him? Do you know· how ? By
meditatiol)., And, in my medit,ationthis lire shall be en..
kindled.. 'This is the means and "instrument to enkindle
this. fire. Thus, says St. Cyril of Alexandria, meditation
is like" the strokes of the steel .on the·flint to make fir~
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come forth. By the exercise and meditation. of the understanding you must strike blows on the hard flint of your
heart until the flame bursts forth of love of God and
desire of humility and mortification and the other virtues,
and you must not stop until you have drawn forth and
enkindled in it this fire.
.
Although meditation is very good and necessary, yet
all our prayer must not be let go in reasonings and considerations of the understanding, nor must we stop there,
for that would be rather a study than a prayer; but all
the meditations and considerations that we make we must
take as means to awaken and kindle in our heart affections
and desires of virtues. For the goodness and holiness of
Christian and Religious life does not consist in good
thoughts and understanding of holy things, but in solid
and true virtues, and especially in the acts and operations.
thereof, such activity being, according to St. Thomas, the
last perfection of virtue.
Thus it is on this that we
should principally dwell and occupy ourselves at prayer.
This we must take for a first principle in this matter.
Even the philosopher there in heathendom said it, and
Gerson quotes him: " We go enquiring and investigating
what manner of thing virtue is, not for the knowledge,
but to be good and virtuous men." '[hough a needle be
necessary to sew, yet it is not the needle that sews, but
the thread; he would be very silly who spent the whole
day in putting in and drawing out a needle without thread,
because that would be labour' in vain, yet that is what
they do, whose prayer is all understanding and meditating,
with little of loving. Meditation should be as the needle,
which goes in first, but only goes in that through it there
may go in the thread of love and affection of the will,
wherewith we are to unite and conjoin ourselves to God.
Our Father warns us of this point much in particular,
and repeats it to us many times in the book of the Spiritual
Exercises. After having set down the points which we
are to meditate,' with some brief reflections, he says thereupon, " and refer all this to myself to draw some fruit."
In this lies the fruit 6f .prayer, in each one knowing how
to apply to himself and to· his own improvement. what he
meditates, according to his wants. The glorious' Bernard
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sayswell: "As the sun does not warm ali to whom it gives
light, so· knowledge and' meditation, though it teaches' us
what we have to do, does not move and stir the wills of
all to do what it teaches." It is one thing to have knowledge :of great wealth, and another thing to possess it ; so
he says it is one thing to know God, and another thing to
fear and love God: itis not the knowing many things of
God that makes us truly wise and .rich, but the fearing and
loving of God.

He hrings in' also another good com-

parison to this effect: asa hungry man would benefit little
by having set before him a table plentifully laid with exquis.itedishes, if he did not eat of them, so it .will little
profit him who practises prayer to have before him a rich
and· splendid' board of many excellent considerations, if
he does not eat thereof, applying them to himself by his
will·so as to make profit out of them.
Descending herein more into particulars, I say that
what we ought to draw from meditation and prayer should
be holy affections and desires, formed first interiorly in the
heart, that afterwards in due time they may come out in
action. 'The' blessed St. Ambrose says that the end of
meditation is action. Of those holy and mysterious living
cr'eatures whom the prophet Ezechiel saw, he says among
other particulars that they had wings,' and under the
wings the hands ofa man, to give us to understand
that the flight. and' play of the understanding should be
subservient to action.
We ought then to draw from
prayer affections and desires of humility, disparaging
ourselves and desiring to be disparaged by others,~desires
of .suffering pains and labours for the love of God,' 'and
rejoicing in those th~t at present fall to our lot,-affections
of poverty of spirit, desiring that the worst of thehou'se be
for us, and that something may be wanting to us even of
nece~saries,-grief and contrition for our sins, and firm
purposes rather .to fall a~under than sin,-thanksgiving
for favours received,-true resignation ,into the hands of
God,~and finally desire' to .imitate. Christ our' Redeemer
and Master in all the virtues that shine forth in Him. To
this bU'r meditation should be directed and ordained, and
this is '. the fruit that we should draw' from it.
Hence it follows that since meditation and the exercise
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of the understanding is taken up as a means to move the
will to these affections, and this is the end and purpose of
the whole business, we ought to use meditation and the
exercise of the understanding so far as is necessary to
this end and no further, since the means should be pro..
portionate and commensurate with the, end. Thus when
we feel our will excited and moved to desire of some
virtue, as to sorrow for sin, contempt of the world, love
of God, desire of suffering for His sake, or. the like, we
should at once cut short the thread of the activity of the
understanding ,-even as a mason removes the wooden
scaffolding of arches and bridges when the masonry is
set,,----and stop and dwell on this affection of the 'will till
we are satisfied and have drunk it well into our soul. This
is a very important direction, and our Father puts it in the
book of Exercises, where he says that on the point whereon we find the devotion and feeling that we. desire we
should there stop and occupy ourselves upon it, without
anxiety to pass to anything else until we are quitesatisfied., As a gardener watering a seed-plot, when the water
begins to work its way into the earth stops the flow of the
stream and lets the water thoroughly soak and be drunk
in by the bowels of the dry earth, and passes not on till
it is well soaked and irrigated; so whel) the water of good
affections and desires 'begins to enter into our soul (which
is as earth without water, as the prophet says, My soul,
o Lord, is as earth without water: before thee., Ps. 142)
we should stop the flow of reasoning of the understanding,
and enjoy this irrigation and affection of the will as long
as we can, until the whole heart is saturated and soaked,
and we can rest satisfied.
The Blessed St. Chrysostom brings another comparison
pat to our purpose. Have you not seen, he says, when
a lambkin goes to suck the breasts of its mother, it does
nothing but· turn" now here now there, and now sucks at
the teat and then at once quits it; but when the milk
begins to flow, it immediately holds -fast and quietly enjoys
it? So in prayer, before the dew descendsfrom heaven,
man goes discoursing and reasoning from one point to
another; but when the heavenly dew comes,we must at
once stop and taste that sweetness and delight.

CHAPTER XII'

H:owimportant itis to dwell on the acts and affections
.
of the will·

It ~s so important to dwell and rest on theact& and
affections, ,of the will, and the Sainisand Masters of
spiritual life attach such value to this" that they say that
this it is that. ma.ke~ a good and perfect prayer,'andeven
. what they call ' contemplation,' wh~n the, man no longer
seeks incentives to love ,by meditatio11, ~ut rejoices in love
fouIld '. and pesired, and rests, in it a~ in the' term .of ·his
search ,and desire, saying with the Spouseiri the Canticles,
Ihav;e found him whom mysoulloveth" 1 .have held him
a'f,ld will. not let, him go ,,(Cant. iii. 4).' And' this is wha.t
there, the same Spouse says: I .$leep, but my heart
'Ujatcheth (Cant. V.2); becfluse inper~ect prayer the·underst~ndi;ng is, as it were asleep, having given over reasoning
and .speculation, and, the W!l1 is watching. and melting
away jn love of the Spouse. And so pleased is the Bride...
grpom wi~h this sleep of his Spouse,' that, he gives orders
that th,ey are not to awaken her until she wishes. I a,djure
you, daughters 'of}erusale,m, l1Y the she-goats of the mountains and by the stags of the plains, that ye a'ZPaken not
nor. bring back to consciousness my beloved until she
herself will (Cant~: iii. $). Thus meditation, and all the
othe~ part,s of prayer' which they' assign, areordain(fd, and
dir~cted ito ,this contemplation,,< and are as it were steps
whereby we: ate to mount to it.
. . So ,s,ays St~ Augustine in the book that he calls the
Ladder. of Paradise:.," Reading, seeks, meditation -finds,
prayer' petitions, ,hut conteIIlplation relishes, and enjoys
.what \it has sought and ,asked- for and found. Lectio inqu.irit, meditatip." invenit? .oratie>·, postulat, 'contemplatio
degustat. 1}snd he quotes the saying of the go~pel: Seek
and ye'shall find, knock. and it shall be opened unto you
(Matt. vii. ,7).' St. Augustine sfl;ys: q-See~ by reading,
rand you shall find by .meditation : 'c~)r 0ut· by prayer,. and
it shall be opened to YOU9Y . contemplation. ". . And' so
281
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the Saints remark, and Albertus Magnus quotes it, that this
is the difference between the contemplation of faithful
Catholics and that of heathen philosophers, that the contemplation of philosophers is wholly directed to the perfection of the understanding by the knowledge of
known truths, and so stops at the understanding,
because that is its end to know and understand more
and more; but 'the ~ontemplation of Catholics and Saints
of which we now treat, does not stop at the understanding, but passes on to' refresh and move the will, and inflame and kindle it to the love of God, according .to the
saying of the Spouse : My soul melted away when n~y be- .
loved spoke (Cant. v. 6). And St. Thomas has no~ed this
well in treating of contemplation : 'he says that though
contemplation essentially lies in the understanding, yet
its ultimate perfection is in the love and affection of the
will.' Thus the chief aim and end of our contemplation
should be the affection of the will and the love of God.
Thus, says St. Augustine, Christ our Redeemer taught
us in the gospel, when He said: When ye pray, do not
speak much (Matt. vi. 7). St. Augustine says that itis one
thing to speak much, and reason and conceive many things
with the understanding, and another thing to dwell long
on love and affections of the will. The first is a thing that
we must try to avoid in prayer, consisting as it does
of much speech and talk, whereas this business of prayer,
says" the Saint, is not a business of many words. We do
not deal with God in prayer by rhetoric, or by abundant
discourses and quips and conceits of happy thoughts and
reasonings, but by tears and sighs coming from the heart,
according to what prophet Jeremy says: Let not the
pupil of thine eye be silent (Lam. ii. 18). St. Jerome
says hereon: " It is the tongue that speaks; how can
the .pupils "of the eyes speak?"
He replies: ", When we
shed tears before God, it is then that the pupils of our
eyes utter' cries to God." Though we do not speak with
the tongue, we can cry to God with the heart, as St.
Paul says: God. hath sent the Spirit of his Son in" your
hearts, crying, Abba; Father (Gal. iv. 6). And in'. Exodus
(xiv. IS) God said to Moses: Why dost thou cry to 1ne?
Moses had not spoken a word, but in his heart he was
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praying with such fervour and' efficacy that· God said' to
him, Why dost thou utte1' me these c'l'ies? In this way
we ought to utter cries to God in prayer, with our eyes
(Let not. the pupil of thine eye .be silent) with, tears and
groans arid sighs and desires of the heat-f.
_

CHAPTER XIII
Satisfying the complaint of those' who say 'they are
unable, and have no idea how, to meditate and reason
with the understanding
Herein lies the answer to a complaint very' common
with some, who make themselves miserable, saying that
theyhave no'ability, nor any idea how to reason with themselves in prayer ; no considerations occur to them whereby
to ~nlarge and extend the points of meditation, but their
thread comes to an end at· once. No reason for them to
afflict themselves on .that account; for" as we have said,
this husiness of prayer consists ratl;1er in desires a.nd affections of the will than' in reasonings and speculations of
/the understanding. Nay the Masters of spiritual life observe that it is necessary to take care not to let themeditation of the understanding run to excess, for that would
much impede the motion and affection of the will,which is
the Illainthing,~and the impediment is greater, .the more
subtle and refined are the considerations on which one
dwells. And natura.lly SO," for in a reservoir containing
only a certain measure of water,with many outlets~the
tn0reruns by one outlet, the less will run by another. Now
the soul's, power is finite' and limited,; and the more is
drained off by the outlet of the. understanding, the, less
runsqy that of the wilL, Thus we see by experience that
when the' soul is full. of devotional, feeling, and. then, the
'understanding strays into some speculation or curiosity,
"'the heart at once dries up and the devotion stops :
the. reservoir ha~ been.dried up by that other outlet of "the
understanding, and so the outlet of the will is. dry.
. ,So Ger$on: says that hence it comes. that oftentit1)es and
very 'often the unlearned are the more devout, and prayer
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goes better with them than with the learned, because-they
are less run away with by the understanding: they do not
occupy nor distract themselves with speculations and
curiosities, but proceed at once by plain and simple con..
siderations to stimulate and move the will to affection:
these humble and homely considerations have more effect
on them than those high and dainty thoughts have on the
others. We see this in that saintly cook of whom we
spoke above (tr. 3, ch. 9), who from the material fire that
he dealt with took occasion to remember everlasting fire,
and that so devoutly as to keep the gift of tears in the
midst of his occupations.
And this is to be: well taken notice of, that provided the
affection and desire be very high and very spiritual, it does
not matter about the thought and consideration being
lowly 'and common. We have many examples of this in
HolyWrit, where the Holy Ghost conveys to us very high
and lofty matter in the guise of very plain ~nd common
comparisons. On the text: Who will give me the wings
of a dove, that I may fly and rest? (Ps. 54) St. Ambrose
asks why the prophet, desiring to fly and mount on high,
asks for the wings of a dove, and not of other birds, since
there are many better flyers than the dove. He answers, it
is because this prophet kne,w very well that the wings of a
dove are better apt to fly high in perfection, and sustain
a- good flight in prayer; that is to say, the simpleof heart
pray better than people of acute and subtle understanding ;as the text has it, His dealing is with the sirnple
(Prov. iii. 32). God communicates Himself to the simple
and humble of heart.
H-ence there is no reason why a person should be sad
or torment himself because he cannot reason or find considerations wherewith to enlarge upon the points of· the
meditation. Nay, they tell us" and very reasonably, that
they are better off, to whom God closes the vein of soaring- speculation', and opens the vein of affection, in order
that, with -the understanding tranquillised and quiet, the
will may repose in God alone, occupying herself wholly
in loving and delighting in the Sovereign Good. If God
does you the favour that, from some plain and simple
consideration. a~ that God became man, that He wa!>
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born in a stable, that He laid· Himself on the Cross for
you, you are inflamed with the love of God, and with
desire to be humbled and mortified for that love,. and you
keep to that for the whole hour and many hours, that i~
a more precious prayer. than if you attained to many reasonings and many high arid dainty reflections; because
you have been occupied in the better and. more substa(ltial
part of prayer, and that which· is the end and fruit of it all.
Hence will be understood the mistake of those who, when

no reflections' occur on which they can rest, think they
are not making a good prayer; and that they are making
a good prayer ·when many such reflectidns occur.
In the Chronicles of· St. Francis, it is related that one
day, holy. Brother Giles said to St. Bonaventure, ",ho was
Minister General of the Order: " Many thanks to ~ the
Lord do you Doctors owe,that you can serve arid praise
Him; but we ignorant and unlettered people, who have
St.
no competence, what· can we dq to please God?"
Bonaventure answered: "If our, Lord gave' no other
grace to a man but that of being able to .love Him, that
would be enough for him to do God greater service than
all .other graces put together."
. Brother Giles saJd:
" And can an unlettered man love our Lord Jesus Christ
as much as .aDoctor?" "One little simple old woman,''''
said St.. Bonaventure, " can love· our Lord more than a
Master in Theology. " Brother Giles at once got up in
a great· heat, and betook himself to the part of the garden
that~ was nearest to the city, and there with loud cries
called out: " Poorlittle old woman, unlettered" and simple,
only love our Lord Jesus .Christ, and you may be greater
than 'Brother Bonaventura!"
Thereupon h~ fell into
ecstasy, as was his wont, and remained root~d to the
spot for three hours.

CHAPTER XIV·

Two pieces of advice calculated to aid us much
in making our meditation well and drawing fruit
therefrom
To make meditation well and draw the due fruit from
it, it will aid us much, in the first place, to understand
as the first principle upon which we proceed, that meditation is not an end, but a means taken towards our advancement and perfection. Thus we ought not to stop
at medita~ion·as at a termin~s and final end: our perfection consists not in the enjoyment of great consolation and
great sweetness and contemplation, but in attaining to a
perfect mortification and victory over ourselves and our
,passions and appetites, bringing them back, so far as is
possible, to that blessed state of original justice in which
we were created, when flesh and appetite were altogether
subject ~nd conformable to reasolJ., and reason to God:
the meditation we make should be a means to arrive at
that.
As the iron in the forge becomes soft with fire, so that
they can work it, bend it, do what they will with it; so
it should be in meditation. If we find mortification and
the breaking-in of our own will very hard and difficult, we
must have recourse to the forge of meditation, and there
with the heat and fire of devotion, and the example of
Christ, soften our heart that we may be able to work it
and mould it to. all that is necessary for. the greater service of God. This is the function of meditation, and this
the fruit that we ought to gather therefrom; and therefore
the sweetnesses and consolations which the Lord is ...:vont
to give therein are not for us to rest in them, but to make
us run more readily and nimbly in the way of virtue and
perfection.
This the Holy Ghost would give us to understand by
what happened to Moses, descending from the mountain
where he had conversed with God.
The sacred text
says that, coming from thence, his face was resplendent
with the rays of light, and this light took the shape of
286
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horns,in which, the strength of animals is wont to dwell,
showing us that we ought to gather from prayer strength
and vigour for well-doing. Christ our Redeemer taught
us the same .thing by His example on the night before
His Passion, putting Himself in prayer,once, twice and
thrice,. to prepare Himself for the suffering that. was now
so near, not that He had need of it,. as St. Ambroseobse.rves, b4t to. give .us .an . example. . The holy gospel
(Luke xxii. 43) says thai: there appeareJto l-J~ITltherean
angel. comforting Him, and He came forth from' His
prayer so comforted that H.e said to His disciples: A rise J
let us go .to meet o.ur enemies, for. now he draws nigh "who
.is to betray me (Matt.. xxvi. 46). And He Himself offers
and. gives·. tIiIl1self up into their hands : He was offered,
because hims~lf willed it (Isai. Jiii. ·7). All this to· teach
us that we ought to take prayer as' a remedy to overcome
the difficulties. that. meet us· on the way of virtue.
St.Chrysostom says that prayer is' an attuning' of ·the
lyre of ou·r. heart to make sweet music· to .G.od. Thus
we go· to meditation to tune our hear~, to bring to harmony
the ch,.ords. of our passions and affections and all our
actions,. that all may accord with reason and with God.
J'his,is what everyday we· say.or hear said in spiritual
conferences and exhortations, that our meditation should
be a practical meditation, that is to say,directedto.action,
since .it has to serve to smooth down the difficulties and
overcome the repugna,nces that •. present themselves in the
way of the spirit. Therefore the. Holy Ghost calls it pru,dence: the science of the saints is prudence (Prov.ix...IO)::
because! prudence is. directed to action" differing from the
science. of the learned,. which is only to know. ,Thus the
Saints say that prayer is a general and most efficacious
remedy for. all our temptations, and for all sorts of necessities. and occasions that may cpme ·in ·out way; and one
of. the, .principal praises . of prayer is this.
Theodoret, in his Religious History, tells of a holy
monk,who,was wont to say that physicians ordinarily
.treat each corporal disease with a . particular and proper
remedy, and frequently apply many remedies to the 'cure
·aIone diseas~,because all remedies fall' short, and have
only a limited virtue in them; but prayer is ,a univers~l
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remedy, and is very efficacious in all our necessities, to
repel and resist the attacks of the devil and to gain all
sorts of virtues; because it applies to the soul an infinite
good, ~hich is God Himself, on whom it rests for support. They also· c~U prayer omnipotent:' prayer arone,
they say, can do all things. And Christ our Redeemer
gives us this' remedy of prayer against all temptations.
Watch and pray that ye enter not intotemptati'on
(Matt. xxvi. 41).'
The second advice is that, .before we put ourselves in
meditation, .we should have fixed beforehand the points
upon which we are to meditate, as also the fruit we ar~
to 'gather therefrom.. But some ~ay say, how shall we
know beforehand what fruit to draw from the meditation we ate about to make? Please tell us that. Certainly I will. Have I not just now said,· th!lt when we
have recourse to meditation, it is to find out a remedy for
our spiritual· infirmities, and to gain the victory over ourselves, ,over our passions and bad habits; . and that
meditation is a means whereby we help ourselves for the
amendment and reformation of our lives? This being so,
we must c<?'I1s,ider for some time before we begin our meditation and ask ourselves, what is the greatest spiritual
necessity I have? What is it that ,most hinders my progress in· virtue, and makes most war on my soul? This
is what I must bring, ready thought of and before my
eyes, to insist on it and draw from meditation a remedy
for it. , Let us take an example: I 'feel in myself a great
inclination· to be held. in honour and esteem, and fo have
much notice taken of me j considerations of what rrlen
will think about me take a great hold of me; and when
occasion offers of my being made small account of, I am
troubled and feel it. much, and haply sometimes r· show
it. This, I think" it is that makes ,most war ,upon me,
hinders my advancement and the peace :;t.nd tranquillity
of my soul, 'and makes' me fall into my greatest faults.
This then being your greatest need, your cure ~onsists in
overcoming and rooting this tendency out, and that is
what you sho~I1d bring ready prepared, and ke~p before
your eyes, .and take it to heart., to. gath~r this good from
your meditation..
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..T~us.it is a mistake to make a practice of going to
medtt~t1on to. take w~at luck you find, and pick up there
anythtngthat offers, ltke a sportsrrianwho fires at random
to hit where he may hit and let come of it what will come
-leaving· what· is most necessary.
The sick man wh~
goes to the dispensary does not take the first drug that
comes to hand, but what he needs for his ailment. Here
is a man fulIof pride even to his very guts; another of
impatience, another of sel£-opinionatec1ness. and self-will,

as is clearly seen whenever occasion offers,-in fact he is
taken red-handed in the fault every day,-and the fellow
goes to meditation to pick flowers and quips and conceits,
laying hold of the first that comes and is most to his taste,
picking now this and now that. That is not the way to
get on. One should always take account of one's greatest
need,and contrive something to meet that, since it is for
that that one goes to meditation.
St. Ephrem alleges to this purpose the. example of the
blind man in the gospel, who approached Christ with loud
cries that He would have mercy on him. Christ asked
him what it was that he would have Him do for him. He
at once represented his greatest necessity, and that which
gave him most trouble, which was his loss of sight, and
asked for a remedy for that. Lord, that I may see (Luke
xviii. 41). Do you think that he asked for any other of
those things of which in. good .sooth he stood in need? Do
you think he said: ' Lord, give me a garment, because I
am poor. '? . He does. not ask for that, but, leaving all
the rest aside, he comes to his greatest necessity. So
then, says the Saint, we should do in prayer: we should
com~ to our greatest necessity, and insist and persevere
in that. until we get what we want. That there may be
no excuse or demur in this matter, it is well to observe
one thing. It is true that when he who goes to meditation
seeks to draw forth affections 6f the particular virtue that
is . most wanting to him, he must take care that the
points and matter which he takes to meditate be suitable
and proportionate to the end of moving the will more
readily, more firmly and fervently, to those affections, and
t~ the easie~ gathering of the fruit desired.' Yet it isalso
needful for us to understand that any exercise or mystery
19
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that we meditate may be applied to that necessary purpo~e.
Prayer is like the manna from heaven, in which everyone
found the flavour that he desired: if you desire the flavour
of humility, the consideration of your sins, of the death and
Passion of Christ, and of the benefits you have received
from God, will yield that flavour: if you desire grief and
shame for your sins, any of those subjects will yield that
flavour; if you desire patience, you will find that. flavour
also, and so of the rest.
.

CHAPTER XV

H ow it is to be understood that in meditation
we should take to heart one thi1!g, that of which we
have greatest need, and insist thereon until we get it
We do not mean by this to say that we should always
have our mind fixed on one thing in meditation. Though
humility, or something of that sort, be our greatest need,
still we' may well occupy ourselves at meditation in the
acts and exercise of the other virtues. There strikes you
an act of conformity to the will of God for whatever He
shall wish' and arrange to make 'of you: dwell on that as
long as you can, it will be a very good prayer and time
well spent, and will not blunt your lance for humility,
but rather sharpen it. There strikes you an act of gratitude and hearty recognition of all the benefits you have
received from God, as well general as particular: dvvell
on that as long as you can, it is very reasonable every day
to return God thanks for benefits received, and especially
for that of our having been brought into Religion. There
strikes you a great horror and sorrow for your sins, and
a firm purpose to die a thousand deaths rather than offend
God: dwell thereon, for it is one of the best and most
profitable acts you could make in prayer. There strikes
you a great love of God, a great zeal and desire for the
salvation of souls, and of offering yourself to any labour
whatever for their sake. Dwell thereon. We may also
dwell on asking favours of God as well for ourselves as
for our nearest and dearest, and for the whole Church,
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wbich is a part and a very principal part of prayer. On
all these things and the like .we may dwell at
prayer, and it will be a very good prayer.
Thus
the Psalms, which are a very perfect prayer, we see are
full of an infinity of different affections. Therefore Cassian
said, and the Abbot Nilus, that prayer is a' field full of
flowers, or as a wreath woven of many various sweetsmelling herbs. The odour of my son is as the odour of
a full field which the Lord hath blessed (Gen. xxvii. 27).
There is another advantage in this variety, that it is apt
to aid us and render our prayer the easier, so that we can
stay. and persevere in it the longer: since to be always
repeating one and the same thing is apt to cause weaririess, whereas variety delights and entertains.
What we mean to say is'that it is very important for our
spiritual advancement to take for some time one thing,
and that should be the thing that we feel most needful for
our soul. On this we should principally dwell at meditation, asking it' much of our Lord" and stirring ourselves to
acts upon it time after time, 'day after day, month after
month,. and, this ~hould be our principal concern, and this
we should keep ever before our eyes and have it ~xed in
our heart. This is the way in which business is done even
here. in the world. Hence' the saying: ' God keep me
from the man of one affair.'
The glorious St. Thomas, treating of prayer, says that
desir~ ~s greater and more effectual, the more it is reduced toone thing; and he cites the saying of the prophet:
One thing I have askedof the Lord,for this I will entreat,
a.nd ever ail'n at until I attain it (Ps. 26). He who aims at
knowing any science or art well, does not start learning
one one day and another another, but he goes on for some
dnle learning one until he cqmpasses it So also he who
aims at compassing any virtue does well, to' exercise himself for some time chiefly in that virtue, directing his meditation and all his spiritual duties to the gaining of it. This
especially since, according to the doctrine of St. Thomas,
all the virtue~ are connected together, that is to say, they
are united and dovetailed into one another in such fashion
t~at he who has one of th~m perfectly will have them all.
Thus if -you' gain true humility, you will gain there-
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with all the virtues: uproot from all your heart
pride and plant therein a most profound humility: if you
have that, you will have great obedience and great
patience: you will· complain of nothing, any labour will
seem to you little enough, all will seem to you very easy
in comparison with what you deserve; you will have much
charity for your brothers, because you will hold them all
to be good and yourself only wicked; you will have much
simplicity, and not judge anyone, because you will have
such a sense of your own defects as not to mind those of
others, and so we might run through the rest of the
virtues.
To this end it is a very good plan to apply the particular
examen to the same point as meditation, and make the
two conjointly, because in this way, all our exercises tending in one direction, much profit is made. Cassian goes
further; not only at time of examen and set meditation
would he have us insist on that of which we stand in
greatest need, but many times during the day we should
lift up our spirit to God in ejaculatory prayers, with sighs
and groans from the heart; and he would have us add
penances besides and mortifications and special devotions
for this end, as we shall say elsewhere more at large. For
if this be my greatest need, if this is the vice, or passion
or evil inclination that reigns most in me and makes me
fall into most faults; if on the rooting out and vanquishing
of this vice and gaining this virtue there depends the vanquishing and rooting out of all vices and the gaining of
all virtues, whatever labour and diligence is spent on it will
be well employed.
St. Chrysostom says that prayer is like a fountain in
the midst of a garden or orchard, inasmuch as away from
it everything is dry, and by it everything is green, fresh
and fair. All depends on using this fountain of prayer for
watering: this it is that must ever keep all the plants of
virtues in their bloom and· beauty ,~obedience, patience,
humility, mortification, silence and recollection. But as
in an orchard or garden there is wont to be some tree or
floweret more dainty and cherished, to which the watering is chiefly applied; and though water run short for the
rest, it must·· never run short for that; so it should be in
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the garden and orchard of our soul; everything must be
irrigated and preserved by the irrigation of prayer; but
you must always keep an eye on one main thing, which
is that of which you, stand in. greatest need; to this you
must chiefly apply yourself, for this you must never fail
to find. time. And· as in going out of the garden you put
your· hand on the flower that pleases you most, cut it and
go out of the garden with it, so in prayer you must lay
your hand on whai:you hnd. most necessary, and. go oui:

carrying ·that with you.
This is a sufficient answer to the usual question, whether
it is good to .gather fruit at prayer in conformity with the
exercise that makes the matter of meditation. We have
said that though one should always take account of what
one finds most necessary, yet it is also good to exercise
oneself and elicit affections and acts conformable to the
mystery meditated. But here we must notice a very im..;
portant point touching these acts and affections· that we
form at meditation of virtues that present themselves in
accordance with the things meditated: they must not be
done superficially, nor at a racing pace, but in very leisurely style, dwelling on them with long pauses and great
restfulness, .until we are satisfied and feel that that truth
is fixed and sunk into our hearts, even though it take the
whole hour to do so. One act and affection of this sort,
kept up in this manner, is worth more than many acts of
various virtues done and got through at top speed.
One of the reasons why some people make not so much
profit out of prayer is, because they goat a racing pace
through acts of virtues: they go skipping and flying from
one. thing to an~ther. Here comes a happy thought of an
act of humility, and they make an act of humility, and
forthwith passon: there comes in to their turn an act of
obedience, and they make an act of obedience, forthwith
another of patience; and so they go at a run like a cat
over hot coals, so that though fire were under t'heir
feet they would not burn. The consequence is that, when
they come out. of meditation, .everything is forgotten and
at an end, and they remain as tepid and unmortified as
before.
Father Master Avila reprehends those who when they
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are on one subject, and another occurs, at once leave that
and pass to the other. He says that this is a usual artifice of the devil, to the end that jumping from one branch
to another like a magpie, they may lose the fruit of their
meditation. It is very important that we should dwell on
affections and desires of any virtue until it soaks in and
finds thorough entrance into our soul. Thus if you wish to
elicit acts of contrition and sorrow for your sins, you must
dwell thereon until you feel in yourself a great horror and
abhorrence of sin, according to the saying of the prophet:
I have abhorred iniquity and abominated it (Ps. 118). This
will make you come forth with firm purposes to die a
thousand deaths rather than commit one mortal sin.
Thus St. Augustine well observes that for the horror
that men have of certain sins, as blasphemy or parricide,
they do not fall into them except on rare occasions. Of
other sins he says on the contrary that by practice they
come to be made small account of; by custom men have
lost by this time their fear and horror of them, and so they
fall easily into them. In like manner, if you wish to. elicit
acts and exercise yourself in humility, you must dwell on
that affection and desire of being despised and made little
account of until this affection and desire comes to soak in
and gain full entry into your soul, and all· the fumes and
spirits of pride and haughtiness fall away and come to
an end, and you feel yourself moved to be despised and
depreciated; and so of the rest of affections and acts of
other virtues. Hence it will be seen what a help it will
be to our advancement to take to heart one thing, and
insist and persevere in that as we have said. If there be
deep-seated in us the affection and desire of being despised
and made small account of, or any other similar affection,
and we hold to that an hour in the mqrning and another
hour in the evening, and the same the day after that and
the day after, it is clear that quite another effect will be
produced in our heart, and the virtue will remain stamped
and soak down into our heart in quite another manner than
if we had gone over it at a gallop.
St. Chrysostom says that as one rainy day or one irrigation is not enough for the fields, however good they are,
but many such rainy days and many waterings are needed,
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so also .many irrigations of prayer are needed for our soul
to be saturated and soaked through with virtue; and tIe
quotes to this effect the saying of the prophet, Seven tilnes
in. the day I praised" thee (Ps. 118). Seven times a day
did the prophet David water his soul with the water of
prayer, and dwelt on one and th~ same aspiration, rep~atipg it many times, as we see frequently in the Psalms.
In .one psalm alone he repeats twenty-seven times, for his
mercy endureth for ever (Ps. 135), proclaiming and giving
thanks for the mercy of God. In another psalm, which
consists 9f only five verses, he eleven times· rouses. and
invites us to praise God (Ps. 150). And Christ our Re~
deemer taught us also by His example this metn04 of
prayer and perseverance in one thing- in his prayer in the
Garden. N at content with having once made this prayer
to His Eternal Father, He went back upon it and repeated
a second and. a third time the ~ame prayer, e1lndern sermonem dicens (M"att xxvi. 44). And at the end, says, the
holy gospel, at greater length than at the beginning, He
dwelt. on this prayer, prolixius orabat (Luke xxii. 43),
to teach us to insist and persevere in prayer on one thing,
backwards, and forwards, again and·. again i for in this
way and by this perseverance we shall come to attain the
virtue and perfection which we desi reo

CHAPTER XVI

H ow we may dwell long in meditation on one and the
same· thing; a'ltd avery profitable practical method of
medi'tation by descending to particular cases
"It" remains for us to describe the method which we shall
be ~ble to us~ in order to continue a long time aspiring
alter the .same virtue, since it is so important aswe haye
said. The common and ordinary means usually given for
t!lis is to endeavour to continue. the same act and affectipn of the will, or return to reiterating and repeating it
anew,. as· one gives a new tap to a· hOaR that it may not
stop running,oras, one flings fresh fuel into the fur~ace,
aiding ourselves to this end by the same first reflection
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that originally moved us to this affection and desire,
repeatedly rousing the will therewith, when we see that it
is growing cold, saying with the prophet: Turn thou, my
soul, unto thy rest, since the Lord hath blessed thee
(Ps. 114): awake, my soul, and turn to thy repose: see
how much thou art concerned in this, and how right and
reasonable that thou shouldst do much for the Lord, to
whom thou owest so much. When the first consideration
no longer suffices to move us, we must make use of another
new consideration, or pass on to another point. For this,
we should always bring different points ready prepared,
so that when we have finished one, which seems no longer
to make any impression on us, we may pass to another
and another that may move us afresh, and prompt our
aspirations to what we desire.
Furthermore, as here on earth, to avoid the repugnance
that may be caused by continuing again and again the
same dish, we are wont to dress it in different manners till
it seems new and gives us a new appetite, so also to persevere a long time on one and the same thing in prayer,
which is the food and sustenance of our soul, it is a good
plan to dress it in different ways. This we can do sometimes by passing to another point and another consideration, as we just now explained, for every time that a person moves and actuates himself by a different motive or
consideration on the same thing, it is like dressing the
dish in another manner, and so it becomes as it were
new. And even without any new motive or new consideration, the aspiration after the same virtue may be dressed
in many ways. Thus in dealing with humility, a person
may sometimes dwell on his self-knowledge of his own
miseries and weaknesses, rousing shame and self-abasement for them; at other times he may dwell on desires to
be despised and held in small account by others, making
no account of the opinion and esteenl of men, but taking
it all for vanity; at other times he may be ashamed and
blush to see the faults that every day he heaps up, and beg
of God pardon and remedy. for them; at other times he
may return thanks that he has not been left to fall in other
and graver matters. By this variation and difference we
escape the loathing that is often caused by continuance
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of the same thing, and are able readily and with relish to
last out and persevere in exciting affections of one and the
same virtue, whereby the virtue takes root and gets· a
better hold on the heart. F or as every time the file passes
over the iron, it takes off something, so every· time we
make an act of humility, or of any other virtue, something
of the contrary vice is worn away and got rid of.
Besides this, there is another' way of persevering in
meditation on one subject for ma.ny dsys,-a very easy and
profitable way; and .that is by coming down to particular
cases. The masters of spiritual life here observe that we
must' not be satisfied with' drawing. from meditation a
general desire or purpose of serving God, or of advancing
and being perfect in general, but we must come down to
that in which we know that we shall be able to serve and
pleaseGod better. Neither must we be content with eliciting a general desire of any particular virtue, as to be
humble, obedient, patient, or mortified,-for this desire
or velleity' of virtue even vicious. people have, since virtue
is a fair and honourable thing, of much profit both for this
life and the next. It is easy enough to love and desire it
in -general, but in whatever virtue we desire we must come
down to particular cases. 'rhus if we wish to attain a
great conformity to the. will of God, we must come down.
and conform ourselves to His will in particular cases, as
in health so in sickness, as in life so in death, as in consolation so in temptation.
If we aim at attaining the
virtue of humility, we must come down to the particular,
imagining particular cases, likely or possible to turn up, of
our being despised and losing caste; and so of other
virtues; because these occasions are more felt, and in them
the difficulty of virtue lies; here virtue is proved and made
to appear, and these are the means to gain it.
Our first instances should be taken from' lesser and
easier things; thence we may go on to things. more difficult,. things that we should feel more if they did occur.
Thus we should go on and face them little by little, elicit..
ing .acts thereupon as if they were actually present, till
we find no obstacle in the virtue we are after, but have
courage for everything and the field is won. And when
actual occasions present themselves, in these we should
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exercise ourselves first of all, disposing qurselves to bear
them courageously and with profit, each according to his.
condition. A servant of. God adds that in meditation we
should always put before us something to do that very
day: so far even as this do they wish us to descend to
particulars in our meditation. This is one of the most
profitable exercises that we can go through in meditation;
for, as we have said, our meditation ought to be practical,
or directed to action, to gain the virtue we ,desire and over~
come all repugnances thereto. This is what soldiers do,
who before war are wont to engage in jousts, tournament~,
skirmishes and the like exe.rcises, to be prepared and skilful for real war.
Cassian greatly commends this pra,ctice; so also does
Plutarch and Seneca. They say it is very profitable to
have your mind always engaged on the thought of trials
and troubles; because as he who will think of nothing but
pleasant eventualities weakens himself and has no staying.power, and is quite upset when disagreeable things befall
him, and upon the mean-spirited habit. o.f squeamishness
that he has contracted turns his back to think of other
things pleasant and agreeable; so he who is accustomed
ever to be picturing to himself sicknesses, exiles, prisons,
and all other adversitie.s, that can happen, will be more
ready and wide-awake whe.n they do .come, and will find
that such things strike more terror in the beginning than
they do harm in the. end. St. Gregory ·says well ~ " The
missiles that are foreseen hit you less." A blow does not
hurt you so much when you were expecting it, al1:d in
thought had half digeste.d already, as when it catches you
suddenly.
It is clear that enemies frighten you more
when they spring upon you suddenly than when you were
on the look-out for them.
In the Life of our blessed Father Ignatius. we read a
marvellous example to .this effect. One day thathe was unwell, the doctor told him not to give way to sadness or
any gloomy thoughts.
Thereupon he began to think
attentively within himself what occurrence could possibly
happen to him so disagreeable and hard as to afflict the
peace and tranquillity of his soul; and having turned the
eyes of his reflection over many things, one thing alone
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presented itself that he would very much take to heart, and
that was if by any chance our Society were broken up. , He
went on reflecting how long this affliction and pain would
last, in case it happened; and he thought that ~f it, happened without any fault on his part, within one quarter
of an hour of recollection and prayer he would be rid
of that grief, a~d recover his ordinary peace and cheer-,
fulness, although the Society were, dissolved like salt in

water.

This is a very good and very profitable prayer.

The Apostle St~ James says in his Canonical' ,Epistle:
I s anyone sad among Y9u? let hirn pray (James v. 13).
When, you feel any sadness or discouragement, have recourse to prayer, and you will find there comfort and
remedy.
This what the prophet David did : My soul
refused to be comforted:' I had recourse to God, and J
found comfort (Ps. 76). When he felt himself destitute of
comfort, he had recourse to God and raised his heart to
Him, and forthwith his soul was filled with joy and consolation. 'This is the will of God: He wills it so : if God
is satisfied, we are all' satisfied. ' As after the coming of
the occasion and the distress it is a very good remeqy to
have recourse to prayer, in order to bear it well and with
advantage, so also it is very important to take this remedy
by anticipation beforehand, so that the trouble may not
afterwards strike us as something new, but as something
easy and bearable.
" ,
"
St. Chrysostom says that one of the reasons why h()ly
Job was so brave and constant in his adversities and affiic-:
tionswas because he had anticipated them'i ll the'maI,lner
we have, said, thinking of them beforehand and presenting
them. to, his imagination and rousing himself to meet ~hem
as something that might well happen, as he himself sa:ys :
The fear tlUtt I feared hath befallen me, and what I '(vas
afraid of hath come true (Job iiL 25). But if :you are n()t
fortified beforehand on this point, ~nd if even in 'desire yOll
feel <,iifficulty, what will it be in act? If when yOll 'are at
prayer, and far .from the occasion, you do not feel cour~ge
and strength to embrace this offic~, or that practice, or that
hardship and affront, what will it be when you are a'Yay
•from prayer and confronted by the difficulty of t~e occasion
and the work, and without the consideration and meditaj
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tion of the example of Christ supporting and animating
you? You much desired something at prayer, and afterwards when the occasion offered, you broke down: what
would it· have been if you had not anticipated it, and even
at prayer had had no desire of it? "If he who makes
resolutions often fails, what shall become of him who
rarely or never makes any resolution'?" (A Kempis.)
Herein we present abundant matter to enable one to last
out and persevere in meditation on one subject, and in
the same affection, many hours and many days, since the
particular occasions that may offer, and to which we may
descend, are countless, and there is much to do to bring
yourself to face them all. And when you have come to
that pitch that you fancy you feel in yourself courage and
strength for everything, think not that all the work is
done, but rather there is a long way to go, since there is
a great gap between word and deed, and between desire
and execution. It is plain that execution is harder than
desire, because in practice the object is present, but in
desire only the imagination. Thus it often befalls us that
we are very fervent in prayer, and fancy that there is no
obstacle in our way, and afterwards, when the occasion
offers, we find ourselves very far from what we thought.
Thus it. is not enough that you feel in yourself those
desires, but you must manage to make those desires so
strong and so effectual as to reach to execution, for that is
the proof of virtue. And if you see that your performances agree not with your desires, but that, when the
occasion offers, you find yourself other than at meditation
you thought you were, be confounded to think that your
whole being goes out in desires; or to say better, that they
cannot be true desires, but delusions and imaginations,
since a very slight thing troubles and upsets you and
makes you turn back. And as the smith, when the vJork
does not turn out well, puts it back a second time into the
fire to forge it anew, so you must go back to the furnace
of meditation to forge those desires better, and stop not
till the work agrees well with the desire and there is no
fault to find with it.
But even when you have come to this, that you seem to·
take up well the occasions that offer, think not that the
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whole work is done; for in the same work there are many
degrees. and steps to mount, to reach the perfection of
virtue. For the first degree it is necessary to practise
yourself in taking up with patience all the occasions that
offer.
This is the first degree of virtue ; suffer with
patience, if you cannot with joy; and in this you will find
enough to occupy your· attention for some days, and even
a good many. And when you have got so far as to suffer
with patience all. the occasions that offer,you have still
a long way to go to arrive at the perfection of virtue: for,
as philosophers say, the sign of one having gained the perfection of virtue is when one does the works thereof with
promptitude, facility and delight.. See then whether you do
the works of the virtue of humiHty, of poverty, of patience,
and of the other virtues, with promptitude, facility, and
delight; and thereby you will see if you have gained the
virtue.
See whether you' rejoice as much under contempt and dishonour as worldly people do under honour
and marks of respect, which is the rule laid down for us
by our holy Father, drawn from the gospel. See if you
relish and rejoice in poverty of food and clothing and
lodging, and in the. worst things in the house being given
you, as much as the covetous man in riches and abundance.
See whether you rejoice in mortification and
suffering as much as people of the world in ease and
comfort. If we are to attain to this perfection in every
virtue, we shall have plenty to think about, even over one
virtue, for many days and perhaps years.

CHAPTER XVII

That in the consideration of the divine mysteries we
should also proceed leisurely, and not pass over them
superficially; and of some means to help us to do thi.s
In the consideration of the divine mysteries it is again
very important to dig deep in one subject, and not pass
over things hurriedly; for one mystery, well considered
and pondered will do us more good than many superficially glanced at. To this end our Father in the book of
Spiritual Exercises makes so much account of repetitions,
that for every exercise he further bids us make one or two
repetitions thereof: thus what is not found the first time
over is found by further perseverance. He that seeketh
findeth, and the door shall be opened to hi1n that knocketh
(Matt. vii. 8). Moses struck ·the rock with his rod, and
no water came: he struck a second time, and there was
a flow of water (Num. XX. I I). Take the case of that
blind man in the gospel: Christ our Redeemer did not cure
him all atonce, but wrought the cure little by little. First
He put spittle on his eyes, and asked him if he saw anything.- He said he saw certain shapes, but did not know
what they were.
I see men walking like trees (Mark
viii. 24). He took the men for trees. The Lord then
proceeded to put His hands on his· eyes, and healed him
entirely, so that he saw clearly and distinctly. So it is
wont to happen in meditation, that by returning once and
again to the same subject, and persevering in it, one
comes to find out more.
Even so when one enters
a dark room, to start with, one sees nothing, but
comes to see something by staying there. And in particular we must take care always to dwell on the consideration of things until we are quite disabused of error,
and penetrated with truth, and convinced, and resolved
to do the right thing, for this is one of the chief fruits
that we have to draw from meditation, and we need to
be well grounded in it.
Coming to the means that will help us to consider and
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ponder the mysteries in this manner; whe.n the Lord sends
His divine light andopens the eyes of the soul, she finds so
much to consider and so much to dwell upon that she can
say 'with the prophet:' Rouse mine eyes fromslumberJ 0
:Lord J and·] will consider the marvels of thy law. I will
r'ejoice over thy worksJ as one who findetk much spoil
(Ps. 118). The second passage explains the first.. I will
rejoice in the abtindanceof mysteries and marvels that I
have found in Thy law,'as one rejoices, who finds nluch
booty after gaining a victory.
.The blessed St. Francis and St.. Augustine speritwhole
days and nights' over those two short ejaculations" :'" 'Vho
art thou, and who am I? may I know myself,and may I
know Thee., my God and my all. " This is a methoo' of
prayer very akin to that which the prophet Isaiah says the
citizens of heaven . observe, who wrapt in contemplation
of the Divine Majesty ar·e perpetuaJiy.singing, saying and
repeating, HolYJ holy; holy (Isai. vi. 3).
St. John the
Evangelist says the same, speaking of those mysterious
living creatures who stood before the throne of God: And
they rested not either day or night sayingJHolYJ holy,
holy, Lord' God omnipotent, who was and who is and who
is to come (Apoc. iv. 8).
But to arrive at this, it· is necessary that we ourselves
should do out part, accustoming ourselves to dwell on the
mysteries, pondering' and sounding the depths of their
particular details, and that we should practise ourselves
much in this. Gerson says that one of the chief means
that we can apply, and one. that will help much to enable
us to make this meditation well, will be to exercise· ourselves continually upon it. It is not a business .that is
taught by rhetorical phrases, or can be learnt by hearing
of .many discourses, or reading of many treatises on
prayer, but only by putting our hand to the work and
exercising odrselves much therein. When a mother goes
about teaching her son to walk, she does not spend an
hour in giving him instructions on the method he must
observe in walking, telling him to move his feet now one
way now another, but she makes' him walk, and in that
way the child finds out and comes to know how to do it.
This then must be the method' whereby we are to learn
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this science. And though it is true that to obtain the
gift of prayer, or of anything else supernatural, no exercise of our own is sufficient, but it must come from the
gracious and liberal hand of the Lord, for the Lord giveth
wisdom, and from his mouth proceedeth prudence and
knowledge (Prov. ii. 6); yet His Majesty. wishes that we
should exercise ourselves therein, as though we had to
attain it by this means alone; for he disposeth all things
sweetly, and reacheth from end to end strongly (Wisd.
viii. I). And so He disposes the works of grace conformably to those of nature; and as other sciences and
arts are Attained by practice, so He wishes to teach us this
science also in that manner. By fiddling one learns to
fiddle: by walking one learns to walk: and by praying
one learns to pray.
Gerson says that the reason why there are so few contemplatives to-day is for want of this exercise. Of old,
as we see, there were in those monasteries of monks ever
so many men of high prayer and contemplation, and
nowadays you will scarcely find one man of prayer; an·d
when one speaks of contemplation, it sounds like talking
Arabic or metaphysics, one of those things that nobody
understands. The reason of this, .he says, is because
formerly those holy monks practised much prayer themselves, and when youths entered the monasteries, they at
once imposed this duty on them and exercised them much
in it, as we read in the Rule of St. Pacomius and uther
monastic Fathers. So Gerson counsels what he takes to
be very important for the good of monasteries, that they
should have spiritual men, learned and well versed in
prayer, who when youths enter the monasteries, should
at once from the first instruct them in the exercise of
prayer. And our Father took this advice so seriously, and
left it so strongly inculcated in his Constitutions, that not
only in the beginning, in the Houses of Probation, he
would have someone to instruct newcomers therein, but in
all the colleges and houses 6f the Society he would have
appointed a Prefect of Spiritual Things, to attend to this,
and see how everyone gets on iri prayer, for the great
importance that he attached to it.
Another thing also that will help us much to continue
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this exercise of prayer and persevere much in it, is to have
a great love of God' and spiritual things. So spoke the
Royal Prophet: How I love, 0 Lord, thy law: all day
long it is matterl of my meditation: I am never wearied of
thin,king of it day and" night, it 'is all my delight and
recreation; and I recreated myself over thy comrnandments, which I loved (Ps. 118). If we had a great love of
God, we should willingly think of Him days and nights,
and never want matter .of thought.

Oh how willingly

does a mother think of a son whom she tenderly loves!
how .little need has she of· arguments and considerations
to 'refresh herself in the memory of him! In speaking of
hini her heart is at once touched, and tears start from' her
eyes, without further arguments or considerations. Begin
to speak to a widow of her deceased husband, whom she
dearly loved; and you will· see how she begins. at once to
sigh and weep. Now if natural love can do this,-and
why do I speak of natural fove? ifthe frantic love of one
wh()is over head 'and ears' in his passion often keeps
him so absorbed and swallowed up, as we see, in the'
object of his passion, that seemingly he can think of
nothingelse,....:.-how much more shall the supernatural
love of the infinite beauty and goodness of God be able to
do,' since grace is more powerful than nature and' perversity! If God were all ourtreasure, our heart would
at once go out to Him .: for where thy treasure is, there is
thyhear,t also (Matt.' vi. 2I). Everyone willingly thinks'
of 'that which he loves and in which he takes delight :;
therefore 'Holy Scripture says: he tasted and saw (I' Kings
xiv.' 27: Prov.' xxxi.'i8):taste and' seethcit the Lord is
sweet (Ps. '33).. 'Tasting goes before seeing, and seeing
gives increase of yearning and love. •So says St. Thomas,'
treating. of thismatter~ that ." contemplation 'is the'
daughter' of love," because its beginning is love;' and· he
also says that its end is love, because from loving God one
is moved to think of and contemplate Him; and the more
one -looks· and contemplates, the more one loves, because
good things 'looked upon invite lis to love 'them ; and the
mote. we look, 'the more we love them, and the more we
delight in going b,n looking and loving.
20

CHAPTER XVIII

A,practical showing how it is in our power always to
"'make a' gf?odmeditation and gather fruit from it
The very special and extraordinary prayer, of which we
spoke above, is a very particular gift of God, which He
gives not to .all, but to whom He pleases; but as for that
ordinary and plain mental prayer, of which we are treating
now, God refuses it to none. Some make the mistake
of thinking that, 'because they cannot attain to that high
prayer and contemplation, they cannot .pray at all, and
are not made for it ; whereas the other and lower is a very
good and profitable prayer, arid by it we can attain to
perfection. Of this then, we will now speak, since with
the grace of the Lord it is in 'our power always to rnake
it well and draw fruit from it, which is a very consoling
fact.
By two ways we may gather this conclusion very well
from what has been said., In the first way,becausethis
method of prayer that our Father teaches us is to exercise
therein the, three' powers of our soul, putting with the
memory before the eyes of the understanding the point
or mystery on which we wish to meditate, and thereupon
setting to work with the understanding,' reasoning, meditating, and considering those things which will better
help to move our will; whereupon must follow 'our affections and desires of the will; and this last is the principal
fruit that we should draw from meditation. Thus meditation does not consist in those sweetnesses and sensible
relishes that :wesometimes feel, and experience, but in
the acts that we make with the powers of our soul. Now
to make these acts is always in our power, however dry
and disconsolate we may be. For though I be drier than
a stick and harder than a stone, it is in my power, with
the favour of the Lord, to make an act of abhorrence and
grief for, my sins, and an act of the love of God, an act of
patience and an act of humility, and desire to be contemned and slighted in imitation of Christ, who was con3 06
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tetnrted and slighted forme. We must ohserve that 'this
affair' of making a good meditation and drawing fruit
from it ,does nbt consist in eliciting these; acts :with' relish
and sensible' consolation., nor. in feeling much what one
does: not in this does,the goodness and perfection of those
acts consist,' nor the merit of them. And this' is 'to' be
noted,becatise many make the mistake of breaking their
hearts over the thought that they can make nothing of
meditation, be.ca:use they do not feel all the sorrow for their
faults and sins, 6t all the aspiration after virtue and desire
of it, that they could' wish. These feelings belong to the
sensitive appetite: the will is a spiritual power and independent of that: thus it is 110t necessary to feel one's acts
in' this manner, but it is enough to seek it with the will.
:' So .all divines and 'saints, de~!~ng ~ith contrition and
sorrow for sin, advise penitents' who are disconsolate
because, taking into account the gravity of mortal sin,
they cannot burst out· into tears, nor feel in themselves
that; sensible grief that they would have wished, so that
their very· hearts should have broken with' grief. They
tell them, true contrition and sorrow for sin is not in
the sensitive-appetite, but in the will. Be grieved for
your having sinned because it offends God who js worthy
of ,being loved above allthings, for that is true contrition.
As for that feeling,-when the Lord gives it, receive it
gratefully; and when He.' does not, be not distressed, for
it is not that that God· asks· of us. Clearly He cannot
ask of us what is n6tin our power: now this feeling
that you' would like to have is a taste of sensible devotion
which is not in our power; and thus God does not ask
it of us, but only what is in 'our power, which is grief of
the will, a thing quite independent 'of that feeling. And
the same with acts ,of love of God; love God with your
will above all: things, for this is a strong and appreciative
love, and what God asks of us: that other is a love of
tenderness, which is not" in our power. The same with
acts 'of otlier virtues, and all the 'good purposes that we
form.
'
This truth may be well seen by what is true on a contr~lry ·supposition,: for it is certain that if a man with his
will embraces 'arid consents to a' mortal sin, he will cer-
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tainly sin mortally and go to hell for it, even though he
have no feeling nor sensible relish for it whatsoever. Therefore when a man embraces what is good, though he have
no feeling nor sensible relish in the matter, he will please
God and merit heaven, especially as God is more ready
to reward than to punish. Nay oftentimes these acts are
more meritorious and pleasing to God, when they are done
in dryness without taste of sensible consolation, because
they are purer and stronger and more lasting, and a man
puts more of his own into them then than when he is
carried off his feet by devotion. Thus it is a sign of a
more solid virtue, and of a will firmer in the service of God,
when a man makes these acts without these side-aids of
spiritual delights and consolations,-for what would he
not do, were such aids at hand to him ?Father Master Avila
says very well: " The one is carried in arms like a baby,
the other walks on his own feet like a grown-up person. "
Blosius says that such persons are like men who serve a
master at their own cost.
It is very important that we
should accustom ourselves to make our meditation in this
manner, because the more ordinary course of meditation
with many is apt to be dryness; these others are extraordinary comforts. As those who voyage on the high
seas in galleys do it by force· of their arms in rowing,
when the wind drops; so those who seek to practise meditation, when the fair wind of lights and consolations from
the Lord drops, must contrive to carryon their voyage by
the oars of their own faculties, helped by the favour of
the Holy Ghost, though it be not so copious and superabundant.
Secondly, we may draw this conclusion in another way.
Meditation, as we have said, is not an end, but a means
to our spiritual progress and our gaining the victory
over our passions and bad inclinations, and so smoothing, the way and removing obstacles that we may g-ive
ourselves over entirely to God. When the scales fell
from the eyes of St. Paul's soul with that light from
heaven and that divine voice, I am Jesus, whom thou
persecutest (Acts ix. 5), what a changed man he was,
how convinced, how resolved and given over to do the
will of God! Lord, he cried, what wouldst thou have me to
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do? That is the fruit of a·good meditation. And so we were
saying that we must not be content with drawing from
meditation general purposes and desires, but we must
descend in par;ticular to that of which we have most need,
and prepare ourselves and be on the look-out· to surmount
well the occasions that may present themselves that day,
and go our way with all edification.
To apply this to our purpose; by the grace of the Lord
this is always in our power, it rests with us always to put

a hand to what we have the greatest need of. Put one
hand to humility, another to patience, another to obedience, another to mortification and resignation; and take
care always to come out of meditation very humble,very
resigned and indifferent, very desirous. to mortify yourself and conform yourself in all things to the will of God;
and especially always take care to come away from meditation determined that day to live well and with edification
according to .your particular condition. So you will have
made a very good meditation, and a better one than if you
had shed many tears and enjoyed much consolation.
This being so, there is no need for anyone to be distressed at· being unable. to find many reflections and· considerations, or feelings of devotion; for meditation does
not consist in this, but in the other. N or again should
one make much account of distractions and thoughts that
usually give trouble at meditation without. our wanting
them, a thing that we .are apt very commonly to complain of. Try, when you notice this and come back to
yourself, to lay hold of what is necessary for you and of
the fruit that you have to gather, and hereby supply and
make up for the time that has gone over the distraction·:
so you will have your revenge on the devil, who has made
you so distracted. with .irrelevant thoughts.
This is a
yery. profitable direction for meditation. As it is with
one who, travelling in company with others,has fallen
asleep, and his companions have gone on ahead, when
he wakes, he makes ever so much effort to catch them up,
and covers as much ground in a quarter of an hour as
he. would in a· whole hour had he ·not fallen asleep; so
you, upon. advertence .and coming to yourself after the
~istraction, must manage so well as to do in the last
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quarter of an hour what you would have done in'the whole
hour if you had bee.n very attentive. Take account of
yourself and say: what was it that I intended to- get out
of this meditation? what was the fruit that I came pre;..
pared to gather from it? humility? indifference? resignation ? -conformity to the will of God? know then that I
mean to get it all the same out of this meditation, just
to plague the deviL And when it seems to you that you
have done badly the whole meditation through, and
gathered none of the fruit that you desired, then at the
examination of the meditation, of which we shall speak
afterwards, you must do this, and thereby make up for the
faults that you have committed in' the meditation, and so
you will always gather fruit from it.
CHAPTER XIX

Of some other easy means and methods how to rnake
a good and profitable meditation
There are other easy methods that will help us much to
make meditation, whereby it will also appear how it is
always in our powe.r to make a good and profitable meditation, and how mental prayer is for all, and how there is
none that cannot make it.
I. On the first head, that is very good for this purpose
which some masters of spirit observe: -they say that we
must not make meditation a romance or an artificial thing,
but that we must act in it as men act in matters of business: they pause to think of what they are doing, and
how their business goes, and how it may be expected to
go better.
Thus the servant of God should ,deal \vith
himself in meditation simply and without artifice; how
goes it with me in the matter of my spiritual progress and
salvation ?-for this is our business, and we are in this
life for nothing else than to transact this affair. Let· the
Religious then take account of himself, and set himself -to
consider very leisurely: how am I getting on with this
business? what have I profited by these ten, twenty,
thirty or forty. years that I have been in Religion? what
have I gained and acquired in the way of virtue, humility
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and mortification? I wailt to See the account that, I shaH
give t6(iod of these so' great advantages and means that
I haye "enjoyed' in ;Religion to augment and increas~ the
capital and talent that He has given me.. ,And if hith,erto
I have made bad use of the time, I desire. to make it up
from, . 1).()w henceforth, that my w,hole life may. not pass as
it has gone hithert0~ In' the same way every individual
according to his state may set himself to think in detail,
plainly and simply and without any artifice,how he does

his office, how he ought to do it well and in conformity to
the willof God, h9w he shall carry on his business to a
Christian manner" how he shall govern his house ~lnd
family so, that all may serve God, how he shall bear well
the occasional annoyances which his state and office
carries with it; and in all this he will find matter enough
to "consider, deplore and amend. And this will 'make a
very good and very, profitable meditation.
II. J9hn Gerson tells oia.servant of ,God who used often
to say : For fortyyearsL have ,studied this matter of
prayer: with all the care I could, and I have found no better
me~n.s, no shorter and more compendious method' of
making "a good meditation" than to present myself before
GO,9 as alittle child, and asa poorbeggarman, blind,
naked and forlorn.
This -is a' manner of prayer that
we see, the prophet David used frequently, calling
himself sometimes a sick mp'n, sometim.e.s an orphan,
sometimes blind, sometimes poor and begging: the
Psalms we find full of this.
And we know by
e:x:perience that many who have practised and habitually
used this kind of prayer, have come thereby, to attain to
a very" high prayer. Do you then adopt this practice,
and, please God, by this means you will, come to attain
,what you desire. "The prayer of a poor man is a very
good prayer. See, says Gerson, with what patie,nce :ind
humility the poor man stands waiting- at the gate of ,the
rich" hoping for a small alms, and with what diligence
he repairs to where he knows alms are given. And as the
poor m'an, naked and forlorn, is before the rich, .begging
alms, and expecti,ng of him with great humility and reverencea remedy for his necessity, so should we stand before
God in prayer, representing to Him our. pover.ty, our
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need and our misery, and hoping for remedy from His
liberality and goodness. As the eyes of the hand·maid
are fixed on the hands of her mistress, so should our eyes
be fixed and hanging on God; till we obtain mercy of
Him (Ps. 122).
III. It is told of the Abbot Paphnutius, that living in
the interior of the desert, and hearing tell of that -bad
woman Thais, how she was a snare of perdition to many
souls, besides being the cause of many quarrels and
murders, he conceived within himself a desire of converting her and bringing her to God. For this end he
put on secular clothes, took money with him, and went
to the city where she lived. And so he did convert her,
taking occasion of some words which she let fall. For when
he asked her for a more secluded place, she .saidto him:
" Make yourself quite easy about men, that they will not
see you here, although to be sure from the e.yes of God you
cannot hide yourself in any place, how secluded soever."
It is a long story, but coming to what makes ·for our
purpose, he converted this woman, took her to the desert,
and shut her up in a cell, sealing the door with a seal of
lead, leaving only one little window, through which they
could give her everyday a small pittance of bread and a
little water. When Paphnutius was taking leave of her,
she asked him how she was to make prayer to God. To
this the holy Abbot answered: ' , You deserve not to take
into your filthy mouth the name of God. Your prayer
shall be to go on your knees, look to the east, and say
many times over these words: Thou who hast made "ine,
have mercy on me."
And so she remained for three
years, without ever taking into her" mouth the name of
God; always keeping before her eyes her many great
sins, asking God's mercy, and saying those words that
the Saint had taught her. And with this prayer God was
well pleased. At the end of three years, Abbot Paphnutius went to consult the blessed St. Antony as to whether
God had pardoned this woman her sins. Antony called
his monks together, and bade them all sit up -that night
in prayer, each by himself, in order that the Lord might
declare to some one of them the solution of the case on
which Paphnutius had come. While then they were all
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at prayer, Paul, the chief of the,great Antony's disciples,
saw a bed in heaven, adorned with .tich hangings and
upholstery, and guarded by four virgins. At sight of
this· rich display, he thought and said within ~imself:
'. This •. reward and gracious welcome is kept for none
other than my Father Antony.' While he was thinking
this, he heard· a heavenly '. voice. which said: 'This bed
is not .for·thy. Father Antony, but for the sinner Thais.'
<

:And . fifteen ·.day~ after, it pleased the Lord to take her to

enjoy the. glory and repose of heaven., Do you then rest
satisfied with holding to this prayer, .and make up your
mind; that you do not deserve any. other, and I'll warrant
you will please. God. more than by that other prayer which
you fancy,
IV, In a spiritual treatise On Spiritual Communion,
left in manuscript by a Ca.rthusian monk, .the author recounts a story ot our Holy Father and. his companions.,
which he assures us he received from a person worthy
of credit. Ignatius' and his companions were going one
day to -Barcelona on foot, as ordinarily they were wont to
do" each ;one carrying his ·knapsack .• upon'his back. They
met upon' the way a good man who saw' them, had compassion on. them, and pressed. them extremely to give
him theirknClpsacks to carry, alleging that .he was
stronger and better able to carry them' than they.· After
much .demurring they gave in to his importunities,. and so
continued their journey. When they' arrived at the inn,
the Fathers coritrived .each one to seek-out his corner
there to. recollect. himself and commend himself to God.
The good ma,n, seeing them do this, also contrived to
seek out his. corner and' put himself on~ his knees as they
.did. Pursuing :their journey, they asked him one day:
" Brother:,' what do'you do there in that corner?" He
answered that what he.did was to say: " Lord, these are
Saints, and I am. their beast of burden: what they do,
I desire to' do, and I offer that then to,God. " The man
made such progress 'by this . prayer, .that. he came to be
a very' spiritual man, and had the gift ofa very high
,prayer.. Now who is there that cannot, if he will,make
,this· prayer?
_
V. I knew an ancient Father of the Society, avery
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great preacher, whose prayer for a long time was to say
with grea,t humility and simplicity to God: " Lord, I am
a beast. I know not how to make my prayer. Teach
me Thyself to. make it." And by this means he :made
great progress and came to an eminent degree. in prayer,
fulfilling in himself what the Prophet said: I am become
asa beast before thee,. and am always with thee (Ps. ·72).
'Humble yourself then as a beast of burden before God,
and the Lord will, be with you. Much is arranged and
gained in t4is way with His Divine Majesty. So the
Saints take note here of· a thing of much importance,
that as humility is a means to attain the gift of prayer,
so· ,also prayer should serve as a means to attain humility,
and keep us and make us advance in it. And they add
that from a good prayer one should always get up with a
sense of humiliation and confusion. - Whence· it- follows
that when you come from your meditation highly pleased
with yourself, .,with an indescribable vain complacency and
a secret esteem and good opinion of yourself, saying to
yourself .that now you are getting on and becoming a
spiritual man, you should hold that prayer in grave suspicion~ So if you say that you cannot find many considerations nor high -contemplations, humble yourself and
draw that good from your meditation.- None can excuse
himself. from doing this, and it will make a very good
prayer.
VI. Fathe.rMaster Avila in one of his letters gives a
very good means to adopt when one cannot get on at
meditation,. but is a prey to divers thoughts and temptations.. Throw yourself,he says, at the feet of Christ,
and say, ' Lord, inasmuch as this is my own ,fault, I am
certainly very sorry for the _ fault J am· in _and the occasion I have given; but inasmuch as it is Thy ,will,and the
punishment and chastisement that I have justly deserved
for my great faults in the past, and my present negligences
and defects, I accept. it with all my heart,and am glad
to receive at Thy hand this cross, this dryness and dis..
traction,this desolation and spiritual dereliction.' This
patience and humility will bea very good prayer, and
please God more than the prayer you desired to make, as
~e .shall .say more at :large further on.
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VII. It is told of our 'Father Francis Borgia that when
he thought ,he had not done his meditation wen, he took
care that day to mortify himself more, and go about all
his duties with greater attention and diligence, 'thus'to
make up for', ,the failure of the meditation, 'and -so' ,he
counselled us to do. This isa very goodway of making
up the defects of meditation, and will serve' also to bring
us to make our meditation well. The holy Abbot N:ilus,
speaking of prayer, says- that as when we -faU ,out of ord.er

and go amiss during the day, and comrnit some fau1t~ we
seem ,to feel at 'once' the ohastisement of God in prayer,
because He shows' us then a' severe countenance, so also
when we have mortified and overcome o'ufselves in' something, we seem at once to feel it at prayer, God being
minded to pay us there in money down." If you suffer,"
he says, "in patience hard "and rough things, you will
find the fruit of your labour in time of prayer."
VIII. The Saint there" prescribes another excellent
means for making prayer, quite in accord 'wi~h -what
we, have just been saying:, ", If you want to', prayweH,
do nothing contrary to prayer : inthis way God willdniw
nigh to you and do you many favours:" .
IX. ,And in general letallllnderstand that the chiefest
car~ of the servant of God shbuldbe to cleanse and'mortifyhis 'heart, to keep himself from aU sin; and be ever
quite firmly resolved not, to' commit a mortal' sin 'for anything in the ,world.
In this resolve' ,he should found
himself right well in prayer, and dwell upon it, and again
and again move -himself thereto,' for there' is nothing more
necessary for us so long as we· are in this' miserable life;
and on this foundation" everyone' should build all tlarest
of his contemplated edifice of perfection. And you STiould
not repine at, this, but be very grateful to God, even
though He' grants you no other and higher prayer: for
holiness' consists not in meditation, but in doing the' Will
of God. }1'ear God, and keep his commandments, for this
is all man (Eccles. -xii. 13), so Solomon concludes "the
discourse of Ecclesiastes; that' is to say, in this consists
'all the well-being .ofman, 'and. the fulfilment ,of his duty;
and with this he will be holy and perfect.
Xi. I wish to conclude with a method very consoling for
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all. When you do not. feel at meditation that entry into
things, that attention and devotion, that intimate union
which you desire, exercise yourself in having a great will
and desire of it, and thereby you will make. up for what
you think is wanting to you; since God our. Lord, as the
Saints say, is not less content and satisfiedwith this good
will and desire than with high and lofty prayer. God
taught this to the holy virgin Gertrude, as Blosius relates.
He. says that one day this Saint was complaining that she
could not keep her heart so elevated to God as she desired and. thought herself obliged to do; whereupon she
was taught from heaven that with God it is enough for
man to' wish for and sincerely desire to have a great
desire, when at heart he feels little or nothing. Before
God his desire is as great as he would fain have it to be.
,In a heart that has the like desire,-you must understand,
a will and desire to have it,-she was told that God dwells
more willingly than any man could among fresh and
delightful flowers. God has no need of your high prayer,
He seeks only for your heart, that He looks to, and that
He takes for the deed. Offer yourself entirely to God
in prayer, give Him your whole heart, and desire to be
there in heaven praying with the fervour of the highest
seraphs, and this good will God will regard and take for
the, deed.. Accordingly it will be a most pious devotion
and profitable reflection, when we find ourselves tepid
and dry at meditation, to consider how many servants of
God are there at prayer,-perhaps shedding tears and
even their blood,-and join ourselves in spirit to them;
and not to them alone, but to the angels and heavenly
spirit\, .also, putting ourselves in relation with what they
aretlbing, and so supplying what we cannot do, saying
in our heart,. and often with our lips, those words of the
Canon of the Mass: " Deign, 0 Lord, to receive, along
with the prayers of the angels and saints in glory, our
voices also, who in humble confession cry out to Thee,
Holy, holy, holy." Lord, what they say, I say; what
they do, I also wish to do; and as they praise and love,
I also would fain praise and bless and love Thee. And
sometimes it will be well to fall back upon ourselves,
:w~en at any time we seemed to have made a good medi1
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tation, and say: ' Lord, what I wished then, I wish· now;
as then I offered myself entirely to Thee,· so I offer m,yself
now; in that manner in which 1 then grieved for my· sins,
and desired humility, patience, obedience, in that same
manner now, 0 Lord, I desire and ask for them.'
Above all, it is a marvellous good practice to unite our
actions with the actions of Christ, and supply our faults
and imperfections by the merits of Christ· and of His
Sacred Passion.
And this we should· donbt bnly as
regards prayer, but in all other actions, offering· to .the
Eternal Father our prayers in union with the love and fervour with which Christ prayed and praised Him on earth;
our fasts in union with. His fastings;begging the Father
to be pleased to supply our impatience by the patience of
Christ, our pride by ·His humility, our evil-doingby His
innocence.
This practice, Blosiussays, our Lord revealed to some of His special friends, that so we may
make. oUr actions to be of value and merit, and by this
method may eke out our poverty by the infinite. treasure
of the merits of Christ.

CHAPTER XX

That we must be content with the prayer described,
and not repine or comp"lain at not reaching anything
higher
"
Albertus .Magnus says that a ·truly humble man does
not dare to lift up his heart to desire that high and exalted
prayer, and those extraordinary favours which. the Lord
sometimes bestows on His friends. He has s~uch a mean
opinion of himself that he thinks himself unworthy of all
favour and spiritual consolation; and,if ever, without
his desiring it, the Lord visits him with some· consolation,
he receives it with fear, thinking that he does not deserve
these comforts and bounties, and knows not how to profit
by them as he should. "SO· if we·· had humility in us, we
should be quite com.tent with any manner of prayer of those
that we have described; or rather we should take it for
a particular favour of the Lord, that· He takes p.s by the
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road of humility, for by this we are safe, and in' any other
way possibly 'we, might fall into vanity and, perdition.' St.
Bernard says :that God deals with us as parents on earth
do with their children of tender age. If the child asks
for bread, they give it willingly; but if it asks for a knife'
to, divide the bread, they will not give it, because they see
that it :is not necessary, but rather might do them harm
by their cut'ting themselves with it: so the father takes
the knife: himself and divides the bread, that the child
may have no trouble nor rtin any risk. In this way the
Lord acts: He gives you bread already divided into portions, but, has no mind to give you the sensible sweetnes'ses' and, consolations that there are in high prayer,
because perchance you might cut yourself therewith, taking yourself for a spiritual man and preferring yourself
to others. The Lord does you a greater favour in giving
you your bread already cut, than if He gave you a knife
to cut the bread.
If God by this your present prayer
gives you strength and fortitude so great that you would
rather burst asunder than sin, and keeps you all your,
life without falling into mortal sin, what better prayer
do you want, or what better fruit?
This is the answer which, the father of the prodigal son
gave to the elder brother, who was indignant at seeing
his brother ,received with such 'festive rejoicings,' and
would not go into the house, saying: " I have served thee
so many years, and have heen subject to thy command,
and have always been obedient, and thou hast never given
me so much as a ,kid to' make merry with my friends; but
for this other, who has wasted his property and been
disobedient, thou hast killed the fatted calf, and made
a splendid feast with ever so much music and great doi!ngs. " The Jather answered: " SOll, see that I do not
this, :because I cherish that other rather than thee: thou
art always in- my house with me : still it will be well for
thee to know and duly value what I am' doing for thee:
do I not show thee favoUrs and bounty 'enough in keeping
thee· always with me?" (Luke xv. 28-3 I). And so in
your "case: do you think it a small thing that the Lord
should keep' you always with Him in His house? It is
a better gift that the' Lord should give the gift of perse-
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veran<=e, ;lpd"keepyou always by Him, not letting you
depart ,from, Him and fall into sin, than that He should
reach, you a, hand after a .fall, as He did to' the prodigal
son;, just -as it is' a hettergift' not to let you break your'
h~ad than, to' cure cyon after it is broken.. -NoW if God,
with this prayer that you have,givesyou this, what have
you to complain of?- If with this ,prayer He gives you
a great readiness, 'for all things that form part of ·the
service. of'God,.indifference and resignation for all orders

of obedience, whatmoredo you want? If God with this
prayer keeps you in humility and in His fear" and in the
habitofgoing cautiously). shunning occasions and dangers
of sin, why should you sigh for more? This is the 'fruit
that you should draw from any' prayer, however high
and .' exalted, that you reached; and were the Lord to give
you many spiritua't sweetnesses and consolations therein,
to thjsyou should refer them alL- Now this is what
God is doing fbryou with that plain and ordinary' prayer;
He gives you the end and fruit of prayer otherwise than
by means 'of those extraordinary-elevations and. spiritual
sweetnesse~ arid' consolations: this is 'what they experience
who persevere in: that prayer.' So we 'ought to render God
twofold thanks, forthat on' the one hand He delivers us
from, ,the danger of vanity and pride, that: we might falL
into iiHe, took us by the other road; and on the other hand
that He gives us the fruit -and 'profit ,of meditation in full
abundance.
HolyW rit tells ,us of the ,holy pcltl.iarch
JQseph ~thathe spoke to ,his brethren in harsh and severe
words", and on' the other" hand he filled their. 'sacks ',with,
Goru 1 and -told his steward 'to see them-well treated. :80
the Lord often deals with us.
WedQ not'· sufficiently understand in what ,meditation
consists; or rather, we do not sufficiently understand in
what our spiritual progress and perfection consists, which
is the end and fruit of meditation.
Thus many times
when things are going badly with us, we think they are
going well; and when they are going well, we think they
are going badly. Draw from your meditation the fruit
we have described, especially to live that day well and
with edification, as we have said above, and you will have
made a good meditation, though when you were at it you
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were drier than a stick and harder than a stone. And if
you do not gather _this fruit, you have not made a good
meditation, though you were shedding tears the whole
time, and thought yourself lifted to the third heaven.
Henceforth then do not complain of meditation, but turn
all your complaints against yourself, and say: 'I'm
getting on badly in mortification,' , I'm getting on badly
in humility, in patience, silence and recollection.' That
is a good complaint, since you are complaining of yourself,
that you do not do what you ought to do and is in your
power. On the other hand, when you go complaining of
meditation, it looks like complaining of God for not giving
you the facility and consolation and repose you would
like. That is not a good complaint, it is not a speech to
move God to mercy, but rather to anger and indignation,
as holy Judith said to the people of Bethulia : That is not
a speech to call down mercy but rather to excite anger
and kindle indignation (Judith viii. 12). It is a wonderful
thing to. see how we go the wrong way about things in
this business, not seeing that what we ought to complain of is our not being forward in mortifying, humbling
and correcting ourselves, which is in our power; and instead of· that we go complaining of that which· is· not in
our power, but stands to God's account. Busy yourself
in mortifying and overcoming yourself, and do your part
therein, and leave to God what stands to Him to do,
seeing He is more desirous of our good than we are ourselves; and if we do what is on our part, we may be quite
sure that He will not fail in giving us on His part what is
proper for us. Of this we will speak at greater length in
treating of conformity to the will of God, where more of
set purpose we wilf meet this complaint and temptation.
J

CHAPTER XXI

Of the causes ,ofdi$traction at prayer, and remedies
for it
'Thisi~ 'a very ,common complaint and so the Saints
commonly treat of it,Cassian in particular.
They say
that distraction in p~ayermay cOme of thre~cause~ or
roots : first, from· our own care.lessness and negligence in
,pouring ourselves' out during the day, with little guard
ofour heart and Jittle custody ofour senses~He wpolives
in this,' way' has .no need, to' enquire whence it comes that
he jsdistracted in ptayer and can make no way in it:
since it is clear that the images, shapes and representations·of things' that have been allowed to enter therein
rri ust .needs afterwards molest and disturb one in prayer.
A,blJot .. Moses 'in' the Collations of Cassian says very
well that though it is not in the power of man not to be
,assailed with importunate thoughts, still it is in his power
to refuse t~em admittance, and cast them out when they
come. H,~ goes 9n'tosay that it is also largely i~ a man's
powertb cb'trect and amend the qu'ality'of these thoughts,
and .' make them good and •holy, and consign to· oblivion
those others that are vain and irrelevant. If a man gives
hImself
spiritual exercises
reading, meditation' and
prayer, and occupies himself in good· a~d holy works, he
will have good and holy thoughts; but if ,he deals wi~h
;no~hing o(the sort during the day, but lets his sen~es
brbws'e on 'idle :and irrelevant objects, such also will be
his th;oughts~,' .And Cassian makes a comparison, which is
also that of St. Anselm and St. Bernard. They say, that
the heitrt of a: man is lIke a millstone which is always
'grthdihg; but it is' in the power of the miller' to make •it
grin,d .'wh~at,· or barley, or rye: what you put under it, that
itwil1 grind.' So the . heart of' man cannot go without
thinking of something, it must always grind ; but by your
industry and care you may make it grind wheat, or barley,
6r rye," or ear~h : what you put into ,it, thath will grind.
'Accordingtben to this, if you wish to be recollected at
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prayer, you must take care during the day to keep your
heart recollected, and guard the gates of your senses:
the Lord loves to converse with souls that are as enclosed
gardens. This was a maxim of the ancient Fathers, and
Cassian quotes it.
You must tap the current higher
upstream, and keep yourself during the day in such
condition as you would wish to find yourself in
prayer; since from the state and temper of the mind
out of prayer is formed and determined what it is to be
in prayer. St. Bonaventure says: " As is the liquid that
you pour into a vessel, such will be the odour; and as
are the herbs which you plant in the garden of your heart,
such will be the fruit and seed that they will produce."
And since it is quite a common and natural thing to
think often of what one loves, if you wish to keep your
heart steady and firm at prayer, and that thoughts of
vain and irrelevant things may be forgotten and put an
end to, you must mortify your affection for them, despising all the things of earth, and fixing your heart on those
of heaven. And the more you advance and grow in this,
the more also you will advance and grow in firmness,
steadiness and attention at prayer.
Secondly, these distractions are wont to arise from the
temptation of our enemy, the devil. St. Basil says that
as the devil sees that prayer is the means whereby all
good comes to us, he endeavours by all ways and means
he possibly can to hinder it and put a thousand obstacles
in our way, that finding us bereft of this help he may gain
readier entrance into our soul for his deceits and temptations. He acts with us as the general Holofernes did
with the city of Bethulia, which was standing a siege
against him: he cut the aqueducts whereby water came
.into the city (Judith vii. 6); in like manner the devil does
all in his power to break and dismantle in us this aqueduct of prayer, whereby the water of grace and of all
spiritual blessings finds its way into our soul. St. John
Climacus says that as at the sound of the bell the faithful
and religious visibly assemble to pray and praise God,
so our enemies the devils unite at that time invisibly to
tempt us and hinder us from prayer. In the Spiritual
Meadow it is told of one of tpe Fathers of the desert, the
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Abbot Marcellus, that rising one night to pray and sing
psalms aocording to his custom, he heard the sound of
a trumpet, sounding what seemed ·li'ke a battle-charge.
The old man was much puzzled to imagine where such a
sound could come from in such a lonely place, where there
were· no soldie.rs nor any·. war. Then the devil appeared
to him, and told him that though he thought there was
no battle going on, there was a battle, and that trumpet
roused the devils to attack the servants of God; and that

if he wanted to escape the combat, he had better go back
to bed and sleep, otherwise he would see what he was in
for. But he, trusting in the Lord, started his prayer and
went on with it.
One of the things that· go far to let us see the great
importance of prayer is the great spite that the devil has
against it, and the continual war that he makes upon it,
as the holy Abbot Nilus 'well observes. Other goo~works
the devil. suffers and can get on with, as fasting, discipline
and haircloth; hut an allotted time of prayer he cannot
endure, and tries by all ways in his power to hinder and
put obstacles to it.
Hence it is that, when we are at
prayer, we are apt occasionally to feel more temptations
than at other times. .Then there seems to come upon us the
whole .troop of wrong thoughts, thoughts at times so evil
and foul that it looks as though we had come there for no
other purpose than to be tempted and molested with all
manner of temptations. Things that never have occurred
to us, never entered our mind in the whole course of our
life, then present themselves at meditation: everything
seems to have been. kept for then. That is because the
devil knows that prayer and meditation is the remedy for
all our ills, the source and origin of all spiritual blessings;
t'herefore he takes great pains and calls out all his powers
to hinder it. That is why the Saints call prayer the torment and· scourge of the Evil One. The same should be
to us a reason and motive for esteeming it all the more,
and giving ourselves all the more to it, the more
we see the devil for envy trying to stop us.
St.
Thomas, John of Avila, and other grave authors, say that
this is the reason why Holy Mother· Church, guided by
the Holy Ghost, and understanding well the wont of the
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devil to· tempt and make all· the ~war he can upon people
at their prayers,· has ordained that at the. beginning of
every Canonical Hour there should be repeated the verse,
incline unto my aid, 0 God: 0 Lord, make haste to help
me ; whereby we implore the Lord's gracious aid to pray
as we ought,·· and defend us against the snares and temp..
tations ·of our enemies.
Thirdly, these thoughts and distractions sometimes
come, without any fault of ours, from our own
infirmity and weakness: for we are so· weak and
miserable, and our nature is so maimed and depraved by
sin, our imagination especially, that we cannot sayan Our
Father without sundry incongruous thoughts coming into
our mind, as St. Bernard complained. For this it will
be a good remedy to' take for matter of our meditation the
very distress that we suffer, humbling ourselves, considering and recognising how great our weakness is, for this
humility .and .self-knowledge will be a good· meditation.
Besides this we will mention other remedies that the Saints
and Masters of the spidtuallife give us.

CHAPTER XXII

Of other means of keeping up attention and reverence
at meditation
The blessed St. Basil asks how one can keep one's
heart firm, attentive,. and undistracted in prayer, and says
that the most' efficacious means is to consider that one is
in the presence of God, and that He is looking to see
how one prays. Here on earth; .in the presence of a
Sovereign, conversing with him, one stands with great
respect and reverence, paying great attention to what we
do, and to the manner and style of doing it: we should
take it for great discourtesy to turn our back on His
Majesty and· bring in a medley of remarks. not to the
point.. What shall he do, who shall attentively consider
that he is in the presence of the majesty of God, that God
is looking at him, not only at his outer man that is visible
exteriorly, . but jnto the innermost recesses of his heart!
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Who. is. there.that'shall date to take qfIhis ·eyes and his
thought from' what he is doing, to turn his back ,on God,
and go ' thinking' of other. irrelevant' things? ,The' great
monk ]qcob, -as Theodoret: relates, made 'use', of -.this
consideration -to show what a great piece' of rudeness that
is. St. A ugustiJ?ealso says, the same. If I were the
domestic servant, he says, of.a man of the same nature
as myself, and at the time that I ought to be serving him:
I- omitted. bringing him -his meat and drink to: go talking

with another servant, he would have just reason to ,rebuke
and chastise me. ' And if I went before a judge, _to com-,
plain of some one who had done me wrong, arid th~n
left him in the midst of the proceedings, and .stayed chatting with some one of th,e lookers-on in court,think you
not that the judge would take meJar an ill-mannered man,
and bid such an ill-bred suitor be off- from his tribunal
where he was sitting in judgment? But this is what they
do, who go to prayer to speak with God, and then ,give
way to distractions, thinking of other things quite out of
place- -there. Our Father als9 sets. down this means in
one of the ' additions,' or notices, which he gives for
meditation, .wnerehe says th~l a. little before$tarting the
meditation, for the space of one OUf Father, we should
raise up our heart to -heaven, and consider that God is
there present-and is looking at us" and, so with :great
reverence and 'humility we should -enter on the meditation. And we must _take\ care that this presence of God
is not to be lost sight of all the time of the meditation"
according to, the. saying of the prophet:, The meditation
ofmj1heart is in thy sight always (Ps. 18).
St. Chrysostolll says, .when ypugo to prayer, _reckon
thatybuare entering the' heavenly ,court,where theKi~g
o:f' gloryiis seated. under ,a starry canopy, surrou'nded with
innumerable angels and saints, and that ~hey are aU looking .at' you, acco.rding :fio thatsaytng ,of St., Paul : Weare
a spectacle -to God, -and to. the' angels and to men (leOr.
iv. '9). St. Bernard advise,S us what we. oug~t to- do' in
such .surroundings. "When you enter the church to
betake yourself to prayer, put your-hand on your mouth
and say:' Stay' ye .here at the door, ye evil thoughts and
desir~s,and. do -thou, my' s,oul',. enter jJitothe jo¥of thy
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Lord, that thou mayest see and do His holy will. " Veniens
ad ecclesiam pone manum tuam super os tuum et die: Expectate hic, cogitationes malae, intentiones et affectus
cordis et appetitus earnis: tu autem, anima mea, intra in
gaudium Domini Dei tui. St. John Climacus says: "Let
him who prays consider that he is really before God, let
him be like a firm and steady pillar that moves not." And
he relates how once seeing a Religious more attentive than
the others at the chanting of the Psalms, and especially at
the beginning of the hymns, with his mien and look quite
changed, as though he were speaking to someone, he
asked him afterwards to tell him what it meant. The
monk replied: "At the beginning of the Divine Office
it is my practice with great care to gather together my
heart and thoughts, and call them before me, and say:
Come let us adore, and fall down, and weep before the
Lord that made us, because he is the Lord our God, and
we are the people of his pasture and the sheep of his
hand (Ps. 94)." All these are very good and profitable
considerations for securing attention and reverence at
prayer.
Others give for a remedy to meditate in presence of
the Blessed Sacrament, if we are in a place where we
can do so; or to look towards the nearest place where
the Blessed Sacrament is kept, and fix our heart there.
Also to look at pictures and images. Others again aid
themselves by looking up to heaven. It is also a good
means to enliven oneself under distractions and dryness
at meditation to say some ejaculatory prayers, and speak
orally to God, representing our weakness, and asking a
remedy for it.
Lord, I suffer violence, answer thou for
rne (Isai. xxxviii. 14). That blind man in the Gospel,
when Christ our Redeemer seemed to take no notice of him
and was passing him by, and the company were bidding
him hold his peace, still ceased not to cry out, lifting up
his voice higher and higher, saying, Jesus, Son of David,
have mercy on me (Mark x. 47). So we should do, when
the Lord makes as though He did not hear us, and seems
to pass us by without attending to us; and though the
crowd and rout of thoughts and temptations impels us
to be silent, not for that should we be silent, but cry out
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louder, and louder : Jesus, SO'n of David, have mercy, on
rne:Strengthen me, o L01'df]od, in this hour (Judith
xiii. 9), that '1 may be able to think of Thee,'and be firm
and constant in prayer. A holy woman used to say : If
you cannot speak to God with .yourhe.art,ceasenotto
spea~ to Him byword of mouth repeatedly : for what is
thus said over and over again readily communicates heat
and fervour to the heart. And this' same Saint confessed

that sometimes, for hot having used these vocal prayers,
she had lost her mental prayer, weighed down and hampered by sloth and sleep. And this sometimes. befalls' us ;
it comes to pass that we neglect to use our voices at
meditation out of sloth and weakness and being half
asleep; whereas if we did speak, we· should be awa~ened
and roused to meditation.
Gerson· also says that it is a good remedy against distractions, to bring the exercise well prepared,< and have
several points fixed, as matter for meditation; because
thereby, when we are distracted and notice the same, we
have ready our fixed and determined point to have recourSe
to; and if· we make no way with that, we pass on to
another point. of those which we have. ready prepared,
and so recover more easily. the thread of our· meditation.
And we ourselves find, when we examine ourselves, that
oftentimes the cause of our distractions and mindwandering was our not having brought well prepared and known
the points on which we were to meditate, nor having had
any definite and·. fixed resolves to bring ourselves to.
,Besides, this admonition and the<one that follows it are
necessary for us to come well prepared to meditation:
accordingly our Father comm~n.ds them to us in these
emphatic words : "It will be a great help, before start·ing meditation, to call to' mind the points that are to be
meditated on, and have marked out a definite' number of
them. " And· we read of him that not only at the beginningof his conversion, but afterwards also" when .he
was old,he would read and prepare his exercise at night..
fall and· retire· to rest with that. on his mind ; so that .none
may think that this is a business for' novices. And though
you know the exercise very well from having meditated
several times before, yet it is an excellen.t thing .to pre-
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pare it afresh: especially since as these are the words of
Holy Scripture, dictated by the Holy Ghost, the reading
of them with a little quiet and repose arouse's newattention and devotion to meditate and. profit by them better.
It will also help 'us very much to this purpose, imme-.
diately on awakening, not to give place to other thoughts,
but think of the exercise we have to make, ·and prepare
ourselves for our meditation by some consideration
adapted to the matter thereof. Cassian, St. Bonaventure
and St. John Climacus hold this admonition to be of great
importance. They say that thereon depends the guidance
of the meditation, and consequently the good order of the
whole day. St. John Climacus observes that the devil
seeing this to be so important, keeps a sharp watch
for our first waking, to the end that he may at once
occupy the lodging, and gather the firstfruitsofthe
whole day. He says also that among the wicked, spirits
there is one they call Precursor, whose charge it is to
surprise us by night at the time that we awake from sleep,
or even before we are quite awake or come perfectly to
ourselves, to put before us foul and filthy fancies, or' at
least idle ones, and thereby take possession olliS for the
whole day, figuring to himself that all will be his who
first occupies the heart. Wherefore it is important that
we also be greatly on the alert to give no place to this,
but immediately on our awaking, when we have scarcely
opened our eyes, there should be already planted in our
heart the memory of our Lord, before any strange thought
comes to occupy the lodging. Our-Father also gives us
the same recommendation, and adds that the same practice should. be kept up, in such manner as is possible,
when meditation, is made at another hour.We should in
that case pull ourselves together beforehand, thinking
, where am I going? and before whom am I-toappear?'
So we should briefly call to mind the matter of the meditation, as one tunes a violin before playing. And generally our Father used to say that on the observance of
these and other like directions, which he calls' additions,'
depends in great measure the success of the meditation
and the fruit to be drawn from it. And it is our ordinary
experience that, when we go well' prepared, and observe
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well these directions, things go well with us at meditation, and badly when we. 90 not~ .
The Holy Ghost says by the \Vise Man: Before prayer
pr~p,(Lre, thy soul, ,and b~ notasa ttlan wha tempteth God
(Ecc1us. xviii. 23).~' ?t.- T.hom~s· aI,1d, ~~iIit Bonaventure
observe on these words that to go' to prayer without preparationis' in a manner to tempt God;: because to tempt
God, as, Theologians and Saints say, is to'seek to gain
an 'end without taking the ordinary and necessary means
thereto, as if one were to say: ~·:Jwi11 not eat,because
God cane"asily 'sustain me without eating ;,He 'will sustain
me':thatwould be tempting God and asking for a miracle
without"uecessity.
When the devil carried Christ' our
Redeemer to· the pinnacle of the-Temple,an~ tried to
per,suade .Him to cast Himself headlong,since God: would'
eomma,nd His: angels to receive Him and bear Itiin up' intheir' hands,. He answered : -Thou shalt not' ternpt .the Lord
thy God(Matt.iv.7). 'I cancom~ down by the' stairs:
that other w'ay would be to tempt· God to work a miracle
without "I1ecessity.' Nowpre'paration is so' principal and
neces&ary} ;a means to meditation, that 'the' Wise. Man
says .that to seek to make meditation without preparation
is: to'tempt God,and:wantHim to work a. n1irac~e on your
beha;lt' OU1:" ··Lord certainly wishes US ,to' ,make" a .good
tneditatiorl, .with'greatattehtionand re~erente~ but by the
ordinary,me'ans" that is to, ,say, by disposing and preparing
ours~lves'foritinthe'11lanner
havesaid~·, "

we

CHAPTER XXIII

A great comfort for those who are, troubled with
distractions at prayer
For the comfort of those who are troubled with this
temptation, St. Basil observes that God is offended by
these thoughts and distractions only when they are voluntary; when a man is distracted with advertence and seeing
what he is about, with scant reverence and respect. He
who at prayer sets himself on purpose to think of his
studies, of the duties of his office, or of business, ,vell
deserves that God should not listen to him, but rather
chastise him. Here comes in well what St. Chrysostom
says: " How can you expect God to hear you, if you do
not hear yourself?"
But when a man honestly does what
is in his power, and is distracted through weakness, and
unable to keep up such attention as he would wish,-his
thought failing him and flying in other directions, as
the Prophet says, My heart hath abandoned me (Ps. 39),then the Lord is not offended at that, but rather is moved
to compassion and commiseration, knowing well as He
does our infirmity and weakness. A s a father hath compassion on his children, so the Lord hath compassion on
them that fear him, for he ·knoweth the· clay of which we
are formed (Ps. 102). As a father who has a son liable
to fits of insanity, has compassion on him and feels it
much, when the boy begins to converse in his right mind
and then comes out with some absurdity; so our most
compassionate Father in heaven pities and compassionates
us, when He sees that such is the weakness and infirmity
of our nature, that at the nick of time when we are conversing with Him in our right mind, we break off into
a thousand incongruous thoughts.
And thus though
one never feels any sap or moisture of devotion at meditation, but very great dryness, and is assailed by thoughts
and temptations, and passes all the time in this way, not
for that does the meditation cease to be very pleasing to
God our Lord, and of great value and merit in His august
Divine Presence: nay often it is more pleasing and meri33°
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torious than if the time had passed in much devotion and
consolation, because the person has suffered and borne
more labour and difficulty in it for the love of God. And
he does not fail either, in gaining by that meditation grace
and favours to enable him to serve the rLord better and
grow in virtue and perfection, although he does not feel
it. So it happens to a sick man, when he eats some nourishing food: though he has no appetite and finds no relish
in it, hut only pain and torment, yet he ga.thers strength

thereby, and is kept up and becomes better.
From what has been said it will be seen what a great
error it is to give. up meditation because in it one finds
oneself a prey to many. thoughts and temptations. Only
we need to be well warned and take care .that on this
occasion, under the plea that we. can do no more, we give
no entry to tepidity and remissness, getting into easygoing
ways and letting things slide,carried away by every wind
that blows, carelessly letting thought and. imagination go
where it will. No, we must do what is on our part, we
must with great care and diligence 4ave an eye to and
drive. away those thoughts, as the holy patriarch Abraham drove away and kept an eye on· the birds that were
swooping down on the sacrifice (Gen. xv. I I). While in
this matter we do honestly what is in our power, there is
nothing to deserve punishment.
We read of St. Bridge.t that when she was much wearied
with many distractions at prayer, our Lady one day. appeared to her and said. to her: " The devil, envious of the
. good of men, does all in his power to put impediments
and obstacle.s in their way when they are at prayer; but
do thou, daughter, take care to persevere as best thou
canst in thy good will and holy desires, whatever .temptationmay trouble thee, how evil soever· it be, and unable
as thou mayest feel to throw it off "; and that will be a
very good and profitable prayer,and of great merit before
God. We have mentioned above (ch. 18) avery good
means to recover what we think. we have lost by distraction.

CHAPTER XXIV

Of the temptation tosJeep, whence it comes, and the
'remedies to meet it
Another' kind of distraction is the temptation to sleep.
That may 'arise sometimes from natural causes, as want
of sleep, heavy fatigue and labour, the hour, the person's
age, excessive eating and drinking, though itbe only of
water. At other times it comes from a temptation of the
devil: so those holy Fathers of the Desert related that God
showed them in vision that there were some devils who
settled on the cowls and heads of monks and made them
sleep, and others who put a finger in their mouths and
made them yawn. At other times it comes from our remissness and negligence, and our taking a posture in prayer
that occasions sleep.
The principal remedy is that already mentioned, namely,
attention and remembering that we are in the presence of
God.. One would not dare to sleep in presence of a great
Sovereign, neither should. we dare if we reflected that we
arein'presenceof the Majesty of God regarding us : so
reflecting', we should be much ashamed to sleep at meditation. It is also a good remedy to stand up, not to lean
against anything, to wash the eyes with cold water; and
some are in the habit of carrying a wet haridkerchief for
that purpose when they are molested with this temptation.
Others help themselves by looking up to the sky, by opening the window to the light, or by going to make their
meditation in. presence. of the Blessed Sacrament in company with others; or again by taking a discipline before
meditation, which keeps them wide-awake and devout.'
Others likewise at meditation inflict on themselves some
pain, which keeps them awake ;or if they are alone, they
extend their arms for some time in the form of a cross.
It is also 'helpful to recite some vocal prayers, a great
help to keeping awake and lively, as we have said above
(ch. 22). There are these and other like remedies, besides
begging our Lord to heal us of this infirmity.
Caesarius in his Dialogues tells of a Religious of the Cis33 2
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tercian' Order who often used to sleep over his prayer.
One day, 'Christ our Redeemer appeared to him, crucified,
with His back turned to him,and said: "Be<;ause you are
remiss 'and tepid, you deserve not to see My face."
He
tells'of another who came' in for a· more severe castigation; for he being at prayer in choir, and sleeping as
usual, there came to him a crucifix from the altar, and
gave him· such a blow' on the jowl that, two 'days after,
he died.

All <this· gives us well, to under,stand how dis-

pleasing to God is.such·remissness and tepidity. Becausc.
.thou art lukewarm, l' will begin ,to -vomit thee aut of my
mouth (Apoc. iii. 16).
,
'Of ·St. Romuald, Abbot and Founder of the 'Camaldolese, St. Peter Damian relates, that he took it for sllch.a
grave fault for any of his Religious to sleep" in time Hf
prayer, that he would . not allow the delinquent to . say
Mass that day he 'had fallen into this fault, for the little
respect he had shown in presence of the ,Lord whom he
wasta receive.

CHApTER XX~"

H6wpr-oper it is to .take- some extraordinary times to
give ourselves more to prayer;
As men of the world, besides their daily. meals, have
their extraordinary feasts and banquets" in which they are
wont togo beyond their ordinary fare; so also it is
proper that besides. our daily praye.r we shol;lld have our
spiritual feasts and banquets, where our souls shall. not
feed .by pittance as on other. days, but have their fill of
the abundance of the sweetness and grace . of the Lord.
And riature 'herself teaches us the~ame practice,: for we
see that not content with the de.w that falls, every night on
the earth, it will also ·at times rajn a whole week or two
,without stopping; and all that rain is nf1cessarythat~o
the earth. may be thoroughly soaked. with water,. anp no
days of sunshine and wind coming after may avail to dry
it up. So then it is also proper that our souls,. besides the
common dew of every day., shouldhav.e. some well~marked
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times in which they may wax so full of virtue and the sap
of devotion that neither their occupations, nor the winds
of temptations and vicissitudes of life, may be able to dry
them up. So we read of many holy men and prelates of
the Church that many times, l~aving their occupations
and affairs, they would recollect themselves for a time
in places set apart to give themselves more to prayer and
contemplation. We read of the holy abbot Arsenius that
it was his custom to take one day a week for this purpose,
and that was the Saturday, on which day he remained in
prayer from the afternoon to the morning of the next
day.
And this is a very important expedient, not only for
our advancement and growth in virtue and perfection,
but also to prevent our falling back.
For such is the
weakness and misery of man, and the inclination we have
to evil, that though we begin sometimes our spiritual
exercises with fervour, we afterwards come little by little
to grow lax and fall off from the fervour with which we
commenced. We return to our tepidity and remissness
as easily as water, however much it is heated, afterwards
returns little by little to its natural coldness when it is
taken off the fire. Indeed tepidity seems more engrained
and connatural to us than coldness to water; as the Holy
Spirit says: The senses and thought of a man's heart are
inclined to evil from his youth, for wicked is their race
and connatural their malice (Wisdom xii. 10). As we are
of nothing, we return to our nothingness.
Add to this that in a busy life like ours, taken up as
some of us are with studies, others with the work of the
ministry, others in offices and exterior employments, we
stand in more particular ne~d of these intervals of recollection, because, good and holy as our occupations are,
yet as a knife is blunted by daily use, and from time to
time must be sharpened again, because the steel has lost
its edge, so we come to be blunted and lose the care of
our spiritual advancement from having to help. others.
Even there in the world the philosophers say, omnis agens
agenda patitur, an agent suffers and loses something of
his own. And everyone knows this well by his own experience. On this account it imports much to recollect our-
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selves from time to . time, dise.ngaging ourselves from all
other occupations to make up this loss, and replace the
daily waste,. and gather new strength to "go forward, since
we are more. bound to·· ourselves than to our neighbour,
and well-ordered charity begins at. home.
Especially so, since for the very end of aiding and advancingour neighbour this care of ourselves is of great importance; for it is certain .that on our own greater spiritual
advancement depends the greater spiritual advancement of

our neighbour. Thus the time is not lost to our neighbour
that we take for ours~lves, but rather is gained: it is like
letting land lie fallow for a year that it may bear a better
crop afterwards. Father Master Avila says that it is like
taking the millstone off to pick it ane.w, that it may grind
better. Thus one's being a very busy man is not only
no reason for not doing this, but rather. the busier a man·
is, and. the more charged with ministrations and business
affairs, the gre.ater· need he has of having recourse to this
remedy. Those who voyage by sea. need often to come
into· port to take refreshment: so those who are charged
with business affairs and occupations and ministrations to
their neighbour,in the midst of so many dangers and occasions of sin, need often to take refuge in the harbour of
solitude and recollection, to refresh themselves, and make
themselves up anew, and increase their store of the goods
they require. We· read in the holy gospel a very good
example of this. The evangelist St. Mark tells how the
Apostles were very much taken up with ministrations to
their neighbour, so much so that they had hardly time to
eat, .such was the crowd of people that had recourse to
them. They went to make a report to Christ our Redeemer
of what was happening, and He ~aid to them: Come
apart to a desert place and rest yeawhile (Mark vi. 3 1 ).
Now if the Apostles had need of this relaxation and recollection,. and the Saviour of the world advise.d them ·to
it,how much more need have. we ?
Writers on prayer say well that as sleep is to the body,
So Holy Scripture calls it a
so is. prayer to the soul.
sleep: 1 sleep} but my heart watcheth.
I adjure you}
daughters of Jerusalem} by the goats of the mountains
~ndstags of the plains} not to awaken my beloved until
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2:' viii. 4).
They say in
explanation of this that as the body is' set at ease by
bodily sleep and gathers new strength, so the soul'is relieved by this sleep of prayer, and gathers new vigour of
mind to labour for God. ,And further ,as a man eating
the best food', if he has not the repose of ,necessary sleep,
becomes listless and infirm, and is in danger of going out
of his tnirtd,so also he who-is much taken up with external
works, however good and holy they may 'be, if he loses
the necessary sleep and repose of prayer, will grow listless
,and infirm in spirit, and will be in danger of 10sinK his
soul. , That is why the Bridegroom bids them .not to
awaken his beloved till she herself wishes. When one is
awakened from sleep by the noise that they make, it is
disagreeable; but when one wakes because the body is
now satisfied, and the, humours that ascend to the brain
have been dissipated, that is very soothing.
So God
wishes for the soul that none may disturb or hinder her
prayer,but that when she has had what is necessary, then
she mayaw~ke and occupy herself in works of charity,
since in this way she will do them well.
Though 'for a~16f us, at all times" it is very. important
to' apply ourselves to these spiritual exercises and', devote
more time to prayer, and the more we make 'use of it the
better, yet it is more necessary in certain particular occaThus when one sees himself
sions and conjunctures.
going, tepid and' slack in the spiritual exercises of meditation, examen and spiritual reading,not doing them as
he ought, nor gathering from them the fruit that might
reasonably be expected; when he sees that he is weak al?d
negligent in the observance of rules, and makes no account of small things; when he seemsto be not getting on
in spirit, but is turned inside out, carried away by business
and the affairs he has on hand; also when he descries
some point
which h,e does not succeed in overcoming
and mortifying himself as he ought,-in all these case,s it
is an excellent thing to recollect oneself fot'some days over
these exercises, to arrive at a proper resolution of selfconquest: for it may be' that in one of these periods he will
gain ,more grace of the Lord, and more strength to rportify himself and gain the victory over himself, than ,by
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the ordinary labour of many days. It often happens that
a .man goes halting on his' way, falling and rising again,"
and by one course of these exercises he is disenchanted
and "g.ets·· thoroughly in earnest and resolved to· do the
right thing; he changes his tone and takes another line
of action. For after all, the being for such a time alone,
dealing with oneself and with God, is a great preparation
for' th~ Lord to ,speak to the· heart and d.o great favours
~,here.

H eshall sit in solitude and be silent, lor he is

Ziftedabove himself (Lam. iii. 28), lifted above himself
and made, another man.
We have seen extraordinary
changes brought about in this way, and· the hand, of the
Lord is not shortened (Isai.lix. I). We should never lose
heart,. but alwa.ys· do what is in our power. Who knows
what God will work in your soul by means of this prepara,;.
tibn? It· may be .that "God has attached your improve,;.
me:nt ..and tperfection. to one of these exercises~
Besides, 'after any long. journeys and, businesses and
occupatiol1 s that involve much distraction, this recollection
seems. as important as the comfort and good treatment of
the body after a long illness, that one may come back
upon. oneself, and recover what one has lost. And for· the
same' reason also it isa very good thing to prepare ourselves· beforehand 'by these exe.rcises, when we are going
to be taken up with the like occupations,· so as to do things
in arnor€} spiritual way and without .injury to oneself~
Preservative medicine is better than the medicine that
cures you after you have heen ill. That is why our F:ather
recommends all Superiors, .before entering on their· office,
to recollect·.themselves firsthy. some days of retreat. And
it is a good thing to do the same when we are going to
undertake' a long arid, 'important mission: of this' Christ
our Redeemer· gives us the example, who before comm.ending. to preach recollected Himself for forty days in
·,the. desert. .Also time of tribulation and distress,· whether
private and·,patticular,or general distress, of "t'he whole
Church, or of the whole Order, is a very good occasiorifdr
this; for to put ininore prayer and more penance and
mortification. has' always' been a usual practice in'tne
Church to' appease' God' and obtain His 'mercy.
All these are good occasions to recollect oneself in these
22
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exercises. But it is not necessary to go seeking occasions : our own need and interest should urge us to desire
and bring this about many times : at least no year should
be let pass without our taking these spiritual vacations.
Arid when it is done, it should be done in earnest and
with all our heart: for a thing of such consequence as
this should nowise be done for. form's sake, or as a compliment to others, or to save appearances. The Lord has
given this means very particularly to the Society, not only
for our own advantage, but also for the aid and profit of
our neighbour: so the Bulls of our Institution set this
down as one of the principal mea'ns which the Society has
to aid its neighbour. And this is another· chief reason
why o'ur Father wishes that we should make much use of
these exercises, and puts it into the Constitutions and into
the Rules of Priests that we should be very dexterous in
the use of this kind of arms so profitable for the gaining
of souls. These are his words: " In giving the Spiritual
Exercises to others, after having had experience of them
in himself, let each one have practice, and know how to
give an account of them, and aid himself with this arm,
since we see that God our Lord makes it so effectual for
His service. ' , By this means our Lord gained our blessed
Father Ignatius, by this He gained his companions; by
this since then so many others have been gained as well
within as outside, of the Society: and in both the one and
the other we have seen that the Lord concurs with marvellous effect to their end, as with a means given so
directly from His hand. Thus we should have great confidence that thereby He will help us also, and bestow on
us great blessings.
Another main consideration to help and animate us to
this is the singular favour and grace which His Holiness
Paul V. has done in this particular to all Religious, in the
Bull and Constitution which he expedited on the twentythird of May in the year 1606, the first of his pontificate,
declaring the indulgences that Religious enjoy; where he
grants a plenary indulgence and remission of all sins to all
Religious, of whatsoever Order they be, who recollect
themselves for the space of ten days to make these spiritual exercises, every time they make them. In this is seen
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theesteetn which His Holiness has of this practice, and
which we should have. And for· the consolation of all I
will set down the Pontiff's very words : "To those who
by permission of their Superiors shall put away their other
business, and for ten daystemain in theitcell,or separated
from· the conversation of others,' and attend to the reading
of pious books and other· spiritual things, apt to lead the

mind ta devotion' and spirituality; adding frequent con-

siderations and meditations· on the mysteries of' Catholic
Faith, on the benefits of God, on the four last things, on
the Passion of our Lord· JesusChrist, and other exercises of ejaculatory or vocal prayers;· exercising themselves in mental prayer for at least two hours day and
night; making at the same time a general confession, or
an annual confession, or an ordinary. confession, and receiving the Most Holy Sacrament of the Eucharist or
celebrating Mass ; every time they make these said Exercises,·
mercifully grant in· the Lord a plenary indulgence and remission of all sins."

We

CHAPTER XXVI

Of the fruit that we should gather when we betake
ourselves to these Exercises
On three things particularly we should set our eyes, to
gain them from the· Exercises. The first is to renew ourselves in the ordinary things that we do every day, and
perfect ourselves·' in them, since all our advancement and
perfection consists in doing these ordinary things and
getting them well done. Let no one think that making
the Exercises consists merely' in recollecting oneself for
eight' or fifteen days, spending much time in prayer.
That is only that one may come out of retreat with a habit
established of making one's •meditation better, of observing the additions and instructions given to make it well,
of makingone'sexamens well, of saying or hearing well
Mass and Divine Office,of making one's spiritual reading
with fruit,andso of all the rest. To this end does a man
disengage himself fora time from' other occupations, .to
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exert and practise himself in doing these things well, that
he may come out renewed and accustomed to do them so,
and ready so to do them in the future. Thus our Father
says that during the whole time of the Exercises,. which
is a month when they are made in their entirety, the
particularexamen should be kept on the observance of the
additions, and the diligent' and exact fulfilment of the
spiritual exercises, noting' the faults that are committed
regarding the' one and the other, that so the exercita.n.t
may become habituated and accustomed henceforth to do
all these things right well. And he repeats this many
times as understanding well the great means of self-im...
provement therein contained. And not only in reg-ardof
spiritual duties, which are the mainspring that should give
force to all the rest, but in all duties and occupations the
exercitant should c'ome forth improved by the. Exercises,
drawing from them support henceforth to do his office
better and his ministries, and', keep the rules. Thus the
fruit of the Exercises is not for those da.ys of retreat, but
mainly for the time that follows. It is when a man comes
forth from the Exercises that we are to see the benefit of
them in his works.
The second thing that we are to aim at gaining from
the Exercises, is to overcome oun~elves and mortify ourselves in regard·· of certain evil tendencies and imperfections that we have. Let each one set his eyes on those
things-in which he is prone most ordinarily' to go wrong,
or to be the cause of· others going wrong by the offence
and disedification that he gives them, and 'contrive to come
forth from the Exercises amended on this point; and then
he will have made the Exercis'es right well, for that is
what they are particularly for, and that is their end. The
title which our Holy Father prefixes to'the Spiritual Exercises is the following, in the original Spanish: ." Spiritual
Exercises, for a man to overcome himself, and order his
life without being determined by any affection that is i'n-'
ordinate.'"
Exercicios espirituales para veneer .a si
mismo,y, ordenar su vida, sin determinarse por· cifeccion
alguna quedesordenada sea. This means that one should
aim at coming ouf of the Exercises altered and transformed
into another man. A nd thou shalt be changed into, another
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man,·said Samuel 'to Sa.Ul'·(I Kings x.6),-intoaperfe·c,t
man, says St. Paul (Eph.. iv. 13). It should be seen in
a man's "subsequent proceedings ,that he has" made the
Exercises. If before he was a lover of talking and losing
time, let it be seen that now he is a lover of, silence and
recollection; if before he was a lovero! comfort and his
own ease, let it be seen that now he is a lover of mortification,and penance: if before he spoke biting words, letitbe
that henc~forth he' speaks. them no more ': 'if before;,he was

lax and careless in the observance of rules, and made no
~ccount of little things, let it be that.fromthis time forth he
is very obedient and very exact, and 'takes account of
things quite small and minute, and by the grace of the
Lorddoes not fall,into any deliberate fquIt. For if a man is
to continue exhibiting the same <::.vilpropensitiesand fault~,
and come out just as he went in, what is the. good of the
Exercises?
St. Ambrose (De poenitentia ii.~ c. 10) has a story; ofa
young '. man; and,' as he tells it, we may tell it also. This
young man had gone wrong. He 'had occasion to take·a
long journey., and during. that time he changedhi,s mind.
He came back to his native town, and meeting his former
companion he gave her a wide berth. She was surprised,
and thinking that he had not recognised her, she went up
to him and said f " I am Harriet." He replied: "But I
am not Harry "\: he was a changed man [Yo soy aquella:
Puesyo no soy aquel (Spanish). Egosumilla: Ast ego non
ille (Latin)]. In this way we should change and transform" ourselves, so as to be able to say with the Apostle:
1 live, now not I, not I that lived· of old under the Law,
and persecuted the Church,' but Christ liveth in me (Gal.
ii. 20). And: this, says St. Ambrose, is what Christ our·
Redeemer means by saying: If anyone will come' after
me, let him. deny,. himself (Matt. xvi. 24) : let him., change
himself into another man, and contrive not to, be what he
used to be. Of our Father, Francis Borgia it is related
in his' Life how he conveyed the body of the Empress to
Granada, how the· Lord there gave him great light" and
opened his eyes to the vanity of the world by that'spectacleof death whichheh'ad before him, and how on his
17eturn to Court, :as he says, he seemed tofirid the Court
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quite changed. It was himself that had been changed
and transformed by the knowledge and enlightenment that
God had given him. In this way then we should come
out of the Exercises with the new light and awakening to
reality that the Lord is wont to impart in them.
The third thing that we should set our eyes on to gain
from the Exercises follows from the former: it is the
gaining of some virtue and some point of perfection, pardcularly that which we are in greatest need of: for the
rooting out of vices is done to plant virtues in their stead..
" Two things," says that holy man (Thomas a Kempis),
" aid much to advancement: the one is to turn away ·with
a vigorous effort from what one's nature is viciously inclined to, "-here you have the thing just mentioned," and to labour earnestly for the virtue that is most
wanting to us, "-which is this third thing. Sothe Directory to the Exercises, treating (ch. vi.) of the way in
which we of the Society should make use of them, observes that we should not spe.nd all the time on the First
Week, two or three days being sufficient for that, but
should pass on to the other meditations which involve
greater perfection.
Among other suggestions there made is this, that from
time to time we should take up some leading rules, in
which is contained all the perfection we could desire; as
the rule that says that as worldly men love and seek with
great diligence honours, fame, and the repute of a great
name upon earth, so we should love and intensely desire
the contrary. Take to heart in retreat the gaining of this
perfection, and the attainment of this degree of humility,
that you rejoice as much under ignominies and affronts,
under injuries and false testimonies, as worldly men rejoice in honour and Feputation. If you do that, you will
remain master of many strivings and foolish impulses that
usually come in our way, to being held in honour and
repute, one man for his learning, another in the discharge
of his office, another in his ministrations and management of business,-trifles that get in the way and greatly
impede our spiritual perfection. Take to heart another
time the rule that says: let all in all things endeavour to
serve and please the Divine Goodness purely for Itself,
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rather than for fear of punishments or hope of rewards.
Try to.attain to such purity of intention that you seek not
your own interest in anything, neither little nor great,
neither temporal nor eternal, butin all things de,sire purely
the will and glory of God,. that being your satisfaction,
forgetful of yourself and of·. your· own •advancement and
convenience. Take to heart another time the -gaining of
a most perfect conformity ·to the willof God,· taking all

things that occur,. great' and small, in· whatever manner
and by whatever way or means they come, as coming
from the hand of God. On these and ., the like points of
perfection we should fix our gaze, wh~n we go into retreat
to make the ·Exercises, and not stop till we do gain them.

C'HAPTER XXVII

Some direct,ions that will help us to profit more by
these Exercises
To make better profit of the Spiritual Exercises and
gather from them the fruit that we have· said, it is to be
observed, first,that as we, have said above, when a man
sets about· meditation, not only should he have arranged
beforehand the points that· he is to meditate on, but also
the fruit that he is to gather. therefrom. So also on being
about to make the Exercises, a man must bring prepare.d in
detail what he is to gather from them. Before going into
retreat, he must look and consider with himse.lf very leisurely and attentively, 'what is the greatest spiritual
necessity that I have?' , what is that to which my 'vicious
nature, or my passions, or my evil habits, most incline
me?' , what is it that makes war on my soul?' , what is
there in me that may offend and disedify my brothers?'
And this is what he must keep before his eyes to get from
the Exer-eises, and to resolve effectually to amend. 'fhis
is a ve.ry good preparation for entering on the Exercises.
And it must be.observed that,when one goes' into retreat,
one should not fix one's eyes on the attainment of a very
high prayer, nor think that by shutting himself up in
retreat he is to have at once easy access' to God with.. much
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quiet and attention; for it may be that he will have more
distractions, . more disturbances' and temptations than he
had in his offices and ministries; but he must put before
his eyes the gaining of what we have said, and make a
resolution thereon in all earnestness. That gained, he
will make a good retreat, though he may not have the
devotion that he desired; and if that is not gained, though
from the beginning to the end he melted in tears and
devotion, he will not have made a good retreat, because
that is not the end of retreat, but the other.
That direction also will be a great help which our Father
gives us, and wishes us always to observe in meditation;
that as soon as the hour of meditation is over, the exercitant for the space of a quarter of an hour or thereabouts,
sitting or walking up. and down, should make. an examination of his meditation, and take account how he has
succeeded in it; and if it has gone badly, let him look
into the cause thereof; let him look apd see whether he
had the exercise well prepared beforehand, whether he
gave way to strange and irrelevant thoughts, whether he
let himself be overcome by. sleep, whether he dwelt excessively on speculation of the understanding, whether his
heart was languid and remiss at meditation, whether he
took no pains to exercise affections of the will, whether
his intention was not as pure as it· should have been,
seeking rather consolation than the divine' will. And if
he finds he has been at fault, let him repent thereof and
purpose amendment henceforth: but if he finds that the
thing has gone well, let him return thanks to God our
Lord, and contrive to do things in the same. manner in the
remaining meditations. .
This instruction is of great importance, because in the
first place by means of this examination and reflection on
how one has got on at meditation a person gains experience how things go badly and how they go well, to avoid
the one and follow the other: thus spiritual discernment
is acquired, and that mastery of the subject that springs
from experimental knowledge.
On this account our
Father set much store by this examination and reflection,
as a means to make us masters, not only in this, but also
in our other exercises and ministries. So he says in the
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fourtb part of' his Constitutions that it willbe. a great help
to a confessor to do his office well, if, after he has heard a
confession, he makes reflection to see and consider if he
has'committed any fault in that confession, especially if
he is a· beginner, to correct himself another time and by
dint of blundering learn to hit well. For this end also is
made the examination of meditation, and· that is the first
thing we have to do about it~ Meditation is .so valuable,
and it so much behoves us to get into the way of making
it well, and steadily to banish the faults that we commit in
it,tpat our Father, not content with the examen that we
are wont to make every day at' noon andhight,would
have us examine .our meditation on the spot immediately
after . concluding it.
The second thing that we have to do jn this examina-,
tion of our meditation,and a. very important thing, must
be to see what was the fruit that we have drawn therefrom, and apply ourse.lves to bring it home anew, as when
people repeat a lecture, and draw out in black and white
its conclusions and. truths, and make a sort of epitome of
them. So much account must. be made of this examination, that when' one cannot· find time to make it after the
meditation, it should be made in theme.ditation itselfat the
end of it.
We may add here another ~point, which is this,. that it
wiHbe a good plan for a man to note down what he gathers
from the meditation, putting in writing, not at length,
but' bfiefly, the desires and purposes that he draws from
it,andalso some truths and· illustrations, or discoveries
of error, which the Lord is wont to give therein, . some~
times concerning certain virtues, sometimes -concerning
the mysteries meditated.
Such we read to have been
the practice . of our first Fathers, our blessed Father
Igruiiius.andFather Peter Faber, and we have some
thi'ngsof theirs that they wrote thereon. FatherFrancis
Xavier alsQ·was ·accustomed to do' the same, as we
read in his LifeTand in the Directory to the ,Exercises
this advice is also given. Also. our Father GeneralClaudi.us
Aquaviva recommends it to us in the Industriaet,hat he
wrote,treating of meditation..' And besides the fact that
thereby our purposes and desires are brought more to a
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head, we find by experience how profitable it is for a man
to read these things long afterwards; for being his own,
and he having felt them as they stand, they make more
impression on him than other things, and he readily comes
to appreciate them again; and seeing that since that time
he no longer comes up to that point he had then attained,
and instead of advancing is going back, he is ashamed at
no longer being what he once was.
Thus either he is
animated to go back to the old standard of perfection, or
at least to make. up by shame for his falling short of perfection. So this practice will always be profitable, particularly at the time of the Exercises.
Lastly I say, that if ever there is a time when it is good
to give an account of one's conscience and of one's
prayer to some spiritual man, as we shall say afterwards,
it will be at this time particularly; and for not humbling
themselves to this some do not gather the fruit that they
should ga(her from the Exercises.
CHAPTER XXVIII

Of spiritual reading, how important it is, and of
sundry means that will help us to make it well and
profitably
Reading is the sister of prayer, and a great aid thereto.
So the Apostle Paul advises his disciple Timothy to attend
to it. A ttend to reading (1 Tim. iv. 13). Of such importance is this spiritual reading for anyone who is trying
to serve God, that St. Athanasius says in an exhortation to
his Religious : ' , You will find none in earnest about his
spiritual progress, who does not give time to spiritual
reading." St. Jerome in his Letter to Eustochium strongly
recommends her to give herself to this holy reading. "Let
sleep creep over you," he says, "holding a book, and let
the sacred page receive your drooping face.
Tenenti
codicem somnus obrepat, et cadentem faciem pagina
sancta suscipiat. All the Saints greatly recommend this
spiritual reading, and experience well shows us how profitable it is, since histories are full of the great conversions
which the Lord has wrought by this means.
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On account of this reading being such a chief and important· means for .our advancement, the founders .of
Religious Orders, resting on the doctrine of the Apostle
.and the authority and ~xperience of the Saints, have
ordained that their Religious "hould make spiritual reading
every day. Of the Blessed. St. Benedict, Humbertus says
that he ordered that·every.day there should be. a·set time
for this reading; and, along with that, he ordered that at
that time two of the most ancient monks should go round
visiting the monastery to se.e if there was any one who left
the duty out or hindered the rest.
Thereby will be seen
what importance he attached to it; and by the way also it
will be understood that these visits, which it is customary to make every day here in Religion. during spiritual
duties, are founded on the teaching and experience of the
Saints of old. For the. first and second time St. Benedict
ordered that the delinquent should be corrected mildly;
but if he did not amend, that they should correct him
and give him such a penance that the rest should fear
and take warning. In the Society we have a rule for
this spiritual reading,which says: " Let all twice a .day
give the time that is appointed for examen of conscience,
prayerf .meditation and reading. with all· diligence. in the
Lord "; and the Superior and Prefect of Spiritual Things
should .take care that everyone should .always set aside
some time for this. And speaking gener~ply, this isa
means commonly used by all who aim at virtpe and perfection; and so that all may practise it with gr¢ate.r fruit, we
will mention some things that will help the~eto.
.
St. Ambrose, exhorting us to give to prayer and spiritual
reading all the time we can, says: " Why ·~o you not fill
up with reading or with prayer all the spare t~me you have?
Why do you not go to visit·. Christ our Lord,! and converse
'with Him and hear Him? For when we pray, we converse with God; and when we read, weli~ten to God."
Deum .alloquimur cum oramus: illum audim4s cum divina
legimus oracula.
Let this·· then be the fl,rstmeans to
make profit of spiritual reading, to make.! account that
God is· speaking to us and telling us that ~hich .we read
there. St. Augustine also assigns thisme?hs: " When
you read, you should make account that pod is telling
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you what you read, not merely that' you may know it,
but that you may fulfil and put it in execution." And
he adds another very good and devout consideration. "Do
you know,' '.. he says, " how we should read Holy Scripture?
As when a person reads letters that have come
from his native country, to see what news we have of
heaven." We should read to see what the Scriptures have
to tell us of our native land, where we have our parents
and brethren,our friends and fellow-citizens, and where
we are desiring· and sighing ourselves to be.
St. Gregory says that Holy Scripture,~and the same
may be said of any other spiritual reading,~is as a looking-glass put before the eyes of the· soul that therein we
may see our interior, the good and evil about us, the
progress we are· making, or how far we are from perfection. These good books tell us sometimes of the admirable doings of the Saints to animate us to imitate them,
that seeing their great victories and triumphs we may
not be discouraged at our own temptations and trials. At
other times they recount to· us not only their virtues but
their falls, that by the one we may know what we have
toimitate and by the other what we have to fear. So they
put before us at one time a Job, who rose above temptation, like the foam on the crest of a wave; at another
time a David, who was overthrown thereby; that the one
may animate us to confidence in the midst of trials, and
the other may make us humble and afraid in the midst of
successes and consolations, so that we should never have
a secure confidence in ourselves,. but walk always with
great caution and. reserve. So says St. Augustine: " You
will then read Holy Writ to the best advantage, if you use
it as a mirror to see therein the image of your soul, striving to correct and remove whatever is there reprehended
as· unsightly and evil, and to adorn and beautify it with the
examples and virtues that you read of. there. "
But coming down more into detail as to the manner we
should adopt herein, it is to be observed that for this
reading to be profitable, it must not be done hastily or at
a gallop, as when one reads stories, but-very leisurely and
attentively; for as an impetuous· flow of water and a heavy
shower does not penetrate or fertilise the earth, but gentle
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small rain; so for reading tQ enter and bei drunk :io by the
heart, the re.ading must be done with pau:sing and pondering. And·it is good, when we find 'any ·devollt passage..,
to dwell on it a.·.little,. ·and make there,·a.-sort of station;
thinkingoverwhat-is read, and' trying to move the affec..
tiobs of the will, inthe. way that we dQ at meditation. At
meditation indeed this is· dohemnre -leisurely; we dwelt
more on things, ~illcl ruminate" and digest them 'more ; but
it -should.' also be done. in its way at spiritual~·eading. So,
the Saints advise', and say. that spiritual, reading should
be like the drinking of a hen, .thart drillks a little :al1d
then lifts up its head, andante more again drinks aHttl~
and again lifts up its head.
Hereby is seen how reading is" sistet-and companion ·to
meditation; so much so that· when, we·. wish to start ·a
per'sonatmental 'prayer,and would go with,himlittlehy
little according as the disposition of the.persQnrequires;
we counsel him first of all to read devout books·, making
in~he reading· proper stations and pauses, as has been
said; .for. thereby the Lord· is often, wont· to raise.a. person
to mental prayer. Anda.lso in the 'case of others, 'whocannot get going at meditation and fancy they can make noth..
ing of if, they:areusually advised to,take some book and
join prayer with '. reading,' reading a .little .and.meditating
and praying thereupon, and then :again reading a .little ;
for in this way, the understandingbeihg as it wer~tiedto
the words: of the reading, it·· finds no room· to. pour itself
out in divers imaginations and thoughts, as-.it,did· when
it ,was free and 10ose.~hus we may combine,meditation
with reading. This is why· the Sai,nts so much recommend' spiritual 'reading, giving it a.1most the same praises
and commendations that 'they give to meditation. . They
say itisthe spiritual food of the soul,makinghet·strong
and steady against temptations ; that it' engenders)nher
goodthotightsahd desires of heaven'; that ·it'gives'light to
oUr understanding 'and inflames and kindles the'wiU; that
it'drives away worldly sadness, anti causes true cheerfulhess,::spiritualand, accordiag to ·God, 'and other such
things.
The ble.ssedSt. Bernard gives another 'admonition, -how
to make profit of. spiritual J;eading.;: '.He lsays.:", :Hewhq
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applies himself to reading should seek not so much science
as savour " : non tam quaerat scientiam quam saporem.
Mere knowledge of the understanding is a dry thing, if
it does not reach the will, feeding the affections and
nourishing devotion; for that is what makes reading juicy
and fruitful, and is the end and purpose thereof. This
is a very important admonition, since there is a great
difference between reading for knowledge and reading for
spiritual advancement, between reading for others and
reading for oneself; the former is study, the latter is
spiritual reading.
If in reading you set your eyes on
knowing things, or on gathering matter for subsequent
preaching or talking to others, that will be studying for
others, and not spiritual reading for your own advancement. There will be other times for that.
Everything
has its time (Eccles. iii. I). The time of spiritual reading
is not for that, but for what we have said.
The Saints also recommend us not to read much at one
sitting, nor get through many pages, not to weary the
spirit with lengthy reading instead of refreshing it. Very
good and necessary advice for certain persons, who seem
to place their happiness in reading much and getting
through many books. As the body is not nourished by
much eating, but by good digestion of what one does eat;
so neither is the soul nourished by reading much, but by
ruminating and well digesting what is read.
For the
same reason they say also that spiritual reading should
not be of difficult things, but of plain things, rather devout
than difficult, since difficult things are apt to fatigue and
dry up devotion. Hugo of St. Victor quotes an example
of a servant of God, who was admonished by revelation to
drop the reading of those things, and read the lives and
martyrdom of the Saints, and other plain and devout
things, whereby he profited much.
.St. Bernard goes on again to say ~ " Something of our
daily reading should every day be· taken down into the
stomach of memory, there to be more minutely digested,
and thence again brought up and ruminated again and
again,-something to our purpose, something that makes
for the end we have in view, something to engage our
attention so that it may have no inclination to wander
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away to strange ground." As we do not eat Qur daily
meals simply for pastime, but that on the strength of the
suste~ance ,we take we may be able to. work all that day
and all our life long; so our reading, which is ,the food
and spiritual sustenance of the soul, inasmuch as it is of
the words of ,.' God, is' not meant merely to give us good
occupation for the time of reading, but to profit us aU 'the
day after. To this end, it will bea good practice" before
We begin to read, to raise our heart to God and beg this

grace.· that we may drink in and well take to heart what
we read, thereby to become more earnest in pursuit -of
virtue, more disabused of error, more determined to do
what behoves us. So we read that Blessed Gregory was
wont to prefix prayer to his reading, and say: Depart
from me, ye malignant, and I will search into the ~ommandments of my God (Ps. 118).,
'
That we may set a higher value on this reading and
anitnate ou.rselves the more to it, ,the Saints compare
spiritual reading with hearing the word, of God, and say
that though· reading has not the liveliness of the living
voice, it has other advantages which sermons have not.
In, the first place, a preacher cannot De at hand at all
times like a good book. Secondly, a happy saying of a
preacher passes off into the air, and so cannot have so
great an effect upon me; but a good' thing said in a book
maybe'turned over again and again, ruminated and pondered, and so take greater effect.
Thirdly, in a good
book I find a good and outspoken counsellor': for, asa
philosopher said well, what at times a friend or adviser
dare 'not teU'me, a book will tell, me fearlessly, and warn
ine of my vices and defects, scold me and exhort me.
Fourthly ,by reading, I enter into conversation with those
who' have written' the book: at one time I can go
and have an interview with St. Bernard, at another
with St. Gregory, at another time with St. Basil, at
another with St. Chrysostom, hear them and listen to
what they say, as if I was, then their disciple. So they
say, and with good reason,that good, books' are a public
treasure, for the great benefits, and riches that· we can
draw from thence.
.Finally, the benefits and advantages that follow from
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spiritual reading are so great that St. Jerome, speaking
of the kindling .of the fire of devotion in the soul, asks
, whence comes this fire ?', and answers that beyond doubt
it comes from the Holy Scriptures, by the reading whereof
the soul· is set. on fire with God, and burns, and is purified
from all its vices. He quotes to this purpose what the
disciples said when, on their way to the village of Emmaus,
Christ our Redeemer appeared to' them in the form of a
stranger, and went on conversing with them about the
Holy Scriptures: was not our heart burningwlthin us
when he was speaking to us on the way, and explaining
the Scriptures? (Luke xxiv. 32). He quotes likewise the
saying of the prophet : The words of the Lord are' words
chaste and pure, like silver purified in the fire (Ps. I I)~
And St. Ambrose says that the Lord tells us that holy reading is the life of the soul: the words that! have' spoken to
yo~ are spirit and life (John vi. '64).
In order then that
we may live a spiritual life; and walk always in the spirit,
kindled and inflamed with the love of God, let us give
ourselves' much to this holy reading, and practise it in the
manner that ·has been said.
Finally, such are the advantages and profits that follow
from Spiritual Re:ading', that St. Jerome, treating of the
inward fire of the soul, asks: "Where is this fire?";
and ansWers : " Doubtless, in the Holy Scriptures,. by the
reading whereof the soul is set on fire with God and purified from .all vices:" And he quotes to this effect what
the disciples said, when Christ our Redeemer had appeared
to them on the road to Emmaus: Was not our heart burning within us, while he spoke. to us on the way, and laid
open to us the Scriptures? (Luke xxiv. 32). And to the
same effect the Psalmist: The utterances of the Lord are
holy utterances, silver tested by fire (Ps~ II).
And St.
Ambrose: ' " That the reading of Holy Writ is life, the
Lord Himself witnesses, saying: The words that I have
spoken 'to'you are spirit and life (John vi. 64)~!' Therefore that we may live a spiritual life, and walk always in
the spirit, inflamed with the love of God, let us give our..
selves much to Spiritual Reading, and practise it in, the
manner that has been said.
Hence itfollows that they do ill who, once havihg 'read
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a good book, throw it into a corner, and say ,I have done'
with that. ,A:good book is not meant to be read once over
only: the second time, over it will do you more good, 'and
the third, tiniemore", and so you will ever' find, it 'new~' a.s: .
they find by experience who have a desire to 'profit.
That is a very good thing also which some do, when theY'
find' anything ina book that moves them much and gives

them particular satisfaction-: they take a 'note and' mark it,

tO,have always at.hand some arguments of greater weight
?-nd cog.ency,. matter wherein they are more likely to find
some marrow of devotion and consolation, suitable to the
several times 'and occasions that ocCUr.
Out of many examples of the good of Spiritual Reading,
Iwi11 borrow one from St. Augustine, that is very instructive. St. Augustine then tells the. story. how' an Afdcan
knight named Poticianus came one day to .pay him a visit,
and, gave him. news ·dfthe. wonders that w'ere publicly
relateddf the 'blessed St. Antony. He went onto say that
one afternoon~ .when '. the' Emperor was in the city of
Tieves, taken up" with witnessing certain public games
which were' being, celebrated', there, him'self, and three
friends belonging to the Court went out for a .stroll ill
the -country. Two of them, apart from tb;e rest',wel1t
into the ~el1 of a monk, and found' there a book in which
was writte'n the Life of St. Antony. One of them began
to read it; and suddenly, his heart' set on fire with holy
love aha ",disgusted ',with .himself, he', said to his friend:
" Tell me, I pray,what ish that we aim at g~iningwith
all -our labours that we undergo, fig~ting so m'a-flY years in
so ,many wars? ' Can we possibly come to any better
fortune in the· Palace than to -be what is called within the
I~ner, Circle of the Emperor? But in that state what is
there that is ndt precarious and fraught'\Vith great danger?
Arid is it to this so great danger that we are making our
,way through, Heaven knows how many, other dangers?
But if I want to be', a. friend of God, I can be so at once."
Saying these words, in labour with the birth of a new life
within' him, he cast his eyes once more on the
book, and underwent' a'n .inwa.rd' cha.nge, and was
detached from' all the things., of the world, 'as ,appeared at once: for after' he had done reading,; great
waves of emotion rose in his heart, and he said· with a
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deep sigh'to his friend: " Now I am quiet and at ease;

I have .renounced our hopes and expectations, and am
determined to serve God, and from this hour I mean to
. stay· in this place: if you do not care to imitate me, do
not try to divert me from my purpose."
The other
answered that he could not separate from him, nor cease
to bear him company, in the hope of such a reward. So they
both began to raise the spiritual edifice and follow Christ
at the duecost,which was the abandonment of all things.
i\nd what was no less wonderful, both were engaged, and
their. intended brides, when they' heard of the case, consecrated themselves to God, and made a vow of virginity. St.
Augustine' relates this story, and it was to him' a very
moving example, so much so that on the spot he cried
out'to' a friend in great excitement of mind,. saying:
"What are we doing? what is this that you have heard?
The unlearned rise up and carry offthe kingdom of heaven,
and: we with all our learning are being plunged into the
abyss. " So ,complaining and so feeling, the Saint says
that he went into a garden that he had there,' and threw
himself under a figtree and gave free, vent to his tears.
With great anguish and trouble of heart he began to say:
" How long, 0 Lord, how long art Thou going to be
displeased' with me? is there to be ho end to Thy anger?
Remember not, 0 Lo(d, our former iniquities." Andhe
went on repeating time after time these words " how
long?", "how long?'" "To-morrow, to-morrow." "Why
not to-day?
Why not to-day put an end to my turpitudes?" And saying this with great emotion, he heard a
voice which said to him, .Take and read, Take and read.
Then he says he rose to take up' a holy book that he had
by him to read in. F or he had heard of that same Antony;
that ,upon one reading of the Gospel which he happened
to hear, which said: Go} sell all that thou hast and give
to the poor, and 90me follow me, and ,thou shaZthave trea~
sure in heaven (Matt. xix. 2I) : he had determined to leave
all things and follow Christ. Moved by this e~arilple, and
still more by the voice that he had heard, he says he took
the book and began to read in it; and there and·then God
poured upon him such a great light, that he left all things
in the world, and gave himself entirely over to the service
of God.

SIXTH TREA TISE

OF THE PRESENCE OF GOD
CHAPTER I
Of the excellence of this exercise and the great benefits
that it contains
Seek the Lord with strength and perseverance, says the
prophet David, seek his face ever (Ps. I04). The face of
the Lord, says St.· Augustine, is the presence of the Lord.
Thus to seek the face of the Lord ever, is to walk ever
in His presence, turning the heart to Him with great desire
and love. St. Bonaventure says that to walk always. in
this exercise of the presence of God is to enter on the
bliss of heaven here o'n earth, since the hliss·and happiness
of the Saints consists in seeing God continually without
ever losing sight of .Him. Since in this present life we
cannot see God clearly as He is,-that is proper to the
Blessed,-let us at least imitate them in such way as we
can and our frail nature allows, by striving to be. ever
regarding, looking up to and .loving God. As. God· our
Lord has created ,us to. stand eternally. before .• Him in
heaven and enjoy Hispresence there, so He would have us
here on earth attain to some first sketch and outline of that
blessedness by ever walking in His presence, looking up
to· Him and reverencing Him, albeit in the twilight.· Now
we see in a glass darkly, but then face to face (x Cor. xiii.
·12).• That clear vision is the reward and glory and blessedness that w~ hope for: this dim. twilight of apprehension is
the .meritorious means whereby we are to arrive thither.
But after all we do imitate the Saints in such fashion as
we can, trying never to lose. sight of God in· the actions
which we do. The Saints. and Angels, who are sent to
our aid to guard and defend us, discharge these ministries
in such a way as never to 'lose sight of God. So said the
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Angel Raphael to Toby: I seemed to eat and drink with
you} but I used another invisible food} and another drink
that cannot be seen by n~en (Tob. xii. 19), being sustained
by God: the angels ever see the face of my Father who is
in heaven (Matt. xviii. 10). We in like manner, though
we eat and drink, converse and deal with men, and seen1ingly are altogether taken up therewith, ought to contrive
that that should not be our food and entertainment, but
another invisible food that men see not, which is ever to
be regarding and loving God, and doing His most holy
will.
Great was the exercise which the Saints and those holy
Patriarchs found in walking ever in the presence of God.
I kept the Lord ever before my eyes} because he is ever at
my right hand that I may not slip (Ps. IS).
The Royal
Prophet was not satisfied with· praising God seven tin1es
a day, but he aimed at keeping God ever before him. This
exercise was so continual with those holy men, that their
common manner of speech was: A s the Lord liveth} in
whose presence I stand (3 Kings xviLI). Great are the
benefits and advantages which follow from walking ever
before God, considering that He is looking at us; and
therefore' the Saints made such efforts in that direction,
s'ince that is enough to secure a man's behaving in avery
ordefly and very proper manner in all that he does. Otherwise, tell me, what servant is there whose behaviour is not
quite correct in presence of his master? What servant so
boldasin presence of his master not to do what the master
bids him, or dare to offend him to his face? What thief
would dare to steal, seeing the judge lookingon hard by?
But God is looking at us, He is our Judge, He is Allpowerful, He can make. the earth open and swallow down
to hell the man who offends Him : who. shall dare to offend
such a God? And so St. Augustine: " When. I consider,
0, Lord" that Thou beholdest me always, and watch~st
over me night and day. with as much care as if in heaven
and on earth' Thou hadst no other creature to govern but
myself alone; when I consider well that all my actions,
thoughts and desires, lie open clearly before Thee, I am
all. full of fear and covered with shame."
Certainlywe
are under great obligation to live justly and righteously
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from the consideration that we do allthings under the eyes
of a Judge, who sees all things. and from whom ,nothing
can, be hidden. If here' the, presenceofa grave personage
puts, us on· our good behaviour,what should the presence
of God do!
St~ Jerome, on the saying of God to Jerusalem by the
prophet Ezechiel, Thou hast forgotten rne (Ezech. xxii~
12), says: " The remembrance of God banishes all sins."
St. Ambrose says the' same. And in another place SL
Jerome. says : "Theremembrance ofGddandthe walkihg
in His presence is such an efficadousmotlve that we should
never do anything to displease God" if we remembered
that He is· present and beholdstls." . For Thais,' the
sinner, this thought was enough to make her give up her
evil life and go into the desert to do penance', as we have
said ·above(tr.srch. 19) Holy Job said : Are not all my
waysunder'his eyes, and does he· not count all my steps?
(Job xxxi. 4). God 10oki!1g
me
an eye-}.Vitness,and
counting my stepS,who should dare to· sin or to do any
duty badly?
On the, other hand, all the disorder and perdition of' the
wicked comes from their not 'remembering that God , is
present and is beholding th,em: this is what Holy Scripture" goes ,repeating many times, . speaking in the person
of the wicked : There is none that seeth me (Isai. xlvii.
10)': Newill not see our ways (Jerem·.xii. 4). ,St. Jerome
has noted this in the twenty-third chapter of Ezechiel,
where the prophet reproaches Jerusalem' with many "vices
and sins,. and sums up the cause of them -all in the- 'fact
of her having forgotten God. ·And the same cause is
assigned in many other pa.ssagesof Scripture. As' a horse
without a, hridle, .and" a ship withoufa 'rudder, 'goes,' upon
rocks.' and destruction; .so' when this bridle ,is removed,.
man is carried' :away 'by' his ·diso~der1yappetites and pas~
sions. He keepeth no·tGodbefore ~is eyes, says th~ prophe't Davi9,norsees him,present before hirn,and therefore
his ways, that is, hiswor~s,are stained with faults at all
times (PS.9'~
As for the blessed' St. Basil, the remedy that he gives
in many places for ~ll temptations an~ ·troubles,and for
all untoward events and· occasions that may occur, is the
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presence of God. Thus if you want a brief and compendious method of attaining perfection, a method that contains and embraces in itself the strength and efficacy of
all other methods, here it is; and therefore God taught it
to Abraham: Walk before me, and be perfect (Gen. xvii.
I). Here as in other places of Scripture the imperative
is taken for the future, to emphasise the infallibility of
success. It is so certain that you will be perfect, if you
live always looking at God and observing that He is looking at you, that from that point you may give yourself
out for such. For as the stars from the aspect of the
sun, which they have present and to which they look,
draw light to shine within and without themselves, and
virtue to influence the earth; so just men, who are as stars
in the Church of God, from the aspect of God, from seeing
Him as present and turning their thought and desire to
Him, draw light whereby they shine with true and solid
virtues in their interior, which God sees, and on the exterior, which men see; they shine with all decency and
comeliness, and draw virtue and force to edify and advance
others. There is nothing that illustrates so well the need
that we have of keeping ever in the presence of God as
this comparison. Mark the dependence that the moon has
on the sun, and the need that it has of keeping ever before
it. The moon of itself has no light, but only what it
receives from the sun according to the aspect wherewith
it regards it. It works on sublunary bodies according to
the light which it receives from the sun, and so the effects
wrought on them wax and wane according to the waxing
and waning of the moon. And if any' object gets in front
of the moon, so as to disturb the aspect and sight of the
sun, in that instant at once the moon is eclipsed, and loses
its light and splendour, and withal great part of its efficacy
to work, which it holds by means of the light. The soul
stands in the same relation to God, who is its Sun.
This is why the Saints so much recommend to us this
practice. St. Ambrose and St. Bernard, speaking of the
constancy and perseverance which we should have in it,
say that as there is no instant or moment in which man
does not enjoy the bounty and mercy of God, so there
should not be any instant or moment in which he does not
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,keep God. present in his 'memory. Sicut nullum ·estmomen.,tum: quo homo non utaturvel jruatur Dei bonitateet
misericordia:, sic nullum debet esse momentytm quo ettm
p'raesentem nonhabeatinmemoria. And elsewl:1ere St.
Bernardsays," In all his actions and in all his thoughts .
the Religious should endeavour to remember that he is
in the presence of God ; and all the, time that he is not
.thinking of God he should hold. for. lost: God never for-

gets us : it would be right that·· we should try' never, to
forget Him." St. Augustine on the verse, I willfix rnine
eyes upon thee (Ps. 3 I), says:" Lord, .} will not turnruy
eyes away from Thee, since Thou never turnest Thinefroin
me." And the prophet: Mine eyes are ever fixed on the
Lord (Ps. 24). St. Gregory N azianzen says our remembrance of ·God should be as often and as'frequentas our
breathing,and even more: non tam saepe respirdre' quam
Dei ,meminissedebemus. For as we need to breathe to
refresh the heart. and temper the natural heat, so-we need
to have reCOurse to God in prayer to restrain the ,disorderly. ardour· of concupiscence, which keeps' stimulating
nnd exciting us to sin.

CHAPTER II

In whatthispractioe o/walking always in the presence
of Gad oonsists
That we may be able better to profit by this practice, it
is necessary to explain in what it consists. It consists in.
two points, .that is, in two acts, one of the understanding,
the other. of the will. The first act is that of the. undet:.standing, which is always required and presupposed for
any act of the will, as philosophy teaches. The first thing
then must be .to Gonsiderwith the. understanding. that. God
is' here and in every place,..' that '. He fills the wholewodd,
that He is whole in the whole,. and whole in. every part
and in every. creature, how..,small soever. it be.. Of ,this
we shoulq make an act .of Jaith, since this is a truth that
faith proposes for our belief, He i$ not far from each one
of us, since .inhim.we .liveand move and have.our b.eing
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{Acts xvii. 27, 28). You must not imagine God as far from
you, or outside of you, since He is within you. "I sought,
o Lord," says St. Augustine, " outside of me Him whom
I held within me."
He is within you: God is within me
with a more intimate and inward presence than that whereby I am in myself: in Him we live and move and have our
being.
It is He who gives life to all that lives, and
strength to all that has power, and being to all that has
being. But for His sustaining presence, all things would
cease to be, and fall back into nothing. Then consider
that you are in God, surrounded and encompassed by God,
swimming in God. Those words, Heaven and earth are
full of thy glory (Isai. vi. 3), are very good words to
express this.
Some may help themselves further herein by considering
the whole world full of God, as indeed it is, and imagining
themselves in the midst of this infinite sea of Godhead,
surrounded and encompassed therewith as a sponge would
be in the midst of the sea, all soaked and full of water
within, -and all surrounded and encompassed with water
on all sides without. And" this is not a bad comparison
for our limited understanding, though it falls far short and
wants much of declaring what we mean. For this sponge
in the midst of the sea, if it rises up strikes the surface,
and if it sinks down strikes the bottom, and if it is carried
to one side or the other it strikes the shore, but in God
there is nothing of that. If I ascend into heaven} thou
art there; if I go down into hell} thou art there; if I take
wings in the morning} and fix my abode on the furthest
verge of the sea} there also thy hand shall guide me and
thy right hand shall hold me (Ps. 138). There is no end
or boundary to God, because He· is immense and infinite~
And further, as the sponge after all is a body, it cannot
be entirely penetrated by the water, which is another body;
but we are e.ntirely and all throughout penetrated by God,
who is a pure spirit. But after all, these and other the
like comparisons, though. they fall short, are helpful and
good to give us to understand in some sort the infinite
immensity of God, and His intimate presence within us;
and therefore St. Augustine alleges them.
Nevertheless it is to be observed on this practice that,
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to realise this presence' of God, .it is not· necessary to form
any idea or representation of God by means ofthe imagina...
tion, Jancying that fIe' is here· at· our side or in 'any other
definite .place, .: Ot to ·imagin:e Him· having such orSl1ch
form •. and figure. ,There are ·those' who '. imagine Jesus
Christ our Redeemer.in, fronto£' them or' by their "side,
and that ;He goes with them and is ever looking at them
in alLthat they do, and in this manner they walk always

in the,'presence of God., 'And of these, some ima.gine they
see before them Christ: crucified, others as bound to ,the
pillar, others. in the prayer in the garden sweating'drops
of blood, others in some other stage' of the Passion, or in
some,]oyfulMysteryof His most "holy life, .according to
what strikes each of them most; or at one time they
imagine Him',·in some stage, at 'another,' in ,another. And
although: this is,very~good, if it can be done; yet commonly "speaking-it is· not; what· is best for us, since all
thes<?figures 'and' imaginations of 'bodily, things are wearisom,e and fatiguing and go far to break people's heads.
A St. Bernard and a St. Bonaventure ,must have known
how to do this sort of thing differently from us, and find
in it much ease and relief. Thus they entered into those
gaping wounds of Christ: and found' their way into His
side, arid -that was their fortress and their refuge:and t~eir
place of'repose, thinking they heard those words of '. the
Spouse inthe'Canticfes : Arise} my love} my beautiful one}
and come') m" ,dove who dwellest in the ~oles of the rock
and in th.c hollow of the wall (Cant. iL 13).
At other
times they 'im~gined the Joot of the Cross planted in their
heart, and received in their mouth with the greatest 's~eet...
ness some drops ~f the Blood that ran and streamed from
the fountains of the Saviour. Ye 'shall,draw waters 'with
joy/rom the fountains: of the Sav!our (ls~i.xii. 3)." .It was,
all very well fot those. Saints to do this and they found
muohgodd inthe exercise ; but if you were to try to spend
the' whole day in these considerations and in this pr-ese'nce
of God, you ntightcarry' on in this manner for one day
onem,onth, but you would lose awnole year 'Of prayer,
hecau.seyou would break your head ·overit.
'
The reasonableness of this remark will well appear from
this. fact.· , Even -fot making thecomposHioflofplaoe,
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which is one of the preludes to meditation, whereby we
try to render present to ourselves the subject of our meditation, imagining the event actually to be happening
before our eyes, writers on prayer observe that the imagination must not be drawn on too much in representing
the shape of these corporeal things thought of; not to
break your head and come in for other awkward consequences and illusions that may happen thereby. Now if
for a prelude to meditation, which is done in so short a
time, calmly and at leisure, without involving anything
else that requires attention, so much wariness and caution
is necessary, what must it be to endeavour all day long,
and in the midst of other occupations, to preserve this
composition?
But this presence of God, which we speak of here,
excludes all these imaginations and considerations, and
is very far removed from them, since in the first place
it is not necessary to feign that He is here, but to believe
it, since such is the truth. Christ our Redeemer, inas·much as He is Man, is in heaven and in the Blessed Sacrament of the Altar, but He is not in every place; and so
when we imagine Christ present as Man, it is an imagination that we frame to ourselves; but as God He is present
here, and in me, and in every place, He fills it all. The
Spirit of the Lord hath filled the round of the earth
(Wisd. i. 7). We have no need to imagine what is not,
only to rouse ourselves and believe what is.
Secondly,
the Humanity of Christ our Lord may be imagined and
figured by the imagination, since He has a body and a
figure; but God as God cannot be imagined or figured as
He is, because He has neither body nor figure, hut is a
pure spirit. Even an angel we cannot imagine as he is,
nor our own soul either, because it is a spirit: how much
less can we imagine or visualise God as He is !
But how are we to consider God as present? I say that
we can do no more than make an act of faith, presupposing that God is here present, without seeking to know hovv
or in what manner, as St. Paul says Moses did: I n'Visibilem tanquam videns sustinebat. God being invisible, he
considered and held him present as if he saw him (Heb.
xi. 27), without seeking to know or imagine the way in
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which He is present. It is as when one converses with·a
friend at night, without dwelling on the manner, ofnis
presence, nor remembering that at all, but simply rejoic,;,
ing and. delighting in ,the conversation,' and presence of
such" a friend. In this manner we must consider God as
present: it is enough to know that" God is here as our
friend to rejoice in Him. Stay not to· look •how He is
present, a thing, that you will never make .out, because it
is now night-time for us : hope for the day dawning; and
when the morrow of the next life comes, then God, will
discover ,Himself, and we shall be able to see Him clearly
as He is. When he shall appear, then we shall be lik~
him, because we shall see him as he is (I John iii. 2). Therefore did, God appear to Moses in the cloud and shade, that
you may not see Him, but only believe that He is present.
All that we have said so far belongs to the first act of
the understanding, which must be presupposed. But we
need to observe that the main part of this exercise does
not consist in that :. for not only must ,the understanding
be occupied in beholding God present, but the will also
must be occupied in. desiring and loving God,' and uniting
itself with Him; and in these acts of the. will this exercise chiefly consists, of .which we shall speak in the following chapter.

CHAPTER III

Of th!8 ac.ts of the will, in which this exercise chiefly
consists, and how we are to practise them
St. Bonaventure in his Mystical Theology says that the
acts of the will whereby we are. to raise up our hearts to
God in this -holy exercise are ardent desires of the heart,
wherewith the soul desires to unite herself to, God in perfect love,-theyare inflamed affections,-they, are lively
sighs' which, we heave from our innermost being" crying
thereby toGod,~they are pious and loving affections of
the will, spiritual wings, as it were, by, which the will
takes flight extending itself upwards, rising furth~r and
further to union with God. These, vehement and inflamed
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desires and affections of the heart are called by the Saints
'aspirations,' because by them the soul lifts itself 'up to
God, which is the same thing as to aspire after God; and
also, as St. Bonaventure says,in the same way as by
breathing 'we heave out breath from the interior of our
body, without" thinking about it, so without thinking, or
almost without· thinking, we heave out these inflamed
desires from the interior of our heart.
A man gives
expression to' these aspirations and desires by short and
frequent prayers, which are called ejaculations, " thr:own
out rapidly," raptim jaculatas} says St. Augustine,
because they are as fiery darts and arrows, coming forth
from the heart, and in an instant shot out and sent up to
God. The monks of Egypt, as Cassian says, made great
use of these prayers, and set great value on them, partly
because being short they do not tire the head, and again
because being ·made with fervour and elevation of spirit
they find their way in an instant into the presence of God,
and leave no, room for the devil to disturb him who makes
them, nor raise any obstacle in the heart. St. Augustine
says some words worthy of the consideration of authors
who treat of prayer : " That watchful and lively attention,
which is necessary to pray with due reverence and respect,
is not here relaxed and lost, as commonly happens in
long prayers."
By means of these ejaculatory prayers
those holy monks succeeded in continually keeping up this
exercise, lifting up their hearts very frequently to God,
treating and conversing with Him.
This method of walking in the presence of God is, com~
manly more appropriate for us, easier and more profitable:
but it will be needful to explain more at length the practice
of this exercise. Cassian puts it in this verse: Come
unto my aid} o God ; 0 Lord} make haste to help me
(Ps. 69); which the Church repeats at the beginning of
every canonical hour. At the beginning of every business
that has any danger in it, beg God to help you to come
well out of it, using these words. In all things we. need
the Lord's' favour, and therefore we should be always
asking it. Cassian says that this verse is marvellously
well suited to express our sentiments in whatsoever' state
or occasion or happening we see ourselves. By it we in-
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voke the help of God ;by it we humble ourselves, and
acknowledge our need . and .misery; by it we brace· our..
selves up, .and trust in being heard.and favoured' by God;
by it. we kindle· in ourselves the love'of the Lord, who· is
our refuge; and protector.·· ,For all the combats and temptations tha.tmay Cbme in your way, you have here a.strong
shield, an impenetrable coat of mail, an impregnable walL
Thus you should ever have this ejaculation on your mouth
and in your heart: it should be your perpetual and continual prayer, and 'your means of walking ever in the
presence of God. St. Basil puts the practice of· this virtue:
in·taking occasion of all things to remember God. Are you
eating? Give· thanks. to God. Are. you dressing?· Give
thanks to God. Do you walk out into the field 'or the
garden? Bless' God,· who has created it. Do you look up
to·the sky? Do yoU·ldOk at thes'un,.·and all ,the rest?~
Praise the Creator of it all. When- you sleep, everytirne
you awake, bless God.
Others, seeing that in the spiritual1ife there '~re three
ways; one purgative, for beginners; another illuminative,
proper to ,those who are making progress; a third unitive,
proper to the perfeet ; assign three sorts of aspirations' and
ejaculatory prayers. The first is for those -who~e object
is' to obtain pardon for their sins,· and rid their' soul· of
vices and· earthly affections; .and they belong to the purga...
tiveway. The second is for those ,who· are, .aiming at
gaining virtues, and overcoming temptations, and \embracing difficulties and 'labours for virtue 's sake; and'they
belong to the illuminative way. The· third is· for .those
who aim at attaining to the union of their soul with God
by'the bond, of perfect l<,>ve; and: they belong to the unitive
way. These authors wish each one topractis"ethis exercise according to the state and condition in which he finds
himself. But as for that, however perfect anyone may
be, he may well exercise himself in sorrow for his sins,
and begging God 's pardon for them and grace never more
to offend Him, and that will be a very good exercise and
very pleasing to God. And he who is engaged in cleansing
his soul of vices and disorderly passions, and gaining
virtues, may all the same, exercise himself in love of God,
in order to gain that same end with greater ease and
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sweetness.
And all may practise this exercise, sometimes with these acts: ' 0 Lord, would that I had never
offended Thee' : 'Never permit me, Lord, to offend Thee' :
, To die, yes, but not to sin ' : ' May I rather die a thousand deaths than fall into mortal sin.' At other times
one may raise up one's heart to God, giving Him thanks
for benefits received, general and particular, or· begging
for sundry virtues, now a profound humility, now obedience, now charity, now patience. At other times one may
raise one's heart to God with acts of love and conformity
to His most holy will, as by saying: My beloved to tne,
and I to him (Cant. ii. 16): N of) my will, but thine be
done (Luke xxii. 42) : What is there for me in heaven, and
away from thee what have I desired on earth? (Ps. 72).
These and the like are verY' good aspirations and ejaculatory prayers to enable one to walk always in this exercise
of the presence of God. But the best and most effectual
are generally those that the heart conceives of itself, when
moved by God, though they be not couched in words so
well composed and orderly as those that we have quoted.
Nor is it necessary either to have a multitude and variety
of these prayers, since one single ejaculation, .repeated
frequently and with great affection, may suffice for one
to carryon this exercise many days, and even for a whole
lifetime.
If you find you get on well with eve.r saying
those words of the Apostle, Lord, what wouldst thou have
me to do? (Acts ix. 6), or those of the Spouse, My beloved to me, and I to him (Cant. ii. 16), or those of the
prophet, What have I, 0 Lo'rd, to desire in heaven or ear'th
but thee? (Ps. 72), you need no more: stay and entertain
yourself therein, and let that be your continual exercise
of walking in the presence of God.

CHAPTER IV

Further explanation of this exercise, and a method
-of walking in the presence of God very easy and
profitable and leading to. great perfection
Among other aspirations' a.nd ejaculatory prayers that'
we may use, thechiefest and most suitable for the. practice of this exercise is' that. which the Apostle teaches:
Whether ye eat or drink, orwhateve-r else y.e do, do all
for the glory of God (1 Cor.x. 31). Now you eat, now
you drink, now you do something else, do all for th~ glory
of God. Contrive in, all things that you do, as frequently
as you can, to lift up your heart to God saying: ' Fox
Thee, 0 ,Lord, I do this,to satisfy and please Thee, becaus~ Thou so will~st it : Thy will, 0 Lord, is my will,
and Thy satisfaction· my satisfaction: I will· nothing and
reject nothing but what Thou willest or rejectest : this is
all my joy and all my satisfaction and delight, the accomplishmentof Thy will, to please and satisfy Thee: I have
nothing' ~lse to wish or desire, or set my eyes on, in heaven
or on ." earth. ' This is an excellent way of .living ever in
the presence. of God"very easy and profitable and carrying
high perfection, since it is living in the continual exercise of the love of God. Here I will only add that this is
one of the best and .most profitable methods there are, of
all that w~ can take up, of living in perpetual prayer.
Nothing else would seem to be wanting, completely to
canonise and extol this ex~rcise, but to say that thereby we
shall practise that continual prayer v\rhich Christ our Lord
asks of us in the Gospel: W emustalways pray, and never
give up (Luke xviii. 'I). For what better prayer can there
b~ than to be ever desiring the greater glory and honour
of God" ever •conforming . oneself to His will, willing
nothing and rejecting nothing but. what God wills and
rejects, and placing all one's· joy and satisfaction in the
joy and .satisfaction of God?
Therefore a Doctor says, and with good reason, that he
who, shan per~~verediligent1yin this ~x~rcise of these in3 67
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ward affections and desires will derive such benefit from
them that in a short time he will feel his heart vastly
altered and changed, and will find in himself a particular
aversion for the world and a singular affection for God.
Yeare no longer strangers and' foreigners, but fellowcitizens of the saints and domestics of the house of God
(Eph. ii. 19). This is beginning to be citizens of heaven
and henchmen of the house of God. These are these lords
in waiting that St. .John saw in the Apocalypse, who had
the name of God written on their foreheads, that is, the
continual memory and presence of God:. A nd they shall
see his face, and have his narne written on their foreheads
(Apoe.xxii. 4), for all their dealing· and conversation is
now no longer on earth, but in heaven~ Fixing our gaze.
not on the things that are seen, but on the things that are
not seen, for the things that are seen are temporal, but the
thi!lgs that. are unse'en are eternal (2 Cor. iv.· 18).
It is. to be observed in this exercise that when· we make
these .acts, saying, ' For Thee, Lord, I do this, for Thy
love, and because Thou sC? requirest,'and the like, we
should make them and say them as speaking to God
present, and not as lifting up' our heart and thought far
away from· ourselves and out of ourselves. This observation is of great importance in this exercise, because this
is properly walking in the presence of God, and this it is
that makes· this exercise sweet and' easy, and moves .and
profits us more. Everl in other prayers, when we meditate
on Christ on the cross or at. the pillar, writers on prayer
advise· us not to imagine this taking place there in Jerusalem, a thousand and so many years ago, because that is
more wearisome and not so impressive; but' we must
imagine it in the present, going on there before our eyes,
and that we hear the blows of the whips and the hammering in of the nails. And if w~ rpake the meditation on
death, they say, thatw~ should imagine that we are' now
to die,. given up by the doctors, and with the blest candle
in our hand. How much more reason will there be in this
exercise of the presence of. God to make the acts that we.
have said, J;lot as speaking with One absent and away
from us, but a,s' speaking ~ith G~d present, because the
exercise itself requires it, and' in sober truth it is so.

.CHAPTER V

Of some diflerenf?es and advantages which this. particular exercise of walking always in the presence of
God has over .othe'Xs.
To evidence the perfection and profit of this particular

exercise, and further to declare the same, we will mention some points in which it differs, and differs for the
better, from other methods. In the first place, in other
methoqs,. which some are wont to bring forward,. of walking int'hepresence of God, all seems to be an act o{ the
understan9ing'" and .aU .see,ms to. end ,in imagining GQd
present; ..but in ourmethod~he acto(ynderstanging and
offaith in God's presence is presul?po~ed, and the soul
passes.. on. to' .make acts of the love' of . Ciod, wherein. our
ex.ercise prinoipally consists; and it is clear that this is
better and more profitable than the form-er:. As in prayer we
have .said that we should not dwell on the act of. the
understanding., that is the meditation, and consideration
of things, . but on the act of .the will,. which consists in
affections and desires of virtue and of .the irilitation .of
Christ,a~dthis shO,uld be the fruit of the prayer;. so here
the principal thing in this exercise,. apd the best and the
mostprofitable, lies in the acts of the will, and that is the
thing we ought to lay stress on.
The second. conclusion. tha~ follows' is, that this .act is
easier and pleasanter than the others, .• because in the
others there is need. of discussion. and labour of. the, understanding and imagination t~ set thiflgs forth and repre-'
sent. the.m,~a thipg that i~ apt to weary people and break
their heads, and so cannot be kept up so long; butin this
exercise. there is no need 9£ such .• discussion,' but solely
of affections and (;lcts of thewill,.wllich a.re made without
f§lt~gtle. 'For though it"is· true tha.t the~ejshere also so.me
act of the understanding, yet that is presuppos.ed by faith
without our fatiguing ourselves over it, as when we adore'
the Blessed Sacrament, we presuppose by faith. that Christ
our Saviour is there, yet all. our attention and occupation
24
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is in adoring, reverencing, loving, and asking favours of
the Lord whom we know to be there; and so it is in this
exercise. And by reason of its being easier one. can hold
on and persevere in it a longer time. So also with sick
people, who cannot otherwise make their prayer, we are
wont to counsel them to raise their heart to God repeatedly
with some acts and affections of the will, because that they
can do with ease.
Thus, though there were no other
advantage in this exercise but this of our being able to
hold on and persevere in it longer than in others, -vve
should value it much; how much more. seeing that there
are in it so many other advantages.
.T he third and principal thing, and a thing much to be
taken notice of, is, that the presence of God is, not merely
for us to dwell upon in thought, but to be a means for us to
do our, ordinary actions well. If we were to content ourselves with merely paying attention to God as present, and
thereby grow negligent in our duties and commit faults in
them, that would be no good devotion, but an illlJsion. We
must always make up our minds that, though with one eye
we deal with His Divine Majesty, we are to fix the other on
doing our worl~s well for Him. The reflection that we are
in th~ presence of God should be to us a motive for
doing well and with greater. perfection all that we do;
and this is done much better by this exercise. than by
otn.er~.
In other. exercises the under.standing is much occupied with those corporeal figures which we endeavour
to set before us, and by the thoughts that we seek to draw
from what is before us; now to draw out a good thought,
a man often does not look well what he is doing, and
so does it badly; but this exercise, involving no occupation
of the understanding, nowise. hinders the doing of our
duties, but rather is a great aid to our doing them well,
because we are doing them for the love of God and before
God, who is looking .at us. So we .endeavour to do them
in such manner and so well that they may be fit to appear
before the eyes of His Divine Majesty, and have nothing
in them unworthy of His presence.
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OF EXAMINATION OF CONSCIENCE
CHAPTER I
The importance of examination of conscience
One of the principal and most efficacious means for our
spiritual advancement .is examination of conscience; and
as such the Saints recommend it. St.·· Basil, who was one
of the earliest instructors to give rules formon).<s, commands ·.them • to make this examination .every· night. St.
Augustine.in his. Rule commands the same. St. Antony
Abbot' taught and commended itmucfl to his Religiou~:
so do St. Bernard·. and St. Bonaventure 'and Cassian· and
commonly aU. The blessed' St.Chrysostom, on those
words of the Royal Prophet David:Have compunction
and shame for your sins upon your beds (Ps. 4), treats of
thisexatnination,. and advises its being made. every night
, before we go to bed, for which he gives. two good reasons.
The first for the da.y following, that we may find ourselves
better disposed and prepared not to sin, nor to fall into
the faults into which we have fallen to-day, because to-day
we have examined ourselves and repented of them, and
m;ade aprirpose'of .amendm"ent, which clearly will be a
check upon us not· to commit them again on the morrow.
The second for the day itself': even to-day it will be some
check. upon.· us to have ·to examine ourselves at night, for
the consciousness that we have to render an account and
have our 'conduct overhauled that same day, will make us
behave advisedly and .live with·' greater reserve. As a
master, says St. Chrysostom,does not allow his steward
to fail to give in his accounts day by day, that there may
be no chance of his beingca.reless· and forgetful and his
reckoning thereupon going wrong, so also it will be reasonable for us to call ourselves to account every day, that
negligence and forgetfulne.ss may not throw the accounts
out.
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St. Ephrem and St. John Climacus add a third reason,
and say that as diligent merchants every day make a
computation, and reckon the losses and gains of that day;
and if they find any loss are very careful to make it up;
so we should every day examine and take account. of our
losses' and gains, that the'loss may not go on increasing
and swallow up the capital, but may be made good and
remedied at once. St. Dorotheus adds another great advantage, which is, that by dint of examining ourselves
and pulling ourselves up every day for our faults the vice
and passion does not take root in us, and grow into a
habit and evil custom. On the other hand they say of
the soul that is not careful to examine herself that she
is like the vineyard of the sluggard,' of which the Wise
Man says: I passed by the field of the sluggard and the
vineyard of the fool, and 10 it was all full of nettles, and
the ground covered with thor'ns, and the stone wall was
broken down (Prov. xxiv. 30).
Such is the soul that
makes no account of examining her conscience, she is
like an uncultivated vineyard, full of brambles and briers.
T'his evil earth 'of our flesh never ceases to send up sundry
evil weeds, and so it is ever necessary to go, hoe in hand,
hoeing and rooting out the weeds and tares that are
sprouting. The examen serves this purpose of a hoe, to
make a clearance and roototit the vice and evil propensity
that was beginning to sprout, and, not let it go further or
take root.
Not only the" Saints but even the heathen philosophers
knew by the light of natural reason the importance' and
efficacy of this means.
That great philosopher Pythagoras, as St. Jerome and St. Thomas relate, among
other'instructions that he gave to his disciples gave them
this as a main point, that everyone should have two
times marked out, one in' the morning and one at night,
at which to examine himself and take account of three
things,---':whathave I, done? how have I done it? ,and
what have I left undone of what I ought to do? ,-rejoicing over what was good, 'and grieving over what \vas
evil.
Seneca, Plutarch, Epictetus and others, recommended the same.
Our Blessed Father Ignatius, resting on the doctrine
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of the Saints· and on reason and experience, recommends
to us examination· of conscienoeas Qne' of the chiefest
and most effectual means that we can employ on' our
part for our improvement. And he gave usa rule thereon:" Let it be their practice· every day to exam-ine· their
consciences. " And elsewhere he says that this should 'be
done' twice a . day. And in some .' sort he esteemed this
examination more than meditation, beca.use by the aid of
~xamen we put in execution. the resolutiohswe drew from

meditation"to the ,mortification of our passions and the
extirpation of our vices .and defects.
And' so much
account is made of it in the. Society, that we are called to
it. twice' a day. by. sound of·the bell,once in ·themorning
and again at night, and we are visited atexamen as at
meditation, that none may omit making it either in ,the
morning<or at night. And our ,Father was not content
that we ourselves should practise this examination, but he
would have uspersua.de those with whom we deal to do
the same. So. the good workmen 'Of the Society, in dealing with.any one, at once teach ·him .t6 make the general
examination of conscience, and "also the particular examen
in order to get rid of any bad habit,---'-such as swearing,
lying, cursing, or the like. Such wasthe practice of our
first Fathers, as we read of Father Peter Faber that this
was one of the first devotionsthat he gave to those with
whom,he dealt. And we read of our blessed Father that,
not content with givingtbis method of the particular
examen to anyone whom he wished to cure of any vice,
he took means not to' let him forget to put it in practice.
Hem"ade him before .dinner and beforeberl-time give an
account -to some confidential agent, whom he assigned to
him,and tell himi! he had:madetheexamen, how he
made it, and whether he had made it in the manner appointed. And we know also that he kept his first companions for long time with. no other -s~pport. than . that
of examinations .of conscience . and frequentation .•. of the
Sacraments, -thinking that, 'if fhat was done, it would be
quite enough to preserve' them' in virtue.
Hence we· should gathergfeat esteem and 'appreciation
of ,this practice of examining our consciences twice every
day, as being a most important and efficadousmeans
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towards our spiritual progress. We should accordingly
practise it every day, and the day that we fail therein we
should consider that we have failed· in one of the chiefest
points of our Religion. We should hold no occupation
sufficient to justify our omitting this examen; and if
through any unavoidable occupation we have not been
able to make it at the appointed hour, we should take
care to make it as soon as possible, say, the first thing
of all after dinner.
Even sickness and indisposition,
which is sufficient to excuse us from any long prayer,
should not excuse us from making our examens. Thus
it is right for all to hold as a first principle, that the
examens must never be omitted, neither the general nor
the particular. An invalid has plenty of matter on which
to make his particular examen, for instance, on conforming himself to the will of God in the sickness and pains
that He sends, and the remedies ordered by the doctor,
which sometimes are more painful than the illness itself;
or on bearing with patience the neglect that he fancies
people have of him; or on being indifferent and resigned
to live or die as God pleases.

CHAPTER II

On what subjects the particular examen should be
made
We have two examens in the Society, one particular,
the other general. The particular examen is made on
one subject only; the general is made on all the faults
that we have committed that day. in thought, word and
deed; and that is why it is called general, because it
embraces all.
We will speak first of the particular
examen, and then say briefly what is to be added concerning the general, because many things have to be done
alike both in general and in particular, and what shall
be said of the particular will serve also for the general.
We will deal with two things concerning this examen:
first, on what subjects it should be made; secondly, how
it should be made.
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Touching the first point, that we may understand.to
what .' subjects we. should principally apply this' examen,.
there.' is to be .carefully .noted one rule and direction that
our Father gives in his hook of Spiritual Exercises, and
he has it from •St. Bona\':enture. He.sars that the devil
conducts himself .towards us ·like a commander who is
minded to attack and capture a city or fortress.' .He goes
about with all diligence to reconnoitre first of all the

weakest . point of .the fortification, and .there he concentrates all his artillery and employs all his forces, though
it be at the risk of great loss of life, because if he can
batter that part down, he is sure to gain an entrance and
take the city. So the devil takes measures to reconnoitre
in us the weakest part of our soul, to assail and over~
c'omeus there. This then should serve as .a warning to
us to. be beforehand and on our guard against ourene~y.
We must look at and· .re.cognise. attentively the wea.kest
part of. our soul, the part most destitute of. virtue, w.hich
is that to which natural inclination, or passion, Or bad
custom, or evil habit most carries us, and there we must
keep better watch· and· ward. The Saints and Masters of
spiritual life. say' that this should. be our chief endeavour,
with special care and diligence to root out from within us
this vice" because this is where our want.is greatest, and
chiefly to. this we should apply. the particular examen.
Cassiangives two reasons for this: the first is because
this weakness it is that generally·' puts us into the greatest
dangers and makes us fall into the greatest faults, and
therefore it is reasonable that we should apply there our
greatest care and diligence. The second 'is because 'once
we have conquered and subdued 'our strongest enemies,
t-hat make the. most serious war upon . us, we shall easily
overcome and strike dbwn the' rest. The soul isbiaced
up' and strengthened' by the sense. of t6 umph and victory,
and the 'enemy proportionately weakened. Cassian quotes
to this. effect·the example of certain games, that formerly
took place 10' Rome in presence.·of. the Emperor, where
they brought but many 'wild beasts for men to fight with;
aod they who wished to signalise themselves more, and
give pleasure to the Etnperor, made first for that animal
which they saw to be' the strongest and mbst ferocious,
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reckoning that when that was conquered and dead, they
should have an easy triumph over the rest. So he says
we should act. We see by experience that commonly
each one has a sort of King Vice that carries him away
for the great inclination that he has to it.
There are
certain passions that are called predominant, which seem
to lord it over us and make us do what otherwise we would
not do. So you hear some people say:' If I had not this,
I think there is nothing that would embarrass me or give
me trouble.' This then we should attend to most in our
particular examen.
In the war that the King of Syria waged against the
King of Israel, Holy Scripture tells us (2 Chron. xviii. 30)
that he gave command to all the captains of his army
not to fight against anyone, great· or small, but only
against the King of Israel, thinking that in overcoming
the King he overcame the whole army. And so it turned
out: for when King Achab was struck with an arrow, shot
at random on the chance of hitting some one, the battle
was over. That is what we have to do: overcome this
King Vice., because thereupon all the rest of the crew will
readily give in : cut off the head of this giant Goliath, and
at once all the other Philistines will be routed· and fly.
This is the best general rule for everyone to understand
on what he ought to make this examen.
But in particular one of the best pieces. of advice that
can be given in this matter is for everyone to confer with
his confessor and spiritual father, having first given him
an entire account of his conscience, of all his inclinations,
passions, affections and bad habits, without there remaining anything that he does not lay open: for in this way
everyone's need and particular circumstances being seen
and understood, it will be easy to determine on what point
it will be proper to make the particular examen. And
one of the principal things that are to be mentioned in
giving an account of conscience is on what the particular
examen is made,and what profit is derived from it, as is
laid down in the rules of the Prefect· of Spiritual Things,
and the Instruction we have on this subject. It is very
important for everyone to succeed in making the particular examen on what is most suitable for him. As a
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physician has effected _not a little, hut agreatdeal,·when
he has diagnosed the root of the illness, because: then he
will -hit upon the right remedies, and the medicines will
take effect ; so we have achieved not a little, btita great
deal, if we hit upon the root of our infirmities -and -ailments, because that will. be to hit upon the cure of them
by applying the remedy -and _.- medicine of theexamen.
One of the -reasons why many make little profit of' their
exa-men is -beca-use·theycto not apply it where 'they ought
to apply it. If you cut the root oilhe tree and tear up the
weed by' the roots,all the rest will soon wither and' die;
but if you go for the branches and leave the root,it -will
soon sprout and grow -again.

CHAPTER III

Of two important pieoes of advioe how to hit upon and
ohoose the right subjeot tor partioular exame'h
Coming down more to particulars, two principal. things
are - to be noted here. _ The first -is that when there are
exterior faults -that offend and disedify our brethren, that
is the first thing that _we should try to abolish by -means
of the particular examen, even though there be other
interiQr things of more importance. Thus if one has -a
fault in conversation, -either by talking too 'much, or speaking impatiently and angrily, or uttering words that may
wound one's brother, or possibly words of detraction that
may give one man a bad opinion of another, or the like,
reason and charity require that we should first get rid of
these faults that are apt to offend and disedify our brethren, ,and . contrive to .Jive and converse with .themin
such.manner-as- to give no one cause of complaint against
us. So the holy gospel says of the parents of the. glorious
·Baptist: They were both .·just before God, living--in- the
o'bservance .of· all the commandment$ -.and . ordinances of
the Lord without .blame(Luke .j.' 6). They were just.before:God, and lived blamelessly before men. - This~ is
great praise ·of· a servant of God, and one of the· things
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that a Religious living in community should endeavour to
make sure of. It is not enough to be just before God,
but you must try to make sure that your way of going on
in Religion be such that none may have any ground of
complaint against you. Without blame; so that none
may have to say of you, ' a very good fellow but for so
and so.' So if there is anything that may give offence, it
is there that the particular examen should start. .
But in the second place it is to be observed that we must
not go our whole life making particular examen on these
exterior things, for they are easier and more in our power
than the interior.
St. Augustine says very well: " I
command my hand, and it obeys me : I comman"d my foot,
and it obeys me: but I command my appetite, and it
obeys me not."
It is clear that hand and foot are more
obedient than appetite, since they have no proper motion
of their own to the contrary such as appetite has. So
we must endeavour to get clear of these exterior things
as soon as we can, and have done with them, that we Inay
have time over for other and greater things, as to· gain
some main virtue or some higher perfection,-a most profound humility of heart, not only to the extent of thinking
meanly of oneself, but going so far as to rejoice that others
think meanly of one, and hold· one of small account;
doing things purely for God, so far as to come to say what
that holy cook said, " I never think that I am serving
men, but serving God" (tr. 3, c. 9); a great conformity
to the will of God in all, and so of the rest. For though
it is true that the particular examen is properly and
directly for the getting rid of faults and imperfections,
and there is always in us store enough of matter for that,
since so long as life lasts we cannot be without faults and
venial sins, yet we must not go all our life at that. The
time is very well spent that is taken up in weeding the
flower-garden, yet it must not be all spent in clearing
the soil of noxious and evil growths, but rather the purpose of this clearance is to plant good flowers. So the
time is very well spent that is taken up during examens
in rooting up the vicious and evil inclinations' of our soul,
but the purpose of all that is to plant therein good and
fragrant flowers of virtues. Behold 1 have set thee up
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to-day to root up and destroy, to plough over ahd eradicate, and to build and plant, said God to Jeremy (Jerem.
i.· 10). The first thing must be to breakup and root out,
but after that to build and plant.
Especially so, sinceev~n for .getting rid of these same
faults and imperfections it is sometimes''WeU to make the
particular examen on some higher virtue or perfection:
this is oft~n· a more effectual means thereto, as well as a
shorter and a more pleasant. Have you the fault of speak-

ing to your brethren in an offhand manner and too freely?
Make yourexamen on taking all to be your betters arid
yourself for the least of all. That will tell you how you
should address them, and how you should reply to them:
you may rest quite assured that you will not speak to them
any rough or biting word, if you attain to this humility.
In the same way, do you feel repugnance· and difficulty
in trying· circumstances that occur? Make your examen
on. taking all things that happen as coming from: the hand
of God, and by a particular arrangement and providence
of His, .and that He sends them to· you for your greater
good and profit; and in this way you will do well under
them. Do you fail in modesty, lightly rolling your eyes
about and turning your head from one side •to another,
or being curious in wanting to know the news and enquiring .into everything that passes? Make your examen on
walking in the presence of God, and doing all things in
such sort as they may appear to ·His august countenance,
and you will soon find yourself modest, recollected and
spiritual, and that without any fatigue, or seeming to lay
much stress on the· point. Otherwise, look how when
you come out from a devout prayer, you have no mind· to
talk or look· about you, because dealing· and ·conversing
with God makes you forget all that sort of thing. But
if· you wish to take and remedy aU· these exterior faults
one after another, b~sides its being a very long and
roundabout way,you will find that when you want to
makeexamen, say, on modesty of the eyes, youwiU not
be able to make it, and your head wiUachein trying·to
put such· restraint on yourself.. So a Doctor finds fault
with .those spiritual directors ·who spend all their energies
in warning you against those exterior faults: he says
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that the chief care· of a good master and pastor of souls
~hould be to reform the heart, -and make their disciple
epter into himself, as Holy Scripture says of Moses : He
led his flock into the interior cof the desert (Exod. iii. I).
Busy yourself in reforming the heart, -and everything else
will. soon be reformed.

CHAPTER IV

That the particular examen must be made on one thing
only
The particular examen must always be made on one
thing only, as the name itself implies. And the reason
why -it is proper to do so is because in this way the method
is more effectual than if we made it on many things
together: for it is clear, and natural reason teaches, that
a man cando much more against one vice by itself than
by taking many together, for he who clutches at much
.grasps little. This manner of overcoming our enemies,
that is, our vices and passions, Cassian says, was taught
us by the Holy Ghost instructing the children of Israel
how to. behave against those seven tribes and nations
opposed to them, to overcome and destroy them.
Thou,
canst not overcome the'l'n all together but little by little
God will give thee victory overthern all (Deut. vii. 22).
Cassian observes, as though answering a tacit objection,
that there is no fear lest when a man turns his attention
against one vice alone, and gives his chief care to, that,
the rest may do him much harm.
First, because this
-very care taken to correct one particular vice will cause
in his soul a great horror and abhorrence of.· all other
vices for the common motive on which they all agree:
thus going forearmed against this particular vice, he .will
go armed against them all. Secondly, because he who
goes about his particular examen with care to root out
that one evil thing, thereby cuts at the radical tendency
there:is in the -heart to all other evil things, which is the
license of letting oneself go after anything and everything thafone likes. Thus the making of the particular
J
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examen against one vice is fighting against all vices, since
this check and vigilance employed on one particular serves
also for the rest. -We see in the case of a wild horse how
drawing the bridle and giving him the chec~, that he may
not be unruly and bolt down one way, serves also that he
may not bolt down other ways. Add to this a third consideration, that every day also we make another examen, a
general examen, which embraces all the rest.
So far

must~the principle

he carried of not making the

partic'ular examen except upon one thing alone, that even
in dealing with one vice, or one virtue, it is many times,
and indeed '!post commonly· better to divide it iritoparts
and degrees,and to go little by 'little applying the particular .• examen 'first-toone part or degree, and then 'to
another, so to be able better to attain the end desired';
for if we weteto take it in general,a11 in a' heap,;we
should effect -nothing. ·Thus if one wishes to. apply the
particulariexamen to the rooting out of pride and vanity,
and the gaining of humility, he"must-nottake it·in general
thus, i~ 1 intend to be proud in nothihg,but hum~le ioa11
things,' for that comprises much, indeed it would be at,;.,
tempting 'more than if you were to make·· your particular
examenOn three or four things together,and so there
would belittle gained' fOr your clutching at-too many
things. What you have to do is to divide it into' parts
or, degrees: in this way the enemies being divided and
taken one at a time, they,will'be better overcom'e, 'and
we shall come to gainmbre expeditiouslywhatwe'·desite.
For the 'better putting of this in'practice~ We will'set
down here some main things on which the particular
examen may be made, dividing' them into parts and de-grees. And though for some virtues we have done this
in special treatises, .yet that it may be found all together
in this its proper place, we will gather 1"t together' here,
and we'may also use 'it ·as·a pattern and'mirror, .in'which
we may look and, see whether we are getting on,and what
is wanting to' us to gain perfection.

CHAPTER V

H ow to divide the particular examen according to the
parts and degrees of virtues
Of humility
I. To utter no words that may redound to my own
praise and reputation.
II. Not to take pleasure in hearing myself praised and
well spoken of, but rather thence Jo take occasion to
humble and confound myself more, seeing that I am not
such as others think, or· such as I ought to be. To this
may be added rejoicing when another is praised and
spoken well of. And when I feel any resentment at this,
or any movement of envy, to note it for a fault; as also
when I take any vain complacency 'or satisfaction at
others speaking well of me.
III. Never to act from human respect, or to gain ·the
good opinion of men, or to be seen and esteemed by men,
but purely for God.
IV. Never to excuse myself, tTIuch less throw the blame
on others whether in outward word or in my own mind.
V. To cut off and lop away at once all vain, arrogant
and proud thoughts that occur to me from things that
touch my honour and reputation.
.
VI. To take all others for my betters, not speculatively
merely, but practically and in act, behaving to all· with
that humility and respect which I should show to
superiors.
- VII. To take well the occasions of humility that come
in my way. In this I should go on growing and advancing by these three. steps: (I) taking such occasions
patiently; (2) taking them readily and promptly; (3) taking
them cheerfully and with joy. And I must not stop until
I come to be glad and rejoice in being disparaged and
held in small account, to resemble and imitate Christ our
Redeemer, who chose to be disparaged and held in small
account for me.
VIII. In this matter, and in others like it, the pa~ticular
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examen ·may·.be applied to making acts. and doing practicesofhumility,-or of any other virtue on which the
particular examen is made. The~e acts· and practices may
be either interior or exterior.
e shoulp rouse ourselves
to these acts so many tini~s in the morning, and so many
times in theafternoon~ We· should begin with fewer,
and gradually add more, until the habit or custom is.

..vv

gained of'this particular virtue we are in quest of.
Of fraternal. charity

I. To shun detraction or any mention of the fault of
another, even though it beslightandptiblic. Not to pull
to pieces his doings', or show any sign of" undervaluing
him either in· hispresenee or in his absence ; but try to let
itbe<that fotanythingthat proceeds from my mouth all
men are good, honourable· andestim"able.
II. Never to tell another,' Jack says so and so of you,'
when the matter is such as might cause annoyance, how~
ever small it maybe.: for this were to sow discord and
tares among· brethren.
III. Not to utter sarcastic words,or harsh and peevish
words that might give pain to another.
Not to be obstinate in maintaining a" point, nor contradict another, nor
rebuke him, unless 'you have charge of· him.
IV. To treat aU with love and charity, and show it in
act, trying to meet others' wants, assist and give them
satisfaction so far as you can. This especially when you
are·, in' an office that obliges you to meet people's wantS:
to this you should give great attention ; and whatever you
cannot doiri deed,make it up bya gracious manner and
kind ',answers and words.
~
V.Toavoidany 'aversion for another, and still more
to avoid showing' .it, as it would be by refusing to 'speak
to him for' some displeasure you had.:conceived against
him, or by refusing, to meet his need when·, you might, or
by giving any other }sign that youhaveagrudg~against
him.
VI. Not to behave to any particula.r person as you
would not· behave to" anyone else: to avoid familiarities
and particular: friendships that gi~ve offence.
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VII. Not to pass judgment on anyone, but rather try
to excuse your neighbour's faults in your own thoughts
and in company,-,-having a high opinion of all.
Of mortification
I., To mortify myself in things and occasions that offer
without my going to seek them, whether they come immediately from God, or come by means, of Superiors, or
by means of neighbours and brethren, or in any other
way, trying to bear them well and profit by them.
II. To mortify myself and overcome myself in everything that is like to hinder me from keeping my rules,
and doing my ordinary and daily duties well, spiritual as
well as external: because all the faults that we commit
therein come of our not overcoming and mortifying ourselves where there is question of taking some trouble, or
of not abstaining from some pleasure and gratification.
III. To mortify myself in conducting myself with the
modesty .that is to be expected of· a Religious, especially
as regards the eyes and tongue, when there might be any
fault therein.
IV. To mortify myself in sundry things that I might
lawfully do, as by not leaving my room, by not seeing
some curious sight, by not asking about or seeking. to
know what is no affair of mine; by not saying things that
I have a mind to say, and the like. I am to apply the
examen to making these acts of mortification so many ·in
the morning and so many in the afternoon, beginning with
fewer and gradually adding more, for the practice of these
voluntary mortifications, though it be in little things, is
very profitable.
V. To mortify myself even in things that I am obliged
to do, in this way; when I go to meals, to study, to lecture,. to preach, or any other duty that I have a liking for,
to mortify first my appetite and will, saying in Iny heart:
, I have no mind to do this, 0 Lord, for my own satisfaction, but because Thou wilIest it. '

Of

abstinence or gluttony
I. Not to eat anything before or after the common
hour, nor away from the refectory.
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'II.,Tobe content with what is given to the Community,
not seeking other dishes, nor the same dishes differently
dressed: not accepting special food except for some
known necessity.
III. In these common things not to exceed the rule
of temperance in point of quantity.
IV. Not -to eat \vith great eagerness, nor very ,hurriedly, but with modesty and -decency, not le.tting appetite
run 'away'with m e . '
'
V.-Never to speak of food, much less grumble or complain about it.
. VI. 'Fo c.ut'short and stop all thoughts of gluttony.
Of patience

I. Nut to give anyotitward sign of impatience, but
rather .to show great tranquillity -in word. and action, and.
in the cast -of my countenance, -repressing -all impulses
and emotions to·the centrary.
II. Not- to give-place and entry into my- heart for any
perturbation, -or resentment, or indignation, or sadness;
much less. any desire of revenge, though if be in a matter
qll1te trifling.
I IJ. To take all events and occasions that occur as sent
by. the hand - of God for my good and profit, in whatever
manner or by whatever means or -channel- they come.
.IV. To go on exercising myself and bringing myself
to act in this matter, first, by taking all things as they
come with patience ; secondly, with promptitude and
readiness; thirdly, with delight and 'joy, as being the will
of God.
Of obedience

. I. To be exact in outward obedience, leaving the letter
of the alphabet just begun ; meeting also the signification
of the win of the, Superior without waiting'for an express
command.
.
II. To obey in will and heart, having one and the same
wish and.will as the Superior.
I.II.To obey also with the understanding and judgment,
adopting the same view and sentiment as the Superior,
25
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not giving place to any judginentsor reasonings' to' the
contrary.
.
IV. To take the voice of the Superior and the sound of
the bell as the voice of God, and obey the Superior, who;.
ever he. be, as Christ our Lord, and the same for subordinate officials.
V. To follow blind obedience, that is, obedience with0Ut enquiry or examination, or any seeking of reasons for
the why and wherefore, it being reason enough for me
that it is obedience and the command of the Superior.
VI. To go on to acts of the will, exciting myself to
believe when I obey that 1· am th'ereindoing the will of
God, and make that all my joy and satisfaction.

or poverty
I"Not to give or ~eceive from another, either within or
without the house, a"nything without leave. .
I I. Not to borrow. or take anything from the house,. or
the room of another, without leave.
III. Not to keep anything superf,luous, strippingmyseIf
of all that is not necessary to me, as well in books and tpe
furniture of my room, as in dress and food and everything
else.
.
IV. Even in the necessary .thingsof which, I. have the
use, I must make. a point 0'£ showingmyse.lf a poor man,
because such. I . am, contriving that my things be the
poorest, the plainest and of least value.
Thus in thy
room, in my, dress, in my food, and in all. the rest the
virtue of poverty is ever .to' shine out, and I am to. let it
be seen that I am a poor man; desiring and rejoicing that
the. worst of the house be ever for me for my greater
abnegation and spiritual profit.
V. To r~joice that even in necessary things some~hing
is wanting to me, because this is to be a true. and perfect
poor man in spirit, and an imitator of Christ our Redeemer,
who bejng so rich and powerful (2 Cor. viii. 9) made
Himself poor for love of us. So do, I wish to feel want of
even n,ec~ssary things, suffering hunger, thirst, cold,
wet;triness and 'nakedness.

THE
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Of chastity

I..To.pr~ctis~1n0de~tY6~the eyes, noflopking atper~
sons or things that may bean incentive ~o tetpptation~
II. N.ot to utter or list~n to words touching .~ri this
matter, or that may aw:a{<.en movements ~or evil t40ughts;
norread.~uc~4~k~thin~s.
."
III. Tbgive no place'toany thoughts b~aring on this
matter; fhough it be very remotely, c,.asting them off
""ith great diligence. and. promptness frolp ,the very beglnq,ing. . .. . ..... '. . " .
' . :
IV.No~ to touch~n~the.r ,persori eve:? otl the hands,
and much less' on the face or head, nor allow myself tQ be
touched.
V. To observe with myself rnuch decency and modesty,
n<;>t looking at myself, uncovering ;or . touching mys,elf,
without .absQlute pecessity. " , .'
,.,'
VI. .To have no particular . frie,vdships,, neither, giving
nQr.receiving :little presents" or things to .eat.. And with
persons .whqstrikeme and with who~, 1 feel this. affec~ion _and inclin,ation, tobehav,e with grea.t .reserye,· neatly
,shllllning their intimacy a,nd'conversqtion, whi<;h is usually
the only thing to be done in su~h ,cases. '

Of doing ordinar.y actions well
1. Not to fail any day to do my spiritual duties com.. .
'pletely, giving them the full time allotted to them; 'and
when at that ;timethere is some 'unavoidable.oGcupation to
claim me., -to make it up at another time.
'lI~ To make my meditation 'and my general and particular examens well, observing the addi60ns; and dwelling
in my examens on sorrow' ahd, confusion for' faults,' and
purpose of amendment, rather than on examining how
often I ,have fallen, for inthis is the- force 'and ftuit of the
exametrs, and for want of this -some usually profit -little
thereby;
,
III. To do any other spiritual duties well, as Mass,
Office, Spiritual Reading,and penances,' as well public
as· private, taking care to gather from'them theerid and
fruit 'fofwhich they: are 'severally ordalhed, not doing
them'out of custom, perfunctorily and for form's sake.?
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IV. To do my office' and discharge my ministries well,
doing all that' I can and all that rests with me that they
may go well, as one who does things for God and in
presence of God.
V. Not to commit any deliberate fault.
VI. To make great account of little things.
VII. And because my progress and perfection turns
on doing well and perfectly these ordinary duties that we
do every day, I mean to be very careful from time to
time, when I feel myself going slack upon this point, to
make. my particular examen on the same for some' days,
to renew myself and rehabilitate myself in doing them
well.
Of doing all things purely for God
I. Not to do anything for any human respect, or to be
seen and esteemed by men, or for my own. comfort or
interest, or simply to my own taste or satisfaction.
II. To do all my actions purely for God, accustoming
myself to make actual reference of them all to God, first,
in the morning when I awake; secondly, at the beginning
of each action; thirdly, also during the action itself, often
in it raising my heart to God, saying: ' For Thee, 0 Lord,
I do this, for Thy glory, and because Thou so wilIest it.'
III. To go on applying this particular examen and exciting myself to the same so many times in the morning,
'so many times in the afternoon, beginning with fewer and
then adding more, until I come to gain a habit and cus~
tom of very frequently in my work raising my heart to
God, and my eyes do not turn therein to regard anything
but His Divine Majesty.
IV. I am not to stop in this examen and exercise until
I come to do all my actions as one serving God and not
men; and until I come to do them in such manner as to
be always actually loving God in them, rejoicing that I
am there doing His will, and putting all my joy and satisfaction in that, so that· when I am at work I seem to be
rather loving than working.
V. This must be the presence of God in which I endeavour to walk, and the continual prayer which I seek
to carry. 'on; since it will be very good and very advan-

CH.V

THREE STEPS

tageous for my spul,and will enable me to do things right
down . well and in perfection.
Of Conformity to. t1be .Will of God
I. To take all things and all occasions that. offer,
whether great or small, in whatsoever way and manner
they come as coming from the hand of God, who sends
them with the affection of a father for my greater good

and profit; conforming myself therein to His most holy
and divine will, as if I saw Christ Himself saying to
me, ' Son, I wish that just now thou shouldst do or suffer
this. '
II. To contrive to go on growing and mountIng in thi~
conformity' to the will of God in all things by these three
steps: (I) to receive things with patience: (2) with readinessapd· ease: (3) with joy and gladness, this being the
will and good pleasure of God.
111.1 must not stop in this examen and exercise until
I find in myself a . sensible· satisfaction and joy that the
Lord's will is fulfilled in me, though it be with affiictions,
contumelies and pains, and until all my joy and satisfaction is in the will and satisfaction of God.
IV. Never to omit doing a thing that I take to be the
will of God and to His greater glory and. service,endeavouring therein to imitate Christ our Redeemer, who said : .• I
ever do that which is. most pleasing torny Eternal Father
(John viii. 29).
V. To .walk in this .exercise is a very .good way to walk
in the presence of God .and in continual prayer, and very
profitable.
'
VI. The examen on mortification that we have set down
above may be better applied by way of conformity to the
will of God, taking all ,events and occurrences as coming
from the hand of. God in the manner that has been. said;
and in this way it will be easier a"nd ofa better relish, and
more profitable, since it will be an exercise of the love :of
God.
It must be observed that we ,do not mean hereby to say
that the particular examen is to be madein the order, "in
which the virtues are. here set. down, or by the de~rees or
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part:g that: 'are :assigned under each virtue. The rule to be
observed here is that e.ach one should choose the virtue of
which he stands most in need, and begin therein by that
part or degre,e,which is' nQW necessary for. hi,~ ; and when
he has don.e with tha't, he should' proceed toselect out of
t:~e:rest·':what'is most propeifor . him, until he' comes·' to
the-perfection! of that vir~ue'by' the 'grace of the Lord.

CHAPTER VI
That the matter of. the particular examen should;notbe
lightly changed, and for what length of time it is w'ell
.'
to ~eep ,tt,on- ',the same subject
It'is to be observed here. that we'must not ~ightly change
matter of the examen, ,taking now one thing, r1bw
another, because this is, as;they say, to beat about: the
bush and get ,no forwarder.', Our policy must be to foHow
up' one' thing right to the end',' and after that take up
something else. ' One' of. the reasons why some people
make so little profit by their examen is veryofte.n this,
that they do nothing but· by fits and' starts, ;making: the
particular examen" on one thing iota week or a fortnight
or for a month, and then getting tired' and passing on to
another thing without, having gained the first, and then
make another new start, and then another.
Like 'orie
who takes it into his head to raise a stone up the slope of
a mountain right to the top, and after lifting it some; way
gets tired, and drops it, and lets it rolldbwn' to
the 'bottom, such' a one will never succeed, however much' he labours, in' getting the stone to its
place: so it is with those who begin to mak~ their examen
011 one'thing;and withol,1t bringing it to a ,head and gainihg" what they sought abandon it" and take another and
thed'anothet. This'is to tire. yourself out without result,
{l,lways learning, and never arriving at knowledge of the
truth (2 Tim. iii. 7). In the business of perfection, suc~
cess is not 'won by fits 'and starts, but by long perseverance : .it is necessary to persist, and take one thing to
~he
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heartJ·and hold,tqit untilyou:have..got it, though it be; at
great cost.
St.; Chrysostom says:" As ,'those who "are
dig:ging for; a treasure,'or mining for gold 'or silv'er, cease
not to hollow: out and extract earth,. and ,remove; aU ,ob"-;
staeles thatco·me in, the way, 'and, si'nk t~n or :twentyshafts
until·they,.strike.on the' treasure .which ,they seek, 'so we,
who are inquest of true spiritual riches;- and the true trea,;,
sure of virtue' and perfection, must not <grow weary until
we strike upon it, overco:mlng aU·, difficulties, so that

nothing may stand· in our way. I will pursue my enemies,
says the prophet, and catch the1n up, and not be weary-or
turn- ,baok until they give -in and 'I' gain the victory 07!er
them(Ps'~ 17}.· This holy persistence it is t4atovercomes
vice and gains virtue, not fits and starts.
Bur let' us now come to' a reckoning;
On how 'many
subjects· have,' you made" your<examen -since you took the
matter, up?" If you had succeeoed' in', all, you would, be' a
perfect man·· by this time.. But if there' is" one in which
you have not succeeded,· ·whydid you give it, up1 You
will say .that you:werenotgetting on well with it. N'ow
it is 'just for this reason that- you do not get on well,
because you keep changing: 'and.have not the perseverance
to.' carryon anyone ,thing' to' the end.- If,making your
examen and taking particular care over that: thing, you
say,that you were not getting on well with it, you will
get dnworse'when youdonotcmake your'examen' OIiit~
If he ,who' makes resolutions often fails; whatwiU become
of him who seldom or 'never makes a resolution? .Anyhow
thislllaking .a resdlutionmorning,-' mid-day and :night,
will be some 'check to' prevent you falling so often.- And
though you fancy that you ,do' 'n'ot 'succeed in-amending
yourself and are,; doing: no -good," be not discouraged Qn
that account, and do notgiveit~up, 'but hurnbleyourself
and be ashamed"at.'examen time, and turn:tO"make new
resolutions and' start afresh~ For-tofhis purpose-God
permits these faults,c and suf{'ers,the }ehusite (JudgesL!Zi)
tore.main intheland of your. soul, that"youmay,come<to
understand" that- 'of' yourownstrengfh yoU' "can •do
nothing', but all mustcomefrbm the hand of God, and 'so
y()umay~have recourse taRim and ever live attached to
and 'dependent, on ,Him;. TJrider :·this trial a man is often
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more fervent and diligent in improving himself than he
would be if God gave him at once what he desired.
But some one will ask: For how long a time will it
be good to keep the particular examen on one thing? St.
Bernard and Hugh of St. Victor treat this question: For
how long a time will it be good to struggle against one
vice? And they answer: Until the vice becomes so enfeebled, that as soon as it rises up in rebellion, you can
at once easily put it down and req.uce it to reason. Thus
it is not necessary to wait until one no longer feels the
passion or the repugnance, for that would be never to .
finish. Hugh of St. Victor says: "That is more for angels
than for men." It is enough that now this vice or passion
is no longer very troublesome to you, nor gives you much
to think about, but as soon as it arises you meet it and
cast it from you with facility: then you may well stop
the struggle and make the particular examen on something
else. Even there outside Seneca said: " We fight against
vices, not to overcome them entirely, but not to be overcome " : contra vitia pugnam,us, non ut penitus vi!tCamus,
sed ne vincamur. It is not necessary that we should not
feel the vice at all, enough that it is now a beaten foe,
so as to give us no more trouble nor disturb us in our
course of well-doing.
To hit the mark better in this matter, it is well that
everyone should talk it over with his spiritual father, for
this is one of the chief things on which we need counsel.
For some things it is enough to apply the examen for a.
short time, as we have said above: there are other things
in which the examen may be well employed for a year, or
even many years: for " if every year we rooted out one
vice, we should soon be perfect men " (Thomas a· Kempis). And there are things such that a whole lifetime
would be well spent over one of them, for that would be
sufficient for some particular man to attain perfection.
Thus we have known persons who have taken to heart
one thing, and applied their particular examen to it as long
as they lived, and so came to signalise themselves in it and
do it to perfection,-one in the virtue of patience, another
in a most profound humility,. others in great conformity to
the will of God, others in doing all things purely for God.
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In this manner also we should endeavour to come to perfection in some virtue, insisting and persevering in it until
we gain it. This does not hinder our interrupting this
examen sometimes: ,nay.it is well that so it should be
done, turning to make the exameri for a week; on silence,
on doing our spiritual duties well, on. speaking well of
all, of speaking no word that could in any way offend
anyone, and on other such like things;ls are apt at times
to sprout up .• and show their heads above ground within

us. .After that, we may return at once to our post, .and
. follow out our principal- purpose, until ,we entirely succeed
in our aim.

CHAPTER VII
H ow the particular examen is to be made
The second. principal topic that we proposed .. to treat
was how to make this examen.
The particular examen
embraces three times, and an examination of oneself twice
repeated. The first timeis in the early m()rning at rising :
everyone should. then form a resolution to be on his guard
against. this or that particular· vice or defect, of which pe
wishes· to correct and amend himself. The second time
is at mid-day, at which the first examen should be
wade,. whiGh •contains· three points": the first is to. as~
grace of our. Lord to remember how many times I .have
fallen into this defect on which I am making my particular
examen : the second, to take account of my soul touching
this defect or vice, going over my conduct from the hour
at which I arose and made my resolution to. the present
hour, and see how many times I havefallen therein, and
make as many do.ts on a line of a little book, kept for that
purpose, as .shall answer to the number of times I. find I
have. fallen: . the third is to be sorry .for having fallen,
asking God's pardon for the. same, and purposing not to
fall that.afternoon into that· fault, with the grace of God.
The third time is at night before going to rest: then the
examen must be made a second time, neither more nor
less than· at mid-day, by these three. points, going through
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the -time· from the last exam~n until· the present mo~ent;
and making on the$econd line as many' dots as'shaU
answer to, the number of times I find I have fallen~- And
to extirpate·. more easily ,and more readily this defect or
vice, on which we are making the examen,_ our Father
puts three notices, -which, he calls 4 additions ' ; the first,
that every time the man falls ,into this particular vice or
defect,he, ;should ,.repent,· putting his· hand to'his breast,
which can be done even in· the presence of others' without
th~ir noticing what is done; the second, that 'at night
time, after having made the examen, he should compare
the afternoon's dots with those of the morning, to see
whether there is any improvement; the third and fourth,
that he should also compare to-day with yesterday, and
this week with last week, in reference to the same defect.
All this teaching is drawn from the Saints.
St.
Antony advised the writing down of the faults disE;overed
by the examen, for the doer's greater shame and as an
admonition' to him to labour at their amendment.
St.
John Climacuswould have -us" not only at night and
examen time, but at all ,hours, to note down any fault
i:ntowhich we fall immediately' upon committing it, that
thus the 'examen may be better made, as the good man of
business and the good steward puts down in his day-book
at once anything that he sensor buys, so that nothing
may be forgotten,and that he may be.better able to make
up his account at nights.'
St. Basil, and' SLBernard
expressly lay down the counsel to compare one day with
another,in order to get a better idea of one's advancement
or falling back, and· diligently to aim at growing better
every day and more like the holy angels. ,St. Dorotheus
advises us to compare week with week and month with
month.
The method that our Father- lays down of' taking the
amendment ofa fault time by time and little bylittle 1
haIfa: day at a time and no more, isa method set down
by St. Chrysostom, St.· Ephrem, and St. Bernard,' as most
efficacious for the uprooting of any -vice or .fault. 'Even
in the heathen world Plutarch also.prescribes if, and giv'es
the example of a man of a very choleric temperament,' who
had great difficulty in keeping his temper, and took for
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his task' hot to get; angry' for one day:, so he spent one,
day without, ,getting',. angry, 'and, another 'day ,he' <said::
n Wen, ,] don't· mean to ge.t angry to.:oay'either; ,n€>t to..,
day at ·least ""= -he did th~~~me a~other~day,and another,
unt~l he came to ,make himself of a, very"sweet and,' agreeable·~isp6sition.' Well, this is the· wayour;;-F'ather ;insfructs us in the particular 'examen, to ,make the: ·effort
easier for us,.: 'Dealing with an invalid' whoha~ lost, his
appetite, they •give ·him ·his -dinner 'little' by" little, that he
tnay:be i ableto;eatit. If you put'awhole' chicken before
him;' he' would; think it outrageous to ,have. to eat -all that,
and could not eat a mouthful: hut cut ofia; little bit and
give it him, and keep the rest there, hidden between two
plates; in this way, little by little, morsel by morsel, you
make him eat all that he needs. Our Father wishes in
this way to help us with the particular examen, as they
do, with infirm'. and ' weakly ,people, ,little, by ,little,. hal£' a'
day a.t)4haJt~lQ~y at a time; that well1,ay be, able: to get
on. If we took it all together,-' all the year long I am
nottd talk,'" an my life I am to walk, with my eyes cast'
down, under such control and 'with <sucb modesty/~the
mere'thought perchance would- weary' us, :c:utd'we should
think it impossible to carry ,through', it wol1ld"be:a's ad
and melancholy life. 'But, just for one' half-day,- for one.
morning"till'dinner-time, who'would not be 'wiHing·,to
go about with propriety and 'restrain' his' tongue? After
lllid,;.dayyou· will make your resolution' only fOr the after..
hoon:as for to,;.morrow, God haspronouricedwhat'it
shall be; and how do you know if' you 'shall get 'so 'far?
And' if you do live' so long as -that, that is' "riot more
than, one day either, andyollwillnot be sorry next mOrn",
ing to have spent the day in' such, recollectiort, ,rather you
will' find yourself very "glad of it,; and ,more· disposed to
do it 'bettet ahdwithgreatet facility' anti; delight.
I
s(}m'etitnes think that 'sQme people fail by not making' a
stteribous effort' in "this:' 'practice of making their resolu';;
tion·for ·that half~ayonly:It would ,be, a-, great ,help
towards rendering their resO'lution'more effectuaL ','
In the Chr6nicles of :St~ Francis it is related'ofBrother
juniper'that, though he always 'spoke ,~ery little, yet- one
tirhehe kept perpetual: silence for' six months together, in
<
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this way. The first day he purposed to keep silence in
honour of God the Father, the second in homage to God
th~ Son, the third in homage to the Holy Ghost, the
fourth. for love of our Lady; and so· he ran through all
the ,Saints, each day observing silence with new fervour
and devotion in honour of some one of them. Following
this plan, a man is more encouraged to correct. himself
on that particular point. on which he is making his parti~ular examen, and is. also more ashamed and confounded
for the faults that he commits, seeing that even for so
short a time he could not carry out his purpose. Thus in
every way this method will be a great help to us.

CHAPTER VIII

That in the examen we should insist and dwell principally on sorrow and purpose of amendment
What is to be particularly- well observed as regards
the method of making the examen, is that of the three
points which. it contains the two last are the most important, that is, grief and repentance for our faults and
negligences, and a firm purpose to correct them, according to that text of the prophet, have compunction in your
beds (Ps. 4). In this sentiment of compunction and repentance, and in this firm purpose not to fall again, all the
force and efficacy of the examen as a means of self-amend..
ment lies; and therefore on this most time should. be
spent. One of the chief reasons why many get little
profit and amendment out of their examens is because
they let the whole time slip away in searching out the times
in which they have fallen into faults; and scarcely have
they done with this point when exanlen time is over, and
they do the rest superficially.
They do not dwell on
sorrow and repentance for their faults, nor on being
as~amed and begging pardon for them, nor on making
firm purposes of amendment for that afternoon or the
day following, nor in begging God's grace and strength
to that end.
Hence it comes that, as many times
as you have fallen to-day, so many you fall to..
>
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'morrow,beca:use the only thing youha\re done in
the examen :isto remember and call to mind the number
of times 'that. you have fallen. That is not the· way to
correet yourself :it is only the first point of the e-xamen,
and the foundation on which. the other· principal po~nts
must be built. TheefFectua.l ~ay to correct yourself· is
to grieve and repent in all sincerity. for your .faults, with
a firm purpose of amending them, and to ask our· Lord
for grace to that end : you will nev~r amend yourseH H
you do not that.
These two things, grief for the
past and purpose of amendment for the' future,
are so akin to one another, that the .one goes on at the
same rate as the other, for it is certain.that wh~re we really
abhor a thing, we take care· not to plunge into it.' .
Every day we say and preach this to seculars, it is only
reasonable that we should take it to ourselves.
What
is the reason, we say, why people in the world fall back
again so easily into the same sins after so many confessions? Do you know what it is? 'The'reason commonly is because they did not detest thein in good earnest,
nor did they come to confession with firm purposes never
Thus since their' heart was' never fully
to sin again.
determined to return 'wholly to' God, 'but they only turned
round half-face, as they say, they easily went back to what
they' had never entirely quitted: whereas if they had· been
really sorry and detested their sin, and had a firm purpose
never to sin again, they would not have gone back to it
at once so easily on leaving the confessional, ·just as if
they had not confessed at all. For this reason· also it
is that you fall into the same faults in the afternoon as
hi· the morning, and the same to-day as yesterday, because you were not sorry for them 'in good earnest, nor
detested them from. your heart, nor had' any· firm purpose
of amendment, nor dwelt upon' this: had you done· so,
you would not have relapsed into them so readily. and' so
easily, since we are not wont so easily to do what we have
once· detested and grieved and been .pained at having
done. Sorrow and repentance for our sins, 'when it is
real, not only rids us of past sins, but. is a medicine preservative for the future; because he who steadily abhors
sin is far from falling into. it anew.
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Even, that· heathen philosopher knew the efficacy and
force' of this means for not falling into sin: .for- when a
bad woman asked him' an excessive price for sinning, he
answered: " I do not buy repentance at so dear a rate. "
Let this answer be noted, for it is worthy not' only of a
philosopher, but ofa Christian and a Religious. Sometimes· I set myself to consider the folly of those who make
up their minds to sin by saying:' I will repent afterwards, and God will pardon me. ' But how can you be
so foolish as to choose just now to gratify your appetite,
and gather a brief thrill of pleasure that passes in a
moment, bargaining. at the same time to keep up afterwards for life ·a"perpetual sorrow and .repentance for· having allowed yourself that gratification. For though it is
true that God will pardon you that. sin afterwards, if you
repent of it, yet after all to obtain pardon, it is necessary to
repent and be sorry afterwards for having done it. There
is much force in this argument, even speaking here of
earthly considerations, apart from the motive ·of the love
of 'God, :which should always be our principal motive,
merely looking at our· own satisfaction and, self-love. I
have no mind to do that, which I know must give me
-afterwards much pain and much grief for having done it.
The thrill of pleasure in doing it is over in a moment, while
the grief and' pain of having done it must last all Iny
life, .so that I can' never afterwards take satisfaction, or
complacency therein. Great folly it is to choose so much
pain at the price of so little pleasure.
St.Paulsays the thing better: Whatfruit did yegather
from that 'whereof ye are now ashamed? (Roln. vi. 21).
What show can that small satisfaction that you get make
in 'comparison with the sorrow that you must feel after..
wards? This s'hould be considered beforehand before ,' a
fall. When the temptation comes, you should make this
calculation, and say: .' I have no minci to do that of which
I must afterwards be ashamed and repent as Iong-' as I
live.' Even here, when you want to persuade a man not
to do a thing, you say to him: ' Seehow'you will repent
afterwards of having done it'; and he says: 'No, I
shall not repent ' : for if he thought that he would repent,
he sees well what madness it would/;be to do what' he
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knows must afterwards ,make him sorry and give him
much pain.
I have said this that it may be, ~een what an efficacious
means true sorrow and repentance is, to prevent our falling into our faults again; hence we may understand how
important it is to dwell on this. in our examens. It· is
true that one may have true sorrow and purpose of amendment,and withal relapse 'again into sin, because we are
not angels, but weak Olen,' vessels of clay, whieJ:i m~y
break and faU to pieces, and once·,mor'e be made,up'again~
Nevertheless, when a man after finishing' his confession
returns at once to the same oaths, and to the same desires
and sins that he has just confessed, we are wont commonly
to say that he cannot have had true contrition or, sorrow
fdttha't sin, nor 'any ;firm purpose of amendment,' seeing
that he relapses' so' quickly. In the same way ,it is'a
great' indication and' argumei1tthat you were not really
sorry, and' had not any firm purpose of amendment,when
you made )rour'examen 'at mid-day or at night on having
broken silence, to see "how that "'same afternoon, Or the
very next day, you break 'silence just in' the same way as
if you had not madeariy examen ; and 1 say the same of
'other faults on which you ate .making examen~
Even
before 'Your brethren you are ashamed to tell a fault, or
have it told 'of you, when you have told it already three or
four times. "How much more should you be ashamed
before God, if you have really told your fault before Him,
repenting of it from yoUr heart, and·'begging' pardon, and
purposing amendment,l1ot thrice or four times,but more
than three 'or four dozens of times ! No doubt we should
amend ourselves .and make progress in quite another way,
if we repented and' were 'sorry in good earnest, •and made
firm purposes of amendment.
.

CHAPTER IX

That it, is a very helpful thing to add some pena'nces
to the examen
Our Father was not satisfied with sorrow and repentance and inward purposes, but we read in his Life that,
for the better compassing of the end desired, he recommended the addition of some penance to the particular
examen, marking out for ourselves a certain penalty to
exact of ourselves every time we fall into the fault which
is the matter of our particular examen.
Fra Louis of
Granada gives instances of some servants of God whom
he knew, one of whom, when he found at his night examen
that he had exceeded in some ill-spoken word, would bite
his tongue in penance for the same; and another would
take. a discipline for this and any other defect he fell into.
It is said of the holy Abbot Agatho that for three years
he carried a pebble in his mouth to gain the virtue of
silence. As we here wear a haircloth to mortify the flesh,
and to serve us as a call to chastity, so this Saint carried
a pebble below his tongue that it might be as it were his
haircloth, and serve him as a reminder and caller not to
speak more than necessary. And of our Blessed Father
Ignatius we read that at the beginning of his conversion
he was much tempted to laughter, and that he overcame
the temptation by free use of the discipline, giving 'himself
as many strokes each night as there were times that, he
had laughed during the day, however slight the laugh had
been. And it is usually a great help, this adding of some
penance to the examen, for with the penance the soul feels
chastened and afraid to commit that fault another time.
The spur makes the beast go, however lazy it be. Such
an aid is the spur, that no sooner does the creature feel
that there is one there, though it does not prick it, than it
makes it go. If every time that a man broke silence he
had to take a public discipline, or dine on bread and water
for three days, which was the penance of old marked in
the rules for those who broke silence, of a ,surety it would
400
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greatly" restrain, us' from talking. Besides this, and the
merit· and satisfaction there is in it, there is another very
great advantage,' which' is that God our Lord, seeing the
penance· wherewith ~ man. chastises and afflicts himself,
is wont .to hear his' petition and· desire. And this is one
of the effects of penance and exterior mortification that the
Saints set down, and our holy Father sets it down in the
book of the. ,Exercises. The angel said' to Daniel: From
the first day that thou didst set thy heart to understand,
and ·to afflict thyself in the sight of thy God, thy prayer
was heard(Dan. )\. 12). The prophet Daniel added to his
prayer fasting and mortification of the flesh, and so obtained the deliverance of his. people, and moved God to
reveal to him great ·mysteries, and do' him other very particular' favours. And' we see that in the Church of God
this rneal1shas always been very commonly used to obtain
and gain the favour of Godin distresses and necessities.
When an infal1tasks of its mother the breast that it
needs,and asks it only by expressing its desire by signs,
the mother often refuses or puts it off; hut when •it asks
by weeping and wailing, the mother cannot refrain from
giving it at once; So when a man asks of God the virtue
of humility, of patience, of chastity, or the victory over
some temptation, or any like thing, and asks only by
desire arid word, oftentimes he does not gain what he
a.sks, or' is long put off; but when .to prayer, we join penance and mortification of the flesh, and afflict ourselves
before God, then we gain our petition much better, with
gre.atercertainty and' in shorter time. God has a .great
love of goodmen,and seeing them putting themselves to
pain and affliction to gain what they ask,Heis moved to
compassion and uses greater mercy with ·them. We read
in Holy Writ that the patriarch Joseph could not contain
himself when he saw the aftlictionand tears of his brethren,
but discovered himself to. them and made them partakers
of all' his goods: loseph could no 'longer contain himself,
and said to hisb1'ethren, I am Joseph (Gen. xlv. I, 3).
What will not He do, who loves us more than Joseph,
and is our Brother, when He sees our affliction and grief?
In every way this means will avail us much.
This agrees very well with 'whatCassian says, treating
26
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of the care.: ailddiligence with which we shotildproceed in
the warfare,'of the particular examen. If the effort of the
particular examen ought tobemade,'as. we' have said, on
tticit point of which we have most need; ifitought to serve
to uproot: that passion or inclination which reigns' in
us 'more' than others,: which more particularly upsets us,
and puts us in greater dahgers, and makes us fall into
most faults; if it be to overcome' that vice, .theovercoming of which will carry victory over all the rest" and the'
gaining of that virtue with 'which we shallha.vegained
all other virtues,with how'much solicitvde' 'and diligence
will itbe reasonable for us to, act ina matter of so much
importance to 'us ! Do you know' with how much? Cassian tells us :' " Against this predominant passion let him
employ' his main force, devoting all his care and solicitude
to; attacking and .watching it; against it let him direct the'
daily' arrows of his fasts; against it let him heave' every
m'ome'nt the sighs of his heart, and hurl the darts' of his
groans; against it be the labours of his watchings and the
meditation 'of his heart; :against it let him ceaselessly pout
out before God the wailingsof his prayers, begging Him
espeCially and continually to put an 'end to the assaults
of that vice."
We must not rest content with taking this care about
our ex'ameri alone, but also about our meditation; and,
that not~' only in the ,time set aside for meditation, but
frequently in the day we must raiseotir heart to God with
eja'culatory prayers and sighs: and groans of the heart:
, Lord, humility; Lord, chastity ; Lord, patience. ' For
this we should often visit the Blessed Sacrament, asking
with, much earnestness of the' Lord to give us grace to
gain a thing so important for us ; we must have recourse
to: our Lady and the Saints to be our intercessors. ':'To'
this 'end' .w'e' must 'direct our fasts, haircloths,' ,dis·
ciplihes, and' subjoin certain devotions, and offer
Gertain :'particular mortifications. If, in this manner arid
with, :this' care "ahddiligence we went, to work with bur
particular exameu, we should, quickly feel the better' for
it; because the Lord would see our affliction, and hear our
prayer, and fulfil the" desire of our hearCAndall this
m;t1stbe well' obs:erved to' aid us also therewith in other
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temptations a~d:graveneed&thaj:()ectJr. St~ ijo»aventure
sa~s ;:that: Our" Lady told" St.,Eli~abeth of" Hungary, tbat
flO ':spiritual:grace' comes to ,the('Soul, regu1ady,.,spe,aking,
otherwise than :byprayet ·and affiiction of, 'the: body.
0'

CHAPTER

X

Of' 'the' gerttIra1 , examination

of' conscience

The general" examination, 'of •., cOl1!scienqecontains: nve'
points. .The ,first '. is to give tha~ks to God, £01", benefits
received. Thi$,qalling tQ mind ofben~:(itsrece\y~d is put
first,. in··,ordet, tha.t"cpntrasting .therewith the.Jaults;~lnq
sins :thatwehave\comQJitted, inretut'n for so many, bene,"
fits,. w,e .,' Illay', theQce:take, ,occasion ,better to ~ en,ter: ', )nto
sentim,ents "ofeon£usion~, and heartfelt· sorrow. Thus, the
prophet Nathan ·first recQ~nted to ,David the. favours that
God had done him,"', in order to ~shpw, t11{~,'<1eformity:and
magnitudeQ£ Jhe: sin that.he 'had qommitted. The second
point is, to a,skaf our .Lord grace" to know, the,faults and
sins into which we,have fallen., The third, to ;take account
of ' OUt;, 'soul, "going., through ,our conduct froIl}.' the hour
at,:whichwe made our re&olu,tians,first, Jor though,ts,
secondly, for words, thirdly, for actions. The fourth point
is, to, beg'God,'.~ pardon for the faults .that we findweh~ve
committed~ grieving and ' repenting ,for ,the &ame. . ,The
fifth, to purpose amendment by. ,the. grace of the Lord,
with an Our' Fathe,r...
,Thi& ".. general e:xamen".,should ,',. be '111ade.. alwaySi, ,along
with the particular;: for immediately iUi the ..moroing on;
rising ,we, should ,offer" to.our 'Lord aU that ,.we are. going
to', do.. that 'day. , Soour;Father s:ays, spealtiIlg' .o~
the, particular, examen1, that,. immediate.ly o11,j,risingrwe

should purpose' to,. be on ,our~uard .agajnst that particu-

tar vice ,which we wish to correct ;' and. this is the.. first,ttrne;
:601". ,the\particular1e~amen.
We,~sholJld.,.also .at Jhe",sam~,
time' offer to God all the thoughts" words' andactlQusQf
that'day,,·thatallmaybe fOr' His glory; purposing at the
same.timehottooftendHim,·:andbf'gging His .grace to
that~end.1t,is.:'tb~ .dgbtJhingfor'~llto·hav~the?U~':
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tom of doing this. Afterward.s, twice a day, at mid-day
and at night, we must make the general examen along
with the particular. Such is the custom of the Society,
founded on our Constitutions, and we find it expressed· in
the first of the Common Rules: " Let all, twice a day,
give the time marked out to them for the examination of
their conscience. " Thus as the clock is regulated and the
weights wound up twice a day, at morning and at night,
that it may keep time, so we ought to regulate the clock
of our conscience by the morning and night examen, that
it .may' always keep time. Thus at noon, when we go
through and take account of the times that we have failed
in· the matter of our particular examen, from the hour at
which we .made the purpose, which was when we rose,
down to then, so also we must run through and take
account of the faults we have committed in thought, word
and deed from the time that we rose till then; and after
that we must move ourselves to shame and repentance for
the faults committed in the matter of our particular and
general examen together, and purpose amendment for the
afternoon as well in the one as in the other. And at night
we must make in like manner the particular and the
general examen together going through and taking account only of the time since. our previous examen at midday.
The main thing to notice about the manner of making
this general examen is the same as we said of the particular, that all its force and e.fficacy lies in these two later
points, that is, in repentance and shame for the faults we
have fallen into, and a firm purpose of amendment for
the afternoon or for to-morrow morning: in that consists
our making our examen well and drawing fruit from it.
Father Master Avila says of this examen: " You should
make account that you have. entrusted to you a prince's
son to take continual care of, to see after him, and set him
in the way of good habits and clear him of bad ones, and
that every day you call him to account. " Now if you had
such a charge, it is clear that you would not lay the main
stress of his amendment on his telling you how many times
he had fallen and failed to-day, but in making him acknowledge. his fault, in rebuking him and giving him admoni-
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tioos,. and drawing from him firm purposes of amendment ;
and you would tell him plainly,inso',manywords, that
being the son of him whose son he is, he must mend his
ways. So then in .·this manner you. ought :to regard your
soul as athinge.ntrusted to you by God, and in this manner
you ought todealwith it in theaccount that you ask . of it,
and· on this you ought tolay the stress of yourexamen and
self-amendment; not on calling to mind. the faults that you
have committed,but on shame. and repentance for having

committed them,and on rebuking yourselfas you would
rebuke another person of whom you had the charge, and
on making firm resolutions not to fall again into these
faults.
And we ought to be aided hereto by the consideration
thatthe generalexa.men is ·the proper and legitimate preparation for confe.ssion; and this is the title that Our Father
gives it in the. Book of Spiritual Exercises:·. "A general
examination· of conscience for a man to cleanse his soul
and better prepare for confession~t' And the reason is
manifest, for two. principal things are •required .forcortfession; the first is examination of one's faults, the second
is sorrow Jor them : and these things are done, completely
in the examen of conscience; and so, if we make. this
examen well,weshall make our ,confession well. And
it is to be observed that the sorrow necessary for confession, as the Council of Trent and that?fFlorence says,
includes twothings,regret ,and repentance for sin, and
purpose not to sin. anymore: where either of these two
things is wanting,' there· will. be no sufficient·, disposition
for confession. Some think that then only is their confessiorinull and void, when they leave·outsome sin
through shame; but. I believe that there are many more
cases of confessionsbeingba<i, sacrilegious and null,· Jor
want of .true .sorrow and· purpose. .of amendment. than. for
want of due acknowledgment of sins"
. Hereby may be seen how necessa.rythis preparation is,
and how important it is toaccustomourselvesin our examen to excite ourselves,arndtake time overexciting ourselves, • to sorrow for our· faults and. purpose. never to fall
into them again. And so I say that of the three principal
points that there are in the exa01en,-the other two bein.g
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:what 'we may call 'preludes,-the chief part of the time
should be sp~nt on the two last, that is, on begging God's
pardon, moving ourselves to repentance and shame for our
faults, and on making purposes of amendment.
The
lesser' portion of the .time should .be', spent ,in running
through and calling to mind the faults into which we have
fallen. For this latter point, albeit it is one of those three
principal points, the third part of the'examen time is sufficient. The other two parts should be kept for the other
two points, since they are the principal points,' and on
them the foroe and efficacy and fruit of the examen
depends.
" But some one will say: ' how shall we be able in' such
a short time as the third part of a quarter of an hour to go
through all the times that we have falle.n in the matter of
the particularexamen;, besides the faults that we have
committed 'in that of the :general ~examen'by thought, word
and deed? why, even the whole quarter of an hour would
seem too little for this.' The best means for this is to
bring the first' point already done when we go to examen.
It is told of our blessed Father Ignatius that, eve,ry time
he failed in the matter of'his particular examen, he tied a
knot on a shoe-string that'he·carried on his girdle for this
express purpose, and afterwards by the knots' he knew the
number of times without stopping any mbre on it. And as
for what, regarded the general examen, he' did not let an
hour of the day pass without recollecting himself, leaving
all else' alone' to examine his conscience. And if perchance
some business came in upon him, so grave. 'and so urgent
an occupation' as not to' allow"him that hour" to 'fulfil' his
devotional practice, h.e made it up: the next hour, or as
soon as the occupation gave him a vacant moment.
'This would be a very good devotion; every time the
clock struck to cast a' glance at our conscience: some even
have the practice' of examining themselves over' 'every
action they do. And iiit seems much to you to do this
every ho'ur,or overeveryaction;i{will he good to' do it
at least over every one of the principal actions of the day;
and, of some -we have special directionS that on finishing
them we should makeexamen of them" as we have ,said
,above." SL·Bbnaventure says that a' se'rvant of God •should
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{~~atn}ne'hlrriself !severi titnes a day.• And if ·th~ parti~ular
examen we "keep that addition 'df puttrng our' hand to our
breast every fime we fall,· we shall· easily remember thereby
. the number"of times that we have fallen. Althoughour
'Father does: nof;,appoint·thisaddition to enable-' us to re. member our faults, but to make us rep'enf ofthem at once,
alldtherefore hepre~cribes this gesture of puttingthe hand
, to the breast; as though to'say, , I have sinned,' ye.t after
all, if "We keep th~s a<1<1~tion, ~t "Will be a great:'help ito US
afterwards to remember easily the times we have fallen.
Addto this, that when one keeps a reckoning with oneself,
and lives with a careful eye to"making progress, whenever
such a person falls into a fault, he at once feels rerporse ,of
conscience, which is the'best awakener to make him r,emember it..
,This is: the final answer' to ',two sorts of persons: for
some ~l1ereare to,:who,fil·awhole" quarter oian hour seems
little ti~e eno~gh to remember the faults into which they
have fallen~ and to these we have' air ea-cIy given a method
how to bring the first -point asdt were' already done, that
so "they ,may have' time ovet" to"'btisy' themselves 'with"the
two following ~ Others .th~re. are 011 'the contrary whom
~" the quarter of an hour of examen leaves much at 'large,
and they do notfind'ahything to spend it on; these we may
moreeasilys.atisfy. We' have already said .that ,alike at
·mid-day and at night, the general examen must be made'
alongwith't.he particular, and after having 'seen the faults
. into which we have fallen in the' one exameh and In the
other, we should occupy our:selves in sentiments of'shame
and·repentance<· for them,and in begging ,pardon, and in
firm purposes ·ofamendment~ andiri'asking of bur Lord
grace thereto ;On which occupation the in ore 'we dwell, the
better~<
'.
;.'; "
St~' Dorotheus'a<;1ds to, this' a'" piebe, of' advice, 'very· helpful :he says that at examen we should not only take' account~f the f~ults int() \Vhich we have fallen,' but much
. mor-eof the roots of those faults, ex'amining the causes
and occasions' t4af led to our nill, that so we may 'be forewa~ned and. o~ our 'guard:again:st'fheltl from' this'tirpe
·.on\Vards. Thus·if'bygoiilgout·()fmy room·I have broke,n
;' silence or· murmured, I must resolve not to go but of ·it
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henceforth without necessity, and then to go forewarned,
and so of other the like things. Otherwise, it will be like
a man stumbling over a stone, and, for not paying attention to the occasion of his stumbling, stumbling there the
next morning also; or as a man wanting to set a blighted
tree right by merely cutting off some branches and the
rotten and worm-eaten fruit. If we make our examens in
this way, the time prescribed for them will not seem too
ample, but short.

CHAPTER XI

That the examen of conscience is a means of putting
into execution all other spiritual methods and directions, and the reason why we do not profit by it is
because we do not make it as we ought
The blessed St. Basil, after having given his monks
many spiritual directions, concludes with this, that every
night before going to bed they should make examen of
conscience, thinking that this will be sufficient to secure
the observance of all that he has said and hold them to it.
With this also I wish to conclude this treatise, much commending this examination to all, since by the grace of the
Lord it will be enough to put all other spiritual directions
into execution, and remedy all our faults.
If you are
growing slack at prayer, careless of obedience, uncontrolled in talking, beginning to take back a little of your
free-and-easy worldly ways, all that will be stopped and
cured at once by thisexamen. He who makes this examination of conscience every day may reckon that he carries
with him a governor, a master of novices, a superior, who
every day and every hour will ask of him an account, advise· him what to do, and rebuke him on any point on
which he fails.
Father Master Avila says: " Your faults cannot go on
long, if this examination of conscience goes on," and
this squaring of your accounts and rebuking yourself every
day and every hour. And if your faults do go on, and at
the end of many days, and perhaps years, you are as
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unmortified, your passions as full and lively as at the beginning, .it is because you do not use as you ought these
means that we have for our spiritual progress. For if you
. had really taken to heart the getting rid of one £a,ult and
the gaining of one virtue, and had. gone: about it with
care and diligence, purposing amendment three times a
day at least, morning, mid-day, and night, comparing
every day the Jaults, of the evening with those of the morning, and

the £aultso£

to-day whh those

ot yesterday, alid

those of this week with those of the week past, repenting
and being ashamed for having fallen so many times, and
begging support of our Lord and of His Saints to correct
yourself,-at the end .of .' so much time you would have
com~.out with some result.
But if a man goes on making his examenout of routine
and for form's .sake, without any true· sorrow for his
faults and any firm purposes of amendment, that is no
.examen, but a vain ceremony' and a .Christm'as game.
Hence it is that the same evil propensities, and the same
bad habits and inclinations that a man brought from the
world, he keeps after many yeats of Religion: if he was ,
proud,proud.· he ,is to-day;., if he was impatient and
haughty, the same he is to-day; if he used to utter: sharp
and stinging words, he utters them to-day: he is as unmannerly to-day 'as h~ was the first day; as self-willed, as
greedy, as great a .lover of his own comforts. And God
grant that instead of advancing and· growing in virtue,
some people's evil propensities have notgrowri, and their
,free-and-easy· ways • . been accentuated 'by the length of.time
And whereas they' ought
they have spent in Religion.
to be.more humble~ they are more' uppish and presumptuous, and fall into that false positio~ of which 'St. Bernard
speaks: ". " 'Many there are who there in'the worIawould
,have been' held in small account, arid herein Religion want
to be great people;. and who there would not have fou'rid
necessaries, but-here seek comforts." Quodque pei'Versutn

est, plerique'indomoDei non patiuntuf habericontemptui,
qui in sua non nisiconte.mptibilesesse· potue1'unt.
From what has been'said it wilFappear also what a bad
excuse it is that some make for their faults, saying' Oh
that is my way.' Rather he is all the more to blame, who
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knowing that. he :has this or that bad way, and being bound
to bestow all . . his care and diligence in fortifying that
weak side of his character, not to come to ruin thereby,
.lets himself be at the end of so long a' time' as passionate
and unrestrained as·he was the first day he came~ Let
him then who makes it his business to serve God,-for
to all such persons we are speaking here,-enter into himself, and begin anew, trying henceforth to get his examination of ·conscience weUdone,.so that the fruit thereof may
,appear. ,We,aremen, and we 'have our faults, and shall
have them. so long. as we' ate in this life: but we should
try to realise three things by aid of the examen. In the first
place, if our fallitswere many, let them henceforth be few;
secondly, if they were great"let them be smaller; thirdly,
let them not always be the same, for to repeat the same
fault time after time argues great carelessness and negligence.
Evagrius, in a book which he wrote on the life and bodily
exercises of monks, mentions one holy monk' who said:
" I do not know that the devils have ever caught me twice
in the same fault." This maQ must have made his examen
of conscience'well; this man repented in earnest, and made
firm. purposes of amendmept. In this way then we should
makeourexamens. By this means God raised and -elevated our blessed Father Ignatius to such perfection. We
read in his Life a notable and very special thing. Comparing yesterday with to-day, and his present state of progress.with his past, he found that every day he had advanced and gained ground, or - rather had gained, not
earthly ground but heaven. So much so, that in his old
age he came to say that the state in which he was at Manresa,-which in the .time of his studies he used to call his
, primitive Church,'- had been like' a 'noviceship; and
daily God went on adorning his soul, and filling in with
tints of perfection the ~ portrait of which at Manresa He
had .sketched'.only the outlines. Let us'· then use as we
"ought the .meanswhich the Lord.has so specially given us,
and let us have great confidence that thereby He will raise
uS to the perfection which we desire.,

EIGHTH TREATISE

-OF'··CONFORMITY TO···THE·,· WILL
'OF GOD
CHAPTER l-

In ,'which two fundamental principles are laid' down
Not as ·l:wil.l~· but as· thou·.willeslt (Matt.· xxvi. 39). : For
two ends, the Saints tell us, the Son of God descended from
heav,en, .ahdclothed Himself with Gurdlesh, makingFlimself true Man : the one, to redeem ·us by His precious
Blood ; the other, to teaoh us by .His doctrinethew~y to
heaven, and in:struct.us·,by" His, example ::. for 'as it·would
profit us nothing ,to-know the way, .if we remained shut
up in the prison, so, says St. Bernard, it :would not profit
·:us to deliver us from prison, if we did not kn0-w thecway.
And 'as God was invisible, that we, might see Him ·and be
able. to foHowc:l'nd ,imitate Him, it was necessary that He
should make Himself man' and -clothe .Himself in'our
- human nature, as the shepherd clothes' himself ··with the
shepherd "~so smock-frock, ;whichis the skinofa.sheep,
,that the sheep may folloW him seeing their own 'like. ness. " Sf) Leo says':" If He were not true God,:I-Ie
,woulcl bring 'us; no remedy : if He were not trueman,He
would give 'us nQ ;example. " He did the one and the other
in· alleompleteness" for "the excess. oltove "that . . He' bate
to men. As His y'edemptionwas 'copi,ous{Ps~ .129),>SO
also was -His teaching'; Jorit was not only given by.W0~ds,
- huf,mueh more abundantly,by thee.xample of ,His· deeds.
Jesus began tod()andto,teach(AGts L I). He first began
. to 'do;:and that all His ·life long,. '.and afterwards to . preach
for;the three last years of .Hislife,or·twoanda half.
, "; Nowamopgthethings·thatChrist oUr Redeemer taught
us one of-the ·chiefesfwas,that,we should have an entire
cbnf6imity, with the will-of eGod in aU things.· , He taug~t
us that, ,notonly-in- words,---instructingus how to :pray,
4 11
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He set down for one of our principal. petitions, Thy will
be done on earth as it is in heaven. (Matt. vi. lo),-but He
also confirmed this doctrine by His example: I came down
from heaven, not to do my own will, but the will of him
that sent me (John vi. 38). And at the time of accomplishing.the work of our redemption, that Thursday of the
Supper, in that prayer" in the garden, though His body
and sensible appetite naturally shrank from death,-and
so to show that He was true man He said: Father, if it
be possible, let this chalice pass from me (Matt. xxvi. 39),
-yet His will ever· remained quite ready and desirous to
drink the chalice which His Father was sending Him,
and therefore He added at once : Yet not my will, but thine
be done.
To go to the root of the matter, and establish ourselves
well in this conformity, we must suppose two brief but
very substantial· fundamental principles, on which all this
matter must turn as upon two hinges. The first is, that
our advancement and perfection consists in conformity to
the will of God; and the greater and more perfect this conformity, the greater will be our perfection. This foundation lends itself to being readily understood: for it is
certain that perfection consists essentially in charity and
love of God, and a man will be more perfect the more he
loves God. Full of this doctrine is the holy Gospel, full
the Epistles of St. Paul, full the writings of the Saints.
This is the greatest and first commandment (Matt.
xxii. 38). Charity is the bond of perfection (Col. iii. 14).
The greatest of these virtues is charity (1 Cor. xiii. 13).
The highest and most perfect is charity and the love of
God. But the highest and most exalted and purest point
of this love, and what we may call the acme of it, is
conformity in all to the will of God!, so as to have one will
of acceptance and one will of refusal with His Divine
Majesty in all things. St. Jerome says, and he has it
from a pagan philosopher: "To have the same I will
and I will not with him whom you love, that is true friendship" : eadem velIe et eadem nolle, ea demum firma amicitia
est. It follows that the more conformable and the more
united to the will of God a man is, the better will he he.
Further, it· is clear that there is nothing better or more
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perfect than the will of God: therefore the more a man
seeks and conforms' himself to the will of God, the better
and .more perfect will he be. So that other philosopher
argued: " If God is the most perfect beingthere is, the
more perfect any other being will be,. the more it is assimilated' and made like to Gbd. ".
"
The se.cond furtdamentalprinciple is this: that nothing
can happen or come about ··in this.· world but. by.· the will
and ordinance .of . God,--always under~tanding, except

fault and sin, for of that God is not' cause nor author,
nor can Hebe ; for as it is repugnant to the nature of fire
to freeze, and to .that·· of water to warm, and·to that of
the sun to darken, so it is infinitely "more .against the
goodness of God to love evil. So said the prophet Habacuc: Lord, thine eyes are too pure to bear the sight'of
evil, and thou canst not give countenance to iniquity (Hab.
1. 1'3). As we say here on earth, he cannot bear the sight,
to give to understand .the abhorrence that one has for a
thing, so he says that God cannot bear 'the sight of evil·for
the great hatted and abhorrence that He has for it. Thou
art nota God that> wilIest iniquity (Ps. 5). . Thou hast
loved' justice ·and hated iniquity (Ps. 44). All Holy Writ
is full of the abhorrence that God has for sin, and so .He
cannot because or author of· it. But apart from this, all
other things, and all penal evils and afflictions, come of
the will and ordinance, of God. This foundation also is
quite sure. There is no such thing as 'fortune' in the world:
that was a fiction and error of the heathen. The goods'
that the world calls 'goods of fortune' are not given by
fortune,-there is no such thing,-butbyGod ·alone. ,S6
says the Holy. Spirit by the WiseMan: Good things and
evil things, life and death, poverty and riches, God gives
them all (Ecclu's. xi. 14). . ' . . :
And though these things come by means· ofsecoridary
causes, still it is certain that nothing is done in this gr'eat
commonwealth .' of the' world. but by the will and ordinance
of that sovereign Empe.ror who governs 'it.Nothingcomes
by chance in respect of God : all is registered and sorted
out by His hand. He counts all the bones of your body
and all the hairs of your head : not one of them, shall fall
but by Hi.sordinance and will. Why do I speakofrilen?
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nota sparrow falls into the'net,says Christ our Redeemer,
but, by the, dispensation and wilt of ,God.
Are not two
sparrows sold for a penny? and not one o/them shall
fall to" the ground without, the providence of your :Father
(Matt.x. 29). There is not a- leaf that stirs on a tree'
but by His will. So the Wise Man says of lots: Lots are
throw·n into- the urn, but God it is that directs them
(Prov. xvi. 33). Although the lots are drawn from- the
caddy or urn, think not that they come out by chance·:
they come out only by the ordinance of Divine Providence,
which disposes and wills it so. The lot fell uponMatthias
(Acts j. 26): it was not by chance that the lot felton
Matthias, but bya particular arrangement and providence
of God, who was pleased to choose him for His Apostle by
that way.
. Good philosophers attained to this truth even by the
sole light of nature,and said that although in respect of
natural causes many things happen by chance, yet in
respect of the First Cause they are not by chance" but
intended quite on purpose. They give this example: a
master, sends a servant in some direction on business, and
sends, another servant by a different way to the same
place on other business, without the knowledge· of either
of them, but meaning them to meet· there. The meeting
of the servants is by chance in' respect of themselves,but
in respect of their master, who intended' it, it is not by
chance, but thought out and intended of set purpose. So
here, though in respect of men some things fall out by
chance, because . they neither intended nor thought, of
them, yet in respect: of God it is not by chance, but by·
His knowledge and will, He having so ordained it for
secret and hidden ends, known to Himself.
What we have to draw from. these two fundamental
principles is-the conclusion and thesis which we proposed,
...."....,thatsince. all that befalls us comes from the hand of
God, and aU-our perfection lies in: conforming ourselves to
His 'will, we· should take aU things as coming from His
hand, and conform Durselvestherein to His most holy and
divine.will. You must not take anything as coming by
chance, :orby ,the industry and' contrivance of men: for
that is what generally gives so -much pain and annoyance:
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y;0\1 'mu~t notthinkthat this-or that came. upon, you because'
So, and So managed it, and -if: it had notibeen for this or
that thing, things would have gone otherwise. ,Yau must
make no account: of. that, but take all things as coming
from the hand of God,by whatsoever way or whats(j)ever
roundabout, proces.s they, come,. since; it is He who sends
them by those means.. Qneof. ,thoS'e' famouS: Fathers'ofl
the, .D,esert used.- to· ·say .that ~'a man -could' -not -. find true
r.epos,e ot satisfactiouin, ,this life, unless· he -, reckoned.- that
~hereis only, God and himself in the world.
And St.·
Dorot4eps says tnat those ancient Fathers: made a great
point of _taking -aU things -as coming from -the "hand of
God, .howeversmall they'were; and'inwhatever manner
they _c.~·J;lle _about~ .-and ·thereby kept. themselves' in great
pe~ce ' and, quiet, and ,lived a beavenly life.

CHAPTER II.

Further explanatio-·fi 'of the second fundamental
princtple
; It is a tr,uth so 'settled in Holy: Writ thataU-affiictions

and penal evils·come ftom the 'hand of God; thatitwould
not be inecessary Jor us to· take time:in proving it, were: it
not for the obscurity which' the devHwith his cunning
tries :to throw rover it. From the other also certain truth'
which we stated" which is that -God, is riot cause or author
of sin, the devil draws a false' and lying 'conclusion,making
some: people believ'e' that. .thoug;h the -evils that -'come -to
us ,.hy means :0£ - natural cat;Ises: ~ and"· "irrational. Ccreatun~s;
as sickness; hunger ,and b3;rrehness;€om~ifrom thehartd
of God, becausefhere there is'nn'sin,ilor.canhein sudh
creatures," since they are nat capable 'of 'it; yet the evil
and· affliction which comes about 'by the faulto£:,a man\vho
wounds me', robs me,dishonours me, ooes not come -from
the:handof God, -nor isguided:hy the ordinance-of. His
providence,'butbythemaliee aria ,damnable will of a'nother
man. 'This is' a "very great erron St. Doretheus says
very well"reouking th:is. error.in'those'wno-_do not take'
these things ' as ·coming from the hand ; of God, ,:'~ Thete
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are those who, when another person says a word against
them, or does them any other ill turn, forget God, and
turn all their rage against their neighbour, imitating
dogs who bite the stone, and neither look at nor take
account of the hand that threw it."
To banish this erroneous action, and secure a firm
foundation in Catholic truth, Theologians observe that
two elements there are combined in any sin that man commits; the one is the movement and exterior act, the other
the disorder of the will wandering away from 'what God
commands. God is author of the former, man of the
latter. Let us take the cas'e of a man quarrelling with
another and killing him. To kill him, he 111USt needs put
his hand to his sword, draw it and brandish his arm, and
deal the blow, and· do other natural movements, which
may be considered by themselves apart from the disorder
of the will of the man who does them to kill another. Of
all these movements, considered by themselves, God is
cause, and He produces them, as He produces likewise
the effects of the action of irrational creatures. For as
these cre.atures cannot stir nor act without God, so neither
can man : he cannot stir his arm' nor put his hand to his
sword : and besides that, these natural acts are not evil
of themselves; for if a man practises them in necessary
self-defence, or in a just war, or as a minister of justice,
and so kills another, he would not sin. But of the fault,
which is the defect and disorder of the will, whereby the
wicked man does the injury, of that deviation from reason
and perversion of the same, God is not cause, although
He permits it where He might hindel' it, but hinder it He
does not, in fulfilment of just judgments of His own. They
illustrate this by a comparison. A man has' a wound on
his foot, and goes limping: the cause of his foot going at all
is the virtue and motive power of' his soul;' but of his limping, the cause is the wound, and not the virtue or power of
the soul. So of the sinful action that man does, the cause of
the action is God, but the cause of the fault and sin that
there is in the act is' the free will of man. Thus though
God is not nor can be cause ,or author of sin, yet we must
hold for certain' that all penal evils· come from the hand
of God 'and by dispensation of His providence, by what-
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ever way and in whatever manner they come, whether
they come by means of natural causes and irrational creatures, ·or by means of rational creatures.
God guided
the hand of, him that hurt you, and the tongue of him
who gave you the opprobrious name. Shall there ·be
evil in the city that the Lord hath not done?, says the
prophet Amos (iii. 6). Holy Writ is full of this truth,
attributing to God the evil that one man does to another,
and saying that it is God who did it.
In the Second Book of Kings, in the account of the
chastisement wherewith ,God chastised David by means' of
his son Absalom, for the sin of:adultery and murder that
he had committed, God says that it was Himself that was
to do it. So. I will raise up over 'against ·thee evil from
thine own house {2 Kings xii. II ).Hence it is also that
the impious kings, who in their pride and cruelty inflicted
most' atrocious chastisements on the people of God, are
called by Scripture instruments of the divine justice. Ah
for Assur, the rod of my indignation (Isai. x. 5). And of
Cyrus, King of the Persians, by whom the Lord' intended
to chastise the Chaldeans, He says: whose right hand
I have grasped (Isai. xlv. I). On which St. Augustine
has this excellent remark: "God deals with us as' an
earthly father is wont to do : when the father is angry with
his son, he takes' a stick which he finds hard by, and
chastises his' son with it: then the stick he casts into the
fire, and keeps for the son the inheritance. In, this way
God, is wont also to take wicked men for an instrument
and scourge to chastise the good. " We read in Ecclesiastical 'History how at the destruction of Jerusalem Titus,
general of the Romans, going round theeity, saw the
ditches full of corpses and dead bodies, and all
the "neighbourhood infected by the stench: whereupon he
raised his eyes to heaven, and with a loud voice called
God to witness thaf it was none of his doing that so great
slaughter had taken place. And when that harbarian
Alaric was' going to sack and destroy Rome, a venerable
monk met him, and begged him not to' be the cause of
so many, evil deeds as were likely to be committed on that
expedition. 'And he replied: "I am not going to
Rome of my own accord, but some spirit assails
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me every day and torments me, saying: Go to Rome and
destroy the city." Thus all things come from the hand
of God and by His ordinance and will. So the royal prophet David, when Semei reviled him and flung stones and
dirt at him, said to those who would have had him take
vengeance on the fellow: The Lord hath commanded him
to curse David; and who shall dare to say, Why hast thou
c,ommanded it? (2 Kings xvi. 10). He means to say, the
Lord hath taken him for the instrument of my affliction
and punishment.
But what great thing is it to recognise men as instruments of the Divine justice and providence, since the
same is true even of the devils themselves, obstinate and
harden'ed as they are in their malice, and anxious for our
perdition? St. Gregory observes this marvellously in that
saying of Scripture: A n evil spirit of the Lord tormented
Saul (1 Kings xvi. 14). The same spirit is called' spirit
of the Lord' and ' evil spirit, '-'evil, 'by desire of his
evil will ; and' of the Lord,' to give tis to understand that
he was s'ent by God to give that torment to Saul, and God
worked by him. And this the text itself there declares,
saying: An evil spirit, sent by the Lord, tormented him
(Spiritus nequam a Domino) (I Kings xvi. 14). And for
the same reason, says the Saint, the devils, who afflict
and persecute the just, are called in Scripture God)s
marauders: simul venerunt latrones ejus et fecerunt viam
per me (Job xix. 12): rnarauders (latrones), for the evil
will that they have to do us harm ; and withal God) s, to
give us to understand t'hat the power they have to do
us harm they have of God.
So St. Augustine makes
this excellent reflection: "Job did not say: The
Lord hath given, and the devil has taken away:
but he referred all to God: The Lord hath given,
and the Lord hath taken away (Job i. 21): for he knew
well that the devil could do no evil but what 'God permitted him to do." And the Saint goes on to say: " Let
no one say, ' the devil has done me this ill turn '; but
attribute your affliction and scourge to God, since the devil
could do nothing against· you, nor touch even a hair of
your head, unless God gave him permission thereto."
TJJ. us. the devils could not enter into the swine of the Gera-
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senes, without first" asking permission of Christ our Redeemer (Matt. viii. 3 I). How could they touch you, how
could they tempt you, without God's leave? He who
could not touch the swine,how shall he touch the children?

CHAPTER III
Of the great benefits and advantages contained in this

conformity to the will of .God
The blessed St. Basil says that the height of sanctity
and perfection in Christian life consists in attributing the
causes of all things, great and small, to God, and conforming ourselves therein to His most holy will. But that
we may better understand the perfection and importance
of this, and so he more given to it and more careful to
secure it, we will proceed to set forth in particular the
benefits and great aavantages contained in this conformity
to' the will of. God.
In the first place, this is that true and perfectresignationwhich the Saints and all the masters of spiritual life
so greatly extol,' and say thath is the· root and principle
of all our peace and ·quiet, since in this way a man submits and places himself in the hands of God, like a little
clay. in the hands ·of· a workman, that He may work in him
His entire will,notseeking any longer to be his own, or
to live for himself, nor to eat, nor sleep, nor labour for
himself,but all for God and for the sake of God. Now
this is what this conformity effects, since by it a man
entrusts himself entirely to the will of God, so as not to
desire to 'seek anything else .than that the Divine will may
be. entirely accomplished in him alike in all that the man
himself does, and in all that may happen to him, alike i~
prosperity and consolation and in adversity and affliction.
This is so pleasing to God that for it King David was
called by God a man according to His own hear!. I ~ave
foundVavid, amah according to my 'own heart, who ;wil~
accomplish 'all my wishes (I Kings xiii. 14). He kept his,
heart in as much abandonment and subjection to thehe,art
of t'he. Lord ; and as prompt and ready· for anything that
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God might please to imprint thereon in the way of affliction or relief, as a piece of soft wax to receive any figure
or form that men chose to give it. Therefore he said again
and again, My heart is ready, 0 God, my heart is ready
(Pss. 56, 107).
Secondly, he who shall have attained this entire and
perfect conformity to the will of God, will have gained an
entire and perfect mortification and mastery of all his
passions and evil inclinations. We well know how necessary this mortification is, and how highly it is praised and
commended by Saints and Holy Scripture.
N ow this
mortification is a means necessarily to be presupposed to
come to attain to this conformity to the will of God. That
is the end, and mortification the means to arrive at that
end: now the ultimate end must always be higher and
more perfect than the means. How necessary a means
mortification is to come to attain to this entire and perfect conformity to the will of God, is easy to see. For
what hinders this union and conformity is our. own selfwill and disorderly appetite. Thus the more a man denies
and mortifies his will and appetite, the more easily will he
unite and conform himself t.o the will of God. To unite
and adjust a rough piece of wood to another well-wrought
and polished, it is necessary first to tool it and remove
the roughness, otherwise the one will never fit into the
other. N ow this is what mortification does: it removes
our roughness, planing and tooling us, that so we may
be able to be united and adjusted to God, conforming
ourselves in all to His Divine will. Thus the more mortified a man is, the better will he succeed in uniting and
adjusting himself to the will of God; and when he shall
be perfectly mortified, then will he arrive at this perfect
union and conformity.
Hence follows another thing, that may be our number
three. This entire resignation and conformity to the will
of God is the greatest and most acceptable and agreeable
sacrifice that a man can offer of himself to God. In other
sacrifiges he offers his goods, but in this he offers himself.
In other sacrifices and mortifications he mortifies himself
in part,-as in temperance or modesty, in silence or in
patience, he offers a part of himself to God; but this is
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a holocau'st in which a man offers himself entirely and
wholly to God to do with, him all that: He will, and asHe
wills, and when He wills, without e.xception of anything
or reservation of anything, for '., himself. Thus as man ' is
worth more than the property of man, and the 'whole" is
worth more than· the part, so this· sacrifice is worth more
than all other sacrifices and mortifications. And God
sets such store by it that it is this that·· He requires arid
asks of us. Son, give me thy heart (Prov. xxiii. 26).Thu~
as the royal hawk feeds only. on hearts, so does God feed
on that which is. most precious and valuable, which is the
heart. If you give Him not this, with nothing else can
you content or satisfy Him. And this is. not asking much
of us: for if to us, who are a little heap of dust and ashes,
all that God has created is not enough to satisfy or content uS,and .our tiny little heart wiU never be satisfied
with anything less than God" how can you think to content
and satisfy God by giving ., Him not your ,whole heart, but
part of it, and reserving the rest .for yourself? Youare
much mistaken, since out heart does 'not admit of being
divided or parted in this manner. A little and oarrow bed
is the' heart, says the prophet Isaiah (xxviii. 20) : •there
is no room init for more than God. Therefore the Spouse
calls it a little bed (Cant. iii. I), because she kept her heart
narrowed in such away as,to leave no room for any other
than her Beloved. And whoever shall seek to dilate and
widen his heart to make room in it for another, will cast
God out of it, and of this His Divine. Majesty complains
by Isaiah (lvii. 8) : Thou hast committed adultery, receiving in the bed of thy heart another than thy B elov~d, and
to cover the adulterer thou hast uncovered and cast out
God. Had we a· thousand hearts, we should offer them
all to God, and all should seem to tis little compared to
what we owe to so great a Lord.
Fourthly, as we said at. the beginning; whoever shall
reach· this conformity,will reach perfect charity and love
of God; and the more he shall grow in it, the more will
he grow' in lovee)f God,andconsequently in perfection,
which consists in: this charity and .l()ve. This conclusion;
apart from what we said before,iswell gathered from ,what
we have said just now, since the love 'ofG-od consists 'oat
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in words, but in deeds. "The proof of love is the display
of work done," says St. Gregory. And the more difficult
the works are, and the more they cost us, the more manifest is the love that prompts them. So St. John, to show
the love that God bore the world, says: God hath so loved
the world as to give his only-begotten Son to suffer and
die for us (John iii. 16). And to manifest the love that
He bore His Father, Christ our Redeemer says: That the
'lvorld may know that I love the Father, arise, let. us go
hence (John xiv. 31); and the errand on which He vvent
was to suffer death on the cross. So He gave testimony
to the world that He loved His Father, in accomplishing
a commandment so rigorous. Thus it is in works that
love is shown; and the greater and more laborious the
works are, the greater is the display of love. This entire
conformity to the will of God, as we have said, is- the
greatest sacrifice that we can offer of ourselves to God,
because it presupposes a perfect mortification and resignation, whereby one offers oneself to God, and places
oneself entirely in His hands, that He may do therewith
what He pleases. And so there is nothing in which a
man better shows the love that he bears to God than in
this, since he gives and offers Him all that he has, and all
that he possibly could have and desire; and if he could
have more and could give more, he would give it all.

CHAPTER IV

That this perfect conformity to the will of God is
happiness and bliss on earth
He who shall attain to this entire conformity to the will
of God, taking all that happe.ns as coming from His hand,
and conforming himself therein to His most holy and
divine will, will have gained happiness and bliss here on
earth, will enjoy very great peace and tranquillity, and will
ever have perpetual joy and gladness in his soul. This
is the happiness and bliss of the Blessed enjoyed here by
the· great servants of God: The kingdom of God is not
eating and drinking, nor giving oneself over to amuse-
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and pleasures of the senses, but 1'ighteousniss and
peace andjoy in the Holy Ghost (Rom. xiv. 17). This is the
kingdom of God on earth,. and the par,adise . of delights
which we are able to en joy . here. And rightly is it called
bliss, because it makes us in some sort like to the Blessed:
for as there in heaven there are .no changes nor fluctua,,:,
tions, but the.Blessedevef remain in one frame of mind,re~

joicing in God, so here· on .earth those who have attained
to such entire .and pe.rfectconfofmity that all their satisfaction. is the satisfaction and will· of· God, are not disturbed or troubled by the changes of this life, or by the
various ways in which things tura out. Their will and
heart· is so united and conformed to·" the divine will that
seeing that all comes from' His hand, and that the will and
good pleasure of God is accomplished therein, afflictions
are .-changed. into joys, and· discomforts into mirth,
since they seek andwili rather the will of their Beloved
than their own. Thus there is nothing that can disturb
such people: if anything could disturb them and give them
pain, it would be affiictions,adversities, and contumelies;
but in such things they find a special delight· and consolation, since they come {rom the hand of God, and such
is His will. Thus there is nothing left that' can possibly
disturb or banish the' peace and restfulness of their soul.
This is the· cause of that· unbroken peace and' cheerfulness· in which we read that those' Saints of oldalw~ys
lived,-a .• St. '.' Antony, a St. Dominic, a St.. Frands;
and others ··like· . them.
The •.'same we read of our
blessed Father Ignatius, and we' se.e it ordinarily in the
great servants of God. Do· you think those· Saints had
not their troubles? Had they nO temptations or" infirmities such as we have? Did they not pass through vari<;>us
and diversified changes of fortune? .Certainly they did,
and through much· more trying circumstances than' we
encounter; since it. is the greatest Saints that God usually
exercises and tries with such things. How then did they
keep ever in the same frame of fi?ind, with the same countenance and deportment,with an interior and exterior
serenity, and cheerfulness as if it were always Easter with
them? The cause thereof was 'what we are saying, that
they .had' come to attain to an entire conformity' to" the
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will of God, and placed all their joy in the accomplishment thereof: thus everything turned out to their satisfaction. To them that love God all things work together
unto good (Rom. viii. 28). The just shall not be saddened by
anything that happens to him (Prov. xii. 21).
Labour,
temptation, mortification, all was converted for them
into joy, because they understood that such was the will of
God, in which all their satisfaction lay. They had gained
already such happiness and bliss as can be tasted in
this life, and so they walked as if in glory. St. Catherine
of Siena says very well on this point that the just are like
Christ our Redeemer, who never lost the blessedness of
His soul for all His many griefs and· pains. So the
just never lose that blessedness which consists in conformity to the will of God, for all their many afflictions.
There ever lasts and remains in them that joy and satisfaction, which consists in the will and good pleasure of
God being accomplished in them.
This is a peace so exalted and so extraordinary that
St. Paul says of it: The peace of God, which surpasseth
all understanding, keep your hearts and intelligences in
Christ Jesus (Phil. iv. 7). He says that this peace surpasses all understanding, because it is so high and supernatural a gift that human understanding cannot of itself
comprehend how it is possible for a heart of flesh to be
quiet, peaceful, and full of consolation in the midst. of the
whirlwinds and storms of temptation and affliction there
are in this life. This appears in the marvel of the bush
that Moses saw, which burnt and was not consumed
(Exod. iii. 2) ; and in the miracle of the three youths in the
Babylonian furnace, who in \the midst of the fire remained whole and entire praising God (Daniel iii. 24).
This it is that holy Job said, speaking to God: Lord,
thou tormentest me marvellously (Job x. 16), giving us
to understand on the one hand the great affliction and
pain that he was suffering, and on the other hand the
great content and satisfaction that he had in suffering,
since such was the will and good pleasure of God.
Cassian relates that an old man' of Alexandria, being
surrounded by a great multitude of unbelievers uttering
curses against him, stood in the midst of them like a lamb,
c
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suffering in silence with grea.t peacefulness of, heart. They
mocked him,gave, him buffets and blows, and did him
other grievous injuries. Among other things, they said
to him with scorn : " What miracles has JesusChrist
wrought?" He answered : "The miracles that He has
wrought arethat, sUffering the irijuries·thatyou are doing
me,. even if they were greater,stilll feel rio indignation

nor anger against you t norariy trouble of passion,'" This

is a great. marvel, 'anda'very high and extraordinary
perfection.
Of '. that mountain 'of, Macedonia called Olympus the
ancients say, and St. Augustine refers to it in many
places, ,that his so high that there is'no experience up
there "of ,winds or rains' or clouds. Even birds cannot
settle there, since it is so high as to riSe above the
first, region of the air arid •reach to' the second;' thus
the 'air there', is' so pure and refined that clouds •cannot
form', and float in it, as they' require a more denseatmosphere. And for', the same 'reason birds' cannot ", hold on
their way there, nor can. men live there either, the air
being too subtle. and, re,fined for respiratioh~ lriformationof this' ,was given by certain climbers who went ·up
there year after year to offer certain. sacrifices.
They
carried with them moist sponges to· puf to their nostrils,
and so condense the air as to make it breathable. These
people wrote up there in the dust 'certain alphabetic characters, "which they found,next'year'asclean-ctit and 'entire
as they had Jeft .'them, which could ,not 'be-if there were
winds and rains. Now this is the state of perfection·, to
which they have. mounted up and .attained, who' have this
entire conformity to the will of God. "They have mounted
and risen sO'high, they have' gained, by this time such a
perfect peace, that there are no clouds nor winds nor rains
to reach them there, nor birds of prey toattacka.nd rob
them of the peace and joy of their heart.
St. Augustine on those words: Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the children of God (Matt.
v. 9), says that Christ our Redeemer calls peacemakers
blessed and children of God, because there is nothing in
them that contradicts or resists the will of God, but in
all things they are conformable like good sons, who in
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everything seek to be like their father, having no other
will this way or that but what their father has this way
or that.
This is one of the most spiritual and essential points
of spiritual life. He that shall arrive at the pitch of taking
all things that befall him, great and small, as coming from the hand of God, and so conforming
himself to the divine will therein as that all his satisfaction is the satisfaction of God and the fulfilment of His
most holy will,-such a one has found a paradise on earth.
His abode is in peace .and his dwelling on Mount Sion
(Ps. 75).
Such a one, says St. Bernard, may in all
security and confidence sing the canticle of the Wise Man:
In all things I have sought rest, and shall dwell in the
inheritance of the Lord (Ecclus. xxiv. I I) ; because I have
found the true repose and full and complete joy that no
one can take away: that your joy be full, and your joy no
man shall take away from you (John xvi. 22, 24). Dh if
we could succeed in placing all our satisfaction in the fulfilment of the will of God, so that our will should be ever
His will, and our satisfaction His satisfaction! Dh that
I we,re minded, 0 Lord, never to will or will not except
as Thou wilIest and willest not, and that that were my
consolation in all things! It"'-s good for me to cleave
unto God, and put my hope in the Lord God (Ps. 72). Dh
what a good thing it would be for my soul to be thus
united to God! Dh how well off should we be, if we
were always so united with Him as in all that we did. and
suffered to regard nothing but. the accomplishment of the
will of God, and that was all our satisfaction and delight!
This is what that holy man [Thomasa Kempis] said:
" He to whom all things are one, and all lead to one, and
all things are seen in one, can be steady in heart and rest
peacefully on God."

CHAPTER
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That in God alone. sat.isfaction is to be found, and he
who shall set up his rest in anything. else shall nerver
find true satisfaction
They who place' their satisfaction in God and His divine
will, enjoy unbroken satisfaction and content, for, being
built into that firm pillar, the will of God, they share in the
immutability of· the divine will, and. so are always firm
and immovable and of one mind: but those who are attached to the things of the world, and have settheir heart
and satisfaction in them, cannot have true and lasting
content, because they go .as things go, and depend on
things, and are subject to the changes of things. The
glorious· St. Augustine declares this. very well on that
saying of the prophet: He hath conceived sorrow and
borne iniquity (Ps.7).
"Holdforcertain~"he says,
C C that you will always be liable to pain and disappointment, so long as you do not set up your rest in that which
none can take away from you· without your will." Non
enim .potest labor finiri' nisi hoc quisque diligat quod invitononpossit auferri. '
We read of our Father Francis Borgia that when he
came to Granada with the body of the Empres.s, and the
time 'came to deliver over his charge, on .opening the
leaden coffin in which she lay, and uncovering her face, it
was found to be so changed, so hideous and disfigured, as
to strikethe'beholderswithhorror. This made such an impression on him, and God touched his heart with such· a
sense of disillusionment of th~ things of the world, that he
made a firm purpose, saying: eel resolve, my God, .nev~r
more to. serve a maste.r who can die. " Let us then take
this· resolution, which. isa. very good .one:· c. I purpose,
Lord, never more to set my heart on any'thing that can
taken from me by death, on anything that can come to an
end, on anything that anothercari. take from :me without
my will,' since in:no other way can we find true contentment.

be
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For, says St. Augustine, if you set your heart on that
which they can take away from you without your will,
it is clear that when they do take it away, you must feel
it. This is natural: a well-loved possession is not given
up without grief; and the greater the love, the greater will
be the grief. And in confirmation of this he says in another
place: " he who shall wish to find satisfaction in himself
shall be sad." If you set up your rest in such and such
an office, or in such an occupation, or in being in such a
place, or anything like that, such a. satisfaction can easily
be taken from you by the' Superior, and so you will never
live in contentment. If you set up your rest in exterior
things, or in the fulfilment of your own will, those things
easily change; and when they do not change, you yourself change: for what pleases you and satisfies you to-day,
to-morrow displeases and dissatisfies you. If you do not
believe it, see it in that people of Israel, who, having the
manna, grew weary and asked for other food; and seeing
themselves free, at once turned their desire upon their old
state of subjection, and sighed after Egypt and the garlic
and onions they ate there, and longed many times to
return there. You will never find satisfaction if you set
up your rest in those things.
But he who shall place all
his satisfaction in God and in' the fulfilment of His holy
will, shall always live content, for God is everlasting,
never changes, always remains such as He once for all is.
" Would you attain to perpetual and everlasting joy and
contentment, " says the Saint: " set up your rest in God
who is everlasting."
Holy Writ marks this difference between the fool and
the wise and holy man. The fool changeth like the moon:
the holy man remaineth in his wisdom unchanged like the
sun (EccIus xxvii. 12). The fool changes 'as ·the moon,
to-day waxing and to-morrow waning; to-day you will see
hiin cheerful and to-morrow sad; now in one mood, now in
another; because he has placed his love and satisfaction
in the changeable and perishable things of the world;
and so he dances to the tune of such things, and changes
with their vicissitudes; like the sea, he goes with the. moon,
he is moon-struck. But the just and· holy man endures
like the sun, he keeps ever the same demeanour and is
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ever of the same mind, there is, no· waxing and waning in
him, he is always cheerful and content, because his contentmentis in God and in the fulfilment of His most holy
will, which none can alter.
Of that holy abbot called Deicola it is told that he always
had, a smile on his face. And when some one' asked him
why, he said: "Be what may be, and· come'what may
come, no one can take God away from· me. " Christunl a
me tollere' nerno potest.

This' man had found true con-

tentment, because he had set up his rest in what could not
fail, and none·' could take from him. .Let us do the like.
Rejoice" ye just, in, the Lord (Ps. 32). On ,these words
St. Basil says: Observe that the prophet does not. say:
Rejoice in the abundance of earthly things, nor in your
great ability, .learning and talents, nor in your vigorous
health and great bodily strength,nor in the high names
and reputation that you enjoy amongst men; but rejoice
in the Lord, put all· your satisfaction in God' and in the
fulfilment of His holy will, for that alone is, sufficient, and
all the rest together cannot satisfy nor afford true contentment.
St. Bernard, in a sermon which' he preached on those
wo.rdsof St. Peter, See, Lord, how we have left all things
(Matt. xix. 27), illustrates and proves this very well. All
other things, he says, away from God may occupy the
soul and heart of man, but they cannot satisfy it, occupari
potest, repleri·' non potest.· The covetous man will never
have his fill of money, says the Wise Man (Eccles.v. 9).
He is hungry after pounds, shillings and pence; but however much he gets, he will never be satisfied; and so of
all the things ,of the world, 'they .cannot satisfy our sou!.'
And this is St. Bernard's reason : Do· you know why
riches .and all the things of the world cannot satisfy?"', It
is because they are not the natural food of the soul,"
quia non sunt naturales cibi animae, nor proportional to its
wants. Thus as air and wind are not the. natural food of
our body nor proportional to it ; and you would laugh if
you saw a man starving. to death open his rrfouth to the
air like .a chameleon, .thinking thereby to satisfy arid sustain himself,. and you would take him for mad ; so it is no
less Il1adness, ,says the Saint, to think that man's rational
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soul, which is a spirit, is to be satisfied with temporal and
sensible things. "It may be puffed out," like the other
with air; " but it cannot be satisfied," because that is not
its food. Inflari potest, satiari non potest. Give to every
creature the sustenance that is proportional to it,-to the
body, bodily food, to the spirit, spiritual food. Thus they
only shall be blessed who hunger and thirst after justice,
for they shall have their fill.
The blessed St. Augustine further explains this reason
in his Soliloquies, speaking of the rational soul.
He
says: " Thou hast made the rational soul, 0 Lord, capable
of Thy Majesty, in such a way that nothing else can
satisfy or sate it but Thyself."
When the cavity and
hollow of a ring is made to the measure of some definite
precious stone, nothing else that you can put there can
fit or completely fill that void, but only that particular
precious stone to the measure of which it was made. If
the cavity is triangular, no round thing can fill it. Now
our soul is created to· the image and likeness of the Most
Holy Trinity, leaving a vacancy and a cavity and a hollow
in our heart capable of God and proportioned to receive
God Himself. It is impossible for any other thing to
bulk out and fill that vacant place but God Himself. All
the round world will not suffice to fill it.
" Thou hast
made us, 0 Lord, for Thyself, and our heart is restless
till it rests in Thee," Feeisti nos, Domine, ad te, et
inquietum est cor nostrum donee in Te requieseat (St.
Augustine, Confessions, i. I).
A very good comparison, and one which illustrates
this matter very well, is that common comparison which
is drawn from the needle of the mariner's compass. The
nature of. that needle, after it has been touched by the
magnet, is to point to the north, God having given it
that natural inclination; and you will see how restless that
needle is, and how many times it turns and turns back
again, until it takes its direction to the north, and that
done, it is at once quiet.
Now in this way God has
created maR, with this natural inclination in respect of
Himself, as to his north star and last end; and so until
we fix our heart on God, we shall be always like that
needle, restless and. troubled. To whatever point of the
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revolving heavens that needle looks, it cannot be quiet;
but when it looks to that one point of the heavens, the
polar star, which does not revolve, there it fixes itself
and is immovable. So as long as you set the eyes of your
heart on the things of the world, changeable and perishable, you will not be .able to find rest or content; set them
on God, and you will find it.
This ought to be a great motive to us to seek after God,
even though it were only in our Own interest, .since we all
desire to find satisfaction.
St. Augustine says: " We
know, brethren, that every man desires joy, but not all
seek joy where, it is to be found. We cannot live without
enjoyment: but whether men hit their mark or miss it,all
depends on this, whether they aim at and. fix t~eir eyes
and heart on true satisfaction, or on satisfactions ~pparent
and false." The miser, the wrong-doer, the proud. man,
the ambitious, the glutton, all desire to attain satisfaction,
but :one puts his satisfaction in heaping up riches,another
in. gaining high honours and dignities, a third in e,ating
and junketing, a·nother in imptlre delights.
They have
not hit the m.ark in setting up their rest· where they ought
to have set. it, and so they will never find it; for all these
things, and all that there is in the world, is insufficient to
satisfy the soul and give, it true content. So the Saint
says : ''Why then. dost thou range far . and wide, poor
man, .seeking good things for thy soul and body! Love
that one Good wherein are all good things, and it suffices:
desire that simple Good which is allgood, and it is enough.
Bless the L01'd, 0 my soul, who fillest thy desi1'ewith good
things . (Ps.. 102). . Blessed and praised and glorified may
He be for ever and ever. Amen."
.

CHAPTER VI

A nother way of showing how conforming ourselves to
the will of God is the way to find contentment
The glorious St. Augustine on those words of our
Saviour: Whatever ye shall ask the Father in my name
shall be gran.ted you (John xiv. 13): says that a man
should not seek peace and quiet by means of doing his
own will and gaining what he has a craving for, because
that is not what is good for him or suits him,-on the
contrary, it may be a bad thing for him,-but by acquiescing in the good or better lot that God offers him, and this
it is that he ought to ask of God. Quando nos delectant
mala, et non delectant bona, rogare debemus potius Deum
u:t delectent bona quam ut concedantur mala. If you find
no relish in the accomplishment of the will of God, which
is good, but your taste and appetite is· bent on the accomplishment of your own will, you ought to beg and entreat
of God, not that He would grant you what you wish for,
but that He would grant you the grace to relish the
accomplishment of His will, which is the good that suits
you. He quotes to this effect that passage in Numbers
(xi. 4) when the children of Israel grew weary of the
manna from heaven which God sent them and desired and
asked for flesh meat. God fulfilled their desire, but greatly
to their cost, for , - While the meat was still in their mouths,
the anger of God came upon them, and slew the strongest
and overthrew the flower of Israel (Ps. 77) : God in chastisement made a great slaughter amongst them. It is
clear that the manna from heaven which God sent them
was better than the flesh meat which they sought, and the
onions and garlic of Egypt which they sighed after. Thus,
says the Saint, they should not have asked these things
of God, but that He would heal their palate to relish the
manna from heaven and find a taste in it ; and in this way
. they would have had no, temptation to desire other food,
because they would have found all things in the manna
and all the tastes that they could wish. In the same way,
43 2
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when you are, unde.r a fit of temptation or passion, and
your taste is unhealthy, and so you have no relish for
virtue and goodness, but like a sick man you crave after
evil a!1d noxious food, you must not let yourself be governed by your appetite, 'nor seek for the. fulfilment of your
q.esire; for that would not be a means to find contentment,
but rather to feel afterwards greater dissatisfaction and

more restles,snessand trouble.

What you should desire

and beg of God is that He would' heal your palate and
give you a taste for' the accomplishment of His most holy
will, since that is the good that is suited to you, and in
this way you will come to gain true pe.ace and true contentment.
St. 'porotheus draws this conclusion in another way,
or rather explains the same truth in another manner. He
says ~hat he' who entirely conforms his will to the' will' of
God, so as to have no will one way or another but what
God wills this ,way or' that, comes by this means always
to, do 'his own' will and always remain in great peace and
quiet." ,Let us take an example. from obedience, and thereby what we wish to say will be explained, and we shall
arrive by one road at two virtues. We commonly say to
those who are thinking of. being Religious and following
the way of obedience: 'See that herein Religion you
must not do your own will in anything.' St. DoroJheus
says: " Go along, you may quite well do it, and I will give
you ~method by! ~hich you may do your own will all day
long, not only lawfully, but holily and with great perfection.
Do you know how?
The Religious who is
thoroughly obedient, ,and has no will of his own, always'
does his own will, because he makes another"s will his;
and thus~withoutseeking to do our own will, we always
find it in what we are doing." Contrive that your own
will shall' be no other than the will of' the Superior,. and
so all day long you will go about doing your own will,
and that with much perfection and merit.
In
this way I sleep as much as I wish, because I
ha.ve no, wish ~o sleep more than obedience ordains. I
eat what I, wish, since. I have no wish to eat more than
they give m,e.. I pray as I wish, 'and read and work and
do pena.nce as I wish, because in' all this I have no 'wish
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but to do what obedience has meted out for me and ordained, and so of all the rest. Thus a good Religious,
by not seeking to do his own "vill, comes to be always
doing his own will. This is how good Religious .are so
cheerful and content: it is the making of the will of obedience their own that keeps them cheerful and c()ntent.
Herein lies the whole issue of .the ease or hardship of
Religious Life, . and hereon depends the cheerfulness and
contentment of the Religious.
If you make up your
mind to give up. Y0.!-lr own, will and take the Superior's
will for yours,'you will find Religious Life very easy and
pleasant, and you will live in great contentment and cheerfulness; but if you keep another will apart from that of
your Superior, you cannot live in Religion: two different
wills are incompatible one with the other. Even with the
fact that we have in ourselves one will only, yet, because
We have a sensitive appetite that contradicts the will and
reason, we can hardly get on with it, although this appetite is inferior and subordinate to our will; what would
it be with two wills, each claiming the mastership! No
man can serve two masters (Matt. vi. 24). The difficulty
of Religious Life is not so much in the things themselves
and the hardships that there are in it, as in the) repugnance of our will and the fancies of our imagination: it
is that which makes things to 115 grievous and difficult.
This is easily understood by the difference that we ex-,
perience in ourselves when we are under temptation and
when weare not. When we are free from temptations,
we see that things. become light and easy to us ; but when
temptation. comes, an4 sadness and melancholy press
upon you, that which .used to be easy becomes very diilicult, and you fancy that the very sky would fall were
you to try it. The difficulty is not in the thing, since
that is the same as it was yesterday, but in your bad disposition. When a sickman loathes his food, it is not the
fault of the food, which is good and well cooked, but of
the peccant humour of the patient, which makes the food
seem 1:>ad and disagreeable: so it is here.
This is the favour which .God does to those whom He
calls to Religious Life: He .gives them· a relish and a
liking for following the will of another. This is the grace
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of vocation with which. God has favoured us heyondour
brethren who have stayed:behincl there in the world. Who
has given you this' facility which you find in .giving up
your. own will and following that. of another ?Who ,has
given you a new heart, wherewith you have· abhorred the
things of the world, and. found a taste for recollection
and prayer and mortification? You were not born with

it, no certainly,. but rather with the contrary: for the feelings and. thOttghts of the human heart are inclined to evil
from his youth (Gen. viii. 2I). It has been the grace of
the Holy Ghost: it is thatwhich like a; good mother has
put aloes on the, breasts of the world, that that might
become bitter to you which was before sweet; and sweetest
honey on the things. of virtue and Religion, in order to
make that tasty and sweet to you which before seemed
bitter and disagreeable~ That Saint said (St. Agatha):
" J give Thee infinite thaIlks, 0 Lord, for having guarded
me .and chosen me from my childhood, and for having
rid my heart of the things of the world.' , It is no great
thing that we have done in becoming Religious; but great
and very grand is the favour that the;Lord has done us·
in drawing us to Religion, and giving. us a taste of. the
manna of heaven, while other men are feasting and enjoying themselves on the garlic and onions of Egypt.
Sometimes I set myself to consider how people in the
world give up their will,and do the will of another in
view of their temporal gains and interests, from the grandee by the side of the .King to the lackey and stablebqy.
They eat,as they say, .' to another man's hunger~' and
sleep to another man's inclination for sleep, and they are
so thoroughly trained to. this, and have so thoroughly
rpade an()ther's will their own, that by this time they
have got a liking. for this style of life and take it for a
pastime. A nd this they" data gain a corruptible cro'1£Jn
but we an incorruptible (I Cor~ ix. 25). Is it much for us
to ge~ a taste· fora style of life so .welllaid out as that of
Religion, .. and. make '. our. own the .will of. the Superior,.
which is better than ours? If they for a little honour and
temporal interest make another's will so thoroughly their
own that now it is to them a delight and pastime to follow
it, turning nights into days and days into nights, is it
J
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a great thing for us to do the same for the love of God
and for the gaining of life everlasting? Let us then resolve to make the Superior's will our own, and in this
manner we shall always do our own will, and live very
contented and happy lives in Religion, and very spiritual
will be our cheerfulness and joy.
Let us now turn this to our purpose and apply it to the
matter in hand. Let us make the will of God ours by
conforming ourselves to it in all things, and not otherwise
willing or willing not than as God wills and wills not : in
this manner we shall come to do always our own will and
to live in great contentment and cheerfulness. It is clear
that if you will only what God wills, your will will be
accomplished, because the will of God will always be accomplished, and that is what you will and desire. Even
the pagan Seneca hit the mark in saying this. "The
most exalted and perfect thing in man," he says, " is to
know how to suffer with cheerfulness adversities and hardships, and bear all that happens as though it happened
of his own will, for so man is bound to will, knowing
that this is the Divine will."
Oh in what contentment
should we live, if we succeeded in making the will of God
ours, and never willing aught but what He wills,-not
merely because in that way our own will would always be
accomplished, but chiefly for seeing that the will of God,
whom we love so much, is always accomplished and done!
For although we should help ourselves by what has been
said, yet we ought to comeJinally to rest on this, and
on this to found all our satisfaction, I mean in the contentment of God and the fulfilment of His most holy and
divine will. All things whatsoever he hath willed} the
Lor'd hath done} in heaven} on earth} on the sea} and in
all the depths (Ps. 134). All things that the Lord has
willed, He has done; and He win do all the things that
He shall will; and He can do as much as He can will, according to the saying of the Wise Man: Power waiteth
upon thy will (Wisd. xii. 18). All things are put in sub..
. jection to thee J and there is none that can resist thy will
(Esther xiii. 9: Rom. ix. 19).

CHAPTER VII

Of other benefits and advantages that. there are in this
conformity to the will of God
Another great. benefit and advantage that there is in
t~ispractice is,

that this entire conformity and resigna-

tIon to the will of God is one of the best and principal
qispositions that we .can bring on our part for the Lord to
do us favours and fill us with good things. Thus when
God our Lord chose to .make of St. Paul, out' of
a persecutor, a preacher of the. gospel, .he first dis~
posed him and brought him over' to this disposition. He
sent a great light from heaven, which threw him from
.his horse, and opened the eyes of his soul, and made him
say: Lord, what wilt thou. have me to do (Acts ix. 6).
See. me, 0 Lord, like a little clay in Thy hands, that Thou
mayest make. of me what Thou wilt. And so God made
of him. a chosen vessel, to carry and spread His . name all
the world over.
Of the holy .virgin Gertrude we re.ad that God told
her: " Whoever desires that I should come to dwell in
him without reserve, must hand over to me. the key of his
own will, and never ask it back again. " For this re.ason our
Father sets down this resignation and indifference as the
principal disposition to receive great favours from God,
and wishes. everyone. to have it who enters on the Exercises ; .. and this is the foundation which he lays at the
commencement of them, that we should be indifferent and
detached from all things of the world, not desiring rather
this than that, but desiring in all that the will of God
may be accomplished and done in us. And in the rules
and annotations which he. puts to help as well him who
gives the. Exercises as him who makes them, he says:
" It will be a very great· help for him who makes the
Exercises to entrust and offer himself freely and in all
things to the hands of God, that God may make of him and
his· whatsoever shall please him." And the reason of this
being such a. great disposition and means for the Lord
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to do us favours is, because on the one hand our way
is thereby made clear of the lets and hindrances that
may arise out of our evil affections and desires; and on
the other hand, the more a man trusts in God, putt,ing
'·himself entirely in His hands, and not seeking anything
except what He wills, the more God is bound to look
after him and all that concerns him.
In another way also this conformity to the will of God
is a very effectual means for acquiring and gaining all
virtues,' since these are acquired by the exercise of their
acts. This is the natural way to acquire habits, and in
this manner God wills to give us virtue, for He wishes
works of grace to be done in accordanc~ with works of
nature. Exercise. yourself then in this resignation and
conformity to the will of God, and in this mannet you
will exercise yourself in all virtues, and so you will come
to gain them all. Sometimes you will be offered occasions of humility, at other times of obedience, at others
of poverty, at others of patience, and so of the rest of
the virtues. And the more you exercise yourself in this
resignation and conformity to the will of God, and the
more you .grow and perfect yourself in it, the more will
you grow and become perfect in all virtues. Unite thyself with Glod and endure, that in time thou mayest grow
and thrive in thy life (Ecclus. ii. 3). Unite thyself to God, .
conform thyself in all to His will.
Fasten thyself upon
God (conglutinare Deo), says another version, and in this
way you will grow and improve much.
To this end the Masters of Spiritual Life advise us,and 'it is marvellous good advice,-to fix our eyes on some
higher virtue which includes in itself the rest, and aim
at that chiefly in meditation, and direct our examen and
all our exercises thereto: for by fixing our eyes on one
thing, it is ~asier to compass it; and that gained, all is
gained. Now one of the chief things upon which we can
fix our" eyes for this purpose i~ this entire resignation
and conformity to the will of God~ Thus meditation and
examen will be well employed upon it,even though we
spend on it many years, aye and our whole life.
On
those words of the Apostle St. Paul, Lord, what wilt thou
'have me to do? (Acts ix. 6), St. Bernard cries: "Oh
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short spee.ch, but full, it embraces all, it leaves nothing
out: Lord,. what wilt thou have me to do? brief speech,
but compendious, living, effectual and worthy of all'admiration. " If then you are'seeking a brief and compendious
lesson in theg3:ining of perfection, here it is': Lord, what
wilt thou have me to'do? And with the prophet:My
heart is ready, 0 Lord, my heart is ready, ,disposed (J/nd
prepared Tor all that thourequirest ot me (Ps., 56). Keep
this ever in ,your mouth a.nd in-yottr he~rt; and in proportion as you grow in it,youwillgrowinperfection.
There' is also another good point and" advantage in this
exercise: it is that we m'ay draw froin it an excellent
remedy against a certain sort' and mann~r of temptations,
which often occur ~ The devil contrives at times to, disturb uS'with temptations' of conditional'suppositions' and
questions.
'If 'the 'other fellow said 'this, what,,'would
you reply?' '" ' If that were to happen," 'What would you
Hbw would you behave in such~nd such a case?'
do?"
And being the subtle· opponent that he :is,'he puts things
in such a way, that whichever side we take, we seem to
find ourselves in a hole, and we cannot hit upon a way
out, finding a snare set wherever' we turn. Nor does
the devil care whether the allegation he uses to catch us
be true or ,mere· camouflage and fiction. His· trick" beiq.g
to draw a man into some evil consent, 'it is' all ol)e to
him' what instrument he uses. In these temptations they
commonly say that one is not oqliged to answer either
yes or no, rather. it is better not to answer at all. This
advice is especially suitable for scrupulous _people, since
once they begin to bandy words withthe devil, and go
into question. and' answer with him, they are doing' just
what he ,wants, for he willbe never at a loss. for something to answer back, and the ,best to be expected for
men coming out 'of the skirmish is that they' shan. come
out with a broken head.
'
But,there is, an 'answer ,that I find' good 'and' profitable
for these temptations, anal 'think it is better to give .this
answer than not to answer at all. It is what we havejust
been saying.
To anyone of' these, posers one, may
~nswer with eyes shut :,' If that h~ the will of God', I want
it ' : '~, I should wish' in that case to do what God might
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wish ': ' I refer myself in all to the will of God ': 'I
would do therein whatever might be my duty ': 'the
.Lord would give me grace not to offend Him in that
matter, but that I might do· what was His will.' This
is a general answer, meeting every requirement; and
there is no difficulty, but much facility in thus sticking
to generalities: ' if it is the will of God, it is good' : ' if
it is the will of God, it is the better thing' : 'if it is the
will of God, it is that which better suits me.' I may in
all security plant my feet on the will of God, and say
all these things; and thereby the devil will be handsomely made game of and put to shame, and we shall
be well satisfied and encouraged by the victory. As in
temptations against faith we are advised, scrupulous
people in particular, not to answer in detail, but to say
in general: 'I hold and believe all that holy mother
Church holds and believes' : so in these temptations it is
a good remedy not to answer in detail, but to betake ourselves to the will of God, which' is sovereignly just and
perfect.

CHAPTER VIII

In which it is confirmed by examples how pleasing to
God is this exercise of conformity to His 'lCJill, and the
great perfection there is in it
Caesarius relates how there dwelt in a monastery a
monk, to whom God had given such a grace of working
miracles that by the mere touch of his clothes, or of the
cincture which he wore, he healed the sick. His abbot
attentively considering this, and not seeing in that monk
any special effulgence of sanctity, called him apart, and
asked him to tell the reason why God worked such
miracles through him.
He answered that he did not
know: for, said he, ". I do not fast more than the others)
or take more disciplines or penances, nor spend more
time in prayer, nor watch more: all I can say is that
prosperity does not elate nor adversity discourage me;
nothing that happens troubles or disturbs me; my soul
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in the same peace and. quiet under. all circumstances,
how' various soever they be, whether they touch me or
my neighbour." The. abbot said to him:' " Were you
not somewhat troubled and upset that other day,' when
that knight our enemy set fire to our granary and burnt
it?" "N 0," he said, " I felt no trouble in my soul,
since I have already left all that in the. hands of God, as
well prosperity as 'adversity, as well little as great; I take
all with equal thanksgiving .as. coming from' His hand."
Then the abbot . understood what was the cause of this
power
working miracles.
.
. ,Blosius rel.ates that a. poor beggarman of very perfect
life, being asked by a ,theologian how he had attained to
perfection, answered. in this manner. "I have deter:"
mined to give myself over to God's will alone., to which
I have so' conformed my. own that whatever God wills, I
will also. When hunger exhausts me,when cold pinches
me, I praise God.
Be the weather fair or foul and
'stormy, I likewise praise God. Whatever lot He. gives
me, or permits. to come upon. me, be it prosperous or
unfortunate, be' it sweet or bitter and disagreeable, I
receive it at His handwHh great alacrity as a very good
thing, resigning mysel~ to it in all humility.
Never
have 1 been able to find. repose in anything that was not
God; and now I have found unto myself God, in whom
I enjoy repose and peace everlasting."
The same author tells ofa holy virgin, that being .askec:l
how she had attained pe.rfection she replied: " All troubles
and" mishaps I took with great conformity as coming
from the 'hand of God; and any one who did me. any
wrong:, or gave me anyann,dyance, I' took care to ,pay
off by doing .him some special, service. I never complaine<i
to anyone of my troubles, but had recourse only. to God~
of whom I received new strength and consolation~" Of
another virgin of great sanctity he says that being asked
by what practices she had gained such great perfection,
she answered with much humility: " I never had pains
and afflictions so great but that I desired to suffer more
for love of God, taking them for great gifts of His, and
judging myself unworthy of them."
Tauler tells of a servant of God, wholly resigned into
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His hands; whom different persons asked to pray for
certain affairs. She said she would, and sometimes forgot, and all fhat they commended to her succeeded just
as they had asked. They came back to return thanks to
her, considering that the success was due to her prayers,
and she was ashamed and told them to thank God, as
she' had had no part in the matter. Many came to her
on this errand. She made a loving complaint to God,
that all the intentions which they commended to her He
accomplished in such sort that they came to her to return
thanks to her, when she had had nothing to do with it.
The Lord answered: " See, daughter, the day that thou
gav~st 'thy will to me, I gave thee mine; and though
thou' askest me nothing in particular, "I understand' what
thy wishes are, and accomplish them as thou desirest. "
In the Lives of the Fathers there is told of a farmer,
whose fields and vineyards always bore better crops than
those of his neighbours.
His neighbours asking him
how that was, he answered that he was not astonished
at having better crops than they 'had, seeing that he had
always the weather he wanted. At that they were still
more'surprised, and asked how that could be. He replied : " I never wish for any other weather but what God
wishes; and as I wish what God wishes, He gives me
crops as I wish."
Sulpicius Severus relates in his life of the Blessed St.
Martin, bishop, that in all his intercourse with him he
never saw him out of humour or sad, but always in great
peace and cheerfulness. And the reason of that he says
was because, whatever happened to him, he took it as
sent from the hand of God, and so conformed himself
in all ,things to God's will with great equanimity and

,alacrity.

CHAPTER IX

Of

some facts that ,will render this exercise of conformity with the wil~ of God easy a1tdpleasant

·That this exercise of conformity to the will of God may
be made to .us easy and pleasant, it is necessary' ever to
.be~r in mind the foundation that we laid at the beginning,
to the effect that no adversity or affliction can' come to
us that does not pass' through" the hands of God, 'and is
not checked and, registered. by His' will. Christ our Redeemer taught us this truth, -not only, inword,but also
by His example. When on the night of His Passion He
bade St. Peter sheathe ,his sword, He added: The chalice
that my Father hath' given me, shall I not drink it? (John
xviii. II).' He did not,say,' the chalice that Judas and
the Scribes and Pharisees "have contrived ,for me,' because He ,knew well that all these were nothing butcreatures who waited upon the Father; and what they did
in malice and envy,the Eternal Father in i His infinite
wisdom and goodness ordained for the healing' of mankind. So He said also to Pilate, who' said t'hathehad
power to crucify Him or to set Him' free : Thou shouldst
not have any power over me, were it nob given thee from
on high (John xix. II) : which means, as the Saints explain, ' were it not done by the counsel and ordinance of
God.' Thus all comes from on high by the arrangement and order of God.
The Apostle St. Peter says this marvellously well in
the fourth, chapter of the Acts, explaining that saying
ot the prophet : Why 'have 'the nations raged, and peoples
devised vain plans, against the Lord, 'and' against. ,hvs
Christ? (Ps. '2). 'H'e says • , inexplanation : Truly in ,this
city Herod and Pontius' Pilate allied themselves with the
'Gentiles and with the people of Israel to carry out that
which thy power and counsel 'had determined- should be
done (Acts iv. ,27-28). The princes and powers of the earth
allied themselves together against ,Christ our Redeemer',
to' ·exccllte and carry into effect what had been decreed
and determiried in" the consistory of· the Most Holy
443
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Trinity: they could not go beyond that. And we see that
when God did not will it, all the power of Herod was
insufficient to deprive Him of life as a child; and though
Herod massacred all the babe.s in the neighbourhood from
two years and under, he could do nothing with Him
whom he sought, because He did not will to die then. And
the Jews· and Pharisees many time.s sought t9 lay hands
on Christ and put Him to death. On one occasion they
took Him to the top of a mountain . on which their city
was built, to cast Him headlong; and, says the Holy
Gospel, He passing through the midst of them went his
way (Luke. iv. 30) in great peace, because He had not
chosen that manner of death, and so they could not put
Him to it. Another time they sought to stone Him, and
already had their hands lifted up on high with their stones
to throw at Him; and Christ our Redeeme.r very quietly
set Himself to reason with them and ask them: Many
good deeds have I done you: for which of them seek ye
to stone me? (} ohn x. 32). He did not permit nor give
them leave to stir their hands, because his hour. was not
yet come (John vii. 30). But when the hour was come
at which He had determined to die, then they were able
to do what He had determined to suffer, becal:lse He chose
it and gave them leave then to do it. This is your hour,
and the power of darkness (Luke xxii. 53), as He said to
them when they came to take Him.
Every day I was
with you in the Temple, .and ye did not lay hands on me,
because the hour was not come; now it is come, and so
you see me here, I am he (John xviii. 5). What did Saul do
of old, he being a figure of Christ's persecutors, what diligence and contrivan.ce. did he use to get David into his
hands, a king of Israel against a private man, persecuting
one flea, as David himself says (I Kings xxiv. IS :xxvi. 20)!
And for all that, he could do nothing, for the reason that
God had not given! him into his hands (I Kings xxiii. T4).
And therein lies the whole point. St. Cyprian observes very
well on those words, lead us not into temptation (Matt.
vi. 13), that all our fear and all our devotion and attention
in temptations and distresses should be set on God, because neither the devil nor anyone else can do us any
harm, if God does not first give him power to do it.
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In the ·second' place, although this truth, well established, ,is sufficient and of great efficacy to conform us
in all things to the will of God, nevertheless we must not
stop the.re, but pass on to another truth that follows from
this, and is noted by the Saints': 'it is this, that along with
the fact that all things come from the hand of God we are
further to understand that they come for our good and

improvement.

The pains of the damned come from the

hand of God, but not for their improvement and correction, but for their chastisement. But as for the pains
and labours that God sends men in this life,whether they
be just or sinners, we must always believe,. and trust in
that Infinite Goodness and Mercy, that He sends them for
our good and because that is what makes better for our
salvation. So said holy Judith to her townsmen, when
they were in that affliction and so grave crisis, surrounded
by their enemies, Let 'us believe. that God hath sent us
these troubles, not for our ruin, but for our atnendmerz,t
and profit (Judith viii. 27). Ofa Will so good as that
of God, aWi'll that loves us so much, w'e may rest
assured that He seeks only what is good and what is
better, and more suited to our condition.
Thirdly,to profit more by this truth (and this is a most
efficacious means of attaining conformity to the will of
God), we must not be content with understanding speculatively and in the abstract that aU things come frorirthe
hand of God,-..:..takingit mechanically and at the word of
command, like soldiers firing a volley, simply because
faith tells us' so, or because so we have read or heard,~
but we must actuate and quicken that faith, bringing
ourselves to understand and feel it practically. Sowe
must come to take. all things that happen to us as if we
saw visibly and sensibly Christ our Lord saying to us :'
, Take, son, this that I send you: my will' is that you
do or suffer just now this and this.' In this way irwill
be very easy and pleasant to conform ourselves in aU
things to the will- of God.; Surely, if Jesus Christ ,Himself in person were to appear to you and say. ' See, son,
this' is" what I want of thee, I want thee to suffer for Me
just now this hardship 'or infirmity, I want thee to. serve
Me in this office or ministry' ;--though it were the hardest
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thing in the world,· you would do it with hearty good
will all the days of your life, and count yourself 'very
lucky in that God was pleased to make use of you in that
way; and· by His commanding it you would understand
that that was the better thing and more proper for your
salvation, and you, would not doubt of it, nor even at
first thoughts would you ever turn against it.
In the fourth place it is needful that at meditation we
should exercise ourselves, and put our strength into this
exercise, digging and going deep into this rich mine of
the providence, so paternal and so particular, that God
has over us, because that is the way to strike on the treasure, as we shall further declare in the following chapters.

CHAPTER X

Of the paternal and particular providence that God has
over us, and of the filial confidence that we should have

in Him
One of the greatest riches and treasures that we enjoy
who have the faith, is the providence so particular and
so paternal. that God exercises over us, so that we are
certain that nothing can befall or happen to us but what
is checked and registered by the hand· of God. So says
the· prophet David: Thou hast compassed us about and
guarded us, 0 God, by thy good will as by a strong
shield (Ps. 5). We are surrounded on all sides by the
good will of God, so that nothing can come in upon us
without it, and so there is nothing' to fear, for God will
not allow anything to gain entrance or reach us except it
be for our greater good and profit. [l'or God hath gathered'
me into his tabernacle, he hath hidden me in the most
secret part thereof in the day of trouble, says the royal
prophet (Ps. 26). In the most secret part of His tabernacle and in the innermost recesses of His secret chamber,
God keeps us hidden: He guards us under the shadow of
His wings. And more than this he says: Thou wilt hide
them in the most hidden. and Secret· p,ar't of thy face (Ps.
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30), which are the eyes ~ in the pupils of His eyes He hides
us, and so another reading says, in the eyes of thy face (in
oculis faciei tuae). God makes us as . the pupils, of I{is
eyes,. .that so that may be well fulfilled. which is said in
another place: Guard me, 0 .Lord,.. as the apple of thine
eye (Ps. 16).
As .thepupils of His eyes, so are we
guarded under His shelter and protection. . Whoever

shall touch you, God saySt toucheth me in. the apple of

mine .,eye(Zach. ii. ,8). Nothing can be imagined mbre
luxurious, nothing tobemore prized and desired than that.
Oh if we could thoroughly know this and understand it
well! Ho,w sheltered and secured should we feel; how
confident and. consoled should we he in all our necessities
and afflictions! If a son on earth had a very rich and
powerful father, a great favourite at Court, how confident and assured would he feel in all transactions and
occurr~nces that- the favour. and protection of his father
would never fail him! How much greater reason then
have we to feel this confidence and. security, considering
that we have Him for our Father in whose hands is all
power in heaven and on earth, and that nothing can
happen to us but what passes first by His hand! If this
is the sort. of confidence which such a son has in ·his
father, and therewith he sleeps secure, how much more
should we have,. it. in Him who is more of· a father than
all fathers, .and in comparison with whom' the others do
not deserve the name of fathers! There are no tendernesses of love to compare with what God' feels for us,
infinj.~ely surpassing,all the loves that all the fatherS' on
earth can feel.. Of such a Father and. Lord we may well
feel confident and secure that all that He sends us will be
for our greater good and profit ; because the love that
He hears us in His only-begotten Son will not let Him
do .anything else but seek the good of .one for whose
sake He delivered over that Son to the torment of the
Cross. He who spared' not his own Son,. but delivered
hirn up for us all, how can it be that with· hirn he hath not
given us. all things? says the Apostle St. Paul (Rom~
viii. 32). He who has given us the greater, how shaH
He fail to give us· the less?
And if. all men ought· to have this·' confidence in God,
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how much more Religious, whom He has specially adopted
for His own, and given them the spirit and heart of sons,
and caused them to renounce and leave their parents according to flesh and take Him for their Father! What
heart and love of a Father, and what care and providence
will God have over such!
For my father and mother
have .left me, but the Lord hath taken me to his keeping
(Ps. 26). Oh what a good Father you have taken in
exchange for him whom you have left! With all the
more reason and all the more confidence may you say:
The Lord is my shepherd, and nothing will be wanting to
me (Ps. 22). God has taken upon Himself the charge
a:nd care of all my affairs, nothing will be wanting to me.
I am a beggar and needy man,;but the Lord hath care of
me (Ps. 39). God has care of me,God is solicitous about
me: who will not take comfort at this and melt 'away
in love of God! Why, Lord, Thou hast charge of me and
takest as much. care of me as though Thou hadst no other
creature to govern but me alone! Oh that we could' dig
down and go right deep into this love and providence and
protection, so paternal and particular, that God has' over
us!
'
Hence springs in the true servants of God a very familiar and filial confidence in Him, which in some cases is
so great that there is no son in the world who in all his
affairs has such confidence in the protection of his father
as they have in that of God. For they know that He
has for them more than the heart of a father, and more
than that of a mother, which is usually the more tender.
So He says by Isaiah: What mother' is there that forgetteth her infant son, and hath not a heart of pity for
him that came forth from her wornb?
But if it were
possible that- there should be any mother in whom this
forgetfulness found place, it shall never find place in 'me,
saith the Lord: for I bear thee 'written in my hands, and
thy walls are ever before me (IsaL xlix. 15). As though
He would say: ' I carry thee in my hands, and I keep
thee ever before my eyes to shelter thee' and defend thee.'
And through the same prophet He declares this by another
comparison, very comforting: I bear thee within my
womb (IsaL xlvi. 3). As the woman who is with child
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carries her babe within her womb, and that serves for
house, litter, wall, support and all things, in the same
way God says that He carries us in His womb. Hereby
the servants of God live in such confidence, and· hold
themselves so succoured and provided for in. all things,
that they·. are never troubled or disturbed by the various
happenings of this life. In the season of drought he shall
not be solicitous (Jerem. xvii. 8). The heart of theiust,
says the prophet Jeremy, feels no anxiety, nor loses its
tranquillity and repose under the variety of .events and
occurrences,because they know that nothing can occur
without the will of their Father. They rest in full assur..
ance ·and confidence· on His great love and goodness,
believing that all·. will· be. ·for their greater good; and that
all ... that they lose on the one side will come back to
them . on the other, in the shape of something of greater
worth and value.
From this so familiar and filial confidence that the just
have in. God there. arises in their soul that great peace,
tranquillity and sense of security which they enjoy, ac..
cording to the word of Isaiah: My people shall sit down
in the beauty of peace and in tabernacles of confidence,
and in a resting-place well furnished in all sufficiency of
good things (Isai. xxxii. 18). The heart of the just, says
the prophet Jeremy, feels no anxiety nor loses its quiet
and· tranquillity for the variety ofhappenings and accidents,
because they know that nothing can happen but by the
will of their. Father, and they· are quite satisfied and confident inRis gre.at love and bounty that for them all will
be .for the best, and what· they lose on one side will come
back to them on· the other in the shape of something of
better. value. And this filial confidence causes not only
greatpeace,but great joy and gladness, as says St. Paul:
The God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believ..
ing, thatye may abound in hope and the power of the
Holy Ghost (Rom. xv. 13). This belief that God know~
what He is doing, and that He does it for our good,
makes us insensible to those disturbances and dis..
appointments and distresses that they feel who look. at
things with eyes of flesh; nay further,it make.s us feel
great joy and gladness on all occasions. And th~. more
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this confidence· abounds, the more will abound also this
joy and spiritual gladness, because the more a soul trusts
and loves, the calmer and more assured she is that all
must turn to good: she cannot believe or hope anything
less of-the infinite goodness and love of God.
This it is that made the Saints so quiet and unconcerned in the midst of labours and dangers that they
feared neither men nor devils, nor wild beasts, nor any
other irrational creatures, because they knew that they
could not .touch them. without the permission and will of
God. St. Athanasius relates of the blessed St. Antony
that one time the devils appeared to him in various fearful shapes, in the form of wild beasts, lions, tigers, bulls,
serpents and scorpions, surrounding and threatening him
with their claws, teeth, dreadful roarings and hissings,
so that it looked as though they were going to eat him
up. The Saint mocked them, and said to them: " If you
had any strength, one alone of you would be a match
for' one man; but because· you are weak, and God has
takeIiaway your strength, you contrive to band· together
in a great rout to frighten me. If the Lord has given
you any power over me, you see me here, eat me up;
but if you have no power or permission from God,' why
do you labour in vain?" Here we see well the great
peace and fortitude that was due in that Saint to his conviction that they could do nothing without the will of
God, and his perfect conformity to that will. Of this
we have many examples in ecclesiastical history.
Of our blessed Father Ignatius we read a similar
example in ,. the fifth book of his Life; and in the second
book it is told of him how on a voyage he once made to
Rome there arose a frightful tempest, which broke the
mast by the force of the wind and caused the loss of
much tackle: all were afraid and prepared for death,
thinking that their last hour had come. In this so dangerous plight, when all were struck with terror of death,
it is said that he felt no fear: the only thing that grieved
him was the thought that he had not served God so well
'as he should have done: but for the rest he found nothing
'to' be afraid of, because the winds and the sea obey him
(Matt.-viii. 27): they obey God, and without His leave
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and will· waves and, storms do' not arise, and .can do no
harm to-anyone. This is the familiar and filial confidence
in God, this is the tranquillity and sense of security to
which we should :endeavour to arrive by the grace of the
Lord, through this practice of confol"mitywith the will of
God. 'We must dig down and go deep by means of meditation and consideration in this most rich mine of the
providence, .so paternal and part~cular, that God exercises
over us. 1 am certain that nothing cando anything to
me, neither men, . nor devils, nor any creature whatsoever, beyond what God wi,shes and gives leave for: let it
be done then in God's name, since I refuse nothing, nor
seek anything else but the will of God.
We read of St. Gertrude that nothing could ever drive
away or darken in her the constant and secure confidence
which she ever had in the· most bounteous mercy of God,
-,-no danger,. no tribulation, no loss of··.. goods, 'or .other
impediments, not even her own.sins and defects; because
she kept the most assured confid'ence that all things, prosperity and adversity alike, were turned by Divin'e Providence to her' good. On one occasion the -Lord said to this
holy vir'gin: "This absolute confidence which arhan
has in me, believing that I really can, know how, and will
faithfully help him in all things, captivates My heart and
appeals so strongly to My' mercy, that in dealing with
such a man, so.' to speak, I can neither show him favour,
but· must refuse him" for the satisfaction that I take in
seeing him so attached to Me notwithstanding, and for
the increase of his merit; nor yet can I leave him in the
lurch and favour him not, considering who I am and the
great love that I 'bear him."
He speaks in human style
like one·· who is held in suspense by love.
Of St. Mechtildis it is related that the Lord said to her:
" It gives M,e much pleasure when men trust in My
goodness ahd' rely upon Me ; for whoever shallhunibly
confide in' Me, 'and trust Me well, I will do him favours
in· this life, and in the ·next I will reward him beyond his
deserts.. 'The' more .a man shall trust 'and count upon
My gooaness, the more •he shall obtain; for if is impos:'
'sibleJor a man' not 'to obtain that which he piously believes
and hopes that he shall obtain, when I have promised it:;
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and for this reason it is advantageous for a man to expect
of Me great things and trust Me well." And when the
same Mechtildis asked the Lord what it was that it was
right for her chiefly to believe of His unspeakable goodness, He replied :" Believe with certain faith that I will
receive thee after thy death, as a father receives his longsought son; and that never did father so faithfully
divide his estate' with his only son, as I will impart to
thee all My goods and Myself. Whoever shall firmly and
with humble charity believe this of My goodness, shall
attain to bliss."

CHAPTER XI

Of some passages and examples of Holy Scripture to
aid us in gaining this familiar and filial confidence
in God
For the first point it will be well to see the great habit
which those ancient Fathers had of attributing all events
to God, by whatever channel they came. Holy Scripture
relates (Gen. xlii.) how Joseph's brethren were coming
home with wheat brought from Egypt. Now Joseph had
instructed his steward to put tied up at the mouth of each
one's sack the money that they had paid for the wheat,
just as they had brought it with them. On their journey
they came to stop at a house, and they had a mind each
one to give his beast a feed of wheat. The first to open
his sack saw at once his purse with the money in it, and
told the others. Each one addressed himself to his sack,
and they found there the money.
The narrative· says
then that they said in trouble to one another: What is
this that God hath done us? (Gen. xlii. 28). It is to be
well taken note of that they did not say: 'this is a trap
that they have set for us : there is some fraud here.' Nor
did they say: ' the steward by carelessness has left each
one,'s money in his sack.'
Nor did they say: ' perhaps
he wanted to make a present to us of the money in alms.'
But they attributed it to God, and said: ' what can this
mean that God hath done to us?'-confessing that as not
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a leaf stirs on a tree but· by His will, go. neither has this
happened but by His. will. And when Jacob came into
Egypt, Joseph went to visit him with his sons, and the
old man asked, ' what children ate these?' and he replied:
These are ·my sons that God hath given me in this land of
Egypt (Gen. xlviii. 9). Jacob made the same answer on
meeting his brother Esau, when the latter asked him
what children were those he brought with him :he replied,
These are the sons whom the Lord hath given me (Gen.
xxxiii. 5). And offering him a present, he said to him:
Receive this blessing which I have brought thee,' and
which Go~ hath g~'ven me, he who giveth all things (Suscipe benedictionem quam attulitibi, et quam don.avit mihi
Deus tribuens omnia) (Gen. xxxiii. II). He calls the present a blessing of God,withwhom to bless is to do good.
Likewise when· David in great anger was going to
destroy the house of Nabal, and Abigail his wife came out
to meet him with a present to appease him, David said:
Blessed be the Lord God of Israel, who hath sent thee
to-day to me, that I might not go 011 to shed tke blood of
the house of N abal (I Kings xxv. 32-33). As though he
would say.: ' Thou hast not come of thyself, but God has
sent thee that. I might not sin: to Him lowe this favour,
may Hebe praised for it.. ' This was the common language of those Saints, and should also be ours.
But coming more to the point,. the history of holy
Joseph, which we have already . touched upon, makes
marvellously well to our purpose. His brethren, out of
envy, that he. might. not· come to be in command .over
them and be their lord, as he had dreamt, sold him for
a .slave to some traders of Egypt. This means, which
they took for his undoing and that he might not come
into command, God took to fulfil the designs. of His
divine providence, and bring him to be .lord' over them
and overall the land of Egypt. So said Joseph himself
to his brethren when he discovered himself to· them, and
they were amazed and bewildered 'at the event~ Be' not
afraid or alarmed at having sold me into thesep.arts:it
Was for your good that God sent me here that yemight
have food, and the people a! Israel rnight not perish and
come,toanend. God. sent. me: it· was no design of yours:
'0
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they were the counsels of God. Can we possibly resist the
will of God? You sought by those means to divine evil, but
God hath turned it all to good, as at present you see (Gen.
xlv. 5-8 : 1. 19-20). Now who will not hereupon trust God?
Who will fear the contrivances of men and the reverses of .the world, since we see that they are
directed to a sure end by God; and that the means which
men take to persecute us and do us harm, are the very
means that God takes for our good and increase. My
counsel shall stand, and all my will be done (Isai.
xlvi. 10). Go here and go there, go where you will, but
in the end the will of God must be accomplished, and He
will direct the means thereto.
St. Chrysostom dwells to this effect upon another particular of this· history, how Pharaoh's cupbearer, after being restored to his office, forgot his interpreter Joseph for
two whole years, though he had enjoined upon him so
earnestly to remember him and intercede for him with
Pharaoh. Think you, says the Saint, that it was by
chance that he forgot. It was no chance, it was the
resolution and plan of God, who wished to wait for the
nick of time and a happy conjuncture to draw Joseph out
of prison with greater glory and honour. .For if he had
remembered him, possibly his influence might have
availed to deliver him immediately from prison 'on
the sly,' as they say, without his being either heard
or seen. But as God our Lord did not intend him to go
out in this manner, but with high honour and authority,
He allowed the other to forget him for two years, that
so might come the time of Pharaoh's dreams, and then
at the instance of the King under stress of necessity he
might come out with the majesty and glory wherewith he
did come out to be lord of the whole land of Egypt. God
knew very well, says St. Chrysostom, as a most wise
worker in metals, the time for the gold to be in the fire
and the time to draw it out.
In the First Book of Kings we have another history, in
which the providence .of God shines clearly out in many
particular details.
God had told the prophet Samuel
that He would mark out for him the man who was to be
King of Israel, that he might anoint him: To-morrow at
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this hour I will send thee him whom thou shalt anoint as
king {.x Kings .ix. 16). That man was Saul, a,ndtheway
in. which He sent hi,mwasthis. His. father's asses were
lost, and· his . father told him to .go and seek them. 'tIe
took with •'him a stout young servant, and they, ranged
hill and dale, but could not discover them nor' fihd,any
trace of them.
Saul. was minded to> return, since he
thought ,that they were getting l,ate,and that his father
would he anxious about them. The boy saidto him :"we
must not go back home.·without them :.here in this, town
is a man of God (it was the prophet Samuel) : Jet us go
there for him to tell us about them. " On this account
they went to Samuel; and when they came, God said to
him: This is the man whom I said I would send thee:
him thou must anoint for king (I Kingsix. 17: xvi. 12).
Oh the secret judgments of God! His father sent him to
find the she-asses, but God sent him to Samuel to be
anointed king. How different are the designs of men from
the designs of God! How far was Saul and his father from
thinking t.hat he was going to be anointed king! Oh how
far out are you many times, and your' father and your
Superior, from what God intends!
From the quarter
where you .least think it; from' there does God draw what
He wants. It was not without the. will of God that the
, asses were lost: it was not by chance that his father .sent
Saul after them, nor was it by chance that he cQuldnot
find them, 'nor the advice that .the boy gave that they
should go to consult the prophet about them: but all this
was the' ordinance and arrangement of God, who :took
these means to send Saul to Samuel to anoint him ·,king,
as He had said. Your father thought that he was sending you to ~tudy at Seville or Salamanca ·that· you might
become, a great poctor,. and ·afterwards ·might hold some
preferment in which you might live like a' .gentleman;
and it was not that, but God .was . sending' you there to
receive youinto His house and .. m~ke you a Religious:.
St. Augustine .thought when he went from Rome to Milan,
and the Prefect of the City' Symmachus thought the same,
that. he.was going t6 lecturebn rhetoric; and it was not
that,. .but God was sending him to .St. Ambrose to'. be.
converted.
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Let us set ourselves to consider the variety of vocations, and the various means whereby God has drawn to
Religion this person and that, which is certainly matter
of admiration. Had it not been for some little occurrence,
a mere trifling event, you would never have been
a Religious,-and all these were contrivances and
inventions of God to draw you to Religion.
Let this
be observed by the way for the benefit of some, who sometimes have a recurring temptation to think that their
vocation cannot be of God, because it came by means of
trifling things like those. That is a delusion of the devil
your enemy, envious of the state and condition in which
you are; for it is the usual way of God to make use of
these means for the end which He intends, namely, His
own greater glory and your good and advantage. We
have many examples of this in the Lives of the Saints.
Hath God care of oxen? (I Cor. ix. 9), or of she-asses?
but He uses these means for you to come to reign like
Saul: for to serve God is to reign.
When afterwards the prophet Sam uel went on the part
of God to reprove Saul for that disobedience which he had
committed in not destroying Amalec, as God had commanded him, Samuel after having reproved him turned his
back to go away. Saul seized his mantle, that he might not
go, but might intercede for him with God. The text says
that a piece of Samuel's mantle remained in Saul's hand,
the garment being torn. Who would not but think that this
tearing and dividing of the prophet's mantle happened by
chance, because Saul pulled hard, and the mantle was
'old and rotten ? Yet it did not happen without a particular disposition of God, to give to understand that this
signified that Saul was set aside and deprived of the
kingdom for his sin. So Samuel, seeing what was done,
said to Saul: By this division of my mantle understand
that the Lord hath set thee aside and removed thee from
the kingdom of Israel, and hath given it over to thy neighbour, who is a better man than thou (I Kings xv. 28).
In the same First Book of Kings we read that one time
Saul had surrounded David and his followers as in a
circle (I Kings xxiii. 26), in such sort that now David
despaired of being able to make his escape. In this hard
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pressure there came a courier in haste to Saul· that the
Philistines had· entered· into the" country and were pillaging and destroying all before them. Saul had to raise
the blockade, •. and go off to meet the greater· need, and so
David escaped. This raid of the Philistines was not by
chance, but a contrivance· of God thereby to set .David
free.
Another time· the satraps of the Philistines cast . David
out of their army, and induced King Achis to bid him
return home, and· that though the king kept him in his
company with great good will, and had great confidence
in him. But, as he said, you do not please the satraps
(I Kin,gs xxix. 6). It looked as though this action of
the satraps was a mere piece of chance" but it was not
chance, nor for the end that they thought it, but· by the
special providence of God, because David on his return
found •that .the .Amalekites had set fire to his town of
Siceleg,and taken captive all his. women and children,
even "David's own wives.
He went after them and
destroyed them, and recovered all. the booty and prisoners
without exception, which would '. not have happened if
the satraps ." had not cast him out of their army; and" to
this God.directed their design, though they directed it to
something else (I Kings xxx.).
.
In the history of Esther this, . particular providence of
God shines out clearly in many minute details. What
out-of-the-way means did .not God usie 'to deliver .the
people of .the Jews from the cruel sentence of King Ashuerus.
By what means' did He displace Vashti,and
choose Esther for Queen, who· was of· the people of the
Jews, that she might afterwards intercede for them! It
looks like chance that Mardochee got wind of the treason
that some were plotting against King Ashuerus, and that
he came to revealit, and that the King was lying awake
that night and could not sleep,and that he made them
bring him the . chronicles of his times· to entertain him,
and that in" the reading they hit upon that good deed of
Mardochee.:· yet nothing of this happened by chance, but
by the high counsel· of God and His special providence;
who wished, by. these means to deliver His people. And
sci Mardocheesenta message to Esther, when she shrank
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from entering to speak to the King, and excused herself
on the plea of not having been called: Who knoweth but
that the reason of thy having been made queen was that
thou mightest be able to help us at this time? (Esther
iv. 14).
Holy Scripture and ecclesiastical histories are full of
like examples, that we may learn to attribute all events
to God, and take them as coming from His hand for our
gre.ater good and profit. In the book of the Memoirs of
St. Clement there is recounted a notable thing to this
purpose.
When Simon Magus was being followed up
by St. Peter, St. Barnabas had converted St. Clement at
Rome. The latter went to St. Peter, told him of his
conversion, and begged to be instructed in the. things of
the faith. St. Peter said to him: " You have come at
an opportune moment, for to-morrow there is arranged
to be a public disputation between me and Simon Magus:
we will go there and you shall hear what you ask." At
this moment there came in two disciples, and told St.
Peter how Simon Magus sent them to say how SOine
business had turne.d up, and beg that the disputation
should be put off for three days; and St. Peter said, "Let
it be so." When he came out, St. Clement was much
distressed; and St. Peter seeing him sad asked him:
"What is. the matter, spn, that I see you sad?" St.
Clement answered: " I would have you know, father,
that I .am much distressed at seeing the disputation put
off, which I could have wished to have been to-morrow."
Here is a thing much to note: in a matter of so sluall
weight St. Peter took his hand, and preached him a great
sermon.
"See, son," he said, " among the heathen,
when things are not done as they wish, they are much
put out; but we who know that God guides and governs
all, must hold on in great consolation and peace. Knov.',
son, that it has been for your greater good that this has
happene.d, since now you will understand better. Had
the disputation come off immediately, you would not have
understood so well; since it has been put off, you will
understand it better, for between now and then I will
instruct you, and you will relish and profit much by it."
I wish to conclude with an example that we have in
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the Life of pur blessed Father Ignatius, in which a.lso
this "sam~ truth comes out in strong colours: ·itis. the
going of ¥atherFrancis Xavier to the East Indies. 1t
is a thing worthy. of consideration, the way this holy man
came to go to the Indies~
Our, Father Ignatius had
named for . this mission' FatheJ;"sSimon "Rodriguez and
Nicholas de Bobadilla. Father Simon at the time was
ill with a quartan ague, 'nevertheless he embarkedimmediately 'for Portugal. He wrote to Father Bobadilla. to:
come from Calabria to Rome. Hecame,.but so emaciated
by the privations and labours' 'of "the 'journey, and" .so:
weak' and injured. in one ,leg when he arrived in ·Rome,.....-:
and at the same time the ambassador Don Pedro Mascarenas was on the point of returning. to Portugal f and'
could not wait Jar Bobadilla to ,get well, nor· did he wish
to' set out 'without the second Father that had to go to
lndia,-.:..,...that in place of Master Bobadilla there was substitutedFather Master Francis Xavier, with the happiest
result, and he set out at, once with the . ambassador for
Portugal.' That Father Francis Xavier had not been
named, but Father Bobadilla,and· that they substituted
another in Bobadilla's place, because tbedeparture· was
in haste, seems to have been a chance, and·. yet it was, no
chance,'but by. the high counsel of God, who had, determined to make him the apostle of those parts. Further,
when -they came to Portugal, seeing the great fruit that
they produced there, there was an idea of detaining them;
and finally it was determined that one of the two should
stay there and the, other go -on to· the Indies. You see
here another turn of affairs, going to make the issue contingent; but with God there is no contingency: in the end.
it had to be Father Francis Xavier who went to the Indies,
since that was the will of God, and so He had determined,
since this it was' that made forthe good of those souls and
for His' glory ~ Let men -plan •as they like, and carry it
by . the way they command, because God will take this
way·· as a means to 'accomplish His plans,and do that
which is most, suitable for you and for His greater glory.
From these and bther like examples, asweH 'from.
Holy .Scripture as from our· daily -witness and experience,
as well in others as in, ourselves,' we must goon· planting.
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and imprinting in our heart this confidence, by means of
meditation and consideration; and we must hot stop in
this exercise until we feel· in our heart a very familiar
and filial confidence in God. And take it for certain that
the greater the confidence with which you throw yourself
upon God, the safer will you be; and on the other hand,
until you come to have this filial confidence, you will
never enjoy true peace and repose of heart, for without
it all things will trouble and alarm you. Let us then
once for all throw ourselves and cast ourselves altogether
into the hands of God, and· trust in Him as the Apostle
St. Peter advises: Thr'ow all your solicitude upon God,
because He hath care of you (I Pet. v. 7); and the prophet: Cast thy care upon the Lord, and he will nourish
thee (Ps. 54). Thou, 0 Lord, hast loved me so much that
for me Thou didst deliver Thyself over entirely into the
hands of cruel executioners: and]esus he delivered over
to their will (Luke xxiii. 25). Is it much that I should
place. and deliver over my whole self into hands that are
not cruel,but so compassionate as Thrne, that Thou
mayest do with me what Thou wilt,since I am sure that
it will not be for anything else than what is better and
more appropriate for me?
Let us accept that division and agreement which Christ
our Redeemer made with St. Catherine of Siena. The
Lord did many comforting favours to this Saint, and
among them one in particular. He appeared to her one
day and said: " Daughter, forget thyself to remember
Me; and I will think of thee and take care of thee."
Cogita tu de me, et ego cogitabo continenter de teo Oh
what a good agreement and what a good exchange! What
a great gain this would be for our souls! Now the Lord
is ready to come to this agreement with each one of us :
forget yourself and. give over scheming; and the more
you forget yourself· to remember and trust in God, the
greater care will God take of you. Who then will not
accept this. division, so advantageous and so consoling,
being that which the Spouse says she had made with
her Beloved : I to my Beloved, and he in turn comrnits
himself to me (Cant. vii. 10)? And elsewhere: My beloved to me, and I to him (Cant. ii. 16).

CHAPTER XII

H ow profitable and. perfect a .thing. it would be to
apply meditation. to this exerciseo! conformity to the
will of God; and how we should descend to particulars
until we Teach the thiTd deg1'ee of coftjofmity

John Ruysbroeck, a most learned and spiritual man,
relates ofa· holy· virgin that,giving. an account of her
prayer to her confessor and spiritual father,who must
have been a great servant of God and far advanced in
prayer, .and seeking direction from him, she told him
that her exercise in prayer was on· the Life and Passion
of Christ our Redeemer, and that what she drew from
thence was a .knowledge of herself and of her vices and
passions, and .grief and compassion for the pains and
afflictions of Christ. The confessor said that that was
good,but that without much virtue one could elicit a sentiment of tender compassion for the Passion of Christ, as
here on earth for mere love and natural affection for a
friend one may· elicit compassion for his afflictions. The
virgin asked: ' , Would it be a true· devotion for a person
every day to bewail her sins?"
He answered : "That is
good too, but not the most excellent of all, since evil is a
thing naturally to grieve over."
She asked again:
" Would it be true devotion to think of the pains of hell
and. the glory of the Blessed?" H·e answered: "That
is not the. most sublime either, since nature herself abhors
and refuses what gives pain, and loves and seeks after
what may afford happiness and glory: thus if they were
to paint a town full of places of pleasure and. recreation,
nature would desire it." H·ereupon the holy virgin was
much distressed and mournful for not. knowing to what
subject to apply her prayer, the better to please God. A
little. way from that she perceived a very beautiful child,
to whom she told her distress and inconsolable situation.
The child told her not to talk that way, because he himself
could and would console her. "Go, " he said,_ ". to thy
spiritual father and .say. to him that .true devotion consist~
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in abnegation and contempt of oneself, and entire resignation into the hands of God, as well in adversity as in
prosperity, uniting oneself firmly to God by love, and
conforming entirely one's own will to His will." She
was much cheered, and told this to her spiritual father,
who replied: "There is the point, and to that should
meditation be applied, since· therein consists perfect
charity and love of God, and consequently our advancement and perfection."
Of another holy woman it is told that she was taught
by God, in reciting the Our Father, to dwell much on
these words, Thy will be done on earth as it is in hea'ven.
And of the holy virgin, Gertude, it is related that, inspired by God, she once repeated three hundred and sixtyfive times those words of Christ, Not my will, but thine
be done, non quod ego volo, sed quod tu (Luke xxii. 42),
and she understood that thereby she had greatly pleased
God. Let us then imitate these examples, and apply
thereto our meditation and dwell much on this exercise.
rrhat we may be able to do this better and to greater
advantage, it is necessary to observe and presuppose two
things. The first, that the need of this exercise is principally for the time of adversities, when difficulties come in
Our way and things trying to our flesh. It is for these
occasions that virtue is most necessary, and then is better
seen 'the love that each one has for God. As in time of
peace the king shows his good will to his soldiers by the
bounties' that he bestows on them, and they in time of
war show the love and regard they have for him by fighting and dying in his cause; so in time of consolation and
favour the King of Heaven gives us marks of the good
will He bears us, and we in tribulation show our devotedness to Him more than in the time of prosperity and consolation. Father Master Avila well says that to give thanks
to" God in time of consolation is the part of all; but to
give thanks in time of tribulations and adversities is 'proper to' the good and the perfect; and so it is a music that
sounds very' sweet and pleasant in the ears of God. Better
is one thanks be to God, he says, in adversities than
blessed be' God a thousand times repeated in time of
prosperity.- ,Arid so Holy Writ compares the just mini to
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a certain precious·. stone of deep red colour like a ruby,
and of great brilliancy, gemmula carbunculi in ornament.Q
auri (Ecclus. xxxii. 7); for as this stone shines brighter
in the night than in the day, so the just man and true
servant of God . is· more brilliant and shows better what
he is in tribulations and troubles than in prosperity. This
is what Holy Writ praises so much in holy Toby, for
that when the Lord permitted that after so many troubles
he should also lose his eyesight, he did not on that account fall into any sullen discontent with God,nor abate
one jot of the fidelity and obedience that he paid Him
before, but. stood. his ground unflinchingly, rendering
thanks to God· all the days of his life, as well for his blindness as for his eyesight, as also did holy Job in his troubles
(Tob. ii. 14: Job i.. 21). This, says St. Augustine, is
what we should endeavour to imitate, being the. same in
adversity as. in prosperity and remaining as cheerful and
unruffled. As the.· hand is the same when you close your
fist as when you hold your fingers open, so the servant of
God in: the interior of his soul ought to remain the same,
although on the exterior and outside he seems oppressed
and pained. So they say of Socrates that no one ever
saw him unusually joyful or unusually sad: throughout
so many varying. phases of fortunes he remained· always
equable even to the end of his life. Will it be too much
for us, Christians and Religious, to arrive at a perfectiofl
which this gentile attained?
The. second thing necessary to observe is, that it is not
enough for us to have in general this conformity to the
will of God, because what is in general is easy.
Who
is· there that .will not say that .he wishes the will of God
to be accomplished in him in all things? Bad and good,
all say every dayin the Pater noster, Thy will be done on
earth as it is in heaven. More is necessary than that:
it is necessary to break· the . matter up, descending· in
particular· to .• those things which seem capable of giving
us. some pain, if,they were to occur. And we must not
stop until we overcome and smooth down all these diffi~
culties, So. that there shall not remain, as they .say,so
much\ .as a· p.ikeman standing; in short, until. there is
.nothing ~e£t to standj~ the way of Qur urtionand..con~
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formity in all things to the will of God, but we can face
any obstacle that may offer.
We must not rest content with this, but aim at passing
on and not· stopping until we find in ourselves a disposition to give a hearty, glad and joyous welcome to the
accomplishment of God's will in us, even though it be with
troubles, pains and affronts; and this is the third degree
of conformity.
But even in this there are different degrees, one above another, which may be reduced to three
principal degrees, in the way in which the Saints speak
of the virtue of patience. The first is when on the occurrence of painful events, the man does not desire them nor
love them, but rather shuns them; still he would rather
suffer them than commit any sin to avoid them. This is
the lowest degree, and is matter of precept. Thus though
the man feels pain, grief and sadness at the evils that
befall him, and though the sick person groans and cries
out at the vehemence of his pains, and though the bereaved survivor weeps over the death of the members of
his family, yet for all that he holds steadily to his conformity with the will of God.
The second degree is when though the man does not
desire the evils that befall him, nor choose them, still,
when they come, he accepts them, and suffers with a good
grace, because such is the will and good pleasure of God.
What this degree adds to the first is a certain good will
and a certain love of the pain for God's sake, and a desire
to suffer it, not only so long as there is an obligation
under precept to suffer it, but further so long as the
suffering of it will be agreeable to God. The first degree
takes things with patience, the second, beyond that, takes
them with promptitude and readiness.
The third degree is when the seryant of God, for the
great love that he bears to the Lord, not only suffers and
accepts with a good grace the pains and afflictions that
are sent him, but desires them and rejoices much in
them, such being the will of God, as St. Luke says or the
Apostles, when they had been scourged and exposed to
public infamy, they went away rejoicing from the sight
of the council, because they had been counted worthy to
suffer ignominy for the name of Jesus (Acts v. 41). And
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St Paul: I am filled with consolation, I superabound in
joy in all our tribulation (2 Cor. vii. 4). And again, writing to the Hebrews, he praises them: Ye have undergone
with joy the plundering of your goods, kno'JDing thatye
have a be'tter and abiding estate (Heb. x. 34). This is
what we should aim at coming to with the grace of the
Lord, that we should bear with joy and gladness all the

tribulations and adversities that befall us, as 51. James
tells us in his Canonical Epistle: Count it all joy, my brethren" when ye fall into various trials (James i. 2). The
will and good pleasure of God should he to us a thing so
pleasant and sweet, that with this sauce we are able to
sweeten all the bitterness that comes upon us; all the
troubles and disappointments of life become to us. sweet
and savoury, such being the will and good pleasure ~f
God.. And this is what St. Gregory says : "When a
soul is strongly bent on God, whatever bitterness she
meets with in this life she counts for sweetness; all affliction she reckons to be rest; she desires to die in order
to have a fuller enjoyment of life~"
St. Catherine of Siena, in a Dialogue which she wrote
on the consummation of Christian perfection, says that
among other things which her sweet Spouse Jesus Christ
taught her there was this, that everyone should make to
himself a sort of chamber, arched over with a strong arch,
which is the divine will, and shut himself up and
stay there perpetually, and never stir from thence so much
as eye,' or foot, or hand, but be ever sheltered therein,
like the bee when she is in her· hive, or' the pearl in its
shell. Though at· the beginning perhaps this chamber
may app'ear strait and narrow, she would afterwards find
it ample and spacious, and without going out of it would
pass .to the everlasting dwellings (Luke xvi. 9), and
would gain in a short time what without it she could not
have gained in a long period~ Let us then do' this, and
let it be our continual exercise. My beloved to me, and T
to him (Cant. ii. 16). In these two phrases there is exercise for a whole lifetime" and so we should keep them'
ever in our mouth· and· in our heart.

CHAPTER 'XIII

Of the indifference and conformity which a Religious
should have for being in any part of the world whither
obedience may send him
That we may make better profit bf this exercise of conformity to the. will of God, and put in practice what we
have said, we will go on to specify some chief things in
which we should exercise it. Then we will descend to
other general matters which concern all. At present we
will begin with some particulars that there are in our
Constitutions, since it is right that a Religious should
show his virtue and Religious spirit chiefly in these.; a:nd
each one may apply thpe doctrine to other tHings wnich
there are in his Religious OFder and state -of life.
In the Seventh Part of our Constitutions, our Father
speaking of missions, which is one of the principal under...
takings of our Institute, says that those of the Society
must be indifferent to going· and residing in any part of
the world where obedience sends them, whether among
believers or unbelievers, to the Indies. or among heretics.
And of this· the Professed make. a fourth' solemn vow of
special obedience to the Sovereign Pontiff, that they will
go readily and generously, without any excuse, to any
part. of the world whither His Holiness shall send them,
without asking for any temporal thing whether for themselves or for another person, whether for the' expenses of
their journey· or for their sustenance·. there,but that they
will go' on foot or on horseback, with money,. or without
money begging alms, as His Holiness shall think best.
And. our Fathet says that the end and intention of this
vow was to make sure of doing the will of God. For as
those first Fathers of the Society were of different provinces and kingdoms, and did .not know in what quarters
of the world they· would best please God, whether among
believers or unbelievers, to make' sure of the will of God
they made this vow to the Vicar of Christ, that he might
distribute them for this world where he judged it would
4 66
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be best for the greater glory of God. So in the Society,
he says, a man ought· nowise to meddle or contrive to be
in or go" to on'e place rather than another, but should be
quite indifferent, leaving the disposition of himself freely
and entirely in. the hands of his Superior, who in God's
place will guide him to what shall he for His greater
service and, glory.
That we may see how indifferent and ready our Father
wishes us to ,be to go to any part of the world to which
obedience shall'send us, we read in his Life that one time
Father James Laynez said to him that he had a desire to
go to the Indies, to work for· the salvation of those blind
heathens, who seemed in peril" for want of evangelical
labourers. Our Father .answered: " I desire nothing of
the sort. " Being asked his reason he said: " Because we
having made a vow of obedience to the Sovereign Pontiff,
that at his" will he may send us to any part of the world
on the L()rd's service,weought to be indifferent in such
away, as ,not to be inclined to one part rather than to
another." "Rather," he said, " if I saw myself inclined
as .' you to. ,go to the Indies, I would endeavour to incline myself to the contrary, so to hold hard by that even
balance .and, indifference which is necessary to', attain to
the perfection of, obedience.' ,
WE(. do not :mean hereby to say that these desires of
the Indies are, bad or imperfect, for doubtless they are
very good and holy, and also it is well to propose them
and lay them before the Superior, when our Lord gives
them. .So our Father 'Says there: " Let Superiors rejoice
that their,subjects lay before them these desires, for they
are generally, a .sign that God calls them that way, and
so things are done pleasantly.'~ But what we say
is this, that it may be seen what indifference and promptitude our Father wishes us to have to go and be in any
part of the world; since he would not have us affectioned
even to a thing so laborious and so much for the service of
the Lord, that this particular affection and desire may
be no let or hindrance to 'stand in the way of, that indifference and readiness in which we ought to be for any
other thing and any other part of the world whither
obedience may choose to send us.
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Hence there follow sundry corollaries which will help
to thebeHer understanding of this point. The first is
that If those desires of the Indies were, to make a man
lose any of that indifference and readiness for other things
which obedience might order, they would not be good
but imperfect desires.
If I find' such a keenness of
desire to go. to the Indies, or to any other place, as to
upset me, and be the cause of my not being contented
here or in any other place where obedience would have me
be, or of' my not taking the present duties that occupy
me here and now with such hearty good will and diligence as before, because I have set my eyes and my
heart on something else, that is a clear sign that those
desires' cannot be good or of God, since they hinder His
will, and God cannot be contrary to Himself,-espeeially
~ince the desires and inspirations of the Holy. Spirit do
o..ot usually bring with them restlessness and agitation
of' mind, but great peace and tranquillity; and this is one
of the signs which the Masters of spiritual life lay down
to know whether inspirations and desires are of God or no.
The se.cond corollary is, that he who is in an all-round
readiness, prompt and indifferent to go to any part of
the world, and do' anything that obedience shall ordain,
even though he has no particular desires or inclination
to go to' the Indies, or to other out-of-the-way places,
such as others have, need not be distressed at that, because that does not make him be in any worse condition,
but' rather in a better: for this is the state of mind in
which our Father wishes us all to be, so that on our part
we should not desire or have any particular affection for
this rather' than for that, but that we should be rather
as the needle of the balance, not inclining one way rather
than another. And of this mind are many, and, I believe,
most of us.
Our Father was once thinking of sending Father Master
Nadal on a certain mission; and to do the thing more
gently, .he wished first to know how his inclination lay,
-Father Nadal answered in writing that he had no inclination or disinclination to anything. This our Father takes
to be the best and most perfect attitude of mind, -and with
reason, because the other seems to be tied to one thing
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only, butthis in its perfect indifference embraces all things
that can 'possibly be commanded, and is equally disposed
and pledged .to all, and as God sees the heart and will
of every man, and. takes th~will. for the deed, it'is before
Him as •. if already all had been put into execution.
To bring our explanations .to aelose~ I say that if it is;
from cowardice and pusillanimity and want· ofm<?r~ifi~a
tion that one has not any of these desires of the Indiesr
not having pluck and courage to leave the conveniences
which he has, or thinks he might have here at home, or
to suffer the great hardships that are to b~ endured OHt
there, .. this would be imperfection and self-love.
But
take the case whereit is not from cowardice, or for lac¥:
of desires and courage to suffer these or greater .hardships for the' love of God and for the salvation of 'so~ls,
that a man has nothing of this de.sire, bt,lt because he does
notkn.ow that that is the will of God, or that God does
nof ask something else of him; but he. on his part is so.
prompt and ready' for this, and for anything else that he
comes to understand' to be the will of. God, that if they'.
sent him to the Indies, or to England [A.D.' 1610J, ot to
any other. place whatever, he would go as willingly as if
he had desired and asked for it,-and even perhaps more
willingly, .as being better assured that. he .is not doing..
his own will in the matter,but purely the will of God,there· is no doubt but that this is a much better and. more
perfect frame of mind. And it is men of this frame of
mind and this indifference' that Superiors willingly send
.
also to the' Indies.
But coming back to our pr,incipal. point; our Father,
requires of us. such iridifference and resign~tion and readiness to be as willingly in one· place as in another, in one
province. as in another, that not even the consideration of
bodily health should divert us from this indifference. : He
says in the Third Part of the Constitutions that it is proper to our vocation and institute to go about. from one.
part of the world to .another,' and to be where there is
greater hope .of the service of God and greater .aid •of.
souls; .yet if it is found. by .experience that the climate
of some country disagrees with somebody and he ·isseen
to be continually ill th.ere, then it is for the. Superior t~~
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consider the advisability of his going elsewhere, where he
may enjoy better health and employ himself to better
effect in the service of God and of souls. But, he says,
the invalid must not ask for this change, nor show any
inclination that way, but leave himself entirely to the care
of the Superior.
These are his words: Nee tamen erU
ipsius infirmi mutationem postulare, nee animi properl-':'
sionem ad eam ostendere, sed Superioriseurae id relinquere. Our Father here is asking not little. but much
of us : for a man must be very indifferent and mortified,
not only not to ask for, but even not to show anyinclination for a change, when his health is going continually
from bad to worse.
Thus in what regards going to·· the Indies or to the
countries of heretics, a man may well represent his inclination and desire, as we have said, albeit with indifference and resignation; but in this case our Father does
not give leave either to ask for a change, or to show an
inclination and desire thereof, which is much more. The
only permission he gives is that, if a man finds hinlself
ill, he should represent to the Superior his illness, and
the indisposition and incapacity which he feels for the
work of the ministry, and of that we have a rule that .,ve
should represent it. But once the representation is made,
the subject has nothing further to do :. the SuperiorwjIl
see whether on this supposition it will be better to send
him to some other place, where he may have better health
and do more, or whether it would be more to the glory
of God that he should stay there where he is, doing less
or even doing nothing. That is not laid to his charge :
let everyone abandon himself to the guidance of the
Superior who governs him in place of God, and take that
for better and more for the divine service which he shall
ordain.
How many are there in these lands, and in
others m9re contrary to their health, who earn their bread
there! How many cross the sea and go to the Indies, to
Rome and to Constantinople, for a little property, and
risk not only their health but their life! It will not then
be much for us, being Religious, to do for God what
people in the world do for money. And though it occurs
to you that elsewhere you might do something; or even
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much, while here where you are you are so ill that you
can do nothing, remember that, all the same, it is better
to be here where you are by the will of God doing nothing
than to be at the head of thing~" anywhere else, doing
your own. will, alt~ough you did much. Conform your\'
self to the' will of God who requires this <;>f you at pr~sent;
for a' purpose that He knows,and which it is notneces~
sary for you to know.
,
In the Chronicles of the Gr,der of St. Francis it is
.relat~d· of·' the holy brother·Gilesthat the .blessed,St.
Frtl'1lcis having licensed him to go where he would, 'and
live in any province and house. that was most to his taste;
leaving ,that to his choice for the. greatness of his'virtue
and holiness, he had. scarcely passed four days in the en..
joyment of· this license when he' found his former tran~
quillity and rest of mind' impaired, and became a prey
to anxiety and trouble. So' he went to St. Francis,
begging hiI!! with much ·earnestness.. to designate . the
place and house where he was to live, and not leave it to
his choice, declaring that in that free and large obedience
he could find no peace or rest. Good Religious do not
find· peace and contentment in the fulfilment of their OWn
will,and do not. hanker after this house and place or
that·: all they wish is that obedience should lead them
by' the. hand and' place them 'where it will, because they
take that to be the will ofGbdinwhich alone they find
rest and contentment.

CHAPTER XIV

Of the indifference and conformity to the will of God
which a Religious should have for any office and
occupation in which obedience may place him
. The indifference and resignation of which we havebeen
speaking ought to be shown also in point of any office
or occupation in which obedience shall choose to place
us. We see well how many and how various are the
pffices and occupations that there are in Religion: let
everyone then run his mind through them until he finds
that he is equally ready to face any of. them.
Our
Father says in his Constitutions, and we have it in the
Rules: " In the exercise of lowly and humble offices, each
one should take up those more willingly which are more
repugnant to sense, if he be ordered to make that his
occupation. " Where indifference and resignatio~ is more
necessary, is for lowly and humble offices, for the repugnance that nature has for them; and so one does more,
and shows more virtue and perfection, in. offering himself
to God for these offices than in offering himself for others
more elevated and honourable. As if one so much desired
to serve a great lord, as to offer himself to serve him all
his life long, as a running footman, and dustman, if needful, it is clear that such a one does more, and shows more
good will to serve, than if he said: ' My lord, I will serve
you as butler or rnajor-domo ': that would rather be a
bid for a salary than an offer of service. And this offer
would be all the more considerable, the better parts he
has for high offices who offers himself for lowly ones.
In the same way then if you offer yourself to God, saying: ' Lord, I will serve Thee in the office of preacher,
or lecturer in theology,' you do not do much in that,
because high and honourable offices are in themselves
desirable: you have little scope· for showing in them the
desire that you have of serving God. But when you
offer yourself to serve in the house of God all the days
472
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of your life ill Jowly and humble offices, offices repugnant
to your, natural feelings and sensuality, then do you much
mOre show the desii"e you have of serving God. This is
a. far',more appreciable and .valuable service, and all the
more so, ,the better parts you have for higher offices. '[his
should be' enough to make us desire lowly and humble
offices, and to be always more inclined to them, especially
since in the house of God no office is low. Even on earth

they s~yth~t in the King's house there is no low office,

because to serve the king in any capacity whatsoever is
made great account of; how much more will it. be to serve
God, to serve whom is to reign.
St. Basil, to give us an affection for lowly and humble
offices, quotes, the example, of Christ, of whom we read
in the holy gospel that He occupied Himself in such
offices, washing the feet of His disciples; and not only
that,but serving for a long time His most holy Mother
and St. Joseph, and. being subject and obedient to them
in all that they commanded. And he was subject to them
(Luke ii. 51). From, the age of twelve to thirty the holy
gospel tells us nothing of Him but this: whereon the
Saints well reflect that He must have served and helped
them, in ma.ny lowly, offices, especially seeing that they
were such poor people as they were. "Let not then the
Christian, " and much less the Religious, "disdain to
do what Christ did,'" says St. Augustine. Since the Son
of God did not disdain to busy Himself in these lowly
offices for love of us, let us not disdain to busy ourselves
in them either for His love, although it be for all the
days of our life.
But coming more to our point, one of the chief re~sons
and motives there are to make ,us take up with hearty
good will 'any office and occupation that obedience luay
put upon ,us, should be the conviction that, such. is
the will of God, for, as we said above, this should be
always our consolation and satisfaction in all our occupations, that we are therein doing the will of God. It is
this that sates and satisfies the soul : ' God wills that I
should be doing this now,' 'this is the will of God,'
, there is nothing more to desire, since there is nothing
1?etter or higher than the, will of God.' Such as live in
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this way do not care whether they are ordered this or that,
put ina high or a low office, since it is all one to them.
The blessed St. Jerome relates an example very pat
to this purpose. He says that, in visiting those holy
monks of the desert, he saw one whom the Superior, de,,;
sirous of his spiritual advancement and also to give an
example of obedience to the rest of the youthful community, had ordered to drag up-hill twice a day a very
large stone for the space of three miles, that is a league,
there being no other necessity for it, nor utility either,
except for him to obey and mortify his judgment, and
he had been at it for eight years. And as this, says
SL Jerome, to those who do not understand this virtue
of obedience, nor have attained to the purity and simplicity thereof, might possibly appear, in the reckoning of
their spirit of haughtiness and pride, a childish game, or
an idle act, they asked him how he bore that obedience.
And 1 myself, says St. Jerome, asked the same question,
being desirous to know what movements passed in his soul
while he was doing this. The monk replied: " I am as
full of content and joy when 1 have done this as if 1 had
done the highest and most important thing that .they
could have commanded me."
St. Jerome says that this
reply made such an impression on him that from that
date he began to live like a monk. This it is to be a
monk and to live like a true Religious, not to stop at the
exterior work, but to consider that we are fulfilling the
will and good pleasure of God.
These are they who
advance and grow great in virtue and perfection, since
the doing of the will of God is their continual nourishment,
a nourishment like that of the finest wheaten flour. Et
adipe frumenti satiat te (Ps. 147).
But some one will say: ' I see well that it is great
perfection to do the will of God in all things, and· that in
any exercise they command me 1 can be doing the will of
God: but I could wish them to occupy me in some bigger
job, and let me do the will of God there.'
This is an
error in first principles: it is, in plain English, wanting
God to do your will. I have no mind to draw plans for
God: I have no mind to ask that He should fall in with
my views and with my likings: I am minded to follow
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the plans of God and fall in with what 'He wants of me.
St. Augustine says very well: " He is Thy good servant,
Lord,whp make.s no account of Thy command falling in
with his will, but of his '. willing that ,\Vhich Thou" com~
mandest. " Optimus minister tuus est, qui non magis
intuetur hoc a te 'audir'e quod ipse voluerit, s'ed potius
hocvelle quod a te audierit. And the holy Abbot Nilus
says:' "Do not ask of God to do what youwaht done,
but what Christ teaches uS to ask'for, that His'will may
be done' in .me."
Let note be taken of this point, which is very profitable,
and has a' general application to all the hardships and
contingencies that can bef£ill us. It is not for us, but for
God to choose in what and how we are to suffer. It is not
for you to choose the temptations that you are to undergo,
or to say: 'If it were ,any othe'r temptation, I should not
mind, bhtthis I can't stand.' Our pains would nbtbe
pains if" they were ,'such. as we ,ourselves chose. . If you
are in earnest in ,your, WIsh to please God, you should
ask Him -to take,,'you on'the side that He knows best,
and wisheS to take you on, not on the sidethat you wish.
And when the Lord sends you what is most disagreeable
to you;, and what you have the greatest reluctance to
suffer, and you JaIl in with and adapt yourself to that,
thenyouwillbe a better imitator of Christ our Redeemer,
who said : Not my will, but thine' be done (Luke XXii.,42).
This it is to have, an entire conformity to the will of God,
offeringotirselves in all things to Him that He ,may do
with, us what, 'He wills, when H·e wills, and after what
manner 'He wills, 'without exception Or contradiction, and
without reserve of anything to ourselves.
Louis of, Blois relates that the holy, virgin Gertrude;
moved by, pity and. compassion, prayed to God on behalf
of .a certain person,who she had heard was complaining
impatiently that God, was sending, her sundry afflictions,
infirmities or temptations, which seemed to her not suitable for her.. But the Lord replied to the holy virgin:
" Tell that person for whom you ,ask, that sinc~ the
kingdom of heaven cannot be gained· without some affiicdon '. and .a~noyance, she should. choose what she think~
will· be profitable to her, and when it comes, be patient. ",
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From these words and the tone in which the Lord said
them, the holy virgin understood that it is a very dangerous 1}ind of impatience, whe.n a man wishes to choose what
he has to suffer, saying that such and such things are
not proper for his salvation, and that he cannot bear
what -God -sends him. Everyone should persuade himself and trust that what God our Lord sends him is what
is proper for him, and so take it in patience, conforming
therein his will to that of God. Now as you are not to
choose the affiictions and temptations that you are to
suffer, but take as from the hand of God what He sends
you, and understand that that is what befits you best;
so neither are you to choose the office and function which
you are to discharge, but take as from the hand of God
that in which obedience shall place you, and understand
that that is. what suits you best.
They add here another point of high spirituality and
say that a man should be so resigned to the will of God
and rest so securely in it, as not to desire to know what
God· intends to do with him, and how He will dispose of
him. As here on earth when a nobleman has such confidence in his steward as to know nothing of his property
or of what he has in his house,-which is a mark of great
confidence, as holy Joseph says that his master behaved
to him: Lo, my lord hath handed over to me all things,
and knoweth not what he hath in his house (Gen.
xxxix. 8),-.-so does a man show great confidence in God,
when he does not seek to know what God means to do
with him. I am in good hands, that is enough for me;
my destinies, 0 Lord, are in thy hands (Ps. 30). With
this I live content and secure, and have no need to know
more.
For those who desire posts and offices and ecclesiastical
functions of the higher sort, thinking that in them they
will gain greater fruit of souls and rende.r greater service
to God, I say that they are much mistaken in thinking
that this is zeal for the greater service of God and the
greater good of souls. No, it is not that, it is jealousy
and desire of honour and reputation and of your own
comforts. It is because this office and function is more
honourable, or more in accordance with their own taste
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and inclination, that men desire it. That is clearly seen
by this consideration: if you were out there, in the world,
'or by yourself, you might have said with some show
of reason: 'This is better than that, and productive of
fruit in souls: I mean to ,leave this to do that, because
But here in Religion you
one cannot do everything.'
cannot leave this for that, without some one or other
having to take' up and do what you leave.
The only
difficulty is, thatjf you take the alto part, the other man
mt,lst take the base. If I were humble, 1 should rather
wish the other man to take the high office, because I am
apt to believe that he would do it better than I, and with
greater fruit, and with less danger of vanity.
For this and for oth~r, like reasons,. that is an excellent
doctrine of our' blessed Father Ignatius, which he lays
down as .a foundation for the election of a .state' of life"
Remarks' three degrees or modes of humility; and the
third and most perfect is, in a choice of two alternatives,
each equally making for the glory and service of God', to
choose that in which there is most disparagement and
abasement of myself" the better therein to resemble and
imitate Christ our Redeemer and Lord, who chose' to be
disparaged' and abased for our sake. And there is therein
this other great· advantage, that in these things there is
less of self-interest, the man 'has no opportunity' for' seeking himself therein, and escapes the' danger of growing
vain over them' which there is in high and honourable
offices. In lowly offices,humili~y and charity areexer~
cised together, and in them humility, is wen preserved,
doing the acts that are proper to herself, but in those
high offices charity is exercised to the risk of humility;
and that should be enough to mgke us' not only ndt desire
such. preferments,but even to drea.d· them.

CHAPTER XV

Of the conformity that we should have to the will of
. God in the distribution' of natural gifts and talents
Every individual should be quite content with what
God has. imparted to him in point of talent, intellect and
genius,and the ability and parts that God has given him,
and not be pained or' saddened at not having as much
ability or talent as his neighbour,- nor going for so much
as he does~ This is a thing that we all have need of; for
allowing the case of some men shini ng and standing in a
more advantageous light in some things, yet there are
always other counterpoises to humble them, wherein they
stand jn need of this conformity. So it is necessary to
be forearmed, since it is the way of the devil to assail
m~nyon this side. You are in your studies, and seeing
that a fellow-student of yours shows remarkable ability,
arguing and answering right well in disputations, .there
may perhaps· come over you some shadow of envy. It
9,oes not go so far as to'make you sad at the good of your
brother, which is properly the sin. of envy; but after all,
seeing your companions strong in capacity, and going
ahead with their talents, -while you hang back and cannot
get on nor make head at all, you experience some sadness
and melancholy, and feel abashed and out of countenance
in company, and thence there comes over you a· feeling
of drooping and discouragement, and a temptation to
chuck up your studies and sometimes even Religious Life.
This temptation against vocation has taken hold of some,
because they were not well grounded in humility. There
was one who thought to be a star, conspicuous among
all, and that his fame would go out all over the province,
as being the best student in the course.; and when
his dream turned out quite the other way , he became
quite abashed and crestfallen: whereupon the devil, seeing such an excellent opportunity, represented to him that
he could never recover from this disgrace and disappoint478
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ment otherwise than by leaving his Order. And this is
no new temptation, but a very old one.
In the Chronicles of the Order of St. Dominic there i~
related an example to this purpose of Albertus Magnus,
who was master of St. Thomas Aquinas. Albertus .Magnus, when a child, was very. devout to Our Lady, reciting
daily eertain devotions in her honour, and by her means
and intercession entered the· Order of St. Dominic' 'at the
age of sixteen.
They say in the Chronicles that as a
youth he had not much understanding, but was untrained
and of little capacity' for study; and seeing his fellowstudents\to be of great and very subtle intellects he quite
lost heart.
Thereupon .. temptation came to press ,him
hard· and throw him into danger, so much so that· he was
on the point ,of quiUing the· habit. In this hard .press of
conflioting thoughts be was succoured by a marvellous
vision. Sle'epingone night, hefancied· that he was setting
a ladder to the wall of the monastery to get out and leave
the,place;. and as he was mounting it he saw on· the top
four venerable matrons, one of whom seemed to be mistress of the others. When he came near them, one of
them laid hold of him and threw him from the ladder,
forbidding his going out· from the monastery. He persisted ·~n·trying to mount a second time, and the second
matron behaved to him as the first had done. He wanted
to mount a third time, and the third· matron asked him
the; reason why he wanted to leave the monastery. . With
a blush on his face he replied: " I .am going, my lady,
because' I .see others of my class improving in the study
of philosophy, while I labour in vain.
The shame I
suffer on that account is making me .leave the Order."
The matron said to him, "This lady whom you see,"
pointing to the fourth,' is the Mother of God and Queen
of Heaven, whose servants we three are; commend yourself to her, ,and we will help you, 'and we will entreat her
to be your intercessor with her most Blessed Son to give
you a docile mind that you may make progress in that
study. ", Hearing thisFraAlbertrejoic~much; and the
matron taking him to ··our Lady,. he was well. received· by
her,andshe" asked him what it was that he desired' and
asked~
He· answered: " To know· philosophy,which I,
C
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am studying, and do not understand." The Queen of
Heaven answered: " Be of good heart and go on studying, for thou shalt be a great man in this faculty~ But
that thou mayest know," she went on to say, " that this
comest to thee from me, and not from thy own genius
and ability, some days before thy death, while lecturing
publicly, thou shalt forget all that thou knowest." With
this vision he remained comforted. And from that time
he improved so much in the study, not only of philosophy,
but· also of theology and Holy Scripture, as the works
that he has left behind him in writing testify. But three
years before his death, while he was lecturing at Cologne,
he lost his memory entirely for all that concerned the
sciences, as though for all his life he had never learnt
anything in his studies; and perhaps this was in penance
for the little conformity he had shown in accepting the
talent and ability that God had given him. And remembering the vision that he had had when he tried to leave his
vocation, he recounted publicly to his hearers all that had
passed, and so took leave of them, shut himself up in his
convent, and spent all his time in prayer and contemplation.
Now that we may not come into the like danger's, we
must needs be fortified beforehand; and the needful fortification ,for this purpose is great humility; for all this
difficulty arises for want of that, because you cannot bear
being reckoned the poorest scholar in the class. If they
come to tell you that you are not fit to· go on further in
your studies,.· and you see your class-mates turning into
theologians, and afterwards graduates and preachers, there
is need of much humility a~d much conformity to stand
that. And the same will be necessary for the time after
your studies, for temptation will occur to you at the
thought: ' I am not rated so high as the rest: I have not
the talent to preach, shine and speak in public like my
neighbour, nor to have business entrusted to me, and
account taken of me.' And I say the same of those who
are not students: there will come to you thoughts and
temptations, ' oh that I were a student!'·' oh that I were
a priest !' '. oh that I were a learned man to .be able to
gather fruit of souls!' And sometimes the temptation
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may press' you.so hard as to endanger your vocation, and
even your 'salvation.
This is' a general doctrine that each one may apply to
himself according to his state. It is necessary that all
be quite conformable to the will of God, each one content
with the talent that God has given him and the state in
which God has placed him, .and that none should want to

be more than God wants him to be.

The blessed St.

Augustine on those words of the Psalmist: Incline my
heart to .' keep thy commandments, and not to avarice
(Ps. 118): says that this was the beginning and root of
all our ev'il~that our first parents sought to be more than
God had· made them: for this they feU from the state that
they enjoyed and lost what God had given them. The
·devil set for them this bait : Ye shall be as gods (Gen.
iii. 5) ,: -by that he deceived and ruined them: we inherit
this inheritance 'from them, that we have a craving after
,godhead, and a madness and frenzy of seeking to be more
than we are.' .And' as the devil succeeded so well herein
with .our first parents, he endeavours to make war on us
alsohythis means, inciting us to desire to be more than
God wishes us to be, and not be content with the talent
that He has given uS,nor with the state in which' He has
placed us. Andonfhis account, St. Augustine says, the
prophet asks of.God : ' Lord, give me a heart disinterested
. and inclined faithfully tofoUow Thy good pleasure and
will, and not my own interests and conveniences.' By
, avarice '. he says is to be there understood aU manner of
self~interest, and not the mere covetousness . of money;
and this is what St. Paul says is the root .of all evils: The
,root of all evils is covetousness (I Tim. vi. 10).
But that we may all have this disposition of indifference,
conforming ourselves and contenting ourselves with the
talent which the Lord has given us, and with the state or
.degree, in which He has placed us, it is enough to know
that such is the will of God.. All these gifts are the
working of one and the same'Holy Spirit, dist.ributing to
each: in: particular according to his good pleasure, says
the' Apostle St. Paul (I Cor. xii. II). The Apostle puts
here ,the metaphor, which we have applied .above to
'~nQth,er purpose, of the human body, and says tha't a~
31
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God has placed the members of the body, giving to each
one as He chose, and the feet do not complain that ,they
do not act as the head, nor the hands that they do not
act as the eyes, so also in the Church,-and the same in
the body of a Religious Order,-God has, given each one
the post and office that it has pleased Him, and that not
by chance, but by a particular resolution and providence
of His own. If then God wishes you to be feet, it is not
.reasonable that you should wish to be, head; and if God
wishes you to be hands, it is not reasonable that you
.should wish to, be eyes. Oh how right high and right
deep are the judgments of God! who shall be able to
comprehend them? Who of men shall be able to know
the counsels of, God? (Wisd. ix. 13). ,All things, ·Lord,
proceed from Thee, and for that in all things be Thou
praised. Thou knowest what it is fit to give to each;
,and why one has more, and others less, it is not for us to
discern. Who knows what would have become of you,
if you had had great genius and ability? Who knows,
if you had had a great talent for preaching, and had
been much listened to and thought, a great deal of, but
that that would have been your ruin, as it has been the
ruin of others by their running into pride and vanity?
" The learned,," says that holy man (A Kempis), " love to
be seen and made account of as such."
If with two
penn'orth of genius that you ·have and three ha'porth of
letters that you know, and with mediocrity, and perhaps
less than me.diocrity of brains,you are so vain and arrogant that you value yourself, and compare and perhaps
prefer yourself to others, and make it a grievance that
they do not lay hands on you for this and that post, where
,would, you be if you were really a first-rate man, a man
of rare and. extraordinary parts? Wings grow on the
ant to its evil, and perhaps they would so grow on you.
Truly, if we had not goggles but eyes,we should rather
render infinite thanks to God for having put us ina, lowly
and humble position, and for having given us but poor
parts, and abilities, and say with that holy man: ",I take
it for a great,blessing, 0 Lord, not to have many things
for which there could follow me in the world outside
praise and honour before men." The Saints knew very
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well the great danger there is in these advantages and
exc~l1ences, and they did not only not desire them, but
dreaded them,-ab altitudine diei timebo, " I will dread
the noonday light" CPs. 5s),-:-for the great danger there
is in them of vanity and perdition ; and therefore they
pleased '. God the more, who would have His servants
humble rather than .great.

Oh it .we could once toraH make up our minds that
all isa mockery and a farce but doing the will of God!
Oh if we could finally place all our contentment in the contentmen't and satisfaction of God !, If without learning, or
with the smattering of learning, and poor abilities. that you
have, you please God th~ more, why do you aspire after
learning? why want more, learning, more ability, more
talents? If you had . any reason for wanting them, it
would ,be· to ·please and. serve God the better therewith..
But if God is more pleased with your having no learning,
or not getting any. more learning, more talent, more
ability,~as He. certainly is pleased, since it is He that has
made this di,stribution,-what have you to .complain of?
What reason have you to wish to be what God does not
wish you to be, 'and what it is.not fitting that you should
be? The great sacrifices that Saul wished to offer, were
not pleasing to God, because they were. not according to
His will (I Kings xiii. 10: xv. 21) : neither will those
high and lofty desires of yours be pleasing to God. Our
good and our advancement in perfection does not lie in
our being learned, nor being preachers, nor in having
great parts and talents, nor in understanding high and
subtle things, but in doing the will of God and in giving
a good account of what He has committed to us, and
employing well the talent that He has given us. On this
we should fix, our eyes and on nothing else, because it
is this that God requires of us.
.A very good c01l1:parison to explain .this is that of the
actors who represent comedies. Their. credit and reward
does not go by the personage that they represent, but by
the good rendering. that each 0l?-e gives of his part. If
he who .represent~ the clown. does it b~tter than· he who
represe~ts the emp~ror, he' comes out more appreciated
and praised by the audience, and better rewarded by the
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judges. In like manner, what God regards and sets store
by in us in this life,-which is all like a theatrical representation and a comedy, and God grant that it may not be
a tragedy, that is soon over,-is not the personage that
we represent, one of Superior, one of preacher, one of
sacristan, one of porter,-but the good rendering that
each one gives of his part. Thus if the laybrother does
his, office well, and represents his character better than the
preacher or Superior does his, he will be held in greater
credit with God, and be better rewarded and honoured.,
,One perhaps that would not have succeeded in the
character 'of the king, gains honour and carries the
palm· in the character of the page or the shepherdboy.
So you also might possibly not have succeeded in playing the preacher or Superior, and you
may play well the part of the Spiritual Father, and you
that of the .laybrother. God knows how to distribute the
parts well', and assign to each one the character that suits
him, to each one according to his capacity (Matt. xxv. IS) :
according to the capability and strength of each so did
the master' distribute his talents.
Let none then desire
to, play another part, or have another talent, but let each
one make it his endeavour to play' well the part assigned
him, to layout well the talent he has received and give a
good account thereof; for in that way he will please God
better and receive a greater reward.
C
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Of the conformity that we should have to the will of
God in times of sickness
As health is a gift of God, so also is sickness.' ~. God
sends us sickness for our probation, amendment and correction, and for many other' good things and advantages
that are apt to flow from it,-as knowledge of our own
weakness, dissipation of the illusions of our vanity,
detachment from the things of earth and the appetites of
sensuality, abatement of the impetuosity and strength of
our· greatest .enemy, the flesh, ateminder that this is not
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our native city, but a sort of inn where we are in exile,
and. other like. things. Wherefore ·.the Wise Man says':
A grave illness maketh· the soul temperate and .strong
(EcchiS. x:Xxi., 2.). Thus we ought-to be as conformable
to the will of God in sickness as in health, taking it as
coming from the hand of God our Lord, when He is
pleased to send it. One of those ancient Fathers said to
a disciple' of his that was sick: "Son; grieve not over
thy sickness, but rathe,:' render great thanks to God for it :

for if thou· art iron, the fire will consume thy rust; and
if thou art gold, thou wilt be proved in the fire." It is a
great virtue and ,a great act of religion, to tender thanks
to God in· sickness.
Of the blessed St. Clare,' Surius relates in her Life that
for twenty-eight years she was ill ofgrievbus infirmities,.
and her patience was so great that in all that time' they
never noticed her complaining or murmuring at her. great
affliction, but ratlier she was continually giving thanks to
the Lord. And in her last· sickness, when she was so
worn out that for seventeen days she was not, able to eat
a morsel, and he.r confessor Friar .Reginald was consoling her and exhorting her to patience in, such a long
martyrdom, shea.nswered: " From the time that I came
to know the grace· of my Lord Jesus Christ through Bis
holy servant Francis, no sickne.ss has been hard to.· 'me,
no pain troublesome, and no penance severe." Admir-·
a,ble also in this way and a very rare ~xample, which
should give much courage and consolation to the sick, is
the 'life of St. Lidwina, virgin~ For thirty-eight years she
endured .continual and most severe infirmities and pains,;
and for thirty. of those, years. she was unable to rise fromher. poor bed, or put her foot on the ground, and there the
Lord did her very great favours.
Bue because' certain. particular reason$ are apt to occur
to, us to hinder this indiffer'ence. and, conformity under
c"olour:and appearance ofgrea.tergood, _we will·, pro,ceed
to reply to them and meet them. In the first place one
may say: 'For myself I should not mind being sick any
more than being in health, but what Ido feel' is seeming
to be .a . burden to the Order·and giving .trouble in· the:
bo;use. 'To this I say thatthis isa rash, judgrpent 9n.
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Superiors and on the Community, condemning them of
want of charity and want of conformity to the will of God.
Your Superiors also profess to aim at perfection and to
take all things as·coming from the hand of the Lord, and
to conform themselves therein to the Divine vvill ; and thus
if God wishes you to be sick, and them to be busy waiting
on you and comforting you, they also must 'vlsh the same;
and as you bear the cross which God gives you, they also,
will take up with great conformity thal which He wishes
them to bear.
But you will say: ' Herein I quite see the great charity
that is practised in the Society: the only thing· that
troubles me is the good that I might be'doing in studying,
preaching and hearing confessions, and the lapse of that
through my being sick.' To this St. Augustine answers
very well: he says that we should consider that we do
not know whether it will be better to put into execution
what we have a mind to or leave it undone: and so we are
forced to plan and arrange things according to ou~ capacity; and if afterwards we are able to carry them out
as· we had planned, we should not rejoice because that
has been done which we thought of and desired, but because the Lord has been pleased to have it done so. And
if what· we thought and planned has not eventually been
carried into effect, not on that account should 'we
be troubled and· lose our peace.
"It is fairer," St.
Augustine says, " that we should follow His will than
that He should follow ours."
A equius est ut nos ejus
quam ut illenostram sequatur voluntatem. And he coneludes with an admirable sentence: " He is better at laying· out and planning things, who is disposed and prepared not to do what God would not have. him to do, than
he who is all anxiety and desire to carry into act what he
has thought of." N emo melius ordinat quod agat~ nisi qui
paratior est non ager'e quod divina potestate prohibetur
quam cupidior agerequod humana cogitatione meditatur.
In this manner then and with this indifference we should
plan and arrange what we have to do, being ever quite
prepared to' conform ourselves to the will of God, if so it
happens that our plans come not to effect. Thus we shall
not be troubied or saddened, when through sickness or
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any other like cause we have not been able to do what we
intended and ha.d ready planned out, even though the
things intended were in themselves of great benefit to'
souls. Father' Master-Avila says very well, writing to
a sick .priest :' " Do not reckon up what you wbuld have
done' if you had beenwe.ll,· but how much you will please'
the Lord by acquiescing in being ill.. If' you seek,. as
I believe you do seek, purely the will of, God, why should

yoU mind heing""ill rather than well, since His will is all
our good'?"
St. Chrysostom says that holy Job merited 'and pleased
God more in that saying: As if hath pleased the Lord~ so
hath it beendorte: may the name" of' the Lord be blessed'
(Job i. 2I): conforming his will to' those afflictions' and
leprosy that God sent him, .' than. by any amount of almsdeeds and benefactions that he did while he 'was healthy
arid rith. In 'like manner you' will please God more by
conforming yourself to His will in your sickness than by
all that 'you cOiIld have done in health... 'St. Bonave-ntu~e
says the same:" " There is more 'perfection in bearing'
with 'patience and conformity' 'afflictions and adversities
than' in .being' hard" at work on' excellent' good works. ','
Perfectiusest adversa tolerare patienter quam boniS operi..'
bus insudare. For God has no need of 'me riorof you to'
do the good that He wants done in His' Church. 1 have
said to the Lord, Thou art my God; Thou has't no need
of my good deeas (PS. IS). For the present He wishes
to preach to you with this sickness, that you may learn
to practise patience and humility: let "Godact, 'for He
knows what is better, and you don't.'
If we had any
reason for desiring health and strength, it would be to
employ them in serving and. pleasing God 'more; but if
the Lord is'. pleased rather and. takes' it· better that I
shbuldbe occupied in' being' ill and in bearing with
patience the troubles of' sickness, His will be done, for
that is what is' better and more 'suitable for me. The
Apostle St.' Paul, preacher to the Gentiles, was left by ,the
Lord in prison tWc>years '(Acts' xxiv. 27), just at the time
that he was' so nece-ssary to the. primitive Church. There
is 'not much for you to complai.n of, if -God keeps
you' In the prison of "sickness two months, two years,
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even your whole life,. if He pleases.
You are not so
necessary in the Church. of God as was St. Paul.
(To some it is apt to bea difficulty, when they have
long and protracted illnesses and indispositions, not. to
be able to follow the community, and to have to be singular in many things, and they are disconsolate over. this,
thinking that they £lre not as much Religious as the rest;
or at least that others may be disedified seeing their singularities and comforts; especially since sometimes the.
sickness and necessity they are in is not so apparent in the
exterior, 'but only God and the sick man knows what he
suffers, whereas these singularities and exemptions strike
the eye. To this I say that it is a good consideration and
a very just sentiment, and he who feels it is to be praised;;
still you must not give up conformity to the will of;
God in your infirmity, but double your' merit, on the
one hand, by your conforming yourself entirely to the will
of God in all your indispositions and ailments, since He
wishes you to suffer them; and on the other, by having a
great desire, so far as it rests with you, to follow all the
e'xercises of Religion with much punctuality and exactness,
and feeling in your heart. regret at not. being iable to do
what the others do. In this way, besides the merit that
you gain by bearing your sickness with patience and conformity, you may merit also under the second head as
much as the rest,who are in sound health and fulfil all
the exercises.
St. Augustine in his sixty-second sermon de Tempore,
treating of the obligation that all have to fast at that
time under pain of mortal sin, and coming to deal with
the case of the invalid who 'cannot fast, says that for him
it is sufficient that he cannot fast, but eats with grief of
heart, groaning and. sighing because he. cannot fast while
others are fasting. As the valiantsbldier, who isbrol,1ght
into camp wounded, feels more his inability to fight any
longer or to signalise himself in the' service of his king
than the pain of his wounds and the rigorous treatment
he· is put under; so it is for good Religious, when they
are on the sick list, to feel more their inability to go with
the community, and do the exercises of Religion, than
they feel the sickness itself. Still' after all neither this nor
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anything' els~should roh us of our conformity to 'the will
ofOod in our sickness, but'we should accept it as sent by
His hand for His greater glory and our greater good and
p.rofit.
The blessed St. Jerome tells how a 'monk once asked
the holy abbot John the Egyptian to heal him of a sickness
and high fever that he had, and the Saint replied: " You
seek riddance of a thing that is very necessary for you':
for as the·' uncleanness and filth of bodily things is taken .
away by soap or strong lye and the like, so souls: are
purified, by sicknesses and, afflictions. "

, CHAPTER XVII

That we ought not to put our trust in doctors; or
drugs, but in God; and conform ourselves to Hi~ will
not Drily in the sickness itself, but in all the incidents
of the same
What has been said of sickness is to be. said also of aU,
qther~hings

that are apt'to occur inti~e ofsickness~ ,St.
ijasiLgives a very good lesson for us when we are sick.
!:Ie says' that in availing ourselves of .medical men: and
medical appliances we should not put all bur trust .in
tpetp., rThere()f :Holy Scripture makes it a, fault" inKing
AS,a :, ,"And in his siqknes$ he :sO,ught 'fuj,tthe Lord, but
trusted rather in the skill, of the doctors (2 Chrpn. xvi. I~).
We ,most not attribute to "this the ,whole cause of our
getting better; Or not getting better ~hutwe must put,
all our trust in God, who is pleased somethnes to, give us;
health through ,these medical, appliances, and 'sometimes
not. : And 'so ,when physician and physica:like fail u~, St.
Basil says; that we should not despair of our case on that
aocount either.. We read in the Holy Gospel that Christ
our Redeemer ,sometimes healed people by: His mere will,
as indeaJing with that leper who p~titiotloo HiQ,l,Lord, if
th,pu wjlt ,thou canst make me clean, He., answered, I will,
b.e thou made clean (Matt. viii. 2).
At other til1)esHe.
used some application, as when He made clay with spittle;,'
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and anointed the eyes of the blind man, and told him to
go and wash in the pool of Siloe (Shiloah, John iX.7).'
At other times He left the sick in their sicknesses, and
would not heal them, although they had spent all their
substance on doctors and drugs (Mark v. 26: Luke
viii. 43). So now also at times G9d heals without physicians or physic by His only will; at other times, by means
of these medical· appliances: at other times, though the
patient consults many doctors, and they apply to him
great remedies, God will not give health; that so we may
learn to put our trust not in human remedies, but in God.
As King Ezechias did not attribute his cureto the plaster
of figs that Isaiah put on his wound, but to God (4 Kings
xx. 7, 8); so when you recover from your illness, you
must not attribute your cure to doctors or drugs, but to
God, who healeth all our infirmities (Ps. 102) : for; it is not
herb or plaster, but thy word, 0 Lord, that healeth all
(Wisd. xvi. 12). And when you are not cured, neither
then either must you' complain of doctors and me.dicines,
but in that case also you must attribute all to God, who
does not wish to restore you to health, but that you
should remain ill.
In the same way when the physician has not understood
the illness, and has erred in the treatment of it,-which is
a thing that happens often enough even with great'
doctors and in the case of great personages,-you must
take that error as a stroke of Providence, as also any
neglect or fault which'the infirmarianmay commit in the
care of you. And you must not say that the fever returned because they made such and such a mistake in your
treatment, but take it all as coming from the hand of
God, and say: ' It has pleased the Lord that my fever
has increased, and that such an accident has befallen
me '; because it is certain that though on the part of
those who are looking after you there has· been a 'mistake,
yet on the 'part of God it has hot been without a set aim
and purpose, 'since on the part of God nothing happens
by chance. Think you that the flight of the swallows
and their blinding holy Toby with their dung was by'
chance? It was not without a high decree and' a particular will of God, to leave us an example in his person
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as in that of holy Job. And this. the Holy Scripture says:
The Lord permitted that this trial should come upon him,
to give to posterity an example of patience as in:holy Job
(Tob. ii. 12)~ And the angel of the Lord said afterwards:
Because thou wert acceptable to God, it Was needfitlihat
temptation should prove thee (Tob.xii.· 13). To prove
thee, God permitted this temptation.
In the Lives of the Fathers it is related, of the Abbot
Stephen that,once when he was sick, his companion was
fain to make him a little cake; and thinking that he was
making it with good oil, hemad~ it with linseed oil, which
is very bitter, and gave it ·him. Stephen, as he noticed
it, ate a little and said nothing. Another, time he' made
him another in the same way; and-when he had tasted
it, and had no mind to go on eating, the brother said to
him: "Eat, Father,it is very good." And he 'made
trial ·of it to incite ,him to eat it ; and when he', felt the
bitterness, he began to fret and cry out -: " I'm"a murderer." And Stephen said to him: "Do not fret, son,
for if God had willed that you should not make a, mistake
iIi taking one oil for another, this would not have 'happened. ' , And of many other holy meuwe read that they
took -with ·great conformity and patience the remedies
given them, though they were contrary to' what their illness required. So in this manner we ought to take all the
mistakes and negligences, as well of the doctor as of
the nurses,without complaining ,of the one, or throwing
the fault on the other.
This is a thingin which a man's virtue is revealed and
well shown. Great is the edification that a sick Religious
gives, who takes all' that is offered him with equanimity
and cheerfulness, as coming from the hand of God, and
lets himself be guided and governed by 'Superiors and
infirmarians, forgetting himself and casting off 'all care
of himself. St. Basil says: " You' have entrusted' your
soul, to the:Superior, why not entrust' your body also?
You have put in his hands your eternal salvation, why
not also your temporal well-being?" And since the Rule
permits us then wholly to give up the care of our body,
and bids us do so, we should greatly- esteem and profit
by so advantageous a permission. On the other hand, a
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sick Religious gives great disedification, when he takes
much care bfhimself, and keeps a close reckoning what
they are to giye him, and> how they are to give it, and
whether they keep their appointments with him exactly;
and if not, he is a master of complaints and murmurs.
Cassian says very well that sickness is no' obstacle to
purity of heart, if th~ sickman knows how to take it as
he ought ; but ' , beware," -he says, " lest the ailment pass
from the body to the souL"
If a man behaves in that
w,ay, and takes occasion of his sickness to do his own
will-and not bebbedient; and submissive, then the ailment
will -pass' to the soul,and make the, Superior more concerned about the malady of the soul -than about that of the
body~ You must not cease to show yourself a Religious
for being ill, nor think that rules do not exist for a sick
man,' and that you may concentrate all your care on your
health and' comfort, an.d forget your spiritual advancement. "Let him that is sick," says our Holy Father, "by
showing great humility and patience, take care to give no
less edification in time of sickness than in time of perfect
health." -St. Chrysostom on those words of the Prophet :
Lord, thou hast crowned us with the buckler of thy -, good
will CPs. 5): shows how as long as this life lasts ther~
is always a conflict,and that we must always go armed for
i~. He says: - "This applies alike to the sick and to the
healthy: for in time of illness there is particular occasion
for this conflict, when pains assail the soul 'on all sides,
when fits of sadness _beset it, when- the devil is there, inciting us to impatient speech and unmeasured' complaints. "
Then -is the time to, practise and show virtue. Even the
pagan Seneca said that the brave ,man must practise his
fortitude as well in his bed, suffering illnesses, as on the
field of battle,fighting against the enemy, since the chief
part of fortitude is to endure rather than to effect. And the
Wise Man: Better isa patient than a strong man; and
better is he who is master of his own soul than he "who
taketh cities by storm (Provo xvi. 32).

CHAPTER XVIII

·In which what has been said is confirmed by some
examples.
We read of the holy virgin . Gertrude .that. 9~e day
Christ our Redeemer appeared t<? her, carrying in,. His
right hand health and in I;Iis l~ft handsickness,'and, told
·her to choose which she would. She answered : n What
.I desire,' Lord, 'with all my heart is that ,Thou. wilt . ne>,t
regard my will, but that that may be done!in. m~ which
shall.be for· Thy greater. glory .and satisfaction. ','
. It i~.told of a client of St.. Thomas pf Canterbury that.in
an illness he visited the lomb of the Saint, ;to beg ,him ask
.God to· give him.· health. He obtained it,and went back
home well. Tbenhe began to think within himself that if
illness were better for his salvation, why should he. seek
for .h~alth. This reason· .struck "him so forcibly that he
went back to the tomb, and asked the Saint to beg of God
tO'give him what was better for his salvation. 'God let the
illness.refurn,and he lived much consoled under it,understanding that that was what was betferforhim.
Surius in the Life of St. Vedastus, Bishop, relates
another like example of a blind man, who on the day of
.the translation of the body. of that holy Bishop, greatly
desired to see his holy relics, and consequently to.,· hav~
sight tq see them: he obtained it of our Lord" and saw
what he desired. 'And seeing his way about he turned
to prayer, that if that sight did' not make for the salvation
of 'his soul, his blindness might return. After making
that prayer he became blind ;as,before.
St. 'Jerome relates how when St.. Antony , Abbot,;'\i\Tas
summoned by St. Athanasius, Bishop, to, the, city of Alexandria to help him' in confuting and extirpating the heJ;"~
sies that were there, Didymus, w'ho was a:, most learned
man, but blind of the eyes of his body,discussed with St.
Antony many passages of Holy Scripture in such a manner
that the Saint was in admiration of his genius and learning. After having discl)ssed these passages, he asked
493
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him if he felt sad at being blind. He was 10th to reply
for shame. After being asked a second and a third time,
he in the end openly confessed that he did feel sad thereat.
Then the Saint said to him: " It is a marvel to me how
a man so wise as you can be sad and grieved at not possessing what flies and ants possess, and the very earthworms, instead of rejoicing in the possession of what only
Saints and Apostles have merited to obtain."
Hence is
seen, says St. Jerome, that it is a much greater thing to
have spiritual than bodily eyes.
In the History of the Order of St. Dominic, Father
Fray Hernando ,del Castillo relates how S1. Dominic, while
he lived at Rome, -used to visit an afflicted sick woman,
cloistered and a great servant of God, who had taken up
her lodging in a tower hard by the gate of 51. John
Lateran; and the good Father used oftentime to hear her
confession and administer to her the most Holy Sacra'mente
The' woman was called· Bona, and her life so well
answered to her name that God taught her, like a good
woman, to preserve cheerfulness in trials and find repose
in death. She' suffered a most severe infirmity in her
breasts, which were so eaten away by cancer and so' full
of worms -as would have been for any other person an insufferable torment, but not for her, who suffered it with
admirable patience and giving of thanks.
St. Dominic
loved hermuch,seeing her so suffering and so advanced
in virtue. One day, after having confessed and communicated her, he desired to see that cruel and terrible wound,
and gained his point, though, with some difficulty. When
Bona' uncovered herself, and the Saint saw the putrid
mass of the cancer, swarming with worms, and her
patience and cheerfulness, he was moved to compassion,
but had a greater desire of her wounds than of the treasures of· earth, and begged her to give him one of those
worms as a relic. That the servant of God would not do,
unless he promised to restore it ; for she had come to that
pitch of joy in. seeing herself thus devoured alive, that· if
any of the worms fell on the ground she took it back to
restore it to itsplace. So on his ,word of honour she gave
him one, which was well-grown and ,had a black head.
Scarcely had the Saint taken it into his hand, when it
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turned into a most beautiful pearl, and the friars in admka#on. told their Father not to return it; Ibut .the sick
.woman asked for her worm, and bade them give her
back her pearl. But in· the act of. being given back it
returned to its original form of a worm,and the wom.an
put it. in her breasts where it had been engendered and
grown. St. Dominic prayed for her, made the.signof
the cross over her, and left her. But ashe was going
down the tower-stairs the woman's cancer-eaten breasts
fell off from he.r, worms and aU; and little by little the
flesh' grew in its place, and in a few days she· was altogethercured, 'telling. to all who came near her the marvels
that God wrought' through· His servant.
In the same History. it is related how when. Friar Reginald was in communication with St. Dominic about taking
the habit of his Order, and had now made up his mind to
do so, ·he took to his bed with a fever, ,which the doctors
thought mortal.
Father St. Dominic took greatly to
heart hisrecovery, and made continual praye.r to God our
Lord for that intention; and the sick man also along with
him called oUr Lady to his aid with great devotion and
earnestness. While the two of them were at this prayer, .
the. most holy Queen of' Heaven, our Lady) came into
Reginald's room, surrounded with a brightness and splen..
dour quite heavenly a'ndmarvellous.
She was' accompanied by other two holy virgins·, whom he took to be
St.Cecily and St. Catherine, martyrs. They went up with
their .sovereign Lady to the sick man's bed.
She, as
,Queen and Mother of mercy, comforted him, and said:
" What wouldst thou have me to do for thee? I come to
see what. thou askest, tell me and it shall be given thee.,"
Reginald was overpowered and dumbfounded with so
heavenly a vision, and doubted what it became him to do
or .to say; but one of the Saints •who -accompanied our
Lady soon dre.w him out of thisperplexity~saying:
" Brother, do not ask for anything, but leave all in. her
hands, for she knows better what to give than thou what
-to ask. "The sick man followed this counsel, so discreet
and well-advised, .and·· so answered· the Virgin: " Lady,
I ask for nothing, I have no will beyond thine, in it and
in thy hands I place' myself. " The Blessed Virgin then
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-reached out, and took som'e oil which her attendants
brought with them for this purpose, and anointed Reginald
in the way that it is customary to give Extreme Unction.
So' great was the efficacy of the touch of those holy hands
that suddenly he found himself well of the fever, and as
restored in bodily strength as if he had never been ilL And
what' is more~·· along with' that. sovereign favour there was
co:nferred on' him anoth~r still higher in point of the soul,
for frOm that moment he never felt any sensual or impure
motion" in his person all the days of his life, at, no time,
no place, and on no occasion.
In the . Ecclesiastical History it is related that among
the men who flourished at that time there was a very dis':'
tinguished man named Benjamin, who had of God the
gift of healing the sick without any medicine by the mere
touch of his hands, and anointing them with a little oil
and saying a prayer over them. Along with this grace of
healing others, he himself suffered from dropsy in a· very
grievous form, and became so swollen that he could not
come out by the door of his cell without displacing the
.doorposts. ,So he remained inside for eight months until
,he died, sitting in a very large chair, where he cured
many ailm~nts, never complaining nor grieving that he
could find no rem'edy for himself. And those who pitied
him he consoled, saying" Pray God for my soul, and
never mind about my body, for when it was well it- served
me .to no good purpose."
In .the Spiritual Meadow there is a story of a monk
named Barnaby, who on a journey ran a splinter into his
foot, and would not have it removed for some days, nor
'have' .the wound attended to, that he might have" something to suffer for the love of God; and it is said that he
used to say to those who visited him: "The more the
·outer man suffers and is mortified, the more the inner man
:is quickened and strengthened."
in the Life of St. Pacomius,Surius tells of a' monk named
Zacheus,' who SUffering from epilepsy would .not on that
account abate. therigour of his customary ab'stifience,
which consisted' in' living on bread and salt, tiOr . again
cease to' repeat the pray~rs t'hat the other monks were accustomed to say in health, attending Matins and the other
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Canonical Hours. The rest of the time, in the intervals
of prayer, he occupied in making mats, baskets and ropes;
and from the roughness of the esparto grass with which
he wove ·them his hands were so badly hurt that the blood
ran from the cracks in the skin: this. he did, not to be
idle. At night, before sleeping, his custom was to meditate on some passages of Holy Scripture: then he made
the sign. of the cross all over .his body: that done,. he
retired to rest till the hour· of Matins, at which, as has

been said, he' arose and remained at psalmody and prayer
until it was daylight. This. was the division of· his time
that. this. holy invalid made,' and these were his ordinary
occupations. There happened to come ~t one time a monk
to visit him. He seeing his hands in such a pitiable
state, told him to anoint them with oil and he would· not
feel such pains in the openings. Zacheus didso,and not
only was the pain not mitigated, but. it wasmlich increased. He went afterwards to see St. Pacomius and
told him what he had done. The Saint said to him: HDid
you· think, son, that God does not see all our infirmities,
and'that He could not heal them if He pleased ? Now as
to His not doing so, but permitting us to suffer pains so
long as He pleases, do you think that He does that for
any other purpose but that we may leave the whole'care
of ourselves to Him, and put all our confidence ,in Him
alone; and also" for the good and advancement of our
souls, so that He may be able afterwards to increase the
remuneration and everlasting reward of these short afflictions' 'which He sends us?" Zacheus at that was filled
with compunction, and 'said: " Pardon me, father, and
pray. God for me that He may forgive me this sin of want
of confidence and conformity to. His will, . and desire to get
better." At parting with Pacomius, in· penance for' so
light a fault he fasted 'a whole year a' fast so rigorous that
he only 'ate once in two· days, and then very little and
weeping over it. The greatPacomiusused afterwards'to
recount this notable' example. to his monks,' to urge tnem
to, perseverance 'in work, confidence in God, and zeal,to
make'up for small Jaults.

CHAPTER XIX

Of the conformity ·w~ "should have to the will of God
:
, . in death as in life
We must also be conformable: to the will of God as well
for death as for life. ' And' though this dying is of itself a
very difficultthing, because, as the Philosopher (Aristotle)
says,,',~' death is the most fearful thing of all, "yet in the
c,ase ib1hReligious this difficulty is in great part smoothed
down and taken 'away, since we have already gone halfv,hi:i :fo meet' it, and in a manner the whole way. To
begin' with, one of the reasons why dying is apt to be
a difficult thing to people in the world, and the approach
of: that hour gives' them pain, is because they are leaving
riehes, honours, pleasures,amusements and comforts that
they' had in this life, as also friends and relations~
On'e man is leaving ~ his wife, another his children,
who are apt to give great anxiety at that hour, especially
when'they are left ill-provided for. All this the Religious
has already left in time, and so it gives him no pain or
grief~

'Whe'n a back-tooth is already clear of flesh and loosened
from the gums, it is easily drawn; but if you go about to
draw it without loosening it from the flesh, it is apt to
cause you much pain. So the Religious who is. already
loosened from the flesh and detached from all those things
of the world, is not pained at the 'hour of death at leaving
them, because' he ~as left them already of his own will
and with great m~rit, ,when he e~tered,Religi()n,,and not
waited for' the hour of death to leave them, as those ill
the world do, when they are forced to leave thema'Ithough
they.' have no mind so· to do, and leave them with ,great
grief and pain, and often without any merit at all, because
it is rather ;the things that leave the' owners than the
owners the things. And this is, one of the fruits, am~ng
many others, of leaving the world and entering Religion.
St. Chrysostom well observes that they who are in the
world, wedded to their property, to the amusements and
49 8
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comforts of this life, find death very painful, according to
the saying of the Wise· Man: 0 death, how bitter is thy
memdryt6' the man that hath peace in his riches! (Ecclus.
xli. I)~. Even the memory· of death is very· biUer,what
shall bethe presence of it! if the thought is bitter, what
shall be the taste! ,But to the Religious, who has already
left all these things, death is not bitter, but rather very
joyful and comfortable, as being the end of all his labours}
and an assurance that. he is going to receive the reCOIDpens'e'and .reward of all that he has left for God.
Another chief thing that usually gives pain to people
in the .world, and makes death to them frightful and
horrible, as St. Ambrose says, is their bad conscience and
want of due dispositions. This again 'should find no room
in the' Religious, becauseall'qis 'life has been one' continuaLpreparation and disposing of himself to die well. It
is toldo! one. holy Religious how, when the doctor told
him to prepare for death, he answered: " Ever since I
took the habit, I have done nothing but to prepare for
it." ~This is the daily exercise of the Religious. And the
state pf Religion itself is an instruction to us in the disposition which Christ our Redeemer wishes should be ours
at His coming. Let your loins be girt, and lamps burning
in your hands (Luke' xii. 35). St. Gregory says that the
girding· of the loins denotes chastity, .and the lamps burning in the hands denote' the practice of good works; which
two things do mainly' shine forth in the state of Religion.
And so the good Religious has nothing to· fear in death.
And here may be noted a thing thatwiU aid much to our
purpose,~wehave touched upon it above (tr. 2,ch. 5),that one of the best signsofhaving a good conscience and
standing well with God, is being .well conformed to the
divine will in all that 'regards the hour of death, and,·looking 'forward -to it with 'great gladness, as the' Spouse looks
forward to celebrating with her Beloved her heavenly nuptials and espousals. And contrariwise, it is not a good
sign to 'make a trouble over death and not be in this state
of conformity.'
There are some ,good 'comparisons usually brought to
explain this. See you riot with what peace 'and quietness
a sheep goes to. the 'butchery,. without once bleating or
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making any resistance, which is the example that Holy
Scripture brings of Christ our .Redeemer. He was led
like a sheep to the slaughter (Isai. liii. 7). But the uncle'an animal, what grunting it sets up and what resistance
when they want to kill it!
This then is the difference
between. good people, who are represented by the sheep,
and evil and carnal people, who are represented by
those other animals. The felon under sentence of death,
every time he hears the prison.. doof open is saddened,
thinking that· they mean now to take him out and hang
hin1 ; but the innocent man, who is marked for discharge,
every time he hears the prison opened, rejoices thinking
that they are coming to give him his liberty.
So the
wicked man, when he hears the passing-bell ring, or when
sickness holds him in its grip, is very afraid and downcast, because being conscience-stricken he thinks it is to
cast him into the furnace of hell for ever and ever. Let us
then do what we ought to do as good Religious, and not
only shall we feel no difficulty in conforming ourselves to
the will of God at the hour of death, but we shall rejoice
and pray to God with the prophet to draw us out of this
prison. Draw out my soul from prison (Ps.I4I). St.
:Gregory on that text of Job, Thou shalt not fear the
'beasts of the earth (Job v. 22), says: " The feeling of this
·gladness and of this peace and ease of conscience at the
hour of death is the beginning of the recompense of the
righteous." Now they are beginning to enjoy one little
.drop of that peace, which as a river in flood will soon enter
their souls: they are beginning now to feel their eternal
blessedness. On the contrary, the wicked are beginning to
experience their torment and their hell in that fear and
remorse which comes upon the'm at that hour.
Thus to desire death and rejoice in the thought of it is
a very good sign.
St. John Climacus says: " He is
much to be praised who everyday looks for death, but he
is a Saint who' desires it every hour. n So we' see that
,those holy, ancient Patriarchs nourished this desire, "confessing that they are strangers and pilgrims upon earth
,(Heb. xi. 13), not resident proprietors; which is well noted
by ·St. Paul:' They who say this, signify that they are
looking for, home and count·ry (Heb. xi.' 14), as being in
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exile here. And so the Royal prophet sighed : Woe is me
that my sojourning is prolonged (Ps. 119). And if those
ancient Fathers said and desired this, while the gate· of
heaven was closed and they could not go straight there,
what. should our desire be, now that the gate is open, .and
as soon as the soul is purified it passes straight to the
enjoyment' of God!
.

CHAPTER XX

Of sundry reasons and motives for which we may
lawfully and holily desire 'death
That we may better and more perfectly conform our";
selves to tbe wilL of God in death as in life, we will set
down here sundry motives and reasons why we may desire
death, ·that out of them we may choose the best. The
first reason why one may desire death is to·· escape the
labours and troubles that this life carries with it, for as the
WiseMan says, Better is death than a bitter life (Ecc1us.
xxx. 17). In this manner we see that men of the world
often desire death and beg it of God; and this they may
do without sin" for in fact the troubles of this life are so
many. and so oppressive that it is Jaw-ful to desire death to
escape them. One of the reasons given by the Saints why
God has allotted so many troubles to men, is that they
should not be so wedded to the world, nor so much in love
with this life, but that we might fix our heart and our
love on that other world, where there shall be no weeping
nor pain (Apoc. xxi. 4). St. Augustine says that God our
Lord in His' infinite goodness and mercy has wished that
this life should be short. and' quickly come to an end, because it is laborious; and that the other,. which we hope
for, should be everlasting, so that the labour· should last
only for a short time, but the joy and the rest for ever.. St.
Ambrose says this life is so ~ull of evils and hardships,
that if God had not given us death as a punishment, we
might have begged for it' as a mercy and remedy, to put
an end to so many evils and hardships. It is true that men
of the world often 'sin by the impatience with which they
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tak~ their troubles, and by the way in which they beg
death of God with complaints and outbursts of impatience.
But if they asked peacefully and submissively: ' Lord, if it
please Thee, draw me out of these troubles, ~nough for
me is the time I have already lived ': there would be. no
sin in that.
In the second place, death may be desired· with greater
perfection, in order not to see the troubles of the Church
and th~ continual offences committed against God. So we
see that the prophet Elias desired it. Seeing the persecution of Achab and Jezabel, how they had destroyed the
altars and put to death the prophets of God, and that they
were seeking for him to do the like to him,-on fire with
zeal for the honour of God, and seeing that he could
not m~nd matters, he went into the desert and sat down
under a tree, and desired to die, and said: Lord, if it please
thee, take me out of this life, that I may not see so many
evils and offences against Thee, for I am no better: than
my fathers (3 Kings xix. 4). And that valiant captain of
the people of God, Judas Maccabeus, said: It is better to
die than to see so rrl-any evils and offences against God
(I Mace. iii. 59); and therewith he encouraged his Inen
to fight.
.
Of the blessed St. Augustine we read· in. his Life that
when th~ Vandals had passed over from Spain into Africa,
and were laying waste everything, sparing neither man
nor woman, nor clergy nor laity, nor children nor old men,
they came to the city of Hippo, where h~ was bishop, and
surrounded it in great numbers.
St. Augustine seeing
such great tribulation, churches without clergy, cities
without inhabitants, all destroye.d, wept bitterly· in his
old age, and calling together his clergy said to them :
" I have asked the Lord either to deliver· us from- these
dangers, or to giv~ us patience, or to take me out of this
life, that I may not see so many evils, and the Lord has
granted me the third re.quest." Forthwith he fell sick· in
the third month of the siege, and died of that sickness.
And of our blessed Father Ignatius we read in his Life
another like example.
This is a perfection proper to
Saints, to f~el so keenly the afflictions of the Church, and
the offences committed against the Majesty of God, as to
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be, unable to:suffet ,them" ~ and, so desire death, not to' see
such evil.
Th&re,isalsQ another ..cause:and 'reason, very good and
involving great perfection, for desiring and begging, death
of God, which is to sec ,ourselves free and safe' frnmthe
danger of. offending Him,. For ce.rtain ,it', is, that while
weare ,in this:. 'life; there.isno security that we may ,not
possibly fall into ,m-ortal s.in,.andwe know ;that others' have
fa11.e!) .' vr~Q weJ;"e: :IllQre ,ad;vante.d' than, ourselves,,' and, had

rcceiYed ,great,'gi,fts ", pfGdd,and were truly holy· and "very;
holy.
Thisjs ,one ., of ,the "things that more, particularly
s;trikes 'fear into' the' ;servants of ,God, ,and makes them
desire to'go Dut o£tllis Hfe. To purchase immunity ·from
sin, one inaydesire even, never to: have been born,. and:
never to havehad existence) how much more todie,since
sin is a greater evil, than non-existence, and it :were better
not to be at all than to have sinned. It were better' for
that man never to have, be,en bd,rn(Matt. xxvi.24)~
St. Ambrose ,explains to this purpose the saying,ofEcJ
clesiastes(iv.2-3): AndIpraisedthe dead rathe'Y~than the
living, and Ijudgedhirn:happier. thaneithero who hath
never been born. The dead is preferred to the living be..
cause he has now ceased to sin, and he that has never: been
born is preferred to 'the dead hecausehe has never been
capable of sin. And so· it will be a very good practice to
elicit often these acts in prayer: 'Lord,'never permit me
to b,e separated from Thee ': 'Lord, if lam ever to offend
Thee, take ine off straightway before I' offend Thee, because I have no will to live except to serve Thee ; and: ,if
my life is hot to be to Thy setvice,I would have it no
longer.' This is a practice, very ,agreeable to God," and
very profitable to. ourselves, since jf contains an act of
sorrow, and detestation of sin, it contains also an act 9f
humility, it contains an act of love of God,it contains a
petition' one of the' most agreeable that we can offer· to
God. It is related 'of St. Louis, King of France, that
sometimes his holy mother Queen dofiaBlanca (Blanche
of Aragon) would say to him: " My son, I would rather
see you 'dead "before my eyes than' in mortal sin." "And
so pleasing to 'God was this desire and this blessingw'hkh
she uttered over him, that they say that all his 'life long
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he never committed a mortal sin. This desire and petition may work the same effect on you.
And further, not only for the avoiding of mortal sins,'
but for the avoiding of venial sins, of which we are full
in this life, it is good to desire death. The servant of God
should be resolved not only to die rather than commit
a mortal sin, but to die rather than tell a lie, which
is a venial sin; and· anyone who should die on .that
score would be a martyr (St. Thomas, 2a 2 m, q. 124, art. 5,
ad 2). But it is certain that if we live, we are sure to
commit many venial sins. Seven times shall the just ·man
fall (Prov. xxiv. 16), that is, many times, and the longer
he lives, the oftener will he fall. And not only for the
avoidance of venial sins do the servants of God desire
now to go out of this life, but to be free from so many
faults and imperfections, and the many temptations and
miseries of our daily experience.
That holy man (Thomas a Kempis) says very well: " 0
Lord, how I suffer, when I setmy mind to think of heavenly things, and at once a crowd of carnal thoughts rush in
upon me! Ah what a life is this, where tribulations and
miseries never fail, where all things are full of snares and
enemies! When one tribulation goes, another comes;
and even while the former conflict is going on, sundry
others supervene unexpectedly. How can a life· be loved
that is full of so many bitternesses, liable to so many
calamities and miseries? How is it even called a life,
engendering as it does so many deaths and plagues?"
(Imitation iii. 48 and 20). We read of a very holy woman
that she used to say,. that if she had the choice of anything, she would choose nothing else but death, since by
that means the soul is removed from all fear of ever doing
anything that could be a hindrance to pure love. And
it seems a more perfect thing to desire to quit this life in
order to avoid venial sins and faults· and imperfections
than for the avoidance of mortal sins; since the avoidance
of mortal sins may be more for fear of hell, and for love
of self and of one's own advancement, than for love of
God; but to have such a love of God as to desire death in
order to avoid venial sins and faults and imperfections,
means· great purity of intention, and is a thing of high
perfection.
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But some one will say, it is to make satisfaction for
my' faults' and defects that I desire to live.
To this I
say that if by living longer we always cleared ourselves of
the past, and did not add new faults, that would be a good
pretej{t; but if you do not clear yourself, but make additions, and the longer you .live, the more account you have
to render to God, thafpretext breaks down. St. .Bernard
says very we.ll: " Why do we so much desire this life,
in which the longer we live, t,he more we sin?"
And St.
Jerome: "What difference, think you, is there between
him who dies young and him who dies old, except that the
old man is mbre heavily laden with sin than the young
man, and has a longer account to render to God?" And
so St.. Bernard comes to a further conclusion herein, and
uses language in his great humility that we can use with
greater ,truth :~" 1 blush to live, because I profit little;'
I fear to die, because lam not prepared. On the whole,
however, I prefer to die and commit myself to the mercy.
of God,be.cause He is bountiful and merciful, than to go
on giving scandal to my brethren by my tepid and imperAnd Father
fect life." This· is a good· conclusion.
Master Avila used to say that whoever found himself but
indifferently disposed to good, ought to desire. death rather
than life, by reason of the danger in which he lives, which
S1. Ambrose says: "What is
all ceases with death.
death .but the burial of vices and the.· resurrection of
virtues?"
All the.se reasons and motives form good ground' for
desiring death, but the most perfect motive was that
which St. Paul had, to be with Christ whom he loved so
much.
I desire to be loosened and to be with Christ
(Phil. i. 23). What sayest thou, Saint Paul? Why dost
thou desire to be loosened from the body? Is it haply
to escape sufferings? No, certainly not, for rather we
glory in tribulations (Rom. v. 3) : that is my glory. Then
what is 'it· for? To avoid sin? Not that either: for I
am certain that neither death nor life shall be able to
separate usfrom the love of God (Rom. viii. 38-39). He was
confirmed in gtace, and knew that he could not lose it,
and so he was not concerned to fear that. Why then
Qesire.st .tnou death ?To be with .Christ. He desired it
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out of pure love, because I languish with love (Cant. ii. 5).
He was sick with love, and so sighed after his Beloved,
and any delay seemed long in his eagerness to enjoy. ~is
presence. St. Bonaventure puts this' for the final degree
of love of God of the three which he assigns. The first isto
love God above all things in the world, so that we would
not commit a mortal sin for any of them, nor break any
commandment of God so binding. This is what Christ
our Redeemer said to that yO,ungman in the gospel: If
thou wilt enter. into life keep the commandments (Matt.
xix. 17). That applies to all.
The second degree of
charity is, not to be content with keeping the commandments, but go on to the counsels, which is proper to Religious, who aim not only at what is good, but what is
better and more perfect, according to the saying of St.
Paul: Be .ye renewed in.teriorly J to know by experience
what is th-e will of God, good and well-pleasing and perfect (Rom. xii. 2). The third degree of charity, says St.
Bonaventure, is when a man is all aglow and on fire with
the love of God, so that he feels that he cannot live without Him; and accordingly he desires to see himself free
and loose from, the prison of this body, to be with Christ.
His desire is that this exile may be repealed, and this wall
of flesh broken and fall down that stands in his way and
hinders his seeing God.
Life to such is a matter of
patience, or rather of weariness, and death· an object of
ardent desire.
Of our blessed Father Ignatius we read in his Life that
he had the most ardent desire to go out of this prison and
bondage of the body. So much did his soul sigh to be
with, his God, that at the thought of death he could not
restrain his tears, and his eyes were moistened with pure
joy. But it is said in that Life that this ardent desire was
not so much for the attainment of the Sovereign Good,
and the enjoyment of that glorious vision, but rather for
seeing the glory and supreme felicity of the Most Sa.cred
Humanity of his Lord, whom he loved so much,. and as
the Royal Prophet said, to see the delight of the Lord
(Ps. 26). As here on earth a friend is apt to rejoice at the
sight of the glory and honour of one whom he loves heart
a'nd soul, so did our blessed Father desire to be with Christ,
j
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forgetful of his own interest and enjoyment, and actuated
by pure love. He desired to rejoice and be glad for the
glory of Christ, congratul,ating, Him" on the same, which
is the highest and most perfect act- of love that we can
make. Int~is.'Yay the~em()ryof. de_~th, f~x>~r<).m ..being
bitter to us, will afford us much satisfaction and joy. Pass
on a little further and consider that a-few days hence
you shall be in heaven, iri that joy which eye hath not
seen,nore.arheard;/ .nor:canit enter

intoth{pheartoln~an

to conceive (tCor.ii.: g) and everything foryollshall be
converted into joy and gladness. Who would not rejoice
at the termination of his exile and the end of his labour!
Who would not rejoice at. gaining and securing his last
end, for which he was created 1 Who would not rejoice',at
entering into possession of his inheritance, and such an
inheritanceJ Now itis by means of death that we enter
into the inheritance of heaven. When the Lordskall send
sleep, the sleep of death; to his beloved, then shall tltey
awake to the inheritance '()fthe Lord (Ps.126)~ We cannot enter into the possession of, these ,everlastihg-good
things otherwise than by means of death ; and so says ,the
Wise Man: thejusth.ath.'hopein his. death (Prov~xiv. 32),
for that is the ladder by meanso£ which we mount, up to
heaven" ,.and this' is our comfort in this land', of exile. 1
will sing to thee, 0 Lord, and "make it my aim to live a

pure life without stain o/sin: when wilt thou come to me?
(Ps., 100). So St. Augustine explains this text: " My
thought and desire,' 0 'Lord, is" to keep myself without
stain all my life long, arid with that care I. will ever go
singing, and the burden of my song shaH be ': When shall
this exile, o Lo-rd,'berepealed? When wilt Thou come
for: me?"When shall I go, Lord, to Thee? ,When,shall
I come and appear before the faeeof God? (Ps. 4i). When
shall I be with Thee, 0 Lord? Oh how that hour hangs

back!

Oh'whatgladhess and joy for me;, when they tell

me that it "is now nigh:! I have rejoiced in the ,thing that
is said to me: •JiVe will go into the ,house of the Lord.
Our' feet shall ,be standing in thy courts,: 0 Jerusalem
(Ps., 12 I).
I imagine myself ,already standing there in
company of the Angels and the Blessed, rejoicing in Thee,
o Lord , .for ever and ever~

CHAPTER XXI

What has been said in the preceding chapter,
confirmed by examples
Simon Metaphrastes in his Life of St. John the Almoner,
Archbishop of Alexandria, relates how a rich man had a
son whom 4e loved ve.ry much, and to obtain of God the
preservation of his life and health he asked the Saint to
pray for him, and gave him a great quantity of gold to
distribute in alms to the poor for that intention. The
Saint did so, and at the e.nd of thirty days the son died.
The father was smitten with great grief, thinking that the
prayer and alms that had been offered for him had gone
for nothing. The patriarch, knowing his sadness, offered
prayer for him, asking God to console him, God heard his
prayer, and sent one night a holy angel from heaven, who
appeared. to the man and told him that he should know
that the prayer' made for his son had been heard by
God; that his son was alive and well in heaven, and
that. his death at that time was the right thing for him
in view of· his salvation; for if he had lived, he would
have. turned out badly ana made himself unworthy of the
glory of God. He said further that he should know that
none of the: things that happen to us in this life happen
otherwise than by the just judgment of God, although the
grounds of His judgments are hidden from men; and that
man therefore should not give way to excessive sadness,
but receive with patient and grateful mind the things that
God has ordained. With this warning from heaven the
father of the deceased boy remained comforted and animated to serve God.
In the history of the Theban Legion, there is recounted
a singular favour which St. Maurice, Captain of that
Legion, did to a lady very devout· to hiru. She had an
only son, whom, to the end that he might progress betimes
in religious ways, she consecrated, as soon as he was out
of his tender age, in the monastery of St. Maurice, under
the care and government of the monks, as was the cus508
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tom of those times, and as the fathers of Maurus, Placidus
and other noble Romans did with their children in the time
of St. Benedict; and,many years' later, St. Thomas
Aquinas's mother, Theodora, and his btoth~rs, Counts -of
Aquino, did the like with him in the monastery of Monte
Cassino. In ,the monastery, this only son grew in letters
and good customs and monastic discipline right .well, and
in choir withthe monks he had begun to sing. very sweetly.
But a little fever came upon him, whereof he died.

The

disconsolate 'mother, came to the church, and with infinite
tears accompanied the dead body to the tomb. But many
tears did not suffice to allay the mother's grief" nor to
make her cease going every day to the grave, there~)to
weep ,without measure; and much more at the time when
the Divine. Office was said, did she remember how she
was. deprived of hearing, the voice of her son. The lady
persevered in this sad exercise, not only in, the, day-time,
in the church, but at night as well, in her house, without
being' able to rest.
One time, overcome by' weariness,
she fell asleep ; and in her sleep there appeared to' her the
holy Captain Maurice, and said:," Woman, why art. thou
continually weeping over the death of thy son,' without
being able to put a stop to such a flood of tears P" She
answered: " I cannot stop this lamentation all. th~ days
of my life; and therefore, as long as I live, I shall always
hewail my only son, nor shall my eyes cease to shed tears
till'death close them, and my disconsolate' soul leave this
body." The Saint replied: "I tell thee, woman, not
to' afflict thyself, nor weep over thy deau 50'n anymore
as though he were d~ad, since -he is 'not· dead but alive,
and is rejoicing with us' in everlasting life. As.' a sign of
the truth that I teU thee, rise in" the morning for Matins,
and ,thou shalt hear the 'voice of thy son amongth~ voices
of the monks, singing the Divine Office; and not only
to-morrow shalt thou have, that joy, but every time thou
art present at the, Canonical Hours in the church. Cease
then, and put _an end to thy tears, since thou hast _more
'oGcasiori for great rejoicing than for' sadness."
The
,woman arose, and waited with longing desire for, the" hour
.of: Matins, to assure' herself of, the truth; having still in
-her'm.ihd the while some doubt of its, being all a dreaIl1:.
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The hour eaine~ and entering the church, the mother
recogtiised atthe' intoning of the antiphon the most sweet
voice of ·her ,blessed son,secure now of his glory in
Heaven. Throwing off all grief, she gave infinite thanks
'to God: Everyday, she had the joy of hearing thatvoice
in the Divine Office of that church. So did God comfort
her on the' occasion and bestow· on her this rich favour.
An author relates how, one day, a knight was out hunting~ and there came out a wild animal which he chased by
himself, without a servant, his company being taken up
with killing- other game.
He followed the chase with
great· eagerness' far apart, till he came to a thicket,
whence he heard a human voice of ravishing sweetness.
He wondered at hearing such a voice in a lonely place,
because he thought it could not be any of his servants,
nor any of the people of that countryside.
Desiring to
look into the matter, he went into the thicket, and found
there a leper, hideous to behold and exceedingly filthy,
whose flesh was in such a state that it was falling to
pieces in every limb and part of his body.
At such a
sight the knight was greatly amazed and horrified,but
plucking up his courage he went up to him, saluted him
in kind words, .and asked if it was he that was singing,
and from him that that sweet voice came forth. The leper
answered: " y,es, Sir, it was I that was singing, and that
is· my voice."
" .How, . could you be glad?" asked
the knight, "in the midst of such sUfferings?" The
poor man answered " Between God my Lord arid me there
is no other barrier but this wall of clay, which is my body ';
when that obstacle is broken through and removed, I shall
go to enjoy the vision. of .His Eternal Majesty; and as I
see it every day falling to pieces, I rejoice and sing with
inward gladness of myheart,waiting as I do wait for
my departure from this body; for till I leave it I cannot
go to the enjoyment of my God, the living fountain, where
are found the streams of bliss that flow for ever."
St. Cyprian tells of a bishop that was very ill of a grave
sickness, and reduced to the last extremity, being very
worried and anxious about death, that was close upon him.
He entreated our Lord to prolong his life: then there ap·peared to him ail angel, in the form of a very beautiful and
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'sliiningyouth,'who said to him in a grave and severevoice,:
'f' -On the one hand thou shrinke.st from su:ttering'in this
.:life/and on the other thou hast no mind' t'ogoout of it':
whatwouldst" thou have me do with thee ?'-'.-:..-giving him
to understand that his unwillingness to depart this life
was not pleasing to God. ,The Saint says that the angel
said, these words to him,' that, in his agony, he might tell
them and repeat them to' others.
SiinonMetaphtastes,asquoted by Surius, relates of

the hbly;Abbot Theodosius, that, <knowing how profitable
is.the'remembranceof death, he sought to give occasion
thereof to his disciples for their improvement. Wherefore
he; had, a:grave 'dug, and when it was open, he 'placed
himself with them around hand said : "There is the
grave open : forwhi<~h ;of you shall we first celebrate the
funeral obsequies?' 'One of his disciples, named.Basil,
who "was' a priest, a' man of great virtue, and so quite
'disposed and prepared to choose' death very gladly, took
up: the word.
Kneeling down, he said: "'Bless me,
Father, for' I, shall be' the first for whom you will: have to
celebrate the office of requiem." The-holy Abbot ordered
that in his lifetime there should be celebrated for him all
the offices that usually' 'are celebrated for the dead, the
first day; the third, the ninth, and lastly other funeral honours on thefortiethday~ Wonderful to relate, at the end
-of the Qffice 'of the fortieth day, the monk Basil being
sound and'well, without fever or headache or any other
'malady, like one' who falls into a' sweet ',sleep, passed. to
the Loid, to" r.eceive the reward of his virtue and, of the
promptitude and joy wherewith he had desired to be with
Christ. Another 'miracle followed.' For forty days after
his death, the" Abbot Theodosius saw him coming every
day to 'Vespers, "and singing in' choir with the rest of the
COn1'munity~Of the ,rest, none saw him nor heard him
sitig"bufone only,a monk of signal virtue, named Aetius,
who did hear him sing, but did not see him. He went to
Abbot Theodosius and said to him: " Father, don't you
hear" our hrother,' Basilsingirig with us?" The Abbot '
answered :~" I hear him and, see him, and will get you
to '. see, 'him' as', well.""
They being. a'nother day together
at 'Office in choir, the A.bbot saw the holy m'onk Basil,
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singing in choir with the rest as usual and pointed him
out with his finger to Aetius, 'praying God at the same
time to open his eyes that he might see him.
When
Aetius saw and recognised him, he went straight running
up to embrace him, but could not grasp him, but the
vision ,disappeared at once, saying in a voice that all
heard: " Good-bye, my fathers and brothers, good-bye:
for henceforth you shall see me no more."
In the Chronicle of the Order of St. Augustine, it is related of St. Columbanus the Younger, cousin' and disciple
of the holy Abbot Columbanus, that being in a high fever
and near to death, and full of a great hope to die, there
appeared to him a shining youth, and said to him: " Thy
Abbot's prayers and tears for thy recovery prevent thy
going out from this life."
Whereupon' the Saint made
loving complaint to his Abbot, and said to ,him weeping':
" Why do you force me to live so s'ad a life as this" and
hinder my entrance into life everlasting?"
Then the
Abbot ceased to weep and pray for him; and so assembling
the Religious, and receiving the holy Sacraments, and
embracing them all, he died in the Lord.
St. Ambrose relates of the people of Thrace that when
men were born they wept,' and when they died, they made
a great feast. They wept at births, and made high festival
on the day of a death, reckoning very reasonably, as he
says, that people coming into this wretched world, replete with so many woes, deserved to be wept over; and
when they quitted this place of exile it was a rational
thing to· keep feasts and rejoicings for their deliverance
from· SO many miseries. N ow if they did so, being gentiles and pagans, and having no knowledge of the' glory
that we hope for, what will it be reasonable for 'u's to feel
and do, us who are enlightened by the light of faith, and
know the good things that they go to enjoy who die in
the Lord? So with much more reason' does t'heWise
Man say: Better is the day' of death than the day of birth
(Eccles. vii. 2).
St. Jerome' says that for this' reason
Christ our Redeemer, being 'about to depart from, this
world to His Father; said to His disciples, who were sad
thereat: If ye loved me,,' ye would indeed rejoice, because
I go to the Father (John xiv. 28).
And contrariwise',
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when ·lie determined to raise Lazarus, He;w.ept (John
xi. 35).< He did .not weep, says St.· Jerome, because he
was dead,se~ing that He was about immediately to raise
him up, but he wept because he had to return· to this
miserable life ;He wept because one whom H~ had loved
and still .loved so much had to return· to the afflictions of
this exile.

CH'APTER XXII

Of the conformity which we should have to the will of
God ·in the general· afflictions and calamities which
He sends us
We must nqt only practise conformity to the will of
God.in the troubles and, mishaps that particularly concern
ourselves, but also in those general calamities, famines,
wars,'sicknesses, deaths, pestilences, and the like, which
the Lord sends to His Church. For this it is necessary
to take for granted that though on the one hand we feel
these calamities and chastisements, .and are touched by
the misfortunes and troubles· of our neighbour, as. is right,
yet on· the. other hand, .considering them inasmuch as they
are the will of God, ordained by His just judgments t9
draw· .from them. blessings and. adve;tntages which He
knows to Hisigreater glory, we are able on thisconsiderp.tio'll to ,conform ourselves therein to His most holy. will.
In the same way we _see. here on earth, when a judge
sentences' a man to death, howwhiIe he feels -and regrets
,the'necessitythat this man shall, die, for. natural compassion" or because he is his friend, yet he does pass the
sentence and 'wills his death, because it makes for the
common·good .of. the whole ,community.
And while if" is true that God has not been pleased to
,oblige .us .to . conform· ourselves·· to His will in· all these
:things SQ as·' positively to will them 'and love them> but
is satisfied with oursufIering the~ in patience" without
icontradiction or. repugnance to the divine justice or murm'iIrirtgthereatJyet Theologialls and Saints say that it
~would be !iwor~'()f greater perfection an<i merit,_ ~ndo,f
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'a more perfect and entire resignation, if a man were not
onli to bear those things and suffer them in patience, but
were actually "to love them and wish .them, as "being· the
will and good pleasure' of God, and the orderbf His
divine justice, and subservient to His -greater glory, as
do the Blessed in heaven, who in all things fall in with the
will of God. So says St. Thomas, and St. Anselm illustrates it by this comparison. He says that in the glory of
heaven our will and the will of God shall go as perfectly
together, as here on earth do the two eyes of one and the
same bo~y, so that one cannot look at a thing without
the" other also looking at it; and thus though the thing
is seen by both eyes, yet it· is always seen as one and the
same thing. But as the Saints there in heaven fall in
with the will of God in all things, seeing in them al~ the
order of His justice and the end of His greater glory to
which they are directed, so it will" be great perfection for
us to imitate the Blessed therein, wishihg the will of God
to be done here" on earth as it is in heaven. To will what
God wills, for the same reason and end that God wills
if can never cease to be" a very good thing.
Po'sidonius relates of St. Augustine in his " Life that
when tne city of Bona [then called -Hippo, near the
~odernCape-Bona], where he .resided, was· besieged by
t~:1(~ . Vandals, looking out upon that scene of ruin and
mortality, he comforted himself with that saying -. of a
sage: " He will never be a great man, who shall take it
for a great thing that stones and buildings fall and mortals
die"': non· erit magnus magnum putans quod cadunt
ligna et lapides} et mortales ·moriuntur. We have more
reason to find comfort in the consideration that all these
things coril-e'fromthe hand of God, and that such is His
will; and though the reason why He sends these afflictions
and calamities be hidden, yet it cannot be unjust. The
judgments of God are very profound, they are a deep
abyss} as the prophet says (Ps. 35) ; and we must not wish
to· scrutinise and investigate them with our mean" and
"limited understanding, .which would be great rashness.
"F01 who hath known _the mind of the Lord} and who hath .
been his counsellor (Rom. xi. 34: Isai. xl. 13). Who has
given you a Seat at His council-board, that -you should
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wish to'meddle in'this 'matter? ,We can only .reverence in
.humility and believe that from Infinite Wisdom nothing
'can come but ~what is well calculated to its end, and so
~well calculated that'in the end it will prove to be to our
greater good, and profit. "We must always go on this
principle, believing that ':God of His infinite goodness and
'mercy would never send or permit the like e.vi'lsand affiic-

tionstwere it not to draw. from them ,other greater goods.
It is the purpose of God to take many to he.avenby this
rbad,who would otherwise be lost. How many there are
that 'under' these afflictions return with all their heart 'to
God, and die in true repentance for their sins and are
'saved,'andin any other way would have been 'damned!
Thus what appears a chastisement and a scourge, is a
,mercy andg-reat· benefit.
In the' Second ,Book of Maccabees, after having, related
that 'horrible. and most cruel perscecution of the most impious 'King' Antiochus, and the blood that he shed without sparing child or 'old man, married or unmarried
'woman, and-hbw he plundered and profaned 'the Temple,
'and the:abominations that· were committed in it· by 'his
orders, the author goes on to' say: I beseech those who
shall read this book not to be dismayed' at these adverse
events, but belie1J~ that God has pe'rmitted and, sent, all
:these~' afflictions, not for the '. destruction, but for the
amendment :and correction of our race (2 Mace. vi. 1,2).
St. Gregory says' very w,eU to this effect : The leech sucks
'the blood of the sick man, and all his airriis to satisfy
himself and drink aU he can;bufthe aim of the physician
is to draw off the bad blood and givehealth to the patient.
l'hisis what God aims at through theaffiiction and tribulation which He sends us. And it would be 'unwise of the
, sick man not to let the bad blood be drawn off, looking
rather at the lust of the leech than at the intention of the
physician; so in our case, whatever troubles come upon
us, whether through the instrumentality of men, or
through that of any other creature, we should not look at
them, but at that most wise physician, who is God; for
they all serve Him as leeches and means to draw off the
bad blood and give us entire health and salvation. Thus
we should understand and believe that He sends us all
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:things for our greater good and profit; and though the
.Lord had nothing more in view in ,the matter than to
·chastiseus in this life as sons (Heb. xii. 7, 8), and not keep
the chastisement for the next, it would be a great blessing
'and benefit.
It is related of St. Catherine of Siena that she was once
much afflicted by a false witness that they had set up
,against her, impugning her virtue, when there appeared to
her Christ our .Redeemer, holding in His right· hand. a
crown of gold, . adorned with many pearls and precious
stones; and in His left a crown of thorns, and said
to her : " My beloved daughter, know that itis necessary
to· be crowned with these two crowns on different occa-sions and: at different times: this being, so, do thou choose
which thou preferrest, either to be crowned with this crown
of thorns in this ',life which thou now. livest, and to have
that other, the precious crown, kept for thee until that
life that must last for ever; or to have that precious
crown given thee in this life, and have kept for thee the
crown of thorns till after thy death. '.' The holy virgin
answered:' "Lord, I have already for a long time denied
my,pwn will to follow Thine, therefore it is not for me to
choose ; but if Thou, a 'Lord, wilIest that I should give
an answer, I say that 1 always in' this life choose to be
'conformed to Thyholy;Passion, and for love of Theel
.wish' always to embrace pains for nlyrefreshment~" So
saying, with 'her own hands she took the crown of thorns
frotn the hand of the Saviour, and" put it with all her
,might on ,her own head with such force that the thorns
,pierced her all round, and from that time onwards on
many days she felt an actual' pain in her head from the
.' thorns entering in there.

:CHAPTER . XXIII

Ola '!1tlH*ns. 'tltatwillheip us m1!'~h .to. bear well and"
with conformity the afflictions that theLQrd sends us,
a's well particular as·general, which is the knowledge

andi!1'wa:1UCO,11Jsciousness' of out own sins
It is· the common: doctJ;ine of the. Saints, ,that God:. is,
woritto send those, public calamities 'and chastisements
Gommonly forsitis ,committed, as we are told: in.Hqly
Scripture,. which, 'is :full of sl,1ch narratives. It is for 01l r
sins, o ,Lord., that thou, hast sent, us. these afflictions,
because, we sin and do evil. and obey not thy command7':.
me11;ts;: therefore· whateper thou hast sent upon us,· and' all,
tha.t :thou .hast ,done us, in strict. justice, hast thou done. it·
(pan. iii. 28). Thus we see that God chastised Hispeopl~,
and gave them over into the hands of their enemies, when'
theyoffended Him; anddeliveted them when they repented;
of their sins, did penance)· and. returned to Him. On this..:
account. Achior, captain, and chief of the Sons of Ammon,:
declared to Holofernes how,. God protected the pe.ople·of
Israel, and how He chas~ised .them ,·when '. they departed
from' His obedience.
"_. Therefore," he ~aid, " before
attacking them, ctlntrive, to find out if at this: period. tb~y
have offende.d. God:if that is the case, you may. make,
sure of the victory :;Dut if not, YQuhad .be,ttergiv~ 4P this,
enterprise" for .it will. not go well, and nothing will; come
of it hutdisgraceanii' confusion, for God will fight ,Jor;
His people, against whom none can fight, and prevail "'c.
(Judithv. 5-24).
,
The Saints take spe,cial.note of this on those words
which Christ our Redeemer, after He had healed him;:
addressed to the man at the Sheep Pool,. who had been,
ailing for thirty..eight.years. Now ·thou art healed: ':·tak.e,
care hencefo1'thto sin nOfflore, le"stsomething worse 'betat~
thee {John v.' 14). Accordingly, one of the means that will
help us much .in calarnitiesand tribulations, as \vell
general as particular, to fall in with the will .of ,God and
bea(.them in great patienc~, :will be to enter Jorthwith
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into ourselves, and consider our sins and how we deserve
this chastisement, for in this way, whatever adversity
befalls us, we shalloear it well, al1d judge it to be less
than what would be in proportion to our faults.
St. Bernard, and', St.. Gregory handle this point welt St.
Bernard says: " If the fault is felt inwardly, as it ought
to be felt, the outward punishment will be felt .little or not
at all. " Thu~ the holy King David did not feel the curses
which Semei launched out against him, seeing the war
which his own son was making upon him. Thou seest
that my own son, the fruit of ·my body, is seeking my life:
how much more now a· son of JeminiJ (2 Kings xvi. II).
St. Gregory' on that saying. (Job xi. 6) : Thou shalt know
that God. chastiseth thee less than thy wickedness deserveth: illustrates this by a good comparison. As when
a sick man feels his ulcer inflamed, or his flesh putrid, he
gives himself with good. grace over into the hands of the
surgeon, to' open and cut where he pleases; and the more
inflamed and the more putrid the wound, the more· willingly does he suffer the knife and the cautery;, so when
a man really feels the wound and infirmity that sin has
caused in his soul, he willingly submits to the cautery of
affliction and humiliation and mortification, with which
God goes about to cure this wound and draw off the putrid
matter from it. "The pain of the scourge," he says, "is
mitigated, .when the fault is owned."·
Dolor flagelli
temperatur cum culpa cognoscitur. If you do not take in
good part the mortification and affliction that is offered
you, it is because you do not know the malady of your
faults, nor feel the rottenness that is in you, and so you
cannot bear to suffer the cautery and th~ lancet.
Holy men and true servants of God not only take .their
punishment willingly, but they desire it and earnestly ask
it. of God. Who will grant that rnypetition ,may come
about, and that he who hatk begun will even crush me
outright, let loose his hand upon me, and cut me down,
and this be rny consolation, that afflicting me 'with pain
he spare me not (Job vi .. 8-10). Prove me, ,GLord, and try
me, says the Psalmist, for I am prepared. for scourges. It
is well that thou hast hurnbled me (Pss. 25 ; 37; 118). The
servants of God, says St. Gregory, desire that His Majesty
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may cbastiseapd humble them ill th~s ,IJf.e; and t4ey are
rather ,out of heart when they consider their Jaultson, th,e
one hanQ, aIlcl on. the others~e that God.has notehastiseci
them for them; for then they suspect. and fear th.at J;:Ie
me~ns to defer their chastisement to the. next life., when it
wi\! be done with. rigour. And this is what Job goes, on
to s~y: And this be tlJy .consolCftipn, that inafflictirg me
withsorro'li)s, he spare ~e, not. . It is •as though they
would s~y: ,Since God pardons some in this life to. cha.stise
them, for ,ever. in the next,letHim pardQn me not in that,
way in thi~ life, Jhat afterwards He;may parqon me ,for'
e'V~r: let,. God; chastise me as a loving Father" that fie
may not afterwards chastise me as Cl rigorous Jl;l<1g~: I
will not murmur POt com,plain of His scourges, ./will1)ot
contra4ict the. utterances of the ;H oly One (l<;>b .vi. 10).
This;i~ also what St. Augustine says :" Here burp, helCe
cut, he~e; spare me nothing,. that Thpu mayest sp~reme
for eternity."
"..
, . . . .,,'
Jt. is part of our ignorance and. blindness to ,feel bodily
affiictionsso acutely, and to ta,ke spiritual. afflictions ~o
ligltt.1y. ~t isnQt afflict~ons that 'we ·should .£eelsomuch
as .,sins.. .If we knew and pondered well th,e gravity .of our.
faults, ·ClH. pUflishmentwould seem to us little,., and ,we
should say with Job (xxxiii. 27). 1. hape sinned and indeed
done wrong, ·a.nd . ha7)e not ',received as Ideserved"wQrd~
tl1atwe ought to carry ever in olJrheart, aJ)d repeat., theIll
oft~n with our mouth. I have sinned, o Lord, and'indeed
have done wrong' and off~n<ied Thy" DivineMCljesty, anQ
I have not been chastis~d as I deserved: J9rall that wecail
suffer ipthi.s life is nothing ;in comparison with ,what' pne
single [mortal] sin ,deserves. Would, that . thou. c.o'lJ,ldst
cQme to understand 'that God punisheththeemuchless
than~hywickednessdeserveth (Jpbxi. 6). Whoever will
consider that he has offended God, and deseryoo to be in
hell for ever ,and ever, what igp.ominies, what injuries., what
ipsults will he. not take with, goodwill in compensation
and, satisfaction for the offences" that he has, committed
against the.M~jestyof God! Let hirncurse'J.forpe~ch"anc.e
the. Lord will. be pleased to regard my affliction.,andw,ill
render, me blessings. for the curses of this .day (;2 Kings
xvi. I;r~I2),said David, when SemeicursedaI)d insulted
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him. Let him alone, let him insult me, let him load me with
injuries and insults : perchance the Lord will be satisfied
with that, and .will hold Himself compensated and satisfied thereby' for my sins, and have mercy on me;" ,and
fhatwill be a great piece of luck for me. This is the -way
in which we shouldemhrace the insults and hardships that
meet us.' They are welcome, for haply the Lord will be
pleased to take them in discount and satisfaction for our
sins, and will have'mercy on us, and that will be great
good .luck. If the time that we wasted in complaining
and resenting our afflictions, we spent in turning in this
manner upon ourselves, we should please God more and
mend matters better.
'The Saints used this means on the like occasions, and
made a practice of it. Thus we read of some of them, as
St. Catherine of Siena and others, that they attributed
to -their sins the affiictions and scourges that God sent
His Church, and said: ' I am the cause of these wars, my
sins· are· the cause of this, pestilence and these troubles
that God sends us.' They thought that their sins' deserved all that and more. And it makes in confirmation
of this", that God has often punished a whole people for
the sin of one individual, as for the sin of David He sent
a pestilence upon all the people of Israel, and Scripture
says that there died seventy thousand men in, three days
(2 Kings xxiv. IS). But you will say, he was a King;'
and for the sins of the head God chastises the people~ For
the sin of Achan, a private man, who. had stolen certain
little things at Jericho, God punished the whole people;
so that three thousand soldiers of the most valiant in the
army turned their backs on the enemy, and were forced to
fly on his account. Not only forthe sin of the head, but
also for the sin of an individual, 'God is wont to punish the
test. In this way the Saints explain what Holy Scripture
SO often repeats, that God visits the sins' of the fathers on
thechildren ,even to the third and fourth generation. The
fault of the father, Scripture says, shall not pass on to
the son, 'nor that of the son on to the father. The soul
that "sinneth, , the same shall die: the son shall not bear

the fault of the father, nor the father the fault of the -son
(Exod. xx. 5 : xxxiv. 7: Num.

xiv~

18: Ezech. xviii. 20).
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But ··as regards punishment, God is wont to punish' some
fot· the sins of others; and so perhaps for tnysins, or'
yours, Godwin punish the whole house and the whole
Order.
Let uS then keep before our eyes·.··on the one hand. this
consideration,. :and. on the other the good-pleasure of God,
and so we shall easily fall in with His will and with the
afflictions which He sends us, and shall say with the priest
Heli : He is the LordJ let him do what is good in his eyes
holyM~ccabees: As it shall
God in. heaven, so hit'Ube done (I Macc~
iiL 60) ; and':with the prophet David:I was dumb', 0 Lord,"
and opene<1\not myrnQuth, because thf!.~",didstit(PS,'38).
I cOp1plai~~ not,O Lord,., of the troubles. Thoudidst
S~nd me';; 'rather, 'as if Iw'ere dumb; 1 was silent, and
bbre thernwith much patience and conformity, hecaus~
1 'knew, Lord, 'that Thoudidst s'end them. 'This should
be , always . our consolation in all' thing-s : God • wills. it,
God does'it, God commands it, it is' He that sends it, it
is welcome.•. ,There is no other reason required for bearingall'things w e l l . '
'
',On those words'of the Psalm,Mybeloved isas the son
olt'he unicorn (Ps.. 28), th~ Saintsobse(ve' that God is:
co pa(ed,to the unicorn, because the unicorn ;has its horn
ll1
below''it~,;eyes, that it m.ay: see' ri-ght well where:(itstrikes,
not as'the buU,which hasitsndrns above; and does nof
see where itd~als its blow ; and further, the '•. unico~n .heals'
wit~ ,that very' horn .wherewith, it strikes; so God heals
witffthat wherewith' He strikes.
'
:So,pleasing to God is this cbnformityand' humble sub~
mission' to punishment, that sometimes it is a'mean's to
appease the Lord .a~dmake. Him give" over the punishmente . In ,the ecclesiastical his.tories it,. is •. told of Attila;King of the. Goths, who ,laid ,waste sqmany provinces,
and called himself the Terro'r of theWotld and the
Scourge' of Gb~,that when .he was b~sieging the'city 'of
Troyesiti Cbampagne, ,'in .France, there wertt' out to nl'eet
him SLLupus, bishop ofthat city, Glad in his pontifical
robes, With 'all his clergy~and said to him: . c,c Who art
thou, that troublest .and disturbest' the earth ?,",
replied:'''c I am the Scourge of"God~ ,."
Then the 'holy

(I Kings iii. 18); and those
b~ the will
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bishop bade them open the gates, saying; " Welcome to
the Scourge of God." And the soldiers coming into. the
city, the Lord blinded. them in such away, that they went
through without doing any harm. For though Attila wa~
a scourge, the Lord would not have him be such to those
who received him as His scourge with so great submission.

CHAPTER XXIV

Of the conformity that we ought to have with the will
of God in dryness ,and desolation in prayer
. Not only ought' we to conform ourselve,s to the will of
God in exterior, natural and human things,' but also in
that which many think it is a point of sanctity 'to desire
more and more, I mean, in spiritual arid supernatural
goods, as divine consolations, even virtues, even the gift
of prayer, peace, restfulness and inward tranquillity of
soul. But, someone will ask: Is it possible. to have in
these things a will of one's own and an inordinate love,
so that it should become necessary to check oneself in
these things? Yes, I say, it is; and here we shall see the
malice of self-love, since it shrinks .not from intermingling
its baleful poison in such good things.. Consolations and
spiritual delights are good, because with them the soul
easily puts aside and abhors all pleasure and 'delight in the
things of earth, which are the food and nou'rishment of
vices, and animates. and bestirs herself to go. 9n nimbly
in the service, of God, .as the Prophet says: I ran in the
way of thy commandments when thou didst enlargetny
heart (Ps. 118). The heart is dilated and enlarged by
spiritual consolation, as it is straitened and narrowed by
sadness. Hence the prophet David said that when God
sent him consolations, they were as 'wings that made
hjm run and"fly'in the way of virtue and God's,commandments.
$piritual cons<?!~ti?ns are be~ides a gre~t" a.id. t?~Tan
to. break hi.~ will" and con9~~_~lS~~!~!~~_andJE~~ti1Y
J!is fles~_ and more vigorously take ~£~t.:~ ::oss and
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afflictions. that occur. And the.refore God .. usually sends
consolations and deli hts. to those to whom He intends, to
sen tro\.l e& an tp u attons, t at. so t eymaym~k,e
re.adyan({ be dIsposed to .bear them weIland profitably.
ThusCprist consoled His disciples onl\1q.unt Thaborwith
His glorious Transfiguration, that afterwards they might
not he shocked at seeing Him suffet'ing and dying on a
cross. So we ~ee that God is ordinarily wont to ,give the,se.
spiritual Gonso1atio ns to beginners, to lTIak~ thelTI eftectu-

ally abandon .the delights of earth for those of he~ven;
and afterwards, when He has smitten. them with Hi~ love,
and they have struck deep roots. in virtue, He ,usually
exercises them. with .aridities, ,that they may gain. more
atien.oe and humilit, and merit anjncrease of grace. and
gory, y .servIng ,Go 'for pure love, WIt ~consolations.
And that i.s why some,a:t the beginning, at their .first
elltrance into Religion, or haply ou! in the \Yorld when
they had their . first desires ... of Religious Life, felt. mote
consolation· and taste £01". spiritual things tpan they ex:perienced· afterwards; be~ause God treated them accord'ing to .their age,giving thew milk of babes to uproot"and
'detach •. them ·.frorn the world and make them flQhor and
r~jectits ·offers; butafter\Yards, when they.becameahle
to eat their bread,crust and all, then· He gave them .the
fo'odof grown-up men., That is' why the Saints .advise
us,in time of consolatIon!.. to prepare for temptatio~~"·as
in time of peace men make ready for war, because con~
solations are usually the First Vespers of tempta.tionsand
tribulations.
.,As spiritual consolat,ions, are very good and, verypro~
fitable, if we know; how fouse. thenl,. so w.nen the Lord
give.s,them,. theY~LJ;e,~~~ be receiyed. with thankfulness.
But if we were to dwell upon these consolations, and
desire them solely for our own satisfactiQn,. that would
be:a· piece of vicious apddisorderlyself-Iove,. As in things
necessary for life, likeeatil)g~"ddnking, sleepJng" 4lnd
the; restrit would <be a fa.ult if a rnanwere to 'tak~, for- aa
end in these actions the. pleasure ;whichtheyg,ive :so.)t
is with consolations in prayer ; to take them. for an. end
in themselves would be a fault of spiritual gluttony. We
are not to desire or take these things for our own pleasure
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and' satisfaction, but as a means to the ends already pre-

scribed. ' As the sick' man who has a disgust for the'
food necessary' to his sustenance, rejoices to find' .some
taste in it" not for the taste, but for the awakening of the
appetite to be able to eat and preserve'life, so the servant
of God "should not seek spiritual consolation to rest therein, but because· by this spiritual refreshment the soul is
anirnatedand nourished to labour in the way of virtue· and
hold fast thereto. In this way' delights are not desired
as delights, but for the greater glory of God and inasm ncn 3.'S they· redound to His greater honour and glory.
But I further say that though one does desire these
spiritual consolations in this manner and for the ends
stated, which an~ good and holy, there may nevertheless
be :excess in such'desires, and an admixture of disorderly
self":love, in· case they are desired without restraint and
with unmeasured eagerness and greed, so that, if they
fail you,youare not so content or conformed to the will of
God, ~but rather restless,complaining, and in pain. This
is :a disorderly affection and spiritual greediness:, . one
should not be attached so ardently ·and without'measure
to spiritual consolations that, if God be not pleased to give
them, the sdul10ses its peace ·and repose" and conformity
to the will of God : for better is the will of God than all
those consolations" and more' important it is to live in
c?nforrrhty and satIsfaction wIth what God' is pleased to

gf~hat' I

~piritual

cons~lations.

say ·of
delights and
I
understand also of the gift of prayer and the ready entry
into' it which ,we desire to have, and of peace and tranquillity 'and interior:" repose of the soul, and of all other
spiritual; advantages. There also there may be a dis...:
o,rderly affection and greediness, when. such things are
d'esiredwith such impetuosity and greed that in case of
failtir'e to· attain all that is desired there sets in complaint
,and discontent a.nd lack of conformity to the will of God.,
Thus by.spiritual delights and consolations we shall here
understand, not only devotion and sensible delights and
comforts, ,but also the very' substance and gift of prayer,
and entering' upon it and remaining in it with that quiet
and calm' we should like to have. Or .rather, of this we
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-shall now principally' treat, i showing how ,we are,' to: :CQU:form ourselves:inthe,matter tothe.will of God,. and-not
indulge in unmeasured greed' ·and· . ·ma~terful cravings
thereof.
. As for . delights and consolations· an4 sensible move.,ments· of devotion, a man would readily forego. all. that,
Jf what is substantial in prayer were given him, and ~hefelt
.in himself the fruit thereof: for all know well enough that
,prayer. does not consist ,in these smacks' of· fervour and
fits-of. tender :devotion ; and tl1ereforebut littleyirtue is
needed to go without .that. But togo- to, meditation and
.be then turn~d into~tone, with· a,n aridity so great that·
,you have started it only to find God locking youout:and
hiding Himself, as though there had come upon you that
,curse wherewith He threatened Hisp.eople: Jw::ill rnak·e
heavens asojifonand thei"earthof b'rass (Levit.,x:1CYi., 19:
:Deut. xxviii. 23) : for -that, morevirtu~i:s required ,and
mOre· fortitude. Heaven to, such persons ,seems of iron,
and earth of brass, for~smuchas t.he.re never falls on
them one drop of rain ,to soften their heart and 'yield, a
harvest to maintain them: ,there· is nothing butbar-renness and. dryness without end. And not only is there
dryness, but sometimes such. a ,great distraction and
wandering of thoughts,-.:...,.aye, and sOrneti~es,such Joul
and evil thoughts,-that it seems you' have come there
only to be tempted and molested with all kinds of temptations. Tell. such p~ople that it is a good remedy to think
of death and Christ cruCified: they will say: ' I know
that alrefldy myself; if '1 cpuld only do it, what would be
wanting to me?' At those times you are in such a state at
meditation that you cannot think of that; or if you do
think: of it and contrive to. bring it to. mind,it does, not
. move you nor pick you u'pat' all, it'makes no impression.
This is what we call desolation, ·dryness and spiritual,
dereliction; and in' this also It IS necessary; to conform
Qurselves ,to the WIn of God.
This isapoint 'Of great importance,because it is one
of the' commonest complaints and "severest· stru'ggles that
those meet· with "who take, to meditation, and all groan
and ,lamehtwhen they find themselves •. in this condition.
1Hearing ten~ of the. prai~es of lJ?editatiotl, ,how: as ,your
1
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meditation goes; so goes all the day and an your life;
and how meditation is one of the principal means that
we have for our own advancement and the good of our
neighbour; and all the while seeing themselves, as they
think, so far from meditating, they give themselves much
pain, . and fancy that God has abandoned and forgotten
them; they come to fear that they have lost His friendship and are in His disgrace, because they find no access
to Him. Ana their temptation is increased by seeing other
people in a few days· making such progress in meditation,
as it were without trouble, 'while they,_ for all their labour
and longing, do not get on at all. Hence spring other
and worse temptations: as to complain of God for treating them·· i'n that manner, and to be minded to give over
the· exercise of meditation, as a thing' not made for them,
since they do so badly in it. The pain of ail this is much
increased by the devil putting it into their minds that
they. themselves are the cause· of it all, and it is for their
fault that God treats them so. Thus some people live
very disconsolate lives, and come· out from meditation as
from a torture, sad and melancholy, a torment to themselves and to all who have to deal with them. We will
proceed now to answer and meet this temptation and complaint, by the grace of the Lord.

CHAPTER XXV

Satisfying the complaint· of those ,who are dry and
,disconsolate at m,editation
In the first place, I do not say that a 'man should not
feel glad when God visits him, for it is clear that one cannot but feel gladness at the presence of one's Beloved;
nor .do I say that one should not feel His absence, when
He chastises with aridities and temptations, because I see
well that one cannot help feeling whatChristour'Redeemer
felt at being forsake.n by His Eternal Father, when on the
cross He cried :My God} my God} why ha~~thoutorsak.en
me? (Matt.. xxvii. 46).
But what I desire. istfiat we
should know how to profit by this affiictioI1~and trial,
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wherewith God is often wont to prove His elect,-that
we should meet it with fortitude, and say: Not as I 'will,
but as thou (Matt. xxvi. 39)' Holiness 'and perfection'do
not consist in those consolations, 'nor in a high and exalted
habit of' prayer, nor are such things the measure of our
advancement':, oUr advancement consists irt true' love of
God, ,in union aildentire conformity with the will of God,
for bitter and for 'sweet, for adversity, as for prosperity.
We 'ought to ' take' from the' hand of God,. the croSs of
dereliction as we take the delight of consolation, giving
thanks for both the, one and the other. " IfThoti wouldst
have 'me in darkness, blessed be Thou; and if Thou
wbuldst have' me in light,blessed be Thou; 'if Thou
wishest' to console me, blessed be "Thou; and if Thou
wishest to have me in trouble, blessed be Thou" (A
Kempis,iii. .17). So St. Paul': In all things 'return thanks,
for this is the will of God in Christ Jesus for you all
(I Thess. v. 18). If it is the win of God', what more have
we to desire? What is there more in life than to please
God? If He is conducting my hfe by this dark andrugge<I
path, I have no mind' to yearn after another way, bright
and pleasant though it be. God wishes myneighbout to
go by.that road' which I see and have a liking for, and
me by this desert, void of all consolation: I would not
exchange my barrenness for his fertility. So they say who
have eyes opened to reality ,a'nd with this they console
themselves. Father Master Avila, says well : "Oh, if
the Lord would open out eyes,. how we should see clearer
than' the "light of the' sun, that all things in 'heaven and
earth ate too mean, too unworthy' for . us .to desire or
delight in, ~ apart from the will of God;' and there is
'nothing, however sma.ll and bitter:it be, that has not its
value when joined to that will. It is incomparably better
\ to be, in' anguishes, desolations, aridities and temptations,
if He would have it so, than to enjoy any amount ofsweet'nesses, 'consolations and contemplations away, from His
will."
But, someone will say:' Ifl knew that this was God's
will and ·that .'He', was pleased a.nd sati~;fied' therewith, 'I
:should 'easily fall in with it, and- be satisfied to pass 'my
whole life in this coridition; but it seems to me that God
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_wants me to make my meditation better, and with mbre
,recollection and ,'attentiort ; and this is what gives me
pain, that it is through my own fault and negligence and
my not doing my part that I am so dry and cannot get
at the meditation; If only 'I 'understood and were satisfied that I was doing all that rested with me,and that there
was no fault on my part, I should not be in pain at all.'
This complaint is well drawn up, there is 'nothing more
to be said, it sums up all the reasons that can be urged
on behalf of those who make the like complaints. Therefore, if we can meet this well, we shall have made a good
thing of it, seeing that it is s'uch a common complaint,
and that there is no one, however holy and perfect he may
be, that does not suffer at times from these aridities and
spiritual desolations.
So we read was the case of the blessed St. Francis and of
"
St,', ,C,,a.therine of S,iena, for all their bein.g such ch,eris~ed
.
faVOUrItes of God. St. Antony Abbot enjoyed such a 111gh
prayer that nights seemed to him but a passing breath of
.,
. ~tim~, and he complaine? of the sun rising soearlf. y ~t
% '
at tImes he was so fatigued and overwhel~ed WIth eVIl
and importunate thoughts, that he' cried out to God:
" Lord, I would fain be good, and my thoughts will not
let me."
St. Bernard made· the same complaint, and
cried: ." My heart is-withered, it is clotted like milk,
parched like earth without water: it is so hard that it
cannot be moved to tears; psalm'ody is tasteless, I have
no mind to read, I have no delight in prayer, and find
not my customary· meditations. Where is that inebriation
of spirit? Where that serenity of mind, and peace and
joy in the Holy Ghost?'" Thus this doctrine I am deliv,ering is necessaty fot all,and I trust in the Lord that 1 shall
be' able to" satisfy' alL
To begin then, I grant that it is all· your fault,your
distrac~ions and your dryness ·and your inability to, pray.
It is well th~t you should understand and say that, for
your past sins and present negligences, the Lord is minded
to chastise you, by giving you· no access to meditation,
'leaving you unable to keep recollected or quiet or attentive,
'younot deservin'g otherwise. Still, it does:not folldwthat
. you'have.. ·ground of complaint,b.ut onlyrof gteat~ ooni
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formityto the will of God. "\Vould you see this clearly?
Out of your own mouth, and what you yourself have said,.
F'am minded to judge.' Out of thine own mouth J judge'
thee (Luke xix. 22).
,
[Q. Question. R. Reply.]
Q~ Do' you not know and say that for. your past sins
and YO'ur present faults and negligences Y04 deserve' great
chastisement of God?
, R. Yes for sure, I have many time.s deserved hell, and
sonn chastisement will be too great for me, but all will
be mercy arid indulgence in comparison with' what
1: deserve. And if God shall wish to send me some chastisement in this life, I will take that for a particular benefit, holding it for an assurance that God has pardoned
my sil?s, and that He does not mean to chastise me in the
next life, seeing that He chastises me in this.
Q. Enough, no more is needed, I am content with that.
But that it be not all words, let us come to deeds. This
is. the' chastisement, that God wishes you to suffer now·
for your sins,-these fit.s of desolation, these distractions'
and aridities, this 'spiritual dereliction, this turning
of your 'heaven into iron and your earth into
brass; this' device of God shutting Himself off
ahd .hiding Himself· from' you, and giving you no access
to 'meditation. ' Hereby God' means to chastise you now
ana purge away .your faults. Or do you not think that
your past sins and your present pieces; of carelessness and
negligence wen deserve this. chastisement?
.
'R. Yes for sure, and now I say that it is very little, com-'
pared with what I deserve, and is full of justice and mercy ;
of'justiccl,':because Thave so ~often' shut the gate of my,
heart to God, and have turned a deaf ear when He'tapped
at my dootwith His holy inspirations; and as I have resisted them many time's, it is just now that, though I cry
out, He turns a deaf ear and answers me not, and will not
open the door to. me, but slams it in my face. This is a
most just punishment, but very little for what I deserve:
again if is full of mercy, because· I deserve. much more
than'I g e t . '
Q. ,Then conform yourself to the will of Godin. this
chastisement, and receive it with thanksgiving, since He
34
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chastises y"ou with so much mercy, and not according to
your deserts. Do you not say that you have deserved hell?
Then how do you dare to ask of God consolations and
comforts at meditation, or to find open access and familiarity with God therein, and the peace and quiet and
repose of. sons well cherished and entertained? And how
do you dare to make complaint of the contrary? Do you
not see that that is great impudence and great pride?
Let it oe enough for you that God keeps you in His house,
and allows you to stand in His presence: and esteem and
recognise 'that for a great favour and benefit. If we had
humility of heart" we should' never open our mouths to
complain, whatever way the Lord treated us,· and thus this
tempt~tion would easily cease.
:q

CHAPTER XXVI

H ow to turn aridity and desolation into a good and
profitable prayer
Notonly should we stop this inward complaining,
Qut we should contrive to draw profit from these
aridities and desolations, and make out of them a good
prayer (tr. 5, ch. 19). When we feel thus distressed, we
should say: ' Lord, inasmuch as this is my own fault,
l~ W.
I' am very sorry for it ; but inasmuch as it is Thy will and
~:N'-\L~.. the just chastisement of my sins, I accept it with hearty
&~-- - -:1 .
. goodwill, 'not merely now or for a short time, but for all
~ the days of'my life, even though they be many. 1 offer
myself to this cross, and am ready to bear it with tharik. ,~ -~- __
. '~
fillness.'· This patience arid .humility', this resignation
and conformity, is much more pleasing to God than complaints and unmeasured fretting. 'fell me, who do you
think would he more pleasing to his parents,-the son
who' w'as 'content with whatever they gave him, or the
other wlio was satisfied with nothing, but was always
grumblihg and compfaining, thinking whatever he got
was not good enough? Clearly, the former; and so it is
with Grid'. The; son who suffers in silence, in content and
conformity with' the will o,tl!!_~ea~~_~ri_~ather;~~kT!ii

p
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whal:ever"He sendshitn~' though it bea liard and'fleshless
bone, 1smoregrateful and ,acceptable to God than the malG.ontent ,and the grumbler, who goes about complaining
that he gets nothing, or that what is given to others i:s not
given to' him. T~ll me furtber, who does better ana moves
peopl~ tho're to 'give him ·alms and show" him compassion
andpity,~theheggarwho complains because they do not
answer him at once,and because they give 'him nothing,
or the-beggar who stands'perseveringly at ,the rich, man's
gate with patience and silence, making no complaint,satisfied with having cried once and made sure that they
heard him? The m;1&ter of the house knows that he is
there, waiting with that humility and patience. It is clear
that tl1i~ pQor. man moves men much to pity,-while the
other" the proud one, rather disgusts them and stirs. their
indignation. So it is also with God. I ask you, wh~t
better meditation could oumake, and what reater spirituaLfruittould you gather, than mue patlehce 1n tn ulation, much conformity to the will of God, and much
love of Him? Why, do we go to meditation except to
gain those ends?'
When God sends us aridities' and
temptationsinm,editation, and we conform ourselves to
His will, we' nl'a~e one of the greatest acts of patience and
love ofGodfnat it is 'possIble to make. Love IS shown
in suffering' atIhctlons ; and these arid1tles are the greatest
of afflictions to theservanfs of God. Spiritual men feel
them:;more than what touches property, health or' tempOraladvantage.
To conform ourselves to the will of
God in afflictions like thes~, is to imitate Christ our 'Redeemer inthe.spirituaJ dereliction which He suffered on
the cross; and· to ,accept this spiritual cross for a whole
lifetime, if the Lord be pleased to give it, solely to give
sa.tisfaction to God, is a great act of patience and, of
love ,of God, "and a very high and profitable prayer,and, a
thing of great perfection, so much so that some_call these
afflicted IJersons excellent martyrs.
Once morel 'ask,7why do' you go to meditation but to
gain humilitya:nd self-knowledge? How oft,en' have you
asked God to give you to' understand who you are? Now
He has heard your prayer, and wishes to give you to
understand, that He has heard it, in this manner. Some
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people will have it that self-knowledge .consists in a deep
sense of sin, and" shedding many tears thereupon. But
they are wrong·; that is" God, not you. To he like a stone,
that rs' being yours:elf.' And if God does not strike the
rock, neither water will' come forth therefrom nor honey.
In this consists self-knowledge, the beginning of all good;
and of this you have your hands full when you are in this
condition. If you gain this self-knowledge from your
meditation, you will have gained great fruit therefrom.

CHAPTER XXVII

Other reasons to comfort and conform us to the will
of God in dryness and desolation at meditation
, Although it is" well to think, for our greater confusion
and· humiliation, that our distress comes through our own
fault, nevertheless we should be aware that such distress
is not always the chastisement of sin, but"· an' arrangement "and deep providence of the Lord, who distributes
His ,gifts as suits Him. It is not proper for the whole
body to be eyes, or feet, or hands, or head, but there must
be different members in the Church ; and this special and
eminent prayer of which we have spoken in the Treatise
on Prayer' (cc. 4, 5) is not suited to be given to all, nor
need it be" given to them,because they do not merit it;
and even·· though they did merit it, nevertheless they '\vill
merit more in another way, and God will do them a greater
favour in giving them this than giving them that. There
have been many great Saints of whom we do not know
that they attained anything else than the ordinary prayer;
and: if they did attain anything more, still they would
say with St. Paul: Far'. be it from me to glory except in
the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ (Gal. vi. 14).
Father Master Avila makes hereon a very consoling
remark: " There are some whom God leaves in desolation
for many years, and sometimes for the whole of their -lives;
and theirs, "I believe, is the happier lot, if they have faith
enough not to be disheartened, and patience and fortitude
enough to suffer so great a deprivation." Once a man
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comes to persuade himself that this is the happier condition for: him, he will readily fall in with' thewi11 ,o( God.
Saints and Masters of spiritual life give many reasons to
explain and prove that this is the happier condition for
such" people ; but ,for the present we will give only .one ,of
the principal reasons, taken from SSe Augustine, Jerome,
.Gregory, and others. It is that not all are equal to preserving humility at the height of contemplation. Scarce
have we shed one ,little tear, when we fancy' ourselves
. spiritual men, me.n of prayer, and perhaps compare and
prefer ourselves to others. Even St. Paul seems to have
needed some counterpoise not, to be lifted up by these
things. Lest the. greatness of revelations should lift me
up, there; was given meathorn-'in the flesh, an angel of
Satan to buffet me (2 Cor. xii. 7). Though he had been
raised up to the third heaven,and. had received great revelations, yet God permitted temptation to com,e upon him,
to humble him and· let 4im know his weakness. Therefore, though the one road seems the. higher, that other is
the safer. And so the most wise God, who guides us alL to
one end,which is Himse.lf, takes each by that path whIch
He· knows to, be most SUItable, to hIm.
Haply, if .yo~
found great facility in meditation, instead of coming forth
from it ' a wiser and a sadder man, ' you would have. become proud and puffed up ; but by this other way ,. youar~
everhumhled and confounded, and take yourself for ~tne
least of all. This way then is for yOU· the more suitable and
safe, though you do not understand it. You know not
what you ask (Matt. xx. 22). St. Gregory teaches a good
lesson' to our purpose on ~hose words of Job. If he .cometh
to me" I shall not see him.'lf he goeth away, r shall' not
understand (Job ix. II).
Mariis so blinded by sin, he
says, that he does not know when he is approaching God,
nor when he is going away from Him; and oftentimes
what he thiriks is a grace of God, and som~thihg whereby
he is drawing nearer to God" turns out after all to be divine
anger, and an occasion of God's retiring from him ; 'while
at other times what he thinks isdivine anger; and that God
is withdrawing from' him and forgetting him, is a graqe
·and a 'cause· why God should not withdraw from him.
,~ho is there that seeing himselfelevate.d to a lofty height
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of contemplation, and much consoled and favoured of
God, will not think that he is drawing nearer to God?
Yet oftentimes from these favours one comes to a sense
of pride and false security and vain confidence, and the
devil brings the man to fall just by that whereby hethought
he was mounting up and approaching nearer to God. And
contrariwise, a man seeing himself disconsolate and
afflicted with grave temptations, much harassed with indecent and blasphelTIous thoughts and thoughts against
faith, thinks that God is angry with him and is forsaking
him, whereas it is just then that God is nearer him, because
thereon he humbles himself more, and knows his own
weakness, and flings himself upon God more heartily and
thoroughly, putting in Him all his confidence, and seeking
never to be separated from Him.
Thus that is not the
better way which you think, but the way by which·' God
chooses to take you.
Further, this very bitterness, pain and grief that you
feel, thinking that you do not practise prayer so well as
in reason you should, may be another ground' of comfort;
it is a particulargrace and favour of God, and a sign that
you love fIim, since there is no grief without some love.
I cannot be sorry for not serving Him well, without some
purpose and will to serve Him well; thus this pain and
grief springs from love of God and desire to serve Him
better. If you made no account of serving Him badly,
of making a bad meditation, of doing your work ill, it
would be a bad sign; but to feel pain and grief because
you do things badly, is a good sign. But this pain is
appeased by the consideration that the failure, so far as
it is painful, is the will of God, so conforming yourself to that will, and giving Him thanks that 'He lets you
be thus desirous to please Him, although it seem to you
that your performances are poor.
And further, though we do nothing else in prayer but
assist thereat, and stand in presence of His Royal and
Divine Majesty, we thereby do great service to God, as
we see that it greatly makes to the majesty of kings and
princes on earth, that the grandees of their court come
every day to the palace, and assist and stand there in
presence. Blessed is he that watcheth at my gates daily,
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:andkeepe"th guard at ;theposts of my door (Prov. viii. j4)~.
To the glory of the, majesty' of God, and the lowliness of
our condition, and the greatness of the business we have
on hand, it belongs that we should be oftentime.s in waiting, keeping watch at the gates ,of His Heavenly Palace ;
and when He opens the gate.s, render Him thanks; and
when He opens not, ,humble ourselves, knowing tpat we
do not deserve.' it. In this.· way, your prayer ,will always
b~ excellent and profitable, saying with Bartholomew of
the Martyrs :" All hail,thou Bitterness, bitter and most
bitter, but full of graces and blessings. " ,

CHAPTER XXVIII

That it is a great mistake and, grave t,emptation to
give over meditation for finding ourselves in the
condition af?resaid
Hence it follows that it is a great mistake and a, grave
temptation, when Qne sees himself in this condition,. to
give up meditation, or not go on with it so steadily; on
the ioea that one can make nothing of it, and it is sheer
waste of time. With, this temptation the devil has made
many give up meditation, not only many seculars, but
also many Religious. And 'when he cannot make them
give it up altogether, he ge.ts them to make less e~ort
over it, nor spend.in it as much'time as they ought. Many
begi!1 to give themselves to meditation, and so long as
they· have. fine weather and devotion they go on and con,Hnue very well ; put coming to the' season of dryness" and
.distraction, they fancy, that this is no prayer, but a new
sin, being ·there before God with so much distraction· and
SQ little reverence.
Thus, little by little,' they abandon
[meditation, and fancy they serve God better in other exer~
cisesand occupations than in being there making such a
poor figure at prayer. The devil, seeing 'their weakness
here, makes the best of his opportunity,: and attacks them
in such force with evil thoughts and distractions at meditation, that tbey, take that time for lost.
Thus little: by
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little he gets them to abandon meditation altogether, and
virtue with it.
In some cases things go further' still:
indeed we know many in which this has been the first
step to perdition.
There is a friend, who will share thy table and will not
stand by thee in the day of thy distress (Ecclus. vi. 10).
To rejoice in G6d,----there is none who will not db that-:
but to labour and suffer for His sake is the si n of true
'love.
en me IfatIon IS attended with consolation and
devotion, it is not much for you to persevere in it and
spend many houts, over it. You may do that for your own
satisfaction and to suit your own taste. It is a sign that
such was your motive, when you cease to persevere the
moment that consolation fails. God's true friends are
proved when He sends them desolation and dryness and
distractions.
Then are seen the faithful servants who
seek not ffieir own interest, but purely the will and contentment of God. It is then that we must persevere in
humility and patience, spending' over meditation all the
time marked out for it, and even a little more, as our
'Father advises, thereby to overcome the temptation, and
-show ourselves strong and resolute against the devil.
Palladius relates that when he was engaged in considerationof the things of God, shut up in a cell, he had
a great temptation' of aridity and, many annoying
thoughts; and it came into his head that he shouldabandon that exercise as doing him no good. He went to the
holy Macariits of Alexandria, and told him of this temptation, 'and asked his advice. The Saint replied: "When
these thoughts tell you to go your way, and. that you are
making nothing of it, tell them: ' Here I mean to stay
within the walls of this cell for love of Christ'. " ,Which
was telling him to persevere, and be satisfied with doing
that holy work for love of Christ, even though he gathered
no fruit from it but that. That is a very good answer for
us when this temptation comes to us. , For the principal
erid' which' we should have in vieW"Tn this holy exercise,
and the intention with which we should go to it and work
at it, is not our own pleasure and satisfaction, but to do
a good and holy work, thereby to please God" and give
, Him satisfaction, and pay some part ,of the great debt'vJ:e
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owe Him for being what He is and the innumerable benefits that we. have received at His hand. Since He wishes
and is pleased at. my being here just now, I am satisfied
although I seem to :he: doing' nothing.,
It is related of St. Catherine of.Siena that for several
H~ys .she'\vas
~pitittial' consolations, .~np not fe~~iJ].g her usual fervour of devotion, and
be~ides muc4mol~sted;with evil thpughts, foul and impur~ '. thoughts which she could not ,spake off.
Still, she
;<lid. »ot ()n tp~t account give up her prayer, but ~id it the
,best waX sh~ .could, .persevering in it "ery diligently, and
she thus addr~s~ed herself:. "J'hou vile. sinner, thou dost
'not deserve any consolation. .What,. shalt not thou fain
,pe~ontent.witpn.ot;~~ipgc9nde.I1,lne<lto. hell, even. though
thou wert to bear these darknesses and torment~ all thy
;life IOllg! Surely it· was not. to .get consolations in. thi~
life. that/ thou didst bet~ke ,thyself, to the service of God,
but to enjoy,. Him in heaven. everlastingly:. get up then,
and go on with thy. exercises, and persevere. in .fidelity, to
thy Lord."
Let us then. imitate these examples, and. steady our;selve.s. by these·. words of a holy' man :. " Let. this' be my
con~olation,O..Lord, willingly to ,forego all human con~
,sol~tion ;',and if. Thy consolation also fail' me, let Thy will
and Thy just proving of me be to me in pla,ce,of the highest
consolation" (A Kempis). If we attain to this, that the
will and sati~factionof God is all our satisfaction, ,and this'
very lack of -all consolation is our satisfaction for'its being
the will and satisfaction of God, then shall we have true
satisfaction suchasl10thing can take away from us.

in

CHAPTER XXIX
What has been said is confirmed by some examples
In the Chronicles of the Order of St. Dominic it is related that a Father of the Order, one of the first and most
considerable, a man of exemplary life and great purity of
soul, never felt any manner of consolation or pleasure in
the exercises of Religion, neither in prayer, nor in contemplation, nor in reading. And as he was always hearing tell of the dainty cheer God made for others, and of
the spiritual transports they experienced, he· was half :n
despair. In this state he set himself. in prayer one night
before a crucifix, weeping bitterly the while, .and went so
far as to utter· these wild words: " Lord, I have always
heard that in; goodness and gentleness Thou surpassest
all Thy creatures: ·behold me here, who have served Thee
many years, and have suffered on Thy account abundant
tribulations, and with hearty good will have given myself
up to Thee alou"e. If for a quarter of the time I have
served Thee I had. served a tyrant, he would have shown
me some sign of benevolence, wer,e it only one kind word,
one kind look, one smile; but Thou, 0 Lord, hast never
given me any good cheer, nor have I received of Thee the
least favour of those which Thou art wont to do to others.
Thou being Sweetness Itself, why art Thou to me harder
than a hundred tyrants ?What is this, Lord? Why wishest
Thou me to sufter thus?"· At this point there came a crash
as if the whole church were coming down, and in the roof
there was a fearful din, as though thousands of dogs with
their teeth were crunching up the woodwork. He was
amazed and troubled with fear, and turning his head to
see what was the matter, he saw behind him the most
foul and horrible vision in the world, a devil who held a bar
of iron in his hand, wherewith he gave him a great blow
on the body, whereupon he fell to the ground and could
not rise, but plucked up heart to crawl as far as an altar
that was near, unable to manage himself for sheer pain,
as though all his bones were out of joint for blows. When
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the Friar~ rose:for,:Prime,'tneyfound him as ,one dead,
without knowing tllecause' of so sudden and .fatal an
,accident. They' .carried. him to the infirmary, where for
three whole 'weeks' he la~ in severe pai~., So great was
the. stench, so:filthy and nauseous, that the Religious
could nowise come. in toatte.nd to him without first stop,ping .t.1;leir noses, and taking; many other precautions. At
the end of that ti~e,he. gathered some strength, and was
able to stand. onihisfeet, .whereupon he sought to cur.e
himself of his foolish presumption andpriele. ,Accordingly, returning to the place where he head •committed the
fault, he sought there the remedy of it, and with many
tears, and great humility he .made his prayer, very different from the former. He confessed his fault; acknowledging himself unworthy. of any good, and very deserving
of, pain and chastisement. . And the Lord comforted him
with.a .vqice from heaven, which said: " If thou wantest
.consolation and sweetnesses," it is right for thee to, be
humble;, acknowledge.thY· lowliness, and understand that
thou art viler than dust, and of less value than the worms
under thy feet."
Thereby he learnt a great les.so~, a~9
A
hencefot'th wa,s .amost perfect Religious.
.•,~~ .,
Of our blessed Father Ignatius -we read a very different
story. It is told in his Life that, looking at his faults
and bewailing them, he said that he wished that in punishment of them the . Lord would some time deprive him of
the delight of His consolations, that this check might
make him more careful and watchful in His service; but
thatsubh was the mercy of the Lord, and the abundance
of the sweetness and gentleness of His grace in dealing
with him; that the more faults he fell into, and the more he
desired to be treated in this manner, the greater was the
.kindness of the Lord towards him,and"the~'greater the
abundance' in ,which He showered:down upon, him the
treasures of His liberality. And so he said that, he be,lieved there .was riot a man in' the world in. whom ,these
,two tllings me.tas'.they' did in hiinself, such. unfaithfulness
to God in the first place,and on the other side the reception 'of so many great and continual favours from His
'j
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.him· great Javours, oonsoling . and illuminating him and
showing him marvellous things in prayer; and he . with
much humility, and desire .still further to please God,
,asked Him, if .that would be to His service and better
pleasure, to withdraw from him this grace. God heard
.his prayer, and withdrew it for five years, leaving him
to s,uffer many' temptations, desolations and anguishes.
One day, when he was weeping bitterly, two angels appeared to. him, .and offered to .console him; to whom he
teplied.: " l' do not ask for consolation ; it is consolation
enough for me that the will of God is accomplished in
.me."
~e same Blosius relates that Christ our Redeemer
.said to~.... Bridge.t: " Daughter, why art thou troubled
and anxious?" . Sue answered: "Because lam afflicted
with useless and evil thoughts,and cannot .shake them
off". and they cause me great anxiety about Thy dreadful
judgment.. " Then the Lord said: " This is true justice,
that as thou didst take delight in the vanities of the world
"against My will, so now thou shouldst be molested with
a variety of· painful and perverse thoughts' against thy
will. Nevertheless, thou shouldst feat My judgment, with
moderation . and discretion, confiding firmly and continually in Me that I am thy God; because thou oughtest
to' hold. it for a most certain truth, that the evil thoughts
which a, man resists and rejects are a~urgatory, and a
;crown for. his soul. If thou canst not hInder them, suffer
'them with"" patience, and protest against them with thy
will. And though thou consent not to them, still, for all
that, fear lest pride come over thee on that account and
bring thee to a fall, because whoever stands, it is only the
race of God that holds him up."
Blosius in his book on Comfort for the Pusillanimous,
quotes from Tauler: " Many, when they are harassed by
tribulation, are wont to say to me: 'Father, I am in
a bad way, I am not getting on well, I am worn out with
various troubles. and melancholy.'
In reply to him \vh'o
says. this, I. tell him that he is going on all right and
meriting a great reward. Then they say: ' Sir, it is ndt
so, on the contrary, I believe this comes of my faults1'
On' that I s.ay to them ': ' Whether it .comes of your sins
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or lnot; ,believe: that 'God 'has put' upon you this cross, and.:
thank Him for it ; ~uffer and be entirely resigned.' ',StiUl
they say: ' Interiorty, I am a: prey' to great dryness and:
darkness. ' I $ay: ,f' My dear child, suffer withpatience,,~
and you :will gain ·more merit thereby than ,if 'you were:
borne alongona flood of sensible devotion.' P
,
It is related ofa great se'rvant' of God, that, he said:'
" For forty years 1 have served our Lord and practi&ed
i

meditation, and never have I found in it any relish ,,'or

consolation; nevertheless on the day on which; 1 practise
it, I find in myself great support for exercises iof virttl,e;
but when I fail in it, I feel so weak that I cannot stir a
feather to fly to anything good."

CHAPTER XXX '

Of conformity to the will of God -in 'the distriCbution
of virtues and, supernatural' gifts
As we must be conformable to the ·willof God in what...,
ever manner He pleases to treat us in prayer, so' also ,in.
regard of all other virtues and gifts and spiritualadvan-.,
tages. It is a very good thing, to desire all virtues an~;
Si"gh afte,,r, t, hem and, st,r,ive .to at,tat·n th.,em,'," bU,t in, our,' desire'
for improvement' and growth and progress in virtue we
must posses&our souls in peace if we do not ,attain our
desire. If God will, not give you, the chastity ,of an angel
but you suffer grave temptations in that matter,'it is
better for you to keep your patience and-conformity to. the:
will of God than go about worrying and ,complaining that.
you fall short of the purity of the angels. If God is not
ready to give· you such a profound 'humility as He gave
to a St. Francis, or such meekness as HeC 'gave a Moses·
and a David, or such patience as He gave a Job, but you
feel stirrings and promptings to the, cO'ntraty, it is well for'
you, to be ashamed and, humbled, and th~nce "take occa...'
sionto set little store by yourself; but ,it is not well for
you to lose ,your peace of mind and be fttllofworries and
complaints that God has not m,ade you;aspa.tient a~ 3\
Job or as humble as a St. Fr-ancis. ·We needs ·mustcon-;
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form ourselves to the will, of God in these things, for we
never shall find peace otherwise.
Father Master Avila
says very well:" I do not believe that there ever ,vas
a Saint in this world who did not desire to be better than
he was; but that did not rob' them of their peace, because
their desire was· not prompted by selfish greed, which
never says ' enough,' but by God, with whose distribution
they were content, although He gave' them less; taking
it for the part of true love to be content with what was
given them rather than desire more, for all the whisperings of self-love pretending that such desire was for the
better service of God. "
But someone will say that this is tantamount to saying
that we ought. not to be fervent in desire to be more and
more virtuous and better, but leave all to God, soul as
well as body; and so apparently we should give occasion
to tepidity and weakness, caring nothing to grow and go
forward. Be this point well noted, since it is 'of great.
importance. It is a very good reply and objection, so
goo~ that beyond this there is nothing else to fear in the
t:?J
J " , ~a,"tter." Th"er,e is ,no doctrine, howe,ve,r gO, odit be" that
'j/{)tAf f\..-(..;' may not be abused, if you do not know how to apply it
~ roperly~ So may this be abused in its bearing on prayer
~~
and on other virtues and spiritual gifts: wherefore a good
explanation and right understanding is here necessary.
I do not say that we should not desire to be holier every
day, and strive ever to imitate what is better, and be diligent and fervent' in doing so.: for that is what we came
into Religion for; and if we do not do that, we shall not
be good Religious.
But what Ido say is that, as in
e'xterior things men should be diligent without· fretting
and complaining:-so. say the Saints, and so Christ our
Redeemer lays down His prohibition in the Gospel: I tell
you, be not solicitous for your life, w~at ye shall eat, nor
for your body what ye shall put on (Matt. vi. 25), reprehending excessive solicitude and anxiety and greediness
in' these things;' but not relieving us of proper care and
diligence about them, but rather commanding us to have
it arid giving it to us for penance: In. the sweat of thy
brow thou shalt eat thy br,ead (Gen. iii. Ig):-it is necessary
in fact: that men should labour and be diligent to get their
<
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£ood"and. to "do otherwise'. would ,be' tempting God ;--"':'50'
in th~satrie way must it be in spiritual things and'inthe
striving after virtues and gifts of God. Bound as' 'we
are to' he very 'diligent 'arid careful in this endeavour,' still
it'must bedonein'suchaway as not to part with oqr peace
of soul and conformity to the will of God. . Do what is
to be done on our part, but if after all ou see'that ou
ar'e not so success ul-as you' WIS ed, you must not f~
~nto impatience, which would be worse thah theonginal
fault,npt ,even though the faihire seems to have been due
to your own faintheartedne'ss, a thing. that is apt to discourage many. Take care to make honest efforts,and
if they are not all successful, and you fall into some faults,
do not be amazed at that; nor lose heart; such are we all,
I am a man and not an angel, weak, not consummate
in sanctity.
God knows well' our weakness' and our
misery, he knoweth the clay of which we are made
(Ps. 102), and "'i'\vishes us not to be discouraged at our
faults; but to repent and humble ourselves, and rise again
at once, and ask for mote strength of the Lord, and take
care to go contented both inwardly and outwardly. It
is 'mote to the point that you should rise at once,with
cheerfulness which doubles our strength for the service of
God, than that thinking to bewail your' sins for God's
sake you should dis~lease that same God by serving Him
badly with drooping heart and drooping:wings ~ndother
evil' features 'that are wont to take rise from thence:
The only thing to fear here is the danger .that we have
touched upon of tepidity gaining entrance upon us, 'and'
our omitting, to do what is 'on' our part under colour of
saying:' God must give it me, all must,come from the'
hand of God; I can do nO more. ' . , W'e •must be on our
gliard against the same danger in what we, were saying
of prayer': we must take care that sloth doesnot·irnpose
tiponus here' either under this .pretence.' But once this
side-door is closed, and you are honestly doin'g what it
rests 'with you to do, God is 'more pleased with' patience
and humility 'in your 'weaknesses tlian with: those fits of
unmeasured 'anguish and sadness which some fall into· at
the thought that they are not ,growing in virtue and per.,
fe'ction'asthey would-wish, nor' finding the facility in prayer
i
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which they would desire. This business of prayer and
perfe.citibn is not done by grumblings and fisticuffs, but
by,God'sglvlng It to whom He will, and as He wills, and
in such, time' as He pleases. I t is certain that not all are
to,be equal-who are to go to heaven, nor must we 'despair
because we are none of the best who go there, nor perhaps'
even of the middling good, but we must fall'in with the
will of God in all, and return thanks, to our Lord that He
holds' out to us hope of finding salvation by His mercy.
And if we ,do not succeed in being without faults, let us
give thanks to God that He gives us a knowledge of our
shortcomings; and seeing that we are not going to heaven'
Qythe"highpath: of virtues, as some go, let us be content:
to'travel by knowledge of our sins and sorrow for them,
as many go.
St. Jerome says: " Let others offer in the temple of the
Lord, ,each according to His ability, some gold, silver and
precious .stones, others silks, crim'son, purple and em-:
brbidery~' Enough for me to offer in the Temple skins of
goats and hides of animals."
Let others then offer to
God their virtues and heroic and excellent' acts, and ,their
high and lofty contemplations: enough for me to offer to
God my lowliness, knowing myself and acknowledging
myself a sinner, imperfect and evil, and pre'senting myself
before His Majesty as one poor and needy. And it is
well to rejoice for this at heart, and give thanks to God ~
that He does' not deprive us of this also which He" has
given us, 'as' He does to men who have utterly"lost His
favour.
St. Bonaventure, Gerson and others add here 'a remark
which goes far to confirm, what has been said. They say
that many persons serve God better for not having the
virtue and recollection that they desire than they would ~
do if. they had it. As they are, they live in humility, and
walk with care and diligence, endeavouring to mount and
go forw,ard,and having frequent recourse t080d : but the
other way they would possibly' become proud, negligent:
a.nd tepid in the service of God, thinking, that they had
already got 'all that they need have, and would have no:
mind to labour for more. Be this , ' said to the end that we;
may honestly do, what lies in our power, and walk with'
i
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diligence. and care' aiming at perfection; and then let us
be satisfied' with what the Lord gives us, and not be disconsolate or ·indistress about what we cannot gain and
what is. not in our power. That would be, as Father
Master Avila: well says, like being in pain because we are
not given wings to fly through the air. '

CHAPTER XXXI

Of the' conformity that we should have to the will of
God

as

regards th.e, good things of heavenly glory

Not, only in the good things of' grace, but also in the
good -things of heavenly glory, we should conform our..
selves to the will of God. The true servant of God should
be so. detached from his own interests even in' these things
as to. rejoice more in. the will of God being fulfilled in him
than .in all 'else that could interest him. "It is great
perfection not to se~k one's own interest in anything,
either little or great, either in temporal or in etet:nal,be..
cause Thy will, 0 Lord, and the love of Thy honour ought
to overtop all things, and we ought to :find more consolation and contentment in that than in all benefits received
or receivable" (A Kempis). This is the contentment
and joy of the, Blessed.
The Saints in heaven rejoice
more' in the fulfilment of the will of God than in the greatness of their own glory. They are so· transformed into
God, and so. united to His will, that the glory that they
enjoy and the happy lot that has fallen to them they do
not welcome so much for the advantage that it brings
them and the satisfaction which' they receive as because
God is pleased with it and such is the will of God. Hence
it comes to be that each of, them is so contented and delighted with the degree that h~ holds as not to desire any
more, nor is he in any way pained that another has more;
because, seeing God, the soul is so transformed into Him
as to cease to will as herself, and beginto.will as God;
and as she sees that this is the satisfaction- and good
pleasure of God, so it is also herjoy and her satisfaction.
This is the perfection that we see 'shine forth in those
35
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gr,e.at~ ~aiAts,:'in a'Y6ses;ina St.,~au~,wh~for the s~l

vatiori~ of souls arid the greater glory of God seemingly
forgot themselve~ 'and' took no accourit of their own glory.
Lord, 'pardon fhif peo.ple cor bl,ot rne out from thy 'own
book, said Moses f6GodiExod~ xxxii. 31, 32) ; arid St.
Paul: I desired to 'be anathema' from Christ for the sake
of my brethren (Rom. ix. 3). From him afterwards a St.
Martin and other Saints learnt. " If still I am necessary
to Thy people, I re,fuse not labour.,"
They postponed
their rest,_ and willingly ceded something of that glorious
tew:ird,whicli they were now so' near, and- offered them~elve~ anew'to labour for the greater service and glory of
Gpd.. This is <;Ioing .the will of God here on earth as it is
abbe' in heaven, wholly to forget our own interest, and
pl~ce'a!~ our satisfaction in. doing the will of God, and
couti~ and 'hold the pleasing of God more than our own
adva.ncement and the possession of heave,n and earth.
,.,Here.1s wen seen the perfection that this exercise of
conformity' ~o the will of God asks. of us. If we', are to
withgraw, our 'eyes fro~ our, interest in spiritual goods,
aI).d :even frotnet~rnal goods and the glory of heaven its~lf, to fix~ the'ni on the satisfaction and will of God, how
shall'it be with other interests a.nd human considerations?
Hehce it wiil be'"understood> hOw far from, this perf~ction h'e
is',,WnO makes,' adifficqlty of conforming himself to th~ will
of God iii,those things of which we: spoke at the beginning,
of being irithis place or that, in this. office or in another,
bf~being in good health or in, sick~less,. of being made
little of or t11uch of py oth~rs. ,We were just saying that
we m ~st' ma~e more a<;coun~ of the will and satisfaction .
of God"tha'n' Qf all' th~ 'gains that 'can ,possibly be made
in spiritqal ~nQ_':eveq; it). "eternal' 'goods, and' are you
?csgglingover these 'fijings that }n ,r~spect ,of '" t?em , ar~
mere"ordure! To'hinI' who desires so much the satisfaci
tr6n ,of '. G9dand the' fulfiim~'nt of His df~in~ Will, that he
wi~Hrigly~edeshis own gl9ry and is ,cont~nt with the
lQw~st'place, n~tbec~qs~ h~ is wa,ritin~ In desire' of work
~nd dQing dot}g'htydeeds,.but o~ly tos~ekhette~the sqtistact~onand go09 . pleasure of Gqd,~9 suc~ 3;oJie all oth~r
thingswi~l'b~ vetZy easy, ,since ,he' tl1ak~s the:t:,en4nc~ati,on
;firt<l' cession of the highest thing that ·can- he renounced for
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the love' of: God. ,This i~.the' 'utmost Fen'unciation' thatlnah
can make',' 'to conform himself to'thewill'of,'God, •when he
~ays
.If God would have me die this jnstant, and suffer
diminutionpfglory therepy, I ~ould. rather haye that lot,
ip~n '~ie twenty or thirty years hence, and so obtainmuGh
'g~eaterglory; and if, on the othel\ hand, by dying now I
Gould ma:ke sure of my glory, still, if God, would ratl,Ier

r,'

h;;nre tne do 'and sulter fo~ rna.ny years in this plac~ of ipl-

prisonmentand e~i1e, I prefer tha~ above im,mediate ad-

mis:~ion t9the glory of the Blessed; fotmyjoy and glory is

the satisfaction of God and the fulfihnent of His will.. Thou
art my glory, "and the Utter up of my he(1d (Ps. ,j).'
Of our Blessed Father Ignatius there is related a rare
example of this. One day, being in company with Father
, Master Lainez and others, on some point that was raised
he put them this, question: "Tell me, Master Lainez,
what you would do, if God made you this offer, and said:
, If you wish to die now, I will draw you out of the prison
,of this body, and give you eternal glory: whereas, if you
wish to' go on living, I give you no assurance what is' to
become of you, b!1t leave YQu to take your chance; if you
live and persevere in virtl:le, I will give you your reward;
but if'yoll fall away froin good, I will judge you as I find
you.' Now, if our Lord said this to you, aJ?d' you understood that by ~emaining so~e ~itne in, this life, you could
render ,sotnegre~t and notable service to His Divine
Majesty, 'what would you, ch~ose?" FafherLainez
ans~ered': ". F 6rmyself, "Father, I, acknowledge to Your
R~veren~e that, I wQuld, choose to go at once' to the'enjoymenf of. God, and make sure ~f my salvation; and de'liver myself from danger in a :rnatter of such importance. "
1'hen said our holy 'Father : "Well, I certainly should
not do sorbut if I j'udged that by remaining in the worl~
r eould r~nder sOme' speci~l service to our Lord, Iwou~d
beg Him to leave, me in it till the work was done; I would
'fix my •eyes; on thft work, and' not on myself, taking. no
account ofmyovvn<ianger or my own security." And he
didnbtthirik 'that,therepYJ:1e' was endangering his bwn
salvation, huf'rather rendering it more certain and more
splendid~ for ,having trusted Godard stayed here on earth
in His" service. ' 01' ,For, what- king. or prince is there in the
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world, " said he, " who, if he offered his courtier some
great emolument, and the courtier declined the present
enjoyment of that emolument in order to be able to render
some notable service to his master, would not hold himself
bound to keep and augment that reward for that courtier,
since he was depriving himself of it for his love and to
serve him better? Now if men act so, who are ungrateful and thankless, what are we to expect of the Lord,
who so forestalls us with His grace and does us so many
favours? How could we fear that He would desert us
and let us fall, for having put off our own blessednes·s
and given up the enjoyment of it for· His sake? That
.cannot be believed or feared of such a Lord. "

CHAPTER XXXII

Of conformity and union and perfect love for God,
and how we should practise this exercise
For the better seeing of the perfection and great excellence contained in this exercise of conformity with the
will of God, and that we may know how far we may ·go in
this matter, by way of conclusion and termination of this
treatise, we will say a little about a very high exercise of
the love of God, which the Saints and Masters of the spirituallife put before- us. And it seems to come in very well
here,because, as St. Denis the AreQpagite says, one of the
principal effects of love is to unite the wills of them that
'love one another, so that they concur in willing or not
·willing the same thing. Thus the more united and the-more
conformed to the will of God a man is, the greater will
"be his love of God; and the greater that love, the greater
'the union and conformity with the will of God. To explain this, it is necessary to mount up in thoughtto heaven,
and there· consider and see how the Blessed love the will
of God and conform themselves to it, having one same
will and desire with God; for the nearer we approach to this, the more perfect will be our exercise. The glorious Apostle and Evangelist St. John
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says that the sight of God makes the ,'13lessed like unto
Him,When he shall appear, we shall be like him, because
we shall see him as he is (I John iii. 2). In seeing God,.
the Blessed are so transformed into God as to have one
will and 'one wish with Him. Let us see then what is the
will and wish and love of God, for thereby we shall come
to see what is the wish and will of the Blessed, and thence
we may gather what our wish and .love and will should
he, to be perfect. The wish and will of God, and I-lis
highest, and' most perfect love, is' of His own glory and of
His own Being, supremely perfect and glorious. This
then is the wish and will and love of the Blessed. Thus
the love of the .Saints' and Blessed is a love and wish
whereby they love and, wish with all their strength that
God should be what He is, and be in Himself so good
and glorious and worthy of honour as He is. And as
they see' in ,God all that they desire, there follows fror.
th,atin t,hem that fr, Uit, Of. th,e" H"oly Gh,',os, t hich the Apost
says is an unspeakable joy (Gal. v. 22) at seeing Hi
whom they love so full of good things and,' treasures n
Himself.
By' what we see on earth we shall be able to get some
inkling of the divine joy which the Blessed hereby receive.
See how' great is the joy and gladness that a good son
receives at seeing his dearly-loved father honoured and
sought after by all, learned, rich and powerful, and highly
esteemed and cherished by the 'King....Certainly there are
sons so good .that they will say that there is nothing to
compare with the joy that they receive at seeing their
father made so much of. Now if this joy is so great on
earth, ·where love is so weak and good things so mean,
what must be the joy of the Saints ,at seeing their true
Lord and Creator and heavenly Father, into whom they
are so' transformed by love, so good, so· holy, so radiant
in beauty, so infinitely powerful, that all creation holds its
being' and its beauty solely of HisvdU, and without that
not a leaf could stir on the tree! And accordingly the
Apostle St. Paul says it·is a joy sog-reat as eye hath flot
seen, nor ear heard, nor can it enter into' the heart of
man {I .Cor. ii. 9). This .is that rushing river which, St.
John in the Apocalypse saw coming forth from the throne
w,
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of. God and the Lamb (Apoc. xxii. I), which giveth joy to
tlte city of God (Ps. 45), whereof the Blessed. inl;1eayen
<frink, and thereby. inebriat~d with Jove ~iJ;1g. th~t. ever..
lasting Alleluia, glorifying and bless.ing God. Alleluilf,
praised be the Lord, for now our Lor.d .Go.d omnipote,nt
r.eigneth J let . us rejoice' and . be glo.d. and. giv.e . him. glory
(Apoc. xix. (i). They are praising all;d rejoicing. at the
great glory of God, giving. Him congratulations an9
felicitations,with great jubilation and rejoicing.' B1l!ssing
and glory and. wis,dom and. thanksgiving J honour lani!
power and strength be ta our Lord God for ever and ever
(Apoc. vii. 1 2 ) . .
.
This is the love which the Saints bear to God in heaven,
and the conformity which they have to His Divine will,--to speak of such things as we can, cons.idering the. poorness of our understanding. T'his is what we should try
to imitate in our way here on earth, that the will of God
may be done on earth as it is in heaven.
Look and do
according to the pattern that I. have shown thee on the
~nount, said God" to Moses'(Exod. xxv. 40),.whenHebade
him construct the Tabernacle. So we should do all things
here on earth according to the plan that is carried out
there. on that high mountain of glory. We must set ourselves to loving and willing that which the Bh~ssed in
heaven are loving and willing; and that which, they are
loving and willing is God Himself, who isJ:Iis own glory
and His own. Being, sovereignly perfect and glorious.
,That each one may be able to do this better for himself, we will set down here briefly the practice of this e~erise. When you are at prayer, consider with the uriderstanding the infinite Being of. God, His-Eternity,. His
Omnipotence, His infinite Wisdom, Beauty, Glory and
Beatitude. Then use your will, rejoicing, . delighting,
af?d taking complacency and satisfaction in that. God
is what He is, that He is God, that the Being and infinite
Good which He holds, He holds of Himself; that He has
no need" of ,anybody, and all have need of Him ; that He
is ;~lmighty and so good and so holy and ~oful1 of glory
as in Himself He is.
St. Thomas and the Theologians say that this. is the
greatest and most perfect act of the love of Go<:L So
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it ,is..alsothe llig};1est. an~"m.ost, co.nSUIl1U1at,~ . .ac~ .of· CP.Q.'i:
fonpity to the will of God, b~cause,tlI.~r;e~s.~<);gJ:"eat~r.l}Rr
Plore perfect love. of G()d ,than';tpaJ. ':wh~Cll ;;(iqg: ijjD:l~~lf
b~ars .to Hiniself, ,~hich isa love.ofHi~,9wng1qrY;(J.ndQf
~i,s ,own~ov~reignly perfect .and glqrious ~~i~g, riqr ~c~l1
ther~ .1?~i a be,tter, will .than that.
It follows thatour]ove
will be greater and' more, pe~fect in, proportio~ as it. is
likened 'to this love wherewith'God ,loves, Himself,
~nd the greater and.more perfeci will be our, ullion and
conformity with His Divine wilt And ,further," p1J.~loso-;
pher.s, say.th~t to loye another. is to seek his good; wh~nce
it follows that. ~he, greater good we desire f()r another, the
more we love him. Now: th~greq.test ,gQod·. tha,t we ~an
seek for God is, that which He already has, which is His
infinite Being, His infinite Goodness, Wisdom, Omnipob~nce and Glory.
When we 10v~ any creature, we not
only are pleased at any good thing that he has, but we are
~ble to wish for himso,me other g()od thing which he ~a,:~
not,' since 'every creature can grow; but 'c6'riliilg' to Goa;
we cannot wish Him in Hhnself any good thing which He
has D{)t, "since "He, ~s inn-llit;e ,on", ,~yerx ~i~.~L flng, ,sq .';Ie
ca.nnp~ ,have. ,~~ ;Hit:llself "more P9wer,: 'or, .ffi017~ ,glori~\ . PI;
lpore wisdom., ,or D:loregoodne~s th~n, He,,11.fl:s. ·A!lQ, .SQthe greatest good that we can wish God, 9,n(l, cons.eqpentlM
the greate'st love that we can bear. HiII}, isto rejoice ~A9
be glad~ . a I1d "feel co~pla~ency, and s~tisfactioIl, that ,God
h~s ,::,tIl, t~ose ,good t1?i,rgs ~hat ,H~has, and that Jie i~ so
goo~:l as He )~, ~o }~ich,.".. :;0. power{ul,., ~9 infip~te'.~n<l ~o
glorious~'
, ,, ,. ," ", ".. ,
,
,
The' Saints:who , qr~ .• inheav.en, and the. plost Sacred
Humanity of Christ our ~ede~D.1;e,r" and the most' Glorious
Virgin. our .• Le:tdy,.;anp ~n the ehoir& of angels, rejoice to
se~ God ~qofa,'iran~beatlti~ul,;~~4 so~ad;en ~ith.p.Il,fuln~ss.
qf; go~od.' thi.ngs. '" •. S() .gr~(li· is phe:. j()y' ,~J),p gl~dn..~ssJhflt
t,heYleel there(lt,~"h~t· nothing ~iIl ~?:ti~fY1,J1?~Wi)4tJ tq
brea~ oQt .into praises of this. Lord;'aIld; they,Dev:~r,nav:~
enough of praising and 1:>le&sing JIiIJ;1fQf ,~v~i.an~L lev~r,~
a~,the,propqet, .says: i!lesse.4a.t~ tb-e,y. w"tto, dw'ell'jp,'thY:
hpuse;N:(j.. Lor~J .they ;shall,prqisf3. ,th~e tor~'Ver,and~p~r
(PS."83). In'}lke manner we ph9uld.pnlte our h~flrts~nd
lift "rip our vqice~with theirs" ,as: .~pth~rCIHlr~h t~a:Ghes
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us: " Deign, 0 Lord, to admit our voices also, along
with those of all the. Angels and Blessed, crying out 'to
Thee in suppliant acknowledgment, Holy, holy, holy, Lord
God of hosts; the heavens and earth are full of Thy
glory."
Always, or as continually as is in our power,
we ought to occupy ourselves in praising and glorifying
God, exulting and rejoicing in the good and glory and
sovereignty that He enjoys, and giving Him congratulations and felicitations thereupon. In this manner we shall
liken ourselves here, in our poor way, to the Blessed in
heaven, and even to God Himself, and· we shall exercise
the highest love and the most perfect conformity to the
will of God that we possibly can exercise.

CHAPTER XXXIII

H ow much this exercise is recommended and r,epeated
in H oIy Scripture
By the extent to which Holy Scripture recommends
and repeats this exercise, we· may well understand its
value, excellence, and how pleasing it is to God, and at
the same time we can take thence matter to practise it
and occupy ourselves further therein.
The royal prophet
in the Psalms at every step invites us to this exercise,
saying: Be glad and exult, ye just, in the Lord, and glory
all ye right of heart. Exult,ye just, in the Lord. Delight
in the Lord, and: he will give thee thy heart's desire (Pss.
31, 32, 36), or to say better, what thou desirest and hast
need of. This is a prayer in which you ask without asking, and God hears the desires of your heart. The Apostle
St. Paul writing to the Philippians, says: Rejoice in the
Lord always. And thinking that this was not an advice
to be given once only, he repeats it : Again I say, rejoice
(Phil. iv. 4). This is the joy with which the most Holy
Virgin rejoiced, when she said: A nd my spirit hath exulted
in ,God my Saviour (Luke 1. 47).
With this joy· also
Christ our Redeemer rejoiced, as the Gospel says : He
exulted in the Holy Ghost (Luke x. 21). And the prophet
David says that so great was the joy and gladness which
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his soul experienced in considering the greatness of the
excellence and glory ,of God, and what fit 'matter it furnishes •to all for rejoicing' in the' infinite good that God
enjoys, that the joy redounded abundantly even upon his
body, .and his very flesh' was kindled with love of God :
My hej!t and' m'y flesh have exulted'in ihe living God
(Ps~ 8jj.~And elsewhere he says :' Afy 'soul shall exult in
the Lord" and' take delight in God ·her' Saviou1': all my
bones shall say Lord, who is like unto' thee? (Ps~" 34). And
because this love is a thing so divine· and h~avenly, the
Church, guided by the Holy Spirit, at the beginning of the
Canonical Hours, commencing Matins, invites us in the
Invitatory to love the Lord in this manner, being glad and
rejoicing'in His infinite excellences, taking it from Psalm
94: Come let us rejoice in the Lord, let us utter a cry of
joy before God our ,Saviour: let us come before his face
withpra·ise, and make tohim.a joyful sound of psalms:
for, the·' I...{yrd is a great God, and' a great King, above all
gods:, for the sea is his, and· he made 'it, and his hands
planted- the dry land. And for the same reason and to the
same effect the .Church puts at the end of all the psalil}s
Gloria Patrie This is that ,entry into the joy of God ,which
Christ our' Redeemer speaks of in' the Gospel: Enter' thou
into the joy of thy Lord (Matt. xxv.2I),-tosharein the
infinite JOY of God, and be taken up with rejoicing and
exulting along with God Himself in ·His glory and beauty
and infinite riches~
To affectionate uSll10re to this exercise, and cause' us
constantly to ; advance , in this joy" and, exultation,it vviU
aid us much "to consider how good and beautiful and
glorious God'is. So beautiful is He, that the bare sight of
I-lim renders those who see Him blessed; .and ·if those who
are in hell were to come to see God, all their pains would
cease,and they would pass from helltoparadi~e.•, This is
life everlasting, to know thee, the one true God (John
xvii. 3). In this consists the<glory of the Saints, in seeingGod~ This is 'what makes them blessed, and that,
not for, one day or one year but for ever, because never
can they ,be: sated or weary with looking upon God, but
theyshaU' always find new joy therein, as the Apocalypse
(xiv. 3) says : And they sang as it were a new song. Here~
i
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in ,it seems that the goodness, b~a\ltyand infinite perfec:
don of. God is. sufficiently declared; but there is more
still that may be added, and plenty ~~re still. God is so
beautiful and. glorious that, in seeing Himself, God finds
His happiness. .The glory and beatitude of Goq is. in see..
ing. and loving Himself. See if we are. not right in ,~e.~
Fghting and rejoicing in a Goodness and Beauty s,ogreat
as tO,make glad the whole of that City of God, and render
all its citizens blessed, and God Himself also blessed in
knowing and loving Himself.
CHAPTER XXXIV

H ow we may further extend this exercise
.We may also familiarise ourselves with this exercise apd
extend it further by. e!~£~iQgJhis love.g~n "!.~~~;Sacred
fI umanity of ~~~~.!!t_~~r Lord, consideri1?g its dignity ap<:t
great perfectIon, and takIng complacency and. delight in
it, being glad and rejoicing within ourselves that this most
Blessed Humanity is so elevated and united with the
Divine Person, so fult of grace and glory, as to be the
ipstrument of the Divinityin working such excell~~t works
as .are the sanctification and glorification of all the elect,
and all supernatural gifts and graces that are c<;>mmuni,o;
c~ted to men; and finally, bei~g glad and rejoicing at all
that belongs to the perfection and glory of that most
gl,orious Soul and that most holy Body of Christ our Req~emer, dwelling thereon with affectionate love and glad-;
ness, in the way that Saints ~onsider that the most Holy
Queen of Angels rejoiced on the day of the Resurr.ection,
when she saw her most Blessed Son so triumphant and
glorious; and as HolyWrit tells us of the patriarch Jacob
when he heard tell that his son was alive and ,was lord of
all the land of Egypt: so great was his joy that his spirit
revived,and he said: Enough for me that .my son Joseph
liveth: I want no more· than. to see' him, and with. that I
shall: die content (Gen. xlv. 28).
.'
We may make this same exercise on the. glory of Our;
Lady and. of ,other Saints. l!.. ,~~ll be an excellent 9:~
_t!!Ln on Ll.!~~!.- feas!--QfiY1L!g.~'pend ~g.!!1~J?..~.rt_Qf.Qur.IJ?.~di~
c ..
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..!~J1Q.n on t4.!S exe(cise~ It will b~ Qne pf~~e bestp.Op1age~~.:
that we can pay them, since the greatest love of which we
at:~ capable :.ls tq d~sir~ for., th~1Jl ,the , ,gre~t~.s~gqp4 ", of
which they ar~ capfil:ble., rejoicinga~d"b~ing: glaq ~ti t,heirso. great glory, an<J 9ffedn.g them p~J:"qongqltu~~.t~Q~s,on
the
• ..
this exl\t:cise for
of the' Assumption of OU1':, Lady;., "To-d~y the, Virgin
Mary a~ce.nds toJ1eaven:let us rejoi<;e be<;a4spsh~ reig~ls
with C:hrist. for ever." And ,!tt t.h~ C()mm~nc~ment of
Mas's, on this feast and many others, she 'lnvi:t~s us to this
~xercis~, .anill1~ting us by the ~xample of the. angels whg
t.ake p~rt il1i,t~ "~et us all r~joice in the ~<>.r~,c.elebrat~
ing this, feast, in ,honour 'of the, Blesse.dY.i.rgin Mary, at
whose Assumptioll t~;e angels rej9ice apd unite ip praisipg.
the Son of God." Ther~ is anothergain.~nd.~<:lvaIlt~ge
ill. ~his exe.rc!se regarding the; Saint~, ,and particularly
re.gar.ding the most holy Humanity of Christ our Lord,
~nd it. is that hellce we come little by Jittl~ to rise in.o.ur:
exerqises ,and gain ,'access to the pivinity, for, as ,Cllri~t
Himself says, Heistheway and gate ,whereby to enter i,n
to. the Father (John ~. 7: xiv. 6).
.
In this exercisealsQ, which cQncern$itse~f.with God
as' God" there are degrees,' ~n(l~e may familiar~~e pur:
s,elves more with it by coming doWp. t9 things, of. ,earth-.
For though it is tr'Ue that God cannot· b~ ,a~gmented in
tJ;imseJf, see,ing that Heis infinite, a ll dso we callnot,wi~h.
Him in Himself any gooq that. ,He.has not. .got ; .yet G9d
m.ay be augm.ented._eX1~rn~l~yin His Gre~ture£i. Jhat H;,
fu may be more~.!10wn and 10veQ and' glQrified blY thW.·
When our soul considers at medi~ationhow worthy 009,
is. to be loved and .sefvedby: His cr~atures, .we. qlay OCCUHft
ourselyesin wishing and desiring' that all souls, createQ'
and to be created, should know ,Him, love lIi,w, ,praise
and glorify Him in aU things. ,Would, 0, L~rd, that.,any
one could convert a11 the. infideis and sinners th~tthere
are ill' the world, and '. bring it about that' 'l1one, should
offend Thee,and all should oJ>.ey and erpploy themselves
in Thy servi.c~ now ~nd forever and ey~r,! IIallo'JRJed. be
thy name: let all the ea:,rth adore thee, and celeb'rate~thee;,
atl:d sing canticles to thy name (l\1att~ 'vi. 9 : Ps. 65). And
thus we may go on to, think of a, thousand sor~s of s.ervice .
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that creatures might pay God,and desire them to be so
paid.
Hence each one should descend to desiring and en~
deavourihg to do the will of God and work for His greater
glory in what relates to himself, contriving ever to do that
which he takes to be the will of God and to His greater
glory,. ascending to what Christ our Redeemer says or
Himself in the Gospel: I ever do what is pleasing to Iny
Father: (John viii. 29). For, as the Evangelist St. John
says : He who sayeth that he knoweth him, and keepeth
not his commandments, is a liar: but whoever keepeth
his word, in hirn the charity of God is perfect (I John
ii. 4, 5). He who says that he knows and loves God, but
does not do His will,. is not telling the truth, he lies: .hut
b..~ whok_~~Q"§_!!:tecommandments and goes the,. will Qj God,
h.~ . h~~.~fect charity and l()ve_"()t~QQd. Hence, to love
God and live in entire conformity to His will, it is not
enough for a man to take complacency in the perfections
of God, and wish all the rest of creation to love and glorify
God, but the man himself must offer and dedicate himself
entirely to fulfilling the will of God. For how can any
one say with truth that he desires the greater glory of God,
when in what he can" and in what lies in his power, he
does not seek to procure it? This i~.!!te 1~)Y~.Jh~JJhe soul
~_~~t:"~is~s~E..t:!self in, whet?: at medit'a!!.on,.. she fOE~~.2"~
lution"~~"~pd true desir~.§_to %~nSl1:--,rn~_~}!Lg(GodIn
this 1Qj~g'~i1_(rI!iJJiat thIng anQ=,L~JllI_2!!i~! tFi!1!g~-!..~t
..offer. This is the exercise which we are ordinarily wont to
go through at meditation.
Hereby we· have opened out a great field where we can
occupy ourselves for a long time at meditation in this
exercise, and we have set forth the great profit and per~
fection there is in it. I t only remains now for us to set
to work, and begin to make essay here upon earth of
that· which we are to practise afterwards to such good
effect in heaven. The fire of God burneth in Sion, and the
furnace thereof is for ever kindled in Jerusalem (IsaL
xxxi. 9). Here there must begin to he enkindled in our
hearts this fire of the love of God, but the flames, the
height and perfection thereof, shall be in the heavenly
Jerusalem which is glory.

NINTH TRE/l TISE

OF MORTIFICATION
CHAPTER I

, ,That we m1:tst join mortification to prayer, and. that
these '. two things must help . one another
It is good to join prayer to fasting, said the Angel
Raphael. to Toby, when he made himself known unto
him (Tob. xii. 8)~The holy Fathers by , fasting·~ commonly. understand w'hatsoever belongs to penance and
mortification of the flesh; and accordingly they consider
El,ortification •a~~_J:?~~r a~~pt!!~~LJwo pri~.~ipal means .• . we
hetve to advance, i~~.,~.perf~£!L<m" which ought accordingly to be 'inseparable. companions. S1. Bernard, upon
,the words of the Canticles: Who is she that as-cendeth by
the desert like a wreath of smoke composed of divers
,aromatic spices of- myrrh and incense, diffusing its odour
around? (Cant. iii. 6) ,says that myrrh and incense,
which are the symbols of mortification and prayer, ought
-always to ao~ompany us;· it is, by them. we must r~ise
ours~lve~' to. the height of perfection, and render c)u(selves a sweet-smelling odour. before the throne of, God;
for the one by itself is of little ,or ,no profit. without the
other. For .whoev~r onIXpmQt::!!.fie.~_h!.~~~:hl-"!!!ldd oes n!?!
lay himself out fQ~Jl~ ~t:r~1:>eC0n1eS_R~9~llsL and deserves
:to have these words of. the'i .•..•. ·et .applied . unto him:
Shall I feed upon the flesh of bulls? :Or shall J drink
the blood of goats? (Ps. 49). These saciific~sof flesh
and blood. alone are not pleasing' unto God. And on
the. other hand,. he,wh0 gives hiplself to prayer anp
forgets mortification shall hear what .Chris,t our Redeemer
says in the Gospel: Why do .rou call me, Lord, Lord,
and do not what 1- tell.you? (Luke, vi. 46), and, also the
words of the" Wise Man: If anyone turneth his . ears
from.' hearkening to the .law, his prayer, sh"all be rejected
c
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as execrable (Prov. xxviii. 9). Your prayer will 1!~t ~be
Eleasing to God if you do not put int<? actio:t;l ,His will.
St. Augustine says tl.Iat as, the~,~ were, two altars In the
Temple of Solomon,' theorie wi't:.hout,where they slew
the victims they were to sacrifice, and the other within
the Holy of Hblies; upon vvhich they offeteg' incense composed of various aromatic spices; so there must also
be two altars in us, the' one interior in the heart to
offer:to, Him the incense of prayer,-according to those
wotds of ,'St. Matthew: But when thou wouldstpray,
enter into' thy chamber, 'and having shut the: door, pray
Jo thy Father in secret (Matt. vi. 6),-the other exterior
in the body", which must ~e ,by mortification.
Thus
mor~ificatio.p-a~~,prayer~~ESE 'ha!1,~~t,~!1:.:J~.~fl~~m~t ogether;
:~or Ifmorttficatton be, a ,necess,~=g.llil2QsItIon tQ~P!E~
'pf.a:yc r ' is 'also ihemeans to arrive at, perfectmQ[tification.
AS to the first point, that mortification is a necess'ary
disposition to' prayer, it, is a truth that all Saints and
,Masters of spiritual 'life teach us. They say that as we
,Ga,n~9t \\\Trite upon a skin of parchment if it be not' well
'g'nd' 'evenly scraped, and all the flesh taken off, so if the
affections and bad inclinations of the flesh l?e not rooted
out of our soul, it has ,not the disposition it ought to
have for our' Lord to write and imprint upon it the characters of His ,g-race and wisdo~.
To whom will God
teach.knowledge" says the Prophet Isaiah, and' to whom
will he ', give, ,ears and understanding to understand his
To them that are weaned from milk and put
secrets?
,away from the breast (Isai. xxviii. 9), that is to say, to
'those who fot His love have removed and weaned them's:elves,frOtIl thecom£ortsand pleasures of the wor]q and
the appetites and desires of the flesh. ,To enter into our
heart, ,G'od looks for quiet and r~()se, and,much peace
and stillness in our soul. His abode is made in peace
(Ps. 75). . Even pagan philosophers understood this: they
all ,acknowledged, that for, 0tlr soul: to. become wise, it
must first be quiet and tranquil,'which. is when the passions and ,appetites are mortified. and still, a, time when
.there are ,no ,yiolerlt pa~sioJ;ls with their disorderly
'motion's to trouble' the peace of' the soul and blind the
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eyes of reason, as the I?assions do when, they are excIted.
It is proper to passion to blind the reason and diminish
the liberty of our' 'free will. ,You see it in a man In
a 'fit of temper, ,how his anger .deprive~ him of his judgment, ~nd makes, him look like a lunatic, ~nd amadrnan.
If you ,ask him, How came you' to say or do thIs? he
~nswe.rs, I was not in my r~ght mind. ,Bu,t when the

passions are mortifi~d and, 'stil1, the understandi~g'is 't(;ft

clear to disce,'rn what· is good, 'and' the will more free to
embrac:e it, and in this, way a man cdmes to make himself wise and virtuous. Now God, 0l;1r Lord also requires
t'his peace and quiet, to repose in a'soul and pour int<?
it 'His wisdoJ.11, and' divine gifts; and, the mean&. to' find
thispea.ce i~ nlortification of our passions and disorderly
Gi;ppetites, and so, Isaiah calls it the fruit and" effect of
justice. And' the' work of justice shall' be peace (lsai.
xxxii. 17). SL Augustine explains this very wdlol1 thqt
saying of the prophet, Justice and peace have ktssed
(Ps~ 84). , " You see}{ peace withouf doing justice:'dC?
just~ce, and' 'yoq shall fin?, peace. These two, things are
~~) ,united,. so closely' intertwined with one another, that
tre, one' cannot go~ithout"the other. If you love not
i~stice,peace 'will riot love you nor come to you." Fac
iu:st~tiam et ,habebis pacem" ut oscule.nt,ur se justitia et
Jjax~
Sinon amaveris justitiam, .pacem non habebis,
q;uil{ ~uae amicae sunt justitiaet pax, ipsae ,se o'sculantur:
,si amicam justitiam non amaveris, .non te amabit" pax
necvenietadte,., Peace is obtai9~d by, war.
I( y,~u
have no mind' to' make war on yourself by mortifying,
(~ontr~dicting and overcoming yourself, you will never
aequire, 'that peaGe which is so necessary for prayer.
"What hil1d~rs," 'an?, trouble's thee more, n sq.ys, that
holy man (A Kempis) ,'''than the ,unmortified affection of
thy heart? " T~ese passions, these appetites and. evil
in~lillations that you have, 'disturb you at prayer,' and
'",111: not let you nlake way in it:~hat it is that troubles
'YOlf therein; ,that it is that disturbs you at 'it, and make.s
such a din and ~acket ,in your soul as to rouse you frbin
tp~t sweet'sleep,:.-or rather" never let you enter into the
rep.ose' 'of it'.
','
",
'
;'When a man has eaten to ex'cess at supper, he cartnot
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sleep nor be quiet at night, because· of the indigestions
and gross vapours that arise in him, which vex him in
such a way that he goes turning over from one side to
another without being able to lie still. The same happens
at meditation. Our heart is laden and weighed down
by reason of disorderly self-love, craving to gratify our
appetites, desire to be regarded and esteemed, great
eagerness for the accomplishment of our own will,-all
which things so cumber the heart, and raise in it such
vapours, such figures and representations, as to leave
no room for recollection and gathering up of the soul in
So they explain what Christ our Lord says in
God.
the Gospel: Look to it that your hearts be not overcharged 'With gluttony and drunkenness and the cares of
this life (Luke xxi. 34), \vhich is to be understood not
only of the drunkenness that comes of wine, but of all
other things of this world, according to the word of the
Prophet Isaiah, Listen, thou drunkard, drunk not with
'ztJine (Isai. Ii. 21). Out of an unmortified heart there
arises a thick cloud that bars and banishes the presence
of God in the soul. And this is what the Apostle St. Paul
says: The animal man perceiveth not nor understandeth
the things.. of the Spirit of God (I Cor. ii. 14), because
they are too delicate, and he too gross and material.
Thus it is needful to reduce and attenuate oneself by
mortification.
Hence will be understood the solution of a considerable
doubt: Jlovv is it that, prayer being on the one hand
a thing so sweet and luscious,-praying being to converse
and deal with God, whose conversation hath no bitterness
nor his company any tediousness, but great joy and gladness (Wisd. viii. 16), and being on the other hand so
profitable· and necessary ,~nevertheless it becomes to' us
;so difficult, and we go to it with such' reluctance, and
so few are given to prayer?
St. Bonaventure says:
"There are some at prayer as it were by force,like
puppies tied to a. stake."
The reason· is·· what we have
been saying: .l.l!1!Y~r>Qt)tself is not difficulty but mortification is,.. Y~iY_mll~h ..§Q, alld ,J:!1grtification iE, the: n~«;~?sary

Q~Q.~!!iQ.!LJorprayer:; and"Q,~cau~L~r_,,~ha~~, not~
\~i~£Q~!.t!QllL_!her:~fore_ . . prayer__l?~,~.2,~es.· ~!Q.~}!~>_~<:>, 1~1JQ!ibU§..
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We see here in the natural order that the

difficulty is not in introducing what, schoolmencall the
form,but in disposing the subject to' receive it. Otherin a,green log'. the work that it takes £orthe
fire to' get' the greenness out of it, the volume of smoke
that arises, the time that is needed to dispose it; but
once it is disposed, the fire enters in as into its own
home without any: difficulty. So to Qur- own case, the
wi~,e, 'see

difficulty is in getting rid of the thick smoke of our

passions, in mortifying our disorderly appetites, in uprooting and detaching our'selves from the things of
earth: once that is done,' the mind win go to' God with
great facility and alacrity, and enjoy dealing and con':'
versing with Him. .!='y~.p1an 'enjoys conversing .and
dealing with his like' i and~.E.Q the mortif!ed rrian.1~§,J?~~k
now spiritualised 'and likened to God' by mortification, .
enjo¥s ,conversing and dealing with God, and God, also
is, i.lad ·to· converse· .and. deal',wi!h hiI11~'~ .My "delights
are to be with the children omen (Pt:av. ·viii. 31).' 'But
when '. a man is full of passions and disorderly appetites;
when petty honour,pettyaffec'tion, whim,amusement
arid comfort have a hold on'him,such -a one feels much
difficulty in conversing and dealing with God, because
he is very unlike God in character, and enjoys' dealing
with contpany,like'hirnself about earthly and low 'things.
The')' have become abominable as the things they Idve~d
(Oseeix. '.10).
One of those- holy Fathers used to say : As when water
istroubl'ed -it is impossible to see your face in.it, or
anything else, so if the heart be not cleansed and purified
from affections of earth "",hieh trouble and disturb it,
and at rest: from vain and irrelevant cares, it cannot
see the face .of God'in prayer, that is, the profoundness
of His mysteries, nor will the Lord, discover Himself
to 'sllch.-Blessed are the clean of heart, for they shall
Gdd '(Matt. v. 8). ~rayef" is a sEiri!~l~!_ Y!~W of t~e

see'

mysteries and d'Y9J:!f~,gf Go~Ii and as to ',see ~~!!_:~~ith
t·heeyes 0'£ ,the body they must be kept clean and brIght,
so to see well the works of God with the eyes of the
soul it is needful' to keep'.· the heart clean and bright.
St. Augustine says: "Do you, wish to ,see God'? Think
36
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first of cleansing your heart, and whatever you see there
that displeases God,. take it away."
Abbot .Isaac, as Cassian relates, used to illustrate this
by a comparison. . He used to say that our soul was
like a very light feather, which if not moistened or
weighed down by anything else, but left pure and clean
of· all nastiness, at the slightest breath of air rises at
once from the earth" and goes fluttering here and there;
but if it is "vet, or has any dirt adhering to it, that weight
does not allow it to rise or mount on high, but keeps it
down to earth and buried in the mud; so our soul, if
it is' pure and Clean, rises at once and mounts up to
God by the light, soft 'breeze of consideration and meditation, '.hut· if it is glued down and attached to' the things
9f earth, and laden with passions and disorderly appetites,
these. things weigh it down and keep it so oppressed" as
not to let it rise to the things of heaven or make a
good meditation.
The holy Abbot· Nilus said: "If
Moses. was forbidden to approach the burning bush until
he had taken off his shoes, how do you expect to arrive
to see· God, and treat with Him and converse with Him,
being full of passions and affections for dead things? "
In the Fourth Book' of Kings we have an example
which shows well the peace and quiet we should have in
our affections, to .enter into meditation and deal with
God. When Joram, King of Israel, and· Josaphat, King
of Juda, and the King of Edom were on .theirway to
fight .the King of Moab, as they were on their march
through the desert the water ran short, and the whole
army· was perishing with thirst: whereupon they went
to consult the Prophet Eliseus; and the King of Israel,
who was a bad man and an idolater, said to him: " How
-is this? Why has God gathered us three Kings together
here to deliver us over to the Moabites?" Eliseus
'replied: What have· I to do· with thee? Go to the
prophets of thy father and thy mother. As the Lord of
hosts liveth, in whose presence J stand, if it were not
for my reverence for the presence of ]osaphat, King of
Juda, J would never have attended to thee, or looked at
thee: but now bring me a rnusician(4 Kings iii. 13-15). He
rebuked him with zeal.and holy anger, throwing in his
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teeth his sins and idolatries; but fin-ally " out of regard
for King josapnat;who was a good' and holy man, he
was ready to declare the mercies which the Lord was
about to show them on that expedition, giving them at
once abundance of water and afte~\\I'ards victory over
their enemies.
But because' his indign'ation 'and zeal,
although holy, had somewhat discomposed and troubled
him, he' bade them bring him a' musician, and' when he
came, and he had been qUieted and pacified by the mu'sic,
he ,began to tell· the wonders that the Lord intended' to
work on their behalf. But' if after a' good and holy
outburst 'ofemotion it was' neces~ary for a saintly' man
to tral1quillise and quiet hiinself to treat with' God and
receive His answer, what is to be said at such an outburst
when it is not only not good, but imperfect and evil?
Asfor the second point, that prayer is a means to attain
mortificatiofi,we have spoken' of 'it, at length, in the
Treatise on' Prayer, and it is also the fruit which we
should gather from prayer, and any prayer that has not
mortification' for sister and companion, the Saints .hold
in suspicion, and 'with good reason ; for as'to forge a
piece of ironwork it is not enough to soften it :with fire,
but it is necessary to 'form it by 'bl0'Ys of the" hammer
to give it ' the figure that we desire, so it is riot enough
to soften our heart by the, fire of meditation and devotion,
if we do not finish it off with the hammer of mortification,
to work out soul and clean it of the evil tendencies that
it has, and form it to the needful shapes of virtue. To
this •should serve the delight of prayer and', the sweetness
of the love of God,- to facilitate the labour and difficulty
there is in mortification, and thereby to animate and
strengthen', ourselves to' deny our will and overcome the
~vil of our character. And
should not stop meditation
until we ,attain by the' grace of the Lord t.o this perfect
mortification of our passions, of which we stand so much
in need, and which theSairrts and all Holy Writ so much
commend to 'us.
,
'
St. Augustine on that text of Genesis :' 'The child 'Isaac
lerew' and was weaned, and Ab1'aham made a gr,eaf f~ast
o'rtfhe day'· of hIS weaning ,. (Gen. xxi. 8) : asks. why' ,it'
is that Holy Scripture relates the birth· of the child IsaHc~
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that son" of promise and desire, in whom all nations
were. to be blessed, and there was no feasting over hi.s
pirth ;. and says that they circutncised him on the eighth
day, which was what the day. of solemn baptism is ·with
us, and yet here there was no feasting; and afterwards
when they weaned him and put aloes on the breasts of
the mother,. and the child wept because it was taken
away from. the milk, then hIs father made high festival
and a grand banquet. The Saint says that we must
refer it to some spiritual meaning to get the solution;
and that what. the Holy Ghost wishes us to understand
hereby is that spiritual feasting and rejoicing should be
when one grows and becomes a. perfect man, and is no
longer one of those of whom . the Apostle says: As to
babes, I gave you milk and not solid food (I Cor. iii. 1-2).
Applying this more to ourselves, what he wishes to
say to us is this, that it is not matter of gladness and
rejoicing to the Order, nor to our Superiors, who are
our spiritual fathers, when you are born in Religion by
entering there, nor when they receive you into it at the
end of your novitiate, but when they see you weaned
and ceasing to be a child, having no longer any taste for
the dainties and amusements of children, but knowing how
to eat your. bread, crumb and crust, so that then they
can treat you as a spiritual and mortified man.
Besides, meditation has another connection and particular relationship with mortification, inasmuch as it is
not only a means to gain it, but is itself a great mortification of the flesh. So says Holy Writ by the Wise Man:
Virtuous watching will wa:ste away the flesh (Ecclus.
xxxi. I): Frequent meditation is an affiiction of the flesh
(Eccles. xii. 12). This is also what Holy Scripture gives
us to' understand by the wrestling which the patriarch
Jacob had all night with the angel, from whence we
are told that he remained lame (Gen. xxxii. 24-31). And
we see by experience that people who give themselves
much to these m'ental exercises become weak, :pale and
infirm,because such exercises are a blunt file that
weakens and mortifies the flesh, and w'ears away strength
and health; and t1;1us i!L~y~ry\Vay meditatio~~-ls a grea't
~id ...!Q mor~ific~~i2_r:t:

CHAPTER II

,In whatmortificqiion consists, and the need in which
we stand of 'it
To go to the root of

t~e

matter, we must presuppose

in the first place that in our soul there are two, chief

parts., which theologians caB the upper and the, lower
P9rtion ; or in 'Other and clearerwords,reason andsen~
sitive ,appetite. Before sin,. in that blessed state of innocence and original justice in ·which ,God· created man,
this inferior portion was perfectly subject to the superior,
appetite to reason, as, the less noble to the ,more noble,
and the l:>ornslave to his master. I found that God <made
man well ordered and right (Eccles. vii .• ·30). God did
not createnlun ,in that disordered condition in which
we now are ,; then withQut· any difficulty or Gontradiction,
but. ra.ther: iwithmuch :ease and facility, appetite obeyed
reas.on,:and .man. proceeded to love his Cre.ator and
employ him.self .wholly in "His service with nothing to
hinder or disturb: him. ,The sensitive .appetite was, then
so .s.ubjectandsubmissive to reason, that, noreactiOl1
or temptation of the fleshcouldarise,~unle.ssthe man
himself, freely sought it. We "were' not then tempted to
anger, nor to.'envy, nor to gluttony, nor to lust, nor to
any other ,evil' d~sire, .unless we of our. own·, will chose
to entertain it. But as. by ,sin m:an's·reason rebelled
against God,. so also his sensitive appetite rebelled against
reason. I' do. : not, .the good that IWQ.uld .·do, but. the
'evil that I wo·uld not that I do, says the Apostle Paul
(Rom. vii. j9). Entirely against your~.vill,and.for all
your ,dislike' of .it, 'there arise, in. your .sensitive.appetite
motions .and impulses contrary to reason.
And ,further~,', if mail had 'not sinned;, the . body ,would
have, beed disposed ffor aflY. work that the soul' chose to
carry' on"without feeling in itself any Jet orhi11,drance~
But nbwthis.: body ·that "is cor.ruptwei.ghs :downthe s,o'ul
'(Wisd. .ix.. IS)..) Of many things of, which the soul feels
herself capable 'and desinous,. the body 'gels in the way.:
56 5
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As ,,yhen we go on a journey mounted on a sorry hack,
that shakes our bones as we ride it, continually stumbles,
gets tired, is unmanageable at times, starts at a shado"v,
and even takes to lying down unexpectedly, such at
presentis our body. "I..~l~Lis t~~<2~~Ilf!!!.Y~.Qf.s!t~_2bedience,n
says St~~A!!gustine,. "r~c~iling__ ~pon~!!!~!l111.I!1~~_~~lf, that
~~~~~~s.-J?:~_ ~_~~C!~_. __g!_~~h~Y~_ . i!Q.cl, ~J:!o.~ __ )_Il.J!!t:>g...he is not

Q!:>.~yed by~!!!!§elf~~'

Theologians say with Bede that by original sin
man -wa~ "stripped of the gifts -of grace, and wounded
in those of nature " (spoliatus gratuitis et vulneratus in
naturalibus). He "vas wounded and vitiated in his nature,
inasmuch as his understanding was. darkened for understanding the things of God; his free will weakened; his
will- enfeebled for good; his appetite headstrong for evil ;
his memory wild and wandering; his imagination restless
and unquiet, so that we can scarcely recite one Our
Father with our thought fixed on God, but at once,
almost before we are aware of it, it steals off and wanders from home, and ranges all the world over without
stopping.
Our senses again are curious, our flesh
filthy and ill-inclined: finally our whole .nature is. so
wounded and corrupted- by sin that it does not take
the course which it took before, nor can do now what it
could before: he who before his sin loved God more
than himself, now since his sin loves himself more than
God: he is ever in love with himself, desirous of doing
his own- will, inclined to gratify- his appetites, and to let
his passions and evil desires run away with him, even
though they be against reason and against God.
Further we must observe that though by baptism we
are delivered from original sin, which was the cause
of this upset, nevertheless we are -not delivered from
this loss of control of our appetite and its rebellion against
reason and against God, "vhich theologians and Saints
call fomes peccati, the food and incentive to sin. God
our Lord, by His just and high judgment and arrangement, has been pleased to leave in us this rebellion and
contradiction to repress our pride, and in punishment
for it, that we might always walk in humility, seeing
our misery and vile condition. When man was in honour
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he did notunderstand,but was likened to brute anitnals
and made similar to them (Ps. 48). God created man'
in great. honour and dignity, adorned· him and·beautified
him· with many supernatural gifts and graces, and -he
would not recognise what he had received nor be •grateful
for it.
In, consequence he deserved that God should
despoil and deprive him of. it, and he should be ,left like
the. beasts, feeling in himself bestial desires and appetites,
that he might know himself and be humbled and have
no occasion for pride, as indeed we have none, if \ve
only know ourselves, but much ever to confound and
humble us..
Secondly, we must lay down another main. foundation
in the matter,. which follows from the first: it is that
this appetiteo£ ours, so, irregular and disorderly,-.-,;..this
evil and pervers~ inclination of our flesh,-is the greatest
obstacle . and hindrance.- to our making progress· in ' the
way of virtue. This is what we commonly say, that our
flesh.· is our greatest _enemy, since thence·· arise all our
tempta.tions and falls, as the Apostle St. James· says:
Whenc;e are these wars· and quarrels amongst you? J s
it not from the lusts .thatwar in, your ·members?· (James
iv., I). This our' sens.uality and concupiscence, this. <lis..
orderly self-love that we bear to ourselves, .is .the, cause
oIall our· wars, of all' our sins, and -of all the faults
and imperfections that we fall into.
And also this is
the greatest difficulty that we find in the way of virtue.
Even . . philosophers knew _this by the light of .natural
reason. Aristotle says that .the whole difficulty of being
a good -and vir~uous man lies in curbing and moderating
pleasures and repugnances. Epictetus reduces the whole
of philosophy to these. two' short· words, Endure and
refrain. And· this is the experience of all; for no man
sins except to escape some difficulty and hardship, or
to gain some pleasure and delight, instead of refraining
from, it. One man sins by love. and desire of riches,
another by greedy ambition of honour,another for the
attainment of. some fleshly and sensual· pleasure,. another
tQescape the difficulty and hardship there is in keeping
the commandments of God and the Church, becaus'ehe
finds· it very· hard. to love his enemy, ,to fast, to confess
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his shameful and secret sins. All sins spring from this
source, and not only sins, but an faults and imperfections in the way of virtue.
Hereby it will be readily understood in what mortification consists: .it consists in . regulating what was irregular,
in ~E.~E~~~Q~.LE2..~~ati~K...2E-!..-2~?sions_~nd evil indinatio!l~._and_~.Ql!Lili§order!L.-gli:!QY~.
In'ihewords of
Christ our Redeemer : If 'anyone would come after me,
let him deny hirnself, and take up his cross and follow me
(Matt. xvi. 24). St. Jerome says: " He denies himself
and takes up his cross, who before was unchaste and
becomes now chaste and pure, who before was intemperate and becomes now very abstemious, who was
before timid. and weak and becomes now strong and
constant. " That is to deny oneself, to make oneself
other than' one was before. And this is the need that
we have of mortification. 51. Basil adds: " Observe, He
first says, let him deny himself, and then f and follow me. JJ
If you do not first this duty of denying and breakingin your own will, and mortifying your evil inclinations
and passions, you will find many 'occasions and obstacles
to hinder you from following Christ: you must first
smooth· and level the road by .mortification. Therefore
mortification is laid down as the foundation, not only
of perfection, but of Christian life. This is the cross
that' ,we must always take up on our shoulders, 1£ we
wish to follow Christ,-ever bearing in our body the
mortification of 'Jesus (2 Cor. iv. 10). This is what Job
said: Man's life is a warfare on earth (J db vii. I),
because, as St. Paul says, the flesh lusteth against the
spirit, and' the spirit against the flesh, for these two a1'e
contrary to one another (Gal. v. 17).
This those glorious Fathers and Doctors of the Church,
Gregory and Ambrose, say is the true fortitude of the
servants of God. It consists not in strength of the arms
of. the body, but in the virtue of the soul, in overcoming
one's flesh, in contradicting one's appetites and desires,
in despising the delights and satisfactions of this life, and
in bearing well the hardships and adversities that occur. It
is more to govern oneself and be master of one's passions
andsenses than to rule and subject others to oneself. Better
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is "the. patient. man than' the· strong, and better he 'that
is master of his own 'mind than, he that stormeth cities
(Prov ~ xvi. 32): fot out Own evil inclinations and passions
are more serious foes than external enemies, as St.
Ambrose says. Al1d, speaking of the great .power which
Joseph attained,he says that 'he was greater~nddid
more' in governing and being m·aster of himself, not «;on.:.
senting to commit adultery with·· the lady' of the house
where he served (Gen. xxxix. 7;"12), ~han afterwards in
rulin.g and gove'rning t~e whole 'kingdom 'of EgypL And
St. Chrysostomsays, in c0!1quer~ng and overcominghim-·
self, and not seeking to revenge himself on Saul (I KiJ:lgs
xviL 50-: xxiv. 4.:.8), whom he might have killed in the
cave, David did 111ore, ~l~an in overcoming the gi~nt
Goliath.
'Fh~spoilsofthis: victory he deposited,not
in the city of the: earthly Jeru~alem, but in that Jerusalem
above that is in heaven; and there came fO'rth to meet
himcsinging his praises, ,not the women of Israei, as when
he dvercameGoliath,but the host of an,gels, rejoicing
onbigh and" marvelling at his> virtue and fortitude.

or

CHAPTER. III.

Tha,t one
the greatestchas:tisements' of God'is 'to
give 'a man 'over to his appetites and' desires, "a-banaoning. ht1fL
lnat .~e goes after them "

so

Better to understand the necessity we· ,' are .under ;of
mortifying our •flesh ,'. and appetites, and to animate. us to
take 'up arms againstthi\s enemy;:" it jmp'orts much to
know what -a great opposing 'power a.nd., enem-y it is.
So great that the Saints say that ,.6neof the greatest
chastisements of God, where' He shows'His anger most,
is- by giving over the sinner to .the hands of this enemy',
leaving hi hi to ,his, ,appetites,ahd desires as in."the hands
of 'cruet' executidnets." 'They' allege 'many ::passages of
Holy. Scripture, as that of' the Prophet: My 'peopledid
not hear myvoice,Iand Israel did .notattend to me, and
[:. ga,v.ethem. over to follow the 'd~s;iresof .theirheart :.
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they shall go their own ways (Ps. 80).
And St. Paul,
speaking of the heathen philosophers and their pride:
Knowing God, they did not glorify him as God, or render
thanks ,but became vain in their thought: therefore God
gave them over to the desires of their he.art, to unclean.ness, to dishonour their own bodies one with another
(Rom. i. 21, 24). St. Ambrose takes notice that this
giving over on the part of God, of which we read in
many places of Scripture, must not be understood as
though God incited· any onc'to evil, or made him fall into
sin, but simply allowe,d those men's appetites and desires,
which they had .conceived in their heart, to come
to birth; and so aided and egged on by the devil, they
came to put them in execution.
What a great chastisement this is, is well seen by what
follows from it. The Apostle goes on to describe what
happened to those proud philosophers under this chastisement, and how they were treated by that cruel enemy
to whom God gave them over. It is impossible to utter
or exaggerate in words the extremity of misery to which
they were brought. Their enemy dragged them through,
all manner of sins, and did not stop until he plunged
them into sins filthy, foul, abominable and unutterable.
God gave them over to ~~gnominious passions (Rom. i. 26).
Woe to you, what will this your enemy prepare for you,this fierce and indomitable beast, if . once you let yourself fall into his clutches. "Would you have me tell
you," St. Ambrose says, « how he will treat you and
what he will prepare for you? Like a hard-mouthed wild
horse, that carries its rider from quagmire to quagmire
and from hole to hole, till he goes with him· over aprecipice," so will this appetite of yours tre,at you, if you
do not tame and mortify and master it. It will carry
you 'from sin· to sin and from vice to vice, and never
stop till it precipitates you into most grievous sins, and
plunges with you into the depth of hell. So says Ecclesiasticus (xviii. 30,31 ): Go not after thy lusts, but turn away
from thine own will. ) If thou givest thy soul its lusts,
·£t wiU ma,ke thee a joy to thine enemies. Nothing so
feasts the eyes of our enemies the devils as to see us
given over to our appetites and fancies, for they will
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make us such as all hell. conjoined could not make us.
So the Wise Man begs God very earnestly not to send
him~uch a scourge and chastisement: 0 Lord, God of
my ltfe, and my soul, give me not over to this appetite,
so sharneless and unbridled; let it not run away with me
(Ecclus.. xxiii. 4,6); With ,reason do the Saints' say
that there is nb greater sign of God's anger than.when
He l~aves the sinner to go after his own· pleasure- and
by the. taste of his_ own palate, following his appetites

and desires. When the physician lets the_sick man· eat
at1 d drink astte likes, it is a sign of death ;he leaves
him as one past recovery. Now this is what God does
with the sinner when He is very angry with him. He
leaves him .to do as he likes; and. what is it that a
man so out of health and soilI-inclined may be expected
to like except what does him harm and causes death?
Her~by we understand the unhappy and dangerous state
of those who take it •to be happiness and a grand thing
to have their own way in everything.

CHAPTER IV

Of holy hatred of oneself, and the spirit of mortification and penance that is born of it
If \lve consider _well what has been said, that will' be
enough to enget?-der _in us that hatred. and holy abhorrence of ours'elves which Christ our Redeemer commends
to us so much in His holy Gospel, saying that wjthout
it we cannot be His disciples. If any man cometh to me,
and hateth not . . . yea _.- even his own soul,· he cannot
be. my disciple (Luke xiv. 26). What is more n~cessary
to this end than to know that our body is the greatest
opponent and enemy t4at we have,-a mortal enemy, the
greatest traitor that ever has been seen, who goes about
seeking the death, yea the everlasting death, of him
who gives. him to eat?nd supplies all his _necessities';
who for a little pleasure thinks nothing of defying God
and casting the soul into hell for ever and ever? It
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they told anyone: 'Know that one· of your household,
one of those who eat and drink at your table, is plotting
treason to kill you,' what fear would that inspire? And
if they said: ' Know further that so great is the hatred
and~enmity that he bears against you, that he is quite
ready t6 accept death if only he can kill you: he knows
well that' thereupon they are sure at once to seize him
and put him to death, nevertheless he is minded to risk
his own life to take away yours,' how would the man
hearing that be struck with fear and sudden alarms,at
dinner,at going to bed, at all hours, lest his enemy
might come then and give him a blow that might prove
fatal! And<if he could discover who the traitor waSt
what' hatred would he conceive and w'hat vengeance
would he take on hirn! Now this is our body, which
eats and sleeps with us, and knows very well that in
doing harm to our soul it is doing harm also to itself,
and·, in· casting the soul into hell it must go there with
it; and nevertheless, t'o gratify jts own taste ventures
all and sticks at nothing. See if we have not reason to
abhor it. How many times has this your enemy made a
place for you in hell! How many times has it nlade you
offend that Infinite Goodness! Of how many spiritual
blessings ha~ ~t deprived you! How often does it pU,t
your salvation· in danger every hour! Who then will riot
be indignant and conceive a holy anger against one who
has ,done him so much harm, deprived him of so much
goo;d, and throws him into so "many dangers every hour!
I£weabhor the devil, and hold him for our deadly enemy
for the war he makes on us and the harm he does liSt
our flesh is a still greater enemy, for. it makes on us a
more cruel and a more continual war; and there is very
little that the devils could do, jf they did" ,not find on
their side this flesh and sensuality to aid them in 1!1aking
w~r upon us.
'This is what made the Saints have such a hatred and
abhorrence of themselves: hence there sprang in them
that great spirit of mortification and penance to avenge
themselves on this their en~my" and keep him subject and
submissive. This made them go always in fear of giving
any satisfaction and comfort to their body, thinking that
i
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this was to supply arms. to th~ir ~ne~)!j,; an(jithat he
might thereby gather force andstrength~,to dOc diem
harm. . St. Augustine says: "Let us not aid nor give
strength to the body, l~st it make wlir,on the; spirit.. "
N e praebeamus vires illicitas corpori nos"tro, ne comillit...
tat bellum. adversusspiritum nostrum. Be· it. our· aim to
c~astise~nd mo.rtify it, thatit may not get the tIpper hand~.
As the Wise Man says:' He t~at bringeth up his· slave
daintily frorn childhoodJwill afterwards find him rebellious
(Prov..• xxix. 2I):
The ,holy monks of old.went so assiduously about this
practice, making it their aim to' .mortify and diminish
the strength of this enemy, that when otherm'eanssufficed
not,. they 'undertook excessive bodily labours to,' subdue
and break in their body,-as Palladius tells of a monk
who, \vhen much fatigued with thoughts of vanity and
pride, which he could not shake off, bethought him of
taking. a basket and carrying on his shoulders a great
heap of earth from place to .place. Being aske<l why ,he
did that, he replied: " I am vexing him who vexes me."
The same is told of St. Macarius; and of St. Dorotheus
it is related that he did great penanc~ andmuchaffiicted
his body. Once some one seeing him so hard worked
asked him : "Why do. you. thus. torment your body? "
he replied, "Because it is at drawn daggers with, me."
The. glorioJ-lsSt.. Ber:nard, kindling with.holy hatred and
anger. agai,nsj . his body' as against his. deadly. enemy,
said :" Let God aris.e, let this armed 'enemy fall, !et him
fall and .be crushed~ this· foe, this despiser of God, this
lover of himself, this friend' of, the world, this. slave of
the devil. What think. you? C'ertainly, if you think
aught, you will say with me, ' He is guilty of death, let
him be crucified, let him be crucified.' "
With this force and energy we must goo to work mortifying our flesh, and bringing it into subjection, that it ll,lay
not rise toa consequence' to which it is not entitled, and
drag with it the spirit and the reason,-especially,&ince,
once this enemy isconguered, the devil also will be conquer.A.s the devils makewaruponu.s, and try to overCOme;tths) using our flesh as their instrument,so .we~1?ould
Y1,~e .war upon the d~vils' and overcome them by. mortify...
,".r"

,

' .
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ing it and contradicting it. St. Augustine on these words:
I therefore so run, not as at an uncertainty, I so fight,
not as one beating the air, but I chastise my body and
bring it into subjection (I Cor. ix. 26, 27), well advises us :
~, Chastise then your body, mortify your passions and
evil inclinations, and in' this manner' you will overcome
the devils, for in this way Paul teaches us to fight them."
When a captain who is on the frontier of the Moors goes
to make a sudden attack on them, any Moor that he
holds prisoner he claps into the dungeon and leaves him
there in irons, that he may not rise' up against him and
assist his enemies: this is what we must do, subjecting
and mortifying our flesh, that it may not join the party
of our enemies.
.

CHAPTER V

That all ou'r spiritual advancement and perfection
consists in mortification
Hence all the Saints and Masters of spiritual life have
come to the conclusion, that all our advancement and
perfection consists. illl1!2rti!ica!l9E_~._~~__You will advance
just so much ~2.L.YQ!L.~<jQ. violence tQ yourself," says St
m2.-I!!~He says with Job (xxviii. 13), that perfect wisdom
and perfect fear of God is· not found in the land of them
that live pleasantly, that is, according to their own will.
As of arable land, ,vhen they let it bear what it will, that
is, thistles and thorns, they say that it rests; and when
they force it to bear wheat, or anything of that sort,
they say that it labours; so when one lives according
to his caprices and fancies, we say that he has a pleasant
time of it. But in such a land, says St. J erom'e, there
is not found true wisdom, but only in the land of them
that labour hard, and mortify themselves, and deny their
appetites. This is the rule and measure whereby. the
Saints measure the virtue and spiritual advancement of
each and everybody. Would yo\! therefore kno,v what
progress you have made in' virtue? Examine what you
have done to mortify yourself, to what extent you 'have
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overcome and curbed ,your passions' and evil inclinations,
how you stand for humility and patience, whether love
of the things of this' world and of flesh and blood is dead
in you. It, is in' this, and not •. in sweetness and consolai.
tion in prayer, that you will see whether you have profited
or not. We read of our "holy Father Ignatius, that he
made, greater account of mortification than of 'prayer,
and by that measure he formed his judgm'ent of persons~
And 'our, Father Francis· Borgia, 'when anyone extolled
or commended another to him asa saint: " He ""ill
be so indeed, " saidhe," if he be truly mortified."
Blosius compares a mortified servant of God to' a ripe
bunch· of 'grapes, sweet and ·pleasing to the taste; and
one that is not mortified to a bunch of grapes sour, bitter
and harsh to the palate, according to the words of the
Prophet Isaiah: 1 expected from my vine that it should
y.ield ,me good grapes to' make wine withal, and ,U has
given me only· wild ones (IsaL v. 4). The difference
there is between the children of God and those of the
world, .is, tha.t' these' follow the motions of their passions,
and have no idea of mortification, but those that are of
Christ ·'aimat mortifying and.' crucifying their affections
and appetites, and·not being go¥erned by them-but by the
spirit "and reason (Gal. v. 24).
It·, is .true that Christian perfection "does not essentially
consist in mortification, 'but in charity and love of .God ;
and that man will. be the· more perfect, the more he is
united with God by love. But asa stone raised from the
ground, as soon as the impediments are removed which
keep it there contrary to its natural. inclination, falls with
a .rush to the centre, which is its natural place, so our
soul, which is a spiritual substance and created for God,
as soon as it is clear of the impediments and obstacles ,of
its disorderly appetites and bad inclinations,· at once by
the 'aid of divine grace goes to God as to its 'centre .and
last end and to His loving embrace. St. Augustine says
very well, all things 'nloveaccording to the bias they
have; light things .moving up, .as air. and ,fire,' heavy
thingsdown,>as earth and water. What bias is in the
elements and natural bodies, that is love in rational
creatures ;,an.d as natural things' move according to, the
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bias that they have, so rational creatures mOve according
to the love that predominates and reigns in them, for
that is their bias. If love of the things here below, the
.craving for honour and reputation, the doing of our own
,\Till and the seeking of our own comforts, predominates
in us, then our motions apd desires will be sensual and
earthly. But if by mortifiGation we strip ourselves of the
love of all sensual things, then the love of our Creator
will predominate in us, and. will be our bias, and our
heart will go straight to God more nimbly than the stone
to its centre. "Thou hast made us) -0 ~g!:~LJQ!LI!IJ:§~!!,
and our heart is' restless till it rests in Thee." Fecisti nos,

D omine ~ ad te, et'inquietum est cor nostrum donee in te
requiescat (S1. Aug., Confess. I.). That is why the Saints

measure our advancement and perfection by the measure
of our mortification; for. he who is great in mortification
will be great in love ot.God and great in perfection.
On ·that text of the Psalm, As the hart thirsteth after

the fountainstz?f "water, so doth my soul thirst afte'r thee,
my God (~. 41), St. Augustine says: "The hart kills
the serpents it encounters, and when they are dead, is
very thirsty, and runs with great speed and nimbleness
to the water-springs."
Would you know the reason \vhy
you have not much thirst and desire after perfection?
The reason is, because you do not' kill the serpents, as
the" hart does. "The serpents are our vices and· dis-:orderly passions: kill and mortify those serpents, and
fdrth\vith: you will have a great thirst after virtue and
perfection."
Serpentes vitia sunt; consume serpentes

iniquitatis, tunc aniplius desiderabis fontemveritatis.
Your soul will forthwith love and desire God,' as the hart
the running \vaters. Thus at the rate at which mortification goes, "at the_."sa!!L~~.J:£il_t~ wUL..~r!~ction and love of
God go. And elsewhere he says: " Is charity growing?
Then cupidity' is diminishing. Is charity perfect? .Then
cupidity is nowhere."
A ugmentu1n earitatis,,' diminutio
eupiditatis:perfectio,nulla e·upiditas. . As gold is more
and more purified and refined, the more the alloy that it
contains is wasted away and consumed, so charity and
love of God is 'perfected and augmented, the more, the
inordinate love of ourselves and of all earthly things is
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diminished and'made an endDf. And when it shall be
entirely constiined and niade an' end of, then charity and
love of God will 'be' entirely perfect and pure. Cassian
tells of the' Abbot John that, being on his deathbed, his
disciples gathered rotind him, as' sons are wont' to do
round their parents at that hour, and, earnestly begged
him to,' say something to them for their consolation and

spiritual ,advancement,-some ·short ingtruction how to
attain perfection. ,He heaved a deep sigh 'and said:
, 'Never. have, I done my own will ; arid along with that I
tell you ~nother,th~ng, which is' also of great importance:
I have never taught another anything·, but what I had
first put· in practice myself.'"

CHAPTER VI

That mortification' is especially necessary, for
Religious, particu.l<;trly for such as have to do .with
their neighbour
This practice of' mortification is proper ,to all the
servants of God, and all have need of it in order every
day 'to fall in with the will of God. -But particularly is
it proper to' Religious, for we renounced the world and
came :into Relig'ion for this purpose ; and this is what
St. Benedict says, that to be a Religious is to change and
alter one's habits. And so in the profession which his
Religious 'make they say: Promitto conversionem morum
meoruni, "1 promise change of my manners. " This
is ,what we profess in Religion, and this is what we
must· continue doing by ,mortification,. to strip Ourselves of the old man and put on the new, as St.· Paul
says (Col. iii.g, 10).' And so St. Bernard said to ihosewho
were 'entering Religion:' " See that the spirit only enter
here, ,..'and the body be left outside"; giving them to
uriderstand that: in Religion our object must not be to
gratify our body •and live' according to its appetites and
inclinations, but aU our care must be for the soul and. the
spirit:, according to that saying of the Apostle: Walk
37
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according to the spirit, and ye shall not fulfil the desires
of the flesh (Gal. v. r6). l'his it is to walk in the spirit,a thing so recommended and desired by the servants of
God,-to live according to the better part of ourselves,
\vhich is the spirit and reason, and not according to the
inferior part, which is the flesh and sensuality. Cassian
says that it was the" common, agreement and tradition of
those ancient Fathers, a tradition much borne out by experience, that a man could not advance, nor even stay long
in Religion, unless he set about in earnest to mortify his
will and appetites, for' these are very contrary .to the
$.ta.ndard whiGhobtains in Religion.
While this is very befitting for all Religious, it is most
of all necessary to those of us whose institute brings us
across our neighbour. St. Chrvsostom very well proves
that mortification of the-'Passio-;)s is ;;ost necessary for
those who for the help of their neighbour dwell and converse in the midst of towns; for in then} those wild
beasts (so he calls our passions) find much more food to
sustain. them,in the great occasions which arise there.
The soldier who never takes the· field may dissemble his
weakness; but when he takes the field, he shows what
he is. So, says St. Chrysostom, he who stays in his
corner hides his faults; but he who goes out to wrestle
with the world, and to be a spectacle to it, must needs be
a nlan of distinguished virtue and mortification.
Further, to gain over those with whom we deal, it is
necessary to accommodate ourselves and throw ourselves
into their attitude" so far as is possible, according to that
saying of the Apostle: '] made myself all things' to all
1nen, that I ·might save all (( Cor. ix. 22). It is easily
seen how much mortification is necessary for this.
Philosophers say that the pupil of the' eye, the part where
the impressions of all colour are received and vision is
formed, has not any colour, and so it was necessary that
it should be, in order that it might be capable of receiving
in itself the impressions of all colours and seeing them all
as they are: for jf it were of any colour, it could perceive
no colour but that: intus existens prohibet externu'm,
what is within shuts out what is without.
If it were
green, all that it saw would seem to us green; and if it
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were pink, all would appear to us pink. Thus it is
necessary for you to set aside your natural temper, and
have your passions in complete mortification and be· quite
master of yourself,. in order that other people's tempers
may find toleration and acceptance in you, and you may
be able to deal with and accommodate yourself to all to
gain all, as St. Paul did. I t is not the spirit of Religion,
nor of perfection, .to tie yourself to those of your own
temperament and humour,· so that because you are'
choleric, you fit in only with the choleric; or because Y0l,l
are phlegmatic, you. set your face against the choleric;
and much less would it be the spirit of perfection and
religion to, tie yourself to those of your own nation.
'Vould you not take it for a misfortune to have eyes that
pouldsee only on~colour? But a much greater misfortune is it to have a will so petty and ill-conditioned asto
be inclined only to those of your own nation, or· of your
own natural temperament. Charity embraces all, because
it loves its neighbour for Ood and .the sake·of God;
and.thus it makes no difference between barbarian or
Scythian, or any other sort of people. Where· there is
no. gentile nor.]ew J cir.cumcised nor uncircumcisedJ ba-rbarian. nor ScythianJbut Christ is all their good, and
Christ is .inaZI (Col. iii. 1'1). Charity would fain find
place in. its heart for all, because it regards all as sons of
God and brethren of Christ. For this it may readily be
seen what need there is f6rmortification.
Besides this, mortification is very necessary to preserve
amongst -us that union and fraternal charity, so' '. much
commended to us by Christ our Redeemer, who would
have us' thereby knO'Nn for His disciples (John xiii. 35).
What makes. war· on this union and fraternal charity is
self-seeking, looking after' one's ow'n tastes and conveniences;one's own honour and reputation. Let anyone
enter into himself and he will see that every time he fails
in charity, .it is through seeking and striving after something ·of that' sort, or wanting not to lose it and yield it
to . another. Now . mortification it is that rids. us of aU
that, arid smooths the way for charity, whichseeketh not
her own (I 'Cor. xiii. 5). A.nd so says St. Ambrose:
" vVhoever wishes to please and give satisfaction to 'all,
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must seek in all things not his own utility and profit, but
the utility and profit of his brethren, as the Apostle did,"
and admonishes us to do. Take no account of your own
interests, but of what is convenient for others (Phil. ii. 4).

CHAPTER VII

Of two sorts of mortification and penance, and how
the Society. embraces and practises both
The glorious Augustine on those words of St. Matthew:
From the days of John the Baptist the kingdom of heaven
suffereth violence, and the violent bear it away (Matt. xi.
12): says there are two sorts of penance and mortificatio~, one co~poral, whicl1 chastises and afflicts ,the body,
and is~~hat_ w~ call exterior penance, as discipltnes, fast~~hairc1oth, a hard bed, poor clothes, rough diet, and
the like, whi~h afflict and chastise the flesh, and withdraw from it its comfort and delight. The other sort of
mortili~ation, St. Augustine says, is loftier and more
precious.
It consists in ruling and governing the
motions of appetite, struggling daily against its vi~ious
apd evil inclinations, setting aside our own ludgtpent,
overcoming our anger, repressing our impatience, restrainJ~g_. . ~~~~!-aving for delicate food,· our eyes, our
~ue, and all our senses and motions.
"\iVhoever does
this, breaking through the wall of his flesh, his passions
and appetites, mounts up and enters with violence and
forces his way into the kingdotn of heaven. These are
the men of· might, the valiant men, ,vho take heaven by
storm. This interior and spiritual mortification is more
excellent than the former, inasmuch as the taming of the
spirit and trampling underfoot of honour and reputation
comes to much more than afflicting of the flesh, taking
disciplines and wearing hairshirts. And as this penance
is more excellent and precious, so also is it more difficult
and likely to cost more, because the greater a thing is,
the more costly. This is also the doctrine of St. Gregory
in many places, and of St. Dorotheus and other Saints.
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The Society embraces and practises both these sorts of
penance. As to the first,although our Father did riot
see· fit to .·leave directions for. ordinary penances appointed
and determined by rule, an.d· to be taken .as of obligation.
but on just consideration the manner of life in. the Society
is comn10n as to the exterior, yet he left in another way
very good provision for this, as we. will say presently.
Many jus~ considerations moved our Father to establish
arid en~ct that the manner of living in the Society ~hould
be common as to the exterior. For the means must be
proportionate to. the end; and the end of the Society
being to labour, not only for its own advancement, but
als'O for the advancement and salvation of our neighbour,
it was very fit .that we should wear. a habit common ·to all
clerics· of good standing, the better thereby to gain access
to all sorts and conditions of men. Thus with· Religious
we are Religious; with clerics,. clerics; and with lay people
we wear a habit not different from that of the secular
clergy. Add to this" that the Society· was instituted in
Luther's time, when heretics· hated Reli,gious and their
habits; wherefore, to have a more free access to them,
and to be. the better able to dispute with them and convince them (which is a function proper to our Institute),
it . was convenient that we . should have nothing extraordinary - in our habit that might distinguish us from
other respectable ecclesiastics ; for that would have
caused us to be held in abhorrence by the heretics ere
ever we began to deal with them, and -so one of the chief
ends for which God instituted the Society would - have
been. frustrated..
Besides, if we- wore a rough habit, possibly that. sinful
neighbour of yours would not dare to come to you, thinking that you and your behaviour must be as rough as
your habit. Be it rather a common habit, received and
recognised by all, that ··thus we may have more easy
access to all sorts of. people, and none -may have a horror
of dealing with us. Our Father would have us even ,by
our habit make ourselves all things to all men, the hetter
to gain all, imitating herein the exarriple of-Christ :Jur
Redeemer, of whom St. Augustine says, and St. Thomas
quotes him, -that the better to accommodate Himself for
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mixing and dealing with men, and for their greater
spiritual advantage, He. chose to take up an every-day
exterior rather than the austerity and severity of the
Baptist.
.
As for other and exterior penances, although he did not
leave. them appointed and determined by rule, yet there
is a Living Rule which is the Superior, who gives and
assigns to each according to his need. Our Father says
that these penances may be taken in two ways, either
what each'. one shall choose for himself for his better
advancement in spirit (with permission, however, of the
Superior), or when the Superior shall oblige him to them
for the same end. He judged this more suitable in the
Society than to determine them by rule, because a dead
rule could not be equal for all, since not all have equal
strength for these penances; and if there was one prescription for all, he \\Tho could not do so much would be
distressed at not being able to march in line with the
rest. Thus as one medicine, or one diet and regimen,
does not suit all sick persons, neither does it suit all to
do the same penances. Some penances are better suited
for youth, others for old age; some for cases of sickness,
others for health; some for one who joins innocent, others
for him who joins, as they say, as full of wounds of sin
as a sieve of holes.
And so St. Augustine says and St. Basil that no one
should be surprised at the same method not being observed
with all in Religion, some doing more penance than
others, because equality here would be a very great
inequality. And not only is this diversity and difference
proper for different persons, but even for the same person
in difference of needs and seasons; one penance is good
for time of temptation and dryness, another in time of
peace and devotion; one to preserve devotion, another to
recover it after it has been lost. For this reason our
Father \vould not lay do\vn in the Society a certain fixed
scale of penances for all, but left it to the discretion of the
Superior, . ,vho is our spiritual physician, according to the
strength and need of each one to appoint and allow to
some more, to others less; which is according to the
rule which the angelgave to St. Pacomius on the part of
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God, where it was ordered. that the Superior was in this
way to~ppoint the penances :which each Religious was
to do.
Thus' there;., not' being ,in. the Society any ',ordinary
penallces ,appointed by rule, as there are ~ommonly.·.in
other Religious .Orders, is not because there are ·no
corporal" penances .in th'e, Society, or because in, it there
is no great ,esteem and., veneration· of those' which other
Orders aqcording to. their Institute laudably observe, the
variety of which Institutes is the beauty of theChufch;
but because our. Founder considered it more suitable to
our Institute" and more in accordance with its. ends and
pllrposes, .and better in agreement with, the ancient doc;..
trine of. the Saints, to leave', the measure and manner of
them to the prudence· and charity of the Superior. This
arrangement· has. not led to there' being fewer' penances
in, the Society, but rather to there being more,. and to
their being ,taken, with more goodwill and devotion. And
thus. we see, by the bounty. and. m,erey of the, Lord, that
there are· used and, practised more . p~nances of this sort
in the Society than could have been enacted by rule. <May
it. please the. ,Lord that this fervour ,'and spirit,so good
and so holy. and so well borne out .by the practice of the
Church of God, may ever ·go on increasing;.and that it
may he more necessary to keep us at a walking pace and
draw the bridle than to use the spur., as up to this day by
the grace of the'Lordvve have, always experienced.
"The ,second sort6f penance, which is' the 'mortification
of the passions and disorderly self-love, isemhraced" most
particularly in the Society. And this was another of .the
just. ,considerations .'which moved our Founder not
to leave a.' pre.scription of ordinary penances appointed and determined 'by rule: for he wished
us to set our eyes on' the interior mortification
ofourpassionsand,;appetites" and that this should be our
principal penance, for. its '" being as •. we' have, said more
precious· and' excellent. Our . Father puts in his Constitutions and Rules things .··of gre~t perfection" things. for
which great mortification and self-denial is necessary, and
wishes our chief study to be· in what: regards, this selfdenial and contirillal mortification, and the growing more
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and more in true and solid virtues and in all perfection.
He might have feared, and with reason: If I leave them
special ordinary penances marked out, maybe they will
stop. there and be content with that, saying: ' I keep by
rule so many fasts, so many hairshirts and disciplines,
that that is enough for me '; and leave out the main
thing and what is more to the point, which is the mortification of their passions and the practice of true and solid
virtues. Thus he would not leave us' anything to rest
upon but virtue and interior mortification. He wished
our life to be common as to the exterior, that in the
interior it might be singular and excellent, accompanied
with solid virtues and much mortification, and that in such
manner and in such a degree as to redound on to the
exterior and mark us for Religious.
Of this interior
mortification we have more need than other Religious,
since in their case their habit marks them off from the
rest of the world, and their sack-cloth dress and the
asperity of their life gives them credit with the people;
but there is nothing of that in the Society, since it is not
proper to our Institute, hence it needs must be made' up
from within, and there must be in us so much humility
and modesty, so much charity and zeal for souls, and
such a union with God, that whoever sees and converses
with us may say: ' Truly this is a Religious of the Society
of Jesus; these. are the seed that the Lord hath blessed ~
(Isai.. lxi. 9). Thus what we should chiefly set our eyes
on and excite ourselves to is this interior mortification;
and the day that we shall have ceased to practise that, we'
must understand that we have ceased to live as Religious
of the Society. That other exterior penance' which we
use, we must take as a means to gain this, as was said
and taught by that apostolic man, our Father Francis
Xavier, and is also the doctrine of St. Bonaventure.
Hence will be understood the explanation of a thing
that we so often hear talked of, and by the goodness of
the Lord experience too, how the Society is very gentle
in its' ways of proceeding. The gentleness of the Society
does not come from there being in it no hard things to
do, nor from Superiors having to give way to all our
requests, for that 'would not be Religious Life at all:
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there)l.t"e hardthihgs, and very hard things to do in the
SQoi~.ty,-.aswe:shall presently say. But the explanation
is, ~:hat" in the Spciety all have got to study mortification, and tru~ denial of themselves; all have got to

be very indifferent and resigned to anything that Superiors
think., -fit to, do with, them. This good,' disposition, this
indifference and resignation that we have, is the explanation of the greatgentlene.ss that obtait,ls in, the Society,
as well. in the government and commands of Superiors
as in" the obedience·. of ,subjects :' for all are given over
and ,placed in the hands of their Superior asalittleclay
in the hands of the potter, to do therewith what he will.
This was, the marvellous artifice and contrivance of our
blessedFounder~ inspired by the Holy Ghost, in i~sisting
so much. on this mortification and self-denial, as though
he would say: ' In the Society there are difficult and
arduous things; now that all may be, prepared and ready
:£.or them, and that Superiors 'may not be afraid and
reluctant'to order. them,let us lay this foundation of
mortification' and resignation' of ourselves ; let all under'stand that they must be as indifferent and resigned in the
'handsbftheir Superior to do :whatever he wishes as is the
clay in .the. hands of the potter, and as a piece of cloth is
'in the'handsofthetailor, who cuts from it ashe chooses
'and .where>hechooses,thisport~on for sleeves and that
other, for skitts ; this: Jor-the, neck, ,and' that for the border
of the garment; and one ..is as good cloth as the other,
since it, is" all ,of' one pieoe;andwhatis put to serve in'
the kitchen is as good clay as the other that is put for
the. table, since it was of the same lump, as St. Paul says,
ex ea,demmassa (Rom. iX.2I).
Thus all were classrilatesand 6f th~ same standing in the, Society; and perhaps he who wasptitto teach the elements of grammar
was: as :able a man as he who was set to teach Arts or
Theology: still the ,clay does' not complain nor the cloth~
why' hast ,thou made tne so? (Rom. ix. 20).
"
, Thus the cause and root, of the gentleness there is ,in}
,the 'Socie~y "must be "in yourself, in.' your being :very
m,o,r,tified, 'very reSigned, and ',indifferent, t,o everything",and,
'there being in you, no resistance or contradiction, either
'exterior or interior" to all that Superiors choose to .do
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with you. Thus when you do not feel such facility and
cheerfulness in orders of obedience and in other things
that befall, do not throw the blame on your Superior, nor
complain of him, but on· yourself, that you are not as
ready or mortified as you ought to be. The Superior does
his duty, and presupposes that you are a Religious, and,
as such, mortified and indifferent to everything, and that
it is not necessary to consult your will nor enquire into
your disposition, since you always ought to be disposed
and ready for any work which obedience shall command
you. Rather the Superior does· you great honour in
taking you for such, and in treating and commanding
you as such. When a stone is well tooled, with what
ease does the· mason set it in its place! he only has to
let it drop. But when it is not so, how many blows,. how
much hammering, how much labour is necessary to lay
it in its place!
Hence follows another thing worthy of consideration,
and noted by St. Bonaventure, that though this interior
mortification is much more difficult than exterior penances,
as we have said, nevertheless one may more easily find
a just excuse from exterior penances than from interior
mortification. As regards the former, one may say with
truth: 'I have not strength to fast so much, nor to wear
so many hairshirts, nor, to take so many disciplines, nor
to go barefoot, nor to rise at midnight'; but none can
say, ' I have not the health and strength to be humble,
or to be patient, or to be obedient and submissive. 'You
might say that you have not virtue sufficient for all the
humility and all the obedience and resignation that is
found in the· Society and is necessary there: but you cannot say, ' I·· have not health enough for that,' for what is
necessary for it is not bodily but spiritual strength; strong
and weak, healthy and sick, great and small, all can do
it with the grace of God, if they will.
This is a very great consolation for sundry persons,
who are often tempted to pusillanimity and discouragement, thinking that they have not the abilities or the
stock of natural gifts, to gain the end of an Institute so
high as is ours in the Society. In the First Book of
Kings Holy Scripture tells us that Saul sent a message
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to David, to whom he wished to marry his daughter.
David replied : Who am I to be son-in-law to .' a king?
lam . a poorman} J have notshouldet'$ br(Jad enough
for that. But the king returned the answer: The king
needeth no dowry}· no gittsnor je'lvels: he wan,teth only
a hundred foreskins of Philistines }id have vengeance on
his enemies (I Kings xviii. 23,25). We may give the same
answer here: God needs 'none of those parts, those abili...
ties and talents thai: you think: Thou a-rt my Cod since
thou hast no need of rny goods (Ps. IS). What He wants
is that you should circumcise those Philistines of your
appetites and evil inclinations. This is what ,the Societ~
asks and requires of· us; and thus, if . you wish, you will
be good enough for it. Contrive to be very humble, very
indifferent and resigned to, all that they; ask you to dOl
and that will be enough. God deliver' you from, vanity"
and pride: God deliver you from being a lover of your
own ideas and conveniences,. from going about in search
of silly amusements, and not being c1ear and straight with
your Superior; for if that be the sort of person that you
are, ' no •other: Religious· Order' can give you greater
difficulty than the Society.
But to the humble, to the
mortified, to the truly poor of spirit, to the indifferent· and
resigned, to him who has no 'will of his own, all that is
done .in' the 'Society becomes easy and very· ·'sweet.
We have· here. reason of thankfulness to God, recognising the great bounty 'and benefit that He has done uS
in this, that though there are things in the Society, of
themselves difficult and irksome, nevertheless He ' has
made thernto us so sweet and' agreeable and so easy to
bear. As for exterior penances, as we have said, by the
bounty. of God there are' more done than could have been
prescribed by rule.,f\nd for interior penance and mortifi;.
cation, which' St. Augustine' says is the greater and. more
precious· of the two, we have in our Rules andConstitutions .' things of such high . perfection, and in thenlselves
so difficult, as greatly to exceed aU' exterior penances and
mortifications.
If you· do not 'believe it; let us come
to the proof.
This' having to ,give an account to the
Superior .and to, the' Prefect of •Spiritual Things of all
that passes in our soul, of all Ollr motions, .temptations
l
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~nd evil inclinations, and of all our faults and imperfections,-nothing less' than that is demanded and done in
the Society, and it is one of the most substantial
ordinances·· in it,-it is plain to see that this is a thing of
itself more difficult than fasting and discipline and haircloth. That which the Rule further commands us : " For
their greater advancement in spirit, and especially for the
greater abasement and humiliation of self, all must be
content to have all their errors and faults, and whatever
things are observed and known in them, manifested to
Superiors by any person whatsoever that shall come to
know· them out of confession ": is a thing requiring
great humility and mortification, not to complain that
warning was not given you first, and that· your fault was
made out 'greater than it was.
And further, you must
be prepared to be publicly rebuked, and this not only with
cause but even without it. And even when false witnesses are brought against us, our Father requires that
we should be not only ready, but even glad, without
giving occasion for them; and that as people in the world
rejoice in honour and reputation, so we should rejoice in
dishonour, injuries and insults; for the which it is clear
how much virtue is necessary. And further, we must be
indifferent to. any office, function and occupation, that
obedience may choose to lay on us, and for whatever
g-rade in the Society in which it may wish to incorporate
us: now there being in the Society such different offices
and grades, some higher than others, for a man to be
indifferent to the lower, and as content in it as if they
had set him in a higher position, is a thing of great perfection,for which great mortification is necessary.
You must be ever ready, and quite prepared and
indifferent, to go to any part of the ~~or1d to exercise these
ministries, not only to another ColIege,but to another
. Province, and to any foreign kingdom, to the East and
West Indies, to Rome, Germany, England [A.n. 1610],
Transylvania, where you may never be able to see kindred
and friends, and they lose hope of seeing you. As for
poverty, the Society professes a poverty so strict and
rigorous, that no one may receive or keep any nice thing
in his room, not to say. eatables, but not so much as a
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book in which he may underline a passage, or take the
volume away,with him to another College.' And we' are
to be so denuded and detached from' all things, that we
cannot lock a trunk nor a drawer to keep anything, bui
all must be open and exposed to view,as though to say,
, Take it, if you will, for it is not mine. '
.
These things, and others like them that there are in the

Society, it may plainly be seen, are superior both in perfection and in difficulty to all exterior penances and
austerities. Thus anyone, who has a spirit of severity
against himself, and a desire to mortify himself much
and, do great penance, which is a very good spirit to
have,' will have his hands full in the Society. And though
there have been some who, tempted against thei'r vocation, have tried to cover. over and palliate their temptation under pretence of finding greater perfection and
doing more penance in' another ·Order; the' truth is, that
that· was. not the motive or end that moved them, but
their inability to "bear the weight of 'the mortification and
perfection that is professed in the' Society. Of, this we
have, experience in the confession of the men themselves,
and the thing is further declared by· the Apostolic See.
His Holiness Pius V., who was a Religious of the holy
Order of St. Dominic, declared so·, expressly in the Bull
which he granted to the Society against apostates who
went out of it into the world, or into any other Order
except the Carthusians. In that Bull, after having referred
to the perfection and difficulty and great labour there isirivolve.d in the Institute of the Society, he exposes the root
of the temptation that SOfie have of leaving i~, or' passing
to other Orders. These are his words: " There are some
who from levity of mind, and desire to escape the labour
which the Religious of the Society continually undergo for
the salvation of souls, indiscreetly preferring their own
private ends to tre common good of the Society and 6f
the Christian Commonwealth, under false pretences of
be'ing animated by a desire of gaining more perfection and
doing mOre penance, have· asserted that they could pass to
another Order, even of Mendicants," etc. Thus in reality
desire of greater perfection or greater penance,
it was
but of escaping labour and difficu1ty~ since they did not
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feel in themselves stock of virtue, enough for so much
perfection and mortification, indifference and resignation,
as is necessary in the Society. Therefore did our Father
insist so much on this mortification, and wishes us to
practise 'it and dwell much upon it, and that it be the
continual study and aim of all.

CHAPTER VIII

That mortification is not a hatred, but a true love,
not of our soul alone, but even of our very body
Since we have said, and it is the doctrine of the Saints,
taken from the Holy Gospel, that vve ought to abhor' ourselves; and this seems a very hard thing and contrary
to our nature; therefore that none may take fright at
hearing this said, nor thence find occasion for being discouraged and abandoning mortification, we will here
explain how this is not a hatred and abhorrence whereby
we wish evil,· but a true love, not of our soul alone, but
of our very body: nay rather, the failing to mortify ourselves is a true hatred and abhorrence, not of the soul
alone, but also of the body.
The glorious St. Augustine on those words of St. Paul,
The spirit lusteth against the flesh (Gal. Vo 17), says:
" Far be it, brethren, far be it, that the spirit in lusting
against the flesh should abhor and hate the flesh. What
then does it' abhor? The vices of the flesh, its craft" and
evil inclinations, the resistance of the flesh to reason.
As for the flesh, it rather loves it in mortifying and contradicting it, ,just as the physician does not abhor the sick
man,' but his sickness; pe wars against that, but as for
the sick man he rather loves him." And this is well
proved, for to love anyone, as the philosopher says, is
to wiU"and desire his good; while to abhor one is to wish
evil to come upon him. But he who goes about mortiis bod
and combating its appetites and disor hIS ody
·res is seeking and procunn
the g'reatest and' highest goo" w' Ich is eternal repose
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and lor;" and thus he it is that trul loves his bod .
And he who has no mInd to mort! y himself, but gives
himself to the' gratification of his evil inclinations and
appetites, is seeking and, procuring for his body the
greatest evil that he possibly can seek and procure, .which
is hell for ever and ever; and thus he it is that truly
abhors his body. So the prophet says, He that lO7Jeth
iniquity, hateth his O1.~'n soul (Ps. 10), because he is pro..
curing and contriving for it hell for ever and ever. And
for the same, reason, says St. Augustine, we may say
that he abhors also his body,becausehe is procuring and
contriving for it the same evil. And so theologians say
that righteous and good men love themselves more than
sinners and evil men, not only as regards the soul, but
also as, regards the ,body, since· they are desiring and
procuring for it that true good, which is the blessedness
of, heaven, of which the soul is to partake,and,after its
fashion, the body also. And St. Thomas adds for this
$am~ :reason that the righteous man loves his body, not
with any common sort of love, but, with the love of
charity, which is the highest and most profitable love~
This" is .clearly seen' by the example of two sick men,
one of whom eats and drinks according to his liking, and
will not submit to bleeding; or take a purge nor any
medicine; and the other governs himself well, keeping
his 'mouth shut, although· he is very thirsty and hungry,
and taking the purge, ,bitter though it be, and· submitting
to being bled, although it hurts him. It is clear that this
second patient loves his life and his body and his health,to gain and, keep which he is ready to bear a little. suffering, ,and be put on diet and take medicines,-better than
the other, of whom we rather say that he is cutting his
own throat, by not" submitting to suffer a little thirst and
ii1converiience~' In the same manner it may be argued to
our purpose. And so St. Bernard said to some seculars,
'who were 'horrified at his monks treating their bodies so
ba,dly, saying that they bore a deadly hatred to them: to
whom the Saint answered that it was they in the world
who really detested their bodies, since to give them a
little enjoyment of sensual delights they bound them over
to everlasting torments; \vhile the monks truly loved their
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bodies, since they' afflicted them for a little time to merit
a lasting repose.
This truth was taught us by Christ our Redeemer in
the holy Gospel. For after saying: If any man would
come after me, let hin~ deny himself, and take up his cross
and follow me: He goes on to give the reason, saying
for whosoever shan seek to save his life shall lose it; and
he that shall lose his life for my sake shall find it (Matt.
xvi. 24:-25) : St. Augustine writes: "Great and wonderful
pronouncement, how a man's love for his own life means
the ,loss of it, and his hatred of it the saving it from loss.
If you have loved it badly, then you have hated it; and
if you have hated it well, then you have loved it. Happy
they who have hated it to save it, lest they should lose
it by loving it. Love it not for this life, lest you 'lose it
for life everlasting," as the same Lord says : FIe that
hateth his life in this 'wo'l'ld, preserveth it unto life everlasting (John xii. 25). And he gives another good reason
in confirmation of this. 'Ve do not cease to love a thing,
he says, because we love something else better. The
sick man clearly does not cease to love his foot or his
arm for allowing them to be amputated, when amputation is necessary to save his life: he loves them well
enough, but he loves his life better, and allows himself
to lose the less to save the greater. And again the miser
loves his money and desires much to keep it; but nevertheless he divests himself of it and flings it away to buy
bread and other necessaries of life, because, much as he
loves his money, he loves his life better, and is ready to
lose the less to preserve the greater. In like manner a
man does not cease to love his flesh by mortifying it. but
he loves his soul and life everlasting, better; and for his
soul, and for the attaining of pe~fection and life everlasting it is needful to mortify and' maltreat his flesh:
therefore he mortifies and maltreats it accordingly; and
this i's not abhorrence or lack of love, but it is loving God
more, and loving more one's own soul and perfection.

CHAPTER IX

That he who" makes no effort to mortify himself does
not 'only 'not live the life of a spiritual, but not' even
of a rational being
The' glorious ,:Au@stine says: "There is one life of
beasts, another or angers, another of men. The life of
beasts is entirely taken up with things of earth and 'the
satisfaction of their appetites; that of angels is. wholly
taken up with 'God and' the things of heaven; that of men
is Jnid..way between these two lives, since man ,partakes
of the one nature and of the other. If he lives according
.to the spirit, he becomes like tile angels and a companion
of them. If he lives according to the flesh" he becomes
like' the' beasts and a' companion of them." This agJ;ees
with what St. Ambrose says: " He is carnal, who follows
the inclinations of the flesh; and he is spiritual, who
shapes his life according to the commandments of God.. "
Thus he who lives according, to the appetites of the flesh,
does not only not live a spiritual life, but falls short of
tne natural"life' of man, living the animal. life of beasts.
This alone should suffice greatly to animate us to mortification, since it is a thing most unworthy of the high
birth and nobility of man, who was, created in the image
and likeness "of God to enjoy Him for ever, to come
to be like beasts, making himself a servant and a slave
of a thing so bestial as the fle'sh and sensuality, subjecting
himself and' guiding himself thereby; and giving ,full
play to the furious onset of 'his bestial appetite.
St. Bernard says:" It is a great abuse and disorder
for the. handmaid to be mistress and gi"ve"command; and
reason, the rightful mistress, who . should command, to
be turned into a ,handmaid. "This is the disorder and
perversity which Solomon saw: I saw slaves going on
horsebiack, made 'mastersand giving commands, and
princes crawling about, serving like sla,ves (Eccles. x: 7}.
FatherMasfer Avila says: " Think you not thaf'it would
be a monstrous thing, a portentous sight to all who saw
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it, for a beast to have a man in bit and bridle, takinghim where it would, ruling him whom it ought to serve?"
N ow of these cases the'r:e are -so many, of men of low and
high degree, being coniroHed by the bridle of their bestial
appethes, that just because there are so many we no longer
~flke it asa thing to 'stare at, nor are we shocked at the
portentous sight, nor does it excite in us any wonder, of
which, more's the pity. It is told of Diogenes that one day
at noon he went walking- in the market-place at Athens,
with a candle, looking for sOlnething; and when asked,
'/;What are you looking for?" he said," I am looking
to see if I can find a - man. " "Why; don't you see the
hlarket-place full of them?"
"These, " 'he said, "are
hot men, but beasts, since they live not as mehbut
bea'sts, ruled and guided by their bestial appetites."
St. Augustine brings in here a witty and apt com...
parison. \Vhat 'wouldbe generally thought in society of
a -man Who walked \vitli his feet in the air and his head
downmost? '1'hat's a tumbler,' they would say,' a
farcical and ridiculous performance.' N ow such in the
eyes of God and the angels, says St. Augustine, is the 'man
in whom the flesh is mistress, and reason the handmaid:
he walks topsy-turvy, feet above and head below. WhO
would ,- not be shocked? Even Seneca felt this, and said
a thirigdiviriely true: "I am too great, and borntotoo
great things, tohecome the slave of my ow'n body."
Major Sum, et ad majora natus, quam utmancipium
flam mei corporis ,:-a. sentence for a- Religious and every
Christian to carry -written ort his heart. If a Gentile by
the'mer-e}ight of nature attained to feeling this and being
shocked 'at such a spectacle; what may we not expect
of a Chdstian,aided by the light of faith,and of a Religious: forearmed and favoured by so many blessings
and 'benefits 'of God? He who is not'shocked at this,
nor -resents it, continues St. .Augustine, suffers from
a perversion of reason, 'and will be a monster more wonderfuf thart a'mart '1urnedinto a beast without resenting
it, or· thinking there "was anything' particular to see i:n such
a sight. '
'
A philosopher. (9alen) relates of ~imself . that in his
youth he saw a man setting about in great excitement to
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unlock a· "door. Things. went wrong,anCl for all his
efforts he could not open it, and all his excitement went
for.· nothing.' So angry did he get· that 'lie .began gnawing '. the key 'with his teeth and kicking 'at the 'door ;, and
notstoppihg· at that, he began to blaspheme' 'God and
foam '. at the' mouth, like a raving lunatic, while his eyes
looked as '. though they would'. start from his •head. 'The
phil0sopher says that, when he saw this, he conceived
such a hatred' and abhorrence of, the vice of .anger, that
thereafter no one ever saw him out of temper, that he
might 'not be seen in similar anger. AU' this should g-o
to aid us to live like men of reason, and not let the appetites of the flesh carry us away. St. Jerome on that text
of Job (i. I) :'. There was a man-in the land of H us, whose
name 'was Job : says he was a man indeed, and: gives the
reason that \ve have said, because the flesh in-him' 'was
not mistress to, give orders, but kept subject and sub..
missive, he weighing everything that he did in the scales
of reason" according to that', saying' of Scripture: The
lust of sin shall be under thy'power, and thou shalt. hold
sway ove1'it(Gen. iv. 7).

CHAPTER X

That there is greater trouble in not practisingmortificdtion thttn inpracttsing it
.
Someone may say: 'I- see well the advantage and
necessity of mortification; but there comes before me the
difficulty.and labour, and that withdraws me from it.'
To. this I ans\ver in the first' place with, St. Basil: if for
bodily health we willingly take .medicines that are very
bitter, and allow the physician or surgeon. to cut and
burn· where. it .seems· good to him.: if' for property and
money men face such great difficulties and .dangers by
land and sea, it will be but reasonable to ·facesoniediffi~
culty and undergo some labour' for the spiritual, health 6f
our soul and the attainment qf the everlasting good
things of heavenly glory. -But since after ,all we . are
naturally prone. to shun labour and trouble; and where
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we are forced to suffer something we would wish to have
as little of it as' possible, I say in the second place that
there is greater trouble in shunning mortification than in
mortifying oneself. St. Augustine says: "'Thou hast
ordered it, 0 Lord~ and so it is, that the ill-controlled
mind be a torment and pain to itself." ]ussisti, Domine,
et sic' est, ut poena sua sibi sit on~nis animus inordinatus.
The interior revolt of appetite against reason, and of
reason against God, causes in man great torment and
restlessness: and so it is in general in all things: for
what thing is there in the world that, being out of order,
is not naturally restless and discontented? What pains
are· caused by a dislocated bone! What violence is
suffered by the element out of its natural place! But it
being a thing so proper and natural to a reasonable man
to live according to reason, .how' can it be but that his
very nature shall protest, and his own conscience bark,
when he lives in a di.sorderly and unreasonable way?
Very well did holy Job 'say: vVho hath ever resisted God,
and lived at peace? (Job ix. 4). There is no peace or
rest to be had by living at that rate. And so St. John in
the Apocalypse says: They who adored the beast found
no joy day or night (Apoc. xiv. I I). If you serve this
beast of your flesh and sensuality, you will never know
ease or rest.
Medical men in the world say that the health and good
disposition of the body is in the due tempering and proportion of the, humours; and so when they are out of that
proportion and temperament which it is natural for them
to have, sicknesses and pains are caused; and when the
humours are well attempered and proportioned, there
is health, outward cheerfulness and bodily vigour.
So the health and good disposition of our soul consists in
the proportion and moderation of the passions, which are
its humours. When they are not so tempered and mortified, they cause spiritual sicknesses. When they are so,
there is in the soul health and good disposition, producing in him who has it great cheerfulness and tranquillity. Further they say, and say well, that the passions
in our heart are like the, winds at sea; for that as the winds
toss and disturb the sea, so the passions toss and disturb
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the heart with their disorderly cravings and motions.
Now there rises the passion of .anger, to trouble and
disturb· us; now, the \vind of. pride and. vainglory blows;
now impatience carries 'us away, now envy.' 'Therefore
the prophet Isaiah said: The wicked are as a troubled
sea, that cannot rest (Isai. Ivii.2o).
Thus if" you
succeed in commanding the winds ' of your passions and
appetites, and laying them to rest, mortifying and
moderating them by reason, you will have great tran-

quillityand peace; but while you do not attend to this,
you will be in a storm.
That it may be more' clearly seen that greater trouble
and a heavier cross awaits him who shuns mortification
than him who mortifies himself,. let 'us descend to, particular cases of daily experience. See how you are when
you have let the passion of anger or impatience have its
way, and you ;have, spoken a passionate wor~l to .your
brother, or, done something else against good order and
edification,what sadness, what disquiet, what disturbance
and regret you feel within you. Tell me if the pain and
trouble you feel over that· is not greater than what you
could have felt in mortifying yourself. There is· no doubt
about that.
See the alarms and perturbations that an unmortified
Religious feels, one who is not indifferent and resigned
for anything and everything that obedience may choose
to do with him.
One only thing to which he has a
repugnance is enough to make him walk in perpetual
pain and distress, because that is the thing that is ever
intruding upon him and taking the first place in his
thoughts. And though it has never crossed the mind of
Superiors to employ him for that purpose, yet after all
it is an' order. that might be and often is given, and he
does not .know but what it will be; he lives in continual
alarm and anxiety' about their commanding him, that. It
is as when' one has a sore on his foot, he thinks that
everyone he meets is going to tread on him there: so the
unmortified man thinks that they are going to hit upon
his sore point. But the mortified man, that is indifferent
and _,resigll~g~JQL.flll, is always content and joyful, and
has nothing to fear.
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Again, consider the pain •and disappointment that
rankles in the heart of the proud man, when he sees
himself thrust into a corner and forgotten, no account'
made of him, no posts of. distinction and honour,.. such as
he. would desire, entrusted to him. See again the'. fear
and anxiety that he is in "when such things ',ate entrusted
to him, and he is charged with some public performance,
thinking how he is to succeed, and whether perchance he
may not incur disgrace where he thought to gain honour.
On .every side his pride afflicts and torments, him ; miserable state! And so it is generally in all other things. ,Your
passions are your tQI!ur~r~~_and. executioners, tormenting
you perpetually so 10BK"_~§J_ou make noeflQItJ9 mortify
them..~~ And this is the truth,be your desire accomplished, or not. So long as it is not accomplished, this
desire deferred afflicts and wearies his soul: hope
deferred afJlicteth the soul (Prov. xiii. 12) : and when his
j'desire comes to be accomplished, and he gets his own
'way, that' very having it is again a pain and torment.
'Woe to me, I am only having my own way, I have
carried my point at last. I get no merit for this, since
Ido it for my own satisfaction and because I wanted
it ' :-all is turned into vinegar.
Add to this the remorse of conscience that he carries
withhim,who makes no effort· to mortify himself and do
his duty. For what contentment can a Religious find,
who came into Religion for' no other end than to study
his spiritual improvement and seek perfection, and is
doing nothing of the sort? His life must be one of pain
and grief. And the same we may say of every man
according to his state, when he is not doing his duty.
When we are not doing our'duty; the gnawing worm of
conscience, that we carry within us, continually pricks
us with remorse and gnaw'sour vitals. Father Master
Avila says very well : " Place on one side of the scale
the afflictions which he may' undergo, who is diligent,'
lives a fervent life, and studies his own mortification,
and on' the other what the tepid and unmortifieo man
suffers because he has no mind to undergo those other
sufferings, .and you will find the on'e a thousand times
greater than the other."
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It is a wonderful thing that he finds more pleasure and
satisfaction, who serves the Lord with diligence in watching, and praying, and all other hardship and mortification that comes in his -way,: ethan a tepid and lax
man . finds in talk and pastime, se1f-in~ulgenceatld
doing his own will. - -The' tepid man laugps outwaraly
and gnaws his heart.within: the just and ,uprightinan
weeps,_ but has joy in his heart. The path of the tepid
and)azy, says the wise man (ProVe xv.' 19), is like walking
on thorns': so God says by the prophet Osee: lwill hedge
in thy way with tlJ,orns- (Osee ii. 6)., In those pleasures
GQd has put sad stings of remorse of conscience; in those
pastimes, bitterness:; "and in doing one's own will, pain
and torment: there the tepid and-lazy' man finds thorns
that prick -and pie.rce his heart. But the way of -the just
is smooth and without,stumbling-block.(Prov.. xv.· I9)~
Oh,. the peace and co.n.tentment of th..e good .Religious, then
mortified man, who goes steadily about the work of his
spiritual progress,.' doing what a .good. Religious ough
to dol There is no contentment to equal his. . Every-day
we experience this;. -that when we go vigorously' about the
service of . God,we' are -very _cheerful' and content -; btltwhen •. we grow tepid ~.J:.lcl:ca,r~l~~~, then ·we are sad and
disconsolate; .and:. thi.s is'· ofteri -the cause of· our fits .of
sadness' and deSP9ndency, as we shall say in .its place.
Thus by shunl,ling smaller troubles one comes to fall into
others greater. Whoso-feareththe hoar frost, the snowshall fall upon hinz/(Job vi. 16). You were saying that
it was to avoid trouble that you omitted to mortify -yours~lf. I say that if it were for' no other reason, for this very
n~asop. you ought. to cont.rive to mortify yourself in order
to live in· peace andquiet;...-hbw. much the more so when
mortificati~n brings. -son;any other advantages.

CHAPTER XI

H eTe we begin to tTeat of the pTactice of mOTtification
The principal means that we 'can take on our part tQ
gain· this mortification and victory over ourselves, is· to
practise ourselves much in denying our own will and
contradicting our desires, and giving no satisfaction to
oUT fle~nor letting it have its own way.
In this manner,
little by little, you overcome nature, uproot vice and
passion, and. introduce. and plant virtue. St. Dorotheus
gives us very profitable advice hereon. When you are
molested with any passion or bad inclination, if you yield
to your weakness, and choose to put the thing in execution,be sure, he says, that this passion and inclination
\\Ti11 take deeper root and grow stronger, and will trouble
you more from that time onwards. But if you manfully
resist the passion and evil inclination,. it will progressively diminish and every day have less strength to combat and molest you, till it comes to lose all its strength
and give you. no further trouble or annoyance. This is
also very important, speaking of temptations, as we ·shall
It is very important to resist first
declare later on.
beginnings, to the end tha·t the evil habit may not bring
us little by little into greater difficulties.
The Saints say that we have to deal with our body as
a horseman mounted on a furious and ill-bridled horse,
which may with industry and courage be mastered, and
made to go where· you wish and at the pace you wish.
So it is necessary to rein in tight and not neglect the
spur: in that manner you \\7ill be master of your body
and make of it what you want, that it shall go where you
wish and at the pace that you wish. But if you have not
the courflge and dexterity to govern it and master it, it
will master you and fling you down some precipice. The
way that men are wont to take with an animal that has
some bad propensity, in order to cure it, is not to let it
indulge the same: now this must also be the way for us
to take to be rid of the evil propensities and inclinations
600
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of our i;lesh, ", not tQallow. it to have its owtlway but to contradict and check it.
.
To animate" us more to this exercise,itwill be. a great
help· always. to act on the ,principle that we laid down at
the beginning, that this outward man,our flesh and
sensuality, 'is the greatest adversary' and enemy that we
have, and as such is always at work making mischief .for
us, lustin.-g .against the spirit, against reason and against
God.

One of the chief reasons why the Saints say that

self-knowledge is a most' efficacious' means to overcome
all temptations, is because. he -who practises this, well
understanding his o,vn weakness and misery, as soon as
an, evil' thought. or desire makes its appearance, sees at
once that it is a temptation of. the enemy, going about to
,en'snare and overthrow him,and stands on his guard, and
gives it no credence nor hearing. But he who does not
know himself does not know the temptation when it comes,
nor take it for such '; rather the temptation seems to him
very reasonable, and sensuality a necessity, and so he is
easily overcome by. temptation. It will help you greatly
to m.ortify yourself." if you remember that you carry
about with you the greatest enemy you have; and; under...
stand that. all these impulses and temptations that come
to you come of your flesh and sensuality, which as your
deadly. enemy aims at .' procuring your evil. Thus you
will easily mortify yourself and cast it off, for who will
trust his enemy?
St. Bernard affords us another good consideration,
s'aying that we must deal with ourselves and with our
body as with a sickman entrusted to our care, who asks
for and desires much tha.t would do himharm~ and
must be refusedaccordirtgly ; .and what is for his good,
though he pas no taste for it, must be given him, and
he made to take it.
Oh, if we, could succeed in taking
o'urselves for sick persons, and steadily held that all these
impulses and desires that come to us .are a sick' man's
whims, and persuasions'. of our enemy seeking, our evil,
how easily should we cast them off and overcom~ them!
But 'if you do not take yourself for' a sick man, but for
a-healthy, and do not take yourself for an enemy, but·
foJ.!' a'" friend, you are, in great danger. How can you
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resist that which',you think is not evil, but good, not a
deception but truth?
St. Doroth~llsrelates that when he was in the monastery in charge of the spirituality, and all the monks came
to hinl with their temptations, one day there came· to him
a· monk to·· give him an account of a temptation that he
had to .gluttony, which went so far as to make him steal
things to eat. He asked him very lovingly why he did
this, and he answered that for the hunger that possessed
him what was given him at table was not enough. . He
advised him to" go to the Abbot and declare his necessity;
but to that he made great difficulty,· saying that he was
too ashamed. "Wait, then," said Dorotheus, "and I
will find a r.emedy for that." So off he went himself to
the Abbot, and gave him an account of the straits the
monk was in. The Abbot left the case to him, telling
him to do whatever he thought proper for a remedy.
Thereupon St. Dorotheus called the dispenser, 'and bade
him at whatever' hour this monk asked for breakfast or
lunch, . to give him all he asked for~
The dispenser
obeyed, and gave things with quite' a 'good grace. Thereupon the patient began to- do well, and for some days
stole nothing; but little by: little he reverted to his bad
habit. He went with many tears to St. Dorotheus to tell
his fault and ask for a penance: for he had this good
point about him, that he owned up to his faults at once,a very efficacious means to prevent their going on long.
Dorothe\ls asked him: "Has not the . dispenser given
you what you asked? Has he ever said' No ' to you?"
" The dispenser treats me very well," he replied, " and
all. that I ask for he gives ·me;but. I am ashamed. to go
so often to him."
" Would you be ashamed to come to
me, " said Dorotheus, " seeing that I know your temptation, and you have told me all about it?" He said he
would not; whereupon he told him to come to him, and
.he would give him all he wanted, and he must not steal"
any more. Dorotheus· was infirmarian at the time, and
in a position to treat him well. This satisfied him for
several days ; but presently he returned to his evil habit;
and, came with many tears and great confusion to tell his
fault and ask' for a penance. Said St. Dorotheus: " But
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howjs:> .this~.broth~r'? ,you~ are not ashamed ,of: asking
me,:and-lgive.you aU you want; why do you go~on
stealing ?~! He answered': " Father, I don't know how
it is" nor why I steal: the vice' and evil habitcarties 'me
away. lam in nonece8~ity,: nor do 1 eat what I steal,
but give it ·t~ the ass." And so it was found; for they
went to his cell, and there he had figs, grapes, 'apples,
and bits of bread, hidden under his bedr·and there he
left them, till they began to go bad; and th~n not knowing whaLto do with them, he took them to the stable and
threw them to the ass.
Hence we see" says 'St.
Dorotheus, the sad state to which passion and evil habits
brings a man, 'and what reason we have to take ourselves" for sick ,men ,,:and enemies. This unhappy' monk
saw well that he was doing wrong, and :wept and distressed him~elf greatly for having done', it,and , ' yet'· it
seeI!1~ he could not restrain him'self from doing itagain~'
Wherefore the Abbot Niskeron well said that he who lets
himself ,be carried away by passion and bad habit comes
to be the servant 'and slave of the same.

CHAPTER XII

H ow the exercise of mortification ought to- be put
in practice
Morti~cation, being the principal means. available on
our part to Qvercome.ourselves, it will be well to descend
to particulars' and co~e to practice. ' The general. 'rule
that is ,given' in these things is to regard what is most
necessary, and first of all.endeavour. to 'obtainthatd
Wherefore begin this exercise by Rtpfiting, ofthose o~ca
sious' o'f. mortification . . . that .~.ai1v ~ offer, themselvesl-'
proceeding..either: from. your Superiors, . ' from . your
brethren, or.; from. anyone else. ,Receive all with a good.
will,: andrnake your profit of them, because~oitmust
be as well for. your own peace. as for the edification of
your ·.neighbour.
.• W~~ should by rights be so fervent It} mortificatipn~
since it is so valuable to us, that \ve should.go begglng
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and irnport'uning Superiors to mortify us in this thing
and in that, to command us what we have most repugnance for, ai1d to penance and reprehend us in private
and in public before all. But since you are not so fervent
as that, at least receive with patience the occasions of
mortification that offer, and that God sends. you for your
exercise and advancement.
Many are the occa~iQ!!o~~J~ll~.t__()ffer every day; and if
one}s f~£efl,!.l_~EfL~g~Ej.!'~!!§~~Qt_~Qr!ifying_"()neself,m atter'
will always b~ at hand. Sometimes in matters of obedience you will think that they command you the hardest
things, and that the whole burden is put upon you, whilst
there are others at hand who might do something. To
every man, in the discharge of his office, things are apt
to oCCur which give some special trouble and mortification. Well then, profit by these occasions you have at
hand, anticipate them, and believe that the difficulty you
find in them is the cross you are to carry to follow Christ.
At another time, some other subject of mortification will
arise from your meat, drink, lodging or clothing: rejoice,
as the Rule bids you, that the worst things of the house
are given to you. Another time it will happen that a
Superior will give you a penance, or reprehend you, for
what you think has not deserved it, or at least, that your
fau'lt was not so great as he makes it out, and that the
matter was reported to him otherwise than as it
happened., or with gross exaggerations: be glad of all
that, do not 'excuse yourself, do not complain, do not try
there .and then to stand out in' your own defence and
vindicate your good name with this one and that.
Coming then to the occasions of mortification that arise
on the part of our neighbours and brethren with whom
we qeal and converse, we shall find plenty, sometimes
without their 'meaning or adverting to it, and without
fault of th~irs; at other times through carelessness and
negligelJce, although with .no bad intention; and there
are at tim~s' occasions in which it looks as though they
disregarded you and made small account of you. Then
if we go on to yvhat is of the immediate sending of the
Lord, a~ sicknesses, temptations and afflictions, and the
unequal distribution of His gifts as well natural as super-
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natural, there are a countless number that every day
present themselves without our seeking. It is on these
occasions that we must practise' ourselves in the first
place. Such .mortifications often come of necessity,"' and
we have to suffer them without seekin them. What we
have got to do is to make a" virtue of necessity, that su erIng we may suffer wIth profit.
BesIdes the spiri.tual
advantage there" is here, we shall save ourselves much
trouble if we take these things with good will. Often
the hardship and. difficulty' which we feel is not so much
in the things themselves_.~int~epugnance and contradIctIon of our will; and thus embracing them heartily we
shall greatly lighten the labour.
There are other mortifications which we have to do of
our own wiil : they call them active mortifications, to distinguish them from those already mentione.d, which they
call passive, since we have to. suffer them, thoU;gh without
seeking. them. But these active mortifi()ations are also
necessary, and have to be, as well as the former. Of
. these; some are necessary for anyone to be a good· Christian· and save his soul, as is the mortifying of oneself in
all that hinders the observance of the commandments
of God. Others are necessary for on.e to be a good Religious
and gain perfection, as is the mortification of oneself in all
that hinders the observance of Rules, and getting things
done well and pe.rfectly. Fot it is ce"rtain that not only all
sins, but all faults and imperfections whatever that we fall
into in the way of virtue, come of want of mortifi~atIon.
They are all committed either to escape and not' undergo
some hardship that we feel in doing the right and better
thing, or from unwillingness to abstain from some pleasure and delight which we experience in doing what is evil
and imperfect. Let 'us run through them all," and we shall
find that if we fail in obedience, or in observance of rules,
or in temperance, or in silence, or in modesty, or in
patience, or in anything else, it is all for want of mortification, our not braving the hardship that is annexed to this
observance, or not abstaining from the pleasure and delight which we take in the contrary. Thus if you wish to
be a good Religious and attain perfection, you must mortify yourself in these things.
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1\so,£or,a man to be,a good Christian and save his soul
it is '. nece~~ary for him to mortify himself in all that he
feels a cravipg for contrary to the law oof God,-:--and
therefore Christ our Redeemer said: Whoever will come
after'rne;, let him deny him.self (Matt. xvi. 24) ; and if he
does not deny himself and mortify himself herein, he will
not be a good Christian nor be saved,-so to bea good
Religious and attain perfection, it is necessary for you to
mortify yourself in all that can bea hindrance thereto.
Run then through all the actions of the day from morning
tonight, and see what, hinders you from keeping the
rules and" doing your ,ordinary actions well and perfectly;
and "face this labour, andc'lTIortify' yourself in the inclination which you have to, do a thing badly and imperfectly, and in this'wayeveryday your actions will be
better and more perfect, and' you also will be better, and
more perfect. The whole huh of our spiritual advancement consists in' our bringing ourselves to the' point of
resolving on this.
Someone,once asked the question: " How comes it that
onthe one hand God gives me good, desires, and on the
other, when occasion offers, I find myself weak and fall
into many faults, and never succeed in arriving at perfection?"
Here and the're people said: ," This comes of
want of consideration, if you considered this and that, it
would·, help' you. t, And' they gave him many considerations',and 'none of.therri did him' any, good: He betook
himself to a very experienced old, man, ,who answered
him:" This springs not of want of consideration, but of
want of resolution. " That is why we do not get on, and
never succeed in rooting out our faults and evil propen~
shies. Bring, yourself to the point of resolving to mortify
yourself in 'what we' have said, and in that way you will
attain perfection.

CHAPTER ,XIII

Row w~ should mortify ourselves in lawful things,
and even in things that must be done
It would seem that there was nothing more to be said
on the practice and exercise of mortification; but that we
shou.ld exercise ourselves 'right well'in the practice 6f the
two manners of mortification above mentioned, since that
would suffice for our being good and perfect Religious.
But that we may do these practices better, and be more
'ready and disposed,to' 'do them, ,the "Saints and Masters
of Spiritual Life lay down another exercise ofmor:tification
in things that we might do' lawfully. Asa good· Christian is not content, with .doing things, of obligation that
are necessary for salvation, hut adds on othersofdevotion,· . which they call 'worksbf supererogation,'':""""heis
not content with hearing Mass on days 'of precept, but he
,will hear it also on week-days; he recites the Rosary of
our Lady, arid confesses and communicates frequently,so a good Religious will not be content with keeping his
rules, and mortifying. himself in all that, is necessary for
their observance,' but he must contrive .to do other mortifications of supererogation to which he is not 'bound,' by
rule, mortifying himself in some things not obligatory,
but things that he might lawfully do.
St. Dorotheus says that there is nothing so helpful for
advancement in virtue and gaining' peace and tranquillity
as curbing one's own will; and teaches us the way that
we should take in mortifying ourselves in things. that we
might do lawfully. You are walking On one side of' the
street, and there comes over you an impulse to turn your
head and look across the road,-don't look. You are in
company, and there' occurs to you a remark' very much
to th~ point, likely;, you -think, to make you pass fot a
discreet and judiciousperson,--:-don't say it. The Saint
'gives' other examples, going into such details as the
following. You have a mind .to know what we are going
to have for dinner: don't try to find out. ' You see ~some
60 7
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new article of furniture in the house: you have a mind to
know who sent this, or who brought it, whether it is a
purchase or a present,-don't ask. A guest comes, at
once you have a mind to ask: 'Who has come?'
, Where does he come from?' 'Where is he going?'
, On what business?'-don't try to know, mortify yourself on that point. This practice, St. Dorotheus says,
helps greatly to the creation of a habit of denying. our
o\vn will : for if' we accustom ourselves to curb it in these
small things, vve shall shortly come to having no will of
our own in greater matters. As those who are in training
for war practise in .time of peace what they have to do in
war, making· trial of themselves in tournaments and
perilous' encounters, because these sham fights are
necessary to make them dexterous and in practice
when real fighting comes; so the Religious· should accustom himself to mortify and curb his will in lawful things,
that thus· he may be afterwards quick and ready and welltrained- to mortify himself in regard of· things unlawful.
St. Bonaventure also teaches this practice of mortification
in small things, and things that we might lawfully do,
giving the example of plucking or not plucking a flower
when you are walking in the garden, because though
there is no harm in plucking it, yet to let it alone on
purpose to mortify yourself is more pleasing to God.
And he says that a servant of God should often say in
his heart: ' For your love, 0 Lord, I will not see this,
nor hear that, nor taste that morsel, nor take just now
this sort of recreation.'
Of our Father Francis Borgia· it is related that, when
he was duke, he was much· attached to the sport of
ha\vking and tqok great delight therein ; and when he
went to fly a heron, just in the nick of time, when the
falcon· stooped on her lure and killed it, he would lower
his eyes· and rob them of their lure, depriving himself of
that gratification and enjoyment which with so much
labour he had sought all day long. St. Gregory says that
j( is proper to the servants of God to deprive themselves
9£ lawful things· in order to be further removed from
things unlawful. On this·· account those holy Fathers of
the Desert had .such esteenl of this practice and brought
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up their disciples' to it, making them give up their work
and do work they had no taste for,--thusrestraining them
in little things and things they might have done without
sin or any imperfection, that in all things they might deny
their own will and be armed for greater things. And of
him who in these light and easy mortifications gave good'
proof of himself they had good hopes that he would 'reach,.

perfection, and they had a poor opinion of anyone else who
behaved' otherwise, thinking' that a will accustomed to do.
w~hat it likes, even in small matters and things of little
importance! will prove very disinclined afterwards to deny
itself in greater ,things. Hence the Society took, the
practice which itnses, especially in the' beginning 'Yith
novices, of occupying them in different exercises and
offices, making them leave what they have begun arid
undo \vhat they have done} and go' back to do it again,
that'they may not grow up headstrong and self..,willed;
but from the beginning may ,he, accustomed to' deny their
\vin. and ,their own judgment.
But the Saints go further in this, exercise of mortification. Not content with accustoming us to deny our
own will, in lawful things, that we might ,do without sin
and any imperfection, they advise us, even in those very
things that we are bound to attend to, to accustom ourselves ,to mortify and.' deny our oWn will. But someone
\villsay: ' How can this" be? Are we to give over doinK
what we are bound to dO,'to mortify ourselves?' I say
no, by no means, that would be ill, done: it is not lawful
to do evil that good may come of it (Rom. iii. 8). . How
then is this to be? The Saints, have found for it a marvellous 'contrivance, and' it is the teaching of St. Paul.
Mark arid observe, they say, that you are to do nothing,
think nothing, s~y nothing o~ a mainmotive._E~ accomplishing your' own will or d~~ire~l but. berore, you ear;
you must 'mortify the appetite of gluttony, and not eat
because you have an appetite and want food, but in
obedience to God, who wishes and commands you, to eat
to sustain life, as did the Abbot Isidore, of whom Palladius
relates that he wept when he went to dinner, and went
only out of obedience.
Before you study, you should mortify 'your de~ire to
39
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study, 'and then study because God wishes it and commands it, and not of your own will and taste. Before you
preach, or lecture in the professor's chair, mortify the
craving and inclination that you have thereto, and do not
do it to suit your own taste and desire, but because so
you are hidden and it is the will of God. In the same
way in all other things you must abandon the proper
motion of your own will, and do them becaus~ God so
requires. It is not reasonable that things should lead us
captive to go, their way, but we should draw them to
oqrse]ves and to God, doing them purely for Him. This
is what the Apostle says: Whethe'Y ye eat} or drink} or do
anything else whatsoever} do all to the glory of God
CICor. x. 3I). This is a very chief point, a point of
high spirituality. We must not do our actions, nor discharge the office which we hold, for our own taste and
inclination, but purely for God, because He so wishes
and conlmands. We must accustom ourselves to do in
all things not our own will hilt that of God, and delight
In them, not because the things are in themselve~ agreeable, . or to our taste, or conformable to our inclination,
but because we do In them the will of God. Whoever
shall live in this manner, will not only become accustomed to mortify and deny his own will, but will be doing
the vyill of God in all things, which is a very high exercise
of the love of God, ~nd of great profit and perfection as
we have said elsewhere.
Wide enough the field that we have opened for this
exercise! Thus whoever shall wish to make his particular
examen on mortifying and denying his will,-and a
very profitable examen that ~rill be,-should go little by
little·' by the steps and degrees that we have laid down
in the chapters on Examination of Conscience. To begin
x with, we may make our particular examen on morti:.Y'" fyingourselves on the occasions that offer without our
seeking them, in which there is enough to do for some
days, and even for many, especially if we g9 the length
of bearing things not only with patience, but with joy
and cheerfulness, which is the third and most perfect
degree of mortification. The second step would be. to
~ mortify our will in what disturbs and hinders us from
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doing well the thing that we have to do to be gooa
Religious, ~nd keep, our. Rules, and proceed with edification, which things are countless. The.thirdstep wouldJJL
I:>e to mortify ourselves in, some things' t1?at we may lawfully do, in this ,vay to accustom and habituate ourselves
to de~y our own will, and be the more ready and better
prepared tor the time when other and greater occasions

shall offer. We may purpose to mortify ourselves in these
things so· many times in the morning and so many times in
the afternoon, beginning with a smaller number and
afterwards increasing them, according to the progress we
make. And the more frequent 'these mortifications are, the
better, even though they were to complete the full number
of the beads on their rosary, as we have known some
in the Society to do, who mortified themselves that number of times every day, and even went beyond the number,
as was w.ell proved by the progress they made. Fourthly,
we may make this, particular examen on those very things
that we are bound to do, taking care to do them, not
because we like them or have a taste for them, but because
such is the will of God, which is a practice that may last
for a lifetime, being a thing of great perfection. This
examen according to these points may be made by way
of conformity to the will of God, 'taking all things as
coming from His hand, and sent us by the loving-kindness
of a Father for our greater good and profit. We may'
reckon that Christ Himself speaks to us, saying: ' Child,
I would have thee now do or suffer this.' In this way
it will be easier and sweeter, more profitable and effectual
and of greater perfection, because it will be an exercise
of the love of God, which renders aU things .easy and
sweet. The c.onsideration that this is the will of God,God
here and now wishes and has a mind for this, is a convtn..

dng ,and conclusive argument, it ties, feet and hands,
and leaves no escape.
.
We. read of our Father Francis Borgia that he once
set out late from Valladolid for Simancas, where was the
House of Probation. It was snowing heavily, and there
was blowing a very cold atl;d chilly wind. He arrived
late at night, at a time when the novices were already
in bed. There he was along time k~ocking at the gate,
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,,,hile heavy fli:lkes of snow' were falling upon him. As
they·werein their first sleep, and the gate was far from the
house, he got no ans\ver. . After a long time. they heard
hirn· and opened' to him. The novices were much distressed. at having kept their Father so long waiting,and
to see him pierced arid shivering with cold. The Father
then said to them with a very gracious and cheerful
countenance: " Do not grieve, my brothers, for I assure
you that the Lord' has given me' great consolation while
I \vas waiting. I was thinking that it was the Lord who
aimed the snow-flakes at me, and sent the icy winds to
blow upon. me, and that all that He does He does with
infinite delight and satisfaction to Himself; and that I
ought to rejoice considering the satisfaction of God in
chastising and afflicting me, and be glad of the joy that
He took in that work, as when a lion or other brute animal
is hewn in pieces before a great Prince, solely" to give
him pleasure."
After this manner we ought to take all
occasions of mortification, and this should be our joy
and satisfaction ~n them, the joy and satisfaction of God.

CHAPTER XIV

That we should' chiefly mortify ourselves in that vice
or pas~ion which has the greater sway over us and
makes us fall into our greatest faults
In· the First Book of Kings Holy Scripture relates that
God commanded Saul by the prophet Samuel utterly to
destroy Amalek, leaving, as they say, neither chick nor
child, great or small, neither of men, nor of animals. and
herds. And, says Holy Writ, Saul and the people spared
King<Agag, and the f(1)ttest of the cattle large and small,
and all that was precious and valuable; but all that· was
cheap and' worn out and worthless they destroyed (I Kings
xv. 9). So there are some who mortify themselves in little
trifling things; but in greater things, which are important and make more difference to them, they spare themselves and remain quite alive and quite untouched. By way
of warning to such persons I say that the 'chief thing that
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w.e,.,shQuld set our eyes upon, .tq Il1ortify-i;ta,nq <;>fIet it to
God, .should ,be the most precious; Samuel went, there,:,
upon. to Saul" and reproved him., severely on the part of
GodJor,what,he"had done.' ,He made them bring Ag'~g;
King of. Amalek, before him. And, Agf,Lg w'as brought
forth, very fat an,d' shaky J and Samuel hewed him to
pieces tnGalgala before the Lord (I Kings xv. 32~33): he
made a sacrifice of him, to, God. ", This,' then must be the
~hie£. thing- that you, 'are to sacrifi~ea~d,offer to" God by
mortification, ~this Agag, of" yopr. swollen vanity and
pride, that has most ~way OV~r YOu; ,this craving to be
regarded and thought much· c:>f"this. impatienc~, this
asperity of tet1!pe~' that is, hapittl;d, ·to you.
,There are '" so~e who seem to ,place all their' care and
aU their, holiness and perfection, in the ,exterior, in, prac~
tising a modesty and composure that is very e~ify.ing,
and not letting appear in their ,exterior any fault; Qut: ;o:ii
interior mortification, which, is the most precious and
sublime, they take no account, but are all alive and sensitive in respect of their own will and judgment, their
honour and reputation. To these we may say, in its
measure, what Christ said t9 theScribes.andiPharisees:
,l/Voe to you, Scribes ,and Pharisees, hypoc'ri~s,. who ate
at much pains with 'bhe exterior cleanness of the platters
and cups out of which ye eat and drink, and within are
full of uncleanness, of theft and rapine. Blind Pharisee,
tnake first the inside clean,· that' the outside may come, to
be clean also (Matt. xxiii.' 25-26). Cleanse' andm.ortify
, first the interior, that the exterior maybe pure and clean :
for if this exterior modesty .does not spring from that
which is within, from inward peace and maturity of
heart, it will be all hyp'ocrisyand pretence. Be not,says
Christ our Redeemer, like the whitened' sepulchres, that
look. very" fait outside, and within are full of. dead' men's
bQne,s and ,all uncleanness.
And in' ,tij¢ sam·e ," chapter"
even'more to our poitft, ,He reproves the same: Scribes and
pharisees, 'saying,':" JiVoe" tOY9u~ ,Scr.ib'es and ,Pharisees;
hypocrite,s, who takecatenot to let go .untithed·themint,
and' the anise,' and the cumrnin, and omitth'e' weightier
thingsojth(3law,right judgment, mercy, and fidelity 'to'
God, and 'take 'no accountoftheni (Matt. xxiii. 23)~';
i
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This is literaJly what we have been just saying, that
there are some who take great care to mortify themselves
in matters· of small moment, V\Thich cost them nothing;
but in what hurts them, in what goes to the quick, there
is no touching them. That then must be the chief thing
that we are to mortify,. that passion, or that vice, or
inclination, or bad habit, that puts us in greater dangers
and makes us fall into greater faults.
We see by experience that each one commonly is wont to feel in himself one
or two things, which alone or chiefly make war upon him,
hinder his advancement and are the cause of all his disorders. We say then that it is on this that each one should
principally fix his eyes, to rid and root it out of himself by
mortification. On the same account we are w,ont to insist
that the particular examen· should be made, also on this
matter; and that it should be mainly dwelt upon in meditation, as being each one's principal necessity.

CHAPTER XV

That we ought not' to 'omit mortifica'tions in small
things, and how profitable and pleasing to God these
mortifications are
We should set our· eyes on greater things in such a
way as not to leave smaller things unattended to. This
admonition is directed against some who drop small
mortifications and take no account of them, 'thinking that
they are trifles and that progress and perfection' 90es ,not
lie there. That is a very great mistake. Christ our
Redeemer also warns us of it in that very reproof which
He gave' to the Scribes and Pharisees.
He did not
reprove them for taking care of those trifles, but for
leaving the weightier things of the law undon~. Nay,
He adds at once that it is needful to do also those
little things. Little things! He says, must be done,
but greater things not omitted, (Matt. xxiii. 23). We
often dwell on the importance of taking account of
minute and small things, and not neglecting them; and
in truth it is a point of such importance that it deserves
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to be often spoken. of, . that stich great evil may., not' gain
entrance to us as commonly does come in by.' these small
openings. For the present we· will only say what makes
for our purpose, which shall he to declare two things
first, the great good there is in these small mortifications;
secondly, the great evil and loss that may accrue to uS
if we neglect them.
"
'
Toitart with the first point, how pleasing these mortifications are 10 God, though they be in small things, and"
of what value and merit they are before Him,that may
be well understood from this consideration. In ' mortification there is not so much to be regarded the' thing .that
we do as the, denying and curbing therein of out' own
will. . ,This is properly that' mortification' and, self-,
denial which Christ 'our Redeemer asks for in the Holy
Gospel (Matt. xvi. 24): Now this self-will is as well
denied and curbed in small things as in great things, and
sometImes more so, when they go more agaInst the
grain. We experience' this many times, that we feel
more difficulty over little things., than we felt '. over others
that were greater: for, as they say and say very truly,
mortification is. not so much' in the things as in the '. repugnance of our own \vilI. Thus in every mortification, even
in small things, we offer and sacrifice to: God our' 'own
will, denying it and·' curbing it for. His love, and giving
Him· the most precious' and most· cherished and best loved
thing that we have got: for we have nothing of greater
value,
that·· we cherish and prize mQre, than our,own
will, and givingthat~ we give alL
. ..
, "
St. Ambrose weighs to this effect that action of. David,
when being in the field' against' fpe Ph!listines; as; Hply
Writ tells,. he ~esired an~said,0h:that S01neone woulif
gi've me a little water· o/the cistern of Bethlehem
(I Chr<?ri.xi~ I.7),which ~as .In the rear
th~ enellly·

'or

of

He.aring . this,·· three gallant. knig~ts broke through the

midst of the army of ..the Philistines,and brought ba~k
a vessel of water from that cistern. And Holy Sctipture
~ays :He w.o~ld not d~ink, but sacrificed and offered it,.to
t~e Lord, pouring it on ~he ground (I Chron. xi. 19)· A;
gre~t thing. ~o'rsooth, ~nd a g~ea~sacrifice, t,o o:ffe~ .~~
God a pitcher of water! St. Ambrose says it was a great
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sacrifice and very agreeable to .God ; and enough that
Holy Scripture relates it for an exploit of David to understand that it was great. But why was it great? Do you
know why? says St. Ambrose.
He overcame nature,
Gurbed his will in not drinking when he was thirsty, and
gave an example to the whole army to endure the thirst.
It was not the mere pitcher of water that he offered: it
was his will that he· offered and sacrificed to God; tbough
in small things; and therefore it was a sacrifice of great
value· and very agreeable in the sight of His Divine·
Majesty.
St. Gregory, and St. Ambrose also, gives another
example of the same David to this purpose. Holy Scripture relates (2 Kings vi.: I Chron. xv.) how David
brought· the Ark of the Covenant to his City of Sion with
a grand procession and solemnity; and as when here
in Spain the procession takes place on Corpus Christi
Day, the peasants and common people go before the
Blessed Sacrament with their dances and reels, so it
is to be believed, says St. Gregory, that on that occasion
the multitude and common people danced before the Ark
of God. Then the most potent and mighty King David,:
forgetful of his authority and grandeur, divested himself
of his royal robes and joined the dancers, and began to'
dance, curve.t,and play on a musical instrument, stripping
himself bare as a strolUng player, as his wife· Michol said,
just as if he were a common jester out to give amusement. St. Gregory can never cease wondering at this deed
of David, and says: "I know not what others may think
of the deeds and exploits of David, let them think what
they like; but as for me I admire more David dancing
reels before the Ark, like a man of vulgar and base condition, than when I hear of his tearing in pieces bears
and rending lions, or of his felling the giant Goliath with
one small stone· and vanquishing the Philistines; because
there he overcame others, but here he overcame hinI-'
self"; and it is more to overcome oneself than to over...
come others.
Let us then set great value Ot;l these mortifications and
beware of despising them, lest that befall us which befell
Michol, who was shocked and indignant at this behaviour
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of David, and despised him in her heart for it, 'and afterwards reproached him for'it to his face, for which God
afflicted her \vith barrellness, ,so that she never had a
son all her life long. 'See if this be. not the cause of your
barrenness and dryness, ,as well in, prayer as in dealing
with your neighbo ll r,-the fact being that people do not
catch on with y6u, and your words do' not catch on with
them" and thus you have no spiritual children, beca'use
you are 'ashamed to. do little mortifications and· disdain to
go to the Superior with small things, thinking that to
be an affair' for babes and novices, and that the like is
not for you. Much more ought they to fear this chastisement, who make game of others whom they see very
observant, mark them as scrupulous and petty-minded
persons, and make jokes and witticisms at their expense.
This is a thing that, may do much harm" and we ought to
make. great scruple of doing it, because· it is doing, what
in us lies to: \vithdraw others from virtue. Oh, what a
good answer·Pavid, gave Michol: I will pZay'befol'e the
Lord who has chosen and preferred nle before 'thy father,
I will sport'and dance and demean myself more and
1nore (2 Kings vi. 21,22); and no mockery or murmuring.
at me shall make me desist from' it. " Fine sport isthat, "
~ays St. Bernard, "at which l\tlichol is angry and God
~s pleased; .fine sport, which is ridiculous tb men, b~t a
fair, spectac1eto .angels! This' is the sport which he
followed who said: We are made a spectacle to the world,
to angels and to men (I Cot. iv. 9). Let us then also
follow this sport, and make no account of what they
say: L:udamus et illudaftl,ur."
In, this way we shall be'
a spectacle 'to astonish: the, world, and. win the admiration of angels, and greatly please God.

CHAPTER XVI

Of the harm and mi$chief that comes of neglecting
rnortification in small things
From what has been said it may readily be understood
'what harm and mischief may ensue from' the neglect of
mortification in little matters and taking no' care about
them~ 'Ve should not look so much at the slnallness and
nlinuteness of the thing in which we omit to mortify ourselves, as at' the fact that we have no mind to deny or
curb 'our will for the love of God, not even in this small
matter. And there is 'another very great and considerable
mischief; it is, that hereby a man goes on giving license
to his will to have its own way in other things-,also, and
thus he becomes wilful and headstrong, fomenting. and'
feeding his own will. The man does not understand the
evil and mischief that he is doing himself herein. This
self-will is at first a little lion-cub, but at this rate it will
grow and become a fierce and masterful 'lion that cannot
be brought to reason. We ,veIl know that self-will is
the cause and root of all evils and sins, and of hell itself.
Cesset propria voluntas, e't. itifernu1s non erit, says' St.
Bernard: " Let there be no self-love and there will be
no hell."
N ow by these mortifications' a man systematically curbs his own will, refusing it permission to
coine out with its own in everything that it desires, which
license is apt to be the root and cause of all sins.
Richard of St. Victor says that since the devil labours
to overcome us in small things, thereby to weaken
and so overcome us in matters of grave fault, it is but
right and proper that we should labour also to overcome
ourselves and mortify ourselves frequently in little things,
thereby to shut the door in the devil's face, that he may
not overcome us in greater things. He advises us to
begin \vith these small things, that thus we may gather
strength by practice, and from victory in smaller things
mount up little by little to victory in greater. Cassian
also is of the same advice, and gives an example, how
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you at your
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pen not

bei~g good" or your knif~ not cutting well, or other like
thi~g-s, ,th~ thing: to do, he says" is to~ortify ~nd repr~ss

these disor~erly motions, thpugh they, be in small things,
since by, this victory, when grave ,'. oc.ca~ions -occur, a_ft~r
wa~ds of impati~n~e .and injurious, language with one's.
neigh.b<?urs, th~ ~ervant of God. finds himself ;possessed
of ',suffici~nt strength' to mortify himself, and preserve
ch~i-itY,and peace, o~ heart.

.

.Be~ides, there is ·~nother advantage i,n these small
mortifications. volut}tarily .taken up, that thereby, another
great 16ss anddange~ is escaped, as we are taught by the
holy man ,El;lsebius~s,' Th.eodoret relates in his His-:
toria Religios'a. Thi~ holy man practised himself much
in them, and when asked why, he answered: "I am
training myself against ~he arts and wiles of the devil,
and contriving he~~by tqat, the great temptations with
which he ;migh~ assail. me, of pride, lust, envy and the
like, may be turned on to these little things, in ~hich,~f
I am beaten, I shall not lose much, and if I win, the devil
will b~greatly put 'out and affronted, s~ei~g th~t he could
not beat me even in these sm~ll. things~ " Let this be well
obs~tv~d, because it is a truth of \iv'hich .God's ~ervants
have, abundant experience. Understand that while, you
progress. in this pr,actice of mortification in little things,.
the devil 's,temptations will be turned upon that" and
your temptations' will usually turn on these little things,, Shall' I do that mortification? Shall I overcome that
repugna.nce or let it have its way?' Supposing once in
a ,way you are beaten on, .this point, you wilL not lose
much. But if you' drop this practice, and, make it· no
longer your object to fight with, th~_ devil and again~t the
flesh in these small matters, devil and .flesh will make
war on you with greater temptat'ions, in which if you are
beaten, you are undone.
St. Augustine has a story how a Catholic being provoked by flies that continually tormented him, was visited
by a Manichee, to whom he recounted his annoyance.
The 1Vlanichee thought he had found a fit occasion to
insinuate his error, which was, that there were two
Origins or Causes of things : the one of invisible things,
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which was God: the other, of visible things
which was, the, devil. It is against this error that these
\vords are inserted in the Creed: " Of a.ll things visible
and invisible."
The. Manichee therefore asked him:
" Who do 'you believe was the creator of flies?" The,
Catholic,who found himself so tormented by these crea~
tures, "and saw them in such an evil light, durst not say
it was God. "But if it was not God," replied the
Manichee, ","Tho was it that nlade, them?" The other
replied that he thought it was the devil. The Manichee
still pressed the argument lTIore home.
"But if the
devil," he said, "made the flies, what about the bee,
who is a bit bigger than the fly; who made her?" The
Catholic durst not say that God had created the bee" and
not the fly; there. being very little between them; so he
answered that if God had not created the flies, probably
He had not created the bees either. The Manichee perceiving tbis, by little and little drew him on further, passing from the bee to the grass-hopper, a little bigger than
the. bee; from the grass-hopper to the lizard, from, the
lizard to a bird, 'from a bird to a sheep, thence to an ox,
then to an elephant, ,and last of all to man himself.
"And hereby he persuaded this poor man," says St.
Augustine, "that God had not created man."
See into
what. an abyss of misery he fell because he could not
patiently suffer one small mortification caused by the
biting, of the flies.
So, says St. Augustine, do you
beware lest the devil deceive you, when you are tempted
and annoyed by flies. Birdcatchers, he says, are wont to
put flies on their spring-traps to catch certain birds: so
did the devil with this unhappy man. See then that he
d,oes not catch you also, when you are" annoyed and
tempted, sad and melancholy over little things, for with
these Hies the devil is apt to catch many and lead them
little by little to greater things.

CHAPTER XVII

Three important admonitions upon this subject"
There are here three admonitions to be given, regard~
ing three sorts of persons, for the" consolation of the one,
and the disenchantment of the other two. All men are
not born with the same dispositions: some natures a're
hard, and feel great difficulty and contradiction of the
flesh against works of virtue: they are thereby much
afflicted and think all ,. is lost. It is to such' as these
that I address the first advice I have to give, which i~
to let them know that there is no sin or imperfection iIi
these repugnances and movements against reason, but
only in following "and acting upon them. Ihvoluntary
motions,bad thoughts occurring against purity, against
faith, or. against anyot'her virtue whatsoever, for which
many afflict themselves very much, are not sins. Wherefore the Saints' bid us not to put ourselves at all in pain
for them; it is not' the feeling- these impressions, •but the
consenting to them which makes the. sin. When~ you
loathe these temptations and endeavour to resist, them;
and do not entertain them or take satisfaction in them,
they are' no sin, but, on the contrary, an occasion of
greater merit.
.' '.
,
So of' inclinations and evil emotions that we have of
ournature,<some'rrlore, others "less, from which arise
such evil stirtir:tgs in our appetite, and su'ch repugnance~
and reluctances' for virtue; it, is not, in this point that one
is good or evil, perfect· or- imperfect, for the thing is
natural and not in our own control, it· is the inheritance
of sin. St. Paul, 'though he was St. Paul, felt the contradiction and rebellion of his fle'sh, and said: I see
another law in my members fig~ting against the ,law of
Iny nlind J and leading me' captive in the law of sin that
is in my members (Rom. vii. 23). St. Augustine explains
to this effect th~ verse of the Psalm, Be ye aJ'lgrYJ and
sin not (Ps. 4): "That· is" though' there arise in your
'heart sornefirst motion', 'which now ,being part· of the
J

•
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penalty of sin is not in our power, at least let not the
will consent to it, but in mind let us serve the law of
God} though yet in flesh 'we serve the law of sin
(Rom. vii. 25). Though there arise in your appetite the
movement of impatience and anger, doi'not let yourself
be carried away or consent to it, and you shall not sin."
Those cows that drew the. Ark. of the Covenant (1 Kings
vi. 7-12), bello~ed as they went along because they had
taken their calves from them, "-Thich they naturally loved;
yet for all that, they failed not to go straight on their
way, without turning either to the right or to the le(t.
Do you the same: persist in the straight way of virtue
without permitting yourself to be. put out of your way
by the bellowing of flesh and blood, and herein you may
be perfect.
The difference that there is between spiritual persons
who labour after perfection, and carnal and sensual
persons who think not at all of it, does not consist in
feeling or not feeling these motions and contradictions
of their flesh, but in the fact that the one let themselves be
carried away by them, the others do not. The live fish
goes upstream, and the dead fish downstream; so to
know whether you are spiritually alive or dead, see
whether you work upstream, whether you go against the
current of your passions, or whether you let yourself be
carried away by them downstream. The spiritual man
hears not the cries and barkings of gluttony and the
~ensual appetite, nor lets himself be carried away thereby.
He hearkeneth not to the voice of the exactor} says Job
(xxxix. 7). Job calls the stomach the exactor} because
it' cries for more than is necessary. This is the whole
point, says St. Gregory, not to hearken or consent to
cravings that arise. Far from being discouraged by
these evil inclinations, we should animate ourselves to
make them the occasion of our gaining a greater. crown
from these as ffom other temptations. So St. Augustine,
preaching on the Ascension, and exhorting us all to mount
up to heaven with Christ, assigns, besides other means
to do that, our passions and evil inclinations. And if asked
how passions can help one to ascend into heaven, he
answers that it is by the individual making generous efforts
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to subject them and get them under. In this way we shall
make. 'of our •passions steps to mount on high, - theywi1~
be belo\v us to lift us up, th¢y will be put ,under our .feet
to serve as steps to climb up to heaven.
We read in the Life of our Holy Father, that being
naturally hot-tempered, he had so overcome and changed
his nature, by the help and ass;stance -of grace, that they

thought him to be of a phlegmatic temperament.

<

Plutarch relates of Socrates that there came to see him
a' phy,siognomist, who could tell the natural inclinations
of anyone from his outward mien and countenance,and
pronounced that this man was evilly in~lined to lewdness,
gluttony, drunkenness, and many other vices. The disciples and friends of Socrates fell into, a great rage,artd
were ready to lay hands on the man, but Socrates
restrained them, saying: " The mart is in the right, for
I should be such a one as hem'akes me out, were I not
given to philosophy and the practice of virtue. ,t But if
a philosopher, who had only the assistance of the' light
of nature, was able, after such a manner, to overcome
his bad -inclinations, what may not a Christian or a
R.eligious man' be able to do by the help of divine grace,
as grace is more powerful than nature?
There are another sort of persons who are naturally well
inclined: - there has fallen to -their portion a good soul
(Wisd. viii. 19), as though they had not sinned in Adam,
as used to be said of St. Bonaventure by his master,
Alexander of Hales. Their disposition is so good -and
sweet, that every duty that, meets them seems to be
already done to their hand; they. feel not in their flesh
those contradictions and repugnances which others feel,
but, on the contrary, they say: ' Talk to me of the difficulties of Religious Life? "Vhy, I find none!' It is to
these to whom the second admonition appertains, which
they must make use -of to undeceive themselves. If God
has given you such a happy constitution -and good nature
that you do not feel these difficulties, and hardly know
what a troublesome temptation is, be not puffed up or
vain on that account, since this is not any virtue that you
have gained,but the natural temperament with vvhich
you were born. Now virtue and spiritual progress is not
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measured by the cast of countenance, nor exterior comportment, nor by gentleness of disposition, but by indivi"
dual effort, and victory gained over se.lf. This is the
certain and sure measure of each one's spiritual progress~
And therefore one who is .naturally hot-tempered does
more when he resists and overcomes this passion of anger
than you who find everything -done for you. Plutarch
praises Alexander the Great above all the monarchs of
earth, saying that others were born to monarchy, but he
gained m011archy with his right arm and spear, and with
many wounds received in divers battles. Such as have
rendered themselv,es masters over their passions at the
point of the sword, if I may say so, _are more worthy of
praise than those who are born ,vith sV\Teet and peaceable
tempers and never have any provocation to fight at all.
Wherefore neither the sweetness of your humour, nor the
natural heat and impetuosity of another, ought to make
you esteem yourself the more, or him the less; but on
the contrary you must thereby .take more occasion to
humble yourself, acknowledging that what appears to be
virtue in you is not so, but a pure effect of. your natural
temperament; whereas, in your neighbour, everything that
he does is virtue. You have made no progress, because
you have overcome yourself in nothing; while your neighbour has inade great progress, because he has withstood
himself a'nd overcome himself in many things. The fact
of his encountering harder opposition, and having a more
rebellious nature to overcome,makes him: take more care
of himself, and live with greater caution and fervour, and
thus he grows continually in virtue.. But to you your
good natural endo,vment is an occasion of negligenceanc1
continual tepidity; and as you meet no enemies on your
path, you become loutish and lazy.
It win be \vell also herein to consider what you would
have been, if God had given you a strong and difficult
nature as He has given to that other, and to believe that
the faults you would have committed would have been
more numerous and greater than his. If with such a
good natural disposition and so excellent an endowment
you commit so many faults, and are so tepid and remiss,
what \vould h~ve happened if you had encountered the
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strong . oppositions and contradictions that he· has· had to
meet? When 'God does not permit temptations to come
upon you, we say.you ought to think it is because of your
\veakness and your not having virtue enough· to stand so
much: so too you should make up your mind 'that it was
a particular providence and mercy of the Lord to give
you that good natural disposition' and good endowment,
because you would not have had vittueenough .to overcome that strong and violent nature which your neighbour

has. Thus you will preserve in yourself humility on the
one hand, and on. the other a good opinion <;>f· your
brother.
The third admonition is, for the undeceiving of a third
class of persons, who feel not' within themselves these
repugnances. and contradictions, nor this rebellion o{' the
flesh but reckon themselves to be at peace,. not because
they are mortified, nor again because they have 'a. good
natural disposition· and an excellent constitution, like the
former, .but because they make' no effort to restrain them-'
selves; to deny and overcome themselves, but their
delight is to gratify. their desire and inclination, and on
this .line of action·· they feel not those repugnances and
contradictions. They fancy they have peace, saying
peace, peace, and it is no peace (Jerem. vi. 14), but a
false and fictitious tranquil1ity~ On that text of St. Paul
(Rom. vii. 23) : I feel another la'w in my tnembers fighting against the law of my mind, and le.ading me captive by
the law of sin: the glorious Augustine observes: " This
\var and contradiction of the ·flesh against the spirit and
of the spirit against ,the flesh, they alone feel who are e Ildeavouring to acquire virtue, and root out vices from themselves." So. we see that worldly persons do not· understand
this talk of mortification, because it is their practice to follow their own will in all its caprices, taking that for their
rule and their law. They do not know what it is to say no
to themselves, and· to restrain' their cravings, and so they
e-xperience no war nor contradiction within themsetve,s,
because there is nothing there to stand in the ,yay of what
they ate bent upon : but those who aim at. a spiritual1ife,
and labour t.oacquire· true .virtues, · arid·' rO'ot out their
vices 'and' bad inclinations feel at once this war and con-
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tradiction of the flesh. As the bird does not know that
it is caught till it tries to get out of the net, so man does
not know the strength of his vices and evil inclinations
till he labours to' rid himself of them. In the embracing
of virtue, the contradiction of the contrary vice declares
itself.
We read iil the Acts of the Holy Fathers that one day
a monk proposed this' question to' one of the old Fathers:
" How comes it to pass that I feel not within myself
those combats and that stress of temptation that others
suffer?" To whom the holy man made this answer :
" It is because you are like a great gate, by which he
comes in w'ho will, and. he goes out who will, without
your knowing what is done and what goes on in the
house. You' keep a very lax conscience, little guard over
your heart, little circumspection in your doings, little
recollection in your senses, so do not wonder at what you
ask me. But if you \vould keep the gate of your heart
shut ': if you hindered bad thoughts from entering, you
would then see what. a war they would make on you to
get in." If therefore you' feel not this war within yourself, .' nor any of these combats of your flesh, take' heed
lest this does not happen simply because you take your
own way in all things, and use no endeavour to contradict your appetites, and root our your vices and bad
inclinations.
,

CHAPTER XVIII

That it is always necessary to exercise ourselves in
mortification, ho"lt' good and advanced soever tzt'e may
be in virtue
St.

Bernard says that we must always carry the

p ~ f mortification in our hands, pruning and

mortifying, and that there is no person who stands not
in need of pruning or retrenching something or other;
hO'N much soever .he be mortified and think himself
advanced. "Believe me," says he, "that which is cut,
sprouts anew; that which is driven out, returns ; that
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which is quenched, flares up again; and that which' is'
lulled to sleep, wakes up OJ;1Ce more. ,It is, not sufficient,
therefore," adds" the Saint, " to' have pruned once; "we
must use the knife often, and evetlalways,i£ possible;
for if you will not deceive yourself, you will always find
something to cut and to retrench within yourself." The
hedges' which' we see, in, certain gardens, furnish us with
a very fit comparison for this subject. ,The myrtle and other
shrubs are artistically cut here into the figure of a lion,
there into that of an eagle, and there into a man on horseback. But if the gardener did not go always cutting ,and
pruning the shoot~ that keep' growing, in a few days
there' w;ould be no liori, left, nor eagle" either", nor, man, on
hors~-back, ,because the shrub goes on growing according
to, its. nature" and is naturally ever sprouting afresh. So
here,though'y,ou be a lion,' or an eagle, "though' you Jancy
that you are very strong 'and master of yourself, if you db
not ',go always' pr'uning, retrenching and'mortifying, you
will soqn beheither lion, nor eagle, but a monster, because we. have here within' us a root ofcontratiety, tha:t
is ever sprouting and growing according to its own
nature, so that there willalways besomething to mortify.
"However, much progress you' have made, ''you deceive
yourself in" thinking, that your vices are dead, whereas
they are only held in check. •Whether you will' or ,no, you
have within you the Jebusite (Judgesi. 21); theenemy'is
alwhys ~ith you,'y?umay check and keep him:down,but
you cannot finally' cast ~imout." Quantumlibet in hoc
corpore 'iruinen~ profeceris,Brras St vitia putas emortua,
et non magis suppressa. V eZis, noZis, intra fines' tuos
habitat -1 ebusa;eusJ, subjugari" potest} sed, non exterminari
(St: Bernard). St. Paul says: J k~ow ~thatthere dwelleth
not in my flesh any good. ' This would be saying little,
says 'St. 'Bernard, il he did not add: For the good. that
I,wo1ild, I do not; but· ,the -evil.that 1 wO'llldnot, 1 do}'
and yet it' is not 1- who do it, but the sinthdt dwelleth
in me' (Rom. vii, 17,'18, 19). Either then prefer yourself
to the Apostle, ~~ys St. Bernard, or you must confess
~hat' ther'edwellsin •you a' vicious and evil. inclination, .and
that you 'have, ever something to mortify.
'
-'Th;e~holy'AbbotEpltrem in confirmation of this says:
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"The war of soldiers is soon over, hut a monk's fight
lasts until he passes away to the Lord." Bellum militu1n
breve, sed monachi p1/-gnaquoadusque ad Dorninum
migret. There is much more to do in mortifying and
checking our affections and passions than. in cutting· the
hardest stones. For besides the fact that the stone offers
the . workman no such resistance or contradiction as is
found in ourselves, it never returns again to its primitive
roughness once it has been· cut, but our affections and
passions change very frequently, and are apt to revive and
reawaken, and it is necessary' to return to the task bt
repressing them time after time. St. Jerome on that text
of the prophet, Sing ye to the Lora on the harp· (Ps. 97),
says that as·a .harp makes no good music nor harmony
till all the strings are in -tune, .and one single string broken
or not· in accord with· the rest makes a discord, so one
single passion in us discordant and unmortified will prevent our soul from making good music in the ears of
God. Sing to tun.e on a harp.· of ten strings (Ps. 91).
But to bring this wen about, it is clear how necessary it
is to keep up this exercise.
On this account those ancient Fathers, as St. John
Climacus relates, proved and exercised in many sorts
6f mortifications and humiliations even the· most perfect
among their number. An<;l they gave a good reason for
this, because it often happens that those who seem very
perfect· and great endurers of hardship, if· their Superiors
cea·seto prove and exercise them, regarding them as men
of consummate virtue, come in time to lose or abate that
modesty and endurance which they had. For however
good land may· b~,rich and fertile, yet if left uncultivated
and unwatered, it is apt to go wild and barren, and yield
a <;rop of thorns and thistles: so let a soul be ever so
advanced in perfection,.· yet if he is .left without the water-:ing and the· labour. of mortification and the practice· of
endurance, he will become a wild and barren soil, and will
produce thorns of evil and impure thoughts and a false arid
deceitful sense of security. Thus we all stand in need of
mortification; not only such as have any bad and corrupt
inclinations, but even those whose inclinations are very
good; nof only the imperfect and beginners, but also the
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most ancient and perfect ; ,not only those w.ho' have sinned,
but those who' have preserved their. baptismal innocence;;
'some. to gain vir.tue : some to keep it. He who rides a
horse, however. good and , gentle it.be, always takes
. bridle ~nd spur,because,a~teral1,jt i$;but a holtse.
If anyone will come after me, says our Saviour,lethim
denyhirnself. and. take up '. hi~. cross (MaJt.. xvi. 24): St..
Luke aQds, ta.keup his cross daily (Luke ix.·· 23). ,You
ought to .let no ,da y p~ss without curbing your: own will
in sornething. Any day that you let pass without doing
this, says St. John Climacus,90untitfor a great default,
reckon. that .you. have lost, that. day, and that you have
not been a Religious that day. Amici" perdidimus dietn"
".,Friends, we ,have lost a d.ay, " said the Roman
Emperor (Titus) : we have not been kings or emperors,
because we have bestowed no .favour on anyone.. But
it is much more proper fora Religious man to mortify
himself ,' and deny his own .will, than for kings and
emperors to .bestow favours, for. this it is., to .be a
Religious, to· do what you do not \vant to .• do, and leave
undone what you do want to do.
Our Father Francis Borgia has left us a good example
in this as in all other things. He used to say that without doubt his meat would be bitter and disagreeable to
him any day that he did not chastise his body with some
good penance or mortification; a'nd': he added that it would
bea grief to ,him throughout life,if' he •knew that death
would surprise him on a day on which he had notdon~
some penance and mortified his sen.ses.. Thus he let Q.O day
pass on which he did 'not mortify himself; and he prayed
and besought, the Lord to. do him this. .favour, that CQmforts should be to him a torment and across,andafflictions a comfort, which, is the third and highest degree of
mortification ; and .he used. to, say. that he should have no
comfort .until he had obtained t'his of our Lord. ,H.e lived
in perpetual watchfulness, making war onbis body; and
was always ,.finding something ,wherein to 'mortify, '. and
maltreat it.. ",.All the. things that "en.abledhim ,to' afHict it,
he called. his friends. If the sun distressed ,him· ona
journey, he would say : "Oh,wh£lt good assistance our
friend renders us!'" .Hesaidthesatneof the frost and
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wind and rain in the rigour of winter, and of the pain of
the gout, and attacks of the heart, and of thos.e who
persecuted and said evil things. of him : all these he called
friends, because they helped him to vanquish and subdue
his body, which he held for his deadly enemy. And not
content with the mortifications and afflictions that came
in· his way, he went seeking new contrivances .10 mortify
himself. Sometimes he put sand and pebbles in his shges
to hurt his fe~t when walking. In summer he hung about
in the sun, and in winter in the snow and ice. He laid
his temples bare with pulling out the hairs. When he
could not take the discipline, he tormented his flesh with
pinches and other artifices. Even in sicknesses he sought
means to add aches to aches and pains to pains. His
purgative draughts, however bitter they were, he sipped
as though they were a plate of nourishing soup. He
chewed bitter pills, and broke them up between his teeth,
and kept them in his mouth a long time. In this way
did he mortify and torment his senses and crucify his
flesh" and so he came to arrive at the perfection of sanctity
at which he did arrive.

CHAPTER XIX

Of two means that will make the practice of mortification easy and sweet, which are the grace of God and
f1 is holy love
It remains to treat of some means to aid us in this
practice of mortification, so necessary for us, means that
,vill make it not only easy and bearable, but sweet and
pleasant. The first and chiefest means to this must be
the grace of the Lord, whereby everythlng is made easy
and light.
The Apostle Paul was ~uch. vexed by a
temptation, and earnestly besought God to take it away.
The Lord answered him : My grace is enough for thee
(2 Cor. xii. 9). By the grace of God he felt. himself so
strengthened as to say: I can do all things in him that
strengtheneth me (Phil. iv. 13). N at I, but the grtace
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of God with rne (I Cor. xv. 10). The Lord does not
leave us alone in this labour of mortification. He aids us
to carry the burden. And· on this· account He calls His
law. a yoke, because two bear it. Christ con joins Himself, with us to bear it, and who will be frightened in such.
company and with such support? Let it not· seem to .
you difficult, because the lesser half of it falls on you.
For. this reason He, says that, though it is. a yoke, It IS
sweet,. and though it is a burden, it is light (Matt. xi.
30). . For though considering our nature and the smallness of our strength it is heavy; and that is what is
denoted· by _the name of yoke and burden, yet by the
grace of God it is easy and sweet, because the Lord
Himself lightens it to us, as He promises by the prophet
Osee: Jwill be as one who lifteth the yoke and removeth
it fr'orn their jaws (Osee xi. 4). And by ls'aiah He -says:
The yoke shall rot for the power of the oil (x. 27). Mortification seems a heavy yoke and burden, but so great is the
favour and grace of God, signified· by the oil, .that the
yoke will rot· and become soft till you •find it no longer
irksome, nor even feel it.
St. Bernard in his first Sermon on the Consecrationof\
a Church says : '~Asinthe consecration of a church this
ceremony is observed of· anointing the crosses on the
walls with holy oil, so does our Lord with the souls of
Religious. By the· spiritual unction of His grace . He
anoints and softens in' them; •the crosses of penance and
mortification.
l\tiany·· shun this· holy exercise,. because
they' see the cross and no~. the unction. But you who
have experienced it (he says to his Religious) know right
well that our cross·, is an anointed cross,. and with this
unction not· only is it light and easy, but what appears to
men in the world .bitter. and disagre. eable.. becomes tou~ /
by the grace of God very sweet and pleasant to taste.' '/
Scitis quia ve1'e crux nosh'a inuncti:t. est,et amaritudo
nostra dulcissima. So St. Augustine says that he ·had
not, understood the language of chastity, he thought
there was no man in the world who observed it, until-he
came to understand the power of grace, whereby· we can
well say what St. John said, And his commandments are
1l.(Jt 'hea7Jy'(I :john.v.·3).
The' commandments of God and
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of the Gospel are not heavy and difficult, because the
abundance of grace that the Lord gives to enable us to
do what He commands makes them easy and sweet. St.
Gregory on that saying of Isaiah, They that hope in the
Lord shall change their strength (xl. 31), marks two sorts
of strength,-one of the just to suffer and mortify themselves lTIuch for God, the other of the wicked to suffer
great labours for the world, for honour and wealth, and
the gratification of their appetites and desires; and he
says that those who trust in the grace of the Lord shall
change this strength into that of the just.
The second thing that will render to us the practice of
mortification sweet and easy is the love. of God. There
is .nothing more efficacious, nothing that renders any
labour more sweet and easy than love. St. Augustine
says: "He that loves labours not."
Qui amat non
laborat. The labours of those who love are not burdens,
but rather pleasures,as with sportsmen who fish, beat
woods for game and hunt, that labour is no burden to
them, rather they take it for recreation, for the love and
affection they have for it. What makes the mother not
feel the continual labours she has in rearing her child but
love? vVhat makes the \"life tend night and day her sick
husband but love? What makes birds and beasts so
solicitous for the rearing of their offspring, so as to be
ready to fast that they may eat, and labour that they
may rest, and defend them with so great courage but
love? What made the labours of seven, and then of
.fourteen years, in sun and frost seem light to Jacob for
the winning of Rachel but love? They seemed to him
but a few days for the excess of his great love 1Gen.
xxix. 20). On that saying of tl1e Spouse: My love is a
little bundle of myrrh to me (Cant. i. 12): the glorious
St. Bernard says: " She does not say, my beloved is a
bundle of my'trh, but a little bundle, because all labour
seems slight and light to her for the great love she bea,rs
her beloved." Note also that she does not say absolutely,
my beloved -is a little bundle of rnyrrh, but with the
addition, to me. To him who loves, the beloved becomes
a little bundle: if he' is to you' a great and heavy bundle,
:it is because you love not, it is for want of love: so take
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that for a. sign whether you have. great or little .love for
God. It is not that the labours of virtue are e-reat,· but
that our. love is small, and therefore they become to us
great. Love my.ch, and not only will you not feel labour,
hut relish it :. where there. is .love, there is no labour, but
relish only.
'
A.. holy woman used to say that from the time that she
had been called and wounded by the love of ,God, she .had
never more known what it was to suffer either within or
without, .either from the world, or .from the devil, or from
theflesh, or from anything else, because pure love knows
not what. mflnner of thing pain al1d torment is. Thus
love,besides. surpassing all works of high degree and
'adding great perfection to them, gives at the same time
greflt courage and fortitude to face any labour and'mortification, .and makes everything easy, light and savoury.
So St. Ghrysostom explains the saying of the Apostle,
love. is the fulfilment of the law CRom. xiii. 10), in this
sense as meaning. not only' that all the law and all the
commandments are contained in this.· short word love, hut
also that this love makes the observance of all the ·law
and all th~ commandments of God· very easy.
This .is well confirmed by ·the . sayingof ,the Wise Man,
Love' is strong as death (Cant~ viii. 6). Among other
explanations of these words, the Saints give two that
make for our purpose. St.· Gregory gives· one that· St.
Augustine takes to be the better. Do you know,he
says, the meaning of that saying, that love is strong as
death? It means that as death separates the soul from
the body, so the love of God separates the soul from
corporal and sensible things; and as death separates man
from all commerce with the things of the world, so the
love of God, when it takes possession of our spirit,
strengthens it so· as to remove it from commerce and
conversation with the world, and from the affection that
it bears to the flesh and to all sensible things. This is
the meaning of love being as strong as death: for as
death kills the body, so the love'of God kills and deadens
in us all affection to corporal and sensible things; it
makes a man die to the world and to all self-love, and
live to Christ our Lord alone, so as to be able to, say with
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St. Paul: I [i've, now not I, but Christ liveth in me
(Gal. ii. 20).
Another excellent explanation is given by St. Augustine on these words, Rest in his strength. He says that
the love of God is strong as death, because death when
it comes is irresistible: no medicine, no treatment avails
against it: it boots not to be bishop, king, pope or
emperor, death lays all that low, nothing can stand
before it" nothing of all the things there are on earth can
turn it away, neither honours, nor riches, nor prosperity,
nor adversity. Else let everyone see this for himself from
the favour that the Lord has done him. With one little
spark of His love that He gave you, nothing could stand
in your way to make you quit the path of perfection and
Religious Life which you took, neither parents, nor relations, nor all that there was in the world; but you spurned
all that and made light of it in comparison with what
you now enjoy. Let us then conceive a great love of
God, and nothing will stand in our way, but rather we
shall say with the Apostle: Who shall sepatate us from
the lov'e of Christ? Shall tribulation, or distress, or
hunger, or nakedness, 01' danger, 01' persecution, or the
sword? Surer I am that' neither death nor life, nor: angels,
nor principalities, nor powers" nor things present, nor
things to come, nOr strength, nor height, nor depth, nor
any creature shall be able to separate us from the love
of God (Rom. viii. 35, 38, 39).

CHAPTER XX
Of another motive that will facilitate and make agreeable the practice of mortification, namely, the hope
of re'lvard
The third motive that will render this practice of mortifi-

cation easy and sweet is the greatness "of the reward that
we hope for. With this hope holy Job animated and
consoled himself in the midst of, his very great· afflictions,
saying: Who· will grant me that' the words which 1 would
fain utter may be written, to remain for a perpetual
memorial. to posterity! And. for greater perpetuity' he
goes on to wish : 'Whowill grant that they may be
imprinted ina book, or with a punch or burin of iron
1nay be engraved on, a plate of lead, or with
gravingtool may be ;sculptur'ed and hollowed out on a flagstone!
But why clost thou wish" holy Job, for such perpetuity to
thy words? That all men, porn and to he born, may
have in theiraffiictions the comfort that I have in mine.
And what are those 'words? I know by revelation of my
God that, my Redeemer liveth,--he speaks of the Son of
God and of the future as if it were past or present for
the, great certitude that he has, of it,-and since he is
risen and living, ,I know that in the last day o/the world
I also am to, rise again from the earth and dust into
"which I shall ha.ve beenturried,andonce more lam to
be gir't about with my skin, arid in my flesh i sha?l see
God~ who is the reward of them that serve Him, whom
I myself and mine eyes' are to see and rejoice in, and
none other,--I, 'the same that now am suffering, am to
rise 'again and rejoice in God,-I 'keep this hope safe laid
up ,my breast "(Job, xix. 23-27) ; and from thence as, from
a treasure':'house I draw relief 'and rich· comfort in my
afflictions.
With this consideration God encouraged Abraham: for
when he said, 'Lord~ I have left my country and. my
kindred, fof so Thou commandedst me, what reward hast
Thou' to 'give 'me?' God answered him:" Jam thy ''Yecom-
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pense, and thy reward exceeding great {Gen. xv. I).
With this consideration St. Paul says that Moses encouraged himself to abandon honour and choose a mean
estate: AtIoses, when· he was grown up in faith and hope,
t,e9 kone dnothing of being the son of the daughter of
,Pharaoh, who had adopted him, for her child: all that
he despised, and chose rather to be humbled and persecuted for love of God than all the riches and treasures of
Egypt, for he had an eye to the recompense and reward
that he, hoped for (Heb. xi. 24-26). With this consideration
th~ prophet David encouraged himself to fulfil the law
and commandments of God, when he said: I have inclined
1nine healt for ever to keep thy, commandments for the
sake of the reward (Ps. I 18).
St. Augustine says: " Heavy work it is, to keep at it,
contin1)alIy mortifying and curbing our will: hut look at
the, prize'and reward to be given you for it, and you will
seethat it is all very little in comparison : hope of reward
lightens the stress of toiL"
So he says we see here in
the labours . of merchants, agriculturists and soldiers.
Now if the fury and force of the sea arid its fearful waves
dOQot dismay ma.riners and traders, nor rains and storms
field-labourers, nor 'wounds and deaths soldiers, nor
blows and falls wrestlers, when they set their eyes on
th~human hopes which they expect to realise by their
labours, ho\vshall one who looks for the kingdom of
'heaven quail before the labour ,and mortification that
virtue requires? And they indeed for a perishable crown,
but we for an imperishable (I Cor. ix. 25), says the
Apostle St. PauL
If they for a perishable prize and
reward, a thing of such short duration, expose them'selves, to such Jabours, what is it reasonable for us to do
for. a· prize and re'ward so great, a prize that shall last
for ever and ever ! Why, what we do is nothing in
comparison with what we hope to get for it; it is nothing
, that they ask of. us in comparison with what they give,--they give it away to us for nothing. You cannot tell
whether a. thing is dear or cheap by the price they ask
you for it~. without looking at the same time at the thing
that is sold~ Else I ask you, are a hundred ducats much
to give fora. thing? According as the thing is, it may
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be such that it\vouldbe dear. at' fifty farthing's, ,. Or' such
that it would be given away for ~ nothing if sold at '-a
thousand ducats. If it. is a very richpteciousstone, or
if they give you a city fora thousand ducats, ·it ·isgiven
away ,for nothing. 1'husif you.,wish to see whether what~
God asks is much or little, look 'at your purchase, look at
the;tec~mpense which theygiveyo~ for, it.' I a~,lh'i
reward (Gen. xv. I). They reward you to the pOllitof
giving yoiIGod. Is that what they give me? Then;
they give .itme gratis: they 'ask nothing ,for it in asking
me to deny my own will and mortify myself':'. they give
it me for a mere nothing. Yethathave nO'money, make
haste, buy and eat. Come, buy without money,';(tnd:
without exchange, wine and milk (Isai. Iv. I).
This means is also greatly recommended to us by St.
Basil. "Ever remember the 'great, glory and reward
that you hope for, thereby to encourage yourself tq lab9ur
and to virttie~ ;,' 'The hlessedSt. AntonY' Abbot 'tHereby
encouraged his disciples to persevere in the continual
rigour ,of Religious Life. In admiration, of the gr~at
liberality of' God, he would stopa~d s;ay: "In this
life the 'dealings and contracts of men are equal onbotb
sides: one gives as much as he receives: what IS sold is
worth the price paid for it. But the promise of· life" and
glory everlasting is 'bought ata very low price, sin<:e it
is written : The life of man . iscom~only some seventy
,'ears, o:rat most, with care dnd coddling,' one attq.ins 'to,
eighty, dnd what passes beyond' that is pain,· affliction
and infirmity (Ps. 89)- B.titwh~n we have lived eighty
years, or a ,hundred or more, serving ~od, they ""';i11' not
give us for that the same humber of years over again of
glory, but for' those years th~ywill give us-to ;reignfo,r
ever in' glory so l?ng as· God, shall be' God ',for all ages
agesJ(Exod. 'xv. 18): Wherefor~, mY, chil~'ren (th~. Saint
g~es on)" b~ no~ aff,r~ghted" nor .setbefbre your ,eyes the
hardship' of tliis life, for'all that we 'can suffer in th~~
life' is' inconsiderable· in view of the reward and recom;.
pense that we hope for (Rom. viii. 18)." For ,the laboti~
of a moment they give usa' weight o~ glory to last for
ever and ever (2 Cor. i,,_ :17)...' St_,Bernard brings ~ v~ry
good:' comparison 't6 'bear 'on this point. There is no
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sower so silly as to think the sowing season long, though
he spend many days in sowing, for he knows that the
longer the sowing-time lasts, the greater will be the crop.
In the Si:lme manner, he says, the labour of this life
should not appear to us great or very lengthy, because it
is a sowing-tinlc, and the more we sow and labour,the
more abundantly and plentifully shall we reap~ And the
Saint adds, " consider how from a little more seed sown
then( comes afterwards a great increase and multiplication. "
When the husbandman sees at harvest-time
how a handful of wheat sown has brought in twenty or
thirty fold, he will wish that he had. sown a great deal
more.

CHAPTER XXI

What has been said in the preceding chapter is confirmed by som.e e~amples
.
It is told of one of those ancient Fathers that he
laboured much, and did great penances andmortification~.
His companions and disciples bade him' desist, and
modera,te those afflictions and mortifications, being as
they were so great. He replied: "Believe me, my sons,
if the place' and state of the Blesseet in heaven were
capable of pain and grief, they would be very much dis...
tressed at not having suffered· in this life greater afflictions' and mortifications, seeing the great reward and
recet;npense given for them, and how they might have
gained so much glory at 'so small a cost." This agrees
with what St. Bonaventure says :" The amount· of glory
that we miss every hour that we spend in idleness, is
exactly in proportion to the good works that we. might
have done in that time."
.
Som'ething similar is related of· the· holy virgin
Mechtildis. She \\Tas very frequently visited by Christ
our Redeemer, .her Spouse, to. whom she had dedicated
herself entirely, knowing of Him many marvellous things.
One· day she heard a :voice, among. other sayings that the
Saints said to her: " Oh, how fortunate and blessed you
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are, you who still live on earth, for the amount of merit
that you may gain! If a man onJy knew how much he
might merit every day, from the first moment of his
rising, his heart would be' filled at once with joy and
satisfaction, to think that that day had dawned on which
he might live. to God our' Lord, and. with His grace, to
the honour and glory of the same God, might increase his
merit; and this would give him courage and strength to
do and spffer all things with the utmost cheerfulness. ' ,

In the Spiritual Meadow, which was composed by John
the' Eunuch, or according to others by St. Sophronius,
patriarch of Jerusalem, and was approved in the, Second
Council of Nice, there is a· story of' a .monk, who. had a
cell at a· great distance, from water, about twelve miles;
and one day that he ,vent for water he fainted on the ~way
from over-fatigue. Seeing himself then so worn out he
said within himself.: ' vVhy need I take all this trouble?
I hav~ a mind to go and live near the water, and fix Illy
cell there.' Next time, coming for water with his
pitch~r, he planned as he went along where his cell mig~t
conveniently be, 'and how he ,would build it, and, the life
that he would lead' in it. Hereupon he heard on his
track the voice of a man, saying, One, Two, Three, etc.
He turned his head,wondering how in that lonely place
there should be anyone to measure and reckon distance
or anything else. He saw nobody, and once more went
on with his journey, thinking over his plans. Once mqre
he heard the same voice saying' One," Two; Three. A
second time he turned his head, and saw •nobody ,either.
The same' thing happened a third time, and, turning his
head he ,saw a handsome shining youth, :whosaid' to
him: ",Do not trouble yourself, I am: an angel of God,
and .I c0tlle counting. the steps. that y<J.u take. on this
journey, for not one of them shall go unrewaraed "; and
so saying he disappeared. The monk, seeing that,
reflected within himself and said: 'How can I be so
wanting in judgment as to choose the'loss of such great
good and such a gain?' He determined forthwith to
change his cell, putting it., even further off from where he
had it, so as to have more labour and fatigue.
There is a story in the Lives of the Fathers of·an'old
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monk who lived in the Thebaid, who had a disciple, whom
he had trained well. It ,vas the old man's custom every
night to give him an exhortation, and after that
to have prayers, and so he sent him to bed.
It happened one day that some secular persons
came to visit the monk, moved· by the fame of his great
abstinence; and after having dismissed them, . it being
already late,' he set himself to give his exhortation as
usual, and it was so long that sleep came over him, and
he dropped off, that holy old man. The disciple w~ited
for him· to a,vake, that they might· say prayers, and he
get his dismissal. But as·· he did not awake" thoughts of
impatience began to worry him, pressing him to be off
to bed. He. resisted once, then other and other thoughts
assailed him till seven times, all. which' he resisted manfully. It was now mid-night, and the holy .old man
awoke; and finding him seated . where he had left him
when the discourse began, he said:. " Son, why did you
not wake me?" He answered that it was not to give
him annoyance. 'fhey recited their matins, and when
they had finished, he gave him his blessing and sent him·
off to sleep. 'fhe old man putting himself in prayer was
rapt in spirit, andari angel showed him a very beautiful
and glorious apartment;and in' it a shining chair,:andon
the seat seven very rich crowns. The old man asked:
" Who are those crowns for?" The angel answered::
"For your disciple, the apartment and seat which, the'
Lord has given hirn are for the life he leads, and those
crowns he merited last night." The morning came, and
the monk asked the disciple how he had passed· the night
while watching .him asleep.
And the good disciple
related all that had passed, and how he had resisted seven
times over the thoughts of giving up his 'watching. Hence
the oldman understood that it was by this that he had
Won those· seven crowns.
I f is told· of the blessed St. Francis that one day in
mid-\vinter his brother according to the· flesh met him in
nigs' and tatters, half-naked, perishing and trembling
with cold,· and sent to ask him in mockery and scorn if he
would ,sell him one drop of his sweat.
The· Saint
an~"vered with meek spirit: "'fell my brother· that I
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have 'already sold, it all to my' God and Lord, and tha~
at a high. prJ.c~./ 'Another time, some years afterwards',
when he was harassed with veFy severe and continual
pains, and besides,wiih new and troublesome temptations
of the devil,;,,'in so flluch that it seemed as thbugt! n6
human strength couldwithstand·'them, he heard a voice
from heaven bidding; him 'rejoice, and De glad, for that for
those evllsan.d tribulations' he' ',vas tocarn in, heaven a.
treasure' so great, that tpough the whole earth wete
turned into gold, and all its ·stones into pear~s, pearls
most precious, and all its waters into balsam, that would
bear no comparison with 'thecreward and 'r'ecompense
thatwould:be' given him on that account~' This. message
relieved.and lightened the Saint so ,much tha(heno'longer
felt, his' pains; and h3:ving on the, spot called' together his'
Religious" he 'recounted tothenl with great" joy th,e ~om
fort that 'God· had sent himfrbm heaven:

CfIAPTER XXII
Of another motive thatw'ill help us, and render the
p'ractice o/nio'rfijication easy, which is~he example

of ,Christ 'our'Redeemer
/fhefourth motive that will greatly en'courage andhe'lp
us In ,thIS practtce? :of 'mortification is the' example of
Christ our Redeemer and Master. So the. Apostle St.
Paul' puts it before our, eyes to encourage us theret.o.
Anned with patience let us run to the' conflict that awalts
us~, looking 'at 'lesus~ Author and F,uljiller of f ai.th ;
whoputttng ~ before his eyes the joy of OUT redemptIon.
endured the' cross, and made no account of the :sham'e
and' humiliation of' the world. Think once and again of
him who suffered so; muchcontr'adiction of sinn.ers against'
hirhseli~ that '. ye, be' not' worn out,' your hearts failing
yo'u: ,.for ye·ha7-,e not resisted .and struggled against sin
even to the shedding oj blood (H'eb. xii. i-4},as He shed
His: for you. 'Hol;yScripture .relates that when the chit...
dren of IsraeL were passing through the desert, and
41
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gatl\e ;ypon, ~:those ';waJers of-Mara, that \vere sQ'bitfer that'
they could. not drink,themiExod. xv. 23),Moses 'made
i>reyerto "GQ~,and He showed him a 'kind of wood~
,vb~ch, ~ast upon the waters, rendered them sweet and
palat,able.. lhe Saints say that by 'this wood is .signified the
WQod of, theCros~. When the, labour of mortification
becoll1e$,bitter":and,, grievous: to' ,you, :cast upon, it this
~~credwood,thinkof the Cross arid Passion of Christ,
ijissq)urgesand,Fthotps;~the gall and vinegar that they
gave Hilll' for, His refresbmeflt, and 'at: once ,it will become
s.w~et", and .p,alatable ,to you.
In the, Chronicles of the Order' of St. Francis we read
how ,a vei-y~ 'richman, reared, in honour and comforts,
entere~ the Order ;' and .as soon as the tempter saw his
change of life; ,he assailed him, with representations of
th~Cl;usterity of the Order, how'" instead of' the delicacies,
good clothes and soft bed, that" he was 'used; to he found
beans, a coarse tunic, straw for bedding, strict poverty
instead of riches. He felt it much; and as the devil put
before him the hardness of these things, he pressed him
Bore with instigation,s how he should leave them and
return to the world. 'The temptation came to be so unbearable thaf the man defermined to leave his ,Order. In
thi~:,resolve ,he pass~d through thechapter-room,and
faliing on his knees: before the figure of our Crucified
Lord he commended himself to His mercy.
So being
tran;sporteq. out of hi~self he was caught up in spirit, and
there' appeared to him our Lord and His glorious Mother,
and they-ask:ed him why he was going.
With great
reverence he replied:" Lord, I was reared in the world
in' much' comfort, and I cannot stand the austerity of this
Religious Order, especially in food and dress~"
The
bord raised His right 'arm, and showed him' the wound
in His side, running' with blood, and said to him :
'~Stretch out your 'arm;' and' put 'your hand'here, and
bathe it in the blood of 1\1v side; and when there comes
i~to your mind any rigou; or austerity,moisten it witH
this blood; a'ndeverything, all difficult though' it be, will
becom:e easy and sweet.' 'Thenovice did what the' Lora
told him, and,' for every' temptation that occurred to him
he :called,tb mind 'the Passion of Christ,:_and at once,
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everything' was. changed into', great sweetness and' delight.
\Vhathardshipcanappear' hard to 'a ,vile ,man and
wretched worm seein a God- crowne.d', with thorns and
naIled. to a cross for his love! ,What will he not s'u er
and endure for his own sins, when he sees the Lord of
Majesty suffering so much for the sins of others!
The Saints made much use of this motive of the examp'le
of Christ our" Redeemer and the desire· to imitate Him j~
because', besides 'being a very efficacious motive to animate'
us to mortification and suffering, it is likewise ,a motive'
of ,high perfection, --making our actions many degrees
moreexceUent, as springing from the love of God. ,And
so we ,read· of our ,Blessed Father, Ignatius that" at the
beginning of his conversion he practised greatmortifications and •penances, having -regard to his sins, and to',
make satisfaction, for them; but afterw,ardsas he, grew
more advanced, he' afflicted his 'body with aus,terities, and
chastisements, not so much in regard of his sins as of the
example of Christ and His Saints. The Saints saw that
Christ, our Lord had gone that way, and had embraced
affiictions and the cross with such love and desire, 'longing already to see the hour in which He was to give His
life-blood for us (Luke xii. 50).
And as elephants put
forth their strength in battle at the sight of blood, so they
came hereby to have a great thirst -of· suffering martyrdoms, and shedding their blood for Him who had first
shed His for them. And as this desire met not with' its'
accomplishment,' ,they 'practised cruelties upon themselves, and made' themselves" their own' executioners, and
martyred their bodies, afflicting them with penances and
labours, and mortified and curbed their' wills and appetites, and in this way they found some tittle relief,
as their desire. was in some s6rt" fulfilled 'of 'imitating
as far as they could Christ our Redeemer. This is what'
the Apostle'St. ,Paul says: Let us go on ever mortifyiqg
and' maltreating' our fle.sh,bearing ever stamped 'u,pon
ourselves the mortification of jeisus, that· the . life
of Jesus may be shown forth in, oUlI bodies (2 Cor.
iv. 10). The treatrnentandmortification of our body
should be such: as to re resent the life of esus Chdst and'
resem Ie it~ St. Bernard says: Non decet sub capite
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s.pinO$(j· membrum esse delicatU1n : ',~ it
well,th~t the head being full of

is not fitting, nor
thorns, the mem...
ber~.~~hQ~ld be dainty and comfortable,'" but be mortified
and crucified in the flesh to be in conformity with their
head.
.
, Many are the other motives that . we might bring for
tJlis, since all that the Saints give, and all the reasons
they ,. ~allege to exhort us to do penance, may serve to
animate us to this practice of mortification.' On those
words of the· Apostle', The sufferings of this world are not
7£Jorthyto, be ,compared 71)ith the glory ,to come . that shall
be <revealed in us (Rom. viii. 18), the glorious S1. Bernard
~ays: " The sUfferings and -tribulations of this world do
not equal, and are as nothing in, comparison with, the
glory that we hope for, with the punishment that we fear,
with, the sins that we have committed, or with the benefits
that we have received of God." Any of these points, well
considered, is enough to animate us to this practice.

looks

CHAPTER XXIII

,Of

three degrees ,of mor:tification

,Tq conclude and, finish off this treatise, we will briefly
set' forth tbe three degrees of mortification which S1.
~ernard assigns. The first is that which the Apostle' St.
Peter teach~s us.in his first Canonical Epistle.. Btethren,
I ask you to li'Ve as strangers and pilgrims, on earth, and
as such to refrain the desires and appetites of the flesh,.
which war against: the spirit (I ,Pet. ii. II). We are all
pilgrims in ::this world on our way to our heavenly coun";'
try ,.~s St. 'Paul saY's : We have, not here a lasting city,
but -7£1e :go ,seeking for: aneta come (Heb. xiii. I4h for
fwhilewe are in the body ·weare away from the Lord
(~Cor. v .. 6).
Let us then make ourselves pilgrims and
wayfarers; the wayfarer, says St. Bernard, goes straight
ahead on his. way; -taking care to avoid all the circuitous
routes that he can: if' he sees on the route people laugh-'
ing, or keeping festivals, \veddings and merrymakings,
he pays no attention to it,norcares about it, but goes;
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:straight on jhis way" because he is 'a wayfarer and ,those
things 00 ,not concern him; all hisanKiety'artcl occupatidn
istpsighafter his~ativeplace, a;ncl take care,tbapproac&
and arrive there ': , ' he is>content, \vith'fl light ,dress,' and
with ameal:,enoQgh to keep himgoirtg on his journey:
he has no 'mind to 'go Jaden 'with unnecessary baggilge;
but to go.: light that he travel better.
,
Thig is the, way, ,then ,we ought to try to h~haveonbtir
ptIgrimage., W esHould take, the things of this; wbrld
just by tlieway, in view' :0£ the end before us, like pilgrims
and ,wayfarers as' we' are, nottaki!?'g more thanis:J:1eces~
sary "fo:ertable usto',go' on Our' way. 'Having todd ,aitd
wherewith .tobeclothed, 'with' ,the;se' let us be :content,. "a~
St,.Paul' says' (I /fim.vi.' 8)., Let· usescftew and'rid
ourselves; of all that is:notnecessat.y, that thus ·w:~ In'ay
travel ,the, better for, travelling ',light. ' Let us' sigh a.fter
oUf' country,' and be sensible of 'our' exife. Happy ;an~
blessed is he" says St. Bernard, who' behaves artdtohducts himself,like a 'pilgrim upon earth, and knows and
bewails, his- exile, saying with the 'prophet: Hear, ()
Lordj my sighs, my tears and groans,' for T am :a, strarig,et
a,nd pilgrim o:n'earth, ,as were my fathers and 'forebears
,(Ps. :38)-.',

' , . .

-'This degree' is 'a ve,ry high one,. and we shalldonoFa
little. if, we ge,t to that.· Bub, the'Sa~nt, tells us,there" cis
another, '.higher and ,of greater perfection.,
For th~
pilgrim, though 'he does, not join in ;with the' neighbours
and to\Vnsfolk, ' sometitnes;~s, pleased' to see fantl hear wh~t
passes: on' the, roa~, and to Telate ,it-to others: 'and'with
these trifles, althotigh' he does not:altogetherJose his way,
nevert?eless •he 'is kept '~ack.a~d a~riveslater;,a~d eve~
he may be so' amused ·and kept back by these thIngs ~s
flot"only to reach his' ·home·; later; , hut~"'even neyet
to'7reach it at taU. But~h~ is more 'of a .;stranger,.,an~
more.ftee'anO detached·;from thethin~s ;of' this world tliari,.the.'.pi1grin~?_:l)o 'yoU:; ~tiow?", He, ,who,· is, dead'.
For thepilgrinl).though it ,be only to ·ask;andseek wnat
iSjn~dessa:fy,for'higjourney"anclgd·laden;\vith.'it,·may
be- ,ot;cupied and kept.hac~ more, than would be'desit..
able ;btItthe'dea~tnat1,thol1'ght he has to go unburied,
feels it hot. , The'deacl'man hears alike those .~ who iblame
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him andthpsewho praise him, those who flatter him ,and
those Who'cOlnplain ,of him; or ,rather he hears none of
them, because he is, dead. , This then is the second degree
ofp1~rtification, higher and more perfect than the former,
which St. Paul lays down when he says : Ye are dead"
,p,ildyour, life is hidden· with Christ in ,God (Col. iii. 3)~
We must not rest cpntent with being as pilgrims in this
life, ,but we must try to be as dead· men. How is that to
be? Do .'you know how?' says a Doctor: look at' the
condition of a dead man. The'sigl,lofone being dead is
his not seeing"nor answedng, nor feeling, nor complain~
jng, nor being prqud, nor getting angry. But· if you
have eyes to se.e and judge, of the doings of others, ,and
even perchance of the Supe.do~; YQuare notdead~ ,If you
have back-answers and excuses for what obedience, bids
you f if you show feeling when they !~ll Y0':1~QLyour ;faults
and rebuke you; sensit,iy~eneg;'apd resentment, when they
humble you and make no~ccount of you, .you are not
dead, but very much alive t~ your pa~~!QE1SJ to your
honour and reputation.
For the dead man, although
they trample on him, and r,un himdown,andmake no
account of him} feels it, not. .Oh, how happy and blessed,
says St. Bernard, is he who is in this manner dea.d, for
this <:ieath ,is life, since it keeps: us unspotted in the world,
and, makes us entire fitrangers to' it.
Great ass~redly is this degree ,and of high perfection,
put possibly we shall be able' to find something else. higher
and" more perfect stili. But where" are we, to go to: look
for it, and in. whom shall we find,:it !,lut inhim~who was
rapt to the thjrd heaven? For, says St.,~Bernard,ifyou
give me another and a third ,degree higher and more
perfect, you may \vellcall it the third heaven. ' But can
there be anything wore: than dying'? 'Yes, there is' something more than dying. Our Lord Jesus Christ hu,mble.d
and abasCc,d himself even unto death. Is there ,anything
nlore than that? Y ~s, SL Paul goes on. 'to :say, and, the
Church goes on to.say it.on the second night of Tenebrae:
e'ven unto,' the death of the cross (Phil.: ii.8). To"die
crucified; that js more .than simply to die : for the death
of. the' cross was a" k~nq'of,death the ,most ·ignorpinious
:~nd .shamefulth>at'ther~ thenrwas., Tilis, then i~ the th~rd
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degree ;ofm;ortifJ:catlon, higher carid moreperfeft iHli.n the
pr~ce~ing"';'Thl1s'tigh~lymaywe: call, it, tpe. thitd l1~~ven"
towhlch,calsocthecApostle, St., PauVwasCpught up.: '~h;i~
world is, cr~cifie-d to ,ffl!3, a~a
:c,t(Jc ;the:" w~rla;
(GaL' vi. I4}1.')~~e:does ,U?t"merely" scay:', that he was' dea~d'
to the'. world,; 'but that' c, he 'was .eru~ifiedt9 "th~ 'c ~orld;'
and, :that·the .world was ca cross to chim and.: h~c tb th~·
world.; ;That 'is-to say', ,aU that, the world. loves;, 'the:
deligHts of ,theflesh','hotiours"riches, ,t~e ~ain praises' d!
inen,~aU' :that, i:sa cro:ss and a! torment t6, me, ?nd as;
such I abhorrt;'and: what the world tikes: fqr a: crqss,
fora torme,ntand dishonour, to that Ihave,'myh~art
fastened, and nailed: -that it is that' I· love and etribrace.
This is· heingcrucHied to thew-orld' and. the 'worldfo rri¢~
the world. being a"'cross to me'aildT:to it.
c
This is; a ,higher and more perfect degre:e than the first
£l,nd second, says St."13ernard. The' pilgrim, though he
passes :on, and does 'not stop much over the things that he
sees, yet after all does see th~m and sfops some little
time over tnem.
The dead man '(that "is the, secpnd
degree) takesprosperi(y and adversity "equally, hpl1ours'
and \ ignominies, . and makes 'no' difference 'petween' them'/
But this. third . de~ree' goes :further, and is-not eQtt,al1y
disposed to the ,one and the o,ther: itjsno~ merely; tn:sensible, as the dead 'JIHth' is ,insensible, to' hbndutand:
reputatioll,but it is a cross, and'~ lorrn'ent 't6it: to' be
honoured,' a.rid: esteemed, -and 'itilbhors such thIngs ·ac":
cordingly. _'It, is. :not -me.rely' insensible to ~gli()miny'and
contempt, but finds' therein its 'glory. ari<t", satisfa,ction.-- Far:
be it from -me' tocglory- save in the cross of our Lord· Jesus
'Christ, through wkorn the 1'wo'rl~'is crucified to me 'afJd'!l
to'the world' (GatvLI4). Gocl'grant that Imay'neve,r
glory -in anythingbtlt' in -', the cross of ,Christ, for, loVe; ()f
whomallth~tthe wor.1d'loves is'a,crossto:me; andj~ll tha't
the world takes for 'across -is/ my glory and' great' con":
tentment. .J am" full,> he says) 'of' consolation, ~'bathed in
joy and gladness, :at 'suffering :tribula,fions, perse;.;
cutions i,and -affronts for "Christ: "(2)' 'Cor. ',:viie ' 4).
This then is 'ihe',<'third ,degree', of -"tnortificatiori/
which with much reason St. Bernard calls the
third heaven for its high perfection. And though he
c
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~,ays it tln!1er gUIse of this metaphor, yet it is the common
doctriQe 'of Doctors' and Saints, that in what we . understandby the' third. h~aven the perfection of mortification
con~ists. This, is the sign that philosophers mark of ,any"
one having attained perfection in any, .virtu~, when he
does the acts· thereof, with relish and delight. And so if
you wish to know if you are making progress in mortifi,cation, '. and, if, you have attained to perfection.in it, see
whether. you .are pleased when ~~ros~u~our will and
deny you .what you ask: see. whether ,_you are pleased
when, they desp~Q~!}-9_mak~,_lit!k,~~,~~Q!!!2LQLy,9~,
pnd pained when. they honour a.rd~§~etI!. ,~!l:Q . ~!!}~~_e ~uGh
of you. Let everyone then enter within himself; SL
Bernard says, and see and examine with attention, which
of these degrees, he has ' reached; and let us not stop nor
re~t until we reach and are caught up to this ,third
heaven. This' is what the Lord said to St. Francis : "If
tl10u desirest Me', take bitter things Jor sweet, and sweet
things for bitter."
, Caesarius relates that in a monastery of the Cistercian
Order there was a Religious called Ralph, a great servant
of. God, who had>many revelations. One night,staying
iq the church in prayer after 'Matins, he saw Christ our
Redeemer hanging op. His Cross, and along with Him
fifteen Religious of his Order; everyone also on his cross,.
in company with Christ our Redeemer. And. though it
was night, such was the brightness and splendour that
shone .forth from the presence of Christ, that he could
see very clearly and recognise them quite well, that they
were all alive. Five of them were laybrothers, and'teri
choir-monks. While he stood amazed at so admirable'
a vision, Christ our Redeemer spoke to' him from 'the
Cross: " Ralph, dost thou· recognise. who' these are that
thou seest crucified around Me?"
He.answ,ered:
" Lord, I recognise quite. well who they are; but I do not
understand. what the vision signifies and is meant to tell
me." Then' the Lord said to him : " These alone of ~all
that <)rder,of thine' are .they who are crucified with Me,
~qnforming their life to My 'Passion.. "

TENTH ,:TREA·.TISE

,OF: 'MODESTY" AND'81LENCE'
~IIAPTERI

How.,necessary: modesty. is for the . edificati~on and
pr?fit'of our neighb0Y'~:
_..
.The '. mode'sty:of which we .:~re ·now .to treat consists in
such ah gov,etnment. of tlle.•. body, ~uch:: 'a~guard Qver our
senses, . . . ~uch .:a1.·way . . . of. cQnv~rsing and·, dealing with
others..s4chJkmoVeme.nts and. gestures.:; on our part, as
may cause. e:dification. in an \Vl1o, see . and ,have anything
to do with -us."' In this .St.. Augustineincludesal1; tliat. he
has iq,~saYi<' ab9utmodesty.
It is· not my, intention to
<;lescend,to particular&of.those points .in. which modesty
mu.st JJe ot>~erved ;r,or to:notewhatwould.be an offence
qgai.l1~t ,modesty:. sufficient for, the pre,Sent will be this
g~n~rfll;r,ul(e, '., l~Jd 'i·downby .. the .'. glorious .' Augustine and
~omqlQ~to allthe,$aints ,:;tndmasters of spiritual Jife':\
This is his rule: "take care that all your actions "and
nloV~IT\ents be, Qrpeted joyS uch SQrt that none ina, '. be
.offel\ ~'t' ut.: :all .;. ;.; died. ~~.ln ornnibus motib,usvestris
11ihi~ fiqt q;U;Q~ .cujusquqmoffendata,spectum, sea quo.d
7JJe~tram: tleceat . sqnctitate.m. Let ~ there ever shine Out in
y9,~r'i(;omp()rt.p.1{}flt.humilityalong with. religious gravity
an(r~rnat\lr~ty.,.J;lnd, ,in. this\vay<you: will preserve alt becpmingmoQesty. lVlyonly aim here is, to show how
neqe~sarythi~, tIlode~ty is, especially for· those "whose .end
an<:linstitu~~it '. is· to, 'attend to the salvation and perfection
not .onJY;Qf' the\rown s,ouls, hutalsQ of those of· their
i

nejghboprs~

In the first place, opeof,the things that, do greatly
edify and will> oV'e,r our. neighbour is ~~. religious and
edifying C01l1P2Itn~et1t. Melldo ,not se.e ,th~interior, but
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only the exterior, and it is that which moves and edifies
them; and preaches better than the noise and din of
words. So it is told of the blessed St. Francis that he
said one day to his companion, " Let us go to preach,"
and so went out, took a turn in the city, and returned
home. His companion 's.Cl,id::'to '~9iJil :.~." But, Father, are
we not preaching?" "We have already preached," he
answered." "Tratsedateness and, modesty with wpjch they
went throtlghfne streets was a very good sermon: it
moved people to devotion, and to contempt of the world,
to compunction for their sins, and to the raising of their
hear~s ,alrd desires to:thethings of the next world.
This
is a sermon in action, 'more effectual than 'one in word.
I n the second place, this modesty and happy .composure
serves: and helps' greatly for our own spiritual advancement, as 'we "shall say presently more at l~ngth. : Sb
great is' the union and tie between body and spirit, between the outer and the inner man, that what there is' in'
one cis forthwith communicated to the other. Composure
of spirit 'leads, naturally to composure of body also; and
conversely, 'if the body is restless and wanting in com..
pasure" the spirit at once is discomposed and restless also.
Hence it is that outward modesty and composure is a:
g'reat ,argument and sign ,of inward recollection, and of
virtue and spiritual advancement to be found within, as
the ·hand ,of a clock tells of the harmonious movement "of
the' wheels.
.
Hereby we have a further illustration of the first head,
for this'isthe reason why men are so much edified by
modesty and external ,composure, inasmuch, as they
t,hereby understand and conceive the interiorvirtuelhat
there is in the: soul, and esteem and value it 'accoraingly.
St. Jerome says:" 'The face is a mirror that reflects the
soul; .and according· as eyes are modest or loose and
wanton, they· reveal the' inmost secrets ,of the. heart. "
And it is the pronouncement of the Holy Ghost: As clear
'wafer'reflects the countenance of them that look into it,
so the prudent man knows the hearts of ,men by the cast
o/their extefio'r (Prov. xxvii. 19).
'
There is no mirror in which a man is so well seen as
virtue and ':peace of' mind' are seen •in the exterior~ By
I
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th~tnP1Jetnetlt,

is,

of ,the eyelids a Jm~n, is known' for whath~
of ,th~ face ·t'eveale:th him
is sf:'1sib~le,ard }uijici()us: ", a man's dress, :his way 0./

s~is ,:tQeWise." M~n:" tlte' look

~hq
PU:tt~l'lg :.9.n,:ki~' hat; ,hi~ laugh) his. w(l,lk~ disco71erat
~nfe c ~hpJ ,If,~ ,is" (:f-:qclus.'1r ix ." 26...27). .f:\nd ,mark~ng< the

§igns '. Of an !apostate ,he "says,: he, gesticulateth, with ,his

fing.er,,~'7i(i,tl:k£1th ~is:eye):sJafYl;p:e,thhisdQot (Prov . vi.::(3).
'. ,St",.{ir~gory r\T azianz~n,.spe,~king, of Julia;o ,th.e' ,4pos,:,
tate"says::';'ir!\-great, Inany,kn~w 110tthe:;cl]aracter,o{
Julia't:-\ ~il,l ,!le showed it by.hjs actions, .and his ~GGessiontp
ifl1p'eri~l pqw.~r';, bllt,for. my part, ,when ] ,set eye~ OJ) him

and qonversed with him at

Ath~ns,

J "knew 'what &ort he

wp;s. ,Inevel' saw any mark of goodness inl;1im. ,

~isstiff

n~ck"his~shrl!gging of hi~ shoulde,r~,his eyes lightly ~oll~
in~:in ,every direction, his fierce lQok, his "nostrils ever

ready- to sneer or scorn, his feet, never still", his, tongJ1e
plalice and bqffoonery, his boisterQus la1)gh,
his readille~s in allowing or denying the same thing ,with
the"sa.me.breath, his, re~arks without order or. reason,. bis
ill-t~p1edquestions,his unmeaning answers,-butwhy run
minutely through his qualities'? Before his wqrk~, .I" knew
hi~ ;:,and by. them' L have .come sinc~ to know \him.·better.
Reeipg in hiln such indications,. L burs~ out ,.into the
exclamation: Dh, "what, a poisonous ,serpent, the, Roman
R~publi~" is rearing forher~elf! This' I ,then,.sai.q, a,.ndat
t~e same time heartily wished f might be mistaken;;. :anq
without doubt" it, had been:much~better' that 1 had ,been
so, s~l).ce then we ,should :oot ,.haye ~een, tbose evils, which
have ,set, the whole.wQrld. on ,fire. ' ,
, As -,an ill-regulated and, ill-kept exterior :i~: a mark, and
sign, '~Q ; evidence and., token of fault intl:te ,interior,. so· is
mo<iestyand due composure, a sign .of virtue within, and
that is,whyit somttch edifies ;andimpresses men. For
thi~ reason )We of, the Society ape particularly boun<i to
secure this virtu:e with great< care. .For as our end and
institute-is to rn9vequr neighpouT ;to gQod, by our
ll1inistr'i,es pf, •preaching"hearing ",confessions; .1ectud:ng,
teachi1}g;Christi,aD: dqctdne,reconcilingenemies, visi ~ing_
prisons'; and ;hospitals,etco, this, outwardmod~sty and
goodc,<?1Yport!Uent .is()n(f of the:things;that give~greate~t
weig~,t, .:;tlld: ,effi~a.cy "~O', ..qur · ministries, ,th~t .they may be
pr~ctisedin
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Great authority with

our neighbour is hereby gained from the idea of virtue and

lnw~rd

holiness which they' conceive of, us, 'and then they
receive\vhat is said to them as coming from heaven and
take it to heart.
Sutius tells us that Innocent II.,
accompanied by the Cardinals, came to visit the monastery
of Clairvaux. : The' monks, with St. Bernard, who
resided tnere, ~allwent out to meet him.; This sighf of
the monks" the story goes on to' say, moved the Pope and
the Cardinals so much that they wept for joy,' all, marvelling at th~gravity of that holy Convent, who, notwith;;.
standirtgthe solemnity of the day, and that extraordinary
occasion of receiving His ·Holines~'attended by the Sacred
College, kept their eyes fixed up'on the ground,withol1t
once turning them anywhere; and while they were eyed by
all, "they 'looked at none.
This modesty and religiol1s composure' serves' not only
t9 impress and- edify externs, but also thebrethrel1 of the
house. Seculars are much edified to see a Religious assisting at Mass, never moying' his head aU the 'while from
side ,'to side; or" again, walking in the street in gre'at
modesty,. never' raising his eyes, to see even who has
passedc10se by him; they are confounded and moved
to compunction" and, conceive in 'their hearts, 'great
esteem of such 'R,eligious. So, also' here among ourselves
he "gives great, edification who ",goes about "in, modesty,
silence and r~,collection ; he greatly moves the 'rest to compunction ,and devotion. Accordingly SL Jerome, among
fJtherfruits of this exterior modesty and composure, puts
this. H D~ you know," he says, "what one of those Religiousdoes by his silence and modesty? He is' a strong and
effectual rebuke toanychatter..:bo~~ who goes about with
littie heed of modesty and recollection: it is a rebuke to
such a one to' see that he is not like' his brother." These
rtre' they '·. w hopeople Religious Houses: these are they
who sustain ~ndkeep up virtueartd sanctity, since
their exampleattracts"and moves all the rest to devotion,
arid awakens them to desires 'of, heaven. This is what
our Father says to us" asking us to proceed in this matter
in such a way th~t bY,mutu,al consideration, of one another
aU may grow in 'devotion and praise God our Lord.
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It is told' of St. Bernardine that such was his modesty
and cQmposure that his mere :presence put all his com...
panions on their good behaviQur: it was not necessary tQ
say m<;>re than 'Bernardine is coming , ;to make them ~1l
behave properly. And ,of ~ucian the Mar~yr Metaphra~tes
and Surius relate, in, his Life that the mere sight of him
converted. heathens and moved them to be Christians.
These are, good preachers, imitators of the glodous
Baptist, .of •whom the holy Gospel Sqys :He was· a . bright
and shining light (Johnv. 35), that burnt, with great
loveQf 'God, and gave ll1uch light. and illumination to
his n~ighbour by the .example of. his . marv~l1ol.Js life.
This should be a gn~at incentive to us to walk 'always with
rnuc,h modesty, so as .' ,to edify, our neighbours and
brethren, and produce. in tpem· the fruit that ·we have
said: for ,whe·re is tne zeal and desire of the greater glory
and honqur of God, and of .saving souls, .soproper .to: our
Institute, if .we· do. not try to do that whereby they ,are
so much edified. and ·wop .over, it being. so easily in' our
power?

CHAPTER II

H07f necessary modesty is for our own adva'ncemi~Jtt,
It is the common. teaching of the Saints that tIlodesty
and guard over the senses .is one of the chiefmean~ that
there are for ourown.advancement, . being.Clsit is a great
help, towatchfulnes$ over the heart and inward recollection and the preservation of devotion, since it is. by the;
gates of the senses that all evil gains. entry into the:
heart. St. Jerome on, that text of Job: Are the gate~ of
death open to thee, and hast thou seen the entrances into.
darkness? (Job xxxviii. 17) says that in an allegorical '
Sense our senses are the gates of death, because .,by them,
the death of s,in enters into our soul, acc;ording to that say"',
ing of the prophet. Jeremy: Dea.th hath ,come. in. ,through
our windows (Jerem. ix. 21). He says that they are called
gates ofdar}{ness, because they give .entry to the dark..
ness of' sins. St., Gregory says t~e .saJ.lle~ and it i$ the,
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commo~ manner of speaking among the' Saints, drawn
from the axiom of philosophy :" Nothing can enter into
the understanding without first passing ". through the
senses as through gates."
Nihil est in intellectu
quod prius' non fuerit in sensu.
Now when in
a house the gates are locked and well guarded, all
the rest is secure; but if they are wide open and ungua.rded, so ,that he comes in and goes out who will, the
house· will ,. not be safe, or at least there will be no peace
and quiet there with so much coming in and going out.
So it is also here: they who keep the gates of their senses
well guarded· will live iri peace and recollection; but they
who take no care of this will have' no peace or quiet of
heart. Therefore the Wise Man admonishes us : With
all careful keeping guard thy heart, for it is the source
of life (Prov. iv. 23). Keep thy heart, and he adds, with
all keeping, with· all care and diligence, to give us to
understand the importance of this : now the ,heart is kept
by guarding well the gates of the senses.
St. Gregory says: H To preserve cleanness and purity
of heart, it is necessary to make much account of the
custody of the senses. "
And St. Dorotheus says:
"Accustom yourself to keep your eyes modestly cast
down, and not go looking about at useless and vain
things, the usual effect of which is the loss of all the
pains taken by a Religious." All that you have gained
at a heavy cost of time and labour. will easily be lost to
you through these gates_ of the s~Bses, .!lnless you are
careful to guard them, and you will find yourself empty
and destitute.
Oh, how well said that holy man
(A Kempis) : " That is easily lost by negligence,which has
been gained with mUfh trouble and difficulty by grace."
And elsewhere St. Dorotheus says: " Beware of talking
much, for it is a hindrance to the holy thoughts and
desires and inspirations that come from heaven." And
conversely St., Bernard says: "Continual silence, and
removal ,from the noise of the things of the world, and
forgetfulness of them, lifts up the heart, and makes us
think of the' things of heaven and set our heart upon
them. " And treating of modesty of the 'eyes he says:
" Eyes on the ground are a great aid to keeping the
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heart 'ever hlheaven:'," . And· we kilow well by experience
that when w~ go about with modest and downcast eyes,
we walk in recollection. and' devotion.
.
This is the reason why those holy Fathers of the
Desert, as Cassian relates, . said that to acquire pe~fect
purity. aridc1eannes's .of' heart, and maintain· devotion and'
recollection, itwasnecessaty to be deaf, :dumbandb1ind~:
When the gates of the senses are thus closed, the soul
will be clean, at liberty and well disposed to speak and
converse with God. But someone will say: how can we
be deaf, dumb and blind, when ,we: have so much to say
to our neighbour, and are' forced to see and hear many
thirigs"which one had rather not? The way is to hear
these things as if we heard them, not,. that they . may
come in by one ear and goout1?y the other, without
letting the heart rest upon the.m, or taking any accouht
of them. St. Ephrem. relates· to this purpose how a
monk, asked another ancient Fatller: " What shall I do,
since the. Abbot bids me go .to the kitchen-fire and help
the· baker, and there are' there extern youths, who talk
of many' silly things that it is not good for me to listen
to: what shall r do?" The old man answered: "Have
you not seen boys. at school, .how they are all together,
making so much .noise, everyone reading and learning
the lessons that he has to repeat to the master, and
everyone attending to his own lesson and taking no notice
of the others, for he knows that it is of that that he has
to .give an account' to ,the "master, and not of the rest?
Do you the, same: . pay no attention to what others s~r,.
and do,.· but dowell your own duty, since it is of that'thaf"
you are· to give account foGod. "
It is toLd of the blessed' St. Bernard that he kept his
heart so continually fixed on God that seeing he saw
not,andhearingheheard .not, and seemed as though he
made '.nouse of his senses. He passed a year in the
noviciate, and did not know what the roof of his cell was
like, ,whether ·it was vaulted or a flat timber roof. There
werethtee glass windows in the church, and he never got
to' 'seewnefher there was more than one. He had
travel'lednearly:awhole day by the shoreofa _lake,and
n.earipghis: compa,niot;1s afterwards speak of the .lake, he
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~~~~d them.wherE1 they had seen any lak~, he had caught
no sight of it. It is related of Abbot Palladius that he
,vas twenty years in one cell without ever raising his eyes
to the roof, In this way, though we walk in the' midst
of th~ world dealing \vithour neighbour, we shall be
deaf, dumb p.nd blind, and ·the noise of what we hear and
see will be no obstacle, to, our advancement.

C~APTER'IlI

Of the m:istake of those w homake small' account of
these exterior things, saying that perfection does not
consist in them"
Hence it is easily gathered how mistaken they are who
make small account of these exterior points of 'modesty
and silence, saying that perfection does not lie therein,
but· in the interior of the heart and in true and solid
virtues. Lipom·anquotes a very good example' to this
purpose, drawn from the SpirilualMeadow. Herelates
there that one of those ancient Fathers who dwelt in the
des:ert of Citia, went one day into Alexandria to self, the
baskets that he had made, and saw there another monk,
a very youngman, who' had just entered 'a public-house.
The old 'man felt this keenly, and .re'solvedtQwait for his
coming, out to give him his mind. When he did come
out, he called him apart and said to. him: " M·y brother,
don't you see that you are still very' young; and that
many are the snares of our enemy? Do you not know
the harm that a monk takes in going through cities 'by
the figures and images that come in upon him through
his eyes and ears? How dare you then go into publichouses, 'where there is sO much bad company of men and
women, and where 'you are forced to see evil things and
hear what you would not? No, for the love of 'God, ,my
son, do not so, but fly to the desert, where, by God's
grace and help you will be safe and secure~ "The youth
answered:" All right, old man. Perfection lies not in
that, but in purity of heart. I keep my heart pure, and
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that is what God wants." At this, the' old man lifted up
his eyes to· heaven, and cried: "Blessed and praised be
Thou, 0. Lord! For fifty-five years I have been in the
desert of ·Citia, keeping all the recollection I could, and
I have not attained to purity of heart; but this frequenter
of taverns and public-houses has got it already." Let
this then be your answer. I own to you that perfection
essentially consists in purity of heart, in charity a~d the
love of .God, and, not in these exterior things; but you will

never attain to that, perfection, unless you make much
account of the custody of your senses' and the observance
of exterior modesty.
St. ' Bonaventure, notes this very well, and says that
the reason of it is that interior virtue is acguiredanp preserved through the exterior, and these exterior things are
the supports and defences of the heart. As here we see
that' nature never produces a tree without its leaves and
bark, nor fruit without its rind or husk, but all things
have their supports and defences to preserve and adorn
them; so also grace, which operates according to nature
and more perfectly than nature, never' produces the
interior of virtue except through the exterior: that is the
bark and husk \vhereby virtue is preserved, and interior
recollection, and purity and cleanness of heart; "and when
that fails, the, other fails too. As 'bodily, health or' sickness does not lie in the exterior, nor in having a good or
bad colour, but in the good or ill blending of the humours
that there are there within, yet nevertheless when we see
anyone with a bad colour we at once say: ' John is in
a poor way, he is anything but well: don't you see what
a colour he has got, what a jaundiced look, what eyes?'
now it is just the same with regard to spiritual health.
St. Basil illustrates this by a comparison, and as he
makes it, so we may make it also. He presupposes that
common' doctrine and allegory of the Saints, that the'
exterior 'senses 'are ,the \vindows by which the soul'peeps'
out to see what is going on there outside. He says that
there is' the same difference between a recollected and a
distracted soul that there is between a virtuous woman
and a woman of light character.
In the case of the
virtuous woman, it is a wonder to see her at the window;
42
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but as for the light-headed and ill-living woman, she is
all day at the window and at the door, seeing all who go
by, calling out to one, talking and entertaining herself
with another.. This, says St. Basil, is the difference
between the recollected and the distracted Religious. It
is a wonder to see the recollected appearing at the windows
of his senses: he is there within" recollected in the retreat
of his heart: but the other you· will see, every time you
pass by, appearing at those windows, looking at what
passes by, hearing what is said, talking and losing time
now with this party, now with that. The virtue or'
lewdness of a woman does not consist in her peeping at
the window or not; but the woman often at the window,
the woman loitering about the streets,' she who loves
to talk and converse now with one party, now with
another, gives great indications and signs of her levity;
and that alone would be enough to make her wicked,
even if she were not so before. In the same way
it is true that perfection does not consist in custody of
the tongue and senses: but the soul that haunts the
\vindow and loiters about in the streets, the soul that
loves to see, hear and say things, wilf never gain perfection or purity of heart.
We should observe here another main point, that as
the exterior helps to compose and preserve the interior,
so also the interior at once stamps composuredn the
exterior. "Where there is Christ, there is modesty,"
ubi Christus est, modestia quoque est, says St. Gregory
N azianzen.
Where there is there within a solid and
stable virtue, at once there is gravity and seriousness in
the eyes and in the tongue,much maturity of gait and in
all our movements. Inward gravity and steadiness makes
gravity and steadiness \vithout.
This is the modesty
that our Father asks of us, a modesty springing from
peace and true' humility of soul, not a modesty put on
and cunningly made up, for that will not last, but fails
just when it is wanted,-not an artificial modesty in fact;
but a modesty naturally overflowing from the interior,
springing as effect from cause from a heart composed,
mortified and humble.
Hence we may g-ather one very good sign whereby to
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know whether a man is a spiritual man or not, and
whether he is progressing and growing in spirit or not.
St. Augustine declares it by this comparison. We see
that we who are now grown to manhood willingly go
without many pleasures and amusements that we had as
children,-whichit would have cost us much pain to have
given up then, and no\v we do not feel the· loss of them,
because they are amusements and sports of children,
whereas we are now men. In like manner on the soul's
jou_rney, when -we begin to taste God and the things of
virtue, when one is becoming a spiritual man and a perfect
man, one feels no pain in foregoing those sensible
pleasures and satisfactions which one enjoyed asa child
and one im perfect in virtue. Those are the delights and
pastimes of children, and you are now a man. When J
was a child, I felt as a child, and thought as a child, and
acted as a child, but now that J am a man I have given
over the things of a child (I Cor. xiii. II). If then you
wish to see whether you are a man, progressing and
growing in perfection, or whether you are still a child,
see whether you have given over and forgotten the things
of a child, for if you still have a taste for the sports and
amusements of children, a child you are. If you have a
relish· for pieces of childishness, for giving free vent to
your senses,for feasting your eyes, going about and
looking at· curious and vain things, and your ears in
hearing all that goes on, and your tongue in idle and
useless talks andconversatiohs, you are but a child and
imperfect, since you have a taste for the pastimes and
amusements of children and imperfect people. He who is
a spiritual person, and goes on growing .and becoming a
perfect . man, .has no taste for these things, but rather
ridicules ~nd· scorns them; as a grown man scorns the
sports and amusements of children, and would blush to
take part· in them.

CHAPTER IV

Of

silence, and the great blessings and advantages
there are in it

One of the means that will greatly help our progress
in virtue and attainment of perfection will be to refrain
and mortify the tongue; and contrariwise, one of the
things that will most injure and impede our progress will
be to be careless on this point. St. James tells us the
one and the other in his Canonical Epistle. On the one
hand he says: If any man offend not in word, he is a
perfect man (iii. 2). And on the other: If any man
thinketh to be religious, and restraineth not his tongue,
he deceiveth hirnself, and his religion is vain (i. 26). St.
Jerome quotes this authority to recommend the keeping
of silence, and says that those old Fathers of the Desert,
resting on this sentence and doctrine of the Apostle St.
James, took great care to keep it. He says that he found
many of those holy Fathers who had passed seven years
without speaking· to anyone.
Hence also Denis the
Carthusian says that all Religious Orders have come to
put· among the chief observances of their Order the observance of silence, and that with such severity that they
enacted and ordained that he who broke it should be
chastised with a public discipline.
But let us see what can be the reason why we have this
matter recommended to us so much. Is it such a grave
Qifence to speak one idle word? Is it mor~ than losing the
little time which is wasted in saying it, a· bit of a venial
sip that is clearep a\vay by taking holy water ? It must
be more than losing a little time, the matter must be of
more weight than it appears, seeing that Holy Scripture
makes so much of it: for Holy Scripture is not given to
exaggerations, nor weighs things otherwise than according to their just weight. The Saints and Doctors of the
Church, to whom the Lord gives particular light to understand and declare the mysteries of the Divine Scriptures,
660
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enlarge greatly upon the advantages that follow· from the
observance 'Of, the rule of silence, and the great losse;s
that ensue upon the contrary. St. Basil says that it is
very profitable, 'especially for beginners, to practise
,silence, in the first place,inbrder to learn how to speak
.as, is .proper, for, to speak well many circumstances are
required, and it is. a matter of, difficulty, and of great
difficulty. And since to Jearn other sciences and arts we
reckon many 'years' well ,employed, tocolne out proficient
therein, it will also be'reasonable to employ some years
in .'learning this science of knowing how to speak; for if
you do not make yourself a pupil and pay attention to
learning, you will never turn out a masteL
But you will s~y,1:>Y talking much we sha111earn how
to talk, as other sciences and arts are learnt by much
'practice in them~ To this I answer·with St. Basil that
this science of knowing how to speak well cannot be learnt
without keeping silence and much practice in keeping
silence. The 'reason is, because speaking well depends
on so many circumstances,' and we have. such a, bad habit
of blurting out, regardless of these circumstances" just
what comes into' our head and whatever it pleases, us to
think, and that in any tone we like to take, .without order,
,without consistency.. Two things,' mainly necessary for
anyone to knowho"\,\7 to speak," are achieved by silence.
,The first thing is, that by dint of much silence we forget
the evil style of conversation that we brought with us at
the outset from the world; which forgetting goes along
way to help us to learn a good style of conversation,as
reciprocally the good style goes to make, us forget the
evil style that we had contracted. The second thing is,
that by,,' this silence "ve find. ample room and time. to learn
the right style of conversation. It gives us opportunity
in abundance to look at those' anCient Religious, whom
we understand to be experts 'in this science and know
how to speak properly,tolearn of them and get impressed
upon us that stamp' of maturity which they show in therr
'speech, and that repose and gravity of words. As an
apprentice learns· by looking to see. how his master does
things, that he inaycome to do'. the like, and so learning
come out as: a master" so :we should look at' men who are
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singularly excellent on this point, to learn of them. Look
at that ancient Brother here and that Father there, what
a good habit of speech he has, how graciously he dispatches and answers those who converse and deal with
him : however occupied he be, he seems to have no other
business on hand but to answer you; you will always find
him in one mood, al'ways like himself,-not as you, who
when you are much occupied, give ungracious and snappish answers. Look at that other, when any order comes to
him on the part of obedience, how well h~ answers, ' All
right, with all my heart,' without excuses, without asking
who gives the order, or whether there is anyone else who
could do the job. Look at that other, how incapable he
is of saying anything to wound anybody, or give offence
to a brother, either at recreation or out of recreation,
either in malice or for the fun of the thing, either in
presence or absence of the person spoken of, how he
speaks to all and of all with respect and esteem; and do
you learn to speak in that manner. Notice this other,
how when they have spoken to him a little word that he
rnight resent, does not answer tit for tat, but handsomely
dissembles as though he had not heard it, according to
the word .of the prophet, I became as one not hearing
(Ps. 37), because he has learnt well how to conquer himself and his brother. Do you learn to behave in that
manner on like occasions. F or these two reasons 5t.
Basil says that a long silence is very profitable; because
by disuse it begets forgetfulness ~of old habits of evil
speech, and gives scope and room enough to learn how
to speak properly.
On the text, There is a time to be silent J and a time to
speak (Eccles. iii. 7), SSe Ambrose and Jerome allege the
practice of that ancient philosopher, Pythagoras. The
first lesson he gave his disciples was to keep silence for
five years, that during that long period of silence they
migbt forget their evil manners, and listen to him speaking, and learn how they should in future speak, and so
become masters in the art. Hence St.. Jerome concludes:
,. Let us then learn first to be silent, that afterwards we
may know how to speak. Let us keep silence for a time,
let us study those who are erninent in this science to
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imitate them, let us become disciples, that afterwards,
after much silence, we may turn out masters."
And though these Saints are speaking to beginners,
nevertheless' what has been said touches us all.
For
either· you are. a senior or a novice, or you wish .as
regards the custody of·. your tongue to be like a novice
or like a senior: choose which you will. If you .are a
novice, or wish to be like a novice, ··the first lesson will
have to be to keep silence until you know how to speak
well,as has been said. If you are a senior, or wish to
be like a senior, Y0l.lmust be the example and pattern
on which the novice is to look, and from which the beginner is to learn. But I had rather you played the
senior than the novice, since the senior is bound to more;
it was for this that you were a novice and were silent so
long, that you might learn to speak, and it is only to be
expected that you should kno\v how to· speak after so
long a time. But if· you have never·· heen a novice, and
have never ·learnt to speak, it is necessary that you should
be .as a noviceno\v, because so you will1earn to speak
what is proper, when It is proper, and as it is proper.

CHAPTER V

That silence

'lS

a very important means to be a man
of prayer

Silence js not only helpful for learning to speak with
meo, but equally helpful and very necessary for learning
how to speak and c'onverse\vith God and be men of
pray.er. So says St. Jerome, and on this account he says
it was that those Fathers made so much account of
silence. "For this it was that those holy Fathers of the
Desert, taught by the Holy Ghost, kept holy silence with
extreme care, as being the sourCe of holy contemplation."
St. Diadochus, tQ:ating of silence, says that it is the mother
of holy and lofty thoughts, and a great and excellent
thing accordtngly..• •If then you wish to be a spiritual man
and a man of· prayer, if you wish to·· deal and converse
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with ~od~ keep silence. If you wish always to have
good thoughts and hear the inspirations of God, keep
silence and recollection. As some men are deaf through
an impediment they have in the organ of hearing, while
others do not" hear on account of the great noise, so also
the' noise and racket of the words and things and affairs
of the world hinders men and makes them deaf to hearing
the inspirations of God," and taking account of what befits
us. God looks for solitude in order to deal with a soul.
I will lead her into solitude, says the prophet Osee, and
there 1 will" speak to her heart; there shall be consolations
and heavenly favours, there I will give her milk at my
breasts (Osee ii. 14), to signify the favours and bounties
that God does to the soul when it recollects itself in this
manner. St. Bernard says: "God is a spirit, not· a
body; and therefore He seeks a spiritual, not a bodily
solitude. " And St. Gregory: "Little good comes of
,solitude of the body, if solitude of the heart is wanting. ','
'What the Lord looks for is that there in your heart ,you
should make a resting-place and a ce.ll to converse with
God, and for His Divine Nlajesty to delight to deal and
converse with you. Then you may say with the prophet:
I have fled far away and stayed in solitude (Ps. 54). To
this end it is not necessary that you should turn hermit,
or fly from.dealing and conversing with your neighbour.
Further, if you wish to be always devout, well disposed
and ready to get on well with your meditation, keep
silence. St. Diadochus says very well that as when the
door of the bathroom 'is opened many times, the heat
quickly goes out that way, so wnen one talks much, all
the' heat of devotion goes out by the mouth, the heart is
thereupon poured out, and the soul left destitute of good
thoughts. It is a sight to see how quickly all the sap
of devotion disappears, when, the mouth is opened to talk
\vithout restraint; our heart is lost to us through the
mouth., Moreover, if you wish to have much free time,
,and· to save and gain many long intervals for prayer,
keep silence, and you will see that you have time in abundance to commune \vith God" and with yourself. Oh, how
'well that holy man (A Kempis) said:" If you would
,keep away from idle conversationsanq going about to hO
J
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'purpose, hearing news' and stories of other people,' you
,\vpuld find time ready to hand to think of good things. "
',But if you area lover of talking and pouring yourself out
by the senses, do not, be .·surprised· that you are always
short of .time, and· never have enoug-hfor your ordinary
exercises, as we read"{Exod. v. 12) of; the children of
Israel that they were scattered through Egypt looking for
,straw t and' SO ,could not accomplish their ordinary tasks,
and were chastised accordingly.
.
There is another main point to be observed, full of
.spiritual. instruction: it is, that as silence leads up to
contemplation,: so also meditation and contemplation and
converse with God lead' to silence. Moses said to God:
Lord, since thou hast beg'un to speak and c.onverse with
me, I atn become a stammerer and indistinct . in. speech
X(Exod.,.iv.IO). And the prophet Jeremy, in beginning
to speak to God" says that he'. is turned· into a child 'and
,knows not how to speak(]erem. L 6).
St. Gregory
observes here that spiritual men, who hold converse and
,·commercewith· God, .become thereupon dumb for· the
thirigs of this world, and talking and hearing talk of them
offends them, because they do not wish to speak or hear
of anything else but of what they love and bear in their
heart,---'-and everything else cloys and annoys them. And
here we have experience of it:· if, you do not believe me,
see how when the Lord has blessed you at meditation,
and you, come, out from it with devotion; how you: have
no mind, to talk to anybody, nor to raise your .eyes in one
direction or .another, nor to. hear news, .b,ut you feel as
though' they had put a padlock on your mouth and on all
your other, senses. . What is the reason of that? The
reason' is", because there. at heart you were' occupied and
taken up' with God; therefore you had no mind togo
seeking amusements and consolations from without. And
contratiwise, when one goes talking, pouring himself out
here,andfull of' distractions, it is because there is no
spirit,< no devotion, no' entertainment :there within. So
says that holy ma~ (A Kempis) ': "What, is th~ reaso~
"vhy we so willingly talk and .converse with ,others, seeing
how seldom we come back to silence without some wound
to our conscience?" The reason, he says, is "because
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by talking we seek comfort from one another, and relief
for our heart wearied with various thoughts, and we enjoy
thinking and talking of those things that we like or
take offence at."
We cannot live without some entertainmentand satisfaction, and not finding it within in. our
heart with God, we seek it in exterior things.
That is the reason why here in Religion we make so
much account of these and the like exterior faults, though
of themselves they appear small. It is because these
exterior faults, such as breaking silence and losing time
and the like, are a sign of the little growth in holines~s
and the little interior virtue that there is within. We'
show thereby that we have not entered into spiritual life,
nor begun to fin9 satisfaction in God, since we do not
know how to entertain ourselves with God alone in our
cell. When there is no lock to a chest, we thereby understand that there is nothing valuable inside. When a nut
is very light and bounces, it is a sign that it has no
ernel. This is the main point that we regard in these
things, and the reason why we make so much account of
them.

CHAPTER VI

That silence is a main means of spiritual advancement and the attainment of perfection
A very spiritual and learned Father (Nadal) used to say
of. silence a thing very particular and noteworthy, well
showing its importance; and though some may think it
an overstatement and exaggeration, it is not so, but plain
truth, well borne out by experience. He said that to
reform a House, or a whole Religious Order, nothing
more is needed than to reform it in point of silence. Let
there be silence in a house, and I will warrant you its
reformation. No greater thing, one would think, could
be said in praise of silence, since this includes everything.
The reason is, that when there is .silence in a house,
J everyone minds his own business, and the purpose that
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brought him to Religion, which was to aim at his own
spiritual advancement.
But when silence is not, then
there are complaints, grumbling parties, backbitings,
particular friendships, which are fomented by these conversations and familiarities: then there is wasting of one's
own . time and making others waste theirs, and many I
other undesirable consequences following therefrom. Thus/
we see that when there is no silence in a house, it doe~J
not look like a Religious House but a secular. Conversely,
when there is silence, it forthwith has the air of a
Religious House and a paradise. As soon as you come .
in by the door, everything is redolent of holiness.: this
solitude and silence elevates the spirit and· moves those
\vho enter to devotion. Truly the Lord dwelleth here,
this is the house of God 1Gen. xxviii. 16, 17). In the
same way I say of any individual: reform him in point of
silence, and I 'warrant him for a reformed man.
By
experience we see that, when we have talked much, we
then find in our exame.n that we have fallen into many
faults. Where the1e is much talking, there is poverty
(Prov. xiv. 23), and misery and matter of weeping. And
when we have kept silence well, we hardly find anything
to make our examen on. He who guardeth his mouth,
guardeth his soul (Prov. xiii. 3).
Even among the
heathen, Charilas, a leading. man and great Doctor
among the Lacedremonians, being asked why Lycurgus
gave so few laws .to the Lacedremonians, answered:
" Because they who speak so little· as they do have small
need of laws." Thus silence is enough to reform any
individual, and to reform a House and a whole Order. And
this is the reason why those ancient Saints so much
esteemed and practised silence; and why all Orders have
inscribed among their observances, for one of the chiefest
. of all" that of silence.. Therefore Denis the Carthusian
says what St. James said: If an.y man sin not with his
tongue, the same is ,a perfect man; and if any manthinketh
to be religious, not. br'idling his tongue, that man's religion
is vain (i. 26: iii. 2).
Let each .one then consider attentively how little we
ask of him in order to his being perfect, and what an easy
means we give him to that end. If you wish· to advance
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much in. virtue and gain perfection, keep silence, for
thereby the Apostle St. James says that you will gain it.
If you want to be a spiritual man and a man of prayer,
keep silenc~; £or in that way the Saints say that you will
ensure it. Contrariwise, if you take no care of keeping
silen~e,. you will never attain perfection, you will never
,be a man. of prayer, you will never he very spiritual. If
you don't believe it, tell me if you have ever seen any
I11an;whp was a great talker and chatterbox, to be
'liighlyCQntemplative and spiritual; you will not find him
proficient at all. Shall the talkative man be justified? asks
holy. Joh (xL 2). No, says St. Gregory on that text, the
talker shall not be justified, nor come to much good. And
the prophet: The talkative man and babbler shall not raise
his head in the land (Ps. 139) : he shall not thrive, he shall
not grow, he shall come under the, malediction of the
patriarcl1 J acoh: Thou art poured out like water, thou
shalt not increase (Gen. xlix. 4). If you have poured out
your~ heart by these gates of the mouth and the senses,
gQing beyon~l hpunds to gather various distraGtions, you
;s1:Jall not grow, you shall not thrive.
.T he .Saints well tiken the man who does not keep his
mouth guarded and shut, to a vessel without a cover,
which God commanded to be held for unclean: vas quod
non habuerit operculum, nec' ligaturam desuper, semper
immundum erit (Num. xix. Is),hecause it is ready to
receive within itself any uncleanness, and speedily gets
filled with dust and nastiness: so does his soul quickly
fill 'with, imperfections and sins, whose mouth. is not kept
shut. So says the Holy Ghost through the Wise Man,
and repeats it many times. He who talketh much will
do hurt to his soul (Ecclus. xx. 8). He who talketh much
'will go wrong on some point (Eccles. v. 2). There will
not fail to be .sin where there is much talking (Prov. x.
19). Would to God we had not experience of this so
often as ,ve have! ~ggr~~well: "You will
begin with a good word, and thence-you will come to an
idle word, and from that you will jump at once to a jesting ,vord, thence 'at once to an ill-natured word; and
.little by little you will wax warm in your speech, and
grow in ~ your desire to . heighten facts and make. thelll
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appear considerable; and when you think not, you will
have slipped into lies, malicious perhaps, and even pet..
nicious lies: you· will begin with a little, and end with
a good deal." Such is often the way, to begin with
buffoonery and end in detraction. Albertus Mag,nus s~:
" Where there is no silence, on~ easily overcome by
the enemy." And he quotes Proverbs (xxv. 28) :As a
city open and without circuit· of walls, so is the man who
cannot restrain himself in speech. On which words St.'
Jerome says that as the city open and without walls" is
much exposed to be entered and sacked by the enemy,so
he who is not sheltered by this wall of silence ,is much
exposed and in great danger of being overcome by the
temptations of the devil.
'
And we may add another particular reason for this;:: a
man in business who is off his guard and taken up with.
many different things may easily make a mistake, 'but
he who is on his guard not so easily ;so he who does, not
keep silence may readily be led astray by· the devil, be..
cause he is distracted, taken up and absorbed in irrelevant
matters, but he· who walks in silence and recollection,
,valks always wide-awake and·· always on his guard,· and
so the devil will not so ,easily catch him or lead him to
take a false step.
'

CHAPTER VII

That to live in modest silence and recollec.tion is not
a sad but a very cheerful life
Hence follows a thing worthy of notice. ill this matt~r,
that this manner. of life, in recollection, going about with
downcast "eyes, without seeking to say or 'hear more than
what is necessary, making oneself blind, deaf. and dumb
for God, is. not· a sad and, melancholy .life, but rather a
very cheerful and joyousone,---all the more so' inasmuch
as the conversation: and: company of God, to which we
are invited and,. raised -by recollection,. is sweeter than
that of· man. St. Jerome says: " Let others think,· as
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they please, since everyone speaks of the fair according as
he gets on at it: what I have to say of myself is, that
the town is a prison to me, and the wilderness a paradise." And St. Bernard used to say: " Never am I less
alone than when I am alone. " Nunquam minus salus
quam cum salus. It was then that he was most in com.;.
pany, and most cheerful and joyful, because what satisfies and gives true contentment to the heart is communing and conversing- with God. To persons who cannot
carryon this inward converse, and have no idea of
spiritual life, nor of prayer, nor have ever found any
taste for spiritual things, such a life will be sad and
melancholy, but not to a good Religious.
This will throw light on another hallucination. As the
robber takes all the world to be thieves, so there are
some who seeing a brother devout and recollected, going
about with downcast eyes, and, unlike themselves, not
picking up a conversation with everyone he meets, at
once put him Gown as suffering from some temptation,
or being a sad and melancholy character, and sometimes
tell him as much. For fear of this imputation, there are
those who do not dare to practise that modesty and
silence which they would fain practise, and ought to
practise. This is a point greatly to be attended to, that
no one should do harm in a community by his want of
discretion and appreciation of the things of the spirit.
Because you have no idea of finding any joy or satisfaction in silence and recollection, you fancy that neither
has anyone else.
Or perhaps that brother's modesty
offends you, because it is a continual reproach to your
\vant of modesty and recollection, and you cannot abide
it. Let that other man go forward in his own way, which
brings him in more joy and contentment than you have
in· yours; because it is a spiritual and true joy, which is
what St. Paul says, seeming sad, they are full of joy
(2 Cor. vi. 10). Though it seems to you sadness, it is
really great contentment and inward gladness. Even the
heathen Seneca gave this admonition to his friend
Lucilius : '~ True joy is not in the outward man, but here
within the heart." As gold and fine metal is not what
is found· on the surface of the earth, but what is in the
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veins and bowels thereof, so true joy and satisfaction is
not· what one shows in his exterior, talking, laughing,
and chatting. with this party and that,--':'for that· neither
fills nor satisfies th.e· soul,-butwhat is within, like fine
gold,· in the vitals and innermost recesses of the heart.
In' keeping a· good conscience, and a generous spirit,
despising all things of the world and rising above them,
in this does true joy· and contentment lie.

CHAPTER VIII

Of the circumstances necessary for

speaking well

Set,. 0 Lord, a guard to my mouth, and agate of circumstance to my lips (Ps. 140), a gate wherewith my
lips can be closed. The blessed Saints and Doctors of
the Church, Ambrose and Gregory, speaking of the many
evils and mischiefs that follow from the tongue,-whereo£
Holy Scripture is full, and the Sapiential Books particularly,-and strongly recommending to us the observance
of silence by way of escape from so many mischiefs and
dangers, say: What then are we to do? are we to be
dumb? We do not mean. to say that, say the Saints,
since the virtue. of silence does not consist·· in not speaking~ As the virtue of temperance does not consist in not
eating, but in eating when necessary and what is neces...
sary,and .for the rest abstaining; so the virtue· of silence
dpes not consist in not speaking, but in knowing how to
..be silent at the proper time, and knowing how to speak
at the proper .time~ They quote to this effect that saying
of Ecclesiastes : Thereisa time to speak and a time to be
silent (iii. 7). Thus much discretion is needed to succeed
in doing each of these things in its proper time, for as
it is a faultto speak when it is not proper, so also is it
to fail to speak when one ought to speak. These two
things, say the Saints, the prophet gives us to understand
in the words quoted: Set, 0 Lor.d, a guard to my m.outh~
Whatdost thou ask, holy prophet? A gate wherewith to
close my lips.. St. Gregory . wen·observesthat ·David does
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not ask fora wall to his mouth, and to have it closed with
stone and mortar, so thatit never should be opened, but a
gate that is opened and closed at proper times, to give us
to understand that we must be silent and shut our mouth
at the right time, and open it at the right time, and that
here in this .discretion lies the value of silence. The
same is what. the Wise Man asks, saying: Who will
set a guard on my nlouth,and a seal on my lips, that J
1nay not conte to fall by them and my own tongue condemn rne! (Ecc1us. xxii. 33: xxviii. 28). So tnany circumstances and conditions are necessary to speak without mistake, that the 'Vise 1\1an with reason fears to be
lost through his tongue, and asks for this discretion to
know how to open and shut his mouth at proper times:
for the failure of one circumstance is enough to cause a
mistake; and for one's speech to hit the' mark arid be
good, all the circumstances must concur without one
failing. There is this difference between good and evil,
between virtue and vice, that· a concurrence of all circum..;
stances is necessary for virtue, without one being want""
ing, whereas for vice the failure of one is sufficient.
Bonum ex integra causa, malum ex singularibus
defectibus.
.SSe Basil, Ambrose, Bernard and others lay down in
common the circumstances that are necessary to speak
well. The first and chief is to look carefully first at what
one has to say. Nature herself gives us clearly to' understand the caution we should. observe on this point. She
has guarded and screened off the tongue not by' one gate
and lock only, but by two, first by the teeth and after that
by the lips. She has put a wall and barbican to the
tongue, whereas to the ears she has. not put· any
barrier, that thereby we might understand the difficulty
and caution that we should show in speaking, arid
promptitude and readiness in hearing, according to that
saying of the Apostle St. James: Let every man be quick
to hear, but slow to speak (L 19). ,The same lesson is
taught by the anatomy of the tongue, since there .are in
it two veins, one of which goes to the' heart and the
other to the brain, \vhere philosophers place the seat of
the uriaerstanding, to give us to .understand that what
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is to be said should proceed from., the heart and be regulatedby the reason. And, this is the first advice that 5t.
AugustiQe gives us how to speak well. "Everywor~
~e says, ".shouldgo to the file (ad limam) before going
to ,the" tongue (a d linguam). " It should be. first registered in the heart, and filed down according to' the rule
of r~ason, before, coming out by the mouth. This is the
difference which Ecclesiasticus puts between the wise man
and the fool: It'''oolskeeptheirheart in their tongue (xxi.,
,29), because" they give themselves over' without restraint
to their tongue andits disorderly craving for talking, and
say whatever;'comes into their mouth, the heart consenting at once, as though heart and tongue were one. But
th~ wisetind' 'prudent keep. their 'tongue in their'heart,
because all that, they have got to say comes forth from
·.itaccording to the counsel of reason. They keep their
tongue suhmissiveand' subject to their heart, and 'not
their heart to their tongue, as fools do.
" '~says that asa sober and temperate 'man
takes nothing into' his stomach, without having first masti..
cated itthoroughly; so'fi prudent and discreet man utters
tio word ·from his '.mouth, without having first ruminated
it'right ,veIl in hishe~rt, for from words not well weighed
. or thoug-htover' disputes commonly. arise., ~
, says that 'we. should make as much dlfficulty over' openIng
but mouth to speak as over' opening our purse to pay.
HowJei'surely and how thoughtfully does a man open his
purse! First he looks well to see if there is anything to
pay at aU,' and to' what amount. In this way and with
this 'reluctance you should open your' mouth to speak,
looking first to see if you ought to speak at afl, and then
what you ought to say, andwllether you are not saying
"more words than you ought,as in the former case a man
looks "to '. s"ee that ,he does not pay ,more than he owes.
This a,grees 'with what St. Bonaventure says, that 'one
sholild ,be' as cautious'=e'swords"as a
miser ,over his money. St. Bernard', is not content ·with
this, hut says: "Befor~ let the' word pass
twice over the file ere' it '" once passes' the tongue." And
St. Bonaventure says the same.
St. Ephrem, says:
" Before you speak, communicate 11m- \Vim GOd what
43
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you 'have to say, 'and the reason and cause for saying it,
,and then speak as one who is fulfilling the will of God,
who wishes you to say what you do say. " This is the
chief circumstance required for speaking well; and if we
observe this" we shall easily be able to observe the rest.
The; second:' circumstance' that we have' to look to in
speaking is the end and intention that moves us to speak.
I t is not' enough that our words be good, the end also
must be: good; for some, as, St. Bonaventure says, say
pious things to appear spiritual men; others to show
themselves! off' as, clever and 'well:"spoken ; the one of which
courses is hypocrisy and pre.tence, the other vanity and
folly.,
,The third 'circumstance, says St. Basil, is that you
must~lookwho you are that sp~ to whom and
before whom you are speaking. And he gives here good
lessons how the,young should behave before the old, and
they who are not priests before priests, resting all on
texts of Holy Scripture. Be not talkative in a gathering
-of ancients (Ecc1us. vii. ,IS).· It is a mark of good breeding and reverence, to be silent in presence of elders and
: in p:resence 'of priests. St. Bernard 'says that youths
, honour their, elders by si~,-=-a good way of showing
reverence and recognition,-and by yielding them the
precedence. And he adds a good reason. "Silence, "
he ,says, " is a chief part of bashfulness, a quality that sits
; well upon youth. "
St. Bonaventure, enlarging upon
, this", says that as the ~poses and sets in
order a man's interior, and makes him stand well with
(God, so bashfulness composes, and sets in order his
,"exterior,and ,makes him observe modesty, courtesy and
,silence' in presence of his elders.
, . The four!h circums.tance, s~ys~' is to conSIder the time atwhI,ch one '1S tospeak~ for one of the
principal, traits of prudence is to know. how to say things
in their" right time. The wise and prudent man ,will 'be
silent and bide his" time; ,but the foolish' and indiscreet
hath' no eye 'fO'l' titne and opportuneness (Ecdu s. xx. 7).
And of him who knows how to observe this; circumstance
of speaking at the right time, the Holy Ghost says:
. Golden' apples on seUing:s of silv,er, su~h a t~ing it is to
i
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fsay the right thing at.the··right time (Prov. xxv. 1'1).' This
looksrwell, and, gives great satisfaction. And~contrari
,wise,. though the thing said be good, yet if it.is not said
at the 'right ,time it is taken amiss. From the mouth of
'the'lb:ol;'says the Wise 'Man, the sententious word is not
well received, because' it is not said. at tlieright' time
(Ecclus. xx. 22). ,'[0 this circumstance it belongs not to
interrupt anyone" which is .bad nianners,and shows scant
humility ;8Q17 is it a' good time to speak when another is
speaking. While' an.otheris speaking, interrupt him :not
says' the Wise: Man. vVait till he finishes what he has
to say: then: shall you come in with 'your opinion. To
this also' cis reduced what he adds there: Answer not~
until you ha'2Je heard to the end. what they· are· saying to
.you;for. that ·isshowingoneself a fool and 'worthy of
confusion (Prov.. xviii. 13). Such a oneshows'himself a
.man .' of slender balance of mind, and often brings'confusion on himself by answering wide; of the'mark. He
.thoilght theywer¢ going to say' something, and they were
not going losay 'that, but something else: he has put his
foot. into .it from· heing too hasty'. St~ •Basil gives a
fu.rther advice aboilt answering: if ~ersonbe
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humility to seek to make yourself the spokesman'~ and
take the matter up in the name of 'alL ,UntiI they tell
you .in particular to speak, -be. silent.
The fifth circumstance which the Saints lay down· for
speaking well, is modus loquendi, the manner and tone
of voice, according to what we are told in our Rule:
"Let-all speak in a subdued voice, as becomes
Religious. " This. is a chief' ,circumstance, or, to' speak
m6recorrectly, a large Gonstituent part of silence. On
those words that Martha said to her sister, when Christ
our Redeemer came to raise Lazarus: Martha called
Mary in 'silertce, saying, The Master is dome, andcalleth
for' thee (J ob-n xi. 28), St. Augustine asks how can she
be said to say, the ];[aster calleth thee, in silence? And
he answers that speaking in, a low voice, is caHedsHence.
Her~; :in Religion, when the Religious speak toone
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another in various, offices in a 'low voice, we say that
silence is then kept in -the house. But' when they talk
'in a loud voice, even -though the things said be necessary,
they are not keeping silence. Thus for there to' be silence
in -all the working-rooms, and; the -house to' have the' air
of a Religious House, and ourselves to 'look like
Religious, it is necessary to speak low. St. Bonaventure
says it is a great fault i~_ a Religious to speak loud. It
is enough that you speak in such a way that those about
can hear you. And it you want to say anything 1:0 one
who is at a distan~e~!...~~re a l1 d say it" because it _befits
qot rellgi~l:!_~_ mod~stL-.!~__~Ey_~gut _even _to...,,!hqse who -are
far off. And St. Bonaventure observes that night-time,
and the time of repose and recollection, require even more
particularly that talking be done in avery low voice, not
to disturb others at that time. And the same requirementattaches to particular places, as the sacristy,
porter's lodge, and refectory.
St. Bonaventure says that to this circumstance of the
manner of speaking there belongs -also the habit of speaking with serenity of countenance, not making gestures
with the mouth,-nor notably compressing or expanding the
lips, nor showing signs with the eyes, or' wrinkles in the
forehead or on the nose, or shakings of the head, or
much gesticulating with the hands,-all this is commended .to -us by our Father in his Rules of Modesty.
St. Ambrose and St. Bernard also say that it belongs to
this circumstance that the voioe be 110t affected, or
quavering with womanish softness, but that it be the
voice of a grave man. But while the manner of speech
must not be affected or effeminate, they say that it must
not be rough, hoarse, or iri a remarkably grave tone either.
The manner of speaking of a Religious should always be
grave, but with a gravity mingled with sweetness. And
while <a kind -.manner· is ahvavs necessary in speaking, it
'is particularly necess~_w~!l w~_~J~lIt()give an admo'o.ition or a rebuke; for if that be not done kindly, all the
zood effect of it will be lost. St. Bona"venture says very
'well that when one admonishe~otherwith
emotion and anger, he, seems to do it rather out of
,impatience 'and desire to wound than . out of charity and
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zeal to amend the offender. Virtue is not· taught, by
vice,nor patience by impatience, nor hiurtility by pride.
The example ',0£ your patience and meekness ,win give.' the
culprit mor~edificatiori)than: ypur reasons. :So says St!
, A.mbrose: ," Warnihgand admonition must be 'wiH13lrt
~. andwith@ut'offence ;'-': moni-tio sine ,asperitate~
hortatio sine offensione. They quote to: this purpose the
saying of the Apostle St. .Paul: ·Stold.not' an' elder} but
entreaf him. as a father (I' 'Tim. v. I).
,-Here also is justly blamed an affected utterance.,. put
on, on,' purpose to appear' a highly ,discreet and wellspoken person. So those preachers are very reprehensible~' who ,aim at a highly-wToughtand over'"\polished
diction, and • make particular study of the same; whereby
they Jose the spidtand frluitof their sermons. They say
that speech should be like: \-vater, .leaving no taste if' it i~
good.
- 'Finally, :the circumstances requisite for speaking: well
are,so ntany,thatit wilfhe a great wonder not to fail in
some: of them"and there.fore a very -good "resource it:is
to betake oneself to the port.()f 'silence,where by. merely
holding· .' one"·s . tongue ·.·w,e stave off the-. many. incon...
veniences····ancl dangers. thattheve are in speaking, _accord~
inig to the saying of the Wise Mafl-( He who guard:eth
his "mouthand his tongue guard~th" his soul from
anguishes (Prov.xxl.23).; And-so 'said .one; of those
ancient Fathers:' ~ "Only be silent, .and you.·wiIL find rest
and;q uiet· inariy . place." '.£<\.nd -·even the heathen Seneca
said:: '·'There is' nothing so' profitable as keeping quiet,
speaking as little fas possible with. others", and ,as . much as
maybe with oneself/'minimitm cum aliisloqui, ·.secuni
plurimu-m. .'. Very celebrated ~' is' that ,saying of the ):101y
Abbot Arsertius, which ·he .'used to .-repeat' m~ny.times;
and .even sing it, .as Surius in his History says: " -I. have
often <repented of having spoken, never of having kept
silence.') Me s.c:epe peenituit dixisse, nunquam, autem
taeuisse.,;
The",same is, told of Socrates. -And, Seneca
gives the' reason of· this; because he, who is silent can
'speak afterw.ards; but he who has spoken cannot get out
of liaving:·spoken.Artd another says: ,"A word ond~
flying from the lip cannot be gathered back again":
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semel: emissum volat irrevocabile verbum (Horace). And
St. Jerome,:" A word coming out of the mouth is -like
a ,stone flung from the hand ": lapis emissus est serm6
prolatus : you, cannot stop its going its way and doing
mischief; "wherefore you" must needs look well at what
you have to say before letting it pass your lips, "-which
is the first admonition that \ve' gave.
Let us' then make up our minds to set a good guard
over our tongue, saying with the prophet: I have
resolved and determined to set" a guard over my
ways, that I sin not with my tongue (Ps. 38).
St. Ambrose on these words says: "There are
ways that we should follo\v, and ways that ,we should
set a guard over: the ways of God we should" follow, and
our own we should set a guard over," that \ve may not
precipitate ourselves and go to perdition by falling into
sin; and " we shall set a guard," he goes on to say," by
keeping silence." It is related in the Church History
that a monk named Pambo, being an unlettered man,
went to a learned monk to teach him;' and hearing this
verse, I have determined to set a guard over, tny ways,
that I sin not with my tongue, he would not let' his master
proceed further to the second verse, but said' to him:
" If I can accomplish that, that lesson alone will be
enough for me.'· Six months afterwards, his master met
him, and' reproved him for not having come back again
to take a lesson. lIe replied: ' , Really, Father, I still
~ave on hand to acconlplish the first that I heard.' 'Many
years afterwards, an intimate acquaintance asked him if
he had by this time learnt the verse. He answered: ". It
is forty-nine years since I first heard it, and I have hardly
been able to put it into practice. " And so he had practise<i.
it, although in his humility he doubted it: for Palladius
relates of him that he took the lesson so well to heart,
and put it so well into practice, that· before speaking, or
answering what he. was asked he always lifted _up . his
heart to God, and·. communed and conversed with Him,
according to the advice that we have mentioned. And
the story goes on that hereby he drew so much assistance
from God, that when he was at the, point of. death he
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said that he never re.inemberedhavinguttered a word that
he regretted having spoken.
Surius relates ofa holy .virgin (SL Mary of Oiia)·that
one time she kept, silence froni the Feast of the Cross iIi
September until Christmas; 'without uttering a' word all
that . time; .and that this was' so pleasing to God' that it
was revealed to her· that by_ that work ofmortificatioo"of
the' tongue 'she had·.gained a free passage. without passing
through purgatory when she died.
'
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CHAPTER IX.~~.J£/4~t7f/,"~7

Of the~Jice of bac.kbiting or detraction
Do, not backbite: one another, brethren, says the
Apostle St.. James (iv. I I), do not tell stories of one
another. l)etractors, says St. Paul, a1e abhorred of God
(Rom. i. 30); and the "Vise Man says also they· are the
abomination of tl1en. (Prov. xxiv.g).
Men abominate
talebearers, and hold them in great aversion and abhorrenee; .and though outwardly they lal}.gh and se~m' to
enjoy their company, they. ,at heart think' ill oftheI?"~and
beware of them, because \.vhat they do to others in. their
presence~ they know that they· will do to them in presence
of others·. This were enough to make -us fly and abhor
this vice, for what greater evil could there be than to be
abhorred of God and men? But apart from that) t would
wish for the present briefly to declare the gravity and
malice of this vice; •. and how easily a man may come to
sin mortally on this point, that so vve. may use our best
endeavours to ,remove ourselves far from so great a
danger. lts gravity and malice consists in. its blackening and.. destroying the fame and good name and reputation 'of-your neighbour, whICh IS more precIous and
valuable. than prppertyand material wealth, according to
those sayings of the WiseMan: Better is a good name'
than great· riohes (Prov. xxii. 1)-: Have a care of ,a good
name, for it is worth more and.will bemore-Zasting than
a thousand. precious and great treasures· (Ecclus. xli. 15).
e
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And so the Doctors' say that detraction is a greater and
graver sin than theft, inasmuch as reputation and a good
name IS •more 'precIOUS and, valu~ble than material' goods.
And coming to consider in particular when detraction
amounts to a mortal sin, and when it is" only"venial, they
say what they usually say of all other sins which of their
kind are mortal. As theft, is of itself a mortal sin, but
may be venial by reason of ' parvity of matter,' as when
one steals an apple or a penny, so detraction of its' kind
is a mortal sin, but may be no more than venial, when it
is only a light matter that one brings up against another.
A_
Nevertheless they observe here something that has an
~.
r
important bearing on the case, giving us to understand the
A
danger there is in it, and t,he cautio,n that,it is necessary to
~
observe over things that appear small. Oftentimes those
'
,
things are not so small or light as people take them to
be. TheologIans say tfi"ittotell a venIal SIn of another,
as that Jack told a lie, would not be a mortal sin if it
were said of seculars, because with them it', is a light
thing and they, do not lose, their reputatio,n for th" at" y,et
RA
. it may be a mortal sin to tell a venial sin or even an
"~~pi~perfection,of. a Relig.io.us, b~cause that ,may do more
~.,
dIshonour to hIm, and InjUre hIS good name more, t~an
telling
mortal sin of a secular. It is clear that' if I
say
a Religious that he is a liar,·
a Religious loses
f/
caste In your eyes more than there In the world a secular
of loose life would lose by men saying bf him that he
goes the whole of Lent without fasting, or that he is' a
night-walker. And it is necessary to observe that~
m'atter of sinning mortally by detracting and speaking ill
of another is not measured by what is said of him being
a mortal sih or' not, but by the esteem and, reputation
whlchhe loses. ' We should always proceed on this
understanding, and take it for a first principle in' the
matter. Most certainly it' is no sin whatever for one to
he of Jewish or Moorish lineage, and nevertheless all
Doctors instance it as a mortal sirt to defame a 'man in
either of these two particulars.
In the same manner, if I say of a Religious that he is
imprudent, 'that he is 'wanting in com'mon sense -(this is
the express example vvhich Doctors give), that Religious
A
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loses therebymo'te .'of ~is :good ' name' and reputation, than
a'secular 'would by having a mortal s'intoltlofhitn,: thus
there i~" mo.re d~nger in this IJ.latter' than,;!h'ere'; appears'.
F take· this ·man for a good .Religious,steadyandsehsible :
you say, with a twirlof the ha,nd, 'Antony is so so, '·'giving
it to be understoOd t'hat he is a man little to be trusted.'
saying,you .ha.veundone him: he is fallen far'f(om
the high opinion that people had of him before. A VIsitor
comeS >ftom another h~use; and if there be any' matter
of disedification ' there,' that is the first thing that he' tens;
and begins to characterise one member ,of: that 'com";
munity as haughty, another as obstinate' and" headstrong,
a third asa restless intriguer. ,These things are'no light
things; ,they are apt greatly to tarnish the reputation'6f
a \.Religious. 'If ". anyone , ' thinks' otherwise, let' 'him iook
at 'the matter as applied to himself. If anotherwete' to
say these thingsbf you, and gave you such a character,
see how you would feel. it.; Now this is ,the- rule"', of
charity'which we should observe, with our brethren.
'
We'abdve'all men,\vewhoaim at ;perfection, ~ught to
beveryfar from these doubts and fear~,: " di.d Iby ~ha~
I said do notable injury to'my brother iri respect of ,the
esteem and ,good opinion' which the others had
'him .p-~
'Diditamount to a mOftarsin or- not?" Itis as ""'.e:s'ay'in
the matterofthc'vow of 'poverty: '~have l'.causeto·p~t
myself in doubt 'as to whether: what T' re'ceived:br:gav:e
awaywitbout leave 'amounted to 'the qua,ntity"sufficient
fota ;mortal sin ?' Very often we cannot determine for
cerfain whether it amounted to that or' not. Now it is
llarassingeribugh .to" p~t<?neselfin that danger': fo~a~l1
that the world can give one 'should no{:'putoneself' iri
such doubt. We mllst proceed with great ',caution arid
care in little things: otherwise" we 'shall very easily find
ourselves ftill.::of 'scruples "and ttneasinesse~of c6ns~ie,rice
and doubts about mortal sin. ;In this 'maHer' of' taJe~
bearing it iseyen' more "necessarY' to be' 'pn" our guard;
since, we, have great inc1inationthete'to, and. the H!tht ';ahd
easy, pace at\vhich "the tong~e'. goes .is' also very' great.
'There is his difference betweeri
0 Ie whoai
ater~
fecf on an tnos~ who do not' t' at t ose who" aim 'at "er:~
. . rection rna e more'account of small faults than the others
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'This is· one of those· tests which go a
er one IS In earst in IS e or s
w

after--Perb;ctlo~ 0!:..JlQ.1:•.

"'--We~ad<5f ~

blessed Father Ignatius that he ever
maintaiQ.ed an extreme silence about the faults of those
in the house. If anyone did anything that was not so
very edifying, he discovered it to no one but to him who
had to remedy it; and then vvith so much circumspection
and reserve and regard for the good name of the offender,
thatif to refonn him it were requisite only for one person
to know it, he never would tell two. Hence we should
learn how to speak of our brethren. If our Father, being
Superior, and having it in his power to tell and rebuke
the faults of those in the house in presence of all in
punishment of them, proceeded with so much caution, and
that even in regard of faults small and inconsiderable, with
how much more reason should we so proceed!
St. Bonaventure gives this rule for speaking of the
absent: " ~ou should Steak of the absent. as you would
if he was present; and t· at. whIch you would not dare to
say to his face, or within his hearing, you should not say
behind his back ": Erubescant dicere de absente q'U:od
cum caritate non possent dicere coram ipso. Let everyone
know that his shoulders are safe with you. That isa very
good rule, embracing as well grave matters as also those
that appear light, which latter often deceive us, since many
times they are not so light as they appear at the moment,
as has been said. And so we must not excuse ourselves on
that ground, nor by saying that others think nothing of
these things, nor by saying that they are public. So our
Father taught us, he who never mentioned in conversation
other people's vices, even though they were public and
were the talk of the town, and he wished us to act in the
same way. In our mouth let all pass for good, virtuous
and honourable men; and let all .the world understand
that no man shall lose anything or be less looked up to
for anything that we say.
.
When by chance you have come to know or have heard
of any fault, observe what the Wise Man says : Hast thou
heard or known of any fault afthy neighbour? Let it
clie within thee, ,bury it there, let it end there and go not
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out: it will not burst thee (Ecclus. xix. IO). The Holy
Ghost alludes to those who have taken some· venom or
poison, and are in great anguish and nausea in their
efforts to cast it out, and cannot go without taking medi-'
cines and oils for that purpose, thinking that they . shan
burst if they do not cast it out. And the Wise Man there
brings two· other comparisons to declat:'e the same•. · i • As
the woman in ,labour isi,n great anguish and. extremity
of pain until she brings forth tpe child,.· or as ,when t1:Jey
IJ-ave lodged an arrow or barbed dart In the fleshy' part
ofa bull, the bull never stops or rests· until it gets it out;
so the fool never stops or rests until he tells. someone of
the fault that he kno\vs of his neighbour. Let us then
not be of that number, but of the number· of thecliscreet
and ,vise, who have capacity and breadth of chest all1ple
enough to shut up and bury these things. and 'let them die
and end there.
Our Father General Claudius Aquaviva, in hislndustri£e
ad curandos,animi morbos,.'has averypert~nentchapter
on Detniction,-it is chapter xvii.,~and giyes: ,there a
piece of advice, that. when one,has told a •. story to th~
disparagement of another"he should flot retire.to rest till
he has first confessed it:. {or one thing,because .it may
possibly have amounted to a grievous sin, and e,asiIy m.ay
havebeenone, in which case it is not right for anyone tp,go
to bed with that on his conscience, butw.eshould always go
tq sleep.as if·we· were going to die;. and. secondly, though
the thing, go not so, far as that, . yet'this will' s~rve ,.' for a
r'emedy· and . preservative against·your. falling into the .like
fault again. And not only ,in this particular instance, but
in all like cases~whichcatry with them any' doubts or
stings.of conscience, this advice will be profitable, and
an the .more as coming from our 'Father General.
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That we should not, lend our ears to detractions
The-blessed St. Bernard says :," Not only ought we
to 'heW-are of saying what is objectionable, but also of
giving' earto'it, ~ since awillinglistenet provokes the
speak~r, and ;also because it isa shameful arid unseemly
thing to give e'ar to'matters evil and unseemly."
The
glotibusSt. Basil, speaking 6f the punishment to be
ineted -out to the detr-actor 'and to him who listens to the
detraction, says that both are to be isolated from the
community. He gives them. 'equal pUllishrrient, because
if'the one did 'nof willingly listen, neither would the other
find any attraction to tell the scandalous story.
Theologians on this matter of detraction 'raise thequestion whether, in detraction, hearer sinS mortally as well
as "speaker~ And they pu~~ome Cases in ,which they
arlsw€fr in the affirmative, a~hen the hearer is tne cause
o~' the other sJ?eaking il! Dfe his tlei~hbOl)h moving him
thereto or ,askIng 'questIons about "It, o~hen he' welcomes the detraction, 'because ~ is,' not on 'good terms
v·/ith; the ,party' in question'; ,o~vht:n ,he sees that the
detraction is doing notable' damage to' his neighbour, and
could break it off; because, then charity obliges him to
help" his ,neighbour in that ne.cessity. 'Thus as not only
'he does evil who sets fire to a house,but .healsowho
stands warming h'imself a1 the fire: which the" other ha$
kindled, 'where he ought to come lathe rescue with water
to puti,tout; so not only he sins who acts the detractor,
but he ,also who 'could and ought to stop the' detraction
and does not, may-be even perhaps by the look of interest
that he sho·ws gives occasion t£.,~~~ detractor to go on
with the detraction. At other rilles they say that it will
be Qnly a venial sin not to resist, as when one dares not say
anything or meddle in the matter out of some feeling of
shyness on account of the speakers being persons of
authority. Here they notice a thing which much concerns us Religious: it is that when he who hears the
68 4
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detraction is a persoll'who:has, authority, over them, that
are speaking, SUch:1lone, is Il.lQfe str.ictly:'bQund:tQr~;Sj~t
and stand ,up, for \tb,e honour" of·hi~ neighbQllr; ~n.d the
more so, the' gre£\ter \ h~s authority. This ci,s' ,wh::it the'
Theologians,say.
"",.
.'
.Hence we111ay gatherhow.we'pught to hehave when
we find ourselves in such conversati()ns, and thed,anger
there may be in diss~mb1ihg; and. being silent and' Jetting
the ,ma~ter pass", through, our ' pit~illanimity, and want of
'rportification. And since for bur sins so common is this
habit of detblctionin ourday"thfit people.in' the world
can hardly carry ona conversation' without discussing
'bther::people's }ives,and we have' so much dealing with
'them,scruplesfailnot to offer themselves in"thismatter.
, Could I have 'stopped it and did not ~stopit?"Was'I
:inany way the occasion of that conv:ersationbeingjcarried
.on?' . ';Did 1 ask any question" orshow:interest in hearing: 'it, ,putting on 'a. pleasant, countenanceal, ,what' was
said; or' condescending to it?·, AiA.:d scruples :apart,bebausehere ;one ay ,say.'that ,he knows very~ell how
01
far to go~andwl1enitis,a' sin 'and when·not;.....-let,us
always
on this'prindple,:that we·'are'speaking. -now
to ReHgious,andp'ersohs~whoaim at virtue';and'perfeotion, and want not merely
keep out of'sin;'mottala:nd
venial, but ever to do the 'better thing,: the more edifying
thing, the thing that will be of greater profit': to oU1r
neighboUr. This befng 'supposed, if ever, 'we find,ourselves in a conversation wheredet.ractiorr: is' going' ·on,
and' we" are silent out of pure shyness, pusillanimity! 'and
lack of mortification, and let the· matter pass and consent
to it" since silenc·e gives consent," what' ·impression 'are
they to :g~ther but to'. cd~firm themselves. ',more in 'wha,t
they aredo:ihg,seeirtg that a fearned'Religious .and
servant of God,'a man'of authority among' them, lets the
thatter pass and s'ays nOthing? 'They' 'will say -:' 'This
'can't be a sin,sin'ce, the Father is silent: ,. And if they
thought it were a 'sin, and did it :before'your face,' they
would do dishonour to you and your' Order, daring· to
say in your presence what is evil and sinful; and you riot
daring to contradict, not having virtue and fortitude
enough for that.
'
C
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St~. Augustine,: to meet this· pest of detraction, had
wriUen'jnhis dining-room these verses:

W~~

E!~;~e~:~~;:::a::S:::~:7t::~:r:i~;~am.

b"frV._

Hence, .hence be gone, detracting tongue,
Th.a. t dO... st.. . the a.bs.en.t's honour wrong!
This table only those admits
Who innocently use their wits.

ItAJfi;~

~
t

~

~.

And it is told ho\v once when some bishops, friends of
his, were, dining with him, and were beginning to let their
tongues· loose, and speak ill of· other people's lives, he
rebuked them forthwith and said that if they did not cease
their evil speech, he must either erase those verses or
rise from table. That is the saying of a man of courage:
:' Sir, J shall leave the company unless you stop talking
scandal. ' St. Jerome says the same: " If you hear a
detractor, fly from him as from a serpent and leave him."
'. Butoh .how he \\Till be hurt!' "Do it all the more on
that ;. 'account," says St. Jerome, "that the hurt may
teach him to hold his tongue about other people's lives."
Leave him then with the word stuck in his mouth, that he
tnay be. ashamed· of himself, and learn ho\v to speak becominclv another time. This is a good pl~n for us to
adopt,~ither to bid them ~stqp talkinK-scandal or leave
the company.
When thIS plan cannot be carried out, as seeming rude
and incompatible with the high credit of the speakers, the
~Saints give another plan, easier and gentler, which is, to
&sho'\7 a severe countenance at what is said, so as to give
the speaker to understand: '1"hat language does not
seem to me right, and I don't like to 'hear it.' This plan
is given us by· the Holy Spi!rit through the Wise Man.
The north wind scatters the rain-clouds, and a severe
look the detracting tongue (Prov. xxv. 23).
And in
another place: Hedge thine ears 'with thorns, when thou
hearestadetractor (Ecclus. xxviii. 28). These are the
thorns with which we are to hedge our ears,-this unpleasant look, this frown and gloom wh~ch you show in
your face, when another takes to backbiting, ate the
thorns that prick the speaker, and make him feel com-
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.-punction and· bethink himself that· he is doing wrong
in' speaking of the lives :.of" others.' The· WiseMan is
not satisfied that, you should stop your ears with cotton,
,or any other' soft material, but with thorns, that riot only
~the evil speech may not gain entrance: there and you be
.pleased at hearirig-. it, but that they may prick the heart
and conscience of the detractor, and· he may correct . and
amend himself: By severity and gravity in the look of
the face the soul of him that is sinning is corrected

(Eccles. vii. 4), and thereby he comes to understand and
bethink himself that he is doing wrong. We read of our
blessed Father Ignatius that he made frequent use of
this expedient.
It happened sometimes, when Ours were
in his company, that someone thoughtlessly let drop a
.word that did not seem to OUf Father much to the. point
'or "veIl said,and at onCe he drew himself up and put on
,an air that was somewhat severe, so that from the mere
look of him the Fathers knew that there had been a fault,
arid the person whose thoughtlessness was to blame, stood
,abashed ,and corrected. This he did often in thingsthaf
seemed very slight and trivial, the fault of which, for
being so small, escaped the sight of others and was over~
looked by them: for he was not content with being
always composed and master of himself, but wished his
sons to be so too.
.'
.(J)
It is also a good expedient in this case to change the
2onversation, and bring-in other topics ~o cut the thread
,of what' is being discussed. And to this end it is not
necessary to wait 19r many opportunities, or to corne in
'quite apropos; rather it is best a propos to come. in, quite
1nal 11, propos, for so the speaker will understand, and the
company, that they were not. on a good subject, and that
, you .did him honour in not rebuking him more .clearly
and· putting him to. shame before all ; .whereas if· you hold
. back, waiting for favourable conjunctures, .and "aptopportunities, aria the end of the conversation, ·neither would
he understand the device nor you remedy the mischief.
, As when' in -a 'bull-fight the bull makes for a man, they
throw him a cloak that he may get entangled in that· and
:leave :the maojso. when one person is attacking another
('qud ,ta,king'away his character ; it is a. very goodexpe-
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:dient to 'throw him a cloak in' the "shape of 'another
subject of conversation, that he may get involved in. that
and stop backbiting. And as to the man who threw the
cloak the credit of having saved a life,is gratefully given,
so to him who changed' the subject and stopped the backbiting credit is allowed and is due for the honour and
good .name' t.hat he has defended..
§
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CHAPTER XI

That 'we must beware of all.mann~r of lies
Before all} let true speech go before thee} says the Wise
Man (Ecc1us. xxxvii. 20). Before all, always speak the
truth and never tell a lie~ One would think it were not
necessary much to commend this to Religious; since it
carries its own cOl11mendation. Even in the \vorld they
reckon it a great vice to be given to lying, and to call
:one a liar is a great insult : what shQuld it be here in
-Religion, where far more esteem and good opinion is lost
by such· a vice than therein the world ? It is easy" to see
-what abase and foul thing it is, and how unworthy of a
Religious. And much further should he ,be from lying
excuse himself and· cover his' fault. Far indeed. is he
from mortification and humility, who tells a lie that his
fault may not be known nor his reputation tarnished.
\i\T eshould go out of our way to seek occasions of humiliation and mortification ; and do you fly from those that
come in your way of themselves, occasions that you cannot avoid without sin? That would be a' great renunciation of the perfecti6nwhich \ve profess. For the salva, tion of the whole world, so Theologians and Saints say,
it would not be lawful to tell· one lie: see if ,it would be
.-lawful to tell one to escape the shame of- failure in some
trIfling matter.
Of seven things that God abhors,
according to the vVise ~1an, the second is a .lying tongue
(Prov. vi. 17).
Another \vay of: telling a lie, though not in such set
terms, is whenvve .tell a story "with advantages,"

to
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pU,tting in more than was true. Truth is one and indi: SQ· ~nything that is added to it beyond the fac~s,
or beyond the knowledg~ .of the speaker,.. ~i1lbe.a .'lie.
Ancl.o:f ,this. ther~ is commonlyrou~h danger,b~causewe
like it ,to . appear that therei~ something: ill o/hat \V~ say,
and SQ seek. to make the most of ~h~ story. ,Here ;w,e
should pfoce,ed with much ,caution. St. Bonaventurt1 s.ays
fYrther: tha.t \ve should avoid .amplifications and exaggerations,. since lit is not in accordance with. religious gravity
apd .modesty to. exaggerate thing's. . It should be your
veracity and gravity that g.ves authority to wha,t you
say, not superfluous words and: exaggerations; for these,
so far. from givingautho,rity to what you say, make you
lose thy apthority you had. The reason why the use of
highly.figuratIve and.:exa.ggerated language is alQss to
the ,credit. anda~thod.ty,of the speaker, is beca.use things
a.reoftep exaggerate~ beyond their just proportions, ahd
thereby,.the s,ta,tementcomes to contain .·a falsehood. It
wa~ nq s~ch mighty mCl.tter as' you make it out.
,So
men prone to exaggeration are not generally ~held. to be
very truthful, and Jose credit and. authority. It is told
of our blessed Father Ignatius that he hardly ever ,em-:played what are called in Latin superlative nouns, because
in them there jsa lurking danger ofsQwetimes over:sta:ting things' beyond the fact, but' said and told things
simply ap.d :plainly ,v~lhout· amplification or exaggeration.
And so far ,was he from overstatements and' exagger;ations, that it is said of him that even the things that he
did khoW~e, did not stronglyaflirm. This isa common
less'~n given ~~ on this sub~.ii by the Saints.. The "") '.
gl~nous,Bern,ard.s~ys: "'N ev~r· ·affirm or deny WIth un- ~ ~ )] m. RM..
measured· asseyeratlon and certItude what·you kJ;low, but.
~
spe~k alwa~s with a little .salt.an.dgrace of some doubt, M'U(., -L~. .
sayIng for .Instance, , I thInk It IS so,' or ' If I am nQt ~~ fJ<
mistake!?, ~t is so,' ~ , ~. fancy I have hea~d it said.'" ~ @
Done dIscreetly, thIS IS a mode~tmode of speech,
{LA /~: d'
hu. ~bl~ a.nd religio~s,. an.d sh.. o wing.a m.an h.ot. too self- ~,;~ 7J
reltant" ,nOr self-opIOlonated,-athlng ImpOSSIble to a 7 ~ ~
1J.umble man... T.he., S.ain.ts s.. poke inthi.~... )v...ay, since. t~e. y.' ~~ .
were very humble' and ,dIstrustful of self.
S,UrlU$ J~ T"'f'(M
relates 4:f St. Dominic Loricatus, that if anyone aSke~
~
vis~ble

.s

;·:r'
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what o'clock it' was, he never answered flatly
" eight' or ' n.ine,.'- but": t£ibout eight,' or' about nine.'
And ;,being ; asked why he answered in' that way, he
answered :" Because in that way I am sure of. not' telling
a lie : how it may have struck the hour, now it maybe
still'to strike,." , This is· another reason why it is part
of :religious prudence and· modesty not to' affirm things
strongly" without a little"salt and savour, of some
doubt," as St. Bernard says, because in that wayyoll
e~cape'. the danger' of telling a lie, even though the thingshould,;turnout to be' otherwise than as you say. But
when people make affirmations absolutely with much
decisio'n and asseveration, and afterwards it turns out not
to be so, as:' does sOlnetimes happen, they are annoyed
withtllemsdves e:tfterwards, for having uttered· an untruth
and: affirmed it so strongly for certain. And besides it disedifies the hearer, when he finds. that things are not so. I
say this !ahout) things that we take for certain, because if' I
affirm, 'a ,thihgabsolutely when: I am In doubt about it0t
is aliestill,.even thol1gh it turns out to be true, because
I spe,ak' beyond' my ktiowledge; or' at least I put myself
in -manifest danger otwhat I say being a lie', which
comes to:<the same thing. '
.
:St. Bonaventure says further, you must not only always
spe'<ik: the truth,·hut speak it' plainly and simply, without
double-meaning, and, :without equivocal words that· nUlY
bear "more than; one' sense," because that is a' thing very
foreign to religious straightforwardn'essand simplicity;
and St. Augustine adds that' such mann~r 'of speaking ,is
iyi~~here are people who do not 'want to lie, and do
~~ want Itosl?eak~he t~uth either, but usecircutnlocu.:.
tHons . and' equIvocatIons that you may understand one

c./fI &t-

.
1ffffi
~

~.

,.

IJ!A

,m-1~ii~~a;~~;\th::e~~~~~::~~p~~~~~e:?C~:C~~Ig::~~t~~;

which It·· is proper to conceal; but In ordInary conver§ation it is not law·ful,· but is, a' vicious habit of men who
I'h tJrU/'V ''-_. _ -£ire double-dealers and insincere ; and so it IS clean con. ~ trary to the purity'an~ simplicity,ilot only of religious~
/
but, even of Christian' antl'soeiallife, because it stands in
the' w:ay ef fid~Hty;rih:the'~ea1ings'arid inter~ourse of
'men one with ~hother, neither more; 'nor less :than down;;.

EQUIVOCATION

ca. xii

right" 'lying: for :-it is certain that if stich language were
ordinarily lawful" men would, 'not dare'· to trust one
another. And 'so experience: teaches '. us, that when we'
know of 'any persons that they are addicted to this vice,
though in' other' respects they 'be virtuous ·'men, their
acquaintance do not dare to trust ',them, but treat them'
\vith reserve and fear, of being deceiyed. So 'says the'
Wis~Man:

he who speaketh' sop'1iistically,is ahateflllperson (Ecclus. xxxvii.' 2j). Then let not that be said

is

of you, which \ve hear 'said of some people: "John
far from telling a lie, and' equally far from speaking ihe
truth~"

1lA~tJ .·7 tJ CVM- J; tn·
~ ~,~l

~.~. fA.

ifl

d... ~(l ;t17

·!L-JLII~
.
CHAPTER XII
Thaf wes,hould beware .Qf jocos.e and ridicu;lous 'e~
pr,essions and saying" smartqnd witty things

.

J.

The blessed, St. Basil' says: ' , Beware' of jocose and
ridiculous' expressions, of words of buffoonery, of going
about" frisking and playing the fool, Oecausefhese are
the amusements' of children, ,and he who' is aiming at
perfection 'ought iri conscience to give, up. being 'a child
and' play the' man." The Saint goes oii to 'say that these
fooleries and' amusements make one remiss and negligent
iIi the things of the service of God, and banish 'devotion
and compunction of heart.
Especially, he says, one
should beware of saying witty and, facetious things, beeause that means turning oneself into a merryandrew
arid 'a mountebank,-'-a thing most .unworthy of anyone
aiming at perfection. St. Bernard, treats this point: very
seriously: "Among seculars, nonsense is •. nonsense; in
the mouth' of a Priest, "-and' of 'a Religious,-Hit is
blasphemy. You have consecrated your 'mouth to the
Gospel: to open. it ", to such" norisensical things' is' unlawful, to accustom it to them 'a 'sacrilege, as it would be
to turn to profanenses :a' temple consecrated to God.
Jntersaeculaies nugae,suntj:in' ore 'sacerdotis blasphemJae. The lips 'of a priest shall· keepwisdorri, and they
shall seek the law;fr0'f?'l'h'':'s mouth i(Ma.1acliy·.ii.7), cer~
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tainly ,not 'nonsense, idle stories and buffooi1~ries.'·'
Not content ;with a Religious being far' from', tittering
such words, -St. ,Bernard would have him a:lso. be' .far
fronl listening. to ~ them and taking pleas,urein them.
Ver'bufJ1:·scurrilei quod faceti urbanive nomine colorant,
nOfvsufJicit per:egrinari ab ore, procul et ab aure relegan.. ;
dum ·:est. 'Scurrility, though some people call it
facetiousness ot\vit,isto he banished 'from our hearing.
","hen others say such:·things· in our presence, 'he would
hay,e'u$ 1:Jehav(;tal1 when, we hear detraction, ,making it a
poin~ ~Jto~ ~int.€rruJ!:>t the -speaker' and change the 'conver~
f/()
sation with some profitable remark, and showing a severe /. ~
countenance. If we should blush to hear such things,
and to have them said in our presence, what must it be
to say them ourselves? "It is an unseemly thing," he
says, "to burst out· laughing," still more unseemly to
moye .others to loud laughter over such things." Foede
ad cg,chinnos moveris foedius moves ~
Clement of
Alexandria, who was Origen's master, says, with SSe
Bernard 'and Bonaventure: "Since all words' proceed
from the .thoughtand character of the speaker,' it is
impossible for 'ridiculous speeches to be uttered without
their proceeding from an equally ridiculous 'character."
jl:y()m . the abunda,nce of the heart the mouth speaketh
(Matt.' xii. 34). T'hus he who utters vain and frivolous
,vords shows the vanity and frivolity of his heart. As
froin the sound vou can tell whether a bell or vessel is
sound or cracked, full or empty; so' from the voice and
tone of the . words it is easy to see at once that the
speaker is full or empty, sound or cracked. He who
says these things in conversation sounds empty. On the
text: Let no evil speech corne forth froin )'ourmouth
(Eph~ iv. 29) : St. Chrysostomobs-erves :"As each one's
heart is, so are the words that he utters and' the deeds
that he does.-"
The' holy martyr Ignatius in the midst of his torments
kept repeating time after tim'e the -name of Jesus,- and
being asked the reason replied: ~'Because I have it
w-ritten in- my heart, and therefore' cannot help often repeating it." -And ,vhen he was' dead, they took out his
heart and divided it in two, 'and they found in each part the
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;na,me;of Jesus written: inlettersofgQldo/ He ..whosays
.wittyand facetious things has not, the name··of. Jesus
written on. his: .heart,. but . the world and its vanity,<and
,that.is, what. springs from. his mouth.. Thus\ve.see that
.men. . whQ pride themselves . on sayingwitt~ things and
fllaking 'others la!:1_K!!_.~i~~!E~irJa.~_~tio~~§~lngs,)are' not
onIY"'!f.. spiritual men}, bl!.t ar~
good religiQus.
!
Fa£er1\1aster Avila.interprete:to this· effect the' 'saying of tpe. Apostle"" 5 currility, ··tha,t· is not t.O the. point
(Eph. v. 4). Witty speeches and buffooneries, he said,
are not on.ly not in keeping with religious modesty, but
not even with the gravity and practice'. of . Christian life.
And we read in his life that no witticism ·Was ever found
in his mouth.. And of St. John ChrysostomMetaphrastes
-relates that he never· said funny things, nor consented '10
others saying them.. The ancient Fathers made such· a
point. of this, that the' penance. which St.. Basil.enjoined
on anyone who spoke such words was separation .from
the Community fora" week. . That was a sort of excom..
munication that the monks practised, separating such
people from conversation and intercourse with the rest
of the Religious, that they might not-infect them 'nor give
them the' itch, and that they might be ashamed of themselves, and understand that he does not deserve to '.' be
among the rest of the Religious, who· does' not converse
and talk like a Religious.
In the Life of St. Hugh, Abbot of Cluny, Surius tells
of an Archbishop of Toulouse, named Duranus, .who was
fond of hearing and saying \vitty things and idle words.
St. Hugh rebuked him sundry times, as he had been
once a monk of his monastery, telling him that if he did
not amend he would have special purgatory on that
account. The archbishop died a few days afterwards,
and appeared to a monk named Siguin, and showed his
face much swollen and his lips full of sores, and begged
him with tears to ask Hugh's prayers for him, for that
he suffered cruel torment in purgatory for his witticisms
and idle words, of which he had not corrected himself.
Siguin related this to the holy Abbot Hugh, who commanded seven monks to keep silence for seven days in
satisfaction for this fault. Of these, one broke silence.

.s
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:The archbishop' appeared to Siguin and· complained that
his cure was delayed for that monk's disobedience.
,Siguin carried this to Hugh, who'foundthat it was true,
and enjoined another monk to keep silence 'for, seven
days, at the. end of which the archbishop appeared for
.the third time, and thanked the abbot 'and his monks.
He showed·· himself. in his pontifical robes, with his face
healthy and very cheerful,' and thereupon disappeared.
. Especially it should be observed here that we ,ought to
beware of' stinging pleasantries,--little. words' uttered
'sometimes in fun, and taken for wit, •. but apt to wound
another, because covertly they reflect on his birth, or on _
his understanding and somewhat dull wit, or other defect.
These pleasantries are more grievous and evil than, those
mentioned above, 'inasmuch as they give personal offence, and that all the .more, the funnier they. are, .since
they make a 111,ore .lasting impression on the hearers and
,stick in their memory more.
Even there in the world,
when funny men, whom they,callwags, know how to do
,this without personal offence or hurting anyone's feelings,
they are acceptable guests in society, and people say of
them, ' He is a wag'i but after all his droll sayings do not
hurt anyone.' But when they sting with their sarcasm,
they are greatly disliked, and generally even come to ali ill
end, because there does not fail to be someone to give
them their, due. But of this and other manners of speech
contrary to fraternal charity, we have spoken in the Fourth
Treatise. f~

1'1

: ," .
CHA~,rERXItI
:T 4~t oUTtalk;' and conversatiQns. oui~tto:be,:pfGoci,
an.d1oj ,s'omemeans ·to ma.-ke them so'.,
",' 'L~t,n(j evil ~ordfome fqrth frorrz,' your mouth!, says
the Apostle but let all your conve'fsation be ever' ofgoo.d
:~hings,thin,¥s of ~difi.caUon,anaprojitfor:thf' h,earers {~rh.
Iy. 29),,'apt tp kIndle and set them 011', fire,,:o/,th
'the, love of .God and the desire of virtue and per,fectiQp:.
,This is,a'thing very necessary, for us, since it is,our,ena
andin;stitute not only to' attend to' our own, ,spiritual
•progress,. but also 'to. that •of :, ourl neighbour. ; and • talk
-and conversation's of this sprt, ,are on~, orth~ ,things that
grea~ly edify those ,with whom 'wed~fll 'and does them
:lnuchgood. Besides the profit, th~t ·these, conver~ations
carry' :with 'them, there is this, thai' people of the ·w.orld,
seeing that our conversation is, always' on these :subje~ts,
conceive a' h~gh idea: ,and gre,at respect (pr: us, underi~tanding him, to' be. flIll of God, who never converses with
'then:t exceptof God, and thus our ministrations in their
regard are apt to be of great effect. QfFather Frand,s
Xavier it )snead in his Life that he, did "more good by
his prIVate conversations than by, hIs, sermons. And our
,: Fat:her. in his Constitutions, treating of the means which
"they of the Society haye to aid their'neighbour, sets down
this for one. of the chief,and lays it. down for a ,general
rule that they. of the, Society.' are to be' .careful 'to' ,m'ake
use of it, ev~n ,the laybrothe~s.,
, " "
That we may, be the 'bett~r competent and able to do thi~,
it will help us much" in,the first place, to be accustomed
here,amongst,ourselves ,to speak of good anq spiritual

,things.

We read of th~: bl~ssecl St. Francis'that he made

;his ~eligiotls.0ften,sit down ,by themselves to talk of the
,things of 'God" that, they might be trained· to' .this
hlnguageand style of cGnversatiO,n\vhenth~yshQuld' be
in the company'of seculars. ,And: it: is ,relclted ,there ,that
onqe,r when they weFe engaged in; thi,s holy conversation,
the L(),r<~'appeared in· the, midst .of _~hem in the shape of
695
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a most beautiful youth, and gave them His blessing,
letting them understand how t)1ese conversations pleased
Him. And in the Society there is' this practice in the
novieiate of often bringing the novices together to talk
to one another of spiritual things; a~d' all our life 'afterwards we are \vont to have frequent spiritual conferences
amongst ourselves in. order to gain dexterity i~ .this
language; and besides it is much commenged to us in our
ordinary conversations.'
,
St. Bernard ~n this matter gives a very good and
grave reprehension to certain Religious of his . time,
putting before them ,what. was th,e custom in the golden
age. ." Oh, how far off we are," he says, " from those
monks that \vere in the time of St. Antony and of St.
Paul the first hermit! \vhen they met together and visited
one another, all their conversation was of heaven, and
they took with such avidity and hunger this food of the
soul, speaking and treating of God and 'of the profit of
their souls, that they forgot their bodily food, and often
went whole days fasting, in this occupation. And that
was a good order, since they served first the more leading
and worthier part of themselves, which is the 'sou.I. But
nowadays when we meet, there is none who 'asks for or
distributes this spiritual and heavenly food, none who' is
wont in visits and conversations to speak of the Holy
Scriptures, or of \vhat concerns the salvation of souls,
but it is all laughin'g, joking, and words that the wind
carries away. And the worst of it is," says the'Saint,
" the knowing how to entertain one another in this way
is called affability and discretion, and the contrary is
~alled dryness, rudeness and boorishne'ss; and those who
speak 6f God are held up for melancholy persons,. and
their company is shunned. This charity is the ruin of
true charity, and this discretion the ruin. of true discretion. For what charity is it to love the flesh and
despise the spirit? And what discretion is, it to giv~ all
to the body and nothing to the soul? To feed the body
full and starve the soul is not discretion nor charity, but
cruelty and a, great breach of due order." Tauler, a
grave doctor, relates that the Lord once appeared to a
great servant of His, and told him with great emotion
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'of six ,complaints that He had against His servants;
whereof the second Was that in their, meetings and conve:rsatibns they spoke of vain and pointless' things, while
as for 'Himself rione took His' name in his mouth. 'Let
us then takecate that the Lord may not bring, this complaint'ilgainst uS, ahd may riot be able to give us .' this
,repiehension. , ,''-' ' , . , .
"
SS. Bernard hnd' Bohavehtt.Ih~ giv~ a:nothet' good
'me.Lins for ,always speaking ~fe~ifYl~g thi~gs: , It , is,
,that wh~n we' go 0ti:t to' converse' with our.n~ighbour we
.should have ready cettain good and 'profitable things' 1'0
say' . to 'them; and ,:wIien' ,they speak' of idle and vain
"things, ""e should promptly put in thing's 'of edification ~o
cut short and change the conversation, of which point
our' rules' admonish' us. And it is not 'much to ask that
\ve who are Religious should' take this. means to ke'ep up
talk and conversation abolitGod, so proper to ourvocation, since we see that people in the world do' the same
to keep up their worldly talk and conversation. In' this
we should show good understanding and discretion, and
dex~erity, in' setting bounds to and cutting shor't conversations 'not to 'the point, 'and, bringing' in the things of
God.
"
'
A third thing that will help us much herein iEta great
love~f God, and great affection for spiritual things;
because in this' way we shall feel no weariness or disgust
in .speaking:of God, or h~aring Hi~ spoken' of, but
rather we shall'take m'uch delight therein; since it is' no
bu.t'den, but on the contrary a 'pl~asure and' delight for
any.dne t6 speak ofthat'which ;he eloves 'and' has ,at, heart.
Else see with' whiit heartygooo 'will the tradesman
speaks of his bargains aridousine~'s': in seas9i?' arid out
of season, at aUtimes,he is glad to hear of a go'od
~penJng for buying and . selling. 'Th,e farmer' speaks
re.adilyenough of his tillage ~nd crops, the herdsman of
his calves and lambs. He w"!I-o guiq,eth the plough. and
glorieth'in wielding the goad,t'[nill t1.iligently urge on his
'oxen, and' his. whole occupation is his work.in the, fields,
. and' his' talk ~s of.breeds .of .bulls (Ecc1us.. 'xxxv~ii. '26).
Every man willingly talks 6f 'what is to hiJjl matter of
business. So also \vith us, who have left the world and
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area.iming at perfection", if wehC;\ve a great love of God
and affection for spiritual things, all;ourjoy,and recr.eation will be to speak of those things, and we shall not
want, ,matter of conversation. Tl;1us· it is avery. go.od
sign when one has a taste for speaking ,and talking about
God,,~n9,.a bad ,sign;, when Qt;1eha.:;jt'Jlot~accordingito
what St. John says: They are of the worl<d" and there'fore they talk of the things of the wQrl(l (I Johniv.. isl.
St. Augustine, ,on. th9sewords of the Wise Man ,: :;'Thou
hast. fed them 'with the· fopd of angels, and, hast" given
them, bread from hea71en, prepared 'U,ith no labour of
theirs, having in itself all that is delicious, and the sweetness of all tastes (Wisd. xvi. 20) : says that this manna
from heaven,with which· God nourished the children. of
Israel in the desert, had to- each one the taste that he
wished, according to the above words; but that, .he goes
on to: say ,must be understood only of the good, for to
thewickedit:had not the taste that they wished, other, wi~e they would not have asked and longed for other
:foQd, as they did ask and long for it. To these, not
only did the, n1anna not have the taste of' all things
desirable,bq.t ,they came in time to be disgusted with it,
and cloyed with it, and they sighed after flesh-meat,: and
,re,membered .the fleshpots of Egypt, the cucumbers, 'and
melons and leeks and onions and garlic that they ate
:there'; that they desired and longed for -in preference.
:Sut the· good were quite satisfied with the manna, a.nd
had no desire of other food, nor memory of it, because
. in the. manna they found all the tastes that they; wished.
Now this is .the difference between good and ,pe~fect
Religious· an9 the 'tepid and imperfect"that: good
Religious have a great taste for spiritual things and the
things of. God, .and of speaking and talking of them,: and
th~yfind in that manna all good tastes.
God, has fo.r
.them the taste of all they desire, and they say with 55.
Augustine and Francis, My God an.d my all. God is all
things, to, them, and·· they find in Him all that they 'desire.
,But"to the tepid and <imperfect this. divine manna h~,s not
the taste of all· things; but it disgusts them,' and they
reject it,and rejoice' rather in the hearing of a story than of
'a ·matter. ofedificatioo, which is oat a good sign.

THE WAY TO EMMAUS .

, "·Happy the tongue," says . St. Jerome, ',' t4at -, can
speak only of God." And St. l3,asil says: " 0 the trqe
servant. of God all vain and :useless(,;opversations are an
annoyance; and~ conversations and-talks about God .ar~
sweeter :;tndmore delicious than ,honey." .Hence it _;!~
that a soul thaL-is much drawn toGod~ -;wh~n she" feels
the want of virtuous recreation and some :mean~ P~' forgetting her labours and iIlfir011ties, has no need' to distract

r

r

herself with talks 'and conversations -about idle and: rid~~
ulous t~ings,. for as she loves not those things, so they

go rather to increase her pain andaffliction~ What copsoles her and gives her relief is talking and hearing others
talk of what she: loves and desires. So we read of St.
Catharine of 'Siena that she was' never tired of speaking
about God.; rather it .was her recreation and. themean.s
t6 increase' her health· and vigour, and·, make her' forg~t
her infirmities. and labours. . : And we' read the same of
many oth,er Saints.

'CHAPTER XIV

Of _another

chief reason mak~ngit highlYl befitting'

that our talks and conversations "with our neighbours
should be about God
Not only for theedifieation and advancement pfour
neighbollr is·it necessary, that ,qur talks andconversationsshould be of God, 'but for our-ownadv3:ncemerit
and preserv'ation also, that by such speakin~ Of GQd .w'e
may kindle and inflame our hearts with His,JO,ve.... Such
is the prOpel," 'effect of the like cOQversations, ': a~ i~~r\ see
in those two disciples that on the way to the'castI<r,pf
Emma·,us were speaking of these things. Was. 1fot .O,ur
.heart
fire and burning? (Luke, :X:XiV.S2J,; ,And ,if ,is
our OWll . experience. sometimes that we come f()rth' fp)m
some of these conversations more moved and devout
,than from sermons. Surius relates of St. Thoma,s
Aquinas that·, his talks and conversations with all were
of~oly,t~~ngs, ~~~ t~~ngs pn}tit~,ble for fhe sal,va,~ion:of

on
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souls, and that was one of the reasons why, after :speaking and dealing with men, he could readily recollect
him:self for prayer and, meditation on divine things, because as his' conversations were on the things of, God,
and his words were spoken with consideration, they did
'not distract or hinder him from 'prayer.
Of our' Father Francis' Xavi'er, one of the -things most
worthy of 'admiration related in his Life is' the way he
contrived to unite business and the seeing of many people
with prayer.' Applying himself ashe did to many things,
and being taken up with important affairs, and travelling
continually by land and by sea, among so many labours
and' dangers, and being sO polite and coutteous; in his
'intercourse \Jvith all, nevertheless, he ever led an interior
life in the presence of God, and so on withdrawing
from business and intercourse' with his neighb~ur, he
entered very easily and readily straightway into meditation and familiar dealing with his Heavenly Spouse.
And there is the explanation, that as the occupation had
not distracted him, it was easy for him to return to what
he had never left. Contrariwise, if our dealings and
words and conversations are not -of God, we run much
risk. Our blessed ~'ather Ignatius used to say that as
familiar dealing and conversation with our neighbour is
of much fruit' and edification to him and very proper ·to
the Society, if it be done as it· ought, so on the other
hand, if we do not know ho\v to converse, as we ought,
it will be very disedifying to him and very dangerous to
ourselves., St. B~rnard says: " Idle words easily defile
the heart, and when we enjoy hearing and speaking of a
thing, we are very near to doing it."
.
It is true that somet'imes" in talks and conversations
with our neighbour)t is necessary togo in at his door;
lllLtL .as ~ur Father says, that' must only be to come out
Jly~.QJJr .own.
They should not carty us away so that we
should. go in by their door and come out by the same,
but we inus'tcorne out always by our own, drawing them
.to, us and to God ,by profi~able. and edifying conversation.
And' for this there is no need to observe ever so many
, points and ever .so many circumstances and conjunctures.
If you are so particular about that, you will never come
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@u,tJ bYiYOll,r'own.d'O·or~ and they will 'have theJast w<>rd' at
their~. Let· aU unde.rstand· that we are Religious , ·a~d "that
th;sis out bu~iness" and.that in dealing with us th~y' m,ust
pot W,aste ,time ··nor talk of useless things, but that we
must speak of God ':and of things ,profitable ,to salvatiqn.
If they do' not .want·that, let 'themnpt oome, to talk to
us. And sO: We' read of-Qut' Father, that ifhexeceiy.ed
a visit from any idle, m~n,with ,wl1omh~'\va:;" likely t,q
waste. m·uch time and dO.' np good, after, having ,gi:Vtfl1
him a pleasa,njt ,recepti6u -once· or twice:, if he continued
his visits without profit, oUr' 'Father would beginto speak
to· him about death, judgment and hell; for he said, 'if
the man hCid:!ilO liking for such conv~rS'atlons,he.would
get tired 'and hot return . anymore; while if he ,had a.
liking for them, he would gather some spiritual fruit for
his souL ~o'
St.; Augustine in tonfirmation .of :this,says:it. is true
we must 'endeavour to accommodate ourselves;, to ,all ,in
or:cler to gain: all, as did St.. ,Paul, I became all·· things to
O,ll'(I .,ICor.'ix: 22) :l' became sor;rowful ,vith the'sorrow-:ful, .because it is 'a, great comfort to one in, sorrow' to: see
that another' is sorrowful too. and feels chis distress, while
we show joy with one in joy; but tl],is accQ·m,modating ,0£
ourselves to our .neighbour, 'and putting ourselves in his
place,must be done in such a ,way as to allevjate his
distress, and i'aiseand draw him, outoi his miserywitl,...
out 'ourselves falling inte> the like misety:sic tamen 'lit

adauxiliufn, ,. non ad aequalitatern ,rniseriae valeat.
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he illustrates this by a' good comparison: as ()ne wishing
to lend a hand to another'that has fallen, to 'get him ·up
again, is careful not to throw himself' on theground 1 · nor
let himself fall as the other is fallen,: but plantshis'fo.ot
and stands firm that the other may not drag him down,
stooping just a little so far as 1:S neGessary. to helphirn;
in this ,way. we 'must accommodate ourselves tQ seculars
and make ourselves dne of their set, lowering ourselves
and :showing ,that we too are human in some little way~
going. in at their door to win them over; at' the' 'same
time, always standing fast .andresting well ',on .our
supports that they may not'drag us over, but we may
come off· with our own.
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And let tis persuade' ou(selves of this truth, that one'
df tne thingstha:t particularly edifies those with whom we
dome: io~ c()~tact,.~!~J.Q_~~~!h~t_<?!![_~9nye!§2_tkQn ~s always;,
of: go()d and profitable things; and, though some at the
beginning apparently haven0 taste for that, afterwards
on reFiectionthey are edified, and have a better opinion
and esteem of us, for after all they acknowledge that that
is the maIn thing in life. On the other hand, if they see
that, we,' go in' and, come out with them in their worldly
conversations, and that we have the same tastes in those
matters as they have, possibly they may take us' for
ftiends· as they would take any other man of the world,
bilt not for spiritual men, and so there will be lost our
authority and' influence for doing any -good in their souls.
Let it be our aim then in this matter to hold up the good
name of our Order and the example of our Fathers of old.
Of our' Father Francis Borgia we read that if he received a
visit from secular persons from whom he, could make no
bodily escape" and they brought in topics of conversation
not to thepoint,he paid ,no attention to their' talk, but
kept his 'heart and spirit fixed on God. Some Fathers
~tlmonished him that he' made mistakes in ' this way, and
sometimes said things that had nothing to do with the
m'~tter'on' hand.
He replied that he had rather be taken
asHly man than lose his time, since he counted all
the· time lost that was not employed in God and for God.
"fhis'is in 'acc0rdan6e with what Cassian recounts of the
~bbotMachetus',-who by long prayers had obtained of
our Lord this favour, that in spiritual conversations and
conferences at any" hour of the day or night he never
slept;, but if" any idle and" useless topic were brought, in,
bff 'he:'went to sleep'im'rriedrately.
,Let us conclude with a general recommendation that
Se:, Bernard, gave to a Religious : "Let him so behave
in' gIl things' as to edify those who see him, so that none
that sees or' hears him can doubt but that he is a monk
indeed:' '., Which 'is what the Apostle says, writing to
his disciple: Titus: In all things show thyself a pattern
'of g()odw(Yrks~ 'in docttine, in integrity, in gravity, a
sound word beyond reproach, that any adversary may be
confounded, finding nothing evil to say-of us (Titus ii. 7-8).

for
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MAKE THE CALUMNY INCREDIBLE

Let us endeavour to give good example and edification
all round, that not our friends alone may have something
on which to dwell with satisfaction, but those who are
jealous- of us may be confounded and ashamed, seeing
they find l1_oth~ng, t9 ~~y., agai~st us, o~ lay, hold of to
censure.
.,'.
. \~,'
It is related of a philosopher, that when someone told
him' ,they were telling. stories about him to tak¢ away his
character, he answered: ' I will live in such a way' that
no one shall believe people who ·tell stories to my discredi,t. ' That is" hQw we should live, taking care not only
to "let nothing 'appear" in' our words and "actions worthy
of reprehension, but that our life and ·behaviour shall be
suc4~s, to ta~e. away all credit from any who may
caluinniate, us. .That is the best way to meet these storyt.:.e.,. lle.,r~;~q ",b.,.l,lS, i1en
...t.. '· wi.th •pucr.

~~eds:
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"ELEVENTHTRE/lT1SE
OF THE VIRTUE OF HUMILITY,
CHAPTER I

Of Hie exce'Uence of the virtu(3 of humility, an(f".th'fJ,
need we have of it
. Learn' of rne because 1 am m,eek' and. humble' of heart,
I

says Jesus Christ our Redeemer,and ye shall find'r'e,st
your souls (MatL xL 29). .The blessed' St. Augustine
says: " The whole life of C.~!i~~ on earth was a lesson to'
us, ancI He was master of all virtues, but especia~.Qf
humilitY-: it was that ....2ar.!l.~u.L!;lrly which He wished us to...
~L!1_~2f-Him. "
That \vere enough for us to understand
how great must be the excellence of this virtue, .and how
great the need that we have of it, since the Son of God
came down from heaven to earth to teach it to us, and
wished to be our special instructor therein, not in word
alone, but much more particularly in work, since all His
life was an example and livi~~attern of humility. The
glorious ~ goes through the whole life of Christ
from His' birth, showing and reflecting how all His
actions teach us particularly this virtue. He chose, he
says, to be born of a poor mother, in a poor stable and
in a manger, and to be wrapped in poor swaddlingclothes: He chose to be circumcised as a sinner, to fly
into Egypt as too \veak to protect Himself, to be baptised
among sinners and publicans, as though He were one
of them: afterwards in the course of His life, when they
sought to honour and exalt Him for King, He hid Himself; and when they sought to outrage and dishonour
Him then He put Himself in their power; when men and
even those possessed by devils would extol Him, He
bade them be silent; and when they mocked Him, utter-
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'inginjuriolls words, He said nothing. And at the end
of His life, to leave us a further commendation of this
virtue, as His last will and testament, He ,confirmed it
by that marvellous example of washing His disciples'
feet, and that, so ignominious death" on the cross.
.-St "",.»~r.ll9cl.. says:' "The Son of God abased and
fedu~e""'d-tIrmselfby taking human nature; and all His
life He strove to be a pattern of humility, to teach us
by deed what He had to teach us by word. Marvellous
manner of teaching." But why, Lord, is so great a
majesty so humbled?
Ut non apponat ultra magnifi..,
care se hOfno superterram (Ps. 9), " that from this time
forth there may', be no man daring to be proud and lift
himself up upon the earth. ' , It was always folly and
impudence for man to be proud; but particularly now
that the Majesty of God has abased and humbled Him'self. So s a y s ~ "it is-shamelessness intolerable
and gross vulgarIty for a vile worm of a man to seek to
be regarded and esteemed. The Son of God, equal to
His Father, takes the form "of a servant, and chooses. to
be humbled and treated with ignominy; and do I, dust
and ashes, seek to be regarded and esteemed?"
With good reason does the Redeemer of the world
say that He is the ·Master of this virtue, and that we
must learn it of Him: for this virtue of humility is one
which neither Plato nor Socrates nor Aristotle knew how
to teach~ While they, treated of other virtues, as fottitude, temperance and justice, the heathen philosophers
were 'so far from being humble, that in these very acts
and in alL their' virtues their aim ",vas to be well thought
of and Beq"ueath a memory of themselves to posterity.
A Diogenes and others like him spoke well,inasmuch as
they showed themselves despisers of the world and of them;.
selves, wore poor 'clothes, lived in poverty and in abstinence, but in the very act of doing that they showed great
pride, seeking by' that means to be admired and esteemed,
while they despised others, as Plato shrewdly observed to
Diogenes. One day Plato invited sundry philosophers,
and among them Diogenes, to dinner. He. had his house
well decked out, his carpets laid down 'and' much other
preparation, as befitted the dignity of such - guests.
45
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'Diogenes, dn' coming in,began trampling with his dirty
feet on those carpets. Plato said to him: H What are
you about?" He said: " lam trampling on and bring'ing down the: pomp and pride of Plato. " Plato answered
very well: ,( So you 'are, but with other pride"; mean~
ing that he was showing" more pride in' trampling on his
ca"rpets than himself in, keeping such furniture.
Those
philosophers, did not attain to true contempt of themselves, in which Christian humility consists: they did not
even know the virtue of humility so much as" by name:
it is our peculiar virtue taught by Christ.. '
~remarks that hereby began that masterful Sermon on the Mount: Blessed are the poor in spirit,
for theirs is the kingdom of heaven (Matt. v. 3). SSe
Augustine, Jerome and other Saints say that by poor in
spirit is 'to be understood the' humble.
By this the
Redeemer of the world began His preaching, by this He
went on with it, by this He concluded it : this He taught
us all His life long, this He wished us to learn of Him.
St. Augustine says : " He did not say, learn of Me to
make heaven and earth, learn of Me to do wonders and
miracles, to heal' the: sick, 'cast out devils, to raise' the
dead, but, learn of Me to be meek and 'humble of heart. "
B,etter 'the humble man who serves God' than the man
who works miracles. 'This" is the plain and sure way,
the other is full' of pitfalls' and" dangers.
.
The need that we have. giJbis virtue is :$0 great, that
without it, it is imQQ~~i91~tQt~k~. 9 ne st~It in the service
of God. , The' glorious~.says: "~l! 01!r
'\Torks 'must be guarded and accompanIed by humIlIty In
the beginning, in. the middle,and at the end; for if we
are· ever so'little careless and allow vain complacency to
conle in, all will be carried away by 'the wind of pride~"
Little\vill .it profit us that thew6rk in itself be good,
rather "on that account ~Te have greater 'reason to fear
the vice of pride, andvairiglory;" since other' vices are
concerned 'with sin and evil things,':"~ehvy', an:ger,lust,~
and so carry on ~them a label bidding us beware of them,
but pride goes 'after good works to destroy them.
A
man is' prosperously 'underway with his heart' set on'
heaven, since at st(1rting- he 'had directed to God what
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he" was doing;. when.suddenlythere .comes :a squall .of
vanity,and thro\vshim ona rock; he desires to please
men' and be regarded and esteemed .by .them; 'he takes
thereon some' vain: cornplacency, whereupon his bark
founders entirely.
So SSe - ,Gregory and Bernard say
very well: "He who seeks to ,gain virtues without
humility, is like one carrying: a little dust or ashes in the
teeth of the' "rind, it· is all scattered, all blown away by ~_d
the· gale."· Qui sine humilitatevirtutes congregat, quasi
in ·ventum pulverem po.rtat.

CHAPTER. II

That humility is' the foun.dation of all' virtues
~ , says: "humility is the foundation -of
sanctIty.' ~ : " the first virtue of Christians
is humility. ,. St. Bern.ard :. " humility is the foundation
and safeguard of. all .virtues. "...§.L.. Gre'ior~ in one plac<::
calls it ." mistress: ·andmother of all virtues," and in
another says that it is the "root and origin, of virtues."
This metaphor and comparison of root is very proper,
and declares well the properties and conditions" of
humility: for in the first place,as the flower is supported
by the ,root, and. withers when it is cut off from it;, so
whatever yirtue'there be, if it perseveres not 'on the root
of humility,' withers· and is lost at once. Further, as' the
root is underground, and is trampled and trodden on,and
has' in itself no beauty nor scent, and yet from it '. the
tree ,receives its life; so the humble man is buried, trodden
uppn, and m,ade' small account of, and makes no ~how of
lustre and splendour, but is cast into a corner and forgotten, and'this it .is'that preserves him'and makes him
thrive. Further, as ' for" the tree to grow :and last and
bear·much fruit, the root 'must strike' deep, and the
deeper 'it goes and the further it penetrates the earth, ,the
more ~the tree will fructify and the longer, it will, last;it will thrust its roots below, and bear fruit above, as the
Wise Man says (4 Kings xix. 30)'-SO the fertility' and
p.reservationof-virtues Jiesin their casting deep roots' of
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humility. The'"more humble you are, the'more you will
thrive and grow in virtue and perfection~ Finally, as
pride is the root and beginning of all sin, as the Wise
Man says, the beginning of all sin is pride (Ecclus. x.
IS), so the Saints say that humility is the root and
foundation of all virtue.
But someone will' say: 'How can you say that
humility is the foundation of all virtues and of' the
spiritual"edifice, when the Saints say in common that
faith is the foundation, according to that saying of St.
Paul: Other foundation can no 1nan lay but that which
is laid already J which is Christ Jesus (I Cor. iii. I I) ?'
To this St. Thomas very aptly replies: Two things are
requisit~oundationwell: first, it is necessary
to open well the trenches, and cast out all the loose earth
until you arrive at firm ground to build upon; and
after having dug the trench deep and thrown out all the
loose earth, they begin to lay the foundation stone, which,
with the other stones that are laid Qpon it, makes the
main foundation of the building; so, St. Thomas goes
on 'to say, are humility and faith in the spiritual foundation and fabric of virtue. Humility is that which opens
the ground: its office is to dig the trench deep, and throw
out all the loose stuff, that is, the weakness of human
strength. You must not build on your own strength, for
that is all sand: all that you must cast out, having no
confidence in yourself; you must go on digging until you
arrive at the living rock and firm stone, which is Christ
(t' Cor. x. 4). That is the principal foundation, but to
rest upon it the other is necessary, which is the work of
humility. Thus humility is also called the foundation.
Humility then will open the trenches, and immerge a man
in the knowledge of himself, and cast out all the loose
earth of self~esteemand self-confidence, until it reaches
the true foun~ation, which is Christ. Such a man' will
set upa good building; and though' the winds buffet it,
and the ,waters rise around it, it will not be upset, because
it is founded ona firm rock. But if a man build without
humility, his building will speedily fall, as being founded
on sand.
~y are nol true, but apparent and false virtues, that
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are not founded on humility. Thus ~ says,
in those ancient Romans and philosopners, there were no
true virtues, not only ,for lack of charity, which is the
forol and vital principle of 'all, .without which there is no
H·ue ':and .perfect:, virtue, but also' for, lack of" the foundat:tiOfl of hulllility.
Th~ir ai1!1 in ,their fortitude, th~ir
justice, their tempera~ce,,:was-to be esteemed and leave

a good name behind them : their virtues were hollow and
devoid' of substance; 'a 'mere shadow o:K; virtues. And
peing ,- such,' not true, but ,~pparent, they., were, rewarded
by God in the Romans with the goods' oLthisJife"which
also are apparent goods. If tbenyou wish -t,o build, up
true virtues in your soul, endeavour first to lay a good
founda;tionof humility.
~_says:; " If you-wish to be great and
raise a high edifice of virtues, dig the foundations well.
And the deeper the foundations must go, th'e higher one
vvishes to raisethe building, .for there is no height without depth. II rhus in the o).'easure and proportion in which
you go down and lay the' foundations of. .humility, the
higher you will be able to raise this tower -of evangelical
perfectiQnwhich you- have begun. St. Thom,as Aquinas,
amOng' other grave utterances which are quoted of his,
says that whoever is motived by, a desire of honour, -whoever shuns being made small account of, and is grieved
\\Then that b~fallshim, even though he do wonders, is
far from perfection, because all his virtue is destitute of
foundation.

CI-IAPTER III

l1iwhich it is shown more in detail how humility is
the' foundation of all virtues, by going through ,th~
chief of them
Thebette'r' to see how true is this pronouncement of
the Saints~ that humility is the foundation of all virtues,
and how necessary this foundation is for them all, we
will tun briefly through the more principal virtues. To
begin\tvith the theological, humility is 11eceSsaty' 'for faith.
I leave out of count children, in whom faith is infused
without act of theirs in baptism : 1 speak of grown up
people, who· have the use of reason. Faith requires a
humble 'and submissive· understanding: Taking our
understanding captive to the obedience of faith, says the
Apostle St. Paul (2 Cor. x. 5). A proud understanding
is 'an impediment and obstacle to the ,receQ!ion' of faith.
So said' Christ our Redeemer : How can ye believe in, me,
since ye seek to be· honoured of one another, and seek
not the 'honour that is of God alone? {Johnv. 44). And
not only
the reception of faith ~ is humility necess'aty~
but 'also for the preservation of it.. Itis the common
doctrine of Doctors and Saints that pride is the beginning
of 'all heresies. A'man gets such a conceit of his own
opinion and judgment, that he prefers it to the common
sentiment of Saints and of the Church, and thence he
comes to plunge into heresy. So says the Apostle: Ye
1nust know that in the latter days there will be dangerous
times: nten will he lovers of themselves, envious,
haughty, proud (2 Tim. iii. 1-2). To' elation and pride he
ascribes errors and heresies, as does St. Augustine
enlarging well on this point.
Hope is sustained by humility, since the humble man
feels his own need, and understands that he can do
nothing of himself, and so the more heartily does
he fall back upon God and puts all his hope in
Him. Charity and love of God is roused and kindle<Lby
~ility, since the humble man recognises that all that
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he has comes from the hand. of God, and that he is fat
from deserving it, and by that consideration he isgteatly
kindled and inflamed to the love of God.. " Holy Job sa:id;
What is man, Q'Lord, that thou art nii11dful,orhim,.and
settest thy. heatt upon him, " ~ncl, doesthim, so .' many
favours and benefits ? (vii. 17). lam SO ,evil in dealing
with. Thee, .and, Thou art so good in dealing with me. I
persist in',~ffehdingThee every day,· and. Thou doest me
favours every hour. l'his is one of the principal motives
whereby Saints· have aided' themselves to kindle in their
hearts a· great love', of God. The .more they considered
their unworthiness and misery,', the more' they found
themselves -bound to lo~e God). who, deigned to look upon
such' a lowly estate as theirs. . The J.\![ost, Holy Queen ()f
Angels said: My souZdoth magnify the Lord, bec,ause he
hath cast his: eyes on the lO7.~,liness()f ,his handmaid
(Luke i..46, 48).
',
As for charity towards our neighbour,itis easy. to 'see, ~I ~, ,j
how necessary humility~s ~o~ that, s.ince one of the things"" ~
that usually cool and .dImInIsh 'our love ·.for. our brethren aAtJ...
is· passing. judgment upon. their faults,_ and : holding them ~
for· imperfect. and defective .people.
Now the humble ~~
man is far;, ftom that; since he keeps, his eyes oR.his ,own
-- --<t
faults, and in others sees nothing but, their virtues: .So
he takes them all· for good, and himself alone fon 'evil and
imperfect.and unworthy of being .in the company of: his
brethren; whence' there springs, in' him' ani ·esteem". and.
respect and great love for all. Further,thehunible man
is not aggrieved at aU others being preferre.d to him;
at others 'being made' much of ,and· himself forgotten, at
others having' great, charges entrusted .to them, .and· him..
self, being. entrusted only with mean and petty things.
There is 110 envy among thehumble,because, envy
springs from pride: thus where humility is, .there will be
no·. envies,. no conflicts', not anything to' ~ool ,the Jove that
should be among brethren~
.
" . Of humility .' also springs patience, so necessary. in this
-life, since the humble' man knows his faults and sins" A~~A
'and sees himself -deserving of any and every punishment, WlIt(J
and noaffl,iction~ome.s uporihim .that he does no~ jud~e (J~
to· be less than It ought to be In' accordance- WIth hIS
....
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faults. Thus he is silent, and knows not how to complain, but rather says with the prophet Micah : Willingly
will I beat .the chastisement that God sendeth me, since
Iha7Jesinned against him (Micah vii. 9), As the proud
man· complains of everything, and thinks that they are
",'ronging him, although they are doing no such thing,
and that they never treat him as he deserves; so the
humble man, though they do treat him unfairly,will not
see it, nor take it for unfairness. He never makes a
grievance of. anything that they do to him, but rather
thinks that he is amply well set up; and. whqtever way
they treat him, he thinks they are treating him better
than he deserves. Humility is a great means to patience.
So when the Wise Man is admonishing him who wishes
to serve God to prepare for temptations and repugnances,
and to arm himself with patience, the means that he gives
him thereto is humility: Keep thy heart low,zyarid
endure: all that happeneth to thee, though it be very
contrary to thy liking and to sensuality, take it in good
part, and though it: hurt thee, suffer it (Ecclus. iL 2, 4).
But how shall that be? in what armour dost thou clothe
me that I may not feel it, or that whatever I already
feel, I may bear well? H ave patience i~ thy humility.
Hold to humility, and thou shalt havepa'tience.
Of humility is born peace, so desired of all,and so
necessary to' Religious. So says Christ our Redeemer:
Learn of me, because I am meek and humble of heart,
and ye shall find rest to your souls (Matt. xi. 29). Be
humble, and you shall have great peace within yourself,
and also with your brethren. As among the proud there
are always bickerings, contentions and quarrels, as the
Wise Man says, A mong the proud there are always
quarrels (Provo xiii. 10), so among the humble there cannot he any· bickering or dispute, except that holy dispute
and quarrel, who shall take the lower place, and how
each may yield the preference to his neighbour. Such
was the kindly contention between St. Paul and St.
Antony, who was to divide the loaf, each importuning
the other, .,the one on .the .score· of the other· being the
gtiest,the other on that of his host be.ing the senior;. each
'Sought a plea to give the preference and yield' the
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superiority to the other. These are good Jittle tiffs and
from true humility: such are not
frat((rnal charity,hut rather con..
firm and preserve it the more.
'
Let us comelo those three virtues .,which are proper
and essential to the Religious, the virtues to which we
bind ourselves by the three vows of poverty,chastity and
9bedienceo Poverty has stIcha close connection and
relationship with humility, that they seem 'sisters of pne
bed. Thus ,. by poverty of. spirit, which Christ our Lord
put for" the first of: the Beatitudes, some Saints understand hurpility", others volul1te;try poverty, such as
Religious. profess. Poverty must alwa.ys go accompanied
by humility, for the one without the other, is a dangerous
thin'g. ,It is easy to engender a spirit Qf vainglory, and
pride of poor and mean clothes, and thence arises contempt of others. For this, reasonSt. Augustine avoided
very poor clothes, and wishes his, Religious to go about
dressed becomingly and decently, to escape this bad
consequence.
On the other hand, humility is equally
u€cessary, that ,we may pot seek to go well provided
with everything and want nothing, but rather be content
with what is given, us, though it be of the worst; because
we are poor men and profess poverty. How necessary
'humility 'i~ Jor the.pres.ervation of chastity, we have many
examples ·1n the hlstones .of the Fathers of. the Desert of
foul. and shameful falls in rnenwho had done many years
of penaocearid solitary 'life,alI which came from want
of humi'lity, and from presumption and confidence in self,
a sin which God is wont to punish by permitting the like
falls. a umility is such a great ornament of chastity and
virginal purity, that St. Bernard says: "I venture to
say that, without humility, even the virginity of Our
Lady would not have pleased God."
Let us come to the
virtue of obedience, in which our Father wished that we
of the. Society should signalise oll'rselv.es. I.t is clear that
he cannot be very obedient, who is not humble, nor he
cease to be obedient, who is humble. The humble man
holds no judgment to the contrary, but conforms himself
in all to that of the Superior:. thus in action as in will and
judgment there'is in him no contradiction or resistance.
conte~ti0!1s, springing
contrary ~o, peace and
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To come now to prayer, which is the mainstay of the
life of the Religious and of the spiritual man. If prayer be
not accompanied by humility J it is of no value, whereas
prayer with humility pierces the heavens: The prayer of
him that httmbleth himself, says the Wise Man, shall
pierce ihe heavens, and shall not stop short till it reach
the throne of the A! ost High, and not depart thence till
itobtaineth ,of God all that it asketh (Ecclus. xxxv. 21).
That holy and humble' Judith, shut up in her oratory,
cla~ in, sackcloth, covered \vith ashes, prostrate on the
ground, spoke aloud and cried out: The prayer of the
hU,mble and ,rneek of heart hath ever been' pleasing to
thee, o Lord (Judith ix. 16). God hath regarded the
prayer of the hunlble, and hath not despised their peti~
tions (Ps. 101).
Have no fear of the humble being
rejected or departing in{ confusion (Ps. 73), he shall gain
his request, and God vvillhear his prayer. See how
pleased God was with that humble prayer of' the publican
in the gospel, who dared not raise his eyes to heaven, nor
approach the altar, but in a far corner of the Temple
smote his breast in humble acknowledgment, and said,
Lord, be merciful to m.e, who am ' a' great sinner (Luke
xviii. 13). Of 'a truth '1 tell you, says Christ our
Redeemer, that this' man went ,home from the Temple
jous-tifted, while, the proud Pharisee, who took himself for
a good man, went out condemned. In this way we might
run through the rest of the virtues : so' >i£ you' wish for a
short cut to attain them all, and a brief and compendious
lesson how to come quickly to perfection, here it is,
be humble.
'

CHAPTER "IV

of the particular need in which

-they stand 'o/this
virtue, whose profession it is to help' the salvation
of their neighbour '

The greater thou art, humble thyself the . more; in. all
and thou shalt find grace before God (Ecclus. iii'~
20). We who profess to gain souls' to God hold the
office of great men,~to our confusion we may say if:the Lord has called us to' a very exalted state, since our
institute is to serve Holy Church in very, high, and lofty
ministries, such as those to which God chose the Apostles,
namely, .the preaching of the ,Gospel, the administration
of the Sacraments and of Hisown:most Precious Blood:
so that, we can, say, with St. Paul: ' He hath give'n us' the
ministry of reconciliation '(2 Cor.v. 18). He calls the
grace 'of preaching the Gbspel and' administering' the
Sacraments, whereby grace is imparted, the· ministry of
reconciliation., He hath committed to us the preaching
of rec6nciliati6n: we are lambassado1'soj 'Christ. God
'has made us His minist'ers, His ambassadors, as it we're
His apostles, legates of ·the Sovereign Pontiff Jesus
Christ.•', Our tongues are ins~ruments of .the H'oly Gnost,
·God~imselj exhQrting by our mouth;(~Cor. v. 19-2°).
Through us·the Lord is pleased to speakto:souls:through
these tongues' 'of flesh the Lord -win· move the ,~earts of
men.'
Now for this we havegteater need·than other Illenof
the virtue of humility, for two reasons; first,' because the
more' sublime our institute and· the higher our vocation,
the greater is our danger' and' the stronger the .·assaults
of pride and va~!!y. It is the higher 'mountains,' says St.
Jerome" that are the,r,note ~ 'Yind-swept and buffeted 'by
storms. We, are engaged irivery high ,ministrations; and
on. that : account . are' respected and. esteemed by' all the
world: we are taken for saints and' for new apostles on
earth: it is ltndefstood that otit ' business' is ali sanctity
and the making- of Saints ou·t of those with whom we
thing.~,
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deal. A good strong foundation of humility is necessary
for so high a building not to crash down to the ground:
great strength and great stock of virtue is needed to bear
the weight of honour and the· occasions of sin that go
\Vith being' honoured: a hard thing it is to have honours
shqwer.ed onus as \ve walk without our heart being in
any way affected: not all men's heads are strong enough
to move in high places. Oh, how many have swooned
and fallen from the high estate. in which they. once were,
for want of this good grounding, in humility 1 How many,
whoseeined eagles soaring. aloft in the practice of virtues,
through pride have. been turned into bats! That monk
was a worker.of ~miracles,of whom it is written in the life
of SSe Pacomiusand Palemon that he walked on blazing
embers without being burnt : but on that same feat he
prided himself and held others to scorn, and said of himself: "Which of you v.rill do as much as that?" St.
Palemoncorrected him, seeing that it was pride; .and in
the etidhe came to fall miserably and make an evil end.
Scripture and Lives' of the Saints are full of like examples.
On this account then we stand inl special. need of being
well· grounded in this virtue, since other\vise we should
be. in great danger of losing our heads with vanity ,and
falling into the sin of· pride, and that the· greatest pride
there is, which is spiritual pride... ~. illustratingthis point, says that there are two sorts of pride,
one of temporal things, which he calls fleshly pride, and
the other .of spiritual things, which he calls spiritual
pride;. and the latter he says is a greater pride and a
worse sin than the forn1er. And the reas'on is clear,
because the proud man, as .St. Bonaventure .says, is a
thief, committing theft inasmuch as he takes away
another'.s property against the will of the owner. The
man exalts himself with the .glory and honour that
belongs to God, and which God will not give to any other,
but reserves' for Himself. My glory~ '1 will not give to
another, He saYls by Isaiah (xlii. 8).
That is what
the proud man wishes to steal away from. God, and exalt
himself thereon, and attribute it to himself. N ow when
a. man is proud of natural .abilities, of nobility, of
a .healthy and well-formed body, a good understanding,
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letters,' and other like good. points", he is' a thief 'j' .but the
theft is not so great, for while it is true '. that aU these
goods are of God,yet they are hut the chaff and bran of
His house ; but 'he who is proud of spiritual gifts, of
sanctity, .of the fruit gained in souls, is a great thief
and robber of the honour of God,-a robber of the first
magnitude, who· steals' the richest and, most precious
jewels, jewels of the greatest value in the. sight of God,
who sets such store by them that for them He 'gave His
blood and .life, and thought it. a good. bargain. So the
blessed· St. Francis lived in great fear of falling· into.this
pride,~saY'to God: " Lord~ if Thou givest
me' anything, take care of it Thyself; for I dare not
undertake the charge, seeing that I am a' great robber
who make my own iortunewith Thy goods."
Let us
then also live in this fear:' we have more reaSon to feel
it, since we are not so humble as' St. Francis :·let us not
fall into so dangerous a pride: let us not make our? own
fortune with·the goods of God ··that We handle . and God
has entrusted to us· with much confidence; let us take no
complacency in them, nor attribute anything to ourselves; let· us return the whole' to God.
Not ,vithout great mystery did 'Christ oui' Redeemer,
when He appeared to I-lis disciples on the day of His
glorious Ascension, first reprove·' them for their incredulity and hardness 'of heart (Mark xvi. 14), and afterwards commanded them to 'go and preach the gospel. all
over the world, and gave them power to work many
great miracles. Thereby' He gave ·us to understand that
whoever is to be elevated to· great things' must first be
humbled and abased in himself,and know his own weaknesses and miseries ; to the end that, though he after'"
wards soar above the heavens and work miracles," he
may remain rooted in knowledge of himself and taken
up with his own 10\vliness,. without attributing. anything to
himself' but his unworthiness. Theodoret notes: to this
effect how when God meant to choose. Moses for captain
and head of His people, .and to work through him so
many' marvels and signs as He intended to work,He
would have it first of all that that same hand whichiwas
to divide the waters of fhe Reel Sea, and do. so many other
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marvellous things, Moses was to put within his bosom and
draw it out full of leprosy ~Exod. iv. 6).
The second reason 'why we stand in particular need of
.h;Umi U!Y",l~~!.Q._1?~~£<:?~_~-!!.Qj!_~_Qy_Jh~ ministries which we
~xercise. ,Thus humility is not only necessary for ourselves arid for our own spiritual profit, that we may not
get vain and proud, and ,so lose ourselves, but also to
gain over our neighbours and produce fruit in their souls.
One of· the chiefest and most effectual means to this is
humility, whereby we distrust ourselves and put no
reliance on our own abilities, industry and prudence, but
put all our confidence in God, and to Him we refer and
attribute all, according to that saying of the Wise Man:
-Put confidence in God with thy whole hea.rt, and rely not
on thine own prudence (Prov. iii. 5). T'he reason of this,
as we shall say presently more' at large, is because when
having no confidence in ourselves, but putting all our
confidence in God, we attribute all to Him and give Him
charge of all, 'we thereby greatly oblige Him to· take the
'matter up. Lord, do Thy business, the conversion of
souls is Thy business and not ours: what good are we
for that?
But when we go about the matter full of
confidence in our -own expedients and our own reasons,
we make ourselves partners in the business, attributing
much to ourselves, and all that we take away from God.
It is like the two scales in a balance: when the. one goes
up, . the other goes down: whatever we attribute to ourselves, we take away from God, and endeavour to exalt
ourselves' with the glory and honour which is properly
His; and so He permits all our doings to come to nothing.
Would to God that sometimes this be not the reason
why we do not produce so much fruit in our neighbour!
We read of our blessed Father Ignatius that by the
talks on Christian Doctrine that he held in Rome, plain
utterances' with unpolished and incorrect words, as he
Was only imperfectly acquainted with Italian, he did So
much good to souls that, w-hen the discourse was over,
the hearers went, with hearts smitten with grief,. sighing
and sobbing to the feet of their' corifessor, hardly able to
speak for their tears and sobs. That· was, because he
did not put his strength in words, but 'in the: Spirit,--'-
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riot in persuasive words ofhuman' wisdom', but in the manifestation of the: Spirit and power of God, as' St. Paul says
(1: Cor. ii.4}.Hehad no 'confidence :inhimself, and put
all his confidence in God, and so God gave such force and
spirit· 'to those unpolished and incorrectwords,that
he seemed to .pour them .out as it were like flames
kindling the 'hearts of the hearers. I ·do not know but
that God's 'ootproducing such fruit nowadays is beca.use
we rest too much, on our own prudence, and are
greatly buoyed up with confidence in our own methods
of urging' considerations, our literary style' and reaSon..
ings, our highly polished and elegant diction; and so we
find great relish and satisfaction in ourselves. Butl
will hring it about" says God, that just when you, have
said the finest things, and elaborated the best body of
argument, and are very, well satisfied" and, proud of yourself, and think that you have really done something, you
shall thet:\' do less than ever"and ,that word ,shaH be
accomplisned in you which ,vas spoken by the prophet
Osee: Give ,them, 0 Lor'd, 'what wilt 'thou give them?
Give them barren', wombs without children, and, dry
breasts' without milk (ix. 14) ': I will, bring .it about that
you shall have nothing more than a name,-Father
Mombo 'Bombo, 'the" Great Preacher,-the name alone
shall remain' to you, and you shall have no spiritual children. ' I will give you dry breasts, that children may not
hold on to 'you, nor what· you say take any hold on. them.
This is what' he deserves, who seeks to 'make his fortune
out 'of the property o.f God, and to attribute to himself
whaf,belongs to· His Divine Majesty.
lam' not saying that you are togo into the pulpit ,with..
outhavihg right'well studied and welllooked'upthe matter
of your sermon; but that· is not enough: 'you must also
have right 'well weptbver it and commended it e~u~h~~tly
to God; 'an'd after )'ouhave. broken your. head with study
and reflecfihnyou must say: We. are 'Useless servants,
'what, we; were bound to do ,we have done (Luke xvii. I@).
What cari I do? At most make a little' noise. with my
words, like a musket without ball, but as for· its going
hC>rnetothe .heart, Thou~ 0 Lord, must give that·: The
kingJs 'heart' 'is' in the 'hal1dsofthe Lord:wkerever he
r
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wisheth he will incline it (Prov. xxi. I). Thou, 0 Lord,
art He' who' must' pierce and move hearts:', what good are
we for' that? What proportion is there in our words,
and in any human motives at our command, with an end
so high and supernatural as the conversion of souls?
None. Why then are we so proud and satisfied with
ourselves, when it seems that some good' is being done
and our efforts are crowned with success, as if we had
accomplished anything? Shall the axe, says God, glory,
or the sa'w, aga.inst him that 7uorketh with it, saying:
It islthatha'1Je cut, I that have sawn the timber? ltis
as though the" staff were to exalt itself and grow saucy
because they raise it, 'whereas it is' but a piece of wood
that can do nothing for itself unless they take it in hand
(Isai. x. 15). In this relation then we stand to God in
respect of the spiritual and supernatural end of the conversion of souls. Weare as pieces of wood" inasmuch as
we cannot stir nor guide our own movements', if God does
not guide them. And so we must attribute all to Him,
and we have nothing of our own to glory in.
~God makes great account of our not relying on our own
abilities and' human means, and attributing nothing to
ourselves, but attributing all to Him and giving Him the
glory of all. For this reason, St. Paul says, Christ"our
Redeemer did· not choose learned men for the preaching
of the gospel and the conversion of the world, no'r
eloquent men, but poor fishermen, uneducated and with';'
out letters. God hath chosen the ignor'ant and uneduccUed to confound the wise 'ones of the world; he hath
chosen the poor and the weak to confound the strong
and powerful; he hath chosen the lo'wly and abject· of the
"world~ and what 'appea-yed as nothing in it, to' put to rout
kings andempetors and all the great ones of earth (I
Cor. i. 27-28)." Do you know why? St. Paul tells you ~'
that '.
may not' glory, in' the sight of God, nor have
any occasion to' attribute anything to himself, but that
he 1~ho glorieth Should glory in the Lord (I Cor. i. 29""3i·:
Jerem. ix. 23-24).'1£ the preachers of the gospel had been
very rich arid powerful, and with a mighty host'and
armed fdrces had traversed the world to preach the
gospel, the conversiontnight have been attributed to the

man
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power and force' of' arms. If God had chosen to this '
end great doctors and great rhetoricians of the world,
who ,'. by' their learning, and eloquence had convinced the
philosophers, the conversion might have been attributed
to their ,eloquence and the subtlety' of .their arguments,
and to that extent the credit, and reputation of ,the
po\ver of Christ would-have" been "diminished. But it

was 'ndt done ,in that way. As St. Paul says: God wille9
riot •that' it should· be done by 'wisdom, and eloquence of,

words, not to- lessen our esteem of the power and efficacy
of the Cross and Passion of Christ : N otin, wisdom of
word, that the cross of, Christ be not made void (I Cor.
i,.-1 1)" .~,tt~.,~
Auu~
""stine ,says: "Our Lord, Jesus, ',Chris,t, wis,hing
to behaana -bow, down the necks of the proud, did not
seek fishermen through orators, but through, poor fisher..
men He overthrew ,and woo' over orators and emperors.'
Cyprian was a great orator, but before .him Peter, ,was a
fisherman,that through him the orator might believe and
he converted, and. not the orator only, but even the
emperor." Non quaesivit per oratoref!l, piscaf'orem, sed
e piscato1"e lucratus est imperatorem. 'MagnusCyprianus
orator, sed prius Petruspiscator,per quem postea crederet
non solum otator sed et imperator.
Holy. Scripture is full of instances in which God Chose}
g
W, eak ins,tr',um"e,nt,s and interm,.edia,rie.,s to,. d, 0,', great" th, in ,s,',' ,
to teach us that truth and fix it firm'in our hearts, that
,ve have nothing to glory in, nothing to attribute to ourselves,but should· refer all to God~ That is the moral
pointed '.to us by that signal victory of Judith, one weak
woman against an army of. more than a, hundred and
forty thousand men. That is the moral pointed to us by
a poor shepherd David, a youth without arms, with his
sling overthrowing the giant, Goliath. That all the world
1nayknow, says the text, that there is a God in Israel,
and all may understand that ,he needeth not,sword nor
lance to conquer, .but his, is, the battle and his the victory
( }<.' Kings ,. xvii. 46-47).
Such ,also ,vas the mystery of Gedeon, who had
assembled thirty;..tv~. o thousand men against the Madianites, who were more ,than one hundred and thirty
thousand. God said to him: Th.ere is much people, with
46
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thee, nor shall Madian be delivered into their hands
(Judges vii. 2). See what a reasoning that was of God:
':thou canst not 'conquer, because thou art many. ' If
He had said, 'thou canst not conquer, because they are
many,and you few,' it looks as if He would have had
something to go·' upon. You are mistaken, you do not
understand: that \vould' have' heen a piece of human
reasoning, but quite different is the: reasoning of God.
"You cannot be victorious, because you are too many.'
And Why not? That [s1ael 1nay not glory against me
and say, By the st-rength of rny own arm [have wrought
l1~Y own deliverance, and pride itself on the victory, thinking· that by its 'o,-,'n resOurces it had gained the day.
God's plan 'was that only three hundred men should
remain ,vith Gedeon, and with these He bade· him give
battle to the, enemy, and with these He gave him the
victory. And even for that it was not necessary to put
0n armour or' lay hand to sword. By the mere sounding
of the trumpets ,vhieh they held in one hand, and the
noise of the breaking pitchers and the brightness of the
lighted lamps \vhich they held' in the other, God struck
such terror and confusion into the enemy, that they fell
foul of one another and slew one another in flight, think..;
ing that the whole world was upon them. N ow you
shall not say that it was by your own strength that you
were victorious. That is what God intends.
'Now' if in temporal and human things, in which the
means that we take do bear some proportion to the end,
and 'our <strength'some proportion to the victory, God
wouldnbt have us attribute anything to ourselves, but
would have .the victory in battle and the good success of
our businesS' all' put down to Him; if even in the works
of nature neither he that plants, nor he that waters, goes
foranything,~it is not the gardener who makes the
plants grow and" the trees bear fruit, but God,-what
shall· it be in-spiritual and supernatural things regarding
the conversion of souls and their advancement and' in..
crease in virtue, where' our 'applications, powers' and
attentions falIso far:' short that there is no proportion
behveen thetriand so high an end! So says the Apostle
St. Paul: 'Neither' ,he' 'who planteth is anything, nor he
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who'watere.th,but God alone is'hewho' can giveth~
increase and spiritual fruit (1 Cor. iii. '7). God alone,can
strike terror' andalatm into the hearts of men': God alone
can make men 'abhor their sins, and abandon theIr. evil
life: all we' can do is to make a little' noise. with, the
trumpet of the Gospel. And if we break fhe pitchers of
our . bodies by mortification, that so our light, may
shine before men '. by an ;exemplary.life, it will ,be 110 little
thing for us to' have, done that mUCh; with that,.,G'Odwill
give the victory.
Let us draw from this. two' lessons that will. bea ,great
help to us to car..y on our ministrations. with much con...
solation.' and' profit, .as well 'our own ~ s lha t of our· neighbour. 'The first is what has been "said, that we should
distrust ourselves: and put ,our whole confidence in God,
and atttibuteto HimalF the fruit' and oodsuccess of
our efforts. . ~ says: '.. ' Let ustiot be proud,
but own our,selves useless, that so we may be' usetul and·
profitable." >And.~ says: If you wIsh to 'do.
much good. to your 'neighbour, observe the instruction
which the Apostle St. Peter teaches us: Let ,him who
speaketh account· that God pu-tteth the words in his mouth;
le't him who worketh account that God it isthat'Worketh
in his place ~ and give him the .glory and honour of all (I
Pet. iv:' I I). Let us not attribute to ourselves anything;,
let us pride ourselves on 'nothing,nortakevaiIi satisfaction anywhere.
The second lesson that we- have -to learn. is,not to be
discoura· ed or lose heart ". in' -view of'· out feebleness and
misery." .' We .•. stand in great need of· t IS esson' aso;
since seeing himself- called to so' high and supernatural
anerid as is the. conversion of souts, the drawing of them
out of sins;' heresies and misbeliefs, who thatoasts his
eyes .upon·' himself can help being filled with dismay!
Good Lord,'where is there a disproportion so great 1. ~ 1
am ·not the man: for this -enterpr.ise,·· seeing that I -am .the
most ,necessitous and most miserable of alL ' 'Oh, how
mistaken •. you '. are !rather on this. 'V,ery account you are
the; man for this enterprise. ~ "Mose's -could not" bring
himself to believe that he was to -do so great a, work ·as
foleatl· the 'people of Isr~el o~t of the captivity of J~gypt,
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and excused himself before God who wished to send him
to it.
Who am l' to ,go and speak' to the king, and
make him allow the people of Israel to g0J,ut of Egypt?
Send, 0 Lord, hi,n whom thou art to send (Exod. iii. I I :
iv. 13), lam not the man to do it, seeing that I am slow
of speech (iV.IO). That is what I wanted, says God, for it
is not thou' who art to do it. I will -be with thee, and I will
teach thee what to say (iv. 12). The same happened to the
prophet Jeremy: God' wished to send him to preach to
the nations, and he began to excuse himself. Ah, ah,
0.11" Lord, seest thOu not that I cannot speak to the point,
seeing that' I am 'but a child (J erem. i. 6). How canst
Thou wish to send me on such a great errand? Even on
that very account,which thou reckonest correctly, it is, the
very'thing that God 'is seeking. On the other hand, if
thou wert possessed of great abilities, perhaps God would
not choose thee for the work, becausethouwouldsttake
pride therein, and attribute the doing of it to thyself.
It is God's way to choose humble folk, people who attribute nothing to themselves, and by them He wishes to
do great things.
'
The holy gospels relate that when the Apostles came
from preaching, Christ Our Redeemer, seeing' the fruit
they had gathered and' the great wonders they had done,
rejoiced in the Holy Ghost, and began to glorify and
give thanks to His Eternal Father. I give thee thanks,
Eternal Father, Lord of heaven and earth, for that thou
hast hidden these things from the wise and prudent of
the 'world, and hast revealed them· to little ones, and by
them hast willed to do so many marvels and miracles:
blessed and praised be Thou, o Lord, for ever, for so it
hath pleased thee (Luke' x. 21). Oh, how blessed are
the little ones, blessed are the humble, they who attribute
nothing to' themselves, for these are they whom God
raises 'up, these are they by whom He works wonders,
them He takes for instru:ments to work great things,
great conversions and' great fruit of souls., ,Therefore
let none be discouraged, let none 'lose heart. Fear not,
little :-fiock, for it hath pleased your Father to give you
thekingdotn (Luke xii. 32). Be not alarmed nor dis":
conraged, thon least Society of Jesus, for it has pleased
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your heavenly Father to lay· open to you th.e souls and
hearts. of men. "I will be with you,":· said Christ our
Redeemer to our Father Ignatius, when Heappear~d"to
him on his way to Rome. Ego vobis Romae propitius ero.•
q'l will be favourable toypu,at Rome, ','j 1 will aid you, .I
will be in your company. From.this miracle andrnarvello;us
apparition there has been given to· our Order this nam~
and appellation of 'Society of Jesus,'~that we Il1ay
understand that w~ are :p.ot~alled! to. the Society and
Order of :Ignatius, but· to the. Society' of Jesus, and ·m~ke
sure that Jesus. will ,ever beat" hand to help us, as He
promised our Father, and that we have Him for Leader
and Captain, candilloy capitan, and, SQ ~hould,not grow
faint or· disheartened over this so :gxee;tt .enterprjse p£ the
help, of souls to which .God·· has called us.

f~~1~'-'~~
,CHAPTER V

,~

Of the first degree of humility, which is to make little
account of oneself and always 'think poorly of' oneself
St. Lawrence' Justinian. says that no ,one knows wetl
what humility: is_except him who has received of God the
gift of being humble. It is a verydiffi<1ult thing to know.
In nothing, says the Saint, is man so mista}{en. as in the
discernment of true humili,ty. Think you it consists i,n
s.aying, 'I am a wretched proud fellow'? If it con..
sistedin that,it would be a very easy matter ; we sho~ld
~ll be humble, since we, all ,avow' thatwe,'are, some ,~f. us
So so and other of usOh qh, n9ne of us any better th.an
we should be. God· .grant that that may . be, our ;real
sentiment, and that we do not" say it with the lips only
and for form's sake. ,Think you that humHity consists
. ~n ;weari~g,poor; che~p clothes, and . being engaged in
lowly and mean occupations? It do~s not consist in that,
,·for there also there may be. much pride, and desire of
being ,regard~d and, esteemed, and . taking oneself to be
better and mor~humble ,than others, which is a subtle
'form' ofpr.ide. It is true that. these exterior things are
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great aids to true humility,if they are taken as they
ought, as we shall say further on, but after all humility
does not consist· in them. ~says: ." Many go
after the shadow and appearance .of humility. An easy
thing it is to carry one's head bent forward, eyes on the
ground,tospeak in an undertone, to sigh frequently,
and, at 'every \vord to call' ourselves miserable sinners;
but if you' touch these people up with one word, though
it be a very light one, you will at once see how far they
are from true· humility. Let· all these artificial ,phrases be
dropped" all .those hypocrisies and outward. pretensions
be cast out. The truly humble man sho\vs himself in
patience and endurance. ThIs is the touchstone ·by which
true humility is known."
St. Bernard descends further into details, explaining
w ~ u e is, and lays down its definition.
"Humility is a virtue whereby man, considering and
seeing his defects and miseries, is vile in his own eyes."
Humility does not consist in words, nor in exterior
things, but lies in the depths of the heart, in cherishing
lowly sentiments of >·oneself, in taking oneself to be of
little account, and wishing oneself to be held in
lo\v repute among others, all this springing from a most
profound knowledge of oneself. Further to declare and
particularise this, the Saints assign many degrees of
humility, as St. Benedict, \\Thom' St. Thomas and other
Saints follow, assigning' twelve degrees.
St. Anselrh
assigns seven. St. Bonaventure reduces them to three;
and that is the enumeration we shall for the present
follow for brevity's sake, and a:lso that by gathering the
doctrine into fewer points we may the better keep it
before oUr eyes and put it in execution.
The first degree of humility, says St. Bonaventure, is
for a man to make little account of himself and think
meanly of himself; and the one' necessary means'· to this
is knowledge of oneself. These are the two things included in the definition of humility given by' St. Bernard,
and thus it includes only this first degree. Humility is
a virtue whereby a man makes little account of himself:
you see. there the first degree. And this he does, says
St. Bernard, by having a true knowledge of himself and
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of his miseries and defects. On this account some assign
for the first degree of humility this knowledge of oneself,
and with good reason. But for ourselves, as we reduce
all the degrees to St. Bonaventure's three, we put for
the first degree of humility the making little account of
oneself; and as for self-knowledge, we put it down 'as
the necessary means to 'gain this,degree of humility: but
in substance it all comes to the same thing. We are all
agreed in t4is, that knowledge of oneself is the hrsf
rinciple and foundation for the attainment of humilit
an the reckoning of ourselves for what we really' are.
For how can you ,take a man for what he is, if you do
not know what he is? It cannot be: it is necessary for
you' first to know what he is, and so you' will re~kon
and esteem him accordingly. Thus it is necessary for
you first' to know what you are, ,and then reckon
yourself for w ha.t you are: you have license to do that:
since if you reckon yourself for what you are, you 'will
be very humble, for you will'make very little account of
yourself; but if you wish to reckon yourself for more
than you are, that is 'pride. St. Isidore says:" A man
is called proud from his tak~ and, wishing to
be taken by others, for something above what he is and
more than he is." Superbus dictus est quia super vult
videri quam est. And this is one" of the reasons which
some give for God's loving humility so much, becau'se
He is a great lover of truth, and humility is truth, while
pride and presumption isa 'lie and deceit, for you are not
what you think' to be,' and wish to have others think you
are. If you wish then to live in truth, and humility, take
yourself to be what you are. Surely no one should think
that we are asking too much in asking you to take yourself for what you are and not wish to be taken for
more, since it is not reasonable for, anyone to take himself for more than he is; rather it would be a ~ery great
and dangerous delusion for anyone to be deceiyed about
himself, taking himself for some other than what, he is.

CHAPTER VI

Of self-knowledge as the root, sole and necessary
means to attain humility
Let us begin to dig and go down deep in what we are,
and in the knowledge of our miseries and weaknesses,
that so we. may discover this richest of treasures.~
~ays :" Go into this dunghill of your mean and
abject condition,. of your sins and miseries : there you
shall find the pre.cious pearl of humility." Let us begin
with our bodily condition: let that be the first blow of
the pickaxe. "Keep these three things ever before your
eyes, " says ~ " what you were,what you are,
what you shall be. Keep ever before your eyes what you
were before you were begotten, that is, matter foul and
filthy beyond expression; what you are now, that is, a sack
of ordure; what you shall be shortly, that is, food for
worms." We have a good deal here to meditate and dig
into. Well may Pope Innocent cry out: "0 base and vile
condition of human nature! Look at the trees and herbs of
the field, and you will find that they produce and bring forth
of themselves flowers, leaves· and fruits of excellent
quality, while man produces of himself vermin in thousands. The plants and trees produce of themselves oil,
wine and balsam, and yield of themselves a most sweet
fragrance; ,vhile man brings forth of himself a thousand
-uncleannesses and an abominable stench, nauseous to
think of, still more to mention. To sum up, suclJ as is
the tree, such is the fruit, since a bad tree cannot bring
forth good fruit."
Certainly it is with good reason and much propriety
that the Saints compare man's body to a dunghill covered
with snow, on the outside looking soft and fair, and
,vithin full of all manner of uncleanness and filth. The
blessed~says: " If you set yourself to consider what you bring out by the eyes, ears, mouth and
nostrils,' and the other outlets of the body, there is no
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dunghill, so filthy, or that ,ptings.' forth of itself such
things." ,Oh, how' well did. holy,Joh's~y',: "What is
man hut a little dust, ancIa breeding-ground of worms!"
To, rottenness (podre) I said, Thou a.rt my father (padre),
andtQ, worms, Yeare my mother and my sisters (Job
xvii. 14). . There is all the likeness .and more between OUl:'selves and rottenness, that there isbetween.p~)Clr.e and
padre: That is whatmari is,asack of rottenn~~s and' a
breeding-ground of worms. What then have we to be
of?, Why is earth and ashes proud? (EcClus.. x. 9).

pro~d

Of this origin atleast we have ppthing to be proud of, but
plenty, tphumble. us and' hold us Qt, little account. An<:l
so ~says: c, The guardian of,humility is the
remembrance of'D,ur own filthiness. " It 'is well kept under
cover' of these ashes.
.
Let us. pass ,otl" and deliver another blow with the pickax~,;s~.ew·qat,Y()u were befon~ :God creat~dyou, and you
will fin~' that· you were, nothing, and that you were qtlite
unable to emerge from that darkness of nonentity: ,only
God ;of~is goodness and mercy drew you out of that
profqvnd, apyss, qnd placed you in the number of His
creat,ures.., .gJving.you the true. and real being that yop
posses~~ Thus, .so far., a,S' rests .with ourselves, we are
nothing : ~o we ought to equate ourselves on Ql1f, part 010
the things that are not, and attribute to God the. advan,t~ge that,we, have over them. If any., man thinketh himself t() be sOlnething, whe,reashe is nothing, he deceiveth
h-im$eU., So SL:f>aul says..{GaL vi.. 3)' Here is a great
,mj~e pp~n~~ to us, ,whence to enrich ourselves with
,hu~il~ty.,
,
At;ld' eyep.., further on this ,point, even ~fter. we are
created;.and :have. re~eived beillg, we do nof ~phold ourselves· of ourselves. It is not as when the workman has
d'ol1 e' his WOF;k with, .~he house, _he leaves it a.-fter, he' has
built it, and, it upholds itself withqut. need of:;.,tny WOJ;~
nlan to do that.
It is not so with us: after we are
created, we have as much need of God ev~ry moment 0'£
9ur hfe,' not to lose tpe being that we have got, as we
had, when we were nothing,. to attain to being. He is
ever sustaining and holding us up by His powerful hand,
not to let us fall back into the deep pit of nothingness
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out of which lIe originally drew us. So David says:
Thou, o Lord, hath made me and put thy hand over me
'(Ps. 138). This hand of Thine, which Thou holdest over
me, 0 Lord, keeps me afoot, and preserves me from
going back and returning' to the nothingness in which I
"vas before~ We are always so tied to and dependent on
this support of God, that if that failed us, and He let us
slip from' His hand one single instant, in that same point
of time we should swoon away and cease to be, as light
vanishes from the earth when the sun is hidden. Therefore Holy Scripture says: All nations are before God as
if they' were not, and as nothingness andenlptiness are
they counted befor'e him (IsaL xl. 17). This is what
w'e all keep saying at every step, that we are nothing;
but I believe that we say it only with the lips without
understanding what we say. Oh, if we did understand
it and felt it as the prophet understood and felt it, when he
said: , F am, 0 Lord, as' riothingbefore thee (Ps. 38).
Truly I am nothing of myself, and the being tha't I have
";J~ ~) I have it not but of Thee, 0 Lord: Thou gavest me it,
();/
and to Thee I have to attribute it, and I have nothing to
~ ~ ~ glory in,. o~ be va.in over on that score, becaus~ I h~d
.. JI~.q no hand In It. It IS Thou that wert ever preservIng thIS
JVW'
being -and keeping it afoot, ever giving me the strength
to act. All that being, all that power, all that strength
to act, had to Gome to us of Thy hand, for we of our part
have no power or strength for anything, since' we are
, nothing. What then have we that we can possibly be
proud of? Is it' of our nothingness? Just now we were
saying: What hast thou to be proud of, dust and ashes?
Now we may say: What hast thou to be proud of, being
nothing,which is something less than dust and ashes?
What reason; or what occasion has nothingness to deck
itself out, and grow to pride, and take itself to be something? None, certainly.

CHAPTER VII

of, another main motive for a·· man to know himself
qnd gain humility, .which is the consideration of his

sins
Let us goon and dig deeper still in the knowledge. of
ourselves: let us give .another stroke of, the pick-axe.
But what further ground is there to dig? What is
deeper than nothingness ? Yes, there is something, a
good deal deeper. What is that? The sin that you have
'added to your nothingness. Oh, what a. deep thing is
that! Much deeper it is than nothingness, since sin is
w'Orse than not being at all, and it were better no;1 to have
been than to have sinned. So Christ our Redeemer said
of' Judas, who was to sell Him: It were bette., for him
ijhe had ne'ller been b01'n (Matt. xxvi. 24). There is, no
IWsitionso low, so cut off and estranged from goodness,
a,s man In mortal sin,disinhertted of heaven, enemy .of
Q0d, sentenced to hell for ever and forever. And although
now, by the goodness· of the Lord, you .have no mortal
sin on your conscience, yet. we .ought to remember the
time when we were in sin, just as, to know our nothingness, \ve called to mind the time when we had no being.
See in what a \vretched·· state you were, when before the
eyes of God you were foul, displeasing, and His enemy.,
a child of wrath, bound over to everlasting fires ; and ·so
depreciate yourself and abase yourself to the lowest degree
that you can, there is· plenty of room for it : . Y<bU may
very well believe that however much .you put down and
pumhleyourself, vou cannot go too low, nor fathom the,
abyss' of discredit which he deserves who-has offended
the infinite good, which is God. There is no touchIng
bottom in this business :it is a profound-and infinite
abyss: for till we see in heaven how good God is, we
cannot entirely know how evil .sin is, as being against
God, and the evil he deserves who commits it.
Oh, if we could go on with this cOJ)sideration, and dig
and go deep in this mine of our sins and miseries, how
73 1
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humble should "ve be! How little esteem should we have
of ourselves, and how well should we take being put
down and discredited! When a man has been a traitor
to God, what measure of disparagement will he not
,embrace for love of Him! When a man has' bartered
away God. for a fancy and appetite of his own: and the
gratification of a moment; when he has otTended his
Creator and Lord, and deserved to be in hell for ever and
ever, what insults, "vhat injuries, ,vhat affronts will he
not take in good part, in compensation and satisfaction
for the offences which he has committed against the
Majesty of God! '[he prophet David said: Before the
scourge came wherewith God affiicteth and humbleth me,
I had already given cause, I had already offended
(Ps. 118) ; and for that I was silent and durst
not' complain, because all is much less than it should
have been, to be in proportion to my faults. Thou hast
chastised me, 0 Lord, as I deserved, for all. that we can
suffer' in thi~Jlf~j_~_~~__Qott!~Qg_ in comparison with what
one mortal sin that we have committed deserves. Think
you" not that he deserves to be dishonoured and despised,
who 'has' dishonoured and despised God? Think you not
that itl is reasonable that he be held in little regard, who
has held God in little regard? Think you not that the
will which has dared to offend its Creator deserves that
henceforth never shall anything come otI of what it purposes and wishes, in punishment of so great audacity on
.its part?
Herein is another particular to be observed, that though
we may trust in the mercy of God that He has now
pardoned our sins, yet after all we have no certainty
thereof. Man kn.ows not, says' the Wise Mari,.whether
God loves orabhot-s him. M an knoweth not whether he
be ,worthy of love or ha.tred (Eccles. ix. I). I am not
conscious tOlnyself of anything, yet I am not thereby
justified, said St. Paul (I Cor. iv. 4). Woe is me if I
am not 'justified: little then will it profit me that I am a
~ Religious, and, have converted others. Though I speak
with the tongues of men and angels, says the Apostle,
though Thave t1i~ gift of prophecy, and know all sciences;
·though I give all my goods to the poor, .and have con-
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verted the whole world" if I have not cha,rity, J a'm·
nothing and, .'it profiteth me nothing (i Cor. xiii. 1-3).:
Woe to· you ,if you have not. charity and the· grace: ,of
God; you are nothing, and less than nothing. ,This is, ,a
great motive' for walking .in humility,.· and always think.;i
iug meanly of oneself, and making small 'account of oneself,not to kno\v \vhether one is, in grace 'or whether one
is in sin. If I know for certain that I have offended
God, and do not know for certain whether I am forgiven;
who \vill dare to raise his head?: ,:Who will not, ihthis
thought, go about in confusion, and humble himself
beneath the" earth?
St. Gregory says that God has hidden His grace,. from
us, that we might make' sure of one grace, namely.
humility, ut una1ft gratiam certam h'abearnus, hun:"ilitatem.
And though 'it seems painful, this fear and uncertainty
that God has left iUS in,notknowingfor certain whether
,ve be in His grace or not,yet this ,has ptoveda'blessing
and mercy of Ris, iri so far as it is helpful' to us fot
attaining humility, preserving the same, and notdespising anyone, however many sins he has committed. Oh,
the possibility that So and So, though he has committed
more sins than I have,may' be now ,forgiven and in th'e
grace of God, whereas I do not know if I am! ,This
consideration serves us as a spur not to be negligent,but
always to walk in·fear andhunlility before God,craving
His pardon and mercy, as the Wise Man advises: us :
Blessed is the man 'lvhois ever in fear (Prov;, xxviii.. 14) :
Of sin forgiven be .not without . fear(Ecclus~' v. 5). A
very efficacious consideration, this of our sins; to keep us
within bounds, and m'ake ·us ever walk in humility and
bowed down to earth; and there is much· room to dig-and
go deep . therein..
Further, if we Set durselvesto consider the effects' arid
losses caused in us'by original sin, we shall 'find,copious
and abundant material to humble us andke'ep us' within
smaUcompass. . Our nature is so depraved by sin 'that 'as
a stone ·by . its weight is inclined to· go "down to the
ground, 'so we by the corruption of original 'sin have",a
most llvelyincliriationtothe things ofoiIr' 'flesh~ our
honour and temporal profit ': we' are quite alive to e'arthly
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things that affect us, and very dead to the taste of
heavenly and spiritual· things: that element rules in us
which ought to obey, and that obeys which ought to
rule; and finally\ve are·, so miserable that under the
human body erect and straight we carry hidden appetites
of beasts" and hearts bowed down to earth. Wicked is
the heart of all men, and unsearchable,: who shall know
it? (Jerem. xvii. 9). Who can know the malice of the
human heart? The more you dig in this wall, the J;l1ore
abomihations ,vill be brought to light, as was shown in
figure to Ezechiel (viii. 8-17).
Then if we set ourselves to consider our present faults,
we shall find ourselves full of them; for this is what, we
have of our own creation. How ready we are with our
tongue, how careless in the custody of our, thought, how
inconstant in our good· resolutions, what lovers of our
own interest and ease, how keen to gratify our appetites,
how full of self-love, self-will, and our own judgment,
how lively our passions still are, how untamed our evil
inclinations, and ho:w easily we ·let ourselves be carried
away by them!
.
~ says -very well on those words of Job:
A gainst a leaf that is carried away by the wind thou
showest thy power (Job xiii. 25): that there is much
reason for comparing· man to the leaf of a .tree; for as
that waves and turns with every wind, so does man put
about and change under the wind of passions and temptations. Now' it is anger that excites him, now foolish
mirth, no\v the passion of avarice and ambition carries
him away, now that of lust, now pride lifts him up, now
inordinate fear overwhelms and· bears him down.
So
Isaiah says : We are all fallen lik,e leaves, and our iniquities like a wind have carried us away (Isai. lxiv. 6). As
the leaves of trees are buffeted and fall before the winds,
so 'we a"re buffeted and overthrown by temptations: we
have ,no stability, ,no firmness in virtue nor in our good
resolutions. We do well to be confounded and humble
ourselves,' not only for our evils and sins, but even considering the works that seem to us quite good. - If we
consider and examine them well, \ve shall find abundant
occasion and" 'tnafter to humble ourselves for the faults
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and, imperfections that are commonly mingled with them,
according to the saying of the same prophet :We have
conte· Jo be' all unclean as ,lepers,. and as a rag stained;
with Joathsome blood, so are all our good works (IsaL
lxiv. 6)" if. '\ve consider the, imperfections, that are: usually:
found, in them, of which we have spoken elsewhere, and
need not enlarge on it no\v.

;CHAPTP:RVIII

How we should so exer'cise ourselves in self-knowledg'eas not to be discouraged or lose confidence
}

. , "

So .great is our misery, and· we have so'much cause to
humble ourselves, and such experience of ourselves, that
it 'would seem we need rather to be encouraged 'a,nd
braced up against discouragement and downheartedness,
at .sight'Of our so many faults aQd imperfections, than
exhorted to ar.knowledgmentof the same. And so .it .is
in truth to this extent,that Saints and masters,,'Of spiritual
life, teach. us, when we dig and go deep down,' in know,.
ledge of our' miseries and weaknesses, not to do it in
such a way as .to stop at that,~for fear lest, the: soul
should lose confidence and fall into despair at the sight
of so, great misery and such inconstancy in good resolutions,--'-but to pass, on to the recognition of thegoQdness
of God, and place in ;Him our entire confidence; Thus
St. Paul says" that our grief for having sinned should
not" go. the ,length of· inducing' torpor and despair, lest
such a one be swallowed up'in excess of sadness, (2 Cor.
ii.· 7), ,but should be a sadness tempered and mingled with
hope' ,of pardon , fixing one's eyes on the mercy or God,
and not stopping short at the mere consideration of sin
and its foulness and gravity.. They. say in like manner
that we must not stop short at the recognition' of our
miseries and weaknesses, lest we lose heart and despond:,
but this must be the end of our digging and going dee'p
down in knowledge of ourselves, to see that on our side
we have no' s'upport,nor. anything, to stand uponi'.and
forthwith cast our ,eyes", on, God and f:,rust in Him. ",In,
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this way, not only shall we not be discouraged,but rather
'encouraged and strengthened: for what serves to, breed
discouragement, when 'you regard yourself, .serves': to
breed vigour and encouragement, when you look up; to
God. And the better you know your own w:eakness, and
the more you distrust yourself, looking to God,' steadying
yourself in Him, and putting in Him all your confidence,
the stronger you will be, and the more robust and better
prepared to encounter all that comes.
At the same time the' Saints observe a thing of great
importance, that while we ought not to stop upon the
study .of our o\vn nliseries and weaknesses' to such a
degree as to lose confidence and fall. into despair,but we
must pass on' to the consideration of the goodness, mercy
and liberality of God, and put our whole confidence in
that; so neither on the other hand should we stop there;
but turn at once our eyes back upon ourselves and on our
own weakness and misery. For if we stop on tJ::1e knowledge of the goodness, ,mercy and liberality of God, and
forget what we are of ourselves, there is therein' great
danger of our falling into presumption and pride,' because
we should come to' an unmeasured sense of security. in
ourselves, and go our \vay in too great confidence, without the necessary reserve and fear. That is a great pitfall, the root and beginning of great and fearful lapses.
Oh, how many spiritual persons, who seemed to be
soaring aloft to heaven in the practice of prayer and
contemplation, have fallen into this pitfall! Dh, how
. many who were truly Saints and great Saints have come
hereby to miserable falls! All because they forgot themselves, all because they settled down into an excessive
security on the .strength of the', favours they received
from God. They' were full of self-confidence,' as though
for them there was no danger: so· they came to fall
miserably. Our' books are full of examples of this sort.
St. Basil says that the cause of that miserable fall
of. I{ingDavid .into: adultery and murder was· a
piece of presulnption that he once had when he
was visited by God with' great abundance of con:'
solation, and dared this speech: I " said in my
.excess, I shall never be upset (Ps~ 29).
But w:ait
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a,nittle, ,God' :will' justitl 'some'small :measure withdraw
tHs band,' th~see~trabrdinaryfav6urs'and~ con'solations
win cease;. and· you will see what: happens. 'Thou hast
tU1'ned Thy'face a~ay fiomme, and 1 am ·t'Y,ouble:d(ib.)~
God will leave 'yO\! in yOHrpoverty, and you win make' an
exhibition of yourself,:ahd come tot- know to your sorrow,
after;a .fall, what \yol1 'wou\cl. nolknoW, while<you ,were.
being .favoured and ,visited by God. .And the causeo£, the
faU' 'and d.enial of, :the' Apostle .SL Peter,' St., Rasa ,also
sa.ys, ' 'was ,his ;havl11g presumed and confided ' vainly 'in
himself. Though J should, nave'to'die with thee, ·I,,'would
not; deny the'e; though, all be scandalised in thee~ f· wilt
fJ,ever :be scandalised (Matt. ~x:x:vi. 33, '35).
' For,' this
arr<;>glanpeand presumption God· allowed him to fall, that
he,"migbt:, hJ.lmble h~mselfand', know: . h imself better~ We
~houldflever,·take our :eyes off ourselves,' nor holdo;urselves. secure in this life, ,but look, at what we are, and
walk:! always ,in gr~at fear ,of ourselves and with great
cautiopand care; lesL the' enemy: that we have within: us
should practise' some treason upon us and ttip us up :to a
falLr
'
' . Thus -we :,shquld neither stop -short on the knowledge
~fpur<, flliserLes 'and weaknesses y :but.passonstraight to
tIle- ~noWledg~_of·Tthe· ,goodness,of' 'God'; nor stop: short
either; 'OIl" the,·-kllow1edge of. God' and ' His "mercies', and
favours,tbut straight turn our eyes down _upon ourselves;
'this, is-the-J~lCob?s Jadder, one 'end resting 'on the earth
of ,'sel£.. kn()wl~dge,; 'and" '. the other reaching to', the, height
of~ heavehj,~ >By~ this you :mtistgo: up,anddown,., '-as" the
angels ;went "up' and, down by that.- - Mount up to, the
knowledge of the goodness of God~ and stop not-there,
lest yOu> come, to' presumption; .but, gdback ,again' dqwb
to the' ·knowledge ,- of, 'yourself'; and, stay; not ~here, .not ' tb
lose heart and confidence,' but ~mountup\ once '-mote to the
kno\vledge of God, to have confidence in Him: it must all
be going up and down by this ladder.
In this way St. Catherine of Siena practised this exercise, to rid herself of various temptations wherewith the
devil assailed her, as she herself relates in her Dialogues.
When the devil tempted her to put her to confusion, trying to make her think that her whole life had been a
7
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delusion, then she' raised and lifted herself up in the
mercy of God, with humility, saying: ' I confess to lriy
Creator and Lord; that all my life has been darkness; but
I wil~' hide myself in the Wounds of Jesus Christ 'Crucified, I win bathe myself in His' Blood and so will efface
my evil deeds, and I will rejoice in my Creator and
Lord.
Thou wilt wash me, and J shall become 'whiter
than snow ' (Ps. So). And when the devil, by a contrary
temptation, tried to puff her up with pride, saying: ' Thou
art perfect, and there is no need for thee to afflict thyself
. any more, nor bewail thy defects,' thert she at' once
humbled hers'elf; and thus answered the Evil One: " U nhappy creature that, I am! St. Jobn Baptist had never
sinned, and was sanctified in his mother's womb, and he
nevertheless failed not to do Severe penance; what then
must I do, who have committed so many defects and
never have acknowledged or bew'ailedthem as I ought?'
The devil then, enraged to see so much humility on' one
hand and so much confidence in God on the other, cried
but: ' Cursed' he thou and whoever put· thee up to this !
I know not what way to get at thee 1 If I cast thee down
fo make the'e lose courage, thou liftest thyself on" high
on the mercy of God; and if I puff thee up, thou castest
thyself down by humility, even to the bottom of hell, and
\,vithin that very hell thou dost pursue me.' After this,
he let her alone, seeing he came off with heavy loss from
aU assaults he made on her. In this way then we must
practise this ex.ercise, on the' one side full of fear and
caution, a.nd on the other vigorous and cheerful; fearful
of 'ourselves, and vigorous' and joyful in God. ' These are
tlie two lessons that holy man (A Kempis) says that God
daily teaches His elect,-on the one hand to see their own
defects, and on the other to see the goodness of God,
w'ho so lovingly clears us of them.

~CHAPTER

IX

Of the good things and great advantages that there
,are in the exercise of self-knowledge
To encourage us m'orein this exercise of self-knowledge', we will go on 'to mention some of the great inducements to it and advantages that there ~re.init. We have
~lready mentioned one very principal inducement" that it,
is the foundation and root of humility, and a necessary
means to get it and keep it. Someone asked one of those
ancient Fa'thers how he might obtain true hU'mility, and
he answ'ered: " By keeping your eyes off other people's
faults', and fixing- them on your own." By digging down
and going deep in self-kno\vledge you will attain to true
humility. That is enough to make us attend much to
this exercise, seeing that it, is worth so much to uS for
the gaining of the virtue of humility.
But, the Sairitsgo further, and' say, that humble .knowledge of oneself is the surest way of knowing God, which
is ,the. profoundest of all sciences. 'rhis' is the, reason
given b y ~ : self-knowledge is .aeeper and more
profitable than other 'sciences, because thereby man comes
to the' knowledge of God. This 'is, what St. Bon'aventure
says we are given to understand by t h ~
gospel, which Christ our Redeemer worked on the man
blind from his birth,putting ,clay' on his" eyes, and' so
giving him bodily sight, thereby to see himself,andalso
spiritual sight, to know God and adore Him. Thus to
tis, who are born blind, ,ignorant of God and of ourselves,
'God gives sight by putting before Our eyes the clay of
which we' are formed, that recognising ourselves to be
but a little clay,\vemay receive the sight of what we
are, and know in the first place ourselves, and thence
come to know God.
The same is the aim of' our holy Mother the Church in
the ceremony which she practises at the beginning of,
Lent, of putting ashes above our eyes: " Remember,
i39
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man, that thou art dust, and into dust thou shalt
return "; that man knowing himself may come to know
God, and be sorry for having offended Him, and do
penance for his sins., Tpus, man'~ seeing himself and
knowing himself, and considering his earthly condition
and' 10~wly estate, is a means to arrive at the knowledge
of God ; and thebet\ter he knows his lowliness, the better
'will he kno'w and come to see the grandeur and exalted
('I majesty"of God.
Contrary put next to contrary, and one
.(.) exfrethe, put in front of another extreme,' brings the other
out. Opposita 'juxta Se 'posita magis elucent. White put
dn b1ckk shines Ollt and is much more c'onspicuous. ,Now
man' is the extreme of lowness, and God the' extreme of
height': these are two cOhtrary extremes : hence 'it, is
t!I'at the'hetter a man- knows himself,' seeing' that of him"self· he' 'has ho Ig-ood , but only rtothingnes's and sins, ,the
better he will see the' goodness and nlercy and liberality
of 'God, :stooping toiove 'and deal with such great
"abjection 'as ours.
Hence the soul comes to be'" greatly enkindled and
inflamed with the love of God, never ce'asing to wonder
arid give ithankstbGod,' for 'that,miserable'and evil as
ll1anis/'Gdd ehdu~es him and does him so many favotirs~
whereas often we cannot endure our'selves'. 'And so gteat
'is the' goodnes's ahd mercy of God towards tiS, - that He
hot only endures' us,·butsays, My delights are :to be' with
the childreti o{ men (Prov. viii.' 3 I J.
What hast Thou
found,O Lord, in the children of men, that-thou sayest
that Thy delights 'are to be an'd converse \vith them?
Therefore did the Saints make sucH use of this exercise
of self-kn()~vledge, to come to a better kotHvledge of God
and greater love of His' Divine Majestyc. That was the
exer,?ise a~d prayer.that~t~Au~l}s'!ine 'u~ed : "My God,
wpo art ever one beIng, and-n~ngest,'may I know
m'yself and know 'Thee. , , This is the prayer in which the
humble St. Francis spent days ahd nights: "Who art
Thou; a~l?" Thereby these Saints arrived at
avery high knowledge of God. 1~his isa 'way'very safe
~nd sUre· to'. this 'end. The' deeper' you . ,aba~~_ youTself
and sinl{doWI1" in , self~knowledg~_fu~_'higheryou will
mOiIll..t~~.E,~Lgrow in' knowledge.; otQQ.9, and of His good-
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And.again the: higheryo'U m~upt

thek~lQwledgeof,God,the,mQre Cy(),u :wilJ

abase.;,yollrself 'and :JooreaSe;lD ,knowledge, ,of yourself.
The,; heavenlY; light lightslJp, i<;otne(~" and" makes"the.spul
as.hamed even of, whatJrt thewQ;rld's ,~yes,s,~enAs ion(tb~
contrary: very \good~ St~BOl1aVientj.Uje, S~}(Si:, ','As when
the, rays ,ofthe,s\l'o c 6 ~;th~ m9t~s at £lnpe
a.ppear~ so the'soul, Ait ,up "wit.h the !<oowledg~, ;of·God
by, the, rays' of· thatttr,ue,' Sun of ; Ju~tice, ti~e:$ ~t, once.', in.
hetse).f; the tiniest, things,; and- ~omes to take,·Jor e~ril ,a.ncl
defect,iv,e; ,what a ,man .wiith less light takes fo;rgood.,'·',;
,This is, ,the' reason why. the: ,Saints are sq hwnble and
I}\lake ;so,Fttle of thems·elves" because. ltbeyhave:.tl1Qre ,light
and -abetter knowledge, of. :God(.a,ndthe,refore also of
thetnselves:. :They seeaaat, of ;theitown;stock; ~hey,ha;ye
nothing; ;butm,othingness,aIl,d sins..; ,And "much as th~y
,know themselves, andm.any;as fare, the ',faults ;tpat;,they
see i.ti themselves" they, ,,always.\ 'believe: :1;hat there' are
many; more which they; do ,,not see;: ,they, believe ithatwhat
,the-yd..o know is the lesser ,part 10f, their ,bad points, iano
;estimate themselves ';accov<lingly,; :beJieving,,;that:;as ;Gpd
is! :more ' good than they KnoWi, '.''sQ/they, t;~emse~~es; lare
nlore" ~yilthancomes:withinthe;i compass of", their kn(j),~J'"
ledge. Much .as,;\\le,know,and, iunderstand.of:,G0d" we
can never comprehend Him :,there is always more in
Him to know and understand. So, however much we
know of ourselves, an:d l;lt.:iweVetitfiuch we disparage and
hllmble ollrselves, we'Cannot fathom nor, t()uch the bottom
of o'ur' own; misery~,": 'fhi's 'rs,"??,~xaggeratiori,)'but'pfilin
truth:. for~ as"man 'hlas of: 'his ovY'o; ':Yield' nothing but
nothingness <~uldsins., .whO' 'can humble- and. abase- himself
as' flluChas·these' two; titles ldeset-ve ? , '
>,;\i\1;e',r.eacl of-a holy w~man~.that.she)beggedLof, Goddigpt
!to'kn'6w;'herself, arid<saw.,in ~herself :suGh.,~f()ulness and
iIlisery·thatshe ~9ul~': n~t;'enduf,e it" a,ad,' bes0ttght"(ood
,once'more: '",",.Lora" not's(!r much,,:else'I'snalllose'h'eq'tb'"
Fath~r".M·aster,- ·Avi1:a ,;SHYS' ·that the ktlew;~,:-pers~who
oftentimes·asked"God tG·discover.llo .blm'w,ha~i~~te~itkt
be. God, opened his· eyes"eve,r,"so" 'littte,~an~f;,tlJe} sight
was ,like to have cos1;,hiITl'dear: he saw.himseli;sb'foul;arid
abomin~bl'e' tbathe ,oriedout; aloud: ;f';~~;iLQr(:l,.:.in::Thy
j
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mercy take away this mirror from before my eyes : I have
no ,'mind to see more of my own figure."
Hence there arises in the servants of God ,that holy
hatred and abhorrence of themselves of which ,we, have
spoken above: for the more they" know the immense
goodness of God, and the more they love it, so much the
more do they abhor themselves as being contrary to and
an enemy of. God, according ,to that saying of lob (vii.
20): Why hast thou set me contrary to thee, and I am
becotne grie-lJ01ts to myself? '[hey see that in themselves
they have the root of all evils, which is our self-will and
the evJ~1!4p~Iy~~~~~,jg~!.!,!1,~~LC!12~QL~our.flesh, from which
proceed all sins, and with .this knowledge they rise up
against themselves and, abhor themselves. Does it not '
seem to you, reasonable to abhor' him who, has made you
give up and barter away so great a good as God to take
a little gratification and satisfaction? Does it not seem
to you ;reasonable to bear enmity against him who has
made you lose everlasting glory, and deserve hell for ever
and ever? Does it not seem reasonable to abhor him
'who has caused you such a disaster, and even still tries
to bring it on you? Now that is what you yourself are, the
opponent and enemy of God, . and enemy and opponent
of your own good and your own salvation.
CHAPTER X

That self-knowledge does not bring discouragement,
but rather courage and strength
1"here is another very, good thing-, in this exercise of
self-knowledge, that not only it does not cause discouragement and cowardice, as, one might perhaps expect, but
on the contrary great courage, and stFength, for all good
work~ The reason is, because, when a man knows him.feU,. he sees~J~:;t!~"h~"h~~"g:2t.JIiJ.1K,in, himself to rest on,
and accordi~y h?~ ~no confidence in, himself, ,and puts
all his confidence in God, in whom he finds himself strong
and capable of anything. Such folk accordingly it is
that are able to· undertake great things and meet great
emergencies,and carry great affairs, through; for since
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they, attribute all to God,and nothingtotbemselves, God
intervenes arid makes the business His own, and charge~
Himself' with it. Then it is that lIe is ready to do
wonders, and achiev~ great, results,. through. feeble me~ns
and ;instruments, ,to" show, jorth the rich~sQfhis glory. in
vessels, of mercy,whoi a1'ehis .elect (Rom. iX~.23~·•. To
show Jorth 'the riche§~~d treasures of His' m~rcies, ," God
seeks for weak and caiUlr instruments
do great,things.

to

It \,is in. v:essels of ,greater weakness ,that He is wont to

store :th~ treasures of His strength, that i~ this way His
glory filay better: shine· forth.
.
This. is what. ·God .Himself .said to St.. '. Paul,.. when,
fatigued with hi$. temptations, the Apostle ,cried out to
be delivered ,', from ,them. God, answered.: .• My grace' is
sufficient for. thee, however many thy temptations and.
weaknesses that thou feelesty since it is then that the
power of God shows. itself more perfect. and more strong,
when infirmity and weakness is greater (2 Cor. xii. 9).
As the physician gains greater honour, the more grievous
and dangerous the sickness, so' the greater the weakness
in :us, the greater honour is won for the arm of .God. So
SS.. i\~gustineand Ambrose,ex;plain this passage..Thu~
it.,comes to pass· that when a man knows himself,and
distrusts himself, an~puts his whole trU'5t in God, then
His'Divine 'Majesty stands by ~nd aids him; and on the
cpntrarY"',when one, goes to work confiding in his own
methods and precautions, then he is forsaken and leftforlOt:'u.This, says St. Basil, is the reason wry often,onoccasionof some hi~whenwe desired 'and expectedJo.
make a better meditation and feel more devotion, we have
felt Ie,5s, because we were' confident in our own', meth9d~,.
and our, own appliances and preparations;. and .at qther
times, ,when we least thought of it, we are iflooded unexpectedly with great blessings of sweetness, that we may
~t;lderstarid that this is -,a grace and mercy of the Lord,
a~dnotany diligence or merit ofour own.
.
Thus then the knowledge.that a: man has of his own
w~akness ,and misery .does. not discourage or make a
coward of, hitn, but 'animates and strengthens.,·him the
more.
It ,is this, that the Apostle says: When ,1 am
'l~eak, that .is, when I humble myself, ,then lam
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strengthened (2: Cor~ xii. I,Q). When I humble and abase
myself" and know that I cando nothing and am worth
nothing" then I am strengthened and lifted: up ; ,so: .ss~
Augustine ,and:' Ambrose explain: the more I know and
see ,my'. infirmity ,arid weakness,fixing my eyes on God,
the stronger I find myself "and more ,robust for "every
effort, God, 'being~my whole confidence and, ·strength.
An,d t.heLordshall be his trust (J erem. ;xvii.; 7).'
Hence it will be' understood that it is, not humility, nor
do they spring from humility, those fits, of ' discourage-Inent and low spirits that sometimes ,come: over: us about
our ispiritual pr'ogress,when w,e think that we shall .never
be able to :attain virtue,or overcome, the, evil, nature and
inclination, which besets us; or on', other occasions, concerning,the offices and ministries that obedience" puts" or
might put upon us, saying ", to' ourselves: " have'.} ,the
capacity to hear confessions, have I the capacity to go on,
missions,or for other:.1ike·, things'?' .. This hj)Qks like
humility,~but often it is ,not ; rather it,spririgs from
pride,-a man fixing his eyes on himself,as though.it
were by his own abilities, contrivances and diligence"thai
he was to be, able to do anything, whereas he Qught,-to
fix them on God, in ,vhom we should find strength and
encouragement. The ·Lordis 1ny light and my. salvation,
'2vhom shall J fear? The Lord is the prot'ectar ;atmy
life :of whom 'shall I be afraid? I fan ar'1n,y .rise up
against me, 'my heart shall not fear,: if in battle·. a1 ray
they stand out against me,i-n: God will J"hope. Though I
walk in the midst afthe .shadow of death" and go down
to t:hevery gates of hell, my heart shall. not fear, sinGe
thou, o Lord, art with 'me (Pss. xxii., xxvi.). In how
many different words does the· holy prophet say ,the, same
thing! The<'Psalms are full of it; to show the abundance
of !affection andc0nfidence that the Psalmist had, "and· we
ought:
have in God. In my 'God J. will scale ,the
wall (Ps. 17): how high soever it be, it shall be ' no
obstacle
my way. He will overcome giants -like locusts.
In my ,God I will trample upon lions and dragons': with
the grace and favour of the Lord we will be strong.
God h.ath trained my hands for battle. Thou, 0 Lord, hast:
given rnyarms the .strength of a: bow 'of s,teel(Ps. 17).'

to
in

;CH.APTER·.'Xl;

tJ/'o(her-g1'ehtgooasa.nd' :ad'Vantages that: thefe 'a1'e
" ,.
-in s~lf-knbwledge '
;.o,ne fof'1:he ,chief:

meanst'hat, ,we can apply on·, 'Our side

us favob1rs and. impart to us. great
to humble' :ourselves and kno-,w;· our
weakness.and ,mtsery... So said'; the Apostle ,51.. '., Paul:
lH1.i!li'rl,gly1.vill 1. glary. in my ,weaknesses, itifirmities and
mise.rie.svdhatJ:so',the powei of Christ,"nay, dwelL in nt·e
(2.. Cor.,:, xii. ;g}.:AnCiLso St..' A·mbroseupon those·words:
r'€joide,-.and..glriry .in my~.;Cor. xiI. 10) says
~':~f; itlne'Christian is, to glory, he should glory in ;his
lowliliH~ss. :and' poverty,: because that is the. way {e grow
and":he;.~·s;trong: before. G@d. " .§.t.~~appliesto
this, .purpose: .the ,saying 'of fthe:-proph-et: LOitT, thou.. wilt
'g"ive .' thine' inheritance, ,rain . with . goodwill: .iit,was ,weak;
qnd thou ,hast :set.Jt up (Ps~ 67}:.'~ . \i,Vhenithink· you that
GodiwiU ,give to ·His inheritance,; that, is, •to the s@ul; rain
with g.00:d~Will,'a gracious ~rain.0f gifts and., graces7? '~W·heri
the ,s(J)ul, 'Knows her in,firinity: and' misery, .then· t;heL Lor4.
will setLherLUp>"and. then, ishaU ,fall upon h€r witn.l good...
will the ,gr-ac10us stream' of His gifts.,. ".As"amongst ·us
the', more; oun' poor.:mendicfultsdiscover" theil" poverty. rand
sores. to;, rich, :and: . pitiful ,men,' the: JTIore, ;they move..the111
to· pitY', ~ and the g,reater~ilms they receive- at their. bands,
so the. ,m<:me. a ~man ;hu:rnbles himself. and kn0Ws himself;
and the,{.molJe };he,di'sc0ver.sand ,confides his' misery to
God" the more.does ,he invite and. incline: the'merc~: of
Gouda have ~ompassion ,andpityon·him,.and.toimpart
tio\ him~;,\yith greater abundance"the gift~Lof His··grace:
For ··if is. Ciod. who. - 'gi'ue,th, .. strength" to ~the; weary" , o"nd
tnakethistro..n;g ·Q,ndirobusl. them that.. seem; to' be 'undene
(lsai.:"xL: 2 9)·
"
'
. To 'say ins,hort, ithe fuenefits and ,advantages :bf thi$c
etxe:rcise, I· say, that self-knowledge: iis a universal' t1erried~
jor all things. T'hus in the questions that are pt:ltf tn
{Gr. ~the, Lord··to do'
gift!?~;and virtues,. is

l
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spiritual conferences that we are wont to hold as to what
is the origin of such and such a defect, and what is the
remedy for it, in aln10st all such cases we may answer
that the origin of the def~ct is lack of self-knowledge,
and the remedy would be' to know and humble oneself.
Fo.r if yqu ask whence comes ,my habit of making rash
judgments of my brethren, I. say it is from want of selfkno-wledge; for if you entered into yourself, you would
find so much reason to have an eye· to and bewail your
o"vndisorders· that you would take no account of. those
of. others. If you. ask whence comes my addressing :my
brothers in harsh .and offensive words, that· also comes of
lack of self.-knowledge, for if you knew yourself, you
would tp.ke yourself for the least of all, and look upon
everyone else ,as, your superior, and so you would not
dare to address them in that manner. If you ask !p.e
whence come excuses, complaints and murmurings,
, why don't they give me this or· that?' or ' why do they
treat me in this manner?' it is clear that they arise: from
the same cause. If you ask how comes it that a man is
upset and saddened beyond measure, when he is troubled
with such and such temptations, or grows melancholy
and loses heart when he .sees that he falls many times
into certain faults, once more it comes of want of self..
knowledge; for if you had humility,. and weU considered
the evil of your heart, you would not be troubled or dis..
couraged; but would wonder that worse things did not
befall you~nd you .did not fall into greater faults, and
you .would go. about praising and giving thanks. to God
that He. holds you by His hand, not to let you fall into
the sins that you would fall into if He did not keep hold
of you.
What may not come out ofa cesspool and
running sewer of vices? Such evil odours as these are
to be expected from such, a dung-hill; and from such, a
tree, such fruit. On these words of the prophet, He
1'ememb(3reth that we are dust (Ps. 102), St. Anselm
observes :. " Is it much that the wind ris~~
dust?" If you require medical aid to be very charitable
towards your brethren, very obedient, very patient, very
penitent, here you will find the aid wanted for all such
cases.
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Of our Fathe~r~r~~~ia_we read that one day in
travelling he mef a--riObTeman or-those realms, a friend of
his, who' seeing his poverty and the inconvenience that
he suffered on the way condoled \vith him, and begged
him to take more thought; of "his personal comfort. The
Father, s;}id to him" with apparent ~heerf~.dne~s" ,Il}uch
dissembling the real state o~ the., case: " Let not your
Lordship be troubled, nor' think that I am so badly off
as I ,look, since I would have you know that I alway~
send before me a courier, ,who has my lodging ready and
supplied with every requisite. " The nobleman asked:
','Who .is this courier?" He replied: " It is IllY knowledge of tnyself, and the consideration ,of what I deserve,
which is hen for" my sins; and when with this, knowledge
I, ',come to any ,lodging, ,however inconvenient and, illprepared it be, I always think that I am made ,more
comfortable than I deserve."
In the Chronicles of the Order of Preachers it is told
of blessed St. Margaret of the same' Order ,that a
Religious, a great servant, ,of God and avery spiritual
person, on one occasion in conversation with her ,said to
her among other ,things that he hadentt:eated God many
times in prayer to show him the way by which ,those
ancient Fathers had travelled to please God,a.ndreceive
so many favours as they did receive at His hand; and
how one night when' he was, asleep there was, put' before
him a book written in letters, of ,gold, and. thereupon 'a
voice awoke him which said: ' Arise, and, read '; where;"
upon he had risen and read these ,yords" few, but heavenly
and divine.: "This was the perfectionof~he ancient
Fathers, ,to love God, to despise themselves, to despise
no one,to judge no one."
And forthwith the, book
disappeared.

,How much: it behoves us tiy exercise our'selves' in
J ~

.self;'kno~wledge

.Thales of Miletus, one of j the. Seven Wise Men of
Greece, being asked what of .all the. things in, nature it
was;most.difficult to, know, answered that the most,difficult·,thing was for 'ma1jl to .. know himself; .because·:our
self-love is so great as to bar and hinder this ,knowledge.
Hence. ~that ,·saying,. celebrated among,. the. ancients,
'rKnow thyself,'~ Nosc;e teipsu.~; and-again, " Live by
th:y.self/~. ' Tecum habita.
·But to .leave' e~ternal' authori..
ties, and come to our O'wn, who are better masters of this
science,; SS.Augustine and; Bernard say that ,this science
of .self-knowledge is the· highest and; imos! profitable of
alLthaJ man has invented and discovered. Men, greatly
esteem, says' ,St. Augustine, the .knowledge.ofthe, things
pf,.heav,en a,nd earth, 'astronomy, cosmography, the study
of the., IUQYem,ents ,of the: ·hea\tens, the. courses of .the
planets, _tbei:r. properties :and influences; but. the. know1edgeofoneself is the higbest: science and mo.st profitable
of all :ot;her,sciences. p1iff:.up, ,and make peqplevain"as
St.l~aul .says (I Cqr. viiLI),' but this. eaifies.and
humbles. ;: So the Saints and, all Masters. of.spirit insist
much ,Gil ;ouroccllpying ourselves at prayer in this exercise; .,and. blame ,the delusion of those who' pass lightly
ov~r;the kno\vledge of. their. own defects,' and occupy
thetEselves in, other 'devout thoughts more ~to their, taste,
finding no relish in the consideration of their own defects
and faults, and not liking to present such an ill appearance to themselves, just as an ugly man dares not look
at himself in the looking-glass.
The glorious St.
~ays, speaking in the person of God: " 0 m~
if thou wouldst look at thyself and know thyself, thou
wouldst be displeasing and disagreeable to thyself, and
pleasing and agreeable to l\1e ; but now since thou dost not
see nor know thyself, thou art pleasing to thyself and dis74 8
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pleasing td :Me.A time 'will"come ,when· thou. wilt please
neither Me nor thys~e:lf ; dol Me,' because thou hast sinned ;
ndt thyself,. beeause'thou wilt burn for' ever. "'~',,\-O homo,

site videres, :tibi displiceresetmihi:p1c.t,c.e1tes.. ~Se;dqu'i{1;
te~non vides,', tibi:pldees<'B't .mihi' .,dis,Pli,"C:~s.' ,,' Veniet! tempus cum nee mihi nee tibi plaeebis; mihi, -quia\;.peocasti,
tibi~,tiJuia, ,in a,eternum ardebis.
:,~ on this·subjeet says:'Thereares0me'"vht>
whetlTth'ey ',begin' to'stkve"God; and ,aim fa "l1ttle at v:irtue,\
fahcy! :3t qnec' t that they :aregdoq: and' :hqly people :,'SO
they fix their eyes ·on;th.eir-good points ·in utter {orgel"fulness of their sins and "evilde~ds .in the' :past, and, some"
times also'in the ptesent ~take~n up in regardirtg:'what;is
good j,1'lthem" they disregard, an& fail to· 'see- th~'1many
e~il deeds that they :do-.,,· But the good aDd th,e eh~ctr"do
just ,the 'opposite: while they are" really' full, ~ 0f 'virtu.es
and: ;good . works, they constantly \' fix their eyes ,on ;the
~vil' that' besets. them, regarding and cohsiderin'g their
fautts' and :imperfections. Now it is readily ~seen what
becomes'ofthe,one and the other': sincein'this ,way,'jt
comes abotit,that those who,lookaVtHeir had 'poiat8,
preserve the,ir 'gobd points,· add their great virtues.,) dwell..
ing' 'ever in'· h umi'lity·: while. ·ofi··the'0ther·hand,< evil, lller1
lose' their good points by~looking'a1hthemi;ib~C0h}tng
proud' and v'ain of them'."" [Thus" the·gc>od: help themselves
by their weak points and make profit ontof ~them ; ''\.'Yhil6
evil men take harm from· the~ver:y"g6od,that.isi\Il,them,
Inaking bad use of-·ih ,So it :happens ,in our'daily e:xperience in ~regard to food; that 'though .it be good,and
\vholesome, ,it will make one iH who 'eats- without 'ord~t
ahd'without' rule; 'and contrariwise, the . poison, ; of the
viper, 'taken vvith· a certain' measure 'and ·moderation,
will be a healthful remedy [triaca,OvE. triaeal:, 0Ui1j
treac~e,' £i·om' Greek .:thetiake,' :from therion,a beast.-J,And
~hen' the devil brings to'your;ri1emory tbegood deeds .you
have done, to'make !youthirik highly ofyourselrand be
protld, ' set over against them youre'Vil deeds, reIIlembet(""
ing your past sins, as did· the' Apostle St~,;P'aul. Not, to
be ptdfedup ahd, grow vain over his great vitt~es, ,and
his : having ,been rapt ' 'to ,the "third, heaven and' the, gre(},t.
n~ss 'of the revelations that he had he~rd, he says:, ,]; 1.lJh~
i
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before was a blasphemer, and a persecutor of the servants
of God and of the name) of Christ! A h, I am not worthy
of the na'tne of Apostle, since I have persecuted the
Church of God (I Tim. i. 13: I Cor. xv. 9). This is an
excellent counterpo'ise and very good countermine against
this temptation.
On those words that the archangel St. Gabriel said to
the prophet Daniel, Son of man, understand what I wish
to say to thee (Dan. viii. 17), ~says:" Those
holy prophets, Daniel, Ezechiel and Zachary, with the
high and continual revelations that they had, seemed' to
be already enrolled among the choirs of angels; but that
they might not exalt themselves therein above their
station, and become proud and vain, taking themselves
now for. beings of an angelic 'superior nature, the angel
\\f"arned them on the part of God to remember the frailty
and .weakness of their natural condition, calling them
sOf!S of men J J : thus they were to recognise that they
were weak and miserable men like the rest, and so
humble themselves and take themselves for what they
\vere indeed: And' \ve have many examples in ecclesiastical and secular history of saints and illustrious men,
kings, emperors, and pontiffs, \vho practised' this method,
keeping an attendant to remind them at times that they
were but men, that so they might dwell in humility and
escape being vain.
?l.-..
It is tolq of our Father ~ that, while he
wa'S Duke of Gandia, a holy man counselled him, if he
wished to advance greatly in the service of God, not to
let any day pass \\Tithout thinking for some time of something that might m,ake for his shame and self-abasement.
He· took the advice so much to heart that, from the time
that he gave himself to the practice of mental prayer, he
spent daily the two first hours of his prayer in this knowledge and depreciation of himself; and all that he heard
or read or saw served him to this purpose of selfhumiliation and' confusion. And besides, he had another
devotion that helped him very much: every morning that
he rose, the first thing he did was to kneel down and kiss
the ground three times, to remember that he was earth
and dust, and to that must return. The good that he
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drew- from this practice is apparent hi the great example
,of'humility _and holiness that he has left us.'
Let us then follow this counsel: let no day- pass with..
out our spending some portion of ourrtleditation in think.;.
ing of something that rira.y turn to our\Ishame and confusion.
And let us' not stop' or' grow weary of this
exercise until we feel that we have drunk int<y' our very

soul 'a 'hearty depreciation and disparagement of ourselves,,' and confusion and shame, before the maJesty' of
Goa at sight of our baseness and misery. We have great
need· of this, 'inasmuch as 'our pride is so' great, and, the
inclination we have' to be regarded 'and made· In'uch' of so
strong, that if we do not go on continually with this
practice, every ,hour we shall find ourselves lifted up
above' oUrselves like, a cork on water, since 'we, are puffier
and 'lighter than any cork.
We musf' always' go 'on
repressing 'and putting down this 'swelling of pride ", in
ourselves, 'by looking at our feet,' at' our f6uland lowly
condition, for thus is drowned all the, noise 'of vanity' and
pride. Let us' remember that parable of' the fig tree in '
the gospel,howthe master wished to cut it down,because
for three years it had borne no fruit,and the gardener,
said :,4,' Sir, '. leave' it, alone for' this year at least,tiH I
dig and' spread dung about it; and if ,then it bear not
fruit,thou shalt cut it down."
Do you' then dig round
about this dry and barren fig 'tree' of your soul, and
spread about it the: dung, of your sins and miseries," since
there is' plenty of that, and therewith it will' bear fruit '
and become fertile.
To:anim'ate us more to this exercise, and that none
may take' occasion foabandon it on any false apprehensions, :two things are to be" observed. First, lef no 'one
think that this exercise' is only for beginners : it is also
for ancient and advanced and very perfect men, since we
see that they practised it, and even the Apostle St. Paul
p(actised it. Secondly, we must understand that this is
no sad or melancholy exerci,se, nor a cause of trouble and
uneasiness'; rather it brings with it great peace and quiet,
content and cheerfulness, how many soever be the faults
and miseries that one knows in oneself, even though one
clearly knows oneself to be so worthless as to deserve
I
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the'abhorrenceand:contempt of all ~ because when this
knowledge comes 'of true' humility, the pain is' accompanied by such sweetness and satisfaction' that one would
Ilot::wish to:be without it.
Other pains and annoyances that people feel at 'seeing
in themselves so many faults and imperfections, are "a
temptation 'of the: devil,whoseaitn it is on 'the one hand
to'make us·thi,nk that' we'havegothumUity:; and.on'the
other hand, if he could, 'he' w6ul,d also . wish to make iUS
lose. our 'trust in God'~and go jaded and discouraged in
His:service. If we had to' stop short at,thek:nowH:~dge
of bur 'weakness 'and misery, we 'should find occasIon
enough to be sad' and disconsolate; but we 'must not 'stop
there, but. pass on at'once to the consideration:6f the
goodness and mercy and liberality of: God, and to' tile
great -love' that He' bears -us, and _aU that 'He' has suffered
for 'us ; and in that. we must put all our confidence. And
thus whatmig-hf' have been .an occasion 'of· discouragement and sadness, when y'ou looked at 'yburself,iserves
to strengthen 1and animat~ you, and becomes an 'occasion
of greater joy 'and comfort; when you look 'at God. A
nlan looks 'at' himself,-~ and sees nothing but matter for
weeping; out looking
God, 'hetrusts in His 'goodn'ess,
without IeH:rof seeing.' himself abandoned for all themariy
faults arid -iniperfectidnsand' ·miseries that he seesiri
himself, -because: the· g-oodness .andmercy· of 'God, 'on
,vhich, 'he fixes his eyes Hnd his -heart,exceeds'aridsur.,.
passes irifinitely' all· thaL And with this consideration
rooted in his innermost being, he despairs -of -himself -as
of. a broken reed, but has ever'cr firm hope and confidence
in God, according to that saying of Daniel: Not, in 'confi;..
dence of our own righteous doings,· do we ,prostrate and
lay ,our :prayersbefore,.thy face, but in confidence
thy
many· mercies (Dan. ix~ I By. "
. <
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Of the secbnd d,egreeof'h'umi.zity, explaining inw hat
.
"
' i t consists

"The, second' degree of humility, says St. Bonaventure,
is a . desire to· be held cheap by others,--" love' to be
unkno:wn·;andcounted for nothing," ama nesci1'i et'p1'o
nihilo:" rep4i-ta1'i,-a desire that others shall ' neither;kno~
y'ounor'esteem you) nor make any account of you, If we
wer~\Vell grounded. in the first degre'e of humility, ·we
spould,havegonea long way towards gaining the second.·
If/we, ,re~Hy held ourselves cheap, ,we, shottl? make no
great .difficulty 'abou~ others' 'likewise' h()lding lis·' cheap,.
t:a,theriwe: should b~glad of it. ' Would you see that?
s.ays.&t.,J~onaveriture. "We ~are aUnatutally.' glad when
the ;rest of: the ,world JaIls in with uur opHtion and ,feels
as. we do•. ' Now if that, is so, why are we not glad, that
Qth~rs :should';h61d us: cheap? Do you know why?~ It 'is
becau~ewe dO'not hold ourselves,cheap, we are nof of that
'-vay of. thinking.' On'those words of Job : Thave sinned,
an41'~!lllyoffended,and:h(i'Ve.
tzot reoejve'd the punishment
tlz,at I; d~served ~Joh -:>fxxiii 27h~.AG~saY5:
"J\f.any: they are that: speak, ill ,;of themSeIVeswiih. their;
Hp.s,., ~a.ying that they are some this; and some. th~t,but
f;f\)ey .d.Qnotbelieve 'it, for if anyone tells them the same'
thFng,., or: even less, ,they, 'cannot' bear' it.' '.These pe,ople
wben, tJ;1eysp.eakill' of themselves, do not speak with
sinc·erity. They do not think so in their heart, as Job
thought when', he spoke'~s above in ·,.the'text. Job said
this in: all, sincerity from 'his heart; 'hut tbe~e people; says.
·St. ·G,regoty" .only; hu'mble themselves with their ,'lips.
ex;ter:ior!y.,., .but in their heart " they have norhumility.
Tb,eywish.tQ .a.ppearhumbJe, but have no mind to be so :,
f.or. i£.;the)" ;,desire.d ·it., in sincerity, ,,·they would not feel, i,t
so,much .when' al[lother rehuked them anc\ admonished:
tllemrofsome,.,fault : they would not excuse themselves,.,
n()r:~tand .on:.'their. d~feftce 'as lhey do, nor be troubledjls,
they are. troubh:~d..
.
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Cassian relates how t'here came a monk to the Abbot
Serapion, who in his habit, demeanour and words made
great show of humility and self-contempt, and never
came to an end of speaking ill of himself, how he was
such a great sinner and so wicked as not to deserve this
common air or the earth on which he trod. He would
not sit down except on the ground, much less would he
consent to their washing his feet. The Abbot Serapion
after dinner began to speak of spiritual things,according
to his custom, and the guest came in for his share. He
gave him some good advice with great love and tenderness, telling him'that since he was young and strong, he
should contrive to live in his cell and work with his hands
to gain, his bread, according to the rule of monks, and
not go wandering idle round·· the cells of others. So
much did that monk resent this admonition and advice
that he could not dissemble his feelings, but showed them
externally by the look he put on.
Then the Abbot
Serapion said to him : "How now, ,sonnie, to this
moment you have been telling us so many serious evil
things of yourself, matter of much discredit and
ignominy, and now on one gentle plain piece of advice
like this, which contains in it nothing insulting, or any
affront, but much love and charity, you have wa?,ed indignant and. changed countenance, so that there is no mis..
taking your feelings?
vVere you waiting perchance,
upon these evil things that you said of yourself,to hear
from our mouth: The just
the first accuser of himself
(Prov. xviii. 17); that is why he speaks ill of himself?
Did you want .us to praise you, and take you for a just
and goodman?"
Ah, saysSt.! Greg-ory, how often it is that this that we
are aiming a ~pieces of hypocrisy and pretended
humility: . we want to appear humble, which really is
great pride. We humble ourselves to get praise. Otherwise, pray why do you say of yourself what you do not
\vant others to believe? If you say it from your heart,
and. are acting honestly, you must want others to believe
you and take you· for what you say you are: if you· do
not want that, you ·show clearly that you have no mind
for humiliations. The Wise ·Man says: There are some
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'lvho humble themselves in pretence, and there in the

depths of their heart they· are full of pride and deceit
(Ecclus. xix. 23). For ,vhat greater deceit can there be
than to' seek after the honour. and esteem of men·· 'by
means of humility! And what greater· pride can there
be ,than to aim at being made much of as a humble man!
To seek praises for 'humility, 'says st Bernard, is not the
virtue of humility, but a perversion and undoing of the
same.

What greater perversion could there- be than

that ! What· could be more 'unreasonable than to wish
to be thought better Jor putting on a worse appearance!
~rom· the evil that you say· of yourself you wish to appear
good-and· be regarded· accordingly: what course could be
more. un~oi:thy a~d more irrational·! ~ in
reprehension of thiS says': "'Many have die appearance?
of humility, but have not the virtue of humility: many
~e~~ it in external appearance, but inwardly contradict'
It.

So great is our pride, and the inclination we have to
be regarded and esteemed, that we seek out :'a thousand
means and invent· a thousand contrivances to this end.
Directly sometimes, .at other times indirectly, we' are
ahvays trying to draw the water to our mill. St. Gregory
says that it. is the way of the proud, when they think that
they have said or done anything well, to as,k others who
saw or heard thenl to tell them of their faults,· that they'
may speak well .of them~ This asking to be told their
faults has the look of humility, but it. is 'no humility at
all" it, is pride,' because their only aim therein is to attract
praise< to themselves. At other times a man starts finding fault with what he has done, declaring himself· much
dissatisfied'with it, hoping to draw his hearer thereby,
and get him, to excuse the performance, and say:
'Really it was very well done, and you have no reason

for dissatisfaction.' A very grave andspititual Religious
o.lao- used to call this sort of humility" ' humility with -a'
hook,' for with this hook 'you are seeking to extract praise
from your companion. A preacher has just come down
from the pulpit, very well satisfied and pleased with his
sermon ; and asks a friend to tell him his faults. All this is
a·' piece of pretence and hypocrisy~ Youdo not thirik~ that
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there were any faults: your ,object is that they may speak
well. of the sermon, and fall in with your idea of it ;a:nd
that you lis,ten: to tight, willingly. But if it happens that
yo:U(, friend teUsyou:·plainly of 'some fault,you have: no
stomach ,for" th~t;, on::t~e"c6ntrary you, 'defend 'yourself;
and $ometimes, it goes 'so far, that you judge ;yourcandid
friend to he ,wantitig in understanding, and not -to 'be on'e
,,,ho should:: have any say in the matter,,,----bec'ause he
qua'rreIs' vvith,vvhat you take to 'be aforegonecbnc1usion.
AU this; is pride ctnd love of reputation: that is what you
\\rant to extract fromthese'·p.r~tended acts of humility.
At ,other,times,when\v.e cannot 'cover up our fault, we
acknbwledgeit plainly, that' the honour which we ,lose' by
the fault,we lUay recover by. this humble confession.' At
other: times,says St.: Berriard, 'we exaggerate 0Ut faults,
a'~d,say ~;\renniore than' .is frue, that others seeing' that
it is neither possible nor: credible t4at the thing should be
so bad as that, may think that there cannot have been'
aOYJ£ault'in the' :ma:tter at all, and may put it all down' to
oun"hnnhility::;f'j,thtls by exaggerating and saying more
tlilan is: true: we think 'to cover up 'what is true. With· a
thousand ,artifices and intricacies we contrive, to disguise
and, cover:up our pride" under the .cloak of humility.
:~'lerein'by :the way. you will see', says~,
'what an excellent and precious thinghumihty IS, and now
base and hideous is pride. See 'what a lofty' and glorious
thing humility is, sin:ce pride itself seeks' to avail itself
of it'and' deck itself out" therewith~ And s'ee what a base
and· shameful" thing is, pride, since' it dares not walk
abroad" with, face :uncovered;' ,butimust'go:disguisedand
c9vered up under' the dloakof humility. 'How angry and
hurt: :youwould he, ifybur: neighbours understood that
you "rere aiming and: desiring to be esteemed and
praised r'rhey' would;take<you for a proudma:n,whieh
is: the :worst lig-ht in~ which. you could .be' placed, and there":'
£ore:you:aiin- 'at to~/.enng; tip your pride under a show ofhumility. ',But,why are: you :willihgto be 'what'you :are
asha'med: tOr appear ?' If you' would beasha,med and angry
at. iothers understanding 'that you' sought to be" prai-s'ed
and'rh'aoe rnuchof,: w~yr are i yotino:t ashamed of yourself
fot'seekhig:it? / ;The evil that th~h~ is thereinliesin:;your;
i.
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seeking it, not in others understanding that you seek it.
And if you feel shame at men understanding it, why do
you not feel the same ·at ·G()dt:svnderst~hdingand seeing
it? Thine eyes, 0 Lord, have beheld mine imperfection
(Ps. ,l38).
.
All tl1~s. b~~al1s us, b~c~u~ew,e ,arehotwellgr,ouo<1ed in
the first degree of humi,lity, anq so are so far from ,the
·second. In ,this 'matter wetriust,'falf' b~ckupdn l1rst
principles.' .The first thing required of us is a knowledge
of:our oWn misery afid notl1iogness.:·Ftom that profound
self-knowledge there must aris'e in 'us ,3, very'low cdnceit
of ourselves"a 'disparaging and making' small account of
ourselves '; and th:at is the fir~t degree of 'humility: thence
we have to' ascencl tofhe second' degree. 'Thus'it 'is 'oat
enough" that you make, small' accotint()fyourself ; :it is not
-enougl1-that you speak, ill of yourself';:even ;though 'you 'S:O
speak, sincerely and -from your heart,arid- really m'ean 'if ~
you, must' contrive to get ,'so faras~to, rejoice at ,others,
also·' thinking' of you exactly 'what you ,think" and 'say- ,of
yourself ,~nd their running ,you du\vnand making smaU
account of you. St~ Joltrt.C.fuDa~ussays, he is not humble
wh~~isparages ~And~"peakSiUdi himself,for who
is there: who will not take' thingswell fn.lm himself?
But:he' is ~lumble who in' peac:e 'andcQmposur.~ reioit~s at
being disparaged and- ill-treated by others. It is good
that a man should always' speak ill of himself, saying that
he is a'proud fello\V, la~y,- impatient"negligen.t and care~
less jbutthebetter thing woul~ be for-him to keep tho~e
things 'back for, others to say ,them." If y9u desire that
others should think the same, and hold yoU' in that rank
and label-you acc9rdingly" and, you tejqipcat'near:ing these
things when occasion offers,- t~:at is ftu~' humility.
,<
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CHAPTER XIV

Of some degrees and steps "whereby to mount to the

perfection of this second degree of humility
Because this second degree ,of humility belongs to the
Inost practical and difficult part of the practice of this
virtue, we will divide it as some Saints divide it, and
make. of it four degrees or steps, that thus little by little,
and as it were counting our paces, we may mount to that
perfection of humility which this' degree requires. The
fin~t .step is not to desire to be honoured and esteemed by
men, but rather fly from everything that points to honour
and reputation.
We have books full of examples of
Saints, who were so far from desiring to be courted an9
esteemed by the world that they fled from honours and
dignities, and from all occasions that might bring upon
them esteem in the eyes of' men, looking upon it qS a
deadly enemy. Of this the first example is given us by
Christ our Redeemer and Master, who understanding that
they wanted to come and elect Him King for the miracle
of the five loaves and two fishes (John vi. IS), fled away
not being Himself in any danger from such high estate,
but to give us an example. And for the same reason,
when He manifested the glory of His most holy Body to
the three disciples in His admirable 1'ransfiguration, He
bade them tell no one till after His. death and glorious
resurrection (Matt. xvii. 9). And when He gave sight to
the blind, and worked other miracles, He charged them
to keep it secret (Matt. ix. 30: Mark vii. 36), all to give
us an example to fiy from the honour and esteem· of men,
for the great danger there is in it of vanity and ruin.
In the Chronicles of the Order of blessed St. Francis
it is told how when Brother Giles heard of the fall of
Brother Elias,-who had been Minister General and a
great scholar, £)nd ,vas then an apostate and excommu'uicqte, because he had taken the side of the Emperor
Frederick II. in rebellion against theChurch,-he,
Brother Giles" threw himself' on the earth on hearing
75 8
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of these things, and clutched it hard. Being asked why
he did that, he answered: "I want to go dO'wn as low
as Ica~, since he has fallen from mounting high. '.'
Gerson applies to this' eff~ct the fiction, .9f poets about the
giantAnteus,son of Earth, who wrestling \\lith Hercules,
every time that he was th.rown to earth recovered new
strength, and so, could not be overcome:' but Hercules,
taking qccount of the situation, lifted him up, and so ,cut
off his head. This, says Gerson, is what the devil tries
to do with the praises, honours and esteem of the world,
to lift us UP,so to make' us lose bur heads and have the
greater fall; therefore the truly.,humble man casts himself on the earth of his self-knowledge, and .therefore
dreads and shuns so much, anything like. being lifted up
and esteemed.
The second step, says St. Anselm, is to bear with
patience contemptuous treatment at the hands of other
people : to', take in good part any occasion that offers of
your seeming to be undervalued and despised. We are
not speaking nO\\l of desire ,of injuries and affronts, 'and
going out of your way to 'seek them, and delighting' and
rejoicing in them : of that, we will treat· afterwards, as it
isa high ,point of perfection. What we are saying is
that at least when occasion offers of something that makes
for your discredit, you should bear it with patience, if
not with joy, in accordance with that saying of the Wise
Man: All that cometh in thy way, although it be very
contrary to thy liking and sensuality, take it well, and
though it. hurtthe.e, suffer it with humility and pp,tience
(Eeclus. ii. 4). This is a very great means for attaining
to humility and keeping it.
Just, ashonourapd the
esteem of men is anoecasion for. pride and vanity;, and
therefore the Saints fly from it so much, ,so all that~ makes
for' our disparagement and discredit is an excellent means
to attain humility, and keep it and gro\v in it.
'
St. Lawrence Justinian says that humility is .. like a
hrook or stream, that in winter rises to a great flood and
is low in summer; so humility d"windles a\vay in pros;.
perity, and grows in adversity. Many are the occasions
that present themselves to us for this every day, and we
shall have 'fine exercise in humility if we are attentive and
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carefully on the alert to profit by them. That holy. mati
(A Kempis) well says: ." What pleases others, shall go
forward; what pleases you, shall make no way at all.
What others say, shall be listened to; what you say,
shall go for nothing. Others shall ask and receive ; you
.shall ask and not obtain. Other5sha11 be great in the
mouths of men; of you' no account, shall be. taken. To
others this or that business shall be committed ; you .shall
be judged no good for anything. Over this, nature will
sometimes repine; but it will be a'greatpointgained if you
suffer it in silence. " Let everyone take account of himself, and run through the particular occasions, that may
and commonly do occur, and see'how he behaves in them.
See how you behave when an order is given you· imperiously and peremptorily; see how you take it 'when they
warn or reprove you for some fault; see how you"feel
"vhen you fancy that the Superior has not much confidence
in you, but on the contrary is reserved in dealing with
you. St. Dorotheus says: every occasion that· offers' of
this sort, take it as a remedy and medicine to cure and
heal your pride, and pray to God for him who offers you
this occasion, as for the physician of your soul; and be
convinced that he who hates these things hates humility.
The third step that we have to mount is; not to be glad
or take any satisfaction when \ve are praised and thought
highly of by men. This is more difficult than the former.
~. 1\ugustin~ s'!Y~ " Though it, is easy to do without
1>rars~~-mind ."vhen we are not praised or
honoured, when that does not corne ioour way; yet not
to be glad and take satisfaction in it when people. do
praise and show· appreciation of. us, is very difficult.·"
Si cuiquam facile est laude carere durn denegatu1',
difficile est ea non delectari cum offertur. St. Gregory
treats this point very well on those words of Job ~ If I
have looked at the sun when it shone} and the moon when
it came out bright, and the heart was. glad within me
(Job xxxi. 26-27). St. Gregory says that Job means to say
that he did not rejoice nor· take any vain satisfaction in
the praises and good opinion of men; such is the meaning
of looking at the sun when' it shines, and the moon when
it comes out very bright: it means a man's looking at
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the good: nam'e" and, reputation that he: has in regard ,·hf
-men ,and their, praises,and delightirigand taking', satisfaction in t.hat. Hego~son to ,say that there is this
',difference: between the proud and the ,humble) ".that the
proudrejoicewheri 'men praise them" and though the
good- that they, say of them" be all' a' lie, still they rejoice,
because ;,they take no account of 'what they ;are truly 'and
in the sight of God : all they aim at is' being' regarded
and :,esteemed'" by :men., and so they rejoice ,and revel'·, in
that,asa man does when ,he gains the .end 'that he aims
at. :But when a man who is truly humble of heart sees
that, they are praising him and' thinking and speaking
,veU of him~ he then humbles and is ashamed ofhimseH,
according ,to" that, text "of ,the prophet, exaltatus autem
humiliat,us sumnimis (Ps. 87):"" when they praised me,
I then humbledmyselfthem'ore, and was in greater
shame' and. fear."
And with reason, for he fears that
·hemay' be all the more .ptinishedby God Jor not having
the good. qualities that he is' praised for; 'or'·if perchance
he has thein, he fears lest his reward" and recompense "be
paid ',in these. praises, and ,they say· to him afterwards·:
thou hast received in thy lifetime the 1'ewardof thy works.
(Luke xvi. 25).
Thus that whence the proud take occasion to flatter
their pride and vanity, namely, the praises of men, the
same gives occasion'to'the humble to confound and
hutn.1?le\ th~ms~lves ,the, more.. , And this" ,says ,St.
G.regory, is the meaning of the \Vise Man,when he says:
As silver
proved in the melting-pot.. and gold in the
crucible,so.is a man p1'oved'in the, mouth of him who
praises him (Provo xxvii. 21). 'fhesilver and gold, Hit
is· bad,is consumed' in the fire; ,but if it is. good, isclari..
fiedand purified the more. So, says the, Wise Man,is
':amanproved, by .praises. If when he is' praised 'and
thQught highly of, the man is lifted. 'up and grows vain-with
the praises that fill his ears, he is no 'good gold or silver,
but false m:etal,since the crucible of the ,tongue consurnes
him,:' but he who on hearing his own praises thence takes
'occasion. to, humble himself and be the more' ashamed, -is
'gold and ,silver of: the .finest, since he is not"consumed 'by
the fire, of: praises, but- the more purified and,clarified
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thereby, inasmuch as he is more humbled and ashamed
of himself. 'rake this then for a sign if you are· making
progress in virtue and humility or not, since the Holy
Ghost give" it to us as such. See if you are annoyed
when they praise and value you, or if you take pleasure
and satisfaction therein, and then you will see whether
you are 'gold or tinsel. We read of our Father Francis
Borgia that nothing gave him so much pain as to see
himself honoured as a Saint or servant of God. Someone. asked him once why he was so much afflicted thereat,
since he neither desired nor contrived it. He answered
that he reckoned he should have to give an account to
God for it, he being such a different person from \vhat he
was taken for, which is just what we have just been saying from St. 9regory. So we should be sowell grounded
in self-kno\vledge that the winds of praises and human
esteen1 s'hould have no power to lift us up and draw us
out of our nothingness. Rather it is then we should be
more ashamed and confounded, seeing how false those
praises are, and that there is in us none of that virtue
that they praise, nor are \ve such as the world proclaims
us and we ought to be.

CHAPTER XV

Of the fourth step, which is to desire to be rundown,
a.nd go for little or nothing, and f.o rejoice therein
The fourth step to arrive at the perfection of humility
is to desire to be run down and go for little or nothing
amongst men, and to rejoice in ignominy, affronts and
insults. "The truly humble man," says St. Bernard,
" is he who desires to be held cheap, ·not ~
man but for a good-for-nothing, and rejoices in being so
reputed by others."
This is the second degree of
humility, and in it consists the, perfection thereof; and
therefore, he says, humility is compared to spikenard, a
small herb and sweet-smelling, according to· the text of
Canticles, My spikenard hath given forth its odour
(Cant. i. I I) : for then does the odour of this spikenard
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travel .. abroad and spread to others when you not only
hold yourself cheap, but wish .and desire that others also
should despise you. and hold you cheap.
St. Bernard observes that there are two sorts of
humility: one in the understanding, which is when a man
studying himself, and seeing. his misery and vileness,
thinks little of himself and judges himself to be worthy
of all contempt and· dishonour: the other ~ in· the will,
which is,when one wishes to be held. cheap by others,
and desires to be despised and set at naught by all. In
Christ our Redeemer, he says, there was not that former
humility of the understanding, for Christ could not hold
Himself cheap, or worthy of contempt and dishonour,
because He. understood Himself right well, and knew
th~t ~e was true God and equal to the Father.
He took
it not for a kind of usurpation. to hold himse~fequal to
G,odthe Father, and nevertheless made little of himself
and demeaned himself to taking the .form of a servant
(Phil. ii. 6-7). But He hadt'he second humility, that of
heart and will; since for the great love. that· He bore" us
He chose to abase and degrade Hinlself· and appear vile
and contemptible before men. And so He says : Learn
of me, because I am meek and hum,bIe of heart (Matt.
xi.2g) and of will. But in us both humilities must have
place, for the first without· the second is false and deceitful.To wish to appear and be counted by others different
from what you really are, is falsehood and deceit. He
\\Tho is truly humble,and in all "sincerity has a poor
opinion of himself~ despising him.self and thinking little
of himself, should rejoice that others also- despise him
and think little of him.
'
.
This is what we., have to' learn from Christ.· See· how
heartily and with great goodwill He embraced insults and
affronts for love of us. Not content with abasing and
demeaning Himself by becoming man;. and taking the
form and habit of ~ servant,-IIe who is Lord of heaven
and ear'th,-:-,-Hewould take the form and habit of a sinner.
The Apostle says: God 'sent his Son in the disguise and
likeness of a sinful 1nan (Rom. viii. 3). -He could not
take sin, because that could not have place· in Him, but
He took' the brand and mark of a sinner, since -He chose
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to·be ,circumcised as a sinner, baptised among sinners
and publicans as though He were one of them, and made
less account of than Barabbas, and judged for worse
.andmore.unworthy of life than he.
Finally, so
great was the desire that He had for suffering affronts,
.scorn and reproaches for love of us, that He thought that
hour long a-coming, in which, inebriated with love, ,He
was to be stripped naked like another Noah, exposed to
the scorn of men. I have a baptism whe'rewith to be
baptised, a baptism of blood, and how I long for it to be
carrie.dintoeffectl With desire I have desired· that this
hour should come for eating this passover with you (Luke
xii. S0: xxii. IS),. this hour in which there shall be seen
nothing but marks otscorn and reproaches never witnessed
,before, buffets. and slaps on the face given as to a slave,
Bis face spat upon as though ,He were a blasphemer, His
person dad in a white garment like a fool, and in a purple
robe like: a mock-king, apdabove all, the scourges, a punishment for robbers and fe.lons; and. the torment· of the
Cross in company with thieves, which at that time was the
most shameful and ignominious style of death that there
was in the world. This is what. with great desire Christ
.our Redeemer was desiring. I 'was·exp,ectingreproaches
and affronts} says the prophet in His name (Ps. 68), as
a man expects a thing very agreeable and much to· pis
liking, for of such things is expectation and hope,as fear
.is of things.sad· and painful. And the prophet Jeremy
says :He shall be glutted with reproaches (Lam. iii. 30).
'1~hereHe was, desiring that hou.r to he glutted with
reproac1;J.es, marks of scorn and insult, as though it were
a thing He greatly hungered after, and was very much
to.His liking and quite to His taste,--for love of us.
. . ~.N ow since the Son of G-addesired with so great desire
these marks of contempt and insult,. and took them so
willingly and eagerly for our Jove, though'· He deserved
them nQt, it will be no great thing for us, worthy as we
are of all contempt and disdain, . to desire£or His lov.e to
be h~lq at le.ast for. what \ve are, and to rejoice in
receiving the. ignominious_and contemptuous treatment
that we deserve, as did the Apostle St. Paul, when he
said : Wherefore I rejoice in my infir1nities, in injuries,
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affrQnts,privations,. persecutions and· distresses jOt Chris.t
(2, Cor~ xii. 10). . And writing to lhePhilippiansj speaking
of··his .imprisonment, he ~asks"'them toshare·.the··joy that
he felt_,at $eeing himself thus put' in' chains forChtist
(PhiI.i~7J" . :He{elt suchrahundance .ufjoy 'in theperse~
cutions and :hardshipsthat he's1.Hlered, tha-the wished
to' share that joy with· his,: companions, and so he' invited
them, to .be partakers' of his joy. This' is the milk, tha.t the
holy 'Apostlessuaked· at the ·breasts of elirist. And' so
we·read':ot them that they .' went· glad, and. rejoicing '. when
they took'them in fetters. before' .presidents 'and synagogues, and reckoned it a great consolation -and favour
of God fo he found worthy to suffer affronhs and, injuries
for. the name. o:fChrist ·(Acts 'v.. 41"). ]11- this the S~ints:'
,vpo came (;lJter,'tnem' imitated them, as did St, Ignatius
[of Antioeh]., who when they 'w,~retaking him to"martyr....'
<lorn at .Romer with '. mahy insults and ~in}t1ries:" ·went;with:
great joy, ;and ,said ': ". Now' I begin.to be a disciple of
Christ."
'."."
,This is . what'~our Father wished· us to 'imitatei' and,
charged us therewith'. in words of great e;fl1phasis and
weight. . HThey .who entcr and live 1 irrthe·SocietY;'l.he'
says" ~':mt1st take" notice'and'; reflect before. ou;r'Creator
and ,Lord. to\:vhat· acleg'ree it' aids and advances'spiritual
life 'tn abhQr entirely 'and ,. n0t' in part alt that, the'worltl,
loves and embraces, and to take up with all the strength:
that we can command whatever Christ our Lord has loved
and embraced. And as \\rorldly men, who follow the
\vorld, love and seek. 'Yith .,greflt ~iJ~g~nce' honours, fame,
and the reputation of a great 'name on earth, as the world
teachc's them~' sO" those who~' walk' inspirit and" follow·
Christ"bur'Lord ',' in:"'eaniest,;,]ove :and .... desire intensely'"
eV,erything to: the. contJ;"~ry",that, i~tos,ay, to:. 'be cl~dt. in,
,the same dress and livery as their' Lord for His divine
lov'el art(Jreve-rence;/·inso:muth.· that, 'when there~ is' ho
offence" of His ;Divine·: l\1ajes'ty,:' not :any sih: imputable. to
their: neighbour;: :they' would desire to. suffer' 'injuries, 'false
witnesses' 'and insults; and' to :be·'helttandaccount<~dcfoQls,·
,vith6ut' themselves 'g'ivingany:occasion fat· the" same;: out·
6f ,d~sire to· look like :and: imihitein· some, sort Jesus ·Cht1st.
out';Creatdr' and Lord;'''' In [this' rule' there 'is summed:
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up all that we can possibly say on humility. ' This it is
to have left and abhorred in good earn~the world and
that which is the subtlest thing in itffO wit, the craving
aned desire to he highly regarded and well thought of.
This it is to be dead to the world and true Religious; for
a. s those in the WOrl.d ·desire honour and re.putation, .and
rejoice therein, so we should desire disgrace and marks
of contempt, and rejoice therein. This it is to be of the
Company of Jesus and Companions of Jesus, that we
should keep Him company, not only in name, but in His
slights and insults, and be clad in His livery, being out~
raged and despised by the world with Him and for Him,
and be glad and rejoice therein for I-lis love. Thou, 0
Lord, wert publicly proclaimed a wicked man and set
between two thieves as a malefactor; allow not me to' be
proclaimed a good man, for it is not reasonable that the
servant should be held in more honour than his Lord,
and the disciple than the ·Master. Since, 0 Lord, they
persecuted Thee and despised Thee, let them persecute
me, despise me, insult me, that so I may imitate Thee,
and show· myself '[hy disciple and companion. Father
Francis X,avier used to say that he took it for an un~
worthy thing, for a man who ought ever to bear in mind
the insults they offered to Christ our Lord, to take
pleasure in· any honour and veneration that men· paid to
him.

l

CHAPTER XVI

That· the. perfection of hu,m,ility and other virtues lies
in doing the acts thereof with delight and pleasure,
and how important this is for perse'verance in vi1'tue
It is the common doctrine of philosophers that the per~
fection of a virtue lies in doing the acts thereof with
delight and pleasure. 1'reating of the signs whereby it
may be known whether anyone has gained a habit of any
virtue, they say it is when he does the acts of that virtue
,vith readiness, facility and delight. He who has acquired
the habit of any art or science, does the acts thereof with
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the greatest readiness and facility. Thus we see that he
who' is a musician, having acquired by this time the habit
of music, plays a stringed instrument with thegJ;"eatest
facility and 'readiness, and need ,'not prepare it before~
hand, nor bethinking 0f,vhat he is doing, so that he
plays right well ,vhite thinking of something else.
the same way does he the acts of a virtue, who has
acquired the habit of that virtue. Thus if you wish to
See whether you have acquired the virtue of humility, see
first whether you do the acts of that virtue with readiness
and facility: 'for jf you feel repugnance and difficulty in
the occasions that offer, it is a si n that ou have not
gaine t 'e VIrtue per ectly.
n jf t<;> meet these occasions well you needan~icipations and' considerations, you
are '''ell on the road to gain the' perfection of 't hat virtue,
but it must be said that this is a sIgn that ~s yet y~u
have not gain~d it. 'You are like a man who, to 'playa
stringed instrument," must needs go thinking where he is
to put, this, finger and where that, and remembering the
rules that have been" given him. He is, well on the way
to learn how, to play, but it is' a sign that he has not yet
acquired the habit of music, for he who has acquired that
habit has no need to think of anything of that sort to
play well. So Aristotle says in 'his philosophy:, " He
\vho has perfectly 'acquired the habit of any art, finds it
so easy to do the acts thereof, that he has no need to.' set
himself thinking or deliberating how' to do them, t6, do
them 'well."
A rsperfecta non delibe'Yat. This' moves
philosophers to say that it is in sudden and inrleliberate
acts that a m'an's virtue is known. Virtue is not known
b acts 'that are done with a deal of stud, but h acts
that are one off and.
Philosophers have yet more to say. Plutarch gives
two signs to show when ,one has quite acquired a virtue.
Otie of these signs is by the ,man '8 dreams:' so writes a
great philosopher named, Zen.o. If when you are asleep
and dreaming you have no bad movements, no unseemly
imaginations, or if when they come you take' :no satisfaction in them, but rather are 'annoyed, and resist as
though, you weteawake the temptation and pleasure' that
comes in sleep, it is a sign that virtue has taken root in
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y()ur SQul" not only the \vilLbeing su.bject to reason, but
evep, the sensiblG appetite and imagination. ' Thus when
9arriage-horses. are wellbtoken in, even though:' the
driver. slackens the: reins and goes to sleep, still the horses
keep,~h~ right road: in lik~ manner, says this philosopher,
those who have a perfect habit of virtue, and have tamed
~nd subjected all their animal tendencies and instincts,'
go the right way, even ~'hen asleep.
St. Augustine,
also teachec;; this doctrine~ Sbmeservants of God have
such a love and· affection for ,virtue. and the observance
of the commandments of God,and such an abhorrence
of vice" '. and ar~ so \\lell formed and accustomed to resist
temptations in their waking- hours, that they resist them
even in, dreams.. We read of .Father ·Francis. Xavier in
his Life, that, in a temptation or illusion whichcam;e upon:
him sleeping he resisted with' suchan effort that by the
effort he threw., up. three or four mouthfuls of _blood. In
this, _way some explain that saying of St. Paul: Wak-lng
oYsleeping,we still live with him (I Thess. v. IO)': in this
sense, that not only, living or dying ;\ve still live with
Christ,. which is the common interpretation; but -that the
ferv~nt servants of God must ever live with Christ, not
only \vhen they are a\\Take, but also when they are asleep
and -dreaming.
,
Philosophers, go further, and say that the third con~
clition or mark whereby it is known when a man,has
perfectly £;lcquired and, g-ained a virtue, is when he ·does
the acts thereof dele'ctabilite'r', with delight and satisfac~
tiona This' is.·the chIef, SIgn, and in it consists the per.fection of. the virtue. If then you. wish to see:whether
you. have gained the perfection of the virtue of' humility,c
examine yourself by the rule that we gave in the, last
chapter: see 'whether you rejoice as muoh in affronts 'and
insults as\vorldly people in :marks of honour and:·esteem.'
Be$i<ies th~ .fact.cof this .disposition 'beiflg, necessary for
the attainment of the perfectioh of any virtue,. there isir~
it c'another, very substantial advantage, that-it has~an.
important bearing. on the durability and: per1l1anence of
the virtue. So long- as we do not ,attain to doing-virtuous
£!~d9ns·with satisfaction and cb~.etfulness"it,will'·be;a!
very difficult thing to persevere in virtue. St.· Dototheu$
i
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that this was the common teaching of the ancient
Fathers: they took it for a well-established. and' certain
fact, that he cannot go on long who does not do things
gladly and cheerfully.
It may well be . that for some
limited time, you may keep silence, and conduct yourself
with modesty and recollection; but till such behaviour'
proceeds from the innermost" heart, and becomes to you,
as we may say, connatural by good habituation, so that
you do the thing with pleasure aQd satisfa<;tion,you will
not cariry, on long in what will. be an artificial, and violent
course: it is a thing that we may see with our own eyes
that nothing violent is lasting" nihil violentum' perpetuu.m.
It, is, therefore very important for us to exercise ourselves
in acts of virtue until the virtue is drunk in and deeply
rooted in the heart, and looks like a thing of one's own
and, as they say, 'comes natural' to us, ,and so we
b~gin ,to do the works of the virtue, cheerfully as having
a taste for them : so we shall be able to get some warrant
and security for our perseverance therein. This is what
the Prophet says: Bless.ed is .the man whose whole con..;
tent and joy, and delight. ,is in the law of the Lord, and
such are hispleasur.es and diversions, for, he shall bear
fruit of good works, like at1'ee planted by the running
waters (Ps. I).

CHAPTER XVII

.4 further explanation of the perfection that'mustbe
secured to mount to this second degree of humility
~ a d d sanother point to what has been
sala, and says that as the proud ~o much l,ove honour and
reputation that, to be more, honoured and, esteemed 'by
J1len" '. they often pretend. and imply their possession, of
~dvantages which really they have not, as higher nobilit~,
ampler fortune, better abilities and parts than what, IS
actually theirs, ,so· it is, a very high humility th~t car'ries
.a man to such a desire of being despised and made h6ugh~
of, as at times, for that purpose, to pretend and suggest
his, having, defects which he has not, that' so he may be
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made less 'account of. We have an example of this, he
says, in that .Father~on, who hearing that the
Governor of the~ce was coming to pay him a visit,
as being' a famous man 'and a Saint, took in his hand a
piece . ~f bre'ad and cheese, and sitting at the door of his
cell began to eat it· after the fashion of one who was out
6f his wits~ 'The Governor, seeing this, despised him,
at which' he was much pleased, as having gained the
very thing he ·wanted. \Ve read the like examples of
other, Saints, ,as c:f~ when he set himself to
knead mud wIth hIS feet, to escape the honour and reception ,vhich they were preparing for him; and of Brother
J,iIrtiper, when he took to swinging with the boys' {brthe
same reason. '
These Saints had before their eyes the fact that the
world despised the Son of God, the Sovereign and
Infinite' Goodness. Seeing the world to be so lying and
so false, so deluded as not to recognise such a clear light
as' was the Son of God, and honour what was most truly
honourable, .they conceive such a hatred and abhorrence
'~he' world, .and its good' opinion, that they' reject
what it' approves, and abhor and despise what it values
and loves.
So they are very dareful to shun heing
valued and esteen1ed by a power that has despised its
God and Lord, and t,ake their being despised by
the world in His' company and for His sake for a
great mark of their being loved by Christ. That is why
the Saints had such a taste for the reproaches, affronts
and insults of the world, and made such efforts to earn
this contempt. It is true, says St. John Climacus, that
many of these things \vere done by a particular inspir,ation of the Spirit of God, and so are rather for our
admiration than for our imitation; nevertheless, though
we do not come to put. in practice those holy follies of the
Saints, we should ain1 at imitating them' in the great love
and desire they,. had of being despised and made small
account of.
.
. St. Diadochus goes on to say that t4ere are two sorts
o ~ e 'first . is that of middle-class souls, who
continue making progress, while they are at the~ sam~
time under stress, assailed by thoughts of pride and evil
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impulses, though by the grace of God they contrlVe 'to
resist them and cast them off in humility and shame'.
The other humility is that of the perfect: it is when:, the
Lord impart.s to a' soul such light and, knowledge 6f herself that p'ride seems no ·longei'within the range of possibility, nor do any stirrings ofprideandself"'eUltion seem
any longerpossible~The' soul then seems to have
humility for' pattof her very natilre : tunc anima velut
naturalem habet humilitatein.
Though," God works
great things by her, she is none the more elated on that
score, not thinks anymore of herself, but rather holds
herself for the least of all. This is the difference, he
'says, between these two 'sorts of humility; that the former
commonly- is attended 'with pain and a certain sadne'ss
and 'affiiction,-'-justwhat happens in. fact in people who
have not gained a perfect victory over themselves, but
still feel' a certain inte'rior repugnance, which causes •in
them pain' and distress,' when any occasion befalls them
of being humbled and :'put down : hence: itcorri·es 'to'· pass
that, though they, bear it with patience, the'y do not bear
it with· cheerfulness, '"there' still remaining in them some
element ,of repugnance, 'because they have not gone all
the way', in the' overcoining of' their" passions.
But the second humility 'is' not hi any' way pained -or
troubled; rather it is withmuchcheerfulne'ss' that the
~hutnble' man 'of this stamp stands in confusion and shame
before the' Lord,casting himself'down and contemning
himself,. having nothing now about him to offer resistance, since he has overcome and subjected' the contrary
passions and 'vices and' 'gained a perfect victory over
himself. Hence also it is, says the Saint, that they who
have only the first humility 'are troubled "and put out at
the adversities and prosperities and various happenings
of this life;but·with them that have the second humility,
neither adversity troubles them) nor does' prosperity elate
them, orcans.e in, them any sel£"-conceit or :vain complacency.They remain ever in one frame of nlirid,and
enjoy great peace and tranquillity,- as men who •have
'gaine.d per.fection ahdare superior to all these viCissitudes.
There is' nothing that can trouble or give pain to' a 'man
who desires to' be made little of and rejoices therein.
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What might give him some pain, namely, to be forgotten and undervalued, is the very thing that he desires
and makes for his liking and contentment: what then
can disturb him ' or: give him pain? If that in which men
think to be able .tomake war on him he finds to be
ground' of much peace, who shall be able to rob him of
his peace? So, says St. Chrysostom, such a one has
found a paradise and a heaven upon earth.
Who is
better off than the' man' who finds himself in this state?
He is anchored for ever in port;' free from every squall
of wind, and enjoying the calm serenity of his own
thoughts.
This then is the' perfection of humility that we must
strive to attain. And let it ·not bem.aCe out to be for us an
impossibility, sinc'e by the grace of God', as St. Augustine
says, we can imitate, if we will, not only the Saints, but
even the Lord of Saints, since that same Lord' Himself
says that we are to learn of Him.. Learn iO!1ne, because
I am nteek and hunzble of heart {Matt. xi. 29). And the
Apostle St. Peter s~ys' that, He gave us an example for us
to imitate.. Christ suffered for us, leaving us an example
to follow in his footsteps (I Pet. ii. 21). St. Jerome on
those words of C'hrist, If thou wilt be perfect (Matt. xix..
21), says that from these words it may be clearly argued
that perfection is in our power, since Christ says, If thou
wilt. If thou sayest, I have not the strength, God
knoweth well our weakness (Prov. xxiv. 12); yet nevertheless He says, If thou wilt: because He stands by to
help us, and. \vith His help we can do all things. Jacob
sa\v a ladder, says the Saint, that reached from earth to
heaven, and by it angels went up and down, and at the
end of the ladder, at the top of all, was seated the
Almighty, to give a hand to those moving up, and by
His presence to animate us to the labour of the ascent.
Do you then make it your endeavour to mount by this
ladder and' by these steps that we have said: He will give
.you a hand to reach as faras the top step. To a traveller
looking from a distance at a gateway on a height, it seems
impossible to get up there, but when he comes near, and
·sees the path well trodden, it becomes to him quite easy.

t~HAPtliR'X\lIlI

of SOntemeans'-to gtl·in this'seco'ful ae§'ree of. humility,
q,nd particularly the . exatnple()f Christ our:' Lord'
Two manners ..of
if) . moral, virtues.

m~ans.are.commonlygiven

One :is b. reasons. and

for acguir""

consider.ation~

apt to'conVInCe an anJmate' US. thereto: ,the. other: is: by
exercise of the"actsof that virtue; as habits are acquired
by ; acts~ Beginning, with the former kind of'. means, .one
of the chiefest and 'most efficacious considerations that we
can:make:use •. Qf· to .help ;us to· become very. humble,-.or
rather the chiefestand most efficacious of all,-is the
example of· Christ our .Redeemer and Master : we have
already said something of it, but there. always remains
more. to' say., The whole life of Christ was a.'most perfect
pattern, of humility, .from: His birth to the morrient when
He expired upon the Cross. . St~0~~tin~ gwells .particularly on· the example .He gave~.wasmng the .feet
of His disciples (John xiii.) on' the Thutsdayof the Supper;
when 'He was now .nearing His Passion and Death.
Christ our Redeemer,says; St. Augustine, was notcort...
. tent .with .the. examples of His whole .past life, nor with
those He was shortly to give. in His. Passion, now so near,
w·here·.He was to appeat,as Isaiah says, the last of men
'(Isai.liii.3h and as the,royal prophet David says, the
reproach: of men and theou;tcast.ofthepeople (PS.2I) ';
but .knowing that the hour Was now . come ,in which he
'was :to depart' from :thi's world and go to the F athe1', he
would,; show. attke end· of his lite ,the great love .that he
'bore .to his .own. . Accordirigl¥ He rose from, the table;
laid ·asideHis· garment 1· girt· Himself with .' a towel; poured
water into' a basin, 'and threw. Himself down at' the feet
ofHisdisciples,':eventhose. of Judas; a:ndbeganto,wash
theniwith those Divine 'hands, ,and wipe them with the
tow~l wherewith He :was girded~,' 0
great ,mystery:!
,'Vhat is'; it, . Lord, that" Thou doest? Lord, do~t Thou
w,ash my, feet? The·L,ordanswered St.. Peter: .'.What,J
do thouknowest notn().w.~·bttt thou shalt know·her.eafteh
773
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He resumed His seat at table, and declared the mystery
in right good earnest. Ye call me Master and Lord, and
ye say well, for so I am: if then I have washed your feet,
your Master and Lord, ye"also 'ought to wash one
another' s~ feet: for I have given you an example ,that as
I have done, ye also should do. This is the mystery, that
you'should learn to humble yourself as 1 have humbled
mys~lf.
So great on the one hand is the importance, of
this virtue of humility, and on the other hand so great the
difficulty there is in it, that He was not satisfied with the
many examples He had given and now was on the point
of giving us~ He knew well our weakness, He had felt
well the pulse of our heart, .He quite understood the
peccant humour of our disease; therefore He insisted so
strongly on this . particular, and left it among 'His last
directions by His last will and testament, the more to
impress it on our hearts.
On those words of' Christ, Learn of me, because I am.
1neek and humble of. heart (Matt. xi.. 29), .~. i\-uK.uu~stltinn~~
exclaims: ," 0 'wholesome doctrine !OMaster "aU01..'Ord
of men, men on whom death came in by pride! What is
it,· ,0. Lord, that Thou wishest us. to learn of Thee?
'That I am meek and humble of heart. This it :is that
thou hast to learn of. M'e. ' Are then all the. treasures of
the wisdom· and kno\vledge of the Father summed· up in
this? Is it for this that those treasures are hidden away
in. Thee, that Thou shouldst tell us; as a great thing to
come to learn of Thee that Thou art meek and humble of
heart? Is it. such a great thing to .make oneself a little
one, that none could ever have learnt the lesson, hadst
not Thou, great as Thou art, made Thyself a little one?"
Yes, .says St. Augustine, so· great and difficult a thing it
is to humble oneself and make little of oneself,. that had
not even God humbled·Himself and made litdeof Himself, men could never have. succeeded in humbling them..
selves;, for there is nothing so engrained in men.' sinner..
most hearts and nature as this desire· to be honoured and
highly thought of; and thus all .this' was· necessary to
make men humble. Such a medicine did the infirmity.of
our pride require;. such a wound, such a remedy. "If
this medicine of God having made Himself . man, and
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Himself so much for us, does pot cure our pride,
L }(1)ow not," says St. August,ip~, "what can ,cure it."
If the" sight of the Lord ,of Majesty so' aba~,e.d 'a,nd
h llrnbl<Xl, is p.ot' enough to make usash~med of<iesidngtQ
b~hon~ure4 'and thought highly of, and make Us count
it ~,gai~' t~ qe despised and brought' 10~ as He, w~s~ , I
kpQw." not what can be enough.
And ,so the ~bbpt
Guerric, ~truck with admiration, and profound, convictioQ
Qf,sogrtiat an example' o£hurnility, cries out a.nd

S;lyS

that it is reasonable' that -we should form and arrive thence
.a(this .resqlution:' " T'ho'u,.hast conqu~r~d~O Lord~T40u
ha'st :conquet>ed rPy pride; Thq~ pas,t boun9; ,m~ han9 (lnd
~oot by Thy' ex'all1pl~ : 1 surr~nder and ;give mYf?elfOv~r
to, be Thy 'bondslave fpr ever." ,
"'!
' ., '
'.rher~" is also an'other, mariv~l1ous tholIght '. ~o tbis, e~ect
proposed by the glorious~; ,He say~, th,e SOQof
(iodsaw ,that· noble creatures, high-hprnand capap}e of
beatitude, wh9rn G.od had cr:eat~d, were los~, by! ·seeking
to oe like ,to Hirp. , God created the angels, al1d. at once
~l;lcifer so;ught to be like..uQto God. , I .~,ill a~ren(l intq
.he.aven, lwill.exalt myth'Yo~e ,abov'~. the stars .of God, J
wiu sit on tlte' mountain' 91 testimgny on the side of the.
n.orth, I will mount above the clouds, I will be like the
Most High (Isai. xiv. 13, 14), and he carried others with
him. ,Thereupon God cast them into hell, and from angels
they became devils. But thou. hast been hurled down into
hell, into tlhe lowest depth of the pit (ver. IS). God
crea~e9man,.and" thereupon the devil inf~<;t~d~im .with hi$
leprosy and hi~ venom.
shall, be fls gods,. knowing
good and 'evil (Gen. iii. S). ~rhey were smitten with a
lQpging de&ire at v.rhat1l:e ~aid, that theY$hQuld,:,l?e like
God : they broke His commandrnent,apd became ,1ik~ to
~the.qeviL The prophet: Eliseu$ said, to" ~is sepvaQt
Giezzi: Thou ha,st tak~n Jhe 'riches ()f Naaman,.,.fhe
l~pro_sy, of Naaman sh(Hlcling tf) thee, . and .to (lil ~hy
pOrsterity for ,e;,per (4 ~ings ~v. 2,6, :?7).,Stlch wa$ .Ggfl'>$
s~nterilce l:lPOA man, that as, he wi11e<i to have the riGhes pf
Lucifer", which 'wa$the guilt of .pisprid.e" th~ leprosy
alsQ should infect him", which' w,astpe' punish1l1~nt of that
sin. Here then y<;:ni see how man also was lost a.nd, made
like tile devil, hecause he wished to b~ like, God. What
<
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will it be well for the Son of God to do, seeing His Eternal
Father jealous and standing to arms for His honour?
I· see, He says, that my. Father is losing His cr~atures on
my account: the angels sought to be as I am, and were
lost: man also sought to be as I am, and was lost : they
all bore envy to me, and sought to be as I am. Now
observe: I will come in such a form, says the Son of God,
that henceforth whoever shall seek to be as I am shall
not be lost, but saved. F or this the Son of God can1e
down from' heaven and became man. 0 blessed,exalted
and '. glorified be such goodness and mercy, whereby Goa
fell in with the great desire that we have to be like to
Him, and now by no lying and falsehood, as the devil
spoke, but in truth, and by no pride and wickedness, but
'with great humility and holiness, we may be like unto
God. On those words, Unto us a child is born (Isai.
ix. 6), the same Saint says: " Since God, great as He
is,· has become a little child for our sake, let us endeavour
to humble ourselves and make ourselves little children,
that it may not· be without profit to us that God has
become a little child: for if you do not beco.me as this
child, you shall not enter into the kingdonl of heaven. "

CHAP'fER XIX

Of som~ hu~an reasons and considerations that we
have at hand to help· us to be humble
From the outset of this treatise ,ve have been alleging
many. reasons and considerations to aid and encourage uS
to this virtue of· humiljty, saying how it is' the root and
foundation of all virtues; the short cut to gain them all;
the means to--prese-rvethem; -fha1--IrWe-hokrtli~we
,hold them all; and other things to the like effect.· But
that we may not seem to wish to carry eyerything by the
'way of the: spirit, it will be \\Tell to enumerate' some human
reasons .and . considerations, more connatural and. pro~
portioned to .our weakness, that being thus convinced,
hot· only' by the. way of the spirit and perfection, but also
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even,by natural reason, .\ve may animate and dispose our;:'
'selves more thoroughly to despise the honour and esteem
,of the .world" and take the road of humility. For a purpose so difficult as this we need every induce,ment we.can
get, and so it is well to avail ourselves of all. Be this
theft the first point~ to set ourselves to; consider and
'examine·very leisurely and attentively what manner .of
t~hing; is this opinion and esteem of men,which makes so
much -war upQn us, and gives ·us such matter of.thought.
Let us look at bulk and weight together, that so we ma:y
:fix upon what it is, and encourage ourselves to despise
.it,;and ~not be deluded by. it as we are deluded.
Sen'ecasays very well that ,there are many things which
we reckon great, nOt from. any greatness that they have
in Jhemselves,but because 'of our, meanness and littleness
being such that we take sman for great and little for
much. He gives the example of the .burden that ants
carry, which looks .great in. comparison of the size of
their bodies, but is in itself very smalL So it is with
the honour and esteem of men. Otherwise, I ask you.: .
are you any better for others taking you for a person of
consequence, brWorse for their making little account of
you? Certa:inly not, St. Augustine says: "Neither is
evil' made. good for being praised and esteemed, ,nor' good
made evil for, being- despised and found fault with. Think
of .Augustine what you please: what, I'wish and care 'for
is ,that Iny,conscience may not' accuse me before God."
That it is that ma.tters;' the rest is vanity, since it neither
takes' away from you nor brings you in anything. . So
that holy man (A Kempis) says: "What better is any
man for another man prai.sing' him? What each one is
in the eyes of God; such he is and no' more, says the
humQle St. Francis,' '-or rather; the Apostle St. Paul :
It is nat lj,e that comn~e'nds and praises 'himself that, is

app10'lJed, jor good, 'but· he whorn God commends" arid
praises (~Cor. x. 18)•
.~.At.ig:~tWe ..-makes a good comparison . to this pur~
pose:-- '~ride and the esteem of the world IS not ,great:ness, but wind and swelling ; ,and as when a thing is
swollen out it appear$ great and is .not, so the proud,
"\vho 'are regarded and· ,esteemeoof ,.men, 'appear' great,.
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but are not, since that. is no real greatness, but a swelling." There are convalescents or invalids who. appear
stout .and in good condition, but theirs is .no healthy fat,
only infirmhy and swelling. Such, says St.. Augustine,
is the applause and esteem of the. world: it may bloat
YQu out, but it canns>t make. you great. If then this is
the case, as indeed it is, that the. opinion and esteem of
men is, not greatness, but a swelling ,and ,infirmity, .,why
do \ve go about like chameleons, open-mouthed, gulping
down \vind, thereby to make. ourselves swoll~n out and
infirm? It is better for a man to be \vell, thpug:h he
looks ill, than to be ill and appear welL So alsQ it is
better to be a good man, though accounted no good,than
to be no gqod and accounted good. For what will it
propt you, to be accounted virtuous. and spiritual, .if you
are not so? Let her 'lvorks ptaise her in the gates (Prov.
xxxi. 31). On these words S1. Jerome says: "It is not
the vain praises of men, but your own good works, that
have to praise you and avail you when you appear at the
judgment-seat of God .. "
St, Gregory relates that there was in a monastery in
leonia, a monk of \vhomall had / a great opinion as a
Saint, especially for being very abstemious an~l penitential.
When the hour of his ,death apprQached, he called. all
the rponks: they came readily, expecting to hear. of him
something. of edification. But he, trembling and it} great
distress of mind, vVCl,S fain by an inward impulse to tell
them his state. So he declared to. them. that he was
damned for having been a hypocrite all his life; and when
they thought he \vas fasting and doing great abstinence,
all the while. he .was eating on the sly without anyone
seeing hinl. And for that, he saia, I am now given
over. to a fearful dragon, who with his tail holds my ,feet
fast tied, and is now putting hish~ad into my mouth to
draw out my soul, and carry it off with him for ever.
And so saying he expired, to the great teriror .of ~ll.
What did!t profit this wretch to have been t~ken for a
Saint?
.' .
. "
St. Athanasius compares proud men seeking. honours
to children running after butterflies.. 'Other~ comp3;re
them -to spiders, WI,IO disembowel themselves spinning
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their webs to catch flies, according to Isaiah: They hp,ve
spun spiders' webs (lix. 5). So the proud man fetches
up his inside,~.s tbey s,ay, to gain alittle human praise.
We read of Father Francis Xavier that he ,felt and
ahyays ,'showed a, particular hatred and abhorrence of this
opinion and esteem of thew9rl~:.he said ',it was the
ca\1se of ,great evils and a hindrance to ,much gOQd. So
h~ was, heard to, say sometimes, with great emotiol] and
groanillg,: " 0 opinion aq<1. esteem of men, what evils
ha~tthou'done, art doing" and wilt do!"

CHAPTER XX

Of some other human co:nsideratiOl1;S to help ,to, rna,ke
us humble
St.. Chrysostqro upon those ,vords or' St~ :raul: N o(to
higlJ,-minded rather than right;.minded f . but to be, ;tninded
unto sobe1mindedness (Rom.. xii,3), prove~yery,sy~te
ma~i<;ally thqt the proud, and, arrogant •• m:;tn is not' only
~n ~vil and sinful, man, but ,stark I11ad., lIe quot~s ,to
that effect Isaiah (X,:xxii. 6): T.he, fool shqll utter foolish
things; and from the foolish things that he ,utters you
may underst~nd he is a fool. . ,S~e then. t1}e: ~ol1ies that
the, prou9 and. arrogant man gives v~nt to" and you w~l1
see that he is a fool. V\fhat is it. that. ,the first proud
creature ,said, .that ,\ras ,Lucifer? [willascend into
heaven, r will exalt.mythroneabove the stars of God, 1
will ,sit on the mountain of testimony on the ~ide of the
n()rth, I will rn o~nt abovethe height· of the clouds,.· [will
be like .the Most High (Isai. xiv. 13, J4). Wa~ there
.ever such madne~s ?
And" in ,.the 'tenth, chapter the
prophet quotes otherwon:Js, still 'mqre., arrqgaqt and
b~

iQsan~~ .0'£ Asur,K~ng

of the Assy;r,ians, ,whQ' boa:;ted Jhat

his powerful. hand had overcome and subjected ~all· t.he
kings. of~he earth. My hand hath found 'as it :vere, a
nest,. th;e strength of peoples ; and as eggs are gathered
that {j1'~ deserted, so have 1 gaf.hered in the whole elJ,rth,
and ther~ was none to mo've a wing and. op.en hi.s mouth
and utter. a .cry (Isai.~. 14). "qoul;d madness further
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go?"'asks St. Chrysostom. And he quotes m~ny other
words of proud men, plain evidences of their madness.
Hearingthern, you could not tell whether 'they were
merely the words of a proud man, or of a man who was
li:terally mad, so mad and extravagant' are they. And
we see that as madmen move us to laughter· by the insane things they say and do, so also the proud afford
'matter :()f laughter and conversation by, the arrogant
language" they use, redounding to their own praise, by
the authoritative' demeanour that they assume, the notice
that they claim for themselves and their doings, and the
high notion they have of them. St. Chrysostom adds
that the folly of the proud is .worse, and worthy of greater
blame and ignominy than that of the born idiot, since in
the latter case there is no fault or sin, but in theirs there
is. Hence follows another difference between those two
kinds of madness, that born idiots inspire compassion,
and, move all beholders to grief and commiseration for
their affliction; but thernadness of the proud inspires· no
compassiofl nor pity, but laughter and scorn.
Thus the proud-are mad, and so we treat them as
such; As we faU in with what a madman says to keep
the ·peace with ,hinl, though' in fact the thing is not so,
and you do not think it ,is so, but you have no mind to
6on;tradict' the· man, because he is mad: that is the way
we behave with the proud. This humour of pride has
such a reign in the world at this day, that one can
'scarcely converse with men without flattering them and
saying of the'm what really is, not the case, nor do you
take it to be: so;, because the person you' are 'speaking
with has such a passionJorbeingtold that his doings
give satisfaction and are well thought of, that to satisfy
"hiin 'and" gain, his goodwill you :find no' better expedient than tt> praise hi111.' This is one of the vanities and
follies that the Wise l\1an says he saw in the' world, the
'wicked being praised for ,being in high 'plac·es as· if they
were good.' I, saw the burials of the wicked, who in life
'were in the holy place', and were pra.isedas though they
were' g()~d; bitt. that too, was vanity (Eccles. viii. 10).
Many a time,' they praised you for what youha.d done
} badly; and for that which even to them appeared badly
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done; and the joke of the thing is that to 'others they
had already told the truth and spoken' their teal minds,
'but to' you, as the, price .bfgiving you satisfaction;; sometimes they stickle' not,' at telling a downright lie; at 'other
times they seek circumlocutions andrQ1l1ndabout expressions, short of lying, to be able to speak well of what
they take to be a bad performance~ That is, they treat
you asa madman, and fall in with what you want said.
The person you are' speaking to understands; that this'is
your humour, and that you delight in being dealt with
in this manner. And the tit-bit of the entertainment is,
after you have preached, or done' something of that sort,
.:to tell you that ' you came out very well, that everybody
'wasmuch pleased. They treat you thus. to keep you
~'ellsatisfied"and gain your goodwill, as perchance they
have need of you. "Vhat this' serves for, is to make' you
more ofa fool; for they praise what you have spoken
or done badly, and the.rebyset 'you more .in the way of
doing it another time.
Tpe men of to-day dare not, speak their minds, for they
know that truths, embitter ,veritas 'odium, parit.They
know that as· a man in a mad frenzy. resists medical
appliances, 'and spits at the doctor, who endeavours to
treat· his case,', so the proud man resists good advice and
correction. 'And therefore' men have' no ,mind ''to tell
another what they know he cannot stomach; for ·no· man
wishes to buy himself trouble; .rather they give him to
understand that they think well '·ofwhat they think 'a
poor performance ; and' the other is so taken up with
himself as to believe them. Hence also it will be seen
how true is what w,e ~~id in the last chapter, what great
vanity and folly it is to take account of the praises of
men) since we know that at the present day all such 'stuff is
empty compliments) deceit, flattery and, lying: so that
some hence even explain the noun cutnplimiento,cumplo
y miento~ , he .humoured and lied,' , he lied, to humour
you.'
Moreover the ,proud, says St.' 'Chrysostom, are ab'horred by al1,~by God, in the , first place, as the' Wise
Man says: Every arrogant and proud man is ',anabomi..
nation before God (Prov~. xvi. 5). And of'seven things
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that God abhors; he puts pride' in the first place (Prov.
vi. 17). And not only before God, but also before men
they are abhorred. Pride is hateful before God and men
(Reclus. x. 7). As those who have diseased livers and
bowels emit a stench that none can endure, such are the
proud (Ecclus. xL 32).
The world itself gives them
herein the fee of their pride, punishing them in that which
they were aiming at: it all turns' out to them the other
way about: they think to be regarded and esteemed by
all, and they come to be regarded as fools. They look
to be sought after by all, and just the other way about,the proud man is by all the world abhorred; abhorred
',bY hiS, bett,ers,' becau,se ,he wishes,to, equal them; abhO,rr,ed,
by his equals, because he wishes to lord it over them;
{ abhorred by his inferiors, because he makes exorbitant
, demands upon them. Hence servants speak ill' of their
master and cannot endure him, when he is proud. Where
there is pride, there shall be discredit (Prov. xi. 2). On
the contrary, t,he humble man is regarded and esteemed,
sought' and loved by all. As children are very' lovable
by theIr goodness, innocence and simplicity, so says the
glorious St. Gregory are the humble: such simplicity and
plainness of speech, such manner of acting without pre,;.
tence 'or duplicity, gains all hearts.
Humility is the
loadstone which draws hearts to itself: all seeln to wish
to cherish the humble.
To make an end of persuading us that it is folly to
desire and strive after the esteem and good opinion of
men, 5t.Bernard constructs an excellent dilemma, concludin~herit w'as' folly of the Son of God to
abase' and demean Himself so much as to choose contempt and insult, or it is great folly on our part so much
to desire the honour and esteem of men: but it was not
'folly on the part of the Son of God, nor could' it be,
though to the world it seemed so. So says St. Paul:
We preach Christ crucifled, a scandal to the Jews ,and
a folly and infatuation to the Gentiles; but to them that
are e1ected to the faith, whether from Jews or Greeks or
Gentiles, it is Christ the proof of the omnipotence and
wisdom of God (lCor. i. 23-24). To the blind and proud
heathen 'it appeared folly on the parf of Christ; but, to
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us,' who have the' light of faith, it appears sovereign
wisdom· and infinite love. . But if this is sovereignwisdom, it folIolvs that ours is folly, and we are the fools
forinaking so much account of the opinion and esteem
of tnen' and the hOhour of· the world. '

CHAPTER XXI

That a sure way to be regarded and esteemed by men
'is to . give oneself 'up 'to 'the virtue of humilitY'
If after all that we have .said you are. not yet brought
to the point. of abandoning the fumes and breaking off
the aspirations and desires of honoutand esteem,. but
say that after all good credit and reputation is' a, great
thing with men, and makes much for edification ,and
'other purposes, and that the Wise Man' advises us to
take care of it: .Have a ca1'e of a good name (Ecclus.
xli. 15) ; I say, 'Well, be it so: lam satisfied that you
should take care to preserve the good name' that you
have, and be regarded and greatly esteemed by men; but
you must 'know that you are very much out in the way
in which you desire it, even in point of attaining your
object, since in that \vay you will never attain it, but
rathetthe contrary!' The sure~ndsafeway,wher€by
without doubt you will come to be regarded and esteemed
b)' ~~n, .says ~ i s .the w~y. of virtue and
humIlIty.' Take care .to be a 'good Rehglous, the ·least
and' humblest of all, and to show y~ourse1f such ;inyour
behaviour on all occasions thatbffer, and in that way
you will be much regarded and esteemed by all. This is
the honour of the .Religious who' has left the world:
better becomes him the broom in hishand,and the poor
habit" and the lowly and humble dress, than the arms 'and
theh6rse become the knight; and on the other hand,. the
'desire to he regarded and esteemed by men· is a. great
teproachand'disgrace to him. As it would' be. a great
reproach and disgrace to leave Religion and go back.to
the world, and rightly •would. people mock; at such a one,
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because he had put· his hand to build and was not able
to finish (Luke xiv. 30), so is the desire and pretence ·of
being regarded and e.steemed hymen; for this is to go
pack to. the world in heart, since that is the choicest thing
in the world, and that it W(lS that you gave up and abandoned when you entered Religion.
Would you see clearly what a shameful and shocking
thing it is, this desire to be esteemed and honoured by
men, in anyone who professes to aim at perfection? Let
this desire come to light, so that others should get to
see what you desire, and you will see how hurt and angry
you yourself will be at the thing getting known. We
have a good example of this in the holy Gospel. The
Evangelists relate how one day the Apostles were going
with Christ our Redeemer at a little distance from Him,
where they thought He would not hear, and they fell to
disputing and contending. amongst themselves which
should be the greater and the chief (Mark ix. 32-34).
When they came to the house in Capharnaum, He asked
them: VVhat is it that you 'were talking about on the
way? The holy Gospel says that the poor men were so
upset and ashamed at seeing their ambitious pretensions
discovered, that they could not open their mouths to
answer Him. 'Then the Saviour of the world took up
the. discourse and said to them: Look, My disciples,
there in the world, among men who follow its laws, they
are held to be great who are in office and command; but
in My school it is the other way about: the greater must
become the less, and be the servant of all. If anyone
wishes to be the first, let hitn be the last of all, and the
servant of all (Mark ix. 34). In the house of God and
Religion, to be humbled and put down is to be great,
and to become the least of all is to be regarded an'd
esteemed more than all.
This is honour here in
Religion: that other that you aim· at is not honour but
dishonour, and in place of gaining regard· and esteem
you come thereby to forfeit esteem, and to be held in
least account of all, because you get the name of· a proud
man, which is the greatest come-down .that ·you can hit
upon. By nothing can you lose so much as by the notion
getting abroad that you desire and.airn at heing regarded
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and esteemed by' men, and that you stand on points' of
honour and are sensitive on those trifles.
St. JohnClimacus says well that vainglory often brings;
ignominy on its votaries, because it makes them fall into
thIngs that l~y bare their vanity and ambition, and so
they incur gteatreproach' and, confusion. The proud man
dpes not see, that' in the things that he says and does to

g·ainesteem he discovers ,the unmeasured craving· of his
pride' and disgra<;es himself where he thought to gain
St.. Bonave:nture' adds that, pride so blinds the
understanding that often the more pride a man has, the
less is he aware of it himself, and so, like a bliridman,
the proud'man sa.ys and does things that he, would nowise ·say' otd6 if he bethought himself, apart from any
inQtiveofGod or virtue,but merely for the sake of. that
same 'honouriandesteem ',that -he desires.
How often
does •it happen that a man is'resentfuland complains
because they' have taken no account of him on such and
such an .occasion, or because they have given the preference'to anot'her in such or such an appointment when he
fancies' that it ought to have fallen to him, and that they
have done him an injury thereby, and it will redound to
his~ dishonour ,and discredit and be a stigma upon him,
and that bthers will not fail to see and take Qotice of it,
and onihis:; ground he lets all the world ,know
his 'mind. Thereby,in point of fact, he is all the
more noted and discredited; being taken for a proud man
and a: man' that stands on points" of honour, which here
in Religion 'is a thing very much. disliked; whereas i(
he dissembled' his feelings on this occasion, and put himself-out of-account, and let Superiors do what they
'''QuId, he would gain much honour' and .be; greatly
esteemed therefore.
. T,hus though it. were 'not byway of the spirit, ?ut'by
the law of prudence and good sense, and even the law
of the world, -the right and sure road t6 being' regarde~,
and esteemed,'sought. after and loved by' men, i~ to 'give',
oneself iti: earnesf to the- vIrtue ··of. humility. Even- iIi)
profane JUstory it is told of Agesilaus, King of the
Lacedemonians :and a great pundit amongst them, that'being asked by 'Socrates'\vhat ,he should do tornake aU
credit~

so
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men este~m and think well of him,he. answered: ''-fu..
to be such as you, desire to appear." .Another time, in
answer to' the same questIon, he replied: " Try always
to speak well and act better." And of another
philosopher (Pindar) it is related that he had a great
friend,. who on ,every occasion spoke highly in his favour.
One day ,this friend said to him: "You are much in my'
debt,'since wherever I happen to be, I greatly praise and
extol your virtues.' , The· philosopher answered: :" I
pay you well by living.i,LA. such a manner that you do 'not
lie: Jin any ,.of, the "things you say of me."
, ,We ,do not mean hereby to ,say that we should give
ourselves to virtue to. b.e regarded and esteemed by men,
which would be great pride and perversity: w-hat we
m~an is, that if you contrive to be humble in earnest and
from. your heart, you - will 'be greatly regarded and
esteetned, although you do not seek it; rather the more
you fly from honour-and esteem, and desire to be made
s.mall account of, the more it 'will follow· you and cling
to you like a shadow.
St. Jerome, speaking of 5t.
Paula, says: " Flying from hononr and esteem, she was
honoured qnd esteemed the more, as the more one flies
from his shadow, the more it follows him: and on the
other hand, if you try to catch your shado'w, it will fly
from you, and the more you run to catch it, the more it
\\,ill fly, so thnt you cannot come up with- it : such is
honour and esteem."
Christ our Redeemer teaches- us this method in the
Gospel, where, Reshows us how to obtain the most
honourable places and seats· in company~ When thou
art invited to' a 71..1edding-feast, -do not take the place of
honour, lest sorneguest· m·ore honourable than thou may:
have been invited by the master; and then he that hath
invited' you both;. coming in, ?nay say to th,ee, Give this
man place;, and then -thou shalt begin with shame to take
{he, IO'l1I e.stpZace; but7.£Jhen thou art invited, go and take
the' lo7.t'est place,thatu1hen he that .hath .' invited the-e
cometh ftemay say, Friend, go up higher: then tho'u,
shalt have glory before them that sit at table (Luke xiv.
8-10). And this, is what ,the Holy Ghost had said hefore
by the mouth 'of' the 'Wisel\fan: Do not play the great'
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man in pr-esenceof the kingJnor seat thyself in the
seats of the mighty: it is better that they should say to
theeJComeuphithe.r Jthan that thou shou,ldst be humbled
b.efore the prince (Prov. xxv. 6-7). And He continues the
parable, saying : Every one that exalteth himself shall be
humbled J and· he that humbl-efh himself shall bee,xalted
(Luke xiv. II). You see how not only before God, but
also before men the humble man, who chooses the low
and 'abject position, is honoured and esteemed; and on
the other hand, tbe proud who desires' and puts in for the
first· place, and the best and most honourable posts,; is
despised and mad,e of less account. ~_:-.~ug~tpe_(A,d
fratres ,de -eremo) cries out'saying: "CYIiOly l:itiiiiI1.ity,
how unlike thou art to pride'!· Pride, my hrethren,
hurled Lucifer from heaven, but humility' brought the
Son' 'ofGbd to make Himself man. Pride cast ' Adam
out·.of paradise, but humility lifted up the good thief
·there. Pride divided. and, confounded the tongues' of .the
giants, humility gathered 'together' the divided. Pride
changed King N abuchodonosor into a beast, but humility'
made Joseph lord of ,Egypt and princ~ ,·of the people' of
Israel. Pride dro~lned Pharaoh,' but humility lifted 'up
and exalted Moses."

CHAPTER XXII

That 'humility, is the means to attain true peace 'of
s'oul, and1.ve shdJlnever arri'l'e at that without it
Learn of ~eJ because- I am meek and humble o/heartJ
and ye shall find rest to your so'jtls (Matt. x,i. 29)'
One of ~ the principal and most effic;acious motives' that
we can aIlege to encourage ours~lves to .despise the
honou,r and esteem of the world and aim at being humhle,
is. that. which Christ our .Redeemer proposes to us., . in
these wqrds. namely, that it is t.he only way to attain
inward peace and quiet of soul, a thing so desirable that
St. Paul sets' it down for one' of. the. fruits of the. aQly
Ghost. (Gal., V.22)..The fruito!,theSpirit ~s pea,ce.
Better 'to understand the peace and quiet .of soul- that the
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humble Ulan enjoys, it will
well to see the restlessness
and turmoil which the proud man carries in his heart,
since contrary is known by contrary. Holy Scripture is
full of pronouncements that the wicked enjoy no peace.
There is no peace for the wicked, saith the Lord (Isai.
xlviii. 22). Peace, peace, and there is no peace (Jerem.
vi. 14). Wreckage and unhappiness is in their ways,
and the way of peace they have not known (Ps. 13).
They do not know what manner of thing it is to have
peace; and though sometimes they have the external
appearance of peace, it is not true peace, for there within
their heart they have war, the war \vhich their own conscience is ever making on them. La, in the midst of
peace my bitterness 'was most bitter (Isai. xxxviii. 17).
The wicked ever live in bitterness of heart.
But particularly the proud carry about with them great
restlessness and turmoil. The special reason of. this we
may gather well from ~t. Au~stin1e who says that of
pride there' is born at once envy, as a egitimate daughter,
and never but in company with this evil daughter is the
evil mother. These two evil companions, he says, pride
and envy, make the devil a devil. Thereby it will be
understood what work these two evil beings will do in
man, seeing that they suffice to make the devil a devil.
On the one hand the man full of pride and of desires
of honour and esteem, sees that things do not turn
out according to his plans. On the other hand the man
full of envy, which is the daughter of -pride and her inseparable companion, when he sees others regarded and
esteemed and preferred to himself, must clearly. be full of
gall and bitterness, and great turmoil and restlessness.
Either way, there is nothing so painful to a proud man,
nothing that so much cuts him to the heart, as one or
ot.her of these things.
Holy Scripture .paints this to the. life in that proud
Aman.He was, a great favourite with King Ashuerus,
above all the princes and grandees of the kingdom: he
had abundance of, dchesand temporal goods: he was
greatly regarded and made much of. by all, so that it
looked. as thoug-h he had nothing more on earth to desire.
Yet, with all that, he .,vas so put out at one single man
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of: low. estate remaining seated at· the gates 6f 'the palace,
taking no notice of him, not· doffing his cap .nor rising,
nor moving from his place 'when he passed by, that he
reckoned nothing of all the fortune that he had in com-parison. with the pain and. trouble that. he felt at that
annoyance. So he confessed himself, complaining of .it
to his friends and. to his. wife, declaring his prosperity
and power: But. while T enjoy such, great satisfactions,
itse,ems to me that I have nothing, 'While I see that }e'W

Mardochee seated at the gates' of the palace (Esther v.
13). Hereby is seen theurirest of pride, and the waves and storms that arise in the proud man's heart. The
wicked are as a raging sea, that cannot rest (Isai. lvii.
20). As the sea in its wild fits, so is ,the heart of the
wicked and the proud. Such was the -rage that Aman
conceived in his heart on' this occasion that he thought
it a mere nothing to lay hands on this individual;' but
knowing that he was a Jew by birth, he obtained letters
patent from King Ashuerus, enacting that all the Jews
in his kingdo'm' should die. As for Mardochee, he' pre'pared in his gardena very high gal10ws to hang him
thereon. But his dream turned out quite the other way;
for the Jews executed upon their enemies the sentence
that had' been passed' on them; and Aman himself was'
fastened to the .gallows that he had made ready to hang
Mafdoc'hee.
But before that there had befallen him another sore
disappointment. It was this. One morning, when he
was p!ottinghis vengeance, he had risen early and betaken himself to the palace' to get leave' from the King
for that purppse. Now it happened that the King had
not been able to sleep that night, and. bade· them bring
and 'read to him the history and chronicle that was written
of his times.
When they came 'to the service' that

Mardochee had rendered the King, discovering to him a
treasonable plot that some of his courtiers were· hatching
against him, he asked.: "What reward and recompense
'has been given this man for this so great service and
'fidelity?'" ,They answered: " None." The King said:
" Who is there? 'Has anyone come to thepaJace?""
'they 'told him: "Aman .is here outs'ide." c, Let· him
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then come in."
Am.an came in, and he asked him:
" What will be the right thing to do to a man whom the
King desires to honour?" Aman, thinking that he must
be the man whom the King desired to honour, answered:
" The . man whom the. King desires to honour must. be
clad in the royal robes, and mounted on the King's own
horse, with the royal crown ·on his head, and one of the
chief knights of the Court must go before him, leading
the horse by the bridle, and proclaiming through the
streets: Thus shall be honoured the man whom the· King
desires to honour." The King said to him: " Go then
to that Mardochee who is at the gates of the palace, and
do all that thou hast said, and see that thou failest not
on a single point. " See the grief that this sad and proud
heart must have felt. However, he could do no les.s,
but executed all the command to the letter. One would
think that no greater mortification for him could be
imagined; and shortly after it came about that he was
hung .on the gallows he had prepared for Mardochee.
This is the pay that the world is wont to give to its own.
And see the original sore point: it was the fact of the
other not taking off his cap, or standing up when the great
man passed.
A trifle Iike this is enough to distress and disturb the
proud, and keep them in perpetual annoyance and bitterness. So we see to-day in persons of the world, and the
more, the higher their rank. These points make so many
punctures to prick and pierce their heart: there is no
stroke of a lance that they feel so much. Andsomething
of this is never \\ranting to the proud ones of the world,
however· much they enjoy favour and hold position: thus
they ever carry with them a heart of bitterness more
bitter than gall, and live in perpetual restlessness and dissatisfaction. And it will be the same here in Religion,
if .a man is proud, for he also will make a grievance of
their not reckoning so much of him as of other people,
and of their selecting So and So for such and such an
appointment, and leaving him out in the cold: these and
the like complaints will cause him as much disturbance
as their points of honour and pretensions cause in worldly
people, and haply more~
How many: have had their
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vocation imperilled by these ,things! 'How many have
been led on thereby to leave their .Order, on the' plea that
they could not live in it without being insulted, and that
they, were not well thought of nor properly appreciated
there! How many have had their salvation jeopardised
in this way! Humility is not only necessary for perfection, but oftentimes for salvation. Unless ye' become as
little' children, ,ye shall not enter into the kingdom of
heaven (1Vlatt. xviii. 3).

Oh, with how much

~eason used

Father Francis Xavier to say: "0 opinion and es'teem
of men, what ,evils hast thou done, art doing, and wilt
do I"~
Hence will be understood another' 'point of very
common experience, that though it is true that' there ,is
such a thing asa sickness· of melancholy, yet very often
a man's being melancholy and sad does not come of any
humour of melancholy, or bodily ailment, but of a humour
of pride and, spiritual infirmity. You are sad and melancholy because you are left out' in the cold, .thrust into a
cornet, and no account taken of you. You are sad and
n1elancholy, because in the situation whence you thought
to come off with honour, you came away without it.; or
rather you fancy it issued in your shame and ·confusion.
The thing did not succeed as you had wished, the sermon
did not go off, nor the disputation, nor the academical
theses as, you thought it should have done: rather you
fancy you lost your credit anrlreputation over it, and
therefore you are sad and melancholy. When you have
to. make any of these public displays, the fear of how it
is to go, and whether you are to gain honour or lose it,
makes you ·sad and, distressed. These .are the-things that
make a proud man sad and melancholy. But the humble
of heart, who has no desire of honour and reputation,
and
content ,with a low place,is 'free from all these
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and distresses, and 'enjoys profound peace;

according to those words of. Chri'stwhich that· holy 'man
(A. Kempis) took up:" If anywhere there is peace on
earth, the humble of heart possesses it. Y"Thus. 'were it
for no spidtualmotive or desire of perfection, but only
in our· own interest and the keeping of peace and quiet
in our heart, for that sole motive we. should' make it our
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endeavour to he humble: for this is to live, and the other
course is to die a living death.
·~t..~J\\lgu_stJ!!~relates to this purpose an incident in his
ownli'(e~,:ern he says the Lord gave him to understand the blindness and misery in which he then lived.
When I was very busy, he says, over a speech which I
had to deliver before the Emperor, telling his praises,
'most of \vhichhad to be false, and I was praised for 'it
by those who kne\v them to be false,-for such is the
vanity and folly of the world,-I was under a load of
care about the business, very pensive and fanciful as to
my prospects of success, quite in a fever of consuming
thoughts ;-well, it happened that passing through a
street of Milan, I saw a poor beggarman, who had had
a. meal and some drink besides, playing amusing tricks
in high glee. When I saw him, I said to my friends
"vho were there: " How pitiable are our follies! In all
our labours (as in those in which we were then taken up),
dragging uphill the load of our unhappiness, wounded
with the pricks of a thousand· greedy cravings, and
adding load to load, we were seeking and arriving at
nothing but to gain some assured joy, a thing .in
which yon poor man had the 'start of us already, and
we perchance shall never reach it."
What he had
attained by means of some small alms given him, I was
seeking with so many labours and mischances, I mean,
the joy of earthly felicity. Sooth to say, goes on St.
Augustine, that poor man was not in possession of true
joy;. but the joy that I was seeking with my ambitious
efforts was more false than his; and after all he was in
mirth, and I in sadness; he felt safe,and I was under a
thousand· fears and turmoils. Now if. anyone should ask
me which. I would rather choose, joy or sadness, I would
answer him that I would rather choose joy; and if he
asked me again "vhether I would rather be as that man
\vas or as I \vas myself, then I would rather choose to
be as I was myself, full as I was of troubles and mishaps.
And yet I should have no reason for that preference: otherwis.e, I ask, what reason had I for it? I could not
have preferred myself to that poor man on the score of
my kno\ving more than he did, because, allowing that, it
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,afforded me no satisfaction,but all that I' desired with
.my knowledge was to please men, not to teach them, but
simply to gratify them. Beyond doubt" he says, that
'man was happier than I was, not only because' he was
merry, and I a prey to cares that gnawed my entrails';
but also because he had got his sup of wine by fair
Illeans, 'while I was seeking vain glory by telling lies.

CIIAPTER XXIII

Of another manner of means more effectual for gaining
the virtue of humility, namely, 'by. practising it
We have spoken of the first sort of means' that are
usually.given for-gaining virtue, namely, 'reasons and
considerations, as well divi~ne as human. But-such is the
inclination. that we have to this vice of pride, .by reaSOn
of olir having so .rooted in our heart that desire of
divinity :shown by our first parents (Gen. iii. S)~ that all
the· considerations in the world suffice not· finally to
destroy these spirits and •fumes' of desire to be regarded
and esteemed. It seems to happen to us in' this matter
as to people who ' have 'taken a' fright: however many
. reasons you give them .to persuade them that. there is
nothing to be alarmed at, they tell you : ' I' quite see that
all that you say is true, and I should be very glad to act
J)n it ; but, for all that, I cannot bring myself to shake off
the fear.'
So some say: 'I quite see that all these
reasonings that you have given about the opinion ,and
esteem. of the world are. correct, and prove convincingly
that it is but a puff of wind and vanity, but,after all, I
cannot bring myself to disregard it; I should like to do so,
but somehow, without my wanting it, these things upset
me and carry me away.' As then, to rid a timid person of
f{'ar, '. reasonings and considerations are not eno~gh, but
along with them we are wont to give him things to do
Jor remedies, telling him to go up and tdu,ch 'these seemingghosts and bogeys, and to go at night-time to_ dark
and' lonely places to experience and See that there is
; nothing there: but mere iinagination arid apprehension ,6f
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his o'wn, and so he gradually shakes off his fear; .in like
manner, to succeed in setting at nought the opinion and
esteem of the world, the Saints tell us that reasonings
and considerations are not enough, but it· is necessary
for that end to have recourse to· deeds and practices of
humility, and that this is the chiefest and most efficacious
means that we can apply on our part to gain that virtue.
_~,.t. _B_asjl says that as sciences and arts are acquired by
practree;-oo also are moral virtues.
To be a good
n1usician, or a good me,chanic, or a good rhetorician or
philosopher, you must needs practise the art a great deal,
and in this way you will come out a proficient in it. So
also to gain the habit of humility and of the other moral
virtues, you must practise their acts, and in this way you
will, gain them. And if anyone says that to compose and
moderate the passions and affections of the soul, and
. gain the corresponding virtues, all that is wanted is
reasons and. considerations and instructions and lessons
from Scripture and the Saints, he deceives himself,· says
St. Basil. It will be with him as with a man who thinks
to learn how fo build-, or to coin money, and never practises it, but is wholly taken up with hearing lessons'and
instructions on the art, it is certain that he will never
turn out a workman: just as little will he ever turn out
a proficient in humility, or in the other virtues, the man
who does not practise himself in them. St. Basil quotes
in confirmation of this that text of St. Paul the Apostle:
Not. the hearers of the law are just before God~ but the
doers of the law shall be justified (Rom. ii. 13). It is
not enough to hear many reasons and instructions, but
it is necessary to put the thing into execution, and in this
business practice and exercise is worth more,. and carries
you further, than all the theory in the world.
And
though it is true that every virtue and every good gift
must come to us from the hand of God, and that our
,own strength. is not sufficient for this purpose, nevertheless this same Lord, who is to give it us, requires that we
help ourselves i.n this manner.
St. Augustine on those words of Christ : If I, your
Lord and Master, have washed your feet~ ye ought also
to. wash one another's feet (John xiii. 14): says that this
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is. what Christ our Redeemer wished to brach us by·this
example of. washing the feet of His dis~iples~ "This
it is,blessed Peter, that thou knewest hot when thou
wouldstnotconsent to Christ washinglthy feet.
He
'promised that thou shouldst know it in aftertime. Now
is the aftertime,now thou shalt know it-.'r It is; thatH
we wish to gain the virtue of humility; w~ must ,exercise
ourselves in acts of humility.
1 have igi'iJen:.y-qtt~ an
exatnple, that ye n1-ay' do as 1 have done (Joh~ /~iii.· 15l.
Since the Sovereign and Almighty has humbled Himself;
since the Son of God has abased Himself, . and busied
Himself'in humble· and lowly exercises, .washing the feet
of-His disciples, serving His Mother and Saint Joseph,
and being subject and obedient to them in all that they
commandedHim,let us learn of Him, and exercise ourselves in lowly and humble exercises, .and· in' this way we
shalLgain the virtue of humility. This' is also what· St.
Bernard· says: . ". Exterior humiliation is the way
means to 'gain the virtue of humility, as patience to gain
peace,and reading and study to gain knowledge.'"
Accordingly, .d you· desire· to gain the virtue of humility,
shun' not the practices of humiliation; for if· you say· that
'you cannot and have no mind to humble and abase yourself, neither can you gain the' virtue of humility.
St. Augustine proves this· right· well,and gives the
reason why this exterior practice of humiliation is so
important and necessary' an aid ··to the gaining· of true
humility of heart. "When the body is bowed down to
your brother's feet, then also in the heart itself there is
excited,~or if it was there already, there is confirmed,the sentiment of humility. " The exterior and interior
nlanare so knit and bound together, and the one depends
so much on the other, that when the body is humbled and
bowed· down, there is awa.kened there within the heart a
sentiment .of humility.
There is something in this
humbling of myself before' my brother to serve him' and
kiss his feet; there is something in a: poor and .mean
dress, and a lowly and humble office: -it seems to go to
engenqer and beget humility in the heart; or' if it is
already there, it goes to preserve and increase it. And
.so St. Dorotheus' answered the question: How can the
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.soul ,gain; humility. from a mean and poor dress worn by
.the body? "·Because it is c,ertain," he said, " that the
disposition of the body for better or worse reacts. UQon
J:he soul." ,Thus \ve $ee that the disposition of the soul
varies ,according as the body is well or ill, satisfied with
food or hungry. In the same way a man is otherwise
disposed· when mounted . on· a well-caparisoned horse or
seat~ ona throne, than he would have been, riding an ass
or sitting on the ground. So too his sentiments and mood
differ according as he· is richly dressed or shabbily and
,poorly ~lad.
St.. Basil also notes this well: he says that as the
hearts of men in the world are lifted up, and the fumes of
va l1 ity and pride and self-esteem engendered in them, by
their being well and stylishly dressed, so in Religious and
.servants of God a poor and humble habit awakens in the
,heart a sentiment of humility, and induces a low opinion
:of . self, .and. seems to make the man despicable. And
the Saint adds that as men of the world look for good
'and fashionable clothes in order to be better. known and
Ina-ete more account of and respected, so the servants of
God and the truly humble look out for poor and mean
garments, to be thereby underrated and thoughtless of
amongst men, and because they think that they have
therein' a great preservative to keep and increase in themselves. true humility. Of all exterior humiliations one of
the chief is that of a poor and mean dress, and that is
why it is so usual among the truly humble. Of Father
Francis Xavier we read in his Life that he always went
about very.poorly clad to keep himself in humility, and
.because he feared that in fine clothes there might be
involved and mingled some self-esteem and presumption,
as does usually happen.
For another reason it will also be seen what a great
help to the gaining of humility of heart or any other
interior virtue, is the exterior practice of the same.' For
the. will is much more moved thereby than by mere
desires, since clearly a present object moves more forcibly
than an absent one: thus "what we see with our eyes
moves us more than what we merely hear. Hence was
.derived the pr~verb: 'Where eyes see not, heart breaks
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not.' 'Thus the. exterior, which is brought home to us:
by the object being there present, moves, the will much:
more than an interior apprehension and desire, where
t.he object is not present,' but has place only in the;
itnagination and apprehension. Thevittue' of patience
\villmake greater growth in your soul by' one great
affront born~ with good will than by three or four exist-

ing in desire only without act; and the virtue of humility

will gro~ more by spending one day in a lowly and
humble office, or by wearing a worn-out and poor'habit;
than by many days of bare desires. Every day's experience shows us some one having a repugnance to do some
one or other of the ordinary mortifications that we do, and
the d.ay after doing it without feeling any difficulty~'
whereas before he had had, many desires of doing, the:
same and, they were not enough to overcome the' difficulty~:
For the s.ame reason also the Society practises public
penances, as we read that many' holy men practised them;:
for once one of these penances is done, the doer becomes
Inaster of hin1self to do other things that formerly were
difficult.
Add to this what theologians say, that the
interior act, when accompanied by the exterior, is comn'1only'more intense and effectual. Thus in', every way it
is a' great help to\vards gaining the virtue of humility to
exercise ourselves exteriorly in lowly and humble acts.
And by the same reasons and causes whereby a virtu~
is gained, it is preserved' find augmented. As exterior
practice is necessary, to gain the virtue of humility., it is
also necessary to preserve and augment it~ Hence it
follows that 'this exercise, is very' important for all, not
only for beginners, but also 'for ,proficients,and very
advanced proficients, as we said elsewhere treating of
mortificatIon.
And so our Father in his Constitutions
and' Rules greatly comll1ends' it to' all. "It will be' a
very special help to do with all possible devotiqn those
10wly offices in which humility and charity are mOF(~
exercised." And 'elsewhere he says: "They ou.ght to
forestall temptations by their contraries: thus iforie
find's' himself inclined to pride", he should practis,e himself
in lowly,' offices which. are likely to humble him,:
and so of other evilinc1inations.'" And again': u, As
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regards lowly and humble offices, they should willingly
take up those. to which they find greater repugnance, if
they be ordered to do them." And so I say that these
hvo things, humility and humiliation, ought to aid one
another; and from interior humility, which consists in
despising oneself, and holding oneself of little account,
and desiring to be held of little account by others, should
spring exterior humiliation, whereby a man shows himself without such as· he reckons himself within; I· mean
to say, that .as the humble man contemns himself
in his own eyes, and holds himself unworthy 'of
any honour, such should be his exterior· behaviour and
the', actions that he· does. Let him show in his actions
the interior humility which he has within, choosing the
lowest place, as Christ our Redeemer says. Let' him
not disdain, to deal with little ones and people of ,low
degree: let him rejoice in' humble offices; and this same
exterior' humiliation, which springs from- the interior, will
swell the very fountain from which it takes its origin.

CHAPTER XXIV

lVhat has been said is confirmed by sante examples
Peter of 'Cluny relates that there was in the Carthusian
Order a Religious of holy and approved life, whom our
Lord preserved' so chaste, pure and undefiled, that he
never '. suffered any illusion even in his, dreams. As the
hour of his death approached, and aU the Religious were
assisting by his pillow, the Prior, who· was also there,
commanded him to tell them, what was the thing in which
he ,thought he had most pleased our Lord in this life.
He answered: " Father, it is' a hard thing that you bid
me, and I would nowise tell it, if obedience did not
oblige Ine thereto.
From my childhood· I have been
much afflicted and persecuted by the devil; but according
to the multitude of pains and tribulations that my heart
has suffered, my soul has been refreshed by many conso-
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lations which Christ and the Virgin Mary' His Mother
have "sent me. Being thus one day much afflicted and
fatigued by great temptations of the devil, tlie Sovereign
Virgin, appeared to' me, and '. at her presence all the devils
fled,and all,their temptations ceased ';after having consoled • and encouraged me' to persevere and go on in
virtue and perfection, she said to 'me: 'And th'at thou
nlayesf do-that the better, I will tell' thee in particular,
out of the treasures of my Son, three manners orpractices ''Of humility, by exercising' which tho'u shalt greatly
please God' and vanquish thine enemy. They , ~re that
thou shouldsthumble thyself always inthesethr~ethings:
in thy' diet,' in' thy dress, and in the' duties that thou doe.st~
Thus in, eating thou shouldst'desire and contrive to get
thecheapest;foods; in dress, the poorest and coarsest
habit; and ,in duties' seek ever the lowliest' and 'most
humble, taking it for a great honour and gain to b~
busied always in ,the meanest and most abject offices,
which 'others disdain and shun.' So saying she dis.;,
appeared, and left imprinted on my heart the virtue' and
efficacy of these her words~ to do henceforth according as
she had taught me, and thereby I felt in' my soul great
improvement. "
.'
Cassi'an·relates of the Abbot Pintifius ,that being, a.monk
6f Egypt and abbot of his monastery, .esteemed 'and
honoured by his monks as a father and master (or his
venerable whitehair andadmitablelife, he took' it ill to
receive' such honour, and desired· to see ,himself humbled
and forgotten. So one night' he stole' out'of his monastery, •and putting on a secular dress he· set out· for the
rnonastery ,of Pacomius, which was at' a', 'great distance
from his' own, and famous at that time for rigour and
fervour of holiness.
His object waS that, not being
known, they· might, treat him as a novice and make litHe
of htm. So' he 'stood at the gate many days, liumbly
begging the habit, ptostratinghimself' and kneeling
before all the monks.
Then they purposely made game
of him and insulted him, saying that after having had his
fill of enjoyingtheworId, in old age he came to the
service ·of God~ where it was plain that he came mo~e
out of necessity and to get his livelihood than ~out of
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desire of the divine service. At last they received him,
giving him charge, of ,the garden of the monastery, and
~ssigning another for his Superior, whom he was to ohey
in all ,things.: Doing his office with great exactitude and
humility, he, contrived ,to do all that the restre£used,
,vhich was the, ,most trQublesome,vork of the house ;' and
not ~ontent with what he did in the daytime, he used: to
rise, secretly at night, and put the furniture in order, so
far as he could without being seen, so that in the morning
everybody wondered, not knowing who had done it. So he,
speQ-t three years, ,very well satisfied with the fine occasion
that he hadjn hand to work and be made little of, which
\y,as "\¥,hat he ,had so much desired. But his monks deeply
felt the absence of their Father, and SOine of them went
out to seek him ,in divers places. ,When they had ,now
lost all hope of finding him, at the end of three 'years, 'one
of Pinufius's l11onks,passing by the monastery of
Pacomiu~, with very little thought of finding him, recog~
nise.d the Sa~ntat last, 'spreading dung on the soil. ,He.
threw himself at, his,., feet: the beholders were much;
astonished thereat; but when they came to know who he
,vas by the fame' that reached their ears of, him and his
doings, they begged his pardon. The holy bId man wept
over his misfortune ,in having been discovered by the envy
of the devil, and, losing the treasure that he had found
there. They carried ,him off then by force, and welcomed
him "with, joy in his' own monastery, and from that time
kept ,good watch over him very diligently. But in 'that
they, were no ,match for him; so that he failed' not to get
out another night,~such was the great desire that he had
of being despised and unknown, and his relish and taste
for that humble life which he had led in the· other monastery. So, by ,prearrangement he took ship for Palestine,
which w:as a ,long way off; and doing so he came to land
near the monastery of Cassian. But our Lord, who is
careful to ~xaltthe humble, ordained 'it so that he was
discoveredbyotlier monks, of his own, who had,cometo
visit the Holy Places ; and hereby it came abbut that the
holy ,man's reputation went· up still higher.
In, the Ljves of tbe F;;tther-s,thereis'a 5t,or)' of a monk
\vho had lived a long' time in the desert' 'in solitude., in
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gr~at penan.ce and prayer. There came to him one day
an idea t,hat he ought by this, time to be perfect. So he
;put himself in' prayer and made this request t(}G.od:
, Lord, show me what is' wanting in me. to perfection. '
'God wishing to teach him humbler thoughts, he heanl. a
voice which told him ': ',Go to such and such a pe~son,'~
h~.was a man who kept. swiIie,-' and do what he tells
yop. ~" At~he same timv it was made known by revelation
Jo the other that this solitary was coming to speak to
rhim., ~nd that he sho,uld tell him to take thei whip and
keep the swine. The old solitary came, and after saluting
him said;' I gr~atly desire to serve God, tell me in
charity what I am. to do to that end.' He' asked him:
.' Will you do what I tell you?' The old man answered
, yes ' : whereupon he said to him, ' Take this whip, and
,go keep, the pigs.' He obeyed, because he greatly
,desired to serve God, and gain what was wanting in him
to perfection. And the good old man went with his' whip
keeping swine; and ", those who knew ,him,-and there
we.re many, so great was the fame of his sanctity in that
country,-seeing him keeping swine, said: 'Have you
seen that old solitary, about whom \vehaveheard tell, of
so many things, ho\v he has gone off his head, and taken
JO'ik~eping pigs? Surely his long fasts and great, penance
:musthave dried up his brain, and he has gone mad.'
The bId man, who heard these things said, bore them with
great patience and humility, and so went on for several
days. And, God, seeing his humility, and with what
goodwiH he. bore these affronts and words of blame, bade
him afresh go back to his place.
In the Spiritual Meadow there is a story of a holy
bishop, who abandoned his bishopric and his honourable
es.tate, and came alone to the holy city of Jerusalem,
'desiring to be made little of, because nobody knew him
there. . So he set himself do ViTO , shabbily dressed, as a
day-labourer at the public \vorks, supporting himself by
his labour. There was there a Count named· Ephrem, a
.pious and prudent man, who had the charge of repairing
the public buildings of the city. He at several times saw
the holy bishop .sleeping on the ground, and saw a pillar
of fire rising up from him and reaching to heaven., At
51
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, this he was much astonished, to see a 'man so poor alid
begrimed with the dust of the buildings,with his' hair
and beard grown ·loJ1g, and living in such a mean and
contemptible occupation. ' At last one day he could no
longer contain himself,but took the man: apart,and asked
him who he was. 'The Saint replied that' he was one of
the poor of the town" and spent his life in that labour to
nave wherewith to keep himself. The Count was 'not
satisfied with this answ'er, God so desiring to honour His
,servant by discovering his humility. So the Count asked
him again' and again who he was, with much urgency,
till'he was forced' to diScover himself. And so he told
him that' he :would discover . himself' under two condi60ns,,-first, that, while he lived nothing of aU: that 'he
'said should he made public; the second, that he was not
to' ask his name. It was' agreed, and he discovered to
him that he 'was 'a 'bi'shop, and that ·to escape hohour and
'consideration h<1 had taken flight there.
'
St. John Climacus tells of a leading citizen' of 'Alexandria, w~o came to be'received into a' monastery. The
Abbot, j'udging by his look and other appearances that he
was a r01.lgh-temperedman, haughty and puffed up with
the vanity of the world, Said to him: " If you reaUyare
dete"tniined to take 'upon yourself the yoke of Christ, you
must let yourself be exercised in the labours of
obedience. " He answered that, like, the iron in the hands
of the ,blacksmith, submissive to anything .t~at" he liked
to' do with it, " so, Father, I ,submit to whatever you
shall command me." "I wish then," said the abbot,
" that you station yourself at' the gate of the monastery,
and thro\v 'yourself at the feet of all who come in and go
'o'ut, and tell them to pray to God fot you, for you ate a
'great sinner."
He fulfilled this obedience right well.
And after he 'had peen seven' years at this exercise, and
'had gained great humility thereby, the Abbot wished to
receive hirninto the monastery in company with the
bthers, and o~dain him,as one who deserved that honour~
But he, emp10ying many intercessors, 'and among them
St. John Climacus himself, prevailed upon the Superior
to leave him in the same place and' exercise which 'he had
'held hitherto, until he should finish his course ; and"this
i
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he said with the. air of, one signifying or ,conjecturing th~at
now his last hour' was: athand.- . And so it \Vas, . for
some days 'after this, the Lord took himtoH.imself.i\nd
seven daysafterwards he took with him. the porter ofthe
monastery,. to whom. he had promised in ·.his lifetime that
if, :af~er' ·his ,.death, '. he '~njoyed any favour' with God"he
would. arrange for· him to be his companion very shortly,
and. so it was. The same Saint says, th.at' when he wasalive, .and.

w~s

practising this, exercise \ of humility, he

asked him 'what he was basy thinking. about at that time,
'and ,he !answered that~ his practice was· to . hold himself
unworthy of the company of the monastery a~l(~ .. of. the
.s<;>ciety .and ,sight of the Fathers, or even to lift up ,his
eyes. to look a,t them.
It is relate-din the Lives of the Fathers.that the Abbot
) ohn used to teUa story of a philosophe~, who had a
disciple '\vho' committed a fault ; whereupoo, his .. ~,aster
said· to him :",' 'Twill not :pardon you un~ess . ;y()U bear 11le
harsJ't language of others for three years." He did so,
and'}then came for his pardo;Il ,; and ,the philosopher said
to 'him OllGe more: ," l<give you no pardon unless for
Jhree years .more you give money to. those who use. lJarsh
language to you."
He did so,: and· then the. master pardoned him ,and said to him: "Now yOQ .may .go to
Athens to learn,wisdom/' He went to Athens, and there
he ,encountered a philosopher whose' practice it. was to
pour out harsh language upon all freshmen who' attended
his' :lectur,es, :to see. whether they had patience. . He l:l,s~d
such language to this newcomer, and the .latter began to
·laugh.He. said to him,: "~ow is it that you, .laugh
\vhen I use this harsh language to' you?" He answ,ered :
" For three years I have been making gifts to those who
used harsh language to Ine; and now that I hav~ found
a ma.n who will use such language to me for nothing,
,vhat would you but that. I should laugh?" Thereupon
the philosopher said to him:" Come in, for you are a
good subject for wisdom."
Whence the Abbot John
drew the conclusion that patience is the portal of wisdom.
Father Maffeus, in the Life that he writes of our
blessed Father Ig-natius, relates how one day our Father
was going on pilgrimage from Venice to Padua along
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with James Lainez, in garments very old and patched~
A shepherd boy caught sight of them, came near, and
began to laugh and make fun of them. Our Father very
cheerfully. stopped short; and when his companion asked
him why he did not go on, and leave this youngster behind, he answered: " Why should we deprive this child
of this amusement and occasion of mirth that has' come
So he stood 'at ease, that the youngster
in his way?"
tnight have his fill of staring and laughing and joking,he meanwhile getting more satisfaction out of this scorn
than worldly people do out of honours and marks of
respect.
Of our ~ it is recounted in his
r.ife, that he went once" on a journey with Father
Bustamante for his' companion. They came to an inn,
where all the sleeping accommodation cOhsistedof a
narrow room w~th two separate mattresses stuffed with
straw.
The Fathers went to bed, and Father BtistaInante, who was ,old and suffering from asthma" did
nothing 'all night long but cough and spit; and' thinking
that, he was spitting against the wall, it so happened by
chance that he was spitting on Father Francis, and many
times on his face. The Father never spoke a word, nor
changed his, position, nor got out of the way for that.
In the morning, when Father Bustamante saw by daylight what he had done, he was horrified and greatly confused; and Father, Francis no less joyful and content;
and to consol~ him he said: " Be not distressed at this,
Father, for I do assure you that there was no place in
the room more worthy of being spat upon than my
person~ "

Of the exerciloi

~:~~~:~h~tX:ef1 in religion

One of the reasons that St. Basil assigns for preferring
the li!eQ( a mon,~ living in comnlunity to that of a hermit
is, that solitary'life, besides being dangerous, is bot so
avail~ble as monastic life for the gaining of 'ordinary
virtues, since it presents no opportunity for their exercise.
How is he to be exercised in humility, who has no one
before whO'm he can humble himself? Or in' charity and
mercy, since he has no, dealings with another? Or ag:ain
in patience, when there, is none to resist his will? B~t
o,a Religious living in community is in a position' of advantege for the gaining of ,all necessary virtues, having
eat occasion to exercise himself' in them all: in
, umility, because he has those to whom he should subject
himself ,and humble himself before them; in charity,
because he has those towards whom he, must practise it;
in patience,. because in dealing with' so many br~thren
there' is plenty of occasion for that; and so of the other
virtues. We Religious owe much gratitude to, the Lord
for the favour He has done' us in drawing us to
Religion, which affords such opporhlnity and many means
for obt:;lining virtue; which is in fact a school of

a

perfe~tion.

We of the Society are particularly, obliged in this
matter" because, besides the" common means~ we have
given us very special'means for obtaining humility in our
Rules and Constitutions. If we keep our rules well, we shall
pe very humble, because . in them we find very sufficient
exercise of humility. Such is the rule, 'so important in
the Sodety, of opening our entire conscience to, our
Superior, giving- him an ,account of all our temptations,
passions and evil inc1inations~ and, of all, our defects' and
miseries. And though it is true that this rule was laid
doubtless, a
down Jar other purposes'", nevertheless it'
great exercise of humility'.'·' Such again, is the rule which
says ,: "For ,,~hdr ,grean~r advancement in spirit~ 3;nd

is
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especially for their greater subjection and self-humiliation,
all must be content to have all their errors and faults,
and whatever Inay be noted or observed in them, made
known to their Superiors by anyone whoever has knowledge of them out of confession."
Notice the reason
given"," for, their greater subjection and self~humilra
tion" : that is just what we ares'aying.. If you desire to
ain true humility, you hiust tejoice' in all our faults
, clng rna e riown to' your SuperIors." Thus a good and
humble Religious goes of himself to tell his faults to his
Superior and ask a' penance for them,' and' takes care to
be himself the first person from whom the Superior shall
know his faults.'
And there is not only this, but a much greater' exercise
of' humility in the Society, in that you tell your faults
publicly 'before all, that· they may disparage you and set
small store by you, since tha.t is the end of this exercise
of humility, not that they may take you for i humble and
mortified man, for that would 'be no act of humility, but
of pride. In the same spirit you have' to take and desire
reprehensions" not only in private and'secret; but publicly
before all; and so far as in you lies you should rejoice
that . this be done in right down good earnesf, and, that
all should think accordingly and take you for what you
are as described. And generally the use and practice of
qJI the exterior penances and mortifications that ,are' practised in the Society aids much to the gaining and keeping
of true humility, such as kissing feet, eating under the
table' or ,on your' knees, prostrating- at' the door of, the
refectory) and the .l~ke~ If these things 'are done'in tl]e
spirit in which they ought. to be done, they,will be very
profitable' for advancement' in true humility and for' the
preservatIon ,'of the same.,' When you' take your' dinner
sitting' on the ground, you should do this with an inward
recognition' of youfselfas one who deserves not to sit ~t
table with' his brethren. 'When you kiss, feet, own that
you do not deserve' to kiss the 'ground on which they
tread. When you prostrate, own that you deserve that
all should tread on you.
And you should wish and
desire that all should think so.
It would be a very good thing, when one does these
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acts of mortification" to set one's mind interiorly on these
con.siderati9ns, as did thaf holy monk, mentioned, in, the
formerchaptel",\\Th0 stood seven' years. at the gate' of the
monastery: for in this way,they will, be very profitable
to'us, and, engender ,humility in ,our heart. ' But if" you
do: these things in a spiritless way and outw,ardlyomly,
there \vill be little profit in them, because as St. Paul
says:! Bo;dily' performance profiteth'little (I Tim. iv. 8),
that is to say, doing thingsfo'rmere form, and custom's
sake, without any effort to gain the' end intended thereby.;
If after kissing your brothers' feet and prostrating for
all to tread on you, you give vent to harsh and rude
words, the t"vo performances do not agree one with the
other: that is a sign that the first, was pure ceremony
and hypocrisy.
J'hese ~nd m~ny other exercises ,of ,humility we havein
our Society by, rule ,3l).d co~sfittlti~n. I have chosen to
bring them to 'memory here, though' we drew attention
tothem before for ·another purpose" that we may consider
them, and· therein may be our principal practice, of
humility: because the matter wherein a Religious should
ieft practise and' displa virtue and mortification is that
~ lch IS 0 19atory by the rules and constitutions of his
Order"" SInce thereIn. conSIsts our' advancement and er~
ectton.youave not VIrtue enough to put into e~ecu.;;}
tlon,!,he acts,•ofvirt,uea,n,d mortification to which y. our rule,."
and, institute 'obliges you, you should reckon, nothing of
any virtue that you have. We'can say, the Jike of any
Christian, that the·chief thing for which he Ineeds humility
and'morti.fication is f9r keeping the law of God ': ,if he
has- not enough for that, little or nothing will a'nything
else profit him. ' If he has not humility and· mortification
enough to confess a thing of, which ;he is ashamed,but
for sh~me,or rather I should say: for pride, leaves it out,
and so :hreaks "SO important a commandment, ,what' will
it'profithim',all that he has and,does" seeing ,that ;this
omission· alone is enough for his damnation ? So we
may say with due proportion of the Religious : if you have
,not humility enough to open your consCience to your
Superior, and.ftilfil such an important rule' as that, to what
end do humility and mortification serve you? If you cannot
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suffer another·to acquainethe SupetiQr6f.ybu11,fault: that
If you
have not humility enough to receive rebuk~:and penance,
to do a lowly and humbl~ duty, .to be incoqjorated in the
gra;de:in. which· the Society shall choose to put you, where
is the"good of your humility and indifference, and for
\vhatotherend do Superiors ask those virtues of youR
In this way the Religious may specify the'.:partic~ar
points of his Rule, and every man the part,icular ,require-:i
ments of his state and office.

he may correct you, where is your humility.?

'CHAPTER XXVI

T'hat we must be on our g'uard against uttering words
that may redound to our praise
The Saints and Masters of spiritual life, Basil,
Gregory, Bernard and others, advise us carefully to beware of uttering words that may redound to o,ur own
praise and credit, according to holy" Toby's advice to his
son: Never allow pride to reign in thy thoughts, or in thy
speech (Tob. iv. 14). The Apostle had said sundry great
things of himself, because so it was expedient for his
hearers and for the greater glory of God, and he might
have said things still greater, since he had been rapt to
the third heaven, where he saw and understood more than
tongue can utter, but he. refrained from saying them, as
he says, lest anyone' should think of me more than there
is and is seen ·in me (2 Cor. xii. 6). "Oh, how well,"
cries~, ·"does that I refrain. come in!
The proud and arrogant man refrains from none of these
things, he lets pass no occasion for showing· off any good
point that he has about him, but rather sometimes. he
piles on additions and says more than is true, to be more
regarded and valued the more.
It is only the truly
humble m.an \vh6 lets' slip these occasions, and, that they
may not take hinl for more than he is, tries to· cover· up
what he really is."
And going down to particulars he
says: ' , Never say anything whence .you may appear
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moreJearned, or. more religious,or am'an of ,prayer,"and~ g,enerally, an ythi~g .that may redound toyq,Q.r praise
inanytpanner whatsgeyer.Always beware of s,a.ying any..
t4i.n,.g of.the ~ort, since. it is very dangerOJls, aU,hough you
might say it ,with much truth, and even withedific~tion,
apq c'you,fan~y you sa.y it' for, the good .and. 'profit of
aqotp~r : .sin~.e it concerns you, that is eu()ugh.for your
not saying it. You should,' alw,ays be .very: .cautious on
this pqint., nottq lose th~reby the good that 'you nlay
possibly have done,
~ s a y s: "Never-utterowords that may
give the impres'slon that you have knowledge, ability, or
genius beyond the; ordinary; nor again say anything
whel1ce .others'may conclude that you were somebody of
cQQsequence there in the world. " It looks, very bad in,
a . Religiou~ to vaunt himself of the. nobility or rank of
his. people" since all these details Qflineag,e and rank are
a mere puff of wind. Someone has well said,; , What is
nobility good for? to despi~e it,' .as we despise, riches.
All that counts here in Retigion is virtue and humility;
that, it is that is valued: 'whatever you were or were not
~n the world, it· is all. "smoke..
Whoever in Religion
plumes himself on.o the$e things, or makes account of
them, shows \vell his vanity and want of spiritual sense:
such 'a ' one. has not left or .spurned , the. world. St, Basil
says: "He~who has been born with a new birth, and
has contracted a spiritual and divine relationship with
God, and re.ce~vedpower to be His son, is ashamed of
his othercarnalparent,age, and forgets it."
In any man 'whatsoever, words of .s~lf-praise •sound
bad; 'and so the proverb says, " praise goes for little
in your own mouth.' And -the Wise Man says· it hetter :
Let anothe,Ypraise thee, and not thine own mouth; a
stranger, and not thine own. lips (Prov. xxvii. 2). But
in the mouth of a ReHgious such wo~ds sound still worsej
as rbeingcpntrarytohis profession; aod so from what
he. expected -to enhan,ce his reputation; there ensues' a loss
of r~putation and credit. St. Ambrose on those words
9£ the prophet, Behold my lowliness and rescue me (Ps.
'I'IS), says:," Though apersoh. be sickly, poor, and of
low condition, if'heis notp~oud, et;nd makes no att~mpt:
0
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to set himself above anyone, he gets to be -loved and
prized for ,his humility:. that stands in stead of everything. ".And contrarhvise, though a man be very ri~h,
noble arid; po"verful,and though he ~be a- great'scholar,and
of high p·arts and abilities,' -yet if he boasts and uplifts
himself -therein, he thereby lessens and lowers himself,
and comes to -be despised and discredited, because he
comes' to be accounted proud;
History tells of the Abbot Arsenius, that though in the
world he had been so illustrious and eminent in letters,......:..."
he had been tutor to -Arcadius and Honorius, sons' of the
Emperor : Theodosius, who were; themselves, afterwards
Emperors,-nevertheless, from the time .he becam'e a
monk, no one ever heard a word from him redolent' of
such grandeur, or conveying the impression that he was
a man of letters ; rather he conversed and dealt with the
other monks with as much humility and homeliness as
though he had no acquaintance with letters; and he gues'"
tioned the simplest monks on matters of spirituality, saying that· in that highest of sciences, he was not worthy' to
be their disciple. And of the blessed St. Jerome it is
saidi~ his Life, tha.t th?ugh.~e was o~ very no?lebirth,
there,- IS not a word In hIS, wrItIngs, to gIve any' hInt of the
\ same.
, St. Bonaventure gives another excellent reason: ,know
that there can be hardly anything in you good and worthy
of praise, but that it will shine through to others,' and
they \viU understand and know it. If you are silent and
hide it, you will be well1iked and more worthy of 'praise,
as well for your good quality as for your trying to hide
it; but if you display it and make a brave, show' of ,it,
they will make game of you; and where they were ready
to take 'edification, from you and value you, they will come
to· disparage and make light of you. Virtue in this is
like musk ; the more you hide it, the more will it show
itself by the perfume that it gives out; whereas if you
carry it, about uncovered, it \vill presently lose its scent.
St. Gregory relates how a holy Abbot named Eleutherius
went ,once on a journey, and coming to a monastery of
nuns was hospitably received in a certain house, where
dwelt a ,youth much tormented.bythe devil. He shared his

j
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too~ w~th the youth~
Morning ,came~ and the nuns
asked lf~nything had happe~ed to the· youth, tharnigh1:i.

b

He answered, no.
l'hen they told him that he was
griev'ously ,tonnent~d'by, the de"fl every, night, 'and begged
hini' earnestly to take: him 'with' :him" ,to hisnlonastery.
The oldman- grante~ ~theirrequest';and when he had
been\vi'th hirnin' the' community for some time without
the 'old enemy daring to , approach." the, old ,man "was
touch,ed with some' inordinate joy' and vain satisfaction
over the -youth "s recovery; and in conversation with his
monks he said: ;" The devil was playing the, fool;
brethren, with those :" ~uns,torment~ng , that· youth; , bu~
now that he has come toa monaste~~y of 'the servants of
God,' he has not dared to come near him'. '" Aspesaid
these words; of a, sudden before them aU the youth was
tormented by the devil. At seeing it,:theoldmanbegan
to weep bitterly, seeing that his vainglory ha~ been'the
cause of this mishap; and by \vay of consoling the monks
he told them that none of them should' have a mouthful
to eat until they had obtained the recovery of that youth.
They all prostrated in prayer, and did not rise from it
until the patient' was cured. Henc~ will be seen~ow
God abhorsany\vords that contain any savour 'of self,,;
praise, though spoken only in jest,byway ofa ipleasant
joke, :as it seems that this Saint said them.
.

CHAPTER XXVII'

How Wie shoitld exercise ourselves' atmeditatio'n 'in the
secon~degref!

of humility

Our Father 'in his Constitutions lays, down the rule,
that "as worldly men love and desire with al1earnest~
ness "honours, fame, and the reputation of a great name
onea:rth, so they, who are advancing in spirit and following 'Christ', our' Lord in good earnest", love and: in'tens,ely
desire just the opposite, desiring to s'uffer injuries;, false
witnesses, insults,' and to be held and accounted fools~
without however themselves giving any occasion therefore, because they 'wish in ·,some 'measure to imitate
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Chri$t Q\}r L()rd.~' Andh~ commands thatallw~}(~, are,
about tpentex the Society should first be~sked if they
ha.ve sllch, d~sir~s. It "certainly' seems a stiff thing for a
novice who hflS just left the world and comes 'raw
bleedi l1 g,',as tlley:say, to be examined bya rule ,so strai;~
and of, SP-GA perfection as this.Theq:~,.is seen the great
perfeGtion, which our institu.ter~quires:: it look$ for men
truly deta,ched from self, and entirely" dea.d to the world.
But because this is difficult and reqlJires high perfection,
our father goes on to s~y that if anyone, through our
h timan weaknes~ an9 mi&eLYt-<:!ge~ not feel in himself
such inflamed desires, .he should be asked if he has at
l@ast a desire of havi,qg them; and if he says he has, and,
!S disposed to be,ar in patience the like occasions when
they offer, he will do ~ for this is a good. disposition for
learning andmakit:1g progress. It is enough for a learller
to start with a desire to know his trade and to apply
imself to it : in that way he will get on with it. Religion

0

i,S, ;a,the
SC"hOO,l,
cOIn,,e
Wit,h,
by
graceO"fofp,e,rfecti,,on
the Lord : you
willin," go
out,thi,S,
withdeSire,,'
what and
you
desire. ,
Herewith then let us commence this exercise and proceed, taking it little by little. You say that you feel in
you no desires to.be undervalued and made small account
of: begin there to exercise yourself in meditation on this
virtue of humility: say with the Prophet: My soul hath
desired to desire thy righteous ways at all times (Ps. 118).
o Lord, how far I see myself removed from having those
lively and inflamed desires which those great Saints and
truly humble men had of being undervalued by the world!
I should much wish to attain at least to having a desire
of having those' desires: I desire to desire that. You are
going on well so far, that is a good beginning and disposition for gaining your end : insist, and persevere therein
in your meditation" beg of the Lord that your heart may
be softened,and occupy yOllrself therein for ,several day~;
since these, desires are very pleasing to the Lord, and He
listens, to them with very goodwill, as the, Prophet says:
The Lord hath, heard the desire of the poor, and. the
re.adiness of their. heart, 0 Lord, thou hast list.ened to
(Ps., 9). Soon God will give you a desire to suffer some-
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thing for Hislove, and fo'do some penance foryou+'sins;
'and \vhen He gives it to you, in what can you better
fulfil this desire of suffering;, and in what can you do
greater penance, than in being undervalued and made
small account of in retribution for your sins ? As David
said,when Semei cursed and insulted him: Let him alone,
perchance the Lord will be pleased'to accept these insults
,and reproaches in atonement for l1~Y sins J and that will
be a great gain to me (2 Kings 'xvi-II', 12).
When the Lord has done you this favour, that 'you
desire to be undervalued and rated Jor little in order, to
be like Christ and imitate Him, you must not fancy that
the business is all done, and that you have gained the
virtue of humility: rather you are then to reckon that you
have to begin afresh to plant' and consolidate the virtue
ili your soul.
Yon must take care not to )jass 'lightly
over these desires, but stay on them a' long time in your
meditation' until' they become efficacious enough to pass
into deeds.' And ,vhen you have got so far 'that' you
,think' you bear well the occasions of humiliation' that
come in your way, observe that in the same outward' act
there are many degrees 'and steps to mount to arrive at
the perfection of humility. First you must practise yourself in bearing with. patience all the occasions that offer,
tending to your ··loss of honour and reputation: therein
you will find occupation for some time, quite possibly for
a long time. l'hen you must go further, and not stop or
rest until you come to rejoice under contempt and insult,
and feel therein as' much satisfaction as worldly people
do in all the honours, riches and pleasures there are in
,the world, according to that. saying of· the Prophet: ". I
have delighted in the way of thy commandments'as in all
riches (Ps. I'i8). When' we' desire a thing in :good
earnest, we naturally rejoice at getting it: if our. desire
is great, we greatly rejoice: if little, little. Take this
then for a sign to see if you desire to be made small
account of, and if y'ou are growing in the virtue of
humility. And the same in other virtues.
That we may profit more by this means of' meditation,
and thereby imprint virtue more deeply On our heart, we
should descend. to particular cases and difficulties that may
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occur, animating our~elves ,and bringing ourselves to the
point as t~ough they ,vere actually present,· insisting .and
coming to· a determination thereupon, until there is," no
obstacle in the way , but the road is clear. In this manner
;viceis gradually uprooted, and virtue sinks into the
-innermost recesses of the heart, and perfection grows.
Ve 'find agO:od comparison to this effect in what 'goldsmiths do to, refine gold: they melt it in the crucible, ana
when it is melted they throw' in a grain of corrosive sublimate, and the gold begins to boil and bubble with great
fury till it has consumed all the sublimate, and when it
has consumed it the gold is at rest. Then the goldsmith
throws in another grain' of sublimate, :and the' gold once
more bubbles and boils, but not with such fury as the
first time; and when the sublimate is consumed, the gold
is still. A third time he throws'in a grain of sublimate,
and again the gold begins to bubble, but quietly. When
,for the fourth time he ,throws in a little sublimate, the
gold makes" no noise over the sublimate, but behaves as
though' they had thrown in nothing, because· it ,is now
refined and purified, and that is a sign thereof. Now
this 'iswhat we have to do at meditation, throw· in a
grain of sublimate, imagining some case of mortification
,ana humiliation to present itself to you; and if you take
fright and are troubled, stay thereon until by the heat of
prayer this grain of sublimate is consumed, and you pluck
up courage to meet that occasion, and remain quiet and
tranquil in face of it. Again another day throw in another
grain of' sublimate, imagining another awkward occurrence involving much mortification and humiliation; and
if still there is a bubbling and boiling and nature is
troubled,: rest thereupon' until you exhaust the difficulty
and 'feel at ease about it. Another and another time throw
in another grain; and when the sublimate make~ in you
no noise or frouble, but whatever turns~ up and comes
before your consideration, you can regard it with much
peace and tranquillity,' then the gold is refined and purified : t~at is a sign of your having gaihed the perfectioh
,of 'the" virtue.
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How we ale to make the particularexamert. on the
.'Virtue of humility
Tpe particular, examen,as we have said in its place,
should- ,always. be made' on one thing alone, because in
that way .iti,S,.a ,more efficaCIOUS means and of greater
effect than if we made it on many things together, and
therefore it is called particular, because ,it is made on one
thing, alone. This is of so much, importance that, even
with one vice, or one, virtue oftentimes, and, indeed most
ordinarily, it is neces&ary to take. it by parts, and little
So als() , with this
by little, to" gain what. is desired.
virtue: if you- desire.· to apply, your particular examen to
the rooting out of ,pride .from YOJlr heart, and the gaining
of the ,virtl,leof humility, you must 'not take ,it in general,
sinc~ prid,e;and hu.rnility include a great d~al;, and if ~YQU
take,,it t~us- in ,the lump and in gerieral,~not to, be pr:qud
',;in a~yt_hing"but,humblejn all,-that is a, wide-embracing
'11;xarnen".andincludes more than if you took it on two,or
il1r~Jt t.hiqg~.'~ogyt1}er;a.nd,so you will get no forwarder ,:
,YQuough1\ to havetakenjt little by Httle, by parts. See
where ,it is that you mo?t of. all feel a, want of humility
and the' ,holq. that pride: has on you, and begin" there;
:~I1d 'fwh~Jl,You, have, donewifh one detail, take to ht(art
anoth~r, and then another, and in thi~ way, little by Httle
So~ :)¥1J1 go on r,Doting out from you th~ vice of pdde and
gaining thevirtu~, of humility. These things therefore
,ve ,will now' proceed, to :-divide, and. dismember, that so we
:may"1?e able to, mak~ better and more profitably our
partictJICjlf e:xa,men on the virtue of humility.,
'. .I3,:e' Jtthe first thi~g not to utter woxds that may turn
.,' to :our 'own '. praise' and commendation. Ast'his desire of
-h0tl0urand •. esteem is so natural to, us and so rooted in
our'pear,'t" Ii, comes, on to our tongue, almost withqut our
Jhinld~g>or.noticing if, to say-words that may redound
Jq QUf prais~. either directly or indirectly: -for from the
81 5
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abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh (Luke vi. 45).
'iVhen any creditable action comes up in conversation, we
at once seek to have had our part in it. 'I happened to
be there, indeed it w,as through me that the thing turned
out as it did: if it had not been for Ine, etc.' I'll warrant
that 'if the thing had, gone otherwise, though you had
been there and had your part. in it, you would have found
not a word to say. Of this sort are many words that
often escape us, without our seeing their' bearing' until
we have said them. Thus it will be a very good thing to
make our particular examen on this matter, thatl;>y
'having' an eye' to this' danger, and for1l1;ing a good, habi,t,
we may get rid of the evil and almost continual habit th~t
\\.Te have of, acting otherwise.
' '
The second thing is what St. Basil advises us, and also
Saints Jerome, Augustine and Bernard, not to listen
willingly to another praising and speaking well of us, for
in this also there is great danger. S1. Ambrose says that
when the devil cahnot upset us by pusillanimity and discouragement, he aims at our overthrow by presumption
and pride; and when he cannot compass our ruin by
insults showered upon us, he tries to get people to honour
and praise us, to effect our overthrow in that way. Of
the blessed St. Pacomius it is related in his Life'that he
used to go out of the monastery to repair to more solitary
places to pray; and when he returned, often there ca~e
devils; and like the coming of a great army with its
commander and a great escort, they went before him
making 'a great din; and as it were to make room' and
remove obstacles they cried: ' Stand aside, stand aside,
make room, make room, let the Saint come, let theservant of God come '; to see if they, could thereby 'move
him to elation and pride; but he laughed and made game
of them. Do you the like when you hear yourself praised;
and when tho~ghts of your high reputation occur to you,
make account that you hear the devil saying these things,
and laugh and make game of him, and so you will deliver
yourself from this temptation. St. John Climacus relates
.a very notable thing. He says that once the devil discovered. to a monk the bad thoughts wherewith he assailed
another) to the end that when the person so assailed heard
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from the 'other"s mouth what was passing in his heart, he
might take hi'm fora prophet and praise him fora saint,
and' so ,the miln 'might ,become proud. Hence we '. see
how much "store" the ,devil sets by pride and vain complacencyarisihg in us,' since he tries to set "it up by so
many"" arts and stratagems. And so says St. Jerome:
,,; Beware' of the Sirens of the, sea" that enchant men and
rob them of,their judgment." So sweet and pleasant in
our ears is the music of human praise, that no sirens are
such enchanters or so potent to make a man lose his head.<
Therefore it is necessary for us to make ourselves deaf
and 'stop our' ears.. St. John Climacu's says that when
people' praise us, we' should set before our eyes our sins;
and,' find ourselves unworthy of the praises given us, and
thus we shall draw from them more humility and con..
fusion~'
Let this then be·. the second, thing on which . we
may make 'particularexamen,not to rejoice when another
praises you "and speaks 'v ell of you. And with this there
may oe,.gonjoined. the practice'" of rejoicing when they
praise and, speak well of another, •which is another detail
. of ',much importance. And when you find any sentiment
orrnovement of envy at their praising and ' speaking' well
hE another,or any complacency or vain satisfaction when
they. speak well of yourself, to mark it as a fault.
The-third thing that we may make particular examen
dnis~ oot'to do anything to be seen or esteemed by men,
according to the warning of Christ our Redeemer in the
gospel. ''See to it thaf ye'do' not your good works before
rnen J to be seen of ,them: otherwiseye shall have no
reward from' your Father who is in hea'l'en (Matt. vi. ,,1).
Thisisa .very profitable examen,-and may be divided
into many parts. First it 'may 'be madeori not,' doing
tliings on mere human rriotives,and afterwards on doing
them purely for God, and after that, on doing them right
down well,' as one working in presence of God and serving
Gddand riot men, until we' come to do our actions in
such man.nefas to seem in them to be rather loving than
working, as 'we said at length: in the treatise~ of the recti~
tude, and -purity of intention that we ought to have in our
actions. , "
'
Tn-e' fourth thing on which we'can' make particular
52
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examen IS,' never to excuse ourselves; for that also comeS
of-pride, 'whereby in committing a fault, or having a fault
told US, we at ortceseek an excuse,and unconsciously
throw one excuse on the top 6f another; and -are ready
even· 'to <find an excuse for having excused ourselves, to
excuse ~excusesin sins (ad excusandas excusationes in
peccatis, Ps.,'I40). S1. Gregory on those words of Job:
If £nhunian~ fashion I ha've hidden my sin, and concealed
in the fold of rny vest my evil doing (Job xxxi. 33) : makes
good reflection on this phrase, in human fashion. He
says it is' just like man to seek to ,gloss over and excuse
his~ sin; that bad habit being in our blood and an inheritance from our first parents. The· first man, on' sinning,
at once went to hide himself among the trees of paradise;
and when, 'God reproved him for his disobedience, h'e
thereupon threw the blame on his wife: The woman that
thou gavestme for companion made me eat1Gen. iii. ,12).
The, woman, to excuse herself,. threw the blame ,on the
serpent : The serpent deceived me and I ate. God asked
them about their sirt, that knowing it and confessing it
they might, obtain H'is pardoh. 'So, says St. Gregory,
:He djd o'ot ask the" serpent, for that creature He was not
topardQh~ But they, instead of humbling themselves and
ackno\vledgirig their sin in order to obtain pardon, increased it and made it greater by excusing it, and eVen
trying',ih'someway- to throw the blame on God. 'Lord;
-the woman"Thou gavest me was fhe cause of this': as
if he would say: ' If Thou hadst 110t given me her for a
companion, I should have done nothing of' the sort.'
,', The serpent that Thou didst create, and let enter into
:paradise, was what deceived me. If Thouhadst not let
it come in here, I should not have sinned. ~ St. Gregory
·says· that after they had heard frQrn ',the mouth of ,the
serpent that they should belike, unto" God t now that they
could not be like Him in Godhead; they sought to make
Him like themselves in fault, and so the fault that they
had committed ~they made greater by defending it. We
then as children of such parents, in fact as men, lie under
this i'nfirmity, this vice and evil habit, :that when weare
rep'roved for any fault, we at once seek to cloak it over
with excuses; ,asunder so many leaves and; branches.
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A.,nd· son'tetimes, n(5t~content' with,excusiog ourselves,. ,we
seek (0 throw; ,the blame <;>11> others. "
A: Saint (Petetf:Pamian) compares:, those who excuse
themselves to a hedgehog; that when .it feels that':people
\\"ant "to catch or touch it" ,with the greatest: nirnpleness
tucks.in·jtshead and feet, and. make'S itself into a ball
surrollnQeclpn aU side~ with ,pricks, S0 that,you,rannot

seize or touch· it "vithout ·,first p>riCkingyours¢lf".uf prrius
videas sa1Jguinem tUUirnquam'corpussuum. In this:way,
says the Saint, tho~e, ,are . who ,exCuse the.mselves: if 'you
seek to· .• touch thetna:nd, teli thern. the ,fault they' have
committed, they at once defend themselves like the hedge~
hog. Andsometifl1es theywiU,prickyou, giving you to
understand," that you ,also, have' need .ofCorrection.: SOIlletimes. telling yOtlthat there is cr rule' that one :shQuldn0t
reprove another;" atother.dmes 'saying. that, C?thers'have
committed.grea:ter faults,andno,notice taken. 'Come ,to
:touch ;the .hedgehog, "and .you; wilt see. if' it ,pricks. All
this' springs frbru our 'excessive 'pride', '. in ,that .we an~ uo.-wiUing1rto;haveour faults'knqwn, or to' be Jaken' for :men
,,,ho have their, defects,; :and 'wearemor,e .sOITY for o\1r
faults: beitlg·kn:own, ,and' the · loss 'oftrecl:it ,thart.we incur
thereby~than f6r"ha~ing ·committed thetn"and .thus'w·e
tr:y to cloak them ,'over and excuse them as far as we can.
:And there are.' persoos,so l1nmorti6ecl ontbis poi l1 t., •that'
evetl,betdr'e a'l'lytliirtgis: said to thetn~ they: ta'ke )trfl~')l,t:st
step jlod .exctIse~themselves,'andrseekto give a reason
for whatmay:l~e pbjected,againstthem :,if they:dJd ,this,
-it· 'wa~ ,for that reason; and if they did the~ other, it was
.fot .'that othe,rreaspn. Who is pricking you' ,how~ that
you nea:r. upthbs'?,' 'It is the:: goad ahd sPlJP,of ,pride, that
yC?uhave'"whhin·'the 'very 'marrow of your, constittltion,
thatp:ricks' you and makes' you rear up at this even before
·tb~"fime~ If then you.·feel'itf;yourself'this vice and 'evil
hapit, it: will be' welLtomaketlie' particrtlar 'examen"there- .
C.J;lr Uiltilyou ceaSe to have any ,desire" to c1oakover:your
fault, l>ut rather' :rejoice,. no\v "that yoil, have committed :it,
that thejr take YOtfJor ~ape'rsonwho has his fau1ts,in
repar.atio·o"and satisfaction for it.· ,;A:rtd' even though 'you
lrave:not 'committed thefau1t, anda;re ,teprov~d for. it"qo
n,ot. eX'cllseydurself ;beoausewhen' the: Super.ior·wa,ntstQ
e
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know the motive and cause thatyoll'had' for doing that,
he will know how to' enquire; and •haply he knows
'already,'; but wants to' test ;yourhumility, and see how
you take" rebuke and 'admonition.
"'Fifthly, it is also a 'good examen to cutshdrt and re~
firench tho'ughts of pride."" 'A man iSSb proud and' So vain
that there occur to him many vain and proud thoughts~
iniagihing' himself in high posts and ministiies tocorresp,ond;' and there' you find "yours'eU'preachi'ng ,in your
:native place very takih'g sermons,sermons,so you
imagine, productive of much good: there you, are' again
lecturing" or maintaining theses with great applause of
~the' audience; arid the 'like' things. All this cornes of, the
great pride that is seated in us, sprouting out' and bursting 'forth in'These thoughts. Thus' it makes an' excellent
particular examen to abridge 'and cut short at once these
y~in' and ambitious thoughts, as you' would stop' and cut
short' at once, impure 'thoughts' and rash judgments, and
thoughts of, any other vice \vhereby one is molested.
Sixthly, h will be also a good examen to hold' all others
for our superiors, as the rule tells us. Let us incite ourselves to, humility by" contriving and desiring to give
preference to others, reckoning them' all in our mind as if
they were our superiors, and externally 'showing all
respect ,and reverence that the conaition of each admits
()f,with religious plainness and simplicity,'" which advice
'is taken from 'the Apostle(Phil.iL3': Rom. xii. 10).
Although external deference must be paid according to
variety of status' and'persons, yet in point of true humility
'and the interior attitude of our soul, our Father wishes
that, ashe applies the word C least ' to' this Society and
Religious' Order, so each member of it should take himself
for the'least of all, and hold all the rest' for his superiors
and 'betters. This then will b~ a very good and profitable
exameri, 'provided that it be not a ,mere speculative view,
but, in practice: and hehaviour you conduct yourself to all
with the'same huinility arid respect as if they wereyotir
superiors. 'If you took such and such a person fo.r your
'superior, you would not take liberties in talking to him,
'nor be rough with him', much less use words that might
grieve or mortify him, nor\vould you be so ready to' pass
c
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judgment on him, or resent his dealing or speaking with
you in this way or that. So ,all these things you must
note and mark down' as faults,whert you make examen
on ,t~i~·;point,. " . . .
.;>' ,
The seve~tq ,thing on whicnwe m~'y ,.mak~ particular
examen in this' matter, 'is to 'take welT' aU"occasions of
humility ~thatcome in our way. . You are a.pt to resent it
whenatlother speaks, to you a scornful. word,alld when

VIC
-:--

they give you orders in peremptory and itnperious:ton:es.

Or when . ,.it •looks as though. they did, not mak~ so ,rn.\lch.
account· of you, ,as' of others. Make your e~a1,l1en on. taking
well these anq the like occasions thqt. O:fIer" occasions
that may go to putting ,you down. This examenis on~
of the most proper and profitable that we can 'make to
gain the. virtue of humility; for ,besides our thereby living
in readiness to meet all ,that may come int>urway and
,must, be. met day.by ,day, we may also: in this examen
grow and mount up' by those' three degrees. of virtue .that
we have already stated.
First ,you. may ,.make y<>ur
examen on" bearing •all these things" v,ith:' patience; .aft~rwards, on bearing them with readiness,.and ea~e, ~ntil yoP
come .not, to' dwell· on the thing.· or make any· acco;un~ o.f
it; after that,·. you may make it.on bearing th~mwith joy,
and delighting in your own humiliation, in. which we have
·said the perfection· of .humilityconsists~
,
..
"
. The eighth thing on which one may make qne's par~
ticular examen in this and other matters, is to do so many
acts and practices of humility (or other virtue on which
the exameri .is made), 2S w.ell interior as exterior, bringing. oneself· to act therein so many'· times in the, Inorning,
and so many times in the afternoon, beginning WIth feiW~r
acts and gradually increasing. them) until one, is quite
habltuatedand accustomed. to this-,yirrtu~. In tl1is way,
by dividing one's enemies,and taking each by itself, self:..
'conquest is Detter effected and the,· end d~sir~d gained. iQ
a 'shorter lime.

~

CBAPTERX.XIX,

How humility is compatible with seeking to be :
,re~arde~' and esteemed by men
There is a doubt that often strikes one, about humility,
the solution of which is of importance for us to know
how to behave in ·regard of it. We usually say, and
it· is the common doctrine of the-Saints, that we~hould
desire to be depreciated, run down,little valued and made
small account of. A difficulty at once arises on the
other side: How can we work with profit to ,our neighbours, if they despise us and ,hold us of small account ?
Surely for that end it is necessary to have authority \vith
them, and that they should have a good opinion ,and
esteem of us ; hence it appears that it is no bad· thing,
but a -good thing, to desire to be respected and regarded
amongst men. This doubt is dealt with by the glorious
Saints, Basil, --Gregory and Bernard. And they answer
it very well,' saying that though-it is true ,that 'i\'e should
shun the honour and esteem of the w.orld for the great
danger there is in it, and on our part and .in so far
as -it rests- with us we should even- desire to he despised
and held of little account, yet, - for a certain good purpose of the greater service of God, it maybe -a lawful
and holy thing'to desire the .honour and esteem of men.
So says St. Bernard that while it is true that on -our part
we- should wish that; others should know and feel about
us what we know and feel about ourselves, and view us
in the same light in which we view Durselves, yet often
(he says) it- is not advisable that they should know s.o
much,' and so it may be sometimes a lawful and holy
thing in us to endeavour· that they may not. know. our
faults, not to take any scandal: thereby and be hindered
in their spiritual advancem'ent. But we need to understand this properly, and proceed in the matter with
circumspection and much spiritual wisdom, because these
and the like truths, under colour of truth, are apt to do
great harm to some souls from their not knowing how
to make use of them.
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The same Saints explain this doctrine well to us, that
-we may not - take thence --occasion to - go wrong. -&1.~eg:0!l- says: Sometimes holy men are glad too-enjoy
the good opinion and esteem of men; -,that is, when
they see it to bea necessary means for theadvancem'ent
and -spiritual help of their -neighbours' souls. And' this,
says St. Gregory, is not rejoicing in -one's own position
-and distinction, but ,in the -fruit and profit of one's neighbour, - which isa very different-thing.
It-is on~ -thing
·1'0 love honour and human esteem for its ownsake,--dwellingtheretlf>on,for one's own satisfaction and with regard
to oneself, seeing oneself great and distinguished in the
opinion-of men,and -that -is bad,-andanother thing to
seek it as a means of producing fruit in souls, and that is
not bad, but good. And in this way·w~ may well desire
the honour' ,and esteem of the -world and men's g-ood
-opinion of us for the -greater glory of _God, and -for its
being necessary for the edification of out neighbours:'and
:doing;them good, for this is~not seeking one's-owo·hO.fi.our
and· reputation; but· the -profit and -good of one'speighbour, and -the greater glory of God. As 'in one who
for health's' sake takes a purgative' draught, which he
naturally dislikes, the seeking and -. taking of thedr£\ught
is part of his love of health ;80 it is with. human honour,
which agoop man -shuns and disdains, he seeks· and
accepts- it solely for its being in some particular case
necessary or· profitable for the service of'God -and· good
of souls, in which case he may be said with truth not
:towish or desire anything but the glory of God.But let us 'see howitmay be kp.own whether a:rnan
takes delight in: honour and ·the goodopiFllon of 'men
'purely-for the glory of God and the profit of hjs:Fleigh- ~
bour,or· whether· his· -delight turns on, himself apd his
ownhoIlour'and: credit; for· this·· isB. ,: very :delicate: question,' and the whole point and difficulty of this- business
;consists in this. To .this .' St. Gregory· replies: - OUf joy
in' honouratid •credit .should 'be .so purely for God that,
were'it noinecessary forRis -greater glory -and the 'good
of our·' heighbour,we would'nbt dnly-not rejoice at, it,
but ,'. positi~elybe . pained. Thus our -heart and desire, . s.o
far as in-us lies,' must ever incline to ignominy and ,con-
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tempt, and so, when we have an opportunity of that,
we should ever embrace it heartily and rejoi~e therein,
as people do when they get what they want. And as
for honour and credit, we should desire and rejoice in
it solely in so far as. it is necessary for the edification
of our neighbour, for the good of his soul, and the
honour and glory of God.
Of our blessed Father Ignatius we read that he used
to· say that, if he let himself be carried away by the
fervour of his desire, he would go through the streets
naked and feathered and covered with mud, to be taken
for a madman; but charity and the desire he had to be
usefulto his neighbour checked in him this great a,ffection
for humility, and made him conduct himself with that
authority and decorum that became his office and person.
.But his inclination and desire was to be despised and
run down; and whenever an opportunity of humiliation
:occurred, he embraced it and even sought it in good
earnest. By this then it will be known whether you
rejoice in authority and good name for the good of souls
and the glory of God, or for your own sake and your
own personal honour and authority. If when an opportunity offers of humiliation and discredit, you embrace
it in good earnest and heartily, and are glad, of it, then
it is a good sign that when the sermon or the business
goes well, and you are regarded and made much of
on that account, you do not rejoice for your own honour
and . reputation, but purely for the glory of God and the
good of your neighbour ensuing therefrom.
But if
when. an opportunity of humiliation offers, you refuse
it and do not take it well; and when it is not necessary
for the profit of your neighbour, you none the less rejoice
in the esteem and praises of men, and go out of your
way to get them, that is a sign that even on those other
occasions your joy is for what touches yourself and your
own honour and credit and not purely ,for the glory of
God, and the spiritual profit of your neighbour.
Thus it is true that honour and the good opinion of
men is not bad, but good, if we make a good use of
it, and thus the desire of it may be lawful and holy,
as when Father Francis Xavier went with a great retinue
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in state to. visit . the King of Bungo. Self-praise also
may he good and ,holy, if it is done as it ought to be" as
we s'ee that 81. P~ul, vvriting to the Corinthians (2, Cor.
xi), began to praise and recount grand things of
,himself, telling. the g~eat favours thqt the Lord ,had done
him, saying . that he had worked harder than .the

9t,herApostles"

and getting on to the revelations

that he had had, and raptures even to the third heaven.
But this. he did because it was· then proper andneeessary
,~qr the honour of God,. and the profit of his neighbours

to' whom .he was writing, that so they might regard and
venerate him for an Apostle of Christ, and receive his
doctrine. and. profit,' thereby ~ And he. said these things
with a h~art that not only despised honour, but loved
disparagement and dishonour for Jesus Christ's sake.
For when it was not n~cessary.for the,.good of his neighbour, he, ~n~w well how tQ <;lisparage, and abase himself,
,saying of himself that he was not worthy to he an Apostle,
because he had persecuted the. Church of God (I Cor.
::~v. 8,9),.· and calling,. himself a blasphemer and one born
but of d~e time a;nd the greatest of sinners.(r Tim. i.
,IJ, IS);. and when they offered him slights and insults
h~ was very well pleased and glad. ,Hearts such as this we
may . well trust to receive ,honour, and sometimes ,Bay
things that go to secure it, for they will never do these
,things without its being necessary for the greater, glory
of God; and then they do them without beingcontaminated thereby, as though they did them not, becaus'e
they love not their own honour, but the honour of God
and the good of souls.
But because it. is v~ difficult to receive' honour
,and not grow proud. thereupon, or take therein any
vain '. satisfactionor'complacency, for this reason Saints,
,fearing,_Jl!~_gr~gJdanger there is in. honour, al1d reputation, . ·.and diK!!!!J.~~..E_~d high posts, shun.· all fhat. ·sort
of . thing., as . far. as they. can; they. used to go where
they were .not known or· esteemed, and contrived to busy
themselves in lowly and" despicable· occupations, because
they saw that that helped more to their spiritual profit and
their preservation in humility, and that it was the safer
way for· them.
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St. Francis used. to allege. a good reason. I am not
a Religious if I do not .take'. disgrace' with the' same
ch,eerfulness of countenance and calm of soul as I take
honour. If for the spiritual good of others I rejoice at
the honour which they pay me when I preach or do
other good works,wherein I put· my soul intO' risk and
danger of; vanity, .llluch more should I rejoice at·, my' ow~
spiritual good and the making· of my own' soul, of which
I am more secure when they find fault with me~ Itis
clear that we are more bound to rejoice in our own
spiritual good and profit than in the good and profit of
our neighbour, because well-ordered charity begins at
home. If then you are glad of your neighbour's profit
when the sermon or the business went, well, and brings
you in praise and reputation, why are you not glad' of
{ your own profit, when, while you are doing all on your
.part, you are little thought of in consequence? For that is
the better and safer situation for you. If you are glad
when you have great talents to do great things for the
good of others, why are you not glad of your own 'profit
and increase in· humility, when God has given you' no
talent for these things? If you rejoice in the enjoyment
of robust and sound health to labour for others, why do
you not rejoice when it is God's will that you should be
sick and feeble, and good for nothing but to be thrust
into a corner as a piece of, useless furniture?-for that
is what is to your advantage, and that will help you to be
humble, and by that you will please God more than if you
were a great preacher,because He wills it so.
Hence it will be seen how much they are mistaken,
who fix their eyes on .worldly honour and reputation,
under pretence that that is necessary for doing good
to ,one's neig-hbour, and under' that pretence desire
honourable offices and high posts, and all that carries
authority and influence, and shun what is lowly and
humble, thinking to lose authority thereby. There is a
great mistake here, since a man loses authority and
influence when he thinks to gain it, and when he thinks
that he shall lose it, he will gain it. Some think that by
a poor habit,and an office or occupation that is lowly
and humble, they will lose the good opinion that is
I

LAINEZ 'A'T TRENT

necessary for dealing profitably with their n~ighpour,;
herein· their pride deceives',them:rather hereby you· will
gain it,and by the, contrary way,which you follow,):ou
will lose it.
Our blessed Eather Ignatius taught this veryweH. He
said that asense~ of 'true~ humility did more for the, conversion of, souls than,' a display of authority" which, h.ad
about it some savour and scent of the world. And so
he not Qnly practh;ed this humility .himself, but ,in s,ending

othersto.labourin the vineyard of the Lord he taught
them that,to succeed in great and arduous undertakings,
it· should always be their policy to take . the , road,o{
humility and contempt of, themselves, for then their
work. wouldJpe quite, safe if, it were well' grounded on ,this
humHity, ,and, that is the way by which 'the Lord usuaaly
Works great things.' According, ,to'·. thispoHc.Y",when. he
sent Fathers .Francis· Xavier and· Simon Rodriguez to
P6rtu:gal" he 'ordered them that. 'oni arriuing.: iO'thilt
kingdom ·,they should beg alms, and by, poverty and selfabasement'should open the gate, to ·all thexest. And
Fathers 'Salmeron andPaschasius, when they were sent
to· Ireland asApostolicNuncios,healso ordered to teach
Christian,doctrine to children :and simple '., folk. And •when
the same Fathe.r Salmeron. a,nd ·Father Master Lainez
attended, for the first time, the Council of Trent,being
sent by Pope: Paul II!. as Theologians of His Holiness,
the instructions that hegave.,:them were, before' giving
their opinion in the,Council t to betake themselves. to. the
hospital,' and serve the poor patients ,there, and teach ·the
children the elements of our' faith; and after having cast
these r:oots, they were thenfo pass. on and· speakouttheit
opinion, inthc Council" Jar sO there would be profit and
fruit of souls, as we know ,that by the Lord's goodness
there was. And shall we go looking ah0ut us, fearing,

3cnd ".measuring the. "issue, by the' dictates of", human
prudence, ;whether there is a loss of quthotity by ,doing
these things ?' Never you fear that the pulpit will lose
credi,t by your going to teach catechism" or, giving dis,.
courses, in ,public places,,' hospitals and ,prisons. ,Never
~u fear "l<?sing 'credit ,with respectable people" because
ey see you· hearIng tJie confessions of the poor, or your..
<
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self going about in the garb of. a poor Religious; rather
thereby you· gain authority, and reap more .credit and
reputation, and will .do more good to souls, since God
raises up the humble, and is wont to work wonders
through them.
But leaving aside this, V\Thich is the main reason,
and taking the argument by way of human prudence. and reason, you can find·· no more effectual means
to gain authority and good name among your neighbours,
and do much~odto th~ir souls, than by employing yourself in those· occupations which look lowly and humble,
and all the more, the greater are your capacities. The
reason thereof is this: so high is the value that the world
attaches to honour and reputation and high position, that
it is a thing that its votaries do particularly admire, to see
a man .regardless of his own standing, and when he might
be engaged in high and .honourable occupations, busying
himself in things lowly and humble; hence they conceive
a high opinion and esteem of the sanctity of such, and
receive their teaching as coming from heaven.
We .read of Father Francis Xavier in his Life that
on embarking. for the Indies, refusing to .take any outfit
for his voyage, he met with earnest remonstrances from
the Count de Castaneda, who was then Minister of
Marine in those parts. The Count begged him at least
to take with him a servant to wait upon him at sea.
Re told him that he would lose credit and authority
with the people whom he had to teach, if they saw him
with the rest washing his linen· at . the gunwale of the
ship and cooking his own dinner. The Father replied:
" My Lord Count, this is what has. reduced the Church
of God and her prelates to the condition in which they are
at this clay,. the attempt to gain credit and authority by
the means which your Lordship suggests. The means
whereby credit .and authority should be gained is by
washing one's rags and cooking the pot without having
need 'of anyone, and all the time employing oneself in
the service of one's neighbours' souls." At this answer
the Count was .so struck and edified that he had nothing
more to reply. In this way, and by this humility and
simplicity, authority is to be acquired, and in this way
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fruit,' of so:uls~ Andwe\see that Father Franci's Xavier
effected: 'so' ,tnllch 'in ,the' Indies:, by .teaching' :catecnism
to children", '. and :'g6ing ,about ,ringing the bell' 'at night
for "the' 'stOuls .·in; ~purgatoty,and serving,' and comforting
the siCk, rarrdother"lowl)l' and nu,mble,tdfices. 'Thus,he
carnie" to ;'have :',sQ"much', authority' ·'and ~'teputati()n,' thilt
hestQle :awayLand:drewto 'himself tne hearts of all, and
r

c

theycaUed i him tll'e' , b'oly;Padre.'~rThisistheauthority
that is wanted ''.forgainibg fruit of souls,--the name
andY reputation: of 'numbloe men,: the· narhe and reputation
c

of Saints ,and· 'preachers of the 'gospel. So this it is
lnatwe; 'snould:endeavour to procure!'; ,"as' for those 'arrs
of 'authority 'and :pdints of honour' which savour and
reek ioftheworld, they rather do ,harm and 'give great
dr'sedifica6on to "our,neig.hbour, as well to' those' outside
the ,house! as: to thosewitliin, ';
,On those words in St. John: I,do not, seek my ,own
glory, my Father takes account of that (John viii. So), a
certain Doctor says very well: " If then our Heavenly
Father seeks and safeguards our glory and our honour,
there is no need for us to take care of it." Make it your'
policy to humble youtselfand to' be what you ought to
be ; and leave, to God ,ypUJ;" credit and authority' as a means
to gather more fruit 'of souls: for where you humble and
'abase yourself,' thete'you: will, the more raise Yourself'up,
'and' gain. a reputatiori,' 'Very' different ·froln' that. which', you
,might have gained by ~those human means and 'devices;
Neither "again must 'you. :§et before yourself the honour
'andauthotity' of youf,Order; which is another pretence
that sometimes offers' itself, in this and in 'othermatters,
to, cloak our 'own' imperfection' and want' of,' mortiflcation'~
,'Oh, Ido nJotthis:'for·,myself, hut forthe~credit 'of, the
Order, which it is' right' should be respectea and tegarded."
Leav(( alooethese' respec'tsand regards: "your Order-will
gainm'ore by their seeing 'you humble, silentandsuffefing r fOf' i'o; this consists the credit and reputatiop"of'a
Religious Order; in'its inembersbeing humble-andmortifled; "and far removed' from "an' savour and odour of the
'world.
"
'Father Maffei in his 'History of the .Indies relates: that
while 'one of our Fathers in Japan \vaspreaching the·:faith
I
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-of Chtist our Redeemer in a public. street of Firando, one
of those heathens who happened to be -passing that way
made mockery of the ,preacher, and hawking up a great
mass -of phleg-m .spat it in his face. The preacher drew
out his handkerchief and \viped it off, without showing
any concern and without uttering -a word, and went on
with his sermon in the; same tenour and outward appear':'
ance as -if nothing had happened. One of the -hearers
took great notice of this, and seeing the great patience
and humility of the preacher, began to think. within him..
self: ' It cannot be that a doctrine which teaches so much
patience, so much humility and constancy ·of soul, should
:oot come from heaven: this must be. a thing of God' :
which made such an impression on him that he was moved
to be converted. So he went up to the preacher at the
end of the sermon, and beg-g-ed him to -instruct him in the
faith 'and 'baptise him.

CHAPTER XXX

Of the th'lrd degree of humility
1'he third degree of humility is when ,one endowed with
great virtues :and -gifts of God, and: standing high in the
honour and esteem of men, is not -proud of anything ~ nor
'attrihutes anything- to· himself, but refers and attributes
everything to the 'same source, which is God, of whom
comes every good and perfect gift (James i. ,17). This
third degree ofhumilify,says St. Bonaventure, is proper
to good and ,perfect men, who, the greater they -are,
'humble themselves the more iri everything.
That one
\\Tho is evil' and imperfect should know and rate himself
for'such, is no great matter: it is a good thing and praise...
\vorthy, but no marvel, any more than it would be for the
sOnoE' a peasant -to have no mind to be taken for the- sOh
of a king/ or"for the poor to hold himself poor, and the
invalid for an invalid, and for all such like persons to be
\villing robe taken for what they are. But for the rich
ito hold himself poor, and for the great to diminish him-
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self and put himself on a •level '\Vith the lowly, making
hims.elfsplallj thatds a thing to...wonder at. So, as' the
S~int.~ays, itis no, marvel for one who i$evil andirnper..
fect tQ bold. himself for, evil and .impe!fect; rather: it-would
1:>ea.strange~hing, if,being what-he is, he took himself
for agooda~d perfect person,·. as though amanJull of
leprosy took himself for a sound man. But for one-who
i;$·Jar. advanced' in: virtue, -and . enjoys tllapy. gifts of· God.,
and i~ truly ,great before His Divine Majesty; to hold
himself for. a. -small and· insignific.ant creature,-that: is
great'humilit.yand a ,thing to marvel at.
St. Bernard says.: "A great and rare virtue it is to do
g r = d not take oneself for great, but for slight
apd. small,~to have·.all the w·orld· holding you. fora.· Saint
rand ap admira,ble ·.man, while you yourself make little
;lecount, of yourself. I take ·.thatto be more than all· the
rest of your. v~rtues."
Magna et rata.virtus prote.cto est,
'Pum ·magna . opereris, magnum te nescire J Cutn omnibus
'1Jota sitsanctitas' tua, .tesolum lateat'; cum omnibus mag:nus appareas, .tibi,soU .vilescas.. .Hoc ego ipsis. virtittibus
Juirabilius iu¢lico..This, humility was. found rno.sf pet,;;
fectly in. the holy Queen of Angels, who, knowing herself
to be-chosen for .Mother of God, with the deepest
humility tecognised herself for· His 'servant. and handmaid. St. Bernard says: "Being' chosen for' such .a
:high dignity and great hOnour as to be.M()tber ·ofGod,
\she~cClUs·hetseH Hishandmaid;'and being pronounced.by
the mouth of St. Elizabeth blessed amongst all women,
she ~akes to· herself no· glory. for those "great endowments
she has" butatt"ributes 'them. aUto God, -thanking Him
"and magnifying Him for them,,' while herself she remains
tiutireand firm in the deepesthutnility.", My soul doth
r.rragnify,.etc.. 'Luke 1. 46}. This the humility of heaven.
17:here theBlessedkeeptherpselvesin this humility.· This,
saysLSt. Gregory,is what St. John saw in the Apocalypse.
of those four-and-:hventy Elders who,. prostrate before the'
tbroneofGod,: adored Him, taking their crowns offtheit
headsband' casting; them·at the foot of the· throne :{Apoc.
hr. 4.~o) •. · Me says that' casting. their crowns at the 'foot
ofthe·lhrone ·ofGod ·meaJisattributingtneirvict0ries~not
,to themselves; hut all-to:God,.\vho gave them::,-sfhength
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and virtue to 'overcome, thus giving Him the honour and
glory of it all. Thou art worthy, 0 Lord our God, to
receiv'e glory and honour and power and might, for thou
hast 'created all things, and by thy will they are and continue to be, as by that will they were created (Apoc. iv.
1I). It is right, 0 Lord, that we should give Thee the
honour and glory of all, and take the crowns off our heads
and cast them at Thy feet, for all is Thine, by Thy will
tit has been nlade, and if we have any good, it is becaus'e
Thou hast willed it. This then is the third degree of
humility, not to be elated at the gifts and graces that we
have received from God, but to attribute and refer all to
God, as author and giver of all good.
.
But someone may say: If humility consists in that, we
are' all .humble: for who does not know that all good
comes to ~us from God, and that of ourselves we have
riothing but sins and 'miseries? \iVhich of us is there that
dbesnbt say: If God were to withdraw'His hand, I should
be the worst man in the world. Perdition is thine, 0
Israel: of me only cometh" thy aid (Osee xiii. 9). All
blessings and all good things must come to us through the
chann'el of the liberality of God. This is the Catholic faith,
and so it seems that we have all got this humility, since
we all thoroughly believe this truth, of which Holy Writ
is full. Every good and perfect gift must come to' us
from above from: the Father of lights (James i. 17). And
the' Apostle St. Paul: fflhat hast thou that thou hast not
received? For of ourselves we are not sufficient to- have
any good thought as coming from ou'rselves, but all our
sufficiency is of God: it is God {hat workethin' us as w'ell
to will' good as to' put it in: act according to his good 'will
(I Cor. iv. 7 : 2 Cor. iii. 5 : Phil. ii. 13). He means that
we cannot do anything, nor speak anything, nor desire
anything, nor think anything, nor start anything helpful
towards our salvation, without God, from whom all our
sufficiency proceeds.
'
And what clearer comp~rison could be given us to make
us understand this than that which Christ Himself
declares in His holy gospel? A s the branch cannot bear
'f'rilit 01 itself unless it rernain in the 'vine, so' neithe~ 'can
ye 'unless ye rentain in'me (John
4).. Would you s'ee
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~he li:t;.tle,;o~)nQthing' that you.>can ';do,:without:~M(b? /:As
the' branch, cannot bear fruit of itself unless it be united
,with, the, vine" so none can do any: I1;1eritorious' work by
,hiIllself,if'.Qe: is not 'united:with'Me. I am ,the vine,ye
,thebmnc;hes ~,: .he that ,abideth:inme,and I in him" the
sairieskdU, beq,rtnuo1i fruit: f01'without ,me'ye can do
nQthing, ('1 Ohh xv~ 5). What thing'more fruitflll, than
',the branchUni.:ted'wi-th the<vine? And whattlling more

uselessandgood-for,nothing, tha,n ,the' branch

separate~

from ,the, vine? What is it good ,for:? God 'asks the
prophet, Ezeohiel:What '; shall be :{1one with thevranch?
It ,is aino use,:as-titnber to do any work ()f'carpentry,nol'
'toma,ke a peg to put in a wall to hanganythin,gdn : the
bra/rich sepa'fafed from the vine is: no good,bu.t for 'the fire
(Ezech. xv. 2-4).: Such 'are we, ifwe~ are 'not united with
the truelife,which is Christ. If 'anj1oneabideth riot united
with me, he shall be cast out arid w£ther away, and they
shall gatherhitn up and cast him into the fire, ,and" he
'burneith{] ohh xv. 6). We are worthless except for' the
fire: if we are worth anything, it is by the grace of. God;
as, $t:. ,P:aul says : 'By the grace of God I am what Tam
(I Cor.,/xv. 10). It: seems' that we are, all well grounded
inthiS'lruth,' that aU the good that we 'have is' of 'God,
and tbatof ,ourselves we' are nothing but sins" and that
we have ~no good to attribute to ourselves, but all. must
go' to' God. This, doesno-t : 'seem ,very ,difficult ,for one
who:believes;thatwe shohld a,ssignit .for the "'highest and
m6st:per£ect ',degtee;of' numility, '\since it 'is so plain a
truth: of 'faith. So' itapp-earsat ,first s,ight::'Hookingat,it
superficially and on ,the face of 'things, it seems easy,but
it is 'rtot~, so, but 'difficult~
,,
'Cas,sian says that ,to' :beginners' it seem.s' an easy, tliirig
to,'attrlv.bu:te'notHing totheniselves, not to rest or confide
ih ,their'j oWen ,industry and diligence,but'to refet::arrd
a~trihute> alLtoGot1::butit, is not so,~it is very difficult:
~Fo.r ~as ''\v,eou:iselves i,also h~ve s:omesna're· in our' good
/woidfs./ a~'we,'foo\,wo,.rk ana c.oncu'Y with :eloa (Dei" enim
sa.rhus adjwtoies; I 'Co'd iii':,: g),:forthwith'findalmost
'imperceptibly we: come to'testandr~ly, onourselvesy:au?
there tomes, over; out: mind a secret 'presumption and 'pride~
thinking thal' it 'was' by our' indhstry ,and diligence· this
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was done 'and that; ,and so we go on to pride arid
"vanity and' elation over the actions that we do, as though
-it were by our own strength that we did them, and as
though they were wholly ours. This is not such an easy
'bUsiness as it appears. Enough for us to know that the
Saints assign·thisfor the most perfect degree of humility,
:and say that it is the humility of great souls, so that we
·may. understand that there is in it more difficulty and
:perfection than appears.
For a man to receive great
gifts' .6f God, and do great works, and be able· to' give to
qod the glory of it as he ought, without attributing to
,himself ariything," or taking in it any vain complacency,
is a "thing' of high perfection. To .be honoured and
praised 'as "a saint, and not to have one's heart tainted
by such honour and high appreciation any more than as
though there were no such thing on' the horizon, is a difficult thing,. and few"attain to it: much virtue is required
for' that.
.. ,
.
.
,. '~says that to walk in the midst of
honours wIthout' the heart being tainted of him who is so
honoured, is like walking among beautiful women without
ever looking lipon them with other than chaste eyes~
A difficult and dangerous' thing that, and much virtue is
required for it. A good head is needful to walk high up
and not get giddy: not everyone has the head to walk
on a height. The angels had it not in heaven, Lucifer and
his companions had it· not, and so they got their' heads
turned and fell·into the abyss of hell. They say that this
was the sin of the angels, that God having created them so
beautiful' and so fair, with so many gifts natural and
supernatural, they did not stand in. God (in veritate non
§.te'tit, John··viii. 44), nor attribute to Rim the glory of it
all, .but they stood in themselves,-not that they thought
that they had '. these things of themselves, for they wen
knew that they ,verecreatures, but because, as the
prophet Ezechiel says: Thy' heart is lifted up in thy
beauty, ,'ana thou: hast lost thy wisdom in thy, brilliant
$plendour(Ezech~ ·xxV"iii.I7)~ They became 'vain of their
be a.. uty, proud as peacocks of the gifts they had received
fl'bin'God, arid revelled ·in them as though they had them
,ofLtheir own. They, did not refe~ .and attribute them 'all
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to - God, giving Him the glbry and honour thereof, 'but
they grew:vain and elated and foolishly self-satisfied,.as
though they had -of themselves the good things that were
theirs. Thus though with their -understanding they knew
that glory was due to God, with 'their will they ·refused
to give it and attributed it to themselves. You see that
this def\ree of humility is not such an easy thing as it
looks, SInce to the very angels it was a dIfficulty, under
whIch they fell from -the height on which God had placed
them, because they could not _maintain themselves there.
Now if the angels had riot a head -strong enough to walk
on high, but grew vain and fell, much more reason .have
we to fear lest we grow vain, if setano raised up on high,
for we men are such poor creatures that we vanish into
thin air -like" smoke (honorificati et. exaltati quemadmodurn fumus deficient, Ps. 36). As smoke, the higher it
goes up,' is the more undone -and disappears, so miserable
and proud man falls away into vanity, the more they
honour him and - raise 'him to high estate.
Oh,how well and how much to the point did Christ· our
Redeemer advise us of this! The holy gospel relates that
after. -. He had sent the seventy-two disciples' to preach,
they' returned -very well satisfied and in high glee from
their mission, saying: ' 0 Lord, .we have' done wonders,
even the devils submitted and obeyed us in Thy name.'
The Redeemer answered very seriously: I saw Satan
fall like lightning from heaven (Luke x.. 18). Beware of
vain satisfactiori; see how on that account Lucifer fell
from heaven, because in that high estate in which he was
created he grew -full of vain self-complacency . over the
gifts that he hadreceiyed, and did not attribute toG()~
the glory and honour thereof as he should have done, -but
sought to exalt himself therewith. Let not the .same
thing happen to you, do not you grow vain of the wonders and great things that you do in My name; nor- take
any vain. complacency therein. These words are spoken
to- us. See· that you do not grow proud. of the fact that
oy .your instrumentality much fruit is· produced among
your 'neighbours,and ·many souls gained. Beware of
taking any vain satisfaction in the·- applause and good
opinion of men and· the high regard they.. show you. See
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theit,you, are not' at all'e1a:ted; see that honour and reputation 'do 'l1ottainl you'rheart; for that is what made
Lucifer fall, and 'of an angel turned him into' a deviL
Wherein! you see, says St. A\.lgustine, what an evil thing
pride 'is,,' since of angels it makes devils; and cbhversely~
what, agbod thing is humility, "Thich likens"men to the
holy angels.,

CHAPTER XXXI

Further' eluciclation' of the third degree of humility
We have ~ot done with giving a good account of what
the third degteeof hun1ility consists in; and so it-will be
necessary t6 explain it a little further, that we l11aybetter
put it into execution, '\Thich is our object. This third
degree of htunility,say the Saints,cbnsists in knowing
how to distinguish between the gold that conies to us of
God,' the, gold of His gifts and benefits, and the day and
misery that we, are ourselves, and giving to each what
belongs to him ; attributing to God what is of God, and
to ourselves what is ours; ahd all this rnustbe done in
practice, "',hich is the point of this business. Thus
humility does not 'consist in ,the speculative knowledge
that of ours'elves we can 'do nothing, and are worth
nothing, and that all good must come to us of God, and
that He it is that works in us both to will and to begin
and' finish, ~ccordingto His free will and good pleasure,
as St. Paul says (Phil. ii. I3),~for this speculative knowledge is easy, since faith tells us so,andwe Christians
all know and believe accordingly,---.:...but humility consists in
knowing and acting ort this knowledge in practice, and in
being as clear and firm ,seated in this truth as ,though we
sa~ it with our eyes and touched it with our hands. ~his is
what SLAnibrose says is a most particular gift and great
grace of God, quoting to this effect that saying of SL
Paul: :We have not received the spirit of this wo,rld, buf
the spirit of God, tha.t wetnay know and a,ppreciate the
kifts that we have teceived of him (I Cor. ii. 12). For a
man to knowahd recognise the· gifts that he has received
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being Cl;ootl;ler.';s, and as, ;received and .given
~u)d· mercy' of-Qqd,. .i.s a,. specjal gift
and favour of the 1\10st· High. Thewi~e Solomon says
-~lla:t·. this:. is .' the' height .of "wisdom. 1. knew ·that 1 CQuld
il.otbe., ;cQnt,inant unless Gpd;;gave, it m~:t;J,nd thi..~ was
itselj.toisdo·,m, toknQw ,whgse .giftit,was. Or: according
to' an~therreading', ·this 'w'as thch~ightof wisdom (Wiscl.
viii.. ~I). ,Practically to unqerstand and know that to be
'Continent·,is not· a thing that; vv;€can;secure by oup ,own
'strength" and;that no labour Or itldustry df0ur~ is enol;lgh
:for this, J)ut that it-is a gift of ,Gorland fllustcome to~us
f17om.'His hand, is: the height:,t>f wisdom. .Nowin this
.which, St.. Paul says is' a special'. gift :and favourQf God,
and ;So10mon calls the l,1eig)lt· J!>fwisdom, this degree of
humility, .consists. What·,. hastthoui that ,thou' hasit ;not
1!8cei7Ie.d?says the ApostleSt. Paul; all that webave
~sreceiv;ed, com"jog from ano~her, of ourselves we have
:just; nothing: if Jhenthouhast received it, eOHiing .from
another, ,whydost th.ou glor,y. as if thou; had~tnot received
it,' :and,asthough it were thine own? ;(1: )Cor~ jv. ;7).
11hi5 was the pumilityof th~;Saints, that while they were
enriched with gifts and gracesof;God,~and· He ,had raised
them,·.to"the;.'height·· qJ \perfection, and.,thereby··.to great
honourand.higp--esttmationin:: the ,world, nevertheless
,~hey held "thems~lvesso ,·cheap in ". tneb:· own eyes, ,and
;their soul remained so wholly taken up .with. her own lowlinessand<humility, that .itwas.as "though .they ;had none
.ofth~segifts.. There was. no ,taint of vanity' in theirhea:rt,
nor did any of. that honour. and esteem in' which the,wodd
held them affect ;them, because ,th~y :kne'w ,well ,how, to
distinguish' be'twe~n',.\Vhat~MTas"'another~s·' and, whatw,as
their: own. Thus they regarded. all. gifts, ht;>llOtlfS \and 'repu~
tation', as belonging to -another; they took th~m as received
from: 'God, :and..to . Him, .they gave' ,and attrihut¢d, all the
g;loryaridpraise'thereof, theinsBl~es'reni{tinihg'plunged·
in
their .' own-lowliness, ,considering that of, themselves they
had natliing . ~rid . •. \Were .incapal~Je of, any ,goO(t~ ,H enbe'; it
came,a.bout tbat, ,though all the, world exalted them',> they
~were. not· elated,;. nor though.t, any more ~ of tl;tem,selves·. on
that account, ,nor was their heart :taintoo by anything. Dfall
,this, .but they thoug"ht, that those praises (were not uttered
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,or spoken of them, but of another, that is God, and in
,Him; and. in His glory they placed all their joy and
satisfaction.
Thus there is good reason for saying that this humility
belongs to great and perfect men.
First, because it
supposes great virtues and gifts of God, which . is, ;that
\vhich makes a man great before Him.
Secondly,. because for a man to be truly great in the eyes of God, and
far advanced in virtue and perfection, and on that account
highly regarded and appreciated by God. and men, and
still to hold himself cheap in his own eyes, is great and
marvellous perfection. And this it is that St. Chrysostom and St. Bernard admire in the Apostles and others,
that being such great saints, so laden with God's gifts,
and His ]\tlajesty working through them such marvels and
miracles as raising the dead, and they being on that
account in such high repute with all the world, they
remained as wholly ·lost in their humility and lowliness
as though they had nothing of this, as though another did
these things and not themselves, as though all. that
honour, credit and praise were. another's, and were paid
to another and not to them.
St. Bernard says: " It is no great thing to humble
yourself in poverty and low condition, because such a
condition of itself helps you to know yourself and keep
within . your own bounds; but for a man to be honoured
and thought much of by all, and taken for a holy and
admirable man, and still to remain as thoroughly con·
vinced of the truth of his own lowliness and nothingness
as if he had nothing of all that about him,-that is a
rare and excellent virtue and· a thing. of great perfection. ' , Magna prorsus et rara virtus, humilitas honorata.
In such men, says St. Bernard, according to the Lord's
precept (Matt. v. 16) their light shines out brilliantly
before men, to glorify not themselves but their heavenly
Father who is in heaven. These are the true imitators
of the Apostle St. Paul, and of the gospel preachers who
preach not themselves but Jesus Christ (1 Cor. iv. IS:
2 Cor. iv. 5: xii. 19).
These are the good and faithful
servants, who seek not their own interests, nor exalt
themselves in any way, nor attribute anything to them-
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selves,. but attribute all faithfully. to God,and give Him
the glory of a.11, and so shall hear from the mouth, of; the
Lord those words :Well ,done, thou igood andfiaithful
ser'Vant, becau:se thou hast bee.n faithful over a few things,

IwiU set thee over many things' (Matt. xxv. 21).

CHAPTER XXXII

Further elucidation. of the same
We have said that the third degree of humility ,is when
aJ;I1:;tn" ppssessed of great. virt.ues and gifts of God, and
held .in high ~onour and esteem, ta.kes no pride in any,..
thing, nor attributes anything to himself, but .refers and
attrib4te~all to the same ~ource, which is God, giving
Him the .glory of all, and remains all swallowed up in
his lowliness and humility as though he .had _nothing
and did nothing. Wedq not _mean· hereby._ to - say that
we do not also work and .have our share in the, good
works tlt,at we do,--.for that would he -.a .piece -of ignor"!
anceand an error. It isc1ear that we and- our free will
concur· and work jointly with God in our good works ;
for man freely gives his _-.consent to them, and on that
account it is true to say. that : man works, ' because of.
his own proper and free will he wills what he wills,and
works what he works, and it is in his power not to do
the work. Nay, this it is that ,makes this degree of
humility so difficult; because' on the one hand we our't
selves have to put in act all our diligence, and use aU the
means we. can, to gain virtue, and resist temptation, .and
bring our business toa successful issue, ,as if our efforts
alone were sufficient for that purpose; -and on the other
hand, ~fter having done that, we must distrust aI-together
what' we .have done as if we had. done nothing, and hold
ourselves for· useless and unprofitable servants, and put
our whole _- confidence in .God. So He teaches us -in the
Gosp~l :A:ftcr y.e ha'lJedone. all the things that are com..
mandedyou,-He does not say 'some,' but' all,'...--say:
We are unprofitable servants, we·· have done what we
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were bound,todo (Luke XVU."IO). Butta do, this, no
little virtue is necessary. Cassian says: "Whoever shall
come to knQ"v well that he is a useless servant, and that
~H" the means and. contrivances that he applies are not
sufficient.to do any good, hut it .must be the gracious
gift of the Lord 1'hat does it, such a man will not grow
proud over any success, because he will understand that
he did not gain it by his own industry, but by the grace
and mercy of God, as St. Paul says: What hast thou 'that
thou hast not receiv:ed? (I Cor. iv. 7)."
. ~ ..... 1\ug~li~e, brings, ag()oq. corpp~rison to elucidate
thIS.¥" tteSays that without the grace of God we are no
more than what a body' is' 'without ,a soul. As a dead
body cannot move or handle anything, so we without the
grace, of God cann6tdo works, of life or' value before
God. Now as it would be' foolish of a· body to attribute
life and movement to itself, and not to the soul that is in
it and gives' it life; so that 'soul would be very blind, who
should' attribute to herself the good works that she does,
and not to GOd, who has poured upon her the spirit of
li.fe; which is the grace whereby she' is enabled to do
them. And else\vhere he says that as·, the, bodily eyes
can see nothing,even; though they are quite ' hea1thy~
without the aid; of light, so man, however justified he be,
cannot lead a good ]ifewithout the aid, of the: light and
grace ofG6d. Unless the,Lordkeepeth the'citYJ the
~iJatchman watchethin, vatn (Ps. 126)~ "Oh,. that men
knew themselves, " says St. Augustine,," and would once
for all understand that they have nothing, in themselves
to glory in, but only in God." Oh, that·' God would send
us' a ray of light from heaven to scatter our darkness ,ah,d
make us know and feel that there is no good, nor being,
nor' strength anywhere in the whole of creation but· what
theLord of His gracious mercy has been:pleased to give
anel is pleased to preserve! In' ·thisth'en 'consists the
third degree 6f humility: only our brief wo.rds' cannot
reach so far as to declare the great and profound perfection there is in it. . However much ,we ,say of it, now
in one way, now' iri another, not only the practice. but
the theory of it too remains: difficult.
This' is that annihilation- 'of self,
repeatedly recom-
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mende.<l1:>y' t4e Masters of spiritual life :. this: is thatholrling
a,~~d, cQnfes.sing of oneself,' to be unworthy and, useless
, for all things, ad omnia indignum et inutilem se cQn-fiteri
etcredere, which St. Benedict and other Saints assign
for the highest degree of humility: tpis is that distrust
of self, and that fa~Fening of one~e,lf and hanging upon
God, so commended in Holy Writ: 'this is that genuine
t(,l~ingof qneself for nothing, ~hich at 'every step we·
l1ear i:luq ,sp~ak of, and pever,qqitesl:Jc;cee4: in f~eHn.g hin,
our hearts. Oh, that w~ \,1nder~tQo4 and f~lt sincerely and
practically,-as a thing that' we saw' with our eyes,
~tlSld. touched and felt with our. hatlcls,~tl1at of ourselves
we, nave not, and' cannot have anything but perditjon, and
sins,' :and, that all"the, good that we have and qo"wehave
itn€>t;;and, ,do. it: not 9f ourselves" and that ,His is :the
honour and 'g],ory, of it ,all.
And; if. after, all is saidranddone·yo.ri still .faifta"under..;
stanQ'the ,perfection' of this degree., of~,humility" ';be ,inot
ast0p.ished, 10r! it is very <high; theology, :and:it is "no
matter ,of ,:sutrprise that you'd-a'-not understand, it, so ,easily.
A Docitor says ,that .ihis 'happens in: aU' arts and sciences;
thatjeveryone" knows and understands. the 'common .', and
ev,id~nt ;things, hut· not all· attain ,to su~t1e and' delicate
poi ri ts"but ,only those ,who are" eminent ;in that 'art or
·science.: ,Sri here:. the commonandovdinaty t4ingsl' 'of
'drtq:e, ';anyorie< can <understand ;: bub· special and subtle
things;:itHings1o:fity ~ and delicate·,. are understood by ·those
only,whQ ,are; eminent andadvapced in thatvirtue.,;And
t'his,.is 'what ,St. Lawrence Justinian says, :that no <'one
qui1teknowswh~t:sortof a thIng: humlht .Is'but he who
.as,iecelVed':ol' . 0 grace to e amble.
rid thIS is
ho\v .the·~ Saints, b~ing men' ofmO'st profound humi1ity~
'feehand "say :of :themselves things that we, who have-npt
gotdso'fat,' fail to', understand, and' hold tor, ~exaggerations
and'pious fictl0ns,as that they are: the" greatest· sin'Hers
hfaU peoplejht:~he world" and.the"like, as we shall say
pi:'esently,':,And if; we "are unable 'to'say,or .fe~r these
things,.and c,annot ·even·quite'.undel1stand· thein, it:'is
because,'we have not; attained to suchhumility< as they,
and so"we do: not understand fhesubtle and delicate
poin'tsof this' fadultY'. '·,Do ·:Youcontriveto. be. humble,
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and grow continually in this science, and progress further
and further in it, and then you will understand how they
can say such things with truth.

CHAPTER XXXIII

Further elucidation of the third degree of humility,
and, how it comes thereof that the truly humble takes
himself for the least of all
That we may better understand this third.· degree; of
humility, and be able to establish ourselves well in it, it
is necessary to take the water further upstream. As we
said above, all our natural being and .all our natural
activities we hold of God: of ourselves we are nothing,
and therefore we have no power to move, or to see, or
to hear. or. to taste, or to understand, or to will; but
God gives us our natural being, and therewith He gives
us all its. powers and capabilities, and so to Him we have
to attribute at once its being and its natural activities.
In like manner and with much more reason must we
speak of our supernatural being and works of grace, and
that .all the more as they are greater and more excellent.
The supernatural being that we have we have not of
ourselves but of God: in short it is a being of grace
(gratia), which is so called because it is added into our
natural being gratuitously• We are· born in sin, children
of wrath (Eph. ii. 3), enemies of God, who hath drawn
us out of this darkness into his admirable light (I Pet.
ii. 9). God has made us of enemies, friends; of slaves,
sons; of good-for-nothingness, beings agreeable in His
eyes. And the reason why He has done. this has been no
merits of ours, nor any regard for services that we have
rendered Him, but purely His goodness and mercy, as
St. Paul says, being justified gratuitously by the grace of
God, by the redemption that is in Christ Jesus (Rom. iii.
24), and by the merits of Christ our only Redeemer.
Now as we could not of ourselves emerge from the
nothingness in which we were to the natural being that
we enjoy, nor could we do any vital actions, such as
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seeing" hearing, or feeling,," but all that comes by the
gracio'llsgift of God, and to Him we have tO ascribe it
all, without being ,able to put down to our glory any part
of it ;£so neither could we emerge from the darkness of
sin, in which we were conceived and born, ifGod,by.His
infinite goodness and mercy, did ,'not draw us out of '. it ;
nor could we do works of life, if He did not give us His
grace, thereto.. For the value ' and ,merit' of. our works
arises, not from anything that we, hold of ourselves, hut
from. what we hold by the grace of the Lord,. as the value
of acoin is not of itself, but of the stamp impressed upon
A Thus we must not attribute to ourselves any glory,
but. all 10 God, to whom natural and supernatural alike
belong,having ever in our mouth and in our heart that
saying of St. Paul, by the grace of God I am what I,am
(Ieor.xv. 10).
As .' we were saying, not only has God drawn
us out of nothingness and given us . the· being that we
have, hut also since we were 'created and received being
we do not hold it of ourselves, but of God sustaining us,
holding us up and supporting us by His Almighty hand,
that \\Te fall not,' into· the deep well, of nothingness out of
whichH.e originally drew us. Ih like manner in the supernatural order not only has God done Us the favour of
drawing us out of the darkness of sins, in' which we were,
to the admirable light of His grace, but. He is ever pres.ervingusand holding US by His hand, that we fall not
back again. Thus if for one moment God retired, and
withdrew· His hand and guard over us, and . allowed th<:
devil to tempt lIS as he would like, we should fall back
into our past sins and others worse. God is' e'V,er at my
tight hand lest I be upset, says the, prophet David (Ps.
IS). Thou art ahvays at my right hand,. holding me that
r be not overthrown. It is Thy work, o Lord, to raise;us
up from our faults, and Thine again our not having fallen
back again into them: if I rise, it is because Thou lendest
me a hand; and if at this hour I am on my feet, it is
beca'lls~Thou holdest me to keep me from, falling.
Now
as we\veresaying that this .is enough to keep us in ;our
nothingness, that on our part nothingness we are,
notliingnesswe '. 'were, ,and nothingness·, we should' be,. if
i
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God 'were not ever conserving us; so It IS also enough
make 'us hold ourselves for sinners, and wicked crea.~
tures ,:' that on our part such we 'are, aQ.d such we were,
and' such' we should be, if God's hand were not ever
suppt?rti!ug us: ':
, ,So says ~ll>e!:.t~_M~~, that whoever wishes to gain
humility ,mustJ3fant in -his heart the root of humility,
which is,the knowledge of his own weakness and misery,
and righL·well 'understand and ponder,- not on:ly how vile
and miserable he' is: now, but how vile' and miserable he
might be 'and wOJ.lld be at this day, if God:by His mighty
h~illddi~l:not remove him from sins, and keep hilTIout of
occasions, thereof, and help' him under temptation. Into
ho\vmany' sins should I have fallen, if Th0u, QLord,
hadst ·,not in Thy infinite mercy delivered me! How
many occasions of sin hast thou saved me from, that
would· have been enough to overthrow me, since they
overthrew David, if Thou hadst not put a check upon
them, knowing my weaKness! How many times hast
Thou ,tied the hands of the devil, that he might not tempt
.rUg ,as }n\lch as he could; and if. he did tempt, that he
might not overcome me! }-Jow many times might I have
said with truth those words of the prophet: Lord, if Thou
hadsf. not helped me, by this titnQ my soul would have
been in hell' (Ps. 93).
Ho\v many times have I' been
assailed arid turned upside- dbwn to" the very"brink of
falling, and Thou, 0 Ldrd,hast held me, and laid Thy
loving. and mighty hand upon me, that it might not hurt
m:e. Iflsaidto thee, my feet have slipped, at once thy
1trie,rcy caine to·. my aid (Ps. 93). Oh, how many times
shotildwe have been lost ere no,,', if God in .His infinite
goodness' and mercy had not kept us safe! This 'then is
the: attitude ~ 'which weou,ght, to 'take up, because, this is
what we are, and this what we have on our part; this is
what we have been, and what we should. be now, if· God
were' to, withdraw and take' away' His hand from keeping: us:,:~
, :
.
F:rom this the Saints came to such'sentiments of. shame
and 'confuslori,self-contempt and self-h~miliation, that
not content with thinking little of themselves,anc1 taking
:themselves~"for wickedme'n and sinners, theymaQ~ ,them-

to
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selves out ,toche· the least and 'last of all; the vilest:and
mostsiriful of all men in the world. Sucha'man as St~
Francis,----of,',whom we read, that 'God'" had" raised and
exalted him so high that pis oompanion, 'being in p:ayer,
saw prepared ~for himambrig the' seraphim' a chair Tichly
dight i with varibus enamels and Jewels,t~this 'St.
Francis, when • the" question was put to him': afferwards :
«, Fatner, what is your, own . estim~te' of' youtself?J';
answered: 'I believe thai there is not in ,the worId<a
greater 'sinner than lam. t'~Andth.e;same·thingwas,said
by the glorious Apostle St. ,Paul: ,Christ, Jesus came into
the ~ world to save sinners j o/whom 1 am the first dnd
chie/est (I Tim. i. 'IS). And thus he ~admonishes'·us\:to
endeavour to :att,ain' such ; humility as ,to hold, O'uf-selves
inferior to aU and least of.all;an'd recognise 'aU for 'out
superiors andhefters.
St.·' 'Augustine says :T~' The
A.postle is. not leading us astray when ,he bids~ us (PhiL
ii.' 3) take ourselves for the least, and n~ckon!'aH; 'for
greater than and superior to ourselves, nor is" he bidding
us speak words: of vain complim~nt and flattety/'-The
Saint's practised' no lying nor pretended numilityin saying
that', they were the, greatest sinners' 'in iheiiwoTld, 'but
spoke the truth as they Jelt' it iri their hearts.,' And'so
they' charge us to. have the same sentiment; ana speak;it
but without affectation' and not for'mere form's sake.;'
St. Bernard' llfikesexcellent 'reflection to thi:s purpose
on our Saviour's~, saying :lIflhenthouart:invited'do :it
feast, ,seat thyself in the last place (Luke 'xiv~. 10). "He
ditlnot say, choose a middle place, or'seat thyself Ja illong
the last or in the last place but one, but heabsoh.ttely
wishes you to take the lastplace~ Not only Intist 'you
not prefer yourself to :any, out you must nofpresufueto
compare ot equalise yourself with anyone: you must
absolutely stay in the .last place, without companion; iill
your 'abasement, holding' yourself for the; most. hliserable,
and sinful of all.
There is no danger, he says, in
humbling yourself much and setting yourself below the
feet of all; but to prefer yourself to a single one ,is a thing
you cannot do without much harm coming of it. And
he applies this common comparison: when you pass under
a low doorway, you cannot hurt yourself by lowering
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your" head too much, but in lowering it ever so little less
than the door\vay requires you, the doorway will do you
much hurt and break your head. So the soul that abases
and humbles herself cannot suffer any harm; but to
humble oneself but a little, and claim to excel or equal even
only one person, is a dangerous thing. How do you know,
Oman, if there be anyone who you think is not only
a worse man than you, but is the wickedest of the wicked
and the greatest sinner of sinriers,-you taking it for
granted perhaps that you are now leading a good life,how do you know, I say, but he may be destined to be
better than they and better than you, and whether he is
not so already in the eyes of God? Who knows but t'hat
God will cross His hands, as Jacob did 1Gen. xlviii. 14),
and change men's destinies~ and that you will be the disinherited and the other the elect? How do you know
what God has worked in his heart from yesterday till this
moment, and that in one instant? I t is easy in the e"Jes
of ,God suddenly to enrich the poor (Ecc1us. xi. 23). In
an instant God can make His Apostles out of a publican
and a persecutor of the Church, as He did with St.
Matthew and St. Paul. Of obdurate sinners and hearts
harder than adamant He can make sons of God (Matt.
iii. g). How much mistaken was that Pharisee (Luke
vii. 39), who judged Magdalen for a wicked woman, and
how did Christ our Redeemer rebuke him' and give him
to understand that she whom he took for a public sinner
was a better person than he was! And so St. Benedict,
St. Thomas' and other Saints assign this for one of the
twelve degrees of humility, to say 'and feel of oneself
that one is the worst man of all, credere et pronuntiare se
omnibus viliorem. It is not enough to say this with your
lips, but you must think so in your heart. "Think not
that you' have made any advance, if you do not account
yourself the worst of all," says that holy man (A Kempis).

CHAPTER XXXIV

H owgooa and holy men· can' 1JJith truth hold themselves to be the least of aU and say that they are the
greatest sinne·rs in the wo-rld
I

It will be no curious speculation, but a very profitable

instruction, to explain· how good , and "holy men could
with truth hold themselves for the least and last of all,
and say they. ,were the greatest· sinners ,in the world,-seeing that we say we ought to make it our endeavour
to .attain to that point of'view. Some' Saints do not care
to give any answer to this question, but are content with
thinking so in their hearts. St. Dorotheus tells how the
Abpot Zosimus was one day discoursing on humility,
and said so of, himself. There happened to ,be there a
sophist or philosopher, who asked him: ' How can you
say that you, are a sinner, since you know that you keep
God '5 commandments?' The holy Abbot answered hini :
, I ,know that what, I' say is true, and. so I feel it to be,
ask me no further questio'ns.' But St. Augustine, .St.
Thomas and other Saints answer this question, .and give
different· answers. That of St. Augustine and 6f St.
Thomas' is, that when a' man keeps before his eyes the
defects that he knows in himself, and considers in his
neighbour the secret gifts that he has, or may h~ve of
,God, anyone may say o(himself with truth that he is
a· viler andgteater ,sinner, than all, because I ·know my
defects alone, and I do not know., the secret gifts which
the' other' man' has of Gbd. ,. Oh, but I see that' he
'commit's so many' sins which I do not commit."
Arid
how ·do you .know what God has worked in his. heart
just at .this. 'last moment?' In a moment, secretly 'and ~
sudde,,~IY, he may have r,eceived some' gift and fa~our of
:God, .whereby he has made a great start forward. In
the~ case of the Pharisee and Publican of the gospel,
whoenteted into the Temple to pray : Verily I say unto
you~, says Christ our' Redeemer (Luke xviii.' I4)~ that the
Pitblican, who was held. to be a bad 'man,. came. out from
847
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there justified; and the Pharisee, \\rho took himself for a
good man, came out condemned.
That ought to be
enough to make us take \\7arning, never to dare to prefer
ourselves, or compare ourselves \vith anybody, but to
remain alone in the last place, which is the' sate' place.- , ''To him who is truly humble at heart it is "an easy thing
to hold himself the least of" all. The" truly humble man
considers in others the virtue and good that they have,
and in himself his' own defects, and is so continually
taken up with the kno\vledge and correction of these 'as
never to raise his eyes to look at other people's faltlis~
thinking that he has enough to do with bewailing his own
woes; and so he' takes his neighbours all for good peo'ple,
and~ himself alone for evil. And, the holier a man'is, the
easier is this for him to do, 'because as he grows in other
virtues, he grows likewise in humility and self-knowledge
and in ,greater' contempt of himself, for all these things
go together. And the, more light and knowledge he has
of the goodn'ess and majesty ·of God, thedeep'er' knowledge he has' of- his own misery' and nothingness, since
abyss cries to abyss (Ps. 4I). The abyss of knowledge
of the gobdne'ssand 'g-reatness of . God reveals the' abyss
and depth of :our' misery, and shows to the eye the endles's specks -and motes of our imperfections. .If we' hold
ourselves of any account, it is because we have but slight
knowledge of God and little light from heaven. The rays
of the Sun of Justice, have not' entered by the gates of bur
soul ; 'and so not only do \Ve not see the specks,which
are, our minute ,faults and imperfections,' but, weare' so
short-sighted, Of rather we ·are:so blind~ that even' grave
faults escape our eyes.
Add to this that God so loves humility, and is 'so
pleased \vith a man making- litHe of himself and keeping
to that, that in dealing \';7ith His' great servants, on'whom
He bestows many favours' and benefits, He is wOnt often
so much to disguise His gifts, and to 'impart them'rso
hiddenly and so secretly, that the recipient himself does
not understand, and thinks -that he is receivingnothing~
SL,J erome says': "All the beauty of that tabernacle
X(Exod. xxxvi. "Ig) was coveredwithsackc1oth and skins
of beasts. "" So God is wont to cover and hide away the
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beauty ·of virtues' and of His gifts, and ben~fits; and this
He does by divers temptationsrand· at times by certain
faultsa.nd imperfections which He permits,. that so liis
gifts .may be the better preserved,.Jike live coals covered
over with a.sb.es. -St.. . . 19h.fl __Cli.imm~a
...cu§..s says . t hat. as the
devil endeavours .topuT1ie~re,US ~our virtues and good
works, .to make '. us proud, since he wishes. evil to us, .so
God our Lord, wishing our :greater good, is wont to give
special. light to His servants to know their £aultsand
imperfections, and to throw a veil over and •disguise His
gifts' so· that. the reeipienthimself does not recogni$~
them'. This is the common doctrine of the Saints.. St.
B~rnard says.: "To preserve humility in His serva~
~ . Goodness often arranges things. in ,such a way
that the farther a man advances, the less does .he think
that he is. advancing; and when he has reached the
highest degree of virtue, God allows to remain in. ,him
some imperfection. in point of the first degree, so. that he
thinks that he has not reached even that. '.' St. Gregory
observes the . same in many. places.
On this account some make a very .~ cO~Q.arisop
"touching ·.humility, and···.say that it .stands,tQ t e. other
virtues as the sun to the other stars; in this way, that as
,,,hen the sun appears,. the. other stars Qisappear and
cover.-up, so where t'here is humility in the soul, the other
vi'rtues are occuhed, and the humble man fancies that h~
has no virtue. St. Gregory- says: " While their virtues
are .manifest to all the world, they alone do not see
them."
Holy 'iVritrelatesof Moses that after. havi l1g
come·forth from speaking with God, he carried a great
brightness on. his face, and the children of Israel. saw it,
but he did not 1£xod. xxxiv. 29): so the humble man
does' not. see in himself. any virtue: all· that he sees. are
his .Iaults· .and imperfections, an.d he believes that what,
be knows is .only the lesser part of his shortcoqlings, and
that: ,there are many more that he does not know. Hereby it.ls,easy for him to take himself for the least of all,
8nd . for thegreate~t·sinner of all .people in the worIer.
To tell the\vhole. truth, as there are many and diverse
\v·ays,hywhichGod leads His elect, though He leads
many by the way that we. have sRid, throwing. a veil over
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His gifts so that the recipients themselves may not see
them, nor think that they have them; yet to others He
manifests· them, and makes them know them, that they
may set store -by them and be grateful for them. And
so said the Apostle St. Paul : We have received, not the
spirit of this world, but the spirit of God, that' we may
know the gifts that we have received at his hand (I Cor.
ii. 12). And the most holy Queenaf Angels knew very
\-vell and recognised the great gifts and favours that she
enjoyed and had received of God. My soul doth magnify
the Lord,· for he tliat is almighty hath done great things
in' me (Luke i. 46, 49). And this is not only not contrary
to' humility and perfection, but goes with such a high and
exalted'humility that on that account the Saints call it
the humility of great and perfect men.
But there is here a great danger and delusion to which
the ~ Saints call attention: it is that some people think t'hey
have more gifts of God than they have. Under such
illusion lay, that wretched man to whom God sent a
message in the Apocalypse (iii. 17): Thou sayest, I am
rich' and want for, nothing; and thou know est not that
thou art miserable and poor and blind and naked. Under\.
the same lay that Pharisee in the Gospel (Luke xviii. 1I),
who gave thanks to God that he was not as other men,
taking hirn-self for a better man than he was, and setting
himself above others. And sometimes this pride .enters
into us so stealthily and secretly that almost unconsciously
we are full of ourselves and self-esteem. A great remedy
for this is to keep our eyes always open to other people's
virtues, and dosed to our own, and so to live always in
a holy.fear, whereby the gifts of God are more securely
guarded.
'
But after all, as our Lord is not tied to this, and leads
~isown' by divers ways, He is sometimes pleased to do
this favour to His servants, that they do know the gifts
w,hich they 'have received. at His hand. And then ther~
see~s to be a greater di:fficulty in the question proposed,
how these holy and spiritual men, who know and see in
themselves great gifts which they have received from
God, can really rate themselves belo,v all, and say that
they are the :greatest sinners in the world. When our
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Lord, conducts. a man by that other way of throwing a
veil over His gifts, and not letting him see in himself any
virtue,· but all. faults and imperfections, there is no such
great .difficulty, but how can it be. so in others? It may
l"ery •well· be so notwithstanding: be Jouas" humble as
~ and you will understand how: when his
comp.anion asked him how he could in truth think and say
this of 'himself, the seraphic. Father answered: "Truly
I understand and believe·that if God had done to a highwayman, or to the greatest of all sinners, the mercies
and favours that. He has done to me, he would 'be a much
better ,man than I.am, and more grateful than me. And
on the other hand I understand and believe that if God
withdrew His hartdfrom me and did not hold me up, I
shouldcemmit, greater sins than aU'the rest of marikirrd,
and' be· the'worst· of them· all. And therefore (he went
on to say) I 'am the greatest sinner and the most un..
grateful of all men." This 'is a very good answer, a
very profound humility, and a marvellous doctrine. This
knowledge and consideration 'iswbatmade the Saints
bury themselves beneath the earth, and prostrate themselves at the 'feet of 'all, and .take themselves sincerely. for
the greatest sinners in 'the world; .because they had well
planted and rooted in their hearts the root of humility,
which is the knowledge of one's own weakness and misery,
and the knowing how to penetrate and ponder well what
they .were and had of'· themselves.
This made them
believe that if God withdrew His hand,anddid not continually hold them up, they would ~e the greatest sinners
in the world,. and so they held themselves to be such.
And the gifts and benefits that they had received from
God they regarded, not as a thing of their own, but as
another's property lent· to them. So this consciousness
of what God, had done .for. them was· no· obstacle to throw
them' off the line, beeause they. remained whole and entire
in their, humility and. self-abasement, holding themselves
for the least of all: rather it aided them thereto, since
they· thought, that they had not profited of God's gifts· as
they. should have .• 'done. Thus whichever. ,way we .turn
our eyes, now fixing them on what we have of our own,
now raising them to \vhatwehave received·' Jrom God,
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,ve shall find abundant occasion to humble. ourselves and
hold ourselves for the least of all.
St. Gregory ponders to this purpose those words that
David said to Saul, when he might have murdered him
in the cave that he 'had gone into, but spared him and
let him go: Whom dost thou pursue, 0 King- of Isr,ael?
Whom dost thou pursue? Thou pursuest a dead dog,
and one poor flea (I Kings xxiv. IS). Yet David was
already anointed King, and knew from the prophet
Samuel, who anointed bim, that God purposed to take
away the kingdom from Saul and give it to him: nevertheless he humbled himself, and disparaged himself before
Saul,though he ,knew we.ll that God had preferred him to
t1).e present ruler,and that he was the better man of the
two; .that hence we may learn to hold ourselves inferior to
others, about whom we do not know in what rank they
stand before God.

CHAPTER XXXV
That-this third degree of huntility is the means to
o,vercome all temptations and obtain the perfection of
all 'virtues
Cassian says that it "vas' the tradition of those ancient
Fathers, and a sort of first principle among them, that
Qne .cannot obtain purity of heart, nor the. perfection of
virtues, unless one first knows and, understands that all
one's industry, diligence and labouris not sufficient thereunto without the special aid and favour of God, who is
the -author and giver of all good. And this knowledge
he says n1ust not be speculative, because so we have
heard and read, .and faith tells. us so, but we must know it
practically and by experience, and be as settled and
resolved upon this truth as though we saw it with· our
eyes and touched it with our hands ;-which description
answers word for word to that third degree of humility
of which we have been treating. And of this humility
are to be understood those innumerable texts of Holy
Writ, which promise good things to the humble. And
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therefore with -much reason do the Saints assign this for
the highest and most perfect degree of humility,and say
that it is thefoundation ofa.ll virtues, ,anq? the preparation
and'disposition to receive aU the gifts of God.
Cassian fonows 'this mattet=upmore particularlytrea.tingof:chastity.He says that no labour' avails to gain that
virtue -. until we understand by experience ,that .we cannot

gain it of our own strength, but :itm,ust come to us ironl
the bounty and mercy of God. St.Augustine ·quite agrees
with this; since the first and' principal me~ns that he
assigns for gaining and 'preserving the '. gift of chastity
is this humility, not allowing you to think that your own
'power and efforts are "sufficient,-'-"you deserve to lose it
if 'you' take your stand upon that ;btttyou must understand it t@ be a gift of God that must come to you from
on high,and therein you must place all 'your ·confidence.
And so said an old man of those ancient' Fathers, that a
certain', person would' go on" being tempted in the ,flesh
until he well made up his mind that chastity is the Lord's
gift, and ,not the fruit of our own ,strength.
Palladius confirms this by the example of Abbot Moses,
a ~onderful strength of body, -unitedto.a most
vicious sO'ul,\vho at last was converted with all his· heart
to God. He was at, the outset of his conversion very
severely tempted, to impurity especially, and by advice of
the Holy Fathers took the usual means to meet these
attacks'. He prayed so much that for six yeats he spent
the greater. part of the night in" prayer, ·standing up,
","ithout sleeping. He worked hard with his hands, ne
ate nothing but a little bread, he went round the cells of
the aged monks" carrying water,' and practised other great
mortifications and austerities.' 'For all that, he did not
succeed, in ., getting the better of 'his temptations, ,he was
on fire with them, and in great dariger ·offa.llingand
abandoning his profession ,-as a monk. While he was
in this distress, there came' tohim\the holy Abbot Isidore,
and •said to him on the part of ,God: ',. " ,Ftom -this moment
in the name 'of Jesus -Christ all your temptations shall
cease." And so it was,: they' never"came again. And
the -,Saint went on to. declare to· him ,the reaSon ,why
hitherto God had not .given him' a complete. victory over
>
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them. "Moses, it was that you might not glory, thinking that your own practices had given you the victory,
and therefore God allowed this long struggle for your
benefit. " This ·Moses had not gained the gift of distrust
of himself, and God left him so long that he might gain.
it and not fall into pride. For all his heroic and holy
practices he did not gain that victory over this passion,
which others have gained \vith less labour.
The same Palladius relates of Abbot Pacon, that
though he was an old man of seventy years, he was much
molested with impure temptations. He said and affirmed
on oath that after he was fifty years of age, so severe
'was the struggle, and so habitual the combat, tha,t he
never passed a day or night all that time without being
assailed by this vice. He did many extraordinary things
to rid himself of these temptations, and they did him no
good. One day while he was lamenting, thinking that
the Lord had abandoned him, he heard a voice that said
to him interiorly: "Understand that the reason why
God has permitted in you this severe conflict has been to
teach you your weakness and poverty, and the little or
nothing that you have of your own, that so you may
humble yourself henceforth, not trusting in anything of
your own, but recurring in all cases to Me and asking
1\1y aid."
And he added that that teaching so consoled
and comforted him that he never felt the temptation any
more. God wishes that we place all our confidence in
Him, and _<:!istr"~~J .Q~~~!LY~~~~._~!!1_9Ur o~n _methods and
contrivances.
This doctrine is taught us not only by Augustine,
Cassian, and those ancient Fathers, but by the Holy
Ghost Himself in set terms.. The Wise Man in the Book
of Wisdom joins theory and practice together thus: As
1 knew that 1 could not be continent othe1wise than by
the gift of God,-.and that itself was a point 9f 'wisdom,
to know whose gift it was ,-1 approached the Lord,
and besought him, and spoke from the depths of my
heart (Wisd. viii. 2I). Continent (;:YKpaT~~) here is a
general name, embracing not only the restraint of the
passion that is contrary to chastity, but of all the other
passions and appetites that militate against reason: so
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that text of Ecclesiasticus (xxvi. 20) : No weight of silver
is worthy· to be put in the scales against. a continent soul.
A continent soul means one who in all directions keeps in
and restrains his affections and appetites, that they stray
not beyond the bounds of virtue and tea~qn. Solomon then
(Wisd. viii. 21) means to say: 'Knowing what I knew,
that without a special gift of God I could not always
contain those powers and passions of my soul and . body
within that goldel}. mean of truth and virtue, but that
they must sometimes overleap it,-and to know this wa~
greatwisdom,- r had recourse to the Lord, and entreated
Him with all my heart.' 1'husthis is the only way to be
continent, and to be' able to restr~in. and . govern our
passions, and keep them within bounds, and gain victory
over all temptations and the perfection 'of aU. virtues.
This. the prophet quitef recognised when he said: Unless
the Lord,·build the house, in vain hq,v~ they .laboured who
build it. Unless the Lord keep the city, he'lvatcheth, in
vain whokeepeth it (Ps. 126).

CHAPTER XXXVI
That humility is· not contrary to magnanimity, but
is' the foundation and cause thereof
St. Thomas, treating of the virtue of magnanimity, puts
this question: On the one hand the Saints say, and the
holy Gospel says thesame,that humility is very "necessary
fpr us .; . and on the other hand magnanimity also. is ··very
necessary, especially for those who hold high offices and
ministrations. These two virtues then seem contrary to
one another; since magnanimity is a greatness· of soul,
ready to undertake and meet great and excellent calls,
a.nd hold offices in themselves worthy of honour, and both
the one and the other undertaking· seems contra.ry to
humility. As · regards the· former, which is the undertaking of great things, it seems incompatible with
humility, since one of the degrees of humility which th~
Saints assign consists in confessing and holding. ~oneself
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to be unworthy and useless for any and everything,
ad omnia indignum et inutilem se confiteri et credere;
and for a man to undertake a business to which he is inadequate, seems pride and presumption. As for the second
requisite,which is the taking of posts of honour, it seems
likewise contrary to that; since the truly humble man must
be very far from desiring honour and distinction.
St. Thomas answers all this very well, and says that
though, looking at the oUhvard. appearance and sound of
things, these two virtues seem contrary to one another,
yet in fact no virtue can be contrary to another; and he
says of these two in particular, humility and magnanimity
that if we look attentively to the truth and substance of
the thing, we shall find them not only not contrary, but
very akin and dependent on one another. And he explains this very well: for as to the first point which is
undertaking great things and meeting great calls, 'as is
proper for the magnanimous man to do, not only is this
not contrary to the character of the humble man, but is
very properly his work, and he is the only man who can do
it well. If we were to undertake great things, trusting in
our own strength and resources, that would be presump·
tion and pride, since neither great things nor little things
can we do of our own strength, since we are not sufficient
of ourselves to have even a good thought, as the Apostle
St. Paul says (2 Cor. iii. 5). But the firm foundation of
this virtue of magnanimity, for the meeting and under·
taking of great things, must be distrust of ourselves and
of all human means, and putting our trust in God, and
this is what humility does. That is why the Saints call
humility the foundation of all virtlies, because it opens 'the
ground, sinks the foundations,casts out the sand and
loose earth of our own powers, until it comes to the
living rock, "vhich is Christ, and thereon it builds.
The glorious Bernard, on that passage of the C~nticles :
fVho is she that conteth up from the desert laden with
rich spices, resting upon her beloved? (Cant. viii. 5),
explains at length how all our virtue and strength and all
our good works must rest upon our Beloved. He brings
in the example of St. Paul ( I Cor. xv. 10): By the grace
of God, I am what I arn, and his grace in mehafh not
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been made void. J have laboured :more.. abundantly than
'aU. The Apostle begins to recount his. labours, and the
great share. that he has had in the preaching oJ' the gospel
and the· service of the Church, until he comes to say that
he has laboured more than the rest of the' Apostles. Look
to. what you are saying, holy Apostle, cries' St~ Bernard.:
that you may be able to say this and not lose it all, rest
upon your. Beloved. He immediately does.' rest upon. his
Beloved; Nat' I, but the grace of· God in me. .' And
,"riting to the Philippians hesays;l cando all things,
and forthwith resting upon his Beloved he adds, in hirn
that st'rengtheneth me (Phil. iv. 13). In Godw'e can do
all, with .His grace we shall be a match for' all, on 'that
we must rest, and that must be the ground, of our
magnanimity and greatness of soul.
And this' is what the prophet Isaiah says: They,'who
distrust themselves and put all thei'Y trust in the Lord,
shall change their strength (Isai. xl. 31):' for they 'shall
change the strength of men, which is weakness, into' the
strength of God, exchanging the weak arm 6f fle?h 'for
the strong arm .of God: •so they shall be . strong and
powerful for everything, because in God theycan do, all.
And so St. Leo very wen said ': The truly humble man is
'themagnanimbus man, courageous and, strong tqrneet
'and undertake great things: nothing shall be~to him
arduous 'or, difficult, since ,he does not trust in hiInself,
'Q,utin God, fixing' his eyes on God and resting on Hirp.
With· the help of 'God we will do doughty deeds,. and he
will bring .ourenemieston'othing ,(Ps... 59). .In' (iod'all
things are possible. This is a thing that we have great
need '.. of,' great courage ~nd strength. apd confidence in
God, not fits 6f discouragement,whichtake aW,ay all
heart for doing our work. Thus in ourselves 'Ye .must}
be humble, knowing that of our~elves 'we' are good for
p
~O,th
.•.'.in.•.•.g.,'.• . . ~Wno.av~i1'or co.m . e.te.n.ce for a.nythlng; bu.t .. in.
Gorland In HIS mIght and grace we must be courageous

and 'vigorous to undertake great things. .
.
"St. Basil explaihs this very wenori, those words' of
Isaiah : Here'J am, send me (vi. 8). God wished "to send
'someone to .preach to His people '; and as He wi~hes t,o
do tnirigs through us "vith our will' and consent,He said
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where Isaiah could hear Him: Whom shall I send" who
will go willingly? The prophet answered: Lord, here I
atn, if thou wilt to send me. St. Basil makes a good
reflection: he did not say, ' Lord, I will go and do it
right -well,' because he was humble and knew his weakness, and saw that it would· be a piece of presumption to
promise of himself to do such a great thing, a thing surpassing all his po\vers: but he says: ' Lord, here. I am,
quite ready and disposed to receive what Thou shalt wish
to give me: do Thou send me, because if Thou sendest
me I will go.' As though he would say: 'I am not
sufficient for so high a ministry as this, but Thou canst
give me sufficiency: Thou canst put words in my mouth
to change hearts: if Thou sendest me, I shall be able to
go, and be sufficient for the \vork, going in Thy name.'
And God says to him: ' Go.' You see here, says St.
Basil, the prophet Isaiah given his degree as Preacher and
Apostle of God, because he showed himself competent to
respond very well in the matter of humility, since he did
not ascribe the going to himself, but recognised his own
insufficiency and weakness, and· put all his confidence in
God, believing that in Him he could do all, and if He
sent him, he should be able to go. Therefore God gives
him his degree, making him His Preacher, Ambassador
and Apostle.
This should be our strength and our
magnanimity, emboldening us to meet and undertake
great things. Therefore do not· you be disheartened or
discouraged at your weakness and insufficiency. Say not
that thou art an infant and canst not speak, says God to
Jeremy, for to all th.at I shall send thee thou shalt go,
and shalt do all that I shall command thee. Fear . not,
for I will be' with thee (J erem. i. 7, 8). Thus on this side
humility is not only not contrary to magnanimity, but is
the root and foundation of it.
N either is the second mark of the magnanimous man,
\vhich is the desire of doing great things, and things in
themselves deserving of honour, contrary to humility;
because, as St. Thomas well says, though the magnanimous man desires to do this, he does not desire it for the
sake of human honour, nor is that his end,-to deserve
it, yes, but not to go after it or value it. Rather he
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keeps, his heart ·so regardless of honQurs and disgraces
that he. reckons nothing great but virtue, and the .love 'of
that animates him to do great things, despising the
honour of men. For virtue is a thing so high that it
cannot be sufficiently honoured or rewarded by men,' since
it deserves to be honoured and, rewarded by God. Thus
the magnanImous man· makes no account of·· the honour
of the world: it is a thing too lo\v and worthless for him:
his flight' soars higher : 'it j's the sole love -of Gotland

virtue that moves him to do great work;s and deeds,
despising all the rest.
But to keep a heart so great, so generous, so regardless of the honQurs .anddishonours of men, as the' heart
of . the magnanitnous man must be, requires great
humility. To arrive at such perfectinn that you can say
with St.• Paul : I know how to behave alike in humiliation
and in abundance and prosperity J alike in satiety and in
hunger (Phil.iv. I2},-that winds so violent and contrary
as honour and dishonour, praises 'and complaints,
favours andpersecuti0'1s (2 Cor. vi. 8), should work in
us no change, nor make us stumble, but.· that we should
always. remain in one ,and .the same frame· ·of· mind ;--a
great foundation ,of humility. and heavenly wisdom .is
necessary. I know not· whether .y9U ..would be .able' to
steer your course in- the midst of abundance, as the
Apostle St. Paul did. To suffer poverty, to beg, to be a
sojourner walking humbly· in the midst of insults and
affronts, perhaps you would' be able to do that; but to be
humble. in tpe. midst of honours, promotion to professors'
chairs, pulpits and high 'ministries, I am not sure .of your
competence there. Alas, .even the angels were not corn.petent .for that, btlt lost their heads in vanity 'and · fell.'
Even the. philosopher Boethius said: C'Although every
change of fortune. is to be feared, yet prosperity is more
.to ·.be 'feared', .than adversity. " Cum omnis fortuna'

tirnenda sit, magis tamen ,timenda est pfospera quam

f.offices
nd.~.~.reS.%id~:',~~
h~n"ro.,eu~siffi,a~U.d,,It~~.,r~~;Pr.~;:ts:~o~n a~.~m. ~.~~,h'}.
than in slights and incivilities and in lowly and
humble duties, because the latter carry humility with
them, and 'the former pride and vanity.
Knowleage
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puffethup (1 Cor. viii. 1). Knowledge and other high
things of their own nature puff men up and fill them with
vanity. Therefore the Saints say that it is the humility of
great and perfect men to be able to keep humble in the
midst of great gifts and favours received from' God and
the honours and· esteenl of the world.
There is related of the blessed~thing that
seems very different from the occaSion when he set to
kneading the mud with his feet to escape the honourable reception which they were prepared to give
him. He came once into a town, and they showed him
great honour for the opinion and esteem they had of his
sanctity: they crowded to kiss his habit, his hands and
his feet, and he offered no resistance. His companion
judged that he took pleasure in this honour, and the
temptation so far overcame him'that in the end he spoke
to him to that effect. The Saint replied: " These people,
brother, are doing nothing in comparison 'with the honour
which they ought to pay." His companion was more
scandalised than ever at this repl}', for he did not understand it. Then the Saint said to him: "Brother, this
honour which you see them do me I· do not attribute to
myself, but refer it all to God, to whom it belongs, keeping myself in the depths of my unworthiness; while they
gain thereby, since they recognise and -honour God in
IIis creature." His companion was satisfied, and marvelled at> the perfection of the Saint, and with good
reason, since to be regarded and honoured as a Saint,
\-"hich is the highest honour and .esteem in which one can
be held, and to know how to give to God the glory of ·it,
as one ought, without attributing anything to oneself and
without the honey sticking to one's hands, or taking any
vain satisfaction therein, but remaining as deep plunged in
one's humility and lowliness as though one had no part
therein, and as though the honour were being paid not to
oneself, but to another,-this is very high perfection and
a :most profound humility.
Now this is the humility to which we ought to aspire,
especially those of us who are, called, not to be put into
a corner and hidden beneath the dust-bin, but to be set· on
high like a city seated on a mountain; and like a cresset
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pn·. a stand to enlightenan.d give light to the world. For
such ~position it is necessary to have laid one's founcla.;.
fionsdeep, and to have a great desirer so far as it rests
\'Vithus., to be despised and disregarded, a "desire· springif\g from· Cicleep sense ,of <)utown misery and vileness and
nothingness, such a desire as. St. Francis .had, when he
fell to kneading the clay with his feetin order:to be taken
for a foql. From this deepself-knowledge:whichhe; had,
and from which came his desire to be despised and disregarded,. it also came about that when they honoured
hi111 , and kissed his habit and his feet, he felt no vanity
and thought no more of himself on that account, but
remained plunged in his lowliness and h1.:1mility~ as if they
W'~repaying himrto honour, attributing.andr.eferringit
all. to God. Thus though these two actions' of St. Francis
seem. so contrary to one another, they sprang from the
same root and spirit of humility.

CHAPTER XXXVII

Or other good things and great advantages there 'are
in this third degree of humility
Thine are all things J and what we have received at thy
handwehqve given thee (I Chrbn.xxix.I4). After King
David had made ready mu~h store of gold and silver and
build~ngmaterialsfqr the edifice· and fabric of the Temple,
he. spoke the above\vords.

That is what .we. ought to

do and. say in all our good 'works: 'Lord,all our good
\\.·orks are Thine, and so we give back that which Thou
hast.- ,given us.' St. Augustine -says very well: "Whoeverset$ .' himself to reckpn.ing. up to Thee his merits, 'and
the· -services .he .ha~ rendered Thee, what· else. does· he
recount,. 0 Lord, but the gifts an9- benefits ,which he has
received at Thy hand?"
Quisquis. tibi. enumerat merita··
sua,quidtibi. enumerat nisimuneratuaP'This is: Thy
bounty and liberality, that. ·Thou wishest that Thy g,i£ts
and benefits· should be new merits of ours; and thuswh'en ;
Thou, ,payest .• our services, Thou r:ewardestThi11,e <OWrt
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benefits, and Jor one favour 'Thou grantest us another.
Like another Joseph, the Lord is not content with giving
us the" wheatJ but he gives us also the money and the
price along with the artiCle (Gen. xliv. I). The Lord
will give grace and glory (Ps. 83). Everything is the
Ki!l. of £~L_~~<:t_~y_~~y!biI!_K we ought to attribute and
return to Him.
One of the good things and great advantages that t'here
are in the third degree of humility is this, that it is a
form of good and true gratitude and thanksgiving for
Qenefits received from God. It is a well-known thing
how much this returning of thanks is commended and
prized in Holy Writ. Thus we see that when the Lord
did any signal benefit to His people, He at once ordered
some .memorial and feast in thanksgiving, because of the
great importance it is for us to be grateful in order to
receive of Him new graces and favours. Now this is
done very well in this third degree of humility, which, as
has been said, consists in man's not attributing to himself any good thing, but attributing all to God and giving
Him the glory of all. In this lies good and true gratitude and thanksgiving, not in saying with the lips ' I
give Thee thanks, 0 Lord, for Thy benefits,' although
with our lips also \ve ought to praise God and give
thanks. But if you do it only with your lips, it will not
be ' giving thanks,' but ' saying· thank you.' That it
may be not mere saying thank you, but giving thanks,
and that not only with the lips, but also in heart and
deed, we must recognise that all the good that we have is
of God; we must return and attribute all to Him, giving
Him the glory without exalting ourselves in anything.
In this way man strips himself of the honour, which he
sees is not his own, - and· gives it all to God, to whom it
really belongs. And this is what Christ our Redeemer
wished us to understand in the holy gospel, when He had
healed those ten lepers, and one alone returned to thank
Him for the benefit he had received. Were not ten mg.de
clean? He said, and none hath returned--and given glory
to God but this stranger (Luke xvii. 17, 18). And admonishing the children of Israel to be grateful, and not forget
the, benefits received, God calls their attention to this
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point :' Take care and forget not God, when thou enterest
in the land o/promise, upon much prosperous fortun.e of
tern.poral goods, houses, inheritances and flocks. Take
care that thy heart then be not lifted up, and .thou become ungrateful and say that by thine· own strength and
management ., thou hast corne' in for ,this, (Deut. viii. I I ,
14, 17). This is forgetting God, the greatest ingratitude
possib~e,attributingto oneself God's gifts. ,Let not such
a thing' enter lnto your thought,-but remember' God, and
recognise that strength is His, and He has given 'you
ability for all, and that He has done it, ,not for any merits
of yours,but in fulfilment of the promise that He freely
made to those fathers of old. This is, the gratitude -and
thanksgiving and sacrifice ,of praise, wherewith God our
IJord claims to be honoured for the -benefits and favours
that He does us. The sacrifice of praise shall honour me
(Ps. ,49).
To 'God alone, king of ages, immortal and
invisible, ,be given the glory 0/ all (I Tim. 1.17).
From this' there follows another great gain and advantage,· which is,. that the real humble 'man, though he hold
many gifts of God, and be on that account much regarded
and' esteemed by all the world, '" nevertheless does not
esteem .' himself or make more. of himself -on that account,
but remains as fixed in his own lowliness as" if none/of
the things that are said of him 'were found in' him. For
he knows" well how. to distinguish between what belongs
to another and what is his own, and ,to assign to each
what' belongs ,. to .him; and thus considering the gifts and
benefits which he has received from God,he regards
them not as his own property, but as another's property
lent to him, and keeps his eyes always fixed on the ,knowledge of his own '\veakness and misery, thinking what
w,ould·' become of him if God \vithdrew His hand, and
were, not' ever upholding and' preserving him. Rather,
the m?oregiftshe has received from God, the more is he
confounded and humbled on that account.
~~Q.r.2.t!teJ!s says that when trees are well laden with
fruit,--tl1at sametruit makes the·' branches bend' and 'bow
downwards, and sometimes even break under the great
~Teight they. have to carry;, but when a, branch ',- hasuo
fruit on it, it stands straight lifted up on high ;:and< ears
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of corn, when the wheat is well grained, bow down so
that you ,think ,the stalk would break ; but when, the ears
stand straight up, it is a bad sign, indicating, that they
are empty; so he says it happens in the spiritual world,
that those who are empty and void of fruit walk with a
haughty mien and strut,' but they who are laden with
fruit and gifts of God walk in great hUJnility and selfabasement. From the very gifts and benefits that they
have received, the servants of God take occasion to
humble and abase themselves and walk in greater fear.
~ a y s that as with him who has received a
large, sum of money on loan, though he rejoices in the
sum lent him, yet his joy in -what he has got is much
allayed by the knowledge that he is bound to pay it back,
and the care and anxiety of thinking' how he', shall meet
his bond in due time; so with the humble man, the more
gifts he has received, the more he recognises himself to
be in God's debt, and t,hereby the more bound to His
service; he thinks he is not answering greater benefits
,vith greater services, greater graces with greater thanksgivings, and believes and takes it for granted that any~
one to \vhom God had given what He has given to him,
would be a better man than he is, more grateful, and
would have made a much better use of God's gifts. And
thus one of the considerations that makes, the servants
of God very humble and ashamed of themselves is this,
that they know that God is sure to ask account of them
not only of sins committed, but also of graces received,-they know that to whomsoe,ver 11'tuch is given, much shall
be 'required of him; and to whom much is entrusted, of
him they shall ask more, as Christ our Redeemer says
(Luke xii. 48). 'fhe At>botl\1acarius says that the humble
man regards the gifts of God as a depository or trustee,
\vho holds property of his master, to wbom, no sentiment
of vainglory occurs on that score, but rather fear and
anxiety for the account that he knows they are sure to
ask of him, if by his fault the property is lost. ·
Hence also follows another good thing and advantage,
that the truly humble man never despises anyone, nor
slights him, ho'wever much he sees him, fall into faults
and sins; nor is he proud of himself at seeing such occur-
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rences, nor takes himself for a better man than that other.
Rather he takes occasion to humble himself more from
seeing the other .fall, considering that. himself and the
fallen one. are made of one clay, and that in the other's
fall he too falls, so far as. depends on him; since, as St.
Aup-ustiQesays, there is n.o . sin . . that one man commitS:""
whIch another man might not commit but for the hand
of God lovingly holding him up. And so one of those
ancient Fathers, when anyone had fallen, 'used to w.eep
bitterly, saying, 'To-day for thee, and to-morr9w for
me.' As he has fallen, so might I fall, since I am a weak
man as he is, and that I have not so far fallen lowe it
to. a particular favour of the Lord. The Saints advise
us, when we see a blind man, a deaf man, a cripple, a
man who has lost a limb, or an invalid, we should take
all these woes . as marking favou:rs done. to us, and give
thanks to God that he has not made. me blind, nor deaf,
nor maimed, nor dumb like. that other. So we· should
reckon •• the sins of aU men as marking favours done io
us, because in' all those cases· I might have fallen, if the
Lord had not in His infinite mercy delivered me. Hereby
the servants, of God keep themselves ill humility, and
avoid disparaging their neighbours or being indignant
\\Tithanyone, however many faults and sins they see in
him, according to that saying of St. Gregory: "True
righteousness makes us have ~ompassionon our brother,
false righteousness breeds disdain and indignation."

Vera justitia compassionem habet, falsa justitia dedignatione~. Such proud people ought to fear what St.' Paul.
says : Rebuke ·him with mildness J lest it· c01neabout that
thou also fall into tentptation (Gal. ·vi. I). The Lord'
grant that they be not tempted in that.· same m~tter that
they' condemn, and come to prove to their cost how great
i·shtllllan weakness, that being the >usu~Ichastisementof
thisfa'ult. In three things, said one of those ancient
Fathers, did I judge my brethren, and I have fallen into
all t~reemyself,-that we may know by experience that
\ve also are men, and learn not to judge or despi's~

anyone.
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CHAPTER XXXVIII

Of the great fa'lJours and benefits that God does to thfJ
humble, and what is the reason why He exalts them
so much
All good things have come to me along with her (Wisd.
vii. 1I). These words Solomon says of the Divine
Wisdom, that all good things have come along with her.
But we may very \vell apply them to humility, and say
that all good things come .with her: since the same
Wisdom says that 'where there is humility, there is
wisdom (Prov. xi. 2). And elsewhere that to keep this
humility is the height of wisdom. (Wisd. viii. 21). And
the prophet David that to the humble God giveth wisdom
(Sapientiam praestans parvulis, Ps. 18). But apart fronl
this, Holy Writ teaches us this truth as well in the Old
as in the New Testament, promising great blessings and
graces of God, now to the humble, now to the little ones,
now to the poor of spirit, calling the truly humble by
these and other such names. Upon whom shall 1 look,
says God by Isaiah (lxvi. 2), and upon whom shall I castmine eyes, but upon the humble and the poor, and him
who trembleth and is abashed before me? (nisi ad p.auperculum etcontritum corde et trementem sermones meos).
On such people does God cast His eyes, to do· them
favours and fill them with good things. The glorious
Apostles St. Peter and St. James in their Canonical
Epistles say: God resisteth the proud, and giveth grace
to the hU1nble (I Pet. v. 5 : James -iv. 6). The most holy
Queen of Angels teaches us the same in her Canticle :
He hath put d07iJ11: the mighty from their seats, and hath
exalted the hutnble. He hath filled the hung1'y with good
things, and the rich he hath sent ernpty away (Luke i.
52-53). And this is what the prophet had said before:
Thou wilt save the humble folk, and wilt cast down the
eyes of the proud (Ps. 17). It is what Christ says to us
in the holy gospel: Everyone that ex,alteth himself shall
be humbled, and he that humbleth himself shall be
866
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exalteil (Luk~ xiv. 1 I). As the waters run. down to the
valleys CPs. 103), so the showers of God's graces. go to
the humble; and as the valleys" by theabuadance of
water that they gather, are usually fertile and yield good
crops, so, those who are 10wlyinGod's eyes,thatis, th~
humble,. incre~se and yield much fruit by the many gifts
and g,races that they receive of God.

St. Augustine says that humility attracts to itself the
Most High God: " God is high: if you humble yourself,
He comes do,\\rn to you: .if you lift yourself up and are
proud, He "shuns you." Altus est Deu~: humilias te,et
descetJ,ditaq te:erigis te, et fugita te.Do you know
Why? h.esays: it. is becau~e (as the royal prophet says,
Ps. 137), God, the great and sovereign Lord, looks upon
the h\qmble; and !:lis lo01~ing upon the.m is to fill. them
with good' things; .but as Jorthe prQud, he says" He sees
them from ?far off; and as herewheQ ,we se~ a thing
afar off,- we do not kn.o\v it, so God does not know the
proud to do them favours.
Verily I. say to you; I
know you, not, say~Godtp the wicked and the proud
{Matt.. xxv. I2}. . St. Bonaventure says that as soft wax
is . ready. to . r~ceive. in itself whatever impressi()none
wh;hes to. make on it, so th~· humble man <stisposes ,his
spul to receiv~ the virtues and gifts of God. In the ,feast
that Joseph made for his brethren, the' smallest reGeived
the. greatest portion ((ien. ,xliiL 34).
But let us see what is the reason why God so exalts
the humble, 'and does them such. great favour~. The
r~ason is, 1;>ecause nothing i~ here lost; what is laid down,
all s~ays in the hou~e; for the humble man is never
elated at anything, never attributes anythingtohims~lf,
bJ.lt attributes and returns all entirely to GQq', alJd to, Ilim
gives th~ glorY,nd, hono~r .of aJI. With these honest
folk, says God, \Ve can well deal; We can w~ll trust in
s:qch. hands Our prop~rty, • and give them Our gifts ..and
riches,b~cause they \vill not take them away from Vi,
nor e~alt- the1Jlselves thereupon. ':rhus /Goddeals with
them as \vith I-lis own, bec<l,use all th~ glory ~nd honpur
remains His. So we se~ here., qnearth. a k~ng or great
lord glories al1d take~ for a display of his gr(jlndeur., . to
lift one,as they say, from the dust ofth~earth, aU£1 d~al
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\vith him who was nothing and had nothing; because
thereby the liberality and greatness of the king comes out
and is better seen, and they say then that So and So is
of his making. So the Apostle says: We hold the
heasures of graces and gifts of God in earthen vessels
(2 Cor. iv. 7), to give us to understand that these
treasures are of God, and not of us, because earth and
clay does not raise itself up.
It is for'this reason then that God lifts up the humble,
and does them so many favours.
And for this same
reason He sends the proud empty away; because pride
is self-confident, relying much on its own activities and
contrivances, attributing much to itself, and taking vain
satisfaction in the happy success of its enterprises, as
though it had done the business by its own strength and
energies; all this is so much taking away from God, and
appropriating that honour and glory which belongs to
His l\1ajesty. When we make a little way in prayer,
with ever so little devotion and just one tiny tear, we
fancy that we are spiritual folk and men of prayer. And
even sometimes we set ourselves above others, thinking
that they are not so advanced, or not so spiritual, 'and
are not getting forward at the rate that we are. This is
why the Lord does not do us greater favours, and sometimes deprives us of what He had given, that we may not
turn good into evil, health into sickness, medicine into
poison, and gifts and benefits received to our greater
condemnation by our bad use of them. To an invalid
\vith a weak stomach, though the meat be good, let us
say, chicken, they g'ive only a little, because he has not
strength to digest more; and if they gave him more, it
would get corrupted and turned into bad humour. The
oil of the prophet Eliseus never ceased to flow until there
was a failure of vessels to receive it: failing that, Holy
Scripture says the oil stopped at once (4 Kings iv. 6).
Now that is the oil of divine mercy, which of itself is
limitless: there is no limit to His graces and mercies.
The hand of the Lord is not shortened (Isai. lix. I). God
has not narrowed nor dra\vn in His hand, He has not
changed His nature, for Q:29 neither changes nor can
change, but always remains in one attitude, and ~ e
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ready to .give .thanwe to receive. The fault lies with us,
in .that we have not empty vessels to receive the mercies
and graces of God: we are too full. of ourselves, and
trust too much in our own resources. Humility and selfknowledge loosen and detach a man from himself, making
him resign all confidence in himself and in human means,
and attribute to himself nothing, but ~Il to God; and on
such God bestows His favours in handfuls.
Humble
th-yself before God, and await his hands· (Reclus. xiii. '9).

CHAPTER XXXIX

Howin/;portant it is for us to betake ourselves to
hu-mility to make up thereby for what is wanting to
us in virtue and perfection, and that God may not
hum,bIe and chastise 'titS
The Blessed St. Bernard says: "Very foolish .is he
who puts his trust. in anything but an attitude of
humility, seeing, brethren, that we have all sinned and
offended God iIi many \vays, and -thus we have no right
but to b~ punished. ,,- A pud Deum jus, habere non possumus, quia in multis offendirnus omnes. If man should
wish to enter into judgment· with God, says Job (ix. 3),
he will not be able to answer him one thing for a thousand, nor for ,a thousand charges. to .plead .one good
acquittal. ". 'iVhat then remains, and what other remedy
-avails us," continues St. Bernard, "than to· betake ourselves to humility, and supply thereby what is wanting to
us in all the rest?" And on account of the great value
of this remedy, theSai~t repeats it· again and again in
these and like \vorqs : " What is wanting to you in point
of a good conscienGe, supply it by shame: and wha~. you
lack •. o~ fervour and perfection, supply it by blushes."
Quidquid minus est fervoris·, humilitas suppleat purae
confessionis. St. Dorotheus says that Abbot John also
goreatly reconlmendedthis, and. u~ed to. say: " Brethren,
\vhen. through our. weakness we cannot labour so much
as. we would, let us at least humble ourselves, and thereby
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I trust we shall find ourselves ranked in the number of
those who have laboured." When after many sins you
find yourself incapacitated by ill-health from doing much
penance, travel by this plain way of holy humility, for
you will find no other more suitable means to your salvation. If it seems you cannot make head in meditation,
nlake head in shame and confusion of yourself ; and if it
seems you have no talent for great things, go in for
humility, and thereby you will make up the deficiency
of all things else.
Let us consider then ho\v little the Lord asks of us, and
with how little He is satisfied. lIe asks that we know
and humble ourselves as befits our 10\Jvly estate. If God
asked for great fasts, great penances, high contemplations, some might excuse themselves, saying that they
have no strength for one thing, nor talent nor capacity
for another; but there is no reason why anyone shoul.d
excuse himself from being- humble. You cannot say that
you have not health or strength to be humble, or talent
or capacity for that. St. Bernard· sa,Y.§_ that nothing ~
easier for one \\7110 \vishes than to hurnble himself. We
can all do it, and "ve all have within ourselves matter
enough for it. Thy humiliation is in the midst of thee
(Mich. vi. 14). Let us then betake ourselves to humility,
Clnd recognise to our shame what is wanting to us of
perfection, and in this way we may move the heart of
God to mercy and pardon. Now that you are poor, be
humble, and with that you will satisfy God; but to be
poor and proud offends Him greatly. Of three things
that the Wise Man assigns as things that God much
abhors, the first is a Inan poor and proud (Ecc1us. xxv.
4). The like also offends men here on earth.
Further, let us humble ourselves, that God Inay not
humble us, a thing that He is wont to do very commonly.
If then you wish that God may not humble you, humble
yourself. This is a very important point, and worthy of
our very leisurely consideration and. reflection. The
blessed St. Gregory says: "Do you know how much
God loves humility, and how much He abhors pride and
presumption? He abhors it so much that He permits us,
to begin with, to fall into venial sins and many small
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faults, .thereby to teach us· that· as we cannot keep ourselves from small sins and temptations, but see ourselves
stumbling and falling every· day in things trifling and easy
to .··overcome, .we may be sure that we ha,ve. not strength
to avoid greater sins,and thus we may not become proud
over greater things, nor· attribute anyfhing fo our~
selves,· but ever live in fear and humility, begging the
Lord's grace and .favour. The same says St. Bernard,
and it is the common doctrine of the Saints. St. Augustine on those words of St.· John (1. 3)~ and without him
nothing was made; and St.· Jerome 01') that saying of the
prophet Joel, 1 will give you back the years that the
locust and the pal1ner-worm, the mildew and the cater~
pillar have devoured (Joel ii. 25), say that it was to humble
man and. tame his pride that God created these little
animalculre and small vile worms that are so troublesome
to us.
God could ,veIl have tamed and humbled that
proud . people of Pharaoh by sending them bears, lions
and snakes; but He chbseto tame their pride with the
vilest . creatures, flies, gnats and frogs, to. humble them
more.
Thus then, that we may live in.. humili.ty and confusion
of face, God permits us· to fall. into trifling faults, and
that these little bits·of temptations· should sometimes make
war upon us, these gnats, these petty affairs, that seem
to· have in them. no body 'ot bulk at all. If we stop to
consider attentively\vhat is apt to trouble and disturb us
at times, we shall find that they are airy nothings, which,
taken for what they are worth, have no body . or substance whatever,-:-some silly little word that they have
said to me, or the tone in which they said. it, or their
failure, as we thought, to make enough account of us.
Out of a fly skimming through the air one makes a, wind~
miU,and putting things together one comes to be very
much disturbed and upset.
How· would it be if God
sprang a tiger or a lion upon. us, when·. a gnat
enough
to make 'us so .disturbed and restless? How would it be
if there came a very severe temptation !Thus we'must
draw out of these things great humility and shame. And
if you draw that, says St. Bernard, it is.a mercy of God~
and great benefit and bounty on His part, that little

is
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vexations do not fail to beset you, and that that is
enough to make you humble.
But if these little things are not enough, understand
that God will proceed further, to your heavy cost, as He
is wont to do. God has such an abhorrence of pride and
presumPtion, and such a love for humility, that Saints
say that by a just and most secret judgment of His own
He is apt to permit a man to fall into mortal sins as the
price of his humiliation,-and not into any sort of sins,
but into sins of the flesh, which are the most frightful
and foulest of all, for his greater humiliation. As· they
say, He chastises secret pride by manifest lust. They
quote to this effect what St. Paul says of those proud
philosophers, whon1 God for their pride gave over to the
desires of their heart. They came to fall into sins of
impurity most foul and unmentionable (Rom. i. 24, 26, 27),
God so permitting it for their pride, that they might be
thoroughly confounded and humbled, seeing themselves
turned into beasts, like N abuchodonosor, with the heart
and conduct and behaviour of beasts.
Who will not
fear thee, 0 king of nations! (Jerem. x. 7). Who will
not tremble at this punishment so great, that there is
none greater outside of hell! And sin is even worse than
hell. Who· knoweth, 0 Lord, the power of thine anger,
and for !etar can number thy wrath? (Ps. 89).
The Saints observe that God practises with us two
sorts of mercy, one great and one small. It is a small
mercy when He succours us in our small miseries, which
are temporal miseries that touch only the body; and His
great mercy, which succours us in our great miseries,
which are spiritual and regard the soul. So when David
saw himself in that great misery, forsaken and cast off
by God for the adultery and murder that he had committed, he cried out in loud tones, begging of God great
mercy: Have pity upon 1ne, 0 God, according to thy
great mercy (Ps. 50). So they say also that there is in GJd
a great anger and a small anger: the small anger is when
He chastises us here in the temporal order, with misfortunes and losses of property, honour, health, and other
little things, which touch only the body. But His great
anger is when the chastisement reaches the interior of
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the soul, according to the words of Jeremy: The sword
hath pierced even to the heart (Jerem. iv.to). And this
is . what God. says by the prophet Zachary: 1 am angry
with great anger against. the arrogant and proud nations
(i. IS). When God forsakt=;s a man, a,nd lets. him fall
into mortal sins in. punishment and- chastisement for other
sins, that is the great anger. of God, these are the wounds
of the Divine fury,notofaFather, but of a just and
rigorous Judge, of which may be understood, that saying
of Jeremy: With the wound 01 an enemy I have ,struck
thee, ,with a cruel castigation (Jerem. xx'x. 14). And So
the Wise Man says: ~4 deep pit is .the. bad .woman : he
withwhorn God is angry shall fall into it (Prov. xxii. 14).
Finally, pride is such an evil, thing; and God abhors it
so much, that the Saints say that sometimes it is an
advantage to the proud man that God punishes him with
this punishment, thereby to cure him of the pride that is
in him. So says St. Augustine. "I make bold to say
that it is useful and profitable for the' proud that God
should give them over to fall into some outwa.rd and
nlanifest sin, that they may know themselves, and begin
to humble themselves and lose confidence in theinselves,they who for. being. well satisfied with t'hemse1ves and
"vedded to their own ideas had already fallen by pride,
although they did not feel it," according to the saying
of the Wise Man: Pride goeth before 'q, fall, and befote
ruinflhe spirit is liftedll'p (Prov. xvi. 18). Saints Basil
and Gregory say the same.
~ a s k s in reference to the sin of David,why
God in dealing \vith those whom He has elected and predestined for life everlasting, and exalted by His great
gifts, permits them sometimes to fall into sin,yea into
fleshly and foul sins. And he answers that the reason
of it is this, that sometimes those who have received
great gifts fall into pride: this pride.has taken such hold
of •the innermost reg.ions. of their heart th.at .they thein$eJves do., not appreCIate It, but pleased WIth themselves
and confident of themselves, they think it is of God. , So
it happened to the ,Apostle· St. Peter, who. did not think
that .• it was pride that made him say those words : ,Though
all should be scandalised at thee, I will not be scandalised
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(Matt. xxvi. 33). So then, to cure them of these fits of
pride, so secret and disguised, into which they fall without knowing· it, the Lord allows them to fall into such
outward and manifest sins, so foul and shameful, because
these sins are known better, and more readily strike the
eye: and by this means the man comes to be aware of the
pther malady which he had, the malady of secret pride
all unbeknown to him, for which he would otherwise have
sought no remedy, and so would h~ve been lost; whereas
by the manifest fall he comes to know it, humbles himself before God, and does penance both for the one sin
and the other, and so finds remedy for both ills. Thus
we see in St. Peter that by the ouhvard and manifest fall
he came to know the hidden pride that had possessed
him, arid to weep and do penance for both his sins, and
so the fall did him good. The same happened to David,
and so he says of himself: It was a good thing that thou
didst humble me, that I might learn thy just enactments
(Ps. 118). Lord, it cost me dear, and· I confess it: but
it has been a good thing for me that I have been humbled,
that I may learn how I ought to serve Thee henceforth,
and how I ought to distrust myself. Thus when a skilled
physician is unable to cure a complaint altogether, and
by reason of the humour being malignant and obstinate
he cannot dissipate and overcome it, he then makes it his
a.im to call and dra\v it out to the exterior parts of ·the
body, the better to be able to deal ·with! it. So the Lord,
to heal certain haughty and rebellious souls, allows them
to fall into grave exterior faults, to teach them to know
themselves and to humble them; and by this outward
break-down the malignant and pestilent humour that was
within is cured. These are God's great chastisements,
the mere hearing of which makes the flesh creep. Lo, I
do a word in Israel such that whoever hears it, both his
ears shall tingle (I Kings iii. II).
But after all, since the Lord· is so kind and merciful
that He does not make use of this so rigorous punishment, this unhappy and lamentable expedient, without
having used other and gentler means. He first sends us
other occasions, and other softer and gentler remedies to
humble us. Sometimes it is sickness, sOlnetimes contra-
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diction ~md complaint, sometimes disgrace and loss of
dignity. ' And when these temporal things do not suffice
to make us humble, He passes on to spiritual things.
irst to little things, and after that He permits violent and
strong temptations, going so far as to make us hang on
a 'thread, and persuade us that we consent, or'make us
doubt whether we conse1lt,that thus the man may see and
have clear experience that of himself he cannot overcome
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them,. and may know and understand' byexperiencerfis

weakness and the need he has of divine grace, anddistrZust
his own powers and humble himself. And when all this is
not enough, then comes that further treatment, so violent
and costly, of l€-tting the man be overcome by temptation
and faU into mortal sin. Then comes I say the cautery,which they call the ' fiery button, '-'-Of hell, that now at
least,bein'g thus browbeaten [quebrado los oios, knocked
in'the eyeJ, the man ·may make a reckoning with himself
what he really is, and humble himself at last, since under
the milder' treatment he 'had no mind to do so.
H'erebywe see bow much it'imports us to be humble
and not trust in ourselves. Wherefore let· everyone take
8ccount of himself and see how he profits by the
occasions thac God sends to humble him, acting asa
most tender father and physician, to' the end, that there
may be no need of those other remedies, so violent and
so costly. Chastise me, 0 Lord, with the chastisement

f~s~t;~~:r~ff~~l~~S,h1rnt~~e a7Iit~heh~~:~f:tio~~nethe:~~

shalt please, but permit me not to fall into' mortal sin. ~
G.,ivel,eav.,e, 0 Lord,' to the, devil to w,o,und me in hon"our~~'
.
and in health, and make me like another Job; but give
him not leave to touch my soul. Provided, 0 Lord, that
Thou depart not from me, nor permit me to depart from
Thee, any tribulation that may come iIpon me will do me
no harm, but rather help me to gain tbe humility in· which
Thou dost take such pleasure.

CHAPTER XL

In which what has been said is confirmed by some
examples
Sulpicius Severus relates, and Surius in the Life of
St. Severinus Abbot, the story of a holy man very distinguished for virtues and miracles, who healed the sick,
cast out devils from bodies, and did many other wonderful things, on \tvhich account all the \tvorld flocked to him,
and there canle to visit him titled noblemen and bishops,
who thought it a happiness to touch his clothes and
receive his blessing.
On account of these things tge
holy man felt that there was beginning to enter into his
head a certain vanity. And seeing on the one hand that
he could not hinder the concourse of people, and on the
other that he could not free himself from those importunate thoughts of vanity, he was much afflicted, and
putting himself one day in prayer he asked our Lord
with much earnestness as a remedy to this temptation,
that in order that he might keep himself in humility,
His Majesty would permit and give leave to the devil to
enter into his body for some time, and torment him like
other possessed persons. God heard his prayer, and the
devil entered into him; and it was matter of horror and
wonderment to see that man, to whom a little time before
they used to bring possessed persons for him to cure
them, bound with chains like a madman and demoniac,
and taken accordingly to have exorcisms read over him,
and .all the rest that is usually done with such people.
He ,vas in this state for five months; and at the end of
them, the story says, he ,vas cured and free, not only
from the devil who had entered into his body, but from
the pride and vanity that was entering into his soul.
Surius relates another similar example. He says that
the holy Abbot Severinus had in his monastery three
arrogant monks, bitten with pride and vanity. He had
,varned them thereof, and they were obstinate in their
876
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fault. The Saint,in his desire to see them amended and
humble, begged the Lord with tears to correct them, and
chastise them with some chastisement that would humble
and amend them.
And before he had risen from his
prayer, the Lord permitted three devils to get possession
of them and torment them violently, confessing with
loud cries their pride and arrogance of heart. I t was a
chastisement proportioned to· their fault, that the spirit of
pride should enter and dw'ell in subjects proud and full
of vanity. And because the Lord saw that nothing else
\vould hunlble them so much, they remained in that state
for forty days, at the end of which the Saint begged the
Lord to deliver them from the power of the devil. He
gained his petition, and they became sound in body and
soul, and well humbled by this chastisement of. the Lord.
Caesarius relates that they brought to a Cistercian
Convent a possessed person to be cured. The Prior went
out, and took with him a young Religious of great reputation .for virtue, whom he knew to be a virgin. The
Prior said to the devil: " If this monk bids you go out,
will you dare to stay?" The devil answered: " I fear
him not, because he is proud."
St. John Climacus relates that one time the wicked
devils began to sow certain seeds of praises in the heart
of a most valiant soldier of Christ, who was zealous for
this virtue of humility. But he" moved by the inspiration
of God, found a very short cut for overcoming the malice
of these perverse spirits. It was this: he wrote on the walls
of his cell the names of some. of the highest virtues,Perfect Charity, Most Profound Humility, Angelic
Chastity, Most Pure and High Prayer, and the like; and
when those evil thoughts began to tempt him, he would
answer the devil : ., Let us put the matter to the proof.'
Then he would read all those titles: 'Most Profound
Humility: I have not got it: we should be only too happy ,
if it were profound; but I do not know that we have yet
done with the first degree. Perfect charity: charity,
yes; but perfect? Mine is not very perfect, since I sometimes . speak to my brothers in screaming and harsh
tones. A ngelic Chastity: no, I have many evil thoughts,
and sometimes feel evil motions in my flesh. Most High
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Prayer: no, I sleep and am much distracted over it.'
Then he would say to himself: 'After you have gained
all those virtues, you must still say to yourself, I am a
useless and 'unprofitable servant, according to those
\\JTords of Christ our Redeemer: When ye have done all
things that were commanded you} say : We are unprofitable ser'lIanfs (Luke xvii. 10). What then must you be,
you who are so far short of that perfection?'
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TWELFT.lI TREATISE

OF TEMPTATIONS
CHAPTER I

That temptations cannot fail to come in this life
S on, entering on the service of God, stand in righteousness and fear, and prepare thy soul for temptation
(Reclus. ii.· I). St. Jerome on that text of Ecclesiastes,
A time of war, and a time of peace (Eccles. iii. 8), says
that the time of war is while we are in this world, and
the time of peace will be when we pass out into the next.
And hence our heavenly city takes its' name of Jerusalem, which signifies Vision of peace. "Let no one
therefore," he says, "fancy himself secure in time of
war, where fighting is the word, and apostolic weapons
have to be wielded, if we wish to be· victorious and rest
in peace some day." St. Augustine on the words of St.
Paul, .I do not the good that I would, but the evil that I
"would not, that I do : I see another law in my members,
fighting against the law of my mind, and leading me
captive to the law of sin that is in my tnembers (Rom.
vii. 19, 23); says that the life of the just man here is a
. conflict and not a triumph; hence we hear the notes of
,var sounded by the Apostle, marking the contradiction
of his flesh, and its great inclination to evil: but the note
of triumph shall be heard afterwards, when this corruptible, and mortal body shall have put on incorruption
and immortality. And the note of triumph shall be: 0
grave, where is thy victory? 0' death, where is thy
sting? (I Cor. xv. 55). Job putS! it well in these words:
JIv! an's life is a 'warfare upon earth, and his days as those
ot one 'who works tor his daily hire (Job vii. I). For as
it is the part of the day-labourer to work and weary himself all day long, and then follows reward and repose, so
also with us the day of· this life is full of labours and
VOL. II
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temptations, and reward and rest will be given us according as we shall have laboured.
Coming down in particular to examine the cause of this
continual war, the Apostle St. James puts it: Whence
are war's and strifes in you? is it not fro1n this, from your
lusts warring in your members? (James iv. I).
We
have in ourselves the cause and root, which is the rebellion and contradiction to all good which dwells in our
flesh in consequence of sin: the earth of our flesh has
been put under a curse, and thus brings forth thorns and
thistles that prick and torment us continually. The
Saints bring in to this purpose the comparison of a ship,
which sets sail, and thereupon the sea grows angry and
rises in a storm and high waves, that threaten to engulf
the vessel: so is our soul in this vessel of the body, leaky,
full of holes; and besides the leakage there arise waves
and tempests of many disorderly movem,ents and appetites, which threaten to drown and swallow it up. The
body that is corrupted weighs down the soul (Wisd. ix. IS).
'rhus the cause of our continual (temptations is the
corruption of our nature" that tomes peccati, or incehtive
t9 sin, and evil inclination which remains with· u~ in
consequence of sin. Our greatest enemy dwells in our
house, and it is he that makes upon us continual war.
Thus there is nothing to amaze a man, when he sees
himself molested by temptations; for after all he is a
child of Adam, conceived and born in sin, and he can
never cease to have temptations, and evil inclinations
and appetites making war upon him. Thus St.· Jerome
observes that in the Our Father Christ our Lord does not
teach us to pray that we may have no temptations, for
that is impossible, but that we l11ay not fall under temptation.
And else\vhere Christ said to His disciples:
Watch and pray that ye enter· not into temptation (Matt.
xxvi. 4I)~ Entering. into temptation, says St. Jerome,
is· not being tempted, but being overco'me by temptation:
in tentationem intrare non est tentari, sed vinci. The
holy patriarch Joseph ·was tempted to adultery, but was
not overcome by the temptation. The chaste Susanna
was tempted in the same way, but by the aid of the Lord
did not fall under the temptation. "You are mistaken,
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brother," says 51. Jerome writing to Heliodorus, "you
are labouring under a great mistake, if you think that a
Christian can ever go without persecution. Then are you
most assailed, .when you do not know that you· are being
assailed. " OUt adversary the de7Jil, like a roaring lion,
goeth alJout, see}~ing whom he may devour (1 Pet. v. 8) ;
and do you take yourself to be. at peace ? He sitteth in
a1nbush takin theirtnocent, he sets his eyes upon the
poor, he lies in 'wait for thetn like a lion in his den (Ps.
9); and do you .fancy yourself secure? That is a delusion, because this life is a time of war and conflict. To
be frightened at temptations is as if a soldier were to
take fright at hearing a musket-shot, and want to get
out of the war for that; or as if a sailor were to jump
overboard, because the ship rolls and pitches· and turns
his stomach.
St. Gregory says it is a· delusion of some folk, when
any grave temptation assails them, to think straightway
that all is lost, and that God has forgotten them and
they are in His disgrace. A great delusion this; on the
contrary you must understand that to be tempted is not
only the. ordinary lot of men, but is a thing that especially
befalls spiritual· men, who are aiming at virtue. and perfection. All who would live piously in Christ Jesus shall
sutfer persecution, says· the Apostle (2 Tim. iii. 12).
Others often do not know what· temptation is, they cannot see the rebellion and war which the flesh makes on
the spirit, rather they take it for a dainty morsel. St.
Augustine remarks this well on those words of St. Paul:
The flesh lusteth against the spirit (Gal. v. 17). "It is
in the good that the flesh lusteth against the spirit, for
in the bad it has nothing to lust against: there only does
it lust against the spirit where there is spirit." So·· the

devil need not lose his time in tempting such people, for
without any doing of. his they of their own accord follow
him, and surrender themselves to him without difficulty
or contradiction.
Hunters do not go a-hunting after
cattle, but after stags and bucks, who run lightly and
take to the hills. It is like those who are running with
the Iig-htness of stags to the height of perfection, that
the devil goes hunting with his nets and temptations; but
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as for those others who live· like cattle, he has them
already in his stall, and has no need to hunt for them.
" He is at no pains to assail those of whom he feels
already that he is in undisturbed possession," says St.
Gregory. And therefore we should not only not be dismayed at temptations, but rather take them for a go09
sign, as St. John Climacu5 observes. "There is no
surer si n," he sa s, " that the devils are being beaten
by us, than their assaihng us most vIgorous y.
ey
do it because you have revolted from them, and gone out
of their jurisdiction: therefore does the devil persecute
you, because he envies you: otherwise he would not
persecute you so much.

CHAPTER II

How some are tempted at the beginning of their
entry into Religion, others afterwards
The blessed St. Gregory observes that some begin to
feel ·this war of temptations at the beginning of their
entry into Religion, when they first set to work at recollection and the pursuit of virtue. He quotes to this effect
the example of Christ our Redeemer, who wished to prefigure this condition of things and sketch it in outline in
His own person by an admirable dispensation, since He
did not allow the devil to tempt Him till after He had
been baptised, and retired into the desert to fast and
pray and do penance: then Holy Writ tells us that the
devil came up to tempt Him. Hereby He designed, says
St. Gregory, to warn those who were to be His members
and His sons, to be on the look out for temptations when
they proceed to recollect themselves and give themselves
to virtue, because it is quite the way of the devil to
operate on those lines. When the children of Israel
went out of Egypt, Pharaoh at once got together his
army and all his power to go against them.
Laban
again, when Jacob went away from him, followed him
\vith a great troop and burning indignation. And when
the devil went out of that man mentioned in Holy Scrip-
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ture (Luke xi. 24-26), it says that he took with him seven
other spirits worse than himself to return into him, as if
making a levy against a rebel, and going out to subject
him once more. So the devil, when anyone rebels against
him, and seeks to escape from his domination and subjection, is then more kindled to wrath, and shows himself
more fierce, and seeks to make greater war. St. Gregory
quotes to this ~urpose what the Evangelist St. Mark says,
when. Christ our Redeemer cast out that unclean, deaf
and dumb spirit: 7.vith loud cries and ntuch tearing of
him he went out of him (Mark ix. 25). The Saint says:
" Observe that while the devil possessed the man, he
did not tear him; and when by the divine power he was
being compelled to go out of him, then he tore him" :
that we. might understand· that the devil then tries to
trouble and molest us with temptations, when we are
going a\\'ay from him.
Apart from thi~ St. Gregory says that the Lord permits and wishes us to be tempted at the beginning of our
Religious life, that no one may fancy that he is a Saint
for having left off his evil life and taken to a good one,
thoughts which readily occur to people in that condition;
and that the security of th~ good life that he has taken
up may not make him negligent and slack. To that end
God permits temptations to come upon him, to put before
his eyes the danger he still is in, and rouse and waken
him up to be .diligent and careful. St. John Climacus
says, the novelty of a new life is wont to be irksome to
hini. who has been accustomed to an evil1ife; and in the
embrace of virtue there is manifested and felt the contradiction and war of vice fighting· against the same, as . the
/ bird, trying to escape from the snare, then feels that it
is caught. Thus no one should be affrighted or dismayed
at feeling difficulties and temptations at the beginning,
since it is quite the ordinary thing.
St. Gregory adds that sometimes one who. has left the
world and an evil life and begun to serve God, has
temptations such as he never felt before his conversion:
this however he says is not because there was not in him
before .the root of those te.mptations: the root was in
him, but it did not appear and show itself then, and
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no\v it shows itself. When a man is very much taken
up with other thoughts and all sorts of cares, he often
does not know himself nor take cognisance of what
passes within him; but when he begins to recollect himself and enter into himself, then he comes to see the
roots of evil that are germinating in his heart. It is, the
Saint says, like the thistle that grows on the road, and
does not come into viev.' \vhile all tread upon it who pass
that way; still, though the pricks do not come out, the
root remains covered up in the ground; and when passersby cease to tread on them, the pricks forthwith sprout and
come out; so, he says, in worldly people the root of
temptations often lies concealed and does not show itself
externally, since, like that thistle on the road, it is trodden
upon and crushed, as by wayfarers' feet, by the diversity
of thoughts that come and go, and by numerous cares
and occupations. But when one goes apart from all that,
and recollects himself to serve God, then, as there is no
one to tread on the thistle, there appears that which was
hidden a\vay there before, and the pricks of temptation
springing from that evil root are felt. Thus a person's
experiencing in Religion temptations such as he never
had before his entry, is not because of his being a worse
man now than \vhen he "vas in the world, but because
then the man did not see or kno"v himself, and now he
begins to see and "know his evil inclinations and disorderly appetites: thus what he has to aim at is not the
hiding or covering up of the root, but the rooting of it
out.
Others there are, says St. Gregory, who at the beginning of their Religious life are not assailed with
temptations, but rather feel much peace, sweetness and
consolation; and afterwards, as time goes on, the Lord
tries them with temptations: so His Divine Majesty has
arranged, with divine knowledge and contrivance, that
the path of virtue may not seem to them rough and difficult, and they lose heart and go back again to what they
had left a little before. Thus He acted with His people
when He led them out of Egypt: He did not take them
by the land of the Philistines, which was hard by, for
the reason that I-Ioly "\iVrit gives, lest perchance, seeing
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wars spring up against them'.1they' tnight repent of having
gon,eout of Egypt, and return thither again ~(Exod. xiii.
17). But at the beginning God did them many favours,
working great marvels and miracles on their behalf; but
by the time that they had crossed the Red Sea, and were
in the desert, and could not go back, He proved them
\vithmany hardships and trials before their entry into
the Land of Promise. So says the Saint, in dealing
with, those \vho leave the world, God rids them sometimes of wars and temptations at the outset, that being
yet tender in virtue, they may not get frightened thereby
and return. to the world. He takes them through pleasant
places at the beginning, and gives them consolations and
sweetnesses, that having tasted the delight and
pleasantness of the \vay of God, they may better afterwards bear the ,var and molestation of temptations and
hardships, all the more the more they have tasted of
God and come to know how well He deserves to be served
and loved. So with St. Peter, the Lord first showed
him the beauty and splendour of His glory in the
Transfiguration, and then permitted him to be tempted
by the servant-maid's question, whether he was a disciple
of Christ, in order that, humbled by temptation, weeping
-and loving, he might learn to strengthen and aid himself oy
the sight he had formerly seen on Mount l'habor; and as
fear had overthrown him, so the delight, of the sweetness
and goodness of God, which he had experienced, might
raise him up.
Hence, says St. Gregory, will be understood a mistake
commonly made by those who are just entering on the
service' of God. Finding themselves sometimes in so
much peace and quiet,-the Lord doing them the favour
of opening out to them the way of meditation,-finding
too the exercises of virtue and mortification easy, they
fancy that they have attained perfection, not understanding
that these are" the sweetmeats of children and beginners,
and that the Lord gives these gratuities to wean them
from the things of the world.! Sometimes, says the Saint,
God communicates Himself more, abundantly to less perfect souls and souls' that have not advanced so much in
virtue, not because they deserve the.se consolations, but
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because they are in greater need of them. It is the way
that an earthly father acts, who, while greatly loving
all his sons, seems not to make account of those who are
in health; but if one of them is ill, he not only provides
medicines for his cure, but also things that make for
comfort and ease. And as a gardener, while new plants
are tender, waters the.m frequently and with extra care,
but once they are strong and have taken firm root, he
leaves off this watering and extra care., so the Divine
Goodness observes this method of management with
\veaklings and babes and beginners.
The Saints also say that sometimes God gives more
consolations to those who have sinned more, and seems
to do them more particular kind turns and favours, than
to those who have always led a good life, that the former
may not lose confidence and hope, and the latter may
not gro-w proud. This is well set forth in the parable
of the Prodigal Son (Luke xv. 11-32), and in the feasting,
music and rejoicing vvith which his father received him,
killing the fatted calf and making a great banquet;
\vhereas to the elder son, who had spent. all his life
serving him, and had never transgressed his command,
he had never given so much as a kid to make merry with
his friends; because the healthy are in no need of a
physician, but the sick, as the same Lord says (Matt.
ix. 12).

CHAPTER III

liVhy the Lord wishes us to ha7Je tem,ptations, and
of the utility and profit that ensue upon them
The Lord your God tempteth you, that it may be made
manifest whether ye love him or not with your whole
heart and your whole soul, says the Holy Spirit in
Deuteronomy (xiii. 3). The blessed St. Augustine raises
a question on those words. How, he says, does Holy
Scripture say that God tempts us; and on the other hand
the Apostle St. James says in his Canonical Epistle (i. 13) :
God tentpteth no ntan? He answers that there are two
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ways of tempting: one to deceive and make fall into sin,
and in that way God tempts' no man, only the devil, whose
office it is so to do, according to what the Apostle St.
Paul says: Let it not be that the tempter hath te1npted
you (I Thess. iii. 5); where the Gloss says, " that is the
devil, whose' office it is to tempt."
Another way of
tempting there is, to prove' and ga'in experience of a
person, and in this way it is that Holy Scriptxe says
that God tempts and proves us. And in Genesis (xxii. I)
it is said: God tempted and proved A braham. The Lord
gives us a nudge, and many nudges, that we may know
and understand our powers and the measure of our love
and fear of God. And so the same God said thereupon to
Abraham, when he put his hand to the knifeJo sacrifice
his son: Now I know that thou fearest God (Gen. xxii.
12): that is, as St. Augustine explains, 'now I have
ITlade thee know that thou fearest God.' Thus while
there are some temptations sent us by the Lord from His
own hand, there are others permitted to come upon us
\.bymeans of .our enemies, the devil, the world, and the
flesh.
But what is the reason why the Lord permits and wills
t1)at we should have temptations? St.. Gregory, Cassian
and. others treat this point very well. They say in the
first place that it is' profitable for us to be tempted 'and
~icted, and for the Lord at times to withdraw His hand
a little way from us: were it not so, the prophet would
not say to God: Do not abandon me entirely (Ps. 118).
But because he knew very welt that the Lord is wont at
times to leave His servants and withdraw His hand a
little way from them for their greater good and profit, he
does not ask God never to leave him, nor ever withdraw
His. hand from him, but never to abandon him entirely.
And in the twenty-sixth psalm he says : Withdraw not in
anger from thy ser7.l ant. He does not ask God never to
withdraw from him at any time and in any way, but not
to withdraw from him in anger, or forsake him so far as
to let him come to fall into sin : but as for proving him
and sending him temptations and trials, he rather asks
for it. P10ve me, 0 Lord, and try me (Ps. 25). And
by Isaiah the same Lord says: A little, for an instant, I
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have forsaken thee, and in great rnercies will I gather
thee: in a moment of indignation I have hidden my face
from' thee, and in everlasting mercy have I had mercy on
thee (Isai. liv. 7-8).
But let us see in particular the benefits and advantages
that accrue to us from temptations. Cassian says that
God deals with us as He dealt with the children of Israel.
He would not entirely destroy the enemies of His people,
but left in the Land of Promise those enemies of His
people, those tribes of Canaanites, Amorrheans, Jebusites,
etc., to teach and exercise His people, that security might
not make them fall into idleness, but they should be
valiant men of war, habere consuetudinem praeliandi
(J udges iii. 2). So he says the Lord wishes that we
should have enemies, and be assailed by temptations,
that we should have practice in fighting, and not take
harm from idleness or prosperity; for oftentimes the
devil deceives and overthrows by false sense of security
those whom he has not been able to overcome by open
fighting.
,.St. Greg~ says that bya high and secret disposition
of His Providence the Lord wishes the good and the
elect to be ten1pted and afflicted in this life; because this
life is a road, or to speak better, an exile, whereby we
journey and make our pilgrimage until we reach our
heavenly country; and \vhereas some travellers, when
they see on their way sundry meadows and woodlands,
are apt to stop and turn· off from the road, therefore the
Lord has wished that this life should be full of trials and
temptations, to prevent our setting our heart and love on
it, or taking our land of exile for our country, and to make
us continually sigh for home. ~~A~~n~ gives the
same reaSOD, and says that temptations- aIidtrials go to
sho\v us the misery of this life, that we may more
ardently long for that life of heavenly bliss, and seek
after it with greater diligence and fervour.
And in
another place he says it is " that we may not love the
stable," ne viator stabulum amet pro domo sua} and forget those royal palaces for which we were created. When
the nurse· wishes to wean the child, and teach it to eat
bread, she puts aloes on her breasts: so God mingles
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bitterness with the things of this life to detach men from
them, and make them with all their heart and desire long
after heaven. And St. Gregory: "The evils that beset
and oppress us here make us have recourse and turn to
God."

CHAPTER IV

Of other benefits and advantages that temptations
bring with them
Blessed is .the man that suffereth temptation, and has
been well approved therein, because he shall r'eceive the
crown of life {James i. 12). On these words St. Bernard
says: "Temptations needs must come: for who shall be
crowned but he who hath lawfully fought? (2 Tim. ii. 5).
And if there are no temptations, who shall fight, having
no adversary to fight with?" All the benefits and advantages' which Holy vVrit and the Saints tell us of in their
sermons·· of trials and adversities, and they are innumerable, all these advantages temptations bring in their train.
One of· them, .and a chief one of all, is that which the
words above quoted say. The Lord sends us them, that
we may afterwards win a greater reward and crown in
the glory of heaven: since through many tribulations
must we enter into the kingdom of God (Acts xiv. 21).
This is the royal road to heaven,-temptations. tribulations and adversities. And so in the Apocalypse one of
those Ancients, showing St. John the great glory of the
Saints, said to him: These are they that are corne out of
great tribulation, and have wa'shed their robes white in
the blood. of the Lamb (Apoc.vii. 14). . By the way, St.
Bernard asks how does he say that they have washed
their robes white in the blood of the Lamb, seeing that
blood is not apt to whiten but to colour. They came out
white, he says, because along with the blood from the
side there issued forth also water, and that whitened
them,.
Or if we do not say that, he says that they
changed to white, because the Blood of that· tender and
spotless Lamb was like a white and ruddy milk, accord-
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ing to the saying of the Spouse in the Canticles: My
beloved is white and ruddy, chosen among a thousand
(Cant. v. 10).
Thus it is that through blood and tribulations entrance
is gained into the kingdom of heaven. Here stones are
hewn, cut and finished off, to get them to lie flat in their
place in the temple of the heavenly Jerusalem, since no
hammer, nor blow of hammer, is to be heard there (3
I{ings vi. 7). And the better and more conspicuous the
place where the stones are to be laid, the more do they pick
and shape the.m. And as the stone over the doorway is
usually most elaborately picked and finished off,because
the entranee is what most strikes the eye, so Christ our
Lord, becoming the new gate of heaven, which hitherto
had been closed, would be most of all beaten with blows
of the hammer ;-as also to the end that we sinners
should feel ashamed to enter by a gate cut and shaped
"vith so many tribulations and afflictions, without first
suffering some blows ourselves, that we may be knocked
into shape.
Stone that is to be thrown into the foundation is not
usually cut stone: so those who are to be thrown below
into the depth of hell have no need of being wrought and
hammered. Let them make merry here in this life, let
them gratify their whims and appetites, let them do their
own "vill, let them give themselves up to good cheer,
since with that they will be paid all their due. But they
who are destined to go and repair the ruins of the evil
angels, and to fill those seats that they lost by their
pride, must be hewn into shape by afflictions and temptations. St. Paul says: If we are sons, we shall be heirs,
heirs of God and joint he-irs with Christ, yet so that we
suffer with him, that we may also be glorified with hi,n
(Rom. viii. 17). And the angel said to Toby: Because
thou wert acceptable to God, and He wished thee well,
therefore he wished to try thee with temptation (Tob.
xii. 13), that so thy recompense and reward might fie
greater. And of Abraham the Wise Man says that God
t1'ied him and found hinl, faithful (Ecclus. xliv. 21); and
because He found him faithful, constant and brave
under temptation, therefore He gave him reward, and
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promised him under oath to multiply his generation like
the stars· in heaven and the sands on the seashore. It is
for this then that the Lord sends us trials and temptations, to give us -a greater reward and a richer crown. And
so the Saints say that God does us a greater favour in
s,!(nding us temptations, giving us at the same time grace
to overcome them, than if He· were entirely to deliver usfrom them, because. at that rate we should miss the
reward and glory that we merit thereby.
~ adds to this another reason, that the
Lord loving us so much is not satisfied with our gaining
glory and great glory in heaven, but wishes us to gain
it quickly, and not to have to detain us in purgatory;
and therefore He sends us here afflictions and temptations, \vhich are His hammer and forge whereby the rust
and dross is cleared off. our soul, and it is cleansed and
purified so as to be able to enter at once into the enjoyment of God. Take away the dross from the silver, and
a rno'st pure vessel will come forth (Prov. xxv. 4). And
this is no. small favour and benefit, to say nothing of the
gain that we make by commuting so great and severe a
punishment as we should otherwise have to suffer there
into the little or nothing, comparatively speaking, that
we suffer in· this life:
Moreover Holy Scripture is full of the fact that the
.I!!Qsperities of this life separate the soul from God,
whereas adversities and afflictions are the occasion of
draWing •her to God.
What but . prosperity made
Pharaoh's cup-bearer so quickly forget his interpreter
Joseph{Gen. xl. 23)? What but prosperity made King
Ozias proud, after such fair beginnings (2 ehron. xxvi.
16) ? What made Nabuchodonosor vain, what made Solomon vain, what made David vain enough to number the

people? And when the children of Israel saw themselves
in high power, thanks to the great favours and benefits
that the Lord had done them, then they deteriorated and
forgot God the more (Deut. xxxii. IS).
On the other hand, the prophet says that in trouble
men return to God. Cover, 0 Lord, their face with
ignominy, and straightway they will seek thy protection
(Ps. 82). They cried to the Lord in their affliction (Ps.
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106).
When the Lord sent them the pestilence, then
they sought him and 'lverecon'l'erted to him, and rose
When
early in the morning to meet him (Ps. 77).
N abuchodonosor was changed into a beast,-whether it
'were in sober reality or in imagination,-then he knew
God (Dan. iv. 30-31). What a much better man David was
under the persecution of Saul, Absalom and Semei, than
in his walk in prosperity on the balcony!
So afterwards, like one who has been well under the knife,
he says : We have rejoiced for the days in which thou
didst humble us, for the years in which we suffered hardship (Ps. 89). It is good for trle. that thou didst humb-le
1ne (Ps. 118). Oh, what a good thing it has been for
me, 0 Lord, to have been humbled and afflicted! How
many have been cured by this treatment, who otherwise
'would have perished! When the thorn of tribulation
and temptation pricks, then one enters into oneself, is
converted and returns to God (Ps. 31). Even in the
world they say that the fool is made a \vise man by
punishment. And it is the pronouncement of the Holy
Ghost by Isaiah (xxviii. 19). It is only suffering that
openeth the eyes of understanding. And more clearly by
t'he Wise Man: A 'severe illness maketh the soul sober
(Ecc1us. xxxi. 2). Severe illness,afflictions and adversities bring a man to reason. A l11an is living in prosperity, free and unbroken, like a young bull untamed,
quasi juvenculus indornitus (Jerem. xxxi. 18): God
flings over him the yoke of tribulation and temptation to quieten him down. The angel cured Toby with
the gall of the fish (Tob. xi. 2-16); and with clay Christ
gave sight to the blind (John ix. 1-7). For this then the
Lord sends us temptations, vvhich count among the number of really great trials, and are most sensibly felt by
spiritual men. As for those other material trials, such
as losses. of property, illnesses and the like, for the
servants of God, who are bent upon spiritual things, they
are a very light matter, falling well outside their concern: for all that sort of thing only touches the body,
and so they do not take much account of it. But when
the trouble is interior and reaches the soul, as temptation does, which goes to separate them from God, and
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seems to put them in danger and risk of losing Him, \
that is a thing they feel much, and makes theln cry out
with a cry as loud as that of the Apostle St. Paul, when
he felt this war and contradiction of the flesh, seeking
to drag the spirit away with it: ' Woe is me, that evil
carries me away with it;. and the good I fain would do,
I do not succeed in putting into execution! who will
deliver me from this captivity and servitude! (Rom.
vii. 24).'

CHAPTER V

That temptations a'vailus greatly to know and
humble ourse1'7Jes, and have more recourse to God
Temptations are further fraught with another great
benefit and advantage: they make us know ourselves.
,, We often do not know what we can do, but temptation
shows us what we are," says that holy man (A Kempis).
This knowledge of ourselves is the foundation-stone_ of
the whole spiritual edifice: without. it nothing durable
can be built; and with it the soul rises like foam, because she knows how to take her stand on God, in whom
she can do all things. Now temptations lay 0R.~n to
man his weakness and ignorance.. whereas up to then
his eyes were closed· both to the one and. the other, and
so he. was unable to think poorly of himself, because he
had not had this experience.
But when a man sees
that a breath of wind knocks him over, that at a mere
nothing he stops benumbed, that when a temptation
comes upon him he is disconcerted and gets into. a heat,
and counsel and good sense at once desert him and darkness enve1opshim,-he begins then to moderate his high
presumptions, and to humble and think meanly of himself. If we had no temptations, we should thereupon
have considerable conceit of ourselves and fancy ourselves very valiant; but vvhen temptation comes, and
man sees himself on the point of falling and apparently
within the thickness of a penny-piece of plunging into
the abyss, then he knows his weakness and humbles
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himself. Therefore St. Paul says (2 Cor. xii. 7), ' that
the fact of my having been caught up to the third heaven,
and the great revelations that I had had, might not
move me to pride, the Lord permitted me to be tempted,
that I might know what I was of my own self and humble
myself accordingly.'
Hence follows another great benefit and advantage,
which is, that as a man knows his weakness, he comes
thereby to know the need that he has of the favour and
help of the Lord, and of' having recourse .to Him in
prayer, and ever clinging to Him as to his remedy and
refuge, according to that saying of the prophet: Oh,
how good it is for me to draw nigh to the Lord, and
never go far from him (mihi adhaerere Deo bonum est,
Ps. 72). And as a mother, when she wishes her boy to
come to her, gets other people to frighten him, that he
may be under the necessity of going to her lap; so the
Lord permits the devil to alarm and frighten us with his
temptations, that we may have recourse to His lap and
protection.
In Gerson's words, " as a mother lets go of her child for
a short interval, that he may call on her more earnestly,
seek her more diligently, embrace her more closely, and she
in her turn may fondle him more affectionately, quo instantius ille clamet, accuratius quaerat, arctius stringat, et illa
vicissim blandiatur suavius." St. Bernard says that the
Lord at times loosens His hold on the soul, that she
may cry out to Him with more longing and fervour, and
hold fast to Him. more strongly. So He did with the
disciples on the road to Emmaus, pretending that He
wished to go further forward, that they might importune
and detain I-Iim.
Stay with us, since the evening is
coming on, and the day is waning (Luke xxiv. 29).
Thence it comes also that a man sets more store by the
favour and protection of the Lord, seeing the need that
he has of it. ~~~. _Q.~tI.-says that on this account it is
expedient for U'S1lla1 theLord should withdraw His hand
just a little from us, since if we always alike enjoyed His
protection, we should not esteem it so much, or take it
to be so necessary; but when God leaves us a little to
ourselves, and 'we think we are going to fall, and then
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see that He gives us His hand at once,-if the Lord had \
not co.m
.. e to my a.id, my soul had alm..ost dwelt in hell (PS•.
93),-then we set a high value on His favour, and become more grateful, and recognise better His goodness
and mercy. In whatever day I call on thee, I at once
know that thou art my God (Ps. ·55). One cries to God
in temptation, and feels His aid, and experiences the
faithfulness of His Majesty in the good protection that
He affords in time of need. So one recognizes Him for
Father and Defender, and is inflamed more with His
love, and breaks out into- His praises, as the children of
Israel did, when the Egyptians went in pursuit of them,
and they beheld themselves on the far side of the sea, and
the enemy drowned (Exod. xv. I). Hence also it comes
that one does not attribute any good thing to oneself, but
attributes· all .to God, and gives Him the glory of all,
which is another great benefit and advantage arising out
of temptatIons, and a great remedy against them, as also'
a means of gaining great favours and rewards from the
Lord.
CHAPTER VI

That in tetnptations the just are furthe'r proved and
purified, and take root better in virtue
The Saints further say that the Lord would have us
tempted to prove our virtue. As in winds and tempests
it appears whether a tree is well rooted, .and as the valour
and strength of a knight and good· soldier is not brought
to light in time of peace, but in time of war, in encounters and conflicts, so the virtue and strength of a servant
of God is not evidenced in time of devotion and comfort,
but under temptations and trials. On the words, I am
ready and not afraid to keep thy commandments (Ps.
118), St. Ambrose says that as he is the better pilot and
worthy of greater praise, who has the. knowledge and
skill to steer a ship in time of tempests and squalls, when
the ship seems now to be going to the bottom, and now
to be. lifted up by the waves sky-high, rather than one
who can steer and guide it in time of calm and fine
2
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weather; so he deserves greater praise who is able to
steer and guide himself in time of temptations, in such
way that neither does prosperity lift him up to pride, nor
adversity and trial frighten and dismay him. Therefore
does God send temptations, as He dealt with the people
of Israel, allowing hostile tribes to dwell around them,
that in thern he might make trial of Israel, whether they
would hear the cornmand1nents of the Lord, which he
comrnanded their fathers by the hand of Moses (Judges
iii. 4). And the Apostle Paul says: Divisions must needs
arise, that they who are approved rnay be made manifest
among you (r Cor. xi. 19). God hath tried them and
ound them worthy of h.imself (Wisd. iii. 5). Temptations are the strokes whereby God discovers the fineness
of the metal: they are the touchstone whereby He tests
I-lis friends: thereby I-Ie conles to see what stuff each
one is made of. And as men on earth like to have trusty
and tried friends, so also does God, and therefore He
proves them.
As ve'ssels .are proved in the furnace} says the Wise Man,
and silver and gold in the fire, so are the just proved in
temptation (Ecclus. xxvii. 6: Provo xvii. 3). St. Jerome
says: "when a mass of metal is burning in the fire, it does
not show itself whether it is gold, or silver, or any other
metal, since it is then all of one colour, and seems all
fire" ; so in time of consolation, while fervour and devotion
last, all has the look of fire, and the nature of the individual does not appear: but draw the mass out of the
fire, let it coo], and you will see what it is. Let that
fervour and consolation pass, let trial and temptation
come, and then the stuff that each individual is made of
will come to light. When in time of peace a man takes
the way of virtue, one does not know whether that is
virtue, or whether it springs from a good natural disposition, or some particular relish that he has for the exercise, and the absence of rival attractions; but when he
perseveres under the assaults of temptation, it shows
,~ell that he does things on the motive of virtue and love

o God.
Tern 'tation also serves to urify a man more. As the
goldsmith purifies silver and go d y re, an rids it of
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all its dross, so the Lord wishes to purify His' elect by
temptation, that they· may be more agreeable to His
Divine lVlajesty (Ps. 65). I will burn them· as silvet is
burnt, and prove them as gold is proved, says the Lord
by Zachary (xiii. 9). And by Isaiah: I will clear thee
of thy dross in the crucible, and take away all thy tin
(i. 25). This is the \vork of temptation in the just: it
consumes and destroys in them the scum of vices,· and
love of world Iv thIn s and of the selves and makes
them more ardent and purified.
t is true, says St~
Augustine, that not all gather this fruit from temptations,
but good people only. There are things that, put in the fire,
at once soften and melt away, like wax; other things
harden, like clay. So good people, in the fire of temptation and trial, are softened, Knowing and humbling themselves; but the wicked are hardened .and·· made more
obstinate. Thus we see that of the two thieves on the
cross, one was converted, while the othet blasphemed.
So St. Augustine says: temptation is a fire, in which
gold comes out brighter, and straw is consumed; the
just is made purer. and more perfect, and the wicked
more utterly lost: it is a storm, in which the just weathers
it out and ·the wicked is drowned. The children of Israel
found their way through the waters, which served them
as a wall to the right and the left, while the. Egyptians
sank and were drowned in the same waters1Exod. xiv.
21-2 9).

St. Cyprian brings this reason to encourage .us in
tribulations and persecutions, and persuade us not to fear
them; because FIoly Writ teaches us that God's servants
rather increase and multiply thereby, as it tells us of the
children of Israel, that the more .they \vere oppressed
and harassed by the Egyptians, the more they increased
and multiplied (Exod. i. 12). And of Noah's Ark it is
said that the \vaters of the deluge rose in flood and lifted
the Ark above the mountains of Armenia (Gen. vii. 17:
viii. 4) : so t'he waters of tribulations and afflictions lift up
and greatly perfect a soul. If you are not purified by tempo.'
tation,it will be because you are not gold, but.· straw,
and so remain black and foul. Gerson says that as the
sea by .• its storms and tempests casts out of itself the
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impurities that it has gathered, and remains clear and
purified, so the spiritual sea of our soul is cleansed and
purified by temptations from the impurities and imperfections that it is apt to gather from an unwholesome
peace and tranquillity, and to that purpose God sends
them. ' Again, as a _good husbandman prunes his vine
that it may bear more fruit, so the Saints say God our
Lord, who likens Himself in the gospel to a husbandman, prunes His vines, that is, His elect, that they may
fructify' more. Every b'ranch that beareth fruit in me J he
will prune it that it rnay bear more fruit (John xv. 2).
What has been said is further confirmed by this: the
effect of temptation is to make the contrary virtue strike
deeper root in the soul. The holy Abbot Nilus says:
" As' frosts and storms make shrubs and trees take
deeper root in the soil, so do temptations make the contrary virtues take deeper root in the soul": plantas
enutriunt venti et tentatio confirmat animae fortitudinem.
Virtue is made perfect in' temptation [in infirmitate 1,
that is, is established, solidly grounded and made steadfast (2 Cor. xii. 9: cf. tr. xL, ch. 10). When a disputant
assails a truth, and you defend it, the more reasons and
arguments he brings to assail it, the more reasons you
firid- to establish' and confirm it. So with the servant
of God,-the more temptations the devil brings up in
opposition to virtue, the more motives and reasons God's
servant finds to preserve it and resist the temptation:
then too he makes new resolutions, and practises more
acts of the virtue in question, which thus takes root and
is strengthened and grows the more. Thus it is very well
said t'hat temptation acts on the soul like blows on the
anvil, which harden it more and make it more solid and
strong.
Besides this, which is the ordinary course of things,
St. Bonaventure says that' God our Lord is wont to bestow extraordinary consolations and re'wards on those
who are tTIuch tempted to any vice and show themselves
faithful in temptation, by bestowing. on them in an
eminent degree the contrary virtue. Thus St. Gregory
relates of S1. Benedict how manfully he resisted a strong
temptation of the flesh by throwing himself naked among
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brambles and thorns; "'Therefore the Lord gave him such
perfection of chastity. that thenceforth ,he nevermore
experienced any impure temptations. We read the .same
of St. Thomas Aquinas, how with a blazing brand he put
to flight a woman who came to solicit him: God thereupon sent angels who girded tight his loins as a sign
that He bestowed upon him the gift of perpetual chastity.
In the same way St. Bonaventure says of those who are
tempted. against faith, or with temptations to blasphemy,
that the Lord is wont to give them afterwards great
clearness and strong light of faith and a burning love of
God, and the same with other. temptations. He quotes
to this effect that text of Isaiah (xiv. 2): They shall
capture and subdue those who sought to capture and
subdue them. That is a thing that gives great comfort
in temptations. Take comfort and animate yourself to
fight, my brother, for the Lord wishes the contrary virtue
hereby to strike deep roots in your soul, He wishes to
bestow on you an angelic chastity. A lion came out to
meet Sampson, and he met it and slew it, and afterwards
he found in it a honeycomb (Judges xiv. 5-8). So does
t~mPtation look like a lion at the· outset, but do not. be
a~raid of it, meet it and overcome it, .and you wdl see
how afterwards you' find therein very great sweetness
apd pleasure..
•.
'.
.. .". .
Hence also it ""'ill be understood how on the contrary,
when one lets himself be carried away by temptation
and yields to it, the bad habit will grow by the doing
of the acts that belong to it, and therewith the temptation will also grow and be stronger in future, because the
vice will have' taken deeper root and got more mastery
over the man. So St. Augustine observes. Jerusalem
hath sinned a great sin, therefore hath she becotne un-

stable, weaker and more apt to fall again; says the prophet
Jeremy (Lam. L 8); as the Wise Man also says:: The
sinner will add sin to sin (Ecclus. iii. 29). This is a very
important warning for those who are assailed. with
temptations. The devil with such 'people is .wont . to
deceive and blind them, getting. them to helieve that the
temptation will cease by their gratifying it. A very great
delusion! rather, if you comply with the tert1ptatio~, it
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will strike deeper root, and the passion and appetite will
grow upon you, and henceforth will have greater force
and more mastery over you: it will come back to overthrow you more easily time after time. They say well
that this is like the case of dropsy; the more the dropsical
man drinks, the thirstier he grows; or of the miser, the
more he gets, the greater does his covetousness become.
So in this case, take it for an understood thing, that when
you let temptation carry you away and yield to it, it will
grow as many degrees as you· yield, and you will lose so
many degrees of strength. And· when you resist and show
fight, not yielding to it, virtue and strength grow in you
to a proportionate degree. Thus the means to gain the
victory over temptations and evil inclinations, and attain
peace and quiet, is never to give in to them, or let them
have their own way. In this fashion, little by little, with
the help of the Lord, the temptation and passion gradually
loses strength, until it ceases to give any trouble at all.
This should greatly encourage us to resist temptations.

CIJAPTER VII
That temptations make a man diligent and fervent
Temptations carry with them al30 another considerable
benefit and advantage, that they make a man diligent
and careful, fervent and spiritual, as being always on the
verge of a fight. As a long peace makes men slack,
careless, and up to doing very little, so war and practice
in arms makes them strong, robust ana valiant. For
this reason Cato in the Roman Senate gave this as his
opinion: ' It is well for the Romans that Carthage should
stand intact, lest idleness draw them into other and
greater evils. \Voe to Rome when Carthage shall be no
more.' The Lacedaemonians gave the same answer, when
their king. proposed to destroy and level to the ground a
city that had given them much trouble at every stage of
their history. The governors and senators declared that
they would never consent to the breaking of the whet-
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stone, on which the strength and valour of the Lacedremonian youth was sharpened to a keen edge. They gave
the name of ' whetstone' to the city that had often made
them take up arms, for thereby their youth were exercised
in arms, and displayed the mettle and valour of each;
and they reckoned it a great injury to their State to have
no more wars and conquests.
Thus the having no
temptations is· apt to make men remiss and careless. A
man IS taking· things quietly: nothing can induce
him to take the discipline or wear a haircloth; he
yawns at meditation, is slack in obedience, wanders about
seeking conversation :-there comes upon him a violent
temptation, in which God and God's aid is necessary:
thereupon he pulls himself together, and conceives spirit
and fervour for mortification and meditation. Even in
the world they say: ' If you want to know how to pray,
go to sea.' Necessity and· danger teach people to pray
and have recourse to God in earnest. .~9. §.t~CErj'~~t~
says that on this account God permits temptations-TOr
our good and spiritual profit. "When He sees that we
are falling into tepidity,withdraWing from His conversation and intimacy, and making little account of spiritual
things, He lets us go a little from His hand, that being
thus chastised we may return to His Majesty with more
seriousness and care."
And else"vhere: "When the
devil assails us and goes about to frighten us· with his
temptations, that makes for our advancement, since then
we get to know what we are, and have more diligent
recourse to God." Thus temptations are not only no
obstacle or hindrance to our travelling in the way of
virtue, but are even a means to help us thereto. So the
Apostle St.· Paul called temptation, not a knife or lance,
but a prick and goad. The goad does not kill nor injure,
but awakens and arouses, and makes one go the way
more vigorously ; so temptation does not injure, but does
much good, since it arouses and awakens people to go
their way better. This is apt to prove generally beneficial to all, even to the most advanced. However good
and strong a horse may be, the spur is needful, and he
runs better when he feels it : so God's servants run better
and more nimbly in the service of God, when they feel
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these pricks and goads of temptations, and then they
become more humble and cautious.
St. Gregory says: " The aim of the devil in temptation
is evil, but that of the Lord is good." The leech, when
it sucks the blood of the patient, has no other purpose
but to glut itself, and \vould suck it all away if it could;
but the purpose of the physician is to draw off the bad
blood, and give health to the sick man.
When they
apply the cautery called the ' fiery button' to a patient,
all that the fire wants. is to burn, but all that the surgeon
\vants is to heal: the fire would like to reach the healthy
part, but the surgeon applies it only to that which is
diseased, and will not let it go further. Thus the a'im
of the devil in temptation is to ruin our virtue and merit
and glory; but the Lord's aim is otherwise, and He marvellously works the exact contrary effect by the same
llleans. Thus the stones that the devil hurls against us
to break our heads and kill us, He takes to work
out from them a most fair and precious crown for us, as
we read of the glorious St. Stephen, who was surrounded
by persecutors and overwhelmed by the stones that they
threw at him, and saw the heavens opened, and Jesus
Cprist as it were gathering up those stones, to make of
them for him a jewelled crown of glory.
Gerson adds another point that is very consoling, which
he says is the common doctrine of Doctors and Saints:
it is that though one under the molestation of temptations
commits some faults, and thinks that he has been guilty
of some negligence and carelessness, and there has been
some venial sin mixed up in the matter; nevertheless, on
the other hand, the patience that he keeps under this
affliction, and his conformity \vith the will of God, and
the resistance that he makes, fighting against the temptation, and the expedients and means that he applies to
gain the victory, not only remove and clear away all these
faults and negligences, but make him grow and
go forward, meriting greater grace and greater glory,
according to the saying of the Apostle, God draws good
from the temptation (faciet CUtn tentatione proventu'm
[lK,BU<TLV, a way out] 1 Cor. x. 13), and makes us thrive
and gain advantage thereby. A nurse or mother, in
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order that her child may learn to walk, leaves it a little
to itself and then calls it : the child trembles and dares not
go: she lets it alone, even though it falls sometimes, holding that for a less evil than its not learning to walk:
thus does God deal with us. I am as a nursing-mother
'to Ephrai1n (()see xi. 3). God reckons nothing of· these
falls and faults that you think you commit, in comparison
with, the advantage that follows from tern tations.
OSIUS re ates a t e oly VIrgIn Gertrude, that she afflicted and reproached herself much for a small defect that
she had, and desired and begged God to deliver her from
it altogether~ And the Lord. replied very gently. and
sweetly: "Why ·wishest thou Me to be' deprived of great
honour, and thyself of great reward? For every time
that thou' d03t recognize this defect, or any other like it,
and purposest to. avoid it in future, thou gainest a great
reward; and every time that anyone endeavours to overcome his defects for My love, he honoureth Me as much
as a soldier would honour his king by fighting manfully
in ,var against hisenemies and trying to overcome them."

CHAPTER VIII

That the saints and servants of God not only do· not
grow .sorro1£Jlttl over their tentptations,but rather
rejoice for the· profit they m.ake thereby
Count it all joy, brethren, when ye fall into temptation$,
says St. JaJ.?1es (i. 2). And St. Paul: Yea we even glory
in our tribulations, knowing that tribulation worke·th
patience, and patience probation, and probation hope
(Rom. v. 3-4). In this manner St. Gregory explains the
saying of Job: If I sleep, I will. say, when shall I rise?
and again I will hope for the evening (Job vii. 4).
By
the evening that Job hoped for St. Gregory understands
temptation, and he. notes that Jdb desired it as something
good and profitable: for it is of good and prosperQUs
events that we say we hope for them, and of ill and hurtful events, that 'We fear them. But because holy Jo~
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regarded temptation as a thing suited to him, and good
and profitable, therefore he says that he hoped for it.
St. Dorotheus alleges to this purpose a story, related
in the Spiritual l\1eado\v, of a disciple of one of the
ancient Fathers who ,vas much assailed by the spirit of
fornication, and by favour of the Lord's grace he resisted
manfully his evil and filthy thoughts; and to mortify himself he fasted, spent much time in prayer, and ill-treated
his body by the labour of his hands. When his holy
master saw him in such distress, he said to him: "If
you like, my son, I will ask the Lord to deliver you from
this combat." '[0 that the disciple replied: " I see well,
Father, that it is a great affliction that I suffer; but nevertheless I feel that by reason of this temptation I profit
more, because I have more recourse to God by prayer,
mortification and penance: and so what I beg of you is
to ask God to give me patience and fortitude to suffer
this affliction, and to come out victorious, clean, and
without reproach." The old man was delighted to hear
this answer, and said: "Now I understand, son, that
you are advancing in the way of perfection." When one
i3 assailed by some vice and manages to resist manfully,
tpen he vvalks in humility, solicitude and anxiety, and by
these afflictions and trials, little by little, his soul is
cleansed and pUrIfied tIn It arrives at great purity and
gerfection. Of another holy monk St. Dorotheus relates
that when God delivered him from a temptation that he
had, he was sad, and weeping said lovingly to God:
" Lord, so I \vas not worthy to suffer and be afflicted
and endure some tribulation for love of Thee." St. John
Climacus relates of St. Ephrem that coming to a very
high state of peace and tranquillity,-to what they call
the earthly heaven and impassibility,-he begged of God
to put him back and renew the ancient battles of his
temptations, that he might not lose the occasion and
material for meriting and working out his crown.
Of
another holy monk Palladius relates that he came one day
to the Abbot Pastor, and said: " God has delivered me
from my conflicts and given me' peace, because so I besought Him."
Pastor said: " Return to God, and ask
him that your conflicts may return, that you may not
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grow negligent." He had recourse to the Lord, saying
what Pastor had told him. God answered that he was
right, and ,his temptations came back. We see that even
the Apostle St. Paul was not heard, when he begged to
be delivered from his temptation; he was told (2 Cor.
xii. 9) : SufJicit tibi gratia mea, nam virtus in infirmitate
perficitur,-"My grace is sufficient for thee. for virtue is

.d?erfected and brought out in temptation.' ,

CHAPTER IX
\

That tn temptations one learns lessons not for
oneself only, but. for others
There is another great advantage in temptations, and
one very important for those whose business it is to aid
their neighbour : it is that under temptation a soul is
taught lessons not for herself· only but for the benefit of
others, experiencing in herself what she has afterwards
to see in those whom she has to guide and direct. Under
temptation the soul is exercised in the spiritual warfare,
and by attentively considering the comings and goings
of the Evil One, she thereby learns the lore of a. spiritual
master to guide souls, for experience teaches much.
Hence the proverb: " No· better surgeon than the man
who himself has been well knived.' , As intercourse with
the world makes men wide-awake, practical and experienced, so dote.mptations. They that sail the sea, can
tell the perils thereof (Ecclus. xliii. 26). But he who hath
never been tried, ,what doth he know? (Ecclus. xxxiv. 9).
He willknovv nothing either for himself or for others.
The man who hath had experience· in many things, will
be a man of many ·resources; but he who hath not had
experience deviseth little (Ecclus. xxxiv. 10). He who
has been well inured to these spiritual wars· will make a
i"0od pastor. That then is another reason why the. Lord
wishes us to go through temptation, that we may have
dexterity as masters of spirit to guide others. To carryon
this thought further,-the Lord wishes us also to be
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tempted, that whe.n we see our brother come to us in temptation and affliction, we may have the sense to compassion~ him. It holds in the spiritual as in the corporal order,
that one who has had many infirmities and attacks of illness will be the man to compassionate and receive with
charity and love those who are in the like distress.
/}. }
---?"'Casslan tells of a young monk, very pious, but much
~
vexed vvith impure temptations.
He went to another
~ . .monk, an old man, and told him plainly all about these
.~
temptations and bad motions which he suffered,
....e7 ••
(J
thinking to find consolation and remedy from his prayers
and counsels. But it turned out just the other way: the
old man,-who ,vas old in years only, and utterly wanting
in prudence and discretion,-on hearing of the temptations of this youth, got horrified and began to bless himself, and gave him a rough handling, scolded him in
harsh words, called him a miserable wretch, and said that
he was unworthy of the name of a monk for having such
things passing through his mind. In the end he sent
him away, so disconsolate with his rebukes, that the poor
monk, instead of coming out cured, came out more sorely
stricken, in great sadness, discouragement and despair.
And now· he had no thought nor concern for any remedy
to his temptation but to put the matter into execution, so
much so that he took the road leading to the town with
this determination and intent. The Abbot Apollo, one
of the holiest and most experienced of the Fathers who
lived in those parts, happened to meet him, and at sight
saw from his appearance and mien that he was under
some grave temptation: so he began with great gentleness to ask him hovvhe felt, and what was the reason of
the disturbance and sadness that he showed. The youth
was' so lost in his own thoughts, so absorbed in his
imaginations, that he answered never a vvord. The old
man, seeing that his sadness and perturbation of mind
was so great as not to allow him to speak but make him
seek to hide the cause thereof,importuned him very
lovingly and gently to tell him of it : at last, overcome by
his importunities, the young man told him outright that
he could not go on being a monk nor resist the temptations and motions of the flesh, according as· the old man
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had told him, and that he had. determined to leave the
monastery, return to the world, and marry. Then the
holy Abbot Apollo began to console and. encourage him,
saying that he too had those temptations every day; and
that he must not be alarmed or give up on that account,
for these things are not so much overcome and turned
down by our own efforts as by the grace and mercy of
God. FInally he begged hIm to stop for at least one day
and return to his cell, and there beg of God light and
remedy for his need. As the term asked for was so short;
he gained his point with him; and that·· gained, the Abbot
Apollo went off to the hermitage or cell of the old man
who had scolded the youth. When he came near, he put
himself in prayer, and kneeling on his knees, and lifting
up his hands with tears in his eyes, he began hispra.yer
to God : " Lord, who knowest the strength and weakness
of each, and art the tender physician of souls, pass on the
temptation of this youth to that old man, that he may?
learn at least in his old age to have compassion on the
weaknesses and troubles of the young. " Scarcely had he
finished his prayer, when he saw a hideous little negro
shooting a fiery arro\v at the cell of that old man, wounded
'with which the old man came forthwith out of his cell~
and went like one distracted, coming out of the entrance
and going back again: at length, not being able to keep
quiet ·or find rest in his cell, he took the road which the
youth ·was taking to the town. The Abbot Apollo, who
was standing looking on, .and by what he had seen understood his t'emptation, went up to him and asked him:
" Where are you going, and what cause or temptation is
it that makes you forget the gravity proper to your age,
and walk with such haste and precipitation ?" The· other,
confounded and ashamed by his bad conscience, understood thathis temptation was known, and found no words
to answer.
Then the holy Abbot took his hand and
began to'read him a lesson. "Go back," hesaid, " to
your cell, and understand that up till now either the devil
did not know of you, or reckoned nothing of you, seeing
that he did not assail you as he is wont to assail those
whom he envies. By this you will know the smallness of
your stock of virtue, that at the end of so many years
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that you have been a monk you have not been able to
resist a temptation, not even to endure it and stand out
against it so much as one single day, but at the very outset you were overcome, and vvere already going off to put
the thing in execution. Know that for this the Lord has
permitted this temptation to reach you, that at least in
your old age you might kno\v how to have compassion
on the infirmities and temptations of others, and learn by
experience to send them away consoled and encouraged,
not in despair, as you did this young man who can1e to
you. Doubtless the devil assailed him with these temptations, while he left you to yourself, because he had more
envy of his virtue and progress than of yours, and thought
that so strong a virtue must be countered by strong and
violent temptations. Learn then from this in your future
life to know~Q.'Y...,~~",,£9_tp~5.!~~onateoth~~1.. and lend a
hand to him who is going to fall, and help and lift him
up with ~oft, and loving words, instead of helping him to
a fall by rough and disagreeable speeches, according to
that word of Isaiah: God hath given 1ne prudence and
discretion, that I may know how to encourage and hold
him up who has fallen (Isai. 1. 4), and according to the
example of Christ our Saviour, of ,,,hom the same Isaiah
says, quoted by the Evangelist St. Matthew: The bruised
reed he shall not finally break, and the smoking flax he
The holy
shall not finally extinguish (Isai. xlii. 3)."
man concluded by saying: " And since none can appease
or check the movements and excitements of the flesh other,vise than by the favour and grace of the Lord, let us
offer prayer to God that He may deliver thee from this
temptation: for it is He vvho wounds and He who heals,
He who humbles and exalts, He who does to death and
quickens." The holy man set himself to prayer, and as
at his prayer the tenlptation came, so also at the same
the Lord took it away at once.
Thus hereby both the
youth and the old man got their cure and their lesson
together.

CHAPTER X

H ere begins the enumeration of rentedies against
temptations, and first on the part of the mind, the
strength and cheerfulness which we should keep in
dealing with them
For the rest, rny brethren., be strong in the Lord and in
the power of his might. Put ye on the armour of God,
that ye rnay be ahle to stand against the snares of the
devil (Eph. vi. la-II). The blessed St. Antony, a man well
versed and experienced in these spiritual wars and battles,
used to say that one of the principal means to overcome
our enemy is to show courage, strength and cheerfulness
in temptations, because thereby the enemy is at once put
out and discouraged, and loses all hope of being able to
hurt us. Our Father, in his Book of Spiritual Exercises;
sets down an excellent rule and instruction to this effect.
I-Ie says that the devil our enemy behaves with us in
temptations like a woman quarrelling with a man: if she
sees that the man stands out and shows fight, she at once
subsides, turns her back and flies; but if she has an
inkling of pusillanimity and cowardice in the man, she
thereupon plucks up and conceives greater boldness and
daring, and turns into a tiger. So when the devil tempts
us, if we show fight and spirit, and withstand his temptations manfully, he thereupon loses heart and gives himself up for beaten: but if he notices in us signs of pusillanimity and discouragement, he then gathers greater
spirit and strength, and turns into a lion and tiger against
us. So the Apostle St. James says: Resist the devil and
he will fly from you (James iVa 7). St. Gregory confirms
this by that Scripture saying in the Book of Job (iv. I I),
where· according to the Septuagint the devil is called
mi-rtnicoleon, that is, lion and ant. He is the lion of ants,
but if you show him the strength of a lion, he will be an
ant to you. F or this reason the Saints advise us not to
be sad under temptation, but carryon the fight cheerfully, as Holy Scripture tells us of Judas Maccabaeusand
31
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his brethren and companions: They fought the battles of
Israel with gteat joy (1 Mace. iii. 2); and so they won.
And there is another reason for this: it is, that as the
devils are so envious of our good, our cheerfulness is a
torment and pain to them, and our sadness and
pusillanimity gladdens them. Thus if it were only for
that reason, vve should endeavour to make no show of
pusillanimity and sadness, and not· give them that satisfaction, but show great courage and cheerfulness to make
them rage the more. The ecclesiastical histories tell of
the holy martyrs, that one of the things that n1ade their
executioners rage, and whereby they tormented their
executioners more than their executioners tormented
them, was the courage and fortitude which they showed
in their torments. In this way then we should behave
towards the devils in our temptations, to make them rage
and be angry. On account of this being such a main
means to overcome temptations, and gain the victory, and
triumph over our enemies, we will go on in the following
chapters to mention some things that will aid us to maintain this courage and fortitude in them.

CHAPTER XI

H ow little it is that the devil can do against us
It will help us not a little towards keeping up our
courage and fortitude in temptations, to consider the
weakness of our enemies, and how little the devil can do
against us, since he cannot make us fall into any sin if
we do not want to. St. Bernard says very well: " Look
2nd observe, my bre~eak our enemy is, since
he can only overcome him who wishes to be overcome,"
non vincit nisi 'Volentem. If a soldier going to war and
to fight against the enemy, knew for certain that if he
only willed it he would be victorious, and that victory
was in his hand, what satisfaction would he conceive, being as certain of victory, as he was certain that he wished
to win and not be beaten. In this way then it is open to
us to wage our warfare with the devil, we being certain
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that hecann?tovercome 'us, if we ourselves do not wish
to be overcome~ St. Jerome remarks this very well on
,those words that the 'devil spoke to Christ our Redeemer,
when he set Him, on' the pinnacle of the Temple, and
tempted Him, urging Him to throw Himself down from
t'hence. St. Jerome says: "This is the voice of the
'devil, who' desires that all should throw themselves down
and fall into the abyss. The devil can urge you to throw
yourself down, but he 'cannot throw, you down if you do
not wish it ": persuadere potest, praecipitare ,nonpotest.
'Throw yourself down,' says the fiend when he tempts
:y"ou ': 'Throw yourself into, hell. ' Say you to him : ' 'You
throw yourself do\vn, you know the way: I have no mind
for the ·plunge.' If then' you have no mind for it, he
cannot throw you down: if you have no n1ind to go to
hell, he cannot take you there. There was once a man
walking in much affliction, quite prostrate and worn out
\\'iih "a temptation of the devil inwardly saying to him,
'Hang yourself.' He opened his grIef to a' Religious,
who said to him : "Brother,
t be otherwise than by
your will? Sa' then to him 'I will not
rid come and tell
me next week how things, go.
erebyhe got rid of
the temptation, and came back to thank the confessor
who had given hini that remedy. This then is the means
that we are110W prescribing.
~This agrees well with what St. Augustine says:: " My
brethren, before the coming of Christ, the devil went
about 'loose; but when He came into the world, He tied
up the devil, who had played the strong man therein
(Matt. xii. 29).'" So St. John said in the Apocalypse:
I·sa7.v an angel c01ning down from heaven, who held the
key of the bottomless pit and a great chain in his hand;
and' hi seized the dragon,the old serpent, who is the
devil and Satan, and bound him for a thousand years, and
threw him into the' bottomless pit, and shut 'him up there,
;'and seared up the door upon him, that he tnight no more
de,ceh'e the nations, until the thousand years should be
accomplished; and after that he must be untied for a 'little
whife (Apac. xx. 1-3). S1. Augustine says on this pas~
sage that tying up the devil means not' letting him do
all the evil that he could and would, if let, in the way
>
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of tempting and deceiving men in a thousand subtle ways.
vVhen Antichrist comes, they will give him somewhat
more liberty, but at present he is tied up fast. But you
will say: ' If he is tied up, how does he succeed in doing
so much mischief?' "It is true," says St. Augustine,
" that he succeeds in doing much mischief, but that is
among the careless and negligent; for the devil is tied
up like a dog in chains, and cannot bite anyone except
him who chooses to go up to him. He can· bark and
provoke and solicit to evil; but he cannot bite or do evil
except to one who chooses to approach him." Latrare
potest, sollicitare potest, mor'dere omnino non potest nisi
'Z'olentel1t. N O\V as he would be a fool, and you would
laugh at and make game of the man, who let himself be
bitten by a dog strongly made fast on a chain, so, says
St. AUf{ustine.l.. they deserve to be laughed at and derided,
~no let themselves be bitten and overcome by the devil,
since he is tied and chained up' tight, like a mad dog,
and' can do nom'ischief except to those who choose to
come near him. If you are bitten, you have brought it
on yourself, since you have gone up to him for him to
bite· you.
He cannot get at you, nor make you
fall into any fault, unless you choose, so you may
well make game of him. St. Augustine explains to this
effect that verse of the Psalnl : that dragon that thou hast
created, Lord, for us to 1nake garne of him (draco isle
quem formasti ad illudendum .ei. Ps. 103)'
Have you
not seen how they make game 9f a dog or of a bear that
is tied up, andho\v boys make of him a sport and pastime? So then you may make game of the devil when
he brings up against you his temptations; call him
dog, and say to him: ' Get away, you wretch, you are
tied up, you cannot bite, nor do any more than bark.'
When the devils appeared to the blessed ~ ~ in
various horrible shapes of wild beasts,-=:"fions; -tige-rs,
bulls, serpents and scorpions, surrounding him and
threatening him with their claws and teeth, roaring and
hissing dreadfully as though they would swallow him
up,-the Saint tnade game of them arid said to them:
" If you had any po\ver, anyone of you would be a
match for one man; but because you are weak, you
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arrange to come in a great rabble to frighten me with
that. If the Lord has given you any power over me,
,here I am, eat me up; but if you have none, why labour
in vain?" . So we should do; for since God has become
man, the devil has no power, as he himself confessed to
St. Antony, ,vho ans,vered him: " Thanks be to God for
that, for though you are the father of lies, in this you
spea.k the truth." For Christ Himself tells us: Have
courage and confidence, for I have come and delivered
the world from the dominion and power of the devil
(confidite, ego vici mundum" John xvi. 33). Infinite
thanks be gi·ven to God, who has given us this victory
through' Christ (I Cor. xv. 57).

CHAPTER XII

That ·we should draw g'Yeat courage and confidence
for struggling with temptations from the consideration
that God is looking at us
·It will el us also much to,vards keepin u
reat
courage and strength In temptattons,and strugg 1ng manfull against them, to consider that God is lookin at us.
When a goo so 1er IS In t e fie fig bng agaInst te
enemy, and comes to see that the emperor or commander...
in-chief is looking on, and enjoying the sight of the
courage with· \vhichhe fights, he gathers great strength
and spirit for the struggle. N ow this is the case in our
spiritual combats, in sober earnestness and truth. When
we·· are fighting against temptations, we must make
account that we are in a theatre, surrounded and encom·

passed by angels and all the heavenly court, there looking
on and awaiting the issue, and that the president and
judge of our struggling and fighting is Almighty God.
This is the ret1ection made by the Saints, founded on
those words of the holy gospel: Lo, the angels came and
rninistered to hirn (IV[att. iv. II). 'In that temptation and
spiritual combat of Christ with the devil, the angels were
looking on, and when the victory was .complete, they
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:began to minister to Him and sing Him the hymn of praise
for His victory.
We read of the blessed~ that on one oeca"
sian he was grievously beaten and kicked by the devils,
when, lifting up his eyes, he saw the roof of his cell open,
and a ray of light stream in, so wonderful that at its
presence all the devils fled, and the pain of his wounds
left him,and \\Tith heart-felt sighs he said to the Saviour,
'W'ho then appeared to him: " Where wert Thou, good
Jesus, where wert Thou, when I was so mauled by the
enemy? Why wert not Thou here at the beginning of
the attack, to stop it or to heal all my wounds ?" To
whom the Lord answered. and said: " Antony, I was
there from the beginning, but I was looking to see how
thou behavedst in the fight; and because thou didst combat manfully, I \\Till always aid thee, and make thy name
great all over the round of the earth.'" Thus we are a
spectacle to God and the angels and to the whole heavenly
court.
\Vho then will not pluck up heart to fight
vigorously and valiantly before such a theatre?
And besides, since God's eyes being upon us means
God's help given us, we should go on further to consider
that not only is God looking upon us as Judge, to give
us reward and recompense if we are victorious, but also
as Father and Patron, to favour and aid us that we may
come out victors. The eyes of the Lord range all over
the earth~ and give strength· to all who hope in him
(2 Chron. xvi. 9). I-I e is ever at my right hand that I
nlay not slip (Ps. IS). In the Fourth Book of Kings
Holy Scripture recounts how the King of Syria sent the
whole strength of his army with chariots and horsemen
to march upon the city of Dothain, where the prophet
Eliseus lived, to take him; and rising in the morning his
servant Giezi, seeing such a multitude upon him, was
terrified and cried aloud to Eliseus, telling· him of what
was going on.
Oh dear~ my lord~ what shall we du?
He thought his master and he were lost men. The prophet
said to him: Fear not~ for there are 1norewith us than
with them (vi. IS, 16). And he begged God to open
the man's eyes to see. He opened his eyes, and saw the
.\vho1e mountain covered with horsemen and chariots of
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fire· in their defence, at which he was much comforted.
With this we also should be comforted. Put me, 0 Lord,
by thy-side, and let any man's hand who willeth fight
against me (Job xvii. 3), said holy Job. And. the prophet
Jeremy : The Lord is with me, and like a strong man of
'war fighteth for rne: 1 ha've nothing to fear· from my
enemies, because without doubt they shall fall· and be
confounded (xx. II). St. Jerome, on that saying of the
prophet·: Lord, thou hast crowned us as with· the buckle1'
of thy good will (Ps. 5) : says: " Observe that there in the
world a buckler is one thing, and a crown is another, but
with God they are as one thing; because the Lord, in
defending us vvith the buckler of His good will, sends us
His protection and aid: this His buckler and protection
is our crown and victory." If God be with us, who shall
be agains~ us? (Rom. viii. 3 I).

CHAPTER XIII

Of t'Zt'O excellent reasons for fightIng with great
courage and confidence under temptation
The blessed ~ says that the rage and enmity
which the devil Dears against us, is not only envy of man,
but hatred which he bears against .God our Lord. And
since he cannot face God in might, nor gratify his raging
ill-will upon Himr, but sees· that man has beeq created in
the image and likeness of God, he turns all his rage and
ill-will upon man, for being the image and likeness of the
God whom he so much abhors; and seeks to avenge himself upon him, doing him all the harm he can,~as though
one were angry with the King, and vented all his rage

on his images, because he could not get at the King himself; or as the bull, says St. Basil, seeing himself
wounded by a man with a spear, makes for the man's
statue and figure, which they have put in the bull-ring,
and discharges on it his .fury and rage, tearing it to
pieces, wreaking his vengeance on that instead of the
man.
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Hence the Saints draw excellent reasons to encourage
us to struggle manfully under temptation, and have great
confidence that we shall come victorious out of it. The
first is, because the question therein is not of our honour
alone, but of that of God, wnom the devil tries to injure
and offend in us. This should animate us to saCrIfice our
lives rather than fail, that the devil may not carry his
point of having \vreaked some vengeance on God in our
persons, as being His images, which He so much loves
and sets such store by. Thus we are not only defending
our own side, but standing to arms for the side and cause
of God, and so we ought to die, if called upon, rather
than consent to any infringement of the cause of God.
The second reason is this: since it is in regard of God,
and out of the hatred which he bears to His Divine
Majesty, that the devil makes war upon us, we may confidently expect that the Lord will come forward in defence
of His own cause, make the affair His own, and stand to
arms on our behalf, that we be not beaten nor brought
under the power of the devil, but come out victorious and
triumphant. We see here on earth that if a prince or
powerful lord sees anyone put to any hard task or situation of difficulty in his cause and on his account, he comes
forward at once as the need requires, and takes the affair
for his own. Holy Scripture tells us in the Book of
Esther that because of Mardochee, Aman was on the point
of putting to death the whole people of the Jews, and
Mardochee turned the tables on him to such good effect,
that he put Aman and his where Aman fain would have
put them. Much more will the Lord do this. Thus we
may boldly say to God: A rise, 0 Lord, and defend thy
own cause: take up arms and buckler, and rise to n-l-Y aid
(Pss. 73, 34)·

CHAPTER XIV

That God permits no one to be tempted beyond his
st-rength, and that we _must not be discouraged at
,
the temptation growing or continuing
But God is faithful~ who will not suffer you to be
tempted beyond what ye can bear, but will make even
with ten~ptation issue, that ye may be able to endure it
(I Cor. x. 13), says the Apostle St. Paul. And if the
temptation increases, there will also be an increase of succour and -support to overcome and triumph over your
enemies, and ,get the better of the temptation. This is a
very consoling truth, and one to give us great courage
under temptation. We know on the one hand that the devil
can do no more than God gives him leave to do, nor
tempt us one point beyond that :on the other hand we
are certain that God will not give him leave to tempt us
beyond what we can stand, as the Apostle here says.
Who ,vilI not gather comfort and courage from this?
There is' no doctor who measures and weighs out the
ounces of aloes to, be given to a patient with so much
care as the _heavenly Physician measures and weighs out
the aloes of temptation and tribulation that He is to give
or -permit to His servants accordin~ to the virtue and
strength of, each. , The 'holy -Abbot Ephrem says - very
well:" If the potter, ,vhomakes vessels of clay and puts
them in the oven, knows well the proper time to keep
them -on :the' fire that they may come out well hardened
and fit, and serviceable for man's use,-he does not keep
them longer than is 'necessary, that they, may not get
overheated and -break; nor again less time than is neces..
sary, that _they may, not come out -so soft as to go to
pieces at once when taken in hand,-much more will God
act in this way towards us, seeing that He is Infinite
Wisdom -and Goodness, and great is the fatherly love
that He bears us."
St. -Ambrose on that text of St. Matthew: Jesus went
into a boat~ and his disciples followed him; and presently
39
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there arose on the sea such a violent: storm that the waves
washed over the boat, but he was asleep (Matt. viii.
23-24) says: " Observe that even the Lord's elect, and
associates living in His company, are assailed with temptations; and sometimes He plays the part of one asleep,
hiding like a good father the love that He bears His children, that they may have more earnest recourse to Him:
but God does not sleep, nor has He forgotten you. " The
prophet Habacuc says: If ye think that the Lord is slo'Zt1
a-co1'ning, hope in him, and be sure that he will come and
not be late (ii. 3). He seems to you to linger, but in fact
and reality He does not linger. The sick man thinks that
the night is long, and the day is slow in coming; but it
is not so, the day is not behindhand, but will come in due
time. Thus God is not behind His time, though to a
sick man like you it looks as though He were.
He
knows well the occasion and situation, and will be at hand
in time of need.
~ applies to this subject the answer of
Christ our Redeemer to the sisters of Lazarus, Martha
and Mary: This sickness is not unto death, but to the
glory of God, that the Son of God 1nay be glorified thereby
(John xi. 4). Thus he says God often deals with His
servants; He leaves them for some time in temptations
and tribulations, so that He seems to have forgotten
them; but He has not forgotten, but does this to draw
them out afterwards. more triumphant and glorIous. So
He did to Joseph, whom He left a long time in prison,
afterwards to draw him out thence, as He did draw him
out, in great honour and glory, maKing him governor of
all Egypt. So you must understand the Lord· holds back~
and permits the temptation and tribulation to last, to
draw you out from it to your greater profit and improvement afterwards. St. Chrysostom also· observes this on
the\vords, Thou Iiftest me up from the gates of death
CPs. 9). The prophet, he remarks, did not say, ' Thou
delivered ··me, 0 Lord, from the gates of death,' but
'Thou 1iftest me up , : because the Lord not only delivers
His servants from temptations, but goes further, making
their· virtue more excellent and signal. And therefore,
however hard pressed you see yourself, though· you seem
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to be·· driven close up· to the gates of hell, you must· have
confidence'. that God.· will draw you out safe from. thence.
'Tis he that. doeth to death. and giveth life; letteth come
nigh ,to the gates· of death, and draweth out and delivereth
therefrom (1 Kings ii. 6), when you thought that this
time you were a lost man. And so says holy Job:
Though he kill me, still will 1 hope in him (xiii. 15). St.
Jerome' makes a good reflection on what befell the prophet

Jonah, when hethought that he was a lost mnn and there
,vas no means of saving him,. but they. were throwing him
to drown in the sea. 1'he Lord had there a whale ready
to receive him, not to devour but to save him, and carry
him to land as in a well-appointed vessel. Observe and
consider, says St. Jerome, how what men thought was
his death was his preservation and life. So then he says
it happens to us, that many times what we take to be
our ruin is our gain, and 'what we take for· death is life.
As with the glass flask in the hands of~ a juggler, who
repeatedly thro,vs itinto the air so that bystanders think
each time that it must fall and break to pieces, but after
he has done that three or four times, fear departs froin
the lookers-on, and they take the juggler to be so clever
that they admire his dexterity; so the servants of God,
who know well what a clever performer God is,-and
have practical. experience that He knows well· how· to play
with us, lifting us up and bringing us down, doing us to
death and· quickening us to life, striking and healing us,--have now no fear in adversities and dangers, though they
take themselves to be frail as glass, because they know
they are in good hands, and that the flask will not break
nor be allowed to fall. ;.\fy lot, 0 Lord, is in thy hands
(Ps. 30).
In the Ecclesiastical History there is related a saying
of the Abbot Isidore: "For forty years I have been
assailed by a vice, and have never consented to it." And
of many other of those holy old monks we read like
instances of temptations continual and vehement, that
they fought with great courage and confidence. There
were giants, versed in war (Baruch iii. 26). And those
giants, who kne\v well how to fight, we have to imitate.
The glorious St. Cyprian, to encourage us thereto, quotes
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the saying of Isaiah (xliii. 1-3): Fear not, says God,
because I have redee'med thee: thou art mine, and I know
thee well by nalne : tU-lhen thou passest through the waters,
I will be with thee, and thou shalt not drown; when thou
walkest in the midst of the fire, thou shalt not burn, and
the flatne shall do thee no hurt, because I am thy God,
thy Lord and Saviour. To the same effect are those very
tender and comforting words which God speaks by the
same prophet: Ye shall be carried at my breasts, and on
my knees ye shall sit and be fondled: as a mother: fondles
her little child, so I will comfort you (Isai. lxvi. 12,13),
See with what love and tenderness a mother takes up her
child, when in any fright it has recourse to her, how she
embraces it and gives it suck, how she puts its face close
to hers, how she caresses and fondles it. N ow with incomparably greater love and tenderness does the Lord
receive those who have recourse to I-lim in their temptations and dangers. This is what the prophet said consoled and encouraged him much in his temptations and
labours. Remember, 0 Lord, the 'word that thou hast
given to thy servant, whereby thou hast given me hope.
This hath strengthen.ed and consoled me in the affliction
of my labours, and thy word hath put life into me (Ps.
I J 8).
This should comfort and encourage us also under
temptation, for God cannot fail to keep His word: It is
t:1npossible for God to lie, says the Apostle St. Paul
(Heb. vi. 18).

CHAPTER XV

That to distrust ourselves, and place our whole
confidence in God is a' great means to overcome
temptations, and why God so readily comes to the
help of those who trust in Him
We .see that the Lord Himself in many places of Holy
Scripture assigns no other reason for protecting and
delivering a man in time of temptation and tribulation,
beyond the fact of his having hoped and trusted in Him.
Bec,ause he hath hoped in. me, I will deliver him. (Ps. go).
Thou"who savest then~ that hope in thee (Ps. 16). He is
the protector of all that hope in him (Ps.I7). Henoe the
Church's collect: " 0 God, the protector of all that hope
in· Thee." And the Psalmist puts this before God to
oblige Him to show mercy: Ha've mercy upon rne, 0 God,
ha7.le rnetcy upon me, because in thee my soul trusteth,
and in the shadow of thy wings J will hope (Ps. 56). And
the prophet Daniel does the same: Because. there is no
disappointment for them that trust in thee (Dan. iii. 40).
And the Wise Man says: Who hath ever hoped in the
Lord and been disappointed? (Ecclus. ii. II). And all
Scripture is full of this topic. We have spoken of it
above at some length, and therefore need not dwell on it
here.
But let us see ,vhy this means is so effectual for gaining
the favour of the Lord, and why God so readily comes
to the help of such as distrust themselves and put their
whole confidence in Him. The reason of this we have
also mentioned several times, and the Lord Himself
assigns it in the Psalm: Because he hath hoped in me, I

will deliver him: I will protect him becau'se he hath known
my name (Ps. go) ; or as St. Bernard declares it : "Because
the' man attributes nothing to' himself, but all to God,
and gives Him the honour and glory of it all," thereupon God steps in, and makes the business His own, and
charges Himself with it, and stands up for His own glory
and honour. But when a man trusts in himself and in
43
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his ovvn methods and contrivances,-taking upon himself
the whole conduct of the affair, and so taking it away
from God,-and seeks to exalt himself with the honour
and glory that is due to the Divine Majesty, then God
leaves him in his \veakness, \vhich is good for nothing.
For as the prophet says: God hath no pleasure in them
that trust in the strength of their horses (Ps. 146), and
in their own methods and contrivances, but in them who
distrust themselves and all the means they use of their
own, and put their whole confidence in God: to them He
sends succour, and bestows upon them His copious and·
abundant blessing.
St. Augustine says that this is the reason why God
sometimes delays His gifts and favours, and allows to
rcrnain in us for a long time the aftertastes of our vices
and bad inclinations, " not for our damnation, but for our
humiliation, enhancing in. our eyes the value of His grace,
lest if we found everything easy, we should take that to
be ours which is really His, an error clean contrary to
religion and piety." If we got these things easily, we
should not value them so much, and we should straightway think that we had them up our sleeve, the fruit of
our· own diligence. St. Gregory, on those words of Job,
La, there is no help for me in myself (Job vi. 13), says:
" Often we make such a bad use of virtue and the gifts
of God that it 'would be better for us not to have them:
thus the possession of virtue becomes death to the soul,
it prompts her to self-confidence, it stabs her with the
sword of vain elation, it lifts her up to slay her, and
drags her to destruction." That is why the Lord often
refuses us His gifts, and permits us to have experience
of our own impotence, and to fail in many good works,
great and. small, being unable to do what we ,vanta And
He lets this impotence. continue for a long time, that we
may learn to humble ourselves, and to cease to trust ourselves, and not attribute anything to outselves, but attribute' aU good .to God; and then we shall be able to sing
and say: The bo'lt, of the mighty is overcome, and the
'lt1ea"fr are girt with strength (I Kings ii. 4).

CHAPTER XVI

Of prayer as a remedy: some ejaculatory prayers
suitable for time o/temptation
Prayer must always be much recommended as a means,
'for it is. a most general remedy, and one of the chief
remedies which Holy Writ and the Saints give us, and
Christ Himself teaches it in the holy Gospel: Watch and
'pray that ye enter not into temptation (Matt. xxvi. 41).
And He taught us not only by word, but also by His own
example that night of His Passion, preparing Himselff0r
the conflict with a long and earnest prayer, not that He
i'needed it Himself, but to teach us what to do in all our
temptations and adversities. The Abbot John used to
say that a Religious should be like a man carrying in his
left hand fire, and in his right hand water, that whenever
the fire threatened to seize hhn, he might forthwith pour
.water on it and put it out: so when the fire of an unclean and evil thought threatens to seize us, we should
at once have at hand the cooling waters of prayer to put
it -out.I-Ie brings also another comparison, and says
that a Religious is like a man sitting under a large tree,
who seeing many serpents and wild beasts coming against
him, unable to resist them, climbs-up the tree and so saves
himself. In like manner the Religious, when he sees
temptations coming, must mount up on high by .prayer
and have recourse to God, and so he will find salvation
and deliverance from the temptations and snares of the
devil. In vain is the net cast in sight of-winged fowl
(Prov. i. 17). The devil will labour in vain, casting his
nets, if we know ho\v to soar 011 high with the wings of
prayer. Mine eyes are ever on, the Lord, because he will
pluck my teet from the snare (Ps. 24).
We dilated on this before: now we will gather
some· ejaculatory prayers, whereby we may avail our··
selves at such times. Holy Scripture is full of then-I,
especially the Psalms. Such are : Lord, I suffetviolence,
answer forme (Isai. xxxviii. 14). Arise, why sleepecst
45
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thou, 0 Lord, arise and do not abandon me for ever.
Hlhy hidest thou thy face, and forgettest our need and
tribulation? (Ps. 43). Take up thine ar'ms and thy
buckler, and arise in our defence: say to my soul, 1 am
thy salvation (Ps. 34). How long wilt thou forget me,
o Lord? how long wilf thou turn away thy fiace from
me? how long shall mine enemy glory over me? Look
upon nte, L01'd, and hear' m'e, and enlighten mine eyes,
that 1 may never sleep in death, nor ever mine enemy say,
I have prevailed 07Jer him (Ps. 12). Thou, Lord, art my
1'efuge and defence in ti'me of need and tribulation (Ps. 9).
My hope, 0 Lord, and my joy shall be to see myself under
the shadow and shelter of thy wings (Pss. 56, 62). St.
Augustine took great delight in this reflection, and would
say to God: ' Lord, I am a fledgeling, tender and weak :
if Thou defendestme not, the kite will carry me off.'
Keep me, 0 Lord, under the shadow of thy wings (Ps.
16). There is special efficacy, marvellous for this purpose,
in the beginning of the sixtY-3eventh psalm: Let God arise
and his enemies be scattered,. and let them that hate hirn
flee before his face. As we set up in our defence not our
own strength, but the strength of God, distrusting ourselves and invoking the favour of His Divine Majesty, our
enemies lose heart and. fly, seeing that God is coming
forward against them in our cause.
St. Athanasius
affirms that many servants of God have experienced much
benefit in their temptations from the recital of this verse.
Sometimes with these and the like words of Holy Scripture, which are especially efficacious, sometimes by words
gushing out from our necessity and need,-which also are
very efficacious,-w$ should alwar~eep. . . E~~dy at hand
this remedy of haVIng recourse to God in prayer. So
Father Master Avila was wont to say: "Temptation to
you, and you to God." I will lift up ntine eye's to the
high mountains, whence all help and support is to come
to me. lYIy help is of the Lord, 7.RJho rnade heaven and
earth (Ps. 120). And we should take care that these cries
and sighs come forth, not merely from the lips, but from
the innermost depths of the heart, according to that
word of. the prophet: Out of the depths have I cried to
thee, 0 Lord (Ps. I 29). St. Chrysostom says on those
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,vords: " He did not speak nor cry merely with the, lips,
for the tongue can often speak, when the heart is distracted,--,..-but from the deepest and innermost depths of
his heart, with greatfervour, he cried to God."

CHAPTER XVII
Of two other remedies against te1'nptations
St. Bernard says that ,vhen the devil wishes to capture
a !i;an, he first carefully studies his character, temperament and inclination, and assails him by that to which
he sees him most'inclined. Those who are of a soft ahd
sweet temperament he assails with temptations to impurity
~nd vainglory: those of a rougher blend, with temptations of anger, pride, indignation and impatience. St.
Greg.or.x says the same" and applies a good comparimHe says that as one of, the chief concerns of a birdcatcher is to know what sort of food the birds are fondest
of whom he wishes to catch, to provide them with that;
so the chief care, of our adversaries the devils is to know
vvhat sort of things we best like, to provide us -ther-ewith
and gain a hold on us thereby. Thus we see that the
devil assailed and tempted Adam through' his wife, beca'use he kne'\v the great affection that he bore her ; and
Sampson also he assailed and overcame by the same, so
that he came to betray the answer to the riddle and say
wherein his strength'lay. Thus the devil, like a skilful warrior, goes round and searches out with much diligence the
weakest part of our soul, and the passion that has the
greatest sway in each individual, and to'which he is most
inclined, to attack him by, that. And this should be the
precaution and remedy which we should take on our side
against- these tactics of the devil,..;..-to re,cogI1ise the}
weakest side of our soul, the side most destitute of virtue,
t, he, s,ide where natural inclination, or pass,ion, or evil habit
is most apt to carry us away, and put, there greater care
and defences.
' Another remedy, much, in conformity with the above,
'is -given 'us by the Saints and Masters of spiritual life.
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~rhey say that we should make it a general rule, when we
::treassailed by any temptation, immediatel1i to take to
t1}e.contrary thereof, and defend ourselves y that.· In
this manner physicians cure the· sickness of the body,
contraries by contraries. When the sickness comes of
cold, they apply hot applications; when of dryness, wet
applications; and in this way the humours are reduced to
a just mean and put in due proportion. In the same way
we should cure and remedy the sicknesses and temptations
of the soul. And this is what our Father says: ' , We
should forestall temptations by their· contraries: thus
when one is found to be prone to pride, he must be exercised in lowly duties which seem likely to help to humble
him; and so of other evil propensities.. ;"

CHAPTER XVIII

Of two other chief renl,edies, 7..vhich are to resist
temptation in its beginnings, and never to be idle
Of resisting first beginnings St. Jerome says:." Slay
your enemy while he is small, strangle' him at fhe commencement,·· root him out before he grows, because afterwards perhaps you will not be able." Temptation is like
a spark, which, if it once catches on, causes a conflagration. A scintilla una augetur ignis (Ecc1us. xi. 34).
The poet says: " Resist beginnings: too late is the medicine made up 'when the mischief has gathered strength
by long delay." And a much better authority advises
the same, the Holy Ghost by the prophet David: Blessed
is he who shall take and dash thy little ones against the
rock (Ps. 136). And by his son Solomon: Catch jar us
the little faxes that lay waste the vineyards (Cant. ii. 15).
When the little foxes of temptations are small, when
thoughts are just beginning to arise of rash judgment, of
pride, of misplaced affection, of particular friendship, then
is the time to dash them against the solid rock, which is
Christ and' the consideration ofRis example, that they
may not grow and so come to lay waste the vineyard ·of
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your soul. We cannot help temptations and evil thoughts
coming upon us; but ~py IS he who knows how to get
rid. of them at the beginning, at their first appearance.
So s!:. Jerome explains this passage. It is very important to resist the beginnings, when the enemy is weak
and has but little strength : then resistance is easy, after¥lards very· difficult. .
,
, . . St. Chrysostom illustrates this by a comparison. When
a S'i'Ckman has a desire to eat something that will do him
harm, and he vanquishes the desire, he escapes the harm
that that unwholesome dish would have done him, and is
healed of his sickness the sooner; but if for a small
gratification of taste he partakes of that injurious dish,
he.aggravates his sickness, and may come to die of it, or
to suffer great pain in his· cure, all which misfortune he
might have escaped by taking a little pains to check at
the beginning that gluttonous desire of eating that harmful food. So when there comes upon a man a thought
or desire of looking at some dangerous object, if he conquers himself at the beginning, restraining his eyes and
rejecting at once the evil. thought, he delivers himself
from the molestation and pain of the temptation which
otherwise would have arisen therefrom, and from the
harm which he might have incurred by consenting to it.
But if he does not conquer and restrain himself at the
beginning, then for that little negligence, or that little
pleasure w"hich he got by looking or thinking, he may
come afterwards to die the death of. his soul, or at least
to have great difficulty and trouble in resisting. Thus
what would have cost him little or nothing at the beginning, comes in the end to cost him dear. Hence the
importance of resisting beginnings.
In the Lives of the Fathers it is related how the devil
once appeared to St. Pacomius in the form of a very
beautiful woman. The Saint asked him why he practised such malicious craft to ensnare men. The devil
said: " If you start giving some entry to our first little
stirrings, at once we apply stronger incentives. to .provoke
you to sin:· but if we see that you resist at the outset,
and give no entry to the imaginations ana thoughts which
we bring up, w'e disappear like smoke."
4
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It is also ~ great remedy against temptations never to
be idle. Cassian says that the Fathers of Egypt took
this for a first principle, and kept it as an ancient tradition
received from their elders, and recommended it to their
disciples for a singular good remedy: 'Let the devil
always find you busy.' So God taught St. Antony, and
gave him this remedy to enable him to persevere in solitude and defend himself against temptations.
St.
Augustine guotes his case. He says that St. Antony cOliid
~ot aTways be at prayer, though he was St. Antony, and
was assailed and harassed at times by various thoughts.
I-Ie made his petition to God: " Lord, what shall I do?
I would fain be good, and my thoughts will not let me."
And he heard a voice that said to him: " Antony, if thou
desirest to please God, pray; and when thou canst not
pray, labour with thy hands: take care to be always busy
with something, do what is in thy power, and the protection of the Lord shall not fail thee. " Others say that
there appeared to him an angel in the form of a youth,
who dug a little, and then went for a little on his knees
in prayer, his hands joined and lifted up, which was
teaching the same lesson.
Idleness is the root and_
origin of many temptations and many evils; and it is
very important for us that· the devil may never find us
idle, but always busy.

CHAPTER XIX
OJ temptations which come under the appearance 01
gooa, and that the g1'eat· remedy for aU suek
temptations is to recognise and hold them for
tID hat they (I/le
S ~ e cans our attention to a matter· of
common knowledge, but quite necessary to insist upon.
We are to observe that \vith good people, who aim at
virtue and perfection, the devil makes his attacks .on
them under the appearance of good, transforming himself into an angel of light. Venom and poison, says St.
Jerome, is not given except under the guise of sugar or
some other tasty thing, that it may not be noticed; and
the hunter hides the snare with the bait. So does the
devil. In the way in which J walked they set up a hidden
snare (Ps. 141). If the clevil's attack were conducted
openly and. without. disguise, they who love virtue and
desire. to. serve God· would fly from him, and he could do
nothing with them.. So, says St. Bernard "the. good
man is never deceived except ~ppearance of
good" : bonus nunquam nisi simulatione boni decipitur.
l"he devil is clever enough to know· right well the way
of entry into each soul: so, to compass his intention, he
enters\veU disguised. At first, says St. Bonaventure, he
proposes things good in themselves : then he mixes them
up· with what is evil: then he offers false goods, which
are really evil; and when by this time he has the man in
his snare,so that he can hardly get out of it, he then
shows clearly pis poison, and makes him fall into open
Like the scorpion, he has a winning head,and
sins.
keeps his deadly poison in his tail.
How many, says St. Bonaventure have struck up a
conversation and fr~ndry others under
pretext of spirituality, thinking that what they said was of
God and spiritual, and to the profit of their souls? And
perhaps in the beginning it was so: but this is the artifice
of the devil which we are noW laying bare. We know
51
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well his artful tricks, his comings in and his goings out,
we are not ignorant of his plans (2 Cor. ii. II). This is
how he begins, first by good things, then follow long
talks and conversations,-and sometimes they are of God,
at others of the g-reat love that they mutually bear one
another: then follows the interchange of knick-knacks
and small presents for keepsakes and signs of love, which
things, says St. Jerome, are a clear sign of a love that
is not holy. The devil now goes on to mix evil with
good, and thence follow false goods and real evils. In
this 'way the devil deceives many in this and in many
other vices, covering them with a veil of virtue, that
their real nature may not be known,-like him who pretends to be a friend to another to gain access to· him, and
thereby after\vards treacherously to murder him, as Joab
did to Amasa (2 Kings xx. 9-10), and Judas to Christ our
Redeemer, delivering Him up and selling Him with a kiss
of peace (Luke xxii. 47-48).
Thus we must greatly beware of these temptations
that come under the appearance of good, and be very
much on· our guard, for they are all the more dangerous
inasmuch as they are less easily recognised. Therefore
the prophet begged the Lord to .deliver him from the
noon-day devil (Ps. go). The devil is not content with
transforming himself into an angel of light, as St. Paul
says (2 Cor. xi. 14), but transforms himself into an angel
of noon-day light, making gloom and darkness look
resplendently bright, and getting us to think that there
is no room for doubt, nor any danger, but that that is
clearly good, which is certainly evil and of its own nature
highly dangerous.
There are sundry thieves who go
about dressed in silks, so that none could know them
nor have an idea that such criminal purpose could have
place in those who appear such honourable men, until
they are caught with the stolen goods in their hands.
Then people are shocked to find out that these were
thieves, and say' Who would have thought it?' Such
is the temptation that comes under the appearance of
good.
It is the common doctrine of the Saints and Masters
of spiritual life, that the great remedy against all these
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temptations is to recognise that it is a temptation that
is assailing me, as it is enough to recognise one for an
enemy to be on one's guard against him. And that· is
why we said· above, that self-knowledge is a most efficacious means for overcoming all temptations. The force
of this means may be seen by this :-if when the temptation and the evil motion and desire came on, you saw
before you a horrible and frightful devil persuading you
thereto, what would you do? At once you would make
the sign of the cross and call upon the name of Jesus:
you would not need to see any more than that it is the
devil who is persuading you to do this, to understand
that it is an illusion and temptation, and fly from it.
Now this is literally what takes place in our temptations.
We have aU of us our angel-guardian, according to those
\vords of Christ: See that ye despise not one- of these
little ones, for I say to you that their angels ever see the
face of my Father who is in, heaven (Matt. xviii. 10). On
which words St. Jerome says: " Great 1s the dignity of
souls, and great the value that God sets on them, since
at the birth of a man He at once deputes and appoints
an angel to guard and take care of him." As a princely
father assigns to a well-beloved son a tutor to watch over
him in body and teach him manners, so God cherishes
and values us so much that He assigns to each of us an
angel for tutor. But to come back to the point: we also
each of us carry about against us a devil, who keeps an
eye upon us and busies himself in soliciting us to evil,
causing in us bad thoughts and worse motions, and
always looking for an occasion and opportunity fordoing that, since he never sleeps, and watches our inclination and \vhat is most to our taste, to assail and gain
access to us thereby, using our flesh and sensuality as
a means to do us harm. So God said to the devil : Hast
thou not considered my servant Job? (Job ii. 3), speaking as· to one who came across him. Thus the devil is
ever at our side. And so when there comes upon you a
m,ovement or .thought, inciting you to commit some sin
or .some imper1ection, understand that this is a temptation of the devil, and make the sign of the cross, and be
qn your guard, as if you saw that same devil standing by
and telling you to do this.
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.§t.~G~KQ.£.Y gives an example that well illustrates this
point, of~vvfia1 happened to the blessed St. Benedict in
regard of a monk of his. He says that this monk was
much tempted in his vocation: he thought he could never
stand therigour of Religion, and wanted to return to the
world.
He. often went with this temptation to St.
Benedict, and the Saint told him it was a temptation of
the devil, and gave him suitable advice. After doing
this many dnles without success, since the novice never
ceased making instance to go, the Saint, wearied with
his importunity, said to him ' All right,' and told them
to give him his clothes. Still after all, being a father, he
could not help feeling it, and put himself in prayer for
him. As the monk was going out of the gates of the
monastery to return to the world, he saw coming at him
a great dragon with open mouth to devour him.
1'remblingand shaking all over, he set up loud cries:
" Help me, help me, brothers, there's a dragon coming
to devour me." l'he brothers rushed to his aid at his
cries, and saw no dragon, but saw the monk trembling
as though in the agony of death. They took him to the
m.onastery, and when he saw himself inside, he made a
vow never more to go out of it. He fulfilled his vow,
and thenceforth ,vas no more troubled with that temptation. St. Gregory observes here that by the /prayers of
blessed St. Benedict he came to see the dragon that was
seeking to devour him, which before that h;.~id not see,
and so was following it, because he did not take it for a
dragon, or for a devil, but vvhen he saw it and recognised
it, he began to cry out and ask for help to deliver him
from it : thus !t.!s no imagination, nor conceit of our own
brain, but a fact of sober reality, that it is the devil who
assa1ls us 1n temptation. And so also the Apostle St.
Peter, like a good shepherd, has warned us; and every
day Mother Church brings it to our mind as a fact of
great importance: Brethren, be sober and watch, for your
'ad'1..'ersary the devil, like a roaring lion, goeth about,
seeking who1'n he may devour. Resist him manfully)
and let not yourselves be carried away by his deceits and
persuasions (I Pet. v. 8).

CHAPTER XX

H ow we should behave in temptations afevil and
impure thoughts, and of remedies against them
On this subject the first thing to observe is that there
are some who grieve and afflict themselves greatly when
they are assailed by evil thoughts of blasphemy, or
against faith, or foul and impure. thoughts,. in so much
that som,etirnes they fancy that the Lord has forsaken
and forgotten them, and that they must be in His ill
graces, since such things pass through their mind. This
is a great mistake. Gerson tells of a monk, leading' a
hermit's life in the desert, who was much tempted. and
aftlicted \ivith thoughts of blasphemy and other thoughts
very foul and filthy, and suffered this temptation for
twenty years without daring to tell anyone, thinking that
it was a. thing unheard of and unseen, and that anyone
'who heard of it would be shocked. At last, at the end
of twenty years, he went to a very ancient and ·experi..
enoed Father, but even then did not dare tell him by
"V\..ord of mouth, but wrote what he had to say on a paper,
and gave it to him. The old man read his paper and
began to laugh, and said to him, " Put your hand on my
head.'~ When he did so, the old man said," I take all
this, sin.ot\lours upon myself, let it not be on your con"
science any 'more in future." ",Ifhe monk stood amazed,
and said: "But how? I thought myself already in hell, and
do you say that I am to take no account of it?" The old
nlan said to him, " Did you perchance take any pleasure
in these evil ana impure thoughts?" "Good heavens,,"
he said, " no, but great pain and torment." "But at

that rate, " said the holy oldman, "it is clear that this
was no doing of yours, but you suffered it against your
,v ill, the devil using this means to drive you thereby into
despair. So, my son, take my advice, and if henceforth
these evil thoughts return to you again, say: ' On' thy
head, malignant spirit, be this blasphemy and this filthy
thought, I have no mind to take any part in it, but I
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believe and hold all that 'Mother Church believes and holds,
and would give my life rather than offend my God.' "
Herewith the monk was cured, and from that time forward the temptation came to him no more. Here be it
noted, by the way, ~he bef!~At_Qf those who fail to
manifest their temptations for the difficulty they feel in
doing so, how mu~~h-_greater pain and torment it is, not
to de_clare them than to declare them. For twenty years
,vas this monk in great affliction and torment for not
manifesting his temptation; and on manifesting it he
became quiet and peaceful. How much pain would he
have saved himself, if he had done at the beginning what
he did at the end of twenty years! Thus this temptation
is no new thing, nor should we lose our wits over it.
It remains to say how we should behave in the like
temptations of evil and impure thoughts. Some do not
know how to defend themselves under them, since they
use much force and put forth much energy to throw off
and resist these thoughts, knitting their brows, wrinkling
their foreheads, wagging their heads, shutting their eyes,
as though they would say, 'No way in here.' And
sometimes, unless they speak and answer, ' I will not, t
they think they consent. The harm they do themselves
by this is greater than the harm the temptation does.
We have in the First Book of Kings the narrative of that
courtier of King Saul, uttering loud cries close by the
King's side, and scolding someone else for uttering
similar cries at a distance, enough to awaken and disturb
His Majesty's repose: Quis es tu qui clamas et inquietas
regem? (xxvi. 14). You are troubling and disturbing your
own repose hard by, and do you complain of the temptation coming from afar? Take great notice of this, for it
is a thing very apt to break heads, especially of scrupulous
people. It is not prayer, nOf spiritual exercises, that
shatters and breaks heads, and ruins health, but t'he man's
own scruples and indiscretions. That is what the devil is
aiming at, who knows well how far you are from giving
consent. And it is no small but a great gain for him when
this works out. This is not a business to be dispatched
by shakes of the head.
How then ought one to resist and cast off these temp.
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tations? The Saints and Masters of spiritual life say
that the method of resistance should not be b stru· lin
tq cast diem off, wearyIng an tIrIng oneself, and dOIng
violence to one's irnagination, but by taking no notice of
them. They illustrate this by sundry comparisons, whIch,
though mean, illustrate it well.
vVhen little cur-dogs
come out to bark at a passer-by, if he takes no notice
of them, they are soon gone; but if he does take notice
and turns upon them, they turn upon him to bark.

So

it happens with these thoughts: thus the remedy is, not
to take any notice of them,- and in that way they will
leave us very quickly. Or we ought to act, they say,
like a wayfarer passing along a street, and the air is
thick with dust blowing in his face, and he takes no
notice of it, but shuts his eyes and goes his way. And
for the greater consolation of those who are molested with
this temptation, and that they may completely make up
their minds to use this remedy, the Saints observe that,
however bad the thoughts, we must take no notice of
them; or rather, the worse they are, the less notice should
woe take of them, for their being less dangerous. What
worse thoughts can there be than those against God and
His Saints, against faith and religion? But these are
the least dangerous, because the worse they are, the
further are they by the grace of God removea from your
will and consent. Thus you must not be troubled at thei~
coming upon you, since it is no fault of yours, nor under
your control, nor is it you that do it, but you suffer
it aga.inst your will, the devil contriving it to discourage
you, and make you fall into despair, or into great sadness
and affliction.
It is told o f ~ that one time she
was much fatigued and afflIcted with these thoughts, when
Christ our Redeemer appeared to her, and all these clouds
forthwith dispersed.
She complained gently to her
Beloved: "Alas, Lord, where wert Thou when such
things passed through my heart?"
He said to her:
" Daughter, I was there in the midst of thy heart."
" .My· Jesus, wert Thou in the midst of such foul and
evil thoughts?" He said to her: "Tell me, daughter,
didst thou perchance - -take pleasure in having such
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thoughts?" "0 Lord, hovv the pain of it reached to my
very soul, and I do not know \vhat I would not choose
rather than entertain them."
"But who, then," He
said,' 'made thee detest them but Myself, who was
there?" Thus, however evil and foul be the thoughts
that you have, if you take no pleasure in them, but rather
pain and annoyance, not only has God not forsaken you,
but you may take that for a sign that He dwells in you,
since it is He \vho gives you this abhorrence of sin and
this fear of losing God. I am with hint in tribulation,
says the Lord (Ps. go). God was in the midst of the
bush and the thorns and the fire (Exod. iii. 2).
St. Bernard says: " This conflict is painful and trouble..
so~ the pain and affliction there is in it
goes to increase the. reward and crown. Sin is .not
in the feeling, but in the consenting." Non nocet sensus
ubi non est consensus. ~Lo~i~~ says in confirmation of
this: "Anyone taking comJ.)Tacency in himself, though
once in a way only, makes a worse figure in the eyes
ofGodtnan one would do, suffering for many years the
like motions, however evil, provided there be given no
'consent. " Thus there is no ground for being distressed
or for taking much notice of these feelings and thoughts;
you should behave in them as though they \vere passing
in the mind of someone else, and not in yours; and you
may well reckon that they pass outside of you, says a
Saint, since evil thoughts are in you only in so far as
the will consents, and no further; and by your not· consenting they gain no entry into your house, but only
shout and rap at the door from outside.
Hereupon the masters of spiritual life observe that to
get frightened over these things, and take much notice
of them, is not only not a good plan, but evil and hurtful,
inasmuch as it increases the temptation. This is borne
out by experience, and there is a natural reason for it,
and philosophers themselves teach it; for f~ar rouses the
imagination, and· thinking and .letting the mind waver to
and fro for a long time on one thing causes it to make
a deeper impression on the memory whereby the temptation grows and becomes more vivid. We see that a man
walks unconcernedly along a narrow plank when it lies
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on the ground; but when the plank is up in the air, fear
makes him walk no longer safe and sure, but in great
danger of falling, because fear makes the blood rush to
the heart, and paralyses the limbs, so he walks with
great danger and comes to fall: this is also the effect
of fear and pusillanimity in temptations. Thus it is not
Wtill to let fear go all lengths in these temptations, nor
take much notice of them, because by not noticing them
tfey are the sooner forgotten.

But here Gerson and others

observe that though this particular fear is not good at
such times, yet fear of sin in general is good and very
profitable, begging God," Lord, let me not be separated
from Thee "; an~ making acts and resolutions rather
to di:e a thousand deaths than commit a mortal sin, without
thinking of or bearing in mind this particular temptation
'which troubles you at the time.
I add to what has been said another expedient, which
the Saints greatly recommend,and it will serve as·· ,a
general remedy against all kinds of interior. temptations:
it is, when an evil thought comes., to try and divert the
understanding to some good topic or reflection, as death,
Christ crucified, or the like. And this must not be by
doing 'violence to the imagination, .or tormenting. or
fatiguing oneself, but simply by stealing oneself away, as
they say, from the bad thought, and occupying oneself
with a good one; as when one man goes up to speak
to another, and that other never disengages himself to
listen to him, or give him room to get anything in; or
'\V-hen they say silly things to a sensible man, and he turns
his head away, not caring to listen or reply to them. This
is a very good way of resisting those temptations, and a
very easy and safe way; for the more we are taken up
wjth a good thought, the. further we are removed' from
'consenting to a bad one.
F or this· purpose it ,,,ill be a great help to dig and delve
down deep at meditation time on some' good subjects
such as are most apt to move us, familiarising ourselves
there\vith. By this means, one finds there a refuge ready
to hand, when one is fatigued and worried with temptations and bad thoughts. Thus for this purpose, it is
well for each one to have certain harbours of refuge to
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\vhich he can betake himself in such conjunctures, as
people take sanctuary. Some betake themselves to the
",rounds of Christ, especially to that of His Side, and
find there very good protection, in the holes of the rock,
in the hollow of the wall (Cant. ii. 14). Others find it well
to think of death, judgment and hell. Let everyone put
his hand to that which does him most good, and moves
him most, and endeavour to dig and delve well in one
of these grounds, that so he may be able to have ready
recourse thereto, and find entry and security in it at such
times.
The Abbot Smaragdus tells a very amusing story, pat
to this purpose. He says that a Religious one time
saw two devils standing chatting together. One said to
the other: ' , You there, how are you getting on with
your monk?" "For me, I am doing very well. I put
him a thought, and at once he sets to work thinking over
it, and makes reflections again and again: How about that
thought? Did I dwell on it? Was there any fault of min.e
in. it? Did I resist it? Did I consent to it? Whence
ca1ne it to me? Did I give any occasion for it? Did I
do all I could? And with that I twirl him round and
round, and drive him half mad." The devil has his way,
when a man takes to reasonings, and questions and
answers, about the temptation, for there will be never
\vanting to him arguments and replies. The other devil
said, " For me, things are going very badly with my
monk, for no sooner do I put a bad thought before him
than he at once has recourse to God, or to some other
good thought; or he gets up from his seat and takes up
some other occupation, not to think of it or make account
of it, and so I cannot get at him."
This is a very good 'way of resisting these temptations
and thoughts, to give them no entry and make them no
reply, nor reason at all with the tenlptation, but turn
one's head and avoid facing them or taking any notice
of them. It is better vvhen this avoidance and refusal to
listen is done by turning the attention to some good
thought, as we have said; and when that does not suffice,
it is good to take up some exterior occupation.

CHAPTER XXI

That in different temptations we should behave
differently as to our manner of resisting them
St. lohn CliInacus, treating of discreHon, says that in
different temptations we must resist differentl# Some
temptations of their nature are sour and painful, as anger,
envy, rancour, hatred, desire of revenge, impatience, indignation, bitterness of heart, sulkiness, quarrelsomeness
and the like. Other vices are fraught with pleasure, as
carnal sins, eating, drinking, playing, laughing, talking,
and other satisfactions of sense. As for this second class
of vices, the more we regard them and fix our eyes upon
them, the more they attract our heart and draw it after
them: against these "ve must fight by flying from them,
keeping away from occasions of them, and promptly turning our sight, memory and consideration· away from
them. But the former set of vices, we should fight by
"vrestling with them, looking attentively at their nature,
malice and foulness, the better to overcome them. And
this
done with less danger, because they do not stick
so fast, except anger and desire of revenge, where it is
also well to steal a\vay from the topic, not thinking of
things that may excite us thereto. This same practice is
taught by Cassian and St. Bonaventure, who add that
in those former vices one may desire to exercise
oneself, and meritoriously seek occasions of struggling
with them" as by conversing and dealing with persons
who persecute and offend you, in order to learn
patience, and subjecting yourself to one who altogether
thwarts your will, in order to learn obedience
and humility. But in carnal vices ~t would be a very
dangerous indiscretion· to desire such temptations, and
put. yourself in the occasion of them. So Christ our
Redeemer would never suffer Himself to be tempted with
this vice, to· teach us that in the like temptation we
ought not to put ourselves in the occasion thereof, even
though it be in hope of greater reward and triumph,

is
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because this vice is very connatural to man, and has
mingled with it so much pleasure, not in the will alone,
but also in the body, as makes its entry more easy and
dangerous.
~n~v~nt9re brings a good comparison to illus..
trite~ thIs~enemy more easily gains entrance and
reduces a city, when he has within it some who favour
his cause, so the devil our enemy has within us what
particularly favours him in this temptation, namely our
body, for the great pleasure that it takes herein, according
to St. Paul's word: Every other sin that man commits
is outside of the body (I Cor. vi. 18). In other sins the
body has not so much part, but in this it plays a very considerable part, and. therefore it is right to remove ourselves from the occasions, and shun and carefully cast
away at once any thoughts and imaginations coming to us
from that quarter. So the Apostle there goes on to say,
Fly from fornication (I Cor. vi. 18). This temptation is
to be resisted and overcome by flight. So Cassian and St.
Thomas explain this passage.
It is related in the Chronicles of the Order of St. Francis
that Brother Giles, Brother Rufinus, Broth~r Simon of
Assisi, and Brother Juniper, met together in spiritual conversation; and Brother Giles said to the othera : "Brothers,
how do you arm against and resist temlPtations of aensuality?" Brother Simon replied: "Myself, brother, I consider
the vileness and shamefulness of that sin, and how horrible
it is, not only in the eyes of God, but even in the eyes
of men, who, wicked as they be, hide and cover themselves up that they may not be seen committing a sin
of sensuality. And from this consideration there comes
over· me' a great disgust and abhorrence, and so I escape
from the temptation." Brother Rufinussaid : " I prostrate myself upon the earth, and with many tears I call,
upon the mercy of God and our Lady, until I find myself
perfectly free. " Brother Juniper said: "When I feel
such diabolical temptations, and hear them coming in
by the senses of the flesh, I at once in that hour shut
with a firm hand the gates of my heart, and set to guard
it a host of holy meditations and good desires. And
when these suggestions of the enemy come and batter
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the gate, I reply as from within: ' I am not for opening
on any terms, away with you, away, this room is taken
and you cannot enter in here '; and as I never give any
entrance to that good-for-nothing crew, they take themselves off,' beaten and confused. " Brother Giles, having
heard them all, replied: " I go 'with you, Brother Juniper,
since with this vice man fights more safely by flying from
it." Thus th~best way of withstanding this temptation
is by· giving no entry to it, not letting evil thoughts get
into your heart: that is the easier way, but, if once the
evIl thoughts dO'get in, it will not be so easy, but very
difficult to dislodge them. The gate is easily defended,
but when that is taken, God help us. See further in the
treatise on Chastity. The means there proposed may well
help us against other temptations.

. CHAPTER XXII

Some important pieces of advice for the time of
temptation
We have mentioned remedies enough for temptations;
but ho"vever many we mention, it is impossible to
enumerate thern all. Bodily ailments and their remedies
are so many and so 'different that· they cannot be put in
writing, nor all taught, but much must be left to the
decision and judgment of the medical )man, that he may
apply the remedy which he thinks proper in view of .the
particular circumstances of the subject; and so it is also
in spiritual ailments. Therefore the Saints and Masters
of spiritual life· lay it down for a general and very main-r
. remedy for all temptations, to discover and manifest them to the spirItual physiCIan. But there is one pIece of adVIce
which~t., B~ves us in this matter. He says that
as bodiryaiIments are not discovered to anybody and
~verybody, but only to physicians whose business it is to
cure .• them, so temptations and spiritual ailments are
not to be discovered to an, but only to those whom
God has appointed physicians for this purpose, name~y,
Superiors and Confessors, according to the sayi,ng of St.
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Paul: We who are stronger ought to bear the infirmities
of the weak (Rom. xv. I). And our rule tells us to have
recourse in these matters to the Prefect of spiritual things,
or the Confessor, or the Superior.
This advice is of more importance than perhaps some
people think. It happens sometimes that one has no
mind to discover his temptations to him to whom he
ought, and goes and discovers them to someone to whom
he ought not, to one perhaps to whom he will do harm
by discovering them, besides getting harm himself. It
Inay be that the other has the same temptation and weakness; and thus both parties are the more confirmed in it.
For this and for other awkvvard consequences that may
ensue, it is very desirable that tem tations and s iritual ailrpents e made known only to spiritual physicians, whose
Jpsiness it is to cure and remedy them, and about whom
you may be sure that no harm will be done, and benefit
\)dll be derived. And so says the Wise l\1an : Reveal not
thy heart to every man (Ecc1us. viii. 22) : Be on friendly
terms with nlany but let thy coun'sellor be one in a
thousand (Ecdus. vi. 6).
They give another piece of advice also of much importance for time of temptation, that we should take
~ care at such times to keep up our spiritual exercises-arid
persevere in them \vith diligence, and greatly beware of
leaving them out or cutting them short; because though
the devil gain nothing else by the temptation but to undo
us on this point, he will have effected a great deal and
reckon himself '\Tell paid. Then is the time rather to
lengthen out these exercises, and to add to them rather
than to curtail them: for if the devil 'wrests out of our
grasp the spiritual arms wherewith we defend ourselve~
and attack him, it is clear that he will attain his purpose
over us all the ,more easily. Therefore it is most desirable that we should be faithful to God our Lord in times
of tenlptation, and therein His true servants are known.
It is not much to persevere in our pious exercises in a
fair season with plenty of devotion; but to persevere
through storms, temptations, aridities and desolations is
matter of high praise: it is a great sign of true love,
and of one who serves God purely for what He is.
J

l
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A third piece of advice is, that in time of temptation one __
should greatly be on one's guard against making any !!.!.
change or taking new resolutions, for the season is illsuited for that. In troubled water one sees nothing: let
it settle and run clear, and then you will see the pebbles
and sands that there are at the bottom. When one is
troubled and disturbed' by temptation, he cannot well' see
",·hat befits him. And therefore it is not a, good time
to deliberate and resolve and determine upon any new
project. Let the temptation pass; and when you are
quite' calm and self-possessed, then you will see better
what' you ought to do. All the Masters of spiritual life
insist on this advice; and our Father puts it in his Book
of Exercises in the Rules for the Discernment of Spirits.
And he gives a good reason therefore: as in time of
consolation one is carried and moved by God towards
good, so in temptation one is carried and instigated' by
the devil,' at whose instigation no good is ever done.
In the fourth place, it is necessary that jn time of ~
temptation \ve should be careful to make good' use 'of\fthe remedies aforesaid, 'and 'not fold •our arms and be
remiss, as will be understood from the following example.
It" is related in the Lives ,of the Fathers that there was a
11lonk much molested by the spirit of for'nica tion; and
desiring to get rid of themolegtation he ,went to one of
the approved 'Fathers of the Desert, and said to hi!U
feelingly: "Do, Venerable Father, spend some care and
solicitude on me, and beg God to support me, because
the spirit of fornication presses heavily upon' me." 'When
the holy old nlan heard this, he thenceforth, entreated God
day and night to do something ~orhim. Some days
passed, and the monk returned to the Father,and,begged
him to pray for him 'more earnestly, since the temptation

stuck to, him

wit~out

mitigation., The Fathe,r then

renewed his,' supplications to the, Lord, 'sighing and
groaning with much insistence, begging the Divine
Majesty to strengthen the monk. Again and again the
monkreturrted to him, telling- him that his prayers were
doing no· good; at '., which the old man was much distressed, and marvelled that God did not hear him. As
he was harassed with this thought, the' Lord· revealed, to
5
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him the following night what 'the reason was why "He
did not hear him; it was' the monk's own negligence arid
want of determination in his resistance. This was the
revelation: he saw that monk seated at his ease, and
before him the .spirit of fornication, assuming various
forms and features of women, playing and making faces,
and' the monk looking on, taking much pleasure therein;
he saw also the angel of the Lord standing by, in great
indignation at the monk, because he did not get up' and
have recourse t6 the Lord, prostrate himself on the earth
and pray, and leave off taking delight in those thoughts.
Thereby the good old man understood the reason why God
did not hear him: it was the monk's own, negligence.
So the next time that he came back to see him,' he said:
" It is your Q"wn fault,brother, that God does not hear
me, inasmuch as you take delight in those evil thoughts.
It is impossible for the foul 'spirit of fornication to depart
from you, however much others may' entreat God on' your
behalf, unless' you yourself take' the trouble of much
fasting, praying and ,watching, begging God with
sighs and prayers to grant you His favour and mercy,
and strength to resist evil thoughts. Although physicians
administer all necessary medicines to' sick people, and give
them" with all Cate and diligence, small good will it do
them if the patients dn their side, go on eating unwhole..
some things. In like manner irt the maladie's of the soul,
although the venerable Fathers, who ate the physicians of
the soul,pray with all the intensity of their hearts to
God for those who ask the aid of their prayers, small good
vvill those physicians do, if the'persons who are tempted
do 'not exercise' themselves in spiritualworks~ saying
prayers, fasting, and doing other works agreeable to
God. " When the monk heard this, 'he repented with
aU his heart, and henceforth 'followed the counsel of the
good old man, and afflicted himself with fasts,o watchings
and prayers, and so deserved the 'marcy of the Lord, and
\vastid of 'his temptation. In this way we must behave
in temptations,doingwhat is to be done on our part,
and taking the means;' that we ought to take; for in this
way the Lord wishes to give us the victory.
J\,.nd since ,this: resistance to tem.pt~tions,may be greater
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or less, we should not be 3atisfied with resisting anyhow,
but try to do it in the best way possible. In the Chronicles
of St. Francis it is related that the Lord showed a great
servant of Ris, a Religious of that Order named Brother
John of Auvergne, the different 'ways the Religious
behaved against temptations, especially carnal thoughts.
He saw a countless multitude of devils, incessantly shooting arrows at the servants of God. Some of these arrows
flew back at the devils \vho shot them, and they fled
away yelling in terror. Others of these arrows, shot by
the devils, hit the Religious, but fell at· once to the ground
without doing them any' harm. Others entered the flesh
as far as the iron head, ,and others pierced the body from
side to side. According to this vision, then, the best
way of resisting, and the way we should aim at, is thefirst, wounding' the devil with the very temptations and
arro\vs wherewith he tries to' wound us, and· making him
take to flight. And this we shall do very well, when we
draw profit from the temptations wherewith the devil
thinks to injure us; as when from the temptations of
pride and vanity, which the devil .brings up, we draw
greaterhumiHation and shame ; and when frorn temptation to impurity \ve draw greater abhorrence of that 'vice
and greater love for, chastity, learning to walk ·with.
greater recollection and' fervour artd. to have more
recourse to· God. St. Augustine, on those words, the

dragon whom thou' hast created' to sport with him (Ps.
103), says that the servants of God make sport of this
dragon, "to catch and ensnare him with the same net
wherewith he sopghtto ensnare us, according to that saying of the Royal Prophet : In the snare that they laid tor
me} their own'foot is caught (Ps. 9). Let the trap catch

him, ,that he had set hidden for another, and lefhim fall
into his own snare (Ps. 34).. Coming for wool, let him
go back· sliorn~ Let the evil that he desires return upon
his -own head, and let his. iniquity discharge itself on the
top thereof. (Ps.7).,

THIRTEENTH TREA TISE

OF INORDINATE AFFECTION FOR
KINDRED
CHAPTER I

How important it is for a Religious to avoid visits
to relations and journeys to his O'leJn native place
As regards the love and affection that we should bear
our kindred, our Father lays us· down a rule that well
suits aU·· Religious. "Let each one of those that enter
the Society, following the counsel of Christ our Lord, He
that leaveth father, etc. (Matt. xix. 29), account that he
is leaving father and mother, and brothers and sisters,
and all that he had in the world; nay more, let him
take as spoken to himself that word: He that hateth not
father and mother, yea and his own soul, cannot be my
disciple (Luke xiv. 26) : and so he ought to endeavour to
destroy all the carnal affection that he had for his relations, and convert it into spiritual, loving them solely
\\7ith that love which well-ordered charity requires, as one
who, dead to the world and to self-love, lives only for
Christ our Lord, holding- Him in place of parents and
brethren, and all things." It is not enough to leave the
'world in body, we must leave it in heart also, destrOying
all affections that attach thereto and incline us to worldl
things.
here is no harm in loving a relation because he
IS a relation (no es malo amar al deudo porque es deudo),
nay, on that account he ought to be more loved than another person who is no relation of yours; but if this love
rests on natural grounds alone, it is not a love peculiar
to a Christian, much less to a Religious, since all men,
ho\vever inhuman and barbarous, wish well to their
parents and to those who are bound to them by ties of
blood.
But the Christian, and much more the Religious, says
68
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ought to ennoble this natural love, and purify
it oy fire. In the crucible of divine love, and love his
kindred, not so much because nature inclines him
to love them" as because God commands him to
love .them.
He should cut off everything that might
do him harm, and separate him from the love of the
Sovereign Good; he should. love them solely to the pur-

pose for which God loves them, and to that for whi,ch
He wishes us to love them. And this is th~ meaning of
our rule,-that we should eliminate all carnal aifection,
and convert it into spiritual, making of self-love love of
charity, and of love of the flesh love of the spirit. And
the reason is this, because the Religious ought to be
dead to the world and self-love; and so there ought not
to live in him. now the love of the world, but solely th~
love of Christ. And our Father rests this rule on texts
of Holy Scripture, a thing' that he is not accustomed
to· do in other rules and constitutions, though he might
easily have· done it,since the doctrine of our Constitutions is taken from the Gospel, but his one object was to
give us this doctrine in the plainness and simplicity in which
he had received it from God. But coming to treat of
kindred, he at once rests ,vhat he says on texts of Scripture, as we see also hO\Jv, when dealing with the matter
of leaving one's property to one's relations, he at once
quotes the Scripture text which says, He distributed and
gave to the poor (Ps. I I I), and the counsel of Christ,
Give to the poor (Matt. xix. 2I). He did not say, Give
to thy relations, but Give to the poor. Our Father saw
well that all this \vas here necessary, for that this affection is so natural, and with· it \ve are all born, and it. is
so rooted in our hearts and has such a power over us.
This is a matter of great importance for a Religious,
and is treated of at length by Saints Basil, Gregory,
Bernard, and many others.. We will put together briefly
the substance of it. St. Basil exposes very well how
becoming it is .for a Religious to shun intercourse and
conversation with his relations, and excuse himself from
visits and journeys to the place of his birth.. He gives
many reasons which \vill evince the importance of this.
BeSIdes the fact of our doing no good among our rela-
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tions thereby, we get from it much harm to our souls.
They tell us of their troubles, their la\vsuits, the loss
of property and social position, and all their griefs and
vexations; and so we come back to our house laden
with all that gives them pain. Moreover we put our-rf-, selves thereby in many occasions of sin in many different ways and manners, because from this association
with our relations there readily springs up again the
memory of the events of our past life, which is often
no small occasion of sin. Thereby old wounds are reopened and bleed afresh, as we call to mind such a
house, such a place, such an occurrence, and all that is
associated therewith, which recollections may trouble us
and do much harm. A strong reason for the harm that
this does us n1ay be found in the counsel that ·Masters
of spiritual life give, not to call to mind the sins of our
past life in detail; even when our aim is to excite grief
and contrition for them, but only in general, making, as
it were, a bundle' of them, that they may· not come back
to harass us again. How much more harmful would it
be for us to take this occasion without necessity t You
hC!-ve no ground afterwards for complaining of the disturbance and harm that you experience, since you have
sought it yourself, and have got your deserts .
..-"':i
St. Basil further says that they who are fond of con~ versing with relations, gradually by such conversation
imbibe and drink into their souls the evil habits and
affections of the same. Thus taken up with worldly
thoughts the soul cools down, loses its fervour of spirit,
loses steadfastness, and firmness in its first purposes:
thus it goes on getting secularised and unconsciously
returning to the world, according to that saying of the
Prophet: They 1ningled 'l.CJith the Gentiles, and learnt to
do as they did, and served their idols and took sc'andal
therefrom (Ps. 105). What impression could be wrought
upon the children· of Israel from their stay among the
Philistines except their being led to adore their idols and
take scandal and ruin from them? The like impression
will be \vrought in you, if you have intercourse with your
relations; you vvill learn .their worldly language, their
walking not in truth (John viii. 44 : 2 John 4 : 3 John 3),
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but -with- falsehoods, ,hollow pretences ,and compliments,
as is the way of the vvorld; its idols please you, -its
petty honours and comforts: you are full of presumption,
and desire to -have. your own way, which is another .bit
of worldliness that has infected you.
St. Basil alleges another-main reason, showing how
much it behoves us to -shun intercourse and conversation
"vith our relations. It is the great harm done byeom..
passion and natural· tenderness.Upon intercourse and W
conversation _"vithour relations there naturally followsbur being overjoyed --at their prosperous fortunes, and
grieved at their adversities· and troubles, and -burdened
\vith thoughts and cares,wondering whether they have
plenty of all that is needful, what it is that they are in
want of, whether- this employment they have taken up
will prove a success, whether they will come well out of
this business in respect of dignity - or emolument. All
such thoughts and cares go towards weakening and
diminishing -our virtue and spiritual strength, to such an
extent that any subsequent temptation -may come to
overthrow us, -for, says St. -Basil, such a one is in the
condition .of a statue, wearing the habit of religion without - having the true' - spirit of a Religious. His body
alone -is in religion, but his heart is there in the world
among- his relations.
Cassian -tells .of :a .monk who set up his dwelling..
pla~e :near his relations, and they proyided him with all
necessaries, so that he had nothing: to do but to attend
to prayer and reading. He was very, satisfied \vith the
arrangement, - taking it for a very quiet and peaceful
life. He went one day on a visit to the great Antony,
and the Saint asked him where -he lived. He answered
that he lived near-his kinsfolk, that they supplied him
with all necessaries,' and that he had no other occupation hutto give his mind to God. "Tell me," asked the
Saint, "when any affiiction comes upon your people,
are you saddened -thereat? And ·when things go well
with them, do you rejoice at their prosperity?" He confessed openly that he shared both the one and the other;
necessarily, he said,it could not be otherwise. "U nderstand then, son," said the Saint, '..' that in the next life
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you will be counted in the number of those whose partner
you have been in this in their joys and sorrows."
He
wjll be counted among seculars in the next life, who
converses with them and about their affairs in this. For
thls reason, says St. Basil, it is very important for us
to avoid intercourse and conversation with our relations; for, after all, as the proverb says, "what eyes
see not, heart will not break over." And as the actual
giving up of our property, which we do by the vow of
poverty, aids us to lose all affection for it; so the actual
g'iving up of our relations, and neither dealing nor conversing with them, will make us forget this fleshly
affection, and deliver us from the great dangers that
follow from it. We must be parted' from them in deed
to be detached from them in heart: the latter will not
follow \vithout the former. Maybe we are parted a long
\vay from them, and yet our. heart goes out to them;
what 'would it be if we dealt and conversed with them?
This is the reason 'why in our Order such visits of
Ours to their native places are so strictly forbidden, as
all know. But that so holy and profitable a prohibition
may be possible to be carried into execution, it is nec~s
sary that \ve should help it on, and when your relations
ask your Superiors to give you leave to go and see
them, you should be the first to resist, and per'suade them
that such a visit is not at all the right thing for you;
and for that, sufficient reasons will not fail you if you
wish to find them: hereby relations are put off and
remain content, to your satisfaction and sometimes also
to their own. And this is what Superiors desire, and are
much edified thereby, when you say that it is not necessary, and that you will get them to withdraw the proposal.
For sometimes Superiors cannot come to a satisfactory
settlement in any other \vay with him who asks, or with
the intercessors ~'hom they sometimes bring in, if you
yourself do not come forward in the matter; and so they
yield and give a permission which is squeezed out of
them,-which is not an obedience, but a permission, and
the Superior had much rather you did not go. This is
a very good plan, as "vell for this as for other like cases.
r When your relations, or friends, or penitents ask you
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to act or take a hand in some affair which is not suited
to our vocation, do not throw all the burden on the
Superior, obliging him either to break with them or grant
their request. Do not push tbe thing to those lengths,
divert your friends from their purpose with' civil words,
giving them to understand that it is not a thing within
the purview of our profession. This is the part of good
Religious,-not as some do, \vho, not to leave th
petitioner' offended with them, seek to throw the odium
on Superiors.
St. Jerome, on those \\lords of Christ, Be ye prudent
as serpents (Matt. x. 16), says: "The example of a
serpent is quoted, who with 'his \vhole body defends his
head, in which his life is seated." So we should always
defend our head, who is our Superior, and not let it be
the other way about, that is to say, "ve should not expose
the head that the body may escape a blow, nor to excuse
ourselves throw the blame on the Superior. And we
should be particularly careful of this in the case I am
speaking of. And commonly the whole issue of this
and other like businesses rests with ourselves. Let one
only will it, and the difficulties will easily resolve themselves. And so what I would advise in this matter to
anyone who desires to do the right thing is, to begin
with, to use all the endeavour he can to excuse himself
from these visits, and when excuses fail, let him be compelled thereto by obedience, telling the Superior if he
apprehends any danger therein; and withal there is
ground. for apprehension, and he needs to go wellprepared.
It is related of the Abbot Theodore that once his
mother came to see him , fortified with many letters from
bishops and prelates telling him to receive her. The holy
Abbot Pacomius, his Superior, gave the requisite permission. He replied: " Father, warrant me that at the
day of judgment I shall not have to give an account of
this visit, and I will pay it." 1"'hen the holy Abbot said:
~, Son, if you think it is not. proper for you, I do not
oblige you to it." The one would not warrant i~: the
other would not pay the visit unless the Superior took
it on his conscience; and there the matter· rested. And
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it turned out well, for his mother determined to take
up; her: abode ina luonastery of nuns hard by, of, which
thQse monks had care, with hopes of seeing some time
among~t them her son. He did well, in declining to pay
those. visits except' out of pure obedience, and with his
Superior takil1g the matter on his conscience. That is
the way for a good Religious to visit his native place,
when that has to be. And if we were well. aware of
what commonly comes of these visits, we should be more
afraid of them, and more eager to excuse ourselves from
makIng them. Hlstones arid LIves of the Fathers are
full., of' instances of monks coming to grief from such
journeys. It 'would be \vell for us to gather experienct'
at. the, expense of others, and not suffer the loss' in our
own persons.
St. Basil writes: " If you are dead with Christ to your
parents and kindred, why return again to their society
and 'cotnpa~y? See what a bad case it is to take back
again what you have once left for Christ's sake: wherefore beware how you desert your post, your quiet and
recollection, for the sake of your kinsfolk, lest in leaving
your post you also leave your religious spirit and . training, "-a thing that often happens. Jesus is not found
among lIis' kinsmen and acquaintance (Lukeii. 44-5).
" HoW shQuld I find Thee among my relations, 0 good
Jesus, vvhe'n Thou wert not found among Thine own?"
asks' St. Bernard. If you wish to find·· Him, seek Him
not among your· relations, but in the Temple, in prayer,
in recollection, and you shall find Him.
Of Father
Francis Xavier, we read in his Life (Bk. I, ch. 9) that
when he came from Rome to Portugal to go thence to the
Indies, he passed within four leagues of his native place,
and never would go there, to visit his relations and his
mother, who was still alive [marie depuis longtemps,
Brou, i. 87] for any importunity, though hekn~w that
if he let that opportunity slip, he should never have
another of seeing them again'. The like did Father
Master Peter Faber, passing within five leagues of his
home. And our blessed Father Ignatius, when he was
forced to go to Loyola, "vould not lodge in his brother's
house, 'but in the hospital.

CHAPTER II
That a Religious should also avoid, as,!atr as ,possib,le;
being visited by his relations, and-any' communication
with thel1t by. letter
A good. Religious, .who heartily desires to serve God,
ang occupy ~himself with his spiritual progress and the
end, for which ,he, came into Religion, must not only shun
these visits .to relations and·· ~eturns to his native place,
ev~non an' ~xcuse; bqtmust try ,'to avoid as far as he
cfo all man.ner. .of intercourse with hIS kInsmen.. Not
content wIth himself not gOIng to VISIt them, he must
fllrther .try not to be visited by them. " St. Ephrem says.
that we must ~se all persuasion 'with our relations not
to visit .us, ,except at most once or twice.a year; .·and he
adds,: "But if you can altogether cut' off their,~seless
conversation,you' will do better." With good reason
does he call it ' useless,' and our Father in his Consti...
tutionsapplies the same term, for useless· it is; and not
only without profit, but very harmful, as we have said.
And that we may understand how pleasing to God i~ this
austere detachment, ahdkeeping out of the' w'ay of our
relations, and avoiding their visits, the Lord has been
pleased to ,show and confirm the same by miracles.:
In the Spiritual l\!Ieadow., there is a story of. a holy
monk named: Cyriacus, who on one occasion whe~ his
parents and .• relations had come '. to see hini,' and,.. :were
calling out at the door of his cell, knowing thereby the
folk that were there, and what they had 'come for,first
made prayer to our Lord, begging Him to deliver him
from them, and arrange things so that they should not
see 'him. Having made this pra yet, he opened. his door
and came out of his, cell, without any of those people seeing him, '- or getting' to see that anyone had gone out.
'So he got clear off, making his way to the interior of the
desert,' and .would not come back until he" was', quite s'ure
that they ha.d-gone. Of the holy A~bot Pacomiusj Surius
relates hgwa sister of his came to see him) but he would
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not go out to see her, nor let her see him, but sent her a
message by the porter: " You have heard that I am alive
and well, go in peace." And the answer did her much
good, as in the case of the mother of Theodore, for she
settled down in a monastery of nuns that was near there,
and became a Religious.
A good Religious should contrive to excuse himself, not
only from visits, but also from communication by letters,
so far as he can, for this also is a source of disturbance
and agitation of mind. As by not visiting them you
deliver yourself from many visits, so by not writing to
them you deliver yourself from many letters of theirs.
l'hat holy man (A I{empis) very well says: "If you
know how to let men alone, they will let you alone to
go about your own business."
All depends on what
you want: if you ,vant, you will find means for everything that you do 'want. We have already left our native
place, our home and kindred for God: let us complete the
step by abandoning them altogether: so we shall be free
and disengaged to remember God the more, and love
and serve I-Jim the more.
Cassian tells of a holy monk, very much given to prayer
and contemplation, and very careful to preserve that
purity and cleanness of heart -which such exercises require.
I-Ie had lived fifteen years in the desert, when at the end
of that time they brought him a great packet of letters
from his native place, which was in the province of
Poritus, from his parents, relations and friends. He took
his packet, and set himself at thinking and turning over
in his mind: If I read these letters, what a multitude
of thoughts will they raise in me! What various waves
of emotion will rise thereupon in my heart,-of vain
joy, if I find that my relations are doing well, or useless
and unprofitable sadness if I find them in bad luck! For
how many days will the memory of those who have
written to me be forcing itself on my mind, and rob me
of the repose and tranquillity of my prayer and contemplation! For how many days will there be represented
and set before me the outlines and features of their faces,
and the remarks they will make to me, and the things
they will write to me! When shall I finally forget and
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rase {rom my memory these images! What a labour it
will be. to return to the state of·· tranquillity and· forget..
fulness of worldly. things I now· enjoy! What' will it
profit me to have left my relations inbody, if in heart
and memory I return to them, and converse and amuse
myself with them!. So saying, and tUrl1ing these things
over in his heart, he takes the packet of letters just as
they had come, and flings it into the fire, saying: 'Away
with you,. ye thoughts of flesh and blood, and burn yean
along with these letters, that ye may not make me return
to that which I have left.' Not only' would he not
read any letters, but he would not even open them, or
see the names and signatures of· the writers, or even
look at the addresses to recognise the hand, that they
might not bring back upon him the memory of the
writers, or hinder· the tranquillity and peace of' his heart.
We read a similar example of our blessed Father
Ignatius.. A very good lesson for those who are not
satisfied with one reading of their letters, britkeep' them
carefully put away to read them again and again, and
lick their lips and enjoy the taste of them, refreshing the
memory of 'their kindred. N ow that you have not· burnt
them before reading t'hem,why do you not burn them
as soon as. read, and with them get rid of all thoughts
of flesh and blood, that they. may not· trouble you more?

CHAPTER III

That even though· it be under plea of preaphing, a
Religious should shun interco'urse with his, relations
and visits to his native place
This temptation of going to one's natIve place, and
visiting ·and conversing with one's relat~ons, comes to
some under pretence of preaching to them and doing good
to their' souls. When temptations come in this way,
disguised under colour and appearance of' good, .they
are apt to be more dangerous, since they are not taken
for· temptations, but for' good motives. On the words,
Catch for us the little foxes that . des t'YO Y the 'Vineya1'ds
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(Cant. ii. IS), St. Bernard says that this is one of those
little foxes that are apt to get in under a deceitful appearance of goo~d, and destroy and ruin many.. And the Saint
sa.ys that he knew some who had come to ruin by this.
They.·thought to gain others, and lost themselves;
especially since kin~men _are not ordinariI fit ersons to
do spiritual goo .. to kinsmen, for since as they knew them
yesterday, "\vhen they went plaYIng with them, they do
not treat them with the esteem and respect that a gospel
preacher requires. So said Christ our Lord : No man is
a prophet in his own country (Luke iv. 24). And when
Godwis'hed to make Abraham a great preacher~and father
of the -faithful, He bade him go out from his country and
the society of his relations, friends and "acquaintances,
and betake himself to Mesopotamia, where no one knew
him. Ahdhere is a thing worthy of consideration,-when
St. Paul "was 'at Jerusalem praying in the Temple, God
bade him depart from thence, and go preaching fo the
Gentiles, " for here in Jerusalem you will do no good, "
non recipient test'tmonium "tuum de me (Acts xxii. J8)~
'0 Lord; but here they know me, "a disciple at the feet of
Gamaliel, and know that I persecuted them that believed
in Thee; and when they were stoning St. Stephen, I kept
their clothes. ' '"Go to, you understand 'not: go out of
this country, where you· are well known, and I will make
you a preacher to the Gentiles. Go where you are not
known, and there you will do much good.' And think
you that you will do good in your native town? What
fruit can you gather there among your relations? How
shall you be _able to preach and persuade them to despise
the ·worldand its comforts, ,vhen they see you enjoying
and amusing yourself in the world in the midst of flesh
and blood?
Peter.- de Ribadaneira in one of "his manuscript Dialogues relates an-amusing example bf what befell one of
the Society,'who, overcome" by his mot'her'sloving entreaties; was' visiting her at her house in Messina. - He
says drat one day a priest in the church was engaged ex';'
orcising an-evil spirit, who was in possession of a poor
woman,irt a crowd of spectators. In an evil moment this
Religious caine in, and wanted to help the priest": So he
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began threatening "the wickedspirit,andhidding him" in
the name of God to go out of that body. Thespirit,gave
rio answer but l\lummy, Mummy. All quite entered 'into
the' fun of the answer, since they knew" and were well
aware of the reason of his visit, and he remained very
mucnabashed and put out of countenance.
Now the
same answer they' will be able to make to you,when in
your native place you preach" to others that they should
mortify themselves and renounce the comforts arid amusements of the world.
Sulpicius Severus relates another example to this purpose, not amusing but terrifying. He says that young
man of Asia; very rich' in tem'poral goods and of illustrious lineage, married and had a son. He 'vas at the
same time tribune' of Egypt; and' on the journeys that he
used to take at times on, -the business of his office he· had
occasion'on one of them to pass through the Desert in
which the Fathers lived, where he saw many monasteries
and cells of monks. He entered into conversation with
the Abbot John, who spoke to him of the affairs of his
soul and salvation. Such an impression did the conversation make on him, that he returned no more to his own
1'!ouse, but renounced the world, and began in the Desert
a life so admirable, and took so much to heart the practice of virtue, that in a short time he was' ahead of'many
of the old men. While the' wihd waS blowing astern so
favourably, there came :upon him a, strong, temptatipn,
that it would be better to return to the world, and see to
the salvation of his wife and child~ since he was now so
disenchanted from 'its vanitie~, that ~he "benefit sho,uid
not,be for hi Il1 self 3;lone.
Under this appearance of
charity the deyil deceiveq him. ,SO _af~er, he had been
four years. in the Desert, ~e to~kthe road. leading to his
birthplace. Passing. by a monastery, he' called upon the
monks, and acquainted them with his intention. They
all told' hi'm that it was, a temptation of the devil, and that
tnany had been befool~d in ,that ·way. He did not believ~
them, but' stood fast, t~ hi?' own view, took leave of the
monks, and sought togo on with his ipur!1ey. Hardly
h~d.he ,gone'out of ih~ril~nastery, wh~n o1J.r Lord ,per:"
mitted a devil 'to enter into his body, and torment him
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mightily, making him gnash his teeth and foam at the
mouth. He was dragged in men's arms into the monastery, and there it was necessary for the violence. of his
raving to cast him into prison and tie his hands and feet.
And though the monks besought God for him, and exorcised the devil, the Lord permitted that it should not
leave him till two years were over. Then he was delivered,
and returned ' a wiser and a sadder man ' to his former
place and monastic life,-a great lesson to the others to
ersevere in the wa the had be un, and not let themselves be deceived under those false appearances 0 piety.
Hence it will be seen ho\v far a Religious ought to be
from those journeys to his native place and visits to his
relations; since if even when it is done under plea of
preaching to them and' producing fruit in their souls,
Saints say it is a temptation, having in it many inconveniences arid dangers,what must it be, when it is done
solely for their comfort and consolation or one's own!

CHAPTER IV

'.That a Religious should stand partic'ularly on his
guard against occupying himself with the business
affairs of his relations
Above aHa Religious should be very careful not to
charge and occupy hin1self with the business affairs of
his relations, for the many very a'wkward consequences
and dangers which that involves.
~ says:
" There are many who, after having gIven up their
properties and all that they had in the world, and what is
more, themselves, putting down and making small
account of themselves, and trampling with equal constancy on prosperity and adversity, have let themselves
be fettered with the ties of flesh and blood: unwisely
desirous of complying with this obligation, and prompted
by affection for flesh and kindred, they return to things
that they had left and forgotten. Forgetful of their profession, and making more of what they owe to their
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families, they occupy themselves with family business
and external affairs. They go into board..rooms and
before tribunals, entangle themselves. in the meshes of
the law· and earthly things, give up their interior peace
and quiet, and plunge· anew into \vorldly concerns, to the
imminent risk of their souls." St.. Isidore says the same:
" Many Religious, for love of their relations, plunge not
only into earthly concerns, but into law..suits and liti..
gations, and for the ten1poralities of their kindred forfeit
the eternal salvation of their own souls."
This is one of the greatest bottoms and bogs that there
are on this ground, when fleshly affection comes to overmaster a Religious so far as to make him take over the
care of the business affairs of his .kindred and charge
himself therewith, as we see and experience more than we
could wish, for our sins. St. Basil says that this comes
of the devil being envious~ a Religious lead a
heavenly life on earth, living in the body as though he
lived without it; so seeking to recover what he has lost,
he strives under pretext of piety, and even of duty, to
hamper Religious with. these cares, that· so they may lose
the peace and quiet of their souls and go lukewarm in
the love they had for God, and the fervour with which they
\vere travelling to perfection. It is quite a sight to see
the vigorous effort that the devil makes here, making a
tool of these same kinsfolk, till it looks as though they
had no resource in all their businesses, malpractices and
differences, and in all their marriages and embarrassments,
but tohave immediate recourse to their nelation in Religion.
He has to be like the contractor who is· responsible for the
meat supply to the town: they take it for granted that
he is the man readiest to hand, the man who has 1110st
free time, the man who has nothing else to think of but
to attend to their business. The Carthusian, Louis of
Saxony, says very well, speaking of prelates and secular
clerics: " God has taken sons away from the clergy, and
the devil has given them nephews. t, And he quotes the
same in verse:
Cun~ factor rerum privaret semine clerum,
Ad Satanae votum successit turba nepotum.
6
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For this. end Satan contrives to bring up your cousin's
affair in the courts, and your female relative's settlement
in marriage, to get you on the dance, and withdraw you
from your post and profession. That is his object, not
the good of your relations, but your hurt and loss. Unhappy wretch of a Religious ! has he left his property and
his rank, his conveniences and comfortable estate,-all that
to rid himself of those cares and embarrassments,-and
now is he here to burden himself with oth~r people's worries, and be as one under contract to manage all the affairs
of his kith and kin'l and lose thereby the fruit of hilS vocation? That was a good answer of the Abbot Apollo, as related by Cassian. One night, when he was in his cell, a
brother of his came to him to ask him to come out and
help to draw out an ox that had fallen into a pool or
morass,.since he could not draw it out by himself. Abbot
Apollo asked him: "Why did you not call upon that
other brother of yours who was there?"
He answered:
" Why, he has been dead these fifteen years." Then said
Apollo: " Know, my brother, that I have been dead no'W
t\1\lenty years, and buried in ,this cell: so I cannot come
out of it to help you." This is how a Religious ought to
behave in like occasions: if he does not know how to
shake off the cares and businesses of his relations, let him
hold it for certain that he will receive great injury. to his
soul, even though it be under pretext of piety, and however much he may seek to justify it.
"How many Religious," says St. Jerome, "under
pretext of piety and a false compassion for their· kindred
have lost their souls and come to a bad end!" Daily
experience shows it us, and many examples. How many
have lost their vocation, and ceased to be Religious, from
meddling with the cares of their kinsmen's estate and
trying to advance their rank! How many apostates from
their Order· do we see in these ways, who have gone off
to comfort their parents, and afterwards serve for nothing
but to devour their substance, and bring their old age to
sorrow by their evil life! So St. Basil calls this an ann
or arrow of the devil, whieh we ought greatly to eschew,
since he takes it for an instrument and means to do us
vast mischief.

CH.V

POEMEN AND PASTOR

And let no otie as'sure himself in this matter, or think
that the whole proceeding is sanctified, purified and
passed by obedience. As we said of visits to relations
and journey's to one's native place', so)t is here. In many
cases Superiors had rather' you did not mix yourself up
with the business of your kinsfolk, thinking such 'avoidance the better course, but they allow it, because they do
not· see in you virtue enough for anything .else. That is
not obedience, but simple permission : the Superior comes
down to your weakness, and he rather does· your will
than you do his. If that monk we spoke of would not
visit his mother,because the Superior would not take it
on his conscience, how much more reasonable will it be
for you, not to plunge into or meddle with the business
affairs of your relations, except it be purely out. of obedience,' your Superior saying'that he takes' it upon his
conscience, seeing the danger there is in them.

CHAPTER· V
What ihas been- said is confirm,ed by so'me -examples
They tell of the holy AbbotPoemen [no"ft~V, Pastor,
John x. I I] that there came once to Egypt a Judge, who
having heard of the fame 'and reputation of the· Saint
desired to see him,and therefore sent a messenger to
beg of him .to be so' good as to receive him, since he
'wi'shed-topay him a visit. Poemenwas sad and put out
at this message, thinking within : himself that if distinguished persons began to come and visit him and pay him
honour, many of the .common people would at once flock
round him; and'disturb him in his solitary life and exerci;;es ; and the devil would destroy and rob him of the
grace of humility"vhich with- so much labour, by favour
oftheo Lord, he had managed to gain and preserve from
hisyouth up~ards, and so·· he might fall into the snare of
vainglory.- Thinking these things over; he determined to
excuse himself and not receive the visit~ The Judge. was
greatly grieved at this, -and said to one of· the; officers of
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the Court: " I put it down to my sins that I cannot see
this luan of God." 1"'henceforth he desired to see him
by any occasion that offered. In the end he hit upon a
plan which seemed to him sufficient to compel Poemen to
receive his visit with a good grace, or himself to come
out of the Desert and pay him a visit. The plan was
this: he arrested a nephew of the Abbot, his sister's son,
and put him in prison; and secretly told his messenger
that, not to distress the holy old man by his nephew's
imprisonment, he was sending him on a message to the
effect that if he would come and see the Judge, the prisoner
at once should have his discharge, although the matter
against him was so grave and incriminating that it could
not be let pass without severe punishment. When the
prisoner's mother heard this, and understood that if her
brother would visit the Judge, the prisoner should be set
free, off she went to the Desert and began to knock at
the door of her brother's cell, with many cries and sobs
and abundance of tears begging him to go and see the
Judge and plead for her boy. St. Poemen, though he
heard her, said nothing to her, and would not open the
door for her to come in. Seeing this, his sister grew
angry, and began to call him injurious names: " Cruel
and hard-hearted man, \vith bowels of steel, how is it
that my great grief and lamentations move you not to
compassion, understanding that my boy, the only son I
have, is in danger of death I" Poemen, who heard this,
said to the monk his companion, who waited on him:
4' Go and give her a message in these words: ' Poemen
never had sons, and so does not mourn over them.' "
'Vith this message his sister went away disconsolate.
The Judge learnt what had happened in the Desert; and
seeing that the Abbot excused himself from coming to
visit him, he said to certain friends of his: " Persuade
him at least to \vrite to me a petition for his release."
Many persons pressed this message on Poemen, and
begged him t9 'write to the J udge. Wearied with their
importunities, he wrote in these terms: "Let Your
Honour command diligent enquiry to be made into the
case of this youth; and if he has done anything worthy
of death, let him die, that he may pay in the present life
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the penalty of his sin, and thereby escape the everlasting
pa ins of hell."
A similar story is told in the Lives of the Fathers of the
holy Abbot Pastor, that they could not induce him to
intercede for a nephew of his, who was condemned to
death, not to·· implicate himself in things touching flesh
and blood.
We read of our blessed Father Ignatius that he never
would concern himself with the marriage of his niece, the
heiress and lady of the house, nor write a letter on her
behalf,. much as he was entreated by sundry great lords,
as the Dukes of Najera and i\lburquerque. He answered
them that these affairs did not concern him, and were
not in keeping with his profession, since it was so many
years ago that he had said good-bye to these cares and
become dead to the world; that it was not well for him
to take up anew what he had abandoned so long before,
and deal with matters foreign to his vocation, and put
on the garment that he had stripped himself of, and dirty
once more the feet, which by the grace of God, at so much
cost to himself, he had washed when he went away from
home (Cant. v. 3).
Of our Father Francis Borgia we read in his Life that
they could never prevail with him to· supplicate FIis Holiness for a dispensation for his son, Don Alvaro de Borgia,
to marry his niece, daughter of his sister, Dona Juana de
Aragon, who had inherited the Marquisate of Aleafiices;
and this though his son was so interested in the matter,
since it ,vas a question of inheriting so handsome an
estate; added to the fact that the Pope bore him great
good'will to favour him and whatever touched his interests.
And it is said there in his Life that in his dealing with
the Emperor there happened another case of the same
sort, to the Emperor's great edification, who thence
understood the truth of what· had been told to him, of
the detachment of Father Francis from his children, how
he behaved to them as though they were not his children.
[ef. Histoire de S. Fran<;01s de Borgia par P. Suau, S.J.
ch. vii., pp. 477--500, Relation de Famille. ]
Let us consider here what business affairs these Saints
withdrew from, though they might have despatched them
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so speedily; and see on the other hand in what affairs
some Religious are immersed nowadays. If those illustrious men, holy as they were,. were so afraid of dealing
\vith such matters l how is it that we, who are not so holy,
and therefore run greater risk, are not afraid? Ibelieve
that the reason why . we are not afraid is because we are
not so holy; and that if we. were quite in earnest in our
pursuit of holiness and perfection, we should dread the
great dangers that lurk in such matters, and fly from
them, as we see the Saints did.

CHAPTER VI

Of other evils and losses caused by affection for
l?indred, and how Christ o~"r Redeemer taught us to
keep out of their way
The blessed 81. Basil says that this natural affection
and tenderness for kindred is apt at times to bring a
Religious into a situation in which he comes to commit
sacrilege, by stealing from his Order to succour his relations. And though the man does .not take from his
Order to give to his family, he takes from what devout
people had to give to the Order; and from here and
from there, from penitents and friends, he goes looking
for something to give to his relations; .and that sometimes turns to the prejudice of his ministries, because he
cannot use such liberty in dealing with those. whose help
he needs, and to whom in this way he stands indebted.
In other· ways there is some scruple of conscience about
the vow of· poverty, whether they give me the gift for
myself, or whether they give it me for somebody else;
and again, whether I give the gift, or somebody else
gives it on his own account. Add to this, this affection
for kindred blinds a man's eyes to such an extent that he
takes no heed of these particulars, thinking that lawful
\vhich sometimes is unlawful, and thinking that .not
against the vow of poverty which really is so.
And
though you do not come to steal. anything· else from your
Order, yet.in the time that you 'waste oil the business of
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your family· there is theft and fraud enough, since, as St.
Basil says, you are not your own, but belong to your
Order, to which you have offered as well your person as
al,l your works ,and labours. For this reason your Order
has care, not of your soul alone, but also of your body,
giving you all tha.t it requires; yet here you are receiving
your sustenance from your Order, and at the same time
busying y.ourself in the service of your kinsfolk. All this
is stealing on your part, besides the,disedification you give
to those who see .you so attached'· and tied down to your
kith and kin.
Not: without great reason did Christ our 'Redeemer
say: If any tnan cometh to ,me, and hateth not his father
and':.rriotherand 'wife and children and brother's and
sisters, yea and his own soul, he· cannot be my disciple
(Luke xiv.26)~ Hereupon St. Gregory well observes
that in the' same way in which, He command's us: to hate
:'ourselves,' He commands us also to hate our ,. parents and
relations. As you have to conceive a holy hatred against
:yourself, morti~ying an~ denying yourself in all that the
flesh· asks against the spirit and against reason, and not
giving in thereto, because'that is the greatest enemy that
you have; so also you have to conceive a holy hatred
against your parents and' relations, not giving in to them,
but denYIng' them in· all that may be an obstacle to your
salvation and to your spiritual advancement andperfection, because they' are a part of yourself and likewise
your enemies. And a man's enemies are the people of
his own house (Mich. vii. 6: l\1att. x.' 36).
.
It is related. in the Chronicles of .St. Francis how a
man said to holy Brothe~ Giles. that in any case he' was
determined to be a Religious.
The servant ·of.,'·God
answered him: ". If you are determined to· do ,tliat,go
first· and kill all your relations: " The man 'begged. him
with tears not,to obfigehim. to' commit such sins.. :Brother
Giles: answered: "How com'e you' to 'be so lacking in
i.lnderstanding? 1 'did not bid you to' kill them 'with a
mate'rial sword, .but with the swbrdof 'the spirit: for
a<ccording to the "vord of the'Lordhe that hateth not his
father and mother and relations cannot be His disciple/'
1t is worthy of consideration how' many times over our
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Saviour repeats this doctrine in His holy Gospel. St.
Basil notes this, and quotes these two instances. The
first is that of the young man who wished to follow
Christ, but begg-ed Him to allow him to go first and dispose of his estate and inheritance, to whom Christ
replied: No 1nan putting his hand to the plough and
looking back is fit for the kingdom of God (Luke ix. 62).
It is looking back \vhen, having begun to put your hand
to the plough of the evangelical counsels, you turn back
to implicate yourself in the business of the world which
you have left. Dread the sentence of Christ, that this
means being unfit for the kingdom of God. The second
instance is that of the other young man, who also wished
to follow Christ, but begged leave to go and bury his
father, such a proper thing to do, and a thing that could
be done in a short time; and He gave him not leave, but
replied: Let the dead bury their dead (Luke ix. 60). The
phylact observes: " If he was not allowed even to bury
his father, \voe to them who, after making profession of
monastic life, return to secular business."
And Christ ,vas not satisfied with warning us in word,
and by the examples of other people, but by His own
example He would commend to us this avoidance of
kindred, as is seen in many passages of the Gospel, even
to the length of outwardly seeming to show rigour and
severity to His most holy Mother, as in the apparent
rebuff which He gave her, when she had found Him in
the Temple: H ow is it that ye sought me? did you not
know that I must be found at the bu'siness of rny Father?
(Luke ii. 49). And at the wedding, when the wine ran
short: What business is it of ours to look to that? (John
H. 4). T'his to teach us, says St. Bernard, the way to
deal with our relations when they seek to distract us from
the end and aim of our profession: we are to put them
off, saying: It behoves us to attend to the business •of
God and our salvation. And to that other who said:
Master, bid my brother share the inheritance with me :
He answered drily: l\{an, who hath appointed rne judge
to divide between you? (Luke xii. 14), thereby to teach
us that we ought to keep out of the like businesses, which
are not consistent with our profession.

CHAPTER VII

How this temptation is apt to disguise itself not only
under the appearancB of piety, but" of that of duty,
and·the remedy to be applied thereunto
Since this temptation is apt at times to make, its way

and avail itself not only of the pretext of piety ~ but even
of duty,-and these are the most dangerous temptations,-to prevent and obviate the great mischief that
might. otherwise result ~n the Society, our Father in his
Constitutions enacts that aU who enter it should be asked
'whether in case of any doubt arising as to their being
bound to go to the aid of parents or relations, they will
let themselves be guided by what the Society and the
Superior thereof shall ordain, and not allow themselves
to be carried a,vay by their own judgment. For in an
affair of relations, as in an affair of our own, affection
blinds us and readily leads us astray, so that we cannot
be good judges in such a case. For the quietening. of
all consciences and banishment of all scruple, our Father
has provided this remedy. Therefore everyone is bound
to acquiesce in what the Society shall tell him in this
matter, there being in our Body so much learning and so
much fear of <God, and he will find its decision quite
conformable to sound theology and conscience. To this
end the proposal is made and the question asked, at the
outset, of everyone who wishes to enter the Society, and
they do not receive him unless he is ready to submit to
this. \Ve owe many thanks to God that we can· securely
throw off all solicitude on this point, and so are left free
to apply more earnestly to our advancement and
perfection~

For this same reason our Father also directs that when
[one of our Society makes his renunciation of property,
and] there is question dividing. the property among his
relations on the score of their being poor, he must leave
it· to the judgment of two or three learned and conscientiouspersons, to be chosen by the individual with approval
89
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of the Superior, and it is for them to judge whether his
relations are really poor and are in real need, to the end
that affection for flesh and blood may not lead him
astray. Thus to give away one's property to strangers,
this consultation' is not necessary; but to give it to one's
relations it is required, on account of the danger of
natural love and :affection. So St.Gregory observes on
that case in which Christ forbade a young man to go to
bury his father (Luke ix. 59-60), that what He would not
have forbidden him to do for a stranger, but rather would
have advised it, and it would" have been a work of mercy,
He, forbids in the case of his father, to give us to understand that what may be done for strangers, often cannot
be done with propriety for relations, on account of the
danger that usually attaches to it, and the disedification
of those who see a Religious involved and embarrassed in
things of flesh and blood. It is clear that one behaves
in a different way in the business of a stranger' from that
in which one acts in the affairs of one's own kinsmen and
relations; for the former is done without anxiety, and
disturbance, but the latter, as experience shows, causes
great restlessness, and robs a man of the peace of his
soul; and stands greatly in the way of his spiritual exercises.T~us when at times it may be necessary to give
some help, to relations, the' better and safer course for the
man himself, anc;1 the' more edifying for neighbours, is
that some other Father should take charge of the transaction, and he be out of it. And in the Society we have
an order that the thing be done in that way, and such is
the, teaching ?f St., Basil. Besides" when a man is
employed on his o\yn,in thesernatters, if there be in him
anything of the ,world and
the flesh, he would wish his
people not to be poor, nor to suffer, while God would have
them be poor and suffer need, that being more expedient
f?r, them f,or ~h" eir salV,ati,on,'" and. for h,im" for" h,is, h,U~ilia-,
bon. There IS also another :vanIty and folly apt '~t tImes
to,' come in, here, in that some Religious make it their aim
and endeavour that their parents and relations may he
more and havemore than they would have been and would
have had °but for some of their family being Religious.
Herein. those persons show that they' are not Religious
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but in name only, since where they ought' to be more
humble, they display more vanity and presumption.
And for our sins we have experience .more than we
could wish" how many under this pretextare tempted in
their vocation, and contrive to leave their Order, under
colour 'of provi<iirig for the needs of their parents or
brothers. I go further and say that such persons, commonly speaking, do. not start fr.om this, nor is· this the
main cause tliat makes them .falter iIi their vocation, but
other hidden· causes that, they themselves know,~to "Yit,
their small stock of. virtue and mortification,_ the weakness they feel in themselves for bearing the rigour and
perfection of Religious Life,that is what makes thell}
flag therein; and as they cannot openly quote this pretext
they have recourse to others that are more or less coloui-able. I'hat it is so, we. have practical experience daily,
ahd'see the cause clearly working in its effects. Oftentimes these renegades have it not in their power, to meet
the necessities they .speak of, nor do they. meet them by
quitting their Order, they would do' their families ·more
good by staying in it. That is not their motive in leaving
their vocati6ri,but a desire of lib~rty and living at their
ease. Thou hast not lied to men, but to God (Acts v. 4).
You can never deceive God. Woe to him that begins to
hobble.' and to halt, and not acquiesce in, . what his
Superiors and his Constitutions tell him!
Finally, it is the proper m'eans for gaining the end for
which we came into Religion, to withdraw from the conversation' and affairs of our relations, and give them the
go by. 'H.ewill keep well the commandments of God,
and. the counsels of· his profession, who, the hett~r to
serve God, forgets his relations., and says to father,
mother ,and brothers, I kno7t'You no-t(Deut. ){xxiii. 9).
St. Bern"ard says very well, and it .is the common doctrine
of the Saints, that the Religious ·oughtfobe'likeariother
Melchisedech, of whom the Apostle St. Paul' (Heb. ·vii. 3),
says he was without father, or mother,orlineage,~n()t
that he had;i1one, hecause, being a real' man,he could
not hewithbtit them, but he is said to have had ,none;
because Holy.' Writ, :speaKing. of him by reason of his
priesthood, mentions nothing of this'; .nor of the 'beginning
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or end of his days, to give us to understand that priests
(and much more Religious) must be detached from all that
sort of thing as though they had nothing of it, and as
dedicated to spiritual and divine things as though they
had dropped down from heaven. Thus they should be at
heart like another l\tlelchisedech, having nothing in the
world to hold them back, or hinder or retard their eager
haste to go on their way to God. Let us conclude then
\vith the conclusion made by St. Bernard: " Recollect
thyself and sit apart, away from the multitude of the rest
of men: forget too thy native place and thy father's
house, and God shall desire thy beauty" (Ps. 44). St.
Jerome on these words of the prophet says: " A great
thing it must be for a man to forget his parents and relations, since such a great reward is promised him for it,
that God shall desire his beauty."
In the Chronicles of the Order of St. Francis it is
related that there entered the Order at Paris a Master in
Theology, whose mother had supported him by alms and
out of much poverty, till she placed him in that rank.
Hearing that her son had become a friar, she came to the
convent, and ,,,ith many tears and importunities entreated
and cried out to her son, baring her breasts, and putting
before him the labours with which she had reared him,
and the need and misery in which he was leaving her.
The Master was moved by these tears to abandon his
purpose, and determined to leave his Order the next day.
Feeling a great struggle going on in his heart about this,
he had recourse to prayer according to his custom, and
prostrate before the figure of a crucifix he said in the
agony of his heart: " Lord, I do not wish to abandon
Thee, never do Thou permit such a thing: I wish only to
succour my mother, who is in sore need."
Saying these
words, he raised his eyes to the figure, and saw that from
the Saviour's side there was streaming real blood, and
therewith he heard a voice that said to· him: " Thou hast
cost Me more than thou hast thy mother, seeing that I
havte created thee, and redeemed thee with this blood :
thou oughtest not to leave Me for love of thy mother."
The Master was overpowered with this warning; and
preferring the· love of Jesus Christ to the natural love of
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his mother (who was trying to move him by her neces-/
sHies to leave that state of life) he persevered in the
Order, and ended his days in it with much praise.
Though in this treatise it seems that we have spoken
only to Religious, yet if seculars would draw a lesson
from it such as we desire, not to disturb Religious, nor implicate them in their affairs, nor intrigue with the governrnent of the Order, trying to get a relation or a friend to
come and stay with them, that will be no small fruit

gained as well for them as for us.

FOUR71iENTH TREA TISE

O,F SADNESS AND CHEERFULNESS
CHAPTER I

Of the great mischiefs that follow from sadness
Put sadness far fronl, thee} says the Wise Man, for
there is no profit in it} and it hath been the death of many
(Ecc1us. xxx. 24-25). Cassian composed a book on the
spirit of sadness, for, he says, to get to remedy this
ailment and infirmity, no less care and diligence is necessary than for the other spiritual infirmities and temptations that present themselves in this life. This he says for
the many great mischiefs that follow from it, which he proceeds there to enumerate, founding his enumeration well
011 Holy Scripture.
Beware, he says, of sadness, let it
not enter into your heart; for if you give way to it, and
it comes to take a hold upon you, thereupon it will make
~ou lose all taste for meditation, you will think the hour
long, and not complete it entirely; and sometimes ~ will
make you go altoget~r without meditation, and ~rop
spiritual reading; an~nto all your spiritual exercises it
will infuse such a weariness and loathing that you will
be unable to face them. My soul hath fallen asleep for
weariness (Ps. 118), a verse, says Cassian, in which the
prophet well exposes the mischiefs which follow from sadness. He does not say that his body has fallen asleep,
but his soul, for with sadness and spiritual sloth there
comes over the soul such a weariness and disgust for all
spiritual exercises and all works' of virtue that she is as
it \vere asleep, benumbed and incapable of any good.
Sometimes even so great is the loathing that a man conceives for spiritual things, that he goes the length of
molesting and insulting those who are on the way of
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virtue and perfection,endeavouring to stop them and
withdraw them from their practices of piety.
--1' .•. There is another thing about sadness, says Cassian, that
'yit makes a man disagr~ble and rUge to his brethren. St.
Gregory says, sadnessltnoves to anger and peevishness;
and so we find by experience,' that when weare sad we are
easily irritated and have an outburst of temlP~ at anything that comes in our way.
Further, i~akes a
man impatient over the business he h~in hand~t makes
him suspicious and evil-minded ; and "SOrrietimes sadness
upsets a' man so entirely that he seems to have lost his
senses and be quite out of his mind, according to the
saying of Etclesiasticus : There is no sense where there
is bitterness (xxi. IS), no judgment where there is bitterness' and sadness. We often .see that when sadness and
melancholy reign 'in a man, 'he' gets such out-of-the-w'ay
apprehensions, and such groundless suspicions and' fears,
as to become an object of ridicule to people in theirse1?-ses;
and they talk of him as 6fa person out of his mind. ;We
have seen grave personages, men of great learning and
abilities; so overpowered by this passion, that it wits a
pity to see them, some of them trying like babies, others
heaVing such deep groans as sounded nothing short of
bellowing. And sO,when they are in their senses, and
:see that this fit of madness, for so it may well be called,
is about· to come over them, they shut themselves up in
their room, that there they may weep and groan .alone
by themselves, and so not rose credit and reputation· with
those who see them in that. plight.
If'· you would' thoroughly know the· misellievolls' effects
that sadness works·' in the heart, Cassian tells us, and
the Holy Ghost declares them briefly by. the Wise Man :
(As a. moth in a garment,'and as a worm in ti1nber, so doth
sadness prey on the heart of man (Prov. xxv. 20). A
moth-ealen .garment is worthless and can serve no purpose ;'and timber fulLof dryrot isno'good fbr building;
no weight can be laid upon it, for it immediately crumbles
lopieees~; "soa man full·.·... of melancholy', sadness . arid
de~pondency, becomes useless for "anything good.
And
the evil does"not s,Wp .there, but,what is' worse, sadness
in '. the. heart is the\)-cause and toot of many temptations
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and many falls. Sadness hath killed many (Reclus. xxx.
25), it has made them fall into sin. So some have called
sadness a nest of robbers, and a cave of devils, and with
good reason. They quote to this effect what holy Job
says of the devil : He sleepeth in the shade (xl. 16). In
that shade and gloom, in the mist and darkness of that
confusion which you are in when you are sad, there the
.devil sleeps and lurks, that is his nest and den, there he
lays his bag-nets, as they say: that is the attitude of
mind that he is looking for, to assail you with all the
temptations that he pleases. As snakes and wild beasts
watch for the darkness of the night to come out of their
holes: thou hast brought on darkness, and it hath become night, in it all the wild creatures of the forest shall
go about (Ps. 103): so the devil, the old serpent (Apoc.
xii. 9), is awaiting the night and darkness of sadness,
and then he assails you with all manner of temptations.
They have their arrows ready prepared in the quiver, to
shoot in the darkness at the right of heart (Ps. 10).
The blessed St. Francis used to say that the devil
rejoices much over a sad heart, because he easily either
plunges it in gloom and despair, or turns it to worldly
pleasures. Be careful note taken of this teaching, since
it is of great importance. When a man is going about
sad and melancholy, sometimes the devil leads him on to
excess of discouragement and despair, as he did Cain
and Judas. When that game does not seem to pay, he
accosts him with worldly delights, or at times with
carnal and sensual pleasures, under pretext that
thereby he will get out of the grief and sadness which
possesses him. Hence it is that in times of sadness there
often come temptations against vocation.
The devil
represents to the man that there in the world he shall live
cheerful and contented; so sometimes sadness and
melancholy has. driven men out of Religion. At other
times the devil brings up carnal and impure thoughts,
gratifying to sensuality, and gets the mind to rest on
them, under the notion that so the sadness will be cast off
and the heart find relief. This is a thing much to fear
in the case of sad and melancholy people, in whom
such temptations are quite an ordinary thing. ~
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..Qr~~well observes that as man naturally desires some
-deTigl1t -and satisfaction, when he does not find it in God
and spiritual things, the devil, who well knows our inclination, represents and puts before him sensual and
impure objects, and offers him gratification and satisfaction therein, making him think that thereby his present sadness and melancholy will be mitigated and relieved. Understand,the Saint says, that if you find no satisfaction and

relish in God and spiritual things, you are driven to seek

it in vile and sensual things, because man cannot live
without some gratification and recreation. He must seek
it at the top of the tree· or at the bottom.
T'o sum' up, the evils and mischiefs that follow from
sadness are so great that the Wise Man says: A Il evils
come with sadness (Ecclus. xxv. 17). And again: Death
C01nes with sadness (Ecc1us. xxxviii. 19), even everlasting
death, which is hell. So St.Augustine explains the saying of Jacob to his sons: Ye will bring my grey hairs with
SOr1'owto hell (Gen. xlii. 38). ,He says that Jacob feared
lest the sadness of the losso£ his son Benjamin might
make such an impression on him, and do him so much
harm, as to put his salvation in danger and plunge him
into the 'hell of the damned. For this reason, pe says,
St. Paul advises us to beware of sadness, lest perchance
for excess of sadness we may come to shipwreck (2 Cor.
ii. 7). It is for the great mischiefs and dangers that
fo11o\v from sadness, that Holy Writ and holy men so
strongly advise and warn us to beware of it,--not for
your comfort and enjoyment, for if that were all, it
\'-'ould matter little whether you were sad orcheerfuI.
F or the same reason the devil desires so much to see us
sad, and strives so much to make us so, because sadness
is the root and cause of so many evils and sins.
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CHAPTER II

In which are given sundry reasons why it befits us
to serve God cheerfully
Rejoice in. the Lord always, again J say unto you
rejoice, says the Apostle St. Paul (Phil. iv. 4). The same
is repeated many times in the Psalms of the prophet
David. Be glad in the Lord and rejoice, ye just, and
glory allye right of hea'rt (Ps. 31). Let them leap for
joy and be glad in thee, 0 Lord} all them that seek thee
(Ps. 69). Sing ye to the Lord exultingly}· all ye dwellers
on the earth} ser've the Lord in gladness} come with merry
hearts into his presence (Ps. 99). Let their hearts be
glad who seek the Lotd {Ps. 1°41. And in many other
places he exhorts us again and again to serve God cheerfully. And this was the greeting of the angel to Toby:
God give thee ever much joy and cheerfulness (Tob. v.
[I). The blessed ~ used to say: "To the devil
anclhis members it belongs to be sad, but to us ever to
rejoice in the Lord." In the dwellings of the just there
should ever be heard the cry of cheerfulness and salvation
(Ps. 117). Has not the Lord brought us to His house,
and chosen us from among thousands? how then can we
be sad?
To understand this to be a thing of great importance,
i~ were enough to see how many times Holy Writ recommends and reiterates it; and· to see on the other hand the
great losses that follow from sadness, as we have said.
But by way of fuller elucidation, and clearer ocular proof
of the advantage of what we urge, thatwe may attend to it
more earnestly, we will mention some reasons showing how proper it is to walk always in the service of God
with this cheerfulness of heart. Let the first be the fact
~that the Lord so requires it.
God loveth a cheerful giver,
says St. Paul {2 Cor. ix. 7}, according to that saying of
the Wise Man: All that thou givesf} give with a cheerful
countenance (Ecc1us. xxxv. I I). Here in the world we
see that every master of a house expects his servants
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to.' serve him cheerfully; and is displeased when he sees

them'in the sulks and serving him with a bad grace and
a hang-dog 'look :' such' service is not pleasing to him; but
ratller vexes him~ So God our Lord takes delight in our
serving Him \vithahearty goodwill and cheerfulness,
and not with gloom or sadness.
Holy Scripture notes that the people of Israel offered
vast store of gold' and silver and precious stones for the
building of the Temple with hearty good will and' cheerfulness (1 ehron. xxix. 9, 17); and King David rendered
God thanks at seeing the people offer their gifts with so
great joy. That is \-vhat God sets great store by. He
d2es not reckon so much of the work done as of the will
with, which' it is done. Even here among men we are
,\\'ont to say,' the will wherewith the deed is done goes for
more than the deed' itself; and we set great store by that
will, even" though the thing done be in itself small. And
contrariwise, however great the thing' done, if there is no
heart or cheerfulness in the doing of it, it calls forth
neither 'ouf esteenl nor our gratitude, but rather our displeasure. They say very well that to serve a good dish
with bitter sauce renders the whole service disagreeable.
The second reason is that it redounds much to' the 7/
glory· and honour of God to serve. Him cheerfully, for in
that way the doer of the service sho\vs that he does it
with all his heart, and thinks it all too little in comparison
with what he desires to do. They who serve God in
sadness 'seem to wish to convey the impression that they
are doing a great deal, and that they are ready to burst
asunder with the effort, that they can scarcely bear the burden for its being so great and heavy; and this attitude is
thankless and' offendsj That was one of the reasons why
the blessed St. Francis liked not to see sadness on the face
of his friars, inasmuch as it gives the impression ofreluctance in the wi11and sloth in the body for doing good:
whereas. bthers, who . go about the work cheerfully and
gaily, seem to say that what they do is nothing in comparison with what they desire and· wouldIike to do. So
St.. Bernard says: "Lord,\~,rhat I do for Thee is scarce
~ f all hour; audif it be more, for love I feel
itnbt." Opus meum vixunius est horae; et si plus,prae
"-of...
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amore non sentio. This gives great satisfaction to the
Lord: so He says in the gospel: When thou fastest,
anoint thy head, and wash thy face, that men may not
see thee fasting: \vhich means to say, put yourself in
festal garb, and look cheerful, that it may seem that you
(;Ire not fasting or doing anything particular. Be not as
hypocrites C~iatt. vi. 16, 17), who seek to let all know
that they are fasting, and attract attention to their doing
something out of the common. By the way it may be
well observed here, that there are some, who, to practise
modesty and recollection, think it necessary to go about
with heads down and a rueful countenance,-but they
are mistaken. Pope St. Leo says: " Religious modesty
hould never be sad, but saIntly, Sf non moesta, sed
sancta.
e IglOUS s ou ever wear an air of cheerful
modesty and modest cheerfulness. And to know how to
combine these two things is a great grace and ornament
to a Religious.
The third reason: not only does it greatly redound to
the honour of God, but also to the profit and edification
qf our neighbour: it stands surety for virtue. For they
who serve God in this way. persuade many men by their
example that there is not that heaviness of heart and
difficulty in the way of virtue which the wicked imagine,
since they see them taking that way with all good humour
and cheerfulness. Thereby men, who naturally love a cheerful and contented life, are greatly encouraged to give
themselves to virtue. For this reason !particularly it greatly
behoves us of all men to show a cheerful face in our ministries, since it is our business to have so much to do with
our neighbour, our end and institute being to gain souls
to God. In this way many are gained and brought over,
not only to virtue~ but to perfection and Religious Life.
\Ve know cases of persons having left the world and
entered Religion for seeing the cheerfulness and satisfaction in which Religious live. What men desire is a
happy life; and if they knew the happiness and contentment of a good Religious, the world would be unpeopled
and all would flock into Religion; but this is a hidden
manna, which God has hidden away and kept for those
whom He has been pleased to choose. To you the Lord
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has discovered this hidden treasure, and has not discovered it to your brother; and so he stays where he is
there outside, while God has brought you in here, for
which you owe Him infinite thanks.
The fourth reason why It befits us to live in cheerfulness, is because a \vork commonly is of greater merit and 1l
value when it is done with this cheerfulness and alacrity,
which secures the work being done in better ", style and
,greater perfection.
Even in the world of philosophy
Aristotle said: the cheerfulness and relish with which a
'work is done gets it done to perfection, while sadness
spells bad work. So we see by experience the vast difference between what is done heartily and what is done
reluctantly :in the latter the worker does not seem to
care for anything beyond saying that he has done the job
while in the former he takes pains to do' well what he
does, 'and tries to do it to the best of his power. Add to
this what §t__ ~h~o~ says, that cheerfulness and
satisfaction soUIgives 'Strength and sustenance to work.
And so says the prophet David: I 'Yan in the way of thy
conlmandments llvhen thou didst enla'Yge my hea'Yt (Ps.
118). Cheerfulness widens and dilateS' the heart: so the
prophet says: Lord, when thou didst give me this cheer. fulness where\vith my heart \vas enlarged, I ran with
great activity in the way of thy commandments. Then
labour is not felt: They shall 'Yun, and not be fatigued;
they shall walk and not faint (Isai. xl. 31).
On the contrary, sadness narrows, compresses and
confines the heart: it not only takes away all desire of
doing anything, but also takes away the strength, to do
it, and makes the doing of that tedious which before was
done with facility. Thus the priest Aaron confessed his
\veakness, when, God having slain his two sons at one
blow, and then his brother Moses reprehending him for
not having offered sacrifice to the Lord, he replied: How
could I please the LO'Yd in sac'Yifice, with a mou'Ynful and
sad, soul? (Levit. x. 19). And the children of Israel in
their exile at Babylon said: H ow shall 'we sing the song
of the Lord in a strange land? (Ps. 136). And we see by
daily experience that when we are in sadness, not only
our spiritual strength is diminished, according to that

or
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text of the Wise Man, the spirit is cast down in grief of
soul (Prov. xv. 13), but our bodily strength also, every
arm and every leg feeling as though it had a hundred..
\\Teight attached to it. For this reason Saints advise us
riot to get sad under temptation, since sadness takes away
the vigour of the will, and tnakes a man cowardly and
fainthearted.
Another reason may be gathered from those already
tnentioned, sho\ving how desirable it is for a servant of
God, and especially a Religious, to keep cheerful: .it is
L
that when anyone is seen to go cheerfully about the busi..
~ ness of Religion and virtue, he gives great satisfaction,
and affords good hope that he will· persevere and go on
as he has begun; whereas when we see anyone sad, he
occasions surmises and fears about his perseverance. As
when you see a man carrying uphill a great load of wood,
treading heavily, puffing and groaning and stopping, and
here one stick falls and there another, you say at once:
, The load is too much for that man, I reckon he will have
to drop it half.:.. vvay , ; but when you see another tripping
lightly under his burden, singing cheerfully as he goes
along, you say thereupon: ' That man could carry even
more than he has got.' In the same way, when a man
does the exercises of virtue and Religious Life sadly and
gloomily, sighing- like a drudge under the burden, he
gives you the idea that he cannot· last; for to go ever
rowing and forcing your way upstream is the life of a
galley-slave, a very violent thing and unnatural. But
when one goes cheerfully about humble offices and other
exercises of Religion, as well corporal as spiritual, and
does everything readily and nimbly, he gives good hope
of going on and persevering.

CHAPTER III

That the ordinary faults into which we fall should not
be enough to make us abandon this cheerfulness
The Saints. set so much value on our keeping up our
courage and cheerfulness, that they say. we should not be
discouraged even over our falls, nor lose heart, nor go
about sad and melancholy. Sin being one of the things
for which we may reasonably be sad, as we shall say
presently, nevertheless, says St. Paul, this sadness should
be tempe~ed and allayed by the hope" of forgiveness and
the mercy of God, so as not to cause discouragement and
disheartenment: lest perchance it happen that such a one
be overwhelmed 'with excess of sadness (2 Cor. ii.7). So
the blessed ~t.:.~1'rancis greatly disliked seeing any such
sadness among- his FrIars; . and said to one of his companions, who "vas looking sad: " A ser\fantof God ought
not to be sad except for having committed some sin: if
you have committed one, repent and confess it, and beg
God's. pardon and mercy). praying with the· prophet that
he will restor~ to you your former joy" (Ps. 50). ". Give
me back, 0 Lord, that cheerfulness and alacrity tpat I
felt in 1'hy service before J sinned, and sustain and
strengthen me with the magnificent and powerful spirit
of Thy grace." So St. Jerome explains this passage.
Father Master Avila with much reason blames sundry
persons, .who walk in the way of God full of useless sad..
ness, with hearts embittered, without taste for the things
of God, disagreeable to themselves and. disagreeable to
their neighbours, out of heart and disconsolate. And
many of them' there are, he says, who do • not commit
mortal sins, but sa.y that they behave in this manner for
the venial . sins t'hey commit, and for not serving God as
they ought and desire. This is a great mistake; for
much greater are the losses which ensue upon this distress
and unmeasured· sadness than upon the fault itself; and
when they might have cut the evil short by some exercise
of prudence and decision, these. people m~ke it grow,
and tumble from one pit into another. That is just what
1°3
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the devil wants to bring about by this sadness, to rob
thenl of all energy and strength for work, and not suffer
them to succeed in doing anything ·well.
The lesson that vve should learn from our faults and falls
should be,· in the first place, a<sense of shame and humiliation, recognising that we are weaker than we thought.
Secondly, to beg more grace of the Lord, seeing that we
need it. Thirdly, to live henceforth with greater care
and caution, taking warning from what we have once done
amiss how to behave better another time, anticipating occasions and removing them betimes. In this way we shall do
more than by outbursts of discouragement and sadness.
Father l\1aster Avila says very well: " If for the ordinary
faults that we ~ we are to go crestfallen, sad and
disheartened, which of us men shall have rest or peace,
seeing that we all sin?" Aim at serving God and doing
'what in you lies; and if you do not do all you might, and
fall into some faults, be not astonished at that, nor discouraged, for so are we all : you are a luan, and not an
angel; w'eak, and not confirmed in grace. God knows
'well our weakness and misery, and would not have us
discouraged at that, but only that we should get up again
promptly after a fall, and beg more strength of the Lord,
as the child that falls gets up at once and runs as before.
St. Ambrose says, the falls of children do not make
their father indignant, but arouse his tenderness. In
this way, he says, God behaves with us, according to the
saying of the prophet, As a father hath compassion on his
children, the Lord hath compassion on them that fear
him, because he knoweth the clay of which 'we
are made; he remembereth that we are dust (Ps. 102)
God knows well our weakness and misery, and loves us
as His weak and feeble children; and so these falls and
'weaknesses of· ours rather move Him to compassion than
to indignation. One of the great comforts that we have,
vveak in the service of God as we are, is to understand
that God is so rich in love and mercy as to bear with us
and love us, although we do not answer to His love so
entirely as in reason we should. God is rich in 1nercy
(Eph. ii. 4): His mercy surpasses our sins. As wax
melts before a fire, so do our faults and sins vanish before
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the infinite mercy of God. This· should greatly encourage
us to live always in much content and cheerfulness, to
understand that God loves us and wishes us well, and
that for all these ordinary faults that we commit, we lose
not one point of the sanctifying grace and love of God.

CHAPTER IV

Of the roots and causes of sadness, and its remedies
But let us see the roots and causes whence sadness
springs, that so\ve may apply the necessary remedies.
Cass"ian and St. Bonaventure say that sadness may spring
from many roots.
Sometimes it springs from natural
infirmity, of a prevalence of melancholy humour in the
body, •in which case the remedy belongs rather to
physicians than to theologians. But it is to be observed
that the melancholy humour is engendered and increased
by the .melancholy thoughts the man entertains.
So
Cassian says that we should be no less careful to prevent
these sad and melancholy thoughts arising in us and
carrying us away than we are in checking thoughts that
come to us against chastity or against faith, for the great
losses 'which, as we have said, may accrue to us thereby.
At other times, he says that, without any particular
cause going before provocative thereof, a man is apt to
find himself of a sudden sad and melancholy, so as to have
no enjoyment of anything, not even of friends and society
which he used formerly to like, but everything vexes and
offends him;· he does not want to see or converse with
anybody ; and if he c:1oes converse and talk, it is not with
that pleasantt1;ess and affability which he used to show,
but·· dryly and peevishly. Hence we may gather, says
Cassian, that our fits of impatience and harsh and disagreeable speeches do not always arise from occasion
thereof given by our brethren, but from within. The
cause is in ourselves : our not keeping our passions under
control is the root from which it all springs. Thus the
llleans to keep peace is not by shunning intercourse and
.conversation \vith meri,-it is not that that God com-
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nlands us,~but in the practice of patience and thorough
\mortification of our passions. If these are not mortIfied,
",vh~rever we go, and whithersoever we fly, we carry with
us the cause of our temptations and troubles.
Thestory is well known that Surius relates, of a monk,
why by reason of his passionate temper and ill-restrained
outbursts of anger was a burden to himself and others;
and so determined to leave the monastery of the holy
Abbot Euthymius, in which he lived, thinking that when
he was rid of all intercourse with others and lived by
himself, his ang~r 'would cease for lack of occasion to
excite it. He did so, and shutting himself up in a cell,
took vvith him a jug of water, and by contrivance of the
devil it was spilt. He vvent back to fill it with water
again, and . a second time it was spilt, falling to the
ground. He \vent a third time to fill it and set it down
carefully, and a third time it was spilt; and then, vvith
nlore anger than usual, he seizes the jug and flings it to
the ground, where it is smashed to pieces. After doing
that, p.e began to reckon the matter up, and came to see
that it was' not the company of the monks and communication with them that was at the root of his falling into
fits of impatience and anger, but his own want of mortification; and so finally he returned to his monastery. Thus
~tis that the cause of your restlessness and impatience
lies in yourself, and not in your brethren. Mortify your
passions, and in that way, says Cassian, you will have
peace ~ven witl;1 wild beasts,~according to that saying
of Job,'The beasts of the field shall be tame to thee (Job
v.. 23),-how much more your brothers!
At other tiJ?1es, says St. Bonaventure, sadness is apt to
arise from' some trouble befalling you, or from your not
having gained some object of your desire. SSe Gregory
and . Augustine and other Saints also specify this cause,
and say that the sadness of the world springs from a
man's being attached to worldly things; for it is clear
that he must be saddened who sees himself bereft of what
he Iov"es. But he who shall be loosened and detached
from. all things of the world, and put all his desire and
contentment in' God, will be free from the sadness of the
world. Father Avila says very well: " There is no doubt
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but that grief :comes of -desire; and thus. thelJ1oredesire,
the more· grief; the less desire,. the less ,grief; . and where
there is no desire, there is ease. " Thus our desires are
our executioners; they are· the torturers that· torment and
throttle, us.
Coming' down now more t~,. particulars, and applying
things to ourselves, I say that oftentimes the cause of
sadness in a,Reli ious is' his notbein indifferent to all
tha,t obedience may lay upon hiin': thisis'whatisapt 0 ten
to make him sad and melancholy, and go about with a
gloomy and overcast counte.nance, asking. himself:
, What if they take, this away from me, which I find to
my liking?' 'Whatifthey order me this, for which I
feel a repugnance?' By the mere fact of a man desiring
to have what he has not, or fearing to lose what he has,
his life must· be one of pain and uneasine~s., But a
Religious, who sets himself with indifference to anything
that obedience. shall enjoin him, and has placed all his
content, and, satisfaction, in doing the will of God, is
ahvayssatisfied and cheerful, and nothing can put him
out of his contentment. The Superior may move him
from this office, or from this college", but· he canhot move
him from·· the contentment that he has in this consideration; since he has placed it. not in being here or there,
or in holding this office or that, but in doing the will of
God. And thus he carries his contentment with him
,vherever he be, and in any duty whatever that they put
him to. If then you wish to be always cheerful and contented, put your contentment in doing the will of God in
all things, and put it not in this orthat, or in doing your
own will, for. that is no way to find content, but to come
in for, a thousand· discontents' and uneasinesses.
Further to' declare the matter, that which is commonly
the cause of our fits of melancholy and sadness, is not the
humour of melancholy, but the'hum'our of pride reigning
in our· hearts. So long as this humour shall reign in
your'heaf:t,make sure that fits of melancholy and' sadness
will 'never be lacking to you, because occasions will never
be 'lacking, and th'us you will live in perpetual pain and
torment. To this we may reduce the case that wehay~
just.· been speaking of, '. of a man not being indifferent ,. to
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anything and everything that obedience may command
him; because very often it is not the labour or difficulty
of the office that is proposed to us,-because there will
usually be greater labour and greater difficulties in the
high offices and posts that we covet and desire,-but it is
pride and desire of honour that is at the bottom of the
trouble. This it is that makes the laborious post seem
easy, and the light and easy burdensome, so that the mere
thought and fear of having such a thing put upon us is
enough to plunge us into sadness and melancholy.
The remedy for this sadness clearly will be, to be
humble and content with a lowly position. Such a one
\vill be free from all these sadnesses and uneasinesses, and
enjoy much peace and quiet. Learn of me, because I am
tneek and humble of heart} and ye shall find rest to your
souls (lVIatt. xi. 29). So St. Augustine explains these
words; he says that if we imitate Christ in humility, we
shall feel no labour nor difficulty in the practice of virtues,
but much facility and sweetness. vVhat makes the difficulty is self-love, self-will, and private judgment, desire
of honour and esteem and amusement and comfort.
Humility gets rid of and clears away all these obstacles,
making a man think little of himself, deny his own will
and judgment, and despise honours and reputation, and
all temporal goods and satisfactions. Once rid of all
this, you find no difficulty in the practice of virtue, but
great peace and ease.

CHAPTER V

T hat recourse to prayer is a grand means for getting
rid of sadness
Cassian says that for all sorts of sadness, by whatever
v;ay or from whatever source they come, an excellent
method is to betake ourselves to prayer and think of God
and the hope of the life everlasting that is promised us.
Herewith all clouds are dissipated, and the sky lights up,
and the spirit of sadness flies away, as the evil spirit fled
from Saul and left him, when David played on his harp
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and sang. And the Apostle St. James in his Canonical
Epistle (v. 13) prescribes for us this remedy. Is any of
you, sad? let him pray. And th~ prophet David tells us
that he practised it. "When I feel sad and disconsolate,
the remedy that I use is to think of God, and with that
I am comforted." Renuit consolari anima mea, memor
fui Dei et consolatus sum (Ps. 76).
" The thought of
Thee, 0 Lord, and of Thy commandments, and of Thy
promises, is forme a song of joy: that it is that refreshe-s and comforts me in this land of exile and pilgrimage, in all my labours and distresses. ,l Cantabiles
mihi erant justificationes tuae in loco peregrinationi')
meae (Ps. 118).
If here on earth conversation with a
friend is enough to drive away melancholy and restore
cheerfulness, what should it be to converse with God?
So the servant of God and good Religious should not
take as a means to cast off his fits of melancholy and sadness talking and distraction and free play of the senses;
nor the reading of vain and profane things, still less singing them, but having recQurse to God and recollection in
prayer,~that should be his comfort and relaxation.
The Saints draw attention to the story of Holy Writ,
how forty days after the deluge Noah opened the window
of the Ark, and let out the raven to see if the earth was
now dry enough for him to leave the ship, and the raven
returned no more: hence the saying, 'the raven's
messenger.' Thereupon he sent after it the dove, which,
as Holy", Writ says, finding no resting-place for her feet,
returned to the ark (Gen. viii. 9). The Saints ask the
question: Since the raven did not return, it is clear that
he found resting-place for his feet: how then does Holy
'Vrit say that the dove found no resting-place for her
feet? The answer is, that the rav~n settled upon the
quagmires and upon the dead bodies; but the dove,
simple, white and fair creature, made not her food of
dead bodies, nor her resting-place of quagmires, and so
returned to the ark, finding elsewhere no resting-place for
her feet nor place of refreshment. So the true servant
of God and good Religious finds no satisfaction nor
recreation in those dead things, those vain amusements
of the world, and so returns like the dove to the ark of
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bis heart, an:d· °all .his recreation and·· consolation in all
his labours and griefs is recourse to prayer, remembrance
of God, a short visit to the Blessed Sacrament, there to
console himself with Christ, giving Him an account 6f
his troubles, and saying to Him: 'How could I be
sad,
Lord,· being in Thy house and company l'
On those words of the Royal Prophet, Thou hast given
jo}' to 1nyhea·rt (Ps. 4),- St. Augustine says: " Joy is not
to be sought in exterior things, but there within, in the
secret chamber of the heart, where Christ our Redeemer
'says (Matt. vi. 6) that we should pray to the Eternal
'Father. " N on ergo foris quaerenda est laetitia, sed
intus, in interiore homine ubi habitat Christus in ipso
corde in illo cubiculo ubi orandum est.
Sulpicius Severus relates of the blessed bishop St.
Martin, that he found alleviation of his labours and wearinesses in. prayer.
As blacksmiths, to lighten their
labour a little, are wont to give a few idle strokes on the
anvil, so he prayed while he seemed to be taking recreation.
Of another servant of God it is related that,
being in his cell, laden vvithn10st grievous sadness and
incredible affliction, where\vith God was pleased at times
to try him, he heard a voice from heaven in the interior
of his soul saying to him: ' What. dost thou here, throwi!1g thyself away in idleness? Rise and set to work,
reflecting onMy ~assion.' He rose at once, and set himself to diligent meditation on the mysteries of the Passion
of Christ, and at once the sadness· left him, and he was
consoled and encouraged: and continuing this reflection,
he never· again felt the like temptation.

°
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CHAPTER VI

Of another very ordinary 'root of sadness, which is
the not going on as we should do in the service of
God; and of the great cheerfulness that comes of' a
good conscience
One of the chief causes and origins" of fits of sadness
and melancholy not uncommonly is a man's not dealing
straight with God, and not doing what he ought according to his state and profession. We see by experience,
and everyone has the experience within himself, that when
~'eIive in fervour and care for our spiritual advancepent, we live such cheerful and happy lives as to overflow with delight; and on the other hand, when we are
not doing as we ought, we are sad and disconsolate. A
wicked heart shall yield sadness, a wicked' heart shall be
weighed down' with griefs, says the Wise Man (Ecclus.
iii. 29 : xxxvi. 22). It is the property and natural working of evil and sin to cause sadness and grief in the
soul. This property of sin God announced to Cain when
he sinned; for as sOon as he began to envy his brother
Abel, Holy Writ says: Cain became exceeding angry,
and his face fell (Gen. iv. 5). He carried within him such
anger and inward rage that it made him go quite gloomy
Bnd ,crestfallen, sho\ving plainly in his countenance the
bitterness and inward sadness of his soul. . And God
asked him: What is the reason that thou walkest thus
troubled, sad and crestfallen? And as Cain gavl'e no
answer, God answered for him, that this is the natural
result of sin, saying: Dost thou not well know, that if
thou doest right, thou sh.alt reap satisfaction and joy?

And so another reading has it : If thou doest 'fight, thou
shalt lift up thy face, that is, be cheerful: But if thou
doest ill, thy sin shall at once be at thy gate, ,knocking to
con'lein to torment thee (Gen. iv. 6, 7). And at once
also it shall appear in thee externally by the cast of thy
As virtue, because it is according to
lleason, naturally,causes great cheerfulness in the: heart,
~ountenance.
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so vice and sin naturally cause great sadness, the man
fighting against himself and against the natural dictate
of his reason, and upon that the worm of conscience is
there within him, gnawing and preying upon his vitals
and making him cry out.
~ says: "There is no punishment greater
or more severe than a bad conscience; for though other
people see not your faults and know them not, it is
enough that you kno"w them: there is the witness that is
ever accusing and tormenting you, you cannot hide yourself nor escape from yourself."
Whatever you do, and
whatever amusements and recreations you seek, you cannot get rid of the remorse and outcries of your conscience.
So that philosopher (Seneca) said that the greatest
punishment that can be awarded to a fault is the having
committed it, for the great torment wherewith a man's
own conscience is tormented when. he does wrong.
Plutarch compares this pain to the heat and cold of a
fever. He says that as sick people receive more pain'
from the shivering and burning that comes of their illness
than healthy persons in ordinary life do from the cold
and heat that is due to the weather, so the accesses of
sadness and melancholy that come of our own faults, and
the consequent remorse of our conscience, cause much
greater pain and torment than what comes of accidental
mishaps and disasters, but without fault of ours. And
this particularly holds good of one who has already begun
to taste the sweetness of God, and led a good life for
some time in fervour and diligence, and afterwards comes
to fall away and lead a tepid life: for to fall into poverty
after having been rich is a sadder and more distressing
existence than that of those vvho never have known what
riches were. When you remember how in bygone days
you led a devout life, and were careful to serve God, and
the favours that the Lord then did you, and now you see
yourself fallen off· from all that, it is inevitable that acute
feelings must be aroused and smite the heart.
If then you wish to banish sadness from you, and live
ever happy and cheerful, the way is to live well and do
your duty according to your state of life. So says 'St.
Bernard: ' , Would you never be sad? live well."
Vis
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nunquam esse tristis? bene vive. Enter into yourself, and
give up the faults that are the cause of this sadness, and
so it will cease, and cheerfulness will come instead. "A
good life is always accompanied with joy and cheerfulness, and a bad life with pain and torment." Bona vita
semper gaudium habet, conscientia rea semper in poena
est (St. Bernard). As there is no greater pain and torment than the remorse and .outcries of a bad conscience,
so there is no greater satisfaction and joy in this life than

the testimony of a good conscience. There is no delight
to surpass joy of hea1't, says the Wise Man (Ecc1us. xxx.
16). A mind void of care is as a continual feast" (Prov.
xv. 15). As a guest at a banquet is delighted with the
variety of dishes and the presence of his fellow guests, so
the servant of God, who does his duty,is delighted with
the testimony of a good conscience, and with the sweet
perfume of the presence of. God, of which he has great
assurances and conjectures in his soul, according to that
saying of St. John: If our heart reprehendeth us not, we
1nay approach God with confidence (I John iii. 2I). And
the Apostle St. Paul says that a good conscience is a
paradise and a glory and a bliss upon earth. This is our
glory, the testi1nony of our conscience (2 Cor. i. 12). St.
Chrysostom says that a good conscience, arising from a
good life, drives a\vay and scatters all darkness and
bitterness of heart, as the sun at his rising drives away
and scatters all dark clouds. So is all sorrow, falling on
a good consci'elllce, extinguished as a spark of fire falling
on a deep.lake. ~ a d d s that as honey is not
only sweet itself, but sweetens even disagreeable things
with which it is mixed, so a good conscience is not only
joyous and pleasant in itself, but yields joy in the midst
of afflictions, and renders them S\\Teet and palatable,
according to the saying of the prophet: The judgments

of God, which are His holy commandments and the fulfilment of His law,. are sweeter' than the honeycornb (Ps.
18). Not only is the service of God s\veet in itself, but
further It s\\7eetens all the afflictions· and troubles of this
life.
--We read in Church Histories that the persecutors of
the faith did quite a new thing, of which there was no
8
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memory of its ever being done· in past times. It was
that all those who, on their being first called up and put
to torture, had denied the faith, they put in prison along
with the holy martyrs. And that their punishment might
be without comfort, they were no longer accused as
Christians, but as murderers and malefactors. Thereupon was noticed the difference between the one set of
prisoners and the other in mien and countenance: the
Saints came into court and to torture rejoicing, with an
indescribable look of God in their faces: their fetters
adorned them like collars of pearls, and from the filth
of their prison they came out breathing a sweet odour to
Christ and His angels and to themselves, as if they had
not been in prisons but in pleasure-grounds. The others
came out sad, with heads down, horrible to look at, and
hideous beyond all foulness. To the one their own conscience was a vexation and a torment ruder than the
irons and chains and stench of the prison : to the others
their good conscience, and the hope of rest and glory,
,,-Tas an alleviation of their pains and a refreshment. This
is the ordinary experience of good men: so great is the
joy of a good conscience that often, when a good man
finds himself in sorro\v and affliction, and turning his· eyes
in all directions sees nothing to give him comfort, then
when he turns them within, and sees the peace of his
conscience and the testimony that it bears him, he finds
consolation and strength, because he knows that all the
rest, come \vhat nlay, neither makes nor mars his main
interest, but only that.
Hence follows something that is very consoling: for
if a good conscience, standing well with God, is a cause
of cheerfulness, so also such spiritual cheerfulness will
be a great sign and indication of a man's having a good
conscience and standing well with God, and being in His
grace and friendship, for the cause is known by the effect:And so St. Bonaventure observes: " Spiritual joy is a
great sign of the indwelling of God in a soul that is in
His grace and love."
Light is risen for the just, and
joy for the right of heatt (Ps. 96), while darkness, gloom
and sadness are for the wicked. The wicked walk in
darkness (Ps. 81). Their ways are full of wreckage and
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misfortune} but the way of peace they have not known
(Ps. 13). Thus one of the chief reasons why the blessed
-St. Francis .desired to see this spiritual joy in his
Religious was that it was a sigh of the indwelling of God
in them, and that they were in His grace and friendship.
The fruit of the Spirit is joy}. says St. Paul (Gal. v. 22).
This spiritual joy, \vhich rises and springs as from a
fountain from cleanness of heart and purity of life, is a
fruit of the Holy Ghost, and so is a sign of His indwelling
there. And so much did St. Francis rejoice at seeing
this cheerfulness in his Religious, that he used to say:
" If at any time the devil tempts me with heaviness of
heart and sadness, I set myself to look and consider the
cheerfulness of my friars and companions, and at once
I am· freed from the temptation at the sight as if I had
seen angels." To see the jqy of the servants of God,
who are in His grace and. friendship, is like seeing angels
on earth, according to that word of Scripture: I have
seen thee looking as an, angel ot :God (Esther xv. 16).
Thou art goodly in 1nine eyes as an angel of God (I
Kings xxix. 9).

CHAPTER VII

That there is such·a thing as good and holy sadness
But someone win say : Are we always to be cheerful?
never to be sad? is there any sadness that. is good? To
this St. Basil ans·wers that there is a sadness that is very
good and profitable: for one of the eight Beatitudes,
'which Christ our Lord lays down in t~egospel, is:
Blessed are they that mourn} for they shall be comforted
OVIatt.. v.s). St. Basil says, .and St. Leo Pope, . and
Cassian also mentions it, that there ate two sorts of sadness; one ,vorldly, ,vhen one is sad for something of this
world,its .adversities and troubles; and that sadness. they
say . the servants of God ought not to have. In the Lives
of the Fathers we read of St. Apollonius that he used to
preach to his. disciples that sadness does not become. the
servants of God,. who have their heart set upon the hope
of the kingdom of heaven. Let the Gentiles be sad, he
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said, and the Jews, and the rest of unbelievers, let sinners
too weep unceasingly; but as for the just, who hope with
lively faith for the enjoyment of everlasting goods, let
them be glad and rejoice. For if they who love perishable and earthly things rejoice and are glad at good
success in attaining them, how much more reason have
we to be glad and rejoice in God, and in the everlasting
glory that we hope for! And so the Apostle would not
have us give way to unmeasured sadness even for the
deaths of our friends and relations. We would not have
you, brethren, be -ignorant as regards the dead, that ye
1nourn not l£ke other -nten who have no hope (I Thess. iv.
J 2).
He does not say absolutely that we should not
mourn, for to shovv some sentiment of emotion on that
account is natural, and not a bad but a good thing, and
a sign of love. Christ our Lord showed this emotion,
and wlept at the death of His friend Lazarus, and the
bystanders said, See how he loved him (John xi. 36). But
what St. Paul means is that we should not mourn like unbelievers, who have no hope of another life, but moderate
our sorrovv with the comforting thought that soon we
shall see them all united with God in heaven; that this
one goes before, and we presently shall follow after him.
Though, being men, ,ve cannot omit to make use of the
things of the. present life, yet we must not dwell much on
them, but take them on the way. Let them that weep,
says the Apostle, be as though they "wept not and them that
rejoice as though they rejoiced not (I Cor. vii. 30).
Another sadness there is that is spiritual and according
to God, good and profitable, and becoming: the servants
of God. 1"his, St.· Basil and Casslan say, IS engendered
in four \vays, and of four things. First, of the sins that
Vo:e have committed against God; according to that saying of the Apostle: I rejoice, not that ye have' been sad,
but that YOUt sadness hath led you to repentance. Ye
have been saddened according to God. The sadness that
is according to God worketh repentance leading to
salvation.,(2 Cor. vii. 9, 10). An excellent sadness it is,
and well according to God, for a man to bewail his sins,
and be sad and grieved for having offended God. ~
Chrysostom gives a reason worthy of his genius. There
..-"\
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is no loss in this world that is repaired by sorrowing,
grieving and making oneself sad over it, save only the loss
that comes of sin: thus in all other matters sorrowing
and grieving is time thrown away, but not in this. In
the case of all other losses, not only is there no remedy
in bewailing and being sorry for them, but they are
rather augmented and increased thereby; but the loss
entailed by sin is remedied by sorrow and grief, and
therefore we should bewail it.
Secondly, such sadness rnay be engendered and spring
from the sight of the sins of others, seeing how God is
. offended and made light of and His law broken. This also
is an excellent sadness, taking its rise from love and zeal
for the honour and glory of God and the good of souls.
Thus we see those holy prolPhets and great friends of God
were worn out and consumed with this sadness and grief,
at seeing the sins and offences committed against His
l\1ajesty, evils which they are unable to remedy. Faint.
ing shall conte over me by reason of sinners abandoning
thy law (Ps. 118). So great was the affliction that the
prophet David felt on this aJccount, that the grief of his
soul enfeebled his body and made his blood run cold. My
zeal hath consumed me for mine enernies forgetting thy
'Words. I saw their ttansgressions, and wasted away at .
the sight of their not keeping thy words (Ps. 118). The
blood ran cold in my body, I shuddered to see the injuries
and offences committed against God.
The prophet
Jeremy is full of similar complaints and sighs. This sadness is very good for us, and very much becomes us,
because the purpose of our Institute is that the name of
God be hallowed and glorified all the world over; and so
the greater should be our sadness to see that things are not
done accordingly, but quite the reverse.
Thirdly, this sadness may spring from a desire of perfection" which means being so anxious, to advance in
perfection as to be ever sighing and groaning that we are
not better. and more perfect, according to what Christ
says in the gospe1. Blessed are they that hunge'l' and
thirst after virtue and perfection, for they 'shall have their
fiU' OVIatt. ,V. 6) : God will fulfil their desires.
Fourthly, also there may spring up in the servants of
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God a holy sadness from the contemplation of the glory of
heaven and desire of heavenly goods, seeing themselves
itlJ exile away from them and put off. So the children of
Israel bewailed their exile in Babylon, when they remembered the Land of Promise (Ps. 136). So too the prophet
lamented his exile in this life: Woe is me that my
'Oiourning is prolonged (Ps. 119). Those verses of the
Salve: " To thee we cry, poor banished children of Eve,
groaning and weeping in this vale of tears," are s. igh.S
that make s,veet and pleasant music in the ears of God.
Cassian specifies the signs by which \ve may know
what sadness is good and according to God, and what is
evil and of the devil. He says that the former is obedient, affable, humble, meek, gentle and patient: in short,
as springing from the love of God, it contains in itself all
the fruits of the Holy Ghost, which St. Paul enumerates,
which are charitYJ jOYJ peace J longanimitYJ goodness J
faith J meekness J continence (Gal. y. 22, 23). But the evil
sadness, that is of the devil, is rude, inlpatient, full of
rancour and fruitless bitterness, inclining to diffidence
and despair, and withdra,ving and removing from all
good. 'Moreover, this evil sadness carries with it no
consolation or joy; but the sadness that is of God, says
Cassian, is in a certain manner joyful, and carries with
it a certain consolation and comfort, and greatly fosters
all that is good, as may be seen by running through the
four sorts of sadness that we have mentioned. The very
be\va~ling of one's sins, though on the one hand it
breathes affliction and pain, is on the other exceedingly
consoling. \Ve see by experience how content and satisfied we remain when we have been heartily bewailing our
sins.
One of the things that go a long way to show the great
difference for the better there is between the spiritual life
of the servants of God and the life of worldly people, is
this, that we feel greater joy and delight in our soul when
we have just been weeping for our sins than worldly
eople feel in all the feasts and pleasures of the world.
St. Augustine makes a good reflection on this point: he
says: If this, which is the first of the true works of one
who is beginning to serve God,-if this weeping of the
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just and their sadness gives them such satisfaction, what
must be the joy and contentment which they will feel when
the Lord consoles them in prayer, and allows them some
of those spiritual transports which He is wont to impart
to His elect! what must it be when He altogether dries
their eyes and wipes away their tears! God shall wipe
away every tear front their eyes, and death shall be no
more, nor mourning, nor crying, not pain shall be any
1nore, for the things that were of old have passed away
(Apoc. xxi. 4). See then the life of one who has continually made of himself a Jeremiah, lamenting other
people's sins, what sweetness and satisfaction it raises in
the soul, since· it is a sign of good sons to be very jealous
of the honour of their father! See then the life that has
been spent in panting and sighing after perfection, and
desires of being already in our heavenly country,-what
could· there be sweeter and more delicious! St. Augustine says: " What more delightful state of mind than to
be ever sighing after that glory and blessedness which we
hope for, and to have our heart ever there where is true
joy and satisfaction I"
Hence also it \vill be seen that the cheerfulness which
we look for in the servants of God, is no vain mirth of
laughter and idle words, nor of witticisms and jokes, and
chattering with everybody. that one comes across: that
,V"ould not be the cheerfulness proper to the servants of
God, but distraction, foolish liberty and dissipation. What
we look for is an outward cheerfulness redounding from
that which is within, according to the saying of the Wise
Man: A joyful heart makes a cheerful face (Provo XV. 13).
As sadness of spirit redounds upon the body, drying it up
and consuming it, even to the very flesh and bones,a sad spirit drieth up· the bon.es (Prov. xvii. 22),-SO inward cheerfulness of heart redou~ds also upon the body,
and is shown in the countenance. So we read of many
Saints, that there appeared in their face a cheerfulness
and serenity which bore witness to the cheerfulness and
inward peace of their soul. That is the cheerfulness that
we want.

FIFTEENTH TREA TISE

OF TfIE TREASURES AND GREAT
BLESSINGS THAT WE HAVE IN CHRIST;
AND OF THE PROPER METHOD OF
MEDITATING ON THE MYSTERIES
OF HIS SACRED PASSION, AND
THE FRUIT WE SHOULD
GATHER FROM THENCE
CHAPTER I

Of the treasures and great blessings that we have in
Christ
But rl.vhen the fulness of ti11le was come, God sent his
Son, made of a woman, m,ade under the law, to redeem
those 'Who 71l ere under the law, that we 11~ight teceive the
adoption of sons (Gal. iv. 4-5). When the fulness of time
was come, says the Apostle St. Paul. All other times
,,,,ere, so to speak, void of grace: this time is full of it
and of s'piritual gifts, and therefore with good reason it
is called the la711 of grace, since in it there is given us
that .grace which is the fountain, source and spring-head
of all graces. God sent His Only-begotten Son made
man to deliver us from sin, to redeem and rescue us from
the power and servitude of the devil in which we were,
to reconcile us to God, to make us His adopted sons, to
open to us the gate of heaven which sin was keeping
shut.
After the sad fall of our first parents, whereby they lost
for themselves and for us the happy state of original
justice in which God had created them, and became subject, they and all their descendants, to endless miseries,
one consolation renlained to them in the midst of so many
120
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woes,-it was that, immediately after Adam had sinned,
God cursed the serpent, and promised to give· at a certain
time His Only-begotten Son to be made man and suffer
for us, and deliver us from the evils into which we had
fallen by sin. I"will put enmity between thee and the
'woman, and between her seed and thy seed, she shall
crush thy head (Gen. iii. IS). This promise consoled
them much, and thereupon they did penance, and taught
their children the story of the happy state they had held,
and how they had lost it by sin; but that there should
come a Redeemer in 'whose virtue they were to be saved.
This promise God confirmed many times, especially to
certain men who pleased Him most particularly, as
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, promising them that of their
race the Redeemer should be born. The whole religious
body of J e\vs professed this, and the prophets spoke
marvels of His coming. They waited for it with cries,
groans and prayers. Oh, that thouwouldst break through
the heavens and come down! (Isai. lxiv. I).. Drop down.
your dew, ye hea7.1ens, and let the clouds rain the Just;
let earth open and bud forth a Saviour (Isai. xlv. 8). The
Spouse in the Canticles desired it, saying: Oh, that thou
?fJouldst come forth hither, being made my brother, at the
breasts of my rnother, that there I might kiss ·theeand
embrace thee, and henceforth none might despise me
(Cant. viii. I), seeing that I have God for my brother.
This was all the hope of the Gentiles : He shall be the
expectation of the Gentiles (Gen. xlix. 10). They awaited
Him as captives await their delivery, and this hope sustained them, and in virtue of Him that was to come their
sins were forgiven them. As we believe that He has
come, so they believed that He was to come; and so they
called Him, He that is to com.e. That was the question
they put to St. J ohI?- the Baptist: Art thou he that is to
come, or look we for another? (Matt. xi. 3).
But when there came the fulness of time, when the
hour had arrived in which God had determined to show
this great mercy to the world, He sent His Only-begotten
Son.
e would not send Him at once that men mi ht
better recognise' His mercy and desire theIr. cure, an
esteem It the more ,\Then it was given them. Oftentimes
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God \vill not give the remedy or the comfort desired at
once, that we may come to see our poverty and the need
we are under of having recourse to Him, and not attribute anything to ourselves. There came at last the hour,
so precious and so desired, when God had determined to
apply. a remedy to our fall. l'his fall and consequent loss
none could repair worthily and duly but God Himself.
The forces of man were not enough for him to lift himself up : .the forces of angels were not enough to lift him
up: there was need of the strength and power of God.
And whereas the Redemption had to be wrought out by
satisfaction made for the fault, and that a painful satisfaction, and God in His substance and nature could not
suffer, His infinite wisdom discovered this means and
marvellous invention of the Son of God making himself
man, and uniting in one and the same Person both
natures, divine and human: so was wrought out this
portentous transaction of the Redemption of mankind.
It was an invention full of wisdom and goodness, a
n1anifestation of the infinite greatness and power of God,
transcending all the other works that He had done in the
world. So the prophet implores: Rouse, 0 Lord, thy
power, manifest Thine omnipotence~ and come to· save us
(Ps. 79). He implores Him to show His power in this
coming, because it was a work of the greatest stretch of
power tbat God could put forth in this world. So says
St!.-~u~u~tine: "The creation of the world was a great
--w~eation of so many perfect creatures was a
sign of God's power;" and so the Church sings : I believe
in God the Father Almighty, Creator of heaven and earth;
"but compared ·with the redemption of the world, that
work counts for nothing." .So David calls creation the
work of the fingers of God: I contemplate thy heavens, the
work of thy fingers, the moon and stars which thou hast
created (Ps. 8) : but \vhen there is question of the redemption of the human race, it is called the work of HlSirm.
He hath put forth might in his arm (Luke i. 51). The
difference between arm and finger is the difference of the
one work from the other.
Not only was this work a manifestation of the power
·and greatness of God, but also of the greatness of man
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and the value that God sets upon him, much more than
the work of creation. So says the Church : "0 God,
who hast wonderfully created the dignity of human
nature, and stillmore wonderfully restore.dit." God did
a great deal for man when. He created him, but much
more when He redeemed him.' Pope St. Leo says:
"God raised man to a high degree of being, when He
·created. Him to His image. and likeness; but fIe raised
and ennobled him. far more by making. Hi.rnsetf, GOd as

He was, not merely in the. image and likeness of man,
but true man." So many and so great are the benefit~s
that have accrued to us from God having made Himself
man for. our redemption, that in exchange for them we
ought to take Adam 's fault fora blessing·· to' the world..
So the Church on Holy Saturday, rapt in spirit in a trans~
port of love, entertaining and delighting herself in Christ
her Spouse, sings: Ii' 0 happy evil, by which so. great
good has come to· men! 0 happy. infirmity, that. has
been .cured by such a medicine!" More has been given
to us by Christ than has been taken away from uS by
Adam. Greater is the gain of the Redemption than the
loss of the Fall. N at as was the offence hath been the
gift, says the Apostle St. Paul (Rom. v. IS), considering
that the grace which Christ has imparted to the world is
greater than the loss caused to it. by the sin of Ad£}m.
And St. Bernard, alleging this testimony of St. 'Paul,
says: " Much mischief did one man and one woman do
to .us, but infinite thanks· be given to. God, for that by
means of another Man and another vVoman, Christ and
the Virgin, not only has that mischief been repaired, but
repaired to great advantage, since the greatness of the
benefit and the gift given us infinitely exceeds the harm
done us:"
.
It is itnpossible to enumerate or say the great benefits
and treasures that we have in Christ. The Apostle St.
Paul says that the Lord had given him this grace of
preaching and declaring to the Gentiles these inestimable
riches and treasures (Eph. iii. 8), a grace that we were
-in need of just now. Christ Himself said to the Samaritan
woman: 0 woman, if' thou didst·· know the· gift of God!
{John iv. ,10); the blessing that He-has given to the world.
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This so signal gift that He promised to give in this His
Son, He has now given. This gift well deserves the name
of gift, since in it are contained all the gifts of God. With
him he hath given us all things (Rom. viii. 32). Oh, if we
knew and understood this gift and the great blessings
that we have therein! Dh, if the Lord would open to us
this vein, and discover to us this mine, this so excellent
treasure! How rich we should become! how happy
should we be! God had done this favour to St. Augustine, and so he said: " Lord, he who will not serve Thee
for the benefit of creation well deserves hell, but a new
hell should be prepared for him who will not serve Thee
for that of Redemption."
It is told of Father l\/Iaster Avila that he was so full of
this thought, that \vhen anyone wondered at any favour
that the Lord had done him, he used to say: " Do not
wonder at that, but vvonder and be amazed that God has
so loved you as to become man for your sake." God
hath so loved the world as to give his Only-begotten Son
(J ohn iii. 16). The Apostle and Evangelist St. John
knew not how to utter or set forth the height of the
degree of love that God has shown us, otherwise than by
measuring the love by the me~lIsure of the gift.
By
the sovereign excellence of the gift that He has given
us, you will see the love that He bore us. The
love was as great as the gift was great: now God has
loved the world so much as to give His Only-begotten
Son to be made man, that by His death we might live.
" Dh, marvellous love," sings the Church, " oh, inestimable charity, that Thou didst give up Thine Only-begotten
Son to redeem a slave!" Who could imagine such a
thing!
What captive among the Moors in Barbary
would dare to petition his king: Sire, send hither thy
only son to come to die among these infidels to ransom
me? But what you would not dare to open your mouth
on, what you could not think or imagine, what could
never enter your mind, that God has done for you.
Furthermore, not only has He delivered us from the
captivity in which we lay, but He has raised us to the
dignity of sons of God: He has taken our nature to make
us partakers of His, God has become man to make us
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sons of God. See what love the Father hath borne
us.. that we should be called and be sons of God.. says
St. John (I John iii. I : Gal. iv. 5). See the charity and
bounty of the Lord, and the great favour that He has
done us, in that 'we not only call ourselves sons of God,
but in reality are so: 'with truth we call God Father, and
Jesus Christ His Son Brother. Thus He does not disdain,
St. Paul says (Heb. ii. II), to hold us for His brethren
and call us so, but it looks as though. He prided Himself
on it. l\1any times does He use this term, and openly
call us His brethren (John xx. 17). But whoever has
God for Father, and Jesus Christ for Brother, in whose
hands is all power in heaven and on earth (Matt. xxviii.
18), what more is there for hinl to desire? When the
brethren of Joseph sa\v their brother enthroned in
Egypt, and having command over all the land,
and that Pharaoh despatched all affairs through him, and
Joseph had removed the fear they felt for the offence they
had given him, how joyful,how contented, how confident
they were! Conte "with me, and I will give you all the
good things of Egypt (Gen. xlv. 18). Now that is what
Christ our Redeemer does for us, seeing that He is our
brother, and loves us more than Joseph did his brethren :
He wishes to take us all with Him. He says by St. Joho
(xvii. 24) : Father, them that thou hast given me, I would
that where I am, they also should be with me. He gives
us chariots to go there, in the many Sacraments and
gratuitous bounties that we have given us for that. end.
And if they put before you the offences and sins that
you have comm. itt. ed against Him, to fill you with distrust~'
and discouragement, by this time He has forgotten them
for the penance you have done. And not only that, but
He Himself is our Advocate and Intercessor with His
Eternal Father, to obtain for us mercy and pardon. The
Apostle and Evangelist St. John encourages us with this
reflection.
My children, sin not; but if anyone hath
sinned, let him not lose .confidence, since we have fo1'
advo,cate before the Father, Jesus Christ his Son (1 John
ii. I). And the Apostle St. Paul says that Christ has
ascended to heaven to do the office of advocate and agent
on our behalf in the court of the Father (Heb. ix. 24).
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St. Bernard says that He is there in heaven showing and
presenting to the Eternal Father Ris wounds, saying that
it is for us that He received them and at His command,
and begging Him not to let that be lost which has cost
Him so dear. As the lVlost Holy Queen of angels shows
Her Ever-blessed Son the breasts 'which gave Him suck,
interceding for us; so the Son shows the Eternal Father
the wounds and blows that He received for us. And the
Saints say that that was one of the reasons why He
would· have it that the marks and openings of those
wounds should remain after His glorious Resurrection.
When Jacob died, Holy Writ says that his sons were
afraid of their brother Joseph, lest he might then take
occasion to avenge upon them the injuries for which he
had taken no vengeance in the lifetime of his father. And
. they said to him: ·"Our father at the hour of his death
desired no greater good for his children than that their
brother would pardon them, and forget past wrongs:
we also pray thee to forgive this iniquity to the servant of
God thy father" [servo Dei patri tuo: but 'servis Dei patr"is
tui is the corrected reading, Gen. 1. 17]. It is much to be
observed that it was not their father who had done those
wrongs, but his paternal love made the errors of his sons
his own. So Christ our Redeemer, for the great love He
bears us, makes our errors and sins His own, charging
Himself with them, and becoming our surety. The Lord
hath laid upon him the iniquities of us all : the iniquities of
us all he shall bear, says Isaiah (liii. 6, II). Let us then
go with this same embassy and petition to the Eternal
Father, and say: Eternal Father, pardon these my sins
to Thy Son Jesus Christ, who left nothing more earnestly
commended than this in the hour of His death: Father,
forgi1. 1e them,. for they kno'w not what they do (Luke
xxiii. 34). Under this plea who can doubt of being
pardoned?
Ye have drawn nigh to the· sprinkling of the blood that
speaketh better than that of A bel, says the Apostle St.
Paul (Reb. xii. 24.). Abel's blood cried for vengeance,
but the blood of Christ cries for mercy upon those for
whom it was shed, and even those very persons who shed
it. When then the devil shall put before you the multitude
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of your sins and miseries to make you lose heart and
despair! fix your eyes on Jesus Christ, imagine that .• He
takes you thereupon by the hand and presents you to His
Father, and answers and pleads for you as your advocate
and agent, that He covers your confusion and shame with
the merits and services that He has rendered to His
Father i-and thereby you. shall take heart again, .and your
discouragement shall be exchanged for hope, and your
sorrow for joy, since He is our justice, sanctification and
1Bdenlption, as the Apostle says (I Cor. i. 30).
.
St. Ambrose says: " We have· all things in Christ, and
C~ngs to us. Omnia habemus in Christo, et
omnia Christus est nobis. If you desire to be cured of
your wounds, He is a physician :if you are in a burning
fever, He is a fountain: if you are wearied under the
burden· 6f sin, He is righteousness : if you are. in need of
assistance, He is strength: if you fear death, He is life:
if you desire. heaven, He is. the way thither: if you wish
to avoid darkness, He is light: if you are in need of food,
He is sustenance. All that you can de~ire and have need
of, you will find in Him." And in another place he says:
" If the \vo1f comes out against you, take the. stone,
which is Christ: if you have recourse to Him, the wolf
will fly) and not be able to frighten you, much less harm
you.' St. Peter had recourse to this 'stone when he began
to be afraid in the midst 6f the waves, and at once he
found what he sought, for Christ tookhini by the hand
and delivered him from the danger." St. Jerome on that
passage of St. Paul: Brethren, henceforth be strong in
the Lord and. in the power of his might; and put ye on
the armour of God, that ye may be able to "withstand the
snares and temptations at the devil (Eph. vi. 10-11): says
that from what follows, and from the whole tenour of
Holy Scripture, speaking of Chris~ our Redeemer, we
gather clearly that the whole armour of God, which the
Apostle here bids us put on, is Christ our Redeenler.
Thus it is the same thing to say, Put ye on the armour
of God, and to say, Put ye on Jesus Christ. And he goes
on to prove how Christ is our breastplate and our helmet,
our coat of mail and our shield, and our two-edged sword,
and all the rest. Thus the armour that we have to put
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on and arm ourselves withal, in order to resist all the
temptations of the devil, and defend ourselves against
all his deceits and ambushes, and come out victorious, is
the pO'wer of Christ. Christ is all things to us, and we
have all things in Him.
For the better understanding of this, Holy Scripture
attributes to Him innumerable names and titles,-King,
{ 'Master, Shepherd, Priest, Friend, Father," Brother,
Spouse, Light, Life, Fountain, and the like. And as the
Apostle says that in Him are locked up all the treasures
of the wisdom and knowledge of the Father (Col. ii. 3),
so also in Him are locked up all our treasures and riches,
since in Him is the warrant for all our good and remedy
for all our ills. As for all our good works, if they have
any merit, it is on His account. Their value comes of
their being dyed in His blood, as was told to St. John in
the Apocalypse, of that so great multitude which he saw
standing before the throne of God, a multitude that no
man could number, clothed in \vhite and shining robes,
and with palms in their hands. These are they that have
washed their robes, and ha've dyed then~ wh.ite £n the
blood of the Lamb (Apoc. vii. 14). All our good things
are, as it were, scraps and fragments of the riches of
Christ: all the boons and blessings that come to us come
through His merits: by Him we are delivered from all
temptations and dangers: by Him we gain all virtues:
in short, w~have all things in Christ, we should gain all
~ .Christ, and we should attribute all to Christ.
So the"-Church -terminates and concludes all her prayers
and petitions by saying, per IJonlinum nostru1n Jesutn
Christutn, in accordance with that text of the prophet:
Look do'lt1n, 0 God our Protector, and cast thine eyes
upon the face of thy Christ (Ps. 83) : pardon our sins for
the love Thou bearest Him, since He has died for them
on a cross: cast Thine eyes on the wounds that He has
suffered for us, and have mercy on us.
If the services of Abraham, Jacob and David were
enough in the estimation of God to appease Him and hold
His hand, so as to prevent Him from punishing His
people,-and not only that, but to make Him confer many
favours and blessings on I-lis people for their sakes, as
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we see that the Lord said repeatedly, for the sake of
David my 'servant (IsaL ·xlv. 4: 4 Kings xix. 34),-.;..how
much more will the Eternal Father do for the sake of
Jesus Christ His Son, in whom he is so well pleased
(Matt. xvii. 5)! So says the. Apostle St. Paul : He hath
given us grace in his beloved Son (Eph. i. 6).
And
Christ Himself says and aSsures us that anything what..
soever that we ask the Father in His name, shall be done,
that the Father may be glorified in the Son. Whatsoever
yeask the Father in my name, that will I do, that the
Father maybe glorified in the Son (John xiv. 13).
Oh, what good reason hact the Angel to say to the
shepherds on the night that the Lord was born, and in
them to uS : Lo, J bring you tidings of great joy, for this
day is born to ypu a Saviour, who is Christ the Lord
(Luke ii. 10, I I). This is not one joy, but many joys, and
many good things. Isaiah had said in the singular, of him
that bringeth tidings of good (Isai. lii. 7); but St. Paul
quotes the passage in the plural, of thetnthat bring
tidings of good things (Rom. x. - IS). Origen asks the
reason of this _difference, and says it is because Jesus
Christ is not ohl y one good -thing, but all- good - things.
He is our Salvation, our Life, our Resurrection, Light of
the world, Truth, Way, Gate of heaven, Wisdom, Power,
and Treasury of all good things: forus He was born and
.died, that we might live: for us He rose again, that we
might rise again: for us He ascended into heaven,-I go
to prepare you a place, and it is expedient for you that 1
go (John xiv. 2: xvi. 7). From thence He Sent us the
Holy Ghost; and there He is -at the right hand of the
Father, doing us continual favours and benefits.
St.
Cyprian says that He left open the openings of His
wounds, to show that they remained as channels and
fountains, streaming with treasures and graces, and so
they go on streaming for ever with the utmost liberality,
and never can run dry. He has hands of gold, full of
precious stones (Cant. v. 14); and as He is generous to
a degree, His gifts stream out by those openings.
Conclude we then with the conclusion that St. Paul
draws: Having then a highpriest and Mediator so great
as Jesus Christ, Son of God, who hath penetrated the
9
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'heavens, and is seated at the right hand of the Father,
and is equal to Him, let us go with great confidence to the
throne of His grace that we may gain mercy and favour
in all our needs (Heb. iv. 14, 16).
Of the blessed St. Bernard we read in the story of his
life that in a sev~which he had, he was transported out of himself, and being in a kind of ecstasy he
thought they carried him before the tribunal of God, and
that there the devil accused him, and laid his charges
against him, saying that he deserved not the glory of
heaven. The Saint answered: " I confess that I am not
worthy of eternal glory, but my Lord Jesus Christ is
worthy of it, and possesses heaven on two titles: the
one, because He is the Only-begotten Son of God, and
heir to the heavenly kingdom ; the other, because He has
bought it .with His blood, by His obedience to His Father
even. unto death. He is content with the former of these
two titles, and that by itself is sufficient for Him: He
makes a present of the latter to me, and in virtue of that
I hold my right to heaven, on that I take my stand and
am confident." Whereupon the malicious accuser stood
abashed, the apparatus of judge and tribunal disappeared, and the Saint returned to himself. In this then
,,\.re should place our confidence, this should be all our
hope. Jacob, clad in the garments of his elder brother,
gained the bl~ssing of his father: let us clothe ourselves
in Jesus Christ, our elder brother, let us cover ourselves
with the fell of this Immaculate Lamb, let us avail ourselves of His merits and Passion, and in that way we
shall gain the blessing of the Eternal Father.
J

CHAPTER II

How profitable and pleasing to God is meditation
the Passion of Christ our Redeemer

0-1'£

The blessed Si. Augustine says: " There is nothing so
wholesome anap'rontable for us as the daily thought and
consideration of ,vhat the Son of God has suffered on our
account."
And ~t.~~d: "There is nothing so
efficacious for the neaHng-of the wounds of our conscience,
and the purification and perfection of our soul, as frequent and continued meditation on the wounds of Christ
and on His death and Passion.". For all temetations,
and especially for those against punty, the SaInts say
that the remedy of remedies is to have recourse to the
thought of the Passion of Christ, and hide ourselves in
His wounds. In short, we shall find' in the Passion of
Christ a, universal remedy and aid. St. Augustine says:
,,' In all' circumstances I have found no remedy so
efficacious as this." And St. Bonaventure,: "He who
exercises himself devoutly ~ o l y Life and
Passion of thp. Lord, \vill find there abundantly all that
he requires, and have no need to seek anything beyond
Jesus.'" So we see that the Saints and servants of God
have practised this exercise continually, and have thereby
arrived at great holiness and perfection.
Though there were nothing else in this exercise beyond
merely remembering God and calling to mind the benefits
that we have received at His hand, it would be a thing
very precious and valuable in the eyes of the Lord. It
is the way of love to make the lover desire and set great
store by the loved one's frequent remembrance of him,
thinking frequently of the kindnesses that he has received
fronl him, and often speaking of the same. Whoever
loves in earnest is much more pleased and delighted at
this than he would be if the person he loves were to send
him many presents and g-ifts out of his property. Let us
take the case of a mother, a lady of high station and
wealth, who bears a great love to her absent son: let her
13 1
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be told that the boy remembers her and often refers to
her, that he is continually talking of the comforts in
which she reared him, and of the benefits and kind turns
which she has ever done him, and the labours she has
undergone for him, and she will value this more and take
more delight and satisfaction in hearing this of her boy,
than if he sent her many pieces of silk and trinkets of
gold, without remembering her in any such way. In like
manner then God our Lord, who in all other things
observes the proprieties and !a,vs of Love, observes them
. in this also, which is a property' of lovers who love
deeply: so He desires, and sets great store by it, that we
should ever remember Him, and think of Him and of the
benefits and marvels that He has 'wrought for us,especially seeing that if we exercise ourselves in the
meul0ry of these benefits,before long they will awaken
in our hearts a desire of serving the Lord earnestly for
them.
Blasius relates of the holy virgin Gertrude that she
learnt from the Lord that every tim~ that one looks with
devotion at a figure of Christ Crucified, he himself is
looked. upon with mercy by the most bounteous Mercy of
God. Let us then at least gather this lesson, that as He did
not take it amiss to suffer for our love, so we should not
take it amiss to remember what He has suffered for us. It
is related of St. Francis that once when he was going to
Our Lady of Portiuncula hard by, weeping and lamenting
,vith loud cries, .a man happened to pass that way, a
servant of God who knew him: he seeing the Saint so
sad and tearful, thought that he had met with some
n1isfortune and trouble, and went up to him, and asked
him what it was that occasioned his grief. The Saint
answered, with many tears and sobs: " I am grieving
and weeping for the great torments and pains which they
g-ave my Lord Jesus Christ, so entirely ,;vithout fault· of
His, and to see how ,ve men forget such a high favour,
though it is we who have been the cause of His suffering."

CHAPTER III

Of the method to be followed in m,editating the
Passion of Christ 'our Redeemer, and of the sentiment
of compassion which we should draul from thence
Tl1e way to meditate the Passion of Christ our
Redeemer is the same that the lVlasters of spirit commonly
teach for the practice of· meditation. They advise us not
to occupy ourselves entirely in meditation and discursive
reasoning on the history, but mainly to move our will to
sentiments and desires. These are formed first in the
heart, that after\-vards in due time they may issue in
action. This is that on which we should stay and lay
stress in meditation. As he who digs to find water, or
discover a treasure, uses his spade no more when he finds
\vlw.t he \vas seeking; so \vhen by meditation and consideration of the understanding you have discovered the
gold and treasure of truth and· affection that you sought,
you must dig no mOl~e with the understanding, now that
you have coine to the living \vater that your soul desired
-and thirsted for, but rest on those affections and desires
of the will until you have drunk your fill of· that water,
and. quenched your thirst and are quite satisfied. This
is the end aimed at in meditation, and the fruit that we
should draw from it, and to this all the meditations a·nd
considerations and reflections of the· understanding should
be ordered and directed. This then is the method that we
should observe in meditating the Passion of Christ our
Redeemer.
We \vill proceed to name the s~ntiments
which should follo\v from this meditation, noting at the
same time certain considerations to· a\vaken them in us.
Many are the sentiments with which we may occupy ourselves and spend our time most profitably, but authors generally reduce them to..·seven kinds or man.ners of affections. I.
L , .•
The first is compassion. To compassionate is to receive -~'~
pain from another's pain. and grief from his grief, keepiug company with him in his afflictions with feeling and
inward tears, whereby it seems the affliction and grief is
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divided between the two. The suffering of another is
alleviated, and the pain and affliction diminished, by my
taking Icon1passion on it ; as contrariwise, when another is
in glee at our misfortune and trouble, and laughs and
nlakes game of it, our trouble and grief is increased and
we feel it more. Now it is true that we cannot in this way
lessen the griefs and afflictions of Christ, because they are
things of the past; nevertheless our compassion is very
agreeable to Him, because thereby in a certain way we
make His griefs and afflictions ours. So says the Apostle
Paul: If we are sons, we are heirs also, heirs of God and
coheirs ''LfJith Christ, yet so that we suffer with him, that
we 1nay also be glorified with hiln (Rom. viii. 17). If we
take and transfuse into ourselves the pains of Christ by
compassion with Him, w'e shall be heirs of His glory along
with Him.
To awaken in ourselves this sentiment of compassion,
it will be a hel to consider the intensit of the griefs,
pains and torments, that Christ our Re eemer ore.
s
theologians and saints say, they were greater than have
been suffered or could be suffered in this life, according
to that text of Jeremy (Lam. i. 12): 0 all ye that pass
by the way, attend and see if there be any sorrow like
u.nto my sorrow. First of all, in His Body there was no
part that did not suffer most grievous pains and torments.
From the sole of his foot to the crown of his head there
is no soundness in hitn, says Isaiah (i. 6). His Feet and
Hands were nailed, His Head pierced with a crown of
thorns, His Face disfigured with spittle and wounded
with blows, His ,vhole Body torn vvith scourges and
racked by the tonnent of the cross. They have numbered all my bones (Ps. 21).
Not only was there pain in His Body, but also in His
Soul. For though the Human Nature ,vas united with
t.he Divine Person, nevertheless He felt the bitterness of
His Passion as though there ,vere no such union. Moreover, for the increase of His pain, He chose to go without any consolation. That is what He said on the cross:
My God} my God} why hast thou fors,aken me? (Matt.
xxvii. 46). The holy .martyrs in their torments were
refreshed by a heavenly and divine consolation, which
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made them suffer them not only with courage, but even
with joy: but Christ our Redeemer, to suffer more for
our love, shut the gates all round against all manner of
alleviation and consolation, whether from heaven or from
earth, as regards the lower portion of His nature. He
was forsaken, not only by friends and disciples, but also
by His own. Father. He was made as a man without aid
or helper, while all the time He alone among the dead
vvas tree troIll s~n, and froIll any deserv~ng of death or
pain (Ps. 87). We lTIay get a sufficient inkling of the
greatness of Christ's sufferings from the fact that the
mere imagination and thought of. them in the Garden
made Him sweat a sweat of blood so copious and abundant that it ran down on to· the earth. What then must
the suffering of them have been, when the mere thought
of them caused in Him such pain and agony! In short, so
great and so severe were His pains and sufferings, that
the Saints say that no mortal man could have lived under
them without his life being miraculously !preserved, and so
it was necessary for Christ to avail Himself of His Divinity
not to die under them. But this is what the Divinity did
there, not to prevent His feeling His sufferings, but to'j) .'........ 1 II
prevent the excessive pain that He felt putting an end ~ ~
to His life, that so He might suffer more. Hence we may~~
also consider and reflect upon the mercy and liberality of f ·
•
the Lord, that while He wrought miracles for His holy
martyrs, that they might not feel their torments, in Himself He wrought them only that He might suffer and feel
them more for our love.
Besides outward pains, which tormented His Body, and
tormented His Soul· at the same time, as ,ve have said,
He had others, inward pains, which tormented immediately His most holy Soul, and they were much greater
than the former. From the instant of His conception to the
moment of His death, He had ever present all the sins
of men committed from the beginning of the world, and
all those that were to be committed until the end thereof4
Now on the one hand He loved God extremely, and saw
that these were injuries and offences committed against
,God. On the other hand, He loved souls extremely and
saw how great would be the loss and perdition of them.
'l'
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W'hile He offered His passion and death for their salvation,He knew nevertheless that such a countless multitude of souls were not to profit thereby, but would seek
death rather than life. This consideration wounded Him
like a two-edged sword, on the one side for the offence
of God, on the other for the loss and damnation of souls.
The incomparable sorrows which His most holy soul felt
at this are beyond utterance or thought. All this, added
to the torments, pains and affronts which He represented
to Himself in the prayer in the Garden, made Him sweat
blood in such abundance that it ran down upon the earth.
And all other things which He suffered in His life, from
the instant of His conception till He expired on the cross,
He had ever before His eyes, according to the saying of
the Prophet: And my grief is e'ver in my sight (Ps. 37).
Hence we may conclude that all His life \vas like the day
of His Passion.
Sometimes the looking forward to
adversity and affliction occasions greater pain and torment
than the actual enduring of it. I-Ience we may conclude
that His whole life was a sea of immense sufferings, which
incessantly night and day without measure tormented His
most holy Soul.
Thus whoever \vill consider and weigh these things in
detail, considering moreover that He vvho suffers them
is the very Son of God, and that He suffers for us and
for our love, must have a heart harder than stone, if he
is not moved to compassion.
So says .St~ J?~.nJ~J:..d :
" The earth trembles, the rocks are rent, the tombs....are
opened, the vleil of the Temple is rent, the sun and moon
are darkened,-:...-good reason surely why \lve should be
struck with compassion at what the Lord has suffered for
us. " It is not reasonable that \ve should be harder than
the rocks, and· more insensible than irrational creatures.
My son Absalom} A. bsalom rny son} 'who will grant me to
die for thee! (2 Kings xviii. 33). So said King David,
feeling the death of the son who died for rising up against
him and driving him out of his kingdom. With how
much better reason shall \ve use such language, feeling
for the death of the Son of God, who died to deliver us
from the captivity of the devil and give us the kingdom
of His Eternal Father!

CHAPTER IV

-Of the sentiment of sorrow and contrition for our
sins, which we should gather from the meditation on
the Passion of Christ our Lord
The second' se.ntiment in which we should exercise ourselves, and strive to. gather it from meditation on' the"tT /l.. T;' 'rLord's Passion, is sorrow and contrition for our sins.
~
This is one of the most proper fruits that we can gather
therefrom, clearly showing us the gravity and malice of
sin. By considering the remedy our eyes are opened,
and we come to see the grave nature of the malady. "0
man, " says St. Bernard, "know and understand the
severity of' the wound that needed so costly an appliance
for its cure."
There is nothing that sets off the gravity
of sil1,-though there comes in here the consideration of
the hell that is due to it for ever and ever,--so much as
the need there' was of God becoming man to pay the debt
of so great an. evil. In no other way could that debt be
paid or satisfaction made in rigour of strict justice, with
no infringement or abatement of the justice of God. Since
the off~nce was in a certain manner infinite, as· being
committed a.gainst an Infinite God, and no mere man
could satisfy for it, by reason of the great distance· there
is between God and mere man, it was necessary that he
\vho was to make satisfaction should be a person of
infinite dignity, equal to Him \vho had been injured and
9:ffended, and as good as He.
Theologians explain this by a.' ~oE1.1J~i~<l.n--=-If a shep~~
herd or labourer, a common l11atl'ai1Cfone-oTlow degree,
should give blows \vith a cudgel or "vith his fist to the
I{ing, it is clear that the King 'would not be satisfied
with having other such blows of cudgel or fist given to
the shepherd, not even if. they •gave him two hundred
lashes,. or even hung him, for the vast difference' of
rank there is between him' and ~a King: for what proportion is there between a Blow or insult offered to the King
and the striking or putting' to death of a shepherd? How
then could that· King get satisfaction? Do you know
f
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how? If the offender were, or wene made, a King as great
as he, and then offered him satisfaction, with that the
King would be satisfied. Now so it is in this case. Vile
man, a base and insignificant creature, dust and ashes,
had offended and insulted the King of heaven and glory;
he had, as w'e might say, struck God with his fist; for that
is what a man does, so far as in him lies, when he commits a mortal sin. It would be no atonement for such
an insult, though that base and vile creature were to die
for it. Ho'\' then shall atonement be made? If this man
were God, equal to Him to whom the insult has been
offered, atonement ·would be made for the insult by the
suffering of such a Man. But what remedy is that, seeing that there is no other God, there heing no more than
one sale true God? Here came in the infinite mercy of
God, and the marvellous invention and contrivance that
He found, to be able to pardon man without prejudice to
is own justice. Being Himself the person offended,
and there being no other God that could Inake satisfaction, God became man that so man might suffer and die,
since man it was that had offended and insulted God. That
offence and fault having been in a manner infinite, it was
requisite that the suffering offered in atonement for it
should be of infinite value, which it could only be on condition that the sufferer Himself should be God. The
\vorks of such a sufferer would be of infinite value, as
being the ,works of an infinite God. Such was the necessity of the Incarnation and Passion of Christ. It well
So St. John
s.ets .out the gravity and malice of sin.
Damascene says that if for sin God had cast into hell for
ever and ever "the whole multitude of men that the world
has held and shall hold till it comes to an end, Divine
Justice would not have been satisfied and paid as it has
been by God's becoming man and dying.
This is no
hyperbole, no exaggeration, but quite plain truth. All
hell, and all torments that could be endured there, are
.not· a payment equal to the life and death of Christ. By
that, as He was God \vho made the payment, justice ,vas
entirely satisfied to the extent of the whole debt, and even
{ more. But in hell atonement could never be complete
~or one single [mortal] sin.
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According to this I say. that one of the chief fruits that
we should gather from meditatTO"n on the Passion! shQ.!lld
be greatly to bewail and abhor our sins, that have cost
Jesus Christ so much. My sins, 0 Lord,have been the
cause of these thorns and scourges: I, Lord, have
imposed these labours on Thee. This cross,
Lord, is
''\That 1. deserved; it is 1 t.hat shou\c\ have been spat upon,
scourged and 1110cked. St. Bernard gives a consider-

°

ation very pat to our purpose pere.

I was playing in the

Square with my companions, and· there in the Privy
Council Chatnber of the King· sentence of death was
passed upon me. The ~ing's only son, hearing this,
took the crown off his head, stripped himself of his royal
robes, put on sackcloth, covered his head with ashes, and
,vent barefoot, ,veeping and lamenting that they had
condemned to death his servant. Of a sudden I saw him
coming out into the street in this guise. I asked the
reason, and was told that he was going to die in my
stead. What \\Tould be the right thing to do in such a
case? Who would be so giddy, so ill-mannered, as to go
back to his game, and not at least join the prince's company and weep along. with him? In this way then, with
these and the like reflections we should occupy ourselves
in prayer, weeping and grieving for our sins, which have
been the cause of the Passion of Christ. So our Father in
the book of Spiritual Exercises, coming to the exercises
on· the Passion, puts this for the thing to ask for, " grief
and deep feeling ·of confusion for that on account of my
sins Christ has suffered so much."
The thing that our
Father bids us to ask for in the prelude to any exercise
always represents the fruit which he wishes us to gather
from thence. .
This exercise of sorrow for si~ is much recommendedt6i5
to us by the' Saints. They would not have us forget it,
but use it and practise it much, beginners as well as pro;. _
ficients, for the great advantages that. it carries. The..L
(J .
first advantage is, that such an e.xercise goes far to pre..
hYv ~
serve us in humility and fear of God. One of the strongest 0
and most efficacious motives that \\Te can apply to keep
us ever in humility and self-abasement, is the consideration of our sins and heart-felt sorro"v for them. A man
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who has offended His Creator and Lord, and so has
deserved to be in hell for ever and ever, what ignominies,
,vhat insults, what contempt will he not take in good
part, as compensation and satisfaction for the offences
that he has cOITlmitted against the l\1ajesty of God!
,<:' Secondly, this is an exercise that carries with it a
lY great assurance of pardon. One of the reflections that
go furthest to satisfy a man that God has forgiven his
sins, is his having great sorrow and repentance for them.
If you keep your sins before your eyes, moving yourself
to sorrow and shame for them, God \vill not look at them,
but forget them. 1"'hat is why the Saints kept up such
a remembrance of their sins, and h3!d them ever before
their eyes (for I know mine iniquity} and my sin is
always before me) that so God may forget them and
remove His eyes from them. Turn away thy face from
1ny sins} and blot out all rnine iniquities (Ps. 50). So St.
Jerome on those words observes: " If you keep your sin
before you, God \vill not keep it before Him."
There is
nothing that so turns away God's eyes from our sins as
our keeping our own eyes on them and entering into
sentiments of shame and confusion for them. This is one
of the things that will give us the greatest sense of
security and satisfaction at the hour of death, and to that
end vve should have it well prepared beforehand.
~ In the third place, this is not only a remedy for past
sins, but a good preservative medicine to keep us from
falling into sin in future.
Anyone who is continually
blushing and grieving for having offended God, is very far
fJ:om being likely to sin anew ~
~Fourthly, it· is a powerful means to console and
assure us that \ve have given no consent under the temptations and scruples that trouble us. He who goes on
making acts of contrition, greatly abhorring sin, and
firmly purposing to die rather than commit a mortal sin,
may be sure that he has not given any consent under the
temptations and scruples that come to him. A man does
not consent so easily to what he so greatly abhors.
Moreover, to persevere in this practice is to persevere in
the practice of love of God: since true contrition takes its
rjse from love of God, it being a sorrow for having
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offended. a .Lord so good and so worthy· of our love. and
service. The more one knows and loves God, the more
one grieves, for having offended Him. St. Clement
relates of the glorious Apostle St. Peter, that at the
recollection of his having denied Christ he wept so much
that the tears burnt his face and made furrows down his
cheeks. At the first cock-crow he arose every night. to
prayer, and slept no more all that night; and this custom
he kept up all his life. That is wnat we should imitate.
One of the most profitable exercises that we can practise
in meditation 'and out of meditation, is. to make acts of
contrition, of utter abhorrence of sin, of firm purpose' to
. lose a thousand lives. rather than commit one mortal sin,
and earnestly beseeching the Lord to take us away rather
than permit such a thing. Never 'permit me,O Lord, to
be separat~d from Thee. What do I want with life, 0
Lord, but to serve Thee! If I am not to serve Thee,· I
have no use for it: take me away, 0 Lord, ere ever I
offend Thee.

CHAPTER V

Of the sentiment of love .of' God'
•
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The third sentiment that we should excite and call forth
from" meditation on the mysteries of the Passion, is the
love of God. There is nothing- that moves us. more to
love than to see ourselves loved : there are no irons nor
chains that bind a man hand and foot so fast as that. The
soul considerip,gand pondering very leisurely and attentively the sovereign love of 'Christ, which· shines out so
much· here, must be inflamed and set on fire with the love
of Him who has loved her so much. T'he Apostle and
EvangelistSt. "John says: In this the lov'e of God hath

appeared in our regard, that God hath sent his Onlybegotten Son into. the world that we may live by him
(1 John iv. 9). And the Evangelist St. Luke, on account
of the greatness of this love, calls· it an excess of love.
When the Lor d was transfigured in presence of His three
disciples, he says that there appeared there Elias and

~
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Moses, and they spoke of the excess that he was to accomplish in Jerusalem, the excess that was of His Passion
and Death (~eooov, exitum Luke ix. 30, 3 I). With great
reason did he call it an excess of love. On one account,
because He died for His enemies. It is great love that
goes the length of giving one's life for one's friends, so
much so that the Saviour of the world says that no greater
love can be sho\vn than that. Greater love than this no
man hath, that a man lay down his life for his friends
(John xv. 13). But the love of the Son of God for us
has gone beyond that, going so far as to lay it down for
His enemies. So says the Apostle St. Paul: What most
commendeth God's love for us is this, that 'when we were
sinners, Christ died for us (Rom. v. 8, 9).
Secondly, he calls it an excess of love, because one
single drop of the Blood that He shed in His Circumcision, or in His sweat of blood in the Garden, and the
least \vork that He ever did for our redemption, was
enough, as a most just atonement, in strict rigour of
justice, for all the world and for a thousand worlds, as
the Saints say, because it was a work of infinite value
for being the work of an Infinite God. But His infinite
bounty and mercy was not content with that, but would
give all His blood and His life for us. So the Apostle
St. Paul calls it an excessive love, nimia-rn caritatem (Eph.
ii. 4), as being a love infinitely exceeding all possible
utterance and thought. And the prophet Zachary, father
of the glorious Baptist, speaking of this benefit, was not
content with saying that it proceeded from the mercy of
God, but went so far as to say that it proceeded from the
heart of his mercy, and the innermost heart of that, per
viscera misericordiae (Luke i. 78).
Who then \vill not love One who has loved him so
much? So the Beloved Disciple: Let us then love God,
because God hath I07.Jed us first ( I John iv. 19). Let us
answer at least by a return of love, and take care to show
our love in the way in which He has shov;Tn His to us,
that is, by deeds that cost us much, for in such is love
best discovered and brought to light. So St. Ambrose
says: "I owe Thee more, 0 Lord, for what Thou hast
done in redeeming me than for \vhat Thou hast done in
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creating me." Creation was a great benefit, but after
all it cost Thee no labour: all that Thou hadst to do was
to speak, and the thing was done. He spoke} and things
were made j he comrrtanded} and they were created (Ps.
148 ). But Redemption cost Him more' than a word, it
cost Him His blood and His life. Let us then show the
love we bear Him, not in words, but in deeds. Little
child-ren/ let 'Us love rtot in word or lips 1 but in deed and
,truth/ says St. John (I John iii. 18). The Son of God
ihas shown us the love He bore us by being despised and
brought low for our sake: let us show Him the love we
bear Him by desiring to be despised and made small
account of for His sake, and rejoicing when any occasion
of humiliation and mortification offers itself. He showed
us the love He bore us by offering Himself entirely in
sacrifice to the Eternal Father on the Cross, leaving
nothing unsacrificed, .but giving all for our love. Let us
also show the love that we bear Him by offering ourselves and making ourselves over to Him entirely, giving
Him our '-'Thole heart, desiring that His will and not our
will be done in us in all things. In this is shown love,
not in words or lip-\vorship, saying, 'Lord, I -love Thee
much~ , So the Saints. explain the saying of St. James:
Patience hath a perfect work (i. 4) : since he who embraces
and takes well labour, mortification and humiliation, bears
'witness that the love he feels is not a prating love, but a
working, genuine love, failing not in time of temptation
and triqulation, which is the time in which true friends
are proved.
This is one of the chiefest fruits that \ve are to try and
gather from meditation on the Passion. We. should· try
to work this well in meditation, particularly by offering
ourselves entirely and with our whole heart to God to do
with us what He' likes, as He .likes, when. He likes, and

in such fashion as He likes,· descending herein to particular difficult cases that may occur, ltaving out no
place, or office, or station, however mean and lowly it
be, to which we do not offer ourselves for His love. This
is an exercise of great profit and, very high perfection,
and a great sign of genuine love.

CHAPTER VI

Of the sentiment of gratitude and thanksgiving
The fourth sentiment that \ve should excite in prayer
and meditation on the Passion, is that of thanksgiving.
~says:."Wha~ bette: thir;g can we have"
In our mIna, utter WIth our bps, WrIte wIth our pen than'
Deo ratias? N othin can be shorter to sa , more ·oyf\II to hear, more 10fu_,!9~~derstand, more pro ta e to
go than this." God sets such store by this gratitude and
giving of thanks, that 'whenever he did any singular
favour to His people, He at once required them to sing
Him a song of praise. Irnrnolate to the Lord a sacrifice
of praise (Ps. 49). Scripture we find full of the canticles
that the Saints and children of Israel composed in thanksgiving for the benefits they had received at the hand of
the' Lord. St. Jerome says that it 'was a tradition of the
Hebrews that the sickness which befell I{ing Ezechiah and
brought him to the gates of death, was because, on occasion of that so signal and miraculous victory which God
had given him over the Assyrians, when the Angel of the
Lord slew one hundred and eighty thousand of them in
one night, he had not sung to God a song of praise, as
others had been wont to do for sinli1ar favours. Speaking of the ten lepers whom Christ healed, St. Augustine
\vell reflects how the Redeemer of the world praised the
one who returned to give thanks for the benefit received,
and blamed the rest \vho had been ungrateful and thankless. Were not ten made clean? and where are the n.ine?
There, is none found to return and gi7.Je glory to God but
this stranger (Luke xvii. 17, 18). Let us then not be
ungrateful for the benefits that we have received at the
hand of God, and especially for this greatest of benefits,
that He has made Himself man and laid Himself on the
Cross for us. Forget not the benefit done thee by thy
surety for he hath given his life for thee says the Wise
Man (Ecclus. xxix. 19). Christ came forward as our
surety, and made payment on our behalf, giving His life's
blood for that purpose: it is reasonable that we should
J
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not forget so great a boon and blessing, but be grateful
for it.
St.. Thomas, treating of gratitude, says that thanks
may be paid in three ways: first!, interiorly in the heart,
recognising· and esteeming the greatness of the benefit,
and holding oneself much bounden tolhe benefactor.
Secondl~,~'by praising and· thanking him in. words.
\ . 1"'hirdly, 'byrecompensing the benefit in deeds according
}19 the· capacity of the recipient.
In all these ways we
pught to practise thanksgiving for every mystery of the
Passion. First, by recognising in our heart the greatness of such many excellent benefits as are contained in
every mystery, and esteeming them much, studying in
detail all the circumstances, and all the blessings that
thereby have come to us and shall come to us for eternity,
and acknowledging and confessing our obligation to make
perpetual returnfor them with all our strength. Secondly,
by praising and glorifying God also with our lips, and
desiring that all creation should aid us in praising Him
and thanking Him for them, according to St. Paul:
Through him therefore let us offer a sacrifice of praise
ever to God, that is, the fruit of lips confessing to his
name (Heb. xiii. IS). Thirdly, by endeavouring to
correspond in deeds to such benefits, offering and resigning to Him our· whole heart.
.
St. Bernard says that on every mystery ·that. we consider we should make account that Christ our Redeemer
speaks to us those words which He said to His disciples
after having w"ashed their feet: Do ye know what r have
done for you? (John xiii. 12). Do you understand this
mystery? Do· you understand this benefit of creation, of
redemption, of vocation? Oh, how far are we 'from
k;no\ving or understanding what God has done for us!
"For if· I did kno\v and seriously reflect that Thou, 0
Lord, God ~ as Thou art, hast become man for me, and
laid Thyself on a cross forme, there would need no other
motive for me·. to melt aw'ay in rrhy love, and give over
'to Thee my whole heart. That would be true gratitude.
Here· ~ Ch~to~ makes a very profitable observation.
e says t at It is the affection and sentiment of
a faithful servant to esteem and be grateful for the
10
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Lord's benefits that are common to all as though they
\vere done to himself alone, and he alone were indebted
f()r them, and obliged to make a return for them all. So
did the Apostle St. Paul, when he said: who hath loved
ine} andgive'ri hinLself up for me (GaL ii. 20). He had
good reason for saying this, and we may say· the same,
says St. Ghrysostom, since the benefit does as much gObd
to me as if it had been conferred on me alone. The stin's
light lights my path as much as if it lit mine alone, and!
its giving light to others is no dinlinution of the gift to
nle, but rather an increase, since in lighting the way fOf
others it gives me company to aid and comfort me and
db me good. So God's having become man and suffered
death on the cross is as beneficial to· me as if it had bee'n
done for me only: its profiting others is no diminution of
my profit, but·· rather a great increase, since it gives. me
companions to love me and cheer me and aid me to merit
and increase my glory in heaven.
Furthermore, the love of God for each one is as great
as if he had that man alone to love, and no one else. So
far as Christ's will and love went, He was as willing to
suffer and work these mysteries for each one, if it were
necessary, as for all.
In fact, says St. Chrysostom,
Chrises love was so great that Hie would not have refused
to do for one individual what He did for the whole world.
Moreover it is true that God bore us in mind individually,
and had me present before His eyes, when He made
Himself man and \vhen He died on the cross. T have
loved thee with perpetual love (Jer. xxxi. 3). He counted
the cost of His death well spent to give me life. Thus
each one should consider the mysteries and benefits of the
Lord as though they had been wrought for him alone.
The love also, which gave rise to the benefit, should be
regarded by each one as though he had been the only
object of God's love. Each should say with St. Paul,
He hath loved me and given himself up to death for me
(Gal. ii. 20). Considered in this way, the benefits and the
love from which they orginated will awaken in our· soul
great gratitude and great love for Him who has loved us
ever with a perpetual love.
The Saints add that God's asking us to retufn thanks
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for. His benefits is not because He has any need of our If
gratitude, 'but it is all for our greater good and advan..
tage, for in this \vay we make ourselves worthy of new
benefits. St. Bernard says that ingratitude and forget....
fulness of benefits received gives God cause to strip man
of them. "Ingratitude is a burning wind that dries up
and consumes everything,and blocks and closes the foun..
tain of God's mercy."
I ngratitudo est ventus urens J
fontJ~m

pietatis exsiccans~ rorem misericordiae et gratiae

fluenfa, non recipiens. So gratitude and giving thanks to
God for His benefits moves God to preserve and increase
them. As the rivers run into the sea, which is as it 'were
their fountain, to rise and return from it once more, so
,vhen·· we return to God with thanksgiving the benefits
fece}ved from Him, new gifts and benefits stream back
agaIn tiponus.

CI-IAPTER VII

Of the sentiment of admiration and hope
The fifth sentiment that we can exercise in prayer and II
·
,
meditation on ,the Passion, is admiration, dwel1ingwith~
admiration on the fact that God, who is impassible and
immortal, should have suffered and died,-wondering that
He should have suffered and 'died for those very !people
who were putting Him to death, and were so unworthy of
any good,-wondering how He suffered grief and torments so many and so great as no mortal man ever
suffered,-\vondering at the immense charity and tender
love 'of God, at His infinite wisdom and most high
counsel,. sho\vninHis choosing a remedy so appropriate
for the' salvation of man, fulfilling at once His justice and
His mercy. For a man to dw'ell on these considerations,
and others like them, which are" resplendent here, very
leisurely, pondering and admiring them, and the infinite
goodness of the Lord, who \vrought such works for such
'vile, unworthy and ungrateful creatures, is an excellent
meditation. And they even take this for a very high
contemplation, '\vhen a man is wholly taken - up and
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absorbed In considering and reflecting on the wonderful
works of God. The greater light and knowledge one
has of these mysteries, and the more he reflects on them,
the more he will wonder at them, and in this admiration
there is included a great love of God, great recognition
of and gratitude for His benefits, and deep shame of ourselves. So we should frequently endeavour to arouse in
ourselves this holy sentiment, for we shall draw great
profit from it. In many places in the Psalms Holy Scripture puts at the end of the verse the Hebrew word Selah,
which means Stop, in reflection and admiration on the
mystery, to teach us that we should dwell on this senti...
nlent in the mysteries that we meditate.
The sixth sentiment that \lve may draw from meditation
on the Passion is a great hope and confidence in God.
The soul considering how much God has done for her,
·without any desert on her part, or rather, very ill desert,
and considering the earnest will that Christ our Redeemer
has shown for her salvation, since that is the thirst which
He said fIe felt on the Cross,-is thereby raised to hope
of such bounty and mercy that He will give her all things
necessary and proper for salvation. He who hath not
spared his own Son} but hath given him over to death
for us} ho~w can it be that with him he hath not given us
all things? says the Apostle St. Paul (Rom. viii. 32 ).And
if God did this for us when vve were enemies, what will
He do when we are striving to be His friends? Let this
argument be well tnarked : it is that of St. Paul (Rom. v.
10), and very consoling. If \vhen we were enemies, and
\vent on offending God, He regarded us with eyes of
mercy, and reconciled us at so much cost to Himself, with
what eyes will He regard us no\v that we are His friends,
and need not cost Him His life-blood any more, as we
did then, but all the· cost has been already paid! How
much will He love us nO\\7 that He has cleansed and
washed us in His Pr:ecious Blood, seeing that He did us
such a good turn \iVhen we were defiled with our sins!
If when we fled from Him and resisted His inspirations,
He nevertheless sought us out and invited us, and would
not leave us until He had drawn us into His house, how
can He Ieav'e us and forget us after He has so drawn us ?
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It will also help us greatly in eliciting this sentiment of
to dig and delve down deep in the greatness
of God's mercy : for this the Church sings, that it is
proper to God always to show mercy and to spare.
Qeus cui proprium est mise'l'eri semper et parcere
(Collect for the Dead). It is true that God is a Judge
likewise, and His justice is as great as His mercy, for
they are all one in God; but the work most. proper to
God, the work that .He does of His own accord and most
fully of His own \tvill, is mercy, as the Royal Prophet
sings: The Lo'yd is good and gentle to all, but his mercies
are above all his 'works (Ps. 144): it is that in which He
excels and shines most; that is the work that more than
any other He calls His own; the work that is called
eminently and most excellently the work of God. So the
Apostle St. Paul calls God rich in nlercy (Eph. ii. 4).
Though He is rich in all things, He is said particularly
to be rich in mercy. Such a phrase brings out excellence
on some particular point. As we say here, ' Jonathan
is rich in flocks and herds,' so that in which God is most
rich, and His riches rise to an eminent and surpassing
height, is in mercy. '~OGod, who dost manifest Thine
almighty po\tver most of all .in sparing and showing
mercy. " Deus qui omnipotentiam. tuam parcendo maxirne
et miserando manifestas, so sings the Church (Dam. 10
post Pentecost). In this it is that the omnipotence and
greatness of God most manifestly appears in pardoning
and showing mercy, and on this He prides Himself most.
As we see on earth a knight, "vha has many good points,
priding himself more particularly on one, this man on
being just, that other on being liberal,so God prides
Himself most on being merciful.
To show mercy, says St. Bernard, is the proper work
of God, and the work that He does of His own accord:
~onfidence,

of His own nature He is running over with mercies and
benefits; and He needs no· merit of ours, nor does He
depend· on that, to deal mercifully with us. But to punish
is, as it were, foreign to God's nature: for that it is
necessary that we. should provoke Him and compel Him
thereto by our sins. I t is the nature and property of the
bee to make. honey, .but to sting is a thing that she does
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not except when molested and provoked thereto:
it is as it were perforce and under wrongful pro...
vocation that she comes to do that: so when
God comes to chastise and condemn, it is as it
"\V-ere perforce, under \vhat we nlay call the provocation
and compulsion of our sins. And even then, when being
greatly provoked and, as we may say, compelled, He
comes to punish, He clearly shows His mercy in the grief
and regret that He displays, as we see in many passages
of Scripture. When the wickedness of men grew, and
God was minded to send the deluge, the sacred text says:
Touched with grief of heart within, he said, I will destroy
man whom I have created, and blot hinl- out from the
face of the earth (Gen. vi. 6, 7). It went to His heart to
have to lay \vaste the earth. And the holy gospel says
that Christ our Redeemer wept when He prophesied the
ruin of Jerusalem. Seeing the city, he wept over it (Luke
xix. 41). And by Isaiah He says: Alas, I shall take
satisfaction fr01n mine ene·mies, and wreak tny vengeance
on tny foes (Isai. i. 24); as the judge, 'who can do no
otherwise than pronounce the sentence of death, pro..
nounces it nevertheless with tears.
And not only in this, but in the very chastisement and
judgment that God threatens us and seeks to terrify us
therewith, His infinite love and mercy is clearly seen, and
the great desire that He has of our salvation.
St.
Chrysostom remarks this well in that saying of the
prophet: If ye are not converted, he will brandish his
sword: he hath bent h.is bow and made it ready; and in
it he hath prepared instruments of death, fiery arrows
(Ps. 7). Great is the clemency and loving-kindness of the
Lord, says the Saint, to threaten us with a bow and
frighten us, and put forward the punishment in forcible
words, that we may not come to fall under it. God deals
with us in the way that earthly fathers are wont to deal
with their children whom they dearly love: they show
their displeasure in severe terms, and say what they will
do and what is going to happen, that the boy may be
frightened and thereupon mend his ways, so that there
may be no need to resort to punishment. Again a stroke
with a sword is given at close quarters, but the bow and
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catapult strike from afar. To wound with the sword,
all that is neecledis to draw it· and give the stroke: but
to wound with the bo\v it is necessary to string it first,
then to draw the arrows out of the quiver and set them
on the string: all this stringing and unstringing makes
a noise: and therefore the Lord threatens us with a bow,
that we ,may have time to fly from the punishrrientand
escape it, a,ccording to t~e text of the prophe.t: Thou hast
given a sign to the'm that fear thee, that they may fly from
before the bow, that thy beloved ones may escape (Ps.
59). And. being about to destroy the world by the deluge,
He gave notice a hundred years before, that men might
recollect themselves, as one does who purposes to let out
the bull. All this shows love and desire· not to punish
if it· could be avoided. In his seventeenth homily on
Genesis, speaking of how God punished the serpent that
had deceived Eve, the same Saint says: See the great
mercy of God, how as an earthly father, who greatly loves
his son, is not content with punishing his murderer, but
takes the sword or lance with which the murder was
committed, and breaks it into a thousand pieces; so God
our Lord dealt with the serpent, who had acted as . the'
sword and instrument of the devil's malice, and can"
demned it to perpetual punishment. For God willeth not
the death of the sinner,nor rejoiceth in the perdition of
men (Ezech. xxxiii. II). Had it been otherwise, you have
given Him occasion enough : for if you had died at the
time you· know, you would have been by this time many
years in hell: but Infinite Goodness and Mercy would not
give leave to death and the devil for that. Do I perchance
will the death of the sinner, and not rather that he be converted from his ways and live? says God by the prophet
Ezechiel (xviii. 23). He would not condemn you, because
you have cost Him very dear, you have cost Him His life'sblood; so He would not.willingly lose what He has bought
at so great a price, but would have. all men converted and
saved, as the Apostle· St. Paul says: who wisheth all
men to' be saved, and to come to the knowledge of the
truth (I Tim. ii. 4). From these and other considerations,
of which ., Holy Scripture and the writings of the Saints
are full,' we should be helped to trust greatly in the mercy
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of; God, and especially from that of which we now treat,
which is to betake ourselves to the Passion and merits of
Jesus Christ.
CfIAPTER VIII

Of the imitation of Christ as the fruit which we sho'uld
gather from meditation on I-lis mysteries
The seventh thing that we should gather and should
exercis'e ourselves upon in meditation and prayer on the
Passion, is imitation of the virtues that there shine forth
in Christ. There are two chief reasons, so the Saints
tell us, vv,hy tb~~~~~_91_ God came into the world, made
Himself man, and wroug9.i these most holy nlysteries.
1'he first and chiefest was.!.to redeem man by His death
and passion. The second wa~ to give man a most perfect
example of all virtues, and persuade men at the same
time to imitate and foHo\v Him in the practice of them.
To that end, having done at the Last Supper that work
of most-profound humility, going down on His knees
before His disciples and washing their feet with His
divine hands, He said to them thereupon: I have' given
you an exarnpZe, that as I have done to you, so ye do
(John xiii. IS). And the counsel that He then gave them
as regards this work, He \vould have us take as applying
to all the rest, as the Apostle St. Peter signifies in his
first Canonical Epistle, where speaking of the Lord's
Passion he says: Christ hath suffered for. us, leaving us
an excunple that we follow in hi~ footsteps (I Pet. ii. 2I).
And so the blessed St. Augustine says: " The cross is
not only' the bed on which Christ died, but also the chair
from which He taught us by ,His example' what we are
to do and imitate." Crux Christi non solum est lectulus
morientis, sed et cathedra docentis J "not only a dying
man's bed, but a teacher's chair."
And although the life of Christ "vas a most perfect
example and' pattern of virtue", yet He has seemed to wish
to sum up in His Passion all that His whole life ,long He
had taught us by, word and example, making all virtues
shine forth in it to, their highest degree. So we should
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strive to draw from the consideration of these mysteries
desires. of imitation of the virtues of Christ, considering
and weighing leisurely and attentively each virtue by
itself, and drawing thence a strong sentiment and desire
of that virtue in our will, and an efficacious determination
and resolution to practise it, and put the acts and oper...
ations thereof into execution, along with great hatred and
abhorrence of the contrary vice. Thus in consideration
of the humility of. Christ, how, God as He was, He
abased ,Himself and willingly gave Himself over to the
insults and affronts of men,-and such affronts too,-a
luan .should thereupon~1!lake nought of himself, ta~ing
himself for something s"mall and cheap, and heartily
desiring that they should pay him no honour or esteem,
nor give hirn precedence over others; and purpose that ,if
any affronts and signs of conten1pt on .the part of men
do befall him,he will suffer them cheerfully, and rejoice
in their be~ngoffered him, .the better to imitate and appear
in anything like unto Christ our Lord. In the same way,
considering the patience of Christ, he should purpose. to
suffer willingly and accept cheerfully any adversities that
may befall him, and desire that, they may befall him, and
that God, may send him afflictions and· pains in this life
in imitation of Christ our Lord. St. Bonaventure used to
say: " I do not want, 0 Lord, to live 'without wounds
and pains, since I see Thee so full of them."
Nolo}
Domine} sine' vulnere vivere} quia te video vulneraturn.
In . this way we should ,go through. all the rest of the
virtues, obedience, charity, meekness, chastity, poverty,
abstinence, since they all shine forth here, exercising ourselves in desire to imitate Christ in them all.
Here it is to be observed a point we have touched on
before, that in each virtue we should des'cend to particular
occasions that may occur, accepting them and rejoicing in
them for the love of God, Jorthis is more profitable than
genenilities and more necessary for us. Thus if' you are
on the virtue of humility, you should descend to the
imagination of particular occasions that are likely or
possible to occur of your being depreciated' and held in
small esteem; 'first, the easier occasions, and then the
more 'difficult ones, that you think you would feel' more if
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they did occur, and you should dwell upon them, eliciting
acts and rejoicing. in them as if they were present. And
in the same manner when you are on indifference,
patience, mortification, or conformity with the will of
God. In this manner, little by little, the virtue sinks into
your soul, and the contrary passion or vice is mitigated
and reduced. 1'hus subsequent action will be rendered
easier \vhen occasion offers, you being forewarned and
forearn1ed to meet it; and to this end the desires and
resolutions made in meditation are directed.
Here we have given very copious and abundant matter,
vrery rich and profitable, wherewith to occupy ourselves in
prayer and meditation on the Passion of Christ our Lord,
as also on the mysteries of His most holy life. And no
one can reasonably say that he does not know what to do,
or how to occupy hinlself therein, since \ve have mentioned so many sentiments on which we may dwell in
each point. To this we may add that in every mystery,
and in every sentiment suggested by those mysteries, to
move ourselves the more thereto, we may consider and
ponder the following things: first, Who it is that suffers;
secondly, what it is that He suffers; thirdly, in what
disposition He suffers,-to wit, the patience, humility,
meekness and love with which He suffers and embraces
those afflictions and insults; fourthly, for vvhom He
suffers; fifthly) from whom; sixthly, the end for which
He suffers. '[hese are the points generally assigned here
by the Saints, and we may dwell on them with great
profit.
And though there were nothing else, we have in this
last sentiment alone of desire of imitation matter for all
our life, as may be seen in two ways. First, because we
may run through all the virtues, having need of them
all, and shall find them all in Christ. Secondly, because
under each virtue we confront particular occasions that
are likely or possible to occur. We should have the way
smoothed to the practice of them all, and so smoothed as
not only to meet the occasions with patience, but with joy
and cheerfulness. Here we have occupation for a whole
lifetime even on one virtue, much more when there are so
many. And so I say that although the other sentiments
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mentioned are of leading importance) yet this of imitation
is thechiefestandmost nec~ssary of all. It contains the
sentiment of love of God, and the rest that we have
enumerated, and embraces all the acts of the virtues.
Thus the desire to imitate is not one sentiment only, but
is a compendium and sum of all holy sentiments, in which
Christian life and the perfection thereof consist. This

then should be our ordinary theme in meditation on the
Passion of Christ and His most holy life, and the chief
fruit that we should aim at gathering therefrom, each one
insisting on the imitation of that virtue of which he
stands in greatest need, resting on that, digging and
del ving down deep, and making acts thereof, until that
virtue comes to saturate him ihroughand through, and
take root and be deep-seated in his· heart, and the contrary passion and vice mitigated and appeased. Then he
may pass on to another virtue, and then to another. This
is better and more profitable than nibbling in meditation
at many things and passing lightly over them.

CHAPTER IX

In which is established by sundry examples h01il
profitable and ag·reeable to God is meditation on the
Passion of Christ our .I? edeenter
Silvester relates of St. Mary Magdalen that after the
A.')cension of Christ our Redeemer, she retired to a rugged
solitude where she persevered thirty-two years. She
begged our Saviour to teach her in what exercise she
should occupy herself in this solitude, to be most pleasing
and most acceptable to Him. lIe therefore sent her at

the beginning the Archangel Michael, with a most fair
cross in his hands, which he planted at the gate of her
cave, that henceforth the Saint might have it before her
at all hours, \vithout ever losing sight of it, nor ever
losing sight either of the holy mysteries which it represented and had been wrought thereon. All the· time that
she was in .this solitude, she meditated continually on
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those mysteries of the Passion and Death of her Redeemer
and Master. The Saint revealed this to a servant of God
of the Order. of St. Dominic, as may be read at greater
length in the same Silvester.
Ludolph the Carthusian tells of a servant of God who
lived a very perfect and holy life: he desired greatly to
serve our Lord, and to know in particular what works
and services were most agreeable to Him, that he might
do them for His love. He begged the Lord \vith much
fervour and earnestness to show hin1 this. On one occasion at prayer, making his usual petition, Christ appeared
to him, all wounded, naked and trembling, with a heavy
cross on His shoulder, and said to him: " One of the
things that please Me most, and in which My servants
render Me the greatest service, is in aiding Me to carry
this cross; which they 'will do by accompanying Me in
thought in all My pains and labours, and taking them
tenderly to heart."
These words said, He vanished.
Vincent, St. Antoninus and Surius, in the Life of St.
Edmund, Archbishop of Canterbury in England, relate
that when this Saint was a boy of tender age, studying
the elements of grammar at the University of Oxford,
and was one day walking alone in the fields, plunged in
holy meditations, there suddenly appeared to him the
Child Jesus, white and ruddy as the Spouse depicts Him
(Cant. V.IO). He made Himself known, and held with
Edmund most sweet conversation. Among other things
He advised and strongly recommended him henceforth
ev<ery day to think of some mystery of His Life, holy
Passion and Death, assuring him that he would find that
a great help and succour against the devil and his wiles,
a,pd a most efficient means for gaining and ~eeping himself in all virtue, and' in the end for securing a good and
happy death. Having given this· so wholesome advice
'He vanished, leaving the boy Edmund with great comfort
at heart. From that time onwards he was very careful
to meditate every day at nightfall some mystery of the
Life or Pas'sion of Christ our Lord; and from that meditation he 'f(athered great devotion and no less profit :and
remedy'for" all his needs.
In the history of St. Dominic there is written a notice
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of a Religious of that holy Order, a German by birth, a
man of high virtue and sanctity,how from youth he had
a' particular devotion to the Passion of Christ,andused
to think of it very frequently with great emotion and
tears, reverencing His most sacred wounds, .and repeating over each of them the words of the Church: " We
adore Thee,
Christ, and we bless Thee, because by
Thy holy' cross Thou hast redeemed the world." With

°

th~se wo~ds, he genuflected seven times, saying each tiITIe

the lOur Father, and begging God to grant him. His holy
fear and love. And how acceptable and' agreeable to God
this devotion was, was clearly' shown in a singular favour
and consolation that was vouchsafed to the recitero£ it.
For when he' was 'at prayer,' Christ our Redeemer
appeared to him, looking very bountiful and gracious, and
invited him to draw nigh without fear and taste of His
wounds, which he did with profound reverence and
humility, applying his mouth to them; and so great was
the delight and sweetness that he tasted in his soul thereby that ever afterwards everything that was not God was
bitter and an incredible torment to him.
Lipanan and Surius relate of the holy abbot Palemon,
master of St. Pacomius, that one Easter Sunday Pacomius
dressed for dinner the ordinary herbs with a little oil and
salt, for its being the day it was, whereas on other days
his master used to eat herbs only with a little salt. When
the holy old man saw them dressed with oil, he began to
weep and shed many tears, remembering the Passion of
the Lord and saying: "My Master was crucified, and
am I to venture to eat oil?"
His disciple Pacomius
replied that it "\vas Easter Day, and therefore he might
allow himself this delicacy; but for all his urgent entreaties to make trial of the herbs, he could do nothing
with him.
It is told of a Christian captive among the Moors that
he was very cievout to the Passion of Christ, and for the
continual memory that he had of it he went about always
sad and weeping. His master seeing it asked him sometimes 'what made him so sad, and why he could never
make merry with his companions. He always replied
that he could not, because he had imprinted on his heart
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the Passion of the Lord. The master,. hearing this reply,
wanted to know if he spoke the truth; and upon opening
his breast and drawing out the heart,they found within
it a figure of Christ Crucified, most artistically formed,
\vhich marvel was a means to the master's conversion to
the faith.
A similar thing is related of the holy virgin Clara of
Montefalcone. In her life she had been very devout to
the Passion of Christ, and after her death there was found
in her heart on one side the figure of a crucifix, with
three nails, lance, sponge and reed, while on the other
side there 'were the scourge, with five thongs, the pillar
and crown of thorns; which marvel is to this day
exhibited at Montefalcone, a place in Italy.

.SIXTEENTH TREA TISE

OF HOLY COMMUNION AND THE
HOLY SACRIFICE OF THE MASS
CHAPTER I

Of the inestirnable benefit ·and great love that the
fJord· has s ho'wn·· us in the institution of this Divine
, Sa'crament
Tv-To works there are that God has shown us, of all that
He has done the most signal, the most apt to astound' and
cut short the judgments of men. So subtle their contrivance, that the prophet Isaiah, speaking of them, calls
them inventions of God. Make known. among the peoples
hi~ inventions (Isai.xii. 4). They are works in which it
looks as though God had set Himself to think in what
\vay He could show Himself eager to communicate and pour Himself out. The first work was the
Incarnation, in which the Word of the Father conjoined
and united Himself with our nature in ··a bond so binding
and a knot so tight and close that God and Man came to
be together in one Person. A knot to which all the
reason of the world is blind, and to God alone is it clear:
darkness and. obscurity to all, and to Him alone light and
brightness ;an indi'5soluble knot, which,once tied,shall
never he untied or undone. What He has once assumed,
He 'has never' abandoned.
St.' Denis says that love is a unitive power, 'which
transforms the lover into the beloved, and makes of the
two one. Now what no love that ever has been on earth
could ever do, that the love of God for man has done.
Never 'had it been seen belo\v the heavens that love had
truly made lover and 'beloved into one: above the heavens
159
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that is well seen: the very nature of the Father is that
of the Son, and they are one: but below the heavens
such a union had never been realised. But the love .of
God for man has been so great that He has conjoined
and united Himself with man in such sort .that of God
and Man there has come to be only ,one Person; and that
so strictly one that Man is true God and God is true
Man; and all that is proper to God can with truth and
propriety be said of lVlan; and conversely, what is proper
to Man ~s said also of God. 1'hus He whom men saw,
was God: He whom they beheld speaking by means of
bodily lips, was God.
He whom they beheld eating,
\\ralking, toiling, \vas God. He had a real human nature
and real human activities; and He who exercised those
activities was God. Who ever heard or saw the like?
says the prophet Isaiah (lxvi. 8).
God a child,. God
wrapped ~n swaddling-clothes, God weeping, God in
weakness, God weary and suffering pains and torments!
Of old the Royal Prophet says: Lord, thou hast set thy
resting-place on high, evil shall not come near thee, and
the scourge shall not approach thy dwelling (Ps. go). But
nnw we see, Lord, that the scourges have come near
Thee, and the nails, and the thorns 1 and they have put
Thee on a cross: a thing so alien from God , a strange
thing, says Isaiah, peregrinum opus (xxviii. 21), a thing
that bewilders and arrests the judgments of men and
angels.
There has been another work of God, an invention
proper to His infinite love, the institution of the ,Most
Holy Sacrament. In the former, He covered His Godhead with a cloak of flesh, that \ve might be able to see
Him: in this, lIe covers not only His divine but also His
human nature with the cloak of accidents, that we may
have Him for our food. In the former, God gave welcome to man, uniting a human nature with the Divine
\V ord, and so made man enter into the innermost depths
of the Godhead; in the latter, God wishes you to welcome
Him in the innermost depths of your heart. Before, man
\vas united to God: now God and Man seeks to be united
to you. In the former, the communication and union was
\vith one sole individual nature which is the Most Holy
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l-Iumanity of Christ our Lord, hypostatically united to the
Eternal Word. In this latter, He unites Himself to each
individual that receives Him, and makes Himself one with
him,--not now by an hypostaticalor personal union, for
that were not convenient, but by a union the most intinlate and closest that can be imagined short of that. He
that eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood, abideth in me
and 1 in him, says the Lord Himself (John vi. 57). Marvellous work! Not only is it the greatest of His fil.irac1es,
as St. Thomas says, but it is the sum and compendium
of them all.
Holy Scripture tells us ·of King Ashuerus that he made
a great and solemn banquet, \vhich lasted one hundred
and eighty days, to show his great riches and the glory
of his power (Esther i. 4).
So that great Ashuerus,
Christ our Redeemer, has wished to make a royal banquet, to' show the greatness of His treasures and riches,
·and the power and majesty of His glory. The food that
is given us in this banquet is G'Od Himself, a work to
move the admiration and astonishment of the world, no
less than the former. Even over the mere shadow of this
admirable' mystery, '\vhich ,vas .the manna, people broke
out into the wondering exclamation, Manhu, what is this?
(Exod. xvi. 15). And afterwards they said: How can he
give us his flesh to eat? (John vi. 53). How can
we possibly eat His flesh? And this banquet did not
·last one hundred and eighty days, as that of King
.Ashuerus lasted, but has lasted sixteen hundred years,
and shall last till the end of the world : it is always being
eaten and always endures. With reason did the prophet
exclaim: Come and see the works of the Lord, the wonders that he hath '7.£.'rought on earth (Ps. 45). Amazing
the contrivance and wisdom of the counsels' of God, that
He has taken for the salvation of men. It is of this second
work that we are to treat no\v: the Lord give us His
'grace thereto, whereof we have great need.
, .The glorious Apostle and Evangelist St. John in his
holy gospel, speaking of the institution of this Most Holy
Sacrament, says: When. he had loved his ,own who were
in the 'world, he loved them unto the end (John xiii. I):
,for it was then that He did them the greatest favours, and
II
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left them th~ greatest pledges of His love, among which
one of the chiefest, or even the chiefest of all, was this
Most Holy Sacrament. Therein His Majesty abides truly
and really, and i11so doing He markedly shows the great
love that H.e bears us. It is the mark of true love to
wish to keep its object ever present, and ever to enjoy
the company of the same, because love cannot bear the
absence of the beloved. So vvhen it was time for. Christ
our Redeemer to leave this world and go to His Father,
He wished to depart in such a way . as not entirely to
depart, and in such a way to go as still to stay. Thus
as He came forth from heaven without leaving heaven,
so no\:v He goes away from earth without leaving earth;
and as He went forth from His Father without leaving
Him, so now He goes away from His children without
leaving them.
It is further in the nature of love to desire to live in
the memory of the beloved, and seek to be ever remembered on his part. For this end, when friends part, they
give one another memorials and pledges· to awaken this
rnemory. In order then that we may never forget Him,
He has left us for a memorial this Most Holy Sacrament,
in which He I-limself dwells in person, wishing that between Him and us there should be no less a pledge to
awaken this memory than Himself. So, after instituting
this Most Holy Sacrament, He said: Every time you celebrate this mystery, celebrate it in memory of Me, remembering how much I have loved you, how earnestly I have
sought after you, and how much I have suffered on your
account (Luke xxii. 19: I Cor. xi. 24, 26).
Of the people of Israel Moses vaunted greatly, there
is no nation so great as to have its gods nigh unto it as
our God is nigh unto us, being ever at hand to hear all
our supplications (Deut. iv. 7).
Solomon, having built
the Temple, stood amazed and said: Is it possible that
God should dwell with men on earth? If heaven and
earth, in all their vast amplitude, a-re not enough to find
room for thee, ho'w much less shall this house 'which I
have built! (3 Kings viii. 27). How much more reason
have we to say this, seeing that now it is no longer a
figure, but God Himself that \ve have for our companion!
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Lo, I am with Jiou all days even to the end of the world
(Matt. xxviii. 20). A great comfort and a great favour
it· is· that Christ our Redeemer should wish to remain in
our company to console us and lighten the burden of our
pilgrimage. If here the company of a friend consoles us
in our labours and affiictions, what should it be to have
Jesus Christ Himself in our company,-to see God enter
in at our gates,-pass through our wards and streets,be ·taken up and carrier!- 9.nd enthroned in our 'remples, so
that we can visit Him repeatedly and at all hours, day
and night, and treat with Him of our affairs face to face,
giving Him an account of our labours, recounting to Him
our troubles, imparting to Him· our temptations, and
begging redress and favour for all our needs, in confidence that He who has loved us so much as to will to
be so near us, will not stand aloof when we ask for a
remedy for our woes. I will come and take up my abode in
the midst of you, I will- go 'where you wish to carry me,
I will pass through your streets, I will honour you (Levit.
xxvi. 11). What heart will not be softened and inflamed,
seeing God so homely?
Not content with our having Him in our temples and
houses, the Lord has wished that we should have Him
\vit.hin our very selves, He has wished to enter \\-·ithin our
heart, He has -\vished you ;yourself to be the temple and
chalice, the monstrance atj1d reliquary where this ,Most
Holy Sacrament should -be ilaid and placed. He does not
give Himself here to kiss,1 as He did to the Shepherds
and the - Kings, but to rec~ive Him into our breasts. 0
unspeakable love !O unhelard of bounty! That I should
receive into -my breast and I into my heart God Himself in
person! Jesus Christ Himself, true God and true Man!
The same that the most holy Queen of Angels received
and bore nine months in her most pure womb! If St.
Elizabeth, mother of the glorious Baptist, on occasion of
Thy Virgin Mother, in whose womb Thou wert carried,
entering her house, marvelled, and full of the Holy Ghost
cried aloud saying: lVhence is this to me, that the mother
of rny Lord should come fa me! (Luke i. 43),-what shall
I say, when Thou comest, not by the gates of my material
house, but of my body and soul, within me into my inner-
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most self, Thou, 0 Lord, Son of the living God! With
how much more reason may I say, Whence is this to me!
to me who for so long a time have been the abode of the
devil! to me, who so often have offended Thee! to 1Jle,
so thankless and ungrateful! Whence is this to me
except from the greatness of Thy mercy,and from Thy
being what '[hou art, so good, such a lover of men!
Whence but from· Thine infinite love!
Saints further consider, and with much reason, that if
the Lord had granted this boon only to the innocent and
pure,still it \vould be an inestimable bounty, but what
shall we say now that by reason of His wishing to communicate Himself to men He has bound Himself to
pass through the hands . of many wicked ministers; and
as He allowed Himself to be crucified for our love by the
hands of those perverse executioners, so He permits
Himself now to be handled by wicked and perverse
priests, and enter into· mouths and bodies filthy and foul
of many wicked men and sinners, to visit and console His
friends! To all this the Lord exposes Himself,- and wills
to be again and again sold and mocked and crucified and
put between thieves, as St. Paul says that they who sin,
so far as in them lies, crucify ]esusChrist again (Heb.
vi. 6)·: all this He undergoes to communicate Himself to
you. See if we have not good cause to give Him thanks
and good cause to serve Him. The Church sings in
astonishment that this great Lord had no horror of entering into a maiden's womb: but lay side by side the purity
of this maiden and our impurity, and you will see how
much greater reason we have to be astonished that He
has had no horror of entering into the breast of a sinner.

CHAPTER II

Of the excellent and wonderful things that faith
teaches for our belief in this Di'vine Sacrament
lVlany are" the wonderful things that faith teaches us as
being wrought· by the words of consecration. The· first
thing that we have to believe is, that as soon as the priest
has done pronouncing the words of consecration over the
host, there is there the true Body of Christ our Redeemer,
the same that was born of the virginal womb of the Most
Holy Virgin, the same that \vas on the cross and rose
again, the same that now is seated on the right hand of
the Father. And when the priest has done pronouncing
the words of. consecration over the chalice, there is there
the true and precious Blood. And supposing there to be
said at the same hour all over the Church one hundred
thousand Masses, in· the instant in which the priest has
done pronouncing the words of consecration God works
this wonderful change; and in all those Masses there is
the real and true Body and" Blood of Christ our
Redeemer: here they are consuming it, there they are
consecrating it, but everywhere it is one and the same.
Tlle .second wonderful thing that we have to believe is,
that after the words of consecration there remains nor
bread nor \vine on the altar: although to our eyes, touch,
taste and smell, it appears to us that it does remain, yet
faith tells us that it does .not. The patriarch Isaac said
to his son· Jacob, on the occasion when to gain the blessing and the birthright of the elder brother, Jacob had
covered his hands \vith .goat-skins to resemble his
brother: The voice is th.e voice of Jacob, but the hands

are the hands of Esau (Gen. xxvii. 22). So here, what we
feel with our hands and touch with our senses, has the
appearance of bread and the appearance of wine, but the
voice, that is faith, tells us it is something else. Faith
supplies the defect of the senses: praestet fides supplementum sensuum defectui. And. there in the desert,
the manna, the shadow and figure of this Sacrament, haq
16 5
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also this property, that it tasted like all kinds of things,it tasted like partridge, and it \vas not partridge; it
tasted like trout, and it was not trout,-so this divine
manna tastes like bread, and is not bread; tastes like
wine, and is not wine. In the other Sacraments the
matter is not changed into anything else, but the water
in Baptism remains water, and the oil oil in the Sacraments of Confirmation and Extreme Unction; but in this
Sacrament the matter is changed. Thus what appears
bread is not bread, and \vhat appears wine is not wine;
but the substance of bread is changed and converted into
the true Body of Christ our Saviour, and the substance
of wine into His Precious Blood. St. Ambrose says very
well: " He \vho could make something out of nothing in
creating the heavens and the earth, much more should be
able to make one thing into another thing and change one
substance into another. n Besides, we see that the bread
\\re daily eat is in a short time changed into our flesh by
virtue of the natural heat of our body: much lTIOre should
the almighty po\ver of God be able to effect in an instant
this marvellous conversion.
And that by seeing one
wonder we may cease to wonder at another, it is much
more wonderful that God should have made Himself Man
without ceasing. to be God, than that what was bread
should cease to be bread and be converted into flesh.
But by that Divine power whereby the Son of God made
lIimself Man, by that same the bread and wine are converted into the Flesh and Blood of Christ;· for to God
nothing is im-possible, as the Angel said to Our Lady
(Luke i. 37)'
Thirdly, there is another peculiarity of this conversion,
not according to the manner of other natural changes.
In them, when one thing is changed into another, there
remains something of the substance of the thing that is
changed, since the matter remains the same, and the only
thing changed is the form; as when earth is changed into
silver, and \vater into crystal. It is as when out of a
little clay or wax you make at one time a horse, at another
a lion. But in this admirable conversion, after the consecration, there remains in the Host nothing of the substance of bread; and in the Chalice there remains nothing
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of the substance of wine, neither form nor matter, but
the whole substance of bread is converted and changed
into the whole' Body of Christ; and the whole substance
. of \vine into His Precious Blood. And so the Church,
very appropriately and rightly, as the Council of Trent
declares, to signify this total conversion, calls it
transubstantiation} which means the change of one substance into another. As natural· generation may be
properly called transformation} because in it the form is
changed; so in this Sacrament· the change is very rightly
called transubstantiation} because the whole substance of
the bread and wine is converted into the whole substance
of the Body and Blood of Christ.
Thus there does not remain in this Sacrament anything
of the substance of bread: there remains in it only colour,
smell, taste, and the other accidents of bread and wine,
which are called ' the Sacramental species.' And this is
another great wonder that shines forth in this Most Holy
Sacrament, that these accidents are· there without being
in any substance or subject, whereas it is the property of
accidents to be united and attached to substance, as all
philosophy teaches; since whiteness clearly cannot naturally be by itself, but must be conjoined and united with
some substance, and the same of taste and smell. But
here, above the 'whole order of nature, the same accidents
of bread and wine remain, being supernaturally supported
by themselves, as it were in the air, since the substance of
bread and wine, as we have said, is no longer there,-and
in the Body and Blood of Christ, which takes its place,
those accidents cannot be; and thus God of I-Iimself sustains and supports them by a perpetual miracle.
Further we have to believe that in this Most. Holy
Sacrament, under the species and accidents of bread,
there is not only the Body of Christ, but the whole Christ,
true God and true lVlan, as He is in heaven. Thus in the
I-Iost, along with the Body, there is also the Blood of
Christ our Redeemer, and His most sacred Soul, and His
most Holy Divinity. In like manner in the Chalice, under
the species of wine, there is not only the Blood of Christ,
but also His Body, and His Soul and Divinity.
But
theologians observe that all these things are not there
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for the same reason, or in the same manner; but some
are in this Sacrament by virtue and efficacy of the words
of consecration, others by way of concomitance or
accompaniment. That is said to be in this Sacrament by
virtue and efficacy of the words, which is signified and
set forth by those very words of the form of consecration.
And, taken in this 'way, there is not in the Host anything
more than the Body of Christ, nor in the Chalice anything more than the Blood, because the words effect what
they signify, and this is all that they signify, This is my
Body, This is my Blood. Those things are said to be
present by way of concomitance or accompaniment, which
are united and in company \vith that which is expressed
and declared by the words. And since the Body of Christ
is not now alone, but is united \vith the Blood and the
Soul and the Divinity, therefore all these things also are
there· together in the Host. And since the Blood in like
manner is not now by Itself alone, but is united with the
Body, and \v!th the Soul and Divinity, therefore all those
things are likewise in the Chalice. That may be well
understood by the follo\ving consideration. Divines say
that if during the three days that Christ was in the tomb
St. Peter or any other of the Apostles had consecrated,
there would not have been in 1'hat Holy Sacrament the
Soul of Christ, because then the Soul was not united with
the Body, but there would have been only the dead Body,
as It was in the sepulchre, although united with the
Divinity, because that never left It.
In like manner,
when Christ consecrated at the Supper on Holy Thursday,
there was in the Sacrament Christ our Redeemer, true
God and true -Man, but passible and mortal, as He then
\vas; but nO\\7 He is in the Sacrament alive, glorious and
risen again, immortal and impassible as He is in heaven.
But though it is true that in the Host there is the
Blood, and in the Chalice the Body of Christ our
Redeemer, it is fitting none the less that the two consecrations be made separately, each by itself, for the more
lively representation of the Passion and Death of Christ,
in which the Blood was separated from the Body, and
thus mention of· that· fact is made in the words of consecration of the Chalice, qui pro vobis et pro multis
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effundetur. Also, inasmuch as this Sacnunent was instituted for the nourishment and sustenance of our souls,
it was fitting that it should be instituted not only as meat,
but also as drink, since the perfect nourishment of the
body consists of those two things. But we may draw
one conclusion froin this for the comfort of those who are
not priests: it is that though they do not communicate
under both kinds, as they· do who say Mass, but only
under the species of bread,-and that for many very
grave reasons \vhich the Church has found for the practice,-yet in receiving in the Host the Body of Christ our
Redeemer, they· receive likewise His Blood, and His Sou]
and Divinity, because He is whole, entire and perfect
under each of the two species. And Theologians and
Saints say that they receive as much grace as priests who
communicate under both species, provided they approach
with equal dispositions~ 51. Hilary says that as in the
manna, which "vas the figure of this Most Holy Sacrament, neither he who gathered more found that he had
more for that, nor he who gathered less that he had less
for that, as. Holy Scripture assures us (Exod~ xvi. 18);
so also in this Divine Sacrament neither he who receives
under the species of bread and "vine receives more for
that, nor he who receives only under the species of bread
receives less· for that. All are equal in this particular.
Moreover there is another great wonder in this Most
High Sacrament: it is that not only is Christ whole and
entire in the whole Host, and whole and entire in the
Chalice, but in every particle of the Host, and in every
drop of the species of wine, there is also the whole Christ,
as entire asHe is in the whole Host, and as entire as He
is in heaven, however small the particle be. This is also
gathered clearly from the Gospel itself; for Christ our
Lord did not consecrate separately and by itself each

mouthful of those with which He communicated His
Apostles] but He consecrated at once a certain quantity
of bread, which when divided should be enough to give
Communion to them all. And so of the Chalice the holy
Gospel says expressly that Christ gave it to His Apostles,
saying: Take and di7.,jde it am.ong yOlt (Luke xxii. 17).
And not only 'when the Host or the Blood is divided, but
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also before the division, there is the Body of Christ whole
and entire in the \\Thole Host, and whole and entire in
every part of it, and whole and entire in the whole species
of wine, and whole and entire in every drop of the same.
There are some examples and comparisons here in Nature
that may serve to throw some light on this matter. Our
soul too is \vhole in the \vhole body and whole in every
part of it. My speaking voice, which is the example
alleged by St. Augustine, is whole in your e.ars and whole
in those of all who hear me. And if you take a mirror,
you will see in it your figure whole and entire, although
the mirror be small and much smaller than you. And if
you divide the mirror into many parts, you will also see
your figure in each part, neither more nor less than you
saw it in the entire mirror. These and the like examples
and comparisons are brought up by Doctors and Saints,
to illustrate these n1ysteries for us; and vvhile in none of
them is the comparison perfect, yet they all serve to
throw light.
There is also here another mystery, that when the
Host and the Blood is parted and divided, the accidents
of bread and wine are what is there parted and divided;
but Christ is neither parted nor divided, but remains
entire in every particle, ho\vever small it be. And in
like manner when you divide the Host in your mouth,
you do not divide or diminish Christ. St. Jerome says:
" What a deception and illusion of our senses! It looks
as though we divide and break Thee up as we do the
material bI ead that we eat; but the truth is that we do
not break or divide Thee in our mouths, but only the
accidents which we see; but Thou, 0 Lord, remainest
perfect and entire in every particle, without alteration or
division, and we receive Thee entire" (Jerome apud
Eusebium). So the Church sings in the Lauda Sion : Not a single doubt retain,
When they break the Host in twain,
But that in each part remain,
What was in the wh ole before;
Since the sin~ple sign alone
Suffers change in state or form,
The signified remaining one.
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There happens to us in this banquet the opposite of
what happens in earthly feasts, in which you cut an
article of food, but not the plates or containing vessel;
but at. this Divine Table it is not so: the plate and containing vessel, \vhich are the accidents, are divided, and
the food and nourishment remains entire. lVloreover, at
other tables you eat the meat and the food, but you do

not eat the containing vessels nor the plates: but at this
Sovereign Table we eat the food, and it is so much to
our taste that we eat the plate 'with it.
All these things that faith teaches us we must be content for the present to believe and venerate without seeking to scrutinise them curiously. We must go ever upon
this fundamental principle laid do\vn by St. Augustine:
" Let us allow that God can do something which we
must confess that we cannot search into." Demus aliquid
Deum posse, quod nos fateamur illud investigare non
posse. As the Saints well say, the things of God would
not be great, if our understanding and reason were able
to comprehend them (A Kempis, iv. 18). Thus it is the
merit of faith to believe ,vhat we do not see.
And there is something. even special about the mysteries
of this Most Holy Sacrament, which there is not in the
other mysteries of faith; that in the others we believe
what \ve do not see,-a praiseworthy thing certainly:
blessed are they that have not seen, and yet have believed
(John xx. 29},--"':-'but in this we have not only to believe
\vhat we do Inot see, but contrary to what it seems we do
see, because to our senses it seems that there is br"ead
and "vine here~ and "ve have to believe that there is not.
The faith that \ve hold about this mystery is like to that
,vhich Abraham had, 'whom St. Paul so much extols, who
" hoped against all hope," contra spem in spem credidit
(Rom. iv. 18). Supernatural hope overcame the natural
distrust which came of what his eyes saw. He believed
and hoped that he should have a son, contrary to all that
natural hope could promise" him, fqr naturally that could
not be, since he and his wife were {ar advanced in years.
And afterwards, when he ,vas ready to sacrifice this son,
as ." God had commanded him, he still believed that the
Lord must surely fulfil the promise' that He had made of
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multiplying his posterity through that very son. So in
this Divine Sacrament we believe the contrary of what
all our senses naturally tell us, and thus our belief is
highly meritorious. God said to His people: In the
morning ye shall eat bread, and in the evening I will give
you flesh (Exod. xvi. 12). The morning is this present
life: God gives Himself to us under the appearance of
bread and wine; but at evening-tide, whereby is signified
the glory of heaven, you shall see the Flesh of Christ,
and understand clearly how and in what manner it is
there; the veil shall d;op, the curtains shall rise, and we
shall see all these things clearly.
Many and ,veIl authenticated are the miracles that we
might allege in confirmation of what we have said;
'writings of the Saints and histories are full of them; but
I mean to quote only one, which is related in the Chronicles of the Order of St. Jerome. A Religious, named Friar
Peter de Cavafiuelas, who was afterwards Prior of
Guadalupe, ,vas much assailed by temptations against
faith, especially regarding the .Holy Sacrament of the
Altar: his thought kept saying to him, how could it be
that there was blood in the Host. The Lord vouchsafed
to deliver him from this temptation in a wonderful
manner, which was, that when he was saying one Saturday the Mass of our Lady, after he had consecrated, and
was bowing down to' say the prayer which begins
Supplices te 1'0 garnu s, he saw a cloud descending from
on high and enveloping the whole altar where he was
saying Mass, so that he could see neither Host nor
Chalice for the darkness of the cloud. He was much
frightened at this occurrence and full of great terror at
the sight which met his eye. So he begged the Lord
\\yith many tears to be pleased to deliver him from this
danger, and sho\v vvhy it had happened. While he was
thus in tears and great alarm, little by little the cloud
disappeared, and the altar stood out entire. And looking
'at the altar, he saw that the consecrated Host was gone,
and the' Chalice was uncovered and empty, because the
Blood also had been taken away from it. So great was
his astonishment and fear at this sight that he was like
a dead man; and coming to himself he began, with great
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grief of heart, and shedding many tears from his eyes,
to ask once more Our Lord, and His Most Holy -Mother
whose Mass he was saying, to forgive him if this had
happened through any. fault of his, and deliver and draw
him out of so great a danger. While he was in this perplexity, he saw the Host coming in the· air, resting on a
paten shining with light, and placing Itself over the
mouth of the Chalice; and thereupon there began to ooze
out of It drops of blood, and trickle down within the
Chalice, and. the quantity that came out was the same as
that which had been there before. And when the blood
had ceased flowing, the pall, or fold of· the corporal,
came to put itself once more over the Chalice, and the
Host came to be in its place on the altar as It was before.
The priest stood amazed to see such great mysteries;
and not knowing vvhat to do, he· heard a voice saying to
him: " Finish thy duty, and let all that thou hast seen
be kept secret "; and from that time onward he never
felt the temptation any more. The acolyte or server,
\vho served the Mass, saw none of these things, nor heard
he the voice, but noticed the :priest's tears, and how he
took much longer over the Mass than usual. All the
above "narrative "vas found after his death in a· paper
written with his own hand, folded in his general confession, which he did as a sign of the secret which· he had
been. bidden to keep.

CI--IAPTER III

H ere begins the discourse on the preparation which
the excellence and dignity of this Divine Sacrament
requ1res
This Divine Sacrament has this superiority over all the
rest, that there is in it really and truly Jesus Christ Himself, true God and trne Man; and for this reason it is the
most excellent of the Sacraments, and that which works
the greatest effects of grace in our souls. In other Sacraments we partake of the grace that is communicated to
us there, but in this ,ve partake of the very fountain of
grace. In other Sacraments we drink as it were from a
stream flowing from the fountain, but in this we drink of
the fountain itself) since we receive Christ Himself, true
God and true Man.
And so this Sacrament is called
Eucharistia, which signifies good grace, because every
good gift of grace, and the source of it all is there; as
also because therein is given to us the Son of God Himself, who truly is called a Grace and a Gift given to the
"human race in the mystery of the Inca"rnation. It is also
called Communion,-in accordance with what St. Luke
says of the faithful, that they were persevering in the
communion of the break£ng of bread (Acts ii. 42) : for in
receiving this 1\10st Holy Sacrament we partake of the
highest and greatest good that there is, which is God,
and with Him of all spiritual good gifts and graces. In
giving us His Flesh and Blood He makes us partakers
of all those treasures which He has earned for us by that
Sacred Flesh and Blood. Another reason why it is called
Communion is because it unites the faithful one with
another, all sitting at the same table and receiving the
satne food. Thus we communicate and share together,
and are conjoined so as to make one reality, at least in
faith and religion, and ,ve are all one Body, as St. Paul
says: liVe are all one bread, one body, we who partake of
one and the sa,me bread (I Cor. x. 17).
And so St.
174
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Augustine says that Christ ins6tuted this Sacrament
under the species of bread and wine, to signify that as
bread is made of many grains of wheat, united together,
and wine of many grains of grapes, so of many faithful
\vho comn1unicate and partake of this Sacrament there is
Dlade Qne Mystical Body.
St. John Damascene likens this Most Holy Sacrament
to that fiery coal wherewith one of the seraphim purified
the lips of the prophet Isaiah and took away all his
imperfections. So, he says, this heavenly Food, by being
united with the Divinity, which is a consuming fire (Deut.
iv. 24), consumes and cleanses away all our imperfections
and ailments and fills us with spiritual gifts and good
things. Lastly, this is that banquet spoken of in the
gospel, in which God bids the guests to be told: 1 have
prepared my banquet, my bee'ves and fatlings are killed,
and all things are ready (Matt.• xxii. 4). In saying that
all things are ready and prepared, fIe gives us to understand that here in this Sacred Banquet we have all things
that could be desired. So the prophet David said of this
Food: Thou hast prepared, 0 God, in thy sweetness tor
the poor (Ps. 67). He does not say what it is that He has
prepared, because the good that is herein contained is so
great that no. words can express it.
With g-oodreason then does the Church exclaim: " 0
Sacred Banquet,in which we reoeive God": a s,acr'urn
convivium in quo Christus sumitur. That· very name of
Banquet tells of· the joy and satisfaction and abundance
and plenty that there is in it. "0 Sacred Banquet, in
'which the memory of .the Passion is renewed," the
memory of that excess of love wherewith God has loved
us, giving Hinlself up for us unto death, even the death
of the Cross! 0 Sacred Banquet, "wherein our soul is
sated and made full of grace!"
0 Sacred Banquet,
"wherein there is given us apledge of glory" I-and such
a pledge as to be nowise distinct from that which is to be
given us hereafter, as is the usual case of pledges given
on earth; but one and the saIne God, who is to be our
recompense and revvard) gives Himself for pledge in this
Sovereign Banquet,~save only that here they serve Him
up to us in a covered dish, whereas in that banquet and
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supper of heavenly glory they will serve Him to us in a
dish uncovered.
But the excellence of so high a Sacrament, and the
great majesty of the Lord whom we are to receive, requires that the disposition and preparation for it be very
great. The Royal Prophet, ·speaking of the building of
the Temple of Jerusalem, says: It is a great work, for we
are not about building a dwelling-place for man, but for
God (I Chron. xxix. I). And ,vhen he had got together
a great quantity of gold, silver, vessels and precious
stones, it all see-nled to him nothing. What then should
be the preparation of the temple and dwelling, in which
we are to receive God Himself in person, who must be
greater by as much as the typified exceeds the type, and
the living the painted figure!
Apart from "vhat is due to the majesty of so great (3
Lord, it likewise very much concerns ourselves to come
,veIl prepared to receive this Most Holy Sacrament: for
according to the preparation and disposition that we bring
will be the grace that we receive, as he who draws water
from a spring draws more the larger the vessel that he
brings. And for the better understanding of what we
vdsh to say on this point, Theologians here observe that
not only will there be greater grace received for the
greater merit of acts and good works which one brings
to the reception of this Sacrament, which is called in the
language of the Council of Trent grace ex opere operantis
but also, apart from that, the grace which the Sacrament
gives of itself by Divine privilege and institution, which
they call grace ex opere operato, will be greater in proportion to the better disposition wherewith we approach
the Sacrament. For God works in the order of grace as
He does in the order of nature = in the natural order we
see that all things work according to the dispositions
they find in the subject matter they work upon. Thus
fire is quickly kindled of dry wood; but if the wood is not
dry, it "vill light more slowly; and so according to the
degrees of dryness ",ill be the working of the fire. So it
is also in this Divine Sacrament; and thus in every way
it concerns us much to come to it well prepared.
J

CH.APTER IV

Of the cleanness: and ,purity, not only from mortal
Sifi;S, but also from venial sins and imperfectiQns~
~vith 1vhich we shouldap'proach' 11oIy Communi01~
We, will speak -of thre,echlef things: first of the dispb-

sitiQn and preparation required to approach and receive
this Divine Sacrament; secondly, of what we ought to do
after receiving it, _and of what our thanksgiving should
be ; 'thirdly, of the fruit and profit which we should gather
fromHolyCommunion~ And to begin with the first, the
disposition and -preparation required for this is much
greater than' what is" required for the other Sacraments;
since'the greater the excellence of Sacraments, the greater
the"'preparation and purity needed to receive, the?1.Thus
some Sacraments there are for the worthy reception of
which it is' enough to have sorrow and. true repentance
for our sins, without its being necessary to go to can;.,
.fession; but this Divine Sacrament is of such dignity and
excellence, on account of God HimseHbeing contained in
it, that over and above what has been said it requires
another Sacrament by way of disposition, which is the
Sacrament of Confession, when there has been any:mortal
sin going'before. Thus it is not enough to approach
with sotrow 'and contrition, but confession must precede,
as' has' peen ru'ledby the Council. of Trent (sess. xiii.
cap.7}',according to' the saying of the Apostle St. Paul:
Leta tnanprove himself, and' so eat of this bread and
drink of this: chalice (I' Cor. xl. 28).
The Council 6f
Trent thus explains these words, that it is necessary for
a man to come proved 'and exan1ined by the examination
and jUdgment ofConfessioll. .,This disposition and
preparation is necessary for> all' Christians, under pain of
:mortal sin; and it is disposition enough to receive grace
in the Sacrament.
'
,
But thoug~iti~truethatfor venial sins, and other
fauHs and 'imperfections not amounting to mortal sin, a
man dbesnot entirely lose the fruit of this Most Holy
12
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Sacrament, but receives an increase of grace, as Theologians say; yet he does lose that copious and abundant
fruit of graces and virtues and other admirable effects,
which the Sacrament is apt· to work in purer and more
devout souls. F or though venial sins do not extinguish
charity, they deaden fervour -and diminish that devotion,
which is the most proper disposition required for this
Divine Sacrament. And thus if we wish to have a share
in that abundant fruit which they are wont to enjoy who
come to Communion as they ought, it is necessary to
come pure not only from mortal sins, but also from venial
sins. Jesus Christ Himself taught us this disposition by
the example He. gave of washing the feet of His disciples
before giving them Communion, giving us to understand,
as St. Bernard says, the cleanness and purity with which
we ought to approach this Most Holy Sacrament, cleanness not only frolnmortal sins, but also from venial sins,
which are the dust that is wont to gather on the feet.
St. Denis the Areopagite says that by giving us this
example of washing their feet our Lord "i"equires
extreme cleanness," not only from venial sins, but also
from other faults and imperfections. He brings in to
this purpose the ceremony· that the Church practises in
the ~Iass, of the priest washing his hands before offering
the Holy Sacrifice. He "vell observes that he does not
wash his whole hands,· but only the tips of his fingers, to
signify that we should not only be free from grievous sins,
but also from lighter sins and from faults and imperfections. If N abuchodonosor cOlllmanded that they should
choose out children in. whom there was no blemish (Dan.
i. 4), pure, clean and beautiful, to give them of the
delicacies of his table and· nourish them of the same, how
much greater reason must there be that, to approach this
divine and royal table, \ve should come vvith great cleanness and purity! In short, it is the bread of angels, and
we should approach it with the purity of angels.
Peter of Cluny tells ofa priest, in that part of Germany
which is called Thuringia, that whereas he had at first
been a man of good and -holy life, he came afterwards to
fall miserably into a certain sin of impurity; and then
adding sin to sin he dared to approach the altar and say
o
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Mass, without amendment or confession,-a usual mistake of some who, having led a good life, then when
something shameful befalls them dare not confess it, and
yet, pride so blinding them,willnot give over Communion,
notto, lose the good opinion and credit they enjoyed before.
God was pleased to chastise him affectionately as a Father
by doing something to open his eyes. It was this : at the
ttmeofteceiving,holding' Christ in, his hands, the Host
disappeared fromthem,and in like manner the Blood

disappeared .from the Chalice, leaving, the priest that day
\\Tithout -Communion and not a little terrified. The same
thing happened to him two other times on whirch he was
nlinded tocotne again and say, Mass, to seewhethe/ the
Lord ·wo.uldgive him. the same token ,of indignation
against, him as before. Thereupon he recognised how
great ~were his sins", and 'withwhat ;good ground the
anger of 'God was roused against him. -His. eyes" filled
with tears, he ,vent to throw himself at the feet of his
Bishop, and 'with gteat sentiments of grief related to him
\vhathad happened, confessed and received at his hands
the penance" that he deserved in the way of fasts, disciplines and other austerities, wherein he occupied himself
a long -time without 'daring to return to the Altar,
until his prelate and' pastor came to command or give
him leave to do so, when it seemed that he had made
sufficient-satisfaction to 'God for his sins. Then a marvel
came about at the first Mass that he said. Afterhaving
said the greater part of it with exfreme compunction and
tears, as he was going to receive, suddenly there appeared
to him overhead the three lIosts which for his unworthiness had formerly disappeared; and in the chalice he
found, all that corresponding ,qUantity of ,Blood: by this
so evident token the Lord wished to show him' that his
sins were forgiven.' He\vas -full of gratitude for this
mercy of the -Lord, and' with much joy received likewise
the' thteeHosts, and from- that time forth persevered in
a',' yery, perfect life. -Such is the story,' says Peter of
Cluny, that the Bishop of-Clermont related to him in
-presence' ofa large company. Caesarius in his Dialogues
recounts another instance not unlike it.

CHAPTER V

(]f a' 1nore, particular disposition and preparation
w'herewith we should approach this Divine Sacrament
To enjoy completely the" admirable fruits w'hich this
Divine Sacrament carries withit, the Saints and Masters
of spiritual life say that \ve should endeavour to prepare
fat it by another more particular disposition, which is
act~al devotion.
So we will declare here what this devotionought to be, and how we are tocl.\vaken it in our..
selv_e~.
We must approach Holy Communion, they" say,
first"w"ith 'the greatest humility and reverence; secondly,
,vith the greatest lov~ anq confidence; 'thirdly, with great
hunger and desire of this, heavenly Bread. To these three
things may be reduced all the varieties of sentiments with
which we may awaken actual devotion, as well before
r,eceiving this Holy Sacrarnent, as also at the time of
Communion, and likewise after Communion. There are
books full of considerations to this purpose, very good
and very 'vell drawn out. We \vill here only touch upon
some of the most,ordinary, which are often the, mO,st
p't()fitable, opening the, way so that upon this foundation
each may enlarge the subject for himself: for that' method
of self:help will be more moving and n10re profitable,
acCording to the, doctrine that we hav~ in the book of the
Spiritual Exercises.
tn the first place, we are to approach this Most Holy
Sacra ll1 ent with very great humility and reverence, which
\yi11 be awakened in our soul by the consideration, on the
one hai?d;Of the Sovereign Majesty and greatness of God,
who is t~uly' and really present inthi5 Most Holy Sacrarn,e!1t,-the same Lord who by His', mere will cr~ated, conserves and governs the heavens' and the earth,and by that
sam.e 'will could annihilate them all ; in whose presence tile
angels and t1}e higqest 'seraphim fold their wings, tremble
and quake with profoundest reverence: on' the 'other
hand, turning thence our' eyes upon ourselves, looking at
our lowliness and misery. At other times we may
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approach with. tl~e heart of the publican in the gospel
(Luke, }<:viii. J 3), \vho dared not draw nigh· to the 'altar or
rai.se his; eyes to heaven, but. standing afar off beat his
breast withgr;eat hllmility, saying :.0 God, be rnerciful
to me; a sinner. A.t other times we may come with the
vilprds of theprQdigal. son: Lor-d, I have sinned again$.t
hef1,vev and' before thee; and ant· not worthy to be called
thy ~o~: repeiv,eme JJS one of the hir.~d ser'VantsotJhy
hous,e (L~ke:x;y. 18, 19). At other times, with.those words
9fSt:Elizabeth, Whence is this to me? (Luke'i. 43}, as
we 'have said above. I t will also be very well to consider
attentively.those words which the Church has made an
institution for th~ tirneofCornmunion ::Lord,l am not
~f.!orthy that thoushoulds't enter under my roof, b1Jtspeak
;Qnly the :word,and nty soulshall be healed (Matt. viii. 8h
:Lord, 1. am not worthy, 'but I come to this intent that
Thou m,ayest make me' worthy. Lord, I.·. am weak and
infir.m, but for this I come. that Thoumayest heal and
strengthen .me.; for, as Thou hast said : They 'who are
welLhaveno need of a physician, but they who are,$ick
(lVlat.t.· ix. 12), ail,d it;is for.t,hemespeciallythat Thou hasi
come.
Eusebius, writing of the death of St. Jerome, at w~icl1
he was present, being his cti~ciple, says that when he 1'Vas
on the point" of receivipg th~;s .1\1ost. Hqly Sacr~ment, . he
broke oll~" into exclamations.' of wonder, on the .one hand,
:at,t,he Majesty an(f Good l1 ess of the Lord, at..l90n the
oth~r "hand, turning his eyes. upon' himself,he 'said:
"How clost . Thou" . 0 Lord" . . now humble Thyself so
much as to ,wish to come and descend to a man whoisa
publican and,a ,sinner, .a'nd not only to eat with him, but
to bid Thyself be eaten by him !" In the Seeon<;l Book
of Kings ·Holy 'Scripture relates that ,David,. said . . to
Mephibosheth, son· of J9nathan: Thou shalt. eat bread at
my table. He' answered : Who am. I that . thousho:uldst
set,eyes on me, who am but as a deaddogl(2 Kings ix.
6.. 8)~ If, Mephibosheth said this on being invited to t4e
table ofa King, what· might 'a man well sayan. being
invited to the table of God t
No\v . sincewe" cannot
approach this· Oivil}.e .Sacrame;l}.t •with .the. disposition it
deserves, let us ,make tlpJor it by humility and reverence,
c
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and say with the Royal Prophet and with holy Job:
What is tnan 0 Lord that thou art rnindful of him or
the son of man that thou dost 'visit hitn (Ps. B: Job vii.
17), and magnify and honour him so much! With reason
does the Church express her wonder and sing:" 0
\vonderful thing, a poor lowly servant receives in his
mouth and in his breast his God and Lord."
0 res
mirabilis J manducat Dominum pauper servus et humilis.
In. the . second place, we should approach this Most
Holy Sacrament with the utmost· love and confidence;
arid to awaken that sentiment in. us, .we should consider
the infinite goodness and mercy and love of the Lord,
which shines forth so brilliantly here. Who then will
not love 'OQe vvhohas done SO much for us! What will
He not give us, who gives us Himself! St. Chrysostom
says very well: "vVhat shepherd feeds his sheep with
his ovvnblood! And why speak of shepherds? Many
lTIothers there are who, after the labours of childbirth,
hand over their children to other women to nurse and
rear. But His love would not suffer that, He nourishes
Us with His own blood, and unites us with Himself, and
raises us and ennobles us and in every way makes us
grow."
The third thing that this Most Holy Sacrament
requires is, that we should come to it with great hunger
and desire.
"This Bread," says S1. Augustine,
" requires hunger of the inner man." As bodily food
then seems to be doing us good, vvhen it is eaten with
hunger, so also this Divine Food ~Til1 do us· great good,
if the soul goes to it with great hunger,. desiring to unite
herself with God and to obtain some particular gift, and
favour. He hath filled the hungry soul with good things
(Ps. 106). And the same said the Most Holy, Queen of
Angels in her canticle. To excite this hunger and desire
in our souls, it will help us much to consider on the one
hand our great need, and on the other the wonderful
effects that this Most Holy Sacrament works. When
Christ our Redeemer \valked this earth, He healed the
infirmities of all who approached Him, and we do not
read of anyone ever asking for a cure and meeting a
refusal.
'[he woman suffering from a flux of blood
J
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approached Him; touched the hem of Hisgarment,and
was cured at once (Luke viii.). The sinful woman in the
GospeLthrew herself at His feet and was pardoned (Luke
viL). There came to Hi-mlepers, and-they were cleansed;
there came to Him possessed persons', the blind, the palsied, and all wer;e made whole and sound, because virtue
went out of him and healed all (Luke vi. 19). So also will
He work in this Most Holy Sacrament, if we approach
with this hunger and desire, for He is the same now as
then, and has not changed His nature.

CHAPTER VI

Other considerations and modes of preparation, very
useful for Holy 'Communion
Among other considerations wherewith. we may prepare
ourselves for Holy Communiort,a very proper one is the
memory of the'Passion, considering the immense love
wherewith the Son of Gad offered Himself for us on the
Cross. ,For one of the chief reasons \vhy Christ our
Redeemer instituted this Divine Sacrament,' was that we
might have His Passion 'ever· present and ever living in
memory.; and so he bade us remember it every time we celebrated.Do this in memory of me (Luke, x:xii. 19). ' And the
glo'rious Apostle St. Paul repeats the same to us :A soften
as ye eat this bread, and drink .this cup, ye shall show forth
the death of thetord (I Cor. xi. 26). And so St. Bonaventure strongly' advised this, devotion, that every time
'we go to Communion we should reflect upon some stage
of the Passion; and he says that he' made use of this
practice himself and that' thereby his soul melted. away in
l()veof God.
/
The blessed St. Chrysostorh says that he" who goes to
Communion should make account that every time he
communicates he puts his mouth to that precious Wound
in the side of Christ and sucks Bis blood,' partaking of
all that by that Bloop He has won for us. St. Catherine
of Siena, every time that she communicated,made
account that she had recourse to it as she had when an in-
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fant to the ,breast of her mother. Others, considering how
this, Sovereign "Sacrament "is, a memorial of" the, P:;lssion
of Christ, imagine therein Christ Crucified: so they make
a Calvary of their heart, plant there the~ord'sGrqss, and
~mbracing it gather in their mouths the drops of blood
that fall therefrom. Others make account that they are
present at the Last Supper", at which Christ supped with
His Apostles on the eve of His Passion, seated" among
the~, and receiving at His hand His Sacred Body and
Blood. And this is no, mere study and representation of
that Supper, but in sober truth it is the selfsame Supper
and the selfsame Banquet; and the selfsame Lord, who
then gave His Body to His Apostles, gives It to us, by
the ministry of His pti~sts,with.the same love where'with
He then gave It.
- It is also a very good preparation to exercise ourselves
in the consideration, of the following points: first, who
.is the Lord that is coming, He is. the Creator of all things,
,King and ,Lord of heaven and earth, God of infinite
tnajesty and perfection.
Sec()ndly, to whom is He
coming, that' is, to me, \vho am dust and ashes and have
.rnany times, offended Him. Thirdly, for what end is He
,coming,that is, to communicate to me the f'ruit of ,His
Passion and 'the most precious' gifts of His grace.
Fourthly, what moves Him to come, that is, not for, any
interest of His own, since He, is Lord o~ all things and
has need: of nothing, but out of pure lov'e and desir~ of
the salvation of my soul, that it may be ever accompanied by His grace. Fifthly, to exeroise oneself in' acts
of the three theological 'virtues, faith, hope and charity~
And since we cannot worthily prepare" ourselves t6
receive the Lord unless He gives it to us so to do, we
must beg Hin1 to prepare and trim our' soul with humility, purity, love and reverence as befitting, allegi~gJo
that end that common plea : Lord, if a rich and powerful
king were, to seek lodging in the house' of ,a poor widow,)
he could not expect her to furnish ,it as a palac'e for him to
.repose in, but: would send beforehand his, furniture and
.servants to put it in order., Do so then Thou,OL0li'cl,
with my soul, since Thou art coming to lodge thet~in =,
send Thy furniture before Thee~ and Thy- angels ,to ado.rn
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and put it in' fitting prderto receive 'such a ·Lord and such
a Spouse, according to that saying of the Apocalypse:
1 John saw ~he holy city, the new.Jerusalem,coming
down fro.m- heaven, q,d.orne4 for God as a bride dressed
tor her?JridegrQom '(ApoG. ~xxi. 2)~ Then turning to the
Soyereign Virgin,'. and, t9 the Saints for whom we have
special dey-ption, Ietus. hU(n,bly beg of them to secure the
fulfilment of this petition.
"
:aesid~s the~e preparations, we will add here another

very easy on~, Very useful;. and very cOij.soling. When
you fail t9 attain that fervour and those inflamed desires
'which you wish, and\vhich it were reasonable you·· should
,havetor(jGeive so greaJ a Lord, practise yo'urself in con~
Gei"i.ng :a. great will and desire of conceiving .. such
desires, and, th~reby 'you shaH supply what is wanting. to
you : .for. God beholds the heart, and will receive ·and
accept' whClt· yotf desire to feel·· as though. you. actually felt
it, according> to the saying of the prophet : God hath
·b,eard Jh/edesireof the poor: his ear hath heard the pre~
parednes.s of their heart~(Ps. 9). Bloshlssays that God
taught this' 'devotion .'andmode of p,reparatioo, t6 St~
Mechtildis. The Lord said to her :one': time: When thou
art to receive HolyCommunioIl, 'desire to thegloOry of
My name to f~eJ.an the,.de~ire and love wherewith th~
'most, ihflam~d· heart ever burnt to unite itself .with Me,
,~nd in that WJ1J thou mayest'approachMe, since 1 will
set'Myeyes onthat.!Qve,'and'take it as thoudesirest' to
feel it. : The same i~. read of St. Gertrude. One day that
this Saint w~s:' prepcaring to receive the Most Holy Sacrament, she was much pained at'not'being so well prepared
as she.could·wish, and begged the giorIQUS ,Virgin Mary
and"all the: Saints to offer to God for her all the preparation:and merits with which anyone "6f them. -any day
had'b:een prepared to. receive Rim: whereupon the· Lord
said to her : "-Ac~ual1y befor,e the courtiers of heaven thou
appearest with that preparation thou hast asked for. ,.
Thus it will be a very good disposition and preparation,
to desire to receive this Most Holy Sacrament with that
fervour and love wherewith the greatest Saints
approached it, and to desire and beg the Lord that whatever is wanting to us, He may supply by the merits and
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virtues of Jesus Christ and his Saints. We may make
use of the same method for our thanksgiving, as we shall
presently say; and in the treatise on Prayer we mentioned this method of supplying for our defects.
With these and the like considerations we should
awaken, in . ourselves that actual devotion wherewith the
Saints. say we should approach Holy Communion, sometimes using one, sometimes another, as each shall find
it best. -But it is to be observed that to prepare ourselves in this manner, and do the part· that we ought, it
is .necessary to take some time to spena thereon. Our
Father Francis. Borgia, in the treatise he composed of
Preparation for Holy Communion, assigns three days for
preparation, and three days after\vards for thanksgiving,
and gives many considerations and exercises to occupy
one for those three days. And it would be a very good
means to live all the week, and all one's life, in devout
recollection; partly· in expectation of receiving so' great
a Lord, partly in memory of the benefit, received. For
the mere thought, ,. To-morrow! I am· to go· to Com~
munion,' or the remembrance, 'To-day or yesterday I
went to Communion,' is enough to move the mind to
recollection. But if the time that we take for, this
preparation be not so much as that, at least it may be
expected that on a Communion morning we should' spend
our meditation, or part of it, in one or other of the aforesaid considerations. And it will be a great help the night
before Communion, ,vhen we are going to bed, to have
some care or thought to the effect that ' To-morrow I
am going' to Communion,' and as often as we awake in
the night, •to let it be with the same thought. F or if for
our daily meditation our Holy Father requires this in
the Additions which he gives to help the same, with how
much more reason may we do it for the day on which we
are to receive so august a Sacrament?

CHAPTER VII

What we are- to do after having received the Divine
Sacrament, and?fJhat should be 'ou/r thanksgiving
As some bodily:exercise is 'generally useful before dinnet
to revive the hodily heat, so it is useful before Com-

munion to take some' exercise in thevvay of meditation
or coqsideration to revive the heat. of ,the soul, which
consists .ofdevotion' and love, whereof \vehave already
sp~ken. In .like p1anneraftefdinner it is a wholesome
practice to spend a little time in gpqd,conversation, and
the same :will hold good af~er this divine refection, and
of that· '. we will treat now., ,That' is the best time" to' do
our bu:siness'.with God and embrace ; Him within; our
heart., It is reasonable that we should know how to make
the' most.· of it, and not let. one particle of 'so good a time
slipiby in vain,_ according to the ,advice of the Wise Man:
Be not cheated out olagood time, and let ,not a ,particle
oj a good gift:escapethee (Ecclus.xiv.I4). :As for ,how
to spend this time" .it should be in the like considerations
and sentimerits as those which. we have mentioned, •. as
proper to go before Holy Communion.
Particularly we ought to occupy ourselves,first,. in acts
of praise and thanksgiving for benefits received,especially
for the inestimable benefit of our redemption, and for
the favour that the Lord does us here in giving Hill1sel£
to us and entering into our breasts. And since we· have
neither the knowledge nor the power to render due t1}anks
for such a high favour,. to make up our insufficiency we
should offer to the Lord all the thanks and praises that
have been· given· and are· being given Him by aU the
seraphim and choirs of angels .from· the beginning .of
the world, and by all the blessed Sardts 'while they lived
in the world, and chiefly now what they offer in th~
glory of heaven, and \vhat they are to give Him for all
eternity, and join .. our voices with theirs,. desiring. to
praise Him with the hearts and tongues of all, and inviting all creatures to help .us thereto. Magnify. the
18 7
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Lord with me, and let us all exalt his name together
(Ps. 33). And because all this does not come up to what
is due to God, "since He is above all praise," quia
'ITtajor omni laude, "ve' should seek to be glad and rejoice
at· His loving and praising o~ Himself, since He alone
can love and praise Himself sufficiently.
Secondly, we should occupy the time in acts of love· of
God, since those holy aspirations are nothing else than
so n1any loving acts and heartfelt desires of that
Sovereign Good, such as those of the.prophet when he
said, ,I will love thee, Lord, my strength (Ps.I7): As
the hart:, wounded by the hunters,. seeks after the fountains of water,. so my soul, wounded by love, seeks after
ihe-e, 0 Lord (PS.4I).
Thirdly, \ve spould. occupy this t~me in petitions, for
it is a very proper time for dispatching our affairs and
obtaining favours from God. Holy Scripture relates of
Queen Esther that she would not disclose her· petition to
King Ashuerus, but simply asked him to be. her guest,
and said .that she. would disclose it then. It was done
accordingly, 'and 'she there obtained all .her request. So
here' in this banquet, where the King of. Kings is our
'guest, or rather we are His guests, we shall gain all we
ask, since we come on a good day :( I Kings xxv. 8),
and at a happy conjuncture. v'Vemay say what Jacob,
wrestling with God, said: I will not let thee go till thou
hast blest 'Ine (Gen. xxxii. 26). When Thou didst enter
into'· the house of Zacheus, Thou didst say: To-day sal..
vationhath come to this house (Luke xix. 9): say as
111uch again, Lord, of this house "vhich Thou hast entered:
say to my soul, I a11Lthy salvation (Ps. 34). Here we
should beg of God pardon of our sins, strength to overcome our passions and resist temptations, grace to
acquire virtues, humility,. obedience, patience, perseverance. And one should not only ask for oneself, but pray
to God for the ne'~ds of' the' Church, general and particular,for the Pope, for the'. King, '. and for all rulers
of the Christian comli1on\vealth,spiritual and temporal,
and for such other persons in particular as one has any
special tie to, whether of duty or of devotion, as we do
in' the Memento of the Mass.

CHAPTER VIII

Of· other methods of thanksgiving
Others make their thanksgiving after Holy Communion in . the following manner.. They imagine and
consider. Christ ·our . Lord within their breast as . on .a
cush;oned seat or faldstool, and call upon all their- powers

and senses .to recognise and reverence Him for their
K.ing and Lord, in the way that in the world,· when. a
man entertains in· his house a person. of high· degree, he
is wont to callalLhis sons and relations to reverence and
recognise him. And with each of their senses and powers
they do three things: first, to give Him thanks fqr .·His
having given. them this power or sense;. secondly, they
accuse themselves and are sorry for not having employed· it
to the end for which the Lord gave it; thirdly, they ask
favour· and grace to amend their ways from henceforth.
This is a very good. and useful mefhod of thanksgiving:
in fact if is the first method of prayer of the three which
our Father sets do\vn in his Book of Spiritual Exercises.
Others imagine. themselves afflicted· .with disease in ,all
their senses and powers, and Christ· as a physician who
" cures all infirmities," qui sanat omnes infirmitates
t1ias (Ps. 102). They bring Him round to them, 'as a .
physician is brought. round to cases of illness; and beg
Him, Come and see,OLord (John xi. 34); come and see
my sick eyes, this tongue, etc., and have compassion on
me and heal me.
Have pity on rne, 0 Lord, because I
am ailing: heal my soul, because I have sinned against
thee (Pss. 6, 40).
Let it be here observed·· that, to go through these exercises and others like them at this time, itis not necessary
to make a fictitious composition of place, or seek anything outside of ourselves, since we have present within
our breast Jesus Christ Himself, true God and true 'Man,
who is. really within us all the time that the sacramental
species last, that· is, all the time that the substance of
bread would last, if it "vere there. Now, if looking at a
figure of Christ serves to make us recollect ourselves for
18 9
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prayer, what must it be to look upon Christ Himself,
who is there present, not in figure, as in the Crucifix,
but in I-lis own person.
Thus everyone should turn to
look within himself, considering Christ within him, as the
most holy Queen of Angels did when she carried Him
~vithin her womb, and hold sweet' converse there with his
Beloved, saying with the Spouse: I have found him whom
tny soul loveth, J have held him, and will not let him go
(Cant. iii. 4).
To encourage us to stay and spend more tin1e over our
thanksgiv:ing, vve shall be helped by a thing that some
theologians say: it is, that all the time that the sacramental species last, and the real presence of Christ in our
breast continues, the more we exercise ourselves in these
acts, the greater graces vve shall receive, not only for the
greater merit of the acts, \vhich they call grace ex opere
o,perantis, but ex opere operata, by the virtue of the
Sacrament (ch. 3).
Hence\vill be seen how ill they do,· who let slip this
time in which they might gain so much, and after receiving such a Guest in their house, turn their backs immediately so that scarcely has He entered in by one door
but they go out by the other, breaking off· the conversation. If in the society of this world it would be taken
for a piece of discourtesy to receive i guest, a person of
credit, in one's house, and after receiving him to pay him
no attention, what must it be with a Guest like this!
Surius relates of the glorious virgin Margaret, daughter
of the King of Hungary, that \vhen she was to communicate, she lived the day before on bread and water, in
reverence for the heavenly Food that she was expecting,
and spent the whole night in prayer; after Communion
she spent all that day in reciting psalms and praying
until nightfall, when she took some slight refresh~ent.

CHAPTER IX

Of the fruit that we should gather from Holy
Communion
The virtues and admirable effects of this divine Sacrament, are declared by the Saints, not only to show us

its excellence, and the. immense love, and charity that the
Lord bears us, bilt also to make us fix out eyes and heart
upon them, to the end that we may gather fruit from
Holy Communion ; and so we will proceed' to' mention
some of those fruits. This Divine Sacrament, like all the
rest, has' one .effect which is common to all Sacrarnents,
thatis, to give grace to him who receives it worthily. It
has another effect all its own, ,vhich marks it off from the
other Sacrarnents: that effect is what theologians call
, spiritual refection,' whi1ch mieans that it is the sustenance and nourishment of the soul, ,vhereby the soul is
remade and" restored, and gathers strength to resist her
passions and embrace virtue. Thus on those words of
Christ our Lord: My flesh is meat indeed and 1ny blood
is drink indeed (John 'vi.· 56) : the Saints commonly say,and the Council of Florence says the same,-that aU' the
effects which bodily nourishment \\lorks in bodies, this
Divine Food works spiritually in souls. And they say
that it was to" this end that Christ our Lord chose to
institute this Most Holy Sacrament under the appearance
of food, that the. very appearance under whiCh He instituted it may declare to us its effects and the need that our
souls have of it. According to this, as bodily nourishment
sustaihs the' life of the body, and renews its strength, and
at a certain. age makes itgro\v, so too this Most Holy
Sacrament sustains the spiritual life, restores' the powers
of the soul,tepairs' the· feebleness of .virtue, fortifies the
man against the temptations of the enemy, and 'makes
him grow to his due'· perfection. This is the 'Bread' that
strengtheneth' the heart of in an (P5. 103), and' in the
strength of which, like Elias, we are to journey till we
arrive at the m01./;ntiJinofGod, 'H·oreb (3 Kings xix. 8).
J
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Bodily food has another property, which is to afford a
pleasant taste and relish to him who eats it, and that the
more, the better and more costly is the food, and the
better disposed the palate. So also this Divine Food not
only nourishes us, preserves and strengthens. us, .but also
imparts a spiritual relish and svveetness. This accords
with what the patriarch Jacob said in those prophetic
blessings which he gave to his sons at the hour of his
death, announcing \vhat \vas to be under the law of H!e
Gospel. Corning to his son Aser, he said: A ser, his
bread shall be tat} and shall afford delight to kings (Gen.
Christ is this Bread, most rich, most sweet,
xlix. 20).
most delicious to the taste. S1. Thomas says that so
sweet is the taste, so great the relish, that this heavenly
Bread affords to those who keep their soul's palate clean,
that no words can express it,for here spiritual sw,eetnesS
is tasted in its very fountain, \vhich is Christ our Saviour,
fountain of all sweetness, and life of all things, who by
means of this Sacrament entets into the soul of thecom~
nlunicant. And frequently this sweetness is so great as
not only to refresh the spirit, but also to redound on the
body, according to that saying of the prophet : Mine
heart and my flesh have rejoiced in the living God {Ps.
83). Hence it comes about, as St.Bonaventure .says,
that often a person goes to Holy Co~munion feeling very
feeble and weak, and so great is the joy and consolation
that he receives by virtue of this Food, that he gets up
from thence as strong as though he had never felt any
vveakness at all. An ancient author, Bishop Guimond of
Aversa, writes of those ancient monks that, thanks to
the great consolation and strength that· they felt in Holy
Communion, some of them went without any other food,
and were sustained by that alone, both body and soul;
and the day they did not communicate they felt in themselves such weakness and utter prostration that they
thought they should faint and could not live. And he
says that for some of them an angel brought Communion
to their cell.
In the Chronicles of the Cistercian Order
there is a story of a monk who, every' t'ime that he went
to Communion, seemed to receive a honeycolnb, the
sweetness of which lasted for three days.
i
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the fruh t:na/; -w-e should gather

(rom HolyCommufllon sh?uld be a manly courage to
Jou~ney and go o~ further In. the way of God with great

fortItude, to mortIfy our paSSIons and resist and vanquish
temptations: ,for to that ,end the Lord has prepared for
us this table. Thou hast prepared a table in my sight
against them that persecute me (Ps. 22). At other tables,
he who has en.emies, fears and dares not be there ; but,
at this, man receives strength and fortitude to overcome
all his enemies. And so St. Chrysostom says that we
should rise from this holy table like lions, breathing fire,
striking, terror into the devils. And this effect was signified to us by Christ our Redeemer, \vhen after communicating His disciples HIe said to them, Arise, let us go
hence (John xiv. 31), as much as to say: ' Now you heave
communicated, arise, let us go to suffer.' And so \ve
see that in, the primitive Church, when this Divine Sacrament, was so much frequented, not only had Christians
strength to keep the law of God, but also to resist the
force and fury of, their persecutors, and give their blood
and life for'Christ.

CHAPTER X

That the freq~/;entation of Holy Comm·unionis a
great remedy against all tenz,ptations, and particularly
fo', the preservation or chastity
The Saints say that the frequentation of this divine
Sacrament is a great remedy' against all temptations, because,besides giving great strength, it weakens the
passions, and evil habits and inclinations, and allays the
fire of concupiscence, the origin of all evils, and makes us
prompt and ready, to fulfil the will of God. St. Thomas
says that one of the reasons why this ]\;[ost Holy Sacral11ent ,defends and delivers us, from temptations and falls,
is because. it is a memorial of the Passion of Christ: now
it was by the Passion of Christ that the devils were overcome; so when they, see in us the Body and Blood of
Christ, they take to flight, while the holy angels accom...
13
VO~ll
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pany and aid us. St. Ignatius (of Antioch) and St. Cyril
advise for this reason the frequentation of this ·Most Holy
Sacrament, that the devils may fly from us.
And St.
Chrysostom says: "If the blood of the lamb, the figure of
this Sacrament, put on the doorposts of houses, delivered
the inmates from the chastisement and slaughter which
the destroying angel was working (Exod. xii. 21-23), how
much more will this Divine Sacrament do !"
Going into details, the Saints say that this is a most
efficacious means for overconling impure temptations and
preserving chastity; since it quietens the movements of
the flesh, mitigates concupiscence, that fuel of sin, and
appeases the ardour and appetite of sensuality, as water
extinguishes fire. In this way St. Jerome and St. Thomas
and other Saints explain that text of the prophet Zachary:
fVhat is the good gift of God} and what the beauty of
the Lord} but the wheat of the elect and the wine that
beareth virgins? (Zach. ix. 17). They say that the
special virtue and effect of this Food is to engender
virgins. Bodily nourishment, when it is good, engenders
good blood and good humours: so this Divine Food
engenders in us chastlty and purity of affections. Hence
St. Cyril came to say that this Divine Sacrament not only
sanctifies the soul, but the body also, fulfilling what the
Church asks for in the Sacrifice of the Mass, salutem
rnentis et corporis. This is the handful of meal, thrown
in by Eliseus, that removed the poison that ,vas in the
pot, and seasoned the contents for food (4 Kings iv. 41).
And as by that woman in the Gospel touching the hem
of the Saviour's robe there ceased in her the issue of
blood (Luke viii. 44); and by the entry of the Ark into
the Jordan the waters were arrested and thrown back
and ceased their onward flow (J os. iii. 16); so, when
Christ enters into this body of ours, temptations are
arrested, and the fiery ardour of concupiscence cools down.
With reason do the Saints exclaim: "0 blessed fruit,
engendering chastity and making virgins!"
A grave
Doctor says that there is no means so effectual for being
chaste as the devout frequentation of Holy Communion.
Nicephorus Callistus, Gregory cf Tours, N auclerus
and other grave authors relate a wonderful incident that
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happened in the City of Constantinople. It was this:
there vvas a very ancient custom in the Greek Church of
consecrating the Most Holy Body of our Lord in loaves
such as are used at table. From these consecrated loaves
the people communicated; and if there was any left over
in the sacristy, the priests called in some children of the
most virtuous of those \vho attended the school, of whose
innocence they could be better assured, and gave them
these most holy remnants to receive, fasting. Nicephorus
says this often happened to himself, when he was a child
under age, getting his education at the Church School.
N ow it happened one day, when the children came who
were called in for this purpose, there was among them
the son of a Je\v, a worker in the glass-works, and he
communicated along with the rest. The child in consequence being late and not coming home at the accustomed hour, his father asked him where he had been:
he said, at the church of the Christians, and that he had
eaten of that peculiar bread which they gave to their
boys. The father flew into a great passion with his son,
and without waiting for further explanations took him
and threw him into the glass-furnace, which was alight,
a.nd shut the door of the furnace upon him. The mother,
missing her child, seeing that much time had gone by and
there was no sign of him, went out to seek him all over
the city with great anxieties and solicitudes, and not being
able to find him or any trace of him, she returned home in
deep sorrow, till at the end of three .days, being near the
furnace, renewing her tears and sighs and tearing her
hair, she began to call her boy by his name. He hearing
and recognising his mother's voice, answered from within
the furnace 'where he was, whereupon she broke open
the door of the furnace, and saw her son standing·· in the
middle of the fire, so 'whole and unhurt that the fire had

not touched a hair of his head.

The child came out, and

\vhen they asked· him \vho had preserved him, he said
that a lady clad in purple had come there many times,
and with water that she threw kept down the fire, and
besides that had broug-ht him food as often as he needed
it. When this marvel came. to the ears of the Emperor
Justinian, he ordered them to baptize the child at once,
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and the mother, both of. whom wished to become Christians. As for the. unhappy father, who would not be
converted, the Emperor ordered him to be fastened on a,
tree as a parricide, and so he died ofhanging. Now the
~'ork that this Most Holy Sacrament \\Trought in the body
of thatchild,vvho had received it, preserving him unhurt
in the midst of the fire, it works spiritually in the souls
of those who worthily receive it, defending and preserving
them unharmed in the midst of the :fire of temptations.

CHAP,TER XI

Of the chief "fruit to be gathered front Holy C om1nunion, which is our union tzt,ith and transformation
into Christ
One of the principal effects and ends for which Christ
our Redeemer instituted this Divine Sacrament, or indeed
the. main end of all, the Saints tell us, was to unite us
and incorporate us and make us one with Himself..
As \vhen this Divine Sacrament. is consecrated, by virtue
of the words of consecration, that which was bread is
converted into the substance of Christ, so by virtue of
this Holy Communion, he \\Tho was man comes to be in a
nlarvellous way spiritually transformed into God. This is
\vhat Christ Himself teaches in. the holy gospel : My flesh
is rneat indeed, and 'my blood is drink indeed: he that
eateth my flesh and drinketh rny blood abideth in 1ne and
I inhiln (John vi. 56, 57). Thus as food by virtue of the
natural heat is converted into. the substance of the eater
and becomes one thing with him, so he who eats' this
Bread of Angels is united and conjoined and made one
with Christ, not by Christ converting Himself into
the person to whom He gives Hilllself as sustenance, but
by His converting and transforming into Himself him
\\Tho receives Him, as the Lord Himself said to St. Augustine: " I an1 the food of the full-grown: grow and thou
shalt eat Me: but I would have thee know that in thy
dealing with Me thou shalt not change Me into thyself,
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as thou dost with thy other food: but thou shalt be
changed and transfornled into l\le."
Cibus sum grandium, cresee et mandueabis me; nee tu 1ne mutabisin te
sieut cibufn earnis tuae, sed tu m.utaberis in me (Aug.
Con}. X. 10). So St. Thomas says that the effect of this
Sacrament is to transform man into God, making him
like God. For if fire, as being such a noble element,
converts into itself all that it comes in contact with, first
destroying all that is in them contrary to itself, and then
communicating to them its own form and perfection, -how
much more will this abyss of infinite goodness and nobility
destroy all the evil that it· finds in our souls, and make
them like to itself!
This is that real and true union of Christ with the
communicant, whichH e wished to signify by those words,
He is in me and I in him (John vi. 57),-the union which
the Saints explain by many striking comparisons. But
leaving aside this union, and coming rather topractic~l
applications, the fruit that we should endeavour to draw
from Holy Communion is spiritually to unite ou~rselves
to Christ· and change and transform ourselves into Him.
That means making ourselves like Him in life· and
manners, humble as Christ, patient·· as Christ, -obedient
as Christ, chaste and poor as Christ. That is what the
Apostle means by these· w·ords : Put ye on the Lord Jesus
Christ (Rom. xiii. 14). In the Consecration the substance
of bread is changed into the substance of the Body of
Christ while the accidents remain entire. Iri Communion
it is the other way about : thesuhstarice of man remains,
and theaccide:nts are changed ; inasmuch -as the man
from being proud becomes humble, fromincontinerit
chaste, from passionate patient~ and in this manner is
transformed into Christ.
St. ~yprian on· those words _ of - th~ prophet, My' cup

that' inebriateth liowgoodly itisl (Ps.

22 ),which

he

understands of .this~ l\~ost Holy Sacrament, says that, as
inebriation· estranges a man from· hin1self and' turns· him
into another man, so dqes this Divine Sacrament estrange
a man fr:om _hi,rllse]f ?-nd makes him another, causing h'im
to forget the things of this world, and -.henceforth give his
full attention to the things of·· heaven. Hovvdid· the
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disciples at Enlnlaus becom.e other men after having
received this Divine Sacrament! (Luke xxiv. 35).
Of
doubters they became believers, of timid strong. So we
should come from Holy Communion, altered and changed
into other men. St. Basil says the same, quoting the
words of St. Paul: that he who liveth should no longer
live for hirnself, but wholly for God (2 Cor. v. IS).
A holy woman, St. Angela of Fuligno, says a thing
very solid and spiritual to this effect. Treating of the
conditions and signs by 'which we. may know a soul transformed into God, one of them, she says, is when a man
desires to be underrated, put down and insulted by every
creature, and that all should believe him worthy of insults,
and none should have compassion on hinl; and he desires
not to live in the heart of any creature, but only in
God. And not only does he desire to be accounted a
negligible quantity, a nobody, but he takes it for a great
honour to be positively run down, so as to be made conformable to Christ our Lord, to follow whom is a great
honour; and says with St. Paul: Far be it from. me to
glory save only in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ
(Gal. vi. 14). In this way we should be transformed into
Christ, and this is the fruit we ought to gather from Holy
COlnmunion.
St. ChrysostolTI, setting forth the obligation contracted
by the reception of so high a Sacrarnent, says: " When
we see ourselves assailed by anger, or by any other vice
or temptation, let us consider what a great boon has been
vouchsafed to· us, and let this consideration serve us for
a bridle to keep us out of all sin and all imperfection."
The tongue that has touched Christ should in all conscience be sanctified, and not talk frivolities or profanities
any more. The breast and heart that has received God
I-limself, and been a sort of pyx to hold the Most Holy
Sacrament, should in all conscience not be used for a
receptacle of the dung of vain desires, or converse or
think now of anything else but God. In common life,
when a man eats a lozenge, he breathes all day long the
odour of it. You have eaten this divine lozenge which
.contains heavenly ambergris, the odour of all virtue and
godliness : what in all conscience should be the odour you
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exhale! \lVe read of a holy virgin. that she said: when
I go to Communion, all that day I keep my thoughts with
extra diligence, imagining the Lord in my heart, as
reposing there in His house. Therefore I endeavour to
observe all possibl!e modesty in speech, look and gait, and
in all intercourse with others, like one who puts his finger
to his lips, asking them to keep silence and not make a
noise, for fear of awakening the sleeper.

CHAPTER XII

Of another main fruit which we should gather from
Holy C'ommunion, tzi,hich is to offer and resign ourselves entirely into the hands of God; and of the
preparation and thanksgiving to be rnade conformably thereto
One of the principal results that we ought to secure
from Holy Communion is to resign ourselves and place
ourselves entirely in the hands of God, like a little clay
in the hands of the potter, that He may do with us what
He wishes, as He wishes and when He wishes, and in
\vhat manner He wishes, \vithout excepting or reserving
anything. The Son of God offered Himself· in sacrifice
entirely to His Father, giving for us all His blood and
His life; and every day He gives Himself to us as food
in this Most Holy Sacrament, His whole self, His Body,
Blood, Soul and Divinity: it will only be reasonable that
we should offer and deliver ourselves over wholly and
entirely to Him. This some say is the proper meaning
of communicating, to share and share alike, to deal with
God as He deals with you. He gives to you and shares
with you all He has, do you give Him all you have.
The same should also be our thanksgiving after Holy
Communion. What shall I render to the Lord for all he
hath rendered to me? (Ps. I IS). What for so many favours
and benefits, especially for that which I have just now
received? Do you know what H,e wishes you to offer .Him?
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What w'e have just been saying all along: Son., give me
thy heart (Prov. xxiii. 26). That holy man (Thomas a
Kempis) puts this very well: "What more do I ask of thee
than that thou wouldst make it thy endeavour to resign
thys,elf to Me entirely? Whatever else fhou givest Me besides thyself, I care nothing for it, for I seek not thy gift,
but thee. As it would not be enough for thee to have all
other good things besides Me, so nothing can please Me,
whatever thou givest, if thou offer not thyself. Offer thyself to Me, and give thyself all for Me, and thy
offering shall be acceptable" (Irnitation iv. 8).
St.
Augustine says that what displeased God in the sacrifice
,vhich Cain offered Him, and the reason \vhy He did not
accept sacrifice at his hands as He did at those of his
brother Abel, was because he did not make a fair division
with God, since he gave God son1ething of what was his,
without giving and making over himself: dans Deo
aliquid suurn J sibi autem se ipsu1n. He says that they do
the same, who offer God something elsie, but offer not their
ovvn will. "The kingdom of heaven goes for no other
price but yourself. Its price is exactly what you are. Give
yourself, and you shall have it."
This then is the offering and entire resignation of ourselves into the hands of God, that should occupy and ,hold
our attention after Holy Communion. And the resignation should not be only in general, but we should break
the matter up and descend to particular cases, resigning
and conforming ourselves to the will of God as vvell for
sickness as for health, for death asfor 'life, for temptation
as for consolation, specifying that for which each one
thinks he would feel greater repugnance. and difficulty,
offering ourselves for it to the Lord in thanksgiving, lea\T~
ing out no place, nor office, nor grade, however lowly and
abject it be: this should be done until nothing occurs to
us for which we do not feel our,vill quite in conformity
and union \\lith that of God. To this end there is, fl very
good ,and devout prayer put by our Father in Jhebook of
Spiritual Exercises. "Take, 0 Lord, and receive all my
liberty, my memory,ITly understanding, and my whole
will,all that I have and possess: Thou .hast given it all to
me, toThee, 0 Lord, I return it : all is Thine, dispose of it
J
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according to Thy entire will. Give me Thy love and Thy
grace, for that' is 'enough for me."
, Here we should also exercise and put ourselves in
action making acts of various virtues, particularly those
\ve 'stand most in need of, because all the flavour of anything that anyone needs or requires may be found in this
divine manna having the flavour of everything delicious
to the taste (\Visd. xvi. 20). It has the flavours of all
virtues = thus one time you can make acts and
exercise your~elf in one virtue, and another time in
another, always keeping an eye on what you most need.
If you' feel the need of hUlnility, contrive to make it give
you the taste of humility, since you "vill find a good
pattern and taste there of that, seeing the Son of God
clad in the accidents of bread, which as being but accidents are more poor and lowly than the swaddlingclothes and clouts in 'which His l\1other wrapped Him at
Bethlehem.
And "vhat greater humility, what deeper
abasement can be imagined, than that God should make
Himself as food for us to eat Him,-that we should
spread on that table of the altar there the altar-cloths
and corporals as table-linen, the paten ,for a plate, the
chalice -for a drinking-cup, that we should handle Him
with our hands, and receive Him into out mouth and
stomach! \Vhat greater abasement could there be of
God, what greater exaltation of man?
In some sort
humility spines forth here more than in ,the work of the
Incarnation. Exercise yourself then and make acts here~
upon until you feel your so111 being saturated and soaked
through and through. Offer to the Lord in tl1anksgiving
your contempt of all the honour and esteem of the world,
and embrace the prospect of being disparaged and held
of small account for His love.
I t is likewise very good to come down to certain particular and trifling' things, and offer them to the Lord in
thanksgiving. "Everyone. knows fairly more of less his
own faults,' and realises what is the' greatest hindrance
to. his spiritual advancement, and what it is that occasions
his most ordinary falls: let him try at every ~ommunion
to sacrifice and offer taGod something of that, in thanksgiving. You are fond of self-indulgence and your own
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comforts, and wish nothing to be wanting to you:
make an offering to the Lord and mortify yourself in
that, to-day in one thing and another day in another.
You are fond of talking and losing time: mortify yourself in that, and offer it to the Lord in another Communion. You are so fond of your ovvn will that, not to
encounter a little mortification and trouble, you refuse to
give pleasure or do a service to your brothers, and sometimes speak to them in a harsh and disagreeable way:
take care to overcome yourself in that, and offer it to the
Lord in another Communion. And as we said in treating
of meditation, that it is a good thing to propose in it
something to do that very day, so too at ComtTIunion it
\vill be, very good to form a resolution to overcome and
mortify yourself in something that very day, and offer that
mortification to the Lord in thanksgiving. Make account
that this is \vhat the Lord asks of you in return for the
favours and benefits you have received.
God asks
nothing else of us, no other return, but that we should
amend our lives and correct vvhatever we know to be displeasing to His Divine Majesty. This is the best thanksgiving that \ve can make after Communion, and the most
agreeable service that we can offer. The three ways of
doing things that \ve have spoken of above, may be
applied to thanksgiving: the 11rst, by inward acknowledgtTIent of benefits; the second, by extolling and thanking our benefactor in words; the third, by deeds; and
this third is the best thanksgiving. This then is what we
say no\v : our whole effort must not go in considerations:
goood as they may be deeds are better, and considerations
should be made to come to deeds.
I say the sanle of preparation for Communion: though
this special preparation which we usually make by certain
considerations before Communion is very good, and no
one ought to omit it; since the reverence of so high a
Sacrament requires 'everyone in this respect also to do
his best; yet the best and chiefesf preparation must be a
good life, and daily improvement in the perfection of our
daily. actions, so to approach this Divine Sacrament with
greater and lTIOre spotless purity, according to that saying of those glorious Fathers and Doctors of the Church,
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Ambrose and Augustine: " Live in such fashion that thou
nlayest deserve to receive this 1\10st Holy Sacrament
daily."
Sicvi've ut quotidie 1ne-rearis accipere.
So
F ather Master Avila, in a letter that he wrote on this
subject to a person under his direction, says: "The
preparation for Holy Communion should be a "vellordered course from week-end to week-end all one's life."
lIe exemplifies this by a saying of a servant of God, who
said that he never made any special preparation for Holy
Communion, because he did all he could every day. This
is a very good preparation, much better than. recollecting
oneself just for one quarter of an hour before, and another
after, and remaining as tepid and unmortified and imperfect as before.
This is the principal preparation, and this is the prin..
dpal thanksgiving, and this must also be the principal
fruit that we gather from Holy Communion. As we say
of meditation that the principal preparation for it must
be the 1110rtification of our passions, recollection of our
senses) and custody of our heart; and that this also is
the fruit that \VC should gather from meditation; and the
one should aid the other; so also a good and holy life,
doing all things to the best of one's power in order to
please God, n1ust be the principal preparation for receiving
Holy Communion, and also the principal fruit to be
gathered from it. One must aid the other, and one
Communion must be a preparation for another. And as
we say that making a good meditation and drawing profit
therefrom does not mean having many consolations· and
emotions, nor finding many reflections and grand contemplations, but it. means a man's coming out from it
very humble, patient, detached and mortified; so also the
goodness of a COlnmunion and the fruit of it is not to be
measured by the Inultitude of reflections suggested, however good and noly they may be, nor by s\veetnesses and
consolations, but by the mortification of the passions, and
the greater resig'nation and conformity to the will of God
thence ensuing.
.
Hence follows a lTIOst consoling reflection, and it is,
that it is always in our power to make a good Communion and gather much fruit from it, inasmuch as ,vith
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the grace of the Lord it is always in our power to offer
ourselves and resign ourselves into the hands of God, and
to mortify and correct ourselves in \vhat \ve know is displeasing to His Divine Majesty. Do you then do that,
and you will gather much fruit from Communion: go on
every day conquering and mortifying and amending yourself in something. Let the idol. of Dagon fall down in
presence of the Ark of the Covenant (I Kings v. 3),that idol of honour, that idol of self-indulgence and
seeking after your own comforts, that idol of self-will, let
it all fall flat to the ground in reverence to this Lord.
Oh, if we made our Communions in this manner, mortifying ourselves and amending ourselves every time in
something, no matter how small, how our soul would
thrive!
St.. Jerome applies to this effect the saying of the Wise
IVlan about the valiant \-vornan: She hath studied the
corners and hidden recesses of he.r house,-that is the
examination and preparation required fot approaching
this Divine Table,-and hath not eaten her bread in idle..
ness (Provo xxxi. 27), hath not eaten her bread in. vain.
'iVhen one gathers fruit from Holy Communion in the
nlanner that we have said, he does not eat. his bread in
vain, but what he eats does him good. But woe to him
that has eaten this Bread .in vain Jor many years, without
having overcome himself or nlortified one single passion
or one evil tendency. He must be very ill, since what he
eats does him no good. Let everyone then enter into
himself· and study the corners of his soul, look at the
passion or tendency or inclination that does most hurt and
creates most disturbance, and go about g'etting rid of
that, and mortifying that, until he can say with. the
Apostle: r live, not I now, but Christ liveth in me (Gal.
ii. 2of; "vards \tvhich St. Jerome explains: " I live, not
I now, .I live no longer, 1 that formerly lived under the
Old Law, I that persecuted the Church; but there lives in
me wisdom, fortitude, peace, and all the rest of the
virtues: he who has them not, cannot say, Christ liveth
in me."

CHAPTER XIII

Seeing that this Divine Sacrament works such
~wonderful effects, what is the reason 'u!hy some who
frequent it do not experience them in themselves?
Someone will ask : Since this 1\105t Holy Sacr~Ill'e~t

gives so much g-race, and works so many wonderful
effects, what is {lie reason why many men who frequently
SqY l\tIass and receive Holy Communion, feel in their
souls,-I do not say merely nothing of that spiritual
delight and sweetness of which we were speaking, but,
to all appearance, they do not advance in virtue at -all,
but ever, as the phrase is, ' stick in the same rut.' The
usual answer with some is to quote the common proverb,
that ' familiarity, breeds contempt. ' They think that frequentation of Communion is the reason of its not being
received with so much, preparation and devotion as it.
might be, and not' producing so much fruit., But they
are wrong, for that proverb does not hold in spiritual.
things and dealing with God. Even in 'dealing with wise
and prudent men they say it does not hold, on ~he contrary, much conversation and familiarity with them is
productive of greater esteem and· reverence: the more
one associates with them, the more he knows their prudence and virtue, and so esteems them the more. But
granting that the saying holds as regards the wise men
of the world,-for after all, in this \vretched life, none
can be so perfect as not to have some faults, and they
come out in the course of much dealing and familiarity
with these men, , so that great familiarity there may be ·a
cause of a falling off of good opinion and esteem,~yet in
familiar dealing with God that cannot have place. He is
a Lord of s1;lch infinite perfection and wisdom, that the
more one deals with Him and knows Hin1, the more one
reverences Him, as we see in the holy'angels and blessed
spirits, who know God most perfectly in heaven, and
converse familiarly with Him; and the same also holds
good in our experience here on earth, since the more"a
2°5
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man converses with God in prayer, the greater his rever..
ence for Him and the idea that he has of Him.
Holy \\1 rit sho,vs us this clearly in the account of the
Samaritan woman, who first treated Christ as one of the
people: How canst thou, being a Jew, ask drink of tne,
who am a Samaritan woman? (John iv. 9). She calls
Him by the comillon name of His nation; but a little
further on in the conversation she calls Him Lord: Lord,
give me this water. And still a little further, she calls
Him a prophet: I see that thou art a prophet. And still
further, she recognises Him for Christ and Messiah. It
is the same way in the frequentation of the Sacraments:
one Communion disposes us for another. It is a great
mistake to suppose that by staying a\vay. time after time
from the reception of this 1\/lost Holy Sacrament one ·will
approach .it with greater preparation and reverence. So
St. Augustine and St. Ambrose said very 'vell , that he
who does not deserve to receive every day, does not
deserve to receive once a year. Qui non meretur quotidie
accipere, non meretur post annunt accipere.
To meet the question then, I say in the first place that
our not experiencing so much profit from the frequentation of this Most Holy Sacrament, comes sometimes from
our o"vn fault, in that we do not prepare and dispose ourselves for its reception as we ought, but we approach it
by way of custom and ceremonial observance, as though
\ve were to say: ' I go to Communion because others go,
and such is my custom.' We approach, as I say, by
vvay of ceremony, without previous consideration or realisation of \vhat we are going to do: that is why we find
little profit in it. Therefore, when one feels in himself no
growth or improvement from the frequentation of this
Holy Sacrament, he should look and examine carefully if
it be not for want of preparation; and if he finds it so,
he should contrive a remedy.
At other times this is apt to happen in consequence of
our falling with advertence into venial sins. There are
two sorts of venial sins: the one committed by inadvertence, although with some carelessness .and negligence:
the other committed "vith advertence and of set purpose.
Venial sins, inasmuch as for want of advertence they
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befall God-fearing persons who are diligent in His service, do not do this harm: but those that are committed
deliberately, on purpose and advisedly, by people slack
and retniss in the service. of God, do hinder in great
measure the divine effects of this Most Holy Sacrament.
And the same "ve may say of faults committed deliberately and of set purpose bya Religious in the observance
of his Rules and Institute. As a father will show his
son a severe countenance after he has committed some

fault, thereby to rebuke and admonish him t'o be more
careful in future, so God is wont to deal with us at Communion and .meditation. If then ,ve wish to share in the
abundant fruits which they enjoy who approach this
Divine Sacrament as they ought, we must contrive not to
commit such faults deliberately and of set purpose. Let
conscientious persons take great note of this, for it is a
precaution of great importance if we wish to receive great
favours from God.
In the third place I say that our not experiencing in
this Divine Sacrament the effects that we have mentioned, comes often not of any fault of ours: notwithstanding that lack of sensible devotion, we do not
fail to receive great fruit in our souls, though we
think we feel none.
We are wont to say the
same of meditation, in which many are apt to make the
same complaint of not experiencing therein the relish and
consolation that they could wish, and which perchance
they were wont to feel in former times: not on that
account does their meditation fail to be very profitable.
The food given to an invalid, though he has no appetite
for it, does not for that fail to sustain and· benefit him.
These are things that belong to the high providence of
God, He being wont in this way to prove His servants,
to exercise and humble them, and draw thence other good
things known to Himself. Besides, this Sacrament some,
times works so secretly that man can hardly notice it.
The work of grace is commonly like that of nature, little
by little, as with a plant, that grows unseen, and then
\ve see that it has grown. So St. Lawrence Justinian
says that as bodily food sustains a man, and makes hirD
grow, without our noticing it, in like manner this Divine
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Sacrament comforts and strengthens the soul by an
increase of grace, unperceived· by us.
In the fourth place I say that it counts, for progress
not only to go forward, but also not to fall and go back.
The medicine that acts as a preservative against sickness
is not less valuable than that which improves health. Let
this be well observed, for it is matter of great consolation
for those who do not see in themselves any palpable fruit
of this Sacrament. YVe commonly see that those who
frequently receive this Divine Food live in the fear of
God, and the whole year goes by ,vith them, and in many
cases their whole life, without their committing mortal
sin. Now this is one of the chief fruits and effects of
this Sacrament, to preserve the communicant from fall,;.,
ing into sins, as it is the effecl of food to preserve the
bodily life. The Council of Trent well observes the same,
calling it " a remedy and medicine which rids us of our,
daily faults and preserves us from mortal sins," antidatum, quo liberamur a culpis quotidianis et a peccatis
And though a man does not
mortalibus praeservamur.
feel in himself that fervour and devotion, nor all that
abundant satisfaction and consolation, nor experience
after Communion that vigour and alacrity for good works
which others are \vont to feel, but rather dryness and
lukewarmness, not on that account does he fail to receive
fruit. And if while he goes to Communion he falls into
SOine faults, if' he did not go to Communion he \vould fall
into others. and greater ones. Let us do honestly whatever is on our part to approach with the disposition and
reverence that we have said, and ,vithout doubt great will
be the profit which our soul will receive from the frequentation of this Divine Sacrament.
Tilman Bredenbach tells of a certain Duke of Saxony
named Wett1erkind that, while he was an unbeliever, he
,vas seized ·with a curiosity to see what \vent on in the
Catholic realms of Chilr1emagne; and to do this more at
his ease, he put on the habit of a pilgrim and went there.
It was the time of Holy Week and Easter, when all the
\vorld went to Communion. He went aboiIt with attention, looking at everything; and amongst other things
that he saw was this. When the priest was giving Com-
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munionto the people, he saw a very beautiful ang shining
Infant in every Host; and he said that into the mouths
of some who received, the Infant went with such alacrity
and pleasure and good \vill, that it seemed that He Himself were going and bestirring Himself to come in : with
others He seemed to come in very unwillingly' and as. it
were perforce, turning away His head and hands and
kicking \vith His feet, as though· struggling not to enter
into their mouths. This miracle led to the conversion to
Christianity of this prince and all his people.
Another similar instance, which further illustrates what
has gone before, is told of a secular priest, at whose Mass
a servant of God, who heard it, saw on the paten· at the
time of Communion, not the species of bread, but an
Infant, turning away His face like one protesting,·· and
resisting with hands arid feet against being received. The
servant of God saw this, not once, but several times.
The priest one day in· cbnversationwith him went on to
say that he did not know ho\v it was, but every time he
took the Body of the Lord, he took it ,vith extreme difficulty. Then the servant of God' recounted to him ,vhat
he had seen, and advised him to look to himself and
amend. The priest took. the advice very well, was contrite and amended his life. Then the same servant of
God, hearing his 1\1ass, saw the Infant as· before, but at
the time of Communion, with hands abd feet joined,
Reentered into the priest's mouth very readily.

CHAPTER XIV

Of the H oIy Sacrifice of the Mass
We have spoken of this Divine .Sacrament and ·its

admirable virtues and effects inasmuch as it is a Sacranlent; it remains now to speak of it as a Sacrifice, a thing
which the Holy Council of Trent commands preachers
and pastors· to explain to their flock, that all may understand the great treasure which Christ our Redeemer. has
left to His Church in giving us this Sacrifice,and may
know how to profit by it. From the beginning of the
14
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world, or at least after sin, even in the natural law, there
always were sacrifices, and they were necessary to
appease God, to pay Him reverence and honour, and
recognise His infinite excellence and majesty. So in the
Old Law God instituted priests and many sacrifices; but
as the Law \vas imperfect, so the sacrifices also were
imperfect. They slew many animals in sacrifice, but that
could not bring them to per£ection. The priesthood of
Aaron and its sacrifices were not enough to sanctify men
and release them from their sins. It was impossible for
sins to be taken away by the blood of bulls and goats}
says the Apostle St. Paul (Heb. x. 4). It was needful
that there should come another Priest of the Order of
Melchisedech, that is, Jesus Christ, and that He should
offer another Sacrifice, that is, of Himself, which should
be enough to appease God, sanctify men, and raise them
to perfection.
St. Augustine says that all the sacrifices of the Old
Law signified and vverea figure of this Sacrifice; and
that as one and the same thing may be signified and conveyed to the understanding by divers words and in divers
tongues, so this one true Sacrifice was signified and prefigured long before by all that multitude of sacrifices,
partly to commend it to us much and many times over,
and partly by diversity and variety to· take' away the
weariness that is caused by many repetitions of the· same
thing. God commanded that only clean animals should
be offered Him in sacrifice, to the end that we might
understand that as those animals which they were to
sacrifice should be free from fla,vsand defects of body,
and have no stain on them, so He who was to come to
offer Hinlself in sacrifice for us must have on Him no
stain of sin. If those sacrifices were pleasing to God, as
it is certain that for the time they 'were pleasing to I:Iim,
it was inasmuch as they were an acknowledgment and
profession on the part of men that there was to come a
Saviour and Redeemer, who was to be the true Sacrifice,
and in virtue of that acknowledgment those sacrifices had
their value for the time.
B,ut on the coming of the
Saviour and Redeemer into the world those sacrifices
ceased to be pleasing to God, as the Apostle says: Enter-
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in.g into the world he saith to His Eternal Father: Sacrifice
and oblation thou 'wouldst not, hut a body thou hast prepared for me: holocausts for sinwer(J not pleasing to thee,
then said I, Behold I come. In the head of the book it
is written of me that I ~houlddo thy will, 0 God (Ps.
39 : Heb. x. 5-7). God gave a body to His' Only-begotten
Son., that He might do the will of His Father by offering
Himself for us on the Cross. So when He who was prefigured came into the world, the shadow and figure ceased,
and those ancient sacrifices ceased to be pleasing to God.
This then is the Sacrifice which we have in the New
Law, and which everyday we offer in the l\lass. Jesus
Christ, true God and true Man, is our Sacrifice. He
gave himself up for us an oblation and victirrl, to God for
an odour of sweetness (Eph. v. 2). These are no mere
devout reflections, but facts taught us by faith. It is
true that the Mass is a memorial and representation of
the Passion and Death of Christ, and so He said when He
instituted this Sovereign Sacrifice: Do this in memory
of me (Luke xxii. 19). But we must understand that it
is not merely a memorial and representation of that Sacrifice, in which Christ offered Himself on the Cross to His
Eternal Father for our sins,. but it is the same Sacrifice
which He then offered, and of the same value and efficacy.
And further, not only is it the same Sacrifice, but also
He ,vho offers now this Sacrifice of the Mass is the same
\\Tho offered that Sacrifice on the Cross.
Thus as then' at the time of His·· Passion Christ Himself was at once Priest and Sacrifice, so also now in the
Mass Christ Himself is not only the Sacrifice, but also
the Priest and Pontiff who offers Himself every day in the
Mass to the Eternal Father by the ministry of His priests.
And so the priest who says the Mass represents the person
of Christ, and offers this sacrifice as His minister and
instrument and in His name. This is well expressed by the
\vords of consecration: for the priest does not say this
is the body of Christ, but this is my body, as bearing the
person' of Christ, 'who is the chief Priest and Pontiff who
offers' this Sacrifice. And for this reason the prophet
David (PS.IOg) and St. Paul (fleb. vii. 17, 21) call Him
ci priest for ever according to the order ofMelchisedech.
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And .He would not well be called a. priest for ever, if He
offered sacrifice only once, but He is always offering
sacrifice by means of His priests, and never ceases, nor
,vill cease till the end· of the world. Such was the Priest
and such the Pontiff that we needed, says the Apostle
(Heb. vii. 25-27: v. 6-7), one unlike other pdests, under
no necessity to beg God's pardon first for his own sins,
and then for those of his people, but one who should be
heard for His dignity, and the reverence ·due to Him,~
one who should appease God, not with the blood of
others, but with His own.
Let us then now consider the contrivances of God, and
the art and wisdom of His counsels that He took for the
salvation of Inen, and 'what He did to make this Sacrifice
in every way acceptable, agreeable and efficacious. There
being four things in a sacrifice,-first, to whom it is
offered; second, who offers it; third, what it is that is
offered; fourth,· why it is offered,"-the wisdom of God
ordered this Sacrifice in such mariner and with such art
that He who offers this Sacrifice, to reconcile us with
God, is one with Him to whom it is offered, and has
made l-limself one with those for whom it is offered, and
Himself is that which is offered as St. Augustine explains.
So it came to be of such value and efficacy as to suffice
to satisfy and appease God, not only for our sins, but· for
those of the whole world, and of a hundred thousand
worlds, if such there were. .He is the victim of· propitiation for our sins and not only for ours, but also for
those of the whole 'world, says the Apostle and Evangelist
S1. John (I John ii. 2). And so Theologians and Saints
say that this Sacrifice is not only sufficient satisfaction
and atonement for our debts and sins, but an altogether
superabundant atonement: for that which is given and
offered here is much more than the debt that we had
contracted; and this Sacrifice is much more agreeable to
the Eternal Father than the offence committed had been
offensive. Hence also, though the priest· be a wicked
man and a sinner, not on that account· does this Sacrifice
cease to profit and avail those for whom it is offered, nor
is aught of its value and efficacy diminished; for Christ
is not only the Sacrifice, but also the Priest· and Pontiff
7
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who offers it jas the alms that you give loses nothing of
its virtue and merit, though you send it by the hands of
a servant \vhois a wicked and sinful man.
The Council of Trent says (Sess. 22) : " It is one and
the same Victim, and" the sanle Offerer, now offering by
the ministry of priests, who then otlered Himself on the
Cross: only the manner of offering is different." The
difference is, as the Council goes on to explain, that what
was ,offered on the Cross' was a sacrifice in blood, by the

shedding of blood,because Christ was then passible and
mortal: but the Sacrifice of the Mass is an unbloody
sacrifice, without the shedding of blood, because Christ
rising from the dead dieth now no more: death shall no
1nore have dominion over him (Rom.. vi., -9).
The Council. goes on to say, as say also the Evange..
lists, that Christ the Redeemer of theworld,coming to
be sacrificed and die on the Cross to redeem us, ,would
not have His Sacrifice end there, being as He was a
priest for ever (Heb. v.6), but would have His Church
possess it, and the Sacrifice to be permanent. And inasmuch as He was a priest according to the order of M elchisedech (Heb. v. 10), who offered a sacrifice of bread and
wine, it was prbper. that this Sacrifice should remain to us
under t'he .•·species· of bread and wine j and so at the Last
Supper, the night in which He was to be traitorously given
over, He t.ook bread and gave thanks, divided it and gave
it to His disciples (lVIatt. xxvi. 26: Mark xiv. 22 : Luke
xxii. 19: 1 Cor. xi. 23,.24). In the v1eryhour when men
were contriving to put Him to death, He was contriving
to give them life. He wished to leave to His Spouse, the
visible Church, a visible Sacrifice, such as the nature of
men required,-a Sacrifice which should not only 'represent and bring tomeniory the Sacrifice offered in blood
on the Cross, but should have the same virtue and efficacy

as that had to forgive sip.s and appease. God ,and reconcile
us to Him, and \vhiGh'should be in fact thesarhe Sacrifice.
So He consecrated His Most lIoly Body' and Blood u'nder
the appearaq.ces of bread and wine, converting the bread
into His" Body and. the, wine into His Blood, and under
those appearances He offered Himself to the Eternal
Father. This the Doctors say "vas the first, Mass cele-
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brated in the world. At the saIne time He ordained His
disciples priests of the New Testament, and bade them
and their successors in the priesthood to offer this Sacrifice, saying: This do ye in memory of me (Luke xxii. 19).
For this reason some say that'the Feast of the Most
Holy Sacrament is the greatest of all the Feasts of Christ
our Redeemer that the Church celebrates; because the
others are only a memory and representation, as the
Incarnation, Nativity, Resurrection, and Ascension: the
Son of God does not then become man, or be born, or
rise again, or ascend into heaven; but this Feast is not
only a memory and a representation, but Christ comes
anew' and is under the sacramental species every time the
\priest says the words of consecration; and every day
there is offered in the Mass the same Sacrifice that was
offered when Christ our Redeemer died for us upon the
Cross.
Let us here consider the great love of Christ for men,
and the great debt that we owe Him, in that, not content
with offering Himself once on the Cross for our sins, He
would. remain here in Sacrifice, that we might have not
once only, but many times, and every day till the end of
the world, a well-pleasing Sacrifice to offer to the Eternal
Father,-a present so great and precious to present to
Him to appease Him for our sins,-a gift so precious and
well-pleasing that greater there could not be. What
'would have become of the Christian people, if we had
not this Sacrifice wherewith to appease God? We should
have been like another Sodom and Gomorrah (Isai. i. 9) :
God would have levelled us to the ground and destroyed
us, as our sins deserved. This, says St. Thomas, is the
proper effect of sacrifice, to appease God thereby, according to the \vords of St. Paul : He offered hirnself for us
to God as an oblation and victim unto an odour of sweetness (Eph. v. 2). As when on earth a man is appeased
and pardons an injury done him in consideration of some
offering or present that they make him, so this sacrifice
and present that we make is so acceptable and agreeable
to God as to be enough to appease Him, and warrant us
to appear in His presence, and make Him regard us with
loving eyes.
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If on Good Friday, when the Redeemer of the world
was crucified, you had found your way to the foot of the
Cross, and some drops of His Precious Blood had fallen
upon you, what consolation your soul would have felt!
what· strength you would have gathered! what hope so
certain of your salvation you would have conceived! The
thief, who all .his life .long had known no other trade but
stealing, conceived such a great hope that of robber he
turned saint, and of the cross he made paradise. Now
the same Son of God, who. then offered Himself on the
Cross, the selfsame offers Himself now in the Mass for
you, and this Sacrifice is of the same value and efficacy as
that; and so the Church says: "everytime this commemorative sacrifice is celebrated, the work of our redemption
is enacted." The great fruits of that Sacrifice offered in
blood are poured out- and communicated to us by this
bloodless Offering.
So high and sovereign is this Sa~rifice that it can be
offered to God alone. And the Council of Trent observes
that though the Church is accustomed to say Mass in
reverence· and memory of the Saints, yet this Sacrifice of
the Mass is not offered to the Saints. And so the Church
does not say, " I offer to thee, St. Peter, or St. Paul,"
but it is offered to God alone, giving Him thanks for the
victories and cro\vns which He has granted to His Saints,
and imploring their patronage, that they may intercede
for us in. heaven, since we honour and reverence them Qn
earth.
Thus this divine mystery is not only a Sacrament, like
the other Sacraments, but is at the same time a Sacrifice.
There is a great difference between these two concepts of
Sacrament and Sacrifice. Its being a Sacrifice consists
in its being offered by means of the priest in the Mass.
It is the received opinion of theologians that the essence
of this Sacrifice consists in the consecration of both

species, and that it is then offered when the consecration
is complete. As in the instant in which. Christ expired
that Sacrifice in blood was complete, in which He offered
Himself to the Eternal Father for us on the Cross, so in
the Mass, which is a true. representation of that Sacrifice
and is identical with it, the Sacrifice is essentially com-
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pleted and offered in the instant in which the priest has
done saying the words of consecration over the bread and
over the wine.
There and then, by force and virtue
of those words, the Body is in the Host and the Blood in
the Chalice. This consecration of the Blood, which is
done after the consecration of the. Body, represents to the
life the shedding of the Blood of Christ, and consequently
the separation of His Soul from His Body, whi,ch ensued
upon the shedding and separation of the Blood from the
Body. Thus by the words of consecration the. Sacrifice is
wrought that is offered, and by those same words the
offering is done. But its being a Sacrament is something
permanent, after the consecration, so long as the species
last, ,\Then it is kept in the tabernacle, when it is taken
to the sick, when it is given in Communion, and it has
not then the essence and virtue of a Sacrifice.
.There is another difference, that as -it is a Sacrament,
it profits the recipient like the other Sacraments, giving
grace and producing its proper effects; but as it is a
Sacrifice, it profits not only him who receives it, but also
others for whom it is offered. So the Council of Trent
observes that it was for these two objects and these two
reasons that Christ instituted this Divine Mystery: the
one that, as a Sacrament, it might be sustenance to tl:Ie
soul, enabling her to preserve, restore and renew her
spiritual life; the other, that the Church might have a
perpetual Sacrifice to offer to God for pardon and expiation of our sins, for a remedy in our needs" for a ret~rn
and. a thanksgiving for benefits received, and to win and
obtain new graces and favours of the Lord. And it is
not only a remedy and relief· for the living, but also for
the dead who die in grace and are in purgat,ory: all
benefit by this Sacrifice.
.
,
It is also a very consoling filet that the priest, when he
says l\1ass, offers the Sacrifice for himself and others,and
att,he sa~e time ;111 who are there hearing it offer along
with him this Sacrifice for themselves and others. As
when a towns'hip makes a present to its lord,there come
tl;ree or four men, and one alone speaks to him, but all
bring the present and all offer it; so here the priest ,alone
speaks and with his hands offers this Sacrifice, but all
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offer by the hands of the priest. It is true· that then~ is
a difference,. inasmuch as in the example given, though
they choose one spokesman, yet anyone of them might
have discharged that function; whereas it is not so in the
Mass, for the priest alone, who is chosen by God for that
purpose,' can consec~ate and do 'what is done in the . Mass,
but all the· rest, vvho serve or assist at it, likewise offer
this Sacrifice.
And so the priest himself says in: the
Mass: "Pra.y, brethren, to God· that. my sacri:6ce and'
yours maybe acceptable and agreeable to Almighty God. "
And in· the Canon he says, pro quibus tibi offerimus vel
qui Ubi offerun,t~ " for whom we offer to Thee, or who
themselves offer. " . This should inspire much solicitude
in all . to hear pr help at Mass, oJ! which. point we will
enlarge in the following chapter.

CHAPTER XV

How to hear Mass
\Vhat we have' said seeins to oblige us to speak on .tJ:1e
subject how to hear Mass, .and what to do during it. On
this we will say three things, which 'will b~ three devotions that we ·may practise at Mass, each of them much
to the point, and all three may be practised together.
And they shall not be out of our own head, but of our
Mother the Church, that they may be regarded and valued
a.,s in reason they should be. For the first w~ must Eresuppose that the Mass is a menlot"ial of the Passion and
death of Christ, as has been said. The Redeemer of the
world wished this Holy' Sacrifice to be a memorial(jf His
Passion and of the love that He bore us. I-Ie meant us
t6 remember what He had suffered for us, and that. this
continued remembrance should greatly rouse us to love
and serve Him, that we should not
like that people
vy~~fore;<!tth~'qod. who savedthef!!' (PS. 105). Thus <?ne
of· the excellent devotions that we may practise at ,Mass
is to consider· the mysteries of the Passion there represented, eliciting therefrom ac~s of love and ·purposes to
serve the Lord loyally.

be
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For this, it will be a great help to know the significations of vvhat is said and done at Mass, to lead us to
understand and appreciate better and better the great
mysteries there represented; because there is no word or
sign or ceremony that is not fraught with great meanings
and mysteries; and all the vestments and ornaments that
the priest puts on to say Mass also repres1ent to us the
same. The amice, the Saints say, represents the veil
wherewith they covered the face of Christ our Redeemer,
,vhen they said to Him, striking Him on the face,
Prophesy who hath struck thee· (Matt. xxvi. 68: Mark
xiv. 65). The alb is the white garment in which Herod
clothed Him in mockery, and scorned Him along
with his army, and sent Hinl back to Pilate (Luke
xxiii. II).
The girdle represents either the first
cords with which He was bound when they seized Him,
or the scourges wherewith He "vas scourged by order of
Pilate. The manjple represents the second cords wherewith they bound Christ's hands to the pillar, when they
scourged Him. It is put on the left arm, because that is
nearer the heart, to denote the great love wherewith He
received those cruel scourges for our sins, and the love
,\Therewith it is reasonable that \ve should correspond to
so great love and bounty. The stole represents the third
binding of Him, which was with the rope they cast round
His neck when He carried the cross on His shoulders to
be crucified. The chasuble represents the purple robe
wherewith they clothed Him in mockery (John xix. 2-5);
or according to others, the seaml/ess tunic of which they
stripped Him to crucify Him (John xix. 23-24).
The coming of the priest into the sacristy to put on the
priestly vestments represents the entry of Christ into. this
world, in the sacred shrine of the virginal womb of the
Virgin Mary His 1Vlother, \vhere He vested Himself in
the vestures of our humanity to go and celebrate the
Sacrifice of the Cross. At the going out of the priest
from the· sacristy the choir sings the Introit of the Mass,
which signifies the ardent desires and sighs with which
the holy Fathers looked forward to the Incarnation of the
Son of God. Oh, that thou wouldst break through the
heavens" and descend (Isai. lxiv. I).
The Introit is
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repeated a second time, to signify the iteration of these
cries and desires which those holy Fathers· put forth to
see Christ in the world clad in our flesh. The priest say~
ing the Confiteor as a penitent man signifies that Christ
took upon Himself all our sins to atone for them, and
was willing to appear a sinner and be accounted for such,
as the prophet Isaiah says (liii. 4-11), that we might
be justified and sanctified.
The Kyries, which mean
, Lord have mercy,' signify the great misery in which we
all were before the coming of Christ. I twould be a long
business to run through all the mysteries in particular.
Suffice it to understand that there is nothing in the Mass
that is not full of mysteries. All those signs and crosses
that the priest makes over the Host and the Chalice are
to repr,esent. to us and bring into our memory the many
various torments and pains that Christ suffered for us on
the Cross. 'fhe, elevation of Host and Chalice after the
consecration, 'besides the fact of its being done for the
people to adore, represents how they raised the Cross on
high that all might see Him crucified. Each may occupy
himself in the consideration of one mystery or two, as
devotion shall lead him, gathering. fruit therefrom, and
seeking to correspond to so great love and· bounty. This
will be more profitable than hurriedly running the memory
over many mysteries. This is· the first devotion that we
may prac;tise at 1\1ass.
The second devotion and method of hearing Mass is a
capital method and one very proper to the purpose: we
outlined it in the previous chapter. For the understanding thereof, we must presuppose two things which w,e
there laid down. The· first is, that the Mass is not only
a memorial and representation of the Passion of Christ,
and of that Sacrifice which He offered on the Cross to the
Eternal Father for our sins, but is the same Sacrifice
\vhichwas then offered and of the same value and efficacy.
The second is, that though the priest alone speaks and
with his hands offers this Sacrifice, yet all the' bystanders
also offer it along with him. This being supposed, I say
that the best way of hearing Mass is to go along with the
priest, offering this Sacrifice and doing so far as we can
what he does, reckoning that we all unite there, not only
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in hearing Mass, but in offering that Sacrifice. along with
the priest, since in sober reality that is the fact. To this
end it is enjoined that priests"' should say in a clear and
moderately loud voice those parts of the Mass which- it is
proper for the people to hear, that SO they may enter into
it and prepare themselves along with the priest to offer
this Sacrifice with that preparation which the Church has
ordained for this purpose so vvisely and so advisedly.
For all that is here said and done is meant to prepare and
dispose both priest and assistants to offer this high ,Sacrifice with the, utmost devotion and reverence.
That we may better be able to carry this out, it is' well
to notice that the Mass has three principal parts. The
first is from the Confiteor to the Offertory, which is all to
prepare the people to offer this Sacrifice worthily. This
is done at the beginning by the Confiteor and by some
verses of the Psalms even before the. going up to the
altar. Then comes the Kyrie, which besides signifying,
as we have said, the great misery in which we were before
the coming of Christ,givesus also tc? understand that lie
who has to treat with God cannot treat with Him on
grounds of justice, but only of mercy. Then there fo~lows
the Gloria in excelsis Deo J giving glory to God for the
Incarnation, and acknowledging the greatness of that
benefit.
Then follows the Collect.
And it is to be
observed that the priest says Oremus, and not Oro.. that
all inay pray \vith him, and he in the person of all. And
that this may be done with more devotion, a previous
prayer is put up for the assistance of the Holy Ghost for
that purpose, by the priest turning to the people with
Dominus vobiscum, and the people answering Et curn
spiritu' tuo. The Epistle signifies the doctrine of the Old
Testament and the teaching of St. John Baptist,which
preceded the doctrine of the Gospel as a sort of catechetical preparation. The Gradual, which is said after
the Epistle, signifies the penance that the people did at
the preaching of John the Baptist. . The Alleluia, which
follo\vs after the Gradual, signifies the joy of the soul
after having obtained pardon of her sins by means .of
penance. The Gospel signifies the doctrine which Christ
preached in the world. The priest makes the sign of the
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cross over the book which he has to read, because he has
to preach to us Christ, crucified; and then he makes the
sign of the cross' on his forehead,mouth, and breast, as
do the, people also, whereby we profess that we hold to
Christ, Crucified in our hearts, and will confess Hini with
our tongues and open faces, and that we will live
and ,die ,in this confession.
Fresh lights are lit
for the reading of the Gospel, since this is, the" doctrine
that enlightens our souls, and the light that the Sonoi
God brought into the \vorld., The Gospel is heard stand~
ing; to ,let, us see the readiness which we should have to
obey it, and" to defend it when necessary. It is heard
with head uncovered, to give us' to understand ,the. reverence which we should have for the word of God. Therellpon follows the Creed, vyhich is ,the ,fruit 'gathered
from the doctrine of the Gospel, for in it we confess the
articles and principal mysteries of our faith. This is
the first ,. part of the Mass, which they call the Mass
of Catechumens, because up to this point the Catechu;.,
mens, who were not baptized, were allowed to be present
atthe Mass,as also unbelievers, whether Jews or Gentiles,
that ·they m·ight hear the word of God and be instructed
therein.
The second part of the Mass is from the. Offertory to
the Pater Noster, which is called the Mass of Sacrifice,
at which Christians only can be present. And so it was
the custom for the deacon to give notice from the pulpit
for the catechumens ,to go; and then' he said to them in
olden times lte, missa est, , Go~ because this is the Mass,'
the sacrifice isno\v beginning,' at which it is not lawful
for you to assist. This is the principal part of the Mass,
in' \vhich is done the consecration and the offering of the
Consecrated. So the priest begins to, keep silence, and
say the prayers in secret, not to be heard 'by'" the bystanders, since now the Sacrifice is approaching. Soat
the' approach of His Passion" the holy gospel' says that
Christ our Redeerrier retired to the desert,' to the town of
Ephrem, .arid' no longer walked in public' (John xi. 54).
As now the priest is' coming near to the offering 9£ the
Sacrifice, he washes' his hands, to give us to understand
the cleanness arid purity with which we should dra\v nigh
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to this Sacrifice. And turning to the people he tells them
to pray along with him that this Sacrifice may be acceptable and agreeable to the l\1ajesty of God. Then after a
short prayer in secret he once more breaks silence with
the Preface, which is a special warning, whereby the
priest disposes himself and the people for this Sacrifice,
exhorting them to lift up their hearts to heaven, and
return thanks to the Lord for having come down from
heaven to take our flesh and die for us. Blessed is he
that cometh in the nanle of the Lord, save 1-tS in the
highest, which are the praises with which they received
I-lim in Jerusalem on Palm Sunday (Matt. xxi. 9). Holy,
holy, holy, Lord God of hosts, are the cries 'with which
the courtiers of heaven utter their perpetual praise, as
says Isaiah (vi. 2-3), and St. John in the Apocalypse (iv.
8). Then begins the Canon of the Mass, wherein the priest
begs the Eternal Father, through the merits of Jesus
Christ, His only Son, our Lord, to accept this Sacrifice
for the Church, for the Pope, for the Bishop, for the
I{ing. Then in secret he prays God for particular persons,
offering also the Sacrifice for them, making the first
Memento, which vve call the l\1emento of the Living; and
he particularly offers this Sacrifice for all the persons
present at it. Thus it is a very profitable thing to assist
at Mass, since those who assist at it come in for a greater
share of the gifts of God, even as they who are in 'waiting
at the' table of the I<'ing, and they who come out to
receive him, when he makes his entry into the City; and
as they who were at the foot of the Cross, St. John and
Our Lady, 'Magdalen and the Good Thief. Rupert says
that to be present at Mass is being present at the obsequies of Christ our Redeemer. Then follows the Consecration, in which, as we said in the last chapter, the
Sacrifice of the Mass consists and is offered for all those
of whom mention· has been made in the Memento.
I say then that the best devotion that one can have
at l\!Iass is to continue attending to what the priest says
and does, 'and to continue offering along with him this
Sacrifice, and doing, so far as possible, what h~ does, as
one who has a part in the great transaction that is there
carried on and celebrated. And when the priest makes
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the memento for the living, it is good for everyone present
to make also his memento, asking God on behalf of the
living, and afterwards of·· the dead, even as the priest
does.
Our Father Francis Borgia made hts memento in this
way.
Presupposing the consideration already mentioned, that this Sacrifice represents and is the same

with that which was offered for us on the Cross t · he made

his memento by the Five Wounds of Christ.
In the
Wound of the.right hand he conlmended to God the Pope
and the Cardinals, aU Bishops, and Prelates, clerics and
parish-priests, and all the ecclesiastical state.
In the
Wound of the left hand he commended to God the King
and all the Justices, and chief officers of the secular arm.
In the Wound of the right foot, all Religious Orders, and
particularly the Society.. In the Wound of the left foot, all
his kinsmen, relations, friends and benefactors, and all
who had recommended themselve~ to him in his prayers.
The Wound in the Side he reserved for himself, and
there he entered and took refug-e, as in the holes if?- the
rock, in the hollow in the wail (Cant" ii. 14), begging
God's pardon for his sins and . remedy for his necessities
and miseries. So he offered this Sacrifice for all these
ends, and for each of them as' if he were offering it for
that alone, offering it always particularly for that person
or persons for whom' he said the Mass of obligation or
devotion, with a will that there should be applied to him
all that part of that Sacrifice that was due to him, without his being the loser in any way by the other intentions
for which he offered it. He did the like in the memento
for the dead, offering that Sacrifice in the first place for
the person or persons for whom in particular he was sayingthatMass; secondly, for the souls of his parents and
relations; thirdly, for thedeceased members of his Order;

fourthly, for h'is friends, benefactors, and persons recommended to him, and for all to whom he was under. any
obligation ; fifthly, for the souls that were most forsaken,
who had none to pray for them, and such as were undergoing more grievous pains and were in greater need, and
for those who \vere nearest to going out of purgatory,
and for aU 'for whom it would be gr1eater charity and
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service of God to offer it. We may follow this plan, or
any other, as each shall find it best.
And particularly we should offer this Sacrifice for three
things, which among many others oblige and bind us in
every way: first, in thanksgiving for the great benefits
that we have received at the hand of God, as well general
as particular; secondly, in satisfaction and atonement for
our sins ; thirdly, to beg a remedy for our 'necessities and
weaknesses, and gain new favours from' the Lord. And
it is very well for each one to offer this Sacrifice to God
for these three ends, not for himself alone, but also for
his neighbours; offering it not only for the benefits that
he has received, but also for the so great favours that
God has done, and does every day, to all mankind. And
not only in satisfaction and atonement for his own sins,
but also for all the sins of the world, since this is enough
and more than 'enough to satisfy and appease the Eternal
Father· for them all. And not only to beg a remedy for
private and-particular miseries and necessities; but also for
those of the whole Church. And hereby one better· falls
in with the pri~st, who does so : besides, charity and zeal
fat souls require that an individual should not look to his
own particular account only, but to the common good of
the Church. And, speaking generally, it is well to offer
this Sacrifice for all the intentions for which Christ offered
Himself upon the Cross, and for all for which He wished
it to be offered when He instituted it. And it will be
well, for us to offer ourselves also along with Christ in
sacrifice to the Eternal Father every day in the Mass for
these intentions, leaving nothing in us that we do not
offer. For thoug-hit is true that our works of themselves
are worth very little, yet, taken with the Blood of Christ
and in union with His merits and Passion, they will be
of great value and very pleasing in God's eyes. St. Chrysostom says that the hour in which this Divine
Sacrifice -is offered is the most opportune time there is for
dealing with God, and that the angels hold it fora most
happy occasion to ask for favours on behalf of the human
race; and that they cry to God then with great earnestpess on our behalf at so favourable a moment.
He
further says that there are there heavenly 'squadrons of
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cherubim and seraphim, kneeling with great reverence
before the Majesty of· God; and that forthwith upon the
offering of this Sacrifice these heavenly messengers fly
,"vith mandates for the openin'g of the prisons of purgatory
and the execution of what has been there at Mass
arranged. Thus there is reason for us to value this
opportunity and profit by so good an occasion, and go to
'Mass' to offer that Divine Sacrifice with great confidence,
that by means thereof we spall appease the anger of the
Eternal Fatper and pay the debts of our sins, and gain
the gifts and favours that we ask for.
The third devotion appertains particularly. to the· third
part of the Mass, which is from the Pater Noster to the
end. This part contains the priest's Communion and
the prayers that are said after Con1munion, all of which
are a thanksgiving for the benefit received. What the
hearers of Mass have .to do then at that time, is there
also to accompany the priest as far as they can. We cannot communicat,e sacramentally at every Mass, but we can
spiritually.' This then 'is the third devotion for Mass, a
very good and profitable devo~ion, that when the priest
communicates sacramentally, those who are present
should also con1municate spiritually. Spiritual Com111union is the forming of a great desire of receiving this
1\10st Holy Sacrament, according tothosewQrds of Job:
Who will give us of his flesh, that we may be filled? (Job
xxxi. 3 I ).As a glutton feasts his eyes on a delicate
tllorsel, so the servant of God should set his eyes and his
heart on this Divine Food; and \\Then the priest opens his
mouth to receive It, he too should open the mouth of his
soul with great desire to receive the same and enjoy the
relish thereof. In' this way God will satisfy his heart's
desire by an increase of grace and charity, as He promises
by the prophet: Open thy mouth wide, and J will fill it
(Ps~ 80). But the Council of Trent here observes that
for this desire of the Most Holy Sacrament to be a spiri-,
tual Communion,it must spring from a lively faith
informed with charity·: that is. to say, it is necessary that
he who· forms this desire sholild be in charity and the
grace of God', for then he. reaches the attainment of this
spiritual fruif,increasing' his union with Christ.
J3u~
15
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such a desire, in a person in mortal sin, would not be a
spiritual Communion; rather, if he were to desire to
communicate, remaining the while in mortal sin, he would
sin mortally. And if his desire supposed his first getting
out of his sin, though it would be a good desire, it would
not be a spiritual Communion, because, as he is not in
grace, he cannot receive the fruit thereof. Thus he must
be in the grace of God; and then to have that desire is
to communicate spiritually, since by this desire of receiving that Most Holy Sacrament he partakes of all the
good gifts and. spiritual graces that they are apt to
partake of who receive sacramentally.
I t may even be that one \vho communicates spiritually
receives more grace than another who communicates
sacramentally, though that Communion be made in t1}.e
state of grace. For though it is true that sacramental
Communion of itself is more profitable and gives more
grace than spiritual Communion by the fact of its being
a Sacrament and fraught with the sacramental privilege
of conferring grace ex opere operata, which spiritual
Communion does not do, yet so great may be the reverence and humility of some particular person, in his desire
to receive this Most Holy Sacrament, that he will receive
thereby greater grace than another who receives sacramentally, but who is not so well disposed.
Furthermore, there is another thing about spiritual
Communion, that being secret and not seen by others, it
is not attended with any danger of vainglory in the eyes
of bystanders, as is the case with sacramental Communion, which is public. And it has another privilege
besides, which sacramental Communion has not, that it
can be made more frequently. For sacramental Communion is made once in the week, or at most, once a
day; but spiritual Communion may be made not only
every day, but many times a day. So there are many
who have the .laudable custom of communicating spiritually, not only when they hear lVlass,but every time they
visit the Most Holy Sacrament, and at other times.
There is a good method of spiritual Communion 'which
some servants of God practise: we will set it down here,
that anyone may profit of it who will. vVhen you hear
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Mass, or visit the Most Holy Sacrament, or at any time
\vhenever you wish to communicate spiritually, rouse your
heart to affections and desires to. receive this Most Holy
Sacrament, and say: ' 0 Lord, who shall have the cleanness and purity requisite to receive \vorthily so great a
Guest! 0 who shall be worthy. to receive Thee daily
and 'keep Thee ever in his breast! 0 Lord, how rich I
should be, could I deserve. to receive Thee and take Thee
home to my' house! ho\v happy \vould be my lot! But it
is not necessary, 0 Lord, for Thee to come to me sacramentally to enrich me, only will it,my God, and that will
be enough: command it, 0 Lord, and I sha.ll be justified. ' And in testimony thereof say those words' (Matt.
viii. 8) which the Church uses: ' My Lord Jesus Christ,
I am not worthy that Thou shouldst enter into my dwelling; but do Thou speak, for at Thy mere \vord my soul
shall be made whole and saved. If looking upon the
brazen serpent (Num.. ·xxi. 9) was enough to cure the
wounded, it must also be enough to look at Thee with
lively faith and ardent desire to receive Thee.' And it
would be well to conclude with the' Antiphon, ' 0 Sacred
Banquet,' and the versicle Panem de cmlo, with the Collect of the Most Holy Sacrament.

CHAPTER XVI

Some examples on the devotion of hearing Mass, and
saying it every day, and the reverence that we should
have in assisting at it
Pope Pius I I. and Sabelicus ~elate that in the province
of Istria, which marches with Pannonia and Austria, there
lived' a devout knight, \vho was harassed by a grave
temptation to hang himself, and sonletimeswas on the
point of doing so. Living under this temptation, he disclosed it toa learned and God-fearing Religious, to ask
his advice. The Religious comforted and consoled him
greatly, and then told him to keep in his retinue a chaplain,who'should say Mass' daily. He thQug~t this 'a
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good plan, and made an agreement with 'a priest accordingly. The two of them" went to ·live in a tine castle
,vhichhe had in the country. There for a twelvemonth
he' lived undisturbed, thanks to thismosf holy devotion.
It happened one day that his chaplain. asked his leave to
go and keep a feast in a neighbouring town with a clerical
friend of his. The knight gave leave, intending to go
there and hear Mass and be present at the feast. . But
something came in the way to detain him, so' that it was
m,id-day when he managed to get out of his castle,much
annoyed at the thought of missing Mass, and already
troubled with . his old temptation. On his way in this
distress he met with· a peasant coming fronl that place,
'wh6 assured him that divine service there was already
over. ' At that the knight was so much afflicted that he
began to curse his luck, and, said that now, not having'
heard ~:lass· that day, he. gave himself up for a lost Irian.
The peasant told him not to trouble himself, for he would
sell him the' Mass and all that he had merited before God
by ,it. The knight agreed, and so a bargain was struck
that he should give him the cloak that he was wearing.
He gave it . to him with hearty good ,vi11 , and thereupon
they parted. However, the ,knight thought fit togo to
the town and make his prayer in the church. He did so,
and afterwards returning to his house, when he reached
the spot, the scene of that simoniacaI transaction, he saw
that the peasant had hung himself on a tree, God so pertnitting in punishment for his sin. He ,vas much amazed,
and gave thanks to the Lord for having delivered him;
and henceforth, though he lived many years afterwards,
he was no more troubled \vith that temptation.
In the Chronicles of St. Francis we read of Elizabeth,
Queen of Portugal and niece' of St. Elizabeth of Hungary,
that among other great virtues that she had, one was her
tender compassion for the poor and the sick, and her
readiness to help them. It is said of her that no poor
person ever asked her for an alms whom she did not
relieve, and besides, she laid an injunction on her ?llmoner
to refuse alms to none. Now this holy Queen had a page
or vqlet, whom she employed in the distribution of her
alms and her works of charity, as he was a virtuous boy
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and well-manneted.; It happened that there was another
page, ,a valet: o£th~ King, Don Dionysius, her husband,
and in high" favour with him.
This page, seeing the
favour in which the other stood with the Queen, for envy
of him and to curry favour wi~h his master, tried to set
him in an ill light by saying\ that the 'Queen had an
improper affection for him. And as the. King was not
leading a very good life himself, he was moved by the
devil to feel at heart some uneasiness, and there stole over

him a certain distrust of the Queen, his wife. Wherefore,
shocked at what his page had told him,--.though it is
true that he did not altogetherhelieve it, hut was in a
state of doubt,~he made up his mind in any case to have
that other page secretly put to death. That day he went
out to take horse-exercise, and passed by a place where
there was a lime-kiln, which was' a-light, burning lime.
He called apart the men who were stoking the fire, and
gave them charge about a val~t of his, \VhOnl' he'\vould
send them with a message, asking whether they had done
,vhat the King had commanded : they were to seize him
at once and cast him into'the furnace; so that .he should
die outright there; that being a point appertaining to His
"Highness's service.. When then the next morning came,
the King directed the Queen's page to go with this
message to the furnace aforesaid. But our Lord, who
never fails ,His servants, and stands, foith in defence of
those who are innocent and blameless,oidained that this
youth should pass by a church, \vhere they were ringing
the elevation bell for" aMass that was then being said.
He went in, and heard that Mass to. the.end, and two
others that then began .one after. another~ The. King
meanwhile; anxious tokno\v if he \vas already dead,
.h.appening to'see the 'other pag'e 'of thehedcharilber, the
one\vho had brought the accusation and given the false
witness before the !<:ing, sent hiin iriallhaste, to the
furnace, :' to .know if what he had' comn1anded had been
done. When. he arrived \vith the message,being, by all
tokens the man whom the King had spoken'to them' about,
the furnace 111en ',seized ,him, at once, 'bound him, and cast
hiin in alive. .'Mean'while, the other page, the innocent
and faultless one, .had finished hearing his Masses,and
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came to give the King's message to those who were
stoking the furnace, asking if they had fulfilled my
Lord's commands, and they answered, yes. With that
answer he went back to the King. When the King saw
him, he was almost beside himself, seeing and considering how this affair had turned out, quite the other \vay to
\vhat he had arranged and ordered. Turning to the page,
he began to scold him, asking 'him where he had loitered
such a long tinle. Then the servant gave an account of
hilTIself and ans\vered: " Sir, as I was going to carry
out Your Highness's command, I happened to pass close
by a church, \vhere they were ringing the elevation bell :
I went in and heard that Mass to the end; and before it
was finished, they began another and another Mass, and
so I waited until they were all done: for my father gave
me. as his last blessing before he died an injunction, that
all the l\1asses that I saw begin, I should hear unto the
end. " Then the King, by this judgment of God came to
open his eyes to the truth, to the innocence of the Queen,
and the fidelity and virtue of the good servant, and so
cast away the evil imagination that he was entertaining
against her.
In the Manual of Examples it is related that there lived
in a to\vn two tradesmen of the same trade: one of them
had a wife, sons and family, and nevertheless was so
devout as to hear 1\1ass every day, and would on
no account miss it; and so our Lord helped him,
and his business went well, and his stock increased.
The other on the contrary, though he
had no child, nor servant, but only his wife, and was
always at work day and night, even on feast-days, and
seldom heard Mass, yet never could get out of his
wretched condition, but lived in great need and poverty.
Seeing then how \vell the other was getting on,he one
day put himself in his \vay, and asked him fronl what
:;ource so many good things came in to him, and he made
such profits. "Why," he said, " though you have such
a family of children and a wife, the necessaries of life are
never wanting to you, your needs are always sufficiently
supplied; and here I am, alone with my wife, working
harder than you do, and yet I Jive in never-ending need
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and poverty." The other, \-vno had the devout habit of
hearing daily Mass, said in reply that he would show
him to-morrow the place \vhere he found this .gain.
l\tlorning came, and he went to the other's house, and
took him with him to church; and after hearing Mass,
told him to go back to his house and work. He did the
same the next day, and said to him the· same" words.
But on the third day, when he came to his house to take
him \vith him to church, the other said to him: " Friend,
if I wanted to go to church, there would be no need for
you to come and take nle there. I know the roadweU:
'what I wanted to know "vas, where is the place where
you found such. a vantage-ground for growing ritCh, and
1 "vanted you to take me there where· I too could enrich
myself. " He ansV\rered him, saying: "I do not know
nor have r any other place where to look for treasure of
the body and the reward of life everlasting but in the
church. " And in confirmation he added: "Have you
not heard what the Lord says in the gospel: Seek ye first
the kingdom of God and his justice and all other things
shall be thrown, in to you (Matt. vi. 33)?" The good
man, hearing this, understood the mystery, and was contrite for his sin, arnended his life, and became thenceforth
very devout, and heard his 'Mass every day from that day
forth, and also began to get on well and prosper and
succeed in all his affairs.
SLAntoninus of Florence relates that of two young
friends, who went out from town one feast-da.y to go and
enjoy themselves in the country at a certain huntingparty, one of them had taken care to hear Mass and
fulfil the Church's precept, and the other had not. As
they went on together on their way, the weather set in
to change and the heavens to lower. It looked as though
the sky were going to fall and drown the world with the
great claps of thunder that began, and the frequent flashes
of lightning which came in rapid succession with portentously heavy rain. Between the flashes there was heard
in the air a voice, and these youths themselves heard it,
saying: ' Give it him, strike him.' They stood aghast,
but as the weather cleared up they' went on their way;
and when they \vere not expecting it, there fell a flash,
J
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and killed the unhappy youth who had not that day heard
,1\1ass. Great was the terror and be"wilderment that it
caused in the other: he ,vas out of his wits, and did not
kno,,, what to do vvith himself. Finally, n1ainly because
he \vas now near th~ place of meeting where. the hunt
was to come oU, he went on and continued his journey,
\vhen he heard another voice that said: 'Strike him,
strike this one.' The poor fellow was much terrified at
this voice, remembering- what had happened to his companion; but he heard another voice in the air, which
said: ' I cannot, since to-day he has heard the Et Verbutn
caro factunt est ': meaning thereby that he had heard
lVlass, because at the end of it there is usually said the
gospel of St. John, ",here these words occur. And so
that youth escaped that terrible and sudden death.
\Ve read of St. Bonaventure that, considering the
Sovereign Majesty of God, who is in this Most Holy Sacrament of the Altar, and his own very lowly condition, and
fearing to fail to receive the Lord with due dispositions,
he went many days without approaching the Altar; and
one day, hearing Mass, at the tin1e tvhen the priest broke
the Host, one part of Itcame to him 3nd put Itself in his
mouth. Returning thanks to the Lord for this incomparable favour, he understood that it was meant to teach
him that God is more pleased with those who lovingly
and with heartfelt affection approach and receive Bim,
than with those \vho for fear stand aloof and omit to
receive Hitn; as· afterwards the Saint himself put in
writing ~ And St. Thomas wrote the saIne.
It -is related of the holy Friar Ferdinand de Talavera,
first Archbishop of Granada, that when he ,vas at Court,
occupied in many grave affairs of State, his many encinies not finding anything else they could. accuse him of,
some of theln conlplained that he said Mass every. day:
they wondered ho\v, with so many arduous charges upon
him, he could be so ,veU prepared, in such repose and
peace of mind, as to celebrate every day as . though he
'\tere in his monastery. When the Cardinal of Spain, the
Archbishop of Toledo, Don Pedro Gonsalez de Mendoza,
one day in familiar conversation told him vvhat was said,
the servant of God ans'wered: "This is how. it is, -my
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Lord, since their Highnesses havelaid such heavy responsibilities on me, giving me, a charge that is whQlly beyond
'my strength", I have no other resource, not to fall down
to the ground under my burden, but to betake myself
every day to the Holy Sacrament, that so I may be able
to have strength to carry 'on to the end, and give a good
account of what their Highnesses, have entrusted' me
'~lith. "
'Sudus relates of S;. Peter Celestine, ,who was ;:tfterwards Pope, that setting- himself one .day to consider .on
the one hand the great Majesty of ·the Lord, who is
present in this Most Holy Sacrament, and on the other
his own m'eanness and unworthiness,-and calling to
mind St. Paul the first hermit, St. Antony, St. Francis
and other Saints,. who had never dared to exercise this
holy ministry :of' Mass, and Daily, Communion,-he.' fell
into great doubt and perplexity concerning the frequentation of it, and abstained for some days in fear, trembling and reverence for so great a Lord. He made up his
mind to go to Rome'to consult the Pope' on the ,question,
whether it would be better to abstain from celebrating
altogether or for some time. ,On his travelling for this
purpose, there appeared to, him on the road a holy Abbot,
already dead, the one who had given him the habit, and
said t6 him: ," Who, my son, anger though he be, is
'worthy of this' ministry? Nevertheless I advise thee
frequently' to celebrate with fear and reverence" ; and
forthwith he disappeared.
St. Gregory relates that a little before his time it
happened,that a man was taken and carried off, captive
by' ~ the' enemy to far distant lands,'where he was for a
long time 'imprisoned without anyone knowing, or having
ne\vs of hin1. Afterthe lapse of so long a time, his wife
believed hin1 dead, ~lnd as such had" Masses and Sacrific~s
offered every 'week 'for his soul. And it 'pleased the Lord
that, every time the Mas'ses were' said for him, the poor
captive found himself free from his bonds.
Not long
after that, it came about that th'e man came out" ftom his
captivity, and returned home Jree.
He told his wife
among other thing-s' this marvellous fact~\vhichfilled,him
\vithastonishment and w'onder, that on certain days and
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at certain hours every week his chains fell off him, as has
been said. His wife found by cOlllputation that it was
just on these days and at these hours that she had had
the Sacrifice offered and the Masses said for him. St.
Gregory adds: " Hence, brethren, we may learn the efficacy of this Sacrifice offered for us to loosen the bonds
and .fetters of the soul.' , V·enerable Bede narrates a
similar story.
..
St. Chrysostoln says that at the time the priest celebrates the angels there assist, and that at the hour of the
Offering the altar is surrounded with angels. And he
says that he had heard it related by a trustworthy person
that an old man, a great servant of God, had seen
suddenly descend from heaven a great multitude of angels,
and that the altar was surrounded by them, vested in
such bright robes that the sight dazzled his eyes, bO'wing
down like soldiers before their King. "So I can well
believe,' 'says this glorious Saint, " since where the King
is, there the courtiers are." And St. Gregory says:
" Who doubts but that, in the hour in which this holy
Sacrifice is offered, at the voice of the priest the heavens
are opened, and the courtiers of heaven come down along
with Christ, and the whole place is encompassed with
choirs of angels, like good courtiers in attendance on
their King?"
And thus many Saints explain that
passage of St. Paul, where he commands women to have
their heads covered in church, giving as his reason,
propt'er angelos J " for the sake of the angels " (I Cor.
xi. 10).
S1. Nilus 'writes of the same St. John Chrysostom, who
was his master, that going into the church he saw
a great multitude of angels, clothed in white, with
bare feet, bending their bodies with great reverence, in
complete silence, and as it were quite overawed at the
presence of Christ our God and Lord in this Sacrament.
In accordance with this, the glorious Chrysostom says:
" When you are before this Divine Sacrament, you must
not think that you are in company with men on earth.
Do YQu not feel the near presence of those heavenly
troops· of cherubim and seraphim, \vho stand before that
great Lord of heaven and earth? Be ye, brethren, in the
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church in great silcnce,\vith fear and trembling. See
ho\v a King's courtiers stand in his presence, how modest
and grave and respectful they are: no one there dares
utter a word, or roll his eyes one way or another: learn
from thence the way in which you ought to-appear before
God."
'
.

SEVEN1EENTH TREATISE

OF THE END AND

INSTITUTE

OF THE SOCIETY OF JESUS, AND OF
SOME MEANS, VERY PROFITABLE FOR
ALL MEN, WHICH WILL HELP US
TO ATTAIN THAT END
CHAPTER I

The end and instit'ute of the Society of Jesus
A ttend to thyself and to teaching, be earnest therein,
for, so doing, thou wilt save thyself and thern that hear
thee (I Tim. iv. 16).
Attend to thyself, and attend also to the teaching and
instruction of thy neighbour: apply thyself with all diligence to the one and to the other: for in this way thou
shalt save thyself and also them that hear thee. In these
two things consists the end for which the Society was instituted, as our Constitutions and the Apostolic Bulls say:
" The end of this Society is not only to attend by the
grace of God to the salvation and perfection of their own
souls, but by the same to apply themselves earnestly to the
salvation and perfection of their neighbour." And this is
to be done not in any 'as you like it' fashion, but
, earnestly,' a word expressive of vigour, efficiency, fervour and intensity. The Society looks for men who will
go about attaining the end of their calling with fervour,
vigour and energy. Here we must take note that, as in
our own case our aim should be not salvation merely, but
salvation with perfection, so we are required by our Institute not to be content with helping our neighbours unto
salvation, but we should endeavour to get them to make
progress and go forward in virtue and perfection, each
one according to his state. And so Father General Clau23 6
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dius Aquaviva ihhis Instruction for Confessors recommends' us, not to set our eyes on, having' a~ great' number'
of penitents, but on those that we have to deal with ,mak~
ing good progress. W eshould take the 'same interest in
the progress ,' and perfection of our neighbQuras in our
own, using the same care and diligence over the one as
over the other.
For this, the Society was, founded in these troublous
times. Our blessed Father Ignatillssaw the Church oJ
God. well provided with Religious Orders that' attend to
their own 'spiritual progress, keeping up choir and 'divine
service:; but at the same time he saw her straitened and
afHicted with heresies, sins, and great losses. There-'
upon,inspired and guided by the Holy Ghost, he established this Religious Order,' this ,troop' and company of'

soldiers" to be,ashesaid, like so many light horse, ever
ready to- rush 'to the rescue against the sudden onslaughts'
of the enem'y, a'rid to defend and: aid our brethren. And:
therefore he would have us free and disengaged from choir
and other'offices and observances; which.might hinder this
end. The harvest isplentiful~ but labourers are few. (Luke
X.'2). How can we have the ,heart to let our" neighbour
p¢rishand go to hell,' when it is in our power to -succour
him? St. Chrysostom says: " Jiyou saw a blind man
likely to fall headlong into a morass, yoU' would lend him
a hand: now seeing ,daily our brethren on the point of
falling into the abyss of hell, ,how can we holdback and
fail to stretch out a hand to them?"
Even of those holy Fathers of the 'Desert, whom God
had called to solitude, we read in' the Church Histories
that when they saw the Church afHic:tGd ahd persecuted by
tyrants and heresies, and the faithful ill off for teaching
and spiritual succour, they quitted the repose of the desert,
and went round making" excursions into the towns,

answering heretics, teaching the. Catholics, and encouraging them to martyrdom.
So we read that the great
Antony, did in the time of Constantine; as also did another
holy man named Acepsemas, who had been previously
enclosed for sixty years without seeing or speaking to
mortal man; And we r:ead the same of many others.
Op.e 'of tl1e.se,· naI11ed Aphraates, gave th~ Emperor-
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Valens a wonderfully good answer in this matter. This
holy man, postponing his own peace and quiet to the salvation of the faithful, had quitted the cave in which he
dwelt, and set to work to guide and guard the Lord's
flock. For the Emperor had given orders to banish the
Catholics, not only from their temples and cities, but even
from the mountains, where they used to make their processions, singing hymns and praising God.
While
Aphraates was thus engaged, he passed one day by the'
house of the Emperor; and some one told Valens : " 'There
goes that Aphraates, of whom all the faithful make so
much account." The Emperor had him called, and said:
" Where are you going?"
He answered: ,,' I am going
to offer prayer for your Empire." The Emperor said' to
him: " You would do better to pray at home, as' monks
generally do."
To which the sagacious man replied:
"Certainly you say well: that would be the better course,
if you left room for it; and so I did all the time
that Christ's sheep had the peaceful enjoyment of their
pastures; .but now that they are in great danger of being
stolen or devoured by wolves, one is obliged to rush in all
directions to the rescue. Tell me, Serene Highness, if I
were a delicate young girl,. and while I sat at my work in
my room I sa'Y my father's house ,on fire, what would be
the right thing for me to do? Would it be well for Ine
to sit still, and for my tender years take no heed of the
home of my fathers' being burnt, or should I run in search
of water to put out the fire? Wherefore, seeing the house
of God. our Father is no,w on fire, and that you yourself,
Sir, have set it on fire, it is to put this fire out that we,
who lived before in retirement, now come from all quarters
to the rescue."
St. Chrysostom, speaking of the care we ought to have
for the salvation of our neighbour, makes use of ~nother
very pat comparison. Sailors on the vast ocean, says
he, if they catch sight of a wreck a .long way off, however good a wind they have to steer on their own course,
nevertheless, in disregard of their own ~dvantage,put
their ship about, hasten to the spot, take in sail, anchor,
and' throw out ropes and planks for the drowning mariners
to lay hold of and save themselves.
So we .ought to
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behave in our navigation of the wide ocean' of this world,
swept by many storms, pestered by many' rocks and sandbanks, and the sce.ne of so many shipwrecks. So when
you see a fellow-voyager in danger, in .the waves and
tempests of this ocean,' leave all your business and fly to
his succour, for the necessity of a drowning man brooks
no delay.
It was to this end then that God our Lord raised up
the Society in such calamitous times, to succour and meet
the .particular need which the Church w'as then e.xperiencing ;it was a great stroke of His Providence and a singular'
act of clemency. Writers of ecc1lesiastical history have
noted .and observed very reasonably that on the same
day on which Pelagius w'as born in England to pervert
and darken the world with his errors, there was born
in Africa Augustine, that gr,eat luminary of the Catholic Church" .to s~atter by his radiant splendour the darkness of a n~alignant and dangerous heresy. Also the
writer of our Blessed Father Ignatius's Life observes that
in the 'same year in which that infernal monster of a Martin
Luther threw off the mask, and began openly to declare
war on the Catholic Church by preaching his blasphemi~s
and heresies,~itwas in the year I52I,-th,at same year
God our Lord broke the leg of Ignatius at the castle of
Pampeluna, to heal him, and make him, of a dissolute and
vain soldier, his captain, leader, and defender of His
Church against Luther. Hereby is seen the providence
and clemency of the Lord, always careful to send new
succours and reinforcements to His Church in the hour of
her greatest need.
That same writer very we.ll enlarges on this subject, and
goes on to show how when the Albigerises and other
heretics were most wantonly troubling the .peace of the
Church,-and the thorns of vices and wicked deeds had,
reached their greatest growth, and were smothering the
good seed which the heavenly Sower had sown,-God
sent into the world those seraphs and lights of heaven, St.
Dominic and St. Francis, that by themsefves and by their
sons and disciples they might withstand heresies, uproot
errors, corn~ct sins and reform manners, enlighten and
sanctify the whole world by their admirable example and
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doctrine, as those holy' Fathers did, and their sons are
doing at this hour.
God sent to His Church the Military Orders of Knights
at the time when she was so close beset by her enemies
that it was needful to defend her by force of arms. We
may understand' the same of .the other Religious Orders,
and particularly of the Society of Jesus of which we are
now speaking. For at the tim·e when the heresy of Luther
:itarted,-who withdrew his obedience from the Pope,
denied the truth of the Most Holy Sacrament of the Altar,
and gave up sacramental confession,-in that same hour
God raised up the Society, which makes particular profession of obedience to the Pope, and the Professed take
a particular vow thereof, and which also takes special care
to preach up those holy Sacraments of Confession and
Communion, and to exhort the people to the frequentation
of them and the reformation of their manners. As the
comn1ander-in-chief of an army, when he has· joined battle
with the enemy, from some high and lofty position watches
attentively the ebb and flow of the battle, and when and
where he sees danger provides for it,-now sending on
the right wing a troop of light cavalry, now on the left
wing a picket of riflemen; so Christ our Lord, CaptainGeneral of this Christian army, is at all times watching
from the height of heaven the needs of His Church, sending as they require fresh aid of Doctors and Heads of Religious Orders to reinforce His army. Herein the providence and mercy of our Lord clearly shines forth,
permitting on the one hand the blow,and on the other
bestowing the treatment. This then is the end and institute of the Society, and for this we are called to it, as
the ApostQIicBull of its confirmation [by Julius III.] says;
to defend our holy Catholic faith against heresies, to
spread and extend it among the heathen, and to preserve
it along with good works among Christian people,

CHAPTER II

Of 'the excellence of this enterprise of saving souls",
.and of its great merit and value

:"This enterprise of, saving souls is so high and ex,'alted

~

that for it the Son of God came down from heaven and
bec~me man: for 'it He chose His Apostles, making them
of. fishers ()f, fish fishers of men: there is no office hig,her
than this, 'says St. Denis the. Areopagite: " The highest
and most divin'eministry and office there is,is to help and
co-operate with Goo to the salvation of souls'~" Omnium,
divinorutndiiJinissi!num estcooperari" Deo'iri salutBm
St. 'Chrysostom s~ys:" There is noth~ng
animar-am.
mbre pleasing to God, nothing that He takes more to:
heart,' than the salvation of souls:". So the Apostle cries
ou(withloud cries: whowishidh allmen to be saved and
to CD1ne to the kno.wledgeof the truth (I Tim. ii. 4). And
the prophet Ezechiel :' Is the death of the sinner my will}
saith the Lord God}, and not rather. that he be converted
front his ways and live? (xviii. 23). ', The Lord wishes all
to be saved. He who helps to forward this purpose does
the sublim·est thing, and the thing most pleasing to God,
of all ,the things that man can do in this life. St. ChrysostOm says,: " Though you give all your substance, to the
poor, and that, substance be more than the -riches of King
Solomon and the treasures of Croesus, it isa greater thing
to convert one, single soul than to do all that." St. Gregory says it is a' .greater thing' to convert a sinner by
preaching and prayer than to raise a dead man to life: it
is a greater thing, and, a thing more regarded by God,
than the creation of heaven' and earth. Otherwise,look

at the cost of, it: it cost God nothing but. to· say the' word
to create heaven and earth. He spoke, and all was made:
heCoinmanded, and all things were c1'eafed (Ps. 148).' But
that other cost Him more· than words, it costHiirt 'His
Hfe'sblood. The Apostle St.· John declares to 'us how'
precious a work it is before God to be. employed in saving
souls; or rather, Christ Himself declares it in these Words,
16
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speaking in His own person: Therefore doth my Father
love me, because I lay down my life for men, to take it up
again in resurrection, that they. also may rise and live for
ever with me (John x. 17). The Saints here make t.his
reflection, that He did not say, as He might have said:
'Therefore doth my Father love Me, because in the beginning He created all things for Me '; but He says that
His Father loves Him because He lays down His life for
the salvation of souls; to give us to understand how acceptable and agreeable to God that work is.
In this same line of reasoning St. Thomas explains what
Christ Himself said a little before: As my Father knoweth
me, so 1 know'my Father; and therefore I lay down my life
for my sheep (John x. IS). St. Thomas says that Christ
does not merely mean to say: ' I know my Father with
full knowledge as He knows Me ';-for that He had already said, as appears in the eleventh chapter of St.
Matthew; No one knoweth the Son but the Father, and no
one knoweth the Father but the Son (Matt. xi. 27) ;-but
as if you asked a good son on: earth the reason of what
he was doing, he might answer: ' I know my father,
and am aware of his likings and wishes' :so Christ
our Redeemer had said a little before, that like a good
shepherd He would die for His sheep; and then as
though they asked Him:' Why, Lord, do you offer so
precious a life as yours for a thing of such little value and
price?', He answers, I know my Father (John: x. IS). It
is as though He would say: ' I know very well the will of
my Father and the love that He has for those sheep; and
therefore with hearty good will I give my life for them,
for I know that such· is .His pleasure.'
That is what
should make us also busy ourselves with hearty good will
over the salvation of souls,knowing that that is to the
liking and satisfaction of God, and that His Divine
Majesty greatly loves ourbeirig so occupied.
St. Chrysostom also reflects to this effect on what Christ
our Redeemer said to St. Peter, when having asked hinl
three times if he. loved Him, all three times He went ·on
to say: ' If you love Me, feed My lambs and My sheep ,
(John xxi. 15-18). That was equival,ent to saying: ' I
want you to exercise and .show the love that you bear
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Me, by helping Me in this work of saving the souls whom
I have redeemed with My blood.'
The high excellence of this work, and the extreme satisfaction which it gives to God, may also be seen in Christ
Himself first and foremost, since for. this act of giving
His life for men the Apostle St. Paul says that the Eternal
Father has raised, glorified and exalted Him above all
things. He gave him a Name that is above every name, a
Name at which every knee should bow in heaven, on earth,
and in hell (P'hiL ii. 9-10). The prophet David says the
same: Because he drank of the torrent, he hath lifted up
his head (Ps. log). And the prophet Isaiah: If he shall
lay down his life for sinners, he shall see sons and descendants, that shall endure for long ages (Isai. liii. 10). Because He laid down His life for sinners and suffered so
~uch for them, therefore has the Eternal Father so highly
exalted and glorified Him.
St. Gregory,on those words of the Apostle: He that
converteth a sinner from his· evil ways and errors, shall
deliver his own soul from death, and cover! the multitude
of his sins (James v. 20): says, " If te deliver a man from
bodily death, who though he die not to-day has to die
to-mqrrow, deserves a great reward and recompense, what
reward and recompense must he deserve, who has delivered a soul from everlasting death, and is the cause of
her living in glory for ever, a glory which she can never
lose! Thus Holy Writ is not content with saying that
they who preach Christ, and teach men the way of their
salvation, shall attain to life everlasting,-They who make
'tne ktzown to others shall gain eternal life (Ecc1us. xxiv.
3 I ),-but adds, they shall shine as stars for all eternity
(Dan. xii. 3), they shall be there in heaven like a moon and
like a sun. Therefore God says by the prophet Jeremy
(xv. 19) : If thouseparatest what is precious frpm what is
vile, 'if thou removest the souls whom I value so much
from the vileness. and baseness of sin, thou shalt be as my
mouth. Itis a common way of speaking, when one greatly
cherishes another. to say, 'I cherish him as my eyes and
as niy'life' : in that way then does God cherish him who
goes about converting souls and drawing them out of sin.
A soul is a most precious thing before God, therefore does
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He set so much store on help rendered to souls. Iris
written of St. Catherine of Siena in her Life that when she
saw a Preacher pass along the street,she would go out- of
her hous:e, and kiss with great devotion the ground that
the Preacher had trodden on. Being asked why she' did
that, she replied that God had given -het:' to know the
beauty of souls in grace, and therefore she heldthem to
be so happy who are' engaged in this busine~s of preaching, that she could not refrain from putting her mouth
where they -had Pllt their feet, and kissing the ground
they trod on. _ '
.
_
,-,
To this high dignity the.n the Lord has . rai~ed us, for
this He has called and drawn us tp theSociety, thisis our
end, and institute, to be felIoF-workers with God in the
highest and diviriest of works, which is the salvatiori of
souls. We are God}s fellow-workers} says St. Paul (I Cor.
i~i. 9).
Let men hold u~ to be ministers of Christ and dispensers of the- mysteries pf Gqd (I Cor. iv. I). An apostolic office, an office _for which God -Himself came down'
from heaven and gave His life's blood, an officefor which
we are called sons of God! Blessed are the peacen1akers}
for. they shall be c'alled sons of God (Matt. v. 9). On 'this
text St. Jerome, Theophylact and others say that these
peacemakers are not only they who are at peace within
themselves, havi.ng gained the victory over their pa~sions,
and aga~n they who make peace aq.d effe9t-reconciliations
behyeen their neighbours, but also the.y who make peace
and' reconciliations between God an<:i men, converting
sinners by their _teaching and bringing -them back into
grace with God. Blessed then are these peacemakers, for
they shall be called sons of God, since such was the office
of the Son of God, m.aking peace thr'ough the· blood of his
cross between - what is on earth and what is in heaven
(Col. i .20) : for the Son of God came down from he~ven~o
earth to reconcile men with God, to make peace and friendship between God and men. _ Therefore the angels sang at
His birth: Glory be to Godin the heavens} and on earth
peace to men of good will '(Luke ii. 14).
The lessons we should thence learn for our own spiritual
advancement are,-first, a great affection for our' ministries\ and devotion to them, as being so exalted, so pleasing
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to God, and so profitable· to our neighbour; secondly, a
great sense of shame at God having called us, being what
we are, to a rank so high and lofty; and whereas I am not
in a position to give a good account of myself alone, God
l1as oyer .and.ab()ve .entrusted to me 3:tld,l?llt in my hand.s
the ~alvation and perfection of. others. It is a wonderful
good piece of advice that that apostolic man our Father
Francis Xavier' 'gave, like a· veteran· and experienced soldier, in a letter he. wrote to the Fathers .and Brothers of
Port.ugal. He says to them: " I advise you, my brothers,
never to touch upon the office and ministry that you hold,
nor upon the good opinion and esteem that the. world has
of you, except. to turn. it· to your confusion, according to
t~qt saying of the prophet: When they exalted: me, then I
humbled myself more, and went about in greater shame
andfear ·(Ps. 87)." 'The higher the offige to which God has
ca.lled you, the more you ought to humble. yourself.
An ancient Father, very. distinguished for le.arning and
virtue (Father Jerome Nadal)us~d to say. that when he
considered .the high purpose a~d e.nd of th~ Society, and
looked at himself, he felt so ashamed, seeing how insufficient ~nd unworthy he was, that not only he felt· no
pride it?- seeingh~mself called to so exalted a function, hut
onthe contrary it was an occasion to him of greater shame
and humiliation. In this w·ay the high state we are in'iVill
do .us '. no harm, . nor the opinion of our holin~ss that the
world entertains, nor the honour done us on that account~
The third lesson 'that we have to learn i~ to apply our~
selves in good earnest to our own spiritual advancement,
for to deal wi,thour neighbour and qIake abetter Ulan of
.hi~, a grea,t.fo ll ndation of virtue is necessary, as we shall
sayafter\V,ards.
. . -

CHAPTER III

That this enterprise belongs to all members of the
Society, and that all have their share in it, even
though they be not priests
Since some heart perhaps may be melancholy, thinking
that the end of which we have spoken is only for priests,
who hear confessions and preach and have such immedidte
dealings with their neighbour, we will give some. explanation here for the consolation of those who serve and help
in temporal and exterior office.s. This end and enterprise
belongs to all who are in the Society, and not only to
priests and men in their studies. Thus all should know to
what end their labours are directed, of whatever sort they
be, and the value and merit of them, and thus be bett~r
disposed to do them. We all make, one body, one Order,
one Society, and the end of all this body and Society is
what we have said, to attend not only to our own advancement and perfection by the. grace of God, but also toattend
to the salvation and perfection of our neighbour.
For
the compassing and attaining of this end proper to Ollr
Order, some must be preachers, others confessors, others
lecturers, and others coadjutors to aid in outward offices.
So in war, for the gaining of victory, it is needful for
some to fight and others to guard the baggage.
The
latter aid the former to fight and gain the victory, and
deserve no less reward and l'emuneration than those who
fight. As David said: Equal shall be the portion of him
who goeth down to battle and of him who stayeth with
the baggage; and they shall shar'e aUke in the
division of the spoil (1 Kings xxx. 24). Holy Writ says
that this is a standing rule in Israel to this day, and with
reason, for they are all one army, and for the gaining
of the victory the one is as necessary as the other:
the one party could not fight, if the other did not stay on
guard with the baggage. So it is here: we all make one
body, one army, one company and tro?p of soldier.s ?f
Christ, for this enterprise of the converSion of souls. fhIS
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man could not preach, nor that other hear confessions, nor
that other lecture or study, if there were· not some .one
to remain in charge of the temporalities. Thus he who
minds ·the latter helps in preaching and in hearing .confessions and in saviIlg souls, and has his share in. the
victory and fruit that is won. St. Augustine says· that
at the death of St. Stephen, the first martyr, while others
were stoning him, Paul was keeping their clothe.s, and
thereby did more than all the rest,. since he kept the clothes

of th~m all. If we may say this of an. evil deed, much
more may we say it· of a good deed, . since God is more
inclined· to reward than to punish.
Father Master Avila, in a letter that he wrote to two
priests· who were on the point of· entering the. Society,
bein·g already missioners and coming toa Society which
makes that its profession, tells them not tofi:x: their minds
on rendering spiritual aid to their neighbour, nor be
troubled at their not being employed on such ministries,
since in the Society all that is done, down to the washing
of dishes in the kitchen, is, he says, for the saving of souls.
The saving of souls being the end of this Order, and great
profit of ·souls depending upon. its preservation and
increase, all that· is done to preserve and increase this
Society, though it be the dischargeofve.ry humble offices,
counts for the conversion of souls, and should be done
very cheerfully. Members as we are of this body and
this Ord~r, everyone of us by doing his duty and fulfilling
his office helps to the fruit and profit that is made in the
body, and so is partaker in the conversions and good
works that are wrought throughout the whole Society.
Our Father lays this down expressly in the Constitutions,
speaking of the Temporal Coadjutors: so each one should
be highly content and comforted in his office, taking it for
a great blessing to be a me.mber of this body of the
Society, in which God'is so well served, and so much help
is given to souls. Thus in the Society everything is the
conversion of souls, the. being cook, the being porter, the
being sacristan, because the end of it all is converting
souls, and 'whatever helps the Society helps to that end.
This may be put ina clearer light by the consideration
that, if it were only· to preachers, confessors, .and
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others who are immediately occupied with their neighbour's salvation that this glory belonged, and to them
alone were to be attributed the good that is done to our
neighbour, the members who would have most reason to
be unhappy in ~heir life in the Society would be Superiors:
for it is they who are least able to attend to these particular
ministries, as the General and the Provincials, for they
have quite enough to do in visiting Provinces, answering
letters, and conducting affairs, without their having any
time left to occupy themselves with the good and utility
of their neighbour. But the Superior does more to help
his neighbour by doing his office well, and superintending
the spiritual labourers who are under his charge, seeing
that they all go on as they ought, than he would by hearing
confessions or preaching as a private. The master or
foreman of works does more than any single workman, in
taking care that all do their duty. The commanding
officer in war does more by arranging what has to be done
than he would do by fighting as a private soldier,-or
rather, he does all that the rest do by this helping and
directing of all, and therefore the victory is attributed to
him. In this way, he that is in the sacristy, and he that
is in the porter's lodge and the other offices, gains souls
as well as the preacher and the confessor, because he helps
them and leaves them free so that they can exercise these
ministries, which otherwise they could not.
This is the meaning of our all being one body, and all
members of that body. As the members of the body have
not all the same function, but each has its own; and' yet
the function which each member discharges, it does not
discharge for itself alone, but for the whole man,-thefeet
do not walk for themselves alone; the hands do not work
for themselves alone ,;the mouth does not eat for itself
alone, but for the whole man, and so of the rest,-so it is
in this mystical body of Religion. .This is a metaphor and
conlparison applied by the Apostle St. Paul to this same
purpose, speaking of the Church: The body. is one and
yet hath many members: and all ,these members1nake but
one body. If the foot sayeth that it is not of the body,
because it is not the hand, is it nofj therefore of the body?
A nd if ·the ear sayeth it is not of th~ body, because it is not
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t1;te eye: doe,s it for. this reason cease to be of the body?
If the body were all eye, where would the sense of hearing
be? A nd if i:t were all ear, what would become of the sense
of smell? So God hath placed each member in the body
after sucha. m~nnerl as he thought fit; and· the eye cannot
,say to the hand:. I .want not your help; nor the head in
,like manner say to the feet: I have no need of you. God
hath placed in his Church in the first place, apostles: in
the second, prophets: in the third place, doctors.
To
some he hath given the grace of healing, and to others the
speaking of divers tongues (I Cor. xii. 12 seqq. ).. But it ,is
ahvQ.Ys one and the. selfsa1ne .spirit that worketh all these
things, distributing to each one as he pleaseth (I Cor. xii.
1.1). It is the same in a Religious body; not all can be
eyes, nor tongues, nor ears; all cannot be Superiors,
preachers and confessors.; there must also be in the body
hands and feet; and the eye cannot say to the hand: I
,want not your help ; nor the head say to the feet: I have
no need of you; because all these offioes are necessary
for gaining our end. And thus the fruit that is produced
in the' Society is produced by all.
In the second place, all members of the Society, Brothers
as well as Fathers, help and should help to the. salvation
of souls, not only in the manner said,-and by the example
of their good and holy lives, which, as we shall say after..
wards, is a chief and very powerful means to this end,but ·also' by their words in familiar conversation and dealing with thei:r neighbour, saying good and profitable
things for the salvation of their souls. This is a means
productive of much fruit, and our holy Father in the
seventh part of his Constitutions, speaking of the means
whereby we are to help our neighbour,.· places this ambng
the first. He sets it down fora general means which all
those of the. Society are to contrive to apply, even tho~gh
they be laybrothers, and them he specifies expressly'; and
that we might understand and practise this the better, he
has placed it among the Rules. " Let .all,accordin~(to
their' state when occasion offers, endeavour to improv~
their neighbour by' pious conversations," ':arl.d foadvise' and
exhort him to good works, especially to confession..' "Thus
not only the preacher and, the confessor, but the '(lay...
l
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brother) caterer, 'accountant, porter, companion, are to
contrive to help their neighbour by good conversation,
speaking on occasion to people of things profitable to their
souls; to one, of the devotion of the rosary; to another,
'against swearing; to another, of confession;· to another,
a little more advanced, of examination of conscience every
night. We know of sundry lay-brothers who have done
much good to those they met by their good talks and con..
versation, and drawn many to confession, and gained
many souls to God, more perhaps than sundry preachers
and confessors.
In the third place, all help to the conversion of souls by
their prayers, which is one of the principal means' to that
end, as we shall say afterwards, and belongs to all.
Many a time a preacher, or a confessor, or one who goes
to assist the dying, will think that he is doing good, and
all the while it may be that the good is done by his laybrother companion, who has commended the matter to
God, or by the cook, who took the discipline the night
before the sermon, begging God our Lord to convert som'e
soul.
Oh how many spiritual children are the laybrothers destined to 'take away from preachers and confessors, children which they thought were their own, and
in the day of judgment it will be seen that they were not
theirs, but belonged to the lay-brothers! Joseph is not
the father of the child, only his putative father,-he be-ing
as was thought, the son of Joseph (Luke iii. 23). 'They
seemed to be the spiritual children of the preacher, or, the
confessor, and people thought that these were their spid;,.
tual fathers;, and they are afterwards found to be children
of tears, children of prayers of the brother coadjutor. He
that appeared sterile shall have many children; and he, that
had the name of Father, and seemed to have many sons,
shall find himself perhaps without any (I Kings ii. 5).
Rejoice and be glad, ye that appear sterile; for if you do
what you ought, it may be that you will have ,more
spiritual children than' the preachers and confessors, and
you will be astonished afterwards to find yourself with SO
many sons (Isai. liv. I : Gal. iv. 27). The prophet Isaiah
says : Who hath begotten to me all these children? I am
not a preacher, lam not a confessor, I am not learned,
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and who hath given me these? (Isai. xlix. 2I). Do you
know who? Prayer, sighs, tears and groans. God hath
heard the desire of the poor, the prayer of the hutnble
,pierceth- the clouds (Ecclus. xxxv. 21). God complies with
the will of them that fear Him,.and grants them what they
ask. This it is that gives so many children to him who
appeared sterile, and did not bear the name of Father.
From this consideration Father Francis Xavier used to
say that preachers and confessors should be helped, in one
way, not to· esteem themselves· more than their brethren,
thinking that they are doing more good and working
more; and in' another way, to keep greater union and
charity among·themselves.
There is another advantage which the Brothers have
herein, and it is this. When they produce fruit in souls
in the manner we have. .said, they are safer than preachers
and confessors and lecturers; because the preacher and the
lecturer are in great danger of vainglory, and· the confessor runs the risk of being right or wrong in· his' decisions.
And besides, these·· ministries carry 'with them
great cares and embarrassments, in so much that sometimes, in their anxiety to discharge them, people forget
themselves and their own spiritual'advanceme.nt ; while the
Brothers have. their business and their merit and their gain
secure; they are .free from that vanity,' those cares and
scruples. Thus the Brothers share with us the enterprise,
aQd' often bear the bette.r part in it ; but they do not share
with us the loss; that falls upon us alone. God grant
that it. may not happen sometimes that the preacher gets
the vainglory, and the. laybrother aU the profit and fruit
that is gained! That would not be a fair division: rather
let us all reJoice in the fruit· of our labour, doing ever all
things to the greater glory of God.

CHAPTER IV

H ow necessary it is for this end first to ground ourselves right well in virtue
These two things that we have said, our own improve,ment, and the help and improvement of our neighbour,
make one and, the same end in the Society: they are. so
conjoined and interlaced together that the one, is adapted
to the other, helps it, and is necessary for it.
So we see
that the. Society uses different means for the improvement
of her members from those that are used by other Religious Orders; in' which the help of their neighbour is no
'part of their institute. Our blessed Father Ignatius' used
to say that if" he had ,looked only to God and our private
spiritual advancement", he would have prescribed certain
things in the Society which he omitted to prescribe, for the
regard he had for our neighbour for the love of God Himself.
He added that if he looked' to himself alone, he
would go through the streets naked, tarred with feathers
and covered with mud, to make sport of the world, and
for the world to make sport of him. But the great desire
that hehad of helping his neighbour repressed in him this
impulse of humility, and made him carry himself with the
authority and decency which his office and person required,
'and omit those extraordinary mortifications.
And if he
followed his natural taste and inclinations, and the spiritual profit which he drew from the ecclesiastical chant, he
says that he would have established Choir in the Society;
but he, omitted to establish it, because he said that the
Lord had taught him that He wished to make' use of us' in
other ministries and different exercises.
Since the Society aims not only at its own improvement,
but also at that of its neighbour, it gives us the necessary
means for our own personal progress after such a manner
that they shall also dispose and fit us to help and improve
our neighbours. It also wishes that our ministerial duties
in aid of our neighbour should be helps to our own advancement in perfection, and that we should understand
that our own growth in virtue consists in doing them well.
25 2
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Thus the' ~hlisttaHonsthat weex,ercise btl"behalf of ori~
neighbour'we should take as means,tO"~4r own spirituaJ'
progress; and the grace and' aid which our Lord gives ,. us
for our spiritual growth and improvement is with a view
tpour neighbour, that so we may better aid and advance
him; and if we were not to work'at'that, we'should deserve
that "th~ fountain and stre.am of the gifts' of 'God should<
dry up, because for this it flowS' and this isthegrace of oui:
vocation.
"
Jo~eph's 'being raised up and seated on the thr()ne of
Egypt,andhaving'g~venhim the gifts which were given'
him, was not for his private dignity and advancem~nt; but
for the good andaovCinceinent of his brethren ~ndlPeople.
[twas fort'he saving of you that, God 'serit: me before you
(Gen~ xlv. 5).' So also in our case God hC;l's called us to this
state,"ano'in it' given' u~ suc4 "bless~ngs,,-' fO,r the good,
and' profit of out hre.thren :. therefore Christ compares us'
to a light 'and toa city, since aIf its shining forth is for
others.
_.
.
But let us -speak of each of these two parts by itself,
although always with reference to the other. 1,\sfor the
first, it is certain that for a man to be able to do much
for the help and improvement, of his neig-phoui- he must
first' be, great~y helpe~ and' improved "4ims~lf.
So the
Apostle puts in the first place, ,as tnef04ndation of the
rest, Attend to thy's elf (I Tim. iV.~I6).. The first thing-to'
be done is, for, each 9he to look to' himself, and apply' in
earnest to his own spiritual advane~ni'ehL. God our Lord
ordersspirituai'things a. l1d the·operat~on~ of grace according to; the opetations of nature.
The Divine Wisdom
reacheth from end to end strongly and iUsposeth all things'sweetly (Wisd. ,viii. I); and to show that He is author both
of the one and ofthe'other~ God wills that in the operations~
of g~a<:e t4er:e s}10uJd be observe9 the same ?rderas in, the
operatiohs:
'nature,wherein, as philosophers say, like
begets like. . Besides general ca~se~", as t4e StIll flnd the
heavenly, spheres,:vve se'ethat for the production of natur~l:
things '~hefe is re"quit~ed as a fuxther cause an immediat,e
ag~nt" of the, sart1~~pecies," th~t so a thipg may have the
f?,rm -w~ich 'it has to ,tr~nsmit to, oth~t, subje,cts., Fire
produces: fire; light, light.' It is the same' with spiritual
J
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things. To put into others the form of humility, patience,
charity and the other virtues, God requires the immedi'ate cause, which Reuses as an instrument, a preacher
or a confessor, to be humble, patient and charitable.
Moreover, as we see in the course of nature a plant, say,
a lettuce, does not produce seed while it is small, but only
when it is grown to maturity, then does it begin to 'shed
its seed, to multiply itself in others; so in the things of
the spirit and of grace God requires a man first to be well
advanced and grown in virtue into a perfect man, before
begetting spiritual sons to God, and being able to say: In
Christ Jesus thr'ough the gospel I have begotten you
(I Cor. iv. IS). For this reason the first thing the Society
takes in hand is to attend to ourselves and to our own
spiritual advancement: it would have its subject wellgrounded in this first of all. To this end there is such a
long probation in the Society: two years of novitiate to
begin with, before starting the studies; and when these
are over, she puts her men once more into the furnace and
the mould, keeping them another whole year in probation,
that incase study and speculation have dried up and cooled
any of their spirit and devotion, they may refit themselves
once more, now that they are on the point of entering
upon their ministry to their neighbour, and not treat of
matter of spirit without themselves having the spirit. And
even after that it seems that we are never to cease being
novices: our profession is put off for so many years that
one may say our whole life is spent in novitiate and probation before the Society gives a man his grade as a
formed workman in its service. Much is to be entrusted
to him, and so he must be much proved, and tried first for
all he is worth: he is to be put to high things, dealing with
others to make them not only good, but perfect, and so it
is necessary that he himself be perfect.
Hence it will be seen what a great mistake it is of those
to whom these probations appear long, and who even fancy
that their time is lostin them; and would like to see themselves already preaching and dealing with their neighbour.
The moment they get a little devotion in meditation, or
one or two good thoughts, they would fain be in the pulpit.
The' holy Abbot Ephrem lamented this, and says that this
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is not the spirit of God,but thespirit of pride and vanity.
ouhavecome, he says, into Religion to be taught and
Instructed, and scarcely have 'you commenced to learn
when you want to teach others. You can hardly put two
syllables together, and· you want to· be a schoolmaster.
You cannot yet bear a reproof, or take an admonition
given you, and you want to be rebuking others and deal;ng'
out to them counsel and advice.
Antequam doceatur,
docere appetit j pritftsquam discat, jura legesque terre ambit; antequam syllabas jungere noverit, philosophatur;
prius quam corripi sustineat 1 corripit.
St. Gregory, in his Pastoral Cure, treats this subject exIt is
cellently, illustrating it by familiar comparisons.
necessary, he says, to admonish these folk to observe
and consider that nestlings, trying to fly before their wings
grow, instead of going. up, fall down. And secondly to
observe and consider that if fresh and new-built walls are
loaded immediately, the whole building will fall, and they
who so proceed, instead of raising buildings, will prepare
ruins. The walls must dry, and the building set, before
it is fit to bear the weight that is to be laid upon it. Thirdly,
he, says, they must likewise observe and consider that
women who are brought to bed before their time, and
before the babe in the womb is quite formed,do not fill
with their issue the houses of the living, but the tombs of
the dead. A great foundation of virtue and mortification
is needed to deal with our neighbour; without that, there
will be more danger than profit. They will infect us with
their evil communications sooner than our goodness will
impress them, Hence it is; says St. Gregory, that Christ
Himself, though He was the Wisdom of the Eternal
Father, .and wisdom was His .as perfectly in the instant of
His conception as afterwards, would not begin preaching
till He was thirty yeats old ; and then the first thing He
did was to retire info· the desert, fasting and practising
other corporal austerities, and being tempted by the devil,
to give us 'an example 'of the great preparation and perfection that is.· required for 'so high a ministry, although
He had 'no need· of these previous preparations Himself.
And· he ,there brings in very .well what is sa.id of Him in
the holy gospel, that when at'the age of twelve years He'
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stayed behind'in Jerusafem, they foitndhim intthe temple,
seated in the midst of the doctors, hearing them and a:sk--,
ing them questions (Luke ii. 46). Observe, he says, .ari~'
ponder attentively how when Jesus Christ was twelve years
old, His parents found Him in the Temple, seated in'the
midst of the Doctors, not teaching, but listening and ask...;'
ing questions: this to teach us that he who is yet a child
a.nd·imperfect in virtue, should not dare to teach, nor take,
on himself before his time an office so high, since He'
Hin1self at that age would not teach, but only listen and
ask questions, although it was He who gave. wisdom and
knowledge to those Doctors, being true God as He was.
Hence also if was, says S1. Gregory, that when He had
commanded His apostles and disciples to go and preach
the gospel all over the world, though, He could have
given them at once the virtue and perfection necessary for
so doing,He did not give it, nor' would He have them
preach in the weak and imperfect state in which they were,
but said to them: Do ye' tarry in the city, until ye are
endowed with virtue from on high (Luke xxiv. 49). Stay'
in the city until the Holy Spirit comes upon you. All that'
goes to teach .us the necessity there is of being well
grounded in virtue, humility and mortification, to be able
to go out and deal 'iVith our neighbours with profit to them
and without injury to ourselves.
The glorious St. Bernard cites to this purpose the text of
Canticles (viii. 8): Our sister is snlall, and hath not yet
breasts : she has' not yet milk to be able to rear children."
He takes these words to refer to the Church before the
coming ofthe Holy Ghost; and says that then the Church
was small, and had not breasts nor milk,to be able to rear
children, until the Holy Ghost came, who filled the apostles
and disciples with His gifts and graces, and gave them
abundant milk. They were all filled with the H oIy Ghost,'
and began to utter the great things of God (Acts ii. 4, II).
Then, filled with'the Holy Ghost, they spoke wonders, and
converted people in thousands. If then you wish to produce fruit in souls, and rear spirit1.l31 children for God, you
must have your breasts very full and well ~toredwith good
milk, theone"breast with much virtue, the other with right,
down good and sound doctrine.
"
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St. Jerome on that text of Ecclesiastes (xi. 3): If the
clouds be full, they will pour rain upon the earth: says
that pre.achers are clouds, since as clouds are charged with
water wherewith they moisten the earth, so preachers are
they who are charged with the water of gospel teaching,
and with that they moisten the dry hearts of men. Quoting Isaiah (v. 6) : I will bid the clouds not to rain upon it :

he says that this is the punishment that God threatens
men for their sins, to hold up the rain of His word, and
not send preachers at all, or permit the preachers to be
such as will not preach profitably. And this is one of the
greatest punishments that God can inflict on His people.
But when these clouds are quite full of rain from heaven,
they will be able to rain and shed their water over the earth,
and say: Let the earth hear the words of my mouth, let
my doctrine gather like rain, let my speech pour out as
dew, .as rain upon the grass (Deut. xxxii. 1-2). Then they
will be able to fertilise the earth, to soften and move men's
hearts to compunction, that they may yield fruit of good
works: for if clouds have no water in them, what shall
become of them? Do you know what? What the holy
Apostle Thaddeus says in his Canonical Epistle. They
are .as clouds without water, that are carried round by the
winds (Jude 12). As clouds without water, light and airy,
and having· no weight nor substance in them, are easily
carried away by the wind in one direction or another, so
if you are not full and replenished with virtue, humility
and mortification, the wind of vanity and reputation, and
the other passions and cupidities of the world will carry
you away like a cloud without water and without weight,
and your quality of cloud, charged with high ministries
and duties will serve only to make you more vain, the
sport of all the winds that blow.
Speaking of rich people, St. Augustine says: " It is
har,d for a rich man not to be proud: there is nothing that
riches so readily create and engender as pride. All things
breed their own maggot, which gnaws and wastes them.
Cloth breeds and engenders its moth, timber its wood-louse,
wheat its weevil. The maggot of the apple-tree is different from that of the pear, and that of wheat from that of
the bean: so riches engender another maggot, very differ17
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ent from these, and worse than them all, and that is'
pride. " The rich men of the world, seeing the extent of
their property and riches, and the esteem that men have
of them and the account that they make of them, are in all
the greater danger of pride on that account. How much
greater must be the danger of those who play the part of
clouds, soaring over the earth, watering it and giving
it blessing, respected by all for the lofty and high ministries which they hold, honoured and esteemed by all the
world, great and small, with all possible honour and reverence! St. Chrysostom says that greater reverence is due
to priests than to kings and princes, and even to our own
earthly parents, since they Inake us live in the world, but
priests and spiritual fathers make us live to God. There
is no greater honour, no higher estimation, than a reputation for sanctity. To others we pay exterior honour,
while often at heart we have no respect for them at all :
but these we honour as Saints. Bow down thy soul to a
priest, and to a magnate bow down thy head, says the
Wise Man (Ecc1us. iv. 7). A strong foundation of humility
is necessary to bear the weight of all this honour: pride
and vainglory is the maggot which destroys and ruins
good works; and in the highest and most distinguished
there is greater dangler of this maggot being engendered.
So this is the first danger that St. Chrysostom reckons
in the priestly state, and he says that it is a reef more
formidable than any that poets imagine.

CHAPTER 'V

That not only, ought we not to neglect our own advancement to help our neighbour, but we need to be
more careful of it and more diligent about it on his
account
Recover thy neighbour according to thy- strength, and

look to thyself that thou fall not in, says the Wise Man
(Ecc1us. xxix. 26). This is the end and institute of the
Society, and' the royal road for us to travel by.
From this royal road we may diverge in two ways;
one to the right, by withdrawing entirely from all intercourse with our neighbour to 'attend to our own improvement; the other to the left, by giving so much attention
to our neighbour as to forget ourselves. Both these extremes are vicious' and dangerous. We will speak shortly
of both of them, that we may hit the mean, in which virtue
and perfection lie. To .beginwith the more dangerous
extreme, which is that of giving ourselves over so entirely
to our neighbour as to forget ourselves. Christ our Redeemer warns us of this, saying: Whq,t doth it profit a
man, if he gain the whole world,. and suffer the loss of his
own soul? Or what exchange shall a man make for his
soul? (Matt.. xvi. 26).
There is no compensation that
can compensate the loss of that. Thus reason and charity
alike require that for no occupations should we drop the
care of our own souls, nor go slack over our own improve..
ment,since well-ordered charity begins at home. This
is the first thing that the prophet begs God to teach him.
Teach me, GLord, goodness, discipline and knowledge
(Ps. I I8). He puts goodness in the first place. No one
should forget or neglect himself under pretence of helpina
and advancing his neighbour: that would be a great erro::
Even the heathen Seneca sai,d that such as neglect themselves for the sake of others are Hke wells, that give to
others their clear water, and keep the dregs and the mud
for themselves. Pope Nicholas in a Decree has another
comparison, which further illustrates this point~ Arguing
259
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that bad priests can administer the Sacraments, inasmuch
as thereby they harm only themselves, he says they are
like a lighted torch, which benefits others and gives them
light, ,vhile it wastes away and consumes itself.
St. Bernard on those words of the Canticles, Thy name
is as oil poured out (Cant. i. 2} expatiates very well on
this point. He lays down two works, that the Holy Ghost
does in us: the one is giving us our first start in virtue
for our own profit, and that he calls infusion: the other is
imparting to us gifts and graces for the benefit and profit
of our neighbour, which he calls effusion, because it is
given to us to pour out and impart to others. Infusion,
he says, must come first, and then effusion. The first
thing is to receive into ourselves and become quite full
of virtue, then to pour out and impart the same to others.
He draws a comparison which illustrates the matter well.
If you have judgment and understanding, you must contrive to be a bowl, and not a pipe. There is this difference between the pipe and bowl or basin of the fountain,
that the pipe passes the water at once upon receiving it
without keeping it, while the bowl or basin of the fountain
which is closed ·all round, first gets filled itself, and then,
when it is filled, what there is over, it shares and imparts
without losing or diminishing aught of its own.
Thus
then you must contrive to be, not a pipe, but like the basin
of the fountain.
And, says St. Bernard, that you may not think that
what I say is my own invention, and make light of it accordingly, you must know that it is not mine, but of the
Holy Ghost, who tells us by the Wise Man: The fool
brings out his whole mind, but the 'lt1ise man keeps back
and reserves some for the future (Prov. xxix. II). The
fool pours it all out like a pipe, but the wise man delays
and keeps something to himself for afterwards : he seeks
to be himself first well replenished and full as a bowl.
But alas, facts go the other way about. At this day there
are very few bowls in the Church, but a great many pipes,
ready to pass on the water of the word of God to others,
and water the earth of their hearts, making it green and
fresh and fruitful, while they themselves remain dry and
barren. Canales multos hodie habemus in Ecclesia, con-
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chas vero perpaucas. These folk are so charitable, he
says, ironically, that they would fain give out before
gathering; having nothing for themselves, they want to
give to others. They are prompter and more disposed to
speak than to listen, and would willingly teach what they
have not learnt: they would like to govern and rule others,
while they cannot govern themselves. This is not charity,
for no degree of charity can take priority over what the
Wise Man says = Have pity on thine own soul, pleasing
God (Ecc1us. xxx. 24). This is the first step, to have
pity on our own soul, our very own, by endeavouring to
serve and greatly please God: after that, must come our
efforts to help and cure others. If I have only a little
oil for myself, do you think I am going to giveit to you
and have nothing left for myself? I am keeping it for
myself, as that widow answered (4 Kings iv. 2 sq.),
and except at the bidding of the prophet I will not give
it away. And if any importune me, taking me for more
than I am worth, and thinking I have enough to share, I
have my answer for them: Lest perchance there be not
enough for you and for me, go rather to them that sell
(Matt. xxv. 9) and have abundance: for it is not reasonable that I be left poor and empty-handed to give to you.
So St. Bernard.
It is not meant that others should have relief and you
affliction, but that there should be equality (2 Cor. viii. 13),
says St. Paul.
That other is not good charity: it is
enough that you love your neighbour as you love yourself :
that is the commandment of God (Matt. xxii. 39). And
so St. Paul says, There should be equality. Do not love
your neighbour more than yourself: do not lose yourself
and your own spiritual advancement to attend to the advancement of your neighbour: do not be careless of yourself to take care of others: that would not be good charity.
Let my soul be full of thy grace, as of rich and nourishing
food, and rny mouth and 'my lips shall praise thee for joy,
says the prophet David (Ps. 62). You yourself must first
be filled to the full and made rich, that out of the abundance of your heart your mouth may speak. Therefore it
is needful, says the Apostle,that we should attend very
diligently to the things that we have heard, that we should
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not be etnptied out of all and lose thern (Reb. ii. I). \Ve
must look to it carefully, that all the liquor of heaven does
not leak away from us, but keep it first for ourSlelves :
overflow certainly, but not leak.
Not only must we not neglect our own improvement to
help our neighbour, but for that very end we need to be
more careful and diligent about it. Great is the stock of
virtue and mortification that is required to deal with people
of the world, that they may not infect us with their bad
tastes, and Inake us take up their manners rather than
they ours. He that toucheth pitch shall be. defiled} says
the Wise Man (Ecc1us. xiii. I). He that has to do with
pitch must be very careful not to get any on his hands;
he must keep his hands well bathed in oil. So for us to
deal with worldly folk, we must always be full of God and
bathed in prayer; otherwise we may reasonably fear that
the pitch will stick to our hands, and those folk will carry
us over to their side and infect us with their bad tastes
and ill habits.
One of the chief admonitions that our blessed Father
Ignatius, as we read in his Life, used to give to those who
had business with their neighbour, was to be fully convinced that they were not living or dealing with perfect
men, but going among a race not holy, and often unjust
and deceitful, in the midst of a depraved and perverse
nation} as St. Paul says (Phil. ii. IS\. And this admonition is of great importance, to mak~ us keep well on our
guard, armed and cautious, that the evils and scandals
that we witness may not infect and take hold of us. Medical men and those who tend the sick, especially in cases
of a contagious malady, are wont to carry with them many
perfumes and preservatives, that the disease may not catch
them, nor that exhalation and bad odour that comes from
their patients infect them. Now our business is with the
sick, and with the sick of a contagious disease, that may
infect and lay hold of us, if we are not well fortified with
prophylactics and preservatives of high virtue, prayer and
mortification. It readily appears what a good and healthy
stomach the confessor and missioner must have, whose
hands are. in continual contact with putrid and stinking
sores, not to have his stomach turned by the stench of sins
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heard in confession, and a pool form within him of evil
thoughts and movements.
They say very well that we must be like certain rivers
there are, that enter into the midst of the sea, and keep
their water fresh, without any intermixture of the salt seawater. St. Chrysostom, speaking of what priests ought
to be, who have to live in the world and mix with their
neighbour, says that their souls should be as the bodies of
those Three Children of Babylon, unburnt in the ITlidst of
the furnace. vVe walk among flames, not of straw or
tow, but fiercer than those' of the~ Babylonian furnace.
Here darts out a flash of envy, there one of ambition,
and there another of sensuality, another of those who
are forming rash judgments and telling tales about me.
Now you must be such as not to burn in the midst of these
flames. And since fire makes its way in at every opening
given to it, and. leaves what it finds blackened and disfigured, beautiful though it were before, the priest of
God, says the Saint, must be so much on his guard, that
not even the smoke may touch him. Very much on his
guard must he be, not to burn in the midst of so many
devouring fires, and be not so much as tarnished and
speckled by the smoke.
Still better does Christ our
Redeemer warn us of this, saying, Ye are the light of the
world (Matt. v. 14). Light, says St. Augustine, passes
through unclean places and by dunghills without contamination or infection: rather it cleanses, purifies and
disinfects them, without receiving any taint in itself. So we
should pass by these dunghills and cesspools of sinners
and sins, noisome and filthy as they are, without their
affecting us, but rather cleansing and drying them up, and
taking away their bad odour, as does the light of the sun.
We must therefore always have a great care of our spiritual duties, meditation, examens,. spiritual reading, penance and mortification. We should never leave out the
ordinary meditation that we have in the Society for our
spiritual profit. We must make great account of this,
since the devil, seeing that he cannot hinder us from
helping our neighbour, that being our end and institute,
endeavours to get us to devote ourselves to it, and be
absorbed in it, to such an extent as to forget ourselves, and
o
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neglect the means necessary for our own profit and preservation. When a river goes out of its bed, it fertilises
the lands by which it passes, and gathers into itself all
their filth: that is the devil' s object in getting us to give
ourselves without moderation to looking after our neighbour. This is apt to be a very common temptation, and
so it is necessary to be very well fortified against it, all
the more seeing that, as we shall say presently, the chief
means that we can take to that very end of benefiting
our neighbours and doing them much good, is to take
care of our own spiritual advancement.
The more
numerous our occupations, the greater need we have of
prayer and recourse to God, to do them well, as the Saints
did.
We read of the blessed St. Dominic that he made such
a division of his time as to spend the day on his neighbour
and the night with God. That is how his teaching was
productive of so great fruit, because at night-time he arranged with God what he was to do during the day; he
first concluded his business with God, and then concluded
it with men. And Christ our Lord gave us the example
of this, so many times spending whole nights in prayer in
lonely places, persevering in prayer, as the Evangelists
write. He spent the days in going up and down, preaching and teaching and curing the sick and possessed persons, and the nights I-Ie kept watch and persevered in
prayer: erat pernoctans in oratione Dei (Luke vi. 12). Not
that He had need of this precaution, as St. Ambrose notes,
but to give us an example.
We must be particularly careful on this point vvhen we
are out of our own houses. The Rules of those who go on
missions take special notice of this: " Let them who go
out be on their guard not to omit the spiritual duties usual
at horne" (Rule 26). With good reason is it said, ' be
on their guard' ; because certainly it is very necessary to
take particular care not to fail on this point when we are
out of our houses. At home, on the one hand our occupations are more moderate; and on the other there is the
bell to call me to meditation and examen, and the sight of
all the others doing that goes to make me do the same.
But when you go out of the house, on the one hand there
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come extraordinary occupations wearying and overwhelming you, and on the other, as you hear no bell, nor
have the sight of the example of others to help you, but
rather many hindrances and distractions, if you do not
use great care and diligence, your spiritual duties will
often be left out.
That is why well-trained men are
needed to go on the missions. Our Father Francis Borgia used to say that he was never satisfied with any
mission that he sent out except when it gave him a great
deal of pain; and the pain was the parting with the men
of the stamp of those that were needed, and whom he
usually selected for such undertakings.
Much more is
needed to go abroad than to stay at home: that is why
missions are the proper work of the professed of four
vows, who are supposed to be men well proved and advanced in virtue.
And withal it is necessary that they
should not stay too long on the missions, but at stated
periods return to the house to recollect themselves and
refit, that the spirit may not be overwhelmed and exhausted by so much occupation.
Hence we may learn that if this is to be said of spiritual
ministrations in aid of souls,-that we are not for them
to leave out our meditation, or examens, or other ordinary
duties regarding our own spiritual good, since it is no good
charity to neglect and forget oneself to attend to others;
it is plain what is to be thought of material and exterior
occupations, temporal duties and affairs, whether carried
on by seculars or Religious; for this doctrine concerns all,
and everyone may apply it to himself according to his
:state.
A man should never become so entangled and
absorbed in ,exterior occupations, however good they be
and proper to his state, as on that account to forget his
salvation, or, if he is a Religious, to forget his meditation,
his examen, and the rest of what bears on, his spiritual
progress and mortification: the greate.r in all reason
should not be abandoned for the less.
We should always
put in the first place what touches our own spiritual ad. vancement : such is the will of God and of our Superiors.
A student should not drop or curtail his spiritual duties
for his studies. Little will it profit him. to turn out a
great Doctor, if he does not turn out a good Religious.
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The more so, as ordinary observance of spiritual duties
will not hinder studies, but rather further the.m much, the
Lord giving light and understanding to improve in studies.
We· read of Albertus Magnus that he used often to say
to his scholars, and he has left it written at the beginning
of his Summa, that the divine sciences are learnt better
by prayer and devotion than by study; and he used to
quote to this effect the words of Solomon: I desired} and
there was given me understanding; I invoked} and there
. came on rne the spirit of wisdom (Wisd. vii. 7). And St.
'fhomas Aquinas, who was his pupil, can1e by this means
to know and understand so much: he used to say that
what he knew, he had gained more by prayer than by
human industry and study. And of St. Bonaventure it
is related that while he was lecturing in the chair of Theology at Paris, with great competence and satisfaction,
and composing at the same. time some books with the
applause of all the world, one day he received a visit from
St. Thomas Aquinas, who was his intimate friend and
contemporary. St. Thomas asked him to show him the
books that he studied. St. Bonaventure took him to his
cell, where he showed him some few books in which he
studied, that he kept on his table. St. Thomas desired
to see those special books, whence he drew such wonderful ideas, and begged him to show him them. Then the
Saint pointed out to him a praying-place, where he kept
a very devout Crucifix, and said to him: " These, Father,
are my books, and pardon me, and know for sure that
that is the chief book from whence I draw all that I
read and write; and I get incomparably more profit and
greater light of true science at the feet of this Crucifix,
having recourse to it in my doubts to be instructed, and
by hearing and serving Mass, than by all other books
and literary exercises." This answer left St. Thomas in
greater admiration and devotion to the Saint.

CHAPTER VI

That we must beware of the other extreme, which
would be withdrawing from all intercourse with our
neighbour under pretence of attending to ourselves
Some one may say: ' If there is so much danger in
dea.ling with neighbours, I have no mind to run such
risks, but I will retire as far as I can, and busy myself
solely with my own advancement and salvation, seeing
that I am' more bound to look to myself than to others,
and it is not right to put myself in dange.r of perdition to
save other people. ' This is the other extreme into which
it is possible to fall, withdrawing from the royal road of
our institute. To this also we have an answer in the holy
gospel, in the parable of the talents. The holy evangelists (Matt. xxv. 14-30: Luke xix. 12-27) relate how a lord
divided his goods among his servants; to one he gave ten
talents; to another, two; and to another, one. The first
and second made good use of their talents and gained
with them as much again, and for this they. were highly
praised and rewarded: but he who had received one talent
buried it and hid it away under ground: and when the
master came to ask an account, he answered:, ' I knew
that thou wert an austere man, driving bargains to the
utmost, and seeking to reap and gather e.ven what thou
hadst not scattered and sown; and so 1 have hidden the
talent'that thou gavest me down in 'the earth: here it'is
entire as thou gavest it me.' The lord says to him:
Wicked and slothful servant, out of thine own mouth I
condem-n thee (Luke xix. 22) , knowing that it is my way
to gather and reap where I have not scattered or sown,
why didst thou not trade with my money, to return me
the capital sum with some interest? Take away from him
the talent, and give it to him that hath ten talents, who
with the five that I gave him hath gained other five, for
such shall he be thus rewarded and promoted. And as
for this useless' and unprofitable servant, cast him into
the outer darkness, where there shall be nought but weeping and gnashing of tee.th.' St. Augustine explains this
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parable to our purpose.
He says that Christ our Redeemer proposed it to warn and instruct those who for
feebleness and sloth have no mind to take. up the office of
dispensers in the Church of God, saying that they do not
want to give an account to God of other people's sins.
Let them take warning, he says, from this example; for
we read of no other cause of the condemnation of this servant than his not. having traded or made anything out of
the talent he had received; for he had not lost it, nor
invested it badly; but had kept it well, hiding it under
the earth that it might not be stolen.
St. Ambrose says: " Let us look to it, that God call
us not to account for an idle silence." Videamus ne reddamus rationem pro otioso silentio. For there is a profitable silence, as was that of Susanna, who did more by
her silence than she could have done by speaking; she
was silent with men, and spoke to God (Dan. xiii. 35).
Ther,e is another silence that is idle, and that is bad.
Est enim et negotiosum silentiurrt, et est silentium otiosurn.
As we have to give an account to God for idle. words, so
also for this idle silence, which is, when we might and
ought to aid and advance our neighbour by our words,
we fail to do so.
Of us [S.J. ] particularly God
must ask an account of this, since He has entrusted this talent to us, and given us this office and
ministry of assisting others; and thus He will ask of us
an account not only of our own spiritual progress, as He
will of those who have no other object in life, but also
of how we have busied ourselves in helping and winning
over our neighbour; and if He finds that we have hidden
the talent, and buried it under the earth, He will drive
us away from His presence and chastise us, as He did that
wicked and idle servant. Thus we must have a care of
both services, and not quit the one for the other.
We
must take example herein from Christ our Redeemer, of
whom it is said in the Gospel that on the night of His
Passion He rose from prayer, and went to visit His disciples, and from them He went straight back to prayer.
So we should go out from prayer to labour for the help
of our neighbour, and straightway return to the retirement
of prayer.
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St. Bernard treats this matter well on those words of
the Bridegroom to the Bride: A rise, make haste, my beloved one,. my fair one, and come (Cant. ii. 10). To what?
he says, doubtless to the saving of souls. But how is
this? is it not the same Bridegroom, who a little before in

the same chapter so earnestly forbade our waking his
Bride? I adjure you, daughters of Jerusalem, by the
mountain goats and the hinds of the fields, not to awake
or rouse my beloved from sleep until she herself wishes it
(Cant. ii. 7). How does he after that command not only
that she should rise, but that she should rise in haste?
Does he in one moment, and as it were simultaneously,
forbid them to awaken his Bride, and then bid her rise and
do so in haste? What means this so sudden change of
will and purpose on the part of the Bridegroom? Think
you, says St. Bernard, that it was fickleness on the part
of the Bridegroom, and that what he wished one moment
he wished otherwise in the next? Not so, but he would
commend to us these necessary alterations that we have to
make, from the sleep and repose of prayer and contemplation to· the labour of action necessary for the help of
our neighbour. F or the love of God cannot stand· idle;
it is a fire, .and claims forthwith to kindle and inflame
And for this reason
all around it with that same love.
the Bride must not only quit the repose of contemplation
and rise from prayer, but she is to rise in haste, to let us
see the great and vehement desire she should have to
help her neighbour. And therefore, says St. Bernard,
scarcely has she tasted a little repose on the bosom of
her Beloved, when he at once awakens her, and bids her
go about other things more profitable. And I say' more
profitable,' because in the eyes of God helping others along
with ourselves is more profitable and more highly to be
prized than devoting ourselves solely to our own advancement and recollection.
Nor is this the first time that this has happened to the
Bride in her dealings with her Beloved: the same has
happened at other times before. She would wish to be
ever rejoicing in the delight and repose of contemplation,
and the embraces and sweet kisses of her Beloved;· and so
she entreats, saying, Let him kiss me with the kiss of his
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mouth (Cant. i. I); and he answers that her breasts are
better than wine, giving her to understand that she ought
to have children, and bestow her care· and attention on
them. Remember that you are a Father and have children,
and that you have to give them milk and rear them, and
that you must often leave your repose and quiet to give
them sustenance and remedy. We have a figure of this
in Jacob, of whom Holy Writ says (Gen. xxix. 23) that
when he thought to enjoy the embraces and kisses of
. Rachel, who was barren, they gave him Lia, who was
blear-eyed but fruitful. So now, when the Bride desires
the kiss and sweet embraces of her Bridegroom, they
commend to her the. duty of a mother and of rearing children. Thy breasts are better than wine (Cant. i. I). For
better than the sweetness of the wine of contemplation,
and more pleasing to God at the time, is the fruit of preaching and converse with our neighbour and gaining souls
to God. Though Lia is not so fair as Rachel, she is
more fruitful, and her fertility supplies and quite makes
up for the lack of the beauty of Rachel.
Though the contemplative life is more perfect than the
active, yet when to the contemplative life there is joined
this active life of teaching and helping our ne.ighbour
and gaining souls to God, that is more perfect than the
contemplative life alone. So St. Chrysostom explains the
saying of St. Paul to the Romans: I could wish to be
anathema myself from Christ on behalf of my brethren}
who are my kinsmen according to the flesh (Rom. ix. 3).
So great was the zeal that he had for the salvation of
souls, that he desired to be removed for some periods
from the most sweet conversation and company of Christ,
and cease to indulge in his acts of love, to apply himself
to the profit of his neighbour; and that was in a way
making himself anathema from Christ for their sake. And
all the Doctors acknowledge this to have been a supreme
act of charity.
Thus what seems a loss, is not a loss, but a great gain.
We must persuade ourselves that we shall lose nothing of
our own spiritual profit by attending to the profit of our
neighbour: rather we shall· gain and profit more, and
grow in virtue and perfection. By way of illustration and
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confirmation of this, Clement of Alexandria brings' up
sundry good comparisons. Wells, he says, bring up better
and purer water, the more you draw from them.; and
contrariwise, when you draw nothing from them, the water
gets stagnant and bad. A knife is· kept bright by use
fot cutting; and left unused, it thereupon goes mouldy
and rusty. Fire loses nothing by burning and setting

alight other things, but rather gains and spreads the more.
In human sciences we see that he who teaches others learns
much by teaching, and in that way men grow very learned.
So also it is with this spiritual and divine wisdom; especially since the word of God is a sharp, two-edged sword
(Heb. iv. 12), by which he who cuts others cuts also himself. The lesson I give to others is-necessary also for me :
my conscience thereupon stings me with the thought:
, How is it that you don't do yourself what you te.ll others
to 'do? Woe to them who preach and do not practise.'
Seeing in confession the falls of other people is a warning to me to walk in fear and caution, begging God to
hold me in His hand, and give me gace ootto let me fall
in that way. Helping this and that person to die makes
us keep the hour of death present before us, and try to be
ever prepared for it.
Visiting prisons and hospitals,
making up quarrels and effecting reconciliations, gives us
a better knowledge of the miseries of "this world, and a
higher esteem of the favour that the Lord has done us in
calling us to Religion. In a word, all our ministrations
not only are not occasions to make us worse, but rather
rouse us from slumber, and invite and incite us more to
virtue and perfection.
Add to this the great mercies that the Lord shows to
such as work for their neighbours. If to them who do
corpotal·works of mercy He has promised so much as we
read in Holy Writ (Matt. xxv. 35-40), what shall it be for
those who do spiritual works of mercy, which are as
much greater as the soul is more than the body 1 St.
Chrysostom says that to those that saying of the gospel
right weH applies, Give, and it shall be given unto you
(Luke vi. 38). And that is what the Wise Man says: The
soul that gives blessing shall grow fat; and he that inebriateth shall be inebriated (Prov. xi. 25).
The soul
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that doeth good to her neighbour shall thrive; and he that
replenishes others and inebriates them spiritually with
desire and love of the things of heaven, shall in his turn
be replenished and inebriated by God with His divine
consolations. Some liken them to the almoners of Princes,
to whom they give much to distribute; and if they give
away much, they give them much. But this comparison
does not go on all fours: for if the almoner be faithful,
he has nothing left on his hands, and himself grows no
richer for giving to others; but they who help their neighbour by spiritual ministrations are themselves enriched by
giving to others and enriching them. So that is a better
comparison of others who say that they are like the nurses
that suckle thechildr~n of kings, whom the king maintains and supports by meats from his royal table; and
they with what they have over support and suckle the
infants. In this way they are nourished whose occupation
it is to suckle the children of the King of heaven. He
sends them food from His divine and royal table, so ample
and abundant, that when they are themselves quite sated
and enriched, they may be able out of their abundance
to share. it with their spiritual children. All which St.
Peter Chrysologus admirably expresses in these words:
" In the way that kings feed the nurses of their children
with delicate food that they may suckle them with the
purest of milk; so the Sovereign King of Heaven is wont
to do with the ministers of His word. Notwithstanding
that they may not deserve it, yet in view of the sustenance
that they have to give to I-lis Majesty's children, He feeds
and nourishes them with the viands of His heavenly table,
to make their milk richer and the nourishment they impart
mote delicious."
We in the Society particularly must always go on this
presupposition, since in the Society God has made our
waiting upon and helping our neighbour a means to our
own spiritual advancement, that being our institute and
vocation. So it is said expressly in the Bull of Julius III.,
where after the Sovereign Pontiff. has laid down the end
of our institute and ministries, he goes on to say: "Let
him take care to have before his eyes all the days of his
life God in the first place, and after that his vocation and
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institute, which is a way to God."
Thus as the spiritual
progress of sundry Religious Orders of monks depends on
careful assistance at their choir-duties, a regular observance of enclosure, and fasts and austerities proper to
their vocation, so our progress and perfection depends on
doing well our ministrations to our neighbour, for to that
we are called, as they are to that other end. Thus we
maYI say to our neighbour what, St. Paul says: Ye are our
joy, our glory and crown (Phil. iv. I : I Thess. ii. 20).
St. Ambrose says on that passage: " It is clear that the
improvement and perfection of his disciples is the joy and
perfection of the master." So we nlust understand that
this is our merit, our spiritual improvement and perfection.
Thus though recollection and a great affection for
prayer is an excellent thing in the Society, yet any prayer
and recollection that withdraws us from our ministries to
our neighbour is a temptation in the Society. If you were
out there in the world, or in another Religious Order
whose business· was other than this, it might be a movement of the good Spirit and perfection to withdraw to
make more meditation and attend to yourself alone. But
here in the Society it is not a movement of the good Spirit,
but a temptation and delusion of the devil, who transfigures himself into an angel of light, and under colour of
your spiritual progress and taking no risks is seeking to
remove you from your institute. The prayer of the Society
should be in conformity with our vocation, that we may be
better heartened to help our neighbour, that we may say
with holy Job: When I go to sleep, I will say, When shall
I rise? and once more I will wait for the evening (Job vii. 4).
Our occupation then at meditation should be to dispose
and prepare ourselves. better to fulfil our ministries; and
our prayer will be all the better, the better prepared we
thence come out of it to do that work. The more you
grow in the love of God, the more inflamed should you become with desire to gain souls to God, and seeking and
trying to get others to love and serve Him. along with
yourself.
It is related of a Religious of the Order of St. Francis,
a great servant of God, that having laboured many years
in the conversion of the Indians, he desired to recollect
18
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himself a little, to prepare for death with more diligence
and care. So he returned to Spain, and withdrew from
all dealing with his neighbour. It is said that every time
he put himself in prayer he seemed to see a vision of
Christ Crucified, who with loving complaint and rebuke
said to him: ' Why hast thou left me on this cross, and
gone to seek thine own quiet and repose?' Admonished
and much moved by this vision, he returned to the harvest
which he had left, where he worked for many more years.

CHAPTER VII

Sundry remedies against the pusillanimity of those
who withdraw from helping their neighbour for fear
of losing their own souls
Thoroughly to root out of our heart the temptation of
pusillanimity with which the devil is wont to assail some
timorous and scrupulous persons, who think they are
putting themselves in danger of the loss of their own souls
by trying to save others, we must in the first place understand and persuade ourselves of an important truth that
will be a great help to this purpose. It is, that we shall
be safer and better protected where God places us than
in any other position that we were thinking we should be
in. Going by obedience about the streets and squares,
hearing filthy and impure things from penitents in confession, we shall be better shielded and safeguarded than
in our own cell, there by ourselves retired of our own will,
stealing away from those ministries for fear of a fall. In
that seclusion possibly you may find yourself burning in a
flame of evil thoughts, whereas there in the ministry you
would have been very secure and quiet, because God had
put you there, and would guard and defend you. Lord,
thou hast encompassed and guarded us with the buckler
of thy good will (Ps. 5), the good will of God, commanding and placing us there.
St. Basil takes good note of this. Think not, he says,
that all you have to do to be chaste and free from fleshly
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temptations is to live in retirement and see nobody. Not
so: St. Jerome in the solitude of the desert, dining on
herbs, his limbs worn with severe penance, tells us
that many a time he fancied himself taking part in the
dances and balls of Roman ladies. Though his face was
wan and sallow with much fasting, his body cold, and his
flesh dry and almost dead, still his will did not cease to .
take fire with evil thoughts and to feel great motions of
impure desire. On the contrary, Palladius relates of the
Abbot Elias, that God had given him such a great gift of
chastity, that he presided over a convent of three hundred
nuns for forty years in as much peace and quiet as if they
had been men, without feeling any temptation or motion
or danger in point of chastity.
Those three children were thrown with their clothes
and shoes in the midst of the Babylonian furnace, and the
fire did them no harm, not even to a hair of their garments; whereas the servants of the king, who kept at a
distance, and were on their guard against the fire, were
burnt to ashes by it. God was powerful enough to prevent their burning in the midst of the flames, who entered
them for His love; nay, the flaming mass was changed
into a garden of flowers and a paradise of delights, where
they stood praising and blessing God. So it befalls those
who for love of that same God, and zeal for His honour
and glory, walk in the midst of the fire of the Babylonian
furnace of the world. Where others take fire .and are
consumed, there they are praising and blessing God, giving Him hearty thanks for the favour He has done them in
calling them to Religion; and where they see others drawing down perdition and dalnnation upon their souls, they
gather greater knowledge and abhorrence of the vanities
of this world, and greater esteem of what they have in
Religion. To them that love God, all things work together
unto good (Rom. viii. 28). To them who for love of God
and obedience busy themselves in these ministries, everything turns to good. They gather honey from hard rock,
and the sweetest oil from rugged crags. Where there are
faithful hearts anxious to please God, where a man is
never intruded or put into such offices as ours without
being lawfully called, there is no cause for alarm, .but
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rather of great confidence in the Lord, that since He puts
us in such offices, He will draw us well out of them.
That we may be thoroughly penetrated with this truth,
and more confident and encouraged in our ministries,
leaving aside many other motives, I will speak now particularly of one that we have for this in the Society, that
is, the particular grace of .Religious vocation.
This is
quite a main point, and a source of great consolation, as
well for our present purpose as for many others. Every
Religious Order has a particular grace and help from the
Lord to gain the state of perfection to which its members
are called: for God never calls anyone to. any state or
end, but He gives him also suitable means and strength
and grace, as is needful to gain the perfection to which he
is called. St. Thomas founds this doctrine well on Holy
Scripture and natural. reason, for the works of God are
perfect (Deut. xxxii. 4). So if God institutes a Religious
Order for an end, He also must give it the natural means
and aids to gain that end, otherwise the work of God would
be imperfect. So we see His Majesty acts in the order of
nature.
When He gives a power to any purpose, He
also gives the means suitable for that power to come to
act: otherwise, philosophers say, it would be an idle and
vain power. The same holds good in supernatural things
and the order of grace: such an order must be not less
perfect, but rather more perfect than the order of nature.
So when God institutes a Religious Order for any end,
He gives it all the means and aids necessary for that Order
to be able to gain its end; and this we call ' the grace of
Religious vocation.'
Now as Religious Orders are different, each having its
own mode of procedure and particular end and holy purpose for which it was instituted, so also God gives them a
particular grace and blessing to gain that end,for which
He instituted and designed them. To the Carthusian
monks God gives a particular grace to observe enclosure
and abstinence; to the Hieronymites, to keep their choir
well; and so we may run through the other Religious
Orders.
N ow the Society is a special Religious Order,
instituted by Apostolic authority in the Church of God,
having for its special end the helping of souls; and to
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gain that. end the Lord has given us peculiar and special
means, which the Sovereign Pontiff sets down in the Bull
of Institution, which are,-:-to preach, to' hear confessions,
to lecture, to teach Christian doctrine, to give the Spiritual
Exercises, to effect reconciliations, to visit prisons and
hospitals. Thus as the Society is an Order called by
God to this end of helping souls, so also is it called to the

exercise of these ministries as the means to gain that end.
This is to be carefully taken notice of as a very consoling
fact, that not only the end, but also these means and
ministries which we use with our neighbour are proper
to our Institute, and belong to us by the Rule, approved
and confirmed by the Vicar of Christ, as appears by the
Bull of our Institution issued by Julius III. Thus then it is
by this. Rule that men of the Society are preachers, confessors, and lecturers.' And not only spiritual ministrations, but also the corporal works of mercy, which the
Society does for the benefit of its ne.ighbour, as visiting
prisons and hospitals, are done by virtue of our Rule and
Institute, as the same Bull shows.
Coming now to the point, it follows that Society has a
special aid and grace from God our Lord to gain this end
of saving souls for which it was instituted, and for taking
the means proper to our vocation and institute, given us
by God for that end, and this is the grace of vocation
proper to this Religious Order of the Society of Jesus.
Thus our Lord will co-operate with us in a special manner,
and put special force and efficacy into the means we take
to gain this end; for such is the special grace of this
Order; and so we find it by experience every day by the
bounty and mercy of the. Lord.
What think you is the
reason why a preacher of the Society goes on a mission,sometimes a young man who has just finished his studies,
-and' sets a whole town in commotion; everybody comes
to confession, it looks like Holy Week; reconciliations are
effected, that many others had tried in vain to effect;
public scandals are put an end to, that neither civil nor
ecclesiastical authorities had bee.n able to check? Think
you that this is done by your virtues and learning, or by
your talent and gift of preaching? Not a bit of it: this
is the special grace of the Order to which you belong: that
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being its institute, and these the means proportionate
thereto; wherefore God co-operates with them in a particular manner, and gives them particular force and efficacy to attain their end. On the other hand,-and this is
a good confirmation of what I say,-we see cases of persons who have left the Society, men who in it seemed to
have wings and soar on high, and were listened to and
produced fruit; they thought that out of the Society they
should also be able to fly aloft and do the like; but the
wings being the grace of their Religious vocation, when
they went out of the Society they left them here behind
them, and found themselves birds without feathers.
In the First Book of Maccabees we have an example
much to this point. Holy Scripture tells us that the
Maccabees had done wonders in their battles, fighting
most valiantly and gaining great victories without suffering any defeat themselves, and so they had a
great name and reputation all the world over. When
some of the \people of Israel saw this, they grew emulous
and ambitious of the like; and said: 'Let us too make a
name for ourselves as these have done.' They put their
saying into execution: they gathered an army, and went
out to fight the enemy. But the affair succeeded not according to their expectation: they returned covering their
faces for shame. The enemy went out to meet them,
routed them and put them to flight, and there died two
thousand of them.
Holy Writ thereupon notes the reason
thereof.
They fell, and were routed, and where they
thought to win were beaten, because they were not of the
lineage of the men whom God had chosen to deliver the
people of Israel (I Macc. v. 62). Thus we have nothing
to pride ourselves on, no ground to attribute anything to
ourselv\es: to God and to our Religious vocation we owe
all that we are. The Lord hath made us fit ministers of
the New Testament not by the learning and talents that
we possess, but by the spirit that he imparts to us (2 Cor.
iii. 6). Because such is our institute, and you are a member of this Religious Order, God co-operates with you,
and gives you a particular grace and aid to produce much
fruit in your neighbour, and so by your helping them on,
not only do you lose no ground yourself, but rather you
J
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too get on there.by and grow in v!rtue and perfection.
This is the special grace of this our Religious vocation,
and a particular effect thereof. This consideration is a
great help to keep us from being disheartened.
St. Bernard well observes that when the Bridegroom
bids the Bride to rise from the sleep of contemplation, he
does not say go, but come (Cant. Ii. 10); a word of no
small encouragement to us, whereby we are given to
understand that He. does not leave you by your going,
but carries you and draws you to Himself thereby. He
does not send us on these ministries to remove us from
Himself, but to unite us more closely to Himself and
He carries us and goes along with us. Thus we need
not fear our losing thereby, but should rather gather great
courage and great confidence and strength, believing that
thus we shall gain and thrive the more.
We are told in Holy Scripture of a king's son who, to
encourage his servants to do a certain deed, said to them:
It is I who command you} be strong and fear not (2
Kings xiii. 28). Since it is Thou, 0 Lord, who commandest me· to occupy myself' in these ministrie.s and
deal with my neighbour, what can I have to fear?
I
shall be safer and better protected in the midst of bad
women, hearing their confessions and preaching to them, if
Thou hast put me there, than I should be., shut in between
four walls of my own will; since it is Thou, 0 Lord,who
comn1andest it, Thou who settest me at it. Though I
walk in the midst of the shadow of death} I will fear no
evil} because thou art with me (Ps. 22).
Hence also it will be seen how great is the delusion of
those persons. in Religion, who following their own judgment and opinion say: ' If I were in such a place, or in
such an office or ministry, I think I should find consolation
and serve God there better: in this house or ministry where
I am, I am quite out of sorts" and seem not to get on at
all. ' Dh what a delusion and huge, deceit! How can
you think that things will go better with you there where
you wish to station yourself, and not go well where God
stations you? W,e have known persons who, not settling
down in the. ministries and posts where God and obedience
placed them, looked out for other posts, and managed to
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bring their Superior's will over to their own, thinking so
to serve God better and with more fruit; but they did so
badly in the change of situation which they desired and
contrived, that they came to see that this had been a
punishment of God.
Truly we should tremble at the
thought of desiring anything of our own will, any office
or place or post whatsoever, but let ourselves be carried
and governed simply by God by means of obedience; for
where God put us, there we shall be better and safer and
more secure.

CHAPTER VIIT

Of the first means of doing good to our neighbour,
which is a good and holy life
We will now mention some general means of doing good
to our neighbour, means which our Father sets down in
the Seventh Part of the Constitutions, leaving out other
particular means, proper to priests, of which he speaks in
the Fourth Part. And though what we shall say will be in
view of the spiritual profit of our neighbour, nevertheless
they will be things appertaining als0 to our own spiritual
advancement. For as we said at the beginning, these two
things are so united in the Society, that what is a means
for helping our neighbour is also a means for our own
advancement; and what is a means for our own advancement is also a means for the better helping of our neighbour. Thus what we shall say will be an instruction that
may be of great service to all men generally. The first
means that our Father lays down there to profit our neighbour, is a good and exemplary life.
He writes: " The
fi.rst thing that will help will be a good example of all
propriety and Christian virtue, that by good works even
more than by good words they may edify those with whom
they deaL"
A good and holy life, being oneself under
control and discipline to begin with, is the principal and
most efficacious means of doing much good to our neighbour. As the better a tree is grown in itself, the nlore
fruitful it is for its owners, so the further a preacher or
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confessor is advanced himself in perfection, the more use..
ful he will be to others.
The importance and necessity of this means is shown by
this consideration in the first place, that it is certain that
the example of a good life goes further to persuade men
than any amount of words and sermons. So Christ our
Redeemer began to teach the way of salvation by deeds
first, and then by words. Jesus began to do and to teach,
says the Evangelist St. Luke (Acts i. I). He began by
working for thirty years, to teach afterwards for only
three. And the glorious Baptist, says St. Jerome, on this
account chose the desert, there to preach Christ. I an~
the voice of one cr;ying in the desert (John i. 23). The.
holy Doctor asks how the Baptist comes to choose the
desert to preach in, since that seems rather a place not to
be seen or heard by anybody than to preach. He answers :
The preacher and herald of Christ chose the desert that
men, seeing the new life in the preacher, might begin to
admire and be moved to penance, to give up their vices
and seek to imitate the preacher's example. He knew
well that example was a more effectual means to move
hearers and produce fruit in them than exclamations and
words. So it is said in the gospel : He was a burning and
shining light (John v. 35). Burning with love of God,
he shone forth with great splendour on his neighbours
by the example of his so wonderful life.
It is a trite saying of Seneca: " The way by lessons
and precepts is a long way, but that by example is short
and effectual, because men believe more what they see
than what they hear." Longum est iter per praecepta,
breve et efficax per exempla. St. Bernard gives another
reason for this: example is so effectual to move others
because they are thereby persuaded that what is told them
is feasible, seeing him who tells it them practise it and
put it in execution, and that is a great encouragement to
them to put it in practice. St~ Augustine says that so
great is the infirmity and \veakness of man, that it is difficult for him to do good, unless he first sees the example
of it in others; and on that account he says that it is very
important for a teacher and preacher of the gospel to be a
good man, to give a pattern for those who hear him to
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imitate.
So St. Paul bade people imitate him, as he
imitated Christ. Brethren, be imitator:s of me, as I am of
Christ (1 Cor. iv. 16).
Add to this, that when it is seen that a preacher and
teacher conforms his life to his doctrine, that makes people
believe that what he says comes from his heart, and so
it has force and efficacy to move and persuade; but when
it is not so, all his preaching goes for little or nothing. St.
Basil says and St. Chrysostom that such a one is no true
preacher or teacher, but a pretender and impostor: he is
like, they say, to an actor in a comedy: he plays the part
of a king, or a knight, or a rich man, and he is no king,
nor knight, nor rich man; so is he who preache.s only in
words.
You give a good presentation of humility, but
you are not humble; a good presentation of contempt of
the world and worldly honour, but you have not despised
the world entirely nor its honours; you are a player in a
farce and a comedian, not a gospel preacher. St. Basil
well likens these people to painters who paint very well the
beauty of a man on a piece of linen or canvas, while they
are themselves very ugly; so, he says, are preachers, who,
proud people themselves, know very well how to depict
humility and say elegant things about it; impatient people
know how to give a good picture of patience; chatterers
and woolgatherers are able to say beautiful things about
silence and recollection. St. Augustine compares them
to milestones, that show the traveller the way he is going,
while themselves remain where they are. Such also he
says were the Scribes and Pharisees, who directed the
Magi to Bethlehem, not going there themselves.
St. Jerome on those words of the Wise Man: The sluggard buries his hand in his bosom, and thinks it too much
trouble to raise it to his mouth (Prov. xxvi. IS): says
that hiding of one's hands below one's armpits, and
for laziness not caring to raise hand to mouth, is the way
of a preacher, who does not do what he says, nor fit his
deeds to his words. St. Gregory Nazianzen says that he
who preaches and does not act accordingly, draws souls
with one hand, and drives them away with the other; does
with one hand, and undoes with the other. These are the
Scribes and Pharisees, whom Christ rebukes in the gospel.
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Woe to them who say and do not! They neither move nor
do any good with their words. But he that doeth what
he preacheth, he shall be great in the kingdom of heaven
(Matt. v. 19). These are the evangelical and apostolic
preachers, and they who produce much fruit in souls by
the good example of their life. As holiness is a thing
supernatural and divine, all men pay holy people a measure
of veneration and respect more than human: they see and
hear them not as men but a.s angels: they take what they
say as coming from heave.n, and so it moves and makes
an impression on their heart. Therefore St. Paul requires
of God's workers that they be beyond reproach (I Tim.
iii. 2), not to be, put to shame (2 T'im. ii. 15) an example to
the faithful in charity, chastity, and the other virtues
(I Tim. iv. 12), that so their teaching may have force and
efficacy to excite others and draw them over to themselves.
This then is the chief means to aid our neighbour, a good
and holy life: first, for example's sake; secondly, because
for God to take us for instruments to work much good in
our neighbour, it is very important that we be well advanced in virtue and mortification.
In the Tenth Part of our Constitutions our Father
treats of' the preservation and increase of the Society,
and the means to aid us to the spiritual end for which it
was instituted, which is the salvation of souls; and he
says that the means which unite the instrument with God,
.and dispose it better to be guided by His divine hand,
which are goodness and virtue, are more efficacious than
other means which merely enable it to get ·on with men,
such as learning and other natural and human gifts; so
He writes:
we must lean principally upon the former.
" Let all give themselves to solid and perfect virtues and
spiritual things, and reckon them of more account than
learning and other natural and human gifts; for these
interior qualities it is that must give effect to the exterior
in· view of the end proposed to us." And the reason of
this is clear: for if the business had a human end, and
belonged to the natural order, human means and human
/prudence would be enough to make sure of it. But
the end we aim at is supernatural and divine,to move hearts, to convert souls, and draw them
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out of sin. It is not in our competence to engender
sanctity in souls: that belongs to Him who said
at the beginning of the world, Let there be light, and there
'was light (Gen. i. 3). Our learning, our prudence, our
diligence and industry, and all the natural and human
means that we can employ, are out of all proportion with
this end. God it is who enlightens he.arts, and speaks
words of life: all the efficacy of the instrument to produce
fruit in souls springs from God. Thus those means which
better conjoin and unite us with God will make us better
and more effectual instruments for the conversion of souls.
The more conjoined and united we are with God, the better
shall we be able to receive in ourselves the influences of
His graces and heavenly gifts, and communicate them to
others.
St. Denis, the Areopagite, speaking of the holiness and
perfection that priests and ministers of the gospel should
have, through whom God is pleased to impart His gifts
and His Blood, says that they must first be holy in themselves to make others holy; they must be perfect to make
others perfect; they must have so much light and knowledge of God as to be able to enlighten and illuminate
othe.rs : sacri et sacrantes, perfecti et perficientes, illurninati ef illuminantes. They must be so kindled and inflamed
with the fire of the love of God, as to set others on
fire, and kindle and inflame them with the same love: for,
as St. Gregory says, " he who is not on fire himself, will
never set fire to others," qui non ardet, non incendit. That
holy Friar Thomas de Villanova, Archbishop of Valencia,
used often to repeat these words: " How can burning
words issue from a cold breast?" Then will your words
set your neighbour on fire with the love of God, when they
come forth from a heart burning and inflamed with the
love of God. Then will you set the world on fire with the
fire that the Son of God came to cast on the earth: I came
to cast fire on the earth, and what will I but that it be
enkindled? (Luke xii. 49). Then will one word go for
more than a hundred.
Plato said a thing in which he said more than he knew;
that as the loadstone has this virtue, that by touching iron
it impregnates it with the attractive virtue which itself has,
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so that the iron which has touched the loadstone also
attracts other iron to itself in the same way that the loadstone itself does, so men touched by God have the virtue
of attracting others to God. St. Augustine, as he tells us
(De civitate DeiJxxiv. 4), was greatly struck with this
property of the loadstone when he put it to the test. He
saw how an iron· ring, on touching a loadstone, drew and
fastened to itself another ring, and that another, and that
other another, .till they tnade a chain of thetn in the air won-

derfully interwoven. Now if our words are notas the words
of men touched by God, how shall they draw. 'Others to
God? If you are not on fire with the love of God, .how
are you to inflame· others? Even in the, secular schools
rhetoricians say that, to stir others, you yourself must
be stirred to your innermost heart: no way is more effectual than that. How can I move another to tears, when
my own eyes are dry? How can I move him to grief, if he
sees that I show no grief nor emotion myself?
How
move him to indignation, if he sees that I am not at all
indignant? In the same way then how shall you move
others to contempt of the world, when you· ha:ve not succeeded in really contemning it yourself? How can you
give them a liking for mortification, when you yourself
have no taste for it? or make others humble, when you are
not humble? It is only fire that burns, only water that
wets, nor can anything give to another thing the colour
which it has not itself. How can you fasten and impress
upon others what you have not yourself ?
You will be
like the discharges of firearms and artillery without ball,
that filLthe air with thunder-sound and rumbling, but do
not knock down walls nor kill the enemy.
Such are
preachers who have nothing in them but words: it all goes
in thunder and noise, as one beating the air (I Cor. ix. 26),
as St. Paul says:· Their cries beat the air,but they. upset
nobody, nor strike home to hearts, because there is no
ball, no substance in them. They have none of that vrrtue
and spirit which gives force and efficacy to all the rest.
A talent for preaching does not consist in ·phrases and
tricks of rhetoric, nor in· saying things highly sublime and
subtle. Not such was the· preaching of the Preacher of
the Gentiles, that vessel chosen of God to carry His Name
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all over the world, as he says to the men of Corinth: When
I, brethren, came to your city, I did not come preaching
Christ with elegance of 7.fJords or profound learning,' for
I reckoned myself not to know anything among you but
Jesus Christ, and hiln crucified (I Cor. ii. 1-2). And further
on he says : My words and my preaching did not rest on
persuasions of hurnan wisdom, but on the manifestation
of the spirit and of truth, that your faith may not be
founded on human wisdo·m, but on the power of God
(I Cor. ii. 4-5). In the Ecclesiastical History in Three
Parts it is related, to the great praise and credit of the
ancient Fathers, that they taught by holy instructions and
wise counsels, away from all affectations and flowers of
rhetoric, and, as prudent physicians, applied remedies
suitable to the infirmities of the conscience of their hearers.
Such should be our sermons and spiritual discourses. We
do not go there to preach ourselves, but Jesus Christ, as
the Apostle St. Paul says (2 Cor. iv. 5): You may take
for a certainty that preachers who make a parade of great
learning and eloquence and perfect mastery of their mother
tongue, will do very little good; first, for the reason we
have already mentioned, that the judicious portion of the
audience understand very well that he who preaches in this
style is a man who enjoys the sound of his own voice, is
fond of talking and cutting figures, and is more anxious
to pose as a good speaker than desirous of profiting them;
secondly, because this very elegance makes the fruit fall
off, and the greater the elegance, the less the effect. That
saying of rhetoricians is true, which Quintilian quotes:
"T'he giist and meaning of a speech is lost, where
the phrases win high applause": jacet sensus in
oratione in qua verba laudantur. That is to say, men
drop their attention to things, when words are elegant
to excess: the words steal away the hearers' attention
from the meaning, and they look away from what is said
to them for looking at how it is said to them. Novi if
even teachers of rhetoric censure this, and hold it for a
great fault in an orator, how much more is it to be censured in a preacher of the gospel, who has to attend only
to the advancement and salvation of souls! To each one
is gi'ven the tnanifestation of the spirit for a useful purpose
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(1 Cor. xii. 7),-the good of souls; and on this the preacher
should ever keep his eyes.
St. Jerome says: " The mark of a good sermon is not
the applause. of the hearers, nor. their going out saying,
N ever did man speak thus (John vii. 46) : didn't you see
what fine things he brought in, and how well he· said
them?: but the compunction and tears of the hearers,
and their change of life, let that be your praise. " Lacrimae auditorum laudes tuae sint.

In this consists the

talent for preaching, in God taking a man for His instrument to move the hearts· of the hearers, so that through
hearing of his words their illusions fall away, and they
come to take account of the evil life they have led, and
repent and return with all their heart to God. Father
Master Avila used to say: " Preaching does not consist
in your being an hour up there reasoning about God, but
in your hearer coming in a devil, and going away
an angel.' , In that lies the talent of a preacher.
Another great servant of God used to say that when
the hearers go away from a sermon with their heads
down, without speaking or even looking at one another,
then the sermon has been good and profitable, for that is
a sign that each one is carrying away a message for
himself.
In the Life of our Father Francis Borgia it is told that,
when he preached in Biscay, the greater part of the people
could not catch what he said, for their being very numerous and unable to get near the pulpit, as also because they
did not understand the speech of Castille; but it was
marvellous to see the attention which they all paid and the
tears they shed. When they were asked why they cried
over the sermon, seeing they could not understand it, they
answered that they cried at the sight of the holy duke,
and also because they felt within their souls such utterances and inspirations of God as signified and gave them
to understand what the preacher was preaching to them
from the pulpit. At another time in. Portugal the Cardinal Infant, who was afterwards King of Portugal,
wanted Father Francis to preach, and he said he was
tired, having come in from a journey; " I do not ask him
to preach," said the Cardinal, " but only to mount the
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pulpit, and let them see· the man who has left all he had
for God." That is what preaches, that is what makes
fruit in souls more than words,-example and holiness
of life. That is what we should secure, and on that principally insist, that God may take us for instruments for
the conversion of souls,-confessors as well as preachers,
and all the rest of us who have to deal with our neighbour.

CHAPTER IX

Of another means of helping our neighbour, which
is prayer
The second means that our Father gives to help our
neighbour, is prayer.
"Our neighbour is likewise
helped, " he says, "by our desires before God and our
prayers. ' ,
As this business of gaining and converting
souls is supernatural, more is attained and done in it by
prayers, tears and sighs, than by words and exclamations.
Moses's prayer did more and bore a greater part in the
victory against Amalek than all the lances and swords
engaged in the fray.
So long as Moses held his arms
outstretched, the people of Israel were winning the fight;
but when he lowered them, they were getting the worst
of it: so it was necessary for two attendants to hold up
his arms, one on one side and the other on the. other,
that they might be always held up; and so they gained
the victory (Exod. xvii. I i-I2).· This was the way in which
the people of God conquered their enemies. That is what
the Madianites said in alarm, when they saw the great
victories' of the children of Israel: This people is destined
to destroyus J as the ox with its mouth bites the grass
down to the roots (Nurn. xxii. 4) : with its mouth, that is,
with· its prayers. So SL Augustine and Origen explain
this passage.
N ow if victory in war, to which our
strength and human power may be reckoned to bear some
proportion, is given by God through prayers, what must
be the victory over spiritual enemies, and the conversion
of souls, where our means, our strength and efforts, fall
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so far. short as to bear no proportion to so high an end!
It is by prayers and sighs that we must arrange this
matter with God. It is they that must appease God and
win pardon and conversion.
St. Augustine very well illustrates and weighs the value
and efficacy of thi\s means, on those words of God to
Moses: Leave me, that rny wrath may be enraged against
thern, and I may exterminate thetn from off the face of the
earth (Exod. xxxii. 10). When the children of Israel had
adored the calf, God was minded to destroy them.
Moses thereupon set himself to ask God on their
behalf, saying: Why, Lord, seekest thou to chastise thy
people, whom thou hast led out of Egypt with strong and
mighty arm? (Exod. xxxii. II). 'See what the Egyptians
will say, that for this Thou didst lead them out
into those mountains and deserts, to gather them together, as they say, in the open, and destroy them there
entirely. Remember, Lord, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,
Thy servants, to whom Thou didst promise and swear to
multiply their seed as the stars of heaven and give them
the Land of Promise. ' God answered: ' Leave Me alone,
for I am minded to destroy them utterly.' 'What is this,
o Lord? why dost Thou say, Leave me. Who holdeth
Thee back, or can hold Thee back? Who can tie Thy
hands? Who hath withstood his will? (Rom. ix. 19). What
hand can be raised against Thee? What dost Thou mean
by Leave me?'-Here you see, says St. Augustine, the
force of prayer, and how much it avails with God. That
is what He wishes us to understand by that \-vord, Leave
Me. It is not a word of command; for if it were, itwere
ill done in the servant not to obey it; nor is it a word of
petition or request, since God has no need to petition His
servant; but He wishes to give us to understand that
" the prayers of the just are sufficient to resist the anger

of God."

St. Jerome says the same on those words in

JerenlY (vii.

16): S eethat I arn minded to chastise this
people, therefore ask thou me not on their behalf, nor
intercede for them with praises and prayers J' make me no
resistance. On which St. Jerome's remark is as above:
Sanctorum preces Dei irae possunt resistere. The prophet David clearly says the same: A nd God had a mind to
J9
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'destroy our Fathers, had not Moses, his ch.osen one, in the
moment of destruction stood in his sight to remove his
anger that he might not destroy them (Ps. lOS). Moses
resisted God with prayer, put himself before Him, and
turned away His arm when it wa,s about to deliver the
blow. And the Lord was appeased, and did not c(Lrry
out to the end against his people the chastisement which
he had said (Exod. xxxii. 14).
The like thing happened
in the sedition and murmuring that the people of Israel set
up against Moses and Aaron on the death of Core, Dathan
and Abiron, and their followers, saying that they had
been the cause thereof. God was angry with His people,
and had a mind to destroy them; and the deaths among
them amounted to more than fourteen thousand; Aaron
thereupon put himself in prayer before God for the people,
and offered incense for them, and the plague ceased (Num.
xvi-. 48). On this score the Wise Man (Wisd. xviii. 20-2 I)
calls prayer a shield.
These are his words : But thy
anger} 0 Lord, did not last long} for at once thy servant
put himself in prayer before thee, and fought on the
people's behalf (for to pray is to fight). Aaron then put
his hand to the shield of prayer, and therewith resisted
the anger of God, and thereupon the work of death ceased.
" What a good shield is prayer," says St. Ambrose, "with
which all the blows of the enemy are repelled!"
And moreover God is very glad when we withstand His
chastisement, and some one is found to intervene to prevent it. An affectionate father, when he threatens his son
with punishment, had rather not inflict it, but that some
one should intervene to prevent it; and sometimes he has
a previous arrangement with friends and acquaintances
to hold his hand. So God, who is more than a father,
and more than a mother for the great love that He bears
uS,-as being, after all, His children, and children who
have cost Him so much, seeing that we have cost Him His
life-blood,-would rather not go the length of blows, and
would be very glad if any of His friends would stand in His
way. Nay, He goes to seek such, and complains bitterly
when there is no one to come to the rescue. He says by the
prophet Ezechiel: I sought someone who would put hirnsellas a hedge befor'e me, and withstand me, that I might
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not lay waste the lan.d} and- Tfound none (xxii. 30). I had
none to go out to rn-eet -me} none to oppose himself as
a w,all and resist me in'defence of the house of I srae,l
(xiii. 5). As a wall keeps the enemy out, and as men
go forth.tomeet the enemy to resist him, so do the prayers
of the just resist the sentence of God, His Majesty so condescending to' them. The prophet Isaiah also complains
bitterly of this: Alas, o Lord, there is now none, ,as there
used to be} to invoke thy holy name} to arise and encounter
thee} and hold thee back (Isai. lxiv. 7). There is now no
Jacob to wrestle with God and hold his own arm to -arm
against Him, and say: I will not let thee go until thou
bless me (Gen. xxxii. 26),-the very thing that God d'esires.
Herein is well shown the force and efficacy of the
prayers of the just,' the friends of God, since they are
powerful enough to restrain His arm and resist His anger.
'Hence wilr be bet.ter unde.rstood and confirmed what we
said in the previous chapter, how much it makes for any
help that we 'can render to" ou:r neighbour" to" be ourselves
holy and great friends of God; ahd how right we ,were in
saying that a good ' andholy-lifewas 'the chief means ' to
that end. Any orie -Who 'would' aetas mediator, and
effect forgivenesses and reconciliations,must.by all means
be a 'grata persona) standing high in favour with the
person with whom> he m.ediates; otherwise he win rather
provoke anger and indignation than get pardon.
, A good and holy life. is ,so profitable for thegoodQf
our neighbour, that though we made no other prayer nor
did any other thing iIi his service, but only took care to
be 'ourselves very good and very holy, that alone would
get them on and avail them very much. That is a marvellous 'story that is tol<1 by Holy , Writ in, Genesis. God
was minded to destroy those cities of Sodom and Gomdrrah
for their great sins.
Abraham put himself in prayer
before God, and said totEm: Wilt the>,u destroy the just
-with "the' impious? (Gen., xviii.~ 23). ~, ' That '. doth not seem
in accotdancewith Thy ,clemency. If there be fifty just
men in the city, wilt Thou not pardon the people for love
of them?' The Lord said: ' Certainly, if there be found
fifty just men, I wilfpardon all for love of therp./ ' Abra.ham spoke once more: 'As I have, hegun, I. will go' op.
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speaking to my Lord, dust and ashes though I be. Though
there be less than that, say, if there be five less, wilt Thou
not pardon all for the sake of the five-and-forty just men
that there are?' 'Yes,' said God, ' if there are found
forty-five just men, I will pardon all for their sakes.'
Abraham spoke again: ' And if there be only forty just
men?' 'I will pardon all for their sake. ' 'Be not angry,
o Lord, if I speak once more. What if there be not found
more than thirty just men, wilt Thou not pardon all for
love of those thirty?) It is to be observed that to start
with, Abraham went diminishing the number quite little
by little, only five at a time., and now, emboldened by the
favour and kindness that he met with, he plucks up
courage to diminish it ten at a time: from forty he brings
it down to thirty. The Lord said: ' If there be thirty
just men, for love of them I will pardon all.' 'As I have
begun, 0 Lord, give me leave to go on speaking. What
if there be not found more than twenty just men?) , Very
well, for love of them I will pardon them.' 'I beseech
Thee, 0 Lord, not to be angry: this is my last word:
what if there be found ten just men?' , Be it so, I am
content with that,' said the Lord, if there be found ten
just men among them, I will pardon them all for ten just
men. ' They were not found, and so God destroyed those
five cities. Here we see well of what use and profit for
others is the good and holy life of the just. What a blessing it would have been to have had at least ten just men
among them!
Another time, when God was minded to punish Jerusalem, and hand the kingdom of Judah over to the Chaldeans to destroy and sack and put all to the sword, for the
great sins that they had committed against His Divine
Majesty, He said first by Jeremy: 'Go diligently through
the streets and squares of Jerusalem, and see and search
carefully if you can find one just man, who does right
judgment by himself, and is faithful and true to his God
and to his neighbour; and if you find one, for his sake I
will pardon the city and the kingdom, and withdraw
the chastisement and ruin that I have threatened'
(Jerem. v. I). St. Jerome had good reason to cry out on
this passage and say: " See what value God sets on a
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just man; for not only for ten just men who should have
been found in the city, as He formerly said to Abraham,
but for one single just man, to be found in the midst of
countless sinners, He was ready to pardon all and grant
a reprieve of the punishment they deserved."
Great is
the love that God bears to the virtue of the just mao,
since for his sake He suffers and pardons so many
sinners.
Good people are greatly to be respected in a community
and commonwealth, and great is the good they do, even
though they make it their only business to be good arid
virtuous. This is one of the reasons that Theologians
and Saints advance to prove that the township' ow·es
support to Religious, even though they exercise no ministry for the benefit of their neighbours, but live in recollection without going out of their corner and their cell;
because from there they do a vast amount of good to the
people about, and it is for the sake of these few that God
endures so many evil persons in the world. This is confirmed by the parable of the gospel, telling how, to save
the wheat, the master omitted to root out the cockle.
Lest it happen that in gathering the cockle ye root out the
wheat at the same time j let the one and the· other grow
until harvest-time (Matt. xiii. 29). On this point that
deserves great consideration, which Holy Scripture
goes on to observe.
When God was determined
to destroy with fire thQse cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, Scripture says that He remembered His wellloved Abraham, and for love of him He delivered Lot, who
was his nephew. It is to be observed that we are not told
that Abraham asked God for Lot, but because Abraham
was so much in the good graces of God, He looked
after his interests and all that concerned him. And
God was so careful to look after Lot, Abraham's nephew,

that when He was hurrying him forth to get out of Sodom,
and save himself in a little town hard by, He said to him:
Make haste J and take 1"efuge there J since I can do nothing
till thou puttest thyself in a place of safety' (Gen. xix. 22).
o tendermereies of our God ! 0 infinite bounty and
compassion! God says He can do nothing until you put
yourself in safety. See the account that God makes of
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one just man, and what He says and does out of regard
for him.
Do you then take care to be very just and very much
of a friend of God, and be sure that God will look after
all your affairs, and will remember your parents and your
relations and friends, and all that concerns you; and that
all the n10re, the more you neglect and forget it to take care
of yourself and give yourself more to God, although you
did· not ask for anything in particular: for works ask and
cry to God n10re than 'words. If the wickedness of the
wick.ed man, as Holy Writ says, cries loud to God calling
for vengeance,-the voice. of thy brother's blood criefh to
me fr'otn the earth (Gen. iv. Io),-much more will virtue
. and goodness cry in still louder tones to obtain mercy in
His :sight, who is such a lover of well-doing, and to whom
it is' proper always to pardon and show mercy.
'

CHAPTER X

9f a

third m,eans of doing good to our neighbour,
which is zeal for souls

The zeal of thy house'. hath eaten me up, and the reproaches of them that reproach thee have fallen upon tne
(P~ .. ~8). ' The zeal of Thy house, 0 Lord, and of Thy
h~nout ~hdglory, consumes and sets on fire my innermost
heart,say~.the ,royal prophet David, and the injuries and
C'>ffences done to Thee all fall upon me, and I take them
as my own'. ,This is another, and quite, a main means
to help our neighbour; and our Father puts it among the
oth~rmeat:ls that are to help to the preservation and increase of the Socie~y, and the attainment of the spiritual
end for which it was instituted, which is the salvation of
souls. ' These are his words': " a sincere zeal for souls,
to the glory of Him who has created and" redeemed. them,
overriding the consideration of any other gain," quovis
alio emolumento postJi'abifo. And the blessed Sf. Augustine, ihhis Exhortation to a certain Count~ says: " Omy
brother, is our flesh of iron that it does not tremble, is our
hearCof adamant 'that it is- notsofteneCl, or' at least
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awakened; at those words which Christ our Redeemerwill
say to the wicked at the Day of Judgment, Depart from
me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire! Why do w·e not say
with the prophet Jeremy : Who will give water to my head,
and a fountain of tears to my ey,es, to weep day and night
over the slain of my people! (J erem. ix. I)." Their eyes
are worn out with weeping, who consider the deaths, not
of the bodies, but of the souls of their brethren. What
lamentation is better bestowed than theirs, who feel and
bewail with the Apostle St. Paul the 105S of souls: who is
weak and I am not weak? (2 Cor. xi. 29).
Let us learn
from the Apostle, says the glorious Augustine, -to have. i..his
great zeal and desire for the salvation of souls, since God
Himself has loved them so far as to spare not his own Son,
but gavehirn up to death tor us all (Rom. viii. 32). For
all, he says, that we may not make light of the salvation
of anyone, since everyone has cost God His life:"blood..
This zeal- for souls, or to say better, for the honour and
glory of God, is a fire of love for God; it is an ardent and
inflamed desire for all men greatly to love, honour 'and
serve God; and he who has it would fain make this desire
and this fire catch on and seize upon all men, and _does
all in his power to bring that about. And when he sees
God offended and injured, and is unable to stop it, he
groans and laments, and this fire eats him up, and wastes
~way and consumeS his flesh.
Such was the zeal that
those great saints and friends of God had, as Jeremy, who
says (xx. 9) : " There in my heart and in my bones there
raged a fire, which burnt and consumed me, seeing the
'offences committed against the Majesty of God, and
I could not endure it."
And again Elias: Zeal for ihe
Lord Godofhosts hath set me on fire, because the children
of Israel ha've forsaken the covenant (3 Kings xix. 14).
And the royal prophet David was full of it: Faintness hath
seized mean account of sinners who forsake thy law. Zeal
for thy honour .hath wasted me away, because mine enemies
have despised thy words (Ps. 118).
So great was the
pain and affliction that those Saints felt at seeing sinners
so recklessly breaking the law of God, that for grief of
soul their body was wasted away,and their blood curdled
and was poisoned, -and their whole outer man gave signs
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of it. I saw the transgressors and I wasted away, for that
they kept not thy commandrnents (Ps. 118). So severely
was the prophet David burnt and consumed by this fire
that he was moved and melted away to tears. My eyes
were as fountains of tears, because they kept not thy law.
That is, by reason of them that kept not thy law, as
another translation has it (Ps. 118). As when they light
an alembick or still, so did he melt into tears, seeing the
offences committed against the majesty of God.
We
should have this zeal for the honour of God, and this
should be the greatest of our solicitudes, to see the honour
of God prospered and promoted, His name hallowed and
glorified, His most holy will done on earth as it is done
in heaven; and the greatest of our griefs should be to see
that it is not so done, but quite the contrary. This, says
the glorious St. Augustine, is to have zeal for the honour
of God. He is on fire and consumed with zeal for the
honour of God, who desires and tries to remedy all the
evils that he sees; and when he cannot remedy them,
groans and weeps, as Samuel did for Saul, And Sarnuel
tnourned for Saul, because God had repented of having
tnade him king of Israel (I Kings xv. 35).
This zeal for the honour and glory of God and the salvation of souls is one of the things that are most pleasing
to God of all that we can do in His service, or even the
most of all. So says St. Gregory: " There is no sacrifice so pleasing to God as zeal for the salvation of souls."
St. Chrysostom says the same, and so do many Saints.
The reason of it is, because nothing pleases God more
than charity, which is the greatest of virtues, as St.
Paul says (I Cor. xiii. 13): in that consists perfection,
and so he calls it the bond of pe1'fection (Col. iii. 14); the
tie and cross-beam of perfection, because it is that which
joins and unites us to God. Now this zeal is a great and
excellent love of God, for, not content with itself loving
and serving God all it can, it desires that all tnen
should be taken up with His love and serve
Him, and that His holy name be known, reverenced,
glorified and exalted by all, and the kingdom of God
extended and amplified. This is all its joy and satisfaction, and the offences and sins committed against God
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pierce it to the quick. And as a good son, who greatly
loves his fatiter '. g~eat1y desires h~s honour and advancement, and al~ hIS JOy IS to see hIS father honoured and
exalted, and jthe injuries and offences done him he feels
as his own, ~nd more than his own, so is he who has this
zeal for the ~onour of God. So great is the love that he
bears to his I1ord, and so fervent his desire that His Divine
Majesty b~ praised and honoured by all, that this is all his
delight and jpy; and his greatest pain and grief. is to see
the great forfet~ul.ne~s that the~e is of God on. e?-rth, and
the offences alnd InjUrIeS done HIm. And so thIS IS a great
and excellent act of the love of GO(1.
It'is also ~ very great and very excellent act of love of
our neighboqr; because as love of God is shown in our
rejoicing in :$is greater honour and glory, and resenting
the offences ¢ommitted against Him, so also true love of
our neighbouJr is shown in our rejoicing at his good, and
being affiictep at his true evils, which are his sins, and
seeking to hinder them to the best of our power. And
so the Saints say: whoever wishes to examine whether he
bears love to his neighbours let him see whether he bewails
their faults, and rejoices in their graces and spiritual improvement. This is the proof of true love of your brother,
that you rejoice at his good as at your own, and feel his
affliction and misfortune as if it were yours. This is loving
your neighbour as, yourself, as St. Paul did, when he
said: Who ~s weak' and I am not weak? Who is made to
stumble' and I am not on fire? (2 Cor. xi. 29). The Gloss
there says: " Who falls into any sin, and it does not go
to my heart? Who suffers any annoyance, and I am not
full of compassion for him as though it were my own?"
This is so pleasing to God that St. Chrysostom says that
though you were to do great penances, fast all your life
and sleep on the ground, and give all your substance to

the poor, that bears no comparison with this zeal for the
conversion of souls. As much as the soul is better and
more precious than the body, so much better workers are
they who help and heal souls by confession, preaching,
advising, and other spiritual works of mercy, than others
who busy themselves remedying bodily needs, giving
great alms out of their possessiOns.
How satisfied
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would you feel if you had given many a thousand guineas
in alms! But it is tnore and goes for' mor,e to busy
yourself in helping the salvation of souls. St. Chrysostom adds that zeal for souls is more and worth more
before God than working miracles; since Moses worked
many wonderful miracles in leading the people of Israel
out of Egypt; but for all that he did nothing equal to the
zeal and fervent charity with which he interceded with
God, saying: Lord, either pardon this people their sin,
or blot tne out of thy book (Exod. xxxii. 31-32). St. Chrysostom says this was the greatest feat that Moses ever
did, though he had done so many wonderful things.

CHAPTER XI

What an efficacious means this zeal is for helping and
improving our neighbour
This zeal is a grand and very effectual means of helping our neighbour. In the first place, because it is a fire,
as we have said. As fire is very active, and works to convert all things into itself,-actually· doing so, if the
material be disposed thereto; and if not, proceeding so
to dispose it; so if this fire and zeal of love of God is burning in our hearts, we shall thereupon communicate it to
others, arid set them on fire with love of God, and convert
them into ourselves, making them he as we are~ as St.
Paul said: I would have you all be as I am (Acts xxvi. 29) ;
and while they are not, we shall dispose them to become so.
Charity stands not idle, since it is a fire. that never rests,
but is always crackling. "Charity is ever at work on
great things," says St. Gregory: " if it is not working
such things, either it will not be at all, or anyhow it will
not be great charity."
In the second place, this zeal is a main means of helping our neighbour, inasmuch as the outcome of it is a
great application to our ministries, and a constant desire
and seeking of occupation in aid of our neighbour, so 'that
there is no need. to bring us up to the mark by force, a
thing that we should be ashamed to require, as we are
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always to be found standing in readiness, and desiring to
do far more tha'11 we get a chance of doing.. This goes
for much, since it is clear that we do twice as much
work when we go at it with great zest. This zeal then
is of great consequence, that we may look alive, and not
be as dead men.
In the third place, there springs from this zeal the seeking of means to help our neighbour, and the finding of
them too, since good will is a great inventor and finder
of means to gain its end. St. Bonaventure says there is
nO fear of him who has this zeal not finding what to do in
aid of his neighbour, or not finding the means of doing it.
If he finds nothing to do in the house, he will go and
seek it outside: if he does not find it where he sought it,
he will go. to the hospital or the prison, where he will be
sure to find it. Workers who· have this zeal will always
find something to do.
Therefore Scripture calls them
sometimes hunters; I will send them many hunters to
follow the game in·· the glens and warrens; and they .shall
hunt them froni every rnountain, and e'very hill-side, and
from the caverns of the rocks, says God by Jeremy (xvi. 16).
At other times it calls them fishers, for the fisherman does
not wait for the fish to caine to his hand, but goes to seek
them, and plies them with divers manners of gins and
dainty bait. N ow since the devil is so diligent in the ruin
of souls, it is only right that we should be the like to save
them.
In the fourth place, where this zeal is, everything becomes easy, all difficulties are overcome, no labour stands
in the way. St. Denis the Areopagite seems to attribute
to this zeal the way that Christ our Redeemer bore with
such constancy and fortitude the labours and sufferings
of. His Passion. He .says that ·the ihdignatibnwhich he
conceived against sin· helped Him in this·· conflict, and
quotes to this effect the text of the prophet Isaiah: I have
trodden the winepress alone, and of the nations there is not
a man with me: Thave trodden them down in -my fury J and
tra1npled on them in my anger; and my very indignation
hdthaided me to come out victorious (Isai. lxiii. 3, 5). It
was the indignation and anger that He conceived against
sin, He says, <that aided Him.
ClI.
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In the fifth place, from this zeal there springs also l'ervent prayer, which does not let go of ~od until it has
carried its purpose; as we read of many Saints, who interposed as mediators between God and His people, and
ceased not and rested not until they had appeased God by
prayer. Of our blessed Father Ignatius it is recounted
in his Life that there was a man in Paris carrying on an
intrigue with a woman with whom he was desperately in
love. As Ignatius could find no way of stopping this, he
set himself to wait for him one day outside the city, and
knowing that he must pass close by a pond or pool of
water on his way to the place whither his blind and loul
passion was carrying him, Ignatius went into the icy-cold
water up to the shoulders; and when he saw him passing
by, he cried out to him aloud: " Go, misguided lad, go
and enjoy your filthy gratification. Do you not see the
anger of God ready to strike you? Are you not afraid of
hell, open-mouthed to devour· you? of the scourge that
awaits you, soon to come down in full force upon you?
Go, for here I will stay suffering and doing penance for
you, until God in His mercy abates the just !punishment
that He has prepared for you. " The man stood still, dumbfounded at such an example of charity; and smitten by
the hand of God with shame and amazement he turned
back, and· gave up the shan1eful and dangerous attachment that held him captive.

CHAPTER XII

Of three things that will help us to have this zeal
Besides what has been said, three things especially will
be a great help to us to have this zeal, and to desire and
work diligently for the salvation of souls. The first and
chiefest will be the great love and regard that the Son
of God had for souls, since He gave His life's blood for
them and thought it well spent. The Blood of Christ on
the earth is a great sign of the value of a soul, of the
regard that God has for it, and for the love that He
bears it. This is what should move and animate us ever
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to go about our ministries with zeal and solicitude, and
to make our heart go out to souls and the care of their
salvation. The love of Christ urgeth us on, as St. Paul
says (2 Cor. v. 14), continually soliciting and compelling
us to this end. How shall we not give our blood for him
for whom the Son of God gave His? How shall we nbt
give our life in His cause, who died to give us life? How
is it tolerable that God shall have died for a soul and I look
on at that soul going to perdition, and falling into hell,
while I might help it and do not? Charity cannot endure
such a thing. Our heart should go out to souls, and this
should be the greatest of our cares, as it was of the Apostle
St. Paul.
Amid all the exterior afflictions which he
suffered, which were very great, what gave him most
concern, and pressed heaviest upon him, was his solicitude
for the churches and for souls (2 Cor. xi. 23-28).
St. Augustine on those words, Jesus, fatigued with his
journey, sat down, a weary man, by the fountain (John
iv. 6), says that Christ is very aptly likened to a hen;
since as for other birds you would not know them for
mothers, nor for having young, except when you see them
sitting; but when the hen has chickens she looks so thin
and worn out, droops her wings so, her feathers stand so
on end, her note is so hoarse, the bird is so out of condition
and languishing, that even though there were no' chickens
following her, you could tell at once that she was a mother.
So, says St. Augustine, went Christ our Redeemer
on His quest for Isouls, worn out, weary and tired.
So then we should have such Zieal for souls, and be so
careful and anxious to rear spiritual children, that it
should render us enfeebled, exhausted, and forgetful of
all our own comforts, as we see in Christ, that though
worn out with His journey and hunger, He nevertheless
refused to eat, making more account of the salvation of
souls than of the nourishment necessary for His own body.
So when His disciples bade Him eat He replied: I have
other food to eat that ye know not of: lift up your eyes
and seethe fields white and ready for harvest (John
iv. 32, 35): soon you will see the Samaritans come and
be converted. This is My food, the conversion of souls.
The same also ought to be ours.
j
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Father Master Avila makes a good reflection to move
us to this zeal. He says that though on the one hand it
is quite true that God seeks and requires no return for
the favours that He does us, because what He gives, He
gives for pure love; still looking at the matter another
way, there is nothing that He gives for" which He does
not expect a return,-not for any profit of His own, since
He is the rich and thrice wealthy Lord of all things, and
has need of nothing, but for the profit of our neighbours,
who are in need of being loved and helped. He illustrates
this by· a good comparison. It is as when one man has
lent another large sums of money, and done him many
other good turns, and says to him: ' of all that I have "done
for you I have need of nothing: all the right and claim
I have upon you, I cede and transfer to the person of Soand-So, who is in need, or is my relation or servant : give
him what you owe me, and thereby I take myself as paid. '
This is the way in which we should regard our neighbour.
We should enter into an account with God, and consider
the vast benefits that I have received at His hand, how
He has created me. and redeemed me with His own Blood;
also. the particular benefits that He has done me, not
punishing me for my sins, bringing me to repentance in
hope, rendering me good for evil, and other countless
favours that I cannot record.
Thereupon we should
reckon that all these debts and bonds God cedes and
makes over to our neighbour, and professes Himself paid
by the service and good works that we do for him. Jn
this way will zeal and love of our neighbours burn in our
heart, on the one hand by considering them as adopted
sons of God and brethren of Jesus Christ our Redeemer,
who has given His life's blood for them; and on the other
viewing them as creditors, to whom God has ceded and
made over the heavy debt that we owe Him for the great
and countless favours that He has done us.
It will also be a great help to us, to consider that one
of the best means that we can take to make satisfaction
for the many offences that we have committed against
God, will be to help and be instrumental to others ceasing
to offend Him, and coming to serve Him . henceforth in
earnest, according to thaJ saying of the Apostle St. James:
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He that shall convert a sinner from the error of his ways ~
shall deliver: his own soul frotn cl(,ath~ and shall covern
mu.Jtitude of sins (James v: 20). St. Augustine observes
this well on that passage of St. Luke : when Christ our
Redeemer cured the man of the legion of devils that tormented'him, the sacred text says that, seeing himself
cured, he wished to remain with Christ, in g(atitude for
the benefit received; and the Lord would not agree to that,
but bade him go and preach and publish the favours that
He had done him.
Return to thy house~ and relate all
the things that the Lord hath done for thee. And so he
did. A nd he went all through the city, telling what Jesus
had done for him (Luke viii. 39). This is what the Lord
asks of you in return and recompence for the blessing that
He has bestowed on you in drawing you out of the world,
out of so many sin's and dangers as there are in it, that you
help others to get out of sin and serve God with their whole
heart.

CHAPTER XIII

What is the good and true zeal that pleases God, and
what not
There are apparent virtues that are not true virtues, but
false and pretended, as the Wise Man says of humility:
there is one who humbleth himself cunningly, and his
interiot, is full of guile (Ecclus. xix. 23). There are those
who appear humble, and are not. They wear poor clothe~,
walk with their heads down and their eyes on the ground,
speak in a humble tone, heave many a sigh, and call thenlselves miserable sinners at every breath;·. but give them a
flick with a 'slight word, and they at once let it be seen

what they are within, for all that exterior was a vain
show· and a make-up. So the Apostle says that there are
certain sorts of zeal that appear good, and yet are not
good, but indiscreet. They have zeal, but not acco'Yding
to knowledge (Rom. x. 2).
Such was the zeal of the
disciples of Christ, St. James and St. John, when, seeing
;that the 'Samaritans would not receive them, they waxed
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mighty wroth and said: Lord} shall we bid fire come down
from. heaven} and burn and consume them all? So the
Redeemer of the world chid them, saying: Ye know not
of what spirit ye are. You know not the spirit of the
law of grace, which does not consist of severities and
chastisements.
The Son of M an came not to dest-roy
men} but to save them (Luke ix. 54-56). In order then that
we may not go astray in a matter of so much importance,
we will here explain what is the zeal that is not according
to knowledge, and what is good and pleasing to God, that
we may make sure of the one and avoid the other.
St. Deni's the Areopagite treats this point very well. He
says that though blind men do not hit the road nor know
where to go, and yet we do not beat them on that account,
nor get angry with them, but rather take them by the hand
and guide them, having compassion on them; so we should
behave to sinners, who are ignorant and blind, as the
prophet Sophonias says: They shall walk as blind men}
because they have sinned against the Lord (Soph. i. 17).
We should not be minded at once to beat them, or see
them chastised or destroyed, but compassionate them, and
teach them the way of truth, and guide and help them
with great love and charity in imitation of Christ our
Redeemer, who went on the hills to seek the strayed and
lost sheep, calling and whistling for it; and on finding it
did not take the stick to it, but took it on His shoulders
and brought it to His flock (Luke xv. 3-6). See it in. the
case of the prodigal son, how He behaved to him, and the
loving-kindness with which He received him. This is the
zeal that is good and according to God: other zeals and
outbursts of indignation against sinners are not good, nor
pleasing to God, because they are not to His nature nor
according to His heart.
St. Dionysius relates to this purpose an instance very
good and very consoling, of what happened to St. Carpus,
a man of many revelations, who never came to offer the
Holy Sacrifice without first getting a revelation to do so.
He says that this Saint told him this story. There was
a recent convert to the faith of Jesus Christ, whom an
unbeliever had perverted.
Carpus was so pained and
saddened at this, that for grief he fell ill. This was in
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the evening. Midnight approached, at which time it was
his custom to rise and praise God. He rose accordingly,
full of zeal and indignation against the two of them; at
the unbeliever, for having perverted the new Christian;
and at the Christian for having reverted to his unbelief.
Putting himself in prayer, he began to complain to God,
saying: ' It is not just that the wicked should live: how
long art Thou going to endure them? Send, Lord, fire
from heaven to consume them.' While he was at this,
there seemed to come an earthquake, which shook the
whole house.
The ground opened from above downwards on two sides, and he saw a huge fire that reached
from there up to heaven.
Above, on the other side,
there in heaven, he saw Jesus Christ accompanied by innumerable angels; and looking dO'wn below he saw the
earth yawning open, and a deep and dark gulf that reached
down to hell, at which he stood horrified and amazed. The
story goes on that there appeared those two men, the
objects of his indignation, standing close to that opening
in the earth, trembling and on the point of falling in ; and
that there came out from below fiery serpents, who sometimes twined and coiled themselves round their feet, and at
other times with their teeth and horrid aspects and wrigglings tried to make them fall into the abyss: there were
black men also among the serpents, endeavouring to do
the same, sometimes throwing things at them, sometimes
pushing them. And St. Carpus went on to say that as he
had been so indignant against them, and had asked God
to send down fire from heaven to consume them, he now
rejoiced to see them in this danger, and was only sorry
and much annoyed that they did not once for all fall in,in fact he thought he 'would have been glad to have gone
and given them a push. Upon this, he raised his eyes to
heaven, and saw the most merciful Jesus giving signs of
conlpassion for them and for the great danger they were
in. He rose from His heavenly Throne and, accompanied
by the angels', descended to. the spot where these wretches
were, and gave them His hand to draw them out of that
danger, and the angels received them into their company_
Jesus Christ turned to St. Carpus,. who was longing to
give them a push that they might fall altogether, and said
20
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to him: ,. Put out thy hand and strike Me, since I am
ready once more to suffer and die for sinners. Does it
not seem to thee to be better to be in the company of
angels than in the company of serpents and devils?' With
that the vision disappeared, and the holy man stood corrected for his indiscreet zeal, and taught better in future,
-and we with him,-to understand that these outbursts
of zeal do not please God, who wishes not the death of
the sinner, sinners having cost Him much, and being
His Benjamins, the sons of his pain (Gen. xxxv. 18). In
great pains did He beget them on the Cross: they cost
Him His life-blood; and so He would not have then1
perish, but be converted and live for ever.
The prophet Jonah was very grieved and put out that
God did not send upon the Ninevites the punishment that
he had prophesied. And God said to him: " thinkest thou
that this is a good zeal? Thou art grieved that the ivy is
dried up, at which thou didst not work, for the little shade
it gave thee; and shall I not grieve on My own account at
the destruction of a city, in which the children alone, who
have not come to the age of reason, exceed one-hundredand-twenty thousand?" (Jon. iv. la-II). That is also a
marvellous utterance to this effect, which was spoken by
the Emperor Constantine at the Council of Nice to a
bishop named Acacius, who had shown himself very hard
in admitting to the Council those' who had erred and been
converted.
The most religious and pious Emperor said
to him: " 0 Acacius, get a ladder, and climb up to heaven
alone, if you can. " Another holy man in another similar
case, said to one who was showing great severity: " If
this man had cost you your blood, as he has cost Christ,
you woul,d pick him up and receive him into your flock,
and not leave him outside to be devoured by wolves."
, In Exodus Holy Scripture gives us a marvellous example
and pattern of good and true zeal such as God's servants
should have. Our zeal should be such as Moses had,
when the children of Israel made the calf and worshipped
it for an idol. St.. Augustine makes very good reflection
on this. 'Moses had gone, up the mountain to receive
from God the Law which he was to give to the people, and
had now received it on two tables, made by the hand of
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God and written' als() by His hand on both sides~ He'
came down from the mountain, and found that the. people.
had made the calf and were adoring it. Whereupon· he.
grew so angry that .he broke to pieces the tables which
he held in his hands.. See, says St. Augustine, how angry
Moses was at the sin of the people, since he broke the
tables' of the Law which he had just received from God,:
made and written by God's own' hand, and given -with
stich solemnity and such' great preparations, after having'

been forty days' and forty nights on the mountain, fasting
and conversing with God. But though his anger and
indignation against the sin was so great, nevertheless. he
returned at once . to .God to intercede for the p'eople, and
that with such persistence as to beg God either to pardon
them or blot him out of His book. Of this sort, says the
Saint, should be the zealof the true-ministers of God. We
should be so' zealous for His· honour that· the offences
committed against His' Divine Majesty should pierce us
to the quick; and on the other hand be so· full of compassion and pity for sinners as to put ourselves for mediators
to appease God and obtain their pardon, as' Moses did.
The like example we read also of the Apostle St•. Paul.
I tell the truth in Christ]esus, I lie not, -my conscience
bearing me witness in the Holy Ghost, that I suffer great
sadness and continued grief in my heart: for I should wish
to be anathema from Christ for' the salvation of my breth.ren',. the children. of Israel,. who are my kinsmen according
to the flesh (Rom. ix. 1-3). On the one hand the Apostle
felt such great sadness and grief for the sins of his people;
because he felt such great hatred and abhorrence for sin;
and on 'the other he felt so great compassion and such
desire of their good, that he says he .desired to be
anathema for their salvation.
The Saints give many
explanations' of ,this desire of'Moses- and of St. PauL St.
Jerome' explains it 'as to· be understood of the 'death of the
body: he says that these holy men desired to shed their
blood and die the death of the body, that the, others might
be alive in the spirit, and be saved. St. Jerome proves
that the word anathemliis often used in Holy Writ for
the. deathdf the body. But leaving out other explana..'
tions, the':glorious Bernard· gives one. very tender and
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touching, as he usually does. He says that Moses speaks
there with the affection and love of a father,-or to put
it better, of a most loving mother, who can never be
satisfied to see her children left out in the cold, not to
share her joys. He illustrates this by an example. Suppose a rich man to give an invitation to a poor woman,
and say to her: ' You come and dine with me; but as for
that infant in arms that you have got, you must leave
him outside, because he will give us trouble with his
crying. ' Think you, that woman would accept the invitation under that condition?
No, certainly not.
She
would rather go without her dinner than make such a
bargain. 'Either he must come in there with me,' she
would say, ' or if not, I decline your invitation.' In this
way then Moses speaks, says St. Bernard. 'I have no
mind to enter into the joy of the Lord, and leave out in the
cold the people of Israel,' whom he loved as his children.
This affection of a mother, this heart of compassion and
love, are very pleasing to God; and our zeal ought to be
of this sort. One of the virtues that best find a place in
anyone who is working for God, is this compassion for
souls who are under the thraldom of the devil. So says
the Apostle St. Paul: Put ye on hearts of rnercy J as beconwth the elect of God} holy and well-beloved (Col.
iii. 12), to fall in well with the likeness of the nature of
God, and of that great High Priest whom He has given
us, of whom the Apostle says : We have not a high priest
who cannot have compassion on our infirmities (Heb.
iv. 15). Let us have compassion on our neighbour, as
Christ has had compassion on us. St. Ambrose in the
second book of his treatise on Penance asks nothing else
of God but that He would give him this tender compassion for sinners. And He did give it to him in such
abundance, as Paulinus writes of him in his Life, that
he wept with those who came to confession to him and
declared to him their miseries. Penitents are better won
over in this way than by severity and indiscreet zeal; for
the love that the confessor shows the penitent, compassionating him and feeling his affliction and misery, wins
his heart, and greatly moves him to love also his confessor
and be very fond of him for there is nothing that moves
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one more to love than to see oneself loved.
Anything
that you say to him on this footing of love makes an
impression on his heart; and though you rebuke him in
this manner, he does not grow angry, because he takes
the rebuke as coming from a true father. So St. Basil
says that all our rebukes ought to be in the style of a
mother caressing the child at her breast, tanquarn si
nutrix foveat· filios suos (I Thess. ii. 7); so that the party
rebuked may take it that the words come from a heart
that loves him. and desires his \\telfare and salvation. This
is to know how to mingle oil and wine as the holy gospel
says in the parable of the Good San1aritan (Luke x. 34),
how to mingle and temper the strong wine of reprehension with the soft and sweet oil of compassion and mercy.
This is the right way to cure and heal wounds; whereas
that other method of severe and harsh indignation and
scolding not only does no good, but positively does harm,
and alienates penitents not only froIH you, but from the
Society, because they take it that all the rest of us are as
ungracious and ill-tempered as you are.
St. Bernard
quotes to this purpose the example of Joseph, who in
rebuking his brethren could not restrain his tears. . He
showed clearly that his words of fault-finding did not
spring from anger and indignation, but from a tender
and loving heart.
To have such a heart, and such affections of tenderness
and compassion for the sins of our neighbour, and not
be indignant nor angry with him on that account, Father
Master Avila alleges a consideratioll that will be very
helpful. Our neighbour's sins may be looked at in two
ways: first, as offences and injuries done to God; and in
that way they move to anger and indignation and desire
of punishment. Secondly, as the calamity of our brother;
and looked at in that way, they do not move to anger, but
to compassion; for no evil can come upon men that does
them so much harm as sin; and so there is no more proper
matter for compassion and mercy fhan guilt, regarded
in that light. And the greater the sin, the more it calls
for compassion, as doing the more harm and being the
greater evil. As the injurious and bad language of a
madman does not move us to anger, but to pity and com..
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passion, since we re.gard it as the misfortune and infirmity
of him who says such things, so God Hims~elf is moved
by our sins to compassion and - not to anger, when He
takes a merciful view of -them) not as offences against
'Himself, but as'our calamity and misery.. In this way we
should regard the -sins of our neighbour, as his calam.ity
and loss, to compassionate them, as we would wish God
to regard our sins, not with anger and justice to punish
us, but with mercy and compassion to pardon and heal
us. This will make a good zeal, a ze.al according to the
heart of God, who is merciful and a doer of mercies.

CHAPTER XIV

Of another means to do our minis~trations well, which
is to keep our eyes on the soul that makes the inner
'man, and not ·on the outer 1nan as he appears
externally
One of the chief warnings that Saints and Masters of
spiritual life give to those who have to deal with their
neighbour, is to keep their eyes on souls, and not on
bodies or outward appearances. There are some, says
St. Bernard, who look at the exterior, and fix their eyes
on the well-featured and clean-limhed, on t'he well-dressed
and well-groomed,-these _are their favourites and they
delight in dealing with such: but those who make a wholesome. use ~f their eyes look only at the interior
of the soul, which'is not more beautiful· in a beautiful than in an ugly body, unless in that beauti-,
ful body there be a more beautiful soul than in
'the ugly one.
But be the person ugly or beauti':'
ful, the soul is most beautiful if it is not befouled with
sin; and the purer and clearer it is of -sins, the more
beautiful it is, and the more adorned with virtues and
heavenly gifts. Of' no profit is the visible beauty of the
body, if the invisible. beauty of the soul- be wanting: the
one is -common to us - with inanimate things and brute
-animals, but the other we share with -the angels. We
ought,. says: St.. Be.rnard, to penetrate there within, and fix
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our eyes on 'the soul, which is made in the image and likeness of the Most Holy Trinity, and consider it as a
living. temple of the Holy Ghost. and' a member of Christ
all bathed as it were in His Blood, bought and redeemed
at the price of His life. We should' condole with it if
w·e seeit disfigured and befouled with sin, and feel great
sentiment of. compassion, if we see thrown away upon it
the price so dear which it has cost the Son of God. As
for the. body and all the outward man, we should keep
off from it as much as is possible, and make no more
account of it than of a sack of dung, a bag of uncleanness and a dunghill. covered with snow, or a sepulchre
whited outside, for 'such' is our body. And to such a degree do our instructors wish this to be observed, .and
with such care and caution would they have us walk,
that, as Gerson says, we should not· notice whether the
penitent; or the person we are speaking to, has agreeable
features or the reverse, nor reflect whether it be manor
woman, but fix our eyes on souls alone and their cure,
abstracting from all the rest' and making no account of it,
for these differences do not affect souls.
This advice is of much importance; in the first place,
because in this way' our love will be spiritual,' true charity
in God and for God and unto God alone: the other is a
carnal and sensual love, and very dangerous.
In the
second place, this advice is also very important to those
of us who have to deal with our neighbour,. to encourage
us in our functions to exercise them as we ought" giving
as hearty a welcome to the poor and destitute as to the rich
and powerful; seeing that the poor man in the workhouse,
and the ragged beggar who comes to confession, has
cost God as much for his soul as the knight and the welldressed visitor. St. Ambrose quotes to this .purpose the
example of Christ our Redeemer, of whom we read (John
iv. 46-53) that He would not go to the house of the Ruler
to cure his son,-though the father asked Him, and had
come in \person with thisrequest,-that He might not seem
to be moved by the fact· that both the sick man and he who
brought the request were persons of wealth and position.
On the other hand, we see that He offered to go to the
house of. the Centurion to cure a servant of his, though
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the Centurion had not come himself with the request, but
had used the mediation of others (Luke vii. 2-10), that I-Ie
might not seem to be disdaining to visit the sick person
because he was a poor youth.
This to give us an
exanlple, says St. Ambrose, how to behave with our neighbour, not paying regard to the rich, nor to the well~born,
nor the well-dressed, but to souls alone.
Our eyes and
our heart should overlook these distinctions of classes,
welcoming as heartily the poor man, and the stable-boy
and the slave, as the knight and the lord; since before
God bondman and freeman, servant and master, are all
one, as St. Paul says (Gal. iii. 28). God died for the one
as for the other; and very pcssibly loves and values the
beggar more than the grandee.
If our love be quite pure and spiritual, we shall be inclined more to converse with the poor than with the rich,
with the lowly than with the great, and that for many
reasons. First, to copy the example which Christ our
Redeemer gave us, as we have said. Secondly, because
in these poor humble folk there better shines forth the
image of Christ, who being rich 1nade himself poor for our
sakes, to enrich us with his poverty, as the Apostle says
(2 Cor. viii. 9).
Thirdly, because in this way we are
safer and surer of seeking God in our ministries and
doing them purely for Him. In dealing with persons of
quality and distinction, human considerations very often
come in, and we seek ourselves and our own tastes and
credit: these transactions are not so safe, nor always so
pure and clear of dust and chaff: sometimes that is vanity
which has the appearance of zeal.
Fourthly, because
thus we keep ourselves better in humility. Fifthly, because it is seen by experience that more good is done with
the one class of folk than with the other: the poor are
they who frequent the confessional, and attend better at
sermons; and so we see that even with Christ our Redeemer the poor were they who followed Him most, and
profited most by His doctrine. The poor have the gospel
preached to them, says the holy gospel (Matt. xi. 5). ()f
the wealthy and leading men there came one here and
there, such as Nicodemus, who was a leader among the
Jews; and even of him the Apostle St. John says that he
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came to see Jesus Christ secretly and by night (John iii. 2).
Another thing, to simple folk we tell home-truths more
plainly; and rebuke what is amiss in them with greater
liberty, and they take it better. It is easier for a confessor to do what he wishes with them; whereas with men
of rank there has to be sometimes some drawing in: the
confessor does not dare to say so much to them, and
purses his lips to tell them what is necessary j and is often
left with scruples and remorse of conscience for not having
spoken more plainly, and having humoured them and
temporised with them too much. Again, great people
take. up a deal of your time, and in that time there is
little or no good done; but with simple folk much is done
in a short time, because there and then you can come to
the point with them, and the whole conversation turns
on what really matters, which is not the case with the
others. On this account spiritual men, men detached
from the world, lovers of their own spiritual progress,
and anxious to do real good to other people, do their best
to avoid all dealings with lords and grandees, reckoning
thefr company fora nuisance. So the Saints often advise
us, according to the saying of the Wise Man : He taketh
a burden on himself, who dealeth with the high and 'Inighty
(Ecc1us. xiii. 2).
So we see that in Religion they are
much valued and estee.med, and with good reason,. who
set themselves to hear the confessions of the poor and the
black man, and servants and ragged beggars. I'll warrant you that the others will never want a confessor; and
if it happen that there be anyone of whom you think that
any kind turn done to him would make much. for the
service of God, you, if you are humble, should think that
some other Father of those who hear confessions in the
church will do the job better than you, and with less
danger to himself; and do you meanwhile lend a hand to
that poor man who possibly has been up several times,
and has had to go away without confession~
.

CHAPTER XV

Of another means of helping our neighbour, which is
to abandon all .confidence in ourselves and put our
whole trust in God
Have confidence in the Lord with all thy heart} and
lean not on thine own prudence (Prov. iii. 5).
Another
and quite a main means that will help us greatly in attaining the end of our Institute, is what the Wise Man says
here, and our Father also lays it down, and so does the
Bull of our Institute: "distrusting their own strength,
and confiding in that of God."
Do you know, it says,
how to make great gain and do great good to souls?
Distrust yourself, your own strength, prudence and industry, and all human means, and put all your confidence in
God. This is one of the chiefest and most effectual means
for producing fruit in souls: it is one of the best dispositions that a workman in God's vineyard can have, to
understand that of himself he can do nothing that is of
any good, and so to place his entire trust in God. These
are the sort of men whom our Sovereign Lord uses as
instruments to do great things by them, and to work
great and marvellous conversions.
So says the
Apostle St. Paul: We have confidence through Christ
in God; not that we are sufficient to do anything of ourselves} not so much as to have one good thought; but
our whole sufficiency must come of God} who hath made
us fit ministers of the New Testament (2 Cor. iii. 4-6). St.
Augustine, referring to the praise that Christ Himself
bestowed on Nathaniel: Behold a true Israelite} in whom
there is no guile (John i. 47), says: " One would have
thought that a man like that should have been called to
the Apostolate first of all, seeing the Son of God bears
him such witness: yet we see that he was not called first,
nor midway, nor last. What can be the reason of this?
Nathaniel [or Nicodemus: John iii. I, 10] was a learned
man, a doctor of the law, and therefore he was not chosen
to the Apostolate, because Christ was not minded to
choose doctors to preach His gospel and convert the
3 14
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world, but poor .fishermen, unlettered, common men. The
weak things of this world hath God chosen (I Cor. i. 27)
[Nathaniel Bar Tholomaeus, St. Bartholomew probably].
St. Gregory alleges to ,this purpose the story in the
Book of Kings (I Kings xxx.). When the Amalekites
cSet fire to Siceleg, and led away into captivity David's
women, and those of his companions, and their' children,

one of them .left behind on the road an .Egyptian
servant, because he had· fallen sick and could not follow.
David met with this poor sick man) almost on the point
of expiring, because he had been three days and three
nights without eating or drinking. David gave him. food,
and brought him. round, and took him for a guide on the
way, and by his guidance tracked the Amalekites, and
found them eating and making good cheer with much
feasting and rejoicing.
He fell upon them, and slew
them, and recovered the booty that they had made. This,.
says St. Gregory, is the behaviour of the true David,
Christ our Redeemer,who gathers the forlorn' outcasts of
the world, brings them back to their right senses with the
food of His word, and uses them for His guides, making
them preachers of His gospel, to overcome and destroy
the Amalekites, that is, worldlings, who feast and make
merry, .entertaining themselves with the delights and pastimes of the world.
But let us see why God acts thus, and why He chooses
weak instrume.nts for so lofty an undertaking.
The
Apostle tells us (I Cor. i. 29-31), it is that man may not
trust in himself, nor take occasion to attribute anything
to himself, but may put all his confidence in God, attribute all to Him and give Him' the glory of all. God sets
much store by this; and that we may have this truth well
brought home to us, and hold it tixed ~nd sta.mped on our
hearts, we find HolyWrit full of inst~nces of God' choosing weak instruments for the doing of great things, since
in this way it is better understood that it is He who 'does
them, and not we. This redounds to the greater glory of
God, and in this way His greatness and omnipotence
become's more evident. Many were the wonders that God
'wrought by means of Moses in leading the people of Israel
lout of Egypt, but in none of them did the Egyptians
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better come to know the might and power of God than
when Moses struck the dust of the earth with his rod,
and converted it into gnats, and covered the whole land
with them. Then Pharaoh's magicians, after trying all
their arts and enchantments, confessed that they could
not do that, and said, The finger of God is here (Exod.
viii. 19): this is the finger of God and sensible sign of
His great might and power. In the war that Sapor, King
of the Persians, waged against the Romans, he had besieged with a huge army the city of Nisibis, which some
call the Antioch of Migdonia. The bishop of the city was
a holy man named James. The Church History relates
that the citizens begged this holy man to come to the
ramparts, and from thence curse the army of the enemy.
At their request the venerable bishop mounted a tower,
and saw thousands of people, on whom he imprecated no
other curse, nor asked God for any other calamity to fall
upon them, than fleas and mosquitoes, so that worn out by
these vile little insects they might recognise the sovereign
power of the Almighty.
N a sooner had he finished· his
prayer than there came down upon the Persians hosts of
fleas and mosquitoes. They filled to swelling the trunks
of the elephants, and the nostrils and ears of the horses
and other animals in the army.
U nahle to stand the
stings of these little creatures, they pranced and upset the
men they were carrying, flung their drivers to the ground
and broke their necks, and running wildly they routed the
battalions and all the goodly array of the army. In this
way King Sapor came to recognise the power of God,
and the providence which He exercises over His own.
He raised the siege, and went back to his own land, mortified and ashamed.
With fleas and mosquitoes God can
make war on all the emperors and monarchs of the
world; and so He chose to do in this case, the
better to make' it appear that it was He who did
it, that so it might redound to His greater glory and
honour. To this same purpose God chooses also weak
means and instruments to do high things for the conversion of souls.
In Church histories we have many
examples of conversions of great sinners, infidels and
heretics, whom many bishops and many very learned men
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had been unable to convert, in General Councils where was
gathered the flower and cream of the Church; and at the
end of it all they came to be converted by means of a plain
unlearned man, and by very ordinary and simple words,
that, so we may learn to distrust ourselves, and trust in
God, and give Him the glory of it all.
Hence we must draw three lessons. The first is, not
to be discouraged or lose heart at seeing our poverty and
misery, and the small store of ability that we have for so
high an end and institute, and the exalted functions that
we have in the Society; but rather to take thence occasion
to ,encourage ourselves and have more confidence in God;
since this is His way, to take such instruments to do by
their means great and wonderful things. That was the
very good answer which' the blessed St. Francis made to
his companion on this matter. It is related in his
Chronicles how Friar Maseo, the constant companion of
St. Francis, was minded one day to test the humility of
the Saint. Understanding and kno'wing full well his relish
and desire of being slighted, he went up to him and said
to him: "Tell me, whence is it that all the world run
after you, all want to see and hear you and do your bidding? You are not learned, you are not high-born, you
are not handsome, you are not an eloquent man: whence
comes it that all the world runs after you?" St. Francis
replied, like the true humble man that he was: ' , Would
you know, my brother, whence it is to me that all the world
is on my track? From the immense goodness of God,
who has cast His eyes on me, the greatest sinner, the
greatest simpleton, the vilest creature of all that there
are in the world." It is because God choo'ses the weak
and si·mple things of the world, thereby to confound the
great and powerful, that all the glory and honour be to
God, and no creature may be able to glory in. his sight,.
but he that glorieth may glory in the Lord (I Cor. i. 27-3 I),
and to Him alone be given glory and honour for ever.
This should be our answer, this should be our comfort,
and all our confidence.
The second lesson that we have to learn hence is, that
though God produce great fruit in souls through your
ministry, and work great conversions and even miracles,
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you should not be proud nor . think more of yourself on
that account, but remain as rooted in your knowledge of
yourself and your own mean condition as if you had done
nothing, since you have not this of your own strength; it
is God who works by your means. Oh how well does the
prophet David teach us this, theory as well as practice
(Ps. 43)! "Lord,we have heard with our ears, and our
forefathers have told us, the wonderful works that Thou
didst do in their days, in these olden times. It is Thou,
o Lord, who didst do those wonders, and Thine were
those exploits, not theirs. It was Thy powerful hand,
o Lord, that did destroy the nations, and cast them out
of their land, and planted and placed our ancestors in their
stead. Thou didst do it, 0 Lord, it was not their arms
nor their bravery that did it. Thy right hand, Thy might
and strength it is, 0 Lord, that wrought these wonders
in them and for them; and that was not for their merit
either, but because so it pleased Thee, 0 Lord, and Thou
didst choose to do it, and wert pleased to have it so."
Thus we have nothing to be proud of in the fact that
God works great things through our means; but rather,
the greater they are, the more we should feel confounded
and humbled, to think that He uses such weak and pitiful
instruments for the doing of things so great and marvellous. We should behave herein as the Apostle St.
Peter behaved, when Christ our Redeemer wrought
through his means that great take of fish. The Evangelist
St. Luke narrates that Christ bade St. Peter put out
his nets for fishing, and he replied: Master, all night we
have laboured and caught nothing, but at thy word I will
once more put out the net (Luke v. 5). And when they
did so, they caught such a quantity of fish that the net was
ready to break, and they had to can to their mates who
were in the other ship, to come to their help and draw the
net in, and they filled both boats with fish: such was the
multitude of fishes, that they threatened to sink the boats
with their exceeding great weight. The holy gospel says
that when St. Peter saw such a great miracle· as this, he
fell at the feet of Christ, and said, Depart from me, 0
Lord, because I am a sinfultnan, and unworthy to be in
Thy company: for he was astounded, and the rest who
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were with him at the· sight of such a capture
of fish (Luke v. 8, g). Peter was amazed and astonished, and not less humbled and confounded, seeing that he
had laboured all night in vain; and when he cast the net in
the name of Christ" he had caught such a quantity. With
such amazement and astonishment then, and with still
greater humility and recognition of our own weakness and
misery, we should be struck, when our Lord does any
great -work through our means.

How far was Peter from

any vanity or pride at having caught such a great
draught! You should be equally far from any vanity and
pride, when God accomplishes anything through your
means, recognising it to be a work of God and very unlike
you. This it is to have no confidence in self, and confidence in God: this it is to attribute to oneself what is one's
own, and to attribute to God what is God's. See what
Peter did when he cast the nets in his own name; and
there you will see what you are worth, and what you ~an
do by your own means, industry and diligence; and see
what he did when he cast his nets in the name of Christ,
and there you will see how much you can do by His grace
and favour.
Looking at the former, you will give up
confiding in self: looking at the latter, you will gather
strength and confidence in God. In this way, on the
one hand we shall have no vanity, however great be the
things that the Lord does by our means; and on the other
hand we shall not be discouraged at the sight of our own
weakness and lowliness.
St... Jerome starts this question: Let us see, he says,
which of the two did better, Moses, who when God sent
him to lead His people out of Egypt, excused himself,
saying that he was not fit for the work, .and begged God
to send a better man; or Isaiah, who without being called
or cl10sen volunteered togo and preach, saying, Here
I
send me (IsaL vi. 8). The Saint answers that an
excellent thing is humility, and knowledge of oneself and
one's good-far-nothingness; and an excellent thing also is
readiness and courage to serve and help one's neighbour;
but if you ask which is thebetfer thing, he says that with
Moses we ought to take the side of humility, looki~gat
our own weakne.ss; and with Isaiah-we should pluck up
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heart and readiness, trusting in the mercy and goodness
of the Lord, who touched his lips and gave him confidence
for the mission on which He sent him. Humility and confidence are not contraries, nor do they hinder one another,
but rather humility is a help to puttIng all our confidence
in God, and gathering thence increase of courage and
strength.
The third lesson to learn is this: that though it is true
that no one ought to be confident or rest upon his own
efforts, yet we must put forward and bring to play on
our part all the energies we can for the help of our neighbour; since to expect God to produce the fruit without
our taking the means would be to ask for miracles and
tempt God, He wishes to make use of our aid for the conversion of souls, and so ,St. Paul calls us fellow-workers
and co-operators with God (I Cor. iii. 9).
And on this
account the Lord bade St. Peter cast his nets, and would
not give him the fish except in that manner, to give us to
understand that we are not to fold our arms and do
nothing. And on the other hand, that we should not attribute the good success and gain of souls to our own nets,
our own industry and diligence, He would have it that
Peter should first cast his nets, and labour all night at
fishing without taking anything. Thus we are to cast our
nets, and apply all possible means, and use all diligence,
as though that alone were sufficient to bring our concerns
to issue; while on the other hand we are to distrust all
that, as though we had done nothing, and put our whole
confidence in God. This it is that Christ our Redeemer
teaches us in the holy gospel: When ye have done all
things that are cornmanded you, say: Weare unprofitable
servants, we have done but what we ought to have done
(Luke xvii. 10). Where observe that He does not say,
, When you have done something of what you ought,'
but ' When you have done all that you ought '; giving
us to understand that ho'wever much diligence we show,
and however many means we employ, we are not to trust
in that, but put all our confidence in God, attributing and
giving to Him the glory of all. The Saints set this down
for the highest and most perfect humility, as we have
said in its due place.
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When' St. Peter and St. John cured the man lame from
his biith, who was begging alms at the gate of the Temple
that was called Beautiful, the people, astonished at the
miracle, flocked to gaze upon them as something divine;
and the Apostle St. Peter said to them: Ye men of Israel~
why gaze ye in wonder at us as though we had done this
by our own power? The God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,
the God of our fathers, hath glorified his Son Jesus, whom
ye gave up and denied befo·re Pilate, when he judged that
he ought to be set free (Acts iii. 12-13). The same thing
happened in the case of St. Paul and St. Barnabas, on
9ccasion of a similar miracle which they wrought, so that
the people took them for gods, and wanted to adore and
sacrifice to· them as such, and brought crowns to crown
thein, saying: Gods in human shape have come down
a,mongst us. They rent their garments, saying: What
do yeP we too are mortal men like yourselves (Acts
xiv. 10, 14): 'it is not we t]J.at could do such a deed,
but God: to Him give this honour and glory.'
They
remained seated in their humility, as though they had
done nothing. So we should remain, when we have done
all that we ought in aid of souls.

CHAPTER XVI

Of the great efficacy of this practice of puttingconfidencein God for the obtaining of blessings at His
hands
The blessed St. Cyprian, explaining what God said to
the childreri of Israel: Every spot thatyou1' foot shall
t1'ead upon shall be yours (Deut. xi.'24) says: " Your foot

is your confidence, pes vester spes' vestra est, and as far as
if shall go, so far shall go your receiving of favours from
God. All shall be yours, so far as the foot of your confidence goes. " St. Bernard says the same: " If you have
great confidence in God, and hope great things of Him,
great things will He grant you and do by your means;
and if little, little.
In .the . holy. gospel we .cread· many
21
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examples which show this to us. That ruler of the synagogue who left his daughter dying, and when he came to
Christ our Redeemer she was already dead, said: Lord,
nl,y daughter is now dead, but come, lay thy hand upon
her, and she shall live (Matt. ix. 18). He had some faith
and confidence, since he believed that Christ could raise
his daughter from the dead; but he had only a little, since
he thought it was necessary that He should go to the
spot and lay His hand on her, and in that way he had
confidence that she would live; and the Redeemer of the
world did by him according to the measure of confidence
that he had: He went there, and found her dead, and took
her by the hand, and raised her. The other woman, who
had been suffering for twelve years from a flux of blood,
and had spent all her substance on doctors; and they had
not been able to cure her, came to Christ our Redeemer
with a little more faith: for she said within herself: If I
can touch but his garnwnt, I shall be healed (Matt. ix. 2I).
She makes her way through the midst of the crowd, approaches, and touches the hem of His garment, and is
healed at once.
God dealt with her according to
the faith and hope she had.
But the centurion, with
his paralytic servant, had more faith than either of them.
He came to the Redeemer of the world and said to Him:
" Lord, my servant is in bed palsied: but there is no need
for Thee to go there to heal him, nor for him to come here
to touch Thy garment: say but the word, and my' servant
shall be healed (Matt. viii. 8). While he remains there,
Thou canst give command here, and he will be cured. " See
what great faith! Jesus adrnired, and said to those about
him: A 1nen I say unto you, I have not found such faith
in Israel (Matt. viii. 10). And turning to the centurion
He said to him: According to thy faith be it done to thee.
A nd the servant was healed that same hour (lb. 13). He
had confidence in Jesus Christ that by His mere word He
could work the cure from where He stood; and He did
heal him from where He stood, by His mere word~ You
see how God deals with us according to the confidence that
we have in Him, acting up to the prayer of the royal prophetDavid: Let thy mercy, 0 Lord, be upon us as we
have hoped in Thee (Ps. 32). Deep as shall be the vessel
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of your confidence, shall be also· the amount· of water that
it shall draw, says St. Cyprian.
So it also fared with the Apostle St. Peter. Christ our
Redeemer bade -him come to Him on the waters; and so
long as· he had no fear, he walked on the surface of the
sea· as if it were dry land; and when.he did begin to fear,
seeing a strong wind getting up, at once he began to sink,
and Christ reproached him for his little faith: Man of little
faith, why didst thou doubt? (Matt. xiv. 3 I); giving him
to understand· that he was drowning because he got afraid
and lost confidence. That is why it seems at times that
we are drowning and perishing in temptations and afflictions· and worry of affairs, because of the little confiHad we great confidence in God, He
dence we have.
would help us and bring us well out of all these critical
situations, and would do us many favours. When King
josaphat was much afraid of the Moabites and Ammonites,
who were marching against._ the people of God, for the
great multitude of their armies, God sent to say to him
by a prophet: " Be not afraid of this multitude, for it is
not your war, but God's. It is not you that have to fight:
I only wish you to keep. up your courage and confidence,
and you shall see the favour of Heaven upon you" (2
Chron. xx. IS, 17). And forthwith they found it so : for
while they kept quiet, God destroyed the army of the
enemy, making them turn their arms against one another
and slay one another.
Let us then consider how little God asks of us as a
condition of giving us aid and victory over our enemies.
So in the ninetieth Psalm the Lord gives no other reason
for protecting and delivering a man in time of tribulation
than this, that he has hoped and confided in Him. Because
he hath hoped in me I will deliver him: I will protect him,
because- he hath known my power and goodness.
St.
Bernard -makes marvellous exclamation on those words:
" 0 most sweet liberality, never to be wanting to those
who hope and have confidence in Him. "
Dulcissima
liberalitas in se sperantibus non deesse-. In thee} 0 Lord,
have our fathers - hoped} and thou hast delivered them:
they had recourse and cried to thee, and they were saved:
they put thefr whole trust in thee, and were not confounded
J
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21).. Who:' ever cried to God, and, put his trust in
Him, and was not heard and succoured by His Divine
Majesty! Cast thine eyes on all nations .and on all ages
of the world, says the Wise Man, and thou, wilt find that
none hath hoped in God and been confounded (Ecc1us. ii.
II). Who has ever called upon Him and been despised
by Him?
And further there is another reason, of which we have
already spoken at length, and therefore here we need
but touch upon it: it is, that when ,ve cease to trust in
ourselves, and put our whole confidence in God, we attribute all to' God, and give Him charge of the whole
business, and so we strongly bind Him to do His' own
business and stand up for His honour. Lord, this business of the conversion of souls is Thine, and not ours:
as for us, what part can we have in it, if Thou dost not
move their hearts? Stand up then, o Lord, for Thine
own honour, and do Thine own business.
Those are
marvellous words to this effect with which Josuah importuned God and did violence to Him for the liberation of
his people. It is very well for us, 0 Lord, to be humbled
and overturned by our enemies" since' we have well deserved it; but what will become of thy great name? (J as.
vii. g). What will the heathen say, when they see Thy
people destroyed and in captivity?
They will say that
Thou couldst not bring them to the Land' of Promise.
Stand up then, 0 Lord, for Thine own honour. Not to us,
but to thy name give glory (Ps. 113). We seek not honour
and glory for ourselves; all that we ask of it is for Thee.
Of the Lord our God is justice and holiness, but to us is
due sha1ne,und confusion to our face (Baruch i. IS). In
every way, to have great confidence in th~ :Lord is a sure
means of making Him do us favours, for the great satisfaction which such confidence gives Him.
The 'good
pleasure of the Lord is upon them that fear him, and
upon .them that hope in his mercy (Ps. 146).
We who live under obedience have another very particular reason fpr having great confidenc~ in the aid of the
Lord attending upon our ministries. It is, that He it is
who has ordered it and puts, us to such wor~, and' therefore gives us strength for what He orders, and will draw
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us well out of it. Holy Writ relates that God commanded
Moses to make the Tabernacle, and the Ark of the Covenant, and the Mercy-Seat that was to be over it, and the
Altar, and the Table·· of Shewbread, and many vessels
besides that were needed for the service of the' Tabernacle.
And God gave ,the plan of it all, how it was to be, and
the proportions to be observed, and added that, for the
doing of all this well and in conformity with the plan laid
down, lIe had chosen lleseleel and Goliab, and given
them, knowledge and skill to know how.to execute all
possible designs in gold,silver, precious stones, brass,
marble, and every sort ofwoo~;and they would carry
out right well all that He had told them (Exod. xxxi.: 2:-6).
Now if to make a material Tabernacle, God was so careful .
to give infused knowledge to those artific,ers who were to.
execute the work, what will He do for the, workers and
ministers of the gospel, who have to. build and elaborate
the spiritual tabernacle of souls, souls who are living
temples of God and dw,ellings "of the Holy Ghost,and
to widen and extend the house and kingdom of God? As
the spi'ritual is more than the material and of greater con..
sequence before God, so much greater confidence: should
we have that He will give us all that is necessary for doing
well the work for which God has chosen us. ,So the holy
gospel says: ' When you come before' princes and, emperors and the .great ones of the world to answer: and
stand up forihe honour of God, trouble not yourselves" to
think how you are to speak, for God will teach you then
what you are to say, for.it is not you who speak, but
God who speaks in you' (Matt. x. 19, 20) '., I,says Christ
our Redeemer, will give you utterance and wisdom, which
all you-r adver'saries shall be unable to resist or contradict
(Luke xxi. IS). And that was wen seen in the glorious
protomartyr St. Stephen, of whom it is said in the Acts
of the Apostles (vi. 10), that all who disputed withhirri
were unable to resist the' spirit and wisdom that spoke in
him.
C

CHAPTER XVII

H ow very displeasing to God is want of confidence
As by confidence in God we greatly honour and please
His Divine Majesty, and it is a means to draw down upon
us many blessings at His hands, so on the contrary one
of the things by which God is most offended,· a thing which
most particularly displeases Him, and which He punishes
with the greatest severity, is want of confidence, since
that touches His honour. So we see that this was one
of the things for which God was most angry with the
children of Israel, and for which He punished them. Holy
Scripture relates that when Moses sent the spies into the
Land of Promise they came back in consternation, and told
the people that they had seen giants so stout and strong
that in comparison with them they were as locusts; and
cities they· had seen so fortified with walls and towers
that there was no making way into them.
Thereupon
such terror fell upon the people, and such despair of ever
being able to enter into the Land of Promise, that they
debated among themselves the question of choosing a
Captain to lead them back into Egypt. God was very
angry with the people, and said to Moses: How long shall
this people fail to believe or trust me, after having seen
so many signs and wonders as I have done for them? I
will send upon them a pestilence, and put an end to them
all at one stroke (N urn. xiv. 11-12). Moses set himself to
mediate, and implored God to pardon them; and God
said: ' For love of thee I pardon them for the present;
but all those who have seen the wonders and signs that
I did in Egypt, and afterwards in the desert, and have
failed to believe and trust Me, shall· be excluded from
entering into the Land of Promise. I warrant thee, not
one shall set eyes upon it.' And as He swore it, so He
carried it out.
Six hundred thousand men were they
whom God delivered from Egypt, not counting women and
children (N urn. i. 46), and all died in the desert, without
entering into the Land of Promise or setting eyes upon
3 26
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it, in punishment of t'heir want. of confidence. ]osuah
and Caleb alone, who·. had the confidence to believe that
they should enter and overcome the enemy, and encouraged the people thereto, did enter, and the little children,
who, the spies said, ·wen~ sure to be made captives and the
prey of their enemies. Hereby is seen how much God
abhors· want of confidence in Him.
Even Moses himself and Aaron, because in striking
the rock with their rod they ha,d some doubt as to whether
they should draw water, whereas God had told them that
they should draw it, for this want of confidence were punished in the same way. Because yehave not believed nor
trusted me, to sanctify me in the sight of the children of
Israel, ye shall not be the men who shall lead this people
into the land which I will give them (N um. xx. 12): ye
shall not enter into the Land of Promise either.
Moses
saw it from a mountain-top hard by, but entered not into
it. Thou hast seen it with thine eyes, but thou shalt not
enter therein (Deut. xxxiv. 4). As though to say, ' thou
hast seen it, but thou shall not enjoy it.' This •matter of
distrust is. a matter that touches the honour of God, and
therefore He punished it in this manner.
.
Hence we may draw two lessons: first, how evil and
how disple.asing to God are these fits of distrust and discouragement in which some people indulge,-now in temptations, at other times on the question of their spiritual
advancement, at others in the functions and affairs which
obedience imposes upon them. They fancy these fits pro~
ceed from humility; and in reality they proceed from
nothing but pride;' for they fix their eyes on themselves,
expecting to be able to do the thing out of their own
strength, industry and diligence; which is great pride.
The second lesson that we must draw from hence is, that
in all our affairs, nece.ssities and labours, the first thing
to do is to have recourse to God, and put our whole trust
in Him. It should not be the first thing to fix our eyes
on human means and on our own diligence and industry,
and the last thing to have recourse to God.
That isa
great abuse, common in the world. The first thing people
do is to fix their eyes on human means, and try them
all without recourse . to God:· then when they find that
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nothing comes of it, and the business seems desperate,
they betake themselves to God. So His Majesty allows
these very human means to fail us, in which we trusted,
as He said to King Asa : Because thou hast put thy trust
in the king of Syria} and not in the Lord thy God} therefore his army hath failed thee (2 Chron. xvi. 7).
God is mightily offended and aggrieved at our falling back
upon. any basis of support but Him. Our eyes should be
turned to God at once. One of the chief things that we
can· gain in meditation is to have firnl seated in our heart
this great confidence in God: for we go to meditation
to plant virtues in our soul, and this is one of the chiefest
and most necessary of virtues. We must not rest until
our heart is thoroughly habituated to have recourse to
God in all things, and thoroughly trust in Him, not going
to seek remedy elsewhere but in God, God being all our
refuge and our whole strength, according to those words
of Josaphat, King of Israel: Since we know not what we
oughf to do, we have this only rernaining to us, to lift up
our hearts fo thee (2Chron. xx. 12). Blessed is the rnan
whose hope is in the name of the Lord (Ps. 39).

CI-IAPTER XVIII

That we must not be discouraged nor lose heart,
though we see little fruit produced by our labours
among our neighbours
Woe is me} that I am become as one who goes to gather
grapes in autumn} and finds not one bunch to eat (Mich.
vii. I). The prophet Micheas complains in t'hese words of
the little fruit that he produced in. the people of Israel by
his discourses. Woe is me, he says, because that has
befallen me, which is wont to befall those who go gleaning
grapes in the autumn after the vintage is over, thinking
to find something, and find not one single bunch. Isaiah
makes the like complaint: The city is made a desert} and
her gates shall be stricken with solitude: for it shall be in
the midst of the land and in the midst of the people as the
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few berries that fall by shaking an olive-tree that has
already been -beaten, atld( the gleanings that. reflJ-ain when
the vintage is over: so shall be the n'ltrnber of the good
(Isai. xxiv. 12-13). One of the things that are apt greatly
to discourage and take the heart outof those whose, busi~
ness it is to aid and improve their neighbour, is to ~ee the
little good that is done by their sermons and the other
means that they take to that end. Ho\v few are converted,
how few are improved and. amended., and how few perse-

vere ,! Since this is a' very common complaint and _temptation,we' will meet it here and make use of a very good
remedy to give us courage and -comfort in our ministries.
St. Augustine treats this point very well, and answe;rsand
satisfies this complaint by the example of Christ our Redeemer and Master. Think you, he says, that the. Son of
God preached only to His disciples, or only to the people
that were sure to believe in Him? Do we not see that
He preached also, to Bis enemies, \vho came to tempt Him
and find matter of misrepresentation in Him? Or perhaps He preached only when He had a crowd and a great
many listeners? , Do we not see Him preaching to one
single woman, of low rank, a Samaritan woman, a watercarrier,andwith her He dealt with the question of prayer,.
whether it was to be in the Temple, or'might be made
outside its walls? But you will say, He knew th~t she
was destined to believe and profit by His conversation
and discourse. True, says St. Augustine, but what will
you say of the many titn~s that He spok;e and pr~ached
to the Jews, Pharisees and Sadducees, who not only were'
not going to believe, -but _were going to calumniate. and
persecute Him?
Sometimes He .asked them questions,
in order to __convince them by their own answers;
at other times He answers their-questions, although
He knew that they put them .only to try Bim.
We
do not read of any of them! being converted thereby. He
knew well that so it was to be; but to give u's an example,'
He would preach to those whom He knew never would be
converted or profit by His preaching, but perhaps be the
worse for it, to teach us, who do not know whether those
whoniwe address will be converted or not, not to give
over preaching and hearing confessions, but _to _do what
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rests with us without being discouraged at not seeing or
hearing of any immediate fruit. Perhaps there is. there
some soul predestined to conversion by means of
this preaching, and the Lord will touch his heart
by means of this your talk or sermon; and though
at present it seems to you that they are not being
converted or improved, possibly they will be converted
afterwards, and that seed of the word of God, which
fell in their heart, will afterwards germinate, as not unfrequently happens. Thus we should never leave off doing
what it rests with us to do for the hellP of our neighbour.
Gerson, in a treatise which he wrote On drawing little
ones to Christ, speaks well on this point against those
who lose courage and have no heart to deal with a certain
class of people and hear their confessions, because they
think that they do not persevere, but go back at once to
their sins, and that labour spent on them is time wasted,
like throwing goods into a rotten sack.
Gerson there
animates and exhorts confessors to apply themselves to
hearing boys' confessions, and says that great good may
be done thereby; because these boys are at a parting of
the waters,-between two ways, and will follow that
course on which they shall be set, and take his side who
first gets hold of them : if they are first got hold of on the
part of the devil and the world, they will go that way;
and in like manner if they are got hold of on the part
of God. Thus it is very important to show them the way
of virtue, and start them well on it at the outset, because
in that way they will remain. And he answers the objection and excuse of those who refuse to hear these
young folks' confessions saying it is lost time and labour
thrown away upon them, because they have no capacity
to understand what is said to them, and as soon as their
confession is done, at once they go back to their old ways,
frolicking and fighting with one another as if you
had said nothing to them at all. Gerson goes on to say:
If you refuse to hear their confessions because they go
back at once to their old pranks and evil ways, at that
rate you should not hear the confessions of grown-up
people either, for they also, as soon as their confession is
over, go back to their vomit and to sins very different from
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those that boys are apt to commit,which often do not
amount to mortal sins, whereas those others do. A fine
thing forsooth it 'would be, if we cast off our penitents and
ce.ased to hear their confessions, because they straightway relapsed into the samt:r sins! Not ,'on that account,
says Gerson, are we to leave off hearing confessions either
of grown-up or little folk, in so far as they have a real
purpose not to return to their sins. He brings two good
comparisons to illustrate this. When a ship is leaking,
does the man at the pump cease pumping because as much
water keeps coming in as goes out? N or again do we
give over washing our hands, though they must presently
get dirty again. We must keep to the pump, though we
see that the water comes in as fast as it goes out: otherwise the ship would founder, whereas as it is it does not
founder.
We must wash our hands time after time,
though they are sure quickly to get dirty again, lest otherwise the dirt might settle on them, and, then be difficult
to get off. In like manner we must not leave off hearing
confessions, and helping penitents, however clearly we
foresee their straightway returning to the same sins; for
if we gave them up, they would go all lengths to perdition;
while, as it is, they hold back, and do not give such full
rein to "their vices as they otherwise would do,-and in the
end, when all is "said and done, there is hope of their
salvation.
We read a very good precedent for this in the Life of
our blessed Father Ignatius. Among other holy works in
which he occupied himself, he engaged in the conversion
of women of evil life. He got set up in Rome a new
house for such as wished to leave off their shameful and
wretched life. There was in the city a monastery of Penitents; but they received there only such as wished to enter
as nuns; and many of these poor women, though they
desired to rise from their unhappy state, did not feel in
themselves .stre.ngth for such perfection; while others,
being married, could not, though they wished. To the
end therefore that the one and the other might find a
place of retreat, he caused a house to be opened for them
under the name of the Monastery of St. Martha. And
because nobody would begin so holy a work, though
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many offered to contribute to it, our holy Father began
it himself out of his poverty with a hundred ducats, which
he got for some jewels that he bade his procurator sell,
though at the time he was in great want for the needs of
the Society. His office of General hindered him not from
taking this work so much to heart, that when there were
any that wished to change their life, he himselfaccompanied them through the streets of Rome, and conducted
them to this monastery of St.· 1\1artha, or to some other
decent home where he collected them. Some took upon
themselves to tell him that he was losing his time in labouring to convert such creatures as these, who, as they
were hardened in vice,would easily. fall back into their
former disorders.
But he answered: " I do not·. count
this labour lost: rather I say that if with all the labours
and cares of a lifetime I could make sure of one of these
women passing one single night without sin, I would take
all my pains as well spent at that price, that the Majesty
of my Creator and Lord should not be offended for that
short time, though I knew. for certain that after that she
would go back to her foul and wretched ways." Thus
though we knew for certain that our penitents were to
return at once to their sins, we should count the labour of
our whole life well employed to' secur~ their going one hour
at least without sin, or avoiding one mortal sin. This is
true zeal for the honour and glory of God. He who digs in
search of treasure, first throws up much earth, and reckons
allthat labour w_ell spent to find a little- gold.
But Jet us go farther and put the case that no one is
converted, nor leaves off his sin even for an hour; still,
I say, we ought not. to leave off preaching, and doing
whatsoever depends upon us for the help of souls. St.
Bernard, in a letter to Pope. Eugenius III., who had been
a monk and disciple of his, exhorts him to reform the
people and court of Rome; and having dwelt at length on
that topic, he goes on: " But perhaps you will laugh at
me, arid tell me that you have broken off finally with the
ROman People, a froward and proud sort, lovers of
tumults; wars and dissensions, an intractable and untamable lot,who can never be at peace, or subject to anyone,
except when they have no power to resist: a people from
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whom' no good is to be expected, and to labour for whom
is to labour in vain." l'he Saint gives this marvellous
reply : "Do not lose heart: care, not cure is what is asked
of you. You have been established for their governor,
says the Wise Man, take careo! them (Ecc1us. xxxii. 1-2).
And take notice that he says not: ' cure them, or- heal
them.' " The Superior is not bound to' find an effectual
cure and remedy for the faults of his subjects :it does
not rest with him to do so. .The verse says well: Non est
in medico semper relevetur utaeger: "thepatient'srecovery
does not rest always with the physician. "A man's being
a good physician, and doing well what belongs to his
office, does not depend on that.
, But let us'leave alone, says St. Bernard, the witness of
externs, since we have better witness of our own.
The
Apostle St. Paul says: T have laboured more than all
(1 Cor. xv. 10). He does not say: ' have produced more
fruit than all '; because he knew well, as he had been
taught by God,' that everyone shall receive reward and
recompense according to his labour (1 Cor. iii. 8), not
according to the .success and fruit that he has gained;
and therefore the Apostle glories in his labours, and not
in the fruit thereof. And so he says elsewhere: I have
seen myself 'inC more ·labours than them: in laboribus
Plurimis (2 Cor. xi. 23). Do then what belongs to your
part; plant, water, labour and cultivate the vineyard
of the Lord; and thereby you will have accomplished
all that can be laid. to your charge. The increase and
fruit does not stand to your account; . the Lord will
give it when He'pleases;and if pe~chance Iteis not
pleased to give it, you will lose nothing by that, since
the Scripture, says: The Lord will give the just the
reward of their labours (Wisd. x. 17) : for God paysand
gives the reward and recompense to each .according to his
wor~s a~d labours, and not according to the success and
fruit that follows from them.
Ohhappy and secure
labour, the re~ard of which is not diminished or impaired
by any issue that befalls!
Though there be no fruit,
'though nobo~y be converted or ame~ded, you shall have
your reward" as full and. complete as though there had
been numbers of conversions and great fruit gained.
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This be said, says St. Bernard, without prejudice to
the goodness and omnipotence of God, because however
hardened the heart of the people, God clan rnake out of
stones, and hearts· as hard as stone, children of A braharn
(Matt. iii. 9). And who knows but that He will do it?
Who knoweth but that God will turn those eyes of mercy,
and forgive, and leave us his blessing (Joel ii. 14). But,
says the Saint, I am not dealing now with what God is
to do, for it does not become us to scrutinise His high
judgments: what I am aiming at is to persuade those
whose office it is to come to their neighbour's aid, not
to fail to do all that they can in this respect, under the
idea that they are doing no good; since our merit and
reward does not depend on that, but on doing our duty
in our office, and doing it with all due diligence and care.
And besides for two other reasons it gre~tly befits
us,- though there be nobody to convert, and no fruit to
be produced,-none the less to persevere and not cease
to preach and labour and do all that is in our power for
the help of our neighbour, just as though there were
many conversions and much improvement effected.
In
the first place, this befits the mercy and greatness of God.
St. Chrysostom says: Fountains do not cease to run,
though none come to draw the water: it is part of the
greatness of a city, that the water should overflow and
be spilt and lost for its abundance. In like manner
preachers, through whom the water of gospel teaching has
to flow, must not give over preaching and shedding the
word of God, whether men come many or few to draw this
water. This is the magnificence and greatness of the
goodness and mercy of God, that there is such abundance
of doctrine in the Church, that its fountains are ever welling forth and running for anyone who is thirsty and
desires to drink.
All ye who are thirsty, come to the
waters and drink; and ye who have no money, hasten to
buy and eat: come and buy without money and without
any exchange wine and milk (Isai. Iv. I).
In the second place, this befits also the justice of God:
for if men are not amended and converted by so many
warnings, talks and sermons, at least it will serve further
to justify God's cause; that thou nlayest be justified in
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thy words ~ and mayesf overcome whe-n thou aft judged

(Ps. 50), coming out victorious over the accusations of
men. God wishes fully to justify His cause with men,
that they may see that it was all no fault of His, but
theirs, and that they have left no excuse nor ground
of complaint but of themselves, seeing the many meane;
and helps that they had; and even when people would
not come to hear the sermon, preachers went out to
preach in the streets.
So God addresl'es Himself
to giving reason and satisfaction to His people, alleging
what He has done for them, saying by Isaiah (v. 1-4):
What more could I have done for my vineyard~ and have
not done it? T planted it~ I walled itin~ I built a tower' in
the midst of it for its defence, and instead of grapes, that
I looked for from it, it hath given me wild berries. Judge
ye then between me and my vineyard,. and see whose fault
it is that it fails to bear fruit. It is not a little but a great
thing that you should serve to take God's part, and to
justify His cause with sinners at the day of judgment.
Your sermons and admonitions will accuse, convict and
condemn the wicked, so that they shall not have a word
to say.
Thus any way we take the thing, it befits us never to
cease doing all that is in our power in aid of our neighbour,
whether he be converted and improved or not. St Augustine on that parable of the Guests, speaking of the
servant who by order of his lord went out to invite them
to supper, and some of them refused to come, writes very
welt: "Think you that that servant will be reckoned
among the slothful, because those people would not come
to the supper? No, certainly not; he shall be reckoned
among the diligent and careful, because he has done what
he was commanded :he invited them,· he asked them, and
did what was in his power to get them to come to supper:
they refused to come, they shall be the persons punished-,
while the servant shall be rewarded for his ready
diligence as fully as if they had all come. " What God will
ask us as part of· our account is, if we have done all that
we could and ought for the improvement of our neighbour.
That the said neighbour should actually have been improved, is a good thing, a thing we should all desire and
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rejoice at, as we read in the holy gospel (Luke
x. 2I) that Christ our Redeemer r,ejoiced in spirit when
the Apostles had been to preach a.nd had gathered great
fruit. ' But after' all, that does not go to our account, but
'to someone else's. Everyone will have to give to God an
account of what regards himself: the question we shall be
asked will be whether we have done our duty welliri all
that it was in our power to do for the improvement of
our neighbour; and our neighbour will give an account,
a.nd avery strict one, of how lie benefited thereby.
Thl:ls our merit and the perfection of our work does not
depend' on our neighbour benefiting by it or not. We add
an~ther thing for our consolation;-or rather, for the cbnso~ation of our desolation,-it is that not only our merit,
reward and recompense does not depend on our neighbour
being converted' and much good done, but in some sort we
may say that we ,do more and merit more when nothing
comes of it than when there is visible fruit. In the san1e
way, speaking of prayer, we are wont to say that he does
more who keeps to his prayer, having no devotion, but only
distraction and dryness, than he who prays with devotion
and consolation. For a preacher to see that he,. has a
great hearing, and is followed by' a crowd, and that there
are many conversions on occasion of his sermons, is a
very great gratification andcomfort~ so encouraging that
he feels not the labour, as St. Gregory observes. On the
contrary,to see that there is no improvement in the
audience, and no good done, is in itself very disheartening
and a great grief. For a preacher not to have his wings
broken by such a come down, but to go on with his work
as if all the world were listeriing to him and benefiting,
is a thing of high perfection, and shows well that what
'he does is done purely for' God. '
With this purity and perfection then we should manage
to do our ministries, not setting our eyes chiefly on the
fruit and good success of our 'works, but on doing in them
'the will of God, and on doing them with the' greatest perfection we can to please God,' for that is what His Divine
Majesty asks and requires of us. And in this way the
labour will be nO' obstacHeto' us, nor will the little fruit
br the ill success discourage: "US, nor trouble us; nor rob
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us of our peace and contentment, as is apt to befall those
who fix their eyes on the fruit and good success of their
work.
.
Holy Scripture relates that Anna, wife of Elcana,
fe,lt very sad and disconsolate at not having children.
Her husband,whb cherished her greatly, said to her:
Anna, why weepest thou and art so afflicted? Is it not
enough for thee that thou hast rne? A m I not better to thee
than ten sons'l (rKings i. 8). So we may say to these
persons: Be not sad or disheartened, suffice it for you to
cling to God, suffice it for you to give satisfaction to God,
for that is worth more than the having -6f many spiritual
children. This will be a great source of comfort in all
labours.
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VOL. II

EIGHTEENTH TREA TISE

OF THE ESSENTIAL VOWS
OF RELIGION, AND THE GREAT
BLESSINGS OF THAT STATE
CHAPTER I

That the perfection of a Religious consists in the perfect observance of the three vows that he makes of
poverty, chastity, and obedience
Before we come to speak in particular of each of these
vows, we will make some observations on them in general.
Let this be the first, that these three vows are the principal
means which Religious Life offers fol' the attainment of
perfection. St. Thomas says that a Religious is in a state
of pe.rfection; and such is t-he common doctrine of Doctors
and Saints, taken from St. Denis the Areopagite. They
do not mean to say that, being a Religious, a man is at
once perfect, says the glorious St. Thomas, but that he
professes to travel on the road to perfection. Non quasl
profitentes se ipsos perfectos, sed profitentes se ad perfectionem tendere. The Religious does not profess to be
already perfect, as the Bishop professes, because the state
of Episcopacy requires perfection going before; but for the
Religious state it is not necessary that it should go before,
it is enough if it comes after. St. Thomas well gathers
this difference between the Episcopal and the Religious
state from the words of Christ our Redeemer in the gospel.
In giving the counsel of voluntary poverty, which the Religious professes, He does not suppose the person to whom
He gives it to be perfect, but that he will be perfect if he
observes those counsels. He did not say, If thou art per..
feet, go sell what thou hast, but, If thou wilt be perfect
33 8
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But tomak:e St. Peter a prelate, He

a.sks him not only if he loves Him, but if he loves Him
rnor~ than

the rest. <10, and that. not. only once, but a second

and third time, to give us to understand the great charity
and· perfection that is required for such an office. Thus
both the Episcopal state and the Religious state are states
of perfection, but in different ways; for the former presupposes perfection, and does not give it; while the Reli..
giousstate does not suppose perfection, but gives it. V ou
are· not bound at once to be perfect on being a Religious,
but, you .are bound to aspire after perfection, and make it
your business and try for it. They allege for this that
saying of St. Jerome: monachuln perfectum in patria sua
esse non posse, perfectum auten?- esse nolle delinquere est;
"a Re.ligious cannot be perfect, living at home in his
native place" ; a Religious very fond of his native place,
,and much attached to his relations, is not taking the right
-road to perfection: " and not to seek perfection, or try
for it,or aim at it, is a breach of duty in him," since he
fails in what is due and obligatory in his state. And St.
Eusebius of Emessa says: " It is a great thing to enter
Religion; but he who after entering upon this state doe~
not aim at perfection, runs great danger and risk of in·
curring damnation. " And so St. Thomas says that a Religious who makes. no effort to attain perfection, nor concernshimself about it, is a mockery in Religion, since
he does not aim at nor try for that which he professes,
and for which he came into Religion. Our life must be
in agreement with the name that we bear.
Now the chief means that Religion offers for the attainment of perfection are the three essential vows that we
make of poverty, cHastity and obedience. St. Thomas explains this very well. The Religious state, he says, may
be considered in three ways. First, as it is an exercise

of travelling to perfection; and for that it is necessary to
get rid of those things that might hinder and hold back
the heart from being wholly taken up with the love of God,
in ·which perfection consists.
These things are mainly
three : the first is the coveting of exterior goods, and that
ohstacl~ is got rid of by the vow of· poverty: the second
is the craving after sensual pleasures, and that obstacle
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is go.,t rid of by the yow;o:Lchastity : the third is the disorder of our will, and that is removed by~ the vow ' of
obedience~

Secondly, the Religious State may' be considered as a
state of great quiet and freedbmfrohl the ,things of the
world, according to the saying of the Apostle'St. Paul, I
would have you be without anxiety (I Cor.'vii. 32). This
is very well" ,secured by the three vows, since this anxiety
and restlessness proceeds chiefly fronl three things,-property, which is removed by the vow of poverty; managementof children and household, which is removed by the
vow; of chastity; disposal of one's, self, :of one's own acts
and. occupations, e.g., 'what shall I do to fill up my time?',
, what office' or place will suit me ?' and that car~ is rem~oved by the vow of obedience, whereby a man puts him-s,elf in the hands '0£1 his' Superior, 'who holds the place' of
God, to do with him 'what he sees fit.
Thirdly, the Religious state 'may be considered as a
holocaust, whereby a man offers himself and all ·hisbelongings entirely to God.' This he does completely by
the three vows, because all that we hold here on earth is
reducible. to three heads,-exterior goods of property and
riches, 'and these we renounce and offer to God by the
vow of poverty : bodily goods and pleasures, and these we
renounce and offer by the vow of 'chastity : interior goods
of the sotil, and these we offer by the vow of obedience,
whereby we renounce our will and understanding, handing it over and subjecting it to the Superior in place of
God. Thus, whatever way we look at' it, we shall find
that these three vows, which we offer to God " are the
chief means that Religion supplies for the attainment of
perfection.
It is' related in the Chronicles of the Friars Minor that
Christ our Redeemer once appeared to St. Francis and
bade him make Him three offerings~ " Thou knowest,' 0
Lord," 'aIlswered the' Saint, " that I have already offered
Thee all that I' have, and that 1 am all Thine, and that I
have nothing left in the world but this habit and cord,
which are Thine also. What therefore can I offer to thine
Infinite' Majesty? I would I had another heart and another
soul to offer Thee. ,But since 'fhou biddest me make an
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offering, give it me '0 Lord, that therewith I may serve ~lnd
obey Thee." The Lord ,said to him:f'Put thy hand into thy
bosom and offer, Me:what thou findest."
He did so, and
found in. his bosom' a piece of gold so large and beautiful
that he had never seen the like.- He stretched out his arm
at once, and offered it, to the Lord. He was bidden do
the same a second and a third time; and each time he drew
out another piece of gold ~nd offered. it. And the Lord
told him that these three offerings signified golden obedience, precious poverty, and fair chastity. These things,
says .the Saint, the Lord has given me the gtrace of
offering to Rim so-perfectly, that my .consciencereproaches
me .on no point of the observance of them. Oh that we
could offer to God these three' vowsj in such sort that our
conscience should reproach us '. on no. point of the. observanceof them! Oh that we could say, not with St. Fran..
cis alone, but with holy Job : Mine heart hath notre..
proachednor rebuked me in the whole course. of my life
(Job xxvii. 6).
CHAPTER II

Why these things are done and confirmed'tir.nder

VO~

But some one will say: Why is this done under vow,
since poverty, chastity and obedience may be observed
without vows? To which St.· Thomas and all Theologians
very well reply, that it was necessary in Religion that this
snould be done under vows, because vows are the essence
of Religious Life, and of them it cornes to' be a' state of
perfection; and without them.' Religion would not be Religion, nor a state of perfection. 'The reason of this is,
because for a state of perfection there is' required a perpetual obligation to the things of perfection; since a state
means of itself something stable, firm and permanent, as
we speak of the state of matrimony, and the perpetual tie
that it carries with it. So also, for a man to be ina state
of perfection, there -is needed' a perpetual tie ',. and obligation to perfection, and that is made by the vows· of ReHgion. St. Thomas says '. this is' the . difference between
parish priests and bishops,whereby; the' latterare in a
c
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state of perfection, and the former not; because parish
priests are not bound to the care of souls by vow and perpetual obligation,-they can resign it wh~ they like; but
bishops are in a state of perfection, because they are under
a perpetual obligation to the pastoral office, which they
cannot resign without leave and authorisation of the Pope.
This is also the difference between the perfection of a man
in the world and that of a Religious; for though it may
well be that there in the world a man may be more perfect
than a Religious, nevertheless he is not in a state of perfection, and the Religious is. The perfection of the man
in the world is not confirmed by VOWlS like that of the
Religious, and so has not that firmness and stability in
good which the Religious has by reason of his state.
To-day he is chaste and well-purposed, and to-morrow he
goes back; but the Religious, though he: is not perfect, is
in a state of perfection, being tied and bound to it by vows
of things that belong to perfection, and for him there is
no going back. Hence the answer of a holy man (Brother
Giles) on being asked whether it was possible to obtain
the grace of God and perfection, while remaining in the
world. He answered: ' , Yes, it is possible; but I would
rather have one degree of the grace of God in Religion
than ten in the world." . t. \nd the reason is, because in
Religion grace is easily preserved and increased, as therein man lives apart from the tum ult and perturbation of the
world, the deadly enemy of grace, and is helped and
spurred on to virtue and perfection by the example of his
spiritual brethren, and has many other things to help him
thereto; but quite the contrary is found in the world, and
so the grace which one has there, in that secular life, is
easily lost and with difficulty maintained. Hence we may
infer, said that holy man, that it is better to have less
grace, secured and safeguarded by the many supports
that foster it in Religion, than a much higher degree with
the evident danger that there is in the world.
Hence will be readily understood the tem,ptation of
certain novices, who fancy that there in the world they will
keep up their meditation and recollection, as they do here,
and will lead a very edifying life. The devil is deceiving
them, trying to get them to give up what they have and en-
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tice them out' of Religion. Here in the world an ex-novice
will begin by being very devout, going to conf.ession every
week, making meditation, avoiding occasions dangerous
to chastity. B'tt as he remains his own master, and is
not under any perpetual obligation) and many lettS and
hindrances get in his way, it comes to. be that one morning he omits his meditation,' another day his confession,

another day he engages in a distracting conversation, and
another day he Joses_ everything. We have daily experience of this. But a' Religious cannot leave these· things
out, nor go back' upon his profession and the state in
which his vows have placed him. His vows are that triple
cord of which the Holy Ghost says: A triple cord is hardly
broken (Eccles. iv. 12). That is hardly broken or untied,
which. is fastened and tied with these three cords.
It is these three vows then that make our mode of life
a' Religious Life and a state of perfection.
The Saints
say that the. Apostles, taught by· Christ, made a beginning in themselves, and laid these foundations of R'eligious
Life, offering themselves to Christ our Lord by vow, when
they left all things to follow Hiol (St. Thomas 2 a 2°O, q.88,
art. 4, ad 3). So it is by Apostolic tradition, derived
from Christ, that the usage obtains in the Catholic Church
of Religious dedicating themselves to God by these three
vows.

CHAPTER III

Of other great .benefits and advantages that the obligation of the vows carries with it
Besides what has been mentioned, the vows carry
another great utility and profit, which is. that what is
done under vow is much more praiseworthy, and of greater
value and merit before God, than what is done voluntarily
without vow. For this,St. Thomas assigns three excellent reasons. The first is, because a vow is an act of
Religion, which is the greatest and most excellent of all
moral virtues; and ~o it gives a stamp of superior excellence above the other virtues, making them works of Reli-
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gion,a sacred thing, an °act of divine worship, a sacrifice
and thing· now dedicated and promised to God.
Thus
fasting, which is an act of temperance, is made also 'an
a.ct bfReligion, and so becomes a meritorious work in two
ways, by virtue of the act of fasting in itself, and by its
being an act of· Religion. And generally, in all that we do
under obedience, we gain a double merit, one· that of the
act . itself, the other the merit of obedience.
Thus our
wor~~ are more meritorious than they would be if done of
our own will, away from obedience and withoutvow. This
will be better understood by the contrary: when a man
sins against a vow of chastity, he commits two sins, one
against chastity and the sixth commandment; the other,
and the·· greater sin, of sacrilege against the vow that he
has made: so also when a man keeps his vow of chastity,
he gains two merits, one of the virtue of chastity a.nd
observance of the sixth commandment; the other, and a
greater merit, that of fulfilling the vow which he has
made to God, which is an act of the virtue of Religion.
And so of the other vows.
The second reason why it is more meritorious is, because
he who does a thing under vow does more, and gives and
offers more to God than another who does it without vow,
because he not only gives what he does, but gives also his
inability to do otherwise; which is much more: he offers
to God his liberty, which is the greatest thing that he can
offer. An excellent thing it is to leave all for Christ; but
by the vow of poverty a man not only leaves the property
which he has, but also the very power of keeping it, which
is much more. He gives the tree along with the fruit, an
excellent comparison used by St. Thomas and St. Anselm
to explain this. As he does more and gives more, he says,
who presents another with the tree itself along with all
its fruit, than he who gathers the fruit and sends it, keeping the tree; so the Religious gives to God the tree along
with the fruit; while people in the world at most give
to God the fruit of the tree, that is, sundry good works,
but they do not offer Him the tree,which· is themselves:
they, keep that, they remain their own.
But the
Religious offers also his very self, tree and fruit, work,
desire and liberty: he gives all to God, heis now no longer
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his own: for the Religious there is nothing ,left more for
him to give, he has given all. St. Bonaventure· brings
another comparison: he says that as he gives more who
gives not only the use of a thing, but theowllership as
well, so the Religious, who offers himself to God by vows,
gives more and makes a greater sacrifice of himself, because he gives not only his works, but also his will and his
liberty of doing otherwise: he delivers himself over to
God, use arid dominion, alike.
The third' rea.son why what is done under vow is of
greater merit than what is done without vow, is because
the goodness of exterior works springs, chiefly from the
will; and th~' better the will, the better also are the ""orks
that proceed from it.
But it is clear that the firmer,
steadier and more lasting the good will is,the better it
will be, because it will be so much the further from falling
into that defect which the Wise Man notes: The sluggard
willethand willeth not (Prov. xiii. 4). Even the pagan
philosopher, Aristotle, sets it down as one of the- conditions
of virtue,that the act be done firmly and steadily. Now
this is what the vow does, it gives firmness and stead~ness
to the good work, and so renders it more perfect. Con';'
trariwise" Theologians say that he who is obstinate in
sin sins more grievously than another,who sins by weakness, ,or qverpowered by a sudden fit of passion, because
his will is,more ,rooted ,and fixed in evil, and this they call
s,in against the Holy Ghqst (Matt. xii. 3 I). SO 'then to do
a good work with a very firm will,~ ?lnd a will fixed and
resolute in good,niakes an action very perfect and meritorious.
Furthermore, if
consider op. the one hand our own
wef\ktless, and on tlje other the virulence 'and pertinacity
of the devil in tempting us, it appears that no '. expedient
could be found more to the purpose, as well for' strengthening ol;lr weakness as for closing the gate against the
devil, than binding, ourselves to God by these vows. As
one who is soliciting the hand ,of a rich lady, lpses his
hopes, and there is an end to his solicitations, when he sees
her married to another, so when the devil sees.: ,that ,it
soul has now espotis..~' herself tQ' Gpd by, means of these
'Vows, he loses his hopes of bringing her round again to
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the things of this world, and often on that account he
ceases to tempt her, because he fears that such temptation
will serve only to augment her crown, and that he will lose
where he thought to gain.

CH'APTER IV

Why the surrender that one makes of oneself to R eligion by these three vows is called by the Saints a
second baptism and a martyrdorn
Of so great value and merit before God is the entire
surrender of oneself to God by these three vows of Religion, that Theologians and Saints say that thereby one
gains remission of all one's sins, so that, were you to
die then, you would go straight to heaven without passing
through purgatory, like one dying immediately after receiving baptism (St. Thomas 2 a 2 00 , q. ult. art. 3, ad 3).
And so SSe Jerome, Cyprian and Bernard call it a second
baptism. And this does not happen by way of indulgences. As for plenary indulgence, novices gain one the
first day they are received and are given the habit of Religion, on condition of Confession and Communion. But
what I speak of happens not merely by virtue of an indulgence, but by virtue of the act itself being so excellent
and heroic that, of itself and without any indulgence, it
makes satisfaction for all the penalty due to one's sins.
Doctors quote in support of this what is read in the Life of
St. Antony. It appeared to the Saint in a vision that the
angels were carrying him up to heaven, and the devils
came forth to get in his way and tried to bar his going
up, accusing him of some sins that he had committed in
the world. The angels answered: " If you have anything to accuse him of since he has been a Religious, accuse him of that; but as for the sins that he committed in
the world, they are already pardoned and atoned for: that
account was wiped out on the day that he became a Religious. " Whereupon the devils were dumbfounded.
The prophet Daniel said to King Nabuchodonosor : R e..
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deem tlhy sins by almsdeeds (Dan. iv. 24). But if to give
alms out of part of one's substance is such a satisfaction
to God for one's sins, how much greater satisfaction will
he make who gives all! It is more to give all and leave
all than to give. only a part. A good thing it is, a very
good thing,when a man of property shares it with the
poor; but much better is his act who leaves all to follow

Christ.

St. Jerome, writing against the heretic, Vigilan-

tius, very well proves this to be the better course by the
testimony of Christ Himself uttered in the holy gospel : If
thou wilt be perfect, go sell what thOlt hast and give to the
poor, and thou shalt have treasure iri heaven, and come
follow me (Matt. xix. 2I). It is therefore the more perfect thing to leave all by one. act and follow Christ. St.
Gregory on Eze.chiel, quoted by St. Thomas, says that
persons in the world, who keep their property in their
own hands and share it with the poor, offer to God a sacrifice of their prope.rty, because they give something to God,
while keeping something for themselves; but the Religious, who keeps nothing for himself, but renounces all
for love of God, offers to God a holocaust, which is more
than a sacrifice. What then must it be to leave for God
not only all one's property, but also oneself,-one's body
by the vow of chastity, and one's will and understanding
by the vow of obedience! What must it be to live ever
denying and mortifying oneself for love of God, for that
is the life of a Religious! Ever carrj'ing about" imprinted
on our body, the mortification of Jesus (2 Cor. iv. 10). The
excellence and perfection of this deed is well seen by the
fact that though one has made a vow to. go to Rome or
Jerusalem, and give all one's property and income to
the. poor, and serve in the hospitals all one's life, and take
the discipline every day, and fast on bread and water,
and go about wearing a hair-shirt, and anything further
that you like to mention, he has only to enter Religion,
and all those obligations cease, and are commuted into
that, as being a better thing, more pleasing to God, and a
thing of greater perfection. So it is laid down in the
Canon Law, and all Doctors hold if.
Finally, so great and heroic is this act of dedicating
oneself and surrendering oneself entirely to God by the
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three vows, that. the Saints compare the Religious State
to martyrdom, and say that such is the life of a Religious,
and that not a short struggle like that of the martyrs, but
continual and prolonged. .St..Bernard says: " It does not
look so horrible as the martyrdom of rack and knife, of
gridiron and fire; but in point of duration it is much more
irksome and painful. ' , The n1artyrdom of the martyrs of
old was done with one stroke of the sword, and all was
over; but the martyrdom of a Religious is not done at a
stroke, but always and every day they make a martyr
of you, mortifying you in honour and reputation,
and doing violence to your self-will and judgment, accord:
ing to the saying of the prophet: For thee.} 0 Lord} we are.
mortified all day long} and treated as sheep for the slaugh~
ter (Ps. 43). We have to be ready for everything, exposed
like sheep at the shambles. As the martyrs did not themselves choose at their will the torment. and kind of death
to be inflicted on them, but were ready to receive any that
was given, soa B.eligious should' be like a martyr, dis~
posed and on the look out for every sort of mortification.
As then by martyrdom (so Saints and Councils say) a
martyr gains the remission of all his sins, and goes straight
to heaven without passing through purgatory,-and it
would be an insultto a martyr to pray for him, martyrdom
being. so heroic and excellent a: work that as Christ :our
Redeemer says, greater lo·ve n01nanhath than to gi've his
life for his friend (John xv. 13) .because he has nothing
more to give,---:-so also by this ofEering whereby a man
dedicates himself to God in. Religion by perpetual vows,
being a work so excellent and heroic that thereby one gives
.all that one can give, and has nothing more-left to give,
the taker of stlchvows has remitted to him the- penalty
of all his sins, and remains as he was just after baptism~
or would have. been, had he' suffered" martyrdom.
And
therefore the Saints compare it to baptism and martyr;;.
dOlh, because in this respect they agree.

CHAPTER V

That liberty i~not given up or di11Jinish~d by vows,
'but rather, is perfected
,

C

But some. one will say: I quite see that the giving up
of oneself to God by these vows is attended by all these
ble~sings'and advantages; but,after all, it seems ,that the
man ,who, takes vows 10sesQis "liberty,. and deprives him~
self; of what isspgre,at a good ,that, as the poet says," it
is. n.ot'Jo be purchased orcompensated for by gold," non
benepro·'toto libertas·v-enditur auro, To this St. Thomas
giv'esa'very good answ,er. He, says; you 'are mistaken,
liberty is not given up by vows, but rather. ispe.rfected.·
And he enlarges' on this point very VI/ell, showing that the
effect of vows is toconfinn and fix the will in,good,so
that it 'may be further removed from falling away ; and this
does not abolish, but rather perfects liberty as such.
Thus in God 'and in the Blessed in heaven their
being unable to sin does not deprive them of, liberty, but
rather they· possess it in the highest degree.
And the
Apostles, who were confirmed in grace and could not sip
mortally, did not lose their liberty by that, but rather it
was perfected thereby,since it was confirmed and fixe<.1
more surely in the good for which it ,was created. And
this; i~ what our Father says in the Letter on Obedience:
". Think it no little profit to your free will, that you are
able by obedience to give it back entirely to Him who gave
it, whereby you do not, lose it, but perfect it, conforming
your wills entirely to that most sure rule of all rectitude,
which is the divine will, the interpreter whereof is the
Superior' who governs you in Goq's ste~d.
This is well borne. out by what St. Anselm says :'~' The
power of sinning, and the power of .making ill·use of your,
liberty, is nota perfection, but an imperfection and ~isery; ,
not a power, but weakness and infirmity.'" Peecare non ~
est libertas nee pars libertatis,est potius' non posse quan~
posse. "Would you see this c1ea,dy'?H says St. ,Augustin.e~
"God cannot do such a thing, although' He is all-powerful.
349
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This is the one thing that the Almighty cannot do: He
cannot lie or sin." The power of sinning means that sin
and malice and misery have a certain empire over us, and
all the more, the greater is that pO'wer; consequently, the
further we remove ourselves from that, and establish and
fix our win in good" the more we perfect it; and that we
do by our vows, binding ourselves thereby to the good and
better course.
"Happy necessity," so St. Augustine
cries, " that compels us to the better thing! Repent not
of having bound yourself by vows, rather be glad that you
ar'e no longer allowed to do what, but for your vows, you
would have been allowed to your sorrow." If they told
you that going by this road, or by that gate, you were
sure to miss your way, or break your neck, would you not
be glad of their shutting that gate in your face, or closing
to you that road,-would they not be rendering you a great
service,-so that even though you would, you could not
get lost, nor break your neck, by going that way? Now,
if you are to go to perdition and condemnation, it must
be by the way of making ill use of your will. Cesset voluntas propria et infernus non erit J " let self-will cease and
there will be no hell. " Therefore the more they block and
close to you this road, that you may not make an ill use
of your will, the greater good they do you. Thus to subject your will to the Superior by the vow of obedience, is
n'ot to lose liberty, but to: perfect it, and enchase it in the
fine gold of obedience and the will of God.
A grave doctor (Soto) adds a theory worthy of note. He
says that far from liberty being diminished by vows, he
who binds himself to God by them, and puts himself under
obedience, has more liberty than he who dares not do that.
And he supports this position very well by the argument
that liberty consists in being master of oneself: but he is
more master of himself, who makes a vow and binds and
subjects himself under obedience than he who does not
dare to do so. Let us take an example from the vow of
chastity. The reason why you make a vow of chastity,
is because you think that you shall be master of yourself,
by the grace of God, sufficiently to observe chastity; and
the, reason why your friend in the. world does not dare to
do that, is because he thinks he shall not be master of him-
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self to that extent. You see.. how you who make the vow
are the one who has the more mastery over himself to do
what he wishes, and what he sees is the right thing to do.
But it is in this that liberty consists; the state of the other
is not liberty, but subjection and servitude; he is not
master, but the slave. of his appetite and sensuality, which
drags him and twists him about and makes him sin. This
is what Holy Writ so often repeats: I see in my members
a law taking. me captive to the law of sin. A man is the
slave and captive of that which overcometh him. Whoe7Jer
commiUeth sin, is the slave of sin (Rom. vii. 23 : 2 Pet.
ii. 19 : John viii. 34). It is the. same with obedience. The
reason why you put yourself under obedience by vow is
because you trust, by the grace of God, that you shall be
master of yourself sufficie.ntly to follow the will of. your
Superior and deny your own. Your friend' does not feel
master of himself to the extent of trusting his competence
to bring himself to deny his own will, and go always by
the will of another in the path of obedience, and therefore
he is minded to stay in his own house, and has not the
courage to enter Religion and make a vow of obedience.
T4us'the putting, of oneself under obedience and taking
these vows is rather a sign of greater liberty and being
mbre master of oneself. It is a noble and generous subjection, and to it the Wise Man counsels and exhorts us :
Put thy feet into her fetters and thy neck into her collar;
bow down thy shoulder and bear her, and be not weary ofher bonds (Ecdus. vi. 25-26). Dh happy fetters, happy
chains, which Holy Writ calls not chains, buta collar, And
thy' neck into her collar. .These chains do not throttle the
neck, but adorn it; for they are not chains of iron, but of
gold; they ,are not chains of slaves, but of lords. They
are, collars of gold, that put no weight on them that wear
them, but honour and dignity. It is very important to
take these 'things, and things like them, in· this way, because so taken tpey make the yoke. of Christ sweet" as St.
Ambrose observes. The yoke of Christ is sweet, if you
take it as an ornament, and not as a burden.

CHAPTER VI

Of the great blessings that there are in Religion, and
the gratihtde that we owe to Godforhaving called us
to it
God is faithful, by 7.vho-rn ye are called to-the society of
his Son, Jesus Christ our Lora (I Cor. i. g).. One of the
things that God enjoined upon the children of Israel" when
He led' them out of the' captivity of Egypt, was that the'y
should remember the day on which so grea,t a favour had
been done them. And He ·enforced this injunction by
~rdering that every year they should celebrate a Passover"
to,last eight days, with great solemnity, eating therein with
great ceremonies a .lamb in memory of that which. was
slain when they were delivered from captivity.
If God
ordered this in memory of the bodily deliverance,whi~h
they did not make good use of after they had recei ved
it, vlhat will it be reasonable for us to do in memory. of
the day on which His almighty and loving hand drew us
out of the captivity. whilch our soul was in, and set us on
the way to the Land of Promise, not of. earth, but of
heaven! So we read of the- holy Abbot Arsenius, that every
year he celebrated the day on which the Lord had done him
so great a favour as this drawing ,him out of the world.
And the festive celebration that he made was to receive
Comnlunion that day, to give alms to three poor men, to
eat some cooked vegetable, and to keep open house in· his
cell for all the monks to come in.
The blessed St. Augustine explains to this purpose what
Moses said to Pharaoh, when he wished the children of
~srael to sacrifice to God in Egypt, and not, go beyond
its bounds to offer sa,crifice. Moses said: "That cannot
be, for we should have to sacrifice to the Lord our God
the abominations of the Egyptians (Exod. ,viii. 26),~the
cow, the calf, the lamb, which the Egyptians adore for
gods; and it would be an abomination to them, if they saw
us killing and cutting the throats of the creatures they
35 2
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adore, .and they :would eschew ilsas blasphemers; we, must
go out of ,Egypt and come into the desert,. to be able'to
sacrifice these things to God with safety to ourselves."
So we have to sacrifice and offer to God our Lord what
men of the world .abhor andabominate,-poverty;morti~
fication of the flesh, obedience and subjection, being put
down and despised, denying and breaking our own will.

We could not sacrifice and offer these things to .God in
the world, which would hiss us and banish us and not
suffer us to live, for people' of ,the world abominate that
sort of thing, and make gnme of the poor and lowly_ and
humble. We will goa three days' journey.into the desert.,
and there sacrifice to our God (Exod. viii. 27). God of
His infinite goodness. and mercy.'has done us this favour
of drawing us out of Egypt" and bringing us 'into, the
desert of Religion, where we ,are able with these three.
vows to offer and sacrifice to our God -all these things
with impunity; for here it)s a "great honour, and 'great
glory to. do so,' and he who' distinguishes himself and is
most eminent herein is most regarded and esteemed.
For the. better. understanding of the obligation uncer
which we lie of paying our acknowledgments and thanks
to the Lord for .this.favour 'and benefit,we wilL briefly
set down here some of the good and excellent things by
which the Saints declare its greatness. The glorious St.
Jerome on that passage' of the eightieth Psalm: When
the people went out o/,the land o/Egypt, they heard a
language which they knew not: the.'Lord delivered his men
from. their burdens (Ps.· 80): enlarges on the great favour
that God has done usin drawing us out pfEgypt, tha:tis,
the world; he sets before us the captivity and servitude of
Pharaoh, 'ln, which we were, and the liberty 'of the sons
of God to which we have been called. God has drawn
us out, he says, and delivered, us from a heavy yoke and
burden.Wewere servants and slaves. of Pharaoh there
in the world ; and God's strong and mighty hand has
drawn us out of that servitude and subjection. When we
were in Egypt there in the world, we were building the
cities of Pharaoh; all our work was to make bricks and be
busy on constructions of clay and mud, all our ,time ,vas
J~ken up and all oUr care ,and diligence in looking for
23
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straw, straw that the wind carries away, 'straw to make
bricks. We ha.d no wheat, it "vas all straw, we had not
that heavenly bread which comes from above. What a
heavy load we had to carry up-hill! What cares, what
labours we had, all to get enough to eat, or at most to
get some 'honourable office! And to uphold and carry that
on what difficulties there were, what applications to make
to men in power, what formalities to observe, what compliments to pay, what laws of society to observe, the
stringency of which they alone understand who come
under them! Truly it is a yoke of iron and heaviness that
people of the world have to bear, struggling up-hill. But
God has taken off from our shoulders the heavy yoke of
the laws and obligations and codes of the world. Divertit
ab. oneribus dorsum ejus} " He hath taken the weight off
his back '" (Ps.8o); and instead of this yoke of iron, He
has' put upon' us 'a burden that is very light} and a yoke
that is'very 'Sweet (Matt. xi. '30). God has brought us to
a: state "where.all our occupation is' to' be' to love, Him and
serve Him.
'The Apostle S1. Paul says of those who are there in the
w'orld'in the married state :' He that ii married is solicitous
abduf the things of the world} how to' please his wife} and
his heart is divided (I Cor. vii. 33). Married folk are
embarrassed with many cares, they have to meet liabilities
for things of the world; for their property and family. The
husband' ha.s to 'try and please his wife, and the wife her
husband: they are taken up, here and there' and divided,
and cannot give themselves wholly to God. But he 'Ivho
liveth without wife is solicitous for the things of the Lord}
'how to' please God. The unmarried woman and the virgin
hath her mind on the things of the Lord} howtoi come to
be holy in body and spirit (lb. 32, 34). He who is in the
state of chastity devotes all his' care how to please the
Lord, how' fo be' holy in body and spirit. But if St. Paul
says" of him that is in the state of chastity there in the
world that all his care has to be how to pl!ease the Lord,
and how to be holy in body and in spirit, what shall it be
with Religious, whom God 'has discharged 'and released
fromaH the cares of the world,even from those necessary
for their own support, 'that We may devote all our care to
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the matter of pleasing God more and being holier' every
day!
St. Augustine says that this is signified by the sacrifice
that Abraham offered to God, which was a cow, a shegoat, a sheep, and further a turtle-dove and a pigeon:
the land animals he divided into two halves, but the birds
he did not divide, but offered them whole (Gen. xv. 10).
By the land animals he says are signified carnal men and
men of the world, who are divided and split up into many
parts; but by the turtle-doves and'the pigeon, who are
tame birds and do no harm to anyone, are signified spiritual and perfectmen,whether they be solitaries and live
apart from human society,-and these are signified by
the turtle-dove,-orwhether they deal and converse with
men,-and these are signified by the pigeon: these ar,e not
cut in twain or divided, but employ their whole selves in
serving God entirely.
.
This then is the favour that the Lord has done to Religious, that we offer ourselves to God wholly and entirely
in a' sacrifice and holocaust; we' have no need to divide or
portion ourselves out in other cares, but think solely how
we may daily. please God more and more. For this we
make the vow of chastity, that, as the Apostle St. Paul
says, having no partner to ple.ase nor family to govern,
all our occupation and care may be every day to become
better and more perfect. F or this we make the vow of
poverty, whereby we give up all worldly riches, and the
desire and care and anxiety that they carry with them,
which are the thorns of which Christ our Lord speaks in
the holy gospel (Luke viii. 7, 14), that prick and disturb.
St. Ambrose says they are called riches, because they
divide the heart, divitiae, quod mentem dividunt. For this
we have the vow of obedienoe, whereby we abandon ourselves and our own will and judgment, so that now we have
no occasion to make plans or have any solicitude for what
is to become of us, seeing that our Superior, to whom we
give ourselves over as holding the place of God, has taken
upon himself this solicitude, so that we may be solicitous
only for what touches our spiritual progress.
St. Jerome on that word of the Psalmist: Bless and
praise the Lord, all ye his servants, who are in his house
CH.
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and dwell in his courts (Ps. 133), says that as on earth
a temporal lord has many servants who do him service,
but makes a difference hetween them, inasmuch as he
keeps some in his house, who are always with him, and
others who are always in the country; so God our Lord
makes a difference among His servants, some waiting
always in His house and in His presence, and others at
work out in the country. Religious, he says, are the servants who dwell within the Lord's house, and wait ever
in His presence and treat with Him every day; they are
on thehouse~staff; but seculars out there in the world are
as villagers and farm-servants. And he carries the comparison further: as when the servants in the country, the
farm-labourers and villagers, have any business with their
master and any request they wish to gain of him, they
take for ,intercessors and mediators the servants who enjoy
his familiarity, and are ever in v,'aiting upon him, and see
him and speak to him every day; so worldly people, when
they are" in any necessity and wish to gain some favour of
God,aadress themselves to Religious, that they may commend the matter to' God,and offer prayer for that necessity,'as being the Lord's close favourites, by whose mediation He is likely to grant them their request. Moreover,
as it is the servants in the country who labour and plough
and dig in order that others may enjoy the produce, being
in the palace with their lord, so are worldly persons to
Religious. They labour and toil and bring in the fruit of
their labours, and guard it with much care and solicitude,
that Religious may eat the same at their ease and leisure.
St. Gregory says that the same is given us to understand in the lives of those two brothers Jacob and Esau,
o:fl whom Holy Scripture says: Esau was a man skilled in
hunting, and a cultivator of land; but Jacob was asimple
man, dwelling in tents, or as another version has it, at
home (Gen. xxv. 27). By Esau, who went a-hunting and
was a farmer, he says are to be understood worldly people,
who are occupied and distracted '\vith the exterior things of
the world ;, and by Jacob, a simple luan who lived at home,
spiritual men and Religious, who are always recollected
;and within themselves,. taken up with what concerns their
'spuls,andare the cherished favourites of God, as was
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Jacob of his mother. Rebecca. Let us then consider here
th~ great favour thatthe Lord had doneus,who has privileged us so highly above those of the world,. that they are
like country folk and, villagers, while we are like courtiers
on the staff of His house. We may well say what the
Queen of Saba said, when she saw the order and goodly
array of the servants of King Solorrton: J3lessed are thy
subjects, and happy thy servanf;s, 'UJho stand before thee
at all times and hear thy 7visdotn (3 Rings x. S). Happy
and blessed are Religious, who are in the hous~ of God,
and converse frequently with Him and enjoy His wisdom.
Hence we may infer how blind they are,who think
that they have done much for God in leaving the world
and entering Religion, and apparently would fain charge
God with this, as though they had done something great
for Him. You are. quite out: it is you who have received
a very great favour and benefit fronl .God in His having
drawn you out of the world, and chosen you for l-lis
house in a state so high. You are the debtor, bound to
gratitude and fresh service for such a great benefit. If
the King were to call any knight to his Court to give him
a high office, the knight would not think that he was doing
anything much in leaving his\ house arid land, ot that the
King was much obliged to him and greatlyin his,debt~
Rather he would take it that the King .was .doing him a
great favour in deigning.to make use of him and naming
him to that post; and he would put. down to his debit
account this favour on the top of the other favours that
the King had. done him, as an jncitement .to fresh 'grati~
tude and service. That is how we should behave. It isnot
we that have chosen God, but God that has chosen us
(John xv. 16), and has done us this signal favour without
merit of ours.
.
What didst 'Thou see in us, 0 Lord, that ,Thou ~chose$t
us rather than our brethren' who were. there. around. _us?
What was there in us that ;could please Thee?' SQmething
Thoudidst s'ee, since Thou hast chosen us. _ Something
God saw that pleased Him, since He chose us.' ,Brit some
one will say: Take care what you are saying, since theo~
logians .t.each that there is nb cause on_ our side for the
predestination of God.. The blessed St~. Aug,ustine 'explains
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this very well by a comparison. A woodcarver, skirting
a mountain side sees there the stump and trunk of a tree:
he sets his eyes on it and stops. Is he pleased with it? He
has a mind. to make something of it, for he has not set eyes
on it and been pleased with it to leave it there as it is,
a rough shapeless log: there in his artistic conception he
sees what that log is to be. Oh, he says, what a beautiful
figure shall be made of that stump! That is what he
loved, that is what pleased hirIl,-not what it was then,
for; it was but a log uncouth and unsightly,-but the fair
and perfect figure that he was minded to make of it. So,
he says, God has loved us, wicked and sinful creatures
as we 'were, not inasmuch as we were sinners, not as we
lay, dry logs, unsightly and unprofitable; but the Sovereign Artificer looked upon this stump and trunk by the
mountain side, and thought of what He was to make of
that trunk. That is what pleased Him, that is what satisfied Hiin,-not what you were then, for you were but a dry
log, shapeless and unsightly, but what He meant to make
of you. The Sovereign Artificer, who made heaven and
earth,ineant to make of this trunk 3. highly-wrought and
finished figure. Those whom he foresaw, he also predestined to be made conformabl~ to the, image of his Son
(Rom. viii. 29), an image like unto God Himself. That
is what pleased Him, that is what gave Him satisfaction:
for that He cast eyes on you, for that He chose you. Ye
have not chosen me,: but I have chosen you, and I have
put you to go, andbe.ar fruit, and that your fruit should
remain (John xv. 16). See how like He has wished to
make you to His Only begotten Son! He has chosen you
for the same office for which His Son came into the world,
to gain souls to God.
The same Saint has a good discourse to this effect on
the first verse of Psalm 136 : On the rivers of Babylon, har'd
by we sat and wept when we retnembered Sian. He says
the rivers of 'Babylon are the things of this world, frail
and perishable, which run and pass away so quick. But
there is this difference between the citizens of Babylon
and the citizens of Jerusalem, that the former are in the
midst of the river of Babylon, plunged in the things of
the world, .ingreat storms and dangers; but -th6sewho
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have a mind to be eitizen~ of the h~a:venly Jerus~.1etA,.se~~
ing andcpnsidering the dangers of this river', of aabylon,
its winds and storms, its waves and fluctuations, its ebbs
and flows; get out of it, ,and have npmind to face th~s~
dangers, but seat themselves on its banks like thecqil..
dren of Israel. These are Religious men, .who have fleq
from the dangers'of the world, ~ndare seated on t4eriYer~
banks, but weeping and lamenting. What are wewe~p"
ing and lamenting for?

In the first place, he says, }Ve,are,

lamenting. our exile, seeing the wave5 and storms of this
river of Babylon; and then: rem'ernbering that. heavenly
Sion, our native eity,wec't}.nnotce~seweeping and sigh~
ing. 0 holy Sion, where there ace no changes,nor -re~
verses, nor dangers, but ;111 remains: for evernrm, established in perpetual' being! ' Who has· Bung us -into ,.th~
midst of these difficulties? .How are we driven out and
exiled from our country, from the society of our.friends,
and from our' Creator!
When shall we see ourselves
delivered from these dangers, when will this exile cease,
when shall we be secure, when shall we see :ourselves tJ.:tere
at home? .
,
Secondly, says the Saint, we bewail those whom the
current of this river carries away. There are our brothers
in the midst of this river of Babylon, of the stormy sea
of this world,waves and tempests carry them away, throw,
them on crags and rocks, and never cease till they plunge
them in "the ,deep. Every day we. see them drowned in
thousands, as St. Bridget says, who saw ,in, spirit souls:
falling down like flakes of snow into hell. Who would not
weep for so great a.loss! What heart so hard as not to
hreak with grief and compassion at the loss of so many
souls!
In the'third place, weare seated on the bank of this
river of .Babylon for the aid and benefit of our :brethren,
to succour and give a hand to them _in danger, to see ,if
we can fish out and save anyone·· who is in the way of
being drowned. That is our proper business: I will make
you fisher'S of men (Matt.• iVa 19). God has stationed, us
for this purpose on this river-bank of the . Society to fish
for souls, that from this· point of vantage we may give :1,hand to .those who are, in dangeJ· of drown~'l1gi Buthere
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we have to consider two things. On the one hand, there
is the great favour that the Lord has done us, in marking
us ()ut and preferring us so much above those in the world,
that they are in the ring and we upon the platform, they
are, in the current of that river of Babylon in danger of
peri~hing and drowninK every moment, while God has set
us upon the bank to do them good and lend them a hand
to their rescue. On the other hand we must look to ourselves, and reflect that they who have to lend a hand to
rescue and help those that are drowning in rivers, must
therpselves be very accomplished swimmers; otherwise
they are likely to be drowned themselves. With the fury
of death the drowning man seizes hold of his rescuer, and
so they. both go to the bottom. Great skill is required
in the art of t'aving souls; and much virtue and perfection
must he have, who would rescue others from dangers
wifl10utfalling into the like himself.
It isrelateq of the blessed St. Anselm that one day he
was wrapt in ecstasy, and saw a river with a full volume
of water and ,a strong rushing current, into which were
po.ured aJI the filth and dirt and foulness of the whole round
bt the earth, to such an excessive degree th,at you could
not imagine anything in the world more noisome, filthy
and disgusting, or more insupportable, than the waters
that went down by that river,-waters so furious in their
cqtirse 'that they carried away hopelessly all, that
fheymet, 'men and women, rich and poor, drowning them
in' their depths and plunging them in every moment, and
with the same rapidity' drawing them out, lifting them
up, ahd forthwith plunging them in again, without allowio'-g them 'to rest for an instant.
The glorious Anselm
won~ered at so extraordinary a spectacle, and asked what
subsistence these people, had, and how they lived, for
after all they were alive. He was answered' that these
~retched creattir.esf~d on the very garbage in which they
w~re plunged, and drank of the same, and with all that
flier lived quite content. The vision was interpreted to him,
and' he was told :' That torrent of a river is the world,
hi which men are carried headlong, blind, wallowing in
their riches and honours and their fleshly and filthy pleasUres:' 'so wretched 'is their condItion that, though they
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cannot find a footing in the midst of so much filth, nevertheless they live contented,and reckon and hold themselves
for happy and fortunate people. The Saint was then lifted
up to an enclosure or garden of ample and spacious dimensions. The walls, covered with plates of, bright silver,
shone with wondrous lustre. In the ll1idstwasameadow
or lawn, and the grass in it was no ordinary or common
grass, but was made of the finest gold, but fresh and
soft to such a degree that pleasantly ana without diffi-

culty it received any one who seated himse1fthereon, and
with him bent, down and bowed even to the ground; nor
did it remain withered or injured for that -bowing down,
but when he wason it rose up, it once more stood up of
itself as it was before. The air was balmy and "fresh;
and, in short, everything. was so pl1easant and agreeable
that it really seemed a par-adise, and to le.ave nothing to
desire in point of happiness. The Saint was told that this
was the Religious state, portrayed to the life.

CHAPTER VII.

Continuation of the subject, oftheprev,ious chapter
The glorious Bernard sums up the ,'great benefits ·of
Religious Life very we.llin these few words: '.~ In Religion," he says, " a man lives' purer, falls seldomer, and
when he does fall rises quicker, walks more. cautiously, is
visited by grace ' more. frequently, rests. more securely,
dies more confidently', has 'a shotter purgatory,'and a'
more abundant reward in heaven~" ~'vivit ;puri.u$,:j cadit:
rarius, sur-git velocius, incedit cautius, irroratur frequen!ius, quiescit securius;' moritur fiducius, purgatur citius,
praemiatur copiosius. In another place, ,speaking of" the
high dignity of Religious, he. says: q Your vocation is
very high, it rises above the heavens, it equals the angels:,
it is like to'angelicp'urity, for you' n6t 'only profess all
sanctity, but the perfection of all sanctity. It is for others
to aim at serving God, but yoursto',aim at being eveiin
union with God." And a little'lower down he says: " l'
do not know by what name I cao'more worthily address:
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you, as heavenly men or earthly angels: for though you
live on earth" your conversation is in heaven (Phil. iii 20)
you are not of the world (John xv. 19) but fellow-citizens
of the saints and members of the ho'Useholdj of God (Eph.
ii. 19): you are like those blessed spirits that are sent to
guard and defend us, who so occupy themselves in those
ministrations about us as never to lose sight of God."
Such is the life of the Religious, who, though he lives on
earth,has his heart in heaven: all his thought and conversation is of spiritual things and God, so that he can
say with St. Paul, Christ is rny life (Phil. i. 2I). As outside there in the world, when a man is much given to
hunting, and has a great taste for it, we say that hunting
is his life; and when a man is much given to the vice of
gluttony, we say that his life is eating and drinking, so
the Apostle says, Christ is my life, because he was wholly
dedicated and offered to the service of Christ. So is likewise the Religious.
The glorious St. Bernard applies tp Religion these
words: Our bed is strewn with flowers (Cant. i. IS). As
there is no place where men take their ease more pleasantly
than in bed, so he says that in the Church the bed on
which ease is found is Religion: for in it one is free
from the cares of the world and the solicitude of temporal
things and things necessary for human life. We have
good ,experience of the favour that God has done us in this
matter; for in the Society our Superiors are most particularly charged to provide us with all things necessary
for food and clothing, for study, for travelling, as well in
time of sickness as in time of health. Thus we need not
recur to our parents or relations : we leave them and we
forget them, except to comme.nd them to God. Whether
we have any or have them not, whether they be rich or
poor, the' Society and its 'Superiors are our father and
mother; and with more than a father and mother's affection they take care to provide for an our temporal needs,
so that we can afford to forget and disregard them, and
attend solely to the end for which we came into Religion,
which is to labour for our own spiritual advancement and
that of our neighbour. Clement of Alexandria says that
it was for this purpose that God placed man in the earthly
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paradise with possession and lordship of all things, that
having nothing to desire on earth, he might· transfer all.
his desire to heaven. Now this is the idea of the Society:
she engages herself to' give us all that we need, to the
end that having no care of anything on earth, all our
care and desire may be transferred to heaven.

CHAPTER VIII

Of the renovation of vows practised in the Society, and
of the fruit meant to be gained thereby
We read of our first Fathers tha~ having met together
in Paris with our blessed Father Ignatius, in the year
1534, on the day of the Assumption of our Lady, they went
to ~he church of the same Queen of Angels which is called
Montmartre, that is, Martyrs'· Mount, which is one league
from Paris, and there,· after having confessed and received
the Most Holy Sacrament of the Body of Christ our Redeemer, they made a vow to leave on a day that they
appointed all that." they had, without retaining more thart
the necessary journey-money for the journey to .Venice.
They also made a vow to employ themselves in the·· spiritual improvement of their neighbour; and to· goon pilgrimage to Jerusalem, on condition that, once· they had
reached Venice, they should wait a whole· year- for an
opportunity of embarking, and if they found such· in the
course of that year, they should go to Jerusalem, and
having arrived· they should endeavour to stay, and live
always in those Holy Places; but if they could not find
a passage ina year's time, or if after visiting the Holy
Places they were unable to remain in Jerusalem, in that

case they would go to Rome, and, prostrate at the feet of
the Sovereign Pontiff, the Vicar of Christ our Lord, they
would offer themselves· for His I-Ioliness to dispose of them
freely, wherever he would, for the good and salvation of
souls. And these same vows they renewed again in the
two following years on the same day of the Assumption of
our.Lady, in the same church,and with the same cere'"
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~onies.
This was the origin of the renovation of vows,
as practised in the Society before profession.
In the Fifth Part of the Constitutions, speaking of this
renovation, our Father says: " This renovation of vows
is not. taking. up a new obligation, but a calling to, mind
and confirmation of an obligation· already undertaken."
It is a repetition and confirmation of what is done, with
satisfaction and rejoicing, as a sign and testimony that
we do not find it irksome, nor repent oE it, but rather are
so glad and satisfied that we render many thanks to God
for the favour that HC! has done us, in taking us for His
own and giving us grace to make this offering; and if we
had not made it and had not offered ourselves, we would
make it now, and offer ourselves anew to God; and if
there were a thousand w'Orlds to leave for God, we would
leave them all for His love; and if we had a thousand
wills and hearts to give Him, we would give them all and
.offer thelll afresh. It is in this manner, with this joy and
satisfaction, that this renovation should be made,; and so
made it will be of great value and merit; for as complacencyin sin committed and evil done is a new sin and offence
against God, and deserving of new punishment, so satisfaction and complacency ina good thing done is very good
and. very pleasing and meritorious in the sight of His
Divine MaJesty. In the measure in which' the doing was
good, the complacency in the thing done is also good.
Coming down now more to particulars, our Father says
that this renovation. is· made for three objects :, first, for
an, increase of devotion, for this renovation is a 'source of
no small but very great devotion, as is the experience of
those who prepare for it well. Secondly, to awaken in us
the memory of the obligation that we have contracted to
God, that so we may be animated to go on carrying out
what we have promised, endeavouring every day to grow
in 'virtue' and perfection. Thirdly, to steady us more in
our vocation; for 'as it is a remedy against all temptations
to make acts of the contrary virtue, since maladies are
<tured.· by their contraries, so in resistance to inward stir;;.
ringso£ discontent or disgust, wherewith the devil sometimes assails us on various occasions that occur. throughout the year, it is a great support to renew our vows; for
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thereby the enemy is weakened and loses heart tOe attack
us with the like temptation; and if there has been any
weakness on our part in the. past, it is thereby made up
even with advantage, for by. it the soul)s furthered in
perfection.
Virtue and perfection is very uphill work to our depraved
nature; for so great is the weakness -and misery to which
we are reduced by sin, and so great the inclination which

we .have -to what is imperfect and evil; that though some·
times we - start our -spiritual exercises with fervour, - there..
after we come little. by little fo grow slack _and relax the
-fervour .with which we began, and retur'n to' our imperfec~
tionand tepidity; weare like. the .weights of the_clock,
that are always tending to'go down.
As oun flesh is by
nature taken from the earth, so it is always drawing us
down thereto. Therefore it is appropriate to take certain
times of refreshnient, that if we were on the way to a fall,
we may reverse. our course". So our, Father would have us
particularly to take this refreshment twice a year by means
of this renovation., So holy Mbther Church has instituted
two seasons in the year'.as .two 'periods of refreshment to
put new spirit into her childien to begin ,to serve God
m'aking a fresh start in fervour, to wit,Advent and Leht.
OUf Father in'likemani1(~rwould have. us particularly twice
a year to refresh the inemory of the offering that we have
triadeto God and of the. end for which the Lord has drawn
us to Religion, that we may renew ourselves therein) and
begin with 'fresh 'energy and fervour to,aimaf that to which
the Lora- has called us. And to 'that end he instituted
such solemn celebrations as these in the Society, and that
is the good that we should endeavour to get from them.
Not only at these times, but every' day, our Father
Francis Xavier used to say that we 'should:make this reno;.
vation. In the Collations of the Fathers we read that the
holy Abbot PaphnuCius did' so.
Father Francis Xavier
used to" say that he had hardly found any means more effi'cacious, or defence' stronger for Religious against - the
temptations of the devil and the flesh, than the renewal of
one's three vows of poverty, chastity and obedience." He
advised its being done every morning after meditation, so
to' ,arm us against our enemies, 'and ,also_aftereveriing
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prayer. If we do not practise it so frequently as that, it
is a good devotion which' some have of doing it every time
the.y communicate, and often to take account of themselves how they keep these vows, and whether there ;s
anything that their conscience. reproaches them with on
that score.
The better to enable us to gain the end of this renovation,-besides other corporal penances that are practised of
abstinence and discipline,-there goes before it in the first
place a previous recollection of some days, during which
we cease from our occupations, •and give ourselves more
to prayer and spiritual exercises.
In the second place
the.re comes each one's giving an account of his conscience
to the Superior. ' Although this is done. frequently during
the year, it is then done with greater exactness, and comprises all the last six months. This is one of the substantial observances that we have in the Society, and we shall
treat of it afterwards. The third thing previous to renovation is a general confession made by each renovant to
any confessor that he shall choose out of those appointed
for that purpose. This is an old custom of the Society,
and we have a rule about it.
These means are' very' proper for the end proposed: for
each one making a.review of all his faults comes to know
his improvement or falling off in spirit: he looks and considers whether he has improved more in the last six months
than in the six months preceding; and this comparison
and juxtaposition of the present time with the time preceding helps much to make a person ashamed of himself, if
he sees that he is not improving, and to bring him to start
afresh with new energy, since it was for no other end that
he came to Religion. Moreover, looking at his faults' all
together and, as they say, in cold blood, a man knows
what passion wars upon him most, and what
humour is most predominant in him, that so he may
take to heart and resolve upon the remedy, making his
particular examenon that point. Moreover, as all this is
seen and considered at this time of renovation of vows,
when a man takes in review the mercies and benefits that
he has r,eceived from God, and in parti,cular his call to Religion.,and sees himself on the one hand so much bounden
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to God, arid ·on theothet that on his part there has .been
nothing but faults,he humbles himself before our Lord,
and is moved to amend' himself and make a fresh start
henceforth. Contrary set upon contrary, like white upon
black,comes out and strikes observation much more. Con..
trast the amount that you have received, and the amount
of what God has done for you, with the amount of what

you have done for Him: see what your receipts are and
what your disbursements, and you will see what reason
you have for shame and self-humiliation. What has become of such frequentation of Sacraments, of so many
penances and mortifications, of ~o much meditation,' of so
many examens, so. many discourses and exhortations, so
Into what abyss has all this
much spiritual reading?
gone? What is the profit that you have made of it? In
this~ayeach one should consider his faults, when he
prepares· to give in his account and make his general confession, taking care to look and examine right well what
is the outlet whereby all his fortune has streamed away
and gone, to make sure of finding a remedy for it in
future.
.

CHAPTER IX

Continuation of the subject of the previous chapter
Besides what has been said, this renovation is also a
thanksgiving for benefits received, according to the
practice that we have described of the holy Abbot
Arsenius. We keep feasts and festivals every year in
thanksgiving and in memory and .acknowledgment of
the favour and benefit so great as .that which the Lord
has done us in drawing us out' of the world and bringit,lg us to· Religion,-the begin'ning of all our good and
a great mark of our predestination. As the Church
every year keeps the feast-day of the dedication of
a mat~rial ~elnple, so it is just that we should keep the
feast of the dedication of our soul, which is the living
temple of God.. And since the best manner of returning
thanks is by deeds, this rlenovation· will be a very great
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and pleasing thanksgiving to God, if it is done as it ought
to be done, by taking care to rene'Y' and fortify ourselves
more in our vows, and keep them more perfectly henceforth. 'This, as S1. Gregory observes, is what the Apostle
St. Paul says: Be ye: rene7.ved in the spirit of your mind
(Eph. iv. 23). And this is ,vhat our Father asks of us,
a spiritual renovation, not. merely an outward .one done
with the lips. When a picture ,is very old and faded, so
that one can no longer see the outlines' and figures,
you restore it by putting on fresh colours ;Ind
Sllad~ngs, whereby it becomes as pleasing and beauti:"
ful a!3 when it .was first completed. So as we ,get
old ,and worn out, our virtue fades away, because this
corruptible body, our perverse and evilly inclined nature,
carries tIS off, seekingto make us fall in with its ways and
follow its likings and desires. The body with its corruption} weighs down the soul (Wisd. ix. IS). There is need
fot us 'to, go back fIpon otIrselvesat times,· and endeavour
to renew and' restore ourselves in ou!" good purposes and
aspirations. If ,we would have, the hues of virtue not to
fade in us, says St. Gregory, it is quite necessary every
day to reckon that we are beginning afresh.
Remember
the resolution, fervour and vigour, with which you started
this undertaking the day that you entered Religion, and
go to work now with 'that same intrepidity, energy and
keenness. This it is to renew ourselves, and this will be
a very good thanksgiving for the benefit received, and
highly pleasing to God.
Cassian recounts a brief and compendious exhortation,
which Abbot Pinutius addressed to a novice whom he was
receiving in presence of the other Religious, which each
one may" apply to himself, and it will greatly help him to
attain the end of this renovation: " Take care never to
take back anything of what you have renounced and cast
off. " You have o'ffered and 'given yourself wholly to God,
and flung off 'all worldly things: beware of ever again
taking up that which you have now renounced. You have
renounced your property by the vow of poverty, do not
go back upon that by fixing your affections here' in Religioo 'On little, things and childish' ~rifles : for it willprofi~
you little to have given' up great things if here you get a
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passion' for' small .ones. Ydu have renounced your will
and judgment by the vow of obedience, see that you do
not take it up again, but rather say with the. Spouse in the
Canticles: Ihave strippedlne of my coat, how shall I put
U on? (Cant.. v. 3). 1 have stripped and denuded myself
of my own will and my own judgment: God grant that it
may never come back to be mine again. You have renounced and flung away the enjoyments, .comfol"ts and
amusements of the world and of the flesh: take care that
they find no entrance into your soul in future. You have'
given up and scorned the vanity and pride and good
opinion of the 'world: see that such things never come
again to revive. and' rise from the dead in you', when you
see yourself a senior, when you see yourself a priest, when
you see yourself a doctor or preacher. Make it a matter
of great account never again to rebuild or re-erect what
you have thrown down and destroyed, for, as the Apostle
says, if what I have cast down I again build up, I make
myself a prevaricator (Gal. ii. 18); for that would be to,
prevaricate and go back after having put your hand to the
plough (Luke ix. 62); but. persevere to the end in the
poverty and abandonment of all things which you have
offered and promised to God, and in the humility and
patience in whi~h you persevered so many. days, begging
with' many tears that they would receive you into Religion.
SSe Bernard, Basil and Bonaventure add another reason. See that you are not your own, but all that you are
and all that you have is God's, since you have already
offered it. and wholly made it. over to His Majesty by the
vows that you have taken.
vVherefore beware of once
again' seizing upon and taking back what you have already
given away and offered, for that would be theft, theft being
" laying hands on what is another's against. the will of the
owner," contrectatio rei alienae invito domino~ Have we

not said above that he who enters Religion .gives to God
the tree along with the fruit? Now if you 'give fo another a
tree to transplant into his garden, and afterwards you take
the fruit,that would be theft. But that is what a Religious
does, who does ·his .own will and not that of .obedience ;
nay, it would even be, they say, a sacrilege, for it would be
stealing a thing that has been offered' and dedicated to
24
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God; and such theft would be a sacrilege, a thing that
God greatly abhors. I am the Lord who love justice} and
hater.apine in a holocaust (Isai. lxi. 8). Now who would
dare to steal from a holocaust, that is wholly God's and
already offered and dedicated to His Majesty? St. Ber..
nard says that there is no worse sacrilege: " No crime of
sacrilege is worse than' this of resuming the dominion of
the will that you had offered to God by vow; for the
greater the thing offered, the graver the theft of taking it
back~ "
Let us add here what is adcied in the law of holocausts. So much did God insist on the holocaust being
wholly offered to Him and burnt and consumed in His
honour, that He gave command that, after it had been
offered and burnt, they should once more offer and burn
the ashes, in order that if there had remained any piece of
fat, or any particle of bone, or any fragment of rib, it
should be all finally consumed and reduced to ashes in
honour of God. Even to the verj,' embers tho'u shalt cause
Uto be consumed (Levit. vi. I I).
St. Augustine explains to our purpose that text of
Genesis (ii. IS) : God took A darn and put him in the earthly
paradise to work and keep it. Let us see, says the Saint,
what it is that the Holy Ghost means by this. Can it be
that God would have Adam exercise there a husbandman's
office, and dig and cultivate and work the land? It is not
to be believed, he says, that before his sin God would have
obliged and condemned him to this labour. Although some
exercise by way of amusement and recreation, such as
amongst us many owners are wont to take in their gardens
andorchards,was not inconsistent with that state of
innocence, yet to have it put upon him by way of forced
labour and necessity did not suit that state, nor was there
any need of it, since the land of itself yielded crops without that labour. And besides, what is the meaning of saying that God put Adam in paradise to keep it? From
whom was he. to keep it, -since there were not at that time
any ,enemies or other races of men that he could possibly
fear'? And as for beasts and animals, there was just as
little reason for his ke.eping it against them, since before
sin animals did no harm to man ot his possessions. And
if he had to fear them, one man alone could hardly keep
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such a large piece of ground as paradise was, and drive
off such a multitude of living creatures as there were there.·
He would have had to fence it in with a fence so extensive that the serpent could not have got in; and before
making such . a fence he would have had to drive out the
serpents and other beasts that were inside. The meaning cannot be that God put man in paradise to keep it
bodily, or· to dig and plough it. vVhat then is meant by
the phrase, to work and keep it? Do you know what?
says the Saint: God put man in that paradise to do the
work of precepts and commandments that God had given
him, and by doing that work to keep it for himself, and
not lose it, as he did lose it, by not doing the work. Now
to; apply this to our purpose. Why do you suppose God
has put you in this paradise of Religion, paradise as the
Saints call it with much reason? Do you know why? That
you may work out and fulfil the precepts and commandments of God, and the counsels of His gospel that we have
in our rules; and that by doing that work you may keep
and preserve this paradise for yourself, and not lose it,
as others have lost it because they would not keep it.
St. Augustine gives another explanation of these words.
He very well observes that Scripture does not say ut custo..
diret paradisum, but ut custodiret illum, where illum may
represent not it (paradise), but him (the man himself.) And
this sense pleases the Saint better. God put man in paradise, not that man might work at and cultivate paradis~,
nOl1 keep it, but that God might work and keep man himself there. As it is said that man works the land, not
making it to be land, but making it fertile and fruitful by
his labour and cultivation; so with greater reason God,
whd created man out of nothing, may be said to work on
man, when by that work He makes him just, holy and
perfect. Thus then God placed man in the earthly paradise to work on him there and perfect him, until He should
translate him from the earthly to the· heavenly paradise,
bringing him to the state of everlasting bliss.
In the
same way do not you suppose that God has placed you in
this paradise of Religion for you to work on it and keep
it : it has another and better gardener, and a better keeper
and defender: but for Him to work on you, to make of
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you a mortified man, to IJ?ake ofyoll a spiritual man, to
mak~ of you a holy and perfect man, and so to keep you
till He translates you' from this earthly to the' heavenly
paradise.
With these and the like reasons and considerations we
should help ourselves to answer to this great favour and
gather the fruit of this renovation.
If there is put before
you the hardship of Religious Life, remember the great
r·ewardand recompense" to be given you for it, for it hath
a g,\eat reward, as the Apostle says (Heb. x. 35).
The
blessed St. Francis used often to say, and thereby to
exhort and encourage his Religious, ' , We have promised
great things, but greater things are promised us." Let
us keep our promises, and sigh after what is promised.
And .' when the Friars make their profession, offering and
making promise of their vows to God, the Superior says:
'" I too promise thee life everlasting." I then also promise.
you on the pa.rt of God life everlasting, if you keep what
you have promised; and that with a bond under the hand
of Christ Himself, who says in theholy gospel: And thou
shalt have treasure in heaven (Matt. xix. 21). Thou shalt
have' a treasure, thou shalt be great and glorious in the
kingdom of God.

NINETEENTH TREATISE

OF THE VOW 'OFP,QVERTY
CHAPTER I

That the 'vow of' poverty is the foundation of
evangelical perfection
.,
Blessed are the P001' ih spirit, for theirs is the kingdom
of 'he.aven(Matt. ,v. 3).
.
Wifh these words Christ our Redeemer opened, wIth'the
Eight Beatitudes, Jhat' sovereign Sermon on, the Mount.
And though some doctors and saints explain these.words
of humility,others with luuch,reason understand. them of
voluntary poverty,especiall y of that which we ReligiQus
profess. 'Apd in that sense we will take them here,
which is the sense of St. 'Basil 'and of many oth~r Saints.
It is no small praise of this pov~rtyof spirit that Christ
our" Redeemel· began 'with it that sovereign sermon, and
put it, for the first of the beatitudes~ But a greater praise
of it js that' I-Ie taught it us all His life by, word and
example. ·This"vas the first lesson that that great Master
. read us at His birth, from the chair of the manger. That
is what . was taught uspy the 'stable, by those poor
swaddling.,.clothes,by the' need that He had of the hay
and the breath of beasts to warm and cove'rHim. It
was, also His last lesson,-a lesson which, to, impress' it
more 'upon us, He read to us from : that other
chair of the Cross,' dying stripped and in e:xtreme

poverty"so that for His shroud they had 'to buy' 'a

an

winding-sheet . as
alms~ . What, gre~ter" poverty
could there be than that? And as was the beginning all'd
the end, so was the whole tenour of His life, for He "had
not a shilling to 'pay the tribute that they demanded of
Him (Matt. xvii. 24~26); He had no house to rest in, nor
room to celebrate "the passover with .' His disciples" but ·,8111
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had to be lent Him. The foxes, have holes} and the birds
of the air their nests} but the Son of rnan hath not wHere
to lay his head (Matt. viii. 20).
The Redeemer of the 'world would lay poverty for the
foundation-stone of evangelical perfection, saying: If
thou wouldst be perfect} go sell what thou hast and give
to the poor (l\latt. xix. 21). And to enforce this counsel,
He would leave it confirmed and authorised .by His
example. Thus we see \vhat a settled thing this foundation of poverty vvas in the primitive Church, as is related
in the Acts of the Apostles; for at that time there was
no 1nine or thine among the faithful, but all was in common, since all who had houses, or inheritances, or other
possessions, sold them and took the price of' them and
laid it at the feet of the Apostles, and out of that fund
distribution "vas made to each according to his need (Acts
ii. 45). St. Jerome observes that they laid it at the feet
of the Apostles, to shovv that riches are to be trampled
on and despised and thrown underfoot.
And SSe
Cyprian, Basil, Jerome and others say that the faithful
at that time made a vow of poverty, and they prove it by
the punishment of Ananias and Sapphira, who because
they had hidden away part of t.he proceeds of the sale of
their inheritance, vvere punished with sudden death, which
is a sign that they were under a vovv, otherwise they
"vould not have deserved so severe a punishment. The
Church then being taught this divine doctrine, the Saints
and all the founders of Religious Orders lay down the
,vow of poverty as a necessary and most firm foundation
of their Order. So our Father, following this ancient
doctrine, begins to treat of poverty with the words:
" Poverty, as a firm wall of Religion, must be loved and
preserved in its purity as far as ever shall be possible
'~lith the grace of God."
Poverty is the wall and foun..
dation of a Religious house. Contrary to the way of the
world, in which the foundation of rights of primogeniture
and succession to estates is property and riches, with us
it is the other way about. The foundation of the Religious State and of the height of perfection is poverty:
for as the building that we have to. erect is different from
the buildings of the world, the foundation also is different.
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This is what Christ our Redeemer wished to teach us
by those comparisons which He draws in the holy gospel,
saying: What 'man is there who, wishing to build a tower,
doth not first sit down and .re,ckon the cost, if he have
sujfi,ciency for it, lest after he hath laid the foundation,
and hath not whe1'e'with to finish it, all who see it may
begin to scoff at hhn, saying: This man began to build,
and had not wherewith to finish. Or what king, going
to war with another king, doth not ji'Yst sit dowt" a11d
deliberate whether he is able" with ten thousand men, to
meet him who corneth against hirn with twenty thousand;
otherwise, while he is still afar off, he sendeth an
err~bassy and asketh for terms of peace (Luke xiv. 28-32).
Thence he concludes and dra\vs the inference: So then
eve'ryone of you, who doth not renounce all that h~
possesseth, cannot be my disciple. Hereby He gives us
to understand that \vhat for fighting purposes is the size
of the army, and for building purposes the abundance of
funds, poverty and the renunciation of the things of the
\\Torld is for spiritual building and spiritual warfare. So
the blessed St. Augustine explains it, saying that by the
building of this tower of the gospel is signified the perfection of Christian life; and the cost and capital needed
to build it is the renunciation of all things; for in. that
·way a man is more free. and disengaged to serve God,
and better secured against his enemy the devil by presenting less surface for his enemy to attack him and
make war upon hin1.
St. Jerome and St. Gregory, following out this argu.Juent, say that \ve have corne into this world to wrestle
with the devil, who is naked and possesses nothing in this
\vorld: it is necessary for us also to strip, ourselves of
these worldly things to be able, to wrestle with him. For
H a man with his clothes on wrestles with another who is
naked, he who has his clothes on will soon fall to the
ground, because he gives the other a hold to overthrow
him.
Would you fight manfully with the devil? Off
\vith your clothes, strip yourself of all earthly things, let
the devil get no hold upon you to make·· you fall. For
what are all the things of earth but as clothes to the
body. He who has more of them will all the sooner be
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overcome, because he gives the devil a greater hold to
seize him and thro\\7 him to the. ground. St. Chrysostom
asks ho-w it is that Christians in the priInitive Church
were so good and fervent, while to-day they are so slack
and relniss; and he ans'wers that it is because then they
went out to wrestle with the devil naked, stripped of their
goods and estates; 'while to-day they go out heavily clad
in benefices, estates and honours, and all this clothing
gets in their way and hinders them terribly. That is why
we Religious give up riches, and divest ourselves of all
the things of the \vorld, that so vve may be free and unimpeded in our wrestling with the devil and our following
of Christ. The wrestler is stronger in the struggle for
being stripped: the swinlmer divests himself of his
clothes to pass the ri ver : the traveller travels more lightly
for leaving behind hiln his burden and vvallet.
On this account the first vovv that we ll1ake in Religion
is of poverty, as the foundation of all the rest. As St.
Paul says that covetousness is the root of all evils (I Tim.
vi. 10), so poverty is the root and foundation of all good
things and all virtues. St. Ambrose enlarges upon this.
As riches are the instrument of all vices, because a man
with money in his pocket has the vvhere\vith to carry out
his desire in the matter of all the vices and sins that he
has a mind for, so the renouncing and divesting of one"
self of all things for Christ engenders and preserves all
virtues, as may be seen by running through the list. St.
Gregory says: Paupertas bonis rnentibus solet esse cus··
todia humilitatis, " poverty, to good minds, is apt to be
the guardian of humility." As for chastity, it is easily
seen what a great help poverty is and austerity in diet
and in dress, which makes also for abstinence and temperance. And so \ve lnight run through all the virtues.
Therefore do the Saints call poverty sometimes tne
mistress and guardian of virtues, and sometimes they call
it mother.
And our Father uses this latter appellationin his Constitutions: " Let all love poverty asa
mother ": for poverty, like a good and true mother,
engenders and preserves in our souls fhe rest of the
virtues, and keeps afoot religious discipline. So we see
that the -Orders which have given up poverty have given
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up Religious Life: they" are, as childten that are not like

their mother. Let us then, cherish this holy poverty as
a mother, which, means not any sort o£ )ove,but an
intense love, a tender love,a love accompanied by rev~r'
{'nce and' regard. The blessed St. Francis spoke of Lq{ly
Pov,erty. And in the Rule of St. 'Clare it is said, "we
bind ourselves to our Lady, Holy Poverty."

'CHAP'rER II

Of the great reward where~e,ith .the ,Lord rewa.rds

the-P?or afspirii
That yo~ng man in the' gospel whode~ired'p~~fect~o.p,
and was not content ,,\-vitl} keeping the, QQ~mCl.n.dm~qts,
\vas sad and \ventoff \-vhen the Lord, told him that, if he
desired t6 be perfect, he must sell all that he had and
give to the poor. He had Inany possessions, and },}las
attached to his property, and had no heart nor pl!1ckt9
leave it. There was wantiQg in ,him, the qapital ~nec:essa:ry
for building the tower of evangelical perfection ,(Luke
xiv. 28).I'hat the like may not pappen.to us, and that
we may.have courage, and strength to renounce all things
of the world and break with it altogether, and be very
glad to hav'e, Qone so, Christ our Redeemer puts. before
us the great reward we shall gain thereby. Blessed are
the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdon~of-.heavefl
(Matt. V.3). See if jt be a good investment to give, all
things of earth for the kingdom, of heaven; ,and whether
he would be a wise tr~der, \vho should ,divest hi~m_ ~eVof
nIl ,things: to gain this, treasure. St. Bernard,obsenres
that in this Beatitude ()urLordspeaks, not in t.he futur~,
as in.the others,blJtin the present, theirs is the kingdom
.of heaven. 'I'hat kingdom is alr~ady yours.,aIthough they

.have, not yet made it over to you ;beqause yO'u
bought it at the price of the things you

~ave

havegiyenup~)t

is as though you had giyena'hundred gu~neas for a piece
of gold" plate, ". or for a,pF¢cious 'stone, .whiCh the seller
still keeps it) his house :,. ,that piece of plate is .yours,
thougJ1 they ;bave.,nq(y~tl1aI1<le<lit over ~?yoU)YOUnh
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because you have laid down the price in money for it.
Thus the kingdom of heaven belongs to the man \vho is
poor in spirit: he has bought it, and given all he had for
it. The kingdo'm, of heaven is like to a 1nerchant seeking
good pearls: having found one precious pearl, he goeth
and selleth all he hath and buyeth it (Matt. xiii. 45-46).. So
you have made the kingdom of heaven your o\vn, since
you have given all you had for it.
The promises of Christ do not stop here: He promises
more than that to the poor in spirit. But can there be
anything more than the kingdom of heaven ? Yes,
because there are promotions there in heaven, as there
are here on earth for good soldiers;' and He promises to
the poor in spirit a promotion and pre-eminence high
above the rest. Upon the departure of that young man
\vho would not abandon all he had, Christ our Redeemer
observed how difficult it was for the rich to enter the
kingdom of heaven, whereupon St. Peter stood out from
the number of the rest and said: Lord, we have left all
things, and followed thee: what then shall we have? He
answered: Atnen I say to you that ye who have followed
1ne, in the regeneration when the Son of lVlan shall sit on
the throne of his majesty, ye too shall sit upon twelve
thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel (Matt. xix. 2728). The Saints declare that this dignity and pre-eminence
is to be understood as belonging to all those who have
imitated the Apostles in the state of poverty, confirmed
by vow, such as Religious who die in the grace of God.
They say that they will all hold this pre-eminence and
dignity, that at the Day of Judgment they will not stand
before the divine tribunal so much to be judged as to be
assessors in judgment with Christ, and as such to
approve and confirm the sentence of our Saviour. So
says expressly St. Augustine, Bede, St. Gregory, 'and it
is the common opinion of the Doctors. They apply this
text of Isaiah: The Lord "will con~e in judgrnent with the
ancients and princes of his people (iii. 14); and what
Solomon says in Proverbs, speaking of the Spouse of the
Church: Her husband is noble in the gates, when he shall
sit with the senators of the land (xxxi. 23). Those they
say are the princes that are to come to judge along with
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Christ; and the ancients and senators, who are to be
seated with the Spouse of the Church, that is Christ, at
the last day of judgment. And though some wish to
assign this dignity to all the canonised Saints, yet the
common opinion, which St. Thomas follows, is that they
only will hold this dignity who have professed the state
of poverty, even though they are not canonised.
.And
theologians and Saints allege many reasons and very good
arguments from the fitness of things, -why this preeminence should be assigned to them who have made professionof voluntary poverty rather than to the rest of the
Blessed. 81. Gregory very aptly cries out here with the
prophet: Exceeding honou?', 0 Lord, thou hast done to
thy friends, 0 Lord j their rule has been extraordinarily
strengthened (Ps. 138). Blessed and praised be Thou, 0
Lord,. who hast thus honoured Thy friends, particularly
those who have made themselves poor for Thy love, since
not content witli giving them the kingdom of heaven,
1'hou· hast made· them such great and eminent princes
therein as that they shall be universal judges of the whole
earth along with Thee.

CHAPTER III

That God rewards the poor in spirit not only 'In the
next life, but also in this
That you may not think that all your reward is made
out to your account for the next life, and fancy that your
pay is credited to you with a long time to run before it
is due, whereas you pay your contribution in money
down on the spot, I say God rewards the poor in spirit
not only in the next life, but also in this, and that very
handsomely.
'iVe men are so self-interested, and so
moved by things present and visible, that when such things
do not come to hand, we seem to have no heart left to do
anything. God takes account of our vveak nature, and
would not even in .this life leave without reward those
who renounce all things for His love. So He adds imme·diately, beyond the promise mentioned: And whoever for
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love of 'Ine ShllJl leave house, brothers or sisters, father or
1nother, '1.t1ife or. children; or any property or inheritance,
shallrecei've a hundred-fold, and life everlasting hereafter
(Matt. xix. 29). The hundred-fold is to be understood of something that he shall receive in this life,. and
after that, in the next \\Todd, life everlasting. So Christ
Himself declares by St. Mark (x. 29-30): There is none
that hath left house, etc., for me and the gospel, butsh.all
receive a hundred tinLes as much now. at this tinte, and in
the world to come life everlasting. You shall not only
receive the reward of life everlasting hereafter, for having
nlade yourself poor fol' Christ, but you shall receive a
hllndred,~fold in this life.
St. Jer~)lne explains this
hund-red-foldof spiritual goods. He says:" He vvho
leaves tenlporal goods for God, shall receive spiritual,
which in comparison with those others is receiving a
hundred-fold."
But Cassian explains it of temporal
goods themselves.
He says: "Even in these we
Religious receive a hundred-fold in this life, according to
the words which the Evangelist St. Mark there sets down
in the text. ' , We see this accomplished quite to the letter:
every day we say to fresh comers into Religion:
You have left one house for Christ, and you have ever so
many houses, all the houses of. the Order are yours, God
has given you them in this life for the one that you have
left. You have left a father and a lTIother, and God has
given you in their stead so many parents who cherish
you more than those vvhom you have left, take more care
of you, and seebettet what is for your good. You have
left. your brothers, and you have found here so'many
brothers who love you lTIOre than they did,because they
love you for the love of G()d without any,-interesfed
motive of their own, -whereas those in the world l~ve you
for their own profit and interest, and only while they have
need of you. You have left sundry servants in the
wor1d,-a~d perhaps you had not any,-and here you
have so many to serve you,-one as bursar, one as dispenser, one as cook) one as refectorian, one as infirmarian; and what is more, if you •travel to Castille, or
Portugal, or France, orltaly, or Germany, or the Indies,
or any otherpar:f of the world, you will find that they
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have th~re already set up for you a house with ever so
ma'ny attendants, \vho will serve you with th~same care
and diligence, so that there is no princ~e on earth who is
so well off. Is not that receiving a hundred-fold in this
life,and more than a hundred-fold?
Then what shall I say of the very things that you h£lve
left ?Even in that respect you havellere muchmor~
than "in the world. God gives you' in this: life a hundred
times more than you have left. You' are more master of
the possessions" and riches of the world than the rich
themselves. They are not masters of their estates and
riches,but you are: they are servants and, slaves of them.
Holy Scripture calls them men of riches,' (Ps.7S). : .it does
not say riches of men, but men ofric1J,es, to give us' to
understand that money is their mistress, since it is she
that orders them about, and' they are her' servants' and
slaves. For her they serve, for her they labour, to
acquire her, to increase her, to keep her. And the more
property and riches they hold, the more sl~ves they' are,
since they have to spend more care' and labour over what
they have.
The fulness and abundance of the rich
suffereth him not to sleep, says the Wise Man (Eccles.
v. II). On his bed at night he goes rolling over from
side to side, because his estates and riches driv~' sleep
away from him. . But how free IS the Religious from
care! Without. reckoning whether things are dear or
cheap, whether it is a good year or a bad one, he has
everything he 'wants, as having nothing, yet possessing
all things, as the Apostle says (2 Cor. vi. 10). Thus
Religious live at ease and without care, as having
nothing. How then about contentment? There is given
us a hundred times more than what we had in the world.
If you do not believe that, ask folks in the world and
those who are best off there, and you will see how many
untoward occurrences and disappointments they meet at
every step, from \vhich Religious are quite free. How
then about honour? You come in for a hundred times
more here in Religion than you would have found there;
because the nobleman, the. prince, the prelate, who there
in the world would have taken no notice of you, now
when he sees you wearing an old patched habit, does you
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much honour and shows· you great respect. How then
about leisure, quiet and tranquillity? In everything God
gives us a hundred times lTIOre in Religion.
But why all this? Do you know why? That being
unembarrassed and unencumbered by things· of earth, we
may put our whole heart in heaven; that the solicitude
and care that we should have had to take over things of
the world, and in the quest of what is needful for the
support of the body, \ve should exchange for the care of
pleasing God more and more, and gro\ving every day in
virtue and perfection, according to the saying of the
prophet, speaking of the children of Israel: God gave thern
the regions of the nations and the labours of peoples, that
they 'might keep his cO'l1lmandments and observe his law
(Ps. 104). This is also what God says by the prophet
Ezechiel, speaking of priests: Let my priests not have
any inheritances, since I mean to be their inheritance.
Give them no possessions in the land, since I arn their
possession (Ezech. xliv. 28). For this then do we
leave our inheritances and possessions, because God
wishes to be our inheritance and possession. Happy
lot of the Religious, in that such an inheritance and
possession has fallen to him! The lot of our inheritance
has· come to fall to the best advantage, we have come off
wel1~ since to our brethren there has fallen earth, and to
us heaven. The Lord is the portion of rnine inheritance
(Ps. IS), God of my heart and my portion for ever (Ps.
72). The blessed St. Francis used to say that poverty
was a heavenly and divine virtue, because thereby men
despised and trampled underfoot all earthly things, and
rid themselves of all lets and hindrances, to the end that
their soul, free and unshackled, should be at liberty to
attend only to the things of heaven and union with God.

CHAPTER IV

In what poverty of spirit consists
In these ,vords, Blessed are the poor in spirit (Matt.
v. 3), Christ our Redeemer clearly defines in what consists
the perfection of that poverty which we Religious profess.
Poverty of spirit means poverty of will and affection.
The outwar-d act of abandonment of property and worldly
wealth is not enough: \ve must abandon such things in
heart also. Poverty of spirit means detachment of heart
from all things here below, that freely and without
impediment we may follow Christ, and give ourselves
wholly over to seeking perfection, which is the end at
which we aim, and for \vhich we came to Religion. St.
Jerome marks this well in the answer of Christ our
Redeemer to St. Peter. Peter had said: Lard, we have
left aU things. And Christ answered: Verily I say to
you that ye who ha7Je followed me. Observe; says the
Saint, He does not say simply, Ye who have left all
things, but Ye who have followed me. Leaving all
things was what Diogenes also did, Antisthenes, and
ma~y other philosphers.
Among them St. Jerome tells
of a Theban, named Crates, that being very rich, and
intending .to go to Athens to give himself to philosophy
and virtue, to. the end that riches might be no obstacle
to his course, 'he sold all his inheritances and possessions,
and gathering from the sale a great quantity of gold, he
flung the whole mass into the sea, saying: " Go into the
depth, ye wicked covetous desires; I will drown you, that
I may not bedro-wned by you." Of another philosopher
[statesman and general] named Phocion, a man of great
distinction in his poverty, it is related that when Alex-

ander sent him a great sum in gold, a hundred talents,
that make in our money 600,000 crowns [£24,000J, he
asked those who brought it: ". Why did Alexander send
me this?" They answered: ." Simply for your virtue,
and because he takes you for the best and most virtuous
man among the Athenians."
The philosopher said:
" Then' let me remain so," and he would on no account
383
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receive the money. This act and speech was so celebrated among the Greek philosophers, that for a long
time they had no more favourite topic of discussion than
this, who had been the greater, Alexander, or Phocion who
had despised the riches of Alexander. If you take me
for a good and virtuous man, let' me be so, and do, not
send me riches to, hinder me. There are many instances
given of this.
On the other hand, Saints Augustine and Jerome say
that it is not the gold either, nor the silver either, that does
the harm; and they quote the example of many saints
and patriarchs of the Old T'estament, who were very rich,
as Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and the patriarch Joseph, who
\vas 'second in the kingdom to Pharaoh, and held command over-the whole land of Egypt; and Daniel and his
three companions, who held high office in Babylon, as
did lVlardochee and Esther in the whole kingdom of
Ashuerus;' David" Job, and many others; ·who in the
midst of the riches and pomps of the world held to the
principle of poverty of spirit, since their heart was not
wedded and attached to such things; and well observed
the advice of the prophet: If 1'iches flow in, set not thy
heart upon thern CPs. 66).
But coming to our point, there are two requisites for
this poverty of spirit which we Religious profess. The
first is, that we should actually renounce and leave all the
things of the world, as we do by the vow of poverty.
The second is, that we should leave also all affection for
such things, that our heart may be disengaged and free
to give itself entirely to God and to perfection. SL
Thomas says that the first requisite, the actual giving up
of things, is in view of the second, that so we may more
easily give up affection for them, the one being a very
efficacious means to the other. For this he quotes St.
Augustin'e's saying: " Earthly things, when we hold and
possess them, carry away the heart more"; and so it is
tnoredifficult to lose affection for them than when we
have 1hem not. It is much easier not to crave after what
one does not hold than to give up what one holds already.
What one' does not hold is cast off, for a foreign thing;
but what one does hold is like' a thing united and incor-
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porated in self. As St. Thomas says, leaving it is like
cutting a limb off, a very sensible and painful operation.
SSe Jerome, Augustine and Gregory treat this subject
very well, commenting upon those words of the Apostle
St. Peter. St. Jerome says, St. Peter and the rest of the
Apostles \vere poor fishermen, who gained their livelihood
by the labour of their hands, and had nothing but a
miserable pittance, an old boat and some greatly mended
nets; and yet with all assurance they say, LordJ we have
left all things. St. Gregory answers that they are right
in saying so; since in this matter, my brethren, we should
look rather to the heart than to the goods that are given
up. He leaves much, who has got nothing left; he leaves
much who leaves all, be it little or much. In affection we
are much attached to w'hat we possess, and in desire to
what we do not possess. Now the Apostles left much,
because they not only left what they had, but also the
desire of having. He leaves much, who leaves all that
he has, and therewith the desire of having. St. Augustine· says the same. The Apostles were right in saying
that they had left all things, though they only had a few
poor boats and some rotten nets, since " he leaves everything in the world, and despises it all, who despises not
only what he has, but also all that he could desire " :
revera omnia eontemnit, qui non solum quantum potuit,
sed etiarn quanlu'n1, voluUhabere eontemnit.
This is a great comfort for those of us who have left
little, because we. had no more to leave. St. Augustine
says, speaking of himself, after he had sold and left what
he had: ' ,Not because I was not rich, sha111ess be put down
to my credit, for neither ,were the Apostles rich; but he
leaves all the world, ,vho leaves not only all that he has,
but all that he could desire." Non enim quia dives non
lui, ideo minus mihi imputabitur; nam nee Apostoli, qui
priares hoc fecerunt, divites fuerunt. Sed tatum mundu,m dimi!ttit, qui et illud quod habet et quod optat habere
dimittit. A man gives up so much for God, as for God's
selke he ceases to desire; and so you have left all the
world and all things in it, if you have quitted the affection and desire, not only of what you had and might have
had, but. also of all that you could have wished for and
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desired; and so you may ,veIl rejoice' and say with the
j\p'ostles : Lord, 'we have lett all things for thee. And he
who had much there in the world should not make more
of himself on that account, nor think that on that account
he'hasleft much; forhe leaves little, ifhe does not leave
off the' desire of all .that he could wish for and desire.
Much more has yburneighbour left, in that he has aban,.;,
doned the desire of all things in the world.
, In this then consists the essence' of this spiritual
p()verty,. in this renouncement, disregard and contempt of
f:i11' things, tramptingall things of the world under our
fe'et, and' as th<?ugh they w~re, dung saying with St. Paul,
[reckon, all things as dungthatJ111ay gain Christ (Phil.
iii. 8). ' We should trample on all things and despise and
hold. them for nothing, to gain Christ.
These are the poor in. spiritwhorn He calls' blessed,
and w;ithmuch reason, not only bec'ause theirs is already
the kingdom of heaven, as we have said, but also because
they begin from no\\' to enjoy very great satisfaction, a
state of happiness and blessedness on earth. Happiness
does not consist in a tTInltitude of possessions: it consists,
says. Boethius, in "having' everything that one wishes
for, .... and ,wishing for. nothing that one ought not
to wish." 1'his the poor in spirit' have, nlore than" the
rich and powerful of the world. The poor in spirith~ve
all that they desire, because they desire nothing beyond
what they have: with that they are content, and. desire
nothing more: rather it seen1s' to them that they have too
much of everything. But the rich men of the world are
never satisfied or content. The miser will never have
enough .oftnoney (Eccles. v. 9) : avarice never says,' It
is. <:nough,'. for these things ,never can avail to satisfy the
appetite, . but ,rather stimulate and increase it. As the
drop'skalman; the more he drinks, the more he thirsts,
so the ni'iser, the mure he gets, the more he covets what
he is short of, taking no account of what he has, but
considering what he might have. What he is short of
gives him more pain than all his 'wealth gives him
pleasure.
Thus he. spends his whole life in pain and
.,torment" a,,:,h,ungerin.g~nd longing . and striving to. get
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.' It is' 'related of Alexander the Great, that hearing the
lecture of a philosopher; named Anaxarchus, who discussed and ":argued the existence' of "infinite worlds, he
began to weep; and when his attendants asked him what
he, was weeping for," Don't you think. I have reason to
w,eep,,"hesaid, " seeing that there are so many worlds"
as .this man says, and we have not been able' to make
ourselves'masters of one?" The desire of what was want,.
ing to him gave' hith more pain than' aU his conquests gave
him' satisfaction. On the other hand, that, other man,
the philosopher, with one old cloak and 'a poor mantle,
went about as cheerful and gay as though it were always
'Easter time for him:. he was more satisfied and content
and rich in his poverty than Alexander with· all the world
at his beck. And Diogenes the Cyriicsaid a very good
thing to the saine Alexander, as St. Basil ,relates.
Alexander .came to. this philosopher in his poverty, and
said to' him: ",You seem to me to be in want of many
things, ask,arid I wilLgive you them." The philosopher
replied :" .Sire" 'who do you think is in greater want, I'
'vho 'want no more. than my. cloak and my wallet, or you
who, being Kiilg of "Macedon, expose yourself to such
danger to enlarge your kingdom, and the whole world is
hardly enough to' satisfy' your desires? 1 am richer than
you are." SLBasil says -that \vas' a good' answer, and
so it was: for' tell" me, who is' the richer, he who has a
surplus or he who has a deficit. Clearly, he who has a
Now this '. philosopher reckoned that he had
surplus.
enough and more than enough, and lacked nothing of
what he wished for, seeing that he wished for no more
than he had, 'while much \vas wanting to Alexander the
Great, considering what he desired and \vanted to have:
thus the philosopher V\Tas richer than Alexander, and more
\;v·as wanting to Alexander than to the philosopher.
True 'wealth and happiness and ~ontentment in this life
does not consist'in great possessions" but· in the fulfilment
of one's desires and the satisfaction of one's will; nor
does poverty consist in the want of things, but in hunger
and desire for getting them, and insatiable thirst for
having them. "Away from that," says Plato, " anyone
who is good will also be rich." St. Chrysostom brings
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a good comparison to illustrate this. If a man were very
thirsty, and after drinking one jug of water and another
could not satisfy the burning thirst that he .felt within
him, we could not call such a one happy and blessed for
the mere fact that he had great abundance of water to
drink.
More happy and blessed should we hold him
to be, who was not thirsty and had no craving for drink.
The former is like a dropsi'cal man, or a man in a high
fever, and the latter like one in sound and good health.
This then is the difference behveen those who yearn after
riches and fortune, and the truly poor in spirit who are
content with what they ha.vegot and desire nothing of
this world. The latter are healthy, the former sick; the
tatter are satisfied, the former hungry and thirsty; the
latter are rich, the former poor. This is what the Holy
Ghost says by Solomon: TiVhatmeaneth all this, that he
who hath nothing is very rich; and he who hath ample
property and 'wealth is as a needy poor man, ever hungering after and desiring more, and fancying that he is
alwlays short of something? (Prov. xiiL 7). Do you know
\vhat it means? This is the misery and wretchedness, the
, damned spot,' that riches· and goods of the world always
carry with them, that they cannot satisfy nor give contentment; and this is the happiness and blessedness that
poverty of spirit carries with it, that it puts its possessors
in the blissful state of beginning to enjoy from henceforth
an extreme satisfaction.
I t is related of Socrates that he used to say: " God has
need of nothing; and he is most like God, who has need
of the fewest things and is content with the fewest."
Passing through the market-place, and seeing the multitude of things sold there, he ,vas \vont to say, talking to
himself: 'What a lot of these things I have no need
of !' The ignotant common herd, and the avaricious and
covetous, 'when they see such a multitude of things, sigh
and say: ' Ho\v many things I am short of !'

CHAPTER V

Of Religious, who~ havitng' le.ft greater things, get a
passion inR eligion for lesser things
From wha.t has been said it follows, for our improvement, in the first place, that if we who give up the world
\vith its property and riches, do not also give up affection
for' those things, \veoare not poor in spirit; since that
poverty consists not merely in ,a bodily and external separation frolll the things of the world, but further in a
detachment of will and affection from them; and this is
the main point of poverty in spirit. If there still remains
in you a passion for those things, you have not left them
altogether, but have brought them with you into Religion,
since you carry them in your heart. '~hus you are not
truly poor, but only in outward pretence; and consequently not a true and perfect Religious, but a pretended
one: it is 'only oin body that you are in Religion, hut' in
spirit and heart in theworld;;you falsely bear the name
of - Religious.
Secondly it follows that a Religious who has given up
and despised the wealth and riches of the world, and
here in Religion . gets a passion for little things, for a
room, an article of clothing, a book; a picture, and other
like things, is not truly and perfectly poor in spirit. The
reason is the same as above: for the essence of poverty
in spirit consists in giving up affection for the things of
the world and having· the heart detached from them;
'whereas -this man has not given up this affection, but that
,vhich he had for those things in the world, here in
Religion he has transferred and changed to little things,
and his heart is as affectionated and attached to those
'trifles as 'iFwas there in the world to wealth and riches.
Cassian treats -this topic very well. I know not, he
says, how to characterise a ridiculous thing that happens
with so~eReligious" that after they have left the property
,and riches that they had in the world,,· we see them in
Religion so careful and solicitous about little things and
3 89
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trifles, seeking and trying after superfluities and ill-placed
conveniences, to such a degree that sometimes the affection and solicitude which they have for these things is
greater than what they had in the world for their entire
.estate. Little will it profit these people, he says,to.have
given up much property and great riches, sinceth'eyhave
not given up their affection for them, but 'have only transferred and changed it to these small trifling ()bjects. The
covetous affection 'which now in Religi0 tl . they can no
longer exercise on costly articles, they keep and exercise
on things trifling and cheap, clearly showing thereby that
they have not given up. the covetous. aff~ction, .but
changed and transferred it to these childish trinkets~
They keep the same covetousness here as there, as though
the evil lay in the g-old,or in ~he cli(ference of metals and
furniture, and not in the passion and affection of the
heart; or as. though we had left great things, to set our
heart on trifles. We did not leave those. great things
for that. We left, and bro~e with greater things thather~
it might be the easier for us to despise the less. .Otherwise, 'if the covetous affection kee'ps its hold on o'ut' heart,
what matter does it make t9 me whether it be about great
things or about cheap and small things, ,since we, are
here as affectionated and attached to those .little things,
and our heart as taken up and hampered with them; .as
it could have been about great things? It all comes to
the same, when you cunnotsee the sunior haying a plate
put before your eyes, whether the plate be of gold or iron
or tin: the one is as much ~of an obstacle as the other.
Abbot Mark says the same in a consultation or colloquy
that he holds conversing with his soul. 'You will tell
me, my well-beloved soul, that we do not. gather gold or
silver, we have no inheritances or possessi9ns: and. I
will answer you that it is not gold or inheritances ,that
does. the harin,but. the ill use of those things, and: the disorderly affection for them.' Sowes·eethat .' some rich
people pleased God and were Saints~, as we-re:.Ahraham
and, Job and David,because they did not fasten. their
heart and affections on their riches. But we, withou.t
,having riches, having already given them up,keepup
and maintain .the vice of covetpusness. over bas.e' and
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good-for-:nothing things.
vVe do not gather gold or
silver, but we get together ,cheap knick-knacks, ,and set
our heart upon thetn, ap-q bear them as much ~ffectiot;l
as we did gold and silver in the wOrld; and ltIere we
worry sometimes as much about these things" a? :we
;shquld have done there jn the ""orId about thqs,e. ,other
things, and perhaps ,more.
We dqnotacc~pt
hishoprics,nor aim' at dignities, nor ambition such

things ns

~h9.t

:bllt we desire the petty compliments ,and

good opinion of men, a,nd ,take all, possible means to
secure them ,;we rejoice.in being praised and well thought
of by people in the house as much they do by people
,qutside~

More ,miserable and more worthy of repreh~nsion ~re
we, say these holy men, than are people in the world ;we
have brought ourselves down to a lower level than
they: for when men of the world set their heart on anything, it is on things that seem of some consideration
3nd value; but we, having given up those things, fix our
affections on cheap and petty objects. We have turned
,children. W eshould 'have' gone on making our.s~Ives
,men and, perfect men, growing every day, as $t. Paul
s'fi.ys, unto a perfectrnan (Eph.iv.I3), and we ared<?i~g
just the reverse; 'of men"strong men" that wewere,wh~p.
we entered Religion, leaving all things in the world ~nd
breaking manfullY\\lith it all, we' have made ol,lrselv~s
babies, setting our. hearts "on the toys and baubles ' :0:£
children. An{l as the baby,when you take away its apple
and its plaything, beginsto cry" SO ,these folk, 'when you
deprive them of the trifle that they h~d set theirJJearts
upon, and do'notgrant them "\vhat they ask for, at on~,e
"bristle l}P and speak out their mind,., 'It is just asCa5)sian
'says,~on the on~ handitisa thing to m~ke you laugh,
and on the other: it ,js a sad and pitiful sight, tQ see ,a
'grave personage, a.R~ligious,who t() be sur~ had th~
,heart to despise the world and' all th~t it containe<:t, come
to be such a sla,yeofmean and petty: objects., aJ;1d be Cl;S
'much upset and put out 'as _a. baby, because they refuse;it
an apple, because they have taken away •a toy.
,
The glorious St. Bernard, writing to s():me· Religious,
says: "More miserable are we Religious than' all the
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rest of mankind, if in Religion we are to lay stress upon
these childish trifles, and for them lose all merit of what we
have given up and done hitherto. What blindness, or to
say better, what madness and folly it is, for us, who have
given up greater things, to come to be enslaved to things
so mean and worthless, to our own so great loss and
detriment!' , Would you see the loss? says St. Bernard:
" VVe have despised the world and all things in it; we
have left our parents, relations and friends; we have shut
ourselves up in monasteries, and bound ourselves to perpetual imprisonment, to be ever under lock and key and
a doorkeeper; we have given up our ovvn ,vilIs and bound
ourselves ever to follo\v the wilt of another: what should
we not be ready to do, not to lose so many great
merits !"
CHAPTER VI

Of three degrees of poverty
'rhe Saints and Masters of spiritual life lay down three
degrees of poverty. The first is that of those who outwardly have left the thing-s of the ,vorld, but not in~
wardly, they have not left them "vith their will, but
remain attached to them: of such we have already said
that they are not truly poor, but pretenders to poverty,
and falsely bear the name of Religious.
The second
degree of poverty is of those who have left all things in
effect and will, and also here in Religion have given up
affection for superfluities, but hold strongly by necessary
things: they take care that nothing be wanting to them
of which they stand in. need: they like to be well served
all round, in food, dress, lodging and everything else, and
when anything is 'wanting there, they resent it and complain :-that is not perfect poverty. St. Bernard says
very "vell: " It is a sad thing to see how many there are
to-day who glory in the name of poverty, but wish to be
poor on such terms as never to be short of anything, but
to have everything well up to the mark. This is not
poverty but riches, and indeed riches so great as even rich
folk in the world have not": for they suffer many incon-
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veniences in these things, sometimes for not having all the
money they want; at other times, to saveexpehse, they suffer
more than we do for love of virtue; at other times, though
they have the money and spend it, they do 'not succeed
in making their servants do everything to their taste.
And you a Religious, you who profess poverty and have
made a VO\v of the same, you \vant never to feel the pinch
of necessity or suffer anything 1 This is not being a lover
of poverty, but a lover of your own conveniences and of
having all things up to the mark. There in the world
perhaps you would have had much more to go without:
it is not right that here in Religion, where we come to
l110rtify our~elves and do penance, \ve shoulet seek more
comfort and, more conveniences than what' we had there.
If then we wish to attain to the perfection of this
poverty of spirit, and realise to the full the name of
Religious, bringing our life into accordance with the name
that \ve bear, \lve must endeavour to move on to the third
degree of p9verty, which is poverty of necessary things,
" ,for he who ,is" truly poor makes Tittle account even of
what is necessary." Vere enim pauper etiam necessaria
par·vi pendit We must give up any affecti,on not only
for things superfluous and useless, but, also ~or neces,:"
saries, so that in them also we should be poor, "and, show
in thern an affection and dt?sire for poyerty~ . .{\nd nOW
that We cannot dispense with and -abandbn them altogether, ' at least let us take\lvhat is ' necessary' charily
and strictly, -reducing it to the narrowest compass we
can, rather' than extending it, and giving it liberal
measure, rejoicing always to suffer something herein -for
love of poverty. A Saint says 'it is then only praise'worthyto be a poor, man, when, besides being very poor,
one roves the poverty one suffers, and rejoices in it, and
gladly bears the shortages that go with it fOr love ,?f
Christ.' He then who wishes to see whether he is poor
in spirit and is advancing" in that virtue,should see
whether he rejoices ill the effects of poverty and 'her
friends and companions, which are hunger, thirst, -cold"
,veariness, nakedness. See' whether you rejoice In' an' old
garment' and
patched shoe; see 'whether you rejoice
when you miss something at table, and they forget you,

a
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or things are not served so much to your taste; see
whether you rejoice when. your room is. not. so comfortable: for if you do not rejoice in ,these things,'· and love
them not, but rather shun them"you have. not attained ,to
~he perfection of poverty inspirit. This point we shall
further enlarge upon.

CHAPTER VII

Of some means to arrive at poverty in spirit. and
preserve ourselves therein
It will aid us much to the attainment of poverty in
spirit, and keeping it) if in the. first place we attend to
what our Father says in his Constitutions:, " Let none
have the use of anything for his. o\vn. "He· explains this
bya comparison: he says that a Religious, in all that he
has the use of, should reckon that he is clothed and
dressed out like a· statue, that tnakes no.· resistance when
they take its dress ofl. In this way you, should regard the
dress that you wear,your book and breviary and everything else that you use, so that. if they tolc! you, to. give
it up, 'or to exchange with another, you shQul{1 feel it no
more· than· fl statue feels when' they strip it of, its ,clothing: if this be the way you hold it, you do not hold it as
your own., But if \:vhen they bid you go out of such a
room, or give up such an article, or exchange it for
another, you feel great repugnance and difficqlty, and are
not like the statue, it is a sign that you take the thing
for your own, since you feel so aggrieved at the loss of
it. Therefore our Father wishes Superiors sometimes to
prove and test their subjects in the virtue of poverty-,and
in the virtue·· of obedience, as God tested Abraham, that
they may see what virtue each one has, and giye him
occasion to grow more and more in it. It is an excellent
way of. testing us, and a means very appropriate to the
end we are speaking of, to' deprive us of what we have
and make us . accept .somet'hing else instead. Speaking
of affection for these things of earth, St. Augustine says:
" When we have a thing, we often think we do not care
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for it;, but \vhen they offer, to take it a\tvay' from us, then
we come to know what we are~" If wjhen you part with
,a,thi:ng"or they offer to' take it away from· you', you feel
repugnan<i~ and: difficulty, ,and perhaps hesitfite about
.giving it up, .it is a sign that you are ,a~,ached to it, since
gdefand feeling hurt arise from attach ent.· ·St. 'Augus:ti~e says:" \Yh~rr it~ives us' nopain:or·~ro.uble to pa~t
\vlth'a thIng, It IS a SIgn that we are Inot attached to It
and have no affection for it; but wheh it isa pain and
.grief to leave it, it is a sign of the presence, of such affec,tign." . It: is· therefore, an, excellent praCt:ice .of Superiors
from time to time to exercise us.in these things, making
,us ohange rooms and move from a room in which .perhaps we were very comfortable and very fond of it;' Or
making us part.\vith a bOOK, or exchange an article of
~lQth.illg, t1?at we may not, get any ,prescriptive 'right to
anything:' otherwise a certain 'sense of proprietorship
may come in little by little, and. undermine this firm waH
Qfpoverty. So \ve read that this practice was very rnuch
in use among those ancient Fathers, to the end that their
Religious might not get. an affection for things or regard
them,·as their own.
. This.is 'h()\l\T 'St. Dorotheus act.ed, with his disciple
St. Do?itheus.
He would givehhna coat/Or, vest,
and Inak~ him sew and trim it very neatly, and then when
he had. fitted it ,nicely to his· own size, he would take
it ffom him a.nd give it to another. St. :Dor~theus'sbook
on "this subject is very much in accordance with our
manner of proceeding, and descends to many minute
particqlars. It is related there that, St. Dositheus, being
infirmarian, had at one time set his heart on a knife,
and asked for, one from St. Dorotheus, not for. himself,
but {or use in the infirmary. St. Dorotheus said to him :
'~,\Do; 'You: like the kni£e, Dositheus? Which would you
prefer., to be a slave to this knife ora seivantof Christ?
iAre, you not 'ashamed that this bit of steel shall lord it
oyer you?" 'Oh, how many, times mightcwe say, that to
ourselves? Are, you not ashamed that a trifle "like ,'this
should "be your master, and drag; and twirl you about?
So he 'said to him = "Never touch it again." And he
never d~d' touch it again. Let us not take these things
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for pieces of childishness or things of little .importance. St. Jerome says admirably\vell in a similar case:
'~1'0 those \",ho do not understand the meaning of virtue,
and have not attained to the perfection and purity
thereof, perhaps these things will appear a nursery ga~e
and of ~small importance; but· they are not, they ~are
points of great perfection and holy wisdom, hidden· from
the wise· and prudent of the world, and revealed and
rnal1ifested to the humble and simple of heart. t,
The second thing that \vill help to preserve us in
poverty of spirit is, not to have anything superfluous.
This isaspecial point in which the Lord has shown
peculiar favour to us in the Society; for our rooms are
like that which Holy Scripture says the Sunamite woman
prepared for the holy prophet Eliseus. The prophet often
passed by her house, and she said to her husband:
Let' us make hiJn a little chatnber, and put in it a bed
and a table and a chair and a candlestick, that when he
comes to us he tnaylodge there (4 Kings iv. 9-10). That
shoulci he the furniture of our rooms, a bed, a table, a
chair and a candfestick, only what is necessary: it is not
our custom nor are we anywise allowed to have· rooms
furnished with pictures, portraits and the like, or to
keep in them spare chairs, or an elaborate writing-desk,
or a carpet, or a curtain in front of the door, nor can
we keep in our room a little jam or any other delicacy
wherewith to regale· ourselves, or to comfort and enter':'
tain those who visit us: even to get a drink of water
have· to ask leave and go to the refectory; nor may
we have a book in which we are allowed to make a mark,
or carry the bo()k away with us. Undeniably this is· great
poverty; but it goes along with great relief and great
~perfection, for these things beyond a doubt take up much
of a Religious's time and get in his 'way, since the having
of them and keeping of them and adding to them clearly
must cost care and distraction. The not being· allowed
to have such things (as they are not allowed amongst us)
puts an end to all those inconveniences.
One of the reasons why in the Society outsiders are
not· allowed to come into our rooms, besides other undesirable consequences that such entry would lead to, is

we
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because our poverty can thus be better preserved. For,
after all, we are men, and if the squire, the merchant, the
literary man, whose confession we hear, were to come
into our room, I do not know whether we should have
virtue enough to be satisfied with the poverty that reigns
there, but we should like to keep it better furnished with
books, that from my books at least he might take me for
a learned man and a very consequential person. Thus
this rule 'is a great help to keep us in our poverty, and
hinder us from having superfluities, and we should highly
esteem it accordingly, and see that it is kept up.
Another good means to preserve ourselves in this holy
poverty, and a very praiseworthy practice, is that of some
Religious, to carry off to their Superior all their little
things that they call their pets, and dispossess themselves of them, though they be things that they might
keep lawfully and in conformity,with obedience. It is
told in the Chronicles of the Order of St. Jerome that
at their beginning this usag-e was quite com~on, and so
much care was taken that no Religious should have any-,
thing superfluous or curious, that when therevvas found
in the possession of anyone any article that \vas curious
and not religious, they all met in Chapter, and made a
great fire in the middle, 3J1dthete they burnt it; for these
holy men said that such things w'ere the idols of Religious.
N O\v this is what we ought to' imitate: all things that are
not necessary we should banish from our rooms,. and rid
ourselves of them entirely, taking them and offering them
to the Superior without any hope of their ever coming
back. And to do. that it is ndt necessary that we should
have any affection for them; .it is enough that they are
superfluous.
St. Bonaventure adds another r'emark, that he did not
approve of bur keeping such little things, as some do,
to give to others as prizes, or to win them over, or under
colour of devotion; because, after all, these things take
up the . heart and are a cause of distraction. Besides,
it is making ourselves singular and marked off from the
rest, because it seems that this is the man in the house
\vhokeeps a shop for these things, and to whom all ought
to have recourse. There is also, says ~h.e ~Sa}nt, another
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disadvantage in the practice, which -is that often these
things are givenavvay -without leave, sometimes without
looking into the matter, sometimes out of_ shame of
having recourse to the Superior about these childish gewgaws: so it _comes at times that others also receive
them \vithout leave, for not daring to say nO,ano
putting the giver to the blush; and this is a cause of
disedificationon one side, and ~cruple and remorse on the
other. There is this further undesirable result, that these.
gifts and little presents are wont to foment particular
friendships and familiarities, to the prejudice of union and
fraternal charity. For these reasons, says St. Bonaventure, such doings do not meet vvith the approval of our
elders. And so it is also in our Order, because though
this is permitted in some by reason of their ministries, yet
in the case of others we well know that it does not please
Superiors, nor edify our -brethren. A Religious ought to·
be so poor as' -to have nothing to give. And this is what
edifies, \vhile those who are fond of having little things
to give away neither edify nor are well thought of; - and
that is the reason why in this lnatter we follow the counsel
of St.Bonaventure.
It will also help much to our purpose to bring forward
one thing in which the virtue of holy poverty shines out
greatly, and by the blessing of the Lord is well practised
in the house: it is that \ve do not keep our rooms locked,
and no one without special leave of the Superior can- have
writing-desk, or box, or anything else locked; all is open
to the Superior's eyes. Thus, in the very way in which
\ve hold what we do hold and use, we seem to say:
There, take it if you will. St. ]erpme insists on this
point: "Let there be no need of keys, that from the
very exterior look of things it may be shown that we have
no -outward possessions but only Jesus," Nihil habetur
extrinsecum praeter ] eSU1n.
And while everything is so open and exposed, by the
goodness of the Lord, it is quite safe as regards those
of the house. That we might observe this regulation
with facility and security, our Father has laid do\vn in
the first place a rule y that none shall enter another's
room without leave of the Superior. There is one lock,
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or key, whereby our room is like to be better secured
than by a key of iron. He laid down also another rule :
that no 9ne should take anything out of another's room
without leave of the Superior. That is another strong
lock arid key. And above all this the se£;ll is set by the
vow ,of poverty, again a very strong fastening. With
the~e three locks and keys so strong, our room and all its

contents, for all its being left open, is better secured,so

far as the inmates of the house are concerned, than if it
were closed with gates and bars of it:on. And we should
alL make an effort that it may remain so, and continue
in ,future times. He would be :worthy of heavy puni~h~
ment, who by his audacious violation of the rule ." should
anywise impair the plainness, simplicity and perfection
which marks the. Society's manner of life, or risk any
alteration ina thing so holy, and such a brilliant display
of .the' virtue. of holy poverty. Against such offenders
SairltsBasiI and Bonaventure inveigh strongly in good
round' terms.

CHAPTER, VIII

Of another'· means that will greatly help 1fS to attain
pov~rtyin spirit and keep us in the same
It will also be a great help' to us to preserve us in
poverty in spirit and attain the perfection thereof, not
only to rid ourselves of superfluous things, but to take
care, even in necessary things, which \\Te are obliged to
make use of, to make .the virtue' of poverty conspicuous,
that in. all things we may appear poor men, as we are~
Our Father commands this' to us in hIS Constitutions.
" Let the diet~ dress and sleeping accommodation be

such asbecol11es poor men, and let each one persuade
himself that the worst things in the house will be given
to .him for his greater abnegation and spiritual profit."
And in another place he says: " Let all love poverty as a
mother, andaccordillg to the measure of holy discretion,
in .proper season, let them feel some effects of it." Our
holy Father would have ,., us desire the poorer and the'
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\vorse, but he would not have us evaporate wholly in
desires, but sometimes feel indeed the effects of poverty.
Thus, though the necessaries of life be not wanting
to you, you have always room in this matter to give proof
of the virtue of holy poverty. And not content with
saying this in general once or twice over, he after\vards,
in the Sixth Part of the Constitutions sets him,self
expressly to declare ,what our clothes are to be like.
l'hat they should be, on the one hand, religious and suit..
able to our ministries, and at the same time conformable
to the poverty we profess. He says that these things are
to be observed in them: first, that they be decent, ,be~
cause we are Religious; secondly, that they fall in with
the usage of the country in which we live, because our
manner of life is common as to the exterior; thirdly, that
they be not contrary to poverty; and he declares there
that they would be contrary to poverty, if they were
made of very costly cloth. Therefore, though parents,
relations, friends, and penitents were anxious to give
a Religious fine cloth, he must not have his clothes made
thereof, because they would not be the clothes of a poor
man, nor in accordance ,with our Constitutions. Some
say that it is a saving to have one's clothes made of good
material, because it lasts t\vice or three times as long,
and so makes for poverty. But these are fleshly and
worldly reasons; it is much more important that poverty
be conspicuous in the clothes we wear, and that we look
like poor men, and go about dressed as poor men, for
such we are; this, I say, is more important than any
amount of saving. Further, not only in the quality of
the cloth, but also in the cut of the coat, poverty should
be well marked; jf one selected a garment very full,
ample, and dignified, it would not be the habit ofa poor
Religious. There are two things only that our Father
would have us make account of in dress, proper decency
and protection against cold, for to these two objects were
clothes instituted, 'and that is their end. It is the doctrine
of St. Basil, who quotes to this effect the saying of
St. Paul: fIaving food and wherewith to be covered, with
that we ;Lre content (I Tim. vi. 8). Let us be content with
having food to sustain us and clothes to cover us. A
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holy m~n o?serves : See \vhat he says: food, not dainties
and delIcacIes; and see what he says, clothes wherewith
to be covered, not to look smart. We should be content
with bare necessaries; and for the rest, all that savours of
dignity and ostentation should be banished from Religious
life, and nowise tolerated, since it is vanity and profanity:
let all that be cast out, let not the world come in upon us
here.
Oh, how the glorious St. Francis dreaded that even in

his Order! It is related in their Chronicles that Friar
Elias, a leading man in the Order, who became Minister
General, had a habit made for himself,. full and ample,
\vith long sleeves, and of costly stuff. St. Francis called
him in presence of many friars, and told him to lend
him the habit that he wore. The Saint put it on over
his o\vn, making proper folds of the train, and arranging
the hood, and turning up the sleeves ·with gestures of
vanity; and so began to march about with his head high
and his chest thrown out, stepping out \vith a fine ponti..
fica.l strut, and ~aluting the friars present in a deep
sonorous voice: "God save you, gallant gentlemen !"
The Religious stood staring with astonishment at what"
the Saint did and said. That done, in a transport of
fervour and zeal, he hastily pulled off the habit, and in
utter scorn flung it far from him, and said to Friar Elias
in the hearing of them all: "The bastard sons of the
Order are clad in that fashion."
So he stood up 'in his
habit, humble and unostentatious, straight and short, and
resumiog his air of cheerfulness and mildness, he began
to talk to his friars with great humility and familiarity,
teaching them entire meekness, poverty and hUlnility.
Let us not, then, be bastard sons of our Order, but
legitimate sons, in all things like to our mother, Holy
Poverty. Our clothes should be in the style of the poor;
poverty should be conspicuous in them, and sho\" that we
are· poor men. And to that end they should be even less
than \vhat we might decently wear, and even less than
what the opinion of the \vorld might think necessary for
us. He cannot b'e called ·poor in dress whose dress is
abundantly complete in all that can be called necessary:
he shows no sign of being a poor man to whom no detail
26
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of what is necessary is wanting. That is why we said
above that perfect poverty meant rejoicing in having to
suffer and endure some flaw and shortcoming even in the
supply of things necessary, and that he who had no mind
to suffer and endure any want had not attained to the
perfection of poverty in spirit.
What is said of clothes, must be understood of all
other things of \vhich we have the use. We must take
care that the virtue of holy poverty be apparent in them
all, and that it may easily be seen· that we are poor men.
Thus in our room we should not keep anything but
what· is necessary, and that of· the meanest, the poorest
table, the most tumble-down bed; the worst furniture
in the house you must covet to have for yourself; and as
for books that are not quite necessary, off 'with them
to the library, and do not make a parade of learning by
piling up books in your room.
St. Bonaventure enters
into minute details here, earnestly charging Religious to
keep only necessary things, and with them taking- care
that they be not works of art, but rough, what will just
do, old and nlended. Do not look to it that your books
be very well bound, or that your Breviary or Horae
Diurnae be a curiosity of 'workmanship, or a thing of
singular elegance. Do not carry about \vith you curious
pictures, or a rosary of any considerable worth and
value; and if you do have any Agnus Dei or any cross
or reliquary' for your own devotion, let it be conformable
to the poverty that we profess; and the poorer you are in
this respect,the more pleasing will you be to God and
His Saints.
The blessed St. Frands used to say that to keep curious
and unnecessary things was a sign of a dead spirit. When
the spirit is tepid, and the ardour of grace has died down,
with \vhat can it cover and entertain itself, he says, but
with these trifling things? As it finds no comfort in
spiritual things, it seeks it in these outward objectso£
interest. This is a great truth, well borne out by experience; and that is why our Superiors make so much
account of these small things, for one reasoo, because
they touch poverty, and for another, because there is no
life of· the spirit, where one busies himself with the like
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things. And even in necessary things, as we have said,
we ought to be poor and appear so, and be glad to suffer
some diminution in them, the better to imitate· Christ our
Lord, who being rich and powerful, made Himself poor
for. love of us (2 Cor. viii. 9), and chose to suffer such
lack of necessary things, suffering hunger, thirst, cold,
\veariness and nakedness. St. Bernard says: " In heaven
there was great .abundance of good things ~nd .riches,
but no poverty was to·· be found there. Here on earth
there was· great abundance of that commodity, but men
did not knovV its vvorth and value. \Vhat, then, did the
Son of God do? As a ·wise merchant, His heart went
out to that commodity and He took in a stock of it, that
so men might know and value it, and also take ina stock
of it, seeing that it is worth so much in the kingdom of
heaven. "

CHAPTER IX

lV hat has been said is confirmed by some examples
In the book of the illustrious men of the· Cistercian
Order, there isa story ·of the Abbot of a monastery in
Saxony who was not content to clothe himself with the
cloth of the neighbourhood, but sent every year to
Fhil1der'3. for pieces of fine costly cloth, and clothed himself therewith. When the Abbot died, the monks divided
his clothes among them, and the Prior of the monastery
took for himself one of his' tunics, and put it on, one
solen1n night, in honour of the solemnity of the feast.
But no sooner had he done so than he felt as thoug-h they
\vere. applying plates of hot iron to his flesh,and began
to cry out that he vvas burning, and flung the garment off
at once, and all saw that it sent· out sparks of 11re,
as though it\vere a red-hot iron. Astonished and dismayed at this, all those who had taken any of Father
Abbot's clothes brought them at once .to the spot, and
Inade a heap· of them; and there began to come out and
rise sparks of fire in all directions, as from a burning
furnace. This went on long enough for them to be able
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to give notice to all the neighbouring Abbots, and they
came and bore witness to this so fearful judgment of
God.
Ca~sarius relates ho\v a knight having done many
wrongs to a Benedictine community in France, the Religious determined to dispatch a monk to King Philip to
complain of the wrongs they suffered. They chose for
their· envoy a young monk of noble family, hoping that
the I{ing would give him favourable audience for the sake
of his high connections. Coming into the King's presence,
he said to him: " T'here is a man who has done great
injuries to our monastery, and I beg Your Highness to
restrain him, and make him restore the goods he has
taken away." The King eyed him, his habit and appearance, and asked him \vho he was, and learned that he was
the son of a well-known knig-ht. He led the conversation
to other subjects until the ~onk said to him: " Sire, the
truth is that this knight has carried off all that we had
in the house, and left us little or nothing."
'[he King
replied: " That may easily be seen in your shoes, which
would not have been so pinched if he had left you a
little leather. As you are more nobly born than the rest,
you ought to be more humble." Wishing,· thereupon, to
soothe him, he added: "Take not my ·warning ill, I
do' it for your good. Return home, and I will make
sure that this person gives you no more trouble." A
similar story is told by Ccesarius of another Philip, King
of the Romans, who gave the same answer to a Cistercian
Abbot, who was talking to him about the needy condition
of his community. The King, looking at the shoes he
wore, very close-fitting and tight, said to him: " It is
quite evident that your house is very poor from the way
you are shod, since even leather is dear." Whereat the
Abbot was much confounded.
It is related of the blessed St. Francis in his Chronicles,
that a Guardian, very intimate \vith the holy Father,
founded an oratory for the friars, hard by which he made
a cell, a little way apart, in which the Saint could stay
and make his prayer. The cell was of timber, worked
with an adze onlv. When Father St. Francis came to
the place, they took him to the cell, and Father St.
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Francis said: " Brother, if you wish me to d\vell in this
cell, make within it a lining of osiers and branches of
trees, that I may see in them poverty."
And when
that was done, he stayed in the cell for some days.
Of our Father Francis Borgia we read in his Lif.e
that in all things he showed himself a truly poor man
and a perfect lover of this virtue. It appeared in his
dress, food, bed and . lodging, and even in very minute
things, as in the paper that he used for his sermons, in
the fire that was made for hinl in a case of necessity,
and. like things, so much so that he could never be prevailed on to accept new shoes or new stockings. They
once tried to play a trick upon him, putting new shoes in
the place of the old ones before he got up, but it availed
them nothing. When he went begging -alms, he ate with
more relish the scraps and bits of bread that he or others
brought in, in preference to the whole loaves that were put
on the table. On his journeys, though they were never
so long and laborious, or his health never so ·weak, he
would not allow of there being carried with him a clean
pair of sheets for his personal use, fearing that this
might be to the prejudice of holy poverty. He often slept
in barns under the bare tiles in cold weather, with the
wind coming in in many directions, and that with such
cheerfulness and rejoicing as to strike amazement and
shame into his companions. His overcoat and rain-cloak,
in winter as in summer, was his mantle, doubled and lined
inside, to keep it from wearing out. It was the greatest
difficulty imaginable to get him to wear high boots, or
other defence against the rain; he would say that a broadbrimmed hat was protection enough against sun and rain.
Besides, it often happened that he came to inns, soaked
through with water and pierced with cold, and great was
his joy when he arrived in that condition, to find that there
was no good accommodation at the inn. In no sickness,.
and in no weather, however severe and cold, would he
allow any curtain to be fastened about his bed or in his
room; he thought it a great luxury to have a little mat
fastened at the head of his bed. AU- this was the more
pleasing and admirable in him, considering the high
estate he had left in the world.

CHAPTER X

To what and houl a Religious is bound by the vow
of poverty
It remains to say to what the VO'IV of poverty binds us
in strictness, and \vhen one would sin against it, and
when it would be a mortal sin, for it is reasonable for a
Religious to understand the obligation he is under by
being such, and by reason of the vow that he has made.
At other times we treat of matters of perfection; here we
will treat of what is of obligation, which must always
come first, and is, as it were, the foundation on which
all the rest is built. We vvill gather together with all
possible brevity what the Doctors say on this point, as
well Theologians as .T urists, dra-wn from the Canon La\v
and the writings of the Saints. The Vo\V of poverty of
itself binds a Religious to have no d0111inion nor ownership, nor the use of any temporal thing \vithout the lawful
permission of the Superior. This is the conlmon opinion
of all the Doctors, and is expressly laid do\vn in the
Sacred Canons.
Hence it follows) first, that a Religious is bound by
his vow of poverty not to hold, or possess, or give, or
take, or receive any temporal thing to keep, or use, or
dispose of, without leave of his Superior, because all
these are the acts of one who is, or may be, proprietor or
owner of the thing; and so he who should act thus ·would
act against the VO\v of poverty. This is the inference
and assertion of all the Doctors, and is expressed and
declared in the Sacred Canons.
Secondly, it follows that not only would a Religious act
against his vow of poverty by taking, or retaining, or
giving a,vay, or disposing of anything of the house without .leave of the Superior, but also by receiving anything
from outsiders, relations, friends or penitents, and retaining or disposing of it without leave of the Superior. This
is also the common opinion of the Doctors, and is laid
do,vn in the Canon Law as a thing certain.
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These are the prihciples and foundations of all this
matter, and upon them we shall rest all that is to be said,
drawing conclusions from these principles in resolution
of particular cases that may occur.
Our Father in his Constitutions, dealing with this matter,
puts before us and explains it all; and it is drawn- out in
the _Rules that we may have it before our eyes. Itis
said in the twenty-sixth Rule: " Let all understand that
they cannot lend,'" or take, or dispose of anything in the
house without the Superior's knowledge and consent."
And tpat no one might think that the only thing against
poverty was taking or _disposing -of anything in the house
without leave of the Superior; but as for receiving from
persons outside, or disposing of what was received from
them, \\7ithout leave, such a proceeding would not be
against the vovv of poverty; he further enforces this
second point in another Rule: " No one shall take to himself anything of the house, or from the room of another,.
or receive anything in any way from an extern, whether
for himself or for another, without leave of the Superior."
In these Rules our Father briefly SUins up. what is that to
which our vow of poverty binds us in all rigour.
But we must here observe that none should fa11into the
mistake of thinking that it is no sin,-or at least no
mortal sin,-to break these rules, on the ground that our
Constitutions and Rules do not bind under sin. A man
might deceive himself in this vvay, saying: 'I quite see
that one acts against the rule by receiving anything from
another or giving -nnything; but as our rules do not bind_
under sin, I do not think that it would be a sin, but only
the breaking of a rule.'
I t is true that our Rules and
Constitutions do not bind under sin, as our Father
declares in the same Constitutions (p. vi. cap. 5), but thevows that we take do clearly bind under sin, and that
sin mortal of its own nature. And so our Father declares, that no one may pretend ignorance, or take occasion to err, although the thing is clear in itself. As a
Religious who should violate chastity would sin mortally
against the vow he had taken _thereof, -and that would
be a new sacrilege, so he who should violate the vow of
poverty would sin mortally against his vow ofpoverty~
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Of that there can be no doubt. It \vas in your power
to have remained \vhere you were in the world with
your property, and used it at your discretion, and not to
enter Religion, nor make any vow of poverty. But now
that you have entered and made that vow, it is no longer
in your power to receive a shilling, or keep it without
leave, because you are bound to that by the vow you
have made.
This is what the Apostle St. Peter in the Acts said to
Ananias and Sapphira, "vho had made a vow of poverty
as the Saints observe, and had sold an inheritance that
they had, and then in bringing the price to the feet of the
Apostles, as the others did, kept and reserved for themselves a part of the price, and said that they had not
sold it for more than they presented. St. Peter said:
A nanias, 'why hath Sata,n tempted thy heart to lie to
the H-oly Ghost, and keep back part of the price of the
land? Remaining, did it not rematn to thee JO and sold,
was it not in thy power? Thou hast not lied to man but
to God (Acts v. 3-4). And God's chastisement fell upon
him immediately, he fell down suddenly dead; and the
like happened presently to his wife, who had shared in
th~ offence; and great fear fell upon the whole Church,
and upon all 'who heard these things (Acts v. 11)0 So it
is reasonable that great fear should fall upon us of doing
anything against the vo"v of poverty, seeing that it is
punished so vigorously.
N ow coming back to the point, I say that if there were
nothing more than a rule there, the breaking of it would
not be a sin; but \vhen the Constitutions or Rules contain
and declare the matter of a v~w, they express an obligation under sin, not by any force of their own to bind you
under sin, but by reason of the obligation of the vow that
binds in that \vay. It is as when rules contain and declare any matter of chastity or natural law, they tell of
an obligation under sin, not by virtue of the rule, but by
the obligation which chastity or the natural law of itself
carries \'lith it. And because these rules tell and declare
the substance of the vow of poverty, and what is that
to which the vow binds of itself; therefore, he who breaks
these rules "'lill sin, not by breaking the rule, but by
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breaking the vovv of poverty \vhich the rule declares.
So the having of these rules before our eyes should not
serve to give us occasion to think that it is only a rule,
but to let us know from the outset that we have here a
summary and abridgment of the substance of the vow
of poverty, and of what it binds us to in all rigour, dravvn
fronl the Canon La\v and all the Doctors, as we have
said~
St. Augustine says, speaking. of Religious who
live in community: .. It is certain that they ought to
have nothing, possess nothing, give or receive nothing,
without the Superior's ieave"; which is our· rule letter
for letter. This, then, it is to be poor; and for one to be
able of his own will, \vithout leave· from another, to
take, or give, or hold, or dispose· of anything, is·· to be a
proprietor, and, consequently, against the vow of
poverty.
That this, \vhich nlust be taken as a first principle in
this matter, may be better understood, it must be observed
that the distinction \vhich doctors, theologians and jurists
draw between use and dominioh,~between being the
owner of a thing and having only the uSe of it,-is that
the owner of a thing· 0an commonly do what he likes
\vith it; he can give it to \vhom he likes, lend it, sell it,
spend, or dispose of it as he thinks good; but he who is
not absolute owner, but has only the use of the thing,
cannot dispose of it as he likes; he cannot give it to
another, nor sell it, nor alienate it, but only use it for
the purpose for which it was granted him. They illustrate this by an example. v\Then one man invites another
tp dinner, he only gives him leave to eat there in the
dining-room of all that is put before him; but he does
not make him master of the viands laid on the table; he
cannot carry them off to his house, nor send them to
another friend, nor sell them, nor make of them what he

likes; he has only the use of them . to eat on the spot
what he \vishes; and, therefore, they say that use is
distinguished from dominion, even in things that are
consumed by use, and that the first use [res fungibiles] ~
In this relation Doctors say that private Religious stand,
even as regards those things which they have with leave
of their Superiors. The only thing allowed them is the
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use of those things, to avail themselves of them and
benefit by thetn. But it is clear that you cannot give
to another the habit and dress that you wear, without
leave of the Superior, because it is not yours; and if you
were to give it \vithout leave, you would act against
the vow of poverty, because that would be making yourself absolute master of the thing, since you do with it
,\That you will. And 'what I say of this is to be understood of all the other things that we have; you cannot
give another your breviary, nor your 'writing-case, nor
_your hat, without leave of the Superior, since nothing of
that is yours: they have granted you the use of it only
for yourself, as in the case of a guest invited to dinner.
Let us always remember that example, since it is very
proper and illustrates the matter well. And if of the
things which a Religious has with leave for his own use,
we say that he cannot do vvhat he likes with them, nor
give them to others, it is -clear that still less can he give,
take, or dispose of other things of the house without leave
of the Superior, in the way of taking anything from the
clothes-room, library, refectory, dispensary or other place,
either to give to another or for his own private uSe: that
would be still more clearly against poverty.

CHAPTER XI

Explaining how it is against the vow of poverty to
recei've or give anything ~vithout leave of the Superior,
even though the thing be not belonging to the house
"\Ve have said that it is the common opinion of Doctors,
that not only is it against the vow of poverty to take anything of the house for your o-wn use, or give it to another, without leave, but also to receive anything from
another without leave of the Superior. Thus if a friend,
or penitent, or your father, or relation, gives you, anything to buy a coat, or a book, or anything of the sort,
and you receive and keep or uSe it without leave of the
Superior, you \vill sin against the vow of poverty, whether
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you .ask for it or he gives it you without your asking,
eit.her by way of friendship, or by way of alms or relationShIp, or to. stand at your discretion.
But someone
wi)! say: ' When the thing belongs to the house, I quite
agree that it will be against the vow of poverty;
but when it is given me by another, how can it be so?
I take nothing from the house, nor put it to any loss;
rather it seems I do it a good turn, saving it the cost
of what otherwise it 'would have to give ll1e.

What sin

is there. there, and against what commandment?' I
say that ordinarily ·it is a sin of theft, and against the
seventh commandn1ent of the law of God. And so St.
Augustine says expressly in his Rule: " If anyone wishes
to give anything to a Religious, if a father wishes to give
his son some clothing or anything else, the Religious
cannot reeeive it without leave, but the Superior is the
person to receive it, and that not for the individual, but
for the house and community, to give it to whomsoever
he thinks stands most in need of it."
If the Superior
thinks fit to give to another the clothing th~t was sent
to you, he does you no wrong, since it is not yours.
Coming into the house, it becomes common property:
it is as much mine as yours. To come to the point,
St. Augustine goes on to say: " And if anyone receives
anything without leave, and keeps it covered up without
giving an account of it to the Superior, let him be condemned as guilty of theft."
"For theft it is," says
St. Basil, "to keep anything in private without leave
of the Superior." From whom is the thing stolen?
Would you kno\v from whom? St. Basil will tell you:
" From your Order and the Community."
And let no one say that these are exaggerations of
the Saints, their usual way of talking, enhancing the
matter in order to strike more terror and alarm into
those whom they rebuke. I t is not so, it is very plain
truth, and the common opinion of all the Doctors, based
on the principle, in which all agree, that a Religious by
his vow of poverty is incapacitated for· holding anything
as his own, or giving anything away. As he is not his
own, but belongs to his Order, so all that they give him,
\vhen it comes under his hands, in whatsoever form it
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comes, at once becomes the property of his Order. When
a Religious holds a chair or pension, such as we see are
held at SaJanlanca and -other Universities, the revenues
do not belong to the Religious, but to his monastery; and
the Superior collects them, and the procurator in his
name, as he does the other revenues of the monastery;
and the Religious who fills the chair has recourse to his
Superior for necessaries, just as he would it he did not
hold the chair.
Hence it is very clear that it is theft for a Religious
to receive anything from another and retain it without
leave of his Superior; because the thing then belongs
to the Order \vhen it comes into the hands of the
Religious; and so, if he keeps and retains it \vithout
leave, he usurps and steals from the Order, acting contrary to the will of the Superior. 1'hat is the definition
of theft,-to take or retain of another's goods contrary
to the will of the o\vner. Hence it follows that if a
Religious gives anything to another vvithout leave, though
it be by way of alms, the receiver acquires no dominion
or ownership over it, but is obliged to restore it to the
Order. Hence it will be seen what a mistake it is to
think that you can give to your relation, or penitent
or friend, a book, a picture, a reliquary, or anything of
the sort, on the ground that it is not the house or Order
that gave it you, but another party. As it is a theft
and an offence against the VO\V of poverty to take, or
give, or dispose of anything of the hou':le without leave
of the Superior, so also is it the like sin to take and
receive anything from an outsider, and keep or dispose
of it, without leave of the Superior.
But it nlust be observed that though it were not a
theft, and no wrong \vere done thereby to house, or
monastery, or any other party, as Inight happen in some
case, nevertheless it remains a mortal sin of its own kind
to take or receive, use or dispose of any temporal thing
without leave of the Superior, be.cause by the vow of
poverty this is forbidden to the Religious, and he is
rendered incapable of such an act. And the recipient of
such a thing from a Religious would acquire no ownership of it, and would be bound to' restore it, because he
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receives from one who cannot give, like one who receives
from a minor.
.
In confirnlation, there is a case related by Pope
St. Gregory in his Dialogues (iv. 55). And the case was
of this sort. In the monastery of St. Andrew, which
St. Gregory built at Rome when he was Pope, there was
a monk called Justus. He asked a brother that he had
in the world to buy him a woollen shirt. The brother
put his hand into his purse and drew out three reals

[one shilling three farthings], and said to him: " There
you see three reals, buy one to your liking." So Surius
tells the story, and says that he drew it from the original;
but in the Dialogues of St. Gregory it is said to have been
three ducats [thirty-three shillings] ; but to our purpose
it comes to the same thing whether they were reals or
ducats, and at that time three reals were enough, and
more than' enough, to buy a "voollen shirt. Anyhow, the
monk took the thr:eereals, or the three ducats, without
leave, and kept them. He· came to fall seriously ill;
another monk, happening to know that he was keeping
those three reals, and being· uneasy in conscience about it,
went. to acquaint the' Abbot,-.-according to the rule which
\ve also ha ve, that "vhoever knows anything serious about
another' must at once acquaint the Superior therewith.
1'he Abbot thought the' case so grave that the Pope ought
to be consulted about it; so he reported to St. Gregory,
to see what was to be done. St. Gregory ordered that
none of the monks were to 'visit the sick man, or speak
to him, but all should hold him for excommunicate, since
he had broken his vow of poverty. He further ordered
that, when he died, they were not· to bury him with the
other monks in consecrated ground, but outside the
monastic enclosure, in a dunghill, and that they were to
throw on his corpse the money that he was keeping,
saying all aloud, Thy money be with thee unto perdition
(Acts viii. 20). The monk died of that illness, and they
did with him· aocordingly. St. Gregory says that this
example struck such horror and alarm into the monastery,
that all the monks started rummaging their cells, and· all
the little things that they· had, even with leave,
things that they might have kept lawfully, they took
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them to their Superior, to be sure of having nothing
against poverty. By these and the like examples of the
ancient Fathers, there was established this penalty by the
Sacred Canons against Religious who died proprietors.

CHAPTER XII
C011~ing

down to particular cases of certain things
contrary to the V07.CJ of pove-rty

In the first place I say, and infer from what has been
said, that if the Superior here in the house gives a
Religious money for his journey, he cannot out of that
money buy rosaries, or pictures, or anything else, either
for himself or to give to another, nor can he get his
Agnus Dei or his reliquary mended, even though he
subtracts from his food, or saves what he might have
otherwise spent. The reason is, because the money is
given him solely for his expenses on the way; and what
he does not spend on that, however it be, he must return
to the Superior \vho sent him, or to the other
Superior of the place where he goes; and if he
keeps it, or spends it on anything else, he will be
defrauding his Order, and sin against the vow of
poverty. This is to be understood when the Order gives
the Religious all that he needs for his journey, as is done
in our Society. It \vould be another case if they gave
him a determined and fixed sum, so much for each day,
so that, though he needed more, they would not give it
him; because then that \vould be a sign of an express, or
tacit, or interpretative leave, enabling him to spend on
other lawful things anything that he may save from what
they give him.
Secondly, I say the same, though the journey-money
be not given him by his Order, but by parent, relation,
or penitent. He cannot buy with it a breviary, or a
spectacle-case, or a pair of spectacles, or anything else,
either for himself, or to give away. Let no one deceive
himself in this matter by saying: 'This money was not
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given me by my Order, but by my relation or friend,'
for it does not matter whether your Order gave it
you, or your relation, or friend; since, in coming into
your hands it is made over to your Order, and is as
though the Superior, or. the procurator of the house, had
given it you. And so you cannot spend it except on that
for which the Superior gave it, that is, for your journey;
and all that you have over, in whatsoever manner it be
so, you must return to the Superior; and if you spend
it on· anything else, or keep it, you sin against the vow
of poverty, and are as though you had stolen it from your
()rder. And this I say even in the caSe where one has
received that money for his journey with leave of the
Superior; for if he had received it without leave, he would
already have broken his vow·of poverty by doing that.
Thirdly, it is the same when a man comes from a
mission, or from a visit to his relations, and there they
have given him something, some article to make him comfortable on his journey, or some further article of clothing.
When it comes into his hands, it becomes common property, and on reaching the house· he must hand it over to
the Superior, or to the clothes-room in his name; and if he
keeps it \vithout leave} he ,viII make himself a proprietor,
and commit a sin of theft against the vow of poverty.
Fourthly, though a Religious be on his way to another
house or college, and has already his foot in the stirrup,
he cannot ask or receive anything from any extern, not
eVtn for his journey-Illoney, without leave of his present
Superior, though he understands that the other Superior
of the place to \vhich he is going would be g-lad of it, as
saving him the cost. The reason is, because the one is
at present his Superior, and not the other, and so he
would be receiving it without leave of his Superior, having
that Superior· present, as he is present, and he being able
to ask him. It would be another case if the traveller were
away from the house, and had no other Superior of whom
to ask leave; for in that case he might well receive what
he understood to be according to the will of his Superior,
,,,ith the intention of declaring and giving an account
of it as soon as he arrived at the house; for then he
would· be presuming the consent of his Superior, a con-
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sent not to be presumed when there is an opportunity of
having recourse at once to the Superior, or the matter
easily. admits of delay.
Fifthly, it follows also from what has been said, that if
the Superior gives any Religious leave to receive any
money and keep it in the custody of the procurator for
any definite purpose, as to get some writings copied, he
cannot spend it on anything else without leave of the
Superior. Nor can he give a sixpence out of this money
to any other Religious of the house for any need that
may occur, either his own, or that of some penitent, or
relation, or friend, either by way of alms, or for prizes
of rosaries, .or pictures, or anything else whatever; nor
can the 'other receive it without leave; hut both the one
and the other' in 'such a case would act against the vow
of poverty, since it is against that vow to give, or receive,
or dispose of anything temporal \vithout the Superior's
leave.
Sixthly, as a· Religious cannot give or take without
leave of the Superior, so neither can he lend or receive
a .loan ; for every sort of contract is forbidden him by the
VO\:v of poverty; althoug-h in little things and things of
frequent occurrence he may presume hinlself to have a
tacit or general leave to lend to another Religious of the
same house things that he has with leave, at least for a
short' time, more or less, as the use and practice of the
Order shall declare.
Seventhly, a Religious' will sin against the vow of
poverty if, without the Superio'r's leave, he receives a
deposit from any person outside the house or within; for
a deposit is a true contract, and carries a liability of its
own, that the Religious, .who charges himself with the
deposit, be bound to render an account of it, and pay up,
if it be lost by any fault of his, upon legal investigation, to
say nothing of the embarrassment and anxiety that another man's money, or other precious article, carries with
it, and the scandal there would be if money were found
in the possession of a Religious without leave, and without its being known what it· is. But in· ordinary things
\vhich a Religious has with leave, and can keep in his
room, the use and practice of the Order declares that
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he may also give them to the custody of another of the
house.
Eighthly, as it is against the vow of poverty to receive
and keep in one's possession money, or anything else that
costs money, without leave of the Superior, so also is it
to keep money, or anything that costs money, in the
hands of another, without the Superior's leave; for it
comes to the same thing to keep money in the hands of
a friend or to keep it in one's own hands. Thus if a
man keeps in the hands of a penitent or friend any
article for use for a journey, or any other thing whatsoever, that it may be given him \vhen he goes out of his
place of residence, it will be as much against the vow of
poverty as if he kept it himself.
'
Ninthly, it
not in accordance with the poverty that
\ve profess in the Society, rather it Savours of o\vnership, to carry with one books, or pictures, or other like
things, and take them ·with one when one changes· residence. 'That, therefore, is not allowed in the Society; but
all the things that one has are ordered to be inscribed
and held for the property of the college or house where
one resides; and there they must stay when the man
changes his residence, and he cannot take them with him.
And if he takes them with him, it will be like stealing
them from the house to which they were already applied,
and so against the vow of poverty; and that although the
donor had given them to this particular person, and not
to the Order, for it comes to the same thing, as we have
said above.
Tenthly, a Religious will sin against the vow of poverty
if .he spends money on unlawful, vain, or superfluous
things, even though the Superior has given him leave for
them, for that is forbidden by the vow of poverty, as the
Sacred Canons declare. Not even the Superior him-

is

self may spend money on such things, so neither may
he give leave for it, but only on things necessary, useful
and becoming. V\Thence it follows that he who should
receive such things as a Religious had ill spent his money
on, would be obliged to restore them to the Order,
according to ,vhat we said in the last chapter.
Eleventhly, it is contrary to the vow of poverty for a
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Religious to keep anything hidden away, that the Superior
may not find it and take it from him; for, as the Doctors
observe, that is one "vay of seeking to appropriate a
thing and keep it against the will of the Superior.
. Twelfthly, if you are a subordinate official to whom has
been committed the distribution or disposal of certain
things, you cannot do that at your own good pleasure
and will, but must adapt yourself to the good pleasure
and will of your Superior. And to give more, or better, or
worse, than what you know to be the will of the Superior
will be against the vow· of poverty, by using and dispensing things as if you were master and o\vner of them,
instead of depending on another.
Thirteenthly, as he would sin against the vow of
poverty, who should of set purpose waste, or allow to
go to waste, the things of the house that he has under
his charge, or have been allowed him for his use, so also
he will sin against the vow of poverty "vho wastes them,
or lets them go to waste, by notable· fault and carelessness. A gross fault, they say, is equivalent to malice.
And the reason of this is, in the first place, that it is proper
to him alone \\Tho is master of a thing to be able to consume and squander it at his whim; secondly, because the
use of things given or entrusted to a Religious is granted
him solely for the benefit and profit of himself and of his
Order; and if he squanders and consumes or spends those
things without profit, he \vill sin against the vow of
poverty. And in these things it ought to be observed
that, though the loss inflicted on the Order each time is
small, yet when it is repeated many times it may amount
to grave lllatter.
There is a note\vorthy example of this, which Cassian
relates, taken from the monks of old. One day the
dispenser or procurator of the monast,ery went into the
·~itchen, and sa vV on the floor three peas, which by chance
had fallen from the hands of the cook when he was washing them· to get them ready for cooking. He went and
told the Abbot, who called the cook and gave him a
public penance for handling with negligence the goods
of the monastery. These holy monks, says Cassian,
regarded not only themselves, but all the things of the
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monastery, as things dedicated and consecrated to God,
and so handled them with much care and reverence, no
matter ho\v· small the thing \vas.

CHAPTER XIII

An answer to an objection which throrzxJs much light
on this 1natter
But some one will say: 'There is an appearance of
rigorism and excessive severity in this doctrine, since
other Religious also have their vow of poverty; and yet
we see that they do not hesitate to receive from relation,
penitent, or friend, money for a breviary, and for a
,vriting-case, and even for a habit, and they are learned
and God-fearing men. They are also wont to give to a
friend in the house, or even .outside, a·· book of those
that they have, and even other things of greater value,
without asking leave for it,. and they have no scruple or
suspicion of what they do being against the vow of
poverty. It follows that here in our own practice we
should not sin against the vow of poverty either, by doing
the like, but· at most against the perfection of it, and
against the obedience due to the Superior and to our
Constitutions and Rules. '-This is a very good objection,
and therefore we have inserted it here, that by the solution
all that has been said and has to be said may be made
. clear.
I say, then, that it· is quite true that in some Orders
the Religious do all these things without scruple, and
without sin· against the vow of poverty; but it cannot be
inferred· from thence that we should not sin either in
doing the like. Rather, I say, that if we did those things,
~we should not only act against obedience and against our
Rules, but also we should sin against the vow of poverty.
And the reasonoE the difference is, because in other
Orders these things are now done with leave of
Superiors: there is either express leave for it, or, at
least, a tacit and interpretative, or virtual leave, which
is, as Doctors say, when a usage is now commonly
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established in an Order, and Superiors know and see it,
and having it in their power to gainsay and stop it, they
do not gainsay and stop it, but connive at it and let it
go on. He who is silent, when he might speak and stop
what is being done, is reckoned to consent. Silence, they
say, gives consent. The Religious, then, who has
express or tacit leave from his Superiors to give, or
receive or dispose of anything, does not sin against the
vow of poverty by acting accordingly. And, therefore,
in doing these things, many Religious do not sin. But
the Society is beginning- novv, and desires to continue, in
the keeping up of this wall of poverty entire, so far as by
divine grace shall be possible: there is in it no leave
for doing these things, neither express, nor tacit, nor interpretative leave; rather there is an express usage and
practice quite to the contrary; and, therefore, anyone
who should do these things in the Society would sin
against the vow of poverty. And those other Religious also
would sin hereby ag-ainst the vow of poverty if they had
not leave for what they do. Nuns also are Religious, and
have made a vow of poverty, and nevertheless they have
their pensions, out of which they clothe themselves, and
buy and do other thing-s, and we set it down as la\vful,
because they do it ,vith leave of their Superiors. It is
clear that if any of Ours were to do that without lawful
pernlission, he would sin against the vow of poverty.
Hence it is not a good argument, that the thing is done
in other Orders, though there are in them learned and
holy men, as though that gave any ground for thinking
that the same is la\vful in our Order: for in those Orders
there is leave, either express or tacit, to do so, and in
ours there is not, but a usage and practice to the contrarv. And thus these maxims that we have laid down
are·not scruples or pieces of rigorism, but truths well
founded in all strictness in the common teaching of
Doctors.
St. Bonaventure and Gerson, spiritual and holy men
and grave theolog-ians, set down in so many words many
of these particular cases that we have mentioned. They
reduce all this buisness of a Religious giving or receiving,
to the question whether he has or has not express or
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tacit leave from his Superior to that effect. If he has
it not, they say that he can neither give, nor take, nor
receive anything, and would sin against his vow of
poverty in doing so, because thereby he would cease
to be a poor man, and constitute himself an owner and
proprietor by giving, .taking and disposing of a thing as
he likes. Gerson puts the case of the procurator or
steward of a monastery, who has money to buy things
. necessary for the Community, and he asks whether he

\vould sin against the vow of poverty by buying for himself or another a knife, a spectacle-case, a pair. of spectacles, and he even comes down to minute things, as a
needle, a quill pen,. or a little thread. His answer is, that
there will be no sin if he does it with leave of his Superior,
particular or general, express or tacit; but if he does it
otherwise, he sins against his vow of poverty; and he
says the same of giving anything to an outsider, or
receiving anything from him. Thus all Doctors agree
that a Religious is bound by his vow of poverty not to
have, or give, or take, or dispose of anything without
leave of his Superior. And if in any Orders it is taken to
be lawful for a Religious to have small articles or
dainties in his cell, and to be able to receive such from
friends or relations, or give away and dispose of other
such things, it is because in that Order there is express
or tacit permission thereto; otherwise it would not be
lawful, but against the vow of poverty.
Hence follows a thing worth noting, that to be able to
give an answer to a Religious as to whether he sins and
acts against his vow of poverty in this or that particular,
it is necessary to know the practice of his Order. on that
point. Otherwise it is impossible to give a sound opinion
to the said Religious; for many things may be lawful in
one -Order, on account of there being a tacit ~nd interpretative permission thereto, which would not be lawful in
another Order where there is no such permission.
Hence it follows that though certain authors say that a
Religious would not sin against the vow of poverty by
receiving money from another to buy books, or the like
things, provided that he does not hide his purchases, but
keeps them open and plain to view, and is prepared in mind
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to produce them and give them up, if his Superior so comn1ands, yet a Religious of our Society doing 'that would
sin against his vow of poverty. The authors referred to
speak in that \vay, because they judge that there is there a
tacit and interpretative permission, and that Superiors give
themselves out as satisfied with that sort of subjection
and resignation. But in the Society there is no manner of
tacit and interpretative permission to that effect, but a
clearly declared rule to the contrary. The soutane,
mantle, and breviary, which we use with leave of the
Superior, ,ve are obliged to hold in this way, with this
subjection and dependence on the Superior, and with this
preparedness of mind to give them up, if he commands
us; otherwise \ve should sin against the vow of poverty
by being proprietors and keeping the article as our own.
For receiving anything to buy a sout~tne, or books, orany~
thing of the sort, though afterwards we exhibit the purchase plain to view in our room, and with the readiness
aforesaid, there is no manner of permission in the Society,
but a tradition and practice quite to the contrary, and so
it would be against the vow of poverty. It is a dead
certainty that if the receiving and keeping of things in this
manner, without any further permission, were taken to be
la\vful .in the Society, we should all cry out against it in
the Congregations, 'and take care to have this side-door
shut, whereby our poverty might be ruined.
Doctors also make another observation on this matter
of tacit and interpretative leave. They say that to enable
a Religious to give, or ask, or receive and' keep anything,
it is not enough. that he knows for certain that if he were
to ask leave for it the Superior would grant it at once;
as it is not enough to authorise you to go out of the
house without leave, or write a letter, that you know
for certain that if you did ask leave it would be given
you. What is required is, that you should know that the
Superior will be glad, and take it to be all right, for you
to give or receive and keep the thing without asking his
leave, and that he will not at all mind your not asking him.
That is "vhat is meant by a tacit and interpretative and virtual leave, enabling you to give or receive without asking
further leave in particular ; and that is what they have in
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some Orders for many things of which we have spoken.
But far from there being this acquiescence on the part of
Superiors in the Society, there is· nothing that they desire
more than that everything should be authorised under
obedience; nothing that . they would resent more than
anyone taking the liberty and having the boldness to do
any of these things without leave. Thus in the Society
we must use different language on this question of
poverty, and on other particular q,uestions, :from what

they use in some other Orders. And the same held in
other Orders at their commencement, and some still'keep
it up very creditably.

CHAPTER XIV

That the vow of poverty binds under m,ortal sin, and
what quantity is enough to make a mortal sin
Someone will ask whether these things which we have
said to be against the vow of poverty will always be a
mortal sin, or \ivhen they vvill be. We have already said
that it is the COlnmon opinion of Doctors and Saints that
he who sins against the vow of poverty commits a mortal
sin of theft against the seventh commandment of the law
of God. I say, then~ that as the seventh commandment
binds under mort.al sin exgenere suo, as theologians say,
that is to say, of its own kind and nature, but by reason
of the smallness of the matter the theft may be a venial
sin, as the. theft of an apple or of 'a halfpenny, so also
the vow of poverty of its own kind binds under mortal
sin, but in so light a matter one may break it without
committing more than a venial sin. And if you go. on
to ask what will be considered a notable quantity, so as
to amount to mortal sin, that is a question much debated
among the Doctors on the matter of theft, what quantity
should· be called ' notable,' to make the theft a mortal
sin; and according to that standard they say will be the
breach of the vow of poverty. l"hus the quantity that
will be enough for a mortal sin against the seventh
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commandment will also be ' notable ' and sufficient for
a mortal sin against the vow of poverty.
For the greater elucidation and confirmation of this,
some theologians observe that the gravity of this sin
is determined by two elements; the first being the fact
that the offender appropriates and takes to himself what
is another's against the will of its owner; the second, that
thereby he breaks a VOvV made to God. Looking only at
the first element, they say a greater quantity seems necessary to make a mortal sin here than in theft, because the
thing taken is not so entirely another's, nor the owner so
entirely unwilling as in theft; but looking at the second
element, that quantity vvill be enough for a mortal sin
that would be enough for a mortal sin of theft, because
the obligation created by the vow of poverty, not to
appropriate or take anything against the will of the
Superior, is much greater than the obligation created by
the seventh commandment, not to take anything against
the vvill of the owner.
In the case we related above (chapter xi.) from St.
Gregory, what that monk had taken, according to
Surius's version of the matter (and he says that he drew
it from the original) was only three reals [real = fourpence
farthing], and that from his brother, and that for a shirt,
w'hich his Order would have had to give him if the other
had not supplied it. Nevertheless, St. Gregory judged
that that quantity was enough at that time for a mortal
sin, as is seen by the punishment and excommunication
wherewith he punished for it.
Of moderns who have
written in our tilTIes LA. D. 1600] some reckon the amount
of three reals [one shilling three farthings] a notable
quantity, and sufficient for a mortal sin against the vow
of poverty; others say four reals, others five. In the
Carthusian Order a much smaller quantity is judged
enough, for a mortal sin, since they hold it sufficient for
the deprival of ecclesiastical burial and for excommunication, as Navarro observes.
But granting that in. the vow of poverty we may allow
a little wider license, and that the value of three or four
reals [a shilling, or one shilling and fourpence] is a light
matter, and that it would be necessary to go beyond
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that to amount to a mortal sin, as some \vould have it,should a Religious, a man aiming at perfection, expose
himself to these contingencies and risks: ' Did what I
received, gave or kept, amount to the quantity sufficient
for a mortal sin or not? Did it amount to four or to
six reals [one shilling and fourpence or two shillings]?'
Buyers and boys, who, when they go to market, appropriate sometimes a halfpenny, sometimes a farthing, are
excused from mortal sin by the 'parvity of matter ' ;

but what Religious is there who, if sent to market, could
bring himself to appropriate a half-penny, on the plea
that it does not amount to more than a venial sin? Now,
if you could not bring yourself to do that, but would take
it for a sacrilegious and very low trick, neither should
you dare to give or receive anything without leave, alleging that it does not amount to a mortal sin, for such giving
or receiving is at least equivalent to appropriation. Let
us make account of small things, especially in so grave
a matter as this, which touches one of the three essential
vows of Religion, since he who dares to be a defaulter in .
this, saying that it will not amount to a mortal sin, is in
great danger of a mortal breach of the vow of poverty,
since covetousness, and the desire of having, of giving and
receiving, is a strong passion, linked closely to our nature,
which has a great liking for the same, and goes a long
way to blind and deceive us accordingly; and often,
though we cannot say for certain that the thing amounted
to a mortal sin, we can say for certain that there was doubt
of it; and a Religious ought to be very far from putting
himself in such doubts and risks.

CHAPTER XV

Whether a Religious can -receive money to layout
in pious wo-rhs without leave of the S'ltperio-r, and
when he 'uJould sin the-rein against the vow of pove-rty
The Society wishes us to keep such purity and perfection in this matter of poverty, and to be so far from the
keeping and comlnand of money, that ,ve have a rule
forbidding us to ask or receive anything from our penitents, either for any other purpose or to give in alms to
the poor, or by way of restitution. Thus though a penitent be bound to restitution, and would be glad to give
his confessor the nleans of. making it, the confessor cannot receive it, nor charge himself therewith, without leave
of the Superior. This rule is founded on high motives of
prudence and experience, and the teaching and example
of the Saints. St. Basil expressly advises this, and
Father Francis Xavier insisted on it much, as we read
in his Life. And of the blessed St. Hilarion Abbot,
St. Jerome relates in his history that when he had cured
a very wealthy mao, casting out a legion of devils that
he was possessed by, the patient offered him many gifts
in gratitude; and as the Saint refused to receive them,
he importuned him to take them to give to the poor; but
the Saint ans\vered: ' , You had better give them yourself, since you go about in to,vns and knovv the poor. I
have left my o\vn estate; \vhy should I charge myself with
yours?'· It is our office to counsel these and the like
works to our neighbour, but not to be other people's
almoners, since that would be no help to our ministrations, but rather a hindrance. The only result ,vould be
that the whole house would be full of people seeking
relief, and ten porters \vould not he enough for these
applications alone, and the Father \vould be taken off
from confessions and spiritual ministrations to attend to
this. Even the Apostles found hy experience that they
could not attend to this without prejudice to spiritual
ministrations of more importance. It is not right for us
to give up preaching the word of God to serve at tables
426
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(Acts vi. 2), to attend to these temporal things. And so
they had to choose out sundry persons to rnake this their
occupation,·· that they might be able to give their whole
attention to the conversion of souls.
Some think that this distribution of alms is a good
"vay of gaining our neighbour and attaching ·him to the
frequentation of the Sacraments. That is a mistake; you
lose more than you gain thereby. There are many more
complaining and discontented· folk than folk "\vho are
satisfied "\vith \vhat you give them. Some complain because you give them nothing, others because they are not
given more; {hey are all grumbling, and go on to tell
stories how \ve are influenced by private partialities
and acceptance of persons; they e.ven think that ,we walk
off with a bit for ourselves, and apply all we can to
feathering our own nest. This is not a good way to
entice our neighbour to confession; far from it, many
,vill thence take occasion to make sham confessions, and
tell a thousand lies to· the confessor, to. move and induce
him to give them alms~ Oh! how right is the Wise -Man
in advising us to believe the old and experienced, and
follow their counsel (Ecclus. viii. 9).
Occasionally, \vith leave .of the Superior, you may do
well to receive some conscience money from a penitent,
e.g., when the affair is secret, and your penitent cannot
conveniently make the restitution himself without its
coming to be known. Even then Doctors advise the
confessor, and it is very good advice, to ask of the person
to whom he makes the restitution a note of hand, stating
how he has received such a sum from him in a certaili
case of restitution that someone was charged with; and
aftervvards give this receipt to the penitent for his greater
satisfaction and that of the confessor himself. And
though the penit~nt says that he wants nothing of this,
but has full reliance on his confessor, the confessor should
not omit this precaution; the party will be glad when he
sees the receipt, and \vill be edified, and more quiet and
assured; nor \vill there come over him afterwards
anxieties and suspicions as to \vhether that money was
paid in the right quarter or not, as may readily happen
when this precaution is not taken.
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But nO\iV that we are treating of the VO\iV of poverty,
and what it binds us to in rigour, it will be "veIl to declare
when you will sin in this matter against the vow of
poverty and when not, but only against obedience and
against the rules. Theologians treat this question in
detail, whether it would be a sin against the vow of
poverty on the part of a Religious, without leave of his
Superior, to receive money from an extern, not for himself,
nor to distribute and mete out in his o\vn name, but to
do so in the name of the donor. The solution of this
question turns on this, that there are two \vays in which
you nlay receive money from one person to give to another: the one ,. is, when the donor gives me the money
that I, in his name, may give it to some specified person,
or distribute it on such and such pious works. That is
the \vay in which money is given to confessors as conscience money for restitution, or to give in alms to certain
poor people. To receive money in this way without leave
of the Superior, in the Society, would be against our
rules, "vhich forbid it, as we have said; but it does not
appear that it 'would be a sin against the VO\V of poverty,
because the donor in that case remains master of his
money, and he it is that disposes of it; I am only his
minister and instrument, to give it in his name to the
person to \vhom he tells me.
But if the donor gives m,e the money to spend and
distribute freely to any persons that I like, and as I like,
then the receiving of it and giving and distributing of it,
\vithout leave of the Superior, would be not only against
the rules, but against the vow of poverty. In the first
place, because then the donor deprives himself of the
dominion of the money, and, so far as in him lies,
transfers it to me, that I may dispose of it as I like; and
a Religious is not capable of that. Secondly, because not
only is it against the vow of poverty to become master
and proprietor of a thing, but also to have the free use,
administration and dispensation of a thing without leave of
and dependence on the Superior; for this is a sort of
o\ivnership and private property, forbidden the Religious
by his vow of poverty. Nay, they say it is more against
the VO\V of poverty to have the free use of property and
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possessions than to have the dominion and ownership
thereof, because this having the use of property is more
distracting and harmful ~o a Religious than having the
dominion and ownership without the use. The end for
which the Church and the Holy Fathers laid it down, that
Religious cannot hold the dominion and ownership of
property, was that so they might be free and disengaged
from the use and adnlinistration thereof, and able to g-ive
themselves more entirely to God, because these cares are
a greater hindrance and distraction than ownership.
Thus, to save sin against the vow of poverty, it is not
enough for a Religious not to have the dominion and
ownership of another's money, if he undertakes the free
use and administration thereof without leave of the
Superior. Denis theCart'husian says well: Would it
not be ridiculous for a father, who had a son out of his
mind, to be satisfied with depriving him of the ownership and dominion of a knife or a sword, while leaving
him the free use of it? Quite as ridiculous is the conduct
of those Relig-ious who accept the use of other people's
money, thinking it enough that they have not the
dominion and o\vnership; they take just that which is
most distracting and .harmful and prejudicial in the
possession of property. There are some even \vho think
that the former case is against the vow of poverty, because it is taking and distributing money, or the
equivalent thereto without leave of the Superior; though
they say it will be a light matter, and not amounting to
mortal sin, if the money is at once given to those whom
the donor marks out.
Hence follows the solution of a case that is very practical, which is, whether a Religious would sin against the
vow of poverty \vho, ,vithout .leave of his Superior, should
ask another for money or alms for a relation, or friend,
or penitent of his, and receive and g-ive it, or ask the
donor to give or send it. I say that if the Relig-ious who
asks for or receives such a thing, accepts it with the idea
of making himself O'\i\Tner of it, or to make use· of it, he
will sin against the vow of poverty. though he intends to
give it or send it to his relation or friend, and though, in
fact, he does give it or send it afterwards, either by him-
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self or by means or in the nanle of another. But if he
does not accept it for himself, but, on the contrary, says
clearly: ' I have no nee.d of it, and cannot receive it for
myself, but, if you please, to give it to So-and-So, or
leave it with me to give or send it him in your name, you
will be doing me a charity and a favour,' in this case it
will not be against the vow of poverty, although the donor
does this out of regard to the Religious, and the Religious
gives him thanks for having done so. The reason is,
because he does not receive it for himself, nor make himself owner of it, but is the mere executor of the will of
another, or intercessor, to get him to have this will and
make this donation. Much less would it be against the
VO\V of poverty to ask the donoi· to give or send the donation in his own name to such a person, although that
person understands that the· gift is due to the mediation
and intercession of the Religious.
But though this be not against the VO\Y of poverty, it
is clear that it is against the perfection of the vow, and
expressly against our rules; and to proceed in these things
without the leave and against the will of the Superior, is
apt to involve many unseemly consequences. There is,
besides, great danger in it of a breach of the vow of
poverty. One cannot always be so \vide-awake and so
attentive to details as to make it clear: ' Does the donor
give it to me, or how do I receive it?' , Do I give it in
tny own name or in his?' 'Does the donor give it, or
do I make myself the. owner and give it myself?'
Especially so, since the covetous desire of having and
commanding money, and distributing and disposing of
things, is apt often to blind us, as we said in the last
chapter, and under colour of apparent reasons make us
do things that are contrary to the vow of poverty; therefore we should be afraid and greatly shun these and the
like ways of going on. Let it not be said of us what
Cassian relates St. Basil to have said to a Senator, who
had left the world and the dignity of Senator and become
a monk, but reserved to himself some little portions of
his property, that he might not have to earn his livelihood by the labour of his hands, as the other monks did.
St. Basil said to him: 'c You have ruined the senator, and
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not made yourself a monk. " Et 'senatorem perdidisti, et
tnonachtun non fecisti. You are neither senator nor
monk.
CHAPTER XVI

What has been said is confirmed by some examples
St. Jerome relates that 1n the desert or N1tria one or

the monks, ",-ho earned their livelihood by the labour
of their hands, conceived a desire of getting together
some money. He was a spinner of flax, and covetousness lending energy to his labour, and he at the same time
eating very little, he came to save a hundred solidi, or as
we might say, a hundred ducats [£ 55]. He died with
them in his possession, and \vhen they. came to bury
him they found the money. T'he monks assembled to see
\vhat 'should be done in such a case, and what to make
of the money. St. Jerome says that there were dwelling
there about· five thousand monks in separate cells. Some
said it should be distributed among the poor; others, that
it should be given to the Church; others, that it should
be sent to his parents, who were likely to be in some
necessity. But the great Macarius, and Abbot Pambo,
and Isidore, and others of those graver personages \vhom
they called Fathers,-the Holy Ghost speaking in them,-said and determined that they should bury' the money
along with the corpse, saying, Thy rnoney be with thee
unto thy perdition (Acts viii. 20). And so it was done.
St. Jerome goes on' to say: " And let no one think that
this was cruelty; it was not cruelty, but a sense of
religion. This example struck such terror and consternation into aU the monks throughout Egypt, that they
counted it for a great offence that there should be found
in' their possession at the hour of death either a sovereign
or a sixpence."
St. Augustine [Pseudo-Augustinus, Sermones ad fratres
in eremo, Serm. 5, S. Aug. Opera, tom. vi., p. 3 I I, inter
spuria, ed. Bened.: aliter S. Aug. Sermones, Serm.
ISS tom. v., p. 1381] relates an example of a certain
Januarius, a Religious, held to be a saint, which I
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will quote in his own words, which show deep feeling and grief: "Tears and loud lamentations again
and again and again should we put forth for the
perdition of our Januarius, \vho was reckoned amongst us
a pillar of obedience and poverty, and came to a miserable end. He came to us \\lith tears in his eyes, and promised to observe poverty as long as he lived, and yet he
possessed in the world, without our knowing it, a vineyard
and land.
0 deadly profession!
0 treacherous
promise! His mouth uttered what his heart abhorred.
VVe believed him a saint, while he was the worst of
men. In this manner our J anuarius lived for twelve
years and more, a bad life, followed by a bad death. A
bad life, because he kept secretly hidden a\vay that which
he had no right to call his own. A bad death, because
not even at the end of his life did he renounce his deviation from the right way, but died obstinate in his sin; and
\vithout our kno\vledge he made a will, and left as his heir
a son that he had in the world. Oh would that, at least
in the hour of death; he had told us this, that he might
have obtained pardon by our prayers; but he neither confessed nor repented; therefore he is none of our company,
nor ever was in his lifetime. Bind then the hands of his
corpse, and put in them, tied up in a cloth, the hundred
and eleven shekels [£ II] which he kept in a cupboard in
his cell; and say \vith tears: Thy money beto thee unto
perdition (Acts viii. 20). For it is not lawful for us,
servants of God, to expend in the food, clothing or
work of the monastery, what is the price of his eternal
damnation. "
Ccesarius relates that among the Cistercians there was
a Religious, 'who fell sick and 11lade his confession to the
Abbot. They then brought him the Blessed Sacrament,
and he opened his moutn to receive It, but he could not
close his mouth to ~wallow the Host; and to the surprise
of all, the priest took the particle from the sick man's
mouth and gave It to another sick Religious who was
there, who received It with much devotion, and swallowed
It without any difficulty. Not long after, that other
Religious died, and the cause was discovered that hindered his salvation and benefit, for when they came to
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wash the body they found attached to it five solidi, not of
silver, but of copper, and that was an unlawful thing to
have. At sight of this all praised God; and when the
Abbot was informed of it, by his direction they buried
him in unconsecrated ground, throwing his bit, of money
atop of him, and all sayipg tog~ther: ' May thy money,
that thou didst keepconc~aled, contrary to thy profession,
be with thee to thy eternal damnation.' And the Abbot,
relating this occurrence in the next General Chapter,
added : " And that it may be understood· that the reason
\vhy he could not s\vallow the Most Holy Sacrament was
not any hindrance arising- from bodily infirmity, the same
day he ate a whole chicken."
It is related in the Chronicles of St. Francis that there
\vas a brother in one· of the convents of the Order, who
knew how to read a little, and,desirous to learn more,
found means to get himself a psalter. But the rule for.. .
bidding laybrothers to learn to read, the Guardian, knowing this, asked him for it. He ans\vered that he had not
got it. The Guardian pressed him to say where it was,
that he might not live proprietor of anything, but the laybrother would not obey. Not long after this he fell
dangerously sick, and the Guardian, for fear that he
should die a proprietor) commanded him, in virtue of holy
obedience, to give him the psalter, or tell him where he
had hidden it. But the unhappy man, hardened and
obstinate in his denial, died without divesting himself of
it. VVhen on the night following the burial the sacristan
rang for matins at midnight, he felt coming over him a
great, heavy shadow, and. heard at the same time a fright-.
ful inarticulate cry. fIe fell to the ground like a. dead
man. The friars, hearing the first peal of the bell for
matins, and seeing that it stopped, waited a considerable
time, and then came to look for the sacristan. They found
him in a s\voon, like one dead; when he came to himself, they learnt from him the reason. They started
matins, and this horrible shade appeared, making a
hideous noise like a hoarse trumpet, without their being
able to understand anything of \vhat it said. The whole
choir \vas upset, but the Guardian encouraged them, and
said to the. shade: " On the part of our Lord Jesus Christ
28
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and His Sacr'ed Passion, I call on thee to tell us who thou
art, and what thou seekest in this place."
I t replied:
" I am the laybrother whom you buried yesterday." The
Guardian said to it: "Dost thou want any of our
suffrages and prayers, or why hast thou come hither?"
It replied: " I want none of your prayers; they will avail
me nothing, since I am damned for ever on account of
the psalter, in the ownership of which I died." The
Guardian then said :" I command thee in the name of
our Lord Jesus Christ, that since we can do thee no good,
thou go away at once and return no more to this place
to trouble us." The shade at once disappeared, and ,vaS
never there seen or heard again.
Denis the Carthusian relates the follo\ving: A Religious, finding his habit torn, ,vent into the tailor's shop
and took a piece of cloth to mend it, without having
asked leav~. He fell sick soon after, and must have been
a great servant of God, for there he lay dying in great
joy and contentment, with no remorse of conscience, nor
could the devil find anything ,vherewith to disturb him.
Being thus disposed, he chanced to look towards the
corner of his cell ,vhere his habit hung, and saw the devil
in the shape of a monkey, sitting upon it, and licking with
satisfaction the piece of cloth ·wherewith he had mended
it. rrhen he came to take account of the fault he had
committed in taking the piece of cloth without leave;
whereupon he sen t to call the Superior, told his fault,
and was reconciled, and the devil immediately vanished.
In the History of the Order of St. Dominic it is related
that when the holy friar Reginald was Prior of Bologna,
a Religious had received for alms a piece of cloth of the
sort they used, to mend his habit with, but he had received
it without leave. The holy man called him to Chapter, reproached him in severe language as a thief and proprietor,
gave him a good discipline besides, and burnt on the
/ spot the piece of' cloth in sight of the other Religious.
In the same History it is related that when Albertus
Magnus was Provincial in that holy Order, he gave strict
command that no friar should have in his possession, or
in the possession of a third person, any money to any
amount whatsoever, \vhether his own or another's, or for
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himself or for another, and that under the severest
penalties. And it coming to be proved in a General
Chapter against a certain friar that he had violated this
ordinance and statute, he punished him severely, even to
the length of disinterring him from his grave, for he had
been dead for some time, and casting him out from consecrated ground on to the dunghill, in imitation of those
saints of· old who were·· wont· thus to .treat brethren who
died proprietors.

TWENTIETH TREATISE

OF THE VIRTUE OF CHASTITY
CHAPTER I

Of the excellence of the virtue of chastity, and the
degrees whereby we are to 1nount to the perfection
thereof
This is the will of God, your sanctification, that ye
abstain from fornication, and know everyone of you how
to possess the vessel of his body in sanctification and
honour; for God hath not called us to uncleanness, but to
sanctification, (I Thess. iv. 3,4, 7),-not to carnal delights,
but to serve Him in purity and entirety of body and soul.
By the name of sanctity, or sanctification, the Apostle
here means chastity, as St. Bernard observes. Christ
our Redeemer in the holy Gospel calls it a heavenly and
angelic virtue, making us like to the angels. In the
resurrection, in that happy and blessed life, there shall
be no marrying nor gi'ving in marriage, but they shall
be as the angels of God in heaven (lVIatt. xxii. 30). So
St. Cyprian, addressing certain virgins, says: ' , You are
beginning to enjoy in this life what you are to have in the
glory of heaven: you are like the angels so long as
you persevere in chastity and purity." Cassian confirms
this, and says that by no other virtue do men become so
like the angels so much as by chastity; for by that they
. live in the flesh as though they had no flesh, but were
pure spirits, as St. Paul says: Ye are not in the flesh, but
in the spirit (Rom. viii. 9). And in some way we surpass
the angels in this respect, because for them, having no
bodies, it is not much to observe this purity, but for man,
living in the mortal flesh, which so violently wars upon
and contradict~ the spirit, it is a much greater thing to
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live as though he had no flesh, but were a pure SpIrIt.
So pleasing to God is this virtue, th'at when the Son of
God became man and had to be born of a woman, He
chose to he born of a Virgin Mother, and one consecrated by a vow'·' of chastity, as the Saints observe.
.
St. John, in the Apocalypse (xiv. 1-5), says that he
saw on ~1ount Sian (that is, in heaven) in company with
the Lamb (that is, Christ) those who kept their virginity, '
and that they followed Him wherev·er He went, and sang
a new song which none could sing but the virgins. St.
Gregory here observes that the virgins are with Christ
on the Mount, because by the great merit of chastity
they are raised high in glory.
St. Jerome and St. Augustine, speaking of that prerogative of S1. John the Evangelist to be more loved by
Christ than the rest of the Apostles (since thus the holy
Gospel names him the disciple whom Jesus loved,
John xxi. 7) say that the reason of this special love was
his being a virgin. And so the Church sings in the Office
of his feast: "The reason of Jesus loving him was
because by his special prerogative of chastity he had made
himself worthy of this signal love, since, chosen by Him
a virgin, a virgin he remained for all time."
And so
some explain that text of Proverbs (xxii. 1I) : He that
loveth cleanness of heart shall have the king for his
friend. Therefore did the Lord cherish and favour him
so much; therefore did He make him recline on His
breast; and \\7hat Peter, a married man, did not dare to
ask Christ at the Supper, S1. John asked Him. And on
the day of the Resurrection, when St. Mary Magdalen
told them that Christ had already risen, he and St. Peter
ran to the monument, but he arrived first. And another
time when they were in their ship fishing in the Sea of
Tiberias, the. Lord appeared to them on the shore, and
when the others did not recognise Him he alone who
was a Virgin (St. Jerome says) with those eagle eyes of
his, recognised the Virgin and Son of a Virgin, and said
to St. Peter, It is the Lord (John xxi. 7). Finally, when
Christ "vas on the cross, in that His last "vill, to whom did
He commend His Virgin ·Mother but to His virgin
disciple? (John xix. 26, 27).
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But I will leave aside the praises and excellences of
chastity, and nlany other things that we rnight say of it,
because I intend to be very brief on this matter, imitating
therein our Father Ignatius.
Cassian lays down seven degrees of chastity, as so
many steps whereby we may mount to the perfection and
purity of this heavenly and angelic virtue. 'The first is,
for a man in his "",-aking hours never to be overcome or
carried away by any unclean and sensual thought or
motion. The second is, not to dwell on the like thoughts,
but as soon as they come, cast them off. The third is, not
to be moved or thrown off one's balance, little or much,
by the sight of any woman. This is a degree of great
perfection, and not so common as the first, owing to the
great weakness and corruption of our flesh, which readily
rises in rebellion on such occasions. The fourth is, not
to allow the devil in any vvay to beard you while you are
avvake, and also, while you are awake, not to suffer in
yourself so much as a simple movement of the flesh. The
fifth is, when it is necessary to deal ,vith matters of this
nature, either studying th~m or lecturing on them, to
pass them by in perfect tranquillity, and to be no more
moved by the menl0ry of such things than by a treatise
on bricks, agriculture or building. Of this degree our
blessed Father Ignatius was perfect master from the date
of his conversion, as we read in his Life. The sixth
degree is, even in sleep to have no illusions, or representations, or phantasms of anything impure.. This argues
great purity, and is a sign that no impression of the sort
remains in the Inenlory; vvhile, the contrary, though it
is no sin on account of the person being asleep, shows
that .the sensual appetite is not wholly overcome and
brought into subjection, nor the memory of such things
effaced. The seventh and last degree, says Cassian,
which is granted to fe\v,-as to a certain Abbot Serenus,
and others like him, whom the Lord has thus favoured,is ,vhen one has arrived at such purity that, neither
waking nor sleeping does one feel in oneself any of those
movements ,vhich are wont to happen from natural
causes. Thus by force of grace the appetite is reduced
to quiet and peaceful subjection,and that frail and weak
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element of human nature comes to enjoy now the felicity
and privileges \vhich it had in the first state of innocence,
the body of 'sin being destroyed, as St. Paul says
(Rom. vi. 6); and sin in such persons by the grace of
the Lord loses the force and masterfulness \vhich it
formerly had; they feel no disorderly movement, nor anything redolent thereof, but live in the flesh as though
they had no flesh.
But ,ve do not hereby mean to say that it is contrary
to the perfection of chastity to experience sundry of these
motions, waking or sleeping, because it is a natural
thing, and Cassian there acknowledges that even in perfect men such things may occur. '[0 some of His servants
the Lord is pleased to -do them the favour of granting
them this perfection of chastity; others by the grace of
the Lord scarcely feel anything of these disturbances;
others, when anything of that sort offers, recover their
peace and quiet as easily as if nothing had happened.
All this is that imitation of angelic purity \vhich our
Father sets before us in his Constitutions as a thing to
~im at, enitendo angelica-mpuritatctrt imitari.
And let
this "vord enitendo (striving) be noticed, because the word
strive means not only to labour at getting t but to labour
hard, doing violence to oneself, as is done under difficult
circumstances to overcome that difficulty. He wishes
to teach and advise us on this point, that to arrive at
angelic purity it is necessary to put forth our whole
strength int.o the work, and take up the affair a long way
back, exercising ourselves in all the virtues, and particularly in mortification. For though this is a gift of God,
and no human industry is sufficient to attain it, nevertheless the -Lord 'wishes that we should do our part, and He
wishes to give us the gift only on that condition.

CHAPTER II

That to preserve chastity, 1nortification of all the
senses, and especially of the eyes, is necessary
Cassian says that it "vas the decided opinion of the
ancient Fathers, borne out by many experiences, that it
was impossible to restrain or overcome this vicious
craving of the flesh otherwise than by accustoming oneself to tnortify and crush one's own will in all things.
. St. Basil and other Saints argue at great length that, to
gain and preserve the purity and perfection of chastity,
the practice of all the virtues is necessary, since they all
serve and help to the guardianship of this virtue, as shown
already in the course of this work. We \vill here only
mention some particular points, the first of which is the
need of custody of the senses, particularly the eyes, the
gates whereby evil enters into the heart. On the text,
fVho are these who fly as clouds, and as doves gather at
their windows? (Isai. Ix. 8), St. Gregory says that the
just are said to Ily as clouds, because they rise above the
things of earth, and they are said as doves to gather at
their \vindows, or peep-holes, because, taking care not to
go forth to look through the windows of their senses at
exterior things that pass outside, they are preserved from
coveting them. But they who lightly go forth to look
through these windows at the things of the world, are
often carried away by desire of them. The prophet David,
holy man as he \vas, and accustomed to soar like a cloud
to the consideration of high and divine mysteries, was
carried away by \vhat he saw, because he was not cautious
in looking (2 Kings xi. 2). Death hath entered by our
windows (J er,em. ix. 2I). The death of sin entered by
the windows of his eyes, and robbed and despoiled his
soul and killed it. .nfine eye hath despoiled rny soul
(Lam. iii. 5 I). St. Gregory says: " It is not proper to
look at what it is not la\vful to desire ": intueri non
deeet quod non Heet eoneupiseere. Things will carry you
away, if you look at them; they will snatch and steal
44°
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a\vay your heart; and \vhen you least expect it, you will
find yourself a prisoner and a captive.
Holy Job secured himself beforehand \vell against this.
I made a bargain with mine eyes not even to think of a
maiden (Job xxxi. I).
What manner of bargain is
this, says St. Gregory, to bargain with the eyes not to
think? It is with the understanding and the imagination,
it would seem, that we ought to bargain, not to think;
with the eyes, not to look. N o,he says, it is with the
eyes he bargained not to think of a wonlan, because holy
Job knew right well that it is by that entrance that evil
thoughts come into the heart; and custody of the eyes
and gates of the senses is the right way to keep custody
of the heart and understanding. Therefore, he says, that
he made a bargain \vith his eyes not to think of a woman.
So if you wish not to have impure thoughts, you must
keep your eyes chaste. and pure, and make a bargain with
your eyes not to look at what you cannot lawfully desire.
St. Chrysostom reflects on these words: " Who will not
\vonder, seeing this great man, who braved the devil and
\vrestled face to face \vith him, and overcame all his
machinations and ambushes, not having the courage to
confront a girl!"
It was, he says, that \ve may understand how necessary caution is for us in these matters,
ho\vever religious we may be.
The holy Abbot Ephrem says that three things are
great helps· to virtue, to chastity particularly,-temperance, silence, and custody of the eyes. And though you
keep the first hVo, yet if you do not guard your eyes
your chastity cannot be depended on, because as when
aqueducts are broken the water is spilt and lost, so is
chastity lost ,vhen looks and glances are scattered and
thrown about here and there. Another Saint says that
the sight of a "voman is like a poisoned arro"v that goes
straight to the heart., or like a spark falling on straw,
,vhich, if it remains there and is not put out at once,
kindles a great conflagration; so is a bad thought
originating in a sight.
Of St. Hugh, Bishop of Grenoble, Surius relates that
he was so extremely cautious inthi5 matter of looking at
women, that though he was bishop more than fifty years,
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and confessor to many women, and had a great deal of
business to transact with ladies of high rank "vhom the
fame of his sanctity attracted not from his own diocese
alone, but from alI quarters, yet he neverkne"v any
woman by sight, since he never looked them in the face
so as to know them, except one ugly old crone that was a
servant in his house. And he used to say that it was
necessary to proceed "vith this caution, because it is impossible for anyone to guard his heart from evil thoughts
who does not set a guard on his eyes. We read of St.
Bernard that on one occasion he was a little off his guard
in looking at a woman) without adverting to "vhat he was
doing, and "vhen he took account of it, he was so indig..
nant and ashamed of himsE'lf that, though it was winter,
he plunged into a pool of icy water, hard by, up to the
throat, and renlained there till they drew him out half
dead.

CfIAPTER III

That, particularly in this virtue of chastity, it is
necessary to make much aCC01tnt of srnall things
The higher and more precious this virtue of chastity is,
the greater care and diligence is necessary to preserve it.
Everywhere it is of much importance to take account of
small and minute things, because, as the Wise Man says:
he that neglecteth small things shall tall by little and
little (Ecc1us. xix. I). But especially is it necessary in
this virtue, because any stain, however small, is a great
disfigurement to chastity. In things precious and beautiful, as we see, any flaw disfigures them, and that the
more, the more excellent and beautiful they are. So it is
\vith this most high and fair virtue of chastity; we may
even say that there is no virtue more tender or more delicate. Brother Giles, one of the first companions of
St. Francis, likens chastity to a brilliant mirror, that at
the slightest breath or puff is covered with a spot, and
loses its lustre and brightness: so does chastity lose its
. splendour and beauty for very little things. Therefore
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we n1ust go. our way \vith great caution, mortifying the
senses, and cutting short and stopping at once any evil
thought, and shunning occasions; for an evil thought,
like a flame, leaves a trace of itself \vheresoever it
touches, more or less according as it is d\velt upon, and
if it does not burn, at least it leaves a smut. Thus these
things, if they do not go so far as to set fire, are enough
to tarnish, because they awaken in the soul inlaginations
and thoughts contrary to chastity, and impure and dis-

orderly motions in the body.
With great reason did our Father say that the matter
of chastity needs no comment. No man can trust himself; no man can say to himself, ' up to this point, I shall
not catch fire; going ever so little further, I' should;
it is lawful thus far, but a step or two beyond, it would
be unlawful.' You cannot use such language as this in
the matter of chastity: ' I will go so far, but not a step
further ' for when you think it least, you will go where
you never thought to go. He who casts himself down a
slippery descent thinks only to go as far as the particular
spot which he has marked; but the weight of his body
and the smoothness of the rock makes him go further,
though he had no such intention \vhen he started. So it
is here: this is very slippery ground, and the weight or
inclination of our flesh down\vards is very great. The
delicate nature of this virtue does not allow of our going
so near to losing it, and putting ourselves in these
dangers. It is H most precious treasure, and we have it
stowed in an earthern vessel, so frail that in a trice there
comes a crash, and we have nothing of it left. Thus it is
necessary to go our way with much solicitude and diligence, stopping in every way the approaches to any disorderly motion, whereby this passion might gain the
mastery of our heart.
We read of one of the ancient Fathers that he had a
great gift of chastity, and, neverthe1ess, went about with
great care and caution even on slight occasions, casting
out any evil thought at once as soon as it started, and
being extremely careful in his looks, his .conversation, and
his intercourse \-vith others. His companions said to him:
" Father, why are you so apprehensive, seeing that the
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Lord has fortified you \vith the gift of chastity?" The holy
man answered: " Look you, if I do what I ought, and
what is possible on nlY part in these little minute points,
the Lord will help me never to come to fall in greater
things; but if I am negligent and begin to be careless
in these trifles, I do not know that He will help me; anyhovv, I should deserve that the Lord should cast me off
from His hand, and so I should come to fall. And therefore I make it a point to neglect nothing, but ever do what
is in my power in all things, though they seem petty and
trifling." Surius relates of St. Thomas Aquinas that
though he had received supernaturally from God the gift
of chastity, so as to feel no temptations against it, and
angels had told him that he should never lose the
chastity which he had received, nevertheless he took
extreme care to withdraw his eyes from looking
at women, and on every other occasion that could do him
harm. Thus then vve should behave, if we wish to preserve in ourselves the purity and perfection of this virtue,
otherwise we may have reason to fear a fall. This is
what holy Job meant by saying: ' I made a covenant
with my eyes not to look at a woman, to escape any evil
thought that might thence have come to me.' And he
went on to say: for if I did not do that~ what part would
God have in me? (xxxi. 2). As though he would say:
, If there were not in me this care to stand on my guard
and shun occasions, and cast off any evil thought, and
make account of small things, there might come upon
me some evil desire, whereby I should lose God.'
The
devil in this business acts like a master-burglar, who,
having a mind to rob a house, and finding it locked up,
observes some small aperture or little \vindow, by which
he cannot get in himself, but thrusts in some little thief
of a boy, that he may go in and open the door for him
to do his job. So the devil sends evil thoughts, a slight
glance, and other litt1~ things of the sort, like small thieves
to open the door for him to come in. Therefore it is of
great importance to go our ways very cautiously, shunning occasions of sin and anticipating them from afar;
and! any care that \ve may take on this point will be
well spent.
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Cassian brings in here the saying of the Apostle:
Every wrestler abstainetk from all that can hinder his
wrestling (I Cor. ix. 25), and says: " Those athl'etes who
performed and ran in the Olympic Games, not to weaken
or diminish the strength they required for them, abstained
from foods that could hurt them; they shunned idleness,
and gave themselves up to exercises that were likely to
increase the~r strength. And. not only that, but to be
"nimbler and stronger, they put on their reins plates of
lead, so that they might have no motion or illusion even
in sleep, nor anything befall them to the detriment of
their strength and vigour." This they did to gain a prize
and a perishable and corruptible crown; what ought 'we
to do in all reason to gain this angelical and heavenly
virtue, and an eternal crown that will remain for ever and
ever! And they indeed to gain a corruptible crown, but
we an incorruptible (I Cor. ix. 25).

CHAPTER IV

That in confession we should take particular account
of anything contrary to chastity
St. Bonaventure, speaking of confession, lays down a
general instruction very important for all. He says that
all should be much on their guard not to fail to confess
sundry little things that often happen and cause shame,on the plea: 'Oh, that's no sin, at least it is not a
mortal sin, and we are not bound to confess venial sins.'
Hereby great evils often gain entrance, \vhich to many
have been the beginning of their perdition. God deliver
us from thus giving entry to the devil, and opening to
him this side-door, for he needs nothing more than this

to effect his purpose.

Presently, shame making common

cause with the vileness of the thing in question, he will
get you to believe that that was not a sin which was, of,
at least, that it is doubtful whether it was, and that you
may omit to confess it. In people who have been good
and not in the habit of having mortal sins on their conscience, this shame is wont more especially to prevail
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when anything happens to tpem; because as pride and
craving for esteem is so connatural to U.5, and so deeprooted in our constitution, it then starts up, and makes
us greatly afraid of falling from our reputation and losing
the good opinion which our confessor had of us. So it
sets the man to work looking for reasons to persuade
himself that this disgraceful act, which he noyv finds himself so ashamed to mention, did not amount to mortal
sin, and so pe is not obliged to confess it.
At other times, though he does not altogether conceal
it, shame makes him so mince matters, and speak in such
roundabout terms, that the confessor cannot teU what he
would be at, or at least takes it not to be so grave a
matter as it is; and the penitent might just as ,vell have
held his tongue as say what he did say. A confession
ought to be so clear that the confessor shall understand
the gravity of the sin. If the penitent confesses a thing
in such a 'way that it does not appear to be a sin, or in
such a way that the gravity and necessary circumstance is
not declared, it is as though he had entirely failed to
confess it. Shame, or rather pride, blinds and deceives
people, so that they do hot declare it all. Little or no
sorrow has that man got for his faults, who has not virtue
enough to tell and declare them to his confessor. You
should offer this shame and confusion in compensation
and satisfaction for the fault that you have committed,
thereby to appease God our Lord. The very feeling of
shame and difficulty in telling the fault ought to be
enough to rouse your suspicions, and make you think
it worth ,,,,hile to tell it, though there were no more in
the matter than the overcoming of this shame and mortifying yourself, and not letting the devil and the flesh have
the best of the transaction.
This especially, because in this matter of chastity there
are many things which those who know no better think
are not mortal sins, and really are so. There are other
things about 'which it is not easy to determine "vhether
they amount to mortal sins or not, because they are very
doubtful; and these also one is bound to confess under
pain of mortal sin, saying that you were in doubt whether
such a thing that you did was a mortal sin or not, or
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that you doubt whether you consented, or took delight
voluntarily' and \vith advertence in the thing or not. Thus
it is enough for one to be in doubt whether his fault
amounted to mortal sin or not, to be bound to confess it
under pain of· mortal sin, and if he does not confess it,
his confession will be sacrilegious, and his comn1union
also.
Very often the confessor himself, for all his learning,
cannot settle 'whether the thing amounts to a mortal sin

or not; and ho\v dare the penitent be judge in his own
cause, and defy the Court,and make up his mind that
it did not come to so much, and so fail to confess it?
Such a one puts himself in great danger, especially when
it appears that he is inclined to leave the thing alone, and
would like, if he could, to blot it out, and that it should
not appear to count for so much, for the shame that he
has in saying it. I would not take it upon myself to
reassure him. The.re needs no better witness than the
individual's own conscience. He who accuses himself in
confession of smaller things, cannot help feeling remorse,
seeing that he is omitting a thing that he knnws to have
more in it than all the rest. At the hour of death you
would not dare to fail to declare it. Just as little should
you dare to leave it out now, seeing that we should
confess every time w,e go to confession all our doings
just as if we were going to die there and then. St.
Gregory says: " It is a mark of good souls to fear fault
even where there is none. -, So, too, it is a mark of souls
that are not good not to fear fault where there is ground
for fearing it.
Some people say: ' I leave it out, not to make myself

scrupulous.'

This is another usual deceit of the devil.

It

is not making yourself scrupulous, since those who are
aiming at virtue confess, and should confess, less things
than that, not of necessity, not out of scruple, but for
devotion and reverence for the Most Holv Sacrament.
Such is the purity with which we ought
approach it
that even where there is no fault it is the counsel of
spiritua.l men that .we should acduse ourselves in this
fashion: 'Father, I accuse myself of having had impure temptations.' And if you think that you have been

to
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neglige.nt in resisting them, you should say: 'I think
there has been some negligence in letting them in and
not casting them off, but nothing more than light and
venial negligence. '. It is very common for there to be
some fault and negligence therein, because these temptations take a great hold of one. But even though you
think there has been no fault on your part, you may say:
'I accusemyse.lf of having had many thoughts and
temptations against purity, though I think that by the
mercy of the Lord I did what I could on my part, and
there was no fault in them.' That is how we are advised to confess also evil thoughts that arise against God
and His Saints and against faith.
Even of less things than this we are advised to accuse
ourselves in this matter; as of what happens in sleep,
although there is no fault there, because,-no liberty, no
fault. Nevertheless, you are well advised to accuse and
humble yourself over this illusion, though you need
not, V\Then you have given no cause for it, and there has
been no fault of yours therein. So they who fear God
make a point of seeking reconciliation on this matter
before Communion, out of reverence for so sublime a
Sacrarnent. Theologians examine whether we should
omit Communion on that account, and they say it would
be more reverent to put it off to another day, unless there
be some special reason to the contrary, as when it is a
General Communion day for the Conlmunity, and one
\vould be noted if one did not communicate; but where
Communion is optional, it is good to follow the advice
given.

CHAPTER V

H ow violent and d,angerous is the passion of love,
and how much we ought to/ear it
One of the. things most to be feared is the passion of
love.

Love Is the chiefest and strongest. of the passions,

and the passion most difficult to withstand: all the greater
the risk \ve run of being carried away and thrown headlong by it. The blessed St. Augustine well sets forth
the force and violence of this passion, and the reason\ve
have to fear it, .by two grave examples from Holy Writ.
The first is that of our. father .Adam. 1'he Saint asks:
What was the reason why Adam. obeyed the voice of hiS;;
wife, and broke the commandment of God, by eating of
the forbidden tree? Can it be that Adam was deceived
and led to believe that, if he ate that fruit, he should
belike God, as the serpent had told Eve ? It is not to be
supposed that Adam, gifted \vith such profound wisdom
as he. was, could have been deceived to the extent of
believing such a thing. So says the Apostle St. Paul:
Adam "was not decei'ved like Eve (I Tim. ii. 14) to believe
such a thing as that. So St. Augustine observes that
when God· asked Eve: Why hast thou done this? she
answered: The serpent decei-ved me and late.· But when
He asked Adam, he did not answer: ' The woman that
Thou gavest me deceived me, and I ate,' but answered :
The woman that th.ou gavest me for companion gave me
that fruit, and I ate (Gen. iii. 12-13). He had conceived
such Jove and such affection for his wife that, not to vex
her, he did \vhat she asked. 'fhis is the way that Adam'
,vas deceived, it was love that deceivedh.im,-not that he
was overcome by sensuality 'and concupiscence of·· the
flesh, says St. Augustine, for at that time there was not
that rebellion in it,-but· he was carried away by love and
good will of friendship, by ·which sometimes, to please
a friend, we displease God. 'fhus it was by love that sin
entered into the world, and wit'h it death and all evils and
afflictions.
VOL. II
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The second example is that of Solomon. What, says
St. Augustine, made Solomon fall into such folly as to
turn idolater?
It is not to be supposed that a
man to whom God had given such wisdom could
have~b~lieved that there was any divinity in id61s,or any
profit in honouring them. What, then, brought him to
commit such a signal folly as to adore them and offer
thel11.incense?Doyou kno\v what? Love. Holy Writ,
itself tells us this clearly.
He --loved with a most
passionate love idolatrous ~omen, those 'women conce·rnitig -wh01n God had give:n c0111mdnd to the· children of
Israel to have nothing to do with them, since without
doubt they would per7Jert them and bring them to worship
their gods (3 Kings xi. I sq.). Solornon did not obey
this commandment of God, and so that befell hilTI which
God said: for taking one ~voman of them to wife he built
a temple to the idol\vhich she ado'red ; and taking another
be built another to her idol too, and' so fo all the rest.
They adored there their idols, and King Solomon,\Vith
all his gravity and\visdom,adored them also along with
them; and offered them incense, not because he believed
that there 'was anything there to worship, says' St.
Augustine, but because he was overcome alid blinded by
love, and \VaS ·lothto displease' the objects of his affections, and \vishec1 to give pleasure and satisfaction to
those\vhom he loved so much: love perverted his heart.
Therefore Saints and masters of spiritual life warn us
to be much on bur guard against this passion, and
against all bccasionsthat may 'carry us thereto. Even
though the love -seem good, -and be for persons of high
virtue and holiness,~even though -the talk and conversation be on good and spiritual subjects,and the parties to
it Hlncy that such conve,rsation isa great herp to them
to' advance in spitit,,:..;:..:-nevertheless let them proceed with
much care and reserve'. This is the common - teaching
of: the Saints, and St. Bonaventure applies it saying that
spiritual10veisapt readily to degenerate and be adul~
terated, and frolTIspiritual turn to that \vhichiscarnal
and sensual. And though at the beginning it were wine;'
i't '-'afterwards gets mixed with -'water; and what was
balsam is adulterated by admixture of other liquors, base
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and vile, according to that text of Isaiah (i. 22): Thy,
wine, is mingled with water. This is the means and bait
which the, devil is wont to employ. to deceive a man and,
carry him_ off little by little to where he wants hiln to go.
St. Bonaventure, says very well that the devil does what
the master of the feast said: in the beginning he puts
out goodwine, and then that 'which is worse (John ii. 10).
In the beginning he lnakes them believe that all is devo-.
tion and _spirituality, and that they shall derive great

profit from this intimacy arid, familiarity, and when
he sees them now grO\VnJOft and overcome, and thinks
that they are pledged to' one another, then he openly
brings out his poison: this was the bait set to 'start with
to gather them' into the fish-trap. And the devil is not.
tired out, says St. Bonaventure, with spending a lon~
time, playing' his catch with this bait, which seems so:
good; he counts it all well spent in return for gaining:
the object of his desire, that this spiritual love may come
to end in carnal and sensual love. Oh how many, says
St. Bonaventure, have started conversations and intimacy
\vith certain' other persons, under colour of some spiritual
motive, thinking that their \vhole dealing was of God ana
spiritual things, things of profit to t'heir souls; and so
possibly 'it was at first, but little by little this love fell
away and degenerated, and their conversation came to
turn on topics. irrelevant, light and ridiculous! They
began in the spi1,it, and ended in the' flesh (Gal. iii., 3).
Gerson tells of a servant of God, highly endowed as
\vell in learning as in virtue, who used to, hold conversationswith a nun, a servant of God, on holy subjects
profitable' to the soul. Little by little, 'along with this
conversation and interchange of ideas, love grew, sed non
in Domino, ' not in the Lord.' The attachment was so
strong that he could not refrain from going to visit her
many times, and prolonging the interviews; and when
he was not in her company, he could scarce cease
thinking of her. Nevertheless, so blind ,vas the good
man that he did not think there was any danger in all
this, or any deceit of the devil, for he said to himself that
nothing evil ever came into his thoughts about her,-an
excuse wher'ewith many are apt tobe"bJjnqedanq g~ceiv~<l.
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So the thing \vent on, until he was forced, on a certain
occasio!1 that arose, to' take a long journey. Then, on
going away, the servant of God felt that this love was not
pure or chaste; and but for God's removing the occasion
by this absence he was very near falling into great mischief. And so, says Gerson there, speaking of the great
danger and deceitfulness that there is in love, all is not
gold that glitters, nor is everything charity that appears
so. And he quotes t.he saying of a person of high sanctity,
that there is nothing to be more dreaded and held in
greater suspicion than love, though it be with persons of
great virtue and holiness; and he alleges hereupon the
\vitness of the \Vise :!\1an: There is a way that seemeth
to a man right, and the last portions of it lead to death
(Prov. xvi. 25). Such seeming right \vays are very
crooked, and are bound to end in evil. Such, he says,
is apt to be this way of love.

CHAPTER VI

Of

S01ne remedies against impure temptations

Some such remedies we n1entioned in the Treatise on
Temptations; others we put off to this place, and shall
treat of them now. To begin with, prayer is one
of the chief remedies that Holy Writ and the' Saints
prescribe for all temptations, and Christ Himself teaches
us in the Gospel: Watch and pray that ye enter not into
ternptation (Matt. xxvi. 41). Bede says that as the thief
runs, when he hears cries and all the world is getting
up and coming to the rescue, so the cry of prayer makes
the devil fly, and rouses the ang-els and blessed Saints
to come to our succour and aid. We read of St. Bernard
that when they came to rob him of his chastity, he cried
out, ' Robbers, robbers,' and therewith the robber fled.
Now, if crying out and calling upon men puts a robber
to flight, how much more will that robber, as cunning as
he is old, who seeks to rob us of the spiritual riches of
our soul, take to flight upon the cries for help that we
put forth to God and His Saints!
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It is a special and singularly effectual remedy for this
purpose to betake ourselves to the consideration of the
Passion of Christ, and hide ourselves in His \vounds.
"There is no remedy more powerful and efficacious
against impure temptations,' 'says St. Augustine, " than
to think of the Passion and Death of Christ our
Redeemer. Nowhere have I found such an efficacious
remedy as to take refuge in the wounds of Christ; there
I sleep securely, and there Icometo life again."

A grave

Doctor notes and reflects very happily, that the Evangelist
did not say that the side of Christ was wounded, but
that it was opened [aperuit, lVV~EV, pricked, John xix. 341,
that we might understand that here was the way opened
to penetrate to the Heart of Christ, and that there must be
our refuge and place of safety, in those holes of the rock
(Cant. ii. 14) which is Christ (I Cor. x. 4). St. Bernard
also assigns this remedy, and says: "When you feel this
temptation, gather yourself· together at once· to think of
the Passion of Christ, and say: My· God and my Lord is
nailed to a cross, and am I to give myself over to
pleasures and amusenlents?" This is like what that faithful servant answered; when the king bade him go and
take his ease and enjoy himself at home: The ark of God,
and my lord and captain Joab, are in the field and unaer
canvas, and! am I to go and eat· and take my plelasure· in
my own house? Please God, never will I do such a
thing (2 Kings xi. II). That is what we should say:
'Thou, 0 Lord, art on the cross in expiation of the
pleasure that men take in sinning; I have no mind to
take pleasure at such cost to Thee.'
Some help themselves in these temptations by the
memory and consideration of the last things, according to
that saying of the \Vise Man: In all thy works ren1ember
thy last end, and thou shalt never sin (Ecc1us. vii. 40).
Some profit by the consideration of hell, reflecting on that
saying of St. Gregory: "A pleasure lasting for a moment,
followed by an eternity of torment. t, To go deep into
the study of this eternity, in which the wicked' shall be
forever and ever, so tong as God is God, is a very efficacious means to keep off sin, according to that sayin~ ()f
the prophet, they shall go down alive into hell (Pso 54).
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1'0 go down alive into hell in thought and reflection is a
great safeguard ag-ainst going there after death. Others
help themselves by the consideration of heaven, thinking
what a folly it is, as indeed it is, to give up God in
exchange for a passing pleasure, and so lose everlasting
glory. And vvnat greater folly could there be than to
give over doing v"hat. God commands us, while He invites
us to heavenly glory for doing it, and go and do what
. the devil wants, inviting us to hell for the doing of the
same? Others find great profit in the remembrance of
death and the last judgment. All these are excellent
~onsiderations; let each one have recourse to that in which
he· finds he derives the greatest benefit. Sometimes he
will find it in one, sometimes in another; and so we are to
get help from all. It will also be a great help in these
temptations to make the sign of the cross on your forehead and your heart, and call with devotion on the holy
N arne of Jesus. v\londerful effects have been seen to
follow from this, and ll1any miracles, vvhich vve have in
the histories.
Devotion to our Lady is a help everywhere: so there
should be no one 'who does not practise it, or fail to have
recourse at once to this Sovereign Virgin with great confidence. She cannot cease to be merciful, who bore for
nine months, enclosed in 'her womb, Him who is Mercy
Itself. She is the J\tIother of mercy and Advocate. of
sinners, whom she loves because she sees how much her
Son loves them, and at what a high price He has bought
them. Above all, she sees that sinners were the occasion
of the Eternal 'iV ord taking flesh of her flesh, and her
becoming Mother of God. For this reason she looks upon
them \vith compassionate eyes, and intercedes for them
with her Son, and obtains of Him all that. she asks.
'iVhat can a son refuse his mother, and such a Son such
a Mother ? This. brought St. Bernard to utter that celebrated sentence: "Let hitn be silent about thy praises,
Glorious Virgin, who has invoked thee in his troubles and
necessities, and' remembers thy aid to have been denied
him." Sileat misericordialn tuam, Virgo beata, si quis est
qui invocatamte in necessitatibus suis sibi meminerit
def-uisse. But though in all temptations and on all occa-
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sions this remedy. is very effectual," it is. particularly so in
this matter of which 'we treat; sopJeasing is purity ,an~
chastity ,to the most pure Virgin. Some Doctors~ay th,at
the v~rginal purity \vhich St. John the Baptist possessed in
so . high a degree that' they say he never sinned ev~n
venially against it, was due to our Lady's visit to St~
Elizabeth, a visit 'which lasteej three months, .and was, as
St. AIIlbrose says, " a visit at once corporal and spiritual;
friendship and re]atio~ship. was not the only cause why

the Virgin stayed so long· in the house of. her cou.sin, it
was like\vise for the spiritual good of so great -a prophet."
If at ~heoutset her visit was follo""ed~ with so gr,eat
benefit. that the child rejoiced 'and was sanctified 'in' hi~
m.other's womb, and St. Elizabeth was filled with the Holy
Ghost at he£lring the Virgin's greeting, what must. have
qeeq the f~uit and profit ,of her presence and conversatioJ?
extending for so long a time!
Father M~ster Avila. testifies to having witnessed., in
persons troubled with this temptation, many beneficial
effects gained thro~gh.O.u,r Lady the'Virgin by the daily
~ecitation of. some prayer in honour of her Immaculate
Conception, ~and· t<he virginal purity wherewith. shecon;ceived and bore the Son of God. Much to this purpose
·are some verses vvhich the Church sings: ".Afterchihibirth thou didst remain a v.irgin inviolate, 0 Mother· of
God intercede. for: us; Virgin of virgins, ,meekest al1.d
mildest of all, keep us clear of sins, and make us meek
and chaste." Here putting hefore her her own immaculate and perpetual virginity, we beg her to obtain for
us this virtue, the better to please her and her most
exalted Son.
A good renledy also is devotion to the Saints and their
relics Caesarius relates a thing which he says was related
to himself by the very person to whom it happened, a
Religious of the Cistercian' Order named Bernard. Before

he entered Religion, going on a journey, he said that he
carried with hinl, hung round his neck, a reliquary. containing relics of the holy martyrs John and Paul. On his
\vay an occasion of impurity occurred, and at the time

he did not so much notice it, but still was negligent in
resisting the tenlptation and repelling the thoughts that
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went with it. Then the holy relics began knocking at his
breast, whereof, nevertheless, he took small heed, and
sa\v nothing in it. T'he temptation ceased, and with it
the knockings. But a little while after. that the temptation returned, and at once the holy relics began their
knockings again, as if to bid him see "vhat he ,vas about
and cast off those evil thoughts. Then he fell in with
the warning and recollected himself, and set about diligently resisting the temptation.
It is also a very helpful devotion frequently to visit
the Most Holy Sacrament of t'he Altar, and beg our
Lord's aid to obtain the victory, and above all the frequent
reception of this Divine Sacrament is a signal remedy,
according to those \vords of the prophet: Thou hast set
before me a table to give 'Hte virtue and strength against
all my persecutors (Ps. 22). The Saints say that this is
a. grand remedy to meet all temptations, but particularly
to overcome temptations of the flesh and preserve chastity.
For this Divine Sacrament abates that feeder and incentive
to sin which is called fOlnes peccati; it diminishes and
appeases the motions of the flesh and the ardours of
concupiscence, as "vater does fire, as St. Cyril says. They
quote to this etfect that text of the prophet Zachary:
JiVhat is the good gift oj God, and what the beautiful gift
of the Lord, but the 'wheat of the elect and the wine that
beareth virgins? (Zach. ix. 17), of which we have spoken
in its place (tr. 16, ch. 10).

CHAPTER VII

That penance and mortifica-tion of the flesh is a very
proper and main remedy ag~inst this temptation
The blessed St. .T eronle says: " The fiery arrows of the
devil are to be extinguished by the rigour of fasting and
watching "; and such was· his own practice.

The same

St. Jerome relates of St. Hilarion that, "veaded. and tired
out vvith temptations of the flesh and evil thoughts, he
waxed "V roth ,,,,ith his body and said: " Ass, I will make
thee stop thy kicking, for I will stop thy barley and give
thee only stravv. ·1 am minded to kill thee with hunger
and thirst, to lay heavy loads on thee, to weary thee with
heat and cold, that thou rnayest think rather of mere
getting something to eat than of wantonness." An excellent remedy this, commended by the Saints, and much
used by the servants of Go~ even without their feeling this
war.
In the Chronicles of the Order of blessed St. Francis it is
told that some one asked a holy man why St. John Baptist,
having been sanctified in his mother's womb, betook himself to the desert, and there did such severe penance
(lVlark i. 4, 6\ The holy man answered: " Tell me, why
when meat is fresh and good, do they salt it ?"
The
other answered: " The better to preserve it from corrup:..
tion. "
" So then," said the other, "the glorious
Baptist salted himself with penance, that his sanctity
might be better preserved from all corruption of sin,"as the Church has it in her hymn. But if, even in time
of peace, before these temptations are felt, it is proper
to practise this exercise of penances and mortifications,
how much more proper will it be in time of war!
St. Thomas says, and he has it from Aristotle, castitas
dicitur a castigatione J "chastity is so called from
chastisement," because the vice contrary to chastity must
be restrained by chastisement of the body; and he says that
unclean· vices are like boys, that need the ,vhip, because
they are wanting in reason.
. .
And if from this ill-treatment of the body there follows
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\veakness or jnjury to bodily health, the same St. Jerome
answers elsewhere, melius est stomachutn dolere quam
1nentem, " it is better for the stomach to be hurt than the
soul," -better for the legs to totter for \veakness than for
chastity to waver.
Still, discretion is always necessary;
and so these remedies must be used according to the
strength of the subject, and the temptation and the danger
of each individual. There is a case of the war being so
violent as to threaten the loss of chastity; and then the
right thing is to put the body to any risk, to se.cure
the life of the soul. Physicians say here, extrernis morbis
extrema et exquisita sunt remedia, " when the illness is
deadly, and seems to be now making an end of the man,
far-fetched and extraordinary remedies are used." So it
must be in temptations and spiritual infirmities, when
they are violent. Quite a different case is that of one
struggling with a temptation that is no more than normal
and ordinary, in which there is not so much danger to be
apprehended, and, consequently, no such excessive pains
are needed to overcome it.
But masters of spiritual life observe that these temptations of the flesh sometimes arise from the flesh itself,and
redound on to the soul from the body. This is usually
the case with youths and persons of sound health, in the
enjoyment of bodily comforts. Then, as has been said,
it is very profitable to apply the remedy there, since there
is the root of the malady. At other times the temptation
springs from the soul by suggestion of the devil. The
sign of that is, when the struggle is rather with thoughts
and foul imaginations than with impure feelings· and
motions of the body ,~or if there are any such, it is not
that the temptation begins with them, but it begins with
thoughts, of which those feelings and motions in the
flesh are the result. And this is the case sometimes
when the body is quite weak and almost dead,and yet
those thoughts are most lively, as St. Jerome relates to
have happened to himself, for ,vhen his body was weak,
worn away and half dead with the great penances and
austerities which he practised, still he fancied himself at
times to be in the midst of the dances and balls of the
Roman ladies.
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They also·· have do\-vn in their books another sign,
which is, when the temptations come out of season, .just
when the man \-vould least wish to have them, and there is
least occasion for them,-when they pay no reverence to
times of meditation or Mass, or to holy places, in· which,
bad as a man may be, he yet .generally has some sentiment
of piety and reverence, and abstains from thinking of
such things. Nay, sometimes the thoughts are monstrous
J

and hid.eous beyond. anything t.hat the man ever heard

of, or considered, or imagined. By the force with which
they come, and the strange words that he hears interiorly,
the man feels that they do not come of himself, but of
another's saying and another's doing. All these things
are manifest signs that this is a persecution coming of the
devil, and does not arise from the flesh, although the
body is affected thereby.. Then other remedies are to be
applied. And aU say that for this end it is good to take
up some lawful occupation, calling for care and effort, so
as to drive out of the mind those foul imaginations. To
this intent St. Jerome, as he himself relates, set himself
to learn Hebrew, a laborious task, but not unfruitful in
his case.
The same St. Jerome tells of a young monk, a· Greek
by birth, .who ,vas in a monastery of Egypt, much
harassed by this temptation of the flesh. He fasted much,
and did great penances, but still the temptation did· not
cease. The Superior took. this means to cure him. He
commanded a monk, one of the most ancient of the
brethren, a grave and rough man, to contradict this
youth many times, and reprove him in harsh and injurious
terms, and after having rated him soundly, then go to complain of him, as if he himself had been the party offended
by the other monk. The ancient had the wit to do this'
right well, and at every step he took occasion of anything that turned up to scold him severely; and further
than that, he marched him straight off to trial before the
Superior, and had pre-arranged witnesses ready to say
that this monk had been disrespectful to his senior.
.The Superior rebuked him, and gav·e him 'sound good penances, as though he were in fault. This went on every
day, and the poor fellow, seeing himself so ill-used and
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the victim of so much false witness, was much afflicted and
very sad in his cell, and she.d many tears, begging our
Lord to turn to his defence, because he saw himself
forlorn and abandoned) finding no human support,everybody was against hhn. There \vas no fault or
breach of discipline comn1itted in the house but they
imputed it to him, and two or three would get up at once
to testify against him, and draw upon his head penances
and rebukes. '[his went on for a vvhole year. At the
end of the year, another monk asked him hdw the temptation of the flesh \vas going on. He answered: Vivere
lnihi non licet, et fornicari licebit? "They won't let me
so much as live, and do you ask me if I have any thought
of that? I have no memory of that temptation." So his
spiritual father cured him; with the greater pain and
affliction he got quit of the lesser. And St. Jerome adds
this, speaking to persons in Religion: " If this man had
been living alone, \vho ever would have aided him to overcome the temptation?"
And in the Rule of his monks
this is one of the reasons that the Saint gives to show
how Religion and a life under obedience befits us : " that
you may not do what you have a mind to do, that you
filay eat what they give you, "vear the dress that shall
fall to your lot, do the task they put upon you, go to bed
at night tired, and be made to get up when you have not
had your fill of sleep," ut non facias quod vis, cOlnedas
quod juberis, vestiare quod acceperis, operis tui pensum
persolvas, lassus ad stratum venias, necdum expleto somno surgere compellaris. Thus, one thing upon another, you
are so occupied by obedience that ternptations find no
room to enter, and you have no time to think of anything
but of vvhat you have g"ot to do.
The blessed St. FrBncis used to say that he had learnt
by experience how the devils dreaded and kept aloof from
severity and rigour of penance, and fastened on and
tempted mightily those who treated themselves to comforts and delicacies. St. Athanasius relates of St. Antony
Abbot that he taught the same to his disciples: " Believe
me, brethren, the devil greatly dreads the vigils of good
men, their prayers and fasts and voluntary poverty." St.
'Ambrose quotes to this effect tHe saying of the' prophet:
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I'clad tnyselfin sackcloth~ and sheltered and guarded my
soul with fasting (Ps. 68).0 This, he says, is a good
defence and armour against the enem'y. We have also
for this the teaching of Christ, who told us, when He
cast out the unclean spirit which the disciples had been
unable to cast out: This sort ojdevil goeth not· out but by
prayer and fasting (Mark ix. 28'). To prayer, He adds
penance and fasting £IS a very proper means to scare away
this sort of devil: thus, under these temptations, we
should not rest satisfied with having recourse to prayer,
but we'should also exercise ourselves very specially. in
corporal works of penance and mortification, always with
the consent of our confessor or Superior, that in all things
we may be more assured of our way.
A Religious who was assailed by. this temptation asked
holy Brother Giles, what remedy he should take against it.
" What would you do, my brother," said the Saint, " if
a dog were coming to bite you?' t
The Religious
answered: "I would take a stone ora stick, and give it
him till I made him run away from me." The Saint said:
" Do so, then, \vith your flesh which offers to bite you,
and this temptation \villfly away from you." So excellent is this remedy that sometimes any labour and pain,
though it be but slight, is apt to divert and get rid of
this temptation, as to stretch out one's arms in the form
of a cross, to bend the knees, to strike one's breast, to
take a' discipline, to pinch oneself or pull out hairs, to
stand for some time on one leg) and the like.
'
It is related in the Life of ·St. Andrew the Apostle, that
while St. Andrew was at Corinth, an old man named
NicholaS' came to him and told him that for seventy-four
years he had lived an immoral life, giving the rein to his
disorderly appetites, and surrendering himself to all man..:
ner of shameful lust: that a little while ag-o he had gone
into a brothel to offend God, taking with him a copy of the
Gospel; that a bad woman belonging to that establishment,
with whom he sought to sin, held off from him in great
terror, and besought him not to to'uch her, nor approach t'he
place where she was, because she saw in him marvellous
and mysterious things.Upon that, the old man asked St.
Andrew to give him a remedy for that his great weakness
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and inveterate custom of sinning. The Saint put himself
in prayer, and fasted five days, entreating our Saviour to
pardon this miserable old man, and grant him the gift of
chastity. At the end of the five days, the Apostle, still
persevering in prayer, heard a voice from heaven which
said to him: " I grant what thou askest me for the old
man, but it is my will that, as thou hast fasted for him,
so he should fast and afflict himself on his own account, if
he wishes to be saved." The holy Apostle bade Nicholas
fast, and all the Christians to make prayer for him and
erave mercy of the Lord. God heard them so effectually
that Nicholas on his return home gave away all he had
to the poor, and macerated his flesh with great austerity;
and for the space of six months he ate nothing but dry
bread, and his only drink was a little water. Having
accomplished this penance, he passed out of this life;
and God revealed to St. Andrew, who at that time was
absent, that he was saved.
In the Spiritual Meadow there is a story of a monk
going to one of the ancient Fathers and asking hitn:
"What shall I do to escape suffering the evil thought5
that assail me?" The old man said to him: " I have
never been tried with the like thoughts." The· monk was
scandalised at that answer, and \vent off to another ancient
Father, and said to him: " I want you to know that such
and such a Father has told me that he never either has
been or is assailed with evil thoughts, and I am shocked,
because it seems to me that he has said a thing beyond the
bounds of human nature." The Father said to him : " It
cannot be without reason that that man of God spoke to
you such 'words; go back and beg- his pardon, and he will
tell you the reason why he said so."
The monk went
back and said to him: " Forgive me, Father, for going
off the other day so foolishly without taking leave of
you: I beg you further to tell me how you have escaped
such assaults. " The old lnan answered: " Because, ever
since I have been a monk, I have never eaten my fill of
bread, nor drunk enough "vater to satisfy me, nor slept
enough; and this abstinence has kept me from the conflict
of thoughts which you spoke of."

CHAPTER VIII

Of other remedies· against· impure temptations
The blessed St. Gregory says· that· sometimes impure
temptations and the molestations of evil thoughts and
motions, are apt to be remnants and remains of an evil
past life,. and a punishment and chastisement of former

license and evil habits; and that then that fire has to be
put out with tears, weeping copiously over the past.
St. Bonaventure says that it is a very good remedy in
temptations to judge oneself deserving of this affliction
and· distress, to recognise that the faults and license of
your past life quite merit such a chastisement, and suffer
the same with patience and humility, saying with Joseph's
brethren: We deservedly suffer these things, because we
have sinned against our· brother (Gen. xlii. 2I). In this
way, says St.Bonaventure, you will more readily appease
God, and the temptation. will turn to your profit and
advantage. This· recognition of oneself .as worthy of
chastisement calls down· the tender mercies of God: thus
we read in H()ly Scripture that the people of Israel made
great use of it to obtain God's pardon (Dan. iii. 28; ix. 5).
Another· very efficacious means to gain the favour and
aid of the Lord, and come out victorious and triumphant,
over our ene.mies in all temptations, and particularly in
this, .is. to distrust ourselves· and put our whole trust in
G()d,of whiCh \ve have treated largely elsewhere, and
shall say something afterwards in speaking of the fear
of God. It will· be enough here to say in general that
humility is the great remedy against· temptations. The
blessed St.. Antony ··wellknew this by revelation. The
revelation is well known that was given to St. Antony.
Rapt in spirit one day he sa\v the whole world full of nets,
~'nd cried o~tin tears: H Who shall escape, 0 Lord, so
many nets as these?" And he heard a voice which said
to him ~ "The humble man, Antony."
Be you, then,
humble, and God will deliver you from these nets and
tetriptations~ The Lord hath care of little ones; I humbled
mysel/Jand he saved me-(Ps. 114). High mountains are
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stricken with storms and thunderbolts; it is the tall trees
that the wind tears up ; but reeds, osiers and lowly shrubs,
that bow and bend and sway from side to side, remain
standing after the storm is over. In accordance with this,
it will also be a good and useful thing to gather humility
and self-knowledge out of these impure temptations,
seeing that such things come over us. We might say:
, Thou seest here, 0 Lord, what I am : what was to be
expected of this dunghill but the like odours? What can
be expected of the earth that Thou hast curst but thistles
and thorns? This is the fruit that our earth is capable of
yielding, if Thou dost not cleanse it.' These temptations
and bad inclinations that we have, furnish good ground for
humbling ourselves. If poor and mean clothes aid a man
to humble himself, as the Saints say, how much more
should we be helped to humility by such vile and filthy
thoughts coming over us! Holy Brother Giles used. to
say that our flesh was like the unclean animal, that with
great eagerness rushes into the mud and takes its delight
there, or like the beetle, whose life it is to wallow in dung.
This consideration will greatly help us not to let ourselves
be carried away by these thoughts.
And generally, in any temptation whatsoever, it is well
not to take any account of that to which the temptation
moves you, but to turn in at once upon oneself, humbling
oneself, ahd saying: ' How wicked I must be, that such
things come into my head!' Thus you steal away bodily
from the temptation, and the devil is left in the· lurch.
It is also a great help to enter into sentiments of confusion over the temptation, and those bad thoughts and
motions, as if they were your own fault, though you are
very far from consenting. to them. The devil rages and
is devoured \vith pain at seeing such humility; and, proud
creature that he is, cannot endure it. You cannot give
him a greater slap in the face, or take any better means
to make him sooner cease to tempt you, than to let him
See that you will make capital out of 'what he contrived
for your ruin. And besides, this shows how far your will
is from offending God, which is a thing to affordgr,eat
satisfaction and sense of security. It will be alsow,ell at
times to insult 'and mock the devil, .as by saying :
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'Aroynt thee, unclean spirit, thou shameful wretch 1
Very dirty thing thou art, to bring such things into my
memory.' Proud creature that he is, he cannot bear
being despised and affronted and taken for \vhat he is
worth,-so he makes off.
St. Gregory relates of Dacius, Bishop of Milan, that
on his way to the city of Constantinople he came to the
city of Cotinth. There Were no lodgings for him except
in a house that was deserted, and had been so for many
years, because it was haunted by evil spirits. The holy
.man sa.id, Let us. go there. They went, and about
midnight; when the holy man was in bed, the devils beg-an
to make a great rout, in the guise of various animals,
baying like sheep, roaring like lions, grunting like pigs,
hissing like snfikes. The holy man awoke with the noise,
and getting angry 'with the fiends, said to them : H Oh,
how well has come in and well has gone out your levy of
forces! You wished to be like God,and you have been
turned into beasts, dragons and serpents; you make ·ft
very good imitation of \vhat you in reality are. " The evil
spirits felt this insult so deeply, St. Gregory says, that
they at once disappeared, and never again returned to
that house, so that it couid ever after be inhabited by all.
81. Athanasius relates of the blessed 8J. Antony that
he was much troubled by impure temptatiol1s,and one day
the,re threw himself at his feet a little bta~k man, filthy
and dirty, lamenting how he had overcom-ernany, and by
him alone he had been rejected with scorn. The Saiot
asked him; "Who art fho'll?" "I am," he said, "the
spirit of fornication.;' "Henceforth, then," replied the
Saint, "I shall make little account of thee, since thou art
such a vile and forlorn thing, n and the vision at once disappeared. Christ our Redeemer, in the holy Gospel,caits
t'he spirit of fornication th~ unclean spirit (Luke xi. 24).
In this way we may affront and insult the devil, treating
him for what he is, and making ga,me of him. And some..
times this may be done by giving him ag-esture of scotn,
without saying anything or bandying reasons with him.
Hereby, while nothing is said, much is me·ant.
VOL. II

CHAPTER IX

Of the fear of God
lVork out your salvation. with fear and trembling, says
the Apostle (Phil. ii. 12). One of the things that will
help us much to chastity, and generally to keep us in the
grace of God, will be to walk always in holy fear and
circumspection, distrusting ourselves, and having recourse
to God, and putting our whole trust in Him. Thus, says
St. Bernard: In veritate didici nihil aeque efficax esse ad
gratiam prornerendarn, retinendam, recuperandam, quam
si omni tempore coram Deo inveniaris non. al,tum sapere
sed timere. Beatus homo qui semper est pavidus (Prov.
xxviii. 14). " I have found by experience that there is no
means so effectual for gaining the grace of God and
keeping it, and. recovering it, if lost, as to walk always in
fear before God, not presuming on oneself, according to
that saying of the Wise Man: Blessed is the man who is
always in fear (Prov. xxviii. 14)." And contrariwise., one
of the things that have brought even great saints to
miserable falls, has been trusting in themselves, and
living with little fear and caution. The wise man feareth
and turneth aside from evil: the fool taketh leaps in fun
confidence (Prov. xiv. 16). The fool is bold and selfconfident, and for that reason he falls; but the wise man
walks in fear, and so is delivered from evil. He who
carries a precious liquor in a very brittle glass vessel, and
passes by dangerous places where there is great concourse
of people, and winds and tempests blow, if he does not
know and fear for the brittleness of the glass, will not
carry it with much circums,pection, and so will easily
break it and spill the liquor he was carrying. But he who
knows how brittle the vessel is, and is afraid of its breaking, will guard it "veIl, with nicety and care, and so he
travels more safely. That is our case: we hold the liquor
and most precious treasure of the grace and gifts of God
in earthenware vessels, as the Apostle Paul says (2 Cor.
iv. 7), which may be broken easily and spill and lose every466
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thing; and we walk in the midst of many winds and
tempests, and where there are many perilous encounters.
Those who do not know nor dread this frailty and weakness, live in a false security, and easily come to fall and
lose themselves; but those who know and fear
for themselves walk with great care and consideration
how to preserve themselves, and so live more securely;
a-nd if there is any security in this life, it is theirs.
How comes it, think you, says St. Bernard, that there
are people who have spent their youth in chastity, at the
time when they were assailed with severe temptations, and
having reached old age have miserably fallen into hideous
sins, so foul that they themselves have been shocked at
them? The reason is that in youth they lived in holy fear
and humility, and when they saw themselves ever so near
a fall, they had recourse to· God, and were defended by
Him; .but afterwards, when they were in full possession of
chastity, they began to be proud and confident in themselves and think themselves secure; then, when it came
to that, they were cast off from the hand of God, and
did what it was their own to do, that is, to fall.
The blessed St. Ambrose says that this is the reason
why many who served God, and· night and day meditated
on His law, and crucified their flesh, and kept lusts and
incentives to sensuality in check, and were very patient
under great losses which they suffered, and very constant
under the persecutions which they underwent, in the end
have lost all their firmness and high standard of life, .and
come to fall into great miseries,-tbe reason is because
they began to trust in their own virtue and holiness and
the good works which they did, presuming and resting
their confidence inordinately upon them. Thus those
whom the devil had been unable to persuade to the love
of manifest vices, or to overthrow by assault of injuries
and persecutions, he has made to fall by lifting them up
softly to presumption on themselves.
Holy. Scripture and Saints' Lives are full of such
examples, and the glorious Augustine weeps bitterly over
them. "Many we have seen, and from our elders· we
have heard tell of many others, who had mounted to
heaven and set their nest there· among the stars. .Woe is
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m'e, 1 cannot think of it \vithout fear, how many of those
stars have fallen from heaven! How many that were
seated at the table of God and ate the bread of angels
have come to desire to fill their bellies with the husks of
swine! How 'many chastities, finer and fairer than old
iv,ory (La~m. iv. 7), have been tarnished and turned black
as coals!" (Pseudo-Augustinus, Soliloquies).
Who \vill not take fright at that instance which
Lipeman relates, of James, a hermit, who,after having
served the Lord more than forty years to the utmost length
of the most rigorous penance, being now sixty years old,
and celebrated for miracles and casting out devils, ended
in this. They brought him a girl to cast out a devil from
her. He did cast it out. Then they who had hrought her
did not dare to take her back \vitb them, for fear the devil
might cross them on the way, so he allowed her to stay
with him. For his thus trusting and presuming on himself
God permitted him to fall into sin. And because one sin
calls on and invites another, he did a stupid thing,-he
murdered the girl and threw her body into a river. Then,
to crown all, in despair of the mercy of God, he determined to return to the world, and give himself wholly
over to that course of vice and sin which so late in life
he had entered upon. However, in the end, the mercy of
God did not fail him. He entered into himself, did the most
rigoJous penance for ten years, recovered his former sanCtity" and ended a canonised saint.
.Who \vill not take alarm at that other monk, of whom
the blessed St. Antony said, "To-day a great pillar is
failen "? Who \vill not tremble at that? Who will trust
in his own holiness, or his saying, ' I am a Religious'?
See how others have fallen, \vho were better men than
you, and had more virtue and gifts of 'God than you have.
The glorious St. Jerome says: " Can it be that you are
holier than David, or wiser than Solomon, or stronger than
Sampson? " Yet all these have fallen; yea, one of Christ's
twelve Apostles fell, taught in such a school, conversing
with such a Master and such fellow-scholars, hearing such
discourses and sermons, seeing such deeds of power and
miracles! And one of the seven deacons, Nicholas,
chosen by the Apostles, on whom the Holy Ghost had
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cnme down as upon the rest (Acts vi~ 1-6), hecame afterwards not only a heretic, but an heresiarch and father of
heret.ics (Apoc. Ii. 6, IS). Who will not fear that o}d
serpent? Remember, says St. Jernme, that our first
parents fell, and were cast out of. the paradise where they
"vere enriched by the. gifts of God and by original justice,
and aU tbat through p.ride. St. Augustine says that the
first man would never have been led astray had be not ilil
his heart departed from God by pride: for trUE} i!s that
saying of the Wise 'Man, since it is the saying of the Hoty'
Ghost: ~Pride goeth befo,re a fall, and before ruin the
spirit is lifted up (Prov. xvi. 18; xviii. 12). Before ruin
and perdition there precedes elation of heart.
If these examples of ll1en are not sufficient fnr you, go
on and mount higher; and there in heaven you "viU find
examples of angels who, for pride and presumpti.oo, fell
from the high estate in "vhich God had created them.
Lo, even his ministe1's were not steadfast, and in his very
angels he louna matter of reproach; how much more shaU
they be co·nsu·med as '1:Jy the' rnoth who dwell in tenen;z,en~s
of clay, and whose foundation is in the dus~. F1!o'J:n mortling to evening they shall be undone (Job iv. 18-20). St.
Gregory ponders well to our purpose these words of Job.
If in that finest gold t.here "vas found so much dross; if
in the most noble nature of the angels there was no
security nor stability, what shaH becom~ of us wnodwetl
in tenements of clay, since clay is easily broken, moulders
and falls to pieces! How shall that soul not· fear, how
shall she presume of herself, she "vho is in a body like
this, which of itself engenders the moth, and in ourselves
we have the root of our perdition! The comparison of
the moth is· veFy just, says St. Gregory, hecause as the

moth is born of the garment, and wastes and destroys that

very garment whereof it is born, so in us our flesh is as a
garm,ent to the· soul, Whiclfl garm·ent also engenders its
moth, for thence proceeds the fleshly temptation which
makes war on us; and so man comes to be consumed as
by amotk (Job xiii. 28), when the temptation, whicm
springs from his very flesh, comes to consum,e and destroy
him.
He says very well as by the moth,hecause as the moth
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does harm to the garment and makes no noise, so this
moth of this evil and perverse inclination of our flesh, this
fames peccati, this food and incentive of sin, which we
have in us, does harm without noise and almost without
our feeling it, for often we do not see it, nor take any
account of it, until the harm is done. But if those angelic
and heavenly spirits, who had no body to engender in
them this moth, nor to make on them continual war and
contradiction and consume them, did not last nor persevere in good, what man shall be so bold as to trust in
himself, having within him the cause of his temptation·
and perdition!
Let us, then, learn to walk always in this fear and
circumspection; and as for him who does not always walk
so, you may well mourn over him, for he is near a fall.
It is not I, but the Holy Ghost who says: If thou dost
not earnestly keep thyself in the fear of the Lord, thy
house will soon be overturned (Ecclus. xxvii. 4). If you
do not 'walk always in fear and circumspection, shunning
danger, and guarding yourself against· occasions, casting
off an evil thought at once, and forestalling temptation,
you will soon fall.
And let no one deceive himself by saying: 'Oh, Ido
not feel those temptations, those tTIotions and dangers
that come of conversing with other people and looking at
them; those things make no impression on me.' Do not
trust in that; the devil seeks in that way to lull you into
a sense of security, that afterwards, at the end of some
time, when you are off your guard, he may trip you up
and throw you to the ground, or rather, down to hell.
The Saints here remark that the more favours God does
to a man, and the more He imparts His gifts to him, the
more should that man walk in fear, because the devils
are all the more solicitous and anxious to make him fall.
He is dainty in his food, said the prophet Habacuc (i. 16) :
it is after these men that the evil spirits go; and the devil
makes more account of getting one servant of God to
fall, one· Religious who is aiming at perfection, than of
many others, men of the world, as will appear by the
examples which we shall quote presently. So St. Jerome,
in his Epistle to Eustochium, exhorting her to look to
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herself, and not be careless in the high state of virginity,
says to her: " The higher the state you are in, and the
more gifts you have of God, you must not be proud on
that account, nor presume on yourself, rather you should
walk in greater fear. You are laden with gold, and so
should have all the more fear of robbers, and beware of
evil and dangerous alleys. Think not to find peace on an
earth full of briars and thorns." Nolo tibi venire super-

biam de proposito sed timorem~ 011usta incedis aUf 0, latro
tibi vitandus est. Stadium est vita haec mortalis, hic can..
tendimus ut alibi coronemur. Pacem arbitraris in terra
quae tribulos generatJ et spinas? The.re is no security in
this life, but warfare: you have always to stand sentinel.
Weare sailing on a very rough sea in the frail cockleshell
boat of this flesh, surrounded by many· enemies, who sniff
the air and raise all the storms they can to drown us,
never wearying 1- never sleeping, hoping for some occasion
to get at us. So the glorious Apostle St. Paul warns us
in the words: Let him that thinketh himself to stand, take
heed lest he fall (I Cor. x. 12).
Be eve~ on the watch,
keeping a good lookout, and take care nOlt to sin
(I Cor. xv. 34). If there is anything that can hold us
up and secure us, it is this walking always in holy fear
and apprehension.
I have heard one thing told of our Society, which makes
much to the purpose of what we are saying: I will tell it
as I heard it. In the early days of the Society, when
Father Peter Faber and Father Antony de Araoz came
from the Kingdom of Portugal to Castile,-sent by the
King of Portugal, Don John III., with the Princess Dofia
Maria, his daughter, who was to marry the King, Don
Philip II., who was then Prince Royal,-the members of
our Society had the run of the palace, and heard the confessions of nearly all the dames and ladies of the Court.
There were not so many old folk then as now: they were all
in their youth. The world was astonished, and with
reason, at what is set down for a wonder in the Life of
our holy Father Ignatius, , such youth with such chastity.'
On the one hand they were seen in the midst of so many
dangerous occasions, and on the other with such an aroma
of chastity about them. This became the talk of t'he
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Court. They say that the King one day in conversation
with Father Araoz said to him: " I have heard said that
the melubers of the Society carry with them a herb, that
has the virtue of preserving chastity." Father Araoz, who
was. a good courtier, answered him: "Your Majesty's
story is true."
"For the life of you, tell me what the
herb is."
"Sire, the herb which the members of the
Society carry about with them to preserve chastity is the
fear of God." That it is which works this miracle; for
it has the virtue of putting the devils to flight, like Toby's
fish thrown upon the live coals.
hl connrmation of this there makes the saying of the
Wise Man: Upon him that fearelth the Lord no harm shall
come, for God will preserve him and deliver hirn frorn all
evil' (Ecc1us. xxxiii. I). And elsewhere he says: The
fear of the Lord driveth away sin and by nwans thereof
men keep aloof from evil (Prov. xv. 27). Let us, then,
ahvays carry this herb with us, let us walk always in this
fear, and let us 'understand that there is no chastity nor
sanctity secure but in the holy fear of God. So the Holy
Scripture says that we should g-row old in it. Keep the
fear of God and grow old in it (Ecc1us. ii. 6); to give us
to understand that not only in the beginning but also at
the end, not beginners alone but old servants in the house
of the Lord must live in this fear; not only the guilty, who
have good matter for fear, but also the just, \vho have not
done anything so much to cause it. The former fear
because they have fallen, the latter that they may not fall.
Past ill-deeds inspire the former \vith fear, dangers in the
future should inspire the latter. Blessed is the man who
walks always in this holy fear (Prov. xxviii. 14).

CHAPTER X

Of the great advantages that there are in this fear

of God
That we may the better esteem and appreciate this holy
fear, and endeavour always to preserve it in ourselves,
we will enumerate some of the great advantages that it
contains. In the first place, this fear of God is no source
of discouragement or dismay, nor does it make men
cowardly and pusillanimous: rather it makes them strong
and confident and courageous, as the Saints say of
humility; for it makes them distrust themse1 yes and put
all their confidence in God. St. Gregory says this very
well on the text of Job: Where is ~hy fear,where thy
strength? (Job iv. 6). Rightly, he says, does Job join fear
with strength; for the way of God is just the opposite to
the way of the world, where boldness breeds fortitude,
and fear weakness and cowardice; but here it is the other
way about, boldness breeds weakness, and fear great
strength, according to that saying of the Wise Man:
In the fear of the Lora is the confidence of our strength
(P.rov. xiv. 26). And the reason· is, because when one
fears God, he fin,ds nothing to fear anywhere in the world:
all temporal things he despises and holds them of no
account. He that feareth the Lord will have no dread of
anything: he will not fear, because the Lord is his hope
(Ecclus. xxxiv. 16). Fear is a sort of subjection to the
object feared, as to a thing that may do us harm. But he
that fears God, and puts in Him all his confidence, has
nothing to fear from the world, nor from the persecutor,
nor from death, nor from the devil, nor from hell. Nothing of all these can harm him, nor touch a hair of his
head without God's leave; and that is a source of strength
so great that there is nothing like it in all the strong men
of the world, for God then is the man's strength. The
Lord is a covering protection to them that fear him
(Ps. 24).
Further, this holy fear of the Lord causes no anxiety
or bitterness of heart; it is not painful nor fatiguing, but
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rather it is very pleasant and cheerful. Worldly fear of
loss of social position or property, servile fear of
hell and death, does cause sadness and melancholy; but
the holy and filial fear that good sons have of grieving
and offending a dearly-cherished Father, comforts the
soul, makes the heart tender, softens the affections, since
it m,akes us live continually in the love of God, putting up
such prayers as this: ' Suffer me not, 0 Lord, ever to be
separated from Thee; rather may I die than offend
Thee. ' The fear of the Lord is glory and exultation, and
mirth and a crown of gladness: the fear of rthe Lord shall
deligh.t the heart, and give gladness and joy and length
of days. With him that feareth the Lord things shall
go well in the end, and in the day of his death he shall be
blessed (Ecclus. i. 11-13). With what abundance of
words and what variety of sentiments does the Wise Man
set forth the joy and gladness that the fear of the Lord
carries with it! This is not a fear to make men tremble
like slaves for dread of tortures; it is a fear that takes its
origin from love of God; so the more one loves Him, the
more does one fear to offend and displease Him. This we
see is the attitude of a good son to his father, and of an
honourable woman to her husband: the more fondly she
cherishes him, the harder she works to secure that there
shall be nothing in the house to give him pain.
To say it in one word,-all the praises, favours, prerogatives and pre-eminences that Holy Scripture assigns to the
humble, all may be found said of them that fear God,
and almost in the same terms. Thus, as Scripture says
that God looks and fixes His eyes on the humble and poor,
so it says of them that fear God: The eyes of the Lord are
upon them that fear him (Ecclus. xxxiv. 19)' And as it
says that God exalts the humble and fills them with good
things, it says the same of them that fear Him: His mercy
is frorn generation to generation upon them that fear him,
-so says the Most Holy Queen of angels in her canticle
(Luke i. 50). And holy Judith: Lord, they that fear thee
shall be great before thee in all·. things (J ud. xvi. 19).
And as the Saints say that humility is the guardian of all
the virtues, anq no virtue can stand without humility, so
they say also of the. fear of God: wherefore the prophet
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Isaiah calls this holy fear the treasure-house of the Lord
(Isai. xxxiii. 6), because in it the virtues are well kept and
treasured up. And on the contrary, they say that as the
ship without \veight and ballast is not safe on her voyage,
any puff of wind being enough to capsize her, so neither is
that soul secure that takes her course without this ballast
of fear, fear being the soul's ballast, which corrects the
levity of the heart and keeps it firm and constant, so that
the wind of favours, human and divine, may not lift it up
and capsize it. However rich the soul be, if she lacks
this ballast, she cannot go on her way securely.
St. Gregory calls this fear " the anchor of our heart,"
aincora} cordis est pondus tim 0 ris.
St. Jerome says,
" fear is the safeguard of virtues," while a false security
facilitates a fall. And Tertullian: "fear fs the foundation of our salvation: by fearing we ~hall be on our guard,
and by being on our guard we shall be safe: he who
walks with circumspection and care may rest secure. "
Timo1' fundamentum est salutis: timendo cavebimus,
cavendo s.alvi erimus: qui solicitus est, is vere poterit· esse
securus.
Finally, the Wise Man in many chapters of the Sapiential Books goes on extolling the great excellences and
marvels of wisdom, and, to sum up and conclude all, he
says that the fear of the Lord is wisdom ; and so says holy
Job (xxviii. 28). Thus all that is said of wisdom we may
say also of the fear of God. The Wise Man even goes on
to say that the fear of God is the plenitude and consummation of wisdo1n, and that its fruits are. copious and abundant (Ecclus. i. 20). And he comes to a conclusion in
these words: Great assuredly is he that hath found
wisd01n, but he is not above him that fea1'eth God: the
fea1'· of God o've1'toppeth and encompasseth all things:
blessed is he to whom is given this gift of fea1'. To what
shall we compa1'e him who possesseth so g1'eat a gift as
this? (Ecclus. xxv. 13-15).

CHAPTER XI

In which what has been said is confil'med by some
examples
In the Spiritual Meadovv it is said: One of the Fathers
of the Thebaid, vvho was the son of a priest of idols,
related to us that when he vvas quite a young lad he used
to be with his father in the temple, and often saw ho\v
his father offered sacrifices to his idol. One time he came
in secretly behind his father, and saw Satan seated on a
high platform, and all his hellish rabble around him, and
one of his chief officers came and paid obeisance to him.
Satan said to him: 'Whence comest thou?' He said:
, I have been in such and such a province, and I have
raised in it many wars and quarrels, along with much
shedding of blood, and I have conle to tell thee.' Satan
asked him: 'And how much time hast thou spent in
doing this?' He ans\vered: ' Thirty days.' Satan then
ordered him to be scourged, saying that he had spent
much and done little. After that there came another, and
made his obeisance to the infernal captain, \vho asked
him: 'And thou, whence dost thou come?' He answered: 'I have been at sea, and have raised many
storms, and sunk many ships, and drowned many men,
and have come to give thee an account of it.' He asked:
, How much time hast thou taken to do that?' He
answered 'Twenty days. ' He ordered him to be scourged
for having done so little in t\venty days. A third came and
payed his obeisance, and Satan asked him :' Thou, where
hast thou been?' He answered: ' I have been to such
and such a city, where there was a marriage being celebrated, and I set them by the ears, and many were killed,
and among them the bridegroom himself.' Satan said:
, And how long didst thou take?' 'Only ten days.' And
notwithstanding all the mischief that he had made, he
ordered him to be scourged, saying: ' Thou oughtest to
-have done many more things in ten days.' Things being
at this, there came another, and paid obeisance to his
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evil chief, ·who asked him: ' Whence comest thou?' ' I
come from the desert, where for forty years I have been
tempting and assailing one monk, and at the end of that
time, the last night, I overcame him, and made him fall
iIlto the sin of fornication.' When he heard this, Satan
rose up and kissed him, and took the crown that he wore
and put it on his head, and made him sit on a seat by his
side, and said to him: ' Thou hast done a grand piece of
work. '-" When I heard this, I said: ' Truly great and
excellent is the Religion and Order of monks.' So I left
my parents' house, and became a monk. "-Here note, by
the way, that from a source whenc~ others conceive an
ill opinion of Religious, because some Religious has fallen
into some weakness, this man conceived, and. rightly conceived, a higher opinion of Religious Life and embraced
it.
In the Lives of the Fathers we read that a holy hermit
,vas carried by an angel to· a place where there was a
monastery of Religious, and saw there a multitude of
devils, fluttering about like flies in all the offices and places
of the monastery. Then, going to the market-place of the
city, he saw only one solitary devil, and he had no work,
but was sitting idle on the city gate. He asked the reason
of this, and the angel,his guide, told him that those
people in the city all did what the devil wanted, and
therefore one devil was eno~gh for all; but in the monastery all were doing their best to resist the devil, and that
was the reason why so many devils were at them to tempt
them and make them fall.
PaHadius recounts a memorable example, which is
related also in the Lives of the Fathers, of a monk who
for many years had exercised himself in good works and
holy exercises proper to a Religious, and had made great
progress. At the end of that time he gave way to vain
complacency in himseLf and boasting. Wherefore God
permitted him miserably to fall into a sin of impurity
with the devil, who appeared to him in the form of a very
handsome woman, who ,vas wandering lost in the desert.
He readily gave her welcome, and talked at length with
her, laughing and holding her by the hand. Finally he
quite gave himself up to sin with her ; and when he would
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fain have put it in act, the figure disappeared in his arms
with a loud shriek, over \vhich were heard loud peals of
laughter from many devils, floating in the air and saying
to him: " 0 monk, monk, w'ho didst raise and exalt thyself to the heavens, how hast thou sunk into the abyss:
learn better henceforth that he who exalts himself shall be
humbled. " With these words it seemed that the devils
were scoffing at him and making game of him. The
wretched man stopped not there, but having spent that
night and the following day in loud lamentations and
shame, he fell into despair, went back into the world,
and gave full play to his vicious inclinations.
St. John Climacus tells the story which we referred to
above (ch. ix.) of a youth, of whom we read in the Lives
of the Fathers that he attained so high a degree of virtue
as to have empire over wild beasts, whom he made serve
the monks in the monastery. St. Antony likened him to a
richly-laden vessel on the high seas, whose end he could
not answer for. Now, this youth, so fervent and so holy,
came to fall miserably. While he was weeping over his
sin, he said to some monks who came that way: " Tell the
old man," that is, St. Antony, "to pray to God for me
that He will vouchsafe to grant me ten days to do penance. " On hearing this, the old man wept bitterly, and
said with great grief of heart: "A great pillar of the
Church has fallen to-day."
At the end of five days the
monk above-mentioned died. Thus he ,vho at first, says
St. John Climacus, had empire over wild beasts, was in
the end overthrown and mocked by most cruel savages;
and he who a little before had for nourishment the bread
of heaven, came afterwards to seek his nourishment in
mire and filth. Father Antony, in his great prudence,
would not state clearly the nature of his fall, for he knew
that it was fornication.
Father Master Avila quotes an instance of a holy
hermit, to whom God had granted to know the great
danger to which he lay exposed in this life, and considering that, he put over his head a hood of mourning, and
covered his face in such manner that he could see nothing
but the ground he was about to tread upon, and never
more would speak to man, and never more took his eyes
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off the ground, weeping to see himself in such danger as
man lives in. And when there came many people to see
him in his cell out of curiosity for the great change that
had come over him, and asked the reason of this novelty,
and of the extreme·· course he had so· sUddenly taken, he
never answered anything else but, " Let me alone, because I am a man." Another saint used to say: " Woe
is me, because I am still capable of offending God
mortally. "

TWENTY-FIRST TREA TISE

OF THE VIRTUE OF OBEDIENCE
CHAPTER I

Of the excellence of the virtue of obedience
Obedience is better than victitns, and to hearken to
com1nand than to offer the fat of rams (I Kings xv.
22). The historical occasion is wen known in which
these words were uttered. It was when King Saul disobeyed the commandment given him by God to destroy
Amalek and leave nothing alive; and he kept the better
portion of the spoil for sacrifice. The prophet Samuel said
to hin1 on the part of God: Doth God want holocausts and
victims, and not rather obedience to the voice of th.e Lord?
Not at all, for obedience is better than sacrifice.: and better
is it to hear and obey God than to offer him the fat of
rams. Resting on this passage, and in many others in
Holy Writ, ·where obedience is greatly extolled and the
high value that God sets on it, the Saints utter many
commendations of this virtue. ...?J.__ :iuK~s!.i9.e, in various
places, treats the question, why 'GOagave command to
man not to eat of the tree of knowledge of good and evil.
His first answer is, that it "vas to show and give men to
understand the excellence and value of this virtue of
obedience, and the great evil of disobedience. And this
was well shown by the event; for the evil and hardship
that followed upon sin was not caused by the fruit of the
tree: the tree was not evil nor harmful of itself, but good;
God had created all things very good, and had no mind
to put any evil thing in paradise. It was disobedience,
and the violation of God's commandment and the obedience due to Him, that made the evil. So St. Augustine
says that nothing could better show the great evil of disobedience than the sight of the evil that came upon man
480
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by the mere eating, against the commandment of God, of
a thing that had no harm in it, and could have done harm
to nobody, but for the eating of it being forbidden.
Hereby their fault is well shown up, who dare to disobey
and fail in. an observance because it is a slight matter.
The sin is not in. the thing, but in the disobedience; 'and
that holds even when the thing is .slight. St. Augustine'
gives' a second reason for this prohibition,-because man
being created to serve God, it was fitting that God should
impose upon him some precept prohibitive of something,
that he might recognise that he had a master, and hold
himself for a subject. Unless so,mething were forbidden
him, and something commanded, he would have had no
matter in which to subject himself and recognise that he
had a master. The virtue of obedience was meant to be a
means for him to recognise God and merit thereby. And
he goes on saying many good things in praise of this
virtue.
One of the reasons why God became man,he says,
was to teach us and commend to us thIS VIrtue of obedience.. and give us an example thereof. Man had been
disobedient unto death: the Son of God came to be
obedient even unto death. The gate of heaven had been
closed to us, and the grace of God lost, by the disobedience of Adam; it was opened to us by the obedience
of Christ. And in the reward and glory of the I-I umanity
of Christ, the Saint says that there also the Lord wished to
sho\v us the virtue and merit of obedience by crowning it
with such sublinle· glory. He 1nade himself obedient unto
death, yea the death of the cross, for which cause God
hath exalted him, and given him a name which is above
every name, that in the name of Jesus every knee should
bo'w of things in heaven and things on earth and things
under the earth (Phil. ii. 8-10).

'Many are the excellences and grand things that the
Saints say of this virtue, but here we will mention only
one, 'which will be sufficient for us; and that is, that it is
the most proper and principal virtue of the Religious.
St. Thomas who carries things with the rigour of the
~ s this question, whether the vow of obedience
is the chief of the three vows that we make in Religion.
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And he answers, yes, and gives three very good and profitable reasons for it. The first is, because by the vow of
obedience a man gives and offers to God more than by the
other vows. By the vow of poverty a man offers to God
his possessions and riches; by the vow of chastity, his own
body; but by the vow of obedience he offers his own will
and judgment, offering himself entirely to God, which is
more than all the rest. And so says St. Jerome: " To
leave gold and! riches is the part of beginners, many philosophers have done that; but to offer oneself and give oneself over entirely to God is proper to Christians, it is an
apostolic ·work, because it is an imitation of the Apostles
who did the like." Aurum deponere incipientium est, non
perfectorum; fecit hoc Crates Thebanus, fecit A ntisthenes:
seipsum offerre Deo proprium Christianorum est et' Apostolorum. And the Saint dwells upon the fact that Christ did
not· say: Verily I say to you that ye who have left all
things shall sit on twelve thrones, but ye who have
followed me (Matt. xix. 28). To follow Christ is the most
perfect thing; and in it, as St. Thomas says, is included
the counsel of obedience, since he who obeys follows the
will and opinion of another.
The second reason is, because the vow of obedience includes and comprises under itself the other vows of
Religion, while itself is not included or comprised under
them. Though the Religious binds himself by a particular
vow to observe chastity and poverty, yet these virtues
also fall under obedience; to which virtue it is proper to
guard these and many others. So very true is this that in
some ancient Orders, as the Carthusians and Benedictines,
in their profession they make express mention only of the
vow of obedience: "I promise obedience according to the
Rule. " And under that is understood the vow of chastity
and poverty, according to the statutes and custom of the
Order.
The third reason is, because a thing- is better and more
perfect, the nearer it approaches and conducts us to its
end. Now, obedience is that which unites Religious most
closely \vith the end of their Order; since it is that which
tells and commands them to practise the things which
are directed to gain the end thereof. Thus it bids us
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occupy ourselves with our own spiritual advancement and
that of our neighbour, to attend to our meditation and
mortification, to engage in hearing confessions, preaching,
teaching Christian doctrine, and all other ministries necessary for the helping of souls; and so in other Orders.
Henc~ St. Thomas draws a very important conclusion;
it is, tltpt the vow of obedience is the most essential thing
in Religion; it is that which makes a Rehglous, and constitutes hiin in the state of Religion. .St. Bonaventure agrees
with thfs, and says that all the perfection of a Religious
consists. in entirely giving up his own will and following
obedience; and for that reason we make the vows of
povertyl, and chastity, that by relinquishing property and
fleshly ~elights and care of house and family we may be
the ligHter and the more disengaged to fulfil the vow of
obedien~e, as being the principal thing.
Little will it
profit yd>u, he says, to have given up property and wealth,
if you do not also give up your own will and follow the
will of pbedience.
Suriu~ relates some notable sayings of St. Fulgentius,
Bishop, i who was Abbot of a monastery. This is one of
them, d~aling with obedience: " Do you know," he says,
"who ~re true Religious? They who have no will of
their o~n, but give themselves up, prompt and indifferent,
for anytp.ing that the Superior shall command them. This
it is to \be a Religious, neither to will nor to will not."
He doe~ not say that you will be a Religious if you take
many di!sciplines, or wear rough hairshirts, or are strong
enough ~o work hard ~11 day long, or be a great Doctor or
Preacher, but if you be very obedient and have no will
Qf your lo\vn. IUos verosmonachos esse, qui mortificatis
voluntat~bussuis parati essent nihil velle, nihil nolle, sed
abbatis t(tntummodo consilia vel praecepta servare.
Thus pbedience is the virtue most essential in Religion,
the virttie that makes one be a Religious. I t is that which
pleases God more than sacrifice and victims; in that is
included and contained poverty, chastity, and all other
virtues. ! If you are obedient, you will be poor, chaste,
humble, silent, suffering, mortified, and master of all
virtues. i And .this is no exaggeration, but downright
truth: for virtues are acquired and gained by practising
i
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their, acts, and that is the way. in which God means to
give them to us; now it is just this practice that obedienc,e gives us. All the rules that we have, and all the
orders of obedience given us, are an exercise of virtues.
Let yourself be carried by obedience, and embrace
heartily all the occasions that are offered you. Sometimes
they will exercise you in patience, sometimes in humility,
sometimes in poverty, sometimes in temperance, sometimes in charity, and in this way you will go growing in all
virtues as you grow in obedience. That is what our
Father says: "As this virtue shall flourish, so will all
other virtues flourish and bear the fruit that I look for in
your souls."
It is the common doctrine of the Saints,
and the reason for which they call this virtue the mother
and prime source of all virtues,-"a very greatvirtue,"_§.b
Augustine sass, "and what we may call the prime source
and mother of all the rest. " And ~ : "Obedience
is the one virtue that inserts and engenders in the soul all
other virtues, and after inserting, preserves them.
So
they explain that saying of Proverbs: The obedient man
shall speak of victories (Prov. xxi. 28): that is how St.
Gregory and St. Bernard read the text. The obedient
man shall gain not one, but many victories. He will gain
qll virtues, who shall be thoroughly obedient. If, then,
you wish for a short and compendious lesson how to
advance much and attain to perfection in a little time, it
is this, take care to be very obedient. That is a very short
road, quite a short cut to that end. So says St. Jerome:
" 0 happy and abundant grace of obedience, wherein is
contained the sum of all virtues! By the simple method
of obeying in all things that obedience shall command,
in a short time one will find himself perfect and full of
virtues." 0 J felix et abundans gratia! In obedientia
summa virtutum inclusa est j nam simplici gressu homine·m
ducit ad Christum.
St. John Climacus says that, corning to a monastery
he saw white-haired old men, of venerable aspect, who
were like children, prOlnpt and ready to obey and run
about here and there,-some of them had been fifty years
serving under the standard of obedience. He asked them
what comfort and fruit they had found from such great
t ,
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Some answered that they had thereby

attained to the depth of humility, and thereby were
delivered from manya.ssaults of the enemy: others, that
they "had thereby come to lose all sense of injury and
insult. Thus obedience is a means of gaining all virtues;
and, therefore, those ancient Fathers took it for a good sign
of anyone being on the road to perfection, if they saw
.him quite subject and obedient to his spiritual father.
St. Dorotheus tells of his disciple Dositheus, that being

a youth of noble birth and delicate breeding, he was seized
with fear of judgment and the strict account that he had
to render to God. God fulfilled in him the petition of the
prophet: Pierce my flesh ('with thy fear; I have been
afraid of thy judgments (Ps. 118).
Smitten and pierced
with this fear, he entered Religion, to be able to render
a good account of himself. He was of a weak constitution,
and could not follow the community; he could not rise for
Matins, nor eat the same food as the rest. As he could
not do this, he deliberated within himself, and resolved to
devote himself entirely to obedience, serving with the
greatest alacrity and diligence in the guest-house, and in
other offices of humility. Within five years he died of
consumption. God revealed to the Abbot of the monastery
that this youth had attained the reward of Paul and
Antony. The monks complained to God saying: ' Where,
o Lord, is Thy justice, .that Thou wouldst have a man
who never fasted, and was reared in luxury, set on a level
with us, who bear the full burden of Religion, p'ondus diei
et aestus (Matt. xx. 12) ?What. are we the better for all
the labour we have gone through?' God answered that
they did not know the merit and value' of obedience, and
that thereby this youth -had in a short time merited more
than others \vith their great· austerities.

CHAPTER II

Of the -need that we have of the virtue of obedience
The blessed St. Jerome, exhorting Religious to obey
their Superior, the better to persuade them, shows at
length by many examples the need there is in all cases of
following and obeying one Superior. In the political
constitution of the world \lve see that there is one emperor,
one king, one supreme judge of a province. When Rome
was founded, ·even by two brothers, a joint reign of them
both was found impossible, but one slew the other. Jacob
and Esau, even in their mother's womb, wrestled and
fought with one another, which was to come out first. In
the ecclesiastical hierarchy we see that all is reduced to
one ViC'ar of Christ, and in every district and diocese there
is one sole bishop and prelate. In all things we see the
necessity of this subordination and subjection to one. In
an army, ho\vever great it may be, there is always one
Captain-General, whom all obey: on board every ship
there is one Captain, and there would be great disunion
and confusion in the crew, nor would they ever reach port,
if everyone sought to steer and guide the ship according
to his ow~ fancy, and there were not one whose word was
law. And even in the smallest house, though it be but a
poor cottage, there must be one whom the rest obey; and
without that provision nothing can be preserved, nothing
last long, neither house, nor city, nor kingdom. Every
kingdom divided against itself shall be left desolate
(Luke xi. 17). And \ve see this in all things, not only
in rational creatures, as in men and angels,-in the latter
there is subordination of one hierarchy to another,-but
also among brute beasts, who have a captain and guide
whom they follow. Bees have their officers, and one
is the chief, the queen-bee, whom they all acknowledge
and obey. Going as far as cranes, we find that those birds
form up in a squadron and fall into rank, making a letter
or Greek capital Upsilon, and so they go, all following
one. The heavenly spheres also are under the primum
mobile, or prime mover, and follow its movement. And
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not to weary you with more examples, says St. Jerome,
what I want you to gather from all this is, that you should
understand how it behoves you to liv~ under the obedience
of a prelate, and in company with many religious brethren,
servants of God, who, by their example, help and encourage you to your end.
Our Father, though he 'would have us grow in all
virtues and spiritual graces, in this particularly demands
of us' great perfection.

I-Ie desires that as other Orders

are marked and distinguished, some by poverty, others
by penances and austerities, others by choir, others
by enclosure, so the Society should be distinguished by
the virtue of obedience, and that we should all make it
our endeavour to mark and render ourselves conspicuous
thereby, understanding that on this single point pivots
all the good of the Society. And with much reason does
our Father ask that of us; because the end of the Society,
after its own perfection, is the spiritual advancement of
its neighbour, and to help souls to salvation all the world
over. Then its members must be ready and on the
alert,always and' instantly, to go all the world over to
exercise their ministries, like light horsemen riding to
the rescue where the need is greatest. And this is the
meaning of the fourth vow which' the Professed make,
of obeying the Sovereign Pontiff in regard of missions,
that is, to go to any part of the world where the Sovereign
Pontiff sends them, whether it be to a Christian land or
among infidels or heretics, without making any excuse
and ,without asking for their journey-money. And all
must show this promptitude and indifference, not only
for the missions to 'which the Sovereign Pontiff sends
them, but also for wherever their immediate Superiors
send them. And besides that, they must be ready to
take up any office or ministry, and do anything else
commanded them. For this, a great stock of obedience
is necessary, seeing that in the Society there is such
a diversity of occupations, ministries and grades, some
higher than others. It was a marvellous artifice and contrivance of our Father to insist so much on obedience,
and ask us to signalise ourselves and come forward in
that line, because he knew that many difficulties would
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cross our path, and that we should be pulled in all directions, and many a hash would be made of us.
A Father of the Society used to say g thing that
I wish we could all say and feel. He said: ". I am not
afraid of any order of obedience, because I anI ready
and prepared to do anything whatsoever that obedience
shall command me."
He said well, and it is a truth
well borne out by experience. A Religious who is mortified, prompt and indifferent to do anything that they
may command him, has nothing to fear [rom any order
of obedience, or from any Superior, nor does he mind
whether his Superior be Pedro or Sancho, or of this or
that condition of life. A good Religious is independent
of these things; to be dependent. upon them and afraid
of them argues imperfection. On the saying of St.
Paul: Wouldst thou not teal' the Justice? Do well} and
thou shalt have praise from him (Rom. xiii. 3): St.
Chrysostom says: " The thief and the malefactor is afraid
of the Justice, and turns pale at the sight of the constable, thinking that. he is after him; but it is not the
Prince or the Justice that causes this fear, but only his own
wickedness and evil conscience. vVould you have no
fear of King or Justice? Live a good life, and not only
shall you not fear him, but you shall have much praise
from him."
So it is also here in Religion; those fears
and alarms are not caused by the Superior, but by your
own imperfection and want of mortification. Would you
be fearless and never panic-stricken in Religion? Be
thoroughly obedient, and aim at thorough indifference and
resignation in all things. He who lives in this way shall
enjoy much peace, great rest and tranquillity, and Religious Life will be for him a paradise on earth.

CHAPTER III

Of the first degree of obedience
Our Father, speaking of obedience, in the Third Part
of .the Constitutions, says: "It is very expedient for
spiritual advancement and Quite necessary, that all should
give themselves up to perfect obedience." And he goes
on explaining what this perfect obedience is. He says
that it should not only be in the exterior execution, carrying out in act the order given, whIch IS the first degreeJ
of, obedience, but it should extend also to the will and
the heart, conforming our· will to' that of the ,Superior,
willing and "villing not, as he wills and "vilIs not, which.a
is the second degree of obedience. And "ve are not to
stop here, but pass on further, conforming our judgment .
also to that .of th~ Superior,. so that you shouldt~ink3
as the Superior thInks, and Judge that the order gIven
is a ood order, \vhich is the third degree of obedience~
When there IS t IS con ormIty In dee ,WI an un erstanding, then the obedience "vill he perfect· and entire;
and· if any of these conditions be \vanting, it will be
neither perfect nor entire.
Starting \vith the first degree, \ve must be very dili..
gent and punctual in the carrying out of an order of
obedience. St. Basil asks \vith what care and diligence
we should ~selves to the things we are commanded, and answers that it should be with the same diligence wherewith a man "vho greatly loves his own life
applies himself to the things necessary to, ·preserve it,
or asa hungry man sets about his dinner,-even with
greater diligence, he says, inasmuch as life everlasting,
Which is earned by obedience is more noble and excellent 'than temporal' life. .The blessedSt. Bernard says:
" The truly obedient man knows no s ~delay,
or '0J:1, to-morro"v' or 'afte'rwards,' nor· does he'say
, I'll go about it presently: as lazy people do, but he
applie,s his heari~g to unde~·stand.the order, .his feet
to go and fulfil·~· it, his hands· to put it in .execution, and
4 89
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so punctually does he carry it out that he seems to forestall and get the start of him who gives the. order. Fidelis
obediens nescit n10ras, fugit crastinu1n, ignorat tarditatem,
praecipit praecipientem, parat OCttlos visui, aures auditui,
linguam voci, manus ope·ri, itineri pedes totum se colligit
ut imperantis colligat voluntatem.
Our Father, speaking of putting the order into execution, and the punctuality which we should observe
in obedience, says that we should be as prompt in answering the bell, or the voice of the Superior, as if the signal
came from Christ our Lord Himself; we should
omit finishing any work \tve have comn1enced, leaving
even a letter of the alphabet incomplete. He says t\tvo
things, first, that when \tve hear the bell, or the voice
Q! the Superior, we should reckon that it is the voice of
God that we hear. A good reflection for the occasion is
to think of the saying of the three Wise Men Kings,
when they sa\tv the star that appeared to them: This is
the sign of the G'reat King, let us go and adore and offer
our gifts (Epiphany Office).
So, on hearing the bell, or
the voice of the Superior, it is good to say: ' There is
the voice of God, let us go at once to obey.' The second
thing, he says, is that we should leave unfinished the
letter of the alphabet that we have begun to form.
Cassian, speaking of the monks' occupations, says that
they were all occupied, this one in writing out his
thoughts on pious subjects, that one in meditation, that
other in copying manuscripts; but as soon as they heard
the bell, or the voice of the Superior, they rushed out of
their cells certatim J vying with one another who should
answer the call first, in such haste that he who was
writing omitted to finish the letter of the alphabet that
he had begun. They made obedience of more account
than all the rest, preferring it not only to the manual
work they were doing, but also to reading and prayer and
recollection, and all other works; and so they left them,
not to be wanting in obedience even in the least point, as
if they heard the voice of God. St. Benedict also puts
this teaching in his Rule, and from those authorities our
Father drew it.
To give us to understand how pleasing to Him is this
J
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punctual obedience, whereby 'we leave the letter of the
alphabet unfinished, our Lord has been pleased often to
confirm it by miracles, as in the case of the monk who,
when the bell rang to a duty of obedience while he was
writing, left the letter of the alphabet that he had begun
to form, and when' he returned, found it finished, and
the second half done in gold. To another monk the
Child Jesus had appeared, very beautiful and resplendent,
when they rang for Vespers; he at once left and -went
to the callo£ obedience; when the duty was over ,he
returned to his cell, and found the Child there, who said
to him: " Because thou didst go, thou hast found Me; if
thou hadst not g-one, I should have gone hence at once."
Of another, Ruysbroeck relates that he found the Child
whom he had left, in the form of a most beautiful Youth,
who said to him: " So much have I grown in thy soul
by the punctuality of thy obedience." The devil, on the
contrary, when he cannot prevent our obedience
altogether, endeavours to make us unpunctual in obeying,
so. that he may have some part in it, and walk off with
at least a little bit of' the work, between the time that the
bell rings, and you get up and go about it. He seeks
to carry off the flower and beginning of our actions' and
levy toll on them; thus he tries to keep you in bed justa
little after the bell has rung for you to get up, and that you
should .finish the letter begun when you were writing,
and even sometimes the argument and clause, under plea
of not forgetting it. But it should be our endeavour to
give to God the whole work entirely, with the commencement and bloom thereof, which renders the fruit very
pleasant, and not to give it when the bloom is off and
the flo\ver is fallen.
Our Father wishes more of us in regard of this exterior
obedience; he \vishes that \ve should in this way meet
not only the sound of the bell and the voice of the
Superior, buf also any sign and signification of his win.
" LeL all," he says, " lay themselves out for obedience,
and make it their effort to excel therein, not only in
things of obligation, but also in others, where' but a sign
of the will of the Superior is apparent, without any
express command. "
Albertus Magnus, speaking of
~
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obedience, says: "The truly obedient man never waits
to be told a thing; but what he knows or believes to
be the Inere wish of his Superior, he fervently puts' into
execution as though it were a command." He gives as
an example Christ our Lord and Master, 'who took it for
a precept· and command to die for men, seeing that such
was the will and good pleasure of His Eternal Father.
Cassian tells of the ancient monks that their obedience
was so great that they not only obeyed at the voice of the
Superior, but at any sign 'whatever of his will, so that
they seemed in some sort to divine and prognosticate the
will of the Superior, doing what he \vanted before he
commanded them. That is vvhat St. Bernard says, that
the thoroughly obedient man anticipates and forestalls
the Superior who commands him, p'raecipit praecipienteln,
doing what the Superior wants before he orders it.
Our Father used to say that there 'were three sorts of
obedience: one is vvhen they cOlnmand me in virtue of
obedience, and that is good; the second is \vhen they
direct me to do this or that, and that is better, because
it shows greater subjection and pronlptitude of will to do
a thing on a simple direction than to vvait for an order in
virtue of holy obedience; the third sort of obedience is,
\vhen I do this or that upon becoming aware of some sign
of the Superior's will, though he does not command or
direct me expressly. This obedience, he says, is much
more perfect and agreeable to God. There in the world
the servant and attendant who at half a sign understands
the vvill of his master, and sets to work to put it in execution, pleases and satisfies his master more than another
'who has to be told everything expressly: Acceptable to
the king is an intelligent servant (Prov. xiv. 35). So it
is also herein obedience': he who meets the occasion at
once upon any signification' of the will of the Superior, 'is
the better and more perfect subject, 'and the more agree:..
able and satisfactory to Superiors and to God. And this
is the teaching of St. Thomas, who, speaking 'of obedience, says that when anywise one comes to understand
the will of the' Superior, that is a tacit precept and command, and then is better seen the readiness of the sll~bject
'to obey.
So we should endeavour to stretch oUf
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obedience to this point: for· it happens sometimes, and
even often, that the Superior does not like to order the
thing expressly, in. order to act with great gentleness and
not mortify the subject, or for not knowing how he will
take the order: in that case, when there is no doubt of the
\vill of the Superior, it would be a great fault not to meet
him half-way, .and offer oneself for the obedience.
God· was seeking som'eone to send to Jerusalem to
preach, and said in the hearing of Isaiah: Whom shall I
send~ and who will go on this mission? (Isai. vi. 8).
Isaiah understood that He meant it for an invitation to
him, and at once offered himself: La, here I a1n~ send me.
So it is right that we should take the invitation to our~
selves and offer ourselves, when there is any word or sign
making the Superior's will· clear.
We might quote many examples teaching us the readi':' ,
ness and smartness which we should show in obedience.
Among them a very good one. is what Holy Scripture
relates of the prophet Samuel, \vhen he was a youth
serving in the Temple as sacristan to the priest Heli.
One night he was sleeping in the Temple, and God called
him in one word, Sanuj,el~ Samuel~ to reveal to him the
chastisement which He intended to inflict on Heli. Samuel
awoke at the word, and as he did not understand such
speech, since hitherto the Lord had not spoken to him,
nor revealed anything to him, he thought that his priest
Heli was. calling him, so he rose quickly and went at a
run to him: Here I ant, for thou hast called me. Heli
told him he had not called him: I did not call thee, my
son, go back and sleep. He went back to bed and to
sleep, and God called him a second time; he awoke and
thought that Heli was calling him, for he could not think
of anyone else who could be calling; so he rose and ran
to him, as the first time. Heli thought he must be
dreaming, and told him again to go to bed. He went
back to bed and to sleep. God called him a third time; he
awoke, and went straight to his Superior, thinking that
he had called him: Here I arn, Sir, since thou hast called
1ne. Then Heli realised that it must be God calling him,
to reveal him something, and said to him :" Go back,
child, and sleep ; and if again thou hear them calling thee,
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remain where thou art, and say: Speak, Lord, for thy
servant heareth (I Kings iii. 4-10)." He went back to bed
and to sleep, and God called him again, Samuel, Samuel.
He awoke at the voice, and, as he was instructed, said,
Speak, Lord, for thy servant heareth. Then God spoke
and revealed to him what I-Ie wished. Here let us consider the obedience and great readiness of Samuel, in
that though he found himself baulked the first and second
time, and Heli himself had told him that he was not calling
him,' and that he should go back to sleep,-and he could
not think of anyone else who could possibly be calling
him,-nevertheless he. got up again a second and third
time, and went to Heli to see what his commands were.
This is the readiness and alacrity with which we should
meet and obey our Superiors.
That is also a good example which Holy.Writ brings to
our consideration, of Abraham's prompt obedience, when
God bade him sacrifice his only son Isaac. We are told
that he did not \vait for the morrow, but at once rising at
night (de nocte consuY'gens, vGen. xxii. 3), before the
break of day, on receiving the command, he put himself
on the way, ready to execute the order, and an order so
difficult, Holy Writ further observes, that he left his
servants at the foot of the mountain, and would not take
th~m with him, that there might be no one who could
possibly hinder his carrying out the obedience.

CHAPTER IV

Of the second degree of obedience
The second degree of obedience consists in conforming
pur will to that of the Superior. and having no other will,

either for choosin[ or for x_~fJJ~ill~~~ceptwhattheSuperipr
wills or wills not. It is the tritest and commo~estsayirig
that \ve have in Religious Life: it is on this presupposition
that we all enter that state. It is the first principle and
foundation, it is told to all, and put before everyone who
has a mind to enter Religion: ' See, now, you do not
come here to do your own will, but another's~' And all
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say: ' I know that already.' As we say it, and as it was
said to us, so· it is ·in truth. This is being a Religious
and living· under obedience. ~1:. J Q.hn Cli!TIMYs says:
" Obedience is the tomb of self:wm~wakenerof
humility" : in entering Religion we have to take account
that we are burying our own will, and that henceforth
must in all things follow that of the Superior.

Our Father adds that we must be so disposed, even
though they command us things difficult and repugnant to
sense. 1t is rather for these things particularly that we
should show much readiness, 'when we are ordered to do
them, for in them true obedience is shown, as the Saints
commonly observe. When they order us what we like,
and what is conformable to our inclination and will, obedience cannot be well seen, for haply it is our own taste· and
inclination that carries us thereto rather than the will of
God· and obedience. But when the thing ordered is difficult, and repugnant to our sensuality and our flesh, and
we embrace it with great alacrity, then obedience is very
visible; we are there quite sure and satisfied that we are
not seeking ourselves, but purely God and obedience.
Hence that is. an excellent praiseworthy practice that we
see in some Religious, who, when they are ordered to
take up offices and ministries for which they have great
taste, are suspicious of themselves and feel a holy pain
and anxiety, saying:' I don't know whether I am gaining
any merit by this, for methinks I am doing it of my own
will '; and they lay their anxiety before their Superior
once and again. Contrariwise, when they are ordered something for which they feel no inclination, but rather difliculty and repugnance, then they are much consoled,
thinking that· then~in they may well be satisfied that they
are not doing their own will, nor seeking themselves, but
God alone. This is a very good and safe way of proceeding.
.
.J?t_o _~9t.:Y says: "When they order us to do high
andhonoura.b'fethings, there ought to be nothing of our
own in the performance, but we should take such functions
up purely because they are commanded us,and because
such is the will of God. But when difficult, lowly and
humble work is enjoined us, there ought to be something
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of our own' there, because to such things we should
endeavour to bend our inclinations and likings, and take
them up, with much promptitude and goodwill." Debet
obedientia in adversis ex suo aliquid habere, et in prospe'ris
ex suo aliquid omnino non habere. He who shall act
in this way will have good grounds for believing and
being satisfied that in other things also, commanded him
by obedience, even though they are to his liking, he is
.doing the will of God and not his own. But he who does
not obey \vith' alacrity and good will in lowly, humilia,ting and laborious offices, causing him sensible difficulty
end repugnance, may well fear that in other things also
that he does, that are to pis taste and inclination, he is
not doing the will of God either, but his own. This IS
one of the signs whereby we may know when we are
seeking ourselves in what we do, and when we seek purely
the will of God.
Hence it follows that he is no obedient man, whose
desire and aim it is to get the Superior to order him what
is to· his taste, and to fall in with his will, and is ready
to do that, but unready for other things. Our Father
says very well: " It is a great self-deceit, and a mark
of an understanding blinded by self-love, to think that
obedience is being kept, when the subject contrives to
bring the Superior over to what he himself wants. " And
he quotes St. Bernard's saying: " Whoever openly or by
stealth g~al father to order what he himself
wishes, deceives and flatters himself idly, if he reckons
011 his obedience and plumes himself thereon, for it is not
he that obeys the Superior, but the Superior that obeys
him, nor does he do the Superior's will, but the Superior
does his." This point is commonly insisted on and ,vell
known; still, that is no reason for passing it lightly over,
since it is one of the most important and chief points that
there are in this matter; and one of the things that
Religious have most to dread. Be very much afraid of
the Superior putting upon you any office, ministry or
occupation, simply because you desired and tried for it,
and sho\ved an ill countenance at something else that he
hinted to you, and ,vould rather you had done. Perhaps
you will think afterwards that you ,have done wonders,
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and are laden with good works, because you have worked
hard; and you "will find that you have been befooled an'd
very void of merit before God, because you have done your
own will, and not that of God. He may answer you in
the :words of Isaiah (lviii. 3): Why have we fasted, and
thou hast not regarded our fasts, afflicted our souls, and
thou hast taken no account of the same? Because in
the day of your fasting your own will was found. Why
have we fasted, laboured and wearied. ourselves so much,

and it has all turned out 'to no purpose? . Do you know
why? Because you did therein your own will.
This passage of I saiah is quoted by ~ Be,omrd to this
effect, and he adds: " A great evil is self-will, since it
makes your good works not to be good in you. 9, .Grande
malum propria voluntas, qua fit ut bona' tua tibi bona
non sint. In another place he further enlarges on this
topic.
Referring to the occasion when Christ our
Redeemer appeared to St. Paul, and threw him from his
horse and converted him, and scales fell from the. eyes of
his soul, and with the light that he received from heaven
he said, Lord, what wilt thou have trw to do? (Acts ix. 6),
-St. Bernard says: " The sign of a perfect conversion,
tli~nlan having renounced the world in good
earnest and determined to follow Christ, is when he comes
to say with the Apostle, Lord, what wilt thou have me
to do? A short speech, but conlpendious and pregnant
with meaning, lively, to the point, and worthy of all
consideration. Oh, how few there are at this day who
attain to this perfection of obedience,-that is, who have
so far given up their own will, that they never seek. or
claim or desire to have their own way 'in anything,
only God's way, saying ever with the Apostle, Lord, what
wilt th.ou have me to do? and· with the Royal Prophet,
My heart is ready, 0 God, my heart is ready (Ps. 56) : it
is disposed and prepared to do Thy will.Oh, the pity of
it ! We find to-day many more imitators of that
blind man in the Gospel than of the new-made
Apostle.Heu plures habemus evangelici illius caeci quarn
novi Apostoli itnitatores. The Saviour of the world asked
that blind man: What wouldst thou have me do fOl"
thee? (Mark x. 51). Oh, how great is Thy mercy, 0
32
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Lord, how kind Thou art to us! How great Thy loving
kindness in our regard! When was it ever the usage for
the master to enquire the will of the servant, that he
might do it? It is quite clear that that man was blind,
since he did not consider, did not cry out in amazement at such a question from the mouth of Christ, even
as the Apostle Peter did when Christ offered to wash his
feet (John xiii. 6), and St. John when he saw Him coming
for baptism (Matt. iii. 14). If he had not been blind, he
should have cried out: Never, please God! it is for Thee,
o Lord, to tell me what Thou wouldst have me do, since
so it is fitting that I should do Thy will, and not Thou
mine, Vere caecus ille, quia non consideravit, non expavit,
non exclarnavit; A bsit hoc, DonIine; tu magis die quid me
facere velis; sic enim decet, sic omnino dignum est, non
meam a te, sed a me tuam quaeri et fieri voluntatem. In
this way nowadays there are many Religious who have to
be asked, What wouldst thou have nw to do with thee?
Thus far St. Bernard. The Superior has to put on his
thinking-cap and consider, ' What would So-and-So like?
What will he take to?' whereas it ought to be the other
way about; subjects should come enquiring the will of the
Superior, and wanting to know his wishes, to act accordingly, since it is for that that they came into Religion, and
not for the Superior to come over to their will and order
what they like, for that is neither obedience nor Religion.

CHAPTER V

Of the third degree of obedience
The third degree of obedience consists in conforming
our understanding and judgment to the judgment and
understanding of the Superior, having not only one will'
with him, but also one opinion with his opinion,-judging
that what he orders is well ordered, subjecting our judgment to his, and taking his for the rule of ourS. To
understand the necessity of this degree of obedience, that
were enough which we said at the outset; that \vithout it
obedience will never be perfect nor entire. The Saints
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say that obedience is a most perfect holocaust, in which
the whole man, without any division of himself, or any
reservation of anything for himself, offers himself to his
Creator and Lord· in the fire of charity by the hands of
his ministers. That was the difference in the Old Law
bet ween a holocaust and other . sacrifices, that in other
sacrifices part was burnt in honour of God, and part was
kept back for the support of the priests and ministers of
the· Temple; but the holocaust was wholly consumed in
the fire, nothing of it was reserved or kept back. If,
then, you do not ohey with the· understanding, there will
be then .no holocaust, no entire and perfect obedience,
since you fail to offer the chiefest and noblest part of
your being, your understanding and judgment. So our
Father used to say that. those. who obeyed with the will
only, and not with the judgment, had only one foot in
l\eligion.
The blessed St. Bernard explains what and how this
obedience of the understanding should be, by following up
the history of the conversion of St. Paul, and applying it
hereto. When St. Paul, bewildered at the· light from
heaven, was converted and said, Lord, what wilt thou
have me, to do? the Lord answered : Go into the city, and
there it shall be told thee what thou art to do (Acts ix. 7).
On this plan and to this purpose it was, that 'you entered
Religion. It ,vas not without a high and divine purpose
that God put fear and alarm about your salvation into you,
and gave yoU a great desire to serve His Majesty, and to
that end inspired you to enter this city, this school of
virtue. Here they \vill tell you what you are to do, .and
what God requires of you. Going on with the story, we
are toldho\v when St. Paul came into the city, though his
eyes' were ,open, he saw nothing, but was carried and led
by, others. That is the pattern and model of the obedience ~which a Relig-ious should observe., The perfection of
it consists in this, that, though your eyes are open, you,
do not, see or judge of anything, but let yourself be. carried and. guided by your Superiors, putting your~elf
en,tirel y ijn their hands. Take, care not to open your eyes'
to' your, cost, as Adam opened his.
."
Holy Writ says of our first parents that, after they had
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sinned, their eyes were opened and they knew that they
were naked, and were greatly ashamed of themselves
(Gen. iii. 7). . But how? Before their sin were they not
naked as well, and had their eyes open? Clearly so,
for God did not create them blind : but they did not come
to see that they .were naked, and did not dwell on' the
fact, because they were then living in the holy simplicity
and purity of original justice,-as it were, angels on earth.'
Now, this holy simplicity and perfection, which they lost
by their disobedience, we ought to try and copy by, our,
obedience in this paradise of Religion. We should not
have our eyes open to see other people's faults; and
though .another openly displays his fault and nakedness,
we should not· cast our eyes on. it, nor dwell on it, and
much more so in things that touch upon obedience.
.St. J ohn Climac~ speaking of the care and diligence
~be observed in this particular, says that if thoughts
and~ judgments contra~y' to obedience come into our mind,
we should behave as when there come thoughts of blasphemyagainst God and against the faith, or foul and
impure thoughts; we should give them. no place nor entry
in any way, but rather take from thence an occasion of
greater shalue and self-abasement.
In a letter o f ~ t o a monk, instructing him
how to behave' in Religion, one of the things that he
lStrongly enjoins is this: " See that you never come to
pass judgment on the commands and ordinances of
Superiors, asking why they have ordered this or that,
and whether it would not have been better to 'have arranged
the thing in some other way ,than this,Jor that is no
concern of the subject but of the Superior." St. Basil,
exhortingto.the same, says: ,~ Even there in t~
when anyone wants to learn a· mechanical art in order
to gait) a livelihood,-we see that he apprentices himself to
a .master, watches steadily his hands, and obeys him in
all '. that he tells him, without contradiction .or passing
judgment on; anything, or asking the reason of the order;
and-in that, way he comes out a skilled artisan." We
read, of Pythagoras that when he had said a thing, he
bade his disciples ask no' further questions, but keep to,
it inviolably, so that on being told , He said it,' there
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was an end of the matter. How much more is it to be
expected that we should do so, dealing with one who is
greater than Pythagoras, inasmuch as he stands in place
of Christ our Lord; and when we see a thing to be commanded by obedience, no . more should be needed to
make us at once submit our judgment, and believe that
to be the proper thing to do !
Eusebius of Caesarea relates that the Lacedernonians
had a law that.none of the young men who were new to

government functions should dare to dispute whether the
laws were good or bad, nor. look for flaws in them, but
they were to surrender their judgments, and regard the
'laws as eoming from God., .The· fact that their elders ·and
predecessors had given them was to be argument enough
for them to convince them that they' were quite, just.
And if there were; any difficulty arising from change 'of
, circumstances~and times, suggesting a chang,e in the laws,
it was ,arranged that. this change should not be propos~d
in presence of the young men, but it Was to be'referred
to the elders in office for them to see what was fit" and' no
,occasion be given to the young to lose their· respe~tand
veneration for theJaws, which they reckoned. would be. a
:greaf misJortune for the commonwealth,. Now, if those
·G,entilephilosophers., wished anq thought. it so necessary
that such respect should be paid to the laws ,given by their
ancestors, much more in all reason should ,we Christians
and ReligiQus pay this reverence and respect to .the
ordinances and comm'ands of our spiritual prelates,
found.ed as they are' not only on natural reason, as \Vere
the ordinances of thos~ philosophers,but on the light of
faith and the grace of the Gospel.
Our Father, in' his marvellous Letter . on Obedience,
shows very well that, away from this obedience. of ,the
judgment, it is impossible for the obedience of will and
execution to be what it should be, and sets down .many
losses and inconveniences that· follow from the want, of
this obedience: to which letter I refer the reader as the
text-book of all that can be said on this matter.

CHAPTER VI

Of blind obedience
Our holy Father Ignatius used to say that as in the
Church Militant God our Lord has opened two roads for
men to be able to attain to salvation,-the one common,
which is the observance of the commandments; the other
which is the observance of the evangelical counsels,
-proper to Religious,-so in Religion it~elf. there
are two sorts of obedience, the one imperfect and
common, the other perfect and complete, in which is
displayed the power of obedience and the perfect
virtue of· a Religious man. Imperfect obedience, he said,
has eyes, but to its own hurt; perfect obedience is
The one
blind, but in that blindness wisdom lies.
forms its own judgment on what is commanded, the
other ·does not: the former inclines more to one side than
to the other, the latter neither to one side nor the other;
it is always level, like the beam of a balance, equally disposed and prepared for· all orders to be given. The former
obedience obeys with the hand, and resists- with the
heart, and so deserves not the name of obedience; the
latter does what is ordered, and subjects its judgment
and \vill to the will and judgment of the Superior, taking
for granted all that is ordained by Superiors, without
seekin,g reasons why it should obey, nor acting on the
reasons· that occur to· that effect, but obeying rather on
this sole consideration that such is obedience. This is
blind obedience, so much practised and commended by the
Saints and Masters of spiritual flife. It is not called blind,
in the sense that \ve are to obey in anything and everything commanded us, sin or no sin, which would bea
serious error,--and so is expressly declared by 'our Fathe'r
in his Constitutions,-but it is called blind, because' in
211 things in which there is seen no sin we are to obey
simply and flatly, without enguiring or seeking reasons
for the command, presupposing that what is ordered is
noly and according to the Divine will, and being satisfied
5°2
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with this reason alone, that such is obedience, and so the
Superior commands.
So Cassian. calls this "obedience without discussion
and w~amination," because you are not to discuss,
or ask questions, or want to know the reason why, but
do simply what you are told. ~ says:
" Obedience is action without examInation and without
discussion, a voluntary death, a life without curiosity, a
resignation of one's own will and discretion, yet not without a high measure of discretion." ~t. Basil, commenting on Christ our Redeemer's commendation to St. Peter,
and in him to all Superiors, feed my sheep, pasce oves
frwas, says that as sheep obey their shepherd, and go
the way that he wishes, so the Religious must obey his
Superior and go the way he wishes, with much straightforwardness and simplicity, like a good sheep, without
enquiring into or scrutinising the order. ~
says, " Perfect obedience, especially in a beginner, is void
of discernment ": perfecta obedientia est, maxime in
incipiente indiscreta; that is to say, .you should not
seek to discern or examine the reason why and wherefore the command is given: shut your eyes, and obey
with .humility and confidence" without further concern
as to w'hy you are ordered to do it."
A thing for which
our first parents paid dearly was their seeking to
investigate and examine the motive of the command laid
upon them. By that avenue the devil entered in and overthrew them : that was the beginning of all their woe and
ours.
He said to them: Why hath God bidden
you not to edt of all the trees in paradise? Eve replied:
Lest· perchance we die1Gen. iiL 1-4).
God had said
definitely that by eating of' that tree they would. die,
in whatever ' day thou shalt eat thereof thou shalt
die; and Eve throws doubt upon it, thinking that God's
'sentence would prove not to be absolute, but only a
threat, thus manifestly laying herself open to be deceived,
as indeed she was. The devil· said to her: " Go to, you
shall not die; but rather, if you eat of this tree, you shall
be as gods, knowing good and evil: that is. why God has
commanded you not to eat of it, that you might not come
to know as much as He knows. " Eve let herself be car-
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ried away with the desire to mount up and be more than
she was: so she ate and made Adam eat. They set about
enquiring and examining into the reason of that comtnand, and thereby they came to eat and disobey, and be
cast out of paradise. They died on the spot a spiritual
death, because they sinned mortally, and a bodily death
afterwards. And because the devil succeeded so well bere,
and threw such a good throw, he assails us oftentimes in
the same way. And of this the Apostle St. Paul warnS
us beforehand, saying: I fear: lest the old serpent may
deceive you, as he deceived Eve" and make you fall from
your holy simplicity (2 Cor. xi. 3). Beware of that
serpent: take him not by the head, for he will bite you:
take hold of the thing commanded you by the first grip
you can get of it, executing it without enquiry or examinationas to the why and wherefore, and in this way obedience will be to you the rule and standard of what you
have to do.
Especially at the beginning, says St. Bernarg, it is
very important to accustom oneseltTo obey in this
manner, blindly and without any questioning; because
" it is impossible, morally speaking, for him to stay in
Religion, who from the outset puts up, for being very
wide-awake and knowing the reason of everything."
N ovitium prudentem, incipientem sapientem, in cella diu
posse consistere, in congregatione durare, impossibile est.
Then what is one to do ?How is one to behave ? You
have to make yourself a fool and a stupid to be wise.
Stultus fiat ut ,sit sapiens (I Cor. iii. 18). "This should
be all your discernment, in matters of obedience to have
no 'discernment nor judgment; for this discerning and
looking at reasons, why and wherefore, is the office of the
Superior, not of the good subject: his it is to embrace
with much simplicity, humility and confidence whatever
the Superior ordains."
Discretion should, be in the
Superior, 'execution in,the subject., Et haec omnis sit ejus
discretio, ut in hoc nulla sit ei discretio; et haec omnis
sapientia ejus sit, ut in hac parte nulla' ei sit. Discretio
Superioris est, 'subditorun~ est obedire (St. Bernard).
The glorious Apostle St. Paul makes a good reflection
to this effect on the blind 'obedience of the patriarch
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Abraham in sacrificing his son Isaac {Rom. iv. ,18 sq.}.
.God had promised him to multiply his generation as"the
stars of heaven,andas the sands on the seashore, and to
make him father of many nations (Gen. xv. 5 : xvii. 4);
and he had only this son" Isaac in whom this promise
could be accomplished;, nor had he any hope of more sons,
because he was old and his wife also;. and even if, he had,
it was on this same Isaac that God had made the promise,
In Isaac shall thy seed be called (Gen. xxii 12). ,None
the 'less, God bade him sacrifice this only, this so
cherished son Isaac. He hesitated not over the obedience,
and as little did he hesitate in his faith of the fulfilment
of the promise that God had made him; but in blind obedience he started to put God's,command in,execution, and
had already lifted up his knife"to Gut Isaac',S throat.
Against natural ,hope he kept his hope (contra spe1n "in
spemcredidit) that he should' be father.o/many nations
(Rom. iv. 18).
Supernatural hope overcame natural <iistrust, arising from what his eyes saw; he'saw that by
sacrificing him he \\Tas left without a son, and,nevertheless" he doubted riot of the promise of God, but remained
in full assurance that it, must be accomplished,' either' by
raising his son from the dead' afterwards, or in some
other way that he did not understand or know. This
obedience pleased God so much that He made on the
spot the promise that Christ should he' born of him, and
in that way his generation should be; multiplied 'as the
stars of 'heaven. By n1,yself have I sworn that because
thou hast done this deed, and /01' love of me hast not
spared thine only son, I will bless thee. and multiply thy
posterity as the stars of heaven and as the sands, that
are on the seashore ; thy posterity shall hold the 'gates of
their enemies, and~ in thy seed shall all the nations of the
earth be blessed, because thou hast ,obeyed my voice
v'(Gen. xxii.. 16-18). St. erome says: "See how pleasing to
God was Abraham's blin oDedienc~, since, He gives it
such a reward and recompense. For, one' son that he was
rea'dyto sacrifice to God,God bade him count the ,stars
of heaven; and so He'said that ~H~ would multiply his
posterity. " Cum unico filio non parcitin ferris, ste,llas
pro filiis enumerare jubetur in coe/is. Hence thoseanciellt
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Fathers came to set so much value on blind obedience,
and so much to practise it, and. exercise others in it. We
have books full of instances of this, many of them confirmed by lllirac1es, to give us to understand how pleasing
to God this manner of obedience is.
Our Father, following this common doctrine of the
Saints, illustrates it by two very proper and profitable
comparisons, " Let everyone," he says, " of those who
live under obedience make up his mind that he is to let
himself be carried and ruled by Divine Providence through
his Superior as though he were a dead body, which lets
itself be carried where you will and treated as you like."
St. Francis used to use this comparison, and repeated it
many times. We are dead (Col. iii. 3) to the world and to
the things of the world.· Being a Religious means being
dead to the world; and, therefore, they call· entry into
Religion. ' a civil . death,9 since we are thereby made as
dead men. The mark of a man .being dead is his not
seeing, not answering, not feeling, not complaining; we,
then, have no eyes to see, no opinion to pass upon what
belongs to t.he Superior; we have no ' answering back,'
no replies to make upon what·obedience enjoins ;we do
not complain, we do not resent our being given orders
that are not to our taste. F or the dead body, the worst
that the house affords is sought out and brought, the
oldest linen to clothe and lay it out: so the Religious
should seek the oldest and most castaway clothing: let
·each one persuade himself that the worst things in the
house will be given him in point of dress, food and lodging, and everything else; and if he does not accept this,
but resents it, he is not dead nor mortified.
Our Father further says that we·· should let ourselves
be carried· and guided by· Divine Providence by means of
the Superior like the staff· or stick of an old man, that
serves him who holds it in his hand wherever and for
whatsoever purpose he wills to make use of· it. As the
stick goes where it is taken, and settles down where they
put it, and has no movement of its own, but only that
which the user of it gives it, so the Religious should have
no ' proper motion ' of his own, but let himself be guided
and governed by his Superior. Where they carry him,
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-there he should go; "vhere they set him down, there he
should stay, now in the mud, now on the dry ground, novv
on high, now in a lowly place, without any resistance or
contradiction whatever. If the stick that should be to
you an aid and comfort in walking should resist you, and
refuse to set itself down where you wanted to put it,but
chose some other situation, it would be a nuisance and an
obstacle instead of an aid, and you would fling it away"
In like manner, when the Superior wishes to make use of
you, and put you in such a place, iIi such an office and
occupation, and you resist the Superior's hand, and set tip
a movement contrary to his in deed, will, or judgment,
then, instead of helping you will be in the way,you will be
a burden and afford your Superiors matter of reflection;
they will want to get rid of you, and throw you over and
discharge you somewhere else; and so they will, go
playing battledore and shuttlecock with you from house
to house, because you are not a good staff, and they
cannot make use' and avail themselves of .y<?u as they
,wish. A staff, used for sport and recreation" isa thing
. that the owner can take in hand,dowith it what he
likes, and play 'with it as he wills. Such -should be the
Religious: it should be a pleasure to take you in hand
and command you, and for the Superior to do with you
what he likes, and glory with the Centurion: I have under
me soldiers; and I say to this man, Go, and he goeth;
and to that other, Come, and.he cometh; and to another,
Do this, and he doeth it (Matt. viii. 9).
~ brings another good. comparison to this' purpose. . As a workman, employed on abuilding, or any
other construction, uses his tools at his will, nor ever was
there tool that did not readily obey -him, to serve him as
he wished, so the Religious must aim at being a useful
instrument in his Order, that the Superior may make use
'of him as he thinks fit for the spiritual building, without
his offering any sort of resistance to the use they wish to
put him to. Further, as the tool does not choose the work
for which it is to serve and be useful, so neither must the
Religious choose, but leave all to the will and judgment
of the workman, that is, his Superior. Further still, to
go on with the comparison, as the tool does not stir in
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the absence. of the workman, nor has any proper motion
of its own, but only that which he communicates to it, so
the Religious must not take in hand nor do any business
but by the judgment and order of his Superior. Not even
ill the least things must the Religious be his own master,
not for an instant,ne ad punctum quidem temporis; but
always and in all things he must be moved and guided by
,the Superior. This is the form and style of obedience
that'we nave to keep to in Religion.
I remember. what a very grave Father (Antony Araoz)
us-ed to say,-and he had been a long time Superior in the
Society,-that he had spent fifteen years in it, and had
never fou'nd it necessary to give a reason for any order of
obedience: he thought it an insult.to the subject. to give
a. r::eason for anything commanded him. They all. lived in
such simplicity and abandonment of self, that no one set
himselfJd argue about the things that . the Superior
ordered; but as soon as they knew t4is, ' it is an order of
obedience,' they submitted their judgment and concluded
at once' it is good, it is the better course, he will kno\v
tile reason why. ' We should try to carry out this principle;
and the senior men amongst us should ·be foremost
and conspicuous in doing' so, and not think that they have
more license than. others to. criticise and examine the
obediences given and the things ordained by Superiors.
We read of our blessed Father Ignatius that, when he was
,General of the Society, he would say time, after time that if
the Pope ordered him to start. from the port of Ostia,
which i~ near Rome, going on board the first vessel he
found, though it were without mast,without rudder, with,out sail, without oars, and without other things necessary
for navigation, and for provision to traverse the sea, he
'\vould do so and obey, ,not only in peace, but in content,ment and, joy of. heart. And when· a nobleman, hearing
this, 'wondered, and said: "And what prudence· would
"there be in that?" he replied : "Prudence, sir, must not
,be asked so much of him who obeys and executes as
of him who commands and ordains.' ,

CHAPTER ,VII :'

Of the obedience necessary in spiritual things
It is not only in' things that seem to fall in well with
flesh and !JIbOd that. w,e must subject and surrender our
ju?gment anq reason: the same is equally necessary in
thIngs contrary' to ,flesh and blood, and in themselves

quite· spiritual and holy. Let no one imagine that in ·these
matters he is. licensed to depart from the will and judgment· of the Sup~rior. Ra.ther it is just here that obedi,ence of the j~dgment is more necessary, since from the
exalt,ed nature of the spiritual world the. danger' of' a fall
will be greater, if",e hav~rio guide~ So true is this that
Ca.ssian.goe~'so far as to say that by no other vice does
the devi1(~rag away a monk and cast him headlong'to'
perdition· so readily, as when he persuades. him to de~pise
the counsels of his elders, and trust to his own judgment',
decision and knowledge. Cassian, and St. John Climacus
also, quotes many instances of monks,men of high
s,pirituality and much given ~o prayer, arid of a ripe old
age, who,' by trusting their oWJ?judgment, and letting
themselves be guided by that, came to be grievously'
deceived by the devil. The devil led' one to the point of
wanting to sacrifice his son, who ,,~as along with him in
the m9naste,ry, under the idea tQat ,he 'should thereby be
another Abraham. And he would, 'have carried .it into
effect, :too,had, not the1ad, seeing him sh~rpening his.
kn:ife and pr~paring the. cords to bind him" suspected what
was in the wind, and taKe~ to his heels. Another he suc';'
ceeded in indu~ing ~o throw himself down '~. precipice, p~r
suading him that he .would be a martyr and' go .straight
to heaven.
Of the monk 'Heron, Cassian 'relates that
,was so'
r~coitect~d ;ariaabst,emi,ou~ ". that e\r¢~' on the 'sol~mn day,
of' Easter, when the other monks used tome~t 'iri the
church, and afterwards take recreation together and h~ve
sonlethingex~tat6 eat,he would, not gC? out :0£ )lis cell,
rior break hjs apstinetl~e so mli¢h as by the additiqn of a,
few herbs, 'hut kept to his ordinary diet of 'bread and
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water, and that in very restricted measure. Hereby there
was engendered in him a pride and assurance in his· own
judgment so great, that the devil succeeded in persuading
him that so holy a man as he was could not incur any
danger in this life, and might with perfect safety throw
himself into a well, and be no worse for it, since the
angels would receive him in their arms so that he should
take no harm. Accordingly one night he did throw himself into a very deep well by way of proving his· great
virtue and merits: the result was that he hurt himself
badly, and died of it two clays after. On hearing the
noise, the lTIonks rushed to the spot, and with great
labour drew him out half-dead; and when he saw with
his own eyes the hurt that he had received, and all the
monks were trying to persuade him to repent, still no
means could be found to get him to believe that he had
been under an illusion, and so he made a miserable end.
Hence we may learn the great danger there is in a nlan's
trusting his own judgment, and not yielding and subjecting it to the proper authority, whatever be his age in
Religion and proficiency in spirituality. Hence a Saint
went so far as to say, and very rightly too, that he who
trusts himself has no need of a devil to tempt him, seeing
that he ·is his own devil. ~ says that he
who relies on his own judgment, however spiritual he may
be, is in greater danger of going wrong than a mere
beginner, who lets himself be guided and governed by
another; and likens the former to a great pilot, who, in
reliance on his o\vn skill, goes out on to the high seas
in a boat without oars or sails; \vhile the latter, being no
seaman, trusts himself to 'an experienced mariner to make
his passage in a well-appointed ship.
Let no one, then, be under the illusion that in spiritual
things, as in fasts, prayers, penances and mortifications,
he may depart from obedience, and guide himself· by his
own judgment.
Cassian observes very well that it is
one and the same kind of disobedience to break the
Superior's· command in view of getting more 'work done
as'it would be to do the same to get more rest. And
St. Basil says:'" Go always on this principle, never to
~againstthe sentiment and will of your Superior;
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since you a're not your own, but belong to. your Order,
and' ,to ,act otherwise 'would'be 'a theft, and even a sacrf..
lege, since it is taking away a thing that is already dedicatedand offered to God." And he gives a good reason:
if the thing that you are doing is good and proper for
you to do, why do you try to do it on the sly and without
, leave?' Hoc apud te constallte,y teneto.1 ut nihil omnino
quidquam praeter illius sententiam facias: quidquid
enim eo insciente facis, id furlumet sacrilegium est,
tibique exitium non autem utilitatern ullam apportat, esto
tu id bonum judices. Narn si bOllurn est, quid ita darn fit
et non in aperto? Your Superior is as desirous of your
good and your improvement as you are ;teUhim' the
thi ng,and he will give you leave fori t ; if you do not
do it in that way, not only will it profit you nothing, but
you \vill be' the worse for doing it~ , Let not that saying
of Isaiah apply to you: 'Offer me no more sacrifice to no
purpose (i. 13). Why should you be anxious to labour in
vain?
55. Gregory and Bernard say very well: A bad thing
ought never to be ordered; and in a thing that is sinful
it is clear that the subject ought not to obey; but when
it, comes to omitting- a thing that is good, because ,the
Superior forbids it" it should: be omitted, accordingly. The
tree of paradise that God forbade to our first parents was
not bad, but good; but God forbade it them to increase
their merit by that <?bedience, and s~ow the subjection and
acknowledgment that they owed, to their Creator and
Lord: so He commanded them not, to eat of' a thing'
that. they might lawfully' and holily have eaten, if f,le
had not forbidden it. So also our Superiors at times
forbid things which of themselves are good, .because there
and then they are not suitable· to the subject, or to try
his virtue and obedience. St. Basil adds here a thing
speciany worthy of remark; he says that true and perfect
obedience in: a' sub·ect is not so much seen in 'his' leavin
un one what is evil as in his leaving undon~ what in itself
is good and holy, when ordered to leave it undone. And
the reason thereof is, because evil, though not forbidden,
ought to be left undone because it is evil; but what is
of itself good and holy is only left undone because of the
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command to let it alone: so the virtue of obedience shines
out more conspicuously here, because, but for t'hat motive,
there would be, no apparent reason for leaving the thing.
Contrariwise again, when a man refuses to yield' and
submit in-spiritual things, things of themselves good and
holy~ he shows more ,self-will and hardness of judgment;
because in other things there is a certain pleasure and
prompting, of sensuality, making one fail" in silence,
modesty, tenlperance, and in other like things com~
manded; but in these things, that are contrary to our
flesh and sensuality, there is no other pleasure than that
of doing one's own will and following one's own judgment.: it is all, mere disobedience, and hard-headedness.
And so it comes to be that, just where a man thinks to
please Godt;nore, 'and do a \vork of supererogation and
perfection, in that very work he rather shows his imperfection, and n1akes himself more displeasing to God and
Superiors. God keep you from taking after the hard·
mouthed horse, that neither feels nor obeys the bit, but
goes where he likes, and when you .least think it will
thrO\iV you into a tight corner or over a precipice. A
good horse should be soft-mouthed, taking the bit well,
and letting itself be carried along and governed: so the
Religious should be soft and yielding in his judgment,
taking kindly to, the bridle of obedience,and letting himself ,be governed and carried readily in one direction and
another.
In the Ecclesiastical History we have the story of that
great; servant of God, Simon Stylites, which means
, seated on a pillar.' He kept his position and was there
doing penance ona pillar forty cubits [sixty feet] high,
in w.inter, suffering the severest cold, and the most intense
heat in summer. So great was the penance and abstinence that he did there that some came to doubt whether
he were",a man at all; for it seemed a thing beyond all
hu.man 'endurance to, he able to do and suffer the, thingg
that he;' qid'andsuffered, especially when they saw that
every year' he fasted all L'ent without eating or drinking
anything all that time. Now" som'e holy Fathers of the
Desert,seeing this strange and extraordinary way of life,
assembled and held a meeting on the case, to see what
r
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was to be done; and the resolution they came to was to
send him a message in this form: " What new and quite
unprecedented'manner of living is this? What means it
that you have left the beaten track, trodden by the Saints,
and taken a road, strange and new" that no one has gone
before? The Fathers have assembled in congregation,
and bid you come down from there at once, and follow the
common way, trodden of old, which other monks .follow,
and give over those novelties."
The messenger was
instructed that if, on hearing this message, he obeyed,
and with promptitude and alaGrity at once set about coin..
ing down from his pillar, they gave him leave to stay
there, and persevere in that manner of life, as new as it
was rigorous" since his obedience was sufficient witness to
that way being of God; 'but if he resisted and would not
come' down and obey, the instructions were to force him
to come down and leave the place at once. The messenger
went with this message to the Saint, and scarcely had he
heard the mandate published, that was brought him from
the Fathers, when he put a foot forward to come down
and obey. Then the messenger gave him 'the second' part
of the ,message 'that he brought, and said'to him: " Be
of good heart, my Father, and persevere with' every
blessing upon you in that manner of life that you have
taken up, since it· is of God, and such is. the opinion of
those Fathers." A thing to be well noted here is, on the
one hand, the Saint's great obedience and submission of
judgment in a thing so good,that he took to De of God;
and on the other, how great account all those Fathers
made of that obedience and submission, since they took it
for a sufficient sign for judging that the Spirit of God was
there; whereas his refusal to submit and subject himself
at once to obedience they would have reckoned enough
to hold, hini for no good man.
'

This is anexceI1ent sign, and' one co'mmonly accepted
as ,such" by confessors and masters of 'spirit in many
things, to know whether suggestions come from the good
Spirit or not. This penitent has a great devotion to
frequerttCornmunion, 'and the confessor Tprior to
A.n.Igosl bids him not to communicate so often. 'This
other desires to' do great penance, many fasts, disciplines
33
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and hair-cloths; another would fain sleep on the ground;
another would curtail his sleep, and so forth. A very
good thing, certainly, and very praiseworthy, is the desire
of much . penance and mortification; and of the two
extremes that which is to be less suspected is an inclination to go rather against oneself than in favour of oneself,
since the natural desire of self-love is ever to ,be feared
and held in suspicion. But the best course in all these
things, and one beyond a.ll suspicion, is to give an account
to the Superior, or the confessor, of all that you do and
all that you desire to do, and take the line that he marks
out, since that· will be the more pleasIng to God and the
more meritorious way.
And let thIS theological teaching be observed, for it is
quite good and quite certain, that if a man has a working
desire of doing certain penances or mortifications, and on
giving" an account of it to the Superior the latter orders
him to leave such things off, and he obeys in the matter,
not only does he not lose the merit and gain of' such
works, but rather increases and doubles it; since on the
one hand he gains the value and merit of those works and
penances, for the wOrking will that he had of doing them;
and on the other hand" he Rains the value and merit of
obedience. by leaving them off for obedience. And sometimes this merit will be greater than '. the former for the
greater abnegation and resignation of his will and judgment; in' leaving- what he sa much desired, to obey arid do
the will of God as declared by his Superior. This theological teaching' was taught from heaven to the bles'sed
~t.
This Saint had a strong inclination to
severe penances; but the spiritual father, who had the
guida'nce' of her, took off at one time part of them in
consideration' for her health. She, though she obeyed,
found it difficult, and was afraid of losing in her soul
some degree of virtue. The Most Holy Virgin appeared
to her and said to her: "Look here, daughter; if two
men desire to keep a fasting-day for devotion, and the
one, who is his own master, actually does fast, and
receives his pay for fasting, while the other, being under
obedience, does not fast, because the Superior te11s him
not~ the latter gets double pay, one instalment for hi~
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earnest and sincere desire to fast, and the other for
renouncing his own will and obeying."
Even there in their heathendom, the heathen philosophers recognised and greatly esteemed this manner of
obedience. Plutarch tells of Agesilaus,a most famous
captain of the Lacedemonians, that when he was deeply
engaged in wars against the enemies of his country~ and
things were going very prosperously with him, and he
was gaining great victories arid winning great fights;
there came to him one day a dispatch from the Home
Government, bidding- him retreat. And though he wC;ls in
the midst of his glories,and· had quite the upper hand
of the enemy, he gave up at once and retreated. Plutarch
says that he gained more honour and reputation by this
act than. by anything he had done in all the rest of his
life. But let us leave foreign examples, since we· have
our own. Who will not be·' astonished at that great
obedience of Father Francis Xavier, whom out blessed
Father Ignatius had so much reason tothink'high~y of.
He had in hand the conquest and conversion of a· new
world, when our Father ·summoned·· him to Rome, doing
it with one single letter of the alphahet which he put at
the end of his dispatch, added to his signature; it was 1,
which 'in Spanish stands for Id' (go). He was quite satisfied that he would quit tha~' great enterprise, and take the
road· to Rome from' what' was' almost the' extremity of the
East. And doubtless he would have done so, hut for the
event' that, before the letter reac'hed him, he was already
gone to enjoy the fruits of his labours in, heaven.

CHAPTER VIII

In u,hich what has been said is confi'rmed by sante
examples
It is told of the Abbot N esteron that, the day he entered
Religipn, he reckoned within himself, ' I and the ass of
the monastery are aU one.' From to-day onwards you
have to be like the ass. All that they put on its back, it
carries, without saying a word of the why and wherefore.
Be it much or little, it never in any way resists, nor has
ahy opinion to the contrary. They give it blows, it shows
no sense of' wrong, nor ceases to work.
A lowly
animal he is, and a despised ;on all hands he is held to
be· of no account, and· with a little straw they reckon his
services paid. The poor beast does not go where he likes,
nor rest when' he likes, nor do what he likes. In all and
for all he obeys the man in charge: so also should the
Religious do. .And as the animal does not eat for himself,
nor rest for himself, but all is done for the better service
of his master, so also the Religious must not eat for himself; nor'sleep,nor enjoy himself, nor take recreation' on
his own account, but all that is done to be better able to
serve God and his Order. Make me~ 0 Lord, as a beast
of burden before thee, that I may be ever with thee:
ut jumentum factus sum apud te, et ego se·mper tecutn
(Ps. 72). So, theh,make yourself a.s a beast of burden in
Religion, and in that way you will advance greatly
therein.
Simon 'Metaphrastes relates, and Surius quotes it in the
Life of St. Melania of Rome, an example which, he says,
she used to repeat to her nuns. There came a yO)lth to
one of the great monks of old, saying that he wished to be
his disciple. The old man, wishing to show what he
should be, if he wished to be a Religious and a disciple of
his, told him to flog a statue that was in the grounds, and
give it blows and kicks. The youth did so. That done,
the old man asked him if the statue had made any complaint or resistance.
The youth said not.
'c Go back
5 16
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again, then," he said, " and beat it as before; and besides, give it much injurious language and insults." The
youth having done this a· second and a third time,' the old
man asked. him again if the statue had resented it, and
shown itself offended. He answered, no, because, after
all,. it was a statue without sense or speech. Then the
old man said to him: s, Now, if you can let me· do to
you as you have done to this statue, .without resisting
or contradicting or complaining, by all means come in
to be my disciple; but if not, return home, since you are
not made for a Religious."
We read of .s1.......~yd~ that she had an Abbess of
great holiness,' bu( ve~yunpleasant in her manner, and
apt to give sharp answers. The Saint prayed God to
deliver her from this bad temper. The Lord answered:
" Why would you have her freed from it, since thereby
she takes occasion to keep herself in humility, that seeing
that she falls into some impatience, she may humble herself and recognise her weakness. And . besides, what
merit would you have in obeying, if she were sweet:..
tempered? So I leave her this fault for your exercise,
and that you may learn to obey."
.Blosiusrelates something. like this of the same Saint,
that one day, as she was praying for a defe~t of a certain
'person who was Superior of a congre.gation, the Lord
appeared to her and said to her: " I, for the abundance
of My loving-kindness, gentleness and divine love w4ere..
with I have cherished this Congregation, permit the 'exist..
ence of some defects even in those who govern it, that'in
that way the merit of the CQngregation may be increased;
for there is much more. virtue in subjecting oneself to another whose faults are known than to one whose actions
seem perfect. I perJ.l1it Superiors to have some' defects,
and sometimes to forget themselves for the .num~rous
occupations and variety of cares that they have, thatth~y
may humble themselves more. Th~merit of subjects
grows and is augmented as well by the defects' as by .the
virtues' of those who govern them; and, on' the same
pripciple the merit of· those who govern and direct them
gt:0ws, as is reasonable, as well . by the progress ·and
virtues as by the defects of their subjects. " By these words
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of the Lord, St. Gertrude understood the exuberant
loving-kindness of the Divine Wisdom, which so secretly
arranges the salvation and correction of His servants, permitting faults in them to make them more perfect.
In' the life of St. Antony, St. Athanasius writes of those
monks of old who gave themselves over to obedience, that
they sought out severe and ill-tempered Superiors who
would never thank them for anything. they did, but scold
them, as Pacomius did his disciple Theodore, to purify
hin1 if there \vere any dust of vainglory about him. And
the harder and more peevish the Superior was, the more
obedient were they. One of the mo.des of Religious life
which those holy Fathers practised of old was for two
disciples to be under the discipline and correction of one
old Father, whom they served in all things as a slave
serves his master. And as a master takes occasion at
every step to scold and chastise his slave for not doing
things to. his liking, so also did those masters behave
on the like occasions~ And sometimes through. peevishness of temper, sometimes to exercise the young in virtue,
t'hey dealt out .rough treatment to their disciples, for as
many as thirty years, as St. JohnClimacus says, proving
them with various kinds of hard labour and harsh
language~

Cassian tells of a wealthy lady' of rank that lived in the
city of Alexandria a -very pious life. She had such a
taste for su~ering that, not content with bearing generously :the pains and. troubles of ordinary occurrence, she
went· out of her way to seek and provide for herself new
.occasions' of trial, for her better exercise in virtue and
mortificat'ion. With this desire she called upon the holy
bishop Athanasius, and begged him to give her a widow,
one of those supported by the Church, to keep and make
comfortable in her house. The holy bishop praised her
,good desire, and bade them give her one, the best servant
of God, and the kindliest and most peaceful-tempered that
they had. She took her to her house, waited on her, and
made her very comfortable. But when she saw the gentleness and' gracious manners of this woman, who was full
of thankfulness and praises for the services and kindnesses rendered her, she went back to the bishop with
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loud complaints that,\tvhereas she had asked for a woman
to serve for her own· exercise and spiritual advancement,
they had· not given her one. The Saint,. not quite understanding what she wanted, thought that by oversight
they had not .given her any woman at all. He· enquired
into thematter,and found that they had given her the
best. of· the lot: whereupon he understood the end and
motive of her petitioning, and answered that he would see
'to it.

Sohe bade them give her the most ill-natured and

least virtuous of all they had,~which character, the story
says, was ,easier to find than the good one. Their choice
fen on a WOlnan, dour,. ungracious, .thankless,' moody,
passionate, wordy, quarrelsome, etc. Shetook her home,
and began to serve her with 'great charity and humility,
as she had done the former, and even more. All that she
got for this by way of return and gratitude, was complaints, insults, curses, utter scorn, the woman declaring
that ,she had brought her there not to entertain her, but
to torment her; nay, sometimes she got so angry as not
to keep her hands off her. The holy woman bore this in
silence and endured it all, doubling and redoubling her
attentions and efforts 'to make her comfortable. .The more
,insults she received, the more services and kindnesses she
rendered ,; and' by these exercises she experiel1 ced. great
iaid and profit to· her soul. She went to thank.·the bishop
for having gratified her desire by giving her such a
teacher of patience, by whose teaching she profited continually. Occupied in these and other holy exercises she
died in the ,Lord.
The Abbot Poemen used to relate what befell him when
he was a novice in his dealings with the Abbot Jos~ph.
Abbot Joseph had in his monastery a very fine ,fig-tr~e,
and used to send Poemen every morning to eat the fruit,
-an extraordinary thing to do, considering: the abstinence the monks professed. One day· that' he gave him
the order it was Friday, and he had· not the heart to, eat
then, nor to break the fast -of that day,souniversally
received among all monks. Afterwards he was ~eiied
with remorse of conscience for not having obeyed, and
went to tell· the~ Abbot:' " Forgive me, Father, the: question I am about to ask: what is there'ason why, profess-
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ing such abstinence as we do, you have bidden me every
day to eat those figs, especially on a day like this? I
must tell you I was much upset to-day, and so could not
bring myself to eat: at the same time I am full of shame
and remorse for not having obeyed you in this matter,
seeing that you would never have ordered me such a
thing without cause."
To this the old man answered:
" Son, the Fathers of the Desert of old did not in the
beginning order their monks things so very rational and
obvious, but things that on the face of them sometimes
seemed absurd and mad, to test them and try whether
they had submission of judgment, and true resignation
to the will of the Superior; and when they saw that they
did them without reply or hesitation, thenceforth they
only ordered them things necessary and suitable. "
In the Lives of the Holy Fathers it is related that one
of them sa"v one day four orders of the just in heaven.
The first "vas of invalids, who in their weak health had
practised patience and given thanks 'to God. The second,
superior to the former, "vas of those who welcomed and
gave hospitality to poor pilgrims, and served the sick,
and, in short, practised works of charity. The third was
of those who had left all things, and lived in the desert
in great poverty and abstinence, occupied in prayer. The
fourth order, superior to all the rest, was of those who,
for love of Jesus Christ, lived in obedience, subject to the
will of another in all things; and these he saw wearing
chains and collars of gold, and in greater glory than the
others. Surprised at this, he asked ho"v it was that these
had more glory than the rest, including the solitaries.
Jtwas ans\vered him that it was because the monks in
their solitude, and the others who were occupied in "vorks
of charity, fulfilled their own will in what they did, but
the obedient not so; they sacrificed their own will to God,
and as the will was the most valuable thing in man, so
the sacrifice of it was of such merit in the sight of God;
and· the honour given them of those collars of gold· was
because they· bowed their necks under the yoke of
obedience.
This· well agrees with what is related of the Abbot
Pambo, that there came to visit him four monks of the
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Desert, all men of signal virtues. The first. distinguished
himself chiefly in fasts and great austerities that he
practised; the second, in poverty; the third, in charity to
his neighbour; the fourth had lived twenty years 'under
obedience. The holy Abbot preferred this last to' all the
other three, because such virtue as they had, they had
kept of their own will; but this last one, entirely abandoning his will, had made himself the servant of another's.
And saying this he added that those 'Who did so, and
'persevered to the end in doing so, might truly be called
martyrs.

CHAPTER IX
Of the source arrd o'rigin of judgments contrary to
obedience, and the means whereby we may help ourselves against them
The root whence judgments and reasonings against the
orders of obedience spring, is our" want·. of mortification.
'But someone will say : ' That is as though we asked the
origin of pride,. and got the answer thflt it ~omes of
want of humility.' It is quite clear that if my judgment
were mortified, my obedience vvould be simple,and I
should have no .judgments against it. But that ~s not
what I say; what I say is, that _from our not· keeping our
eassions .and, appetites mortified, from our being great
Jovers of our own '. ease and the' accomplishment of our
pwn will, from our not being indifferent and' resigned
to all that may be commanded us,-fromthence it is that
many reasons and judgments arise in our minds6 . when
anything is commanded us against our will and appetite.
If you do not believe' me, let anyone enter into himself,
and see ,whence it is that judgments and' answersbac,k '
against obedience are wont commonly to ,present thems,elves, and he will find that it .is when· something is
commanded to which you have a repugl).ance,-""ben
something is not granted which you want,-when Y9u are
disappointed and touched to the quick on a sore point,then it' is that apparent reasons against what is' ordered
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come up in shoals; but when the order is sonlething to
your taste, something that you smack your lips over,
then no judgments or reasons to the contrary present
themselves, rather you think that what comes is just the
thing, and is the most reasonable order in the world.
5t. Jerome, on those words of the prophet Osee
(vii. 1I) : Ephraim is as a 1nisguided dove, that hath no
heart: asks \vhy Ephraim is not compared to other birds,
but to the dove. And he answers: other birds do their
best to defend their offspring, even at the risk of their
lives; and when they see a kite or a hawk, a raven or .a
snake, approach their nest, they fly up and down, defending their young as best they can; and when they can
do no more, they show the grief they feel by their
plaintive laments. But the dove does not defend her
offspring, nor utter any plaintive cries, nor show any
feeling, when they are taken away, nor go after them
to, look for them: therefore Ephraim is compared to a
dove. And for this Christ our Redeemer tells us to
imitate the ~ove, so that vvhen they take away our little
ones that we love and are fond of, we should be as the
dove, offering no resistance or c<?ntradiction, nor complaining, nor showing any resentment thereat (Matt.
x. 16). Thereforeit is fronT our want of mortification, and
the difficulty and repugnance that we feel over things
contrary to our will, that these judgments arise. So the
principal means that we can take on our part against
this temptation, is to be sure and mortify ourselves, and
not have any will of our own, nor any desire of our own
liking and convenience, but to be quite indifferent and
resigned to all that. the Superior shall c'hoose to make of
us, and not care whether they order us this rather than
that.
Therefore those ancient Fathers, as good Masters of
Spirit,exercised their disciples greatly, commanding them
things that seemed not to the purpose, to try their
obedience and curb their will and judgment. And this
purposeless procedure was much to the purpose: for it is
much more important that you should mortify yourself,
and that your will and judgment be curbed by being bent
the other way about, than any advantage that could be
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g~ined by doing the thing in another fashion.

Oftentimes
the Superior's mind is that this or the other advantage b:e
forfeited for your gain and advancement; and so it is' not
loss but. gain. And as those who break-in wild colts
make them . sometimes gallop;. now' go slow, now right
about, now in the midst of an evolution to· wheel round
th~otherway, now to stop suddenly in mid career, that
they may get accustomed to obey the bit, and not follow
the~r. own itnpetuous tnotions; so good Masters of Sp~r;t

act. Sovve read that the great Antony dealt with his
disciple Paul: he would make him sew a garment and
immediately go back and unsewit, and· weave a basket
and immediately unweave what he had woven. Others
made their· disciples draw water from, a ·well, and empty
it back at once into the same wel1.We .read of the
blessed St. Francis that he made his compani'on Friar
Maseo spin. round ever' so many times in the middle of the
road, until he grew giddy and fell fainting to the ground.
Others who sought entrance into his Order he· .made
plant lettuces or cabbages wrong. way up, root upwards,
to try their obedience. and upr~ot from them all self·opinion; 'and' not leave in them any token of private judgment· or self-will.' Would to God that this exercise were
,more in practice to this day ; because .if one gets accustomed to have what is well done undon.e, he \Vill not feel
.itwh~n they rebuke him for what is. badly. done.
But since' this entire mortification and' resignation re:quires great perfection, in the meantime,while we do not
attain to it,. we may aid ourselves by o~r very want .of
mortification, recognising and putting all down to' that.
This will be a very good means to prevent the judgments
'a lld reasonings that. occur against obedience from doing
·usanyharm ; for once you understand thatit is the fault
Of .your imperfection, you will make no account of it.
A sick person,' who knows that he is ill, is qUite'aware
that,'though he feels thirsty, it is hot proper for ·him to
'dr~pk,an;dtl1oughhe finds the purgativedraught bitter; and
·the Jeech hurts him, that is just the thing for him; therefore he does .not believe his appetite, nor. put any trust in
It, but subjects himself to the doctor, following his prescription and taking that for the better thing. Thus we
<
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are sick, full of self-love and disorderly passions; like a
sick man, we have no appetite but for what does us harm,
and what is good and profitable shocks and disgusts us.
Let us, then, use the expedient which the sick man uses
who wishes to get better: let us have no belief in ourselves, but believe the Superior, who has the care and
direction of us, and take for certain 'what he commands
and ordains, making no account of the judgments that
occur. to us, but holding them for a sick man's fancies.
In this way not only will the judgments and reasonings
that occur to you against obedience do yOU no harm, but
you will gather fruit from thelll, and conform yourself
more to obedience, because you will at once return upon
yourself, saying: 'As I am sick, what is good and to
my advantage offends me; and I need no other sign to
understand that this is what befits n1e and is the better
thing than the fact of its offending me, and difficulties
occurring against it, because I am sick and my taste is all
awry.'
This is a great remedy against all judgments that
occur, not only against obedience, but also against our
brethren, to turn them at once against yourself: ' I am
the blind man who goes astray, so that what is well
done seems to me evil: what judgment have I got that
I should seek to lay down the law for others?' And
when. the manners of your brother offend you, and his
way of going on, you should throw the blame upon" yourself: ' I am the ill-ma.nnered man, and therefore this and
that offends me : the fault is in me, and not in the other
man.'
Against" all temptations it is a great remedy to understand that it is a temptation: therefore, when the devil
tempts us, he labours all he can that his temptation may
not appear a temptation, but right reason, so that we
may fall into it. As the hunter, when he sets a trap,
always tries to make it appear not a trap, but a good offer
of food, because nor beast nor bird would fall into it, if
they took it for a trap; so the devil acts. Satan transforrns
him:sey into an angel of light (2 Cor. xi. 14), that we may
fake that to be light and brightness which is gloom and
darkness. God deliver· you from the temptation that
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aPl?ears 'not a ~emptation, but a reasonable courSe of
actIon. When judgments of your own making get such
a mastery over you as to impress you' with the belief
that you are not influenced by passion, nor under tempta..
tion,and that you do not speak from any personal motive,
but because the case is clear and any' man of sense will
see it, then your temptation is great, and the remedy hard
to apply. These temptations that come under the appear~
ance of good are the gravest and most dangerous of

temptations. When a barefaced temptation comes, you
may help yourself by many means to overcome it; but
when' it is not known for a temptation, but is taken
rather for a reasonable proposal, how shall we manage
to throw it off? When it is not kno\vn for an enemy, but
taken for a friend, how are ,ve to guard against it? A
great servant of God used to say that he' was not afraid
of the defects that he knew, but of those that he did not
know, or tnade no account of, or excused.
But to come back to the point, I say that when reasonings and judgments 'occur against obedience, it will be a
great remedy to turn against ourselves . and make' up our
minds that. this is a weakness and want of. mortification
and a' shortcoming of ours, and so. take no notice of
them. We have abundant reason for doing this, because
it is the nature of our flesh' and sensuality at once to
invent and" find many apparent reasons for what pleases
and satisfies us, and many inconveniences attending on the
contrary. We are' so blinded by our self-love and passions
as easily to believe and judge a thing to be quite the' contrary of what .it really is. Thus to a very thirsty man
water seems to be the best and pleasantestand m..ost
delicious' thing in the world, because. he judges according
to his present disposition. So to anyone labouring under
any violent emotion, the disorderly affection that he' has

represents the object as something very different from
what it really is, and makes him judge of it contrary to the
truth. When a man knows himself not to be cle'ar of
earthly" affections, and to have many livelyp:lssions, he
should not easily trust his own judgment, but rather .look
upon it as a disorder and an .enemy to be on: his guard
against.
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Not content with not letting ourselves be carried away
by these judgments, :we should further encieavour to make
our profit out of the temptation to our greater confusion
and humiliation, saying: What? Can I be so proud as
to harbour judgments against my Superior? Did I not
enter Religion to be at everybody's service? And shall
I .seek, now to prefer myself to him who is my Head, and
Superior of us all? I did not come to command,. nor to
rule and govern, but to obex and be commanded: I have
no business to judge my gUIde, but he should judge me;,
This is a general remedy, very useful for gathering fruit
from alL temptations. From that very pride and vanity
which assails us we should take occasion to humble ourselves· the more. As the devil tries to convert the antidote into poison, getting us to take pride in our virtue
and in the very act of humility that we do, so it should
be ours to convert the poison into an antidote by humbling
ourselves the more for the pride that comes over us. To
think that pride should come over me, such a weak and
imperfect creature as I am! To think that I should be
vain of what I do badly, and wish to be regarded and
esteemed on that account! . There it clearly appears what
lam. It is a wondrous countermine to the artifices of the
devil, to contrive to make gain out of what he intended
for our ruin., S,alutem· ex inimicis nostris.
There are many other considerations to aid us not to
give credit to our own reasonings, nor take account of our
own judgments, but always hold them· in suspicion~ The
first is, because the wise commonly say that in all things
it is true prudence not to trust one's own prudence; how
much more will this hold good in our own affairs, where
we are an interested party. It is clear, and it is a first
principle In moral philosophy, that no one is a good judge
in his own cause, because passion and self-love bliridus.
Thus we have no reason to trust our own judgments, but
rather to follow the judgment of our Superior, and take
that for a matter of course.
A second consideration to aid us to this 'effect is, that
the subject sees sundry .particular reasons that occur,
while the Superior sees them and many others, which the
subject does not know nor can know. And though in view
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only" of those particular "reasons· the course' that suggests
itself to you might possibly be the better, yet in view of
all the :reasons together, which the Superior knows, it
is not the better.: And thus not only in the way of
Religious life and perfection, but also according to the
law of prudence, it is a great pieceo£" impertinence and
pride. to set oneself to judge .and pass sentence, on the
order
the' Superior for one or two reasons which occur
to' you ,reasons whic]l the Superior has" examined
repeatedly,while he has others which make it . appropriate t? do sonlething .else. r~ Augus,tine' draws' a good
companson from the head,the upper part of man. The
soul; he says, animafesand gives life to O:urwholebody,
bUfin the head all the five senses stand out, 'sight,
hearing, smell,' taste and' touch. In' the other members
there is only the' sense of' touch; and" forthaf reason all
the members are stlbjectto the"head, which is above them
all as a higher power to guide and govern them'. ' So in
the Superior, as in the head, all the five senses have their
marked place, but in yoU, as a member,' only one.. You
touch only one particular reason, while the Superior
touches them aU'; he hears, sees and knows all that' there
is in each case: thus it is' reasonable that the membe'rs
h~ subject to the head.' Even in thewotld they say that
the fool knows more in his own house than the wise' man
in the house of a stranger; how much more will the wise
man know more in his own house than the other· in the
house of a stranger! The Wise Man says: Judge not
against the judge, because he judgeth according to what
is just (Ecclus. viii. .17). See what an impertinence it is
to seek to be judge of what.· you do not know what way
it comes, nor whither it goes, nor can know, nor is it
well' that' you should know.
"
A third consideration that will 'aid us to give. up our
own judgment and submit to that of the Superior" is to
reflect that the Superior looks to the common good of the
w:hole house and' the whole Order, while you, as an individual, look just in the direction of your own finger, and
give ear to your own particular conveniences : now. the
common·arid .universal good is to be preferred to thepartiGular., "We see even that natural things cease to act
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according. to their particular inclinations when it is for the
common and universal good, as' the water ceases to run
down in the syphon, and at other times mounts up, that
there may be no vacuum, for the perfection of the universe,
as the philosophers say, propter perfectionem universi.
Thus each individual must abate somewhat of his own
convenience and inclination for the accomplishment of' the
common' good, which is what the Superior regards.
A' fourth consideration that will also help us not to give
credit to our own judgments is the experience that we
have of· ourselves. How many things have we believed,
and taken to be. right well assured, and affirmed them as
certainties, and then we have found that we have been
misfaken, and have changed our opinion, and been
ashamed afterwards of having believed as we did believe
and judged as we did judge! . Ira man had deceived you
twice _or thrice, you ~ould never trust hinl again: how,
then, is it that you trust your own judgment, haying been
deceived by it so many times? This experience, which
everyone has of his own Ignorance, and of his having been
mrstaken on other' occasions, is commonly the reason why
in things on which the youngest easily make up their
minds, the oldest proceed with great reserve and consideration, as being men of ripe judgment, prudent and
experienced.

CHAPTER X

A n explanation of the three reasons that the A postle
St. Paul gives for obedience
Obey your Superiors and be subject to them,
for they' watch with care as 'having to give an
account 'to God for your soulS, that they may do
this' with joy, and not with sighs, for this is not expedient
for you either (Heb. xiii. J7). The Apostle St. Paul here
gives.' us three reasons for obeying our Superiors, which
being reasons of. the Holy Ghost, spoken by the mouth
ot the Apostle, cannot fail to 'be very good and profitable.
The first is: Obey' your Superiors and do all that they
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bid you, always understanding that there be no sin in the
command, as has been explained, and upon this supposition we proceed always in all that we shan say. Be
subject to them because they watch as having to give an
'account to God for your souls. One of the greatest comforts and consolations that we have in Religion is this ..
that Fe are safe in doing what obedience commands. The
Superior it is that may be wrong in commanding this or
that, hut you are certain that you are not wrong in

doing what is commanded, for the only account that God
will ask of you is if you have done what they commanded
you, and with that your account will be sufficiently discharged before God. It is not for you to render account
whether the thing commanded was a good thing, or
whether something else would not have been better; that
does not belong to you, nor will God lay it to your
account, but to the account of the Superior. When you
act under obedience, God takes it off your books, and puts
it on the books of the Superior. So says St. Jerome:
" What a grand liberty and security is that of obedience,
under 'which we can scarcely sin." 0 summa libertas,
qua obtenta vix possit homo peccare. Obedience, as he
says, renders us in some sort impeccable.
Especially for those who, like ourselves, are occupied
in ministering to our neighbour, it is a great comfort to
he satisfied that one is doing the will of God. If we
were there in the world, however good we might be, and
however desirous of doing. the will of God, we should
always be between two fires, not knowing whether we
should serve God better by attending to our neighbour
or by minding ourselves alone. But here in Religion we
are free from these difficulties, because it is our institute
to occupy ourselves in helping our neighbour, and for
that God called us to the Society, and it is He that sets
us to that work, so we are certain that we are pleasing
His Majesty therein. There outsid~ the walls of Religion a man might not dare to hear confessions, or if he
did dare, it might be with fear whether he were pleasing
God therein or not, or whether he were in the way of
losing his soul thereby or not, but now he rests secure,
and is certain that he is serving God thereby. You have
34
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not set yourself up to be a confessor, or to be a preacher,
or to be a Superior, whether you be fitted for the post
or not. The Superiors who put you in it will render an
account to God, for they watch as having to render an
account to God for your souls (Heb. xiii. 17).
St. Iohn Climacus agrees very well· with this. Treating· of obedience, among other epithets that he applies
to it, he says that obedience is an excuse before God.
If they ask me, 'Why did you do that?' 'Lord, because they Lold me.' That is the answer I will give to
God, and therewith I shall be quite excused in His sight.
It is, he says, a safe voyage, a journey that you may
make sleeping. A man on shipboard settles down and
sleeps, and yet makes his way; his is no care about the
course to be taken. The captain looks to that. So the
Religious, living under obedience, composes himself to
sleep,-that is to say, he has no trouble or care about
what· he is to do, but goes his way to heaven and perfection. Superiors see to that, they are the captains and
masters of the ship. It is no small thing, it is a great
thing, to traverse the abyss of this world in the arms and
on the shoulders of other people. Now this is the
blessing which God has given to the Religious who lives
under obedience, that all his burden is thrown on the
shoulders of his Superior, and he lives at ease and
without care whether this be better or that.
This is one of the things that greatly move. virtuous
folk to live under obedience and enter Religion,-to
be rid of the endless perplexities and anxieties that they
have there in the world, and be sure of serving and
pleasing God. F or though the things which they choose
for their occupation be good, they do not know whether
it be given to them to busy themselves with them, since it
is not within all men's compass to do all that is good,
especially when it exceeds our strength, as is the work
of teaching or having charge of others. So a very grave
Doctor says that he would rather pick up straws
from the ground by obedience than engage in great
things of his own will, for in the work done under
obedience you are sure and safe of doing the will of
God, but in the other not. And not only in ministries
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and occupations Vvith our neighbours does obedience give
us security, and deliver us from many doubts and difficulties, but also in private matters that concern our own
spiritual advancement. If I were there in the world
and desired to serve God, I should be troubled and
in doubt whether I eat too little or too much, sleep too
much or too little, do too little or too much penance,
make too little or too much meditation, but here in
Religion all tpese doubts are cleared away, for I eat

what they give me, I sleep at the time appointed, I do
the penance they assign me. All these things are here
so well looked after and weighed by Superiors, that I
am· quite safe and sure that in following the order of
obedience I am doing- the will of God.
And not only in spiritual matters, but also in temporal,
this isa life very restful and void of care. Like a passenger on board a well-victualled ship, a Religious has
no need to attend to his own necessities. The Superior
not only watches over our souls but over our bodies also.
Thus you need not trouble yourselves what you are to
eat, or what you are to wear, that so· you 'may be more
free and disengaged to employ all your energy in loving
and serving God,-a thing so desirable, that Cassian
relates of Abbot John how he had first lived thirty years
in a monastic community-and then thought fit to leave his
monastery and choose a hermit's life, to give himself more
to contemplation. And' so he did, a thing that they could
do in those days. In this eremitical and solitary life he
lived twenty· years more, wit.h so many heavenly delights
and in such· high and continual contemplation that he
used to forget .his body, and· his senses no longer did
their office, and in the evening he did not remember
whether it was to-day or yesterday that he ate his dinner,
-yet for all this' high degree of· contemplation, and his
havihgdone so well in solitary life, he determined to
abandon the state of solitude, and return once- more to the
monastery, to live in community under obedience, and
so he "did. The' reason that moved him was, that
though in the monastery t'here was not· so much
of those ecstatic contemplations as in -the desert, yet
this, he said, was made iIp for in the monastery by that:
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holy tranquillity and freedom from care which a Religious
enjoys in his deliverance from all solicitude and care as
to the supply of his wants for to-morrow. And much
more is it made up for by what we were saying of one's
being sure of pleasing. God in all that one does, and by the
fact that for the time being one cannot do anything more
pleasing to the Divine Majesty than what one is doing.
God has given to us who are in Religion and live under
obedience another l\10ses, such as He gave to the children
of Israel, who goes up the mountain and declares to us
the will of God. And so we can say what the children
of Israel said when they had any doubt or difficulty.
Let us go to the seer (I Kings ix. 9).
Let us go to
consult and ask him who sees. The Prophet called him
the seer} because he saw and understood from God
His will, and declared it to the people. Now this is the
advantage that we have, that in all our doubts and
difficulties we can say, Let us go to the seer} let us go
to him whom God has given us for prophet, and put in
His place to declare to us His will. Thus we enjoy that
blessing or blessedness which the prophet Baruch spoke
of in the name of the people of God. Blessed are we 0
Israel} because the things that God requireth and are
agreeable to him, he hath 1nade manifest to us
(Baruch iv. 4). Happy and blessed are Religious who
understand and know what is the will of God, and what
He wants of them, and what that is whereby they shall
better please and satisfy His Divine Majesty.
The second -reason of the Apostle St. Paul is that they
1nay do this with joy} and not groaning}-that they may
bear cheerfully their burden of office, and not groan under
it. The Apostle has compassion on Superiors and pities
them, seeing the burden that they bear. So he recommends us to be ready in obedience, thereby to render
their burden the lighter. Since the Superior has labour
enough, and bears a heavy burden on his shoulders in
having to give an account to God of what he does and
of what you do, do not pile more load upon him by
making a difficulty of obeying, instead of letting yourself be governed. A great distress it is to a Superior
to have a subject so unmortified that he cannot do with
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him what he would like, and dares not order what he
judges proper, but has to tread carefully and in fear,
wondering whether he \"ill take it well, whether he will
answer back and raise difficulties about what he does
not like, and how he shall put the thing to him that he
may take it well and like the job. To give an order to
such people is like commanding and moving a bad leg
or arm· when you have to do so, what trouble, what pain
and annoyance it costs you!

"\iVhy is that?

Because

the limb is out of order, and therefore is not easy to
command, but very difficult. So great is the pain that
you feel in your leg when you try to do anything with it,
that you dare not go from here to there even on business
of importance,. and you rather let the affair lapse than
suffer such pain. In the same way with a bad arm,
you dare not raise your hand to your mouth to eat. A
Religious Order is all one body, as St. Paul says of the
Church (1 Cor. xii. 12), and each of us is a member of the
that· body. But if you are an infirm and un mortified
member, you will give great trouble to your Order and
to your Superior,whenever .it comes to making use of
you and commanding you.
Such is the pain that a
Superior suffers, when he sees a subject do things with
difficulty and with a bad grace, that though the thing
needs doing, and. afliairs and ministries are being left undone, he often dares not issue the order to the party for the
great pain he feels in commanding a bad arm or leg.
This is an excellent consideration for those who fancy
that it is a pleasant and enjoyable thing to he Superior,
a.nd to have spiritual children to order about. Of
Rebecca Holy Writ tells us that she had much desired
to have children, and God gave her them, but when she
felt the pains of childbirth, and the two children Jacob
and Esau were struggling in her womb which was to
Come out first,sbe repented her and said: If the getting
of children must be in this manner with so much pain
and labour, it 'were better not to have thern
V(Gen. xxv. 22). So it happens to Superiors, when they
see one man do things. with a bad grace, another answer.s
back, a third complains, and a fourth grumbles; then
the Superior feels the throes of his office, and groans
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under his load, saying: 'Oh, happy the man that is
left alone in his corner, and has to take account of
nothing but of doing what he is told!
Is it· this to
have children? Is it this to be Superior and have subjects? If the business of having subjects is to go on in
this fashion, much better have none.'
Noone knows the greatness of this pain but he who
has had experience of it. They say commonly that to be
a good Superior, and know how to command, it is
necessary to have been first a good subject, and have
learnt by experience what it is to obey, so that it may
be said of him with truth what St. Paul says of Christ:
We have nolt a prelate who doth not know how to compassionate our labours and weaknesses, but one who
hath gone through them himself and had experience of
them (Heb. iv. IS). This is certainly a very reasonable
saying, but I say another thing, for which I believe all
will judge that I have reason enough; it is that as to be
a good Superior, and know well how to command, it is
a great help to have been a subject, and have learnt by
experience what obedience is like, so also to be a good
subject and a good son of obedience, it is a great help
to have held the office of Superior, and to have. had to
issue commands; for thus one will have learnt by experience the great difficulty and pain there is in commanding when subjects do not behave nor obey well;
and thus he will have no mind to give such pain to his
Superior. And for this it is not necessary to have been
a high Superior; it is enough to have had. the charge of
commanding some companion or assistant. How many
times have you omitted giving him an order because
you did not dare, and how many times have you felt
giving the order more than you would have felt doing
the thing all by yourself? There anyone may see the
pain that the Superior feels and the affliction which he
suffers, when the subject makes a difficulty of obeying
orders. These people make their Superior go groaning
and ready to burst with grief over the burden of his
office, and wishing it were possible to do everything by
himself rather than command others.
And this is not the greatest affliction of the· Superior.
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What he feels most is the evil condition of his subject.
For after all the Superior is a father, and he cannot help
being hurt at the weakness shown by his children, seeing
their imperfection and the little virtue they have; and
that whereas they ought with the greatest readiness to
undertake such duties as are lowly and humble, a~d more
repugnant to sense, for these duties there are offered all
manner of replies and excuses, and for these duties there
are brought up at once a thousand objections.. Thomas
A Kempis says that a tepid and half-hearted Religious
gets ill and indisposed at once for anything he does not
like; he never lacks a pretext. for not doing what he has
no mind to do. We cannot do what we. don't want to
do; ~ndwhat·we do want we can do at once, though
it be the hardest thing to do.
St. Chrysostomsays:
"Great is the force of our own will; it makes us do
what we want to do, and unable to do what we do not
want. " This then is the great grief of the Superior,
this is what cuts him to the heart, the spiritual infirmity
of his subject, his imperfection and want of mortification.
Obey then your Superiors and be subject to them, and
do not give them this pain, . do not set them groaning
and choking with grief under their burden, for this is,
not expedient for you. This Inay stand for the third
reason. See that this is not a thing .suited to you
either, since you also wilt go groaning and choking with
grief under the burden, and you will lead a very cheerless
. life, as they find out by experience who go on in that
way. . See how they will leave you alone for a sick
member, and will let things go undone, and that certainly
will not be to your credit. See how they will condescend
to your imperfection; and .let you do as you like ; and so
you will be doing your own will· in things and riot God 's
will, which is a thing that we ought greatly to dread;

as we have said above.

CHAPTER XI

Of a very main and efficacious means for gaini'ng the
~which is to obey
the Superior as Christ our Lord

virtue of obedience in its perfection,

One chief and e.fficacious means for gaining the
perfection of this virture, or rather the chiefest and most
efficacious of all, is to consider God in the Superior, and
make account that it is God who commands us, and that
we do not obey men, but God Himself.
The Apostle
recommends this means to us, and repeats 'it in many
places. Thus writing to the Ephesians (Eph. vi. 5), he
commands them to obey even temporal and heathen
masters as Christ our Lord. St. Basil well observes: If
the Apostle St. Paul commands us to obey the powers
of the world as we would Christ, though they were men
whose life at that time was steeped in wickedness,-and
the Apostle St. Peter agrees with him: servants, be
subject to your masters, not only to the good and mild,
but also to the ill-tempered and choleric (I Pet. ii. 18),how much more reasonable will it be that we Religious
should obey, as we \vould Christ, our spiritual and
religious Superiors, who desire in all things to do the
will of God. And presently he returns to the subject:
N at serving them to their face, like one desiring to
please men" but as servants of Christ, doing therein
the will of God, serving '1.vith hearty goodwill, as to the
Lord and not to men (Eph. vi. 6).
Weare not to look
upon man with our outward eyes, but with our inward
eyes upon God, because we no longer live with men, nor
have we entered Religion to serve men alone, but God.
And writing to the Colossians he repeats it once more:
All that ye do, do it with good will, as serving the Lord
and not men alone, and as hoping your reward from
God (Col. iii. 23), and not from men.
Our Father, resting on this doctrine, greatly recommends this means to us, and lays great stress on it, and
often repeats the mention of it in his Constitutions. "It
53 6
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is very conducive to improvement and quite necessary that
all should give themselves to entire obedience, recognizing
the Superior,. whoever he be, as holding the place of Christ
our Lord." And elsewhere: " I t is likewise very necessary that all should obey, not only the Superior of the
whole Society or the house, but also the subordinate
officials who derive authority from him, and accustom
themselves to look not at the person whom they obey,
but at Him for whose sake and whom they obey in all,
who is Christ our Lord." And in the· Sixth Part, where
he treats more expressly of this virtue· of obedience, he
lays down this principle: " If you wish to attain to the
perfection of this virtue, you must ever keep before
your eyes Christ our Lord, for whose sake and whom
you obey in man."
1~he force and efficacy of this means will be well seen
by this consideration.
If Christ Himself in person
appeared to you visibly, and bade you do this or that,
with what readiness would you obey, with what good
will and cheerfulness, with what conformity and submission of judgment! Never would a thought occur
to you to discuss or doubt' whether it were well or ill
done, but blindly 'without any discussion you would embrace it for this reason, which is above every reason:
'God commands it, God wills it; it is the better thing.'
And you would hold yourself very fortunate that He was
pleased to make use of you; and the harder and more
difficult the thing commanded was, the greater boon
and favour you would take the command to be. This
then is the means which we how suggest. And that we
may better appreciate it, as in all reason we should,
St. Basil accompanies the suggestion with these words:
" Do not take this' for a pious reflection of my own; it
is a truth expressly laid down in the Holy Gospel,

where Christ Himself says : He that heareth you,
heareth me (Luke x. 16)."
So the Saints explain those
words, and say that Christ did not utter them for the
Apostles only, but for all other Religious Superiors.
Hence came Cassian and all those holy monks to practise
this doctrine, and take all the commands of Superiors
for commands of God, because Christ Himself says SO,
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and bids us expressly not to look at the person of the
Superior, but at God in him, even though the Superior
be not what he ought to be. On the chair of Moses ar'e
seated the scribes and pharisees; observe then and do
all things that they tell you, but according to their works
doye not (Matt. xxiii. 2, 3).
Thus what we have to regard in obedience is God and
God's will; whether it be declared to us by HImself, or
by means of an angel, or by means of a man, or by
means of Peter and John, it is all one. We have to
take one just as we take the other, because it is God
who commands, and the Superior in His name. So St.
Bernard quotes St. Benedict saying thus: "The
obedience paid to our elders. is paid to God Himself, since
He Himself says : He that heareth you, heareth me.
Hence we see that all that is commanded in the name
of God by man His vicar,-not being manifest sin,-is to
be taken not otherwise than as God ' s command; for
what matters it whether it be by Himself, or by His
ministers, either men or an'gels, He manifests His will
to me!"
Obedientia quae exhibetur majoribus Deo
exhibetur,· ipse enim dixit, qui 7':OS audit, me audit.
Unde quidquid vice Dei praecipit homo, quod non sit
certum displicere Deo, haud aliter accipiendum est quam
si praeciperet Deus: quid enim interest utrum ipse, aut
per suos ministros sive homines si7.,'e angelos, hominibus
innotescat suum beneplacitum? St. Bernard further on
this topic quotes the common saying and sentence:
" Whether it be God or man His vicar that commands
you anything, it must be obeyed with equal care and regarded with equal reverence, provided man command not
things against God. " We must not look for miracles~
nor want God Himself to speak to us and teach us in
person. In these latter days God hath spoken to us by
his Son, says St. Paul (Heb. i. 2). And the Apostle and
Evangelist St. John: The only-begotten Son, who is in
the bosom of the Father, himself hath told us (John i. 18).
At present God wishes us to live in faith, and take the
Superior to be In HIS place.
St. Augustine says that God wished us to under~tat:ld this in what he. did to Cornelius the centurion, ~s
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related i1:) the Acts of the Apostles (Acts x.). This Cornelius was a Gentile, but a God-fearing lllan, well-practised
in good works, in almsdeeds and prayers. God wished to
convert him and teach him the truth of our faith, so He
sent an angel tosay to him: Cornelius, thy prayers and
almsdeeds have been acceptable before God : wherefore
send to call Peter, who dwelleth in this neighbowrhood,
and 'he will tell thee what thou hast to' do to be saved
(Acts x'4-6).~~g:us~.i~e ~a{iU " Could nO. t the ang.el
have taught hIm. Coul not od, who sent the angel,
teach him by Himself?"
The Saint answers: "He
sent him to Peter, and would not instruct him by Himself,
nor by angels either, but by men, because God wishes to
honour' man, and that we should obey and subject ourselves to man, especially since He pas becom~ man,
and for. our sakes became subject and obedient to
men: and he was 'subject to them (Luke
ii.
51). ' ,
The Saints make the same· observation on the
conversion of the Apostle St. Paul.
When Christ
appeared to him in person, he asked Him: Lord, what
wilt thou have me do? He would not declare His will
to him Himself, but said to him: Go into the city, and
there it shall be told thee what thou art to do
(Acts. ix.. 6-18).' St. Bernard says: "What great
sweetness of the wisdom of God! The man whom
Thou dost speak to Thyself, dost Thou send him to men
to be taught Thy will? Yes, because God wishes to
dignify man, . and give him this honour that we should
hold 'him in God's place, and take the voice of the Superior
as being that of God Himself. " 0 sapientia suaviter vere
omnia disponens! Eumcui tu loque1-is er:udiendum de tua
voluntate rnittis ad hominem, ut sociali's vitae commendetur utilitas.
And we are not worse off on that account than those to
whom God spoke by Himself, but rather our merit is
greater, as we merit more by believing the things of
faith, which we do not see, than we should if we did see
them.
Christ Himself accordingly said to Thomas:
Because thou hast seen me, Thomas, thou hast believed:
blessed are they that have not seen and yet have believed
(John xx. 29). So it is in this obedience, whereby ~ y
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our Superior as God, we proceed. Qy way of faith,
taking it for ._gr~l)J~Q__.thl!L.all th~t the Superior ordains
is the ordinance of God and His will. Thus in a certain
way ,,~~·~erit-~·m-e~-a~dthere iS~e cause for rewarding us, than if we obeyed Christ Himself in person. The
Saints say of almsgiving, and Christ says it Himself:
Verily I say unto you, the good ye have done to one of my
little ones; ye have done 'Unto lne (Matt. xxv. 40).
So
God will reward a kindness done to a poor child as if it
were done to Himself. Some Saints even observe that
in a certain manner he does more who gives a kind gift
to a poor child for love of Christ than if he gave it to
Christ Himself; just as he does more, and shows more
love for his friend, who welcomes and entertains a servant
of his for love of him, than if he welcomed and entertained that friend in person. There is not so much to be
said for the latter welcome, for the dignity and credit of
the person entertained calls for it; but when love for a
friend goes the length of welcoming aught that is his for
love of him, and giving that person the same good treatment that onewould give to himself inperson, there is more
in that. So it is in obedience; and so St.JlQDg'y~ntuRsays:
" It is a high degree of obedience toO'6ey-whaf Goeffmmediately commands and ordains; but in some sort it is a
higher degree to obey man for God, and sometimes the
merit and reward will be greater; for there is a greater
humiliation of heart in obeying man for God, greater
denial of self-will, greater resignation of man to God,
as it is more to obey a king's servant for love of the king
than to obey the king himself. If God came Himself in
person to command you would it be anything much if you
obeyed with promptitude and resignation? But for love
of Him to obey a man like yourself, and submit to him
with entire resignation, is an act in which there is much
to reward and appreciate.

CHAPTER XII

That it is a necessary means for acquiring the virtue
of obedience, to obey the S,u,perior as Christ
This practice of not regarding the person of the

..supenor as mao, but .lookIng to Him whom we obey

10

this man, which is Christ our Lord, is not only a means
for obeying better and more perfectly, but is absolutely
nd definite! necessar for ainin the virtue of obediet;lce. He who does not reckon that It IS od w om e
obeys, will not only not be perfect in obedience, but will
not be a good subject at all: there will always be something wanting in his practice of this virtue. This we will
put in a practical light for all eyes to see, as they say,
since it is a ground of great importance. If you regard
your Superior as man, man for man, you are a man as
well as he is. And though he be never so learned, prudent
or holy, you will sayl that after all he is but a man, that
he cannot know all things, nor all the reasons in each
case, and that he may well make a mistake and be wrong
on some one point or other. This consideration will carry
you on to think that, like other men, he has his bias and
particular inclinations,. that move him to this side rather
than to that, and make him not regard your side of the
case with such favourable eyes as your opponent's. Above
all, when the thing commanded clashes with your love of
your own ease, then self-love (a great solicitor) will find
acute and dainty reasons in your favoui-, and a thousand
replies and solutions to the contrary. Thus you will never
get so far as to take the .thing in silence, and entirely
leave off your own will and understanding, because,

given human reasons, there will never fail you other
human reasons to the contrary. But if you do not look
upon your. Superior as a man, subject to errors and
miseries, but consider who it is that you obey in that man,
which is Christ our Lord,-who is Sovereign Wisdom,
Goodness, and Charity, and who can neither deceive
nor be deceived,-then all your arguments and reasons
54 1
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are silenced, and your submission is complete: for this
reason, God wish.es it, God c01nrnands it, it is the wilL a
God, admits of no reply nor solution. So says t e
prophet David: I was silent and opened not my mouth,
because thou hast done it (Ps. 38).
I have' not complained, 0 Lord, in my troubles, but like, a dumb' man I
have been silent and opened not my mouth, because I
know that Thou hast sent me them. Oh, that we went
about things in this way! With what spirit should we
go about them! With what promptitude and perfection
should we obey! At the voice of the Superior we should
at' once leave the letter of the alphabet that we had begun
to form, we should remember that it is the voice of Christ,
we should hold it for discourtesy and bad manners to
hang back and say: ' Just w'ait, I am coming. now, I am
coming presently.' How we· should conform our will 1
How we should surrender our judgment. All difficulties
would be smoothed down thereby.
Hence the solution of a doubt very much to our purpose. How is it that a Religious man, who has lived years
under obedience, and daily practised it, has not got the
habit of obedience, ' nor gained the virtue, although all
philosophers and divines agree that a virtuous habit is
got by frequent acts and practice? The reason and solution is this, that habits are gained by corresponding acts,
done for the formal motive of the virtue. Now the obedi~nce of which we speak is a Religious virtue, a species of
the virtue of Relig-ion, which regards God and the worship
and honour of His Divine Majesty. Therefore, when in
obeying you do not purely regard God in the Superior,
nor obey because such is the will of God, but rather to
please the Superior, or because he is a man of position,or
tor fear of penance and reprimal1d, or because what they
tell you to do is what just suits you, or because th~ order
is given in courteous' language, or for other like motives,
these are not' acts of the virtue of Religious Obedience,
because the formal and religious mot~ve of obedience is
wanting, .there; and you have not gained the virtue, of
obedience thereby, nor ever will gain it as long as you
live,if you go on in that way; you may very .well
get to a politic obedience, such as there is among soldiers
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and seamen, and in any other· body and society, but it
will not be the virtue of Religion.
Therefore our Father instructed us that we must not
obey the Supetior because he is a· very prudent man, or
because he is a· very good man, or a man highly qualified
in any other gifts, but because he holds the place and
authority of God our Lord. Set that aside, and fix your
eyes on other mere human reasons, then, he said, the
force of obedience is lost.

I t will no longer be the virtue

of· obedience nor an act of religion, because in that way
out in· the world you would follow the opinion of prudent
men and men, of great learning and· experience: that is
living with men and not with God. The more you. regard
these human reasons, and the more you are guided by
them, the further will you. stray from the divine way and
the true virtue of obedience, and let yourself down to obey
men alone. Follo·wing this train of thought, he goes on
to say that we ought nowise to look to see whether it is
the cook or the Superior of the house that commands
us, nor whether it be this man or that, since it is not for
their sake that we obey, .but for God's sake alone. We
should obey subordinate olhclals wIth the same humility,
readiness and· submission, as the Superior in chief.
The blessed St. Francis was come to this perfection
of obedience. He said: ". Among other favours that the
Divine Bounty has bestowed on me is this grace, that I
could as readily obey a novice who had worn the habit
for one hour, if he were given me· as Guardian, as a very
ancient and prudent friar." He went on to say that
according as the Superior whom we obey has fewer qualities and less· authority, so is our obedience more perfect
and agreeable to God. And it is a common saying
amongst us, that he who 'obeys the cook, refectorian or
sacristan, shows more obedience than if he obeyed Father
Minister: "and more in obeying Father Minister than
Father Rector, and Father'Rector than the Provincial or
General. For obedience rendered to the' General maybe
motived by a consideration of the respect due to his
person and place, or by a desire to gain his favour ;
whereas· the obedience paid toa subordinate official can
have no other motive but God.
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Our Father adds, in confirmation of what has been
said, that he who is not entirely obedient to subordinate
officials will not be entirely obedient to other Superiors
seither, since true obedience does not consider the person
obeyed. but God for whom and whom it obeys in all
persons. In that other man there is wanting the formal
motive of true obedience; since if he obeyed for God, he
would obey also the subordinate officials, who hold in his
regard the place of God; and since he does not obey
them, it is a sign that, \vhen he obeys other Superiors, he
does not obey for God, but out of regard to men, and
that will not be perfect religious obedience.

CHAPTER XIII

Of other great advantages there are tn obeying the
Superior as Christ
Beyond those mentioned let this be the first, that we
gather great strength and confidence that we shall be
able to do what is commanded us and acquit ourselves of
it well. There is this difference between God's commands and men's commands, that men often command
us what we cannot do, and give us no strength or power
to do what they command; but God never commands us
anything but what is in our power, and gives us power
and strength to do and accomplish what He commands.
And here in Relig-ion we have very particular need of
this strength and confidence in God, since we are called
to do great and difficult things. Not to lose heart in
them, it is a great help, and a source of much courage and
confidence, to consider that God commands me this, and
since He has put me In such an office and minIstry, He
will enable me to do what He commands. Thus one of
the great consolations that they have who go to the
missions of the Indies, and to other high enterprises, in
the midst of the labours and dangers that present themselves, spiritual and temporal, by sea and by land, is:
, Do Thou bring me well out of this: I am thine J save
me ' (Ps. 118). It is this, St. Chrysostom says, that
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Christ our Redeemer wished us to understand, when He
sent His disciples to preach and convert the world, and
said to thelTI: Lo, I send you (Luke x. 3).
As though
He had said: 'Though you are weak, and your enemies
strong, and the dangers great, you have nothing to fear,
no ground for discouragement, because you go by My
order and in obedience to Me. I am He who' sends you,
and will deliver you from all the evils and misfortunes
that may happen,and \-"ill give you victory over all your
enemies. ' This was the comfort of the disciples" in all
their labours and dangers. And such.also should be our
comfort in our ministries and in all the things that obedience commands us. God sends me, God commands it:
He will give me strength to do it. When God ordered
Habacuc to take the dinner he had prepared for his
harvest people, and to carry it to Daniel, who was
prisoner at Babylon in the lions 'den, the prophet answered: Lord} I never was at Babylon} nor do I know
the lions} den; and immediately an angel took him by the
hair of his head} and carried him to, Babylon, setting him
at ~he mouth of the den (Dan. xiv. 33-35). This shows
us ho\v ready and how willing God is' to assist us in' the
execution of His commands.
Further, this,obeying our Superior as if he were Christ,
is a continual exercise of doin ever the will of God.
Thereby one may· live perpetual y kIn ed, and 'Inflamed
with love of God and in continual prayer: for to make
acts of doing here and now the will of God and rejoicing
therein is an excellent and profitable prayer, and a. very
good way of walking in the presence of God.
Further, he who . lives in this way does not mind
whether the Superior orders this or '. that, for he makes
no account of anything except t4at in doing what he is
ordered he is doing the will of God, and this is his meat
and his delight and his purpose in alI that he does.
Further, he who considers God in the Superior, and
makes account that he has put himself· in the hands of
God, and that it is God who directs and governs him,
lives in great peace. He makes no schemes, he has no
cares, as to, what they are to do with him, since he has
placed himself in good hands, and is at peace. The Lord
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is my shepherq" and nothing 'lfJill be wanting to me
CPs. 22). I am: certain that nothing will befall me but
what He wills, and He will never will aught but what is
best.
Oh, what blessings and spiritual riches should we find
if we accustomed ourselves to recognise God in the
Superior, and to account that we live with God and not
with men! A very ancient Father used to say t'hat he
lived twenty years and more in Religion without under··
standing what manner of thing obedience as unto Christ
was, and how one serves God and not men. And do you
think that you understand it, because you have read
it or heard it somewhere? Tbat is not enough: we must
learn to put it in practice in the manner that has been
laid down, that so we may attain the perfection of this
virtue and enjoy all these advantages.

CHAPTER XIV

That God takes as spoken against Himself any disparaging and complaining words spoken against the
Superior
As when we obey the Superior we obey and honour
God, whom he represents and in whose place he stands,
so also any disrespect to the· Superior is disrespect to
God. The same reason holds for the one and the other,
and Christ our Redeemer spoke in like manner of both.
He that heareth you, heareth tne; and he that despiseth
you, despiseth rne (Luke x. 16). And St. Paul, writing
to the Romans, gives this reason: Since there is no power
but of God, he who resisteth the power and ordinance of
Superi01's resisteth God (Rom. xiii. I, 2). Holy Scripture
is full of this. When the children of Israel murmured
against ·Moses and Aaron, \vho were those whom God
h~ad given them for Superiors, because they found themselves in the desert with nothing to eat, and repented of
having gone out of Egypt, the text says: Moses J,nd
Aaron said to the people: The Lord hath heard your mur-
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muring against him; as torus, who are we? Not against
us have ye murmured, but against God yExod. xvi. 7, 8).
And when the children of Israel rejected Samuel, and
asked to have given them a king, as the other nations
had, God said to Samuel: They have not rejected thee,
but me (1 Kings viii. 7). In this way they explain also
that text of Isaiah: Think it ye a light matter to be

troublesome and burdensome to men, whom God haith
sent you to rule and govern you? Understand then that
it 'is not a, little thing, but a serious thing, forye are
troubleson~e even to my God (Isai. vii. 13); since the
offence is done to God, and He takes it as done to Him.
How much God abhors these murmurings against
Superiors, and how He takes the injury for His own, is
seen in the great and extraordinary chastisements wherewith He has punished it. Of Core, Dathan and Abiron,
Holy Scripture relates that He punished them with a fearful punishment for murmuring against l\10ses and Aaron,
and saying that they' were arrogant in their government.
The earth opened, and swallowed them down alive to hell,
with their women, houses and families; and fire came
down from heaven and burnt two hundred and fifty others
(Num. xxvi. 10). St. Thomas (2a 2ae,. q. 93, art. 2) here
talls attention to the fact that God chastised more
rigorously and signally those who murmured against
their Superiors than those who outraged immediately
God Himself by their idolatry in adoring the golden calf.
These last He was satisfied with puttirig to the sword,
but for the former He brought down fire from heaven,
and set the earth ablaze, and swallowed them down alive
to hell; to give us to understand, says St. Thomas, how
greatly God resents any insult and injury done to those
whom He puts in His place.
Hence, by the way, we may understand the reason why

in Holy Writ the sin of disobedience is compared to the
sin of idolatry. As the sin of di'l,ination by diabolic art,
so it is to contradict obedience; and as the sin of idolatry,
to refuse to submit (I Kings xv. 23): so said the prophet
Samuel'to Saul, when rebuking him for his disobedience.
SS.Gregor" and Bernard give the reason of this comparison: for. as the sin of idolatry and holding consulta-
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tion with the devil is a renunciation of the worship ana
reverence due to God, so also the sin of disobedience and
disrespect to Superiors deprives God of the reverence and
honour due to Him, since they stand in the place of God.
Furthermore, as the idolater, abandoning the true God,
adores and honours an idol of wood, so the disobedient
man, ceasing to follow the true rule, which is God,
fo11o\\1s the false rule, which is his O\ivn judgment and
human reasonings.
But to· come back to our point, on one occasion God
.very nearly destroyed all the children of Israel in the
wilderness for murmuring against Moses and Aaron,
sending them serpents to bite them (N urn. xxi. 5-6). St.
Paul quotes this instance, writing to the Corinthians:
Nor rnurrnur ye} as some of the1n rllurrnured} and perished
by the destroyer (I Cor. x. 10).
Mary, the sister of
Moses, was also punished by God for the same offence
with a grievous leprosy, and with that He would have
her banished from camp for seven days, notwithstanding
all the prayers of Moses for one so dear to him. And
he who could hold back the anger of God not to vent
itself at one blow upon that idolatrous people, did not
succeed in getting his sister pardoned without due satisfaction (Nurn. xii.).
From this precedent St. Basil adopted the punishment
which he prescribed for any Religious who murmured
against obedience, or spoke ill of his brot'her. He would
have the offender separated from the community, not only
his person, but also his things. His work wa~ not to be
mixed with that of the others; but, as they do with the
plague-stricken, his person, his clothes, and all that he had
touched or handled ,;vas cast out, not to infect the rest;
thus he was to be separated from the community like an
excommunicate: he was to be left alone, none was to go
near him in prayer, at meals, at the hour of repose oi"
\-vork, that so he mig-ht be ashamed of himself and amend.
Pope Nicholas the First,writing to the Emperor
Michael, to rebuke him for rudeness as having spoken
disrespectfully of bishops, cites to this purpose the story
of David. When Saul was pursuing him and close in
upon him, David found the king one day alone in a
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cave, where he might have slain him with impunity. But
he would not lay hands on him, taking it for a treasonable deed to lay hands on the Lord's Anointed, however
wicked he "vas and such an enemy of his, but he ventured
to cut off a piece of the hem of his garment; and afterwards, says Holy Writ, David's conscience. smote him
for having done even that (I Kings xxiv. 6). So, says
the Pope, a good subject ought to act, recognising in his
Superior Christ our Lord, not daring to slash the robe

of his Superior with the knife of his tongue; and if for
once, for negligence or weakness, or under the influence
of passion, he comes to break out and mention some
small fault, he ought at once to be conscience-stricken as
David was, for having touched the hem of the. Superior's
garment, however small and minute the fault. And he
adds this saying de comrnuni Pontificum: " The doings
of Superiors, though they sometimes seem worthy
of reprehension, are not to be slashed with the knife of
the tongue, because they· hold the place of God." Facta
superiorum oris gladio ferienda non sunt}quamvis 'l'ep'l'ehendenda videantu'l'. Therefore the Lord Himself says:
Thou shalt not mU'l'mu'l' against the gods} Diis non
detrahes '1Exod. xxii. 28). He calls them gods, and
wishes them to be reverenced as such. ~
To what has been said it may be added· that not only is
injury done to God and to the Superior, but also much
harm is done to the subject,· in conversation with whom the
murmuring is brought out; for it discredits the Superior
in his eyes, and diminishes the good opinion and esteem
that· he had of him, and makes him conceive some sort of
aversion· and disaffection for him. Hereby the authority
and force of obedience is greatly impaired, and it. may
cause the other not to profit by what the Superior says
or does to him, and that bars the way to his spiritual
progress, .which should be through the Superior. In all
these. ways it behoves .us to be very much on our guard
against hindering so much .good. The Apostle says
accordingly: Take care that no 'l'oot of bitte'l'ness sp'l'ing
up as an obstacle to perfect ~armony} .and thereby many.
may be contatninated (Heb. xii. IS). We shouldp4Y great
attention to this, even though it be· in slight and trivial
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things: for it would be no slight or trivial thing to deprive
the Superior of the love, esteem, credit and confidence
which a subject had in him. That is the usual consequence
of such murmurings and babblings : that is what we should
look to in them, and not to the question of the thing
mentioned being in itself grave or light.

CHAPTER XV

That obedience does not prevent making representations, and of the conduct to be observed in such a case
Not only is it no fault or imperfection to represent a
difficulty to the Superior, but it is a point of greater. perfection, and it would be a fault not to make such representation in due season. So we have a rule about it, which
bids us expressly: "As excessive solicitude for what
regards the body is reprehensible, so a proper care of preserving health and bodily strength for the service of God is
praiseworthy, and all ought to have it; and, therefore,
when anyone feels that anything is doing him harm, or
that something further is necessary as regards food,
clothing, lodging, office, or exercise, or anything else,
all ought to admonish the Superior thereof, or him whom
the Superior shall appoint for that purpose." Our Father
had good reason for giving us this rule; for though it is
.true that the chief care, and, in away, the whole care of
things necessary for health falls on Superiors, yet, after
all, they are men, not angels, and being such they cannot
know if you have need of anything beyond the common,
nor remember all particular cases; so it is needful for
you to help them in the matter, reminding them and
representing your want that they may provide. The difficulty is in making the representation in the proper way,
for there is great danger of self-love and private judgment
coming in. To proceed without suspicion of that, our
Father says there are two things to observe. The first is
that, before making any representation, you should have
recourse to prayer; and after that, if you feel that you
ought to represent the matter to the person in charge, do
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so. This does not mean that you are first to say. a Hail
Mary, and then make any representation that comes into
your head. The prayer required is, that, before representing anything, you should first recollect your thoughts,
and see whether it be proper for the greater glory of God
to make this representation, or whether you are seeking
yourself therein. In the latter case, you should make no
representation; but if you really think that it accords with
the greater glory of God to represent something, represent

it according!y.
The second thing to be observed is, that when you
have represented your case by word· of mouth, or by a
brief memorandum not to have it forgotten, you should
leave the whole care of the matter to the Superior,
holding that to be the better thing which he shall ordain,
without further statement, without importunity coming
from yourself or from another, whether your request be
granted or not; since each should persuade himself that
what the Superior, being informed of the situation, shall
ordain, will be that which is most in accordance with
God's service and our Lord's greater glory. Thus, as
well after as before your statement and representation you
must be in a state of great indifference, not only in point
of execution for taking or leaving the thing in question,
but also in point of being more satisfied and taking that
for the· better course which the Superior shall ordain.
This is the main thing to be observed in representing our
wants, that the petitioner shall be so indifferent about his
petition as to remain quite satisfied and pleased, whether
the thing be granted or refused. Hereby it will be
clearly seen whether he was seeking therein the glory of
God, or whether he was seeking himself. If he wa~
seeking purely the will and glory of God, he will rejoice
in anything that the Superior· shall ordain, knowing that
to be the will of God declared by the Superior. But if
he complains and is dejected or murmurs interiorly at a
refusal, it is a sign that he was not indifferent nor purely
seeking God, but was seeking himself and his own comforts: it vvas on that account that he was dejected and
troubled at being baulked of his wish. Thus one of the
beneficial results that you should endeavour to draw from
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the prayer that you make before representing your wants,
is to bring yourself to an attitude of perfect indifference as
to whatever reply may be given you, so that it shall make
no more matter to you if the answer be yes than if it be
no. This is the best disposition that you can bring with
you to this representation of yourwants, for in this way you
will be as happy and as pleased over a no as over a yes.
I t would even be a good plan, when the anS'wer is yes to
your request, to reflect and consider whether you would
have been as satisfied if the answer had been no. If so,
it will be an excellent sign, and you will have every reason
to . believe that acting upon this yes you are doing the
will of God. I say, then, that it is not against the perfection of obedience to make your representation in this
way, since there is in that no departure from indifference
and resignation. On the contrary, it argues greater
perfection and greater mortification, to represent your.
case; and to fail to represent it would be manifest
imperfection and want of mortification, to say nothing
of its being express disobedience to the rule aforesaid.
A man feels that something is doing him
harm, and that he has need of something else; yet he
persists in saying nothing about it, thinking within himself: ' If they give it me, so much the better; and if not,
all right still.' Perhaps such a one will think that this
shows mortification and desire of suffering: no, it is not
mortification and desire of suffering, since he would feel
greater difficulty and repugnance in representing his wants,
and going with his request to the Superior, than in
suffering what he suffers at present, for he fancies that
the Superior will take him for a man who has a great
eye to himself and his own comforts. At other times you
get' this specimen of want of mortification, and lack of
indifference,-' The other day I made some representation, and the Superior blew me up sky-high, and answered
me in such a decisive way that I went off with my mind
made up never more to darken that man's door, nor represent anything, except in the case of impossibility to stand
the situation any longer.' All this comes of your not going
about the business of representing your wants with indifference, and your not having virtue enough to take a
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refusal, and so you prefer to suffer rather than make any
representation.
Here should be observed the deceit of the devil· and
the strength of self-will, that makes us prefer to suffer
the need we are under, according to· our own will and
fancy, rather than represent it, for fear of being met with
a refusal. Even in point of self.,..love and self-interest, this
is an error and a blindness. Let ~s put the matter, at the
worst according to your ideas, and suppose the Superior

does say· no,· pray tell me, \vould it not be better to fake
your present suffering- then under obedience and· in submission. to the \vill of God rather than of your own will,
as you are suffering now? Reflect, besides, on the merit
that you would have gained by having represented your
wants and kept your rule,'which would be no small merit.
Nor would you have any reason to fear the awkward
consequences that might ensue after you had represented
your case. They \vould not then stand to your account,
as they would' have stood if you had not made any representation ; but they would be put down to your Superior,
and putdownto God, who directs and governs you through
him. To prevent, then, all these ill consequences, and rid
us of all. the difficulty and. shame that might. otherwise
have occurred to us in the matter, our Father lays uS
down a rule about it. Whoever does what the rule commands him, what has he to, fear, and what has he to be
ashamed about? A Superior cannot take it ill, but must
take it well, that one keeps his rule. And the practice
that there is in the Society, so·· common and ordinary, of
having recourse to the Superior in very small things,
makes it very easy; let not your want of mortification
make it difficult.
The whole difficulty of this business lies in representing
our \vants with due indifference and resignation, where-

fore it is necessary to enlarge upon it a little further. A
man should not go to represent his wants with his mind
made up that what he asks is suitable for him; that would
be· a source of disquiet and trouble in case of things not
going as he thought. But he must go to represent his case
in a state of doubt, awaiting the resolution and determination of the Superior with indifference; and in this way he
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will be at rest, whatever answer he gets. A student going
to ask a speculative doubt of his professor, remains
content and satisfied with the answer given, because he
went as a disciple and with a doubt to one who was his
master, and so takes it for the truth and the solution of
his doubt. In like manner the truly obedient subject
should represent to his Superior the practical doubts which
occur to him, doubting what is best for him, and not
having his mind made up one way rather than another,
until the Superior declares what has to be done; and
that he must take for the best and surest course, and as
such follow it and rest satisfied with it. So, in the prayer
that we make before representing our wants, we must not
make up our minds that this or that is more in accordance
with the glory of God. The only thing that we have to
make up our minds about is that it is a proper thing to
represent to the Superior, and that in so representing it
we should let it appear that we are not seeking self, but
God. But what we should always remain in doubt about
is, whether in sober reality it be a suitable thing or not,
until the Superior resolves and determines the question.
This is a point to take great notice of, for hence depends
our making our representation rightly, and quietly acquiescing in any answer that the Superior may give. And as
this is a thing of such frequent use and practice here in
Religion, it is very important that we should hit upon the
right way of doing it. It would be a great prejudice to
Religion, and a thing greatly to be deplored, if we got so
much out of hand in this matter that Superiors could
hardly refuse anything to their subjects without there
ensuing bitterness, distrust, and complaints on their part
that little love is shown them, they meanwhile remaining
obstinate in their view of the matter, and grumbling
perhaps at the Superior being rigid and hard, a
man who will go out of his way for nobody. We should
reflect that if we bore with our natural parents refusing us
many things that we asked, and did not take them to be
severe on that account, nor lose the love that was due to
them,-and that while we did not profess at the time to
be making war on our own will, or gaining the victory
over ourselves,-now that we do .profess all that, it is all
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the more to be expected that we shall observe the same
conduct to. our spiritual fathers.
In the days of old, Superiors used sometimes to refuse
on purpose their subjects' requests, though they migQt
have granted them without inconvenience,-simply to
practise them in mortification and make them take
refusals well; and subjects seized with cheerfulness and
alacrity upon the occasion thus offered them of doing
violence to their own will: such was the great c1es;re they

had of their spiritual advancement. But how would it
be now, if not only that which might be granted in reason,
but even what is not good for us cannot be refused us,
without bitterness and complaints ensuing on our part?
How would it be if things came to this pass, that
Superiors had at times to condescend to their subjects,
granting· them what they would rather not grant, to
avoid greater evil; a state of things which, as we have
said above, a subject ought greatly to dread?
For greater perfection in this representation of our
wants, our indifference and abandonment of self should
not be confined to the interior, but should also be shown
exteriorly- in our words and way of putting the thing, that
words may march with desires and the exterior aid the
interior. That is a good way of representing our wants,
which shows on our part indifference and inward self..
abandonment; and the more this disposition is shown, the
better will it be. And if the thing be represented in such
a way that even the Superior cannot make out to which
side he who makes the representation inclines, his only
object being that upon the case as represented the Superior
may see what is fitting, that will be a very excellent way
of representing a want. This may be well understood
from the following: There is a rule of the Provincial
that at consultations, when he proposes anything to the
consultors for them to give their opinion on, he shall pro..
pose it. in such manner as not to show more inclination
one way than the other,. that so .the consultors may speak
their minds more freely, and their seeing their Superior
inclined one way may not give them occasion to incline
to that also. This, then, also is a very good way ofreere..
senting our wants to the Superior,-to represent them
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in words so plain and simple that the Superior may
scarcely understand which way your inclination lies, that
so you; may not give him any occasion of condescending
to your wish in view of your weakness, but that he may
see for himself the more appropriate course to take, without regard to your inclination and desire.
We have two excellent examples of this in the holy
Gospel. The first is the way in which our Lady represented to her dear Son the shortage there was of wine at
the marriage-feast to which they had been invited. They
have no wine (J ahn ii. 3).
She did not say : 'Supply)
Lord, this need, as Thou canst, that they may not be put
to the blush 'but simply represented the shortage. The
second example is the way in which Mary and Martha
represented to Christ. our Redeemer the illness of their
brother Lazarus. The holy Gospel says that they sent a
message of this tenour : Lord, he whorn thou lovest i's sick
(John xi. 3). St. Augustine therewell observes: " They
did not say, C01ne, Lord: they did not dare to say, Come
and heal him j nor so much as to say ,Give comnrand, and
it shall be done, as the Centurion said (Matt. viii. 8) : they
said only, Lord, he whom thou lovest is sick." To hirD
who loves, no more is necessary than to ~ignify the fact.
This is the way in which we should represent our wants to
our Superior, in words so plain and simple as to declare
the need, but· not the desire, nor personal inclination.
In this way we shall be quite safe of his not condescending
to us, and of our not seeking ourselves~
This way of representing our wants is expressly laid down
by our Father· in the Constitutions, where, treating of
invalids who find that the climate of a particular region
is hurtful to them, he says that such an invalid is not
to ask for a change, nor show an inclination that way,
but merely to represent to the Superior his ailment and
indisposition and the inability he feels to do the work,
and all the rest he must leave to the Superior, who will
see whether it is fitting· to send him elsewhere, where he
will be better and able· to· do more, or whether it will be
to the greater glory of God for him to stay where he is
though .doing lessor even nothing at all, that heing
more expedient for him. N ow if in a matter like this,
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which seems .to touch us so closely~ our Father requires
such indifference and resignation, calling upon us not to
ask for any change, or show any inclination that way,
how must it be in other things which are not of such
consequence? But 'because sometimes we cannot or do
not know how to represent our wants, without giving the
Superior to understand what we desire or are inclined to,
there is an excellent and praiseworthy way of doing things
which some have, which is, after making their representation clearly and plainly, earnestly to beg the Superior not
to mind what they say, or try to give them satisfaction,
but to seek solely the greater service of God,-declaring
at the same time that this will be to them the greatest
charity and consolation, to let them' feel therein that they
are doing the will of God; whereas it would be a great
distress to them to feel that he was humouring them, for
then 'they would think that they were doing their own
will, and not that of God or of obedience.

CHAPTER XVI

Of excessive, solicitude in 'U'hat regards' the body,

and how proper it is to avoid singularities here
While our' Father says that it is a praiseworthy thing
to' take proper care of bodily health' and strength for the
service of God, so he says also that excessive solicitude
for what touches the body is reprehensible. As we have
treated of the first head, so we will treat now of the
second. In all things, it is difficult to hit the golden
mean, but in wh"at regards our bodily, health there' is
particular 'difficulty, because self-love is a great schemer
here,and sets up for being an eminent physician,saying
that this is bad for the chest, that for the stomach, that
for the, head, that for the eyes; and so, under colour of
necessity; sensuality and love of good cheer very commonly comes in.
'
On this point' St., Bernard very properly inveighs
against those who have an excessive care of their health,
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and under pretence of preserving it, draw th,.ese differences
between one dish and another. He says they are disciples
of Hippocrates and Galen, not of Christ, and that they
find these differences and peculiarities of articles of food
not -in, the Gospel, nor in Holy Scripture, but in books of
medicine. "Beans, they say, are windy, cheese lies
heavy -on the stomach, milk is injurious to the head,
my chest cannot stand drinking water, cabbage engenders
melancholy, leeks kindle bile, fish from a pond
or muddy water agrees not at all with my constitution."
Legumina, inquit, ventosa sunt, easeus stomaehum
gravat, lac eapiti noeet, potunt aquae non sustinet pectus,
eauZes nutriunt melaneholiam, eho,zeram porri aeeendunt,
pisces de stagno aut de lutosa aqua meae penitus eomplexioni non eongruunt. "Good heavens," he says,
" what are we to make of you, if in our rivers, our
gardens, our store-rooms, we can hardly find anything to
give you? Consider that you are not a doctor, but a
Religious, and ought to make more account of your profession than of your constitution."
St. Bernard goes on _to show four very excellent and
practical reasons for the propriety of following the community and avoiding singularities.
Paree, obseero,
primum quidem quieti tuae, paree deinde labori ministrantium, paree gravarnini domus, paree con'seientiae.
"The first is for your ow~ quiet and ease, for t'hese singularities carry with thelTI these uneasy thoughts: will they
give it me or not ?" Are they annoyed and bored at giving
it me? And if they do give it me, they make me wait;
and. for once it comes, it often fails to come.
No one
knows the· a~xiety there is over this except him who has
tried it. It puts one much at ease to be able to get on
with the ordinary -fare. Secondly, look at the trouble you
give over this to the cook, the refectorian, and the server
at table; they all have to trot round and round,. going and
,coming to satisfy you; do try to save them this worry.
Thirdly, see what a burden you are to the house with
your singularities, since the common and ordinary fare
stands ready prepared for all, and that is done without
trouble; but to have to range beyond this, to suit your
whims and unnecessary peculiarities, is very burdensome
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and tiresome. Fourthly, have regard to conscience, I do
not say your own, but your brother's, who sits next to
you and eats what they give him, and is scandalised at
your not eating; since you give him occasion to murmur
interiorly at you, judging you for an epicure; or· if he
does not thus judge of you, but supposes you need that
accommodation, then he forms judgments and inward
complaints against the Superior, and those who should
have care of you, for not meeting your needs."
" Some," St. Bernard· goes on to say, " seek to justify
themselves and back up what they do in this matter, by
the example of St. Paul, who recommends his disciple
Timothy to drink a little wine for the weakness of his
stomach. Do not go on drinking water, but drink a little
wine for thy stomach's slake and thy frequent ailtnents
(I Tim. v. 23). To this I reply, first of all, that St. Paul
does not take this advice for himself, but applies it to
another, and that other had not asked for this indulgence,
either, but it was given him without his trying or asking
for it, whereas you do try and ask for this indulgence
and singularity for yourself. Thus I do grievously suspect
(says the Saint) the prudence of the flesh coming in under
colour of discretion, and that being sensuality which you
think necessity.
Secondly (he says) let them observe
that St. Paul is not speaking there of a Religious, like
you, but of a Bishop, like Timothy, whose life was then
so necessary in the infancy of the Church. Give me another Timothy, and I will feed him, if you like, with
powdered gold, and give him balsam to drink."
And he adds by the way: " If you do take kindly to
this advice of the Apostle to his disciple to drink wine,
I would wish you at least also to take kindly to that word
which he adds, ,modico, 'very little.'"
St. Jerome,
writing to Eustochium De custodia virginitatis, gives as
his first advice for the preservation of chastity not to
drink wine. "The spouse of Christ should shun wine
like poison ": Sponsa Chr'isti '7,inunt fugiat pro veneno.
Notice this phrase, which well accords with what St. Paul
says: Wine, wherein is luxury (Eph. v. 18). St. Jerome
goes on to say: " This is one of the principal weapons
which .the devil makes use of in his war against youth;
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neither covetousness, nor pride, nor ambition makes suc.h
war on them; wine and youth are two incentives and two
fires of lust. Why feed the flame with oil? Why with a
body already on fire with youth, add further fire?"
But to corne back to our point, what I am now trying
to recommend to Religious is what SSe Basil, Bernard,
Bonaventure and others strongly charge us,-it is that we
§hould try to accustom ourselves to be content with what
is the comt.:nQn usage of Religious Life, and not seek to
be' singular in anything, so far as may be. To persuade
us to this course, it were enough to see that in this way
we shall save many disquieting and distressful thoughts,
and many judgments of our own and others, as has been
said. So,' though it were only for our own private interest,
and our leading a quiet and contented life in Religion,
we should try to do this, even at the cost of a certain
amount of inconvenience, for thIs guiet and content goes
for more than all the benefit that could accrue to us from
these singularities. This consideration is enforced by the
fact that in this way "Teshall greatly edify our brethren,
give vast satisfaction to Superiors, and better please
God. Let this be well observed, for it is a very practical
and wholesome lesson.
One of the greatest services that you can render, and
greatest sacrifices that you can make to God in Religion,
and one of the greatest penances and mortifications that
you can practise, most pleasing to God, most profitable to
yourself, and most edifying to your brethren, is to pass your
whole life in Religion without any special privilege or
exemption. Live ever in this line tenaciously and unfailingly, observe in all its rigour the common life of
Religion, be ever content with what is common, the
common food that all eat, the common habit that all
wear, the common observances that all practise, seeking
no privilege, no exemption, no speciality whatever. And
since you must do some penance, and have some practice
of mortification, let this be your principal penallceand
mortification. [Mea maxima mortificatio vita communis.
St. Iohn Berchmans.l
So the Saints and Masters of spiritual life say that
other penances must be moderated in such a way as to
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leave strength for this, as being the chief penance. Little
store will your Superior set by your disciplines and haircloths, if afterwards you are not content with the ordinary
things that others use, but seek your own ease and
convenience in dress, lodging, etc. But here you see a
penance that you have already leave. to do; and Superiors
\vill be delighted to see you doing it; and you can do it
without danger of vainglory, since it does not look like

D

doing penance, nor do others see whether you are 1TIorti-

~

fying yourself or not, a.11 the while that it· is one of the
best of penances, and the most pleasing to God that you
can possibly do. It looks like a plain and common life,
and before God it is a life of singular holiness and per~
fection, very solid and· secure.
On the other hand, one of the things ,most prejudicial
and hurtful to a Religious Order, is for a knot of persons
to start practising singularities, and claiming privileges
and exemptions, even though it be under colour of some
hobby of their own, and a title that seems to them amply
to justify their doings. So true is this, that· St. Bonaventure sets it down for one of the principal sources of
tepidity and laxity in Religious bodies. Though you have
lived long in Religion, he· says, and done great service in
it, yet you may do it vast harm in this matter: since those
who ente'red after you do not see your inward virtue, nor
consider how much you have laboured bef0re they came;
all they see is the present example you give them in
observing the Rules. In this matter the newcomers look
to their elders to lead the way, and as they came first to
Religion, so also to be first in· the exact observance of its
Rules. thereby to serve as guides and examples to those
who are still in their first fervour for serving God.
When the contrary happens, they are either shocked at it,
or proceed to imitate it, relaxing their efforts upon the
example of others.'
'
Our Father understood this well, and therefore to
prevent the great mischief that might enter in this way,
he would have every candidate for incorporation in the
Society asked this question: "Will you be content to
live in the· colleges and fare as the rest fare, without
benefit of privileges and peculiarities, without seeking to
36
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be treated better than the meanest in the house?" And
this question he would have particularly put to men with
University degrees, and to others who might come to be
men of importance in the Order, because in them he
thought there might be some danger of their seeking
peculiarities and exemptions. Such claimants do not
understand the mischief they make in this matter, though
it be in small things; for at once your neighbour thinks
that he has laboured as much as you, and stands in the
same need as you, so he puts in for the same special
treatment; and then another, who is only a little behind,
and then another; and so Religious discipline comes to
relaxation and ruin. "Much better," says St. Bernard
to these breakers-up of union and enemies of peace,
" much better that you should be no preacher, or have no
dexterity in the management of affairs, than that you
should enjoy these peculiarities and exemptions; for you
do more harm with the one than you do good with the
other." Therefore our Father gives us warning beforehand that in the Society there are to be no exemptions or
singularities, and no claim of seniority is to avail to secure
these, nor your having been a professor, or a preacher, or
a Superior. Rather we must hold this for a fixed
principle, that you cannot hit upon any policy more ruinous
to the Society than to give occasion to the idea that
because yOU are of old standing, or a learned man, or a
preacher, therefore you have· a right to look for exemptions and privileges, and to be treated in some way out
of the common, and not as is usual with the rest. Those
of oldest standing in· the Society, and the most learned,
are just the people who should give most edification in all
things. It is they who, by their example, should uphold
and promote religious discipline, identifying themselves
"with the :hu:lnblest (humilibus consentientes, Rom. xii. 16).
This is the end that learning and seniority should serve
in theSociety~

CHAPTER XVII

An answer to a scruple about the duty of looking
after· one's health
Since the· chief and best-warranted motive that presses

upon us to adopt some singularities is the duty that we
seem to have of looking after our health and preserving
our lives, 'we will repeat here some things that Doctors of
Theology say on this subject. In the first place they
observe, and it is common doctrine, that it is one thing
to kill oneself, and take means to shorten one's life On
purpose,-and that is .unlawful and a very grave sin,~
but quite another thing to take no trouble to preserve
one's health or life, nor seek to prolong it; and that;
they' say, is not unlawful, but lawful. Thus, no one is
bound to endeavour to lengthen his life, or preserve it,
by eating' dainty dishes or extraordinary foods; or to
live' in· the healthiest places, though he knows that there
he shall live longer and enjoy better health; or, again, to
get for himself the most wholesome foods that agree best
with his constitution, though he know for certain that
by that means he shaH prolong his life and enjoy better
health. This is clear, since the contrary would· be a
condemnation of all the fasts, abstinences and penances of
the Church and Religious Orders. Nay, Theologians and
Saints· say that to go in search of these things. is
ordinarily reprehensible, especially in Religious. Neither
is· one bound in sickness to .look out for out-of-th~-way,
very precious and costly medicines to save one's life, or
rare arid eminent physiCians: all that is blameworthy
in a Religious man, who makes profession of humility and
poverty. Enough to use common arid easy means, that
ordinarily meet tlie case; for bodily .life and health is a
temporal gdod,and· of very little value in comparison with
the life of the soul, and so God does not oblige us to
more than· this.
And not· only frOm what is extraordinary and out-of...the5~3
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way is it lawful to keep aloof, but also from what is
common and ordinary. So we see that Religious and
servants of God eschew the sustenance, sleep and bodily
cheer that others commonly take, and that they might
take lawfully, and we grant thenl that, not only as a
lawful, but even a holy practice, though they know that
it must in some sort injure their health, and that in this
way they will shorten their lives. As it is la\vful, and a
thing of high virtue and merit, to expose oneself to danger
of death and give one's temporal life, not only for one's
neighbour's soul, but also for his tenlporal life,asthey
do who serve and minister to the plague-stricken, and
persons suffering from other contagious' diseases, so it is
also lawful and very virtuous conduct to expose oneself
to a small loss of life, or a little injury to bodily health,
in view of helping one's own soul by the benefit of mortification. If, to gain a morsel of bread for the support of
his family, and the keeping up of some little respectability,
a man crosses the sea and goes to Flanders and the
Indies, and endures many bad nights and \vorse days,
with much injury to health and danger of life, and we
put'that down as lawful, how much more must it be a
lawfuland holy thing to do the like for the spiritual health
of one's own soul, to keep the flesh subject and submissive
to the spirit, that it may not rebel against it and commit
some treason! This is the meaning of doing' penance;
and .if we abandon that, we shall have to abandon also
all the penances that are practised in the' Church of God.
There is a further question discussed by Theologians,
whether it is lawful for a servant of God who has a great
pain in his liver or stomach, or a very painful wound, to
seek no cure and use no medical treatment, but suffer for
Christ, supposing there is no danger of death; and they
answer' yes.' T'hey quote the' instance of St. Agatha, who
when St. Peter came in the figure of an old man to cure
her breasts that had' been' cut off, by the. persecutor, would
nof cotisent 'to his' curing her, saying, that she had never
used, any bodily remedy. They quote also the example
of many spiritual and 'holy men, 'who preferred to suffer a
pain in the liver or stomach without applying any remedYt
on: ,purpose to mortify their flesh and subject it to the
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spirit, and to feel and partake somewhat of the pains and
passion of Christ, and w~re very content and quite
~heerful, and benefited by those pains.
Further, to make it evident that neither health nor even
life is so valuable as to oblige us to. pay such regard to it,
orbe ~o industrious to secure and keep it as some imagine;
Theologians put this' case :-Suppose a man is sure to die
unless they cut off a .leg or an . arm ; they ask if he is
bound to submit to. the amputation, and they say no~
They quote what a certain patient said in such a caSe:
"Health and life are none so precious or desirable as to
obligem,e to suffer so much pain for them." N arn non est
tant.o digna. dolo1'e salus. Theologians say that a man is
not .bound .. to use· medicines to prolong his life, though
he knows that it will be shortened.if he does not· use them.
For instance, if the. doctors ordered him to purge every
month, or every year, and take. such and such medicines,
or to have an. incision made' on. 'one. side and another on
the other, he is not bound to do. it, although he were to
die ten years earlier in consequence. The same Doctors
of Theology. say further that though a'man knew' that by
drinking wine, or drinking it iced, he should shorten his
life, he is not bound under mortal sin to give up the wine
or the' iced drink. Let us. apply this, then, to oUr· purpose. If to tickle the palate, to drink cooling draughts;
to eat savoury and tasty t~ings, and to 'enjoy such~like
luxuries; men take no account of the preservation of their'
health,. or the prolongation of their lives, nor look to
that at all, and we do not condemn them on that account,
why should a Religious be so careful of his health as to
upset regular observance, fancying that this will do him
harm and that will do him more good! But grant that
it is no fancy" but· fact: let. us put in one scale the n'eed
and 'the benefit likely to be derived from the remedy,-

a very uncertain quantity,-and in the other the trouble

and worry, your own and other people's, and the disedification thence ensuing, and other pernicious consequences,
and we shall see that this side incomparably outweighs the
other. What people in the world do,---':and possibly you
have often done it yourself,~to enjoy a delicacy ahd a
tit-bit, is it 'not r~asonable to do the like to enjoy
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Religious life, and go vvith the community, and give no
scandal and. disedification to your brethren?
At least let us gather this lesson from what has been
said, that one is under no obligation to aim at getting
these special comforts. As for what regards the scruple,
you may rest assured that there is no ground for it, even
though less he done for you than is done, and things come
to their worst, whether in health or in sickness, and though
you do suffer somevvhat in health thereby. You will do
the better and the more perfect thing by suffering something and taking it for penance, instead of going about
to procure comfort and convenience, complaining that they
do not look after you, or make such account of you as
they ought. God does not require us to look so much
after our health as that.
On those words of Christ : He ithat shall inordinately
love his life shall lose it; and he that shall scorn and cast
it off for me shall find it in life everlasting (Matt. xvi. 25),
St. Bernard says: " Hippocrates and his school teach us
how to preserve our lives in this world; Epicurus teaches
us to set our hearts on pleasure, and seek our comfort with
great zest; Christ our Redeemer teaches us to lose our
lives, and scorn the delights and comforts of the body, and
make all that of little account in comparison with the
good of the soul. See, then, which of these master"s you
wish to follow: see whether you wish to be a disciple of
. Christ, or of Hippocrates and Galen." We may add here
that we see by experience that those who give way to
these fancies and peculiarities are always ill.and out of
sorts, and often lose their health by the very means they
take to preserve it, vvhile, on the other hand, those who,
trusting to God and to obedIence, follow the community
and adapt themselves to everything, live sound, healthy
lives in Religion. They who ate lentils and did not drink
wine, says Holy Scripture (Dan. i. IS) had better and
plumper faces than their companions who ate and drank
of the table of the king.
Cassian makes aqother good point; he says th"at there
are some who wish these special comforts to be supplied
them, not so much for any need that they have of them,
but as a mark of dignity, a piece of presumption and pride.
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They want more to be made of them than of others, and
some difference of treatment accorded, because they· are
ancients in Religion, preachers, professors, and masters
of arts. These people, says Cassian, are never very
spiritual men, nor distinguished for virtue. Those ancient
Fathers, he says, vvho in point of discipline, shine· as
luminaries in the Church of God,were great lovers of
common life, great enemies of singularities, and these
we ought to imitate.
But we do not mean by· this that no one should go to
the trouble of representing his necessities, since . it is
clear that in a large community there are always some
who need special treatment, since not all have the same
health or vigour of body. It is well that all should understand this, and no one take occasion from what we have
said to judge others; but rather, when they see anyone
having things specially provided for him, to reckon that
he needs it, and have compassion on him and ,his
infirmity. Be not, says St. Bernard, like those who
"feel envy. where they ought to feel pity and compassion.
Such people take their neighbour· for fortunate in having
better diet and better treatment, while he· counts himself
unfortunate and miserable for ·being subject to this necessity and unable to follow the community, and feels that
more than the aihnent itself. " As there is no envy on our
part, nor grumbling,but rather pity, when we see him
who is particularly unwell, treated with more abundant
and costly medicines: so, when you see one suffering
from this need· of special treatment, do not envy, but pity
him,and be very thankful to heaven that you are in no
need of more food, more sleep, more clothing, more
comforts, but can afford to fare as the community fares.:
Anyone, says St. Bernard, who looks with envious eyes
on the special allowances made for others, clearly shows
lo\v thoughts and a heart inclined to sensuality and selfindulgence.
The Saint ends with a conclusion wherewith I also may
well conclude: " I say not this, my brothers because I
have at present any complaint to make on this score, but
because I think it necessary to admonish and forewarn
you, since there are among you tender ~ and delicate sub-
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jects, who need some dispensation, either for age or
infirmity. But I return hearty thanks to God our Lord
that I see many so careful of themselves, so anxious
for self-improvement, that far from these low and unworthy thoughts, they leave out of account the 'weak and
needy among them, and have no eyes to see their peculiarities, because their gaze is fixed on themselves,
ever complaining of themselves, and thinking that
they do less than all the others, and so they take them
for their superiors and their betters, according to the
advice of the Apostle St. Paul, each thinking the other
his superior (Phil. ii. 3)'"
He adds another piece of advice which is very good,
not to take any account of those who need special allo'wances, nor cast an eye upon that, but fix our eyes on one
or two of those whom \ve see to be· the most fervent and
exemplary in the house, and try to imitate them. And
he relates an instance of one of his monks, which, he says,
gave him great satisfaction.
This monk came to him
very early one morning, and said to him: ' , Woe is me,
Father, this night at Matins I counted and considered
thirty virtues in one of my brothers, and not one of. them
do I find in myself."
This is a very good practice, to
look at and study our brothers' virtues. "And be this
the fruit of our discourse," says the Saint, " always to
regard in others the height of their virtues, and not what
is imperfect and deficient in them; and in ourselves, on
the contrary, never to regard anything that may be matter
of vain presumption, but only what makes for true humility.
For \vhat advantage is it that you can work harder or
fast more .rigorously than another, if that other surpasses
you in virtue, is more humble, more patient, more
charitable than you are? What matter does it make that
he cannot fast nor work as hard as you do? Henceforth always see in your brethren all the good that is in
them, and that you have not; and in yourself do not look
at the good that you think you have, but look how far
ypu .fall . shQ.It~~2f~Jhe _attainment of perfection. Esto
magis sollicitus ut scias quid desit tibi. JJ In this way we
shall maintain ourselves in humility, and advance much in

Religious perfection.

CHAPTER XVIII

TVhat has been said is confirmed by some examples
It is related of Rabaudus, a Frankish nobleman, whose
vocation. and coming to Religion was a singular miracle,
that he found this life very rough and hard, having been

brought up in very easy circumstances; and the Abbot
Porcarius, who was then Superior of the convent, allowed
him sundry special and extraordinary comforts, better
suited to his constitution, and ordered them to be given
him; but not only did he. not thrive thereupon, but every
day became more delicate. and cranky. It happened one
day when he was at dinner with the rest, who were served
only with a morsel of dry bread and some beans, he
thought he saw two venerable old men,-,-one was bald,
and had keys hung .about his neck, the other was a monk,
-with a crystal vase in their hands; and making a .round
of the refectory they gave to each monk on his plate
something that they poured out of the vase;· but him alone
they left out without giving .himany, and looked at him
with a severe and angry countenance. But, as far as
he could, he got from the plates of those who were seated
about him something of what they had had given them;
and tasting it he fo.und it so delicious that all the delicacies
he had eaten in his life he thought were not so tasty and
could not be compared with that.. Having seen this vision
three times, he went to his Abbot and· told it hipl,and
asked him earnestly to tell him who those two dId men
were that he had seen. The Abbot fell in with it at once
and understood that they· were the Apostle St. Peter,
Patron of the house, and Honoratus,its Founder; arid
that the reason why they gave him none of that· food
which they distributed to the others was because he ·did
not follo\v· the community in. all things, but· had sundry
special dishes. Rabaudus, hearing this, did violence to
himself, and resolved to follow in all things the common
rigid and severe discipline of Religious Life, which· he
found much easier and lighter than he had expected.
56 9
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A little while after, he saw the same Saints making their
usual distribution of that food to the monks, and they
gave him some of it also, wherewith his soul was much
comforted, and he resolved to bear any hardships and
severities that he found in Religion.
Caesarius has an example very like this, of a Cistercian
monk, a monk rather in habit than in works. Being a
physician, he "vas outside the enclosure the greater part
of the year, and appeared in the monastery only upon high
festival days. One feast of our Lady he was with the
rest singing in choir, and saw our Blessed Lady enter
the choir, all radiant and shining, and from a box she
held in her hand, she poured with a spoon something into
every monk's mouth; but when it came to his turn, she
passed by without giving him any, telling him he needed
none of her drink, since, he was a doctor and got good
things for himself. This reproach so sensibly afflicted
him that, entering into himself, he changed his life, never
going out of doors without orders, and mortifying himself
much. The next feast of our Lady she came as before to
regale the Religious, and approached him, and stopping,
said to him: " Now that you have amended your life and
preferred my medicines to yours, see here some of my
beverage, drink as the rest."
After that he remained
with great delight steady in the monastery, holding all
the pleasures of the world in disgust: that drink was devotion, which makes all things sweet.
The same Caesarius relates that there came to the
monastery at Clairvaux, a clerk, very fastidious in· his
diet, who could not stomach the coarse conventual bread:
the mere thought of having to eat it made him waste
away. Christ our Lord appeared one night to him, and
presented him with a piece of the same bread and bade
him eat. He replied he could not possibly eat that barley
bread. Christ dipped the bread in the blood of His side,
and told him to eat it. He tasted it, and it tasted sweeter
than honey; and henceforth the bread, and all the other
coarse food of the community, which he could not touch
before, became to him extremely delicious.
The Chronicles of the Order of the glorious St. Francis
tell us of that famous assembly which was called the
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Chapter of Mats, because the cells were in the open field,
with divisions made by mats between them. Here were
assembled some five thousand friars; the Blessed St.
Dominic was also there. They say that such was the
fervour and spirit of penance among those holy Religious,
that it was necessary to curb them. St•..Francis being
informed that many wore shirts arid coats· of mail next
to their skin, and others iron hoops, and that thereby they
were much weakened and hindered from praying and serv-

ing the Order, so that some actually died, gave an order
of obedience that all who had coats and hoops of iron
should leave them off and bring them to him, and· there
were found five hundred such shirts and iron hoops. While
they \tVere thus assembled in chapter to treat of the progress of their Order, it was revealed to St. Francis that
the devils were holding an opposition chapter in a hospital
between the Portiuncula and Assisi; and that there were
met there more than eighteen thousand devils. Various
shrewd ,devices were then suggested, how to combat and
destroy St. Francis and his Order and followers. At last
there stood up a devil, more artful and subtle than the
rest, and he gave his advice to this effect: " This Father
St. Francis with his friars are so fervent in their. flight
and separation from the world, so strong in their love of
God, so busy at prayer, and· such adepts at tormenting
their bodies, that at present you can do little .or .nothing
against them. I advise for the present not to worry yourselves to death so much about them; but let us leave them
until this Francis closes his eyes, and there come to be
more friars, and we will find entrance into his Order for
youths without zeal for perfection, .and dignified old
gentlemen, and dainty-living nobles, and learned men full
of arrogance and with a weakly constitution, and they
will receive them all, to keep up the honour and .swell the
numbers of· their Order. And in this· way we will draw
them to self-love, and love of .worldly things, and desires
of science and honours : then we shall overcome them and
bring many over to our will." This plan met the warm
approval of all, and they. were much satisnedand elated
at this prospect.

TWENTY~SECOND

l1?EA TISE

OF OBSERVANCE OF THE RULES
CHAPTER I

Of the great favour and benefit God has done us in
encompassing us "with Rttles
Among other favours that the Lord has done us in
Religion, it has been a great thing to encompass us with
rules and holy admonitions, that so we might be better
guarded and defended from our enemies. The Saints very
well compare the evangelical counsels to the outer wall
or barbican of a city. As a city is better fortified when
it has not only a wall, but an outer wall, so that if the
enemy break. through and batter· down this, the townsmen have still the ,vall itself left to defend and guard
them, so God has done this favour to Religious Orders
in spiritual things. He has encompassed and guarded us
in the first place with the strong wall of His law·. and
commandments, and also with another "vall or barbican,
the Rules and Constitutions of the Order, so that upon
the assault of our enemy, who keeps up a continual·· war
against us, at most he may batter down and break
through some part of the outer wall, but the main. wall
of the law arid commandments of God still remains intact,
and· we are safe. A great mercy of God is this. that the
temptation that assails you, at most makes you fail in a
rule,· which is not binding·· even· under venial sin, and
that now you make more account of breakIng a rule than
there in the world perhaps you would have made of
grievous sins.
Hence it will be seen how great is the mistake that
some weak Religious make, who, when they see that they
commit faults against the Rules, and fall int.:> sundry
57 2
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imperfections, fancy that, for their being thus backward
arid careless, they would do·. better there outside in the
world than being so iniperfect. here· in Religion. This is a
very grave temptation: of the devil since it touches us on
so vital a spot as our ,voGation. He wishes nothing more
than to keep us' exposed in the. world, outside of the outworks.and barbican ,0£ the :Rules and evangelical coun~els,
hecause then ·hewilT play ,his artillery. against the. unprotected wall of the law of God, and, perchance, he will
soon cause you to faU into some mortal sin, which now he
cannot so easily acc6mpli~h, since you are guarded and
defended by the batbican, which receives all the blows,
and where all the .lances of the enemy are shattered, you
meanwhile remaining far from falling into mortal sin.
One fault 'of the Jdnd you would commit in the world
weighs more than the many faults and imperfections which
at ,present you have in Religion: hence though it seems to
. you that you live,a lukewarm a~d unprofitable life, brin~ it
home to yourself, that you are tn a much better state t a'll
)f yOU had been' in the world. This is one ot the reasons.
we have' for valuing. highly the Religious state" and
giving daily endless thanks to God for a mercy and benefit
so gr~atas that of His having called us to it. And should
there be no 'other good in t'he Religious statebutthis, it
would yet be an exceedingly great blessing, and on this
account alorie much to be desired and esteemed. Think
you it a small thing that while others walk in the open
among the bulls ·and wild beasts, you are on the parapet
looking on from your -position of safety? What of it that
while others are sailing amid the tempests and waves· of
the'sea, you are safe in harbour! While others are' in
the midst of the river of Babylon in danger of drowning,
you repose in. peace and· tr-anquillity on the bank!
But the Rules and evangelical counsels area still greater

en'efit inihis', that they greatly help us: to keep the com:man ments:o t e· aw 0
0 ; or ew 0 vows to 'eep t' e
perfection of the 'Counsels very e::isi1y secure's his' observance 'of' the commandments,. while, on the -contrary,- .he
who has -no mind to -keep the' counsels, or to strive after
perfection, will with very great difficulty keep the commandments of God. It is in this way that 'St.' Thoma'S
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explains those words of Christ our Redeemer, which are
recorded in the Gospe.l: Of a truth I say to you, that "lcrith
difficulty shall the rich enter into the kingdom of
hea:ven (Matt. xix. 23). Do you know why? asks ~
Thomas. "Because it is difficult to keep the commandm~nts, by which we have to enter the kingdom of heaven
if we do not try to keep the counsels and aim at perfection." But for him who strives to keep the counsels, the
keeping of the commandments will be very easy; because
it is clear that to give up riches, and to possess nothing
as your own, nor even to use anything as your own, is a
very sure \vay of being far from coveting your neighbour's
goods. And to pray to God for those that persecute you,
,and to return good to those that do you evil, serves to
keep us very far from hating our enemies; and he that
never swears, even though what he says be true, is not
likely to swear to a falsehood. Hence the Saints agree
that the Rules and counsels which w·e strive to keep in
Religion are far from being a burden, but rather help,
pnd' assist us in the bearing of the burden of the commandments of God.
.§.,t. Augu~tillt. explains this very well by two comparIsons. SpeakIng of the sweetness of the law of grace,
he compares its burden to the burden t'hat wings are to a
dove. The wings are really no burden to it, nor do they
in any way embarrass the dove, rather it is the wings
that make it nimble and able to fly. In like manner the
wheels of a cart are extra weight, nevertheless this weight
is not only not a burden but rather a help to the oxen, and
greatly lightens, the ,load, whereas had it not been for the
wheels they would have been unable to move one half the
weight. In like manner the evangelical counsels ,vhich
we have' in our rules, not only do not weigh us down or
embarrass us, but rather act as wheels, by which means
we bear the' weight and the yoke of the law of God
with great ease and sweetness, which those in the world
bear with sighs and groans, falling a thousand times
under its weight, because they have not these wheels, or
wings. For' these reasons, then, we ought to be very
thankful to God, to esteem greatly our Rules, and to be
fervent in 'their observance.

CHAPTER II

That our perfection consists in the observance of the

.RuJes
Keep the law and the counsel and it shall be as life to
thy soul, and g'r.ace to thy lips (Prov. iii.

21-22).

Keep the

commandments and the counsels, says the Wise Man,
and they shall be life to your soul, and grace, honeyed
and sweet for your .throat and spiritual palate. And the
Royal Prophet says: How sweet are thy words to my lips,
they are sweeter than honey to my mouth! CPs. 118).
St. Jerome, in his letter to' Helvidius,-which is a reply
to twelve problems or questions which he had proposed
to him, of which the first was: how shall anyone be able
to become perfect ?-replies in' those words which Christ
our Redeemer used to the youth, who, the Holy Scripture
tells us, came to Him, and on bended knee asked Him:
" Master, what shall I do to be saved,because I desire
greatly to assure myself of my salvation?" Jesus said to
him:" Thou know'est the commandI1j1ents, keep them and
thou shalt be saved." And the youth replied: " Master,
, these have I always kept even from' my earliest years."
St. Mark the Evangelist says that Jesus looked upon hirn
and loved him (Mark x. 2I). By the manner and graciousness with which He regarded the youth, Jesus showed
exteriorly His love. Virtue and goodness is a thi'ng
greatly to be loved: it attracts the eyes and heart of God.
Jesus then said to him: One thing is lacking to thee:
if thou wilt be perfect: go, sell all that thou hast, and
give it to Ithe poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven;
then' corne and follow me. In this then, says St. I erome,
Berfection lies, in adding the evangelical counsels to" the
£ommanclmentsof God.
The Venerable Bede says that to those who do not
content themselves with the keeping of the commandments but keep also the counsels, there belongs that
second crown, which God commanded Moses to put on the
first: And upon that another golden crown X(Exod.
575
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xxv. 25). By this second golden crown is to be understood the added reward and glory they shall possess in
heaven, who here below do more than others, keeping
besides the commandments the evangelical counsels,
and it is for this reason Christ our Redeemer added: And
thau shalt have treasure in heaven (Matt. xix. 21). Not
only shall you receive eternal life, if you keep the
evangelical counsels, but you shall be very rich in heaven,
and your treasure. there shall be very great. This mercy
God has done to Religious, that not only has He called
us, not only has He drawn us out of darkness into his
admirable light (I Pet. ii. 9), that is, to the light of faith,
as He has called all other Christians; not only does He
wish to raise us to the kingdom of heaven with His
dear ones and elect, but He wishes to favour us, so that
we may be great in the kingdom of heaven, and it is for
this reason that He calls us to the keeping of· the
evangelical counsels, which is that state of perfection
that we vow in Religion.
I t is, then, but reasonable that we should correspond
to so great a gift, which indeed we do if we observe that
which our holy Father asks of us, " that all who enter
the Sociefy and live in it should desire to keep all the
Constitutions and Rules in their entirety, also the manner
prescribed for living in it, and that they should strive
with their whole heart and strength, with the help of
divirie grace, to keep them perfectly." In this is our
progress and perfection; if we do this, we shall be good
Religious; and if 'we keep them perfectly, we shall be
perfect Religious.
,
Our very name bespeaks the obligation we lie under;
for. we call ourselves Religious since we have bound and
tied ourselves to the observance of the Rules and
evangelical counsels. Religiou's means one bound or
tied again, for no!_~ are we bound by the command.!!l~Jlt§",_".~~_,~!:.~_ all other Christians, but also by the evangelical counsels, which are contained in the Rules. For
the same reason,· also, the Church calls Religious,
Regulars, on account of the obligation they have of keep~
in'g their regulae, or rules. This name is very honourable
and 'is used in Canon Law; and the Council of Trent and
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several Popes, in their Apostolic Letters, call us Clerks
Regular. Let us, then, strive to bear the name worthily,
let us be very regular, and truly observant of oqr rules,
so that our life may be in accordance with the name we
bear. St. Bernard, writing to some fervent Religious,
urging them to go forward in fervour, says :-" I ask
and earnestly beseech you, to be ever most diligent and
solicitous in the keeping of the Institute and Rules of
your Order, so that, in turn, the Institute and Rules may
keep you." This means, that by· keeping the Rules of
our Order, these same Rules will protect us, and lead us
to perfection.
In tbe Book of Judges (xiii. 5; xvi. 19) Holy Scripture
records that the strength of Sampson lay in the locks of
hair on his head; and when these were shorn, he lost his
strength and was easily conquered and bound by the
Philistines. We have here a clear fig-ure of what we have
been speaking about.· In the case of Sampson God placed
his. strength in the hair of his head, since he was a
Nazarene, which was then the ··same thing as being a
R'eligious, and, ,in conformity with their rules and customs,
he was oblig'ed to grow his hair, and not to use a razor
on bishead. When, then, his hair was cut by deceit, his
secret. having been discovered through the infatu'ate love
which he bore for his wife Dalilah, he 16st along with 'his
hair liisReligiousstate and his strength. In like manner
our virtue and strength lies in the' keeping of our Rules,
which, no doubt, seem trifling and of small importance,
like locks of hair; because we a.re Nazarenes, that· is to
say, Religious, ,and we are obliged to . cultivate and weat
these locks 'of hair; and if you have them cut, you will become'iikeanotherSampson, without strength~ and be easily
conquerecland manacled by your enemies 'the 'Philistines,
who are the devils. "And as, when Sampson's hair:grew
again, God. gave him back his strength, so He will give
back yours, if you once more set yourself to the observance
of the rules and ceremonies and minute points of discip.i.
line of your Order.,
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CHAPl ER III

That though our Rules do not bind under sin, we
should not make that an excuse for neglecting to
observe them
Our Rules and Constitutions do not bind under sin,
either mortal or venial, and this also holds good for
other ordinances and commands, except when the
Superior shall command in the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ, or in virtue of Holy Obedience, as is set down in
the Constitutions. Our holy Father did not wish to bind
us under sin; but no one should make this an excuse for
brea;king them, 'which is apt to be a very common temptation, whereby the devtl makes many to faIl In the observance of their Rules. Our Father desires on the one hand'
to remove from us any occasion or snare of sin which
might rise from the obligation of the Constitutions and
Rules; and, on the other hand, he wishes that we should
keep them entirely and perfectly, without dropping any
degree of perfection. He' says: "Instead of fear of
offence let there come in love and desire of all perfection,
and. of doing what will be to the greater honour and
glory of Christ our Redeemer." And in the beginning of
the Constitutions and Rules, he says: "The interior law
of charity, which the Holy Spirit is wont to write and
imprint on our hearts, is to aid us hereto "; which is
what the Lord said in St. John (xiv. IS): If ye love me,
keep my commandments.
.
For him who loves, it is enough to kno,w the wish of
the beloved. For a good son, it is enough to understand the will of his father, without further apprehensions
or fears. Whoever breaks rules and holds them of little
account, because they do not bind under pain of sin and
hell, is no good son, and no good servant eit'her. Otherwise, I ask you, what sort of servant would he be, who had
made up his mind never to do anything that his master
commanded, unless he commanded it sword in hand and
under pain of death? And what sort of wife would she
57 8
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be, who said to her husband: ' I don't mean to be a bad
woman, or to be unfaithful; but beyond that, let me tell
you, I am going to do everything that I take a fancy to
do, though I know that it will annoy you' ?Now such
are they who, because rules do not bind under pain of sin
and hell, go and break them. This is the way of slaves,
who serve only for fear of the whip and chastisement. An

author has said ~ " Bad people keepnway from sin and
evil-doing for fear of pain and chastisement: ~ood people
keep away frOlTI sin and evil-doing for love of virtue,"and to .please and better satIsfy God.
,~relates that a monk caned Marcius betook
himself to· the solitude of .the desert on the Marsic
Mountains (Abruzzi). Here he fastened himself to a rock
by means of a chain attached to his ankle, so that he could
not go further than the length of the chain. St. Benedict,
hearing of this, sent one of his disciples to him, to tell
him: " If you are the servant of God, let not an iron
chain bind you, but the chain of Christ."
The monk
immediately obeyed, and took off the·c'hain, yet he nevertheless never went further than where he was accustomed to go when fettered by the chain. So with us, our
Father has taken off the chain of iron, not wishing, to tie
us wit~. rules binding under obligation of sin ··and hell,
but with·· the chain of the love of Christ. That· should 'be
.amore ,forcible motive to induce us to keep the Rules
than the· iron chain of fear of sin and punishment.
But here there are two things to observe: first, that
when the Constitutions and Rules contain any matter that
bears on the vows that we take, or is forbidden by natural
law, thenthey will bind us under pain of sin, not by virtue
of the Rule and Constitution, but by re'ason ofthe vow or
natural law, as we observed above,speaking of pove.cty.
T~e s,econd thing to observe is, that though the Rule of
itself does not bind under pain of sin, yet one may sin in
breaking it, by there being some intermixture of negligence, laziness, dIsparagement or disregard of rule, or
other like things, as St.Thomas w,ell observes, speaking
of the· Rules of the Order of St.Dominic, which also of
th,emselves '90 not bind under pain .ofany fault, either
mortfl1 or· veniaL

CHAPTER IV

That although the matter about which a rule deals is
trifling, this is no excuse, but tells rather against him
who does not keep it
Another very common temptation which the devil is apt
to put in our way, so that we may fail in the observance
of some of the Rules, ~ to say that the things enjoined
are trivial, and of small importance, and that it is not
in them that sanctity and perfectIon conSIsts.
By thIs
means, aided by our laziness and tepidity, he brings it
about that we often fail in their observance: so it is
necessary that we should prepare ourselves against this
temptation. In the first place I say that he who excuses
himself, saying that the matter is of small importance,
really does not excuse himself or lessen the gravity of the
fault, but rather in a certain way makes it all the graver.
This is the teaching of St. Augustine who, treating of the
disobedience of Adam; says, that as the obedience of
Abraham, as shown in his readiness to sacrifice Isaac, his
son, is enhanced in. proportion to the .difficulty of the
thing commanded, "so the disobedience of Adam in
Paradise was so much the more. grievous in proportion to
the facility and .lightness of the precept which God
imposed " : there was no excuse for him.
What excuse could our first parents have for not
obeying so easy a command· as not to eat of one
sole tree, when they had so many others to choose from,
and perchance these bore even better fruit? What would
Adam have done if he had been commanded to do something hard? What if God had 'Commanded him to sacrifice his wife, as He commanded Abraham to do with
his son? How could he have sacrificed her, he. who,
rather than displease her, would not refrain from eating
an apple which God had forbidden? Just in the same way is
the fault and disobedience of anyone more grave when he
breaks Rules that are easily kept. St. Bonaventure
observes: " Faults in little things are more blameworthy
580
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and reprehensible, the easier it was to avoid them and not
fall into· them. " If what was commanded was onerous
and difficult, you might then have had some apparent
excuse, but in a thing so easy, what excuse can you have? '
Further, I ask you, how shall I believe that you will
obey in hard and difficult things, if you do not obey in
things light and easy? . Is it to be thought that he will
be up to the greater, who is not up to the less? St.
Bernard says:" he who cannot make up his mind to

,restrain his tongue and his appetite is not·· a monk.' ,
This was a common principle among those old ascetics,
for 'which reason they alvvays began their' exercises with
abstinence, for they said that if. in this, which was
exterior, people will not conquer themselves, how shall
they conquer themselves in the interior, which is more
difficult? How should they hold out· against spiritual and
invisible enemies,..c-against th.e spirits of wickedness in
high places (Eph. vi. 12 ),-if in those exterior things,
and things \vhich could be seen, they were at a loss how
to conquer.
Hereby we shall be able to understand whether. those
desires are true or false, which we sometimes conceive
of undertaking great things, as for example, of suffering
great hardships aild mortifications, or even martyrdom
in the land of the infidels; for if here you are unable to
put up with some slight. mortification, .if here you brc,ak
one Rule or another solely because you will not accept the
mortification of going to ask for leave, how. am I to
believe that you will undertake arduous and difficult
things? Sf. Bonaventure aptly says, "Many say that
they desire to ....d ie fur· Christ, who do not wish to suffer
for Christ things very trivial, and wor9s very light. How
indeed shall one, whom a falling leaf frightens, not flinch
under the stroke of the uplifted axe?" If some small word
which another says to you, which, after all, is· only an
, airy nothing,' upsets and throws you out, how will you
manage when real persecutions arise against you? What
a state you \vill be in when false testimonies of the most
slanderous kind are brought against you, and, more than
this, when the world even believes them? It is for this
reason that St. Bonaventure advises that we should train
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ourselves to conquer and mortify ourselves in small
things, for he who doe~_""_g9! know how to mortify and
curb his will in these things, will still less be able to do
so in matters of greater moment. To quote the Saint's
own words: "We should accustom ourselves to bear
patiently small trials; because he who does not learn to
bear the lesser will never succeed in overcoming the
greater.' ,
Denis the Carthusian relates that a certain novice, who
started with much fervour the first days, as sometimes
happens, came afterwards to relax his efforts and grow
tepid. At first everything seemed easy, but after a while
humble duties and practices of mortification became unbearable. Among- other things, the patched and· threadbare habit, which novices usually wear, was a sore trial
to him. Novv, while taking a nap a little after mid-day,
he saw in a vision Christ our Redeemer, tired and
exhausted, bearing a large and heavy cross, which He
was trying to carry up a flight of steps; but the cross
was so large that He could not manage it for the stairs.
The novice seeing this was moved to compassion at seeing
Him in such trouble, and wanted to help Him, saying:
" I beseech Thee, a Lord, •that Thou wouldst be pleased
to allow me to assist Thee in the carrying of this cross."
Our Lord turned His eyes on him, and with an indignant
and severe countenance, said: " Ho\v do you presume to
take up this so heavy cross of Mine when you cannot
endure. to wear for My sake that habit that weighs so
light?" Having said this, our Lord disappeared, and the
novice awoke so ashamed and confounded by this reprehension, and so moved by the vision, that from thenceforward, much as he had been disgusted before, so much
the g-reaterwas the joy and contentment which the patched
and humble habit gave him.

CHAPTER V

Of the great mischief that comes of making light of
the Rules, even tho/ugh it be in small things
He that is faithful in the least, is faithful also in the

grea,ter j and he that is unjust in a lit;tle thing. is unjust
also in a greater (Luke xvi. 10). On account of the great
prevalence of this temptation, \\'hereby the devil endeavours to make us careless in the obs'ervance of Rules,saying that they are things trivial and of small importance, and that our advancement in perfection does not
depend thereon,-we will set forward two considerations
in this matter : first, the great mischief that comes. of
undervaluing these small things and not taking account of
them; secondly, the great good that comes of the contrary. Christ our Redeemer tells us both the one and the
other in the words above quoted.
On the first 'head He says that he who is worthless and
unfaithful in what is little, will be the like in what is great.
That is. what the Holy Ghost had said before by the
mouth' of the Wise Man : He that despiseth small things
shall fall little by little (Ecclus. xix. I) even in what is
. great. This should be enough. to. make us very diligent
and careful in the observance of Rules, that we should not
dare to fail in their observance under the idea that. they
are small things and unimportant; since we know on the
word of God that he who despises such small things shall
fall little by little, and not stop till he comes to great
things.
In this way a city comes to be lost and captured by the
enemy. The prophet Jeremy says (Lam. ii. 8) : The Lord
hath been minded to destroy Jerusalem, that city so well
fortified and girt around with towers, with wall and
barbican,
hath made his plans, he hath taken his
measurements, and hath not rmnoved his hand until he
hath accomplished his design. But how did He do it?
Would you know ? Jeremy says that the barbican fell,
and soon afterwards the wall also was breached and bat-
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tered down, and so the city "vas entered and taken. In
this way, then, our enemies enter and take the city of
our soul. The Rules, as we saw in the first chapter, are
the outer wall or barbican,which protects and defends the
wall of the law of God. And if you allow this barbican
to fall, in a short time the "vall also will be destroyed, and
your soul sacked and robbed. Whoever breaketh through
the hedge, the serpent shall bite him, says the Wise Man
(Eccles. x. 8). If you, then, start tearing down this hedge
of your Rules, and destroying your palisade, the old serpent will enter through the gap and bite you. If you
take away the hedge from the vineyard, you are making
no account of what you have within, and soon everyone
will coine and pluck the fruit. Why hast thou broken
down the hedge thereof, so that all they who pass by the
way do pluck the fruit? (Ps. 79).
That this point may be better understood, since it is
of very great importance, I will put aside metaphors and
figures and speak plainly. Do you wish to kno"v ho"v
it is that the Holy Spirit tells us that he who despises
little things shall little by little fail in great things? It
is as theologians and saints tell us about venial sin, and
we ourselves teach children in their catechism. Venial
sin, they tell us, is a disposition towards mortal sin. No
matter how many venial sins we may commit, they can
never amount to a mortal sin, nor suffice to kill the soul, or
sever us from the grace and friendship of God; but they
work upon the soul, debilitating, weakening and unnerving
her, so that she is easily overcon1e by any temptation or
'occasionwhich presents itself, and so comes to fall into
mortal sin. It is the same with the first cannon-shots "vhich
are fired against a wall; they do not demolish it, yet they
shake and weaken it, so that subsequent discharges bring
it to the ground. Or see the drops of. water that fall
upon a rock, although anyone drop in itself is not enough
to hollow it out and pierce it,yet it is enough so to
dispose the rock that, in virtue of this predisposition,
the following drops hollow it. out and make a hole in it.
Waters wear away the stones: and the ground by little
and little is washed away by freshets (Job xiv. 19). So it
is that venial sin disposes the soul for mortal sin. Little
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by little we lose the fear of sin, and begin to do that
which is away from the love of God, and very soon this
becomes something which is against Him. .So it is that
one who thinks nothing of telling a lie or swearing without necessity, ·will soon stumble and mix up the one with
the other, swearing to something which is a lie, or at
least doubtful, and there you see him fallen into mortal
sin. Hevvho has no remorse about .detraction· in small

things \vill soon come across something not so trivial, and
find himself in danger of mortal sin. He that is· careless
about glancing at unchaste objects, and is negligent in
driving away evil and impure thoughts that come to him,
is near a fall, for some day when he is more than usually
careless, his heart will get ahead of his eyes or tho:ughts,
and in a moment he will find himself fallen. Thus it is
that the devil tries to dispose us to mortal sin by carelessness and venial sin. Thus it is that by breaking the Rules
and making small account of them we are disposed and
carried on little by little to ·greater evil, until at· last ~
fall into some grievous fault. At the beginning there is
some remorse of conscience· about breaking the smallest
·Rule; then not so much, till finally we do it without the
slightest remorse. In this same way a Religious becomes
careless and tepid in prayer and examen, arid his other
spiritual exercises, for those again are no more than a
Rule~
SOlnetimes he omits one or other, at other times
he makes them carelessly and merely mechanically, drawing no fruit from them. From these beginnings, which
seem. small, generally come the awful downfalls of a
Religious.
Thus it is that· the Saints understand those words of
the Gospel concerning the nlurmuring of Judas, when
Mary Magdalen anointed the feet of our Saviour with
the precious ointment. Judas said that it would be better
to sell it and g-ive the price to the poor. St. John, however, notes : He said this, not because he care'd for the
poor} but because he was a thief} and having the purse
stole from the things that were put therein (John xii. 6).
As it would be his business to sell the ointment, since he
held the office of steward, it hurt him that he had lost
an occasion of filching , one in ten ' ; and to make up the
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loss he determined to sell Christ our Redeemer for thirty
pieces of silver. ~says:" Notice that Judas
was not then only lost when he betrayed Christ; no, his fall
did not begin then, for the evil had settled on him long
ago; already he was a thief and a lost man, for he followed
Christ with his body only, and not with his heart." In
like manner, when you see a Religious fall into some
grave sin, do not think that the mischief began then; he
was a lost man before that. For a long time that man
had been in. Religion in body only, he kept not up his
spiritual duties, neither meditation nor examen, and he
thought nothing of breaking the Rules. From these
accumulations of dust came all the rest that ensued. St.
Jerome observes the same: " That miserable man Judas
thought to make up by selling his Master the damage
he had sustained by the loss of the ointment."
See to
what a pitch of evil Judas was carried by covetousness
and his beginning to steal things little by little, and his
fondness for having something of his own; that we may
fear to begin to fail, even though it be in small things.
This is what Job says: Before the approach of the
enerny, cometh want (Job xli. 13). First, the soul is impoverished and ,veakened by the accumulation of imperfections and venial sins, by failure of prayer and spiritual
exercises, and then she comes to fall into grievous and
mortal sins. He that goes on quite recklessly gulping
down imperfections, will soon gulp down clear and manifest sins. Let us beware, then, how we give entrance
to the devil by losing all fear of breaking the Rules and
esteeming them of small value. Learn a lesson,. 0 Jerusalem, says God through the Prophet, lest my soul depart
from thee, and I lay thee waste and turn theer into a land
uninhabited (J erem. vi. 8). Learn to conform yourself to
.that Religious discipline and obser,!:?nc.e which your Rules
teach you; lest perchance God .!.!!!'n _His face from you
and abandon you, and you come to a mighty crash.

CHAPTER VI

Of, the great b'lessings that follow upon observance
of Rules, 'and setting much store by them, even in
small things
.

Well done~ good and faithful Sef'2Jant, because thou hast
been faithful over a few things I will set thee over many
things: enter into the joy of thy Lord (Matt. xxv. 21).
In these words of Christ our Redeemer there are well set
before . us the great blessings that follow from being
careful in keeping the Rules and setting great store by
them, though it be in little and minute things. So passing
great shall be the joy and reward that shall be given us
for having been faithful and diligent in small matters,
th~t .it is not said the. joy shall enter into you, because
you will 'not be able to contain it; but you are to enter
into the joy, and, it will be over your head, as when you
enter a large room' that is high over your head. And
elsewhere He says that the measure of reward and glory
that is to be given us for this shall not be scanty or
cut down, but heaped up and overflowing. Good measure,
p,nd pressed down, and overflowing, shall they give unto
your bosom (:Luke vi. 38).
But let; us see 'what can be the reason wh the Lord
rewards so highly those who are faIthful 111 htfe ~atters.
The. reason' is, because a man's fidelity is seen in these
small things, and what he is .likely' to do when greater
things are put into his hands. So says our Lord Himself
by St. Luke (xvi. 10) : He that is faithful in what is ,little
will be faithful also in what ,is great. It is to be observed
that .H~does not say,he that is faithful. in what is great
will be faithful also in what is little, but the other way
a.bout, because fidelity is better seen in little things than
in things of great importance. ' For example, the fidelity
of a steward or accountant is 'not so much seen in the
fact that he does not defraud his employer to the extent
ofa hundred or a thousand guineas,' as that he does not
ev'en m:isappropriate one farthing. Likewise, the good
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servant is kno\ivn not so much by his discharge of his
main duties, as by his accomplishment of small and
minute details of things which he was not obliged to do.
Likewise the obedience and love of a son for his father is
not seen in the fact that he obeys his father in matters
of great importance, but that he. will not. displease his
father by going against his will even in the slightest
detail. In like manner, the good Religious is not so much
known by his· not falling into grave faults and mortal sins,
as by his being careful and diligent in observing all the
Rules, . and in carrying out the least command of tht;
Superior. It is these people that our Lord rewards and
honours so highly, showering· down upon them such rewards with such liberality, because they are liberal with
Him. For as St. James says: Draw nigh to God and
he will draw nigh to you (James iv. 8). Indeed the closer
you shall draw· to God, and the more liberal you shall
sho~Qurs~lf_J~~~gLQ§_.Jij.!!!LEyso much the more will
He show. Himself liberal to~ards you, showering down
greater graces· and favours upon you. He that shall
press forward with great diligence and care, trying to
please God not merely in those things which are of obligation, but also in the counsels and works of supererogation;
and not only in things which are· of great importance,
but also in the least, .striving to do always that which
seems to be most perfect and which he understands to be
most in conformity with the will of God,-he is liberal
with God, and God also will be very liberal with him.
T'bese are they that are intimate with God, that earn His
blessing and special favours, that signalise themselves
above others in virtue and perfection: so we see by experience. Some of these we have known, highly endowed with
spiritual and divine gifts. Of others we have heard tell,
that though they were of· high seniority in Religion, they
made greoat account of observance and exactitude in every
even the least Rule and every prescription of obedience,
however minute and small. They were an example, and
put all to the blush; and it was. by this way our Lord
raised them up to such heights of perfection. Even in
the world we see that those who serve their masters in this
way, on the watch to please them in all that they are anle
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to. do, in things both great and small, ordin,ary and extra..
ordinary, these are they that gain the goodwill and favour
of their masters. Now in the house of God it is exactly
the. same; for those who become like little children,· who
humble themselves, taking a real pride in the observance
of the most trifling things that make· up Religious Life,
God embraces, caresses, and shows them many. favours.
Suff~r littl~' childr~n to come unto me,'and forbid them
not, for at such is· the kingdom at heaven· (Matt. xix. 14).
But as for those that esteem themselves'. greater than
others, and go about seeking privileges; who, because of
their seniority in Religion, no longer make account of
small things, thinking them only suited for novic~s, God
will humble and cast 'them off, according to those words
of the Royal Psalmist : It I was. not humble-minded, but
lifted up my heart} then let' that befall me in retribution
which befalls a child new-weaned from its mother
(Ps. 130). That is to say, if I shall rank myself with the
great, may that happen tome, 0 Lord,which happens
to the weaned child. .A .mother refuses her breast to the
child that has grown into quite a big boy,but takes the
little baby in her arms and suckles it. If then I will not
humble myself and become like a little child, drive me
away, 0·· Lord, and let me not come hear Thee, as the
mother drives away and keeps from her the child that
she has weaned. Mothers, when they are weaning a
child, rub their breasts with aloes, so that where before
the child found delight alldsweetness, it now finds bitterness. This curse David invokes on himself, and it overtakes those who lift themselves up to be great folk ·and
disdain to become like little children. Hence, where
before they found joy and sweetness in prayer and other
spiritual exercises, they now find bitterness,. for everything
is turned into·aloes.

St.

eroe says, " He that desires to give himself in

goo earnest to God, and greatly to please Him, is careful over greater and over lesser things, knowing that for
every· idle word he shall have to give an account to God. "
He knows that from smaller one falls little by little into
greater faults ; and he is certain that if he is faithful in
small things, . God . will reward 'and .recompenSe him by
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many favours. He therefore thinks nothing small, but
sets great value on everything. St. Basil, speaking of
this, says: " Strive in such a way to set your eyes on
greater virtues as not to lose sight of the lesser; and
think no fault little, since there is no enemy that, if
despised, may not be very hurtful to us and be able to do
much harm."
Studeto ut majorum virtuturn compos
efficiare neque miriores tamen negligito. Nullum omnino
sit erratum quod parvipendas, quamvis illud tenu·issima
bestiola tninutius sit.

CHAPTER VII

What has been said is confirmed by some examples
In the Fourth Book of Kings Holy Scripture gives the
history of N aaman, a very rich and powerful man, in high
favour with the King of Syria, and General of his army"
but covered with leprosy. He had heard tell that there
was a prophet in Samaria, named Eliseus, who tended
and cured all diseases, and raised the dead. He procured
the favour of letters from the King of Syria to the King
of Israel, to have him cured immediately upon his arrival.
So he came ·with a great cavalcade of horses and chariots.
On reaching the door of the prophet Eliseus, his servants
went in with the message. The prophet aid not come
out,but sent to say.: " Tell him to go to the Jordan, and
bathe 'there seven times, and he will be healed."
Naaman was greatly angered at this answer. I thought,
he said, that th.e prophet would have come out, and with
great ceremonies would have invoked over me the narne of
his God, and would have touched with his hands the place
of the leprosy and so healed me; " and now he comes out
with this, that I am to go and bathe in the Jordan, as if
we had not in our country better waters to bathe in. Let
us be off, for it was not for this that we came here."
And as he turned round to go back home, thinking that
this was a' matter of small importance, and that he should
take no account of it, his servants, who seem to have been
very sensible people, said to· him : " Sir, even though the
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prophet had·· prescribed a very great and difficult thing,
you should have done it for your health; how much more
now that he prescribes a thing so easy as going to that
river, which is hard by, and bathing in it?" -He fell in
with this reasoning, and \vent there, and bathed seven
times in the Jordan, and came out healed of,·- his leprosy,
his flesh becoming as clean and fresh as that of a little

child (4 Kings v. 14).

It is to be observed how what

seemed to him a trifle, and a thing of little importance,
was the saving of him. The same happens in spiritual
things. In these little and minute thin s that our Rules
tpll us to do, lies our salvation, advancement an per ection,as we see also that the perfection of a picture lies
in very small touches and lines. Now, if to gain this
spiritual health, this progress and perfection,·· we told you
it was necessary to do very arduous and difficult things,
eerte facere debu,eras,' 'you certainly should have done
them, " and thoug-ht it well worth your while: how much
more, when they tell you that you will gain it by doing
such easy things as these? Thus the fact of the Rules
being slight and minute things, far from being to us an
occasion of neglecting them, should rather be taken as a
ground of encouragement to keep· them, seeing that on
such small and easy things our progress and perfection
depends.
It is related in the Book of the Illustrious Men of the
Ci~er, that those monks had a rule, at the end ".
of a meal, to gather the bread-crumbs, and either eat them
or put them on a plate. It happened one day that one
of those monks, a highly conscientious man and a great
observer of the. rules, had gathered the crumbs in his
hand, and being absorbed and taken up with the reading
at table kept them in his hand; meanwhile, the Prior gave
the signal to stop· the reading and rise from table. Then
the monk bethought himself, and was in a perplexity, for
now there was no time to -eat them nor to throw them
on a plate. Much ashamed of the negligence that he had
fallen into in not keeping the rule, he found no way. out
of· it but to go to the Superior, tell his· fault, and ask :l
penance for it. He kept the crumbs in his closed fist, and,
when grace was over,he went and prostrated himself at
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the Superior's feet, declared the fault that he had committed, and begged a penance for it with great humility.
The Prior gave him a rebuke proportionate to the fault,
and asked him what he had done with the crumbs. He
answered: "Father, I have them here in my hand."
" Show them."
He stretched out his arm, opened his
fist;.and instead of the crumbs they found most precious
pearls. The author here observes that our Lord wished
us to understandhy this miracle how pleasing to Him
are those fervent Religious, who make much account not
only of important but of small and minute rules. Surius
also relates this miracle in the Life of the holy Abbot Odo;
and says that the thing happened to the Abbot himself,
while he was still a subject, though out of humility he
used, to tell the story as a thing that happened to another
Religious.
Caesarius relates that in the time of the Emperor
F ~ e imperial abbeys fell vacant, to which
the. Emperor was. accustomed to provide an abbot. T·wo
of the monks had been elected to that dignity, and as they
could not come to an agreement, one of them offered the
Emperor Frederick a large sum of money, which he had
got· together in the monastery, to choose him. The Emperor took the money and gave his word to do so. But
afterwards being informed that the other competitor was
a very worthy Relig-ious, discreet and virtuous and very
observant of his rules, he took counsel with his advisers
hovv he might contrive to choose the deserving candidate,
and leave the other in the lurch. One of his courtiers said
to him: " Sire, I have heard tell that these monks have
a rule for everyone of· them to carry a sewing-needle
about with him: when then Your Highness' is in their
Chapter Room, ask that less observant one to lend you
his needle, as though you wanted to clean your fingernails ; and if he has not got one, you will, have a good
pretext for not giving him the abbey, as being a man
\vho does not keep his rule." The Emperor did so; and
as he had not got one, he asked his competitor, " Father,
lend me your needle "; he drew it out at once and
presented it to him. Then the Emperor sai9 to him:
" Father, you are a good monk, and as such, worthy
c
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of this high honour. I had resolved to choose your competitor, but he has shown himself unworthy of the post,
since he does not keep his rule; and we may well understand that one who is neglectful and takes no account of
small things will be still more neglectful of great." And
on that . score he deprived him of the abbey, and gave it
to the monk \vho kept his rule.
The same Caesarius relates that a lady of high rank,
wishing to leave the world and take the 'habit of Religion
in a monastery where the Vicar was a monk named
Florinus, on the day of her departure, gave a banquet
to her kinsmen and acquaintance, and with them invited
the said Vicar. To the seculars meat was served, but to
the Religious fish, because according to his rule and the
obedience that he owed to his Abbot he could not eat meat.
But he, seeing the meat, fixed his eyes ou it, and under
that craving of appetite gaily took a piece of roast meat
from his neighbour's plate and put it in his mouth. But,
by a just judgment of God, the morsel stuck in his throat
in such away that he could neither swallow it down nor
bring it up. When he was choking-, and already his eyes
were rolling in. his head in the effort to get his breath,
another Religious, who was there as his companiou,gave
him a good slap on the back with' such effect as to make
him bring up the morsel. All took it that this had happened in punishment of his disobedience.
In the General History of St. Dominic, Father Friar
Hernando del Castello relates that while St. Dominic was
living in Bologna, suddenly one night the devil began
to torment a ,lay-brother with such cruelty that. the noise
of the blows awoke the other monks, who by the command
of the Saint took theaffiictoo brother to the church, but
indeed scarcely were ten brothers able to carry him; and
no sooner had he been carried through the doors, than
'with one puff he extinguished all the lamps! so that they
were all left in darkness. The devil then continued in
a thousand ways to molest the unfortunate brother. The
Saint then commanded the devil in the name of Jesus
Christ, to tell him why he was tormenting the brother
and how he had taken possession of him. To which the
demon replied, that the evening before the monk had taken
38
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a drink without leave, and without making the sign of the
Cross over it, as was customary among the Religious.
While thus speaking, the bell began to ring for Matins,
and the demon said to them, " I can stay here no longer,
now that these cowled gentry are rising to sing the praises
of God " ; and so saying he left the brother half dead, so
beaten and bruised that it was two days before he could
stand on his feet and use his limbs. St. Gregory tells
a like story of a nun, vvho ate a lettuce without making the
sign of the Cross over it, and the devil at once entered
into her.

CHAPTER VIII

Of some other things which cause us to fail in the
observance of the Rules, and of the remedy for them

.
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Sometimes faults against t'he Rules are wont to come
from a certain shyness and pusillanimity, or rather, a lack
of mortification, caused by the difficulty that one feels in
going and asking leave of the Superior for what cannot
be done without leave: hence it will be necessa'ry to
remove this difficulty.. I do not say that you should not
drink, nor eat, nor speak, or that you should not take or
receive that \iVhich another wishes to give you; but what
I do say is, that all this should be done with permission.
When you might well do the thing with the blessing of
God and of your Superior, why do you wish to do it with·
out? But you will say: ' Have I to go so many times
to the Superior about each little childish thing? He is
busy, and will be annoyed at it.' This is a false impression, which I wish to remove.
Far from being
annoyed at it, Superiors on the contrary find this one
of the things that most consoles and edifies them: it is
their office. Your Order sets such store by your being
very obedient and doing nothing without leave,-that
being what makes for your spiritual progress and merit,that it thinks it well worth while to keep this and that
and the other Superior, whose office it is to give you leave
for all that is necessary. Merchants and craftsmen are
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not apt to be annoyed at occasions arising for them to do
a stroke of business; on the contrary, the more'customers
crowd to their shop, and the more buyers resort to them,
the better they are pleased.
So it is with good
Superiors; and for you to think the contrary of anyone
is .to take him for no good Superior.
How can the
Superior be annoyed at your coming to him to ask leave
for what he knovvs very well you cannot do without leave?
Were you to come· to him with some idle tale, or seeking
exemptions, you would have reason to fear that he would
be annoyed; but where there is an express Rule for you
to come, it is just the other way about. It gives him
pleasure and satisfaction· to see his subjects such exact
observers of Rule, so accurate in their obedience, and so
particular about small things.
the other hand,.
Superiors are· grieved and greatly pained when· subjects
do not resort to them. Their view in such a case· is that
you want, to get back your liberty, and act on your own
account, daring to do things without permission, as
though there were no Superior in the house for you to
go to, and no Rule about the matter. The Superior, like
a good father, grieves at that; and desirous as he is of
your good, your bad behaviour pains him. It is over
this that we should make a difficulty, and be careful not
to displease Superiors herein.
It follows also from what we have said, that no one
ought to be shy of going to the Superior to ask leave for
what he knows the Rule forbids him to dowit'hout leave.
Much less should we be shy of telling our brother that
we have not leave for what he knows there is a Rule about,
and we are not allowed to do without leave. This is a
point of great importance, since some are apt to break
Rules· to .escape the mortification of saying:. ' I have no
leave to speak, or to receive what you offer.' These

On

people sometimes excuse themselves by saying that they
pass it over in order not to mortify the other person;
so they do not trouble to say that they cannot do the
thing. This is judging- your neighbour to be a poor
Religious and a poor observer. of Rules. You should take
it that he will not be mortified, but edified at seeing you
so observant. Perchance he took this occasion to try you,
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to see whether you kept the Rules. Pride yourself on being
a Religious, since such you are, and a great observer of
Rules; no one can take that amiss, but rather should take
it very well.
Others excuse themselves by saying: 'I do it, not
to appear scrupulous.' This again is a very bad excuse,
sinee to appear a keeper of one's rules is not to appear
scrupulous but religious. He would be in very evil plight,
who ,vas ashamed· to appear a Religious, a servant of
God, and a great observer of his Rules. This is one of
the. abuses that there are in the world, that when anyone
makes a point of virtue, of frequenting the Sacraments,
and keeping himself somewhat recollected, people at once
murmur and make game of him; and on this account many
do not dare to g-ive themselves openly to virtue, as Holy
Scripture says of that leading man who came to Christ
our Redeemer by night, because he did not dare to go in
the day-time (John iii. 2). But in Religion it is ,the other
way about, and so we should endeavour to keep it always.
man other reat advanta es that we Reli ious en·oy
one that we are in the com an of eo Ie who e
rivin to be more virtuous and more religious, ;fnd'
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same chastisement, who is ashamed to show himself as
the servant of God and observer of his Rules.
That we may be the better disabused in this matter, it
is \vell to persuade ourselves that not only those of our
own community, but externs also are greatly edified _at
our being very exact in the observance of our Rules.
For example, we are with visitors, when the bell rings
calling us to some duty, and we say to them: 'Sir,
we are now called off to this ': and so civilly break
off the interview, and go to fulfil our obedience. We
know well that some seculars have been edified, and have
got more good out of this interruption than they could
possibly have got from anything that we could have said
to them, had we stayed in· their company; and the more
ancient in Religion, and the more gifted the person who
behaves thus, the greater the edification.
Thus great
punctuality and exactness in the observance of the Rules,
and saying that leave must be asked for what the other
knows that we cannot do without leave, is not narrowmindedness· nor want of courtesy, even though the person
spoken to be a Father of ancient standing: nor is it
scrupulosity, it is simply being a good Religious, careful
to improve: so it cannot offend, but must greatly edify
all. If such behaviour were a singularity and an extraordinary thing to do, there might, I dare say, be some
colour of reasonableness in the excuse: 'I don't want
to appear singular, I am afraid they may think it a piece
of priggishness ' ; but it is not priggishness, it is keeping
your Rule. Besides, in this way once for all you shut the
door to similar importunities, which is a great relief;
Wl1ereas, if you leave it open,you give occasion . for their
plying you with the like another time. And as well as the
good and advantage that you hereby gain for yourself,
you confer a great benefit on. your brother, who· perhaps
did not think of the Rule; and now by your example he
does think of it, and sees the importance of it : you could
not have given him a better reminder.
In the Chronicle of the Order of St. Jerome there is
mention of a Religious who was conspicuous in his observance of silence, and on that account was held by all in
great reverence. A knight of high standing heard of his
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fame, and went to the nlonastery with a desire to speak
to him. Seeing him going alone to his little garden, he
began going after him, calling him to speak with him,
but the servant of God did not stop to wait for him who
was. calling him, nor answered him a word. Thus going
after him, they both entered the garden; and on entering
the holy man prostrated himself on the ground, and
closing his eyes with his hand said to him who wanted to
talk to him: " Perhaps, Sir, you do not know that I cannot speak without leave of my Prior."
Having said
these words, he once more prostrated himself on the
ground, and said not a word more. The knight, seeing
this, had no mind to importune him further; but, so the
story goes, returned to his house more edified at his
observance of silence than if he had spoken a thousand
words.
Of another holy man of the same Order it is related. in
the same Chronicle that among many other virtues he
had this, that he spoke little, especially in times of silence
and in forbidden places, such as the cloister and the
church; and not only was he careful not to speak in the
places aforesaid, but he would not answer another who

spoke to him there. It happened one day that the King
Don Henry came to the monastery, and walking round
chanced in passing through the cloister to see this
Religious going that way. He called him to speak to
him, because he loved him much for the holiness of his
life; but he did not care to stop and answer. The King,
seeing that he did not answer, began to raise his voice
and go after him, calling to him. But the servant of
God. never stopped, nor answered a """ord until he got out
of the cloister.
When they were both out of it, the
King asked him why he had not answered before. He
then gave him the reason, saying: "In the cloister,
where Your Highness .called me, it behoves not us
Religious to speak, and that is why I did not answer till
I got out of it."
At this answer, the story says, the
King \vas greatly edified.

CHAPTER IX

Of other means to help us in keeping the Rules
Besides. what has been said, we shall be greatly helped
to be . diligent and careful in: the observance of our Rules,
first, by the consideration. of the good example and edificetion that we. are bound to give, according to tpe saying

of the Apostle St. Paul: Careful to do. good not only
b~fore God, but also before aU men (Rom. xii. 17: 2 Cor.
viii. 21). It is not enough for us to be good ourselves:
we must shed light on the world by our life and example.
So let your light shine before men, that they may see
your good works, and glorify your Father who is in
heaven (Matt. v. 16). In such sort we must shine before
men that they, s"eeing our life so exemplary, may praise
and glorify our Father who is in heaven, as men are wont
to praise God when they see a tree flourishing and laden
with fruit, or. a very beautiful and sweet-smelling rose.
We are bound to give this good example to all the world,
and hold up to them the light of our good life; but this
should be done especially to our brethren with whom we
live and converse.
Now this good example and edification does not consist in your not committing grave
faults, but in. your avoidance of small. ones. Let all see
that I am very exact in obedience and the observance of
Rules, and that I seta value on small and minute points
of Religious observance, and make much account of
them. He gives the best example and edification, who
is very remarkable and distinguished in this; and' the
older you are in Religion and the more advanced in
learning, the more edifying it is to see you careful and
.diligent in small matters. This Otlght to be the mark of
seniority, and in this it should be seen who is of longest
standing, in his being the most humble, the most mortified, the most exact, in the observance of Rules and all
points of obedience, however small they be. Such is the
teaching of Christ our Redeemer and Master in the
gospel: Whoever is greater among you, let him be the
least, and let him who is master be as him who serveth
599
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(Luke xxii. 26). These are they who by their good example
uphold a Religious Order, and promote virtue and
Religious discipline: these are the pillars who keep the
house standing. I will make him as a pillar in the temple
of my God, says God in the Apocalypse (iii. 12). r have
set thee as a pillar of iron and as a wall of brass, He
said to Jeremy (J erem. i. 18).
On the other hand, you cannot do more harm in
Religion than by giving bad example in it; and the older
and more gifted you are, the more harm you "vill do,
because example is the most effectual of forces to move
and carry others away, as the Saints and experience
show us, and example is far more potent for evil than for
good. If your neighbour sees you, the senior man, practise the Rules in this fashion, and make small account of
little things, what is he to do,-considering the natural
inclination that we all have to liberty and laxity, and our
repugnance and aversion for walking by rule and under
control? When he sees the \vay well trodden, and the
postern gate open, what else is he to do but walk through?
That is what he was looking- for, and was only waiting
for someone to show him the way and rid him of his
bashfulness. That is the way Religious discipline comes
to be relaxed, and you to he the cause and origin of the
relaxation. You will have an account to render to God,
not only of your o\vn faults, but of the faults of others,
since you were the cause of them by your bad example,
according to the saying of the prophet: From mine
hidden sins cleanse me, 0 Lord, and from the sins of
others spare thy servant (Ps. 18).
This should help us
to be very observant of our Rules, and not do anything
that might give disedification.
The second means to secure the observance of the Rules
in their full vigour is a very familiar and easy means, and
our Father lays it do\vn in his Constitutions and Rules,
where he says: " Sometimes every year let all ask the
Superior to give them a penance for neglect of observance
of the· Rules, that this may be an indication of the care
they have of their spiritual advancement in God's seryice."
We should have such a high idea of the Rules, that every
time we fail in their observance we should not only repent
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inwardly of the transgression,. but show our repentance
externa.ll y by aSkin.g and doing some penance for it.. In~'
•.
this way, though one fails sometimes in keeping the~
M....
Rules, that infraction is mad.e whole an.d atone.d for by~
the penance, and the Rules remain in their integrity,. I • _ ~
(/
vigour and observance, as though they had never b~en ~
broken. Doctors of Law and Theologians also say thatl
.the law then remains in its force and vigour, in 7Jiridi
observantia,-green, fresh, and entire observance,as
though it had just been made,-when whoever breaks it is
punished. For the lavv to be in full force and observance,
it is not necessary that it should never be broken by its
subjects; it is enough that account be taken of such
infraction, and the offender be chastised and punished.
But when the law is broken out and out, and no one is
punished or checked for that, then they say it is a sign
that that law is not in observance, nor has the force of
law, being derog(:lted from and abrogated per non usum J
by disuse and practice to the contrary. We may say the
same of our Rules. When in an Order there is such care
taken that no sooner is the fault committed and the Rule
hroken than penance comes atop of it, then the observance of Rules flourishes. But when on the one side Rules
are broken and many offences committed against them,
and on the other we see that no penances are asked or
performed on that score, then we may well say with truth
that the Rules are not kept, since now they are broken so
freely and so recklessly that nobody minds, no punishment is inflicted and no account taken. To-morrow you
will say that this observance no longer has the force of a
Rule, since contrary usage has abolished it, and under the
eyes and with the knowledge o~Superiors the Rule is
broken, and no penance done for it. Hence it is that
Superiors, who are bound to seeto it that the Rules remain

in force and are observed, and' watch as sentries and
guards over the Order, are obliged to give penances for
breaches of observance.
When the Superior gives you
a penance and a scolding, it is not because he has any
spite against you, or because he esteems you less. He
knows that we are men, and that theore is nothing to be
surprised at in a Rule being let slip here and there: he
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does it to fulfil his duty, which obliges him to stand up
for the Rules. If, when they are broken, he were to pass
the matter over and take no notice of what he sees going
on, nor give any penance, that would be showing that he
sets no store by Rules, and has no objection to their being
broken: thus little by little the use and practice of them
falls into neglect, and R·eligious discipline is weakened
and relaxed. Itis this, says St. Bonaventure, that makes
the difference between Orders observant and reformed,
and lax Oraers,-not that in the latter wrong things are
done, and in the former not; that is impossible, for we
all offend in many things (James iii. 2); but that in observant and reformed Orders he vvho breaks the Rule is
rebuked and punished, and not in the others.
N ow in what the Superior does under the obligation
that he has by virtue of the office that he holds, our
Father wishes all to help. So he says that sometimes in
the year they are to ask him to give them penances for their
failure to observe the Rules. It would be putting the
Superior to too much trouble to expect him to act the
constable on duty over every individual, giving him a
penance for eVlery Rule he broke. T'hat would be impossible; and even if it could be done, it would not be in
accordance with the gentle system of government usual
in the Society. It is you that should take upon yourself
this care, and be the first to tell your fault to the Superior
and ask for a penance. You should not let your Superior
come to know your fault for the first time by the report
of another about you: this is your affair, and you have
more to gain by it than anyone. And the reason should
be much considered, which our Father assigns in the same
Rule: " that hereby may be shown the care which each
one has of advancing in the service of God."
Thus a
nlan's being careful, when he fails in a Rule, to go and
ask a penance for it, shows that he is careful of his spiritual
advancement; while one who br-eaks Rules and commits
many faults against them, and never takes the trouble to
ask a penance for it, shows that he has little care of his
advancement. When this practice prevails in a house,
and there are many penances and mortifications, we may
see that the house is going on very well in great fervour,
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and all are greatly edified and animated to good thereby.
This then is the second means, which we give novv,
and it is very easy. I do not say that we should commit
no faults against the Rules: for that, it would be needful
that we should be no longer men, but angels: we shall
often fail in them, and who is there, however just he be,
who escapes venial faults and sins? There is no nzan
that sinneth' not (3 ICings viii. 46). When then you f~il,
show some sense of what you have done; let it be seen
that you are a Religious, that you value and appreciate
the Rules, and have an habitual desire to keep them.
Let them see you at once telling your fault, for by this
trifling penance that you do you repair the breakage of
the Rule; you even gain more than you have lost; and the
devil shall have no cause to plume himself on the fault he
has -made you commit, but shall be angry and confounded
at the ample satisfaction that you have made for it. So
the ,devil himself confessed to St. Dominic much against
his will, when the Saint took him through all the rooms
of the monastery, and made him tell how he tempted' his
Religious in each. Coming to the Chapter Room, which
is the place where they tell their faults and receive rebukes
and penances, " Here, "/said the devil, " I lose all I gain
in the parlour, in the refectory., and in all other places."
And not only before God, but also before men, atonement
is made, and the breakage of the Rule repaired by these
penances. Have you neglected to ring the bell, or to
answer punctually som,e call of Obedience? Have you
committed a public fault which all have seen? By a
public penance that breakage will be repaired, by your
at least telling your fault. But if they see the fault, and
see no penance done for it, they may reasonably say that
in this house no account is taken of exact observance, but
that' things are done in a free and easy style.
But it must be observed here that though it is true that
it is more usual in the Society to ask for penances than
to give them, and so it is right that it always should be;
yet it would not be well for the second manner of doing
penance, which the Rule mentions, to be forgotten, which
is " when the Superior obliges you to them for the same
end. " From forgetfulness of that, penances given by the
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Superior would be rendered difficult, and some would
come to resent inordinately having such penances given
them. That would be notably prejudicial to Religious
discipline, and cause great disedification. So we must
not give entrance to this abuse in any way; but let the
usage of penances being given by the Superior go on,
and be practised generally upon all, for there is always
room for it. And even were there not, our Father says
that all should be ready to accept and accomplish with a
good will all penances imposed upon them, even though
given without any fault for \\rhich they were to blame.
Hereby a better display is made of virtue and humility
and desire of improvement, according to the saying of
the Apostle St. Peter: vVhat thanks are due to you tor
suffering chastisement when you sin? but when in doing
right you sujfer it patiently, that is pleasing in the eyes
of God (I Pet. ii. 20).
Many thanks, or fevv thanks
rather, are yours, when you commit a fault, and there
being good reason to blame you, you then take rebuke
and penance patiently. But when you have done nothing
to deserve it, and still they rebuke you and give you a
penance as though you were in fault, and you take it
patiently and in an edifying way, that is a thing of high
estimation.
That will also be a help to keeping the Rules, which the
last rule of the Summary and the last of the Common
Rules prescribe, namely, to know them and understand
them. So it is ordered that all should take and read
them, or hear them read, every month. Some are not
content with hearing-the Rules read in the refectory, but
along with the spiritual reading that they practise they
read three or four rules every day, and so go through
them all every month leisurely and with reflection. This
is a good practice, and makes good spiritual reading.
It will alsobe a great help to make the particular examen
on the observance of Rules, not taking them all together,
but each taking that Rule on which he finds himself most
apt to fail, and after that, another, and at other times on
the Rules of his office, and it will be a very profitable
examen.

TWENl"'Y-THIRD 7'REATISE

OF MANIFESTATION OF CONSCIENCE
THE OPENNESS WI-IICH SHOULD BE HAD
WI1'H SUPERIORS· AND GHOSTLY
FATHEH.S IN GIVING THEM AN
ENTIRE ACCOUNT OF
CONSCIENCE
[The reader's attention is called to the new Code of Canon Law,
Canon 530, which affects this Treatise considerably. )

CHAPTER I

H ow important and necessary it is to deal openly
('with our ~)uperiors
Cassian tells of the ancient Fathers that to new-comers,
who entered among them to serve God, they proposed
it as the first letter of the A. B. C., that all their temptations and evil thoughts, and all that passed in their soul,
they should lay bare at once to their elders and masters,
and this ranked as a first principle among them. The
blessed St. Antony used to say: " So far as is possible,
a Religious should not take a step, or turn from side to
side, without g-iving an account thereof to the Superior,
even to tpe extent of declaring how many cups of water
he drinks a day, that all may be reduced to th~ level of
obedience. " St. John Climacus says that he found in a
monastery of great holiness many monks who carried a
little book hanging from their girdle, in w_hich they wrote
every day all their thougfits. to give an account of them
to their pastor, and he says that such was the command
of their Superior.
The same instruction is set down
expressly by SSt Basil, Jerome, Ambrose, and Bernard.
60 5
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this then, which was the common teaching of the
Saints, and a first principle among those ancient Fathers,
is enjoined upon us by our Father, as a thing most important and necessary, in very grave words, which are found
in his Constitutions. "Having thought and considered
and commended the matter earnestly to God, it has
seemed to us, in reverent waiting upon His Divine
Majesty, highly proper for subjects to make themselves
entirely known to their Superiors." Our Father is not
wont to speak in this manner of other things, even though
they be of great importance; and not content with this
manner of speaking, he sets to work to prove it by very
efficacious reasons.
The first reason for this importance and necessity of
openness with Superiors, is, that so they may be better
able to govern and direct their subjects. The Superior
is bound to guide and direct thenl : that is his office, that
is the meaning of being Rector or Superior. But if he
does not know you, and you do not declare yourself to
him, it is plain that he cannot do so. He that hideth his
crimes, shall not be set right, says the Wise Man (Prov.
xxviii. 13)' If the sick man does not discover to the
physician his ailment, the physician cannot cure him; for
as St. Jerome says, " medicine cures not what it knows
not, " quod ignorat medicina non sanat. You needs
must declare your infirmity to the physician, if you want
him to cure you. And if you have many weaknesses and
infirmities, you must declare them all. If you hide any,
it may be that he \vilt give you a remedy that will do
more harm to the ailment that you have said nothing
about than good to the ailnlent that you have declared.
What is good for the liver, is bad for the spleen. So you
needs must declare everything, that he may so temper the
medicine in one respect as not to do harm in the other.
In the same manner and for the same reason· you must
declare to the spiritual physician, that is, to the Superior,
all your ailments and weaknesses. When the physician
knows his patient well, knows all his weak points and
understands well his constitution, then he has gone a
long way to curing him. He lights at once on the radical
cause of the illness, diagnoses the peccant humour, can
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tell what may do the patient good or harm, and so easily
applies· the proper remedy. F or this reason princes and
great lords carry physicians in their train, who go with
them and stand by at their meals ;-not that the physician
is to keep saying to them every moment, 'Don't eat
that,' , Don't drink so much,' for that would· be to worry
them and make himself a nuisance,-but that seeing them
eat, and seeing- their exercises and what they like most,
and what usual1 y does them harm or good, their-medical

adviser may thoroughly understand their constitution, 'and
when they do getilI,may know how to treat them and
apply remedies to better effect. This then is the comfort
which our Father wishes us to have,physicians ever at
our side, well acquainted· with our constitution and inclinations, our weakness or strength, that so they may
better know how to treat and govern us.
The government of the Society is spiritual and interior, it does not
take the road of punishment, and therefore it does not
ordinarily proceed by the juridical meth~d of informations
and denunciations, its sole aim is the due treatment and
improvement of your soul. To that end it is necessary
that you should manifest and discover yourself to your
Superior, as to a physician and father. holding the place
of God. If you do not do that, it ""ill be putting yourself in danger and tempting· God, whose purpose it is to
rule and govern you th rough men; and they cannot well
govern you if you do not declare yourself to· them, since
they do not know you.
The second reason, which is an enlargement of the
preceding, is this, that the more Superiors are conversant
with all the facts, interior and exterior, regarding their
subjects, with so much the greater care and love will they
be able to help their souls, and keep them out of sundry
untoward situations and dangers into which they might
fall by their being appointed to this. or that post,. or put
in this or that occasion of sin, all through. their Superior
not knowing their temptations and· evil inclinations, and
their small and insufficient stock of virtue. In the Society
especially we must be ever ready, according to our profession and institute, to range about different quarters of
the world every time we receive orders to that effect from
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the Sovereign Pontiff or our immediate Superior. And
that such missions may be ordered on a sure footing,
sending some and not others, sending some on one errand
and others on another, our Father says" it is not only
very important, but extremely important," non solurn
refert valde, sed summopere, for the Superior to have entire knowledge of the inclinations and temptations of his
subjects, and of the defects and sins to which they are
most inclined, that thereby he may better guide and direct
them, not putting on anyone a burden beyond his strength,
nor exposing them to greater dangers and hardships than
what they are severally able well to bear. One of the
things that renders the government of the Society easy,
sweet and well assured, is this openness on the part of
subjects, and the knowledge that Superiors have of each
individual, his talents, parts and capacities for good and
evil, what he is made for and for what not, since in this
way they know what to make of everyone and what they
can put him to. Thus they will not order you anything
beyond your spiritual or corporal strength, nor put you
in danger, but -dispose of everyone according to his
strength and talents, unicuique secundum proprial1~
virtutem, as the gospel says (Matt. xxv. IS).
Thirdly, says our Father, this is very important as a
means to enable the Superior better to order and promote
what is fitting for the \vhole body of the Society, to the
good and honour of which, along with yours, he is bound
to look. When you manifest yourself to him, and give
him an entire account of your soul, then the Superior,
while having entire regard to your honour, and without
inflicting any stigma upon you, may at the same time
look to the g-eneral good of the whole body of the Society.
But if you do not declare yourself clearly to him, possibly
you may endanger your honour and your soul, as well as
the honour of your Order, which depends on yours.
By the way, it will be well for us to consider and reflect
upon the means which the Society affords us for our own
improvement, how excellently well they fit in with the
end of the Society. If by our Institute we were shut up
in our cells, going only to choir and refectory, there would
be no need for such openness with Superiors, nor for so
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many accounts of conscience. But in t'he Society, where
subjects arle and have to be thrown into such strange
situations, and so much confidence has to be reposed in
them, sending them throughout the world among
believers and unbelievers,and· sometimes alone, and that
for a considerable time, the Superior needs to know well
each man's interior, that he may not endanger him and
the Society in his person. And for the individual himself it is of much importance to make a clean breast of
everything to his Superior for the discharge and security
of his conscience: otherwise all these dangers will·· come
upon·· him: whereas if he will· but declare to the Superior
his weakness and the smallness of· his spiritual· strength,
they will not expose him to these dan'gerous·· occasions..
Plutarch alleges a· similitude which· well illustrates this.
The poor who wish to appear rich impoverish themselves
the more, and in the end· come to ruin, wanting to appear
richer, wishing as rich men to spend more than their
purses will allow. In the same way, if a Religious is
poor in virtue, but for want of humility is anxious to
disguise his poverty, and appear rich· and fraught with
what he has not got, he will impoverish himself the more,
and possibly "vill end· in ruin, because they will deal· with
him as ··with one rich and advanced in virtue, and put
him in dangerous occasions which he has not the funds
nor the virtue to meet : all this· will come upon him because he has not declared himself. Thus, though it were
only for our own satisfaction and security an9 the discharge of our own conscience, and the avoidance of
scruples, and a happy deliverance from dangers coming
upon us,-:.-as also to have God more bound to us, to help
us and bring' us safe out of those dangerous occasions,we should give this clear account of our conscience to our
Superior.
O'h the content and satisfaction that a
Religious enjoys, who has been thoroughly ope'nwith his
Superior, and manifested all his miseries and imperfections, \vhen afterwards they send him on a mission or put
him in office! Oh the confidence he has in God, that He
will stand by him and deliver him from shame in the
dangerous occasions that he meets withal! 'Lord, I did
not put myself in this office, nor in this post; rather I
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exposed. my insufficiency, and the little spiritual strength
I had to qualify me for it: it is Thou, 0 Lord, who hast
put me here and commanded me, do Thou supply what
is wanting to me.' With what confidence does he repeat
the saying of St. Augustine: " Lord, give me what Thou
commandest, and command what Thou pleasest : da quod
jubes, etjube quod vis" ! It seems to him as though he
has God thereby pledged to give him -what He commands
him.
But as for that other man, who has not given a clear
account of himself, but for fear lest they might put him
in this place, or move him from that other place which he
likes,hasfailed to manifest son1e temptation, or passion,
or imperfection, or weakness of his, what comfort can he
find? God has not sent him to that station, nor has
Obedience put him there, for ignorance, as philosophers
say, causes involuntariness. It is not the will of the
Superior, but he of his own self-will intrudes and pushes
himse1f into office: he is an intruder, not one called or
sent. Of such that may ,vell be said which God says by
Jeremy (xxiii. 2I) : I did not send them, they thrust themselves in: I never spoke to them, and they gave themselves out for prophets. With such persons as these, is
it wonderful that much is wanting to them, and that they
do not succeed well? They have reason to fear and lead
unhappy lives. Let such folk take good notice that they
do not satisfy their conscience by begging the Superior
not to put them in such an occupation or occasion, because they do not feel the virtue or' strength required for
it, but the reason why must be declared morle in particular, as we shall say afterwards: as for all the rest,
the Superior puts it down to humility, and the greatest
Saints are wont to speak in that strain.
For these reasons then our Father so much commends
this practice to us, and speaks of it again and again in his
Constitutions, as of a thing that· has a great bearing on
the welfare of the whole Society. So full is our Father of
this sentim·ent, that in the Fourth Part of the Constitu··
Hons, dealing ~ith the injunction that no one is to keep
anything, door or box, locked, he adds " nor his own
conscience either," though this remark does not seem to
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but it was because he had barred his breast from the
beginning, and \vould not give an account of the things
that were happening in his soul."

CHAPTER II

TtVhat a great relief and consolation it is for a man
to be open with his Superior and Spiritual Father,
and the blessings and benefits that ensue therefrom
The Saints. and Doctors of the Church, Ambrose,
Augustine, Jerome, and Bernard, say that one of the
greatest comforts that a man can have in this life is to
have a. faithful friend whonl he can lean upon, discovering to him all his heart and its secrets, according to that
saying of the Wise Man: A faithful friend is a medicine
for life (Ecc1us. vi. 16). There is no medicine so effectual
for the cure of wounds, says St. Augustine, as a friend
who can comfort you in your afflictions, counsel you in
your doubts, re,joice with you in your prosperities, and
sympathise with you in your adversities. lIe who hath
found such a friend halth found a treasure. Treasure do
I say? There is nothing to be co'mpared to a faithful
friend (Ecc1us. vi. 14, IS). All the silver and gold that
t'he Indies yield, to the joy of the whole world, is not worth
so much as such a friend. Now this is the blessing that
the Lord has given us in the Society, that you have such
a friend, you must understand, in your Superior, who is
your spiritual father, your master, your physician, your
mother and brother, and has more than a mother's feelings for you; and will take your interests for his own and
more than his own. Know then how to profit by such a
friend, and open your heart to him V\lith great confidence.
If you find such a friend, says the Wise 'Man, have recourse to him, let thy foot 'ZiJear out the steps of his door
(Ecc1us. vi. 36), frequent his room, consulting him and
imparting all your concerns to him, since in him you will
find comfort, counsel, and remedy for all your needs. As
to the sick man it is a relief and comfort to declare him-
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self to the doctor, .who attends him, so to the man in
affliction and distress it is a great relief and comfort to
declare and manifest his pains and afflictions to one who
can console and aid him.
. One of the means that philosophers prescribe for casting out sadness and relieving the afflicted heart, is to
relate and declare one's troubles to another. St. Thomas
mentions it, treating of sadness, and gives this reason
for it, that 'When a person cpooses to ·endure his troubles

all by himself alone, they draw his attention and thoughts
more to them, and so afflict him more; but when they are
imparted to another, the sufferer is somewhat diverted
therefrom, because his attention is. distracted and his
heart dilated and relieved. So we see by experience, and
it is a common saying among men: 'Pardon me, sir,
because it is a relief. to me to recount my troubles.' The
holy abbot Nilus, a disciple of St. John Chrysostom, says
that this was a common means prescribed by the holy
Fathers for this purpose. They illustrated it bya good
comparison. Have you. not seen how dark and gloomy
the clouds look, when they are charged with a quantity
of water, but as they proceed to discharge it and get
relieved of their burden, they become bright and resplendent? Thus, while a man is burdened and shut up with
his temptations, he lives. in great sadness and perplexity,
very heavy and melancholy; but when he casts off from
himself this burden by discovering and manifesting himself to the Superior,his heart is relieved, his sadness
assuaged, he is cheered up and comforted, and comes to
enjoy great peace and satisfaction.
St. Dorotheus relates of himself that he felt so peaceful
and happy upon discovering and manifesting all· his
doings to his master and spiritual father, that he became
afraid and had his suspicions as to whether he was going
on well, and felt indignation against himself, saying that
afflictions are foretold as the lot of such as are on the
way to heaven: for by many tribulations we must enter
in.to the kingdom of God (Acts xiv. 21). And when he
saw that he felt no affliction, but great satisfaction and
'comfort, .these fears came over him as to whether he was
on the right· road to. heaven. This went on until he con-
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suIted his master, the Abbot John, who told him not to
trouble about that, for this peace and contentment which
he fe.lt was promised to those who opened their conscience
as he did. And let it be observed that this openness must
be not only in the matter of temptations and imperfections,
but also in things that of themselves are good and quite
spiritual,. as we shall presently explain and have already
said before.
On account of the great importance of this practice our
Father enjoins it so earnestly, and would have Superiors
talk and converse frequently with their subjects, as well
for other advantages that there are in their doing so, as
also because by this private and familiar intercourse subjects are greatly encouraged to have recourse to their
Superiors, and explain themselves clearly to them. And
-for the. more abundant help and gre.ater consolation of all,
he orders in his Constitutions that there be in every house
and college a Prefect of Spiritual Things, to whom all can
have recourse to gain relief and consolation by talking to
him, and be directed and aided in the affairs of their
souls.
Cassian says very well of all human methods and all
mechanical arts, which serve for temporal advantage
only, that though they be material and can be seen with
the eyes and felt with the hands, nevertheless they cannot
be learnt or well known, unless one serves an apprenticeship and puts oneself under a master to teach them. What
sensible man then can think that for this science of your
spiritual advancement alone you need have no master to
teach you and tell you how to behave, it being a matter
so hidden and spiritual and invisible that not only the
eyes of the body cannot see it, but not those of the soul
either, except where there is great purity of heart. And
this is not like other sciences, where a mistake involves
temporal loss, which can easily be repaired, but here there
is question of the losing or saving of the soul for ever.
We are not fighting here against visible enemies, but
against invisible; and not against one or two, but against
'countless troops· of devils, making war upon us night and
day. It is nece.ssary therefore, says Cassian, to have very
diligent recourse to. our elders and spiritual fathers, de-
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claring to them all that passes in our soul, to be directed
and helped by them.
Apart from other reasons, the great fruit and profit
that ensues from having in every house a Prefect .0£
Spiritual Things, and having recourse to him, is clearly
seen from the things that are treated of and laid before
him, which are, to give an account of how one gets on
at n1editation, what method one follows therein, what
fruit one gathers, whether one observes the additions and

recommendations that we have· for making it, what is the
subject of our· particular examen, and whether we mark
it and compare results, whether we make spiritual read..
ing and how we profit by it, whether we have any·. tempta..;
tions and how \ve behave under them, what penances and
mortifications we practise, as well private as public, how
we are in the matter of obedience, of indifference, of
humility, in observance of. rules, and other like things.
N ow whoever knows that he has to give an account of
all that, evidently will be helped to take a little more care,
to be able to give a better account. Moreover there is no
doubt but that to see that much importance is .attached to
a thing, and great account taken of it,is a great means
to make us also regard it and attach importance to it.
The seeing that they ask me these things again and again
clearly obliges me to take more care of them; and if I
fail once, to take care not to fail a second time.
As Theologians and Saints say, sacramental confession
is a great bridle to restrain ·men from sin: so it was
shown by the. experience of the heretics in Germany, who
had denied and abandoned it. Things went so far. that
they found their towns full of vices and deeds of violence :
no man was sure of his neighbour; and these very heretics
sent a petition to the Emperor Charles V., begging him
to make a law ordering all to go to confession, seeing
that, since' confession had been abolished" they could not
live or get on with one another. Thereat the Emperor
laughed not a little,· as if it had been in his power to make
a law to that effect. Now as it goes a long way tore'"
strain a man from committing sin, to know that he has
to confess it, so it also greatly restrains a man from committing faults and imperfections, to see that he has to
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give an account of them. And to push the comparison
further :-frequent confession is one of the chief means
that we can give to a person for his salvation: for besides
the grace and forgiveness of sins that is given in that
sacrament, there are therein contained all the remedies
and counsels that can possibly be given.
Thus ,\Then
we wish anyone there in the world to make great progress, we give ,him some advice: at one time, to recite
the rosary; at another, to hear Mass daily, if he can; at
another, to hear sermons; at another, to make examen
of conscience; at another, to do some penances, and
never to let a day pass without doing some penance; but
finally, to put the seal on all, we give him for a remedy,
to confess frequently to a good confessor; and therein
we think we are giving him all remedies in one, and saying all that can be said, and all that need be said. For
if he does that, the confessor will give him every week,
or every fortnight, or every month, the means and remedies that you cannot give, nor he take all at once. The
confessor will ask him an account of how he puts into
execution the counsels that have been given him. This
is what good confessors should do : they should take care
that their penitents go on aI'ways advancing in virtue.
To this end masters of spiritual life advise penitents
everyone to have a fixed confessor: for to confess to-day
to one, and to-morro\v to another, is a likely way of
making little progress, since no one takes such a casual
comer expressly under his charge, or regards him as any
son of his. In the same way, in this practice of giving
an account of conscience there are included all the particular means and remedies that can be given to anyone
for his spiritual progress: for hereby the Superior, or
Spiritual Father, sees what profit you are making out of
meditation, examens, and spiritual reading; hereby he
sees how you are overcoming temptations and inclinations and the infirmity of nature; hereby he sees how you
are in point of silence, humility, indifference and resignation, and whether you are advancing or falling away;
hereby there is given you the particular remedy and
advice that you have need of according to your necessity
and disposition, correcting you on one point, encouraging
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you on another. And when this is done with the gentle...
ness and charity. with which it ought to be done, and by
the bounty of the Lord is done in the Society, so that you
understand that the only object desired and aimed at is
your greater good and spiritual improvement, it cannot
fail of being of great effect and efficacy.

CHAPTER III
That to discover temptations to the Superior or
Spiritual Father is a very efficacious means to take
against them
I t is the common doctrine of the Saints, and a first
principle. with those ancient Fathers, as we have said,
that all temptations should be discovered and manifested
st"raightway to our elders and masters, and our Father
admonishes us of this in the Constitutions. But let us
see what is the reason of this strong recommendation, for
that will be very useful to the purpose of imprinting this
truth on our hearts. The reason of it, says Cassian, is
that in this way the devil will not be able to deceive you
by his artifices and temptations, as he might deceive a
new-comer, since you bear arms put in your hands by
your veteran teacher. He will not deceive you, as he
might an ignorant and inexperienced person, if you have
recourse at once to your Spiritual Father, a learned and
experienced man, and let yourself be guided by what he
tells you. Then the devil has not to fight with a new
soldier and raw recruit, but with a veteran well versed in
this spiritual warfare. All the science and all the experience of your confessor and director you make yours, when
you open yourself at once to him and are guided by what
he tells you.
In this "vay, Cassian says, there is gained true prudence
and discretion, a virtue so great· and so much praised
by the blessed St. Antony. Those holy monks once met
in collation and spiritual conference, and began to confer
and discuss among themselves what virtue was most
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helpful to perfection. One said it was chastity, because
thereby a man keeps sensuality subject to reason;
another said it was abstinence, whereby a man is master
of himself; another that it was justice, and so each one
said what he thought. St. Antony, having heard them
all, and made up his mind what to hold, said: "The
virtue most necessary, and most ;helpful for perfection,
is prudence and discretion; since no exercises of virtue,
unless they are done with that, are pleasing to God, or
are acts of virtue at all." Then you ask, says Cassian,
what is the easiest and shortest way to attain this virtue.
Set down and communicate all your doings to the
Superior, and· be guided by his word and counsel, and in
this way you 'will attain it, and make the prudence and
discretion of the Superior your own. St. Bernard says
the same, speaking of this virtue: " Since the virtue of
discretion is a very rare thing, rara avis in terris, contrive
to supply the lack of it by the virtue of obedience, so as
to do nothing,either more or less, or in any other way,
than as obedience shall prescribe." In this way, he
says, the lack of discretion and experience is made up
and remedied, and true prudence is gained.
For this reason the Saints so strongly recommend US
to reveal our temptations straightway, and for the same
reason the devil uses the utmost diligence in trying to
get us not to reveal them, for he has another and
contrary end in view, which is our ruin and· damnation. St. Dorotheus says that there is nothing
that gives the devil so much pleasure as to find a man
who will not disclose his temptations and thoughts to his
Superior: such a one he reckons that he is sure to overcome, because the man fights against him single-handed~
Woe to hint that is alone (Eccles. iV.IO), because he has
none to help him against a fall, or to lend him a hand to
rise again. Contrariwise, there is nothing that the devil
more dreads, or that puts him out more, than to be discovered, for with that he loses all hope of victory, is
disheartened and takes to flight.
Our Father well illustrates this in the Book of the
Exercises by a comparison, which as he alleges it, we
may well allege. He says that our enemy the devil, in
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tempting us, takes the same line as a man with a wicked
passion does. in making his advances to s~licit a young
girl of honourable parentage, or the wife of a good
husband who is jealous of her honour. In seeking to
ensnare her, the first thing that he does is very diligently
to .try to keep the thing secret; and there is nothing he
resents or. dreads so much as the girl going to tell her
father what is going on, or the wife her husband, because
upon that he at once gives himself up to despair and loses

all hope of gaining his end; but so long as it is kept
secret, he has some hope of success. In the same way,
says our Father, "vhen the devil is seeking to ensnare a
soul, his first object is with all diligence to secure that
the matter be kept secret, and that the temptations and
reasons alleged in their support be revealed to none, because, once that is assured, he feels certain of victory
and the attainment of his purpose. And on the other
hand there is nothing that he resents so much as his
intended victim going and disclosing and manifesting
these proceedings to. his confessor or Superior. As the
devil has more power and more success by stratagem than
by force, when he sees himself discovered, he gives himself up for beaten, and all his frauds and entanglements
as confounded. Such is the way with all deceivers, as
the gospel text has it. He that I'lvorkethevil, haiteth the
light {]ohn iii. zo).
St. Dorotheus relates to this effect what befell St.
Macarius. He says that the great Macarius, a. disciple
of St. Antony, one day met the devil, and asked him
how he was .getting on with his monks. "Very badly,"
he replied, " because no sooner does a thought come into
their minds than off they go and discover it to their
Superior. But," he, added, "there is one who is a
great friend of mine, I hold him in my hand, and do
with him what I like, and spin him -round and round like
a top."; and he mentioned his name. On hearing this,
St. 'Macarius went to' see that monk,and found that he
was making this mistake, that he never related his
temptations to his Spiritual Father, nor got guidance from
him. The Saint exhorted him to unbosom himself, and
henceforth never' to trust any mo're in his .own judgment..
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The advice was well taken, and so the evil was remedied.
St. Macarius caught sight of the devil again another time,
and asked him how things were going with his friend the
monk. The devil answered, in a great rage: " He is no
more my friend, but my enemy." St. Dorotheus here
remarks very well that all St. Macarius's monks were
tempted by the devil, but the others he could not overcome, on account of their at once giving a clear account
to their Spiritual Father of all that passed in their soul,
and being guided by him. This one alone was overcome
and led astray by the devil, who trusted in his own judgment and guided himself by his own lights, refusing to
declare and manifest himself to his Superior and Spiritual
Father. And he was also cured as soon as he manifested
himself. Cassian says that he cannot be deceived who
manifests and declares himself entirely to his Spiritual
Father, and quotes in confirmation what the Holy Ghost
says by the Wise Man: If thou discoverest and layest bare
his disguises and artifices, that is, his secret and hidden
temptations, he shall not deceive thee, nor carry thee
a'UJay (Ecclus. xxvii. 19).
God deliver thee from the
serpent that biteth secretly (Eccles. x. II). When the serpent or viper plays the rattle-snake, and comes hissing and
making a noise, and the snake-charmer hears him, there
is a remedy. So may God keep you from the devil, the
old serpent, who bites when he is alone in silence; but
when your spiritual director hears it, who can charm
him with verses of Holy Writ, there is a remedy at hand.
A further point to note in this matter is the high value
that God sets on the humility that is shown in having
recourse to the Superior, or Spiritual Father, and opening
your heart to him. So pleasing is this humility to God,
that often the temptation is put an end to by the mere
revealing of it, \vithout observing the remedy, and even
though the Superior does not mention any remedy and
makes no reply. So says Cassian : "The temptation lasts
no longer than while it is kept covered up in the heart; uncover and reveal it, and at once it disappears: even before
the Superior has given his answer, it is already gone;
as the snake lurking in a dark hole, or under a stone,
makes off at once when it is discovered. " Lift up a stone,
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and you will see how the toads, adders and lizards that
were underneath there, make off and cannot suffer thelight: so the devil, the old serpent, says Cassian, makes
off at once when he is discovered, because he is the father
of darkness and cannot endure the light. The devil, being
so proud, greatly resents the discovery of his petty and
base arts; he is too proud to stand it, and so flies away at
once when he sees himself discovered.
Let us set ourselves here to consider and reflect, if

for bodily ailments there were physicians who could cure
them by merely having them made known to them, what
a boon we should take that to be. But what in the treatment of bodies is impossible, is witnessed by daily experience in the life of the soul: by the mere declarati'on of
temptations to the Superior they are often gone before he
has given any· answer. Even further, I say, by the mere
resolve to tell the thing to the Superior or Spiritual
Father, the temptation often comes to an end and
vanishes. You were going to tell, it him; and before you
reached his door, God had scattered all that cloud, and
delivered you from the temptation and trouble that was on
you. We have an example of this in the Lives of the
Fathers of Egypt. They tellof one who had fasted sixty
weeks, and prayed continually, that God would declare
to him the solution of a certain doubt he had; and as all
that time he could not come by it, he resolved to go to
another monk, who dwelt in the same desert, and'lay it
before him; and ashe went out of his cell for' that purpose he found on the. spot an angel, 'who gave him the
solution of his doubt, telling- him at the same time that
by that act of humility he had merited to have his doubt
cleared up more than by all the praying and fasting that
he' had done. In the holy Gospel we have also' a good
example of this in the ten lepers that came to meet Christ

our .Redeemer on His way to Jerusalem, crying out =
Jesus, Master,' have mercy on us (Luke xvii. I3). He
bade them go and show themselves to the priests. And
the holy Gospel says: While they were on the way, before
they arrived there,they were cured. God takes such
satisfaction in our humbling ourselves, and subjecting
ourselves to the men whom He has put in His place, that
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He will confirm it by miracles to sho\v how pleased He is.
Often, by merely threatening the devil to discover him,
he takes fright, and leaves you and makes off. So it is a
good thing' here to do what children do, who, when anyone annoys them,. threaten that they will tell their father.

CHAPTER IV
1'hat no one ought to om/it telling his temptations to
his Spiritual Father on the plea that he already knows
the means to be taken to meet them
One may say: ( 1 have already many times heard of
the means to meet temptations; and from what I have
seen and read in spiritual books I know what answer the
Superior or Spiritual Father can give me: why should I
have recourse to him?' We have good reason to fear
lest this temptation may come upon us here, all the more
in the case where a man thinks that he is already well
advanced in this science. St. Dorotheus was much harassed with this temptation, but he knew well how to deal
with it. He relates how, when he was going to manifest
his temptation to his Superior, the thought at once
occurred to him: ' Why throwaway time to no purpose?
He can only answer you this or that: you know it
already: it is not worth while going to trouble the
Superior.' And I, he says, waxed indignant at the
temptation and at the uprising of my own judgment and
opinion, and I said: ' Avaunt thee, Satan, excommunication, anathema and curses be upon thee.' So I took
no notice of the temptation, but went to my Superior,
and told him all that was going on; and when the
Superior happened to give me the answer that had
oocurred to myself, and a sudden disturbing thought came
over .me, 'Did I not tell you that such would be his
answer, and that there was no need of going to him?'
to that I answered to the contrary: ' Now it is a good
remedy, now it is of the Holy Ghost; when it came from
you, it was suspect, and I could not feel sure of it.' In
this way St.. Dorotheus rejected the temptation, and never

DID NOT GIVE IT YOU. MYSELF

gave it entrance, .but carried the whole matter to his
Superior.
So we·· should act, giving no credit to our own
judgment, and not trusting it; for it is the. common
opinion of wise and holy men that no man is a judge
in his own cause,. And if that is true where there is no
question of temptations, how much more where there is?
For temptations blind the eyes ,of the soul and hinder her
from seeing the right thing, according to that saying of
the prophet ; My sins have overtaken me, and the light is
gone out from mine eyes (Ps. 39). In such a moment the
man does not know the remedy that suits him; and if he
kno\vs it speculatively,· he does not succeed in making a
good use of it or putting it in practice, because he is dazed
and troubled by the temptation and passion; and God will
help him mo're by one word of the Superior than by all the
knowledge that he· possesses.
St. Augustine tells a· witty story which is pat to our
purpose. He says that a certain.· sickman called-in the
doctor, who saw him and applied a remedy by which he at
once got better. It happened, some days after, that the
same attack came back upon him; and as the remedy that
he had applied·· on the· former occasion' had succeeded So
\vell, he took no thought of the doctor" but took the same
remedy, which he remembered right well; but though he
took it, he felt none the better for it. He wondered at
that, and sent to call-in the doctor, and told him what
had . happened, and asked him why it was that, having
taken the same medicine, he felt none the better for it.
The doctor gave him this witty and acute answer: " Sir,
the reason why this medicine has done you no good this
time; is because I did not give it you myself." Now we
may apply the same saying to our purpose. This remedy
that you know, and have 'heard of many times, will do
you no good, because your Superior or confessor has not
given it you, he being your spiritual physician. 'Medicine
:has quite a different force and efficacy, when it is given
by the hand of the physician, who knows the exact situation and circumstances; so it is also' with spiritual medicines and remedies. Good were the waters of the rivers
of Damascus, and better than those of Jordan; but they
diet not ava.il to drive away Naaman's:leprosy, but only
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those in which the prophet Eliseus had bidden him wash
(4 Kings v. 10). God co-operates with the words whiGh
the Superior says to you, and with the means that he
prescribes, because he is in His place; so an easy and
common remedy, given by the hand of the Superior, will
do you more good than all you know, although you kno\v
much more than he does.

CHAPTER V

That none should omit manifesting things because
they look trifling
There is another ground which the devil is wont to
allege, to hinder some people from having recourse to
their Superior, which is, telling them that there is nothing
in it, and that there is no need for having recourse to
the Superior about childish trifles, and that you should be
ashamed to go to him over such a little bit of a thing
as that. To this I say, in the first place, that anyone
aiming at perfection should not wait for a thing to be
grave, or a matter of necessity and obligation, but should
always strive after that which is better and more perfect;
so of anything, however small it be, he should take
account and report it to the Superior, for that is the
meaning of aiming at perfection. Now, one of the things
that gives great edification is having recourse to the
Superior on very minute grounds; and the more ancient
and learned a man is, the g-reater the edification, because
this is making oneself a child and a little one for Christ.
In the second place, I say that sometimes the thing is
not so small as one thinks: it is the shame and repugnance that you feel to mention it that causes you to go in
quest of reasons to m.ake light of it, and persuade yourself that it is of no consequence, that so you may not tell
it. So it often happens in confession, when one is
ashamed to tell a piece of vulgarity and a mere nothing.
At once the devil comes in, availing himself of this natural
shame and repugnance that you feel, and persuading- you
that this, is no sin, or at least, no mortal sin, and that
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you are not bound to confess it. Oh, how many has the
devil deceived in this way, and made them omit to confess
necessary matter, and so come to make bad confessions
and communions! The mere feeling of repugnance and
difficulty in disclosing and manifesting a thing to the
Superior, ought to be enough to arouse your suspicions,
and make you understand that it is proper to tell. it. So
Cassian says that this is one of the clearest signs by which
you can understand that a thing is bad and a temptation
of the devil; and he adds that this "vas the common
opinion of the Fathers. When evil is done, we at once
seek to cover it up. When one is anxious to cloak a
thing over, there is grievous suspicion of the business not
being good. He that doth evil eschewelh the light (John
iii. 20).
In the third place I say that, though the matter be
trifling at present, yet a little thing, by being covered up,
is apt to become great. So it is well to declare it while
it is a little thing, that it maybe remedied in
time, the remedy then being easy, while afterwards it is apt to become difficult. St. John Climacus
says that as birds' eggs, if covered and warmed under
the wings of the mother, or under dung, little by little are
hatched, and come to receive life and produce other birds,
so do evil thoughts, when they are hidden in the heart,
unrevealed to anyone who can cure them, come to the
light and are put in execution.
There is another idea also which the devil is apt to put
before some minds, to keep them from having recourse to
the Superior: it is the idea that they will be burdensome
and tire him out with these things; and so, not to be tiresome and burdensome, they omit having recourse to him.
This is a great mistake; because this is the office of the
Superior, and one of the main things that he has to do is
this. Thus you do great wrong to your Superior in
judging that he is bored and annoyed over having to do a
thing which is so essential and necessary a part of his
office. Rather he rejoices greatly in being occupied with
a thitlg so essential as this, on which the spiritual
advancement of his subjects so greatly depends, as we
have said above in a similar case.
40
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Cassian tells a story of what happened to Abbot
Serapion, when he was. a youth, and the Abbot used often
afterwards to relate it to his Religious, to encourage them
to give an account of all their affairs to the Superior.
When I was a novice, he said, I was much tempted to
gluttony. I seemed never to get enough; and when I had
dined with the Abbot Thomas, who was my Superior,
every day when we rose from table I secreted· in the fold
of my garment a bun, which I ate afterwards in the
evening without his knowing. Thus overcome by .gluttony, I committed that theft and act of self-indulgence
every day; and though when. I had done eating, I was
always seized with remorse, so great that the torment and
pain of it was considerably greater than the pleasure I
had got by eating, nevertheless, he said, the temptation
had got such a hold on me that I did the same over again
the next day, and stole another bun, and ate it secretly,
and did not dare to tell this temptation to the Superior.
This went on till the Lord in His mercy was pleased
to deliver me from the servitude and captivity in which
I was, in the following manner. Some monks happened to come to visit the holy Abbot Thomas, and after
dinner they began talking of spiritual things, as their
custom was. It happened that the old man, in answer
to their enquiries, spoke of the vice of gluttony, and of the
force that temptations had \vhen they were kept secret.
And as I was suffering from great remorse of conscience,
I thought that all this was said for my benefit, and that
God must have revealed my temptation and fault to the
holy Abbot. So struck with terror at the force of his
'words, I began first of all to weep secretly with myself;
then as the feeling of compunction grew, I could not
contain myself any longer, but broke out into loud bursts
of weeping and sobbing, and there before the whole company I drew out from my bosom the bun that I had
stolen and hidden that very day; and prostrate on the
ground, I asked pardon and penance, and publicly
declared my temptation, and how, overcome by it, I had
acted that every day. Then the holy old man began to
console and encourage me, saying: " Have great confidence, my son, that thy confession, and this so heroic act
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that thou hast done in manifesting and declaring here
publicly before all thy· temptation and fault, has delivered
thee from this captivity and slavery. To-day thou hast
overcome the devil, and gained a decisive victory over him
who had been victorious over thee. Understand that the
Lord permitted thee to be so far captured and subjected
by this temptation, because thou didst hide it; and hold

for certain, now that thou hast manifested it, that the
devil will no longer lord it over thee, but that old serpent
will be gone at once, being unable to bear the light."
Hardly had the holy Abbot done .saying these. words,
when there came out, he said, from my bosom something like a flash of lightning or a lighted torch, which
filled the whole cell with so abominable and hellish a
stench that hardly anyone could stay there. Then the holy
old man returned to his subject and s~id: "Thou seest
here, my son, ho,v the Lord has been pleased to show by
deed what I have said to thee in word. With thine own
eyes thou hast seen the devil go out and fly from thee
by virtue of thy confession, since he could not brook the
light and the showing up of 'his subtle and mischievous
lies. So have no fear of his daring to attack thee again. "
And so it was, for from that hour I have never again had
that temptation, nor has anything of it ever recurred to
my memory.

CHAPTER VI

Some further answers to the difficulties that usually
hinder this openness in manifestation
We have spoken of the importance and necessity of
dealing openly with Superiors. But the more important
a thing is, and the more necessary, and toe higher the
perfection that it involves, the greater the repugnance apt
to arise in our nature, set all awry as that nature is .by
sin. And. the devil, envious of our good, is wont to come
in, making difficulties out to be greater than they are, to
stop our way. It will be well, then, to satisfy these difficulties. It will be not a little but a great thing done, if
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in a matter so main and necessary as (his, we succeed
in smoothing the way. Though we are here addressing
Religious, every Christian may apply the doctrine to himself, since it is a thing that concerns all. So Gerson here
addresses all generally, speaking of confession, as we shall
presently see.
In the first place, whereas naturally we like to avoid
trouble and difficulty, and vvhat we are now speaking of is
apt to present itself to us as a difficult and troublesome
business, we will begin with that, showing and proving
that a man will suffer incomparably more trouble in keeping his secrets under lock and cover than by discovering
and declaring them to the Superior. And let this point be
noted, because it is a thing that goes a long way with
lovers of themselves, who leave undone the works of
virtue and perfection, on account of the difficulty and
trouble they feel in them. I confess that there is some
trouble and mortification in discovering to the Superior
all one's temptations, inclinations and defects; but I say
that a man will carry about him a much greater load of
trouble and pain by covering and cloaking these things
over than he would have in discovering and manifesting
them. Experience shows us this well, and anyone can
bear good witness to it, whose policy at any time has been
to be close and reticent with his Superior. Oh, what
anxieties, what sudden thrills of remorse does he suffer,
whose habit it is to cover and cloak things over! He is
ever in the pangs of childbirth, thinking whether he shall
speak out or be silent. Now he has a mind to speak, and
then he veers round and changes his purpose. N ow he
gets as far as the Superior's door to tell him, and then he
turns on his heel, not daring to tell him. The iniquity of
Ephrairn is tied up in a sack, his sin is hidden away, the
pains of childbirth shall come upon him (Osee xiii.
12, 13). He was on the point of exposing to the light
the temptation and evil thought that the devil, father of
darkness, had put into his heart, and he had not virtue
or strength enough to do it. The children have come to
the point of birth, and there is not strength to bring -them
forth (Isai. xxxvii. 3). He remains always in labour; and
the longer he delays the discovery, the greater the pains he
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feels, because he has made it matter of greater difficulty
and shame to tell it after all. Now· it comes to pain him

that he did not reveal it at the beginning, and the greatest
difficulty he feels is this reflection: ' How can I go to the
Superior now after the lapse of so much time? If the
thing were just starting, I would tell him; but now with
what face can I appear before him? After I have kept
myself close from him for so long a time, what will he
say? He will say that I bad no confidence in him, since I
would not tell him of it at the beginning.' A man will
know no rest or repose so long as he keeps his secret
thought barred and covered up. Conscience will be ever
tormenting him vvith remorse and beating him, because
he will not do a duty of the first importance; whereas on
but discovering and declaring himself, all this tempest
will be appeased at .once, and he' will find himself very
peaceful and comfortable. .
When one dares not confess a sin for shame, his life is
one of perpetual fears and fits of grave uneasiness, but on
confessing it he feels as happy and as much relieved as
though he had. thrown off a great tower that he was
carrying on his back.
Festering wounds, says St.
Gregory, while they are closed, notoriously give greater
pain,. the purulent matter burning there within; but when
they are opened, all that filthy accumulation oozes out,
and naturally the pain is appeased. So it is when one
confesses his sins and declares his temptations and weaknesses. The confession and manifestation of faults and
temptations is like lancing an inflamed wound; or as
when the. stomach is charged with bad humours or excess
of food, and the man goes reaching and hiccuping to
throw it up, and finds no quiet or repose until he succeeds
in· throwing it up, but is at once quiet and at ease when
he does throw it up. Hence it will clearly be seen how much
greater is the pain and torment of keeping one's secret
thoughts close and covered up than would be felt in discovering and manifesting them, for aU· that is involved in
doing .that is a little shame and mortification that passes
away in the time that you could recite a Credo, and leaves
behind much peace and satisfaction at having made the
disclosure. Thus to one who, to escape difficulty and
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trouble will not declare himself, we may well reply that
just for that very reason he should declare himself. His
closeness will bring him in more trouble; he will pine away,
gnawed and consumed with pain, whereas in speaking out
he will find much peace and tranquillity.

CHAPTER VII

NIeeting the main difficulty that is apt to stand in the
way of openness in manifestation
One of the greatest, or the greatest, difficulty that is
apt to occur to some in the way of their declaring and discovering their heart to their Superior, is the thought that
they will be dishonoured, and lose the good name and
credit that possibly they enjoyed with him, and that
henceforth he will look upon them with other eyes, and
will not trust them nor show them so much love. By
this .thought .the devil deceives many, and makes
them not open out or not open out entirely.
Now,
if we can show that all this is the other way about,
and so much the other way about that by discovering
and manifesting oneself one rather gains honour and
esteem and more love, and by not declaring themselves
'people lose all this, I think that this difficulty will be quite
smoothed over. So then, by the grace of the Lord, we will
show here the truth, and let it be seen that things are just
the reverse of what the devil represents them to be to
deceive us, according to his ordinary procedure in all
temptations, for he is the father of lies.
I say, then, that there is nothing that makes one lose
reputation and esteem with a Superior more than shrouding oneself up and being shy with him. It gives the
Superior occasion to begin to take him for a close man and
a dissembler. No fault that he could ever reveal of himself
could do him so much harm as that, for one fault is one
.. ~ault, but to take anyone for a close man includes a good
deal, since it puts him under suspicion of many faults.
, That is a close fellow, he never opens his heart; how do I
know but that., as he has kept this thing up his sleeve,
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he will keep another and another thing concealed?' This
mere suspicion goes for more than one can say. On the
other hand, when a man opens out his whole soul to his
Superior, and declares to him all his temptations, inclinations and defects, he not only loses nothing, but gains
much credit with him, for he takes him for a humble and
mortified man, plain and straightforward, in whom there
is nothing else within but what he shows without.
We ,vill go on with this topic further down to the root
of the matter, for it is one of the principal things to be
said on this subject. I say, first of all, that a man cannot
take a more effectual means to be cherished and loved by
his Superior, and gain his good will, than to manifest and
discover his whole heart to him without hiding anything.
The reason of this is, because, as philosophers and saints
commonly say, one of the most powerful motives for
loving is being loved. The. Evangelist St. John brings
forward this motive to invite us to love God, that he
hath loved us first (1 John iv. 10). But one of the chief
things by which a subject can show that he has a great
love for his Superior, is by discovering his whole heart to
him, and all his secrets, great and small. Where the love
of two persons goes so far as that there is nothing
hidden between them, there is there a very great and very
close friendship. So said Christ our Redeemer to His
disciples: I have called you friends, because all things
whatsoever I have heard from my Father I have made
known unto you (John xv. 15). To others I have spoken
in parables, but to you I ha've given to know the mystery
of the kingdom of God (Luke viii. 10). When then a
Superior sees that anyone reveals to him his whole heart,
and that nothing is left there untold, he then understands
that that person has a true love for him,· and. takes him
for his father, holding the place of God, since he confides
his soul and honour to him, and puts everything into his
hands. This wins his heart, and obliges him to love that
person more and look better after him. But if the Superior
sees that his subject does not declare himself fully, but
speaks with reserve and beats about the bush, dealing
in parables that he may not understand the matter as it is;
that is sufficient cause for his forming no high opinion of
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him, and loving him less, because he sees that the other
does not love him, nor esteem him, nor take him for a
father, nor confide in hiIn, nor dare to reveal himself to
him; this naturally causes a coolness in love. flow can
you expect the Superior to love you as a son, if you do not
love hinI as a father? Love him as a father, trust him,
deal openly and plainly with him, and he will love you as
a son.
The same thing we shall say afterwards, speaking of
the relations of Superiors to subjects. When the Superior
speaks to the subject clearly on any point, and says to
him: ' See, you have this or that fault, there is a hitch
there, and people complain of you, try to correct yourself' : that is the procedure of true love. But when the
Superior uses roundabout phrases, and does not fully tell
his subject of his faults, or of the points on which he
\vould wish him to amend, but puts an outward complexion
on the matter different from what he thinks within, he
speaks not the language of true love, but of dissimulation
and pretence. So I say that when the thing is carried on
with this openness and straightforwardness on both sides,
then there will be true love of Superiors for subjects and of
subjects for Superiors, and true union of hearts, and we
shall get on well; but when otherwise, all will be formality
and pretence. Thus the revealing and declaring of oneself
to the Superior does not destroy love, but increases it.
Hence it follows in the second place that neither will
one lose thereby the good name and opinion that the
Superior had of him; for where there is love, there is
always esteem, the will loving only that which the understanding represents to it as good and worthy of being
loved. Thus these two things, love and esteem,
ordinarily go together. But apart from that, coming
down more to particulars, it is clear in the first place that
nothing is lost by the mere fact of a man having temptations, however evil and foul soever. Rather it is a mark
of them that serve God and aim at spirituality; whereas
other people often do not know ,vhat temptation is like,
nor recognise temptations when they come, nor need the
devil waste his time over them, because of their own will,
without solicitation of his, they follow his ways. I t is
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against those that betake themselves to the service of
God, and aim at virtue and perfection, that the war of
temptation is generally declared, according to that saying
of the Wise Man: Son, betaking thyself to the service
of God, prepare thy soul for temptation (Ecclus .iL 1).
Some people have the idea that temptation is a very
shameful thing, a thing quite singular and extraordinary,
and that nobody ever had the like; and so they dare not
declare it, fearing that it will quite startle the Superior.
But this is a temptation proper to novices, who, having
no experience, have no knowledge of temptations, and
take that for a new thing which is very old and common.
Hold for certain that you will say nothing to the Superior
or confessor that \vill be new to him, however extraordinary it may appear to you: many others have met
'with that temptation, possibly he himself may have passed
through it. Nothing is new under the sun, says the Wise.
Man (Eccles. i. 10). All things are old, though to you
they seem new.
N or again will a subject lose credit with the Superior for
revealing to him his faults and imperfections,-for that
is a consideration that is apt to make this manifestation
difficult. The reason is, because it is in. human nature to
fall, for, after all, we are creatures of clay,which is easily
broken, and the Superior knows well by himself the weakness of his subject, since we are all one same lump: so
he is not shocked when people discover to him their
faults and imperfections. G·erson, by way of persuading
persons of tender age not to omit to confess anything for
shame, which is wont to be a very ordinary fault in such
little folk, says: "Think you that I shall cherish you
less, or make less account of you, for knowing your sins
and weaknesses? Yau are mistaken, nay, I shall thenceforward love you more, as a very dear son, and one who
has had confidence in me, and disclosed to me "vhat he
would not dare disclose to his own father. God knows
the tender affection which I feel for one who lays bare to
me his miseries; and the more low and shameful they are,
the more do they melt my heart and make it go out
towards him."
T'hat humility and plain speaking
with which he declares his fault, that .desire which he
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shows of better things, and of his being cured and finding
remedy, naturally moves the Superior, and makes him
deal with him affectionately and love him.
Even
when a stranger comes to us, and tells us of his troubles
and miseries, we receive him with love and a great desire
to help him, and try to comfort and encourage him; what;
then, .must it be with a son? It is very important for all
to understand and be persuaded of this truth, that in discovering their imperfections and weaknesses to their
Spiritual Father they shall lose nothing, but rather gain
more love and consideration,-that so none may omit a
duty of such importance as this, for the representations
that the devil makes to the contrary, false and lying as
they are.
For the greater confirmation of this it is to be observed
that, while doing evil and having a will and purpose to
do evil is a shameful thing, unworthy of appearing
before God and before men, abhorrence of the evil done,
and repentance and shame for having done it, and
bewailing and confessing our errors and sins, is not a
shameful thing, but a thing highly honourable before
God, and so it should be also before men who are in the
place of God. Theologians raise the question, whether
at the day of judgment the sins that the Saints and
Blessed have committed are also to be exposed to public
view. Opinions differ, but one thing we may say in this
matter for certain, and it makes for· our purpose.; it is
this, that if those sins are made public, it will not be to
the confusion and shame of them that have committed
them, but to their honour and praise; for along with the
sin there shall come into view such penance and satisfaction as they have done for it, so that they shall not
be confounded and ashamed, but rather honoured and
thought well of. God is quite able to effect this, and we
see that He does it here on earth in the case of many
Saints. Magdalen's sins are exposed to all eyes and published every day ; and on her feast-day they are chanted
in the gospel to her great honour and renown, and for the
honour and glory of God, who even out of sins is able to
draw so much good. And the same we see in the sins of
the Apostles, St. Peter, St. Paul, St. Matthew, and those
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of the prophet David. Thus, by those sins which have
been followed by repentance and satisfaction, honour. and
esteem is not lost, but rather gained.
There is a good similitude often used to explain this.
Some one gets a new silk gown, it is well made and looks
very well: it catches somewhere and tears: now it looks
as though it were spoilt. He puts over the rent a ribbon,
or some trimmings of gold, or a very rich piece of
embroidery, and the gown turns out very graceful and

goodly to see, so that it looks as though that tear had
done on purpose to improve the finery. So shall
the sins of the Saints and Blessed, .if they are to be made
manifest, be exposed to all eyes at the day of the last
judgment. They shall be to them no cause of confusion
and shame, but rather of glory and honour, for their
having got out of them as they have. They have put a
band of gold and rich embroidery over the rent, whereby
they shall be the more honoured and adorned. In this
way then, here in Religion, when one makes known to
confessor or Superior his weaknesses and miseries, in a
spirit of shame and repentance, and a true desire of
finding his cure and remedy, not only does he not lose
credit with the Superior, but rather gains increase of
honour and respect and love. The Wise Man says:
There is a confusion that carrieth with it sin,. and another
confusion that carrieth grace and glory (Ecclus. iv. 25).
The confusion and shame with which one manifests his
faults, that it is which carries with it honour and glory;
but the confusion and shame that makes one hide his
faults carries with it sin.
It is recounted of our blessed Father Ignatius, that to
win back a priest and Religious from a very dissolute and
profane life, a life wholly contrary to his profession, after
having tried other means to win him without success, he
adopted the .expedient of going to confession to him.
After mentioning his every-day faults, he said he would
like also to accuse himself of sundry sins of his past life
that pricked his conscience most; so he began to confess
the weaknesses of his youth, and ignorances of his early
years, with such great sentiment of sorrow and so many
tears that the confessor came to change places with
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him: he began to love and reverence him whom he
had formerly abhorred, took him for his director and
guide, and made the Spiritual Exercises which. our
Father gave him. There followed a great change of his
life, to the notable edification of all who had known him
before. Hence it will be seen how far a man is from
losing hereby honour and reputation. That whereby one
comes to figure better in the eyes of God, and gain more
favour with Him, cannot be a loss to him, but rather a
gain, in the eyes of men who are God's ministers, and
have to make His ways their ways.
Hence may be inferred a truth, well borne out by
experience and worthy of consideration, which is this, that
when a man is close and dark and will not go on to declare
himself, it is a sign that he has no mind to mend his ways,
nor is bent on that, but means to go on anyhow in his
faults, and has no desire to get out of them. For if he
had true sorrow and repentance for his faults, and a tirm
purpose of being henceforth all that he ought to be, it is
plain to see that he would not lose with his Superior by
declaring his fault, along with his repentance and purpose
of an1endment, but rather would gain. This is a thing
whereby they lose much, ,vho will not go the length of
declaring themselves for what they are.

CHAPTER VIII

A nother way oj meeting the aforesaid difficulty
We might also answer this difficulty in another way,
which is this. If we were thoroughly humble, or desired
and aimed at being so, we ought to rejoice at the Superior
knowing us and taking- us for what we are; and to that
end alone we should manifest to him all our evil inclinations and defects; for it is not right that I should be
regarded otherwise than for what I am. True humility
not only makes a man know himself and have a poor
opinion of himself, but makes him also rejoice at other
people knowing him and having a poor opinion of him.
It is for other reasons, as we have said, that this clear
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account to be given of conscience is ordained in Religion;
but though there were no other good in it than this, that
should be sufficient for us, if we had a true desire of
humility, for this is a great exercise of the same. But if
this humility is wanting, if we desire to be regarded and
highly thought of, if we desire office and high and honourable posts, it is not surprising that there should come over
us a vain fear, which is wont to frighten, or rather to
delude, persons of that sort: ' If my faults come to the
knowledge of my Superior, I shall never thrive nor lift up
my head, but shall be always shoved away into a corner
and forgotten. ' Saints and servants of God, we see, feign
faults and even sins, not to be taken up and promoted to
dignities and honourable posts, but to be left alone in their
corner. But he who for a contrary motive makes it his
policy to throw a veil over the real faults that he has,
that men may esteem and promote him and reckon him
for more than he is worth, shows himself very far from
virtue.
Here there is a very chief point to be observed, which
we have touched upon also elsewhere, which is, that one
of the chiefest things in which a Religious should exercise
and show humility and mortification and other virtues, is
in the case of such virtue being necessary ·for the accurate
observance of his Rules, since therein consists our
advancement and perfection. If he has not virtue enough
to exercise and put in practice the details of humility and
mortification to which his Rule and Institute oblige him, it
may be reckoned that he has none at all. What is the
good of virtue and mortification, if, when it comes to a
case of a natural bashfulness, or the loss of a little credit,
a nlain rule like this is to be set aside? If you had true
humility and self-knowledge and sorrow for your fault,
this shame and confusion that is felt in declaring it should
be taken cheerfully in atonement and satisfaction for· the
fault, and that alone should be enough to make you have
recourse to the Superior. Such was· the behaviour of the
Emperor Theodosius, an example well worthy of being
copied. When Rufinus told him not to go to church,
because St. Ambrose was bent on barring his entrance,
the Emperor said in a true spirit of Christian humility:
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" I am minded to go to church, and hear there from the
bishop what I deserve."
So you should say: 'I am
minded to go to my Superior, I am minded to go to my
confessor, and hear of him what I deserve, to know myself
and reckon myself for what I am, and to receive from the
Lord this shame and humiliation in satisfaction and atonement for my sins.' This is genuine humility and compunction, and a good sign of repentance, a sign that one
does not feel, as possibly one might feel, more shame at
discovering oneself to a man than at having offended God.
Very far is such a one from true humility. If we are to
desire, as our rule says, to suffer injuries and false
witnesses and be accounted fools, without our giving
occasion for the same, how much more should we desire
it for doing an act of virtue, obedience and religion, and
keeping a rule so inlportant as this 1
But that we may not seem to wish to carry everything
by the way of the spirit only, let us take another way to
smooth and further facilitate this business, the way that
we mentioned in the last chapter, which is also a good
and true way. I mean that not only does a man lose no
credit with the Superior by discovering and manifesting
himself, but rather he gains with him honour and esteem
and increase of love; while he loses all that by not declaring himself. To which I add another thing, which follows
from the above, that where this open dealing exists, the
Superior in that case puts much trust in such a person,
and with reason, for he knows and understands what
there is in him, and is satisfied that he will have recourse
to him for anything that turns up; but when a subject
does not altogether show his hand, a thing that readily
lets itself be understood, the Superior then cannot trust
him, because he does not know him, and is not aware
of what there is in him, and so is forced to be cautious,
looking at what he is about and keeping an eye on him.
And this should be well observed, because it is one of
the chief sources whence springs much discontent and
bitterness among subjects, which unpleasantnesses would
be stopped and brought to an end, if people would be open
with the Superior. It is a very common experience that
by this mutual dealing and intercourse irritation is
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removed, and the apprehensions and imaginations dis...
pelled, which Superiors had of inferiors, and inferiors
also sometimes have of Superiors. These suspicions and
fears are generally like the phantoms of the night, which
horrify and frighten afar off, and if you go up to them
and touch them you will find that they are a branch of a
tree which you took for a thing of the next world. So it
happens here; things that upset and frightened you, and
seemed to be something considerable, by touching them,
handling them, dealing with them, vanish into thin air,
and you find them to be nothing at all. Seneca said very
well, speaking of the brave and undaunted spirit in which
we should face things, that there are things, our failing to
face which is not because they are difficult in themselves,
but they are difficult because we fail to face them, non
qui,a difficilia sunt nonaudemus, sed quia non audemus
difJicilia sunt. If we would set ourselves to it, and pluck
up heart to face them, we should see that they have not
the difficulty which we imagine. To this effect he 'alleges
the similitude of phantoms that \ve have mentioned, calling
them, in the phrase of the poet (Virgil), ' shapes terrible
to behold,' terribiles visu forrnae. Observe, he does not
say that the things were terrible, but that they looked
terrible; but go and touch them, and you will see that it
is all nothing: so it is in what we have just been speaking
about.

CHAPTER IX

That t'we owe much gratitude to God for making the
account of conscience in the Society so easy and
pleasant, and how it comes to be so

We owe much gratitude to the Lord for the singular
favour and benefit He has done to the Society, in that
there is in it this manifestation to Superiors, and that
practised so pleasantly and cheerfully, although in itselfit
is more difficult than exterior penances and mortifications.
The difficulty there is' in it may be well understood from
that which is found ,in sacralnental confession, wherein
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men commonly feel more difficulty than in the rest of the
commandnlents. To lighten the difficulty, it was necessary that there should be also a divine precept, a most
strict precept, of the sea] of secrecy in confession. And
with all that, some people make such a difficulty over it
that, rather than open out, they choose to start a hell for
themselves in this life, with fits of remorse and anxiety
dogging their steps, and in the next life a hell consummated for ever. But when you reveal your whole
heart to the Superior, you do more than go to confession,
since you reveal and declare not only sins, which are the
matter of confession, but what is not sin nor matter of
confession. And many a time a man is apt to feel more repugnance in mentioning a piece of vulgarity or meanness
that he has fallen into than in mentioning graver sins; and
what is more, all this is done out of confession. It is,
then, a thing greatly to value and to render endless thanks
for, that the Lord has made to us so easy and so pleasant
a thing in itself so difficult, and other\vise so profitable.
But let us see the reason of this facility and pleasantness of procedure in the Society. The first and chiefest is
the grace of Religious Vocation; for God gives special aid
to every Religious Order to take the means that make for
its advancement, according to the Institute that it professes : that is, what we call the grace of vocation. And
since for the end which the Society professes,-which
involves our being liable to tramp the world over, and
deal with all sorts of people for the help of souls,-it is
a means so important and necessary, for reasons given
above, that the Superior should knovl us from head to
foot, within and without, hence it is that God gives us
special support and aid to do this.
The second thing that renders it easy and pleasant is the
welcome given by Superiors, the fatherly affection that
subjects find in them, the gentleness and love with which
they receive them, till it looks as though they were there
for no other purpose than to hear and console you: this
is a thing of much importance, and it is needful for subjects to be persuaded that they shall find this hearty
welcome from Superiors, that all may have recourse to
them with confidence, and not fail on a point so important
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as this for fear of Superiors and their apparent harsh':'
ness. And a help to their being persuaded of this is the
fact that it greatly concerns Superiors themselves to give
a good welcome to their subjects, it being their office to
do so, and they would fail in their duty if they did it not.
The Blessed" St. Bernard on these words of the Canticles
(L 3) : We will be glad and rejoice' in thee, mindful of thy
affectionate ways, sweeter and more luscious than wine,
gives a very good admonition to Superiors. These a.re his
words: ", Hear this, ye Prelates and Superiors, ye who
are more anxious to be terrors to your subjects than to
do thern good. Learn to behave as mothers, not as lords
and masters; try to be loved rather than' feared: show
ever to your subjects a maternal affection, teeming with
milk, not swelling with imperiousness and airs' of
authority." And he quotes to this effect the saying of
St. ,Paul: Brethrt:n, if any man for frailty be overtaken
by any sin, doye who are spiritual instruct such a one in a
spirit of gentleness, considering thyself lest thou too be
tetripted, (Gal. vi. 'I). And that of the prophet Ezechiel:
The wicked man shall diein his iniquity, but I will require
at thy hand' an account of his blO'od (iii. 18). Woe to
Superiors; he 'says, who do not give a gracious welcome
to their subjects when they have recourse to them
in their temptations and weakne.sses!
Woe to
them, if they send them away offended and soured,
and show them no -', fatherly affection ! If on this
account the subject dies or bIkes a turn for the
worse, as may well happen, God will demand an account
of it from the Superior. Thus, if it were not for your
sake, but only for what concerns himself, the Superior is
forced to do his office well, that you may do yours well.
The third thing that makes this practice easy and
agreeable in the Society is the very -frequent and common
example and use of it that exists, as we see every ~ay
in our brethren. We may say -here what S1. Augusttne
says occurred to him, when he was thinking of becoming
a convert to our Christian religion, and the observance of
chastity made a difficulty to him, and he could not bring
himself to make up his mind. He put before himself, he
says, Continence under the figure of a highly honourable
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lady, who pointed out to him many boys and girls that
she kept covered under her large mantle, and many other
persons of various states and ages, all very chaste and
virtuous; and she said to him with a smile, as if to mock
him: "Can't you do what these boys and girls do?
Or think you that what these boys and girls do, they
do of their own strength and not of God ?" With this
the Saint was greatly encouraged. So you may say when
the devil puts before you a difficulty: ' Come, come, can't
you do what they all do? Won't you do what your neighbour does, a man of longer standing, greater learning,
more prudence and discretion than you?' This smooths
down the difficulties so much that it not only facilitates
things, but makes us even feel a difficulty in not doing it,
'seeingthat it would be remarked and give disedification
of you not· to do what all do. Thus ,ve should all try to
secure the continuance of this good practice and custom,
for· the example of one is an encouragement to others.
They who can show the longest· standing and most learning are most bound to keep up this and the like practices
by their example and by their talk and conversation. Such
persons, as they can do most good, are also capable of
doing most harm; for the rest have regard to what they
do and say, and esteem and follow what they see them
esteem and follow. And besides, it is important for everyone to keep up this use and practice, since thereby it will
become easy; while if the use is dropped, in a few days
it will becorpe very· difficult, as happens in other exercises
of humility and mortification. We see it also in the case
of confession, that they who leave' a twelvemonth between
one confession and another find it a very difficult business,
while to them who confess often it is easy and pleasant.
In the fourth place it will be a help to know that what
is .said to the Superior, or the Prefect of Spiritual Things,
is .oot said as to a judge, but as to a father, that he may
give comfort, counsel and remedy; and that no one can be
punished for anything said in this Court, even though it
deserve punishment, any more than for what is said in
confession; for these Courts [of conscience and of justice]
qr~ different, and. no argument can be drawn from the one
to the other.
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Fifthly, a thing that will greatly forward this manifestation of conscience, and help to confirm what has been said,
is noted in our Constitutions: it is, that the Superior must
keep 'everything secret that is there said. Thus you may
be quite sure that what you say in giving an account· of
conscience will remain in the breast of the Superior, and
will be known or communicated to none, nor will any
harm or disgrace come upon you on that account. Even
the natural secret here is binding, and· binding under
mortal sin; and, besides, our Father General Claudius
Aquaviva has backed it up with grave and severe ordinances, :adding pains and penalties for those who are care,,:
less on this point, even to the length of deposing them
from office; and. he would have subjects not only made
aware of this his ordinance, but further know that
Superiors who fail in the execution. and observance of· it
shall be punished. As to prevent men from .shunning
sacramental confession it was necessary also to impose
upon priests a strict precept of. the seal and secrecy
thereof,so likewise, that none may take occasion .-ofshunning manifestation of conscience, our Father has judged
it necessary to insist so much on the secrecy of the communication, that there maybe no cooling down of ardour,
no falling off, in an affair of such importance; for, he
says, I do not . know that there could be anything more
pernicious ,than that to the good government of the
Society, which desires to lead· its subjects in .the way of
perfection by inward training and spiritual direction rather
than -by outward enactments and penances.
Hence
Superiors will understand what great harm -they will do to
the Order, if they are careless of secrecy in these. things.

CHAPTER X

Of the

11~ethod

to be observed in giving an account of
conSC'lence

Pour out thine heart like water in the sight of the Lord
(Lam. ii. 19).
By this comparison the prophet Jeremy
declares to us very well how we ought to manifest and
declare our heart to him who holds the place of God,
when we give an account of conscience: it should be as
when we empty out a vessel of water. When a vessel of
oil or honey is emptied, some part remains behind, sticking to the vessel; and if it is wine or vinegar, at least the
odour remains; but when a vessel of water is emptied,
nothing remains sticking to the sides; there remains
neither smell, nor taste, nor any trace whatever of what
was there, but it is as though the vessel had never held
anything. In this way you should empty out and declare
your heart before your Superior, when you give an
account of your conscience, so that nothing be left behind,
and there remain neither smell nor taste, nor any trace
whatsoever.
Because this is a thing of such importance, and such a
chief and efficacious means for the spiritual advancement
of our souls, our Father has wished that, besides other
times that this is done, it should be done more particularly every six months, taking in all that time, and that
this manifestation should always go before the renovation
of vows. So it has always been practised in the Society,
and since the Fourth General Congregation it has been
put among the Common Rules. As besides the ordinary
confessions that we make at frequent intervals, he wishes
us then to make a general confession of all that time; SO
he wishes that besides the ordinary account, which is
given at frequent intervals, there should be then given a
general account of all that time. It would seem that he
could not have given a more appropriate means than this
for the spiritual and inward renovation of each. And our
Father General Claudius Aquaviva in his Instruction to
644
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Visitors commends to them greatly the use of this means,
and says: " If this practice of giving an account of conscience is done on the part of subjects in the proper way,
and is taken as it ought on the part of Superiors, it will
doubtless tell greatly for the renovation of spirit and
augmentation of virtue and perfection in the Society~"
In accordance with this pronouncement are certain very,
grave words spoken by St. Basil, who says: " Whoever
wishes to attain any signal and notable perfe.ction, ought
to take care that no movement pass in his soul of which he
does not give an account to the Superior: in this way
what is good will be confirmed, and what is not so will
be remedied; and thus, little by little, getting rid of evil,
and planting and causing to take root good"we shall come
to arrive at perfection." As in clear water the pebbles
and very minute grains of sand, which are at the bottom,
are clearly seen,SO the subject should make himself so
clear and transparent to his Superior that he can see all
the motes and imperfections of, his soul. And, that we
may do this the better and more easily,we have in the
Society an excellent Instruction, on which I wish to
observe that, of the two parts which it contains, the first,
which is the preface, or heading, is the principal ; for
therein is contained the whole substance of the fortieth
rule of the Summary of the Constitutions, which treats of
the manifestation of conscience, and explains how it is
to be done~ After telling each one to reflect on the importance attached to this observance in the Cons.titutions,
the rule goes on to say: " Wherefore let each one with
great integrity, in confession or under ordinary secrecy.,
as shall please him and be to his greater comfort, manifest his whole soul entirely, 'without concealing anything
in which he has offended' the Lord of all, starting from' the
last account 'of conscience that he gave; or at least let him

discover the defects that weigh heaviest on his conscience
since that time." I say then that here is the main
element of this business, and anyone who passes over
what is said in this preface will not give a good or entire
account of his conscience, even though he runs through
all the second part, which contains fourteen particular
points.
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That this may more clearly appear, there will be no
need to go through the other points" but let us take for
example one of the chief of them, and let it be point the
third, which bids us give an account of our temptations,
passions and bad inclinations. This is one of the main
things of which a man has to give an account, what
temptations he has, whether they are troublesome and
importunate, .of the ease or difficulty which .he finds in
resisting them, and the manner in which he does it. No
more is asked under this question; nor is anything more
said on this head in the whole of the second part of this
Instruction. But I ask,-will it be enough for giving a
good and clear account of one's conscience to one's
Spiritual Father, so that he may know the state of one's
soul in this particular, to teU him all one's
temptations and all one's evil inclinations? I answer
no, but it is necessary to tell also one's falls, if perchance there be any: for it is one thing- to say,
, I am inclined to pride,' .and another thing to say, ' I
am so inclined to pride that I desired or did such a thing
in order to be regarded and thought well of; and I greatly
.resented the being told to do this and that, and I made
such an excuse to get off doing it, and the only real reason
was because I had not the virtue or humility to do it, as
otherwise I could have done it very well.' It is one thing
to say, 'I am passionate and impatient,' and another
thing to say: ' I am so impatient and so passionate that
I came' to lose. my temper, and say such and such a disedifying thing." It is. one thing to say, ' I have impure
temptations,' and another thing to say: ' I was so weak
in the affair that I dwelt and took delight in it,' etc. It is
clear that a different judgment is formed of him who has
fallen under temptation from what is formed of him who
has had a temptation and bravely and manfully resisted it,
and a different treatment is required in the two cases. In
a fever case it is very important for the doctor to know,
and also very' important for the patient to let it be known,
whether the patient be a strong and hearty man, .or a
weak subject; for the treatment of fever is different in the
two cases. So it is very important for your spiritual
physician, and for you also, that he should know your
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strength or weakness, to know how to treat you and the
remedy that should be applied. It is not enough for you
to tell him your temptations and bad inclinations, but you
must tell him also of your falls, if tnere are any, for otherwise there is no knowing your -weakness or yoqr· virtue
and fortitude. And therefore the forty-first rule of· the
Summary, treating also of this matter, tells us to manifest
to our Superior not only our temptations, but also' our
failings. 'fhis is declared in the preface totliis Instruction,wherein it is said expressly that the subject must
declare his whole" s.oul to his Superior,- without concealing
anything in which he has offended the Divine Majesty, or
at least declare the failings that·. weigh .heaviest on his
soul; and nothing more is said of this in the fourteen
points that follow. So anyone who does not observe this,
will be turning into an idle cer~mony' and vain formality
a thing of such leading importance and made so much of
in the Order. T-his lesson may be profitable to all Christians generally, that they may know how to give an
account of their soul to their spiritual fathers.
But to throw further light. on this matter, 1 observe
that the subject must not be satisfied with telling his
faults in general, but he must tell them in particular, for
in that. way and in. no other does he give a clear account
of himself. And the same· is also excellent direction for
confession.. You must not rest content in confession with
saying in general, , I let myself be carried away with bad
thoughts '; but you must say to \vhat extent you were
carried away. And. though the mat~er be no more than
venial, and venial sins are not· necessary matter of, confession, nevertheless, if we do confess them, as it is right
we. should confess them, we should not speak in generalities, which considerably gloss over the fault, but also
mention any particular circumstance which adds' to the
gravity of the case. F or clearly a penitent does' not quite
declare his fault by saying, ' I have said offensive· words,
impatient words, or words of detraction,' when the word
was such that the telling of it will make the fault appear
greater than a general expression would show. And if
one has failed in obedience, and given notable disedification thereby, one should not rest satisfied with saying,
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, I accuse myself of having failed in obedience,' but he
should specify the particular thing or the particular
manner, so far as it throws more light on the fault and
alters the confessor's judgment of it. In like manner I
say, in giving an account of conscience, the thing should
not be done in general expressions and roundabout
phrases, but with great simplicity, thoroughness and
clearness, without there remaining the least corner hidden
away, or tiny pocket not laid open, according to what St.
Paul says of the Church: that Christ might make appear
before his eyes a Church full of glory, without. spot or
wrinkle or any such thing, but holy and unspotted (Eph.
v. 27). It is in wrinkles that dirt and grime is apt to hide:
so there should not be in our soul any wrinkle or fold of
any sort, but all should be plain and smooth.
Our Father requires anyone entering the Order to give
a clear and entire account of his conscience, not only
declaring the bad inclinations. that he has at present, and
the vices and sins to which now he is most inclined, but
also the bad inclinations that he had, and the vices and
sins which troubled and assailed him most in his past
life. As it is a great help to the doctor if his patient will
tell him riot only the illness that he feels at present, but
also the illnesses that he has had, that he may guess
whether the present indisposition comes from that quarter,
and so treat him for the present as to prevent any possibility of recurrence of the past, so in spiritual things, if
you wish to give a clear and entire account of your soul
to· your spiritual physician, you should not only tell him
your present habits and inclinations, but also your past,
forfrom thence there may often be inferred the cause and
root of the present trouble. For this they are wont to
advise anyone making a general confession to make it to
the priest whom he intends to choose for his ordinary
confessor in future, that he may be the better able to
help him for having fuller knowledge of his soul. The
temptations and evil motions that a man feels at present
are apt many a time to be traces and remnants of old
weaknesses, the penalty and punishment of an evil past
life; and so, however recollected and fenced in from the
world the man no\v be, he will suffer against his will what
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he \Jvould not, in pain and penalty for past license and
evil habits. In that case there is no reason for him t6
be frightened; what he has to do is to practise patience
,and humility, and try to gather from it sorrow and shame,
not only for the present, but also for· the past; and· so it
will do him no harm.
Finally it is to be observed here, that giving an account
of one's conscience and going to confession areg-enerally
distinct things in the Society, as is·evident from the
different rules that \lve have on the subject, and by the
difference of their purpose and matter. It is at the same
time a certain fact that anyone may give an account of his
conseience either in confession or out of confession, as
shall better please him and make for the greater comfort
of his soul, since that is expressly stated in the Constitutions. But here is to be observed a thing which our
Father General Claudius Aquaviva observes in the
Instruction which he gave to Visitors, where he says:
" While we cannot oblige anyone in the Society to give
an account of his conscience out of confession, since the
Constitution gives leave to everyone that he may make' it
in confession; at the same· time, with the exception of
certain things which are properly kept for theconfes;.
sional, in other things they are to be praised who give
this account of conscience out of confession, manifesting
their whole soul, that Superiors may be able more freely
and \vithout any reference to confession to use this knowledge for their better direction and guidance in the way
of perfection." Arid this being such a serious subject,
I have thought it well to put here Father Aquaviva's exact
\vords, which are the following-: After having laid down
the difference there is between an account of conscience
and confession, and after having said that anyone that
likes may give his account of conscience in confession, .he

goes on to say: ". Wherefore, though no one is to be
obliged in the Society to give his account of conscience
out of confession,-.-seeing that the Constitution leaves it
to the choice of each in view of his greater comfortapd
consolation,-yet they deserve praise who, excepting
things which properly belong to confession, which things
may be manifested to the Superior in .confession, give
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their account of conscience out of confession, and reveal
themselves entirely to the Superior, that Superiors may
use this knowledge freely, and without let or hindrance,
to direct and govern their subjects to their greater advantage and to the greater service of God."
Thus it is hetter
to give the account of conscience out of confession, and
so to show greater confidence in the Superior; even as
he who puts a jewel into the hand of his friend to keep
for him shows greater confidence in him than if he gave
it in a casket locked and sealed and took away the key.

CHAPTER XI

A nswer to certain doubts arising {rom the above
From what has been said certain doubts arise, which
may possibly occur to anyone. The first is this. We
have said that on the one hand it is better to give the
account of conscience out of confession; and on the other
that this account of conscience should be not only of
temptations and evil inclinations, but also of failings and
falls, if there are any; and if declaration is not made of
them, it will not be a good account of conscience. Then
I ask:' , If, . which God forbid,. one is overcome by the
force of temptation so far as to have a grave and shame..
ful fall, is it possible that the rule should require 'him to
give an account of that to the Superior out of confession?
That, it would seem, is a difficult and very up~hill thing,
and commonly could not be endured.' To that I say
that in such a case it is not the intention of the rule, nor
of our Father, that that should be told out of confession;
rather, this was one of the chief reasons why the rule
gives an alternative, allowing one to do this under ordinary secrecy or in confession, as shall be for the individual's g-reater comfort. And this is declared expressly
in" one of the rules of the Provincial, where on the question of' giving and taking an account of conscience, after
the subject has had' his say, it is said that the Provincial
"may ask him any question that he thinks proper, but with
this reserve, that U questions that would put the man to
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great shame are not to be asked out of confession " :
quae hominem pudore multum afficere.nt, ea extra confessionem interroganda non essent.
Such things as these,'
not only should not the Superior, or the Spiritual Father
either, ask about out of confession, but neither should
they allow the other so to tell them. Chaste ears should
not hear such things out of confession, so it is better to
reserve them for that occasion. And that is what our
Father General means to say in the words we quoted in
the. last chapter, where after saying that they do better
who give their account out of confession, he adds, " .apart
from· certain things that are properly kept for confession. "
The second doubt is more serious. We have said. on
the one hand, and our Fathersays it expressly in his
Constit~tions, that the purpose of giving an account of
conscience to Superiors is that 50. they may be able better
to rule and govern their subjects, by not being ignorant
of anything concerning them, and may be able to order
and provide what is fitting, as well for individuals as for
the whole body of the Society i-and on the other hand,
according to the same Constitutions, anyone may give
this· account in confession : hence it seems to follow that
the government of the Society and of its Superiors is
done through theconfessionaI. This difficulty has given
no little food for thought to some through their not
understanding how the. thing works in the Society. To
make it unde'rstood, I say. in the first place that so far is
the Society from governing through the confessio{laJ, that
even what some theologians say the confessor may do
without breaking the seal, in the way of availing himself
sometimes of what .he knows in confession, is. a doctrine
which our Father General (Claudius Aquayiva) most
severely forbids anyone to teach in the· Society, or in any
way put in practice; confessors are to behave in these

things as though any knowledge they happen., to . have in
confession were· non-existent. This is in: accordance with
a decree and mandate' on this matter issued four. years
after by His Holiness Clement VIII., which decree . is
quoted by Father Francis Suarez and others. And'the
Society does more than that, for even of the a<;count of
.conscience given out of confession she orders. secrecy to
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be observed with great care, as we have said in the ninth
chapter. N ow when such great caution is observed over
things that are known out of confession, what must be
done in matters relating to confession, so as not to render
it odious, and not to commit any sacrilege against the
seal?
Now to meet the exact point of the difficulty, I say that
it is nowise undesirable that the spiritual and interior
government of souls be carried on by means of confession,
but rather that is just one of the great fruits and advantages of the Sacrament. By the penitent's clear declaration of all his wounds, ailments and weaknesses, the
confessor, acting as physician of the soul, can apply to it
the treatment and give it the remedy that is most to the
purpose, and direct it as it ought to be directed. In so
high a degree is this true, that in the Canon Law Pope
Alexander III. orders that, for this end alone of guiding
and directing souls and giving them the advice that suits
them, the confessions should be heard of those persons
who are so wicked and sinful as to be incapable of absolution. Such people say that it is impossible for them to
observe continence or keep from sinning, and therefore
they have not a true purpose of amendment. Yet, though
they cannot be absolved, the Sovereign Pontiff there
advises their going to confession and confessing all their
sins, and giving an account of their evil life, and their
want of the requisite dispositions for this confession.
An~ he bids the confessor receive and hear them kindly,
in order to give them wholesome advice and remedy: for
perchance thereby their heart will be touched, and they
will give up the occasions of sin; and by this act of
humility, and sundry good works which they will be
directed to practise, the Lord will open their eyes so that
they shall entirely give over their sin and make a good
confession. Thus it is no new thing, but a very ancient
and usual and well-approved practice of the Church, to
take confession for a means of guiding and directing souls
in this manner.
We read of our blessed Father Ignatius in his Life,
that when he was elected General of the Society by the
votes of all the first Fathers, again and again, he stood
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out against the election, saying that he was not fit for the
post. He was greatly importuned on all hands to accept,
and told that his refusal was a resistance to the will of
God, well declared by the unanimous choice of all. In
the end, for· all that they. could do, they could not get him
to acquiesce at the time. They had to come to. a compromise with him, and accept an expedient which he proposed, which was this. He said: " I will put the whole
business in the hands of my confessor; I will give him an
account of the sins of my whole life, and declare the bad
habits .and inclinations of my soul,my weaknesses and
miseries, past· and present, spiritual and corporal, and if
with all that he shall command and counsel me in the
name of our Lord Jesus Christ to take on me so great a
charge, I will obey him."
He did so: he went into
retreat for some days,made his general confession to a
holy man named Friar Theophilus of the Order of St.
Francis, and then asked him what he thought of it. He
replied that his opinion was that he should undertake the
charge of the government of the Society, and that in
resisting the election he would be resisting the Holy
Ghost. Thereupon he accepted the charge which they
wanted to put upon him. N ow I ask, will anyone be
found, how malevolent soever, to open his mouth against
this act of our blessed Father Ignatius, to slander it or
see any sign of artifice in it? There is none, I believe,
who could open his mouth otherwise than to praise it;
and so it is related in his Life to his great praise and
credit. N ow the manner in which our Lord raised out
Father to be Head and Founder of this Order, is exactly
the manner in which he teaches us to proceed; and so
he prescribes to us this practiee of declaring to the
Superior in confession, or simply under secrecy, all our
bad inclinations, vices and passions, and all our faults
and imperfections, that so the Superior may the better
direct us in the way of virtue and perfection which we
profess.
So I say that the public and exterior government of the
Society is not and cannot be through the· confessional;
but it is very suitable, and sometimes necessary, for the
spiritual. and interior government of souls to be by way
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of confession in the manner that has been said. Thus we
see it to be the practice throughout the Church of God,
that when anyone has doubts and difficulties as to his
bepaviour in any particular conjuncture, he chooses a
prudent and learned confessor, and in confession or
simply under seal of secrecy, as may be for his greater
comfort, gives him an account of the business, to get
counsel and direction therein. That is just what our
Father means, when he says that this account of conscience may be given in confession, if it be to the greater
comfort of the subject to do so. Thus Rectors in the
Society are not appointed or deposed from anything
known in confession; nor are people Professed, or made
Professors, or appointed to any other office:· that would
be an error, a great error, and it would also be an error
on the part of anyone who thought such a thing of the
Society.
But it must be observed here as a thing of great importance, that such a conjuncture may arrive and such
circumstances concur, as to warrant the confessor to
oblige his penitent, whoever he be, in conscience and
under pain of sin, to put it to the Superior not to place
him in such an office, or send him on such a mission, and
to remove 'him from such an occasion of sin, declaring to
him the cause, and the manifest danger which he feels
would be incurred therein, considering his weakness. In
such a case, I ask, what better or more honourable means
could be given to the person than to tell him to go and
declare the case to the Superior in confession? For then,
with all honour to the party concerned and to his Order,
the· Superior can remove him from the occasion, and not
expose him to dangers too great for his strength : so the
remedy will be found and his honour saved. And all
this the Superi()r then does, not only·· with the leave and
consent of the· party concerned, but even at his request,
the importance of the matter calling for it. And at other
times, though the penitent is not so sure whether he· is
being exposed to danger or not, and yet is in fear and
doubt about it, in such cases it is a great relief and consolation to declare your doubt and difficulty to· the
Superior and put yourself in his hands ; for then, if you
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are pilt in that situation, the danger will not fall on you,
as it would have done had you not declared yourself, but
it will be all laid to' the charge of the Superior; .and God
will concur with the obedient. man, and give him' strength.
to come well ·outof. what they have commanded him,
since he has done what in him lay.
.
In the third place I say .that though it is true that a
man can give his account of conscience in confession,
according to the rule, yet the 'hetter and more praise-

worthy course is to do it out of confession, as has been
said. And as all now know this, they commonly .wish to
choose the better part; which is to give it out of confession. That puts an end to all scruples and murmurs
and' suspicions that might arise about Superiors governing by what they, know in' confession, since all commonly
give ,this account out· of it.' And even in the case that
we spoke of in the first doubt,of one choosing to give
this account in confession, there is no Religious, however
imperfect he be, who would not be glad, and ask for it,
that in view of what will make for the good of his soul,
and to deliver him from occasions of sin and not expose
him to dangers, the Superior should be able to make use
of what he says in confession, provided it be in such a
way that no harm may come upon him thereby, but only
good, and that otl1ers should not be able to get wind of
any fault or imperfection of his: for in this way he loses
nothing and gains much, and obliges the Superior to
look even more carefully to the saving of his honour.
And thus it come~ to be that even that spiritual and
interior government of souls, which might be lawfully and
holily based upon wl1at is known only by confession, is
not usually practised in the Society, but we go only by
what is known out of confession, as has been said. For
all rejoice and find more comfort in giving their account
out of confession of all that is needful for this purpose,
that so the Superior may be able more easily, and without
any consideration arising out of confession, to guide them
and help them in the way of perfection.
St. Bonaventure lays down this doctrine explicitly, and
says that it is very proper for the Superior to know right
well the consciences of his subjects, their inclinations and
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habits; and also that he should be well acquainted with
the corporal and spiritual strength of each, that so he
may be able better to rule and govern them, portioning
out and entrusting to everyone the task and charge that
suits him according to his strength, for not all are alike
equal to all things. He quotes to this effect that saying
of Scripture: Aaron and his sons shall enter into the
sanctuary, and they shall arrange the labours of all, and

apportion the burden which each one is to bear (N urn. iv.
19). St. Bonaventure says that Aaron and his sons are
Prelates and Superiors, higher and lower, whose office it
is to enter there into the interior of their subjects, and
know the virtue, strength and capacity of each, that so
they may be able to portion out· and distribute offices,
charges and ministries of Religion, according to· the virtue
and capacity of each one, unicuique secundum pro priam
vir'tutem (Matt. xxv. IS).

TWENTY-FOURTH TREATISE

OF FRATERNAL CORRECTION CHAPTER I

That correction is a mark of love, and of the great
good there is in it
The blessed St. Bernard says that it is a great mark
of God's loving us as sons when Herebukes and chastises
us. And Holy Writ is full of the same thought. Whom..
soevey God loveth, he chastiseth, and taketh pleasure in
him as a father in. a son, says the Wise Man (Prov. iii.
12). And St. John in the Apocalypse: Those whom I
love, I rebuke and chastise (iii. 19). And the Apostle St.
Paul: Whomsoever God loveth, he chastiseth, and
scourgeth. everyone whom he receivelth as a son: for what
son is there whom his ff!ther doth not correct? (Heb. xii.
6, 7). And so the Saints say that it is one of the special
benefits and favours that God does to a soul, when He
rebukes it and strikes it with heartfelt remorse of conscience upon its falling into sin and committing a fault.
It is a great sign of the love of God, and of your being
of the number of the elect" that He does not abandon you
entirely, but calls and invites you by this remorse. Where
this rebuke and heartfelt remorse is wanting, and God
sends no chastisement, they say that it is a sign of His
great anger, and that this is one of the greatest punish..
ments that God inflicts in this life. St. Bernard applies
to it the words of Ezechiel: A nd my indignation at thee
shall cease, and nty jealousy of ·thee shall be taken away,
I will no more show my displeasure at thee by rebuking
thee (xvi. 42); which is what the Lord had said by Isai.ah :
I have sworn no more to be angry with thee, and I will
42
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rebuke thee no more (Isai. live 9). God utters this as a
great threat. It shows God's greatest anger, says St.
Bernard, when He ceases to be angry and ceases to
rebuke.
If God's jealousy of you and His rebuking of
you has not abandoned you, neither has His love: for
such is the kindness which God shows to His friends.
Now as in .God this is an indication and sign of His
loving us as sons, so also in the Superior, one of the things
that most shows His love for a subject is His charitably
correcting him and admonishing him of the faults that
are observed in him, that he may amend them. Better is
plain correction than a love that maketh no show (Prov.
xxvii. 5). Melior; est' manifesta correptio quam amor
absconditus. Excellent is the inward charity and love that
you bear me, but that is your affair: little good will it do
me, if you do not come to show it in deeds. But when
the Superior's love goes so far as to admonish me of a
fault, which I had not seen or did not take to be a fault,
that I may amend it, that is the greatest love and the
most profitable for me. This is love shown in act, the
true love of a father, desirous of the good of his son:
for if the Superior did not love you as a son, and desire
your spiritual good and improvement he would not take
you in hand nor warn you of your fault. We see here
in life how when a father catches his son playing some
prank, he at once rebukes and chastises him, because he
is his son, and he loves him as a son, and wants him to
be good and virtuous; whereas if he were not his son,
though he saw him doing something that he had better
not, he would leave him alone, and say nothing to him,
and take no notice of him. 'Let his father look to him,
and teach him better, he is no concern of mine.' Moreover, not only does the Superior hereby show that he
loves you as a son, but he show's also his conviction that
you love him as a father, and are convinced that he loves
you, and speaks thus to you with the affection of a father
and for the desire that he has of your good. He shows
also that he is satisfied with you, that you have virtue and
humility enough to receive the correction and admonition,
since otherwise he would not give it you.
On the other hand, when the Superior does not deal
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with you so openly and plainly, admonishing you of your
faults, and of what shocks people and makes them complain of your conduct, it is because he does not love you.
as a son, or because· he has made up his mind that you
do not love him as a father, or because he thinks that you
have not virtue enough to take admonition and correction
well, all which shows lack of love and esteem. on his part.
There is no true love there: possibly there may be some
outward show of it, but it will not he true love, only

apparent and put on. What is the use of giving you
outward marks of love and regard, if at heart he takes
you for a defaulter and deficient in this and that respect,
and dares not tell you of it? This is duplicity and pretence, making an outward show of sentiment and putting
on a face different from what you feel interiorly. This is
the behaviour and language. of the world: there in the
world people go on in this manner, because they dare not
say what they think, and so they put on a countenance
which belies what they feel at heart. They will often
praise and flatter you, and make a show of thinking well
of your conduct, while at heart they think quite otherwise,
aocording to the saying of the prophet: His words are
smoother than oil, but they stab (Ps. 54). With. their
mouth they blessed me, but they cursed me at heart (Ps.
61). Their tongues are flattering (Ps. 5), but the poison
of asps is under their Ups (Ps. 139). But here in Religion
there should be nothing of this double-dealing, everything
should be clear and straightforward : the charity and union
that we profess does not allow of anything else. What?
have I got a fault, or many faults, which perhaps I do not
s~e, or do not take them for faults, nor have any idea that
they shock other people; and the Superior sees them, and
knows that others are shocked and complain of them,
and yet there is none to tell me of them? That is not

charity.

Our Father Francis Borgia says very. well :

"If you had your cloak wrong way on, or a
black smudge on your face, evidently anyone would
do you a charity who warned you of it, and you
would thank him; while on the other hand you would
resent it, and take it for an ill turn, if another saw and
did not tell you. With much more reason should we be
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of that same mind and sentiment in regard of deficiencies
in virtue which disedify our brethren."
So we ought to take it for a great blessing to have
someone lovingly and charitably warning us of our faults,
for with the great love that we bear ourselves ·we often
fail to see them, or do not take them for faults. Affection and self-love blind us, as in the case of the mother,
who, for the great love that she bears her own offspring,
will take the ugly child for beautiful and call the negro
ruddy. So there are never wanting to us colourable pretexts for colouring and covering over our faults. That is
why philosophers say that no man is a good judge in his
own cause; since if the laws hold in suspicion any judge
who is a friend of either party to a suit, how much more
should a man be suspect in his own cause, being such a
friend of him·self! A third party, viewing our case with dispas'sionate eyes, will be better able to see our faults and
a better judge of them.
Besides, as they say, two pair
of eyes see better than one.
Plutarch says that we should give money to buy an
enemy, since enemies are they who tell us the truth; while
friends nowadays are all adulation and flattery, telling
you that there is nothing left to desire, while there is
nothing in you that they think well of. We see how
usual this is at the present day in the world, and God
grant that the. usage may not come into Religion. We
men are so vain that we hear these things with. relish,
and even believe them; where we ought to do the contrary, as did the Royal Prophet when he said: Let the
just correct me in kindness and rebuke me but let not the
oil of the sinner anoint my h.ead (Ps. 140). The blessed
St. Augustine says that by the smooth unction of the
sinner is understood adulation and flattery, which the
prophet holds in abhorrence, and would rather be
corrected by the just with severity and mercy than
praised and flattered with these smooth adulations, since
they serve for nothing but to make a greater fool of a
man and add to his illusions. He quotes the saying of
Isaiah (iii. 12): My people, they who praise and say
wonderful things of thee are they "who deceive and ruin
thee. Contrariwise, they who correct and admonish us
J
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do us a great favour. Better the wounds of a friend than
the false kisses of an enemy (Prov. xxvii. 6). Better be
corrected by the wise than, led astray by the fllatter'Y of
fools (Eccles. vii. 6). It is the painful treatment which
.works the cure: the other is no treatment at all, but makes
the cure more difficult, because we persuade ourselves
that there is no fault, and so never set to work
amending it.
Diogenes used to say that for the correction of your

faults you should have a right true friend to admonish
you, or else a bitter enemy to scold you: thus between
the warning of the one and the scolding of the other your
vice and fault is got rid of. The latter is t'he way of
the world, where faults are not told except where. there
are enmities: then true faults are discovered. But. here
in Religion faults are not told, nor rebuke and admonition
given, in hatred or rancour, or out of animosity and iIlwill that they bear against you, but with true love and
desire of your good. We rejoice in the former of those
two advantages, in that. we have in the Superior a faithful and true friend, who with great love warns us of our
faults. We should. set great store by that, and reckon
that he dh;covers to us a treasure, when he warQs us of
some defect which, if we did not know of it, we should
never amend.

CHAPTER II

That pride is the cause of our not taking correction
well
One of the things in which man's great pride is best
seen, is the. great difficulty with which he takes correction and warning of his faults, a difficulty so great that
:you will hardly find anyone willing to accept su~h correction and warning. St. Augustine says very well: " Who
shall easily find a man willing to be reproved? and where
shall we find that wise man, of whom it is said in
Proverbs (ix. 8) Rebuke the wise man, and he will love
thee"? Know for certain that he is a wise man, since
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he knows how to receive lovingly so great a benefit as is
that of correction: but where are such wise men to be
found? Who is he, and we will praise him (Ecdus.
xxxi. 9). St. Gregory says: " We are so full of pride,
and it is so rooted in our hearts, that we cannot bear to
hear our faults told, nor brook reprehension, because we
take it to be an injury to our character and a disparagement of our worth. That touches us to the quick, as a
thing affecting our honour, and we are at once up in arms,
and instead of being grateful we make a grievance of
it, and fancy we are being wronged and persecuted."
Some say as much in so many words: when they
are corrected and admonished repeatedly of their defects:
they say that they are being persecuted and spitefully
treated. There are besides, says the Saint, some who
acknowledge and tell their faults willingly; but when
others tell them of them and find fault with them, they
at once get excited, defend and excuse them, because they cannot brook being rated at that.
These
. people are not humble, and do not tell their faults with
true knowledge of what they are. If they were humble,
and reckoned themselves to be in fault, and said such
things feeling what they said, they would not so much
resent others saying it to them, nor excuse and defend
themselves at such length.
True humility consists in knowing yourself and making
little account of yourself, and desiring that others likewise should know your faults and not make much of you.
Those other people, says St. Gregory, let it. clearly
appear that they do not tell their faults from any desire
of being made small account of, but to appear good and
humble, since it is written: The just man is Ithe first
accuser of hi1nself (Prov. xviii. 17). You want to gain
honour and pass for humble, and take the telling of your
faults to be a good means to that end: that is why you
tell them. But you do not think it a good means to gain
.honour to have another person telling you them and
rebuking you; rather you take that for a thing redounding to your dishonour and discredit, and therefore you
cannot stand it. Both the one and the other is pride.
Hence it is that, though the man sees that what they
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admonish him of is true, and there is reason for saying
it, nevertheless he is troubled and feels it deeply.
Thus there is no more room for the saying,
Rebuke the wise man, and he will love thee:
since we no longer find nowadays these wise men
who are glad to be found fault with, and take
correction and admonition thankfully., What we can
say to-day is what the same Wise Man said a little before
on this subject: Bewa1'e of c01'1'ecting anJ1'ebu"king the

scorner and the proud man, because he will hold thee in
abhorrence (Prov. ix. 8), and you will make a bad job
of him. That is the usual thing now, and what we
commonly see in the world.
Evil men love not, but
rather hold in abhorrence, those who admonish them of
their defects and tell them the truth. Veritas. odium
The Saints liken them to
parit, truth begets hatred.
patients out of their mind and mad, who will not let the
doctor come near them, but shun him and resist his
treatment and applications, and throw them aside, such
being the grievousness of their malady. and such their
insensibility to the fact that they are ill. This is the
comparison made by the Holy Ghost: He that ha.teth
rebukes is a fool (Prov. xii. I). Speaking of the man
who abhors correction and adlTIonition, I not only say
that he is wanting in virtue and humility,but also that
he is wanting in common sense and judgment: he is
mad and out of his mind, since he refuses medical treatment, and resists the physician and vents his indignation
upon him who wants to come and heal him.

· CHAPTER III

Of the inconveniences and losses that follow front
not taking correction well
This pride and folly goes so far that now scarcely anyone is found to venture to correct and advise another of
his faults, since no one is willing to undertake a bad job,
or as they say, to provoke an uproar at his own expense.
And the man gets what he deserves for this, for what
does. the sick man deserve who will not let himself be
attended to? He deserves to go unattended and be left
to die. Now that is what he deserves, who will not be
corrected and takes amiss any admonition given him.
He who hateth reproofs shall die: he wh.o casteth off
discipline, despiseth his own soul, says the Wise Man
(Prov. xv. 10, 32). He deserves that no one should
correct him or admonish him of anything; that he should
come to have grave faults, manifest to all the rest of the
community, and people should be complaining of them,
and yet there should be no one to tell him. Such is the
usual fate of such folk, and it is one of the greatest
punishments that could befall them. Curavimus Babylonem et non est sanata, derelinquamus eam: "he
has no mind to profit by attention and medical care, let
us leave him" (Jerem. Ii. 9). When a vineyard is left
unpruned and undug, it is gone to waste. So they leave
such a man forlorn, giving him up for lost, for his not
taking advice and correction well.
Our Father Francis Borgia, speaking of the inconveniences and mischiefs that follow from not taking
correction and admonition well, says that thence we are
likely to settle down in one or other of two very awkward situations. They will be these: either for lack of
correction and warning defects will come to be fixtures,
seated and as it were quite a matter of course in those who
have them, there being no one to dare to set about applying a remedy to such an impatient sick person: or if
admonitions are given to him \vho needs them, and he,
664
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instead of being grateful, draws from thence bitterness
and resentment, and holds aloof from his admonitor, in
a few days the house will become a stagnant pool of gall
and bitterness,-allthrough the stupidity of those
imperfect people, who will not admit of advice
and correction, but take for a wrong what they
ought to take for a great benefit, and are aggrieved and
irritated where they ought to be grateful, turning their
remedy into poison.

Thus. one should greatly fear

~

, Are they leaving me . to myself for a cure, because I
am a bad patient?' 'Are they giving over admonishing
me of my faults, because at one time I did not take the
correction and admonition well?' Our Father Francis
desired in his day that we should keep .and carryon that
simplicity, charity and plainness .of speech that marked
our beginnings, when correction and an admonition of. a
defect not. only gave no oocasion for bitterness,but
begot heartfelt love and great gratitude.
A grave' Doctor likens' those who will not take correction. to . the devil, -because they make themselves incorrigible; now it is this being amenable to correction or not
that marks off the sinful man from the devil: for man,
however sinful he be, while he is in this mortal life, is
He quotes
capable of correction, and the .devil not.
accordingly the saying of the Wise Man : He that
abho1'rethcorrection is as the footstep of the sinner
(Ecclus. xxi. 7), that is' of the devil, who is called
As the footprint and
by excellence the sinner.
impress of the foot is like the foot, .so he who abhors
correction is just like the devil in making himself incorrigible, since he shuts the door to· one of the most
proper, powerful and effectual means of amendment. St.
Basil says of such folk a thing worthy' of consideration:
" The conversation and company of these people who
refuse correction and take advice badly, is very hurtful
to the rest of the Religious with whom they live :by
their bad example they spread the infection of having
little taste, or rather no taste at all, for being corrected
and advised: thus they draw folk away from the end
and purpose for which they came into Religion, which
was (amendment and reform. " He would have such
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people removed from intercourse and conversation with
the rest, that they n1ay not spread the infection.

CHAPTER IV

H ow important it is to tak.e correction and

admonition well
A philosopher here gives a very good piece of advice,
such that it would seem nothing more could be asked for
in this matter. That philosopher is Galen, who not content with writing maxims for the cure of bodies, has
also written a book how to know and cure the ailments
of the soul. There this philosopher says: " Anyone who
wishes to amend his faults and make progress in virtue,
should seek out a good and prudent man to warn him of
them; and if he finds a proper person for that purpose,
he should call him aside and ask him very earnestly to
dv him the favour of admonishing him of all the faults
that he observes in him, offering and promising to be
very grateful for it, and to take him for a true friend;
telling him that hereby he will do him a greater favour
and benefit than if he cured him of some ailment of the
body, inasmuch as the soul is more than the body." And
if the other undertakes this office, and says that he will
do so, and afterwards some days pass without his
admonishing you of anything, complain to him, he says,
and ask him once more, more earnestly than you did the
first time, not to do so, but admonish you at once when
he sees you in any fault. And if he answers you that he
certainly has not been unmindful of his promise, but that
all this time there has been nothing in you that deserved
unfavourable notice, do not believe him at all, but make
up your mind that the reason of his not having admonished you has not been that there have been no faults
giving ground for admonition, but one of these three
things,-either through negligence and carelessness on
his part he has taken no account of your defects and
forgotten all about it,-for there are very few who will
take such care and charge themselves in this manner
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with your improvement,-or in the second place, if he
has observed and noticed any faults in you, as possibly
he may have noticed some, understand that he has failed
to tell you out of shyness and bashfulness, and because
he did not want to get out of your good graces and lose
your friendship, knowing that that is what comes of
telling truths nowadays: or thirdly, because l'erhaps on
one occasion he saw that you did not take well the
correction and admonition he gave you, and therefore

(notwithstanding all that you had said) he could not
believe that you were in earnest in your desire of being
corrected and admonished, since he attached· more faith
to deeds .than to words. He goes on to say: " Even
though it happen sometimes that the matter on which your
friend admonishes you is not so, or is not so serious as he
says, still take care not to disavow it or excuse it; in the
first place, because it may be that your friend is a shrewder
observer than you are, for it is' much easier to see
another's faults than one's own; secondly, because even
though the case was not as stated, still it will do you
good to be more cautious and better on your guard as
to your behaviour, and more careful henceforth to give
no occasion for such things being said or suspected of
you."
All this is said by that philosopher, and all of it is
necessary, if we are to find anyone who will cheerfully
do us this kindness. There is great difficulty in doing it,
as anyone may see for himself, not only on the side of
the person corrected, being so sensitive to correction
and rebuke, but also on the side .of the giver of the
correction, when he is commissioned to admonish. others
to correct some fault that they have got. Even to the
Superior himself this is one of his greatest troubles, when
there is scant virtue and humility in his subjects. On
the one hand he feels obliged to correct them by reason
of his office, and on the other he is afraid that they cannot but resent the correction and admonition. He goes
a.bout it as though he had to give them the cautery, all
in a perspiration himself, and sometimes in perplexity
as to whether he shall mention the thing or leave it alone.
N ow he thinks it will be well to mention it, watching for
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some good opportunity and favourable conjuncture, and
employing some manner of salve and sugary words to
diminish the bitterness of the reproof. Another time he
apprehends such difficulty on the part of the subject that
he thinks it better to leave the thing unmentioned,
although the fault is there. He is afraid that the mention of it will do more harm than good, and will serve
for nothing but to make the delinquent more ill-tempered
and disagreeable to deal with, and haply not go about his
office and ministry in future with such relish and satisfaction as before. The sun softens and melts wax,
but dries and hardens mud.
When plants have taken
firm root in the soil, air and sun help to make
them grow and fructify; but if they are not well
rooted, these same agencies and influences dry them up
and make them rot the sooner. On this motive Superiors
cease to admonish some of their subjects of their defects,
because they get worse under treatment and turn their
medicine into poison. They take that for spite and
aversion and ill will, which is really love and desire of
their good, and so they deserve to be left alone.
If then you do not want to be given up as incorrigible
and incurable, you must take admonition and correction
really well. H ow good it is, on being rebuked, to show
repentance! (Ecclus. xx. 4).
How good it is, and how
well it looks, on being corrected and admonished of one's
fault, .to recognise it and show regret for it and purpose
of amendment! And though on some occasion you have
not committed the fault that they admonish you of, or
it has not been committed in that manner, or been so
serious as that,. you should not show it, but thank your admonitor for his goodwill and the good turn he does you,
and promise him amendment, saying that you will keep an
eye on that in future, and that he has done you a great
charity, for thus you will encourage him to admonish you
another time; whereas,if you at once set to work excusing
and defending yourself, he will not advise you another
time of what perhaps it was quite necessary you should be
told. There are people who, when they are admonished
of any fault, at once excuse themselves; and when they
cannot excuse it altogether, they look for reasons to
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diminish and make less it, showing that it was not so
bad. This is the way to shut the door against anyone
admonishing you another time; for as your admonitor
sees that upon sundry admonitions you never have
acknowledged your fault, but always find excuses to get
out' of it, he makes up his mind never more to speak to
Y0l;! of the thing. This is what you get by your excuses,
or explanations as you call them, that no one now will
ever give you 'an·' admonition; and besides, all such
behaviour is disedifying and looks bad.
Even in Superiors it is taken to be a great fault not to
take well' the admonitions and counsels given them, nor
show any disposition to hear them willingly. This is so
true that they say it is better to choose for government
a man' of ,less wisdom, if he is aware of his deficiencies
and takes well the admonitions and counsels of the wise,
than another, who knows more, and, is very confident in
himself, thinking that he knows all about it, and having
no taste for admonitions nor any readiness to take in
good part the ,advice given him. Scripture is full of this
topic, especially the SapientialBooks. Hast thou seen
a man wise in his own conceit? There i's more hope of
a fool than of him (Prov. xxvi. 12). The way ofa fool
is right in his own eyes, but the wise man takes counsel
of another (Prov. xii. 15). I, wisdom, dwell in counsel
(Prov. viii. 12). In abundance of counsel there is prosperity(Pr()v. xi. 14). And one of the conditions that the
Apostle St. James lays down of the wisdom that descends
from heaven, is that it is not contentious nor obstinate,
but peaceful and open to persuasion (James iii. 17).
Now if it is a praiseworthy thing in Superiors willingly
to hear the admonition and' advice of 'private persons,
and the opposite course is blameworthy and reprehensible, wit~ how much greater reason are inferiors open

to reprehension, when they take not well advice and
cotrection even from Superiors!
.
That we may set more store by this and animate our·
selves more to it, it is well that we should understand
and consider ,one great advantage there is in it: if is
that when the subject takes admonition and correction
weIl,and' the' Superior is satisfied on that point, faults
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give the Superior little concern, because if they are seen,
the remedy is seen along with them. But when this is
not the case, the door is seen to be shut against. the
requisite remedy. These are the distresses and anxieties of Superiors. Thus it is a good plan for one in
private station to tell the Superior of the readiness and
desire that he has of being admonished, and to beg him
in all earnes'tness as a father to correct and admonish
him, in plain and straightforward language, of all his shortcomings; and not to mind if on some. occasion possibly he
has resented correction as a man and not taken it so well as
he should. And he should not be satisfied with making
this request once for all, or saying the thing as a formality, but he should do it time after time and with great
earnestness. Make sure that all this importunity is
necessary to get yourself believed, and have this service
rendered you well and carefully, as the difficulty of it
requires. Thus though in other things we should rejoice
at being taken for imperfect men and unmortified, since
there are plenty of things in which w·e are such, yet in
this you should not allo\v, or give occasion for the
Superior to think of you, that you are so proud or so
unmortified as not to take well the correction or warning
that he may give you: rather, try to let him be quite
satisfied on this point, that you may not be deprived ·of
so great a benefit and such a principal means of your
improvement.
St. Basil says: "As the sick man, desirous and
anxious for the recovery of his health, takes in good part
the treatment that the doctor gives him, though it be
rough and hard, and is not angry with his physician,
nor harbours the thought that he means any mischief in
treating him so; so the humble man, desirous in good
earnest of his spiritual improvement, takes correction
and admonition .in good part, without thinking for a
moment that it is done out of ill-will or passion."
If for
the recovery of bodily health we willingly take very bitter
medicines, and let the physician or surgeon cut
and burn where he pleases, and we are grateful for it
and take it for a great boon, so it will be reasonable,
says St. Basil, that we should do the same for the
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spiritual· health of our soul, and t,he general good of all
our Order, even though the treatment and correction be
rough and hard.
CHAPTER V

In which what has been said is confirmed by sundry

examples
St. Chrysostom, to exhort us to take correction and
admonition well, brings the example related in Holy
Writ. of Moses. Moses was a man so eminent for wisdom that God finally chose him for leader of His people,
and worked many miracles for him as well in Egypt as
in the desert. Nevertheless he took very well the advice
and counsel that a man in private station, Jethro, his fatherin-law, gave him, as regards his office as governor and
judge of his people, not to seek to do everything himself, but to choose some to help him in the work. That
is not a. good plan of thine, foolishly fatiguing and wearing thyself out with so much labour (Exod. xviii. 17, 18).
St. Chrysostom there observes that he did not answer:
, See who is coming now to give us advice' : as many
do, who though the advice be good, disdain to take it
from such a person giving it them; but he took the
advice with humility, and put it into execution.
St. Cyprian and St. Augustine observe to this same
effect the example of the Apostle St. Peter, when St.
Paul reproved him concerning circumcision, which he
wished at the time them· to receive who were converted
from heathendom (Gal. ii. II, 12). See, he says,
how the Apostle St. Peter did not presume on himself,
nor take an attitude of superiority, saying: ' I am
Primate of the Church, and to me the greater credit
should be given, and all should follow and obey.' See
how he did not despise St. Paul for having been a persecutor .of the Church, and did not disdain to be corrected
ap.dadvisedby him, but. took the admonition very well,
and· gave in at once to reason and truth.
That example also is worthy of memory which the
Emperor Theodosius gave, taking with such great
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humility the correction and admonition which St.
Ambrose gave him, when he excommunicated him and
forbade him to enter the church, on account of the cruel
and unjust punishment which he had inflicted on the city
of Thessalonica; and again when Theodosius had offered
his gift at the altar, and wanted to stay within the
sanctuary rails, St. Ambrose sent to tell him to go out
into the body of the church,since that place was reserved
for the priests, and the purple robe makes emperors, but
not priests, as is recounted at length in the Ecclesiastical
History, where with reason the question is raised, which
was most worthy of praise., the constancy and fortitude of
the holy Bishop, or the marvellous obedience and
humility of that most religious Prince.
Of the same St. Ambrose it is told in his Life, that
when people admonished him of any fault, he rendered
thanks for it and reckoned it a singular benefit. In the
Chronicles of the Cistercian Order it is told of a monk
of the monastery of Clairvaux, that every time he was
reproved or admonished of any fault, he recited at least
one Our Father for his admonitor. And it is said there
that this custom continued in that monastery, and was
observed as an inviolable rule.
Simon Metaphrastes tells of the holy Abbot Arsenius,
a man famous for holiness all over the monastic world,
who in the world had held high rank as tutor to the
Emperor The.odosius's sons, Arcadius and Honorius, who
afterwards succeeded their father and were Emperors
themselves, that for all his sanctity he had some little
faults from which his holiness did not deliver him. As
he had been of such high rank and had lived in such
comfort in the world, there remained with him some
remnants of the easy ways and liberty of the palace,
where he had been brought up: thus when he sat with
the rest of the community he had a way of crossing his
legs. This looked bad to all the Fathers as being contrary to modesty: they wanted to tell him of it, but no
one dared, feeling much difficulty in bringing such a
trifle to the notice of so grave and venerable a Father.
They consulted about it, and the Abbot Pastor, a prudent
and holy man, suggested an excellent means. He made
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it up with all the' other Fathers: 'let us do this: the
first time we are all, together, I will put myself ' in that
posture, and do you rebuke me for it,and I will correct
myself,and so he will take the hint.' They' all thought
it an excellent' expedient, and did 'so the next time they
were together for spiritual conference.
The Abbot
Pastor took the same" posture as Arsenius, and the old
men rated him soundly for the want of modesty and the
bad example which he 'showed; and'he at once put himself in a proper attitude. Abbot Arsenius, seeing what
passed in his neighbour, without seeming to do so,
lowered' his leg little, by little; and history says that he
took the' admonition so well as "never again' to fall into
that fault. So each one should take any public admonition and rebuke that they give to another. Hence also
will' be seen the difficulty that we said there was in
correcting and admonishing ,another.

CHAPTER' VI

Of the Rule' and 'Constitution that we have in the
Society, of discovering the faults of, our' brethren
immediately to the Superior
The ninth rule of the Summary of our Constitutions
says as foIlows:-' 'For their greater advancement in
spirit,. and especially for their greater humiliation and
self-contempt, everyone should be content that all his
errors and faults," and all things whatsoever may be
observed and noted in him, may be made known to the
Superior by anyone who has knowledge of them out of
confession. " As a foundation of what we have got to
say, it is well for all to know that, while allourConsti-

tutions are' approved and confirmed by Sovereign
Pontiffs,~and

there' is put at the beginning of them the
motu proprio of Gregory XIII., whereby they are
approved,--,-this Rule and Constitution of fraternal
correction received the particular approbation of the
Sovereign Pontiff, and that as the result <;>f a judicial
enquiry, which sets it in a category by itself. .For in ·
43
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Rome, a priest who had been a member of the Society,
and was dismissed fronl it as being a restless and
mutinous spirit, printed a fragment of the Summa of
Cardinal Toledo,and in it there, was a chapter saying
that a certain Religious Order, to which he wished
-well for the learned men there were in it, had here a rule
contrary to the gospel (Matt. xviii. IS), prescribing that
faults should be discovered immediately' to the Superior
without previous notice given to the delinquent, and this
rule might lead to many awkward consequences. Father
Everard Mercurian, who was then General, complained
to the Pope; and. His Holiness desired to see the book
and our rule, and took information of the way in which
the rule was. carried out in the Society; and thereupon
declared that not only was the rule not contrary to the
gospel, but was very far from being open to such a false
accusation, and contained in it evangelical and apostolical perfection; and he ordered that part of the book
to be prohibited, as was done by Cardinal Sirleto, to
whom that office appertained.
This were enough to justify the rule; but for our greater
satisfaction and consolation, leaving scholastic disputations and argumentations to the Schools, we will treat
here of two things: first, the importance and necessity of
this rule; and secondly, sundry reasons which show and
declare how well founded it is in reason. As for the first,
the importance and necessity of this rule will be understood from another very important rule that we have,
of which we spoke in the last treatise, of giving an
account of conscience to the Superior. All the reasons
and suitable motives that our Father alleges in the Constitutions in fav'our 'of each individual manifesting his
conscience to the Superior,-all these reasons, I say,
bear out this rule and show the importance and necessity thereof. These reasons we set forth in that other
place at length, and they may be reduced to two heads:
first, to the end that Superiors may be better able to rule,
direct and cure; secondly, that so the Superior may be able
to ordain and provide better what makes for the good of
the whole body of the Society. For these same reasons
our Father judged that it was very important that the
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Superior should be advised of your faults and defects
by anyone who knew them out of . confession. He
wanted to have a surety in this matter, in case you
should be neglectful of a thing to which you are bound;
and which is so important for our good and for the
general good :of the Society. In this, your brot'her supplies for what' you ought to have done,. and were bound
to do, according' to your Institute. All this makes for
your greater good and. that of the Order, for bur' greater
security in our ministries and for preventing Superiors
from. ever putting anyone in danger of spiritual shipwreck.
Under the second head many reasons may be given in
confirmation and justification of this rule~ Let this be
the first, the practice that there is of it in other Orders
of ancient standing. In the Order of the blessed St:
Francis, they have the same ordinance that the Society
has, that faults be told' to the Superior without previous
warning to the brother that has cummitted them, as
maybe seen in the book entitled A Quiet Conscience
(Serena Conscientia) , Question 104. And in the General
Statutes, called ' of Barcelona,' because they were made
in a General Chapter of theirs held at Barcelona in the
year 1451, it is .said that when any go out of the monastery, they must after their return tell the Superior
of any serious. things that have happened to their companions; and that whoever fails to do this shall be
punished with fasts on bread and water, and other
penances at the discretion of the Superior. And the same
is said in the most ancient Statutes of the Order, in the
fifth· chapter. And when St. Bonaventure was General
of the Order, in a General Chapter, with consent of the
whole Chapter, this ordinance was confirmed and
approved; and it was enacted that any teaching to the
contrary should be cast out of the Order as pestilent
and' destructive of all regular discipline-, and that any
one daring to teach it should be deprived of his books,
and of active and passive voice, and even should be put
in prison. And that it may be seen how ancient this
teaching is, and hqw it has ever been the received practice among those who 'were aiming at perfection, Abbot
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Smaragdus quotes a decree of the' Abbots of old, Stephen
and Paul, which is worded thus: "If anyone sees another
doing or saying anything- bad, and does not inform the
Superior at once without delay, let him understand that
he is an abettor and accomplice in that sin, and it is as
though he had sinned and done the thing; for he is not
free from suspicion of complicity in a sin, who being
able to remedy it does not remedy it."
And thereupon
he quotes another decree, \:vhich says thus: " If anyone
knows of another's design to fly from the monastery, and
does not at once reveal it, withollt doubt he is partaker
in his perdition, and let such a one be removed from
intercourse and conversation with the rest of the Religious until the other is brought back."
Thus this is
not a new thing, nor proper and peculiar to us, but very
ancient and common to other Orders. This Religious
usage is founded on the end and purpose of the precept
of fratern~l correction, which is the amendment and
cure of my brother, which commonly may be hoped
for through the Superior and not through any private
person.
'
The second reason by which this rule is justified, and
shown not to contain any such rigour or difficulty as some
imagine, is that what is enjoined upon us and practised
in the Society, is to tell the fault. of our brother to the
Superior as spiritual father, that he may correct the
offender with his fatherly charity and love; and that he
who has fallen, or was on the point of falling, may rise
and amend, as is also declared in the twentieth of the
Common Rules, which says thus: " If anyone knows
of any grave temptation of another, let him warn the
Superior thereof, that he by his fatherly care and providence may be able to find suitable remedy."
Thus the
other's fault is not told to the Superior as judge, nor in
such a way as to enable him to proceed to punish it,
but as to a father who may be able to amend and not
hurt him, by the proper remedy being' applied to his case,
and the ill consequences being prevented that might
ensue if the Superior did not know and apply the remedy
(Suarez, De Poenitentia, disp. 34, sect. 4).
Thirdly, this is confirmed by Father Master Nadal, a
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man distinguished for learning and virtue, with this good
reason. We· see, he says, in; the Church .of God, as well
in ecclesiastic-al as in secular government, that for elections to offices enquiry is made into things very private,
according to the nature and requirements of the. office.
This is not done asa first step to punishment, although
something may be found that deserves it, but because
I want to know to whom I am entrusting my church,
or my house, or my. property, or my soul. But in the
Society all are eligible for missions, that being proper
to our Institute; for which missions is required a very
solid, not a weak and frail virtue, that' may come to
ruin and destroy the good name of the Order. The
Superior therefore may. inform himself and be informed
of these private matters, and ..lay down this rule' for it,
that he may be sure not to make a mistake in a matter
of such importance as this, a matter that so much concerns you and the 'whole Order.
In the fourth place, that it· may be seen how reason~
ably this rule is framed, let us put in the scales on the
one side the harm that ensues to you, from your fault
being told to the Superior as to a father, and on the
other the losses and inconveniences that come of its not
being told; and see which scale weighs the heavier.
The harm to you is a little, shame, and a trifling loss
of credit that you seem to yourself to suffer; but the
harm that may ensue and generally does ensue on the
other side, when these things are not, told to the, Superior,
is first of all the fact that the mischief remains to be
remedied, and as it is not remedied' nor checked, it is
apt to grow, and even to spr,ead and infect others.
Moreover the usual outcome is apt to be your disgrace
and a note, of infamy to your Order, since after all,
sooner or later, in one way or another, the whole
matter. comes out; and what might before have been
remedied with a little holy water, if it had be,en told
to the Superior at the outset, as' it. should have been
told, will now have to come to be de'alt with' by cauteries of fire and the surgeon's knife, I mean" dismiss(ll
from the Society,-vastly more than a little shame and
that slight loss of credit 'which you think you' sustain' by
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the Superior knO"wing your fault. So I say that not only
is there nothing done against charity by discovering to
the Superior the fault of your brother, but there is an
obligation of doing so, an obligation which you should
scruple to neglect,-an obligation so serious that it may
amount to a mortal sin to neglect it; not by virtue" of
the rule, since our rules do not bind under sin, as we
have said above, but for the gravity of the matter,
and the serious consequences and mischief that may
and often do ensue, of which he is the cause, who might
have prevented them by giving notice in time, and did
not, when he should have done. The blessed St. Basil
says, exhorting hereto: "To hide your brother's sin
and refuse to reveal it to the Super~or, is nothing short of
helping the sick man who is on his death-bed to die
quickly. " Sin covered up and dissembled is like an interior abscess, that spreads and spreads within till it
reaches the heart and proves fatal. And as he would
do us a good turn, who should open the abscess, and
expel the poison locked in there, even though it cost
us some pain; and on the contrary he would play the
part of an enemy, who under pretext of compassion
should refuse to open the abscess and cast the purulent
matter out, so, says St. Basil, he does not the work
of a friend, but of an enemy, who cloaks over the fault
of his brother, and refuses to lay it open to the Superior
as to a physician and father, to treat and remedy it;
this is like helping a man to die. St. Augustine, speaking on this subject, says: "Think not that it is ill
done on your part when you reveal,this to the Superior:
rather you would do ill in cloaking your brother's misdeed over. You might have corrected him, and by
silence and dissimulation you let him perish.
If he
had a sore on his body, and wished to hide it for fear
of the cautery, would it not be cruelty of you to keep
silent about it, and a work of charity and mercy to
reveal· it ; how much more so in regard of the inward
sores of the soul!"
The dissimulation that some are wont to practise, by
way of keeping what they call the law of men of honour,
is no law of charity. There are some who take it for
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a point of honour and good breeding not to go witll
stories of other people's faults to the Superior, and feel
great repugnance to giving evidence against them,
taking it to be meanness, and they say they have
no mind to go tale-bearing, nor to do harm to anyone,
or get any one into the Superior's black books. This is
not the spirit of Religion, much less of the Society, but
laws of the world, codes of evil, secular cabals :;lod
cliques very prejudicial to Religion.
It is not talebearing, it is not doing harm to your -brother, it is doing
him good, the opposite course is doing harm to him and
to the Order. How can it be right or reasonable to b~
unfaithful to your Order to please some particular person?
To whom are you more bound, to this individual or to
the Order? To be ' a close and safe man,' and have a
reputation for that, is a thing that one should take
for an insult and a disgrace; there is no qisgrace
in being loyal to your Order and keeping its rule.
And St. Basil concludes: "Let none then conceal the
sin of his brother, .lest instead of loving him and doing
him good, he be the cause of his final ruin."
Seek
not then means of. concealment to hide the malady and
infirmity of your hrother, but manifest it straightway tq
the physician whose office it is to tend and remedy it,
before it becomes incurable, and calls for the cautery and
the knife. This will be true love aQd true charity; . in
this way you will save your brother, in the other· way
perhaps you will contribute to his ruin.
.
These reasons, and others that Theologians and Sajnts
allege, are sufficient proof that this rule is quite· just and
holy, even though the Religious makes no renunciation
of his right. Such renunciation is not made in other
Orders" but in the Society there is, besides what has
been said, another particular reason, which is that any
one ,vishing to enter the Society has)he. Rules given
him, .and a Summary of the Constitutions which he has
to observe, where this rule is set down. And they -ask
him if
will be content to submit to these rules, and in
particular In point of this very rule his conseQ.t. is expressly asked to. what is said in it. And every six months
during the two years of his novitiate, before he is

he
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admitted to his VOvvs, the rule is once more put. before
him, and the same question asked. And the Master of
Novices has a rule to explain to the novices more in
particular. the things. in which aftervvards they may find
some difficulty, among. which this rule is specified, and
so it is done. And they say that they are content to
submit to it for their greater spiritual good, and their
greater abasement and humiliation, as the rule says,
which is another particular help to the further smoothing
down of this difficulty.
It is certain that each one, when he enters Religion,
may for his greater perfection, cede the right which he
has in the nlatter, and consent to all his faults being
made known immediately to the Superior, without his
being first 'warned in private. Each man is master and
administrator of his own honour and fame; and for his
own good and spiritual advancement he may agree to
lose it with the Superior, or with whomsoever the
Superior wishes,-so long as there is no particular circumstance which obliges him not to part with it, as
it is certain that there is no such circumstance in this
case. As the man may lawfully reveal to the Superior
his sin, however grave and secret it may be, so also
he may give leave to another to reveal it. This is what
they do who enter the Society, .by the conSent which
we have mentioned. The consent asked of them is to
the· doing of what is prescribed in the said rule, and they
answer that they give it; which is nothing less than a
cession of their rights. Supposing one in confession,
or in confidence, tells me of a grievous sin, and I say
to him: ' To make better sure of a remedy, would you
like or be satisfied that I should speak of it to the
Superior, he being a very learned and a very prudent
man?' and he says, 'Yes, I am satisfied'; it is clear
that by the tenor of those words he cedes the right that
he had that his fault should be told to nobody,. and that
I acquire a right to be able to consult my Superior about it.
. Add to this, the ordinary practice of this rule which
the novices see in the Society for two years before they
take their vows. This is notice enough to give them to
understand that they have renounced their right in the
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matter t even though . they were not told in particular and
expressly that they renounce it. It is in the same way
that the Carthusian monk· renpunces the natural right
that he has .to preserve his life, by eating meat, by the
usage there is of this·· in his Order, although he does
not say in particular and expressly that he renounces it,
-and that is a greater right than the right to reputation. Again, he who is ordained to the Sacred Order of
Subdiaconate.,

renounces

the right of Illarrying,

and

becomes bound by a solemn vow of chastity, although
he does not make any such vow in particular and expressly. So our Father Francis Borgia, when he was
General, replied to some Provincial Congregations in
Spain, who asked him whether persons entering the
Society renounced their right in this matter. And the
General of our Society has the right to declare the meaningof our Constitutions, as is stated in our Bulls and
privileges.
Finally, since the writing of the above, what we have
said has been determined in the Sixth General Congregation, and ordered to be explained to the novices. And
as is observed there,.· the General Congregation· has the
privilege ~rom the Apostolic See, of explaining doubtful
points of the Institute. The Congregation there adds that
those words of the rule, "by anyone who knows them
out of confession," apply to things noted and observed
by the giver of the information, and not to things which
the persons involved impart to another. in confidence by
way of asking advice for their direction and aid.
Hereby are allayed all the difficulties and occasions of
complaint that mig-ht occur, since scienti et ·volenti non
fit..injuria, to one who knows and is satisfied with the
thing, no injustice is done. You were told, to start with,
when· you ,vere received, that such was the practice
here, and you said. that you. were glad to submit to it.
If since then you resent and feel aggrieved· at your faults
being told to the Superior, do not throw the blame on
the rule, nor on your brother who keeps it; do. not complain of that, but, of yourself, that whereas now you ought
to have more virtue and humility than when you first
began, you have less, since you are no longer in the
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state of mind .in which you then were.
This is the
whole hub of the difficulty which some make. about this
rule; and so our Father puts in the text of the rule that
foundation which is necessary for its support, which is
humility, and desire of spiritual advancement. If we
had that, we. should rejoice at others knowing our faults,
that we might be held in less esteem; how much more
in being corrected and admonished of them! Little
humility and virtue can he have, \vho has not enough
even for that.

CHAPTER VII

Sundry important warnings in this matter
From \vhat has been said we may gather sundry warnings, as well for him "vho is corrected as for him whose
duty is to correct and admonish. First, for him who
is corrected and admonished, it must be observed that
it is a grea,t fault, and argues great imperfection, \vhen
upon the Superior rebuking or adlnonishing anyone of
any defect, the man resents the admonition, and thereupon goes up and down enquiring who has told the
Superior, and whether he has·· told more, or exaggerated
the thing much; and takes to complaining afterwards
and offering excuses to this person and to that, making
out that this thing was not so, or that it was not so
bad as was represented. That is a great fault, and often
does more hann and gives greater disedification than the
original delinquency.
W eall know well and acknowledge that ' I am a man and have my faults'; but
when a person resents things. in this way, we judge him
to be very imperfect, showing as he does much pride,
and giving· occasion for our suspecting him of having
no mind for amendment and spiritual improvement, but
caring only to have an easy time of it and stand well in
public regard and estimation.
St. Bernard says very well: " As for him \vho seeks
to throw a veil even over the faults in which they catch
him, and perhaps tells a small lie to excuse them, how
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shall I believe that he will reveal the secret faults which
he alone can know?" The truly humble man, who knows
himself and takes himself for what he is, is not astonished
at anything they say of him, nor is it anything new to
him, since he always knows of· greater faults in himself
and thinks what they say little in comparison with what
there was to say. To yourmind,_ your fault seems less
than it is, and sometimes no fault at all, because you see
it with eyes blinded by self-love; but to your neighbour,
viewing it _with dispassionate eyes, it seems greater, and
what it is really in itself. But suppose a case in which
your accuser has been guilty of exaggeration, stating
the matter as it appeared to him, do you not remember
that when you entered Religion they asked you if you
would be content to suffer injuries and false witnesses
and affronts from people within the house and from people
outside, and you answered yes?
How is it -that-,you
have .now forgotten and repented of your profession?
You should have been glad of your accuser, with the
best will in the world, saying more than what happened;
and even though it be that it was not with a good
intention, or any kindly feeling that he said it, you should
still have rejoiced for what concerns yourself, over your
greater humiliation, and over your being made like to
and imitating .Christ our Lord; how much more should
you not be glad, now that he says it with a good intention,
taking what he says to be true, because he has understood
it .so! In this way you gain more with men, and with
God likewise ; in the other way, when you think to gain,
you lose.
Much greater would be the fault if, lighting upon him
who might have given the inforn1ation, you were to go
the length of telling him so, and complain because he
spoke, or because he said too. much, or told the' story
in another way from .what had occurred; or if you
frowned or looked daggers at him, giving him to understand'what was thought of him for what he had done.
Anyone with a sincere desire of amendment and improvement would'rather wish to have many eyes fixed upon
him, to help and oblige him more to the perfection that
he desires. Such was the desire of St. Bernard, who says:
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" Who will give me a hundred. shepherds to be told off
to keep me! The more I have of them, the greater the
sense of security with which I go to pasture. a amazing
folly! A man has. no hesitation in gathering a multitude
of other people's souls under his keep, but he cannot
endure to ):lave one 'watching over his soul. I fear more
the teeth of the wolf than the crook of the shepherd. "
That is what is to be feared, the wolf; but the watchfulness
and pipe and care of the shepherd is not a thing to fear,
but to desire. This is the movement of the good spirit;
and contrariwise to resent there being eyes to watch and
keep guard over you, besides being an evil thing in
itself, is generally a sign of there being good reason
to look after you with some care.
And let this
be observed also in other similar matters: we see by
experience that they who complain of and resent
their being carefully looked after, are just the persons
who have most need of it and by thus complaining they
render themselves more open. to suspicion. A good and
humble Religious finds more to fear in looking after himself than another can fear about it; and therefore he finds
matter of rejoicing when they help him in this case, since
it is his business that is being furthered, and he it is that
is concerned in it.
On the part of him who has to give t'he information,
it is necessary to observe in the first place that
the revealing of your brother's faults must be to
the Superior immediately, without other roundabout processes, .as to a father, and under such secrecy as the
fault requires, that he as a father may apply the remedy
and prevent' the mischief that might thence arise. This
should be carefully taken notice of; for sometimes it
may happen that a man will not tell the faults to the
Superior, and will tell them to a private person, who
has no means of remedying them. That would be very
ill done, because it would be detraction.
Secondly, as regards the mode of procedure in this
manifestation, the rule says that it is to be done " with
due love and charity," words whi'ch gave great satisfaction to His Holiness Gregory XIII., \vhen he examined
these rules. He who wishes to do the right thing here,
o
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must look to it carefully that he 'be not moved by passion
or envy, and that no indiscreet zeal prompt him to .act
hastily and represent the thing as of greater gravity
than it· really is, or tell a .crooked story, or exaggerate
things,making of a fly an elephant, and going from
particular to general, or putting forward as a cerctainty
what is' a mere suspicion, and perhaps a fancy of his
own brain. This makes much matter of scruple, and is
the ca'use of great troubles.
Thirdly, it is to be observed that whoever gives the
admonition. should not cease to do his duty even though
the party admonished does, not do his, nor takes the
admonition in the right way. St. Augustine~ arguing
well that he who does not take. correction properly is
like' a raving madman who resists physician and medicine; says: "What are we to do with him ?Are we
perhaps. to cease working for his cure?
No, by .no
ineans; for though' the' insane' patient will not. brook
being tied or attended .to; and although he who is
suffering from a deadly sleeping sickness will not have
them awaken him, nevertheless the diligence. of charity
insists on binding and tending the one" and awakening
the other. Both seem to be offended,and. take -it for
an annoyance and molestation, while their malady,. is .on
them; but afterwards, upon their recovery, they are grateful for.t'he benefit and good turn that has been done them."
Amba' offenduntur, sed ambo diliguntur' /ambo moles..
tantur;'quamdiu aegri suni', indignantur, sed ambo sanati
gratulan'tur.
Thus we are to hope that our brother also will behave,
although at the time when the admonition is given him
he resents it; but when he is himself again, and thinks
the matter over by himself and in presence of God, he
will come to' see reason, and acknowledge and be gr~te
ful for the benefit· done him. Even brute animals, however much they resist, are nevertheless tended by men,
with much' trouble arid sometimes danger to their keepers.
Of them .no gratitude is to be expected, because th~y
have no understanding for tha't. But how much more IS
it 'to be expected, says the .Saint, that we shall
tend and correct our brother, that he perish not
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everlastingly. After all, he has understanding, and will
be able in time to recognise facts, and be grateful for
the benefit done him, according to the saying of the
Wise Man : He will find more gratitude who correc/teth
his neighbour than he who deceivth him with flatteries
(Prov. xxviii. 23).
St. Basil quotes to this effect the words of St. Paul
to the Corinthians (2 Cor. ii. 2) : And who is it that gladdeneth rne but he whom I make sad? This pain and
sadness that you conceive upon correction, gladdens me,
because I see that it is to end in good. What for the
present gives pain, is a cause of health, because it makes
men careful and diligent in future. Itis a sadness according to God (2 Cor. vii. I I), because it is cause of amendment. But you will say, there are some who get worse
for correction· and admonition. To this, St. Augustine
well replies: "Are we then to drop medical treatment
and cease to· tend the sick, because some are not cured
by it? No, surely not. Neither then should we omit
correction because some do not profit thereby. The
physician, whether spiritual or corporal, must do what
in him lies, and what his art teaches him, and not at
once throw the case up, but use and try the means at his
disposal. "
Concerning the method to be employed in correcting,
St. Basil says that he who corrects another ought to
imitate physicians, who ,are not angry with their patient,
but all their contention and indignation is against the
sickness, and to that they devote their applications and
remedies. So he who corrects anot'her ought not to be
angry or irritated with the sinner, but give all his care and
attention to banishing the defect al1d vice from the soul
of his brother.
And the way that he should take
herein, says the Saint, should be that which a father,
who was a physician, would take in treating a son for a
\vound or painful sore: see with what tenderness, gentleness and kindness he would treat him: in short he is
like one who feels his son's pain as his own. In this
same way then, with this tenderness, gentleness and
kindness should the Superior correct his subjects, his
spiritual children, in a spirit of gentleness says St. Paul
J
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(Gal. vi. I). The p~rsecutor who hacks mep. to pieces,
and the executioner who quarters them, says St. Augustine, takes no thought of. hitting upon' joints, or where
his knife will pass better; but the surgeon, operating on
a patient, considers first where he should cut, and goes
about it with much delicacy and caution, because his
object is to heal, and not ·to hack to pieces. This is the
way the Superior should go about it, who wishes to heal
his subject by correction and admonition, not to give
him -pain and· do him harm.
This is a thing of great importance, earnestly. inculcated by the Saints. Let him who corrects another, they
say, be greatly on his guard against any. display of
passion, anger, or indignation, for that will be the 'ruin
of the whole business: it will not cure or amend the
delinquent, but make him worse. And they quote that
saying of the Apostle: .The servant of God should correct
with meekness them who resist Ithe truth (2 Tim. ii. 25).
With meekness, though our version says with modesty}
but it all comes to the same; for in order to correct with
modesty, you must make no display of passion or excitement. Finally, the correction must be done with a kind
air and gentle mien, and with a gracious countenance, so
that the person corrected may understand· that it springs
from motives of affection and charity and desire of his
welfare, for in that way it promises to be productive of
much good.

